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MINERS OF WESTERN HEMISPHERE EXCHANGE
VIEWS AT PAN-AMERICAN CONFERENCE

Neglect on Part of United States to Develop Nitrogen Supply Leaves it Almost

Helpless to Defend Itself Adequately, Noted Scientists Agree

Dr. Raymond's Work Commended

Raiikinj^ with the most important scientific

gatherings ever held is the Pan-American
Scientific Conference, which began its ses-

sions in Washington December 27. Section 7

of the conference, dealing with mining, metal-

lurgy, economic geology and applied chem-
istry, and Section 3, covering various features

of conservation, are of direct interest to the

mining industry. The conference was at-

tended by a large number of the leading men
in the mining industry, not cnly in the United
States, but in each of the republics of l^tin

-Xmerica.

The section was divided into sub-sections,

of which Van H. Manning was chairman of
that pertaining to mining; W. !\. Ingalls,

r
• "iirgy; George Otis Smith. ec<>n<»mic

^i . -.y, and Charles K. Munroe, applied

chemistry.

J K N N INC S COM M K .\ DEI)

To Hennen Jennings, chairman of Section

7, is attributed much of the credit for its suc-

cessful conduct. Mr. Jennings was indefatiga-
ble in his efforts to make the meeting one of
real profit to the industry, not nnlv in the

United Stales, but in all of tiie .American
republics. That he has succeeded is attested

by the testimony of many of the most promi-
nent men known to mining.
With Tvicrruro f.i the conferrnri' \tr Ten

nings said :

"It has been a great event. The di 'n

nf -\n\ matters of vital if
*

indu :. , covered by S«i'?i'ii 7 ,
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the secretary emeritu> of the Amcricai
tute of Mining Knginccrs. For forty-hve
\ears he has been the inspiration of tlv i-

tute. In its early struggles he b' • %

transactions to such a high plane i is

tied together the mining men of the world in

a society recognized to the comers of the

earth.

"Dr. Raymond not only has aided the mem-
bers of the society as far as the grave, but has

done much in their memory, as he 1 n

the biography (A the mcml»er> of mt m".!-

tule who have died."
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nation would not be possible, nor the great
diffusion of knowledge and thought by means
of the printing press, photographic appliances,

telegraph, cable, and the telephone.

A CONTRAST

"In contrast to the bewildering might of the

battleship's guns, with their 1,400-pound
weight and 2,600 feet per second velocity

arguments, the metals have given man fingers

so delicate, untiring, and accurate that they
can work and control threads so fine that

fleecy muslins and laces grow in abundance
under their touch.
"Mining and metallurgy must go hand in

hand, for each would be impossible or impo-
tent without the other. Economic geology and
applied chemistry are the necessary lights,

guides, and inspirations to advance the power
and usefulness of the miner and metallurgist.

"Agriculture and mining went hand in hand
in modest moderation until a brief yesterday
of fifty years, when, lo and behold ! the scien-

tist, inventor and engineer perceived that
through the mineral kingdom they could gen-
erate and control forces as great and wonder-
ful and obedient as the genii of Aladdin's
lamp. With the steam engine, the turbine and
dynamo, there was placed in man's hands the
fundamental implements of manufacture and
the flexible distribution of force. The main
restraining bonds that confine and make ef-

fective the steam are iron and metal ; those of
the turbine and dynamo, iron, steel, copper
and aluminum ; while coal, petroleum, gas and
water are the mighty driving forces. And
gold must not be forgotten. It made all possi-

ble through its stored cells of human energy
that radiated genial currents of trade confi-

dence which inspired and gave courage to

gigantic undertakings.
"In the manufacture of force the miner,

scientist, engineer and mechanic all had to do
team work and each aid the other, the miner
giving to all others the necessary materials.
In return, knowledge and skill were given
mining projects that multiplied and expanded
their outputs. And so the forces have trav-
eled in cycles—the miner giving to the engi-
neer, the engineer giving to the miner, and in

such wonderful and startling way that the
gold, coal, iron, copper and petroleum de-
manded in the manufacture of force and
other needs of modern civilization have so
progressively increased within the last half
century that the past fifteen years' output of
of these fundamental force producers and
force restrainers have probably, with the ex-
ception of gold, more than equaled the total

output of all previous time in the history of
the world. With these outputs bank deposits,
railroad construction, war armaments, steam
vessels and other forms of wealth and power
have sympathetically advanced.

A COMPARISON

Contemplate, then calculate, what is the
force that has been unlocked by the mining of

535,000,000 tons of coal and 222,000,000 bar-
rels of petroleum produced in 1912 in the
United States. This force, if all used for
steam and expressed even in the imperfect effi-

ciency of the steam engine, would still show,
in terms of man's muscular capacity, an equiv-
alent of the work of 2,700,000,000 strong men
working continuously for ten hours a day
throughout the entire year.

"Falling water has also been harnessed and
m^ade use of by the copper band windings of
the dynamo, and generates still other great
forces. The chemist's great might, expressed
through explosives, has also been given man
within comparatively few years, and is being
progressively increased. Thus, in so short a
time, has the miner, metallurgist, scientist and
engineer unlocked and tapped great force-
fountains that the world has not had time to
digest properly its uses or control the haste,
greed and waste that has been brought in its

train. And, although these forces have made
possible the construction of the Panama Canal
or the San Francisco Exposition, they are
correspondingly responsible for the European
war. But here I fear I am drifting away
from my theme and getting on dangerous
ground. It will be wise for me to call on the
shepherd of our fold to extricate me from
my difficulties.

INTRODUCES MR. LANE

"The Interior Department has the guardian-
ship of the mining and metallurgical industries
of this country. Its great Bureau of Geo-
logical Survey has been for long an aid and
guide to the miner. Comparatively recently
the Bureau of Mines has been established,
which further aids both miner and metallurg-
ist, and it is believed and hoped that under
the present Secretary, who has ever shown
rare interest and given intelligent support to
the needs of the mining world, further prog-
ress will be made in output, safety and con-
servation. The mining world believes in him,
and it is my privilege and pleasure to intro-
duce to this meeting the Secretary of the
Interior."

SECRETARY LANE SPEAKS

Secretary Lane spoke interestingly of the
Government's intense desire to do all in its

power to put mining on a basis that it will
contribute in increasing volume to the great-
ness of the United States. He referred to
the present European war, with the remark
that, although life is a battle, it should be a
l)attle between man and nature, not between
man and man. One of the most important
discoveries in this struggle is that man has
found in nature herself the means of com-
l)ating the evils that she sometimes uses as
weapons against man. The most remarkable
instance of this discovery is afforded by the
work of Pasteur, which ranks amongst those
that have been most beneficial to the welfare
and progress of man.
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MR. PEZET SPEAKS

In a happily worded address, the Peruvian
Minister, Federico A. Pczet. outlined the min-
eral resources of Peru. Incidentally, his audi-
tors were surprised at his tluent English.

He apologized for not being sufficiently

technical, adding that mining and geology
were two of the very few subjects with which
a diplomat is not thoroughly familiar. He
gave a brief description of the climatic and
other conditions of his country and of its

mineral and agricultural resources, all of
which, he said, are very great and promising.

but which, unfortunately, have not been de-
veloped, owing to lack of sufficient capital.

He gave a long list of these resources, in

which he included guano, gold, silver, mer-
cury, manganese and many minerals which he
could not name because their names were, to

him. unpronouncable. He added that the
country itself furnished fuel and water power
in abundance for the exploitation of these
resources. He ended by saying that he was
speaking in earnest, neither boasting nor
boosting, although he perhaps might be able

to do a little boosting on occasion, having
learned the art among his American friends in

California.

TALKS ON PERU

Dr. Isaac Alzomora. chairman of the Peru-
vian delegation, gave a very substantial talk,

dealing also with the resources of Peru and
the many opportunities it offered to .\merican
capital and enterprise. He called attention to

tht liberality of the Peruvian mining laws,

stating that for twenty-five years all the min-
ing industries had been exempted from taxa-
tion ; and yet, he added, it was strange that so
few capitalists had availed themselves of such
privilege.

DR. R.WMOND's address

One of the features of the whole conference
was the address of Dr. K. W. Raymond, sec-

retary emeritus of the American Institute of
Mining luigineers. which was delivered Dc-
cemlK'r 2m. Mr. Jennings introduced him as

one of the best beloved and most universallv
known of all mining men. He suggested that,

as Mr. Raymond is one of the men who is

contributing so profitably to the industry, aP.

men connected with mining arc delighted to

honor him.
Instead of following the line of the paper

which he had prepared, he said he would fol-

low the example of one of SI'' '
'

heroes, who, holding a threatcnin...

document in his hand, relieved hi.s audience
by saying. "I have it here, but. b*

pardon, I shall not read it." I)r i\.i> iikmim

gave a brief verbal resume of his paper, in

which he emphasized the value of technical
.H«»cieties as means of bringing to.

engaged in the same p— •••

to interchange tluir Iv

ence. giving professional ability an
nity to become known and ilicrcb\ rmiN*-

recognition and lufor » by
means of appr- - • nc .

' '

with a hearty .. i-.\nK:
delegates, and expressed the hope that the
mucn-desired union of the At: a
in a great brotherhood of nauous iiii,;iii. be
realized fully.

U .VDERCROU .VD WATEHS

\V. L. Saunder, president American Insti-

tute of Mining Eng' a verbal re-

sume of his paper, .. .,.i the applica-
tion of compressed air to the air-lift for the
raising of underground water. After this, the
paper was submitted for the
chairman, and several of ;... .. -'-rd

questions which Mr. Saunder a ry

fully, throwing a great deal of li^fhi on the
subject and at the ^ame time showing that he
is a thorough master of it. He gave some
curious details regarding the character of
some underground currents. He told how
several miles off the oast of .Atlantic Cil^'

fresh water can be obtained in lar •• "'"'ti-
ties by drilling through the bottom a.

TELLS OP chile's NITRATE

The most important subject discussed dur-
ing the day was that of the nitrate industry.

A very able paper on thi- ' ui

by Enrique Cuevas, counst.. . . . .... . ... ..^n

Embassy. He gave a brief history of the
Chilean nitrate fields, and described at length
their character and composition,

"
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sives and other war materials is extracted.

In connection with the latter feature, he said

that war today was not, as commonly believed,

controlled by bankers and other business men,
but almost exclusively by -chemists. He re-

ferred to the fact that the nitrogen needed for

nitric acid can be obtained not only from the
nitrates of Chile, but also from the atmosphere,
where it exists as part of the air, Germany
has developed very highly the methods for

making this source available, the result being
that today she is in this respect self-support-

ing, and therefore able to produce the vast

quantities of explosives of which she is so

much in need in the present unfortunate cir-

cumstances. The United States, he added, im-
ports all its nitrate from Chile, whereas it

not only could manufacture it by the same
process that is used in Germany, but also

could obtain it in large quantities from sea
weeds aboundantly found in the Pacific, not
far from the American coast. From this

source alone about $90,000,000 worth of nitrate

could be obtained every year, which is twice
the amount paid for imported nitrate.

CONTROLLED BY CHEMISTS

Dr. A. S. Cushman. Director of the Insti-

tute of Industrial Research, spoke along lines

very similar to those followed by Dr. Norton.
Referring again to war conditions, he also
declared that war is controlled by chemists
rather than by capitalists, and made the state-

ment that, according to information he had
received from leading European scientists, the
only thing that prevented war in Europe at

the time of the Moroccan incident was the
apparently simple fact that the chemists were
not ready. Last year they were ready, and
there was war. He deplored the sad fact that,

although it was two Americans who first

solved the problem of extracting nitrogen
from the atmosphere for the production of

nitric acid, very little has been done in the

United States to turn their discovery fo ad-

vantage. Capital refused to interest itself in

their industry. They died of hunger, and
today other countries owe their independence
and self-support to that discovery, and can
produce nitric acid almost indefinitely, whereas
the United States has not enough of it to

manufacture for more than a few weeks the

war elements they would need in order to de-

fend themselves against the aggression of a

powerful nation. He concluded by saying
that it was the duty of all those conversant
with the situation to impress upon the people

of the United States the necessity of making
every possible effort, first, to keep in storage
large quantities of Chilean nitrate, and, in

addition, to put in operation on a large scale

the methods of producing nitric acid from
atmospheric nitrogen, which, he added, served
not only the interest of industry in general,

but the safety of the nation as well.

(Continued on page 36)

MANNING REVIEWS WORK
OF YEAR BY BUREAU OF MINES

Millions of dollars, heretofore wasted, have

been saved to the industries of the country

by the United States Bureau of Mines, accord-

ing to the annual report of Van H. Manning,

director of that bureau. When the European
war started and cut off supplies of raw prod-

ucts the bureau put its efforts to finding raw
products in this country, and was successful.

The bureau called attention to the fact

that $75,000,000 of coal-tar products were

being wasted annually, while the industries

were importing it from Germany. The
bureau's work has resulted in the replacing

of the beehive coke ovens, which wasted this

product, with the new form of by-product

ovens. Dr. W. F. Rittman's discovery of a

process for the manufacture from petroleum

of benzol and toluol, used in the manufacture

of dyes and high explosives, is dealt with in

the report. Dr. Rittman also devised a pro-

cess which will enable refiners to increase the

output of gasoline from crude petroleum 200

per cent or more.

The bureau has developed that the losses

to the oil and natural gas industry in a year's

time through careless and reckless exploita-

tion amounts to $50,000,000, and has devised

and demonstrated a practical process for drill-

ing wells by which the waste of gas and the
invasion of water may be stopped, thus sav-
ing in a single State natural gas worth more
than $15,000,000.

Looking into the future, the bureau is in-

vestigating the vast deposits of the oil shales
of Utah and Colorado, believing that the oil

supply will come from them at no distant
period. These shales, it is said, rival as
sources of petroleum the oil shales of Scot-
land and New South Wales, which have been
profitably exploited in spite of the continued
competition of oil from other sources.

The studying of the combustion of coal by
experts of the bureau has led to certain infor-

mation that calls for new designs for furnaces
which will prove more economical.
The experts of the bureau have been en-

deavoring to develop the use of what is known
as the gas-producer, which burns a much
lower grade of coal than the steam boiler and
produces power, it is said, at less expense than
other methods. They deplore the tendency in

this country toward the almost exclusive use
of high-grade coals and point to the ruthless
waste and neglect of low-grade fuels, which is

in sharp contrast to the situation in Europe.
It is the expectation of these experts to see
the railroads of the country operated by elec-

tricity, obtaining their power from gigantic
gas-producer power plants located at the mines.



CHANCES FOR REVISION OF MINING LAWS ARE
BELIEVED BETTER THAN EVER BEFORE

Great Stimulus Given Movement at Enthusiastic Meeting in Washington of Leading
Mining Men Mining Organizations Join in Effort to Free

Industry of Archaic Statutes

Great stimulus was given the campaign for

a revision of the mining laws of the United
States by the meeting in Washington, Decem-
ber 16. of representative mining men from all

parts of the country. The meeting was called

by the Mining and Metallurgical Society of
America in collal)oration with the American
Mining Congress, the American Institute of
Mining Engineers, the Idaho Mining Associa-
tion, the Montana Societv of Engineers, the

California Metal Producers' Association, the

Spokane Mining Men's Club, the Nevada Mine
Operators' Association, the CoKirado Scien-
tific Society, with representatives from sev-

eral Chambers of Commerce and many oper-
ating mines.
W. R. Ingalls and F. F. Sharpless, presi-

dent and secretary, respectively, of the Metal-
lurgical Society, worked tirelessly to make
the meeting a success. That it attracted im-
portant attention on the part of Congress is

very evident. As a result hope is brighter for

the initiation of steps looking'to the revision

of the mining laws,

MORNING SESSION

In ojjening the morning session, Mr. Ingalls

explained briefly the object of the meeting. On
motion Mr. I- - " made the following appoint-

ments of com: -.:

Committee on Credentials

—

1. F. Calllireath,

Secretary of the American Nlining C' ;

Georgf Collins, Denver, and Oeorge C. ,^i":i<-.

New York.
Committee on Rules—J. P. Channing, New

York; Stt'ley \V. Mudd, I^>s Angeles, and Frank
A. Ross, Sj)<)kane.

Commilitc on Resolutions —H. V. Winchell,

MinneaiKilis; E. B. Kirhy, St. I^ouis; Hennen
Jennings, Wa m; Walter ' BislHf,

Arizona and J"i:ii K " ' m. Ton
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(1) Mining is a ver\- sensitive industrj^, easily

destroyed, but wonderfully responsive to just and
wnse legislation.

(2) The laws best for the industry have been
those evolved by the miners, whenever they have
been free to work out their ideas.

(3) Ordinary land tenure kills the mining iii-

dustr\- in most kinds of deposits and restricts it

in all cases.

(4) It is not to the interest of the community
to have ore deposits held undiscovered or un-

worked.
(5) The practical problem has always been the

same; how to induce capital and labor to under-

take the risks of mining; how to prevent the idle

holding of deposits; how to prevent operators

from tying up more ground than they need.

It is' not necessar\^ to touch here upon the long

indictment against the American mining code for

others are to address you upon that subject.

Xow^ that it is at last to be revised it is of spec-

ial interest to note how the greatest revision of

histor\', that of 1783, was made. The procedure

by which the work was accomplished was, for

that government and that time, even more re-

markable than the code itself. We are told that

at the command of the King of Spain the miners
throughout the Spanish dominions of America
elected deputies who assembled in a cenvention

and proceeded to frame the new ordinances.

That the questions at issue were hard fought may
be inferred from the fact that after many months
the King found it necessary to force an agreement
ordering the completion of the work within a cer-

tain time which made the total session about ten
months.
The ordinances provided for a carefully plan-

ned system of administration required to make
them effective and the King in adopting the code
required the very men who had framed it to un-
dertake the permanent administration of its op-
erations. The new law was admirably adapted
to the conditions of the time and has always com-
manded the respect and enthusiasm of mining
men.

SECRETARY LANE SPEAKS

Mr. Scholz then introduced Secretary Lane,
who spoke in part as follows

:

"I ought to have some sympathy with mining
men, mining engineers, prospectors, operators,

because I lived all the early part of my life

among them. I grew up in an atmosphere of

speculation in mines and the development of new
processes. The soil of California in its early day
was not regarded as nearly as precious as it is to-

day. Within my own life, I remember well the
time when it was not dreamed that California

could ever ship 40,000, 50,000 or 60,000 carloads

of oranges a year, but now we pride ourselves
upon V^eing the great gold exporting center of the
world. And as a boy I knew practically all of

those men who did so much for the early develop-
ment of our western country. I lived for a time
in the house of a man whom perhaps most of you
knew only by name, but he was in his day a very
considerable man in our part of the country and
an aid in our development—Mr. Ross Brown.

"All the men of the famous Comstock mine
were familiar sights to me on my way to and from

school, and I lived near the palaces which they
built upon Knob Hill. I wondered if there was
a possibility for me to have one of those palaces
some day.

HONORS WILLIAMS

"As I look over the audience, my eye lights

upon one man whom I am proud to honor. This
last year a great distinction came to me, an event
of which I am more proud than anything else.

I received the degree of LL.D. from my home
university, the University of California, which
did so much for the development of our mineral
resources, and there is in this audience the man
who is the oldest survivor of the class of 1865. He
then received that degree. He represents the
earliest date and I am the latest date—Mr. Gard-
ner F. Williams.

"I know why it is that you gentlemen are so
drawn to this profession. It is not the mere
making of the money, though that, of course, is

not overlooked, but it represents that spirit of

adventure which is the very strenuous spirit of

America. I doubt if all the lure of the wealth
that is to be made in Chile, California, China, or

South Africa would have drawn out of you the
enterprise and the imagination that you have
shown. You are drawn on to this work because
of your desire to discover something that man
before has not known. The prospector is not
the only adventurer in mining. The man who
sinks the deep shaft, the man who drives the long

tunnel, the man who makes the new machine, the
man who develops the hydro-electric power to

develop the mine, the man in the laboratory who
works out the new processes; all of them are

equal adventurers seeking the novel sensation of

revealing something to the world, and I hope that

the Department which I represent can help you
in your quest.

"I want to see the Bureau of Mines erected

into a great power not only to emphasize to the
people of the United States the magnitude of the

wealth and the resources that we have in our
mines, but the possibility of making the United
States strong and independent and self-sufficient.

WANTS ONLY TO AIT)

"We want in no way to hamper the develop-

ment of this industry. We want to do every-

thing to further it. Congress has allowed the
establishment of experimental stations. It so

far has allowed no money for that purpose.

Their processes are somewhat slow but not at all

hopeless. When we have these experimental sta-

tions we want to have them under the command
of men of science who will be able to help you.

I hope that in course of time we will develop for

the mines of the West and the mines of the East
an interest just as strong as the Government has
shown for the farmers.

"One of the things that has concerned me
somewhat has been the confusion in mining law.

I belong to the legal profession. You are expert

engineers. A more dangerous combination can-

not be produced. If there is any combination on
earth that can develop confusion and make it

worse confounded, it is such a combination as

that, and as an outgrowth of our enterprise we
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1. The mining laws of the United States should be revised, not pieceniMd but
thoroughly, so as to coordinate and harmonise its various provisions.

2. For the purpose of giving the fullest consideration to the needs of every branch
of the mining industry and every section of the country as affected by the niintral
land laws of the United States, it is desirable that a government commission be
created by act of Congress whose duty it shall be to investigate by every proper
means the questions and interests here referred to and to make recommendations ai
to a basis for the proposed mining law revision.

3. That in order to represent the classes of men whose interests will be affected,
the proposed commission should consist of five members ; one representing the legal
profession, one representing the Department of the Interior, and three men actively
interested and experienced in mining and the acquisition and handling of mineral
lands.

4. That this commission shall be selected and appointed by the President of the
United States.

5. That this conference believes that the services of such a commission are
deserving of compensation, as well as reimbursement for all necessary expenses, but
is more concerned with the actual establishment of the commission and its character
than with the question of emolument ; and will gladly see the work done through
an honorary commission if Congress deems it advisable.

6. That this conference expresses itself in favor of the creation of a permanen:
committee on mining law revision, such committee to consist of five members from
the Mining and Metallurgical Society of America five from the American Institute
of Mining Engineers, and five from the American Mining Congress, and be appointed
by these organizations. Such committee to have the power to select its own chair

man and secretary and to add to its membership not to exceed ten additional minmg
men or others interested in the subject for which the committee is created. The
work of this committee shall be to further the interests of the mining industry through
Congressional action in accordance with the resolutions adopted at this conference;
and its joint report shall be presented to each of the societies formally represented in

its make up.
f
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erence between the bills is that Senator Smoot's
asks for a salaried commission, where as Mr.
Taylor believes his bill will have better standing
in the House of Representatives if the commis-
sion is an honorary one.
Mr. Taylor stated that he believes high class

commissioners can be secured who will serve
without salary. He believes the commission
should be paid for its serv^ices, but that the ob-
jection in the House of Representatives to com-
missions, of which there have been so many dur-
ing recent years, is such as to militate in the
passage of any bill which provides for a com-
mission. He also dislikes the clause in his bill

which provides for the exemption of lands con-
taining coal, phosphate and other substances.
This clause however was made necessary by the
attitude of the administration and of the Secre-
tary- of the Interior who will oppose any bill

which would interfere with their leasing plan.
Mr. Taylor read an extensive extract from the
Committee Report on his bill. He spoke highly
of D. W. Brunton of Denver, from whose remarks
before the Committee he read extensively.

PRESSURE NECESSARY

There are 40,000 bills introduced at each sess-

ion of Congress, Mr. Taylor pointed out, and of
this number only two per cent go through. He
called attention to the fact that in order to pass
the bill there must be great pressure behind it.

It particularly is the case with the bill providing
for the revision of mining laws, as it is metallifer-
ous mining which is principally interested. Coal
mining, he said, is not concerned to the point of
taking any energetic action to secure the passage
of the bill. Since there are only thirty-six Con-
gressmen from metal mining districts it is abso-
lutely necessary'- that pressure be brought by the
public, Mr. Taylor said.

Following Mr. Taylor's remarks, Mr. Scholz
urged that each member consider it his duty to
use all influence that he can bring to bear on
Congressmen from their districts to take an active
interest in the matter of securing revision of the
mining laws.

Secretary Sharpless then read the bill of Sen-
ator Smoot. Instead of a commission of five, as
provided by the House bill. Senator Smoot's
commission is to consist of three members, one
of which is to be a practical miner and the other
two to be attorneys with large experience in
handling mining laws.

When the matter was thrown open to discus-
sion, Mr. Macbeath, of Idaho, stated that he
represents 1,100 mining men in his state, who
object strenuously to having two attorneys on
the commission. He suggested that there be one
engineer, one practical mining man and one law-
yer, on the commission. Mr. Macbeath, along
with others made decided objection to the feature
of Mr. Taylor's bill which recognizes the Gov-
ernment's leasing plan.

CANNOT OPPOSE LEASING

At this point Mr. Taylor called attention to the
fact that ninety-five per cent of all bills passed by
the House of Representatives are with unani-
mous consent. He said there would be absolute-

ly no chance of passing his bill, if it conflicted with
the federal leasing policy being backed by the ad-
ministration. Mr. Taylor stated that he beheves
it would be best to secure all the other benefits
which his bill provides, rather than postpone
indefinitely these advantages, because of the
general dislike on the part of western men to the
leasing plan. It will be a comparatively simple
matter, Mr. Taylor explained, to amend the bill

in case the leasing bill should fail at this session.
Some objection was voiced to the appointment

of the commission by the President. Mr. Taylor
believes that it would be best to have the Presi-
dent undertake this work in order to get away
from the delay which would be occasioned by
arguing the details of the personnel of the com-
mission on the floor of the House.

HAVE DATA ENOUGH

Judge J. W. Thompson, of the Bureau of
Mines, asked what information can be gained by
a commission as is proposed by the bills of Senar
tor Smoot and Representative Taylor. He in-

timated that sufficient data is at hand to formu-
late intelligent mining laws without the delay and
expense which would come through an extended
investigation made by a special commission.
Horace V. Winchell, of Minneapolis, gave it as

his opinion that it is very necessary that a com-
mission make a careful study of the matter of
the revision of mining laws before any action is

taken. Mr. Winchell has been in charge of the
investigation made by the Mining and Metallurg-
ical Society with the view of learning just what
the mining interests of the country want in the
way of revision. Thousands of letters were re-

ceived by Mr. Winchell and the difference of
opinion is very marked. He believes that a
great deal of careful and systematic work will be
necessary before an effective mining code can be
arranged.

It would be necessary for the commission to
take testimony in most of the principal mining
camps, and to make a detailed study of mining
laws and their effect in other countries.

Mr. Keller, of Lead, S. D., strongly endorsed
the view expressed by Mr. Winchell, and also
stated that South Dakota mining men almost
unanimously favored a commission which will

serve without pay. He says there are many big
men in the mining industry who put patriotism
above dollars.

Mr. Ross, of Washington, declared that the
miners of the Northwest had lost heart and faith
in securing action toward getting better mining
laws. The inefficiency of American laws is ac-
centuated, in Washington, due to the close con-
tact with mining conditions in British Columbia.
Due to the general belief that efforts of mining
men are accomplishing nothing in the campaign
for better laws, there was much opposition to
sending a delegate to this meeting. At first it

was decided absolutely not to participate, but
finally in the hope that some little good might
result, Mr. Ross was sent to Washington.

Mr. Winchell declared that Congress must not
only be asked to make this necessary change in
the laws and relieve the mining industry of a

(Continued on page 40)



PRODUCTION OF AMERICAN MINES REACHES
HIGHEST POINT IN 1915

Output for Year Just Ended Will Reach $2,500,000,000 Copper, Iron and Zinc
Show the Largest Increases More Than $120,000,000 Worth of Zinc -

Gold and Silver Yield Larger

During the year just closed the mining in-

dustry in the United States made tlie best
showing in its history. In all probability the
mineral producton of the country for the last

twelve months will amount to $2,500,000. Ke-
markal)le increases in production have taken
place in practically every mining State of the

Union. The increase in Montana over 1914

is 81 per cent, and in Xew Mexico is 60 per

cent. The sh«nving made in other States is

little less striking.

One of the notable features of the announce-
ment is that practically exact figures of pro-

duction were furnished within a few days
after the close of the year. This is made pos-

sible by the wonderfully efficient organization

of the United States Geological Survey. Dr.
(ieorge Otis Smith, the director, believes that

one of the important necessities in the collec-

tion of data is that the results be made public
as early as is possible. As a result of this

policy the country will be informed during the
first week of the new year as to the output of
its mines during the year just closed.

The midyear review of mining conditions
reported to the Secretary of the Interior on
July 1 by the Director of the United States
(k-ological Survey is well supported by the

preliminary reports for the year submitted
today. The Geological Survey is making public

is usual estimate of mineral production for

r.»l.> in the form of a separate slaicinent fo'-

each of the more important mineral products.

A review of these statements confirms Sec-
retary Lane's comment of last July to the

effect that the mining revival is in full swing.
In the Western States alone the metal produc-
tion shows an increase in value of more than
$i:{0.(MM).()(M) over the corresponding figures

for r.»14; and the year's increase in output for

the principal metaK. jneasured in value, is

more than $200,000,0007
In the re- to bettered conditions the

production ii^.^^.v-. for copper, iron and zinc

6how the largest increase.

COPPER BEATS ALL RKCORDS

The copj»cr

pre\ *
1 . 1 1 1 «. \ (• I

'

or $-

<l all r> ' for

"It havi;.^, . value
of or $- I more than the

value ot the production for 11U4. The stali>-
tics and « cived it of
blister at)'. ,..,^. • • ' -Is.

or more than 1 of
the largest previous productii^n, and 18 pcr

cent above last year's figures. Only twice in
the history of copper mining has there been a
larger increase in quantity of metal produced.

LARGE INCREASE IN IRON

The total shipments of iron ore from the
mines in the United States '" "•'' - :\-

matcd to have exceeded :»o,0<' ^ . us
an increase over 1914 of more than 38 per
cent. Based on the same price as received in
1914, this represents an increase in tot ' Vje
of about $27,045,000. The increase in . _ . m
is estimated at 6.500,000 tons, with a total in-
crease in value of pig iron production of more
than $120,000,000.

ZINC RECORDS ALSO BROKEN

The output of zinc (spelter) made from do-
mestic ores was larger than ever before, l>einK
aiiout 425.000 tons, worth $120,000,000. as com-
pared with 343.418 tons in 1914. an increase of
about 82,000 tons, or nearly 25 per cent in
quantity, and of $- > in va'
tion was increase^ the latter n.iii of
the year, as the pr- n during t^.- '"-<t
half, was at the rate of 415.000 tons .. !y
and at the rate of 436,000 tons during the last
half.

The output of refined pig lead fr.-.m domestic
ores was about 515.000 tons. . about
$4M..-,oo.()00, as H tons i.i

1914, ;i'-
' "Oil 'y

l»ut of 0, or :. ,
>;'

production of antimonial lead was L' 4,

as c ' with 16.668 tons in 1914. an in-
crea^i ^i

and an in>

V.

COLD AND SlLVKtt INlK'v s

The annual preliminary estimates on the
P ' ' M of gold and silver in the United
.*" ...ide jointly l'\ *'"• l'"i'"' '^ '"->.

I Survey, rind : t.

are not yet » '. te, but early t -j

on r- ' -c
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^
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1015. The quantity increased 25 per cent over

1914. but the value of the output more than

doubled, owing to the much higher prices. The

estimated production was 20,681 flasks of 75

pounds each, valued, at the average price for

year—the highest in the last forty years—at

$1,768,225. In value, this domestic production

was the highest since 1881 and in quantity the

largest since 1912.

SMALL CHANGES IX COAL

The production of bituminous coal and an-

thracite in 1915 is estimated to have increased

between four and five million short tons, or

less than 1 per cent. The quantity of bitumi-

nous coal mined increased about six and one-

half million tons, and that of anthracite de-

creased over two million short tons. Owing
mainlv to steady demands for export coal and

for coke for steel making, the output in Penn-

sylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky, and Ala-

bama increased over last year, but little change

is recorded in other Eastern States. The
region west of Ohio, including the Mississippi

Valley, shows a general decrease, Colorado

being the only Western State to show better-

ment.
Connected with the coke industry was the

completion during the last summer of a num-
ber of large plants for the recovery of benzol

from by-product coke-oven gas. This gives

the United States its first output of this ma-
terial, so important as a raw material in the

manufacture of high explosives and chemical

dyes, and the amount of this product will be

reported later.

Preliminary estimates of the total output of

petroleum in the United States in 1915 indicate

a slight increase over the corresponding out-

put in 1914. It is believed that the total pe-

troleum yield of the United States in 1915

amounted to 291,400,000 barrels, of which quan-

tity it is also estimated that 267,400,000 barrels

was marketed, and 24,000,000 barrels placed in

producers' field tankage during the year.

The sulphuric acid industry in 1915 pre-

sented interesting development. In spite of the

abnormal demand and higher prices in the

latter half of the year, much of the sulphuric

acid had been contracted for or was consumed
in the factories where made. The estimated

production indicates an increase of 6^ per

cent in the three common grades, but more
than 100 per cent in the strongest grades.

The estimate of Portland cement output in

1915 indicates shipments from the mills of

86,524,500 barrels, an increase of one-tenth of

one per cent over 1914. There was a slight

decrease in production and this, with the ap-

preciable decrease in stock, indicates a more
conservative trend in the industry, which in

the preceding few years showed a tendency

, to overproduction. Prices generally averaged
a few cents lower per barrel in 1915 than in

1914, although toward the end of the year
prices were substantially increased, and the

outlook for 1916 is brighter than for several
seasons.

IN WESTERN STATES

Perhaps the most notable item in the year's

record is the stimulation of metal mining in

the Western States. Almost without excep-

tion the increases in production were large

and in several States 1915 was the best year

on record. In Arizona, which leads in copper,

the output of that metal exceeded the previous

record production of 1913. California con-

tinues to lead in gold and had the largest yield

in thirty-two years, and with one exception in

half a century. In Montana and Arizona

record outputs of silver are reported, and in

Alaska the increased production of gold, and

especially copper, made 1915 a much more
prosperous year than even 1906, when Fair-

banks and Nome were yielding their greatest

returns of gold from bonanza placers.

NATIONAL ZINC COMPANY
LOSES DUTY PROTEST

The National Zinc Company has been over-

ruled in an important protest before the board of

general appraisers in the matter of additional

duty on zinc bearing ore from Canada and Mex-
ico. General Appraiser Hay wrote the opinion

of the board. Boiled down it is as follows:

1. Manifest Clerical Error.—There can be no
manifest clerical error w^ithin the meaning of that
phrase as used -in paragraph I of section 3, tariff

act of 1913, where the record discloses that the
value stated upon entry though too low was de- •

liberately so stated.—Meyer Bros. Drug Co., G.
A. 5667 (T. D. 25257), United States v. Wyman
& Co. (4 Ct. Cust. Appls., 264; T. D. 33485).

2. Contemporaneous Administrative Construc-
tion.—A practice in the collector's office in the
liquidation of an entr>^ of merchandise bearing a
specific rate of duty will not be held to be a con-
temporaneous construction of the law when that
duty is changed from a specific to an ad valorem
rate, even though the practice is not changed for

some time after the change in the law.

3. Change from. Specific to Ad Valorem Rate.

—

The change by Congress from specific to ad va-
lorem duty on merchandise carries with it all of

the provisions of existing law that apply to the
administration of the custom*s in the assessment
of ad valorem duty upon imported merchandise.

4. Zinc-Bearing Ore—Additional Duty.—Un-
der paragraph 162 of the tariff act of 1913, the
zinc contained in zinc-bearing ore is made duti-
able at 10 per cent ad valorem. If the unit value
is not stated in the entry, but the total value when
reduced to units is less than the unit appraised
value, the additional duty provision of para-
graph I is properly applied by the collector in

assessing duty.

"I hope that in course of time we will

develope for the mines of the West and the
mines of the East an interest just as
strong as the goverrmient has shown for
the farmers."—Franklin K. Lane, Secre-
tary of the Interior.



MONTANA PRODUCES MORE METALLIFEROUS
ORES THAN EVER BEFORE IN HER HISTORY

Increase Over Last Year's Production is Eighty-one Per Cent Output of Copper
Runs as High as 22,000,000 Pounds a Month Spelter Shows

Increase of Sixty-one Per Cent

The value of the output of gold, silver, cop-
per, lead, and zinc from Montana mines in 1913
was nearly $h7,000.000, an increase of more
than 81 per cent over the total value of the
same metals in 1914, which was $47,849,747, and
is the greatest annual value of metals pro-
duced in Montana. There were increases in

the output of all metals, but especially of lead

and zinc. Though quantities show increases,

the large increase in value was even more the

result of a great rise in prices. The figures

are derived from preliminary estimates by
Victor C. Heikt's. of the United States Geo-
logical Survey.
The mine output of gold was valued at

nearly $o,000.000 against $4,117,911 in 1914, an
increase of over 21 per cent. There was a

larger gold output from placers, particularly

from dredging in Alder Gulch, in Madison
County. The production of gold from siliceous

ores also increased, especially from the Barnes
King property in Fergus County, and, stimu-

lated by better prices for the base metals dur-
ing the later part of the year the gold yield

from copper ores, lead ores, and zinc ores was
meatly increased. The Kendall mine was pro-
ductive through lessees, and in the later part

f the year was purchased by the Barnes King(t

Co. In July the Lane mills, at the Piegan-
< iloster mines, began operations. In Lewis and
Clark County, at the Porphyry Dyke property,

a 20-stamp mill was operated on low-grade ore
until it was closed on account of a water law
suit.

SILVKR SHOWS CAIN

The mine output of silver in Montana in-

^ from 12.0ir>.4r,o ounces in 1914 to about
i i.. .iK)0 ounces in 1915. This output shows
an increase of nearly 21 per cent and is even
greater than that of 1913. which was the record
up to that time. The increase w. ' <• not
nly to the enlarged output of c ,

jt. ; ore,

ich supplies the greater part of the silver.

l)Ul to the great impetus given to the markct-
inK of zii '

' -of sil-

\er was U-. ,,,..,. ..i; ,...;, >...., in 1915,

th«- vnlnc of the output was only increased
•:..oo«.

M 'it-
put • ; :.. .

'-

in 1914 to nf.»rl>

Phis was an increase ot nearly 18 i»cr cent
over 1914. btit the • did •

"

19i:{. In •'< 1 • ihi , .,.., ^

were adj; to c im-

posed by the European war, but as the price
mcreased from 13.60 cents in January to 19.75
cents in July, every effort was made to mar-
ket the metal. According to the published
monthly output of the Anaconda works, the
copper production increased fr<»m nearly 14.-
000.000 pounds in January to over 22,000,000
pounds per month in the middle of the year.
Production at the East Butte smelter was re-
sumed in May, and the plant was said to be
making 2.000,000 pounds of copper in July. In
October the smelter was over' ' ' "a
dotation plant was installed, i ... ....... ..nd
Duluth, from which copper was produced by
leaching in 1914, was idle in 1915 on account
of financial dithculties. The leachi- "

ait at
the Bullwhacker mine was not up ••

in the latter half of the year i

copper ore was being shipped to the smelter
from this property. The North Butte Co.
produced nearly 8,000,000 pounds of • -^er

during the first half of the year, and ». cr-
ably increased the rate of production toward
the end of the year, as did several other cop-
j)cr mines in the same district.

GREAT CAl.N I.V LEAD

The mine output of lead increased consider-
ably—from 9.0.')6,008 pounds in 1914 to slightly
over 14.000.000 pounds in 1915. TI
of over 45 per cent was due lark

shijinient of lead concentrates and
resulting from zinc smelting. Both the Butte
and Superior and Elm Orlu zii >-

duced a lead concmT.', Tmc i . .. ...ae

and the Valley i . in i and
Clark County, and the iron Mountain mine at
Superior, coiitrl' ' ' ' ' it. The
1.liter prot.i rTv .... ,^.., '.v tt^^

of \ c.

d I'rom

I-ederal .\: . & S:

The value oi the lead
$370,584 in r *

111. 14

to IS I s in 1915. The spelter
< ; an ! 'v 61

I- '.. tf,.

u'.> in June there was an r a
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ver Cable mine, near Taft; and a property
near Victor, in Ravalli County. The Ana-
conda Copper Co., in the latter part of the

year, entered the zinc field by constructing an
electrolytic plant, and some of the product
was marketed before the close of the year.

Some mines of this company at Butte are be-
ing developed for zinc ore.

The largest dividend payers were the Ana-
conda. Butte and Superior, and North Butte.

OREGON IS IN NEED OF
CAPITAL FOR DEVELOPMENT

Preliminary estimates of the output of

metals from Oregon mines in 1915. by the
United States Geological Survey, show ma-
terial increases over the figures of 1914 in

both gold and copper, and slight decreases
in yield of silver and lead. The gold yield
for 1914 was 81,591,461 and the estimate for

1915 is SI.771,618 which is an increase of

S180.157 for 1915. The silver output for 1914
was 142.552 ounces, and the estimate for 1915
is 136,033 ounces, or 6,519 ounces less. The
yield of copper in 1914 was 39,248 pounds,
while the estimate for 1915 is 910,104 pounds,
an increase for 1915 of 870,856 pounds; and the
yield of led was 16,436 pounds in 1914, as com-
pared with 6,650 pounds in 1915, or 9,786
pounds less. These preliminary figures are
compiled by Charles G. Yale, of the San
Francisco office of the Survey.

It is noteworthy that such material in-

creases in output of gold and copper should
be apparent when the fact is considered that
the number of producing mines in Oregon
has fallen off fully one-third in the past two
years. Those which have dropped from the
producing list, however, have been mainly
small placers of various kinds where the
ground has been worked out, or has failed

to pay. The larger deep mines continue
their productive career, with few exceptions,
but not many new properties of moment
have of late been opened. More capital for

mine development is needed in the State,

where there are few extensive properties in

operation. Baker county continues to be by
far the most productive county of the State,
yielding annually full 85 per cent of all the
gold. The most productive deep mine in

Oregon in 1915, as also for the preceding two
years, was that of the Commercial Mining
Company, operating the Rainbow mine in
Cracker Creek district, Baker County. This
property is shortly to be turned back to its

original owners. Among other large produc-
ers in the sam.e county is the Cornucopia
Mining Company, in Cornucopia district,
which in 1915 increased its output for the
reason that they encountered higher grade
ore on the lower levels than they had before.
The Baker Mines Company, in the same dis-
trict, has put in a 500-ton mill, and has been
operating most of the year. In Cracker

Creek district, also in Baker County, the Co-

lumbia Mines Company made about the same
yield as in the previous year. The output of

the Humboldt property, in Mormon Basin
district, Malheur County, was not as high as
in 1914. The Ben Harrison mine, in Granite
district, Grant County, was closed down most
of the year 1915 and will not begin opera-
tions until next spring. Of the placer mines
in Oregon, most important enterprise is that
of the Powder River Dredge Company,
Cracker Creek district, Baker County. This
company, which owned but one dredge in

1914, put another one in operation in the
same field in 1915, and it is to the work of

this company that the increase in gold yield

in the State for the year is mainly due. Other
placer mines are the Osgood, Waldo district,

Josephine County ; the Layton, in Applegate
district, Jackson County ; and the smaller
mines around Grants Pass, in Josephine
County. The gold yield from the dredging
operations is greatly in excess of that from
all other forms of placer mining combined.

CHARLES E. MUNROE
Noted chemist who took prominent part in

Pan American Scientific Conference.
the

"I want to see the Bureau of Mines
erected into a great power not only to em-
phasize to the people of the United States
the magnitude of the wealth and resources
that we have in our mines, but the possibil-

ity of making the United States strong and
independent and self-sufficient."—Frank-
lin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior.



ARIZONA MINES PRODUCE NEARLY 50 PER CENT
MORE THAN IN 1914

Nearly $26,000,000 More Copper Sold during Year Just Closed than During Previous

Twelve Months—Zinc Sales Show an Increase of More Than $2,000,000—
Gold Output Remains About the Same

The output ui gold, silver, copper, lead, and
/inc at mines in Arizona in 1913 was valued
at $S>s,o.j 1,000, according to the United States
(Geological Survey, an increase of nearly 4S
per cent from that of 1914, which was $5*J,-

l>o6.02*J. There was very little change in the
output of gold, but there were notable in-

creases in the other metals, especially in lead
and zinc. Increased prices made a difFercnce
of nearly $20,000,000 in copper, $400,000 in

lead, and over $2,000,000 in zinc. These figures

are the estimates of V. C. Heikes. Statistician,

of the Survey.
The output of gold in Arizona mines in-

creased about 1 per cent from tiiat of 1U14.

which was $4,17'J,15.>. Gold production from
C(<i)per ores increased, as every effort was made
to market copper bullion when the price ad-
vanced. l)Ut gold from siliceous ores decreased,
three of the largest producers of the State
having a combined decrease of about 30 per
cent in gold and silver bullion. The Common-
wealth mine, at Pearce. was also a large pro-

ducer, though the main value of the bullion

was in silver. The discovery of gold near the
Torn Reed mine at Oatman was of interest in

l'Jl.j. Tiiere was considerable activity in the

camp, where a large body of gold ore is said

to be opened at the United Kastern property,

east of the Tom Reed mine. In .August about
20 tons were being sliipped daily to the (iold

Road Mill, and later in the year preparations
were made for building a 200-ton mill.

SIUVHR I'KOULCUO.N l.NtKJ.-\.^t.i>

A record production of silver was made
from .Arizona mines in lUl."*. the output increa>-

ing from 4.:i77.1»'.>4 ounces in r.M4 to aliout

r).4.'i8,0O() ounces in VJ\'t. or over 24 per cent.

The value of this (»utput in d to about
^•\?1«.000. The greater part ... ,.o silver. .\s

merly, came from the copper ores, but the

increase in the shipments of silver-lead ore*
.ilsM ( .

mf ri^^ltl•d to the increase. The silver

pr<Mhu"ii"n iiiMt' '•• ••••- ••' if ..t .;... ....,,ij

not great, but tv

i:ii;il. a material percentage. The Common-
. at r was treating \i-

'•» • !-. ... •• •"' "th. Ml..IMMg

:
prin . r. At the

Tombstone property, operated by the Htmkrr
Hill Min and
;r«-ated b> > _\ .i;i,M.i. i " ' "..n-i im
\i.ir Work was r« I at the

liver mine in the Owen* District of .\!.»b.ivr

<'ountv, for which a mill is planned.

Arizona is the leading »

State of the country anO ha.i .... ..liij.ui j.

nearly 4."jO,000,000 pounds in 1915, an increase
in quantity of nearly 57.000,000 pound> and in
value of nearly >20,00O.ooo. in the laf rt

of iyi4 many of tlie copper mi-- ' ^cn
closed or worked on a 50 p^-r ci As
the price of copper increased in 1915 from
l.l.GO cents a pound in January to l9.7-'> cents
in June, mines and smelters took adv ••

,»f

tlie rise in price and toward the i . .»c

year were producing at more than the normal
rate, (jreat increases were made at the smell-
ing plants at the Calumet and .Arizona. C'^pikt
Uucen. United \'erde. HayJcn, Interni'i »nal

at Miami, and Consolidated Xrizona at Hum-
b»)ldt. The new plant of th-.* Inter- .il S.

iS: F\. Co. wa< started the ••••'"
- -nr

and treated concentrates fr j>-

per Co. The new smelter of the United Vcrdc
was blown in May 18 and the old 'cr
closed August 21. On ar of tl

.April, the Old Dominion pi I not
its output for the year, and on account of the
strike in the Clifton-Morenci district in Scp-
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Pinal County; Red Rock, in Pima County;
and Crown King, in Yavapai County. The
Texas Arizona property, in the Cochise dis-

trict, and the Duquesne property, in Santa
Cruz County, also made a few shipments of
zinc ore.

For the first eleven months of j91o ihe

metal mines of Arizona contributed nearly

$11,000,000 in dividends. The principal divi-

dend payers were the United Verde, Miami,
Calumet and Arizona, Ray Consolidated, Su-
perior and Pittsburgh, Old Dominion. Shat-
tuck. Azirona Copper, United Oxlohe, Tom
Reed, and Magna.

CALIFORNIA OIL MEN'S
PROTEST CONVINCES MANY

The delegation of Pacific coast business men
who have been in Washington since the open-
ing of Congress, asking for legislative relief from
the impossible conditions in the California oil re-

gion, is deserving of prompt attention, says the
Washington Times. Seemingly everybody who
has taken the trouble to make even cursory exam-
ination into the merits of their case, has been con-
vinced. Congress ought to act just as quickly
as measures can be formulated that will assure
both the public interest and the business con-
cerns of the oil producers.

It is not worth while now, to discuss the respon-
sibility for the unfortunate conditions in Califor-
nia. More than six years ago President Taft,
acting doubtless on what at the time was sup-
posed to be good advice and in the public behalf,
issued an order withdrawing a great area of oil

lands from entry. Many of these lands had been
taken up under the placer law, and were in process
of development. The withdrawal order broke
down all certainties as to title, made it impossible
to secure credit based on values known to exist,

destroyed the market for the oil produced, and
pitched the whole business into confusion.

If any real public interest had been served by
this act there would have been excuse for letting
bad conditions continue indefinitely, as they have
done. But in fact the oil field is in more danger
of being ruined than of being conserved. There
is great danger that surface waters will work
their way into the oil-bearing strata and "drown
out'' the field. Once opened, the wells must be
continuously pumped, or they may become the
means to ruin of the entire area.
There was a time when this condition was not

well understood, and when suspicion attached to
ever\' effort at relieving the industry. Anybody
connected with oil was presumed to be trying to
rob the Government or the people; to get some-
thing for nothing and then sell it for several
pnces. Fortunately that attitude is no longer
generally entertained. Something like real in-
-.^;ll:;r-nce is beginning to be employed in consid-
eration of such -- - ^^' ions as those in California;
and It ought to „..; for Congress to deal hon-
estly and directlv with these conditions. Cali-
fbrnia and t^ 'o countr>' actually need relief.
The present ..-,.. -^wu ought to provide it without
delav.

URGES COOPERATION AMONG MINERS
AND THOSE IN OTHER PURSUITS

In an address before the Arizona Chapter
of. the American Mining Congress recently,

Andrew Kimball said in part

:

"Thus through cooperation, home industry,
economy and careful management through this

early training, our neighbor State on the
north—Utah—is today manufacturing over
$70,000,000 worth of various articles, and her
people are becoming wealthy from these in-

dustries.

"Not alone home industries, mining has
made more money for Utah than anything
else. A prominent Utonian, recently my guest,

said to me, 'The marble fronts of the palatial

homes of Salt Lake have come from the earn-
ings of mines, and were it not for the pro-
ceeds of the rich and valuable mines about
Salt Lake, we would be wading" through muddy
streets yet in some places. Mines have made
possible these improvements. The laws of
Utah encourage mining.'

"What we need in Arizona more than any-
thing else today is the get-together spirit,

home industries, patriotism, loyalty to State
and her interests. To bring this about—let me
venture some suggestions

:

"Agriculture is the foundation of any com-
monwealth and without a foundation there
can be no firm superstructure. The leaders

of the people who laid the foundation of the
settlement of this western world, struck it

right when they held the people together in

agricultural pursuits. In Arizona we must
encourage agriculture, thereby get a stable pop-
ulation. A class of conservative home-building
people, taxpayers, a population of responsible

and intelligent citizens. This will do it.

Agencies with which to do this are such as

the Arizona Chapter of the American Min-
ing Congress, and the State Taxpayers' Asso-
ciation of Arizona, and other like organiza-
tions.

"I am not a miner, but I have a place with
this organization. There is nothing more help-
ful to agriculture than a good market. When
the mines do well, the farmer can sell his

produce, the stockman his meat, the horticul-

turist his fruit, the creamery its butter and
cheese. Our mills and factories have business.

Everything about a farming community means
for the best when the mining interests are up
and doing well. Then as a farmer and asso-
ciated in the colonizing business, my life work
is among the tillers of the soil. Then T am in

mv line of duty, as I see it, when I lend my
influence along the lines of development of
the mining industry."

Assistant Metallurgist Needed.

Civil service examinations will be held
January 2.5 at various points throughout the
United States for an assistant metallurgist
to fill a vacancy in the Bureau of Mines. The
salarv for the work involved ranges from
$1,800 to S3,000 a year.



CRIPPLE CREEK INCREASES ITS GOLD OUTPUT
BY MORE THAN $1,500,000

Colorado's Metal Mines Make Remarkable Showing during 1915 Gold Output for

the State Passes $22,000,000 Mark -Silver Output Decreases

The mine output of Colorado metals for
eleven months of 1915, with an estimate for
December, from data compiled by Charles W.
Henderson, of the United States Geological
Survey, indicates a yield for the year of
$22,330,000 in gold, 7,080,000 ounces of silver.

66,664,000 pounds of lead (in terms of lead in

lead bullion and lead in leaded-zinc oxide),
7,100.000 pounds of copper, and 100.000,000
pounds of zinc (in terms of spelter and zinc
in zinc oxide), with a total value of $43,100.-

000, compared with $19,883,10.-) in gold, 8,796.-

065 ounces of silver, 74,211,898 pounds of lead,

6,639,173 pounds of copper, and 96,774,960
pounds of zinc, with a total value of $33,460,-

126 in 1914. This shows an increase of $2,447,-

000 in gold, decrease of 1,716.000 ounces of
silver, and 7,530,000 pounds of lead, an increase
of 306,000 pounds of copper, and 3.200.000

pounds of zinc. With the increased average
value of metals, except silver, the values show
a decrease of $1,380,000 tor silver, an in-

crease of $300,000 for lead, an increase of
$340,000 for copper, and an increase of $8,065,-

000 for zinc.

The tonnage treated by the Globe. Lead-
ville, Pueblo, Durango, and Salida smelters
was approximately the same as in 1914. In-
creased shipments of copper ore were made
from Rico to plants in Utaii and copper matte
was shipped from Ouray to Utah. Cyanide
precipitates and copper ore were shipped to

Omaha. Some Rico ore was shipped to San
Pedro, New Mexico. The matting plant at

Ouray was operated during the greater part

of the year. The tonnage treated at the United
Statc-s Zinc Co.'s m. -wet concentration

mill and smelter at Ti.^ .». - showed a heavy in-

crease. The Western zinc oxide plant at

Lcadvillc was placed in successful operation in

April and operated throui^hout the year on
T.eadville zinc carbonates.

CRIPPI.F, CRKKK DRKAKS RF.CORD

The gold output of Cripple rrrek (Teller
Count v) was $13..'i39.24.*i. an in of $l..'i4.V

12'». Tlir \\r],\ A . • -- ' »n

the l'.»().s yield, ui... . ..;lv

output since V*OC: Cripple Crock. end
of 191.'). ha« produced $272,326,000. The Ronsr-
velt tunni-l necl to I

'

in

the mints. ( . in the .i-n

Cycle, whrn* eUrtric pumps are used Scv»

cral shafts were extended to the «lrpth of
1.900 f.. ?000 f(<-t. \' '

' »(

the tuntirl -' ••" ' ........ ..en

the F.l Pas. 1 by fire, wa*
resumed March 2. l^M.'i. the tunnel then brinR

17,127 feet long. Toward the end of the year
the tunnel was approaching the Elkton prop-
erty and the flow was in excess of 15.000

gallons per minute.
The Golden Cycle cyanidati-" '"''' •» ^-""l-

orado City, and the Portland >. .s

at Colorado Springs and Victor, were operated
steadily with an increa>ed output. The Strat-

t T1 11 ,1,.,! ICton s Independence mill w
sale of the mine to the 1 y.

The Union cyanidation plant at Morencc was
idle and the smaller plants in ' • -^

not as actively worked as Ik. v.. ...... » .ic

tonnage of smelting ore irtcreased appreciably.

The discovery of a body of cxce;

grade ore in the Cresson mine m
h

iL>cr.

w.-i'iil of
the year

1914, resulted in a greatly i'-'-' -cd

the district for tlu- first (| of
191.-).

Lake County, chietly inun L
including the Lackawanna '..

Kevin lode districts and the Ar-

dredge district, produced :j2.261.000 m
2.660.000 of silver. 2"'

of lead. I,>lw,4>u0 pounds of

000.000 pounds of zinc, with

$14,000,000. against Sl.571.451 in (fold :

< of silver. ' oi

2..>^-..'iO pounds Oi I'ii'v.. .
' •-

of zinc, with a total value
1914. Metallic gold was 1 dunn;;
year from the Ibex and

'""

s.

The output of zinc cr^-' *

oi 22 per cent zinc, a^ J

per cent in 1914. The zinc s. • smelting
ore and c ore was 135.-

000 tons 111 ..I j-L! :' ririi "rd with
111.917 tons of 212 ;. r • i.t n 1914.

Operations were resumed in .-Xpril at the 50-

ton zinc oxide plant, and it was
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lead. 2.379.63i) pounds of copper, and 1.382,334

pounds of zinc, in 1014. There were increases

for gold of S3.700 in Dolores, and S68,500 in

San Juan Countv. but decreases of $51,400 in

La Plata. S37.500 in Ouray, and $25,800 in San
Miguel. There were increases for silver of

36.000 ounces in Dolores, but decreases of

i;',.000 ounces in La Plata. 2,000 ounces in

Ourav. 93,000 ounces in San Juan, and 191,000

ounces in San Miguel. Dolores County (Rico)

showed an increase of 630.000 pounds of cop-

per, but a decrease of 235.000 pounds of lead.

Ouray County's yield of lead and copper

showed little change. San Juan showed an

increase of 1,400,000 pounds of lead, and 200,-

000 pounds of copper, and San Miguel County
showed an increase of 960,000 pounds of lead

and 340.000 pounds of copper. The Sunnyside

Mine of San Juan County made a greatly in-

creased output of zinc concentrates in 1915,

and the Smuggler Union Mine, of Tellunde,

began shipping zinc middlings in large ton-

nages in January, 1915. No zinc middlings

were shipped from the Tomboy group in 19 J 5.

Boulder County's production was S165,000 in

gold, 264.000 ounces of silver, 820,000 pounds
of lead, and 70.000 pounds of copper—an in-

crease of $66,000 in gold, a decrease of 48,000

ounces of silver, an increase of 294,000 pounds
of lead, and an increase of 45,000 pounds of

copper.
Chaffee County produced $322,000 in gold,

235.000 ounces of silver, 3,678,000 pounds of

lead. 306.000 pounds of copper, and 3,670,000

pounds of zinc—a slight decrease for all

metals, except zinc, for which there was an
increase of 1,500.000 pounds.

Clear Creek County's output was $547,000

in gold, 376,000 ounces of silver, 2,370,000

pounds of lead, 560.000 pounds of copper, and
1.500,000 pounds of zinc—an increase of $52.-

000 in gold and 30,000 ounces of silver, 190,000

pounds of copper, but a decrease of 62,000

pounds of lead, and an increase of 500,000
pounds of zinc.

Gilpin County's output was $559,000 in gold.

130.000 ounces of silver, 544,000 pounds of
lead, and 420,000 pounds of copper, including
ore mined through the Argo tunnel.

The Pitkin County (Aspen) yield was
41 LOW ounces of silver and 19.000,000 pounds
of lead—an increase of 40,000 ounces of silver,

but a decrease of 4.350,000 pounds of lead.

CREKDE SHOWS G.MNS

Creede (Mineral County) produced $35,400
in gold. 308.000 ounces of silver, 2.400.000
pounds of lead. 13.000 pounds of copper, and
200.000 pounds of zinc—an increase of $16,000
for gold, a decrease oi 300,000 ounces of sil-

ver, but an increase oi L^OO.OOO pounds of
lead and 200,000 pounds oi zinc. The tonnage
of crude ore shipped from Creede decreased,
but the operation of the Humphreys mill (idle
in 1014) increased the yield of lead and zinc.
A considerable quantity of zinc concentrates
has been stored.

Hinsdale County's prr^duction was not large
but showed an increase ior silver and lead.

and an improvement in activity in considera-

ble contrast to a practical idleness in 1914.

With the revival of gold mining at Ohio
City and the discovery and operation since

July of a large deposit of zinc carbonate at

the Doctor Mine, in the Elk Mountain district,

with shipments of zinc sulphide from White-
pine, Gunnison County yielded $55,000 in gold,

23.000 ounces of silver, 220,000 pounds of

lead, and 1,800.000 pounds of zinc—^an in-

crease of $42,000 in gold, a decrease of 36,000

ounces of silver, a decrease of 94,000 pounds
of lead, but an increase of 1.300,000 pounds
of zinc. Shipments of copper ore began in

October from the old Vulcan property, at

Vulcan. The dredge at Tincup, moved in 1914

from Riverton, Wyoming, and operated for

a time in 1914, was idle in 1915.

Summit County's production was $644,000

in gold, 60,000 ounces of silver. 1,760,000

pounds of lead, and 9,000,000 pounds of zinc,

as compared with $668,610 in gold, 67,009

ounces of silver, 1,565,231 pounds of lead and

5,11L941 pounds of zinc—a small decrease for

gold and silver, a small increase for lead, but a

very large increase for zinc. The four dredges
at Breckenridge produced about the same yield

of gold as in 1914, and the zmc shipments from
BrecKenridge increased heavily. Some lead
and zinc snipments were also made from.
Kokomo and Montezuma.
Eagle County produced $98,000 in gold,

172,000 ounces of silver, 1,232,000 pounds of
lead, 60,000 pounds of copper, and 10,500,000
pounds of zinc, as against $51,245 in gold,

127,080 ounces of silver, 1,177,385 pounds of
lead, 28,105 pounds of copper, and 7,522,098
pounds of zmc in 1914, an increase for all

metals, particularly for zinc. All the ore came
from Red Cliff, the Brush Creek district being
idle.

Jr'ark County's placer output decreased, but
the yield of the lode mines increased appreci-

ably, the total yield being $153,000 in gold,

8,500 ounces of silver, 177,000 pounds of lead,

and ILOOO pounds of copper—the most im-
portant item of interest being an increase of

{|j85,000 in gold, due mainly to activity at the
London mine, at the head of ^losquito Creek.

Custer County produced $4,300 in gold,

32,000 ounces of silver, 86,000 pounds of lead,

17,000 pounds of copper—an appreciable in-

crease for all metals. Fremont County con-
tinued to yield an appreciable quantity of cop-
I)er and heavily increased its zinc yield. Gar-
field County made an increased yield of gold.
Operations at the Bonanza Mine, Summit-
ville. Rio (irande County, resulted in an ap-
preciable production of gold. Saguache
County mines were not as active as in 1914.

Charles S. Keith, of Kansas City, Mo.,
director of the American Mining Congress,
was in Washington to attend the meeting of
the Mining and Metallurgical Society and
other meetings during last month.



IDAHO'S METAL MINE YIELD INCREASES FIFTY
THREE PER CENT IN 1915

Principal Gain Is Made in Copper, Lead, and Zinc Over $500,000 in Gold Recovered

from Dredging Gold and Silver Output Almost Unchanged

During Year Just Closed

The United States Geological Survey re-

ports that the output of gold, silver, copper,
lead, and zinc from ores sold or treated from
Idaho mines in 1915 had a total value of

about §37,780.000. This is an increase of

more than 53 per cent over the production
of 1914. which was valued at 824.045,848.

There was no great change in the output of

gold and a slight increase in that of silver,

but there were material increases in the pro-

duction of copper, lead, and zinc, especially

of zinc. The increase in the total value of

these metals, amounting to over $13,0(X).0O0.

was due largely to the increased price of lead
and zinc. These estimates are reported by
C. X. Gerry, statistician, at the Salt Lake
City office of the Survey.
The mine production of gold was nearly

the same as that of 1914, valued at $1,152,315.

The yield of gold from dredging was over a
half million dollars, but no more than during
1".»14. Tile I'oston Idaho, in Boise County,
and the Idaho Power Co.. in Clearwater
County, were the main contributors The
American Placer Mining Co. merely tested the
machinery of their new plant at Pierce. There
was an increase in gold yield from copper
ore, particularly from the Empire Copper
mine at Mackay. which had a record produc-
tion of ore. Deposits of gold bullion at the
Government assay office were greater than
in 1914. In Elmore County, the Atlanta
mines and the old Bagdad Chase property,
now operated by the Boise K ' *t .Min-

ing Co. produced bullion. In Ow . County
the Sliver City M. cV M. Co was operating a

lOstamp mill

INCkCASK IN blUVKR

Tile prtxiuction of silver from Idaho mines
increa.sed lr<»ni l:j,47'.»,.')Hi ounces in r.»l4 tt>

about i;;.(MM),ooo ounces in r.»15, or more tliau

4 per cent. TIr* price of silver,
'

er. w.is

compar.it-'- ' * -mI the value -i ..i*.- output

was over - tiian in I".»14. The slnp-

nu-nts of silver-lead ore and concentrates
itained the .

- part of the silver,

in the eari\ juit of tlu hut

i: con>i<leralily toward the < t the

year, when the price of lead was «»vcr 5 cent* a
pound and tliat of silver w.i c.

A ron>ider.iltlc- jiart t>f tli »-

ment- will not re.icli the 'i

I'lie Hercules mine, which pr^ d-

ver, was idle for three months durmu »hi- \ear

on account of a controversy with the smelting
company. The largest increase in silver out-

put came from the Caledonia mine. Other
properties which increased their

i
' " f

silver were tlie Federal, Bunker .: : 1,

Gold Hunter. Tamarack and Custer, and On-
tario, all in Shoshone County. The lead mines
at Gilmore and tile copper properly at Mackay
increased their output of .^Il\er.

The output of copper from Idaho was in-

creased from (».44.'>.lMi pounds in 1914 t' il

7.Hi".».()00 pounds in l'»l.'>. As '

\

mine at Larson is no longer a ...^. ,

and as the \^*)>l Packer mine, at Ivers, <I

only a few cars of matte, the increase wa> du-'

almost entirely to unusually large ' h

from the ICmpire Copper Ci>.. a« ^'
. ;ii

Custer County, which, in ilie n. the

summer, was shipi^ing at the rate ol a <»

tons a month. The Nati«>nal ' 1

not mill any ore, l»ut .'i ^ '^ .......

ore was said to l)e < 1 in :

P« well pri)perty on the Little North I

north of Kellogg.
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and Sullivan Company has determined to enter

the smelting business and may erect a plant

near Wardner. The Yreka district, around
W'ardner, alone produced 169,500,000 pounds

of lead against 162.471,235 pounds in 1914.

Shipments of zinc ore and concentrate from
Idaho mines increased from 54,754 tons in

1914 to about 97,000 tons in 1915. The ship-

ments contained about 80,000.000 pounds of

recoverable spelter, valued at over $11,000,000.

On account of the unusual price for zinc in

1914, the zinc produced in the State was more
valuable than the gold, silver, and copper com-
bined. The increase in recoverable^ spelter,

which amounted to over 90 per cent in quan-
tity-, came principally from the Consolidated

Interstate Callahan, Success, Morning. Green-
hill, Cleveland, and Hercules. Other ship-

ments were made around Murray, from the

Terrible Edith, Paragon, Monarch, and Bear
Top and Oro Fino ; in the western part of the

district, from the Highland Surprise and Con-
stitution ; and in Blaine County, from the

Minnie Moore, Nay Aug, and United Lead and
Zinc. A new deposit of zinc, from which a

shipment of oxidized ore was made in De-
cember, was opened on the Deer Ridge prop-
erty, in the Black Pine district of Cassia

County. The output of zinc and the unusual
payment of dividends by the Interstate Calla-

han mine, situated north of Wallace, were
notable in 1915. During the third quarter of

the year this property shipped 15,000 tons of

ore and concentrate, principally zinc product,
containing over 1,000,000 pounds of lead and
13,500.000 pounds of gross zinc. For the
fourth quarter the rate was increased about 50

per cent. The tramway was completed from
the mill to Sunset and the mill was consider-
ably enlarged. The Success mine increased its

output of both zinc and lead concentrates. The
Frisco mill produced a large quantity of zinc
concentrates. At Pine Creek considerable zinc
ore was opened up and shipments will also be
made from the Little Pittsburg property, as
well as the Constitution. The Ray Jefferson,
which lies west of the Interstate Callahan
property, in the Beaver district, is reported to
show a considerable deposit of lead-zinc ore.
The principal dividend payers in 1915 were

the Consolidated Interstate Callahan, Hercules,
Bunker Hill and Sullivari, Caledonia, Federal,
Hecla, Stewart, and Success, which will pay
in all nearly $9,000,000.

pounds of zinc in 1914. The greater part of

the output of silver came from the Presidio

silver mine and cyanidation mill, in the Shafter
district, Presidio County. Some silver and
copper were produced at Van Horn, Culberson
County, and some lead and zinc in the Sierra

Blanca District, El Paso County.

TEXAS INCREASES OUTPUT
OF ITS METAL MINES

The output of Texas mines for eleven
months of 1015, with an estimate for Decem-
ber, from preliminary figures reported by
Charles W. Henderson, of the United States
Geological Survey, amounted to $2,500 in gold,
705.000 ounces of silver, 250,000 pounds of
lead, -50,000 pounds of copper, and 33,000
pounds of zinc, as compared with $234 in gold,
530,817 ounces of silver, 149,027 pounds of
lead, 23,760 pounds of copper, and 216,451

WAR RESPONSIBLE FOR MOST
U. S. ANTIMONY PRODUCTION

Antimony ores are found in commercially
valuable quantities in this country in the
States of Arkansas, Nevada, California, Mon-
tana, Idaho, Washington, and Oregon. Of
these States the most important as producers
of antimony ores are Nevada and California.

Antimony ores are also found in a number of

places in Alaska. The quantities of ore are
large, but most of them are distant from trans-
portation lines. Wages are high. The price

of antimony generally has been low. The de-

posits are irregular and spotted so that what
might be termed large deposits in other coun-
tries might not be considered so in this

country.

No antimony has been produced in this

country for a number of years except that

which is contained in antimonial lead and a
very few tons produced as a by-product in

the electrolytic refining of lead and copper.
Antimony is imported mainly from England
and China. Small quantities also probably
come from France, Japan, Hungary, and pos-
sibly one or two other countries.

During the present year many antimony
deposits are being worked and a considerable
production is being made owing to the very
high prices which have prevailed during the
whole year.

Antimony is being smelted in the United
States by the Chapman Smelting Company, San
Francisco, Cal., and the Merchants' Finance
Co., at Industrial Harbor (a part of Los
Angeles near San Pedro Harbor), Cal.

Smaller quantities of domestic antimony ores
are smelted in connection with lead ores by
the. Hoyt Metal Co., St. Louis, Mo., and the
Pennsylvania Smelting Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., in

the making of antimonial lead. Neither of
the companies are, however, regularly in the
market.
The smelting of antimony ores is described

in the following works

:

Handbook of Metallurgy, by Schnabel, Carl,
translated by Henry Louis, volume 2, 1907,

published by Macmillan Co., New York and
London, pages 551 to 597.

The Metallurgy of the non-ferrous metals,
by VVilliam Gowland, published by Charles
Griffin Co., London, 1914, pages 438 to 456.

Antimony, its history, chemistry, mineralogy,
geology, metallurgy, uses, preparations, analy-
ses, production and valuation, with complete
bibliographies, by Chung Yu Wang. London
and Philadelphia, 1909, 217 pages; pubHshed
by Charles Griffin Co., London.



UTAH'S METAL OUTPUT REACHES $55,000,000

DURING YEAR JUST CLOSED

One-fourth More Ore Mined than Last Year—Increase in Value of Products is

$18,000,000 Bingham Alone Produces 8,000,000 Tons More than in 1914

Mines in Utah produced gold, silver, copper,
lead, and zinc in 1915 amoiiniing in value to

$.j5,000,000, as estimated by V. C. Heikes, of
the United States Geolog-.cal Survey. This
represents an increase over the production in

1914 of nearly 50 per cent, or $18,000,000.
There was a considerable increase in all the
metals. About one-fourth more ore was
mined, increasing the total from 8,544,014 tons
in 1914 to about 10,725,000 tons in 1915. About
9.900,000 tons were produced at Bingham, an
increase from 7,800.661 tons in 1914. The bulk
of this ore was mined at the Utah and Ohio
Copper properties, which yielded about 9.000,-

000 tons of low-grade ore in 1915. Other
mines that contributed large quantities of ore
were the Utah Consolidated, Utah Apex,
United States, Bingham, Bingham New
Haven, and Utah Metal mines. The Tintic

district produced about 200,000 tons, against

2(»'^,48G tons in 1914. The main ore producers
were the Chief Consolidated, Iron Blossom,
Centennial-Eureka, Eagle and Blue Bell. Mam-
moth, Gemini, Grand Central, and May Dav
mines. The 100-ton concentration mill, built

primarily to treat Chief Consolidated ores,

did considerable custom work.
In the Park City region about 99,795 tons

of crude ore and concentrates were ' -d,

against 66,736 tons in 1914. Improvei;.. .., in

concentration methods resulted in large ship-

ments of lead and zinc concentrate from the

Daly Judge, Daly West, and Silver Ki-
rz-tl't;- V mills. Two large concentration mil.

.It for treating tailings on the flats

below Park City. Flotation was adopted at

several mills in the region, and the

is that all the mills will be similarly < ..

in 1916. In Beaver County the ore sli;. is,

including a considerable quantity of old slag,

imountcd to about 38,000 tons, against •ship-

ments of 32.695 tons in 1014, principally from
the Horn Silver and Majestic mines. In

Tooele County the ore production, principally

!r in Stockton and Ophir, increased Irom
^71 tons to 65,374 tons in 1915. Th. -

- .u77 tons of ore hauled from the ~

wood districts to the smelters in 1915. The
lir:^< >t producer was tiic Cardiff mine, which

rich Icad-silvcr ore. Important '

of .silver ''f' w'ff* iiiii'r ftiiiii *' 1*

and the :

ore was shipped from the Carbonate mine.

COLD FRO.M BULL VALLEY

The mine output of gold increased over 19

nt—from $3.26.''>.3I7 in 1911 to 5

i.i i.Uj. Copper ores yielded the lar^^- . ^ .» .

of the gold, but large quantities also came
from lead ore and siliceous ore. A compara-
tively small quantity of copper ore was pro-
duced in gold and silver mills. !' ' - ^de

gold ore was mined in the bull Val.-. -._,.:ct

of Washington County during part of the
year, and in the last half of the year new de-
velopments in the Fortuna district of Heaver
County attracted attention, and wjde veins
of low-grade gold ore are said to be syste-

matically exploited. At the same time small
high-grade veins of gold ore are being mined
and milled by lessees.

The mine production of silver increased
from 11,154.916 ounces in 1914 to approxi-
mately 12,724.000 ounces in 1915, the increaie
amounting to 14 per cent in quantity and
about $169,000 in value. Much of the silver

is derived from lead ore. and smaller quanti-
ties from the copper an '

' " -ly

in the year the K'^' -^ • ...^L^..^^i. . .'

ing. roasting, and ., mill was dt i

b\ fire, and during the summer was being
tmcted at Silver City by the Tintic

-M.wiii^' Co.. which d'""'"'^*'- 1 a similar plant
at Park City that \\ tly used to treat
( )ntario ores. The new plant will probably
be in operation early in 1916.

The copper ••• f--.>. t'«.|Jj mines in-

creased from i - - J
.

Is in 1914 to

about 182.5S9.000 pounds in 1915. the increase

amounting to more than 20
;

vn-
.... ..., 1 .,u ... «;| 1-^000 :-

thet
Bingham, which is credited with an i«
of 31.207.552 p over the output of 1914

• - - 'uced •- -
..:;-. n sn.

quantity from the Ohio < <• The
Cactus mine, in s T-
..* ' but pr ' - •

1... rnrr

to are re-
' to carrv 14 j

n

Mlt , t .V , . .

but half of t .ir

were being operated bv 1«-

LEAD I NT I s-T

Thr mine -nrnrltiction of IriH inrrrn^rrl frnra

in 1914 • l«

the

\v cii, i>aiy juu^e, aim di^cr rvun; «_"n»

In
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dated added to the total output. In the Cotton-

woods the mines produced over 12.000,000

pounds of lead, a large part of it coming from
the Carditf property.

With the advance in prices, zinc ore was
offered from many sources. The mine produc-

tion of zinc recoverable as spelter aggregated

22.643.000 pounds, valued at about $3,224,000.

This is an increase of about 41 per cent in

quantity over the output of 1014, amounting
to 15,989,267 pounds. The largest shipments of

zinc concentrates were made from the Mid-
vale mill of the United States Mining Com-
pany, which treated some custom ore besides

that handled from its own property at Bing-

ham. The Daly Judge mine, at Park City, was
the next largest producer of concentrates, fol-

lowed by the Daly West and the mills recover-

ing zinc from the old tailings lodged on the

flats below Park City. Promontory district,

in Box Elder County, became prominent in

zinc production from the Lake View mine,

which is credited with 3.446,916 pounds of zinc

figured as recoverable spelter. New zinc de-

posits were also opened near Hyrum in Cache
County and Woodside in Emery County, each
district producing several cars of crude zinc

ore. Altogether there were 38 producers of

zinc ore in Utah in 1915.

All the smelting establishments were oper-
atmg at full capacity soon after the first of the

year. These were the Murray, Midvale, In-

ternational, and Garfield plants.

Dividends amounting to about $9,000,000

were distributed by Utah mining companies in

1915. as against $7,431,017 in 1914.

ARIZONA CHAPTER REELECTS
ITS OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS

Four hundred and seventy-one members are
enrolled on the books of the Arizona Chapter
of the American Mining Congress. This and
many other interesting facts were brought out
at the annual meeting of the Arizona Chapter,
which was held in Phoenix. December 6.

With the exception of two new directors.

which were added, all the old officers and
directors were re-elected. The complete list

of the officers and directors of the Arizona
Chapters is as follows

:

W. B. Twitchell. governor. Phoenix ; E. M.
Murphy, first vice-governor, Prescott ; C. A.
Grimes, second vice-governor. Pasadena, Cal.

;

and \V. B. Gohrin^^. third vice-governor,
Warren.

Directors were elected as follows : J. P.

Hodgson, Bisbce; Xorman Carmichael, Clif-

ton; A. J. Pickrell, Prescott; T. A. Riordan,
Flagstaff : O. D. M. Gaddi.s, Kingman; W. H.
Clark, Holbrook ; L. S. Gates, Ray ; B. Britton
Gottsberger. Miami ; Pat Rose, Globe ; Wm.
McDermott, Tucson ; Con O'Keefe. Nogales

;

J. C. Goodwin, Tcmpe ; Andrew Kimball,
Thatcher; and D. A. Burke, Bouse.
W. B. Twitchell presided at the meeting.
Besides the directors present there were lOS

members present either in person or by proxy.
Mr. Twitchell gave a brief history of the

organization of the Chapter, and also stated

what had been accomplished in the past year.

The report of J. H. Robinson, the secretary,

was read. It showed 471 members enrolled,

and a cash balance of $281.75 on hand Decem-
ber 1. The data gathered through the efforts

of the secretary was the source of favorable
comment.
On motion of Mr. Willis, which was carried

unanimously, the membership fee was reduced
from $5 to $3 per annum. Of the amount so
collected $2 is to be sent to the American
Mining Congress for association membership
and for the Mining Congress Journal, and $1
is to be retamed by the chapter for member-
ship dues.

Mr. WilHs, together with Mr. Twitchell,
were selected as a committee to draft resolu-

tions of tnanks to Patrick Rose for the inter-

est he has taken in the chapter in securing
memberships and promoting the mining in-

dustry in this section.

Mr. Twitchell was selected unanimously as

a delegate to the Mining and Metallurgical
Society meeting in Washington.
Papers by President Andrew Kimball, Pro-

fessor Willis, director of the School of Mines
of the State University at Tucson, and C. S.

Scott, of the Arizona Magazine, were read.
After adjournment the board of directors

met and selected B. Britton Gottsberger, of
Miami; J. P. Hodgson, of Bisbee, and W. B.
Gohring, of Warren, as the executive com-
mittee, and H. J. McClung, of Phoenix, as
treasurer. J. S. Douglas, ot Douglas ; S. W.
French, of Douglas ; W. B. Gohring, and Nor-
man Carmichael, of Clifton, and Mr. Will L.
Clark, of Jerome, were elected to compose the
finance committee for the ensuing year.
The Executive Committee elected J. H; Rob-

inson, of Prescott, secretary for the ensuing
year.

Prescott was selected as the headquarters
o\ the chapter.

METALLURGY OF TUNGSTEN ORES
TREATED IN GERMAN WORKS

The U. S. Geological Survey has issued no
literature bearing upon the reduction of
tungsten ores. The work of the Survey is

confined almost wholly to the geology of min-
eral deposits so that such information as it

has upon the reduction of ores is largely inci-

dental.

The metallurgy of tungsten ores is treated
in the following works:

Die Aletallurgie des Wolframs mit
besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Elektro-
metallurgie sowie der Verbindungen und
Legierungen des Wolframs samt seinen
Verwendungen, Praktisches Handbuch von
Dr. Hans Monnicke, Ing.—Chemiker, Berlin
W., Verlag von M. Kryan, 1911.
Wolfram, Eine Monographic mit einem

Anhang Die Patentanspri,iche fiber Wolfram-
Gliihkorper von Dr. Phil. Heinrich Leiser,
Halle a. S., Verlag von Wilhelm Knapp, 1910.
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SECRETARY OF LABOR REVIEWS
WORK OF DEPARTMENT

Takinji the past achievements of the Depart-
ment ut Labor as a criterion. Secretary \\ il-

liam B. Wilson, head of that branch of the

Government, declares in his aimual report that

tne hopes of the sponsors for the infant
department are in a large measure possible of
fullillment.

Reviewing the steps leading to the estab-
lishment of the governmental branch, and out-
lining tlie purposes of the department. Secre-
tary \\ ilsun says that up until July 1 last "the
good offices of the department have been
invoked and amicable adjustments effected in

some seventy trades disputes, affecting directly

or indirectly some 200,000 men and millions of
dollars' worth of property. The amount of
hardship and suffering and the property losses

which have been averted are incalculable.

*"An instance will convey an idea of the pro-
portions which some of tht,*se controversies
assume and the results which are frequently
achieved through tiie intervention of the de-
partment. In April, l'J14, the department was
requested to intercede in an effort to hnd a

basis of agreement in connection with a con-
tioversy which had arisen between the Great
Lakes Towing Company and the Licensed Tug-
men's Protective Association, and which threat-

ened to result in the tying up of commerce in

nearly every part of the great lakes.

"A representative was accordingly dis-

patched to the scene of the dispute and suc-
ceeded in bringing about an understanding be-

tween the interested parties. It is estimated
that if the strike had l)ccn prolonged through-
out a period of five weeks it would have en-
tailcxl a direct property loss of some $.'{.()00.000

and thrown out of employment more than
><.0(K) workmen. Through the department's
efforts, however, it was brought to a termina-
tion after having run little more than one
week."

Discussing the work nl the division nt in-

formation, the duties of which are to promote
a beneficial distribution of admitted aliens and
others by collecting and disseminating among

' n trustworthy data concerning opportunities
. : employment or settlement, he said:

"The department was prompt to recognize
the possibilities which this statutory authoritv

'd out for the a«lvancement of the

...ners' opportunities f«)r profitable em, . .

ment. and immediately set about to perfect a
n;.tion-widc system of intelligence offices for
the c<

"
II and di-

as to labor o:

The farmers of the country <i

themselves of the department's
"The first large un«lertaking

occurred in May t'U. when ;.,....,

to pour into the inent from the o!

and farmers of Oklahoma. Kansas. MJHs.inn
1th Dakota for
:» procure harv.

r^ation with the j)

jjepartment was cnaltlrd to give ih-

publicity to the needs of these Stau*. va'Ai

the result that within a comparatively short
time approximately To.OOO men were di-
to empl«»yment. and the farmers w - lauii. i

to gather their wheat crop in due a.

Hand in hand with the movements for the
bettermen of conditions of the wage-earners
in the ct>untry has been the effort to im
the welfare of our children. The sar"-

of enlightenment which resulted in •

tion of the Department of Labor was : si-

ble for the establishment of a federal i

bureau, which is inquiring into the c

infant mortality, as well as other c
surrounding and affecting the lives of our
children. It endeavors, tl "; its t-

based upon facts di-' • ^'—
vestigations. to devel . ; ul.

ir.telhgent and useful citizens. In the held of
child labor the l)ureau is rendering
service, and it is anticipated that it > m
this direction will be effective in : ng or
eliminating the evils which have crept into our
complex system of industry and wh- .vc
operated to deprive so ma-- • •'

ot the opportunities for e-.

velopment of soimd and healthv bodies.
"The Bureau of Labor Sta*

in the compilation of authoriiaii

concerning labor in the most »

sense of that word, and especially with regard
to its relations to capital, the hours of labor.
the earnings of l:i'

'•' ' - — '

the means of pr.

intellectual and moral prosperity
".Xt the various im ii$

thr'— '• ut the country wli.i n ^>iui<

jur m of the llureau of I:

much has been done in the way of '.

the facilities for the rt n of . Fe-
male employes have bini : - •

cise a careful >uiH'rvision

women and girls and to guard them from the
perils which i •. the uii

cated wo— - •

Island, ti

our imnuL'rants come, n :s have
been i-tl. In its a«l of the

' • 'lich b • ill the
ir to : ._c. the

physical, moral and mental welfare of the
immigrant is ever uppermost in the depart-
ment's mind."

MAINE HAS TIN VEIN. BUT IT

IS TOO LEAN TO BE WORKED
T" '' »^ lx*en found •» Wln^t-.M \f. Ni

n of nn r-

1 nal pi<

.1 1«'W i> tin vein at \

: oy 1 .

."^

I ii^ It

tute



MINERAL PRODUCTION IN ALASKA BREAKS ALL
PREVIOUS RECORDS OF TERRITORY

While High Price of Copper was Principal Cause for Increase in Output of Northern

Mines Much Development Work was Done During Last Twelve Months

The Alaska mining industry, as a whole, was
more prosperous in 1915 than in any previous

year. This is indicated by the value of the

total mineral output, which is estimated to

have been $32,000,000, compared with $19,064,-

963 for 1914. The highest value for any previ-

ous year was in 1906, when Alaska produced
$23,378,428 worth of minerals, but this was at

a time when the bonanza placers of Fairbanks
and Nome were yielding their greatest returns.

The high value of the mineral output in 1915

was due in large measure to the extraordinary
amount of copper that was mined. Prelimi-

nary estimates indicate this to be 83,850,000

pounds, valued at $14,400,000. In 1914 21,450,-

623 pounds of copper were mined, valued at

$2,852,934. The gold production also in-

creased in 1915, when the value was about
$16,900,000, against $15,626,813 for the output
of 1914. This is the largest gold production
since 1912, when the output was valued at

$17,145,951. As the production of silver is

incidental to gold and copper mining, this also

increased. It is estimated that $400,000 worth
of silver was mined in 1915, against $218,327
worth in 1914.

The output of other minerals, including tin,

antimony, marble, g>'psum, coal and petroleum.,

in 1915 had a value of about $300,000, compared
with $222,802 in 1914.

In addition to the productive mining a large
amount of dead work was accomplished dur-
ing 1915 on properties that made no output.
Therefore the abnormally large value of the
total mineral production must not be consid-
ered as simply a temporary expansion of the
mining industry, due to the high price of cop-
per. The developments made during the year
give assurance of continued large operations in

both copper and gold lode mining. Placer
mining has been less prosperous, for this in-

dustry has not yet reacted to the stimulus of
the Government railway, which will make avail-
able for profitable exploitation large bodies of
low-grade gravels. The same is true of the
coal-mining industry, which also must await
railway transportation.
The first gold mining in Alaska was done in

1880, and since that time gold to the value of
about -

.0,000 has been produced. Of this
about ^^-.•j,r.yjO,OQO has been won from the gold
placers. Copper mining began in 1901, and the
total copper output of Alaska is now about
217,250,000 pounds, valued at $34,150,000. The
value of the total silver production to date
is about S2,G.JO^oao. Coal, petroleum, tin, lead,
quicksilver, antimony, marble, gypsum, and
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other minerals have been produced to the value
of about $2,150,000. Therefore, the value of
the total mineral production during thirty-six

years of mining in Alaska has been $300,-

000,000.

GOI.D PLACER MINING

The data in hand indicate that the value of
placer gold produced in 1915 was $10,500,000,

compared with $10,730,000 in 1914. This, de-
crease of output, if borne out by the final fig-

ures, is chargable to the falling off in the
output of some of the Yukon camps. On the

other hand, the developments in the Tolovana
district, where gold was discovered in the
autumn of 1914, indicate that this will become
of some importance as a producer.
About forty-two gold dredges were oper-

ated in Alaska during 1915, the same number
as in 1914. From the information at hand it

appears, however, that the value of the gold
recovered by dredges was less than $2,000,000
in 1915, compared with $2,350,000 in 1914. This
falling off is chargeable to the Seward Pe-
ninsula districts, where about thirty-seven of
the dredges are located. There can be no
question that this decrease of dredge outpdt is

but a temporary check to the industry as a
whole, and is due to certain local conditions.

Several dredges that will be operated in 1916
are in process of installation.

GOLD-LODE MINING

About twenty-three gold-lode mines were
operated on a productive basis in 1915, com-
pared with twenty-eight in 1914. On the other
hand, the value of the gold-lode output has
increased from $4,863,028 in 1914 to about
$6,200,000 in 1915. This increase is to be
credited to the Juneau district, where large
developments were continued throughout the
year. There can be no question that the gold-
lode output will increase at a rapid rate.

This will be due not only to large-scale opera-
tions in southeastern Alaska, but also to the
encouragement given to lode mining by the
railway under construction from Seward to
Fairbanks.

COPPER MINING

The tremendous increase in copper output
during 1915 has already been noted. Nearly
four times as much copper was produced as in

the previous year, and the value was nearly
five times as much. The copper was taken
from fourteen mines, of which seven were in
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the Ketchikan district, four on Prince William
Sound, and three in the Chitina district.

Though the high price of copper led to the
reopening of some of the smaller mines in the
coast region, yet it should be noted that the
increased output was possible only because
of the large developments that have been
under way for several years. The advance of
the .Alaska copper-mining industry during the

year may therefore be said to have been a
normal development of the industry. It is,

of course, true, however, that if it had not
been for the high price of the metal, the out-
put would have been considerably less. It

augurs well for the future of the industry that

the Alaska copper mines are now sufficiently

developed to produce so large a tonnage.

TIN MINING

It is estimated that about two hundred tons
of stream tin were produced in Alaska during
1915. Much the larger part of the tin came
from the York district of Seward Peninsula.
Here one tin dredge was operated throughout
the season on Buck Creek. A new dredge was
installed on the same creek during the summer
and operated for a part of the season. No
returns have yet been received from the two
dredges operated in 1914 on Anikovik River,
in the same district, but these were probablv
also operated. These two are working on
placers carrying both tin and gold. Develop-
ments were continued on the Lost River lode-
tin mine, and there was also some prospecting
of other lode-tin deposits. There was, how-
ever, no production of lode tin.

Tiie only other tin mining in Alaska during
1915 was done in the Hot Springs district of
the lower Tanana Basin. Here considerable
tin is recovered incidental to gold placer
mining.

ANTIMONY

The high price of antimony in 1915 led to

the mining of over eight hundred tons of stib-

nite ores in Alaska. Nearly seven hundred
tons of this output came from the Fairbanks
district, and the rest from Seward Peninsula.

It is difficult to obtain any exact valuation of

the stihnite ore sliippcd from Alaska. The evi-

dence in hand indicates that the producer re-

ceived from $1.25 to $1.75 per unit of stihnite.

It is probably reasonable to estimate that the
•Alaska shipments sold for $S6 a ton in San
Francisco. This indicates a value of about
$70,000 for the total shipments made in 1915.

Four antimony properties were operated in

the Fairbanks district during 1915—the '^^" - '-

ford, in the Treasure Creek Basin; the . .

nitc, in the Eva Creek Basin ; the Gilmer, in the

Vault Creek Basin; and the Chatham Creek
mine. All the op-

—
' ns were on a

"

scale. The mining ^ ; led chictly of r. „

open cuts and digging out the ore, which oc-

curs in shoots, kidneys, and irregular masses
along zones of fissuring. Most of the ore
was broken and hand-sorted, and no ore carrv-
ing less than 50 per cent of antimony wa^

shipped. The averaj^e antimony c— —
•

•' -•-?

ore was probably 58 per cent. '_ ., _ e
prospecting was also done on a number of
other stihnite lodes in the Fairbanks district.
The ore was hauled to the m' - by

wagons and then sent by rail to Fair: _ .. and
over the all-water route to San Francisco.
The transportation companies offered a low
freight rate to encourage the new industry.
Developments were continued on the Slisco-

vitch mine, in the Nome district. The ore from
this property carries some gold, and the mine
has been worked for gold. In 1915, however.
the energies of the operators were dir.-. N-d
toward getting out stibnite ore. Some ^

was also mined at the Hed &: Strand property,
a few miles north of the Sliscovitch mine.
The total ore shipped from Nome is re^- ".•

1

to be 132 tons, but there is reason to
that a considerably greater quantity was mined.

Stibnite is not an uncommon mineral in
Alaska. The recent demand for antimony has
led to the prospecting of a number of stibnite
deposits within the Territory. Such work is

reported in the Kaniishna ' t. on Prince
William Sound, and on Ken... . .^insula.

MINERAL FUELS

One coal mine was operated on Cook Inlet
in 1915 to furnish lignitic coal to a local mar-
ket. There was also a little m; !

other localities. Some in'.-

made in the Matanuska and
fields by those who arc contemplatms i

applications for ! "'

Land Office has
of the more ac>

River, Matanuska, and .Nenana coal hcl

Tiiere were no i ;n

the oil fields. Soni
Katalla field. Oil
Wainwright Inlet, in the extreme northwc-
ern part of .V This I .bably
a wester" "^ - •* •'• ...._^

by a sc
1

Bay, on the north Arctic coast of

VANADIUM BEING MINED
IN COLORADO ONLY

The only < : of vanadium ores n \
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to the ' ' II .-"ur^cy is owned u> : c

Primos » .1 Co -inrl i<! !rM-ate<l at Van-
adium. San Miifuel All of the
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Traffic Developments of the Month

BAUXITE ORE

From the facts of record we conclude and
find that the respondents have justified the

proposed rates on bauxite to East St. Louis
and to other points to which the same rate is

named in the suspended schedules and also

the proposed rate to Memphis, but we further

conclude and find from the facts of record
that the other rates proposed have not been
justified. These findings, however, are with-
out prejudice to or approval of the readjust-

ment of rates to eastern points which it was
announced at the hearing would be made.

Bauxite is produced in only four States in

this country. More than 75 per cent of that

production is in Arkansas, the other three

States in which bauxite is produced being
Georgia, Alabama, and Tennessee. Georgia
ranks second in production, and Georgia and
Alabama produce jointly from 12 to 18 per
cent of the total production in the United
States, the proportion varying from ^-ear to

year. The total production has been gradu-
ally increasing. The production in 1914 was
219.318 gross tons, as compared with 52,167
gross tons in 1908. The Arkansas mines are
practicalh' within a circle not over thirty miles
in diameter, and are near Little Rock. The
Protestants of record are the Aluminum
Company of America, hereinafter called the
aluminum company; Aluminum Ore Co.;
American Bauxite Co. ; the Republic Mining
and Manufacturing Co.; the Globe Bauxite
Co. ; the Laclede-Christy Clay Products Co.

;

the Norton Co. ; Superior Chemical Co. ; and
Water Softening & Purification Works, of
Columbus, Ohio.
The Aluminum Ore Co. and the American

Bauxite Co. are subsidiary companies of the
aluminum company, and the Republic Mining
and Manufacturing Co. is closely affiliated with
that company.

Bauxite is also produced in various coun-
tries other than the United States, but prin-
cipally in France, India, and South America.
The bauxite produced in this country has thus
far come in serious competition only with that
from France. The imports of l)auxite have
fluctuated greatly. In 1911, 43,222 tons were
imported; in 1912, 26.214 tons; in 1913, 21,456
tons; and in 1914, 24,844 tons. The protestants
claim that the European war greatly cut down
the importation in 1914.
While bauxite is usually called an ore, it

has no specific listing either as an ore or a
clay, but it has the appearance of clay. From
bauxite is made the metal aluminum, sulphate
of alumma. commonly called alum, fire brick,
and alunrlum, which is used to make grinding
wheels similar to emery wheels.
A carload of bauxite consists largely, of

lumps .of various sizes, but some of the ore
becomes finely powdered in handling. Box
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cars are required for the traffic, but cars of
a high grade are not ordinarily used. The
minimum weight is the marked capacity of
the car. but in no event less than 40,000 pounds,
and the average loading is shown to be 73,696
pounds, cars being usually loaded 9 per cent
in excess of marked capacity.

It is claimed by the respondents that bauxite
does great damage to the cars in which it is

shipped, for the reason, as they assert, that the
powdered bauxite pushes out the sides and
ends of the cars ; but the protestants deny this

and it is not established b}^ the evidence.

Justifies Some Increases

In the matter of pig iron rates from Virginia
furnaces the commission's findings are summed up
as follows

:

1. Proposed increased carload rates on pig iron
from Virginia furnaces to certain points in Penn-
sylvania, New York, and Maryland not justified,

2. Proposed increased rates to Pittsburgh and
Pittsburgh rate points justified.

3. Proposed increased rates to West Virginia
points justified.

4. Proposed increased rail-and-water rate to
Boston not justified.

S. E. Calkins, of the Geological Survey, has
been sent to San Diego County, Calif., with in-

structions to look at the molybdenum deposits
there.

Reparation on Manganese
Reparation has been granted by the Interstate

Commerce Commission to the E. J. Lavino Com-
pany against the Pennsylvania Railroad. The
refund covers overcharges on a shipment of fifty

-

one cars of manganese ore from Baltimore to

Niagara Falls.

MINING LEGISLATION TO BE
PUSHED AT THIS SEASON

Congress at this session will take up a more
comprehensive program of legislation affect-

ing mining than ever before has been the
case. Martin T. Foster, chairman of the Mines
and Mining Committee of the House of Rep-
resentatives, declares that he will make
unusual effort to expedite the prompt hand-
ling of the meritorious bills which may come
before his important committee. Mr. Foster
is greatly interested in seeing provision made
for a thorough revision of mining laws at this
session of Congress.
Mr. Foster has a personal bill which pro-

vides for placing in the hands of the Bureau
of Mines all purchases of Government coal.
These purchases are only to be made after
careful study has been made of the coal best
suited to the use for which it is required.



CALIFORNIA RETAINS TITLE AS PREMIER GOLD
PRODUCING STATE OF THE UNION

Its Record in 1915 Exceeds That of Any Year Since 1865, with One Exception

Placer Mines Are Producing Forty-four Per Cent of the Gold Yield of the

State—Copper, Lead and Zinc Show Big Increase

California mines show a materially in-

creased output in gold, silver, copper, lead,

and zinc in 1915. compared with 1914. ac-

cording to preliminary figures compiled by
Charles G. Vale, of the United States Geologi-
cal Survey. The mine figures for 1914 were
$20.(>.j:{.4«.>6 in gold, and 1.471.8.V.» fine ounces
of silver; the estimates for 191') indicate an
output of S22.S60..590 in gold, and 1.974.o29

ounces of silver, an increased of $2,207,094 in

gold and 502,670 fine ounces of silver. Cali-

fornia remains the premier gold-producing
State of the country. The yield for 1915
is the largest in thirty-two years and with
one exception, the largest in fifty-one years.

There are about seven hundred producing
metal mines in the State, about evenly di-

vided between deep and placer mines. About
2,500.000 tons of ore are mined and treated in

the State annually of an average value in all

metals of 16.75 per ton. In value of all

metals produced, Shasta is the leading county,
while in value of gold output, Nevada,
Amador. Yuba, and Sacramento are the lead-

ing counties in the order named.
Placer mining for gold, for years < 't-

ed a decadent industry in California, .i..^ lur

the past eighteen years been growing in im-
portance, until now the placer mines are pro-

during 44 per cent of the total gold yield, the
otJRT .">*> per cent coming from deej) mines.
This condition has been entirely brought
about by the dredging operations, the gold-

dredges now producing .some S6 per cent of

the placer gold. During 1915 there were sixty-

seven gold dredges in California, of which
six were closed down all or part of the time,

and one was burned, leaving sixty active
dredges. Of the idle dredges, one was being
moved from OniVille to Shasta County, one
from Oroville was rebuilt; and one in shasta
County was removed to new ground in the
vicinity. A new one was built in C..'

It'unty. A 1:*' •. H',.cubic- fool lmck«' •'

under const; i for the Yuba C
(••'Id fields, in ^ ul>a County; and another one
o| e(|ual ' fy ( to di« 70 »'

li'"' '^ bi ...f. ;iuil' ^"'" '" M.i; . i . .^

' iny in the unty. Plans have
lu'en prepared for sidl another of the Kamc

f«»r the ^"ukon (»olil ''

,. ,1r..,t,... i-,..-J T»,.. ,.r..

lions so the new m < are much L»rger

and more powerful than those built formcrlv

It IS considered j.- ' ' "
" • -.ison

the yield of drei.^.
t. • • •" • will

continue about the same for some years, even
though the old and smaller machines discon-
tinue operations.
There has been a distinct revival in all

kinds of metal mining in the State in 1915.

particularly in gold mining. The dredge men
have begun < on tracts f !y
considered too ,. .m i..r this class t>i .% ik;
and numerous cjuartz mines have been re-

opened, while the older ones have been deep-
ened with good results.

The silver output from the mines sh'\\.» an
increa.se in 1915, as compared with 1914. of
502.670 ounces. This is mainly derived from
the smelting of copper, lead and zinc ores,

although .some silver is
- - ' n the min-

ing of both (juartz and ; ; „ . .

The estimated mine yield of ropper in Cali-

fornia in 1915 is 44.(KIS..V)2
; . as com*

pared with 30.'>07.r>9J in iUM. an in-

crease for 1915 of i.. n. liin.U The
larger proportion of tl. n
Shasta County, as usual. . is

and Plumas <

*
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AMERICA'S INDUSTRIAL GREATNESS DUE TO
ITS HUGE MINERAL PRODUCTION

The United States Produces Forty Per Cent of the World's Coal and sixty-Six Per

Cent of its Petroleum—^All History Shows That Mineral Resources

Are the Source of Power

Great importance was attached by the dele-

gates and other mining men present at the

ir'an-American scientific conference to the ad-

dress of Dr. George Otis Smith, director of

the Geological Survey. Some of the striking

points he made are as follows

:

Patent reasons for America's industrial

greatness—The country produces 40 per cent

of the coal of the world; 66 per cent of the

petroleum; 40 per cent of the iron; 60 per
cent of the copper, and 32 per cent of the lead

and zinc.

Wise use becomes a duty when anything can
be used but once.

The development of mineral resources is a
national duty.

Mineral wealth is the foundation of power.

Mineral exports are winning for the United
States a new and larger place in the world
market.

Metal mining has passed from the exploita-

tion of bonanzas to the working of low-grade
deposits.

For 1915 the Federal corporation tax on
copper mines alone may total $1,000,000.

The public's direct share of the proceeds
from mineral resources must not be so great
as to affect unfavorably labor's opportunity or
capital's incentive.

Because of the essential relation between the
mineral resources of a country and its pros-
perity, there rests on the public a continuing
obligation to the mining industry.

Since 1906 the average recovery from United
States copper ores has decreased from fifty

pounds of metal per ton to thirty-two pounds.
This change is due more to the improvement
of methods than to the exhaustion of the
richer deposits.

^
The day of large opportunity for explora-

tion and investigation of the mineral resources
of this country is not past.

Dr. Smith's address follows in its entirety:
A nation's mineral wealth may benefit its

26

citizen body in two ways—as a source of direct

revenue to the State and as a basis of in-

dustrial development. The task of placing the
true social value upon mineral resources there-

fore involves the determining of the extent to

which these two methods of serving the pub-
lic interest are in harmony and, if they chance
to be opposed, then the weighing of the alter-

native benefits.

Mineral wealth as an expendible resource
rightfully commands the attention of the patri-

otic citizen, whether he be lawmaker or land-
owner, geologist or chemist, capitalist or mine-
worker. Wise use becomes a duty when any-
thing can be used only once ; and if full utiliza-

tion means much to society, individual rights

whose exercise involves anything less than full

utilization must be subordinated to the public

interest. In a democracy, therefore, the use
of a mining property should serve the many,
not the few. Thus, the development of min-
eral resources is of nation-wide value and the
promotion of their best use properly becomes
a national duty.

NATIONAL ASSET

A nation's store of mineral deposits is a
national asset, whose value cannot easily be
overestimated. In his recent report to the

President, the Secretary of the Interior, in

speaking of the assets of this country, gave
the mineral resources first rank under the

suggestive title, "the foundations of power."
The higher the stage of civilization a nation
may attain the more exact becomes this con-
ception that mineral wealth is the foundation
of jpower. It is not without striking significance

that mineral names have been given to the

steps in the evolution of society—the stone age,

the copper age, the bronze age, the iron age,

and finally the age of coal, in which we of this

twentieth century live. And the dependence
of society upon these mineral products is

shown by the fact that never has the per
capita consumption been greater, not only of
coal, but also of iron and copper, and even
of stone.

A nation that produces under normal con-
ditions 40 per cent of the world's coal and
66 per cent of its petroleum, surely has its

share of the two great fuels ; add the fact that
our mines, furnaces, and smelters yield 40
per cent of the world's iron, 60 per cent of
its copper, and 32 per cent of its lead and
zinc, and the reason is patent for America'?
industrial greatness.
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OF STATEGIC VAI^UIi

Independence through possession of the
material resources essential to modern life is

itself a promise of a nation's integrity, and the
nation that makes the whole world its debtor
through shipments of the mineral fuels and the
metals and the mineral fertilizers, occupies a
strategic position in the construction of in-

ternational policy.

How best to realize upon- this national asset

is a problem in democratic government. Under
Roman law and in part under early English
law, as well as under most continental and
Spanish-American systems, the ownership of
mineral deposits was subject to certain rights

of the sovereign. This "regalian right" had
a common origin with the broader and more
modern theory stated by General Halleck in

IbGO, tiiat mines 'are by nature public property
and that they are to be used and regulated in

>uch a way as to conduce most to the general
interest of society.'"

APPRAISAI. OF MINES

This regalian doctrine has been followed by
only a few of our States, and indeed it can be
- lid that practically all that icmains of this old
doctrine in our present mining system is the
common term "royalty," now used mostly,
however, for the tax on output paid to the
private owner. As a source of direct gov-
ernmental revenue mineral deposits have been
treated much as other property, on the prin-

ciple that taxation shall be equal. In the

recent discussion of this practical civic prob-
lem there stand out a few generalizations that

perhaps present the difficulties of the problem
rather than its solution. An equitable valua-
tion of undeveloped ore deposits is hardly to

be expected, and either a high valuation or a

high rate of taxation must tend to hasten llie

exhaustion of a mine, resulting in overproduc-
tion and in the early termination of opportunity
for the mine-worker. At best, botli theory
and method in the appraisal of mining prop-
erty involve the determination of the present
worth of expected profits. After estimating
probable ton""-- of ore f! ' ped and pros-
pective, for- ng reasc; future costs,

and averaging fluctuating prices, as well as

due consideration to the rate of mining
-.ibly affected by market and other con-

>. the public officer charged with making
an ad valorem appraisal completes his task

by applyinj^ a factor of safety as evidence of
good faith.

Kl.K.ME.NT OF COST

Opposed to this method of a; il S.i iil

upon expected future returns is im ^^tcni oi

taxing the actual present output. .\^idc from
the greater certainty of this method, the tax

on output possesses an adde'l advantage in that

it provides revenue for local governmental
purposes at the time when the demands arc
heaviest and in an amount roughly pro-
portioned to those d' !s. H ' cr
a tax or a royalty th.. . ..ased lii-,.. iS

value of the output falls short of the . by
its lack of consideration of the important ele-

ment of cost, which may vary less than the
unit value of the output, with the result that
the tax rate which is ex' . >^ive for a $j ore is

actually far less bur.. ae on $60 ore,

although the amount of this tax is ten times
as large.

More equitable than even a - • d tax upon
gross output is one assessc<! <' returns.

All that the public can 1 on ac-
count of the development of mineral resources
is a share in the profits. If in the operation
of a mine the margin between costs and re-

turns is small or nothing, why should society

exact its pound of flesh? On the other hand,
the regular dividend-paying company can well

atTord to recognize the general public as a
silent partner pos< • ••^.: a share in tb'* '^'^^ts

of the business, i ssor Seligman ,cs

that "the main reason why the twt cen-
tury has become the century of income taxes
rather than of pr ."* is the feeling

on the part of bu-*. that yield or in-

come is the more s.i , index of riscal

obligation.

BIG INDUSTRI.M. ^ALIp.

it IS as the basis of a n . -.jlI

growth, howcvc" '^' '"rrai .».>
...

largest. Both J indcpei. .. .

world-wide participation in commerce must
come through the fullest use of these tasal

!

'

f the essent' * a-

«. i ..
. > ^ ii i ,11. iv^. .1 ii.ii.-.n in the spc^.'. *•

clasN, but is in fact a measure of its indu
ctiiciency. It has been pointed out that the
greater per capita consumption of coal in the
United Stat( ihcr country proves
that this n.4.

—

•'" ''"a! for "''ler

nations— it is the of ii. al

capacity. By this measure, loo. Mr. Finlay*

contends that "the i: :t per man
is greater in the L'niicu c;aic5 uian in any
other cou«t''^

The d. nenl of the United States in

industries other than agriculture is well illus-

trated in the story of the u of our
1 . nri 1. -Ituraf

... - . uc to

.:.K l.irgc in the Jc trade, the

mineral products form a c iocreasiniC

(Continued oo page 44)

•I.inHIcif on Minc«, 1, p. 11.

cl by I.inillry, op. cit. ...
. ..^in»n, K. R. A, Am. Acad. Polit tnd Social Sci. AmmIb. March. 1»I5. p I.

•FinUy. J. K., Min. and .Met. Soc. Amcrua Bull, vol t. p. Ul. ItU
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WASHINGTON PRODUCES
MORE COPPER AND LEAD

The value of the mine output of gold, silver,

copper, lead, and zinc in Washington de-

creased from SS09,767 in 1914 to approxi-

mately S72S,000 in 1915, according to prelimi-

nary estimates by C. N. Gerry, of the United
States Geological Survey. There were in-

creases in copper and lead, to the extent of

a return to normal production. There were
shipments of zinc ore, the first since 1911.

The gold and silver mines, however, showed
decreased output, especially in the Republic
mining district.

The mine production of gold, which is the

most important metal of the State, decreased
from S557.173 in 1914 to about $407,000 in

1915. The bulk of the gold came from ore

shipped directly to smelters, as mills at Re-
public were idle. There were, however, gold
mills operated in Chelan, Okanogan, and
Whatcom counties. The Montana mine, in

the Methow district, made a good production
from a small mill, and the Molson, Poland
China, and Duluth-Toroda mills were oper-

ated for a time.

SILVER OUTPUT DECREASES

The silver output of Washington mines de-

creased from 264,861 ounces in 1914 to about
220,000 ounces in 1915. This was also largely

due to inactivity at Republic, where the mill

bullion formerly produced contained consid-

erable silver. Approximately 40 per cent of

the silver came from the copper ores of Stev-

ens County. A large portion had its source
in silver ores shipped to various smelters
from Republic.
The mine output of copper increased from

778,728 pounds in 1914 to about 915,000

pounds in 1915, or over 17 per cent. On ac-

count of the increased price of the metal,
the value increased from $103,571 to about
$159,000 in 1915. The production was not as

great as the production of either 1913 or 1912.

The greater part of the yield came from the
Chewelah district, from which approximately
4,500 tons of crude ore and concentrates were
shipped. Other low grade copper ores and
iron ores containing some copper were
shipped from Stevens and Ferry Counties.
The production of lead from ores sold or

treated increased from 65,507 pounds in 1914
to about 230,000 pounds in 1915. The Bo-
nanza mine at Bossburg was the main con-
tributor. Small shipments were also made
from the Xighthawk and Colville regions.
Work was resumed at the Last Chance mine
in the Xorthport district. The smelter at
Northport was being remodeled to treat cus-
tom ore, but especially lead ore from Idaho.

ZINC FROM ONE DISTRICT

The zinc output was entirely from the
Metahne district, Pend Oreille County,
where the Lead-Zinc Company operated a 50-

ton concentration mill the latter part of the

year. Several hundred tons of sulphide con-

centrates were shipped, together with some
carbonate ore. At the Oriole mine, in the
same district, a similar mill was not operated.
At Chewelah in Stevens County the mill-

ing plant of the United Copper Company
was being enlarged from twenty-four stamps
with concentration tables, to fifty stamps
with flotation machines. It is planned to

work a large tonnage of tailings resulting

from former mill operations. There was
active development work in progress at other
properties in the district on account of the
price of copper, which reached nearly 20
cents per pound in June.
In the Republic district about 36,000 tons

of crude ore, containing gold and silver, were
shipped to smelters. In 1914 shipments con-

sisted of 32,183 tons, but during that year
ore was also milled. The important shippers
were the Ben Hur, Knob Hill, San Poil, Sur-
prise, Lone Pine, Pearl, Rathfon, Tom
Thumb, and Trade Dollar. The Western
Union Mines Company, which controlled the
Surprise, Lone Pine, and Pearl properties in

the early part of the year, failed and was
followed by the West Virginia Mining Com-
pany, which also suffered financial difficulties.

The San Poil mine and mill were in the hands
of a receiver and fewer shipments were
made. The North Washington mill was idle

throughout the year. There was considerable
activity at various properties in Okanogan
County at Oroville and Nighthawk, and some
shipments were made from the Sultan and
Monte Cristo districts in Snohomish County.

In Demand by Schools

An increasing number of Survey publica-
tions are being used in school work through-
out the country. Applications are being re-

ceived almost daily from superintendents of

schools and from officers of educational in-

stitutions who desire to make use of these
publications in connection with studies along
various lines.

"We think that the American Mining
Congress deserves the general support
of those engaged in mining. We need
a parliament of mining operators and
engineers to assemble periodically with
a view to crystallizing opinion on mat-
ters of moment to the industry.
"The social obligations of good citi-

zenship call upon the members of the
profession and the bigger brotherhood
of all those actually engaged in mining
operations to unite in giving effective

support to the American Mining Con-
gress."—Extracts from an editorial in

The Mining and Scientific Press of Sep-
tember 18.
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LAW KIKTKKN MONTHS OLD
AND NO ALASK.V LEASES

A committee of tiie House of Repre-
sentatives of the United States, in order
to take from the Alaskan coal claimant

bis last <)j)|M)rtimity to protect his rij^hts

and defend his name and reputation, put

this cunninj^ se<nion into tlie hill— (IL
R., 1 l*-^.{.'{. Si.xtv-third Congress, ap-

proved October 'l."). UM 4 ) : "Sec. l.'L

That the jK>ssession of any lessee of the

land or coal deposits leased under this

act for all puri)oses involving adverse
claims to the leased pro|)criy shall be
deemed the ix>ssession of the United
States, and for such j>urposes the lessee

shall occupy the same relation to the

pr(>|)erty leased as if operated directly

by the L'nited States."

STILL LOCKKI) ' i>

Thi> lull was enacted by Congress,
and for fifteen nmnth^ has been the law.
No ]. have yet been made, and the

coal i>i .\iaska. after thirty years of ef-

fort, is as etTectually hnkcd up today as
at the beginning.

This .Maskan experitm^c iiirni>hc.>

reasons why many citizens believe thai

the Government sliould disjHjse of all

her public lands in limited areas to indi-

vidual citizens at the earliest time |>)ssi-

ble. having due regard for other citizens

who might desire to receive of the na-
tional bounty, excepting only such pro|>-

erty as is needed for governmental pur-
I)Oses.

These argue that the direct manage-
ment and supervision of mines and the
agencies necessary to make governmental
control etTective will largely augment
the functions of our Government and
force it into comj>arative business com-
l)etition with her own citizens.

THE OTHER SIDE

Many otiiers. ecjually sincere, believe

that the Govermnent should retain own-
ership and control of tho>c minerals
which, being once exhausted, can never
l)c reproduced and which are essential

to our industrial progress. just what
the future control of the minerals on the
jtublic domain is to be probably will l)c

decided by the present session of Con-

i iii> was one oi the arguments pre-

sented by L I'. Callbreath. tary of
the American .Mining Con^ii->. in an
address bef«»re the l'an-.\merican Scien-
litic Conference. He holds that this con-
trover.sy is one of the most im|K)rtant

internal tjuestions ever presented for

consideration to the jK*ople of the United
Stales.

C^O\ hK.XMKNT LEASING
I'Ro\ HI) FAILURE ONCE

The |H»lic\ of the Federal leasing of
mineral lan<ls was in effect a little more
than forty years. The o|)eration of this

system di«l not bring al>out . ?i-

tial <levelopment of mineral

did not bring to the (»overnnient any
sub>t:(titial incouie. and did create i

discord.

In accor« lance with I't nt I'

recommemla;
and .March,

in the d' iti»n •

pn"^ '

NtUuiuii: taMi s^iiLN tiiwiciui. ii\ uic .\Cl
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of 1849 the charge of mineral lands was
transferred from the War Department to

the Department of the Interior.

The more liberal policy of dealing

with public lands soon manifested its

advantage. As early as the year 1854

the Commissioner of the General Land
Office gave expression to the following

language: "It is impossible to portray

the benefits already derived by the West
from this system. Immense regions have
been disposed of that were thought to

be wholly unsalable because of the diffi-

culty of access. The Government has

consequently been benefited." Reference
was made to the fact that the Govern-
ment had already received $146,195,641
for the sale of land in the South Atlantic

territory, "the benefits of which go
chiefly, if not entirely, to the people of

the old States. This amount, it will be
remembered, is exclusive of the sum of
more than $48,250,000 net receipts for

imports at the ports of Florida and
Louisiana, which went in the Treasury,

and by which the people of the old States

were also proportionately benefited."

Thus it will be perceived that mutual

benefits to an immense extent and in

about equal proportion have flowed to

both the old and new States under this

judicious system, and if either has ap-

parently the advantage it is all in one
great family and not a sufficient ground
of controversy between fathers and sons.

"The true policy of the land system is,

first, to encourage the actual settlement

and improvement of the public domain."

LACK OF COOPERATION
CAUSE OF SERIOUS LOSS

A gratifying number of accessions to
the American Mining Congress has re-

sulted since the last annual meeting.
There is reason to believe that new mem-
bers wHl continue to enter at an increas-

ing rate. A campaign for increased mem-
ship is imder way and will gain in effec-

tiveness as it progresses.

Never before in the history of the world
has the value of cooperation been so well
imderstood. Germany's accomplishments
during the past year and a half have dem-

onstrated the value of team work more
than ever before has been the case.

Hruniliating as it is to acknowledge,
most of the woes of those who own or op-
erate mines are due to their lack of coop-
eration. Hundreds of opportunities have
been lost for the same reason.

Had there been proper team work" in

the mining industry millions of dollars

would have been devoted before now to

research work by the government that in

the absence of cooperation have remained
unappropriated. Had equitable sums
been available through the years there is

no telling how much further advanced the
industry might be.

That those directing the mining opera-
tions of the country have not been atten-

tive to appeals for organized effort is in-

decated, in one instance, by the fact that
of 90,000 active mining men in the United
States less than 1,600 have affiliated them-
selves with the Amsrican Mining Congress.

INGALLS, SAUNDERS, SCHOLZ
SHARPLESS AND WINCHELL

Prsidents of the greatest three or-

ganizations within the mining industry

stood before an audience of mine opera-

tors, legislators, and experts of the Geo-
logical Survey, the Bureau of Mines and
the General Land Office last month and
pleaded for consideration at the hands
of Congress. It was the occasion of the

meeting called by the Mining and Metal-

lurgical Society. The presidents refer-

red to are W. R. Ingalls, of the Mining
and Metallurgical Society of America;
.W. L. Saunders, of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers and Carl

Scholz of the American Mining Con-
gress.

The sessions, which were held in the

auditorium of the National Museum,
through the kindness of the officials of

the Smithsonian Institution, were very

impressive. They started in motion in-

fluences that will not expend their energy

for years to come.
F. F. Sharpless, the secretary of the

Mining and Metallurgical Society, looked

after the preparation for the meeting,

with such thoroughness that there was
not a single hitch in carrying out the-

program.
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Special mention is due Horace V. Win-
chell, chairman of the committee on reso-

lutions. Mr. Winchell combines a re-

markable store of energy, with a degree

of personal magnetism and a keen in-

telligence, that make him a great asset

to the mining industry.

WHOLE STRENTH OF MINING
INDUSTRY TO BE MARSHALLED
A distinguished company of mining

men assembled in Washington last month
and discussed the means of securing ur-

gently needed revision of mining laws.

These men were made to realize, we be-

lieve, the necessity of marshalling the

full strength of the industry if any legis-

lation is to be secured.

It was brought out very plainly that

there is no chance of getting bills through
Congress without concentrating great

pressure upon them. Sad as it is that

a great industry such as is mining has

to maneuver and campaign to get con-

sideration at the hands of the nation's

Ir'wmakers, yet it is only too true that

it is necessary. Theoretically it is all

v.Tong but the condition exists and it

must be met.

Some of the biggest men in industry,

as a result of the recent meeting, prob-

ably realize now as never before the ne-

cessity of cooperating in an effort to see

that mining gets its just deserts: Not
only is mining discriminpted against but

it is forced to continue to wear clothing

of the same size as was fitted to it in

1872. The industry has outgrown this

clothing, which has become a straight

jacket. It is going to take a lot of hard

work to get rid of the laws of 1872 but

we believe that at last there will be suf-

ficient concert of action directed to this

end by the mining men of the country to

accomplish it. There is little doubt of

the passage of the bill of Senator Smooi
providing a commission for the investi-

gation which is to precede the revision

of the mining laws. Whether the Taylor
bill can get through the House is the
question. Mr. Taylor can be relied upon
to do his part. If the mining industry
will hold up Mr. Taylor's hands his task
will be brought within the possibility of
accomplishment.
The gathering here of leaders in the

industry has had the effect of calling par-
ticular attention to the value of main-
taining with impressive support such an
organization as the American Mining
Congress. The American Mjning Con-
gress should have the support of every
association of mining men in the country'

and of every individual operator who is

not affiliated with such an association.

Legislators are impressed with the

needs of agriculture because its numeri-
cal strength in practically every Congres-
sional district in the United States is

very evident. Mining is unf«»rtunate in

being confined to restricted areas gen-
erally far removed from centers of
population. The needs of the industry

are not brought to the attention of the

great majority of Senators and Repre-
sentatives through actual contact with

the industry- or its people. Therefore it

is so necessary to have an organ' ^^''-^n,

representing as nearly the whole i:. ... .ry

as possible, to do missionar\* work rtmong

those whose attention must be >
. c-

cifically and repeatedly to the needs of

mining.

TWO IMPORTANT POINTS
IN AMERICAN HISTORY

The growth of the United Slates as a

world ix»wer l)egan at Sutter's Creek in

1848—a growth so rapid as to .i

the world. During the dark days of the

Civil War the gold of California an<!

the silver of Nevada saved the I's

credit and played an immrtani part in

the preservation of the I nion.

No opportunity should be lost in im-

pressing these two important facts on the

public.



Recent Legal Decisions

GRUBSTAKE CONTRACT

An agreement stipulated that one of the

parties is and shall be a fnll-fledged partner

with the three other persons narned, and have

one-quarter undivided interest in all claims,

lodes and water rights acquired or to be ac-

quired and owned by the above-mentioned par-

ties, the agreement stating that the one person

so made a partner is to furnish the above-

mentioned parties with provisions from time

to time up to a stated date. The consideration

for the transaction was $30,000 and the agree-

ment provided for the payment of $6,000

cash, the balance of $24,000 to be paid "of the

first money taken out of the ground." In the

controversy over the mining operations and

ari action to dissolve the partnership the words
"of the first money taken out of the ground"
were held to mean the first money taken out

of the ground to which the grantee was en-

titled, which would be one-fourth of the

am.ount so taken, or the gross amount to which
the grantee would be entitled and not the net

proceeds, and where it appeared that the ag-

gregate gross amount was $26,038.30, the

grantee is entitled to have one-fourth thereof,

or $6,.509.57, applied to the $24,000 deferred

payment. But as the business of the firm re-

sulted in a deficit the adjustment had to be

apportioned in the payment of the indebted-

ness of the firm, and where it appeared that

the total indebtedness was $19,314.94 the

original grantee was held liable to the amount
of $10,628.76.

Lesamis vs. Greenberg, 225 Fed. 449, p. 450

(August, 1915 J.

BANKRUPTCY—INSOLVENCY

Payments made by an insolvent mining cor-

poration that amount to a preference consti-

tute such acts of bankruptcy as will cause the

corporation to be adjudged a bankrupt, where
the corporation had reasonable cause to l^e-

lieve that the payments would effect a prefer-

ence and such preferences are available.

Wise Coal Co. vs. Small, 225 Fed. 524, p.

525.

RIGHTS OF PARTNERS

On the sale of assets of a partnership the
partners will share equally in the proceeds
and be entitled to have the same applied in

that proportion to their indebtedness to the
firm and the adjustment in the end must be
on the basis of an equal division of the part-
nership property; and mining claims held by
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three persons at the time of making an agree-
ment with a fourth by which he should become
a partner with a one-fourth undivided interest

in all the mining properties then owned or to

be acquired, and pursuant to which agreement
the three persons conveyed to the fourth the

undivided one-fourth interest in the mining
property, which constitutes such claims part-

nership property and they are subject to the

partnership indebtedness as partnership assets.

Lesamis vs. Greenberg, 225 Fed. 449, p. 452.

CORPORATION TAX

Section 5506 of the General Code of Ohio
refers to fees, taxes and penalities required

to be paid only by corporations doing business

and does not intend that a receiver shall pay
such fees, taxes and penalties, as the penalties

are required to be paid only by corporations

doing business, and the purpose of the statute

is to fix a lien for the payment of the tax by
the corporation required to pay it, upon the

property employed in the transaction of its

business or in the hands of a receiver, or if the

property is gone into the custody of a couri:

of equity through its receiver, and the recov-
ery must recognize the lien of the statutes

upon the assets in his hands for the tax of a

preceding year, imposed upon the corporation
when it was doing business, but this section of
the statute does not impose a tax when the
reason for the tax and its only justification no
longer exists. This construction of this sec-

tion reconciles it with the other sections of the
statute on the same subject, which the court
is bound to effect if possible, and brings about
a result not only equitable, reasonable and just,

but also in consonance with the clear intention

of the legislature to impose a tax upon the

right granted by the State to be a corporation
and to continue to do business as such.

Keeney vs. Dominion Coal Co., 225 Fed. 625,

p. 627.

PROPERTY IN HANDS OF RECEIVER

The assets of a corporation in the hands of
a receiver do not belong to the corporation,but
to the creditors, and the court holds such assets
for distribution to creditors as their respective

interests may appear, under the rule that when
a corporation becomes insolvent it is so far
civilly dead that its property may be admin-
istered as a trust fund for the benefit of its

stockholders and creditors.

Keeney vs. Dominion Coal Co., 225 Fed. 625,

p. 628.
,
j;

,
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FRAXCHISK TAX

Under the constitution of Ohio the power of
taxation of privileges and franchises is limited

to the reasonable value of the privilege or
franchise conferred originally or to its con-
tinued value from year to year ; and these
limitations prevent confiscation and oppression
under the guise of taxation, and the power ot

such taxation cannot extend beyond what is

for the common or public welfare and the

e(|ual protection and benefit of the people, and
where the property of a corporation has i)as>et!

into the hands of a receiver and the corpora-
tion ceased to do business, the franchise of
such a corporation to be a corporation and to

conduct its authorized business as such is of
no value to the receiver and to the creditors

whose property he holds and whom he repre-
sents, and the franchise tax imposed by the
statutes of C)hio on such a receiver is, in its

operation, confiscatory and (oppressive, and to

that extent unconstitutional.

Keeney vs. Dominion Coal Co., 22.'> Fed. 63o.

p. 028.

FAILURE TO DFXI.ARK DISSOLUTION

By Section 5509 of the General Code of
Ohio it is the mandatory dutv of the Secretary
ol State to cancel the articles of incorpora-
tion of a corporation that fails or neglects to

make report or to pay its franchise tax f«»r

ninety days after the statutory time and there-

upon its franchise would come to an end and
the tax could not subseciuently be imposed.
And where a cori)oration becomes insolvent

anfl passes into the hands, of a receiver, the

mere fact that the corporate officers did not

begin proceedings for a dissolution does not

enable the State to impose the franchise tax,

where if the Secretarv of State had done his

duty under the mandatory act the corporation
would have been dissolved.

Keeney vs. Dominion CuslI Co., 225 Fed. 025,

p. 021».

CONTRACT OF SAI.F.

In an action by a purchaser of a mine t<»

recover money paid by the purchaser to th«

seller ui)on a contract for the sale and pir

chase of the mine, where the plaintitT alU

that he was induced to agree t»» make the \>

cha.se by false and fraudulent representaii<»n«»

made to him by the seller, to the effect t'

there was a certain vein in the mi"- •

tain place <»r level, and where the
;

fully rescinded the contract Inrforc the com-
mencetnent of the action, the def< •

entitled to introduce evidence li. j. •».

value of the mine, where there is no cl.mti

on the part of the dcfemlant and no alb.

tion in the plaintifT's

fer.dant either r<

the value of the

the situation is constantly changing.
Cohen vs.

"
'»n (California), 15 1 1' .

?41. p. 742 (.\uKu-i. lUli).

DUTY TO FURNISH SAFE PLACE

The rule requiring a mine operator to fur-
nish the miner a safe place in to work
does not generally a*'-'' when t.ii ..wner him-
self is engaged in n, . the place and when
the situation is constantly changing.
Calumet Fuel Co. vs. Kossi (Colorado), 151

Pac. y:{5. p. *XU\ (October. 1915).

M I NER'S knowledge OF CUSTOM

In the absence of a positive rule of law im-
posing upon a mine operator the safe-guarding
of an entry or a trave! !i a min-
er's room there is no .^.i .^ .>.» .i pt '

}

custom, known to the miner, under
miners assume the duty of keeping safe the
rocms and the ways, is not bii

"

miner; and in an action by a ...iin

by a fall of rock from the roof the m;
ator is entitled to have his case presented to
the jury on his theory and he has the ri.

have the jury pass upon t! ittcr .-i ...c

custom and the miner's kno, > of it: an<i

instructions by the court to the jury which
prevented the mine operator from having his

case thus presented were erroneous and suffi-

cient to cause a reversal of the case.

Calumet Fuel Co. vs. Rossi (Colorado), 151

Pac. 9:{5. p. 9:j« (October. 1915).

EFFECT OF SURRENDER CLAUSE

A surrender clause in :i" -'^ •"* ••^- ^•••'«

which gives to the lessee :

to surrender and terminate the lease, alter
which all ]> its or lia

and termin.i I , m. • ' • ' •

of specific per for

until he has performed the contract or ;

himself in such a ;
he might lie

cc " d to iH*rforni u
i: .. 'il & Gas Co. ?f :.ihomaV

151 Pac. 1051, p. 1052

ACKhLMK.NT TO hJl^lXUII.

d, he would f

execute to the other iiii •

'

In : *i »'ji iKii »

rhr .1 tllr Ir.Kr

Oil OI

that

I VI Fill. •» \."»l#f» »»ltf f ^ « ... ,,.
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formance of the agreement to execute the

lease, on the ground that the lease contract

sought to be enforced presents terms which
preclude its favorable consideration at the

hands of a court of equity.

Hill Oil & Gas Co. vs. White (Oklahoma),
151 Pac. 1051, p. 1052 (October, 1915).

OIL AND GAS LEASE

Specific performance of an agreement to

execute an oil and gas lease will not lie unless

the agreement is certain and fair, and just in

all its parts; and in an action to enforce spe-

cific performance of such a contract to exe-

cute an oil and gas lease, any element showing
the contract unfair or unjust and against good
conscience, will justify the court in refusing

a decree of specific performance, although the

lease, had it been executed, might offer no
sufficient grounds for cancellation.

Hill Oil & Gas Co. vs. White (Oklahoma),
151 Pac. 1051, p. 1052 (October, 1915).

GRANT OE OIL AND GAS

Oil and gas while in the earth, unlike solid

minerals, are not the subject of ownership dis-

tinct from the soil, and a grant of the oil and
gas is a grant, not of the oil that is in the

ground, but of such a part as the grantee may
find, and passes nothing that can be the sub-

ject of ejectment or other real action.

Hill Oil & Gas Co. vs. White (Oklahoma),
151 Pac. 1051, p. 1053 (October, 1915).

BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS

In proceedings of creditors to have a mining
corporation declared a bankrupt on the ground
of the alleged indebtedness of the corporation

to the petitioners, the stockholders of the cor-

poration may intervene if the directors fraud-

ulently fail and refuse to oppose the petition

or interpose any defense, and where the peti-

tion to intervene shows that the directors are

adversely interested and are permitting the

property to be sold so that they might acquire

it at less than its value; and in such case the

stockholders are not required to take the ordi-

nary preliminary steps before bringing suit.

Ogden vs. Gilt Edge Consolidated Mines,
225 Fed. 723, p. 728.

CUSTOM AS TO PROPPING ROOF

Under the Kentucky statute of 1913 and
before the amendments of 1914 it was the
duty of a mine owner, after a miner had se-

lected and marked them, to furnish to the
miner a sufficient number of caps and props
to be used by him in securing the roof in his

room, and at such other working places where
by law or custom of those usually engaged in

such employment it was the duty of the min-
ers to keep the roof propped; but this statute
does not apply where, by custom or rule of

the mine, the duty of propping or timbering

does not devolve upon the miner himself, and
where an injured miner in an action for dam-
ages shows that under the custom of the mine
no duty of propping devolved upon him.

Carter Coal Co. vs. Hill (Kentucky), 179

Southwestern 2, p. 4 (October, 1915).

RISKS NOT ASSUMED

Section 28 of the Tennessee act of 1903 re-

quires that the bucket shall be covered and
there shall be certain structures inside of the

shaft to make safe the ascent and descent of

the miner, and this act applies to a mine in-

complete, but where a shaft had been sunk
to a depth of more than 250 feet, from the

foot of which a drift was run to the location

of an old shaft on the property with a view
to drilling upwards and reaching the bottom
of such old shaft and thus connecting the two,

and where men were taken up and down the

new shaft for the purpose of working in the

incompleted mine, and in such addition and
in so using the shaft there was as much need
to the miners of the protection required by
the statute as there could be when the mine
was completed and in active operation. The
miners in thus using the shaft and in being

lowered and raised in the bucket did not as-

sume the risk of the operator's failure to

comply with the statute, for the reason that to

hold that miners did assume the risk would be
equivalent of a repeal of the statute, as this

would be a continuing invitation for the oper-

ator to forbear compliance with the statutory

provision and the yery purpose of the statute

was to protect those who were unable to pro-

tect themselves, occupying as the miners
necessarily do a position much inferior in

financial security to that of the mine operator.

American Zinc Co. vs. Graham (Tennessee),
179 Southwestern 138, p. 139 (October, 1915).

MISTAKE OF LAW

A coal lessee accepting a lease to mine coal

and pay a certain stipulated royalty per ton

for all the merchantable coal mined and re-

moved and a fixed minimum cash rental of a
certain stated amount per annum during the

continuance of the lease, cannot refuse to pay
the stipulated royalty on the ground of a mis-
take in reliance upon the lessor's ownership
of one of the four tracts and that by reason
thereof more coal had been paid for than was
under the other three tracts, where all the

facts concerning the disputed title were of

record when the lease was made and the mis-
take, if there was a mistake, was a mistake of
law and not of fact.

Clark vs. Lehigh & Wilkes-Barre Coal Co.
(Pennsylvania), 95 Atlantic 462 (July, 1915).

DANGEROUS CONDITIONS

The mining act of 1891 of Pennsylvania
does not relieve the mine operator from liability
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for his own neglect or failure of duty; and
if through any neglect or failure of duty he
causes injury to one of his employes the
general rule applicable in such cases subjects
the owner to damages for such detault, and if

there is a dangerous condition existing in the
mine which is permitted by the negligence of
a mine foreman, resulting in injury to an em-
ploye, the mine owner will be responsible if

he has knowledge of the fact and takes no
step to remove it, as the owner cannot neglect
his duty and escape liability, and the statute

expressly provides that the owner shall use
every precaution to insure the safety of the
workmen in all cases whether provided for in

the act or not.

McCollom vs. Pennsylvania Coal Co. (Penn-
sylvania), 95 Atlantic 380, p. 391 (May. 1915).

LIABILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE

Rule 44 of the act of 1891 of Pennsylvania
requires an efficient alarm to be provided and
attached to the front end of every train of
cars operated by locomotive in any mine or
part of a mine; and this applies not only to

the main roadway of the mine but extends to

every siding in every heading of the mine, and
the duty to provide the alarm is one which
in its very nature devolves upon the mine
owner in so far as providing the alarm is con-
cerned, and the future or th.e negligence of a
mme foreman to perform this duty, if known
to the operator, or if it had continued for so
long a period that it should have been known
to the operator or owner, will render him lia-

ble for injuries resulting from either hi.s own
or the foreman's negligence in this respect.

McCollom vs. Pennsylvania Coal Cn ( Penn-
sylvania), 95 Atlantic 380. p. 3fi1 rM.,v tm,-.V

SPACE AT SIDE OF TRACKWAY

Section 8582, Burns' Statutes of Indiana,

makes it unlawful for an owner or operator

of a coal mine to construct an entry or track-

way m a coal mine without a space of at least

2 feet on one or both sides so that drivers

may get away from the car and track in event

of collision, wreck or accident, and the term
entry or trackway applies to a place wlicrr a

track is laid ratlier than to the track itself

and was intended to give suflicicnt room to

provide a safe place for the car drivers in

case of an accident, and the failure of an oper-

ator or owner to furnish such space may be

the proximate cause of an injury to a driver

injured after an accident pr< '
1 by other

causes, where he is unable '
-i v by reason

of the opcrator'.s nnn-compl
Elder vs. Erie Canal Coal Co. (Indiana Ap-

pellate). 109 Northeastern 805, p. 806 (Oc-
tober, 1915).

ENRIQUE CUEVAS
Whose paper on nitrates at the Pan

Scientific Conference excited much dt
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(Continued from page 4)

Abstracts of some of the papers read be-

fore the conference follow:

EMPLOY 6,000,000 MEN

Mines of World Give Occupation to Myriad
of Workers—Fay Gives Figures

The magnitude of the mining industry may
be grasped when one realizes that more than

6.000.000 men are engaged in the mines of

the world, says Albert H. Fay. a mining en-

gineer of the Bureau of IMines in a paper

read before the Pan-American Scientific Con-

ference. Of this number 3,800,000 are em-

ployed in the coal mines, and 2,200,000 in the

metal mines. In addition, millions more are

engaged in allied industries dependent di-

rectly upon the mines for coal and metal.

Mining is one of the hazardous industries,

in which three out of every 1,000 men em-

ployed are killed each year by reason of some
accident. While world-wide data relating to

non-fatal injuries are not available, yet re-

ports for all metal mines in the United States,

over a four-year period, show that thirty men
per 1.000 are injured sufficiently to cause a

loss of time of twenty days or more, and 150

per 1.000 receive minor injuries resulting in

a loss of time of one to twenty days. A re-

duction of 50 per cent in the number of ac-

cidents would mean a saving of 9,000 lives

ever\' year, in addition to reducing the loss

of time and suffering resulting from non-fatal

injuries.

The principal causes of accidents are as

follows: Falls of roof represent about 48 per

cent of the fatalities in coal mines and 35

per cent in metal mines; explosives, 11 to

15 per cent in metal mines and 5 per cent in

coal mines; haulage systems, 15 to 20 per cent

in both coal and metal mines; electricity, 4

per cent; and mine fires, gas and dust ex-

plosions in coal mines, from 12 to 15 per cent.

In order that accident records of one coun-

tr\- may be comparable with another, they
should be collected and tabulated on a uni-

form basis, being careful to separate each
branch of the industry from all others. The
number of men employed should be clasisfied

as underground and surface employes, with
a corresponding grouping of fatal and non-
fatal injuries by principal causes.

Accident rates are usually calculated on
the number or men employed, the tonnage
of coal produced, or a percentage basis, none
of which is as correct as when computed on
a man-hour basis of 2,000 or 3,000 working
hours per year. The latter takes into con-
sideration the actual length of time that the
men are exposed to the mining risk, while the
other methods of rating do not.

In all industries there are a certain num-

ber of accidents that are inherent, for which

it is impossible to place he blame on any
one. These equal about 50 per cent in the

mining industry. The responsibility for the

remainder may be placed about equally on
the operator and the employe, as shown by
the records of the inspectors of the Union of

South Africa.

Accidents may be reduced by more strin-

gent laws concerning the operation of mines,

with penalties for all violations, whether
operator or employe. The education of the

miner to realize the dangers under which he
works will have much to do with accident pre-

vention. A common language, understood by
both foreman and miner, is of prime impor-
tance. Improved safety appliances will lessen

the dangers incident to the industry. The co-

operation of State and Federal organizations
with operators' associations, labor organiza-

tions, operators and employes; and, last but
not least, eternal vigilance on the part of

all, will minimize the mine-accident hazard.

Radium and Associated Metals

By C. L. Parsons.

The chief ores from which radium is made
are pitchblende, occuring in Austria and Colo-

rado ; carnotite, occurring in Colorado, Utah,
and Australia; and autunite, occuring in Por-

tugal and Australia.

Radium is extracted from these ores by
fusion methods or by leaching by acids. The
methods for extracting redium from pitch-

blende are well known. The method devised
b}'' the Bureau of Minles for extracting
radium, uranium, and vanadium from car-

notite is entirely new ; the cost of extrac-
tion is much less than the method heretofore

used, and the efficiency of extraction is

higher. This method consists essentially in

heating the ore in stoneware extraction ves-

sels with hot concentrated nitric acid. The
use of strong hot nitric acid is especially

essenital, owing to the fact that it has a high
solubility coefficient for radium-bearing sul-

phate, and accordingly dissolves any such
sulphates as may be present in the ore. This
would not be the case if dilute acids were
used. The strong nitric acid solution is di-

luted and nearly neutralized with sodium
hydroxide, barium chloride added, and
radium and barium precipitated by means
of sulphuric acid. From the filtrate the urani-

um and vanadium are recovered as sodium
uranate and iron vanadate. The radium-
barium-sulphate is reduced by charcoal, dis-

solved in hydrochloric acid, and the radium
crystallized from the barium, first in the form
<A chlorides and finally as bromides. By this

method over 90 per cent of the radium
present can be recovered from carnotite. The
cost of extraction, including the cost of ore,
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20 per cent amortization of plant, research
costs, insurance, repairs, etc., has been $37.-

599 per gram for the first 4 grams obtained

enumerated which seem to present certain
changes for the future.

Geological Surveys

By David White

This paper is designed mainly for the in-

formation of persons interested in the work
ot a geological survey or in the establishment
ot a publicly organized survey. It discusses
the objects of such an organization, the prin-

ciples which should be safeguarded in order
to make it of greatest benefit to the public,

and the costs of the geological investigations
in particular. Educational and research work
are urged as inherent duties of a govern-
m.ental scientific institution. The recommen-
dations of principles are largely founded upon
the experiences of the United States Geologi-
cal Survey. The cost data, based upon the
records of that survey and two prominent
State surveys, relate, for the most part, to

the costs for field investigations and office

preparation of reports, comprising the purely
geological part of the work, and are expressed
in dollars per square mile of detailed work
on the 1:62.500 scale in different geological

provinces, embracing varied field conditions,

types of structure, and mineral deposits.

Iron Ores of the Americas

By C. K. Leith

The distribution of the present production
of iron ores by kinds is summarized with the

aid of table and charts The distribution of

the reserves is summarized by table and
charts. A comparison is made of the dis-

tribution of the present production and the

(listriliution of reserves, bringing out the

fact that there are large reserves of ore in

the two Americas which are not now being
drawn upon.
A summary is maclc of the factors which

determine why certain ores are used and
others are not used. All these factors are

summarized under the general tenrj "avail-

ability." The point is made that the avail

ability (and therefore value' is determined
only in part by the intrinsic rjualilics of the

ore and large by the effort and money spent

on the ore That any intelligent formulation
of laws of goNcrn

'

'
1 of ore re-

serves in the wav iaer measures
re(|uirfs i .ireful « of this point

in order that t>pportunity mav Ik- left open
for the apiilication of the human
whi<h S4> larv:«*lv * ' •• the availaui.ii

and ' '^••- of an *>••

Ht of th«' vrrr.ii \ . of factors rt.

tering into the
;

m. it is difficult to (

cast the distribution of future p* > or

iron ores, but certain recent tcnuciKic^s an

Braden Copper Company

By B. T Colley and R E. Douglas

The mines of the Braden Copper Co. have*

been known for 100 years, more or less, a:.!

were worked by many owners during that
time. The ore is a shattered
ing the circumference of an e.N ... ^ . . .i..

In 1904 Mr. Barton Sewell and Mr \V:t.

Braden and their friends formed the ti-

Braden Copper Co. They built a small mill

and later a small smelter, an' - .-
.

». t .!

by means of crusher, jigs. t;i:

and smelted the concentrate to matte in

blast furnaces. The property was taken over
by the present hoUling • in 190S

A railroad and a hydr plant were
immediately started and rushed to comj .<

tion. It was planned to extract the
crushing and then by \Voodbur\' }\g>. w :.::

tables, and Frue vanners The resulting i •

centrate was to be treated in one of t •

ways: either by roasting, leaching with a» i

fabricated from the roaster gases, and prr

cipitating the ct)pper from the s«^lution !>

electrolysis, or by direct .•^melt"" ^^ •'

metht)ds were thorimghly tested

enlargements of the plant made i. ir>' by
further increase in the ore body precludf !

leaching h of lack of power
The con* ^ ..li.tting plant p <--••' tV.r..,...v

,

long period «)f expcrimcntat
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The average value of coal in the United
States on cars at the mine in 1913 is re-

ported as $1.18 per short ton ($1.30 metric)

for bituminous coal and $2.13 per short ton

($2.35 per metric and S2.39 per long ton) for

anthracite. In Wales in 1913 the average
value per long ton at the mine for all kinds
was $2.86, and in Great Britain as a whole
$2.48 ($2.44 metric). In the German empire
the average value for all kinds of coal f.o.b.

cars at the mine, in 1913 was $2.50 per metric
ton, and for Westphalian coal $2.61.

Net mining profits in Great Britain and
Germany are between 25 and 50 cents per

ton, as compared with probably not more
than 5 cents for bituminous coal in the United
States. Evidently, in the United States costs

ax the mine on export coal cannot be much
reduced, but railroads may perhaps be able

to lower their tariffs for such coal.

Because of low mining costs, the on-ship

price of United States bituminous coal is

less than that of corresponding British and
German coals at their home ports. In 1913

the average declared value of all classes of

British coal exported was $3.40 per long ton

($3.33 metric) and the price of best Welsh
steam coals, f. o. b. Cardiff, ranged from
$4.50 to $5.10 per ton ($4.40 to $5 metric).

Westphalian steam lump coal, f. o. b. Ham-
burg, ranges from $4 to $5 per metric ton.

Compared with sailing distances from Brit-

ish coal ports, those from the chief United
States export ports are 460 miles less to At-
lantic ports of South America, and via the

Panama Canal 2,560 miles nearer to Pacific

ports. Compared with German ports, dis-

tances are 767 miles less to Atlantic coast

ports and 2,867 miles less to Pacific coast ports

via the Panama Canal.
Yet in spite of higher prices at shipping

ports and longer distances, coal' exports to

South America are chiefly from Great Britain.

Tin Ores in Bolivia

By Scoville E. Hollister

Present tin-milling methods, except in the

case of a very few companies, are little differ-

ent from those practiced years ago. This con-
dition is gradually changing, and the ten-

dency is toward better methods and greater
savings. The principal ore is the oxide, cas-

siterite. Mining is yet in the high-grade stage,

the mills in most cases treating 10 per cent
ore. In the past a large part of the produc-
tion has been from very high-grade shipping
ore. This has been the salvation of some of
the present large companies, counterbalancing
the wasteful operations in their other depart-
ments. With the exhaustion of the present
high-grade deposits, plants must be equipped
to treat low-grade ore, of which there arc
large reserves.
The plants are nearly all equipped to treat

oxidized ores, those found first in mining
operations in this country. With the pyritic
ores, encountered at depth, the milling be-
comes more complicated and requires different

machinery. Several companies are now using
automatic-roaster, magnetic-separator plants

for the separation of the cassiterite and pyrite.

This is proving satisfactory.

Arsenopyrite causes trouble because of pen-
alties imposed by the smelters for arsenic, but
this is kept within the contract limits by mix-
ing with clean concentrates or by roasting.

Except in the district of Potosi, no tin is

smeltered in Bolivia. There a little low-grade
concentrate is treated, a tin of about 95 per
cent purity resulting.

Placer mining, except In small operations,

is not practiced. The various districts have
been prospected and several reported upon
favorably, but no further action has as yet
been taken.

Labor is cheap, but not efficient. Holidays
are numerous. This, in combination with ex-
pensive supplies, materials and transportation,

makes mining and milling in Bolivia difficult.

However, conditions are becoming better, and
with the United States wanting tin to smelt,

business relations between the two countries
should improve.

Mining in Ecuador

By J. W. Mercer

The author gives a full description of th*^

country, including industries, agricultural prod-
ucts and means of transportation.

Owing mainly to scarcity of means of trans-

portation, the mineral resources of Ecuador
have hardly been investigated. At present
there is but one mining enterprise in actual

operation—the Zaruma gold mines in the

south. Iron, lead, zinc and copper ores have
not been found in workable quantities. Oil

has been discovered In some places, mainly
along the Pacific coast, near Guayaquil. In

1913 the production was at the rate of from
10,000 to 20,000 barrels a year.

Coal—a low grade of lignite—has been
found in some places, but the seams have not

been worked. Mercury has also been found,

but not developed. As to silver, some attempts

have been made to work a few mines, but
•without success.

Practically gold is the only metal produced.
The sand and gravel of nearly all rivers con-
tain this metal, which the Indians separate by
washing. Systematic placer mining has been
unsuccessfully attempted.
The Zamura gold mines are about 150 miles

south of Guayaquil. The altitude varies from
2,000 to 5,000 feet above sea level. The coun-
try rock is andesitic, and is cut by numerous
faults. The veins are mainly of quartz, and
in the neighborhood of the fault often contain

large quantities of calcite. The sulphide min-
erals (pyrite, chalcopy'rite, blende and gelena)

also occur. The ore as milled Is a mixture of

quartz and calcite, with perhaps 10 per cent

of sulphides. It is treated by first crushing,

then regrinding in tube mills, followed by
agitation in cyanide solution. Water power
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fiom several large rivers near the mines is

utilized. There is no railroad connection, and
ali freight is transported by mules. At present

the mines employ 500 Ecuadorians and 40 for-

eighners. The natives are good workers, and
get about 50 cents (American) a day. Miners,
whose pay is based on meterage of hole

drilled, make between $1 and $:3 a day.

Value of Technical Societies

By Rossiter W. Raymond

The secret of the rapidity of modern tech-

nical progress is the rapid and abundant in-

terchange of ideas. Knowledge in itself is

not power. It is simply weight or force.

Knowledge in motion is power; and the for-

mula Mc'^ applies to spirit as well as to matter.

Technical societies promote the acceleration

of progress: (1) by, bringing workers and
students together; (2) by persuading them of

the advantage of publicly exchanging, rather
than jealously hiding, their discoveries an J

experiences; (.3) by training them in the art

of clear and conclusive statement; (4) by
providing the means of accurate publication,

appropriate circulation and permanent preser-
vation of the important records and results of
practice and discussion; (5) by making pro-
fessional ability known to a wide circle of
experts, and thus facilitating personal promo-
tion and success; (6) by assisting in research
through the use of their libraries and files of
exchanges, not only by those who can per-
sonally consult such sources of information,
but also by those who are too far away to do
this directly, but can enjoy its benefit through
the assistance of competent experts provided
by the societies, and, finally (7), by lessening
the loss to science and art caused by tho

death of experts who carry to the grave
their acquired knowledge and wisdom and
leave no man the better for it all.

These different functions of technical so-

cieties are discussed in the paper at somo
length. Under the head of publications, espe-
cially, the proper sphere and nature of the
publications of a technical society as distin-

guished from ncwspai)cr articles, conlrii)Utiuns

to technical magazines, graduates' theses, and
formal treatises, text-books, and encyclope-
dias is explained, and the special usefulness
of competent editorial revision is empha>iizcd.
On the basis of this general dcscripiit>n, it

is suggested that membership in a great tech-

nical society ought not to be limited by un-
necessary conditions. Moreover, since the
first step is to get men together, and the next
to keep them together, it may well be under-
stood at the be '

.j that the united influ-

ence of "^v^ n ^. . ,> ;y is not to ^
- ' *^•

any pr<
.

ida whatever. The "^

be a free forum for the discussion ot all per-

tinent subjects, and not a tribunal for pro-
nouncing judgment.

This point is argued at some length, and it

is shown how attempts to utilize such a so-

In short, the author maintains that many
benefits which might well be sought by sp'.*-

cial guilds or unions should not be sought
through a technical society such as he has in

mind, and defines by quoting from the chart»rr

of the American Institute of Mining Engi-
neers the statement of the object of thjjt

society as

:

"Promoting the arts and sciences connected
with the econumic production of the useful
minerals and metals and the welfare of ih-^r
employed in these industries by means -i

meetings for social intercourse and the read-
ing and discussion of professional papers and
to circulate by means of publications ;

its members and associates the in for:

thus obtained."

SOUTH DAKOTA HAS PRODUCED
NEARLY $200.000000 IN GOLD

The mine pioductum of gold from South
Dakota in 1915 was $7,390,000. compared with
$7,333,508 in 1914, and that of silver u
193,000 ounces, compared with 176,&42 oui.

in 1914. A nominal quantity of lead was pro-
duced. These are preliminary estimates re-

ported by Charles W. Henderson, of the
United States Geological Survey. Since I'^Tti

South Dakota has produced $192,677,000 in

gold, and 6,026,000 ounces of silver.

The Ilomestake mine and am^^'-^'"^*''^"
cyanidation mills were operated *

throughout the year, with an increased
output.
The Golden Reward c- "• ^ition mill was

operated steadily on si. - ore from it<;

mines, and during the later part of the >

an additional product was sent to the mill
in the fonn of roasted sulphide or "blue" •

-

These sulphide ores had never before \-<
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indicate 90 per cent extraction as »
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(Continued from page 8)

great burden that it has been carrying for many
years, but there must be active and earnest press-
ure by every mining man on every legislator who
can be reached.

PERMANENT COMMISSION PROVIDED

Mr. Winchell made a motion providing that
a permanent commission be created to be com-
posed of five members of the Mining and ]\Iet-

allurgical Society, five members of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers, and five members
of the American Mining Congress. These fifteen

are to name ten other members from districts

not otherwise pro\'ided for. The commission is

to be active the year round in keeping alive the
necessity for the revision of mining laws.

Senator W. A. Clark enthusiastically seconded
Mr. Winchell's motion.

Continuing the discussion some favored the
congressional commission of three members, while
others believed five would be better. Mr. Win-
chell championed the commission of five and
apparently succeeded in convincing those assem-
bled that this number would be better in order
that as many different parts of the country could
be represented as possible.

At the close of the discussion the morning
session adjourned.

AFTERNOON SESSION

At the afternoon session, W. L. Saunders,
president of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, occupied the chair.

He called upon Senator Smoot for "his views in
regard to revision of mineral land laws, and for
an explanation of his bill looking to this end.

Senator Smoot declared that for twelve years
he has been endeavoring to obtain relief from the
oppressive features of existing mining laws. He
said he had found it very hard to correct one
fault without straightening out the entire code.

Senator Smoot in his address presented some
of his views with regard to the proposed govern-
ment leasing policy. These were practically the
same as those set forth in the Senator's address
printed in the November issue of The Mining
Congress Journal.

expects bill to pass

Senator Smoot believes that his bill will be
passed early at this session. In the Mines and
Mining Comrnittee of the Senate there is decided
objection to increasing the commission to five.

He said the government could amply afford to
pay S25,000 to aid the industry which'is the very
blood of its commercial life. He stated that he
does not want the men who may form this com-
mission to be under obligation to any man or any
set of rnen who may raise the money to provide
for their expenses and remuneration. He be-
lieves it would be a great mistake to have a com-
mission which would ser\'e without pay.
He stated it to be Senator Walsh's idea to have

two lawyers on the commission as proposed in
his bill. The Senator stated that objection
which had V^een raised to lawyers on the com-
mission, he believed to be without foundation.
He pointed, for example, to Judge Xixon, of Salt
Lake City, who, in addition to being one of the

best informed men in the country on mining
laws, is also a ipan of practical mining experi-
ence, one whose judgment could be followed
even as to the details of the proper operation of
a mine or prospect.

Senator Smoot also explained that the com-
mission should not be limited to metal mining
laws. Laws governing coal mines are also in
sad need of change he said. He called attention
to the fact that Dr. J. A. Holmes, late director
of the Bureau of Mines, was very anxious that
the laws governing coal mines should be revised
along with the mining laws.

Mr. Ingalls called attention to the fact that
phosphate and metalliferous minerals often are
found together, and that this offered one of the
difficulties which would have to be threshed out
in the revision of the laws. One of the most
famous cases of litigation in the United States,

he pointed out, was where a certain kind of min-
eral in a vein was leased to one person and anoth-
er mineral in the same vein to another.

iVttention also was called to the fact that the
tailings of numerous metal mines are said to con-
tain sufficient potash to be available commer-
cially. Chemists are working on the problem of

securing potash from this source. Coal and gold
are mined from the same shaft in the Transvaal,
and other cases were given showing the extreme
complexity of the problem which must be laid

before the commission.

director smith speaks

George Otis Smith, director of the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey, was the next speaker. He began
his address with this quotation: "Enough, I

think, has been adduced to prove that the present

law is vicious and inexpedient, that its provisions

bear hardly on the mining interests and that it

ought to be either repealed or essentially amend-
ed." This statement was made by a noted Mon-
tana mining engineer in 1868, said Dr. Smith.
Even at that time, this authority said the laws

resulted in "uncertainty of title, fear of litigation

and blackmail."
He used this quotation from Judge Lindley:

"In many of its most important features several

conflicting opinions have been annunciated by
separate courts of equal dginity and equal

'ability, until we are almost constrained to say
that chaos has come again.

"

Dr. Smith called attention to the fact that

these early authorities believed that the only

feasible and statesmanlike solution of the mining
law situation was the appointment of a commis-
sion to secure testimony, to investigate the whole
situation, and report to Congress a general min-
ing code.

This proposition, urged so earnestly fifty years

ago is Ijcfore us, unchanged, today, said Dr.

Smith.
Attention also was called to the period of mar-

velous industrial advance, the progress that has

resulted in the geology of ore deposits, and in the

technology of actual mining and metallurgy, yet,

as Dr. Smith pointed out, there has been no
change in the laws governing them.
The situation is simply that of an old law brok-

en down at many points under the strain of con-

I
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ditions that could not be foreseen forty or fifty

years ago, he said. The waste rock of a few years
ago is now ore, and ore deposits of a tyjK' not
dreamed of by our fathers, pay the dividends of

today. The day of large opi)ortunity for mining
is not past. It is our recf)gnition of the extent
to which our modem civilization rc^ts ujx^n min-
ing that we are asking a modem code to guide the
modem utilization of the great modem resources.

In the course of his remarks Dr. Smith called at-

tention to the fact that in 1H72 the gold output
was 40 per cent of the present; silver 30 per cent,

lead 8 per cent, zinc 5 per cent, and copper only
two and one-half |3er cent. We not only con-
sume a larger amount of coal, iron and copper and
other minerals per capita, but because of nKnlern
civilization, which is becoming more and more
dependent on mining, it is certainly better to a.s-

sist than to obstruct.

Following Dr. Smith's talk, Mr. Saunders stat-

ed that Dr. Smith held one of the most distin-

guished j)Ositions relating to the mining industry
and that he has discharged the duties incumbent
uixjn him in a manner which reflects great honor
on the director of the Geological Sur\ey.

CH.VNNINC TALKS

J. Parke Channing, by use of lantern slides

lemonstrated very effectively the evils of the
apex law and of other laws, his talk bearing u]K)n

the properties of the Miami Copj)er Company.
The pictures showed views and sections of the
Miami, Inspiration, Keystone, Live Oak and
other i)roj)erties. He also calle<i attention to the
fact that had it not been for the development of

of the steam shovel, by the mining mduslry,
particularly on the .Mesabi Iron Range *#f

Minnesota, the Panama Canal could not have
been dug in anything like the time in which it

I ng Mr. Channing's talk, Mr. Saunders
refcrre<i to him as "one of our noted mining en-

ginetTs."

Mr. Winchell, by the use of maps and glass

lides, explained clearly the ditlicultic's that have
irisen under the apex law in the Couer d'Alene
' rict.
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Pa.; W. R. Ingalls, New York City; Gardner F.

Williams, Washington, D. C; Geo. C. Stone,

New York City; R. M. Catlin, Franklin, N. J.;

A. F. Lucas, Washington, D. C; H. C. Perkins,

Washington, D. C; Robert Wilson, Pittsburgh,

Pa.; Lawrence Addicks, New York City; J.

Gordon Hardy, New York City; Gilbert Rigg,

New York City; J. Parke Channing, New York
City; Walter Douglas, Bisbee, Ariz.; J. A. Van
Mater, New York City; Carl Scholz, Chicago,

111.; Edmund B. Kirby, St. Louis, Mo.; Paul
Wooton, Washington, D. C; J. F. Callbreath,

Denver, Colo.; F. L. Ransome, Geological Sur-

vey, Washington, D. C; A. H. Brooks, Geologi-

cal Surve}', Washington, D. C.

PART OF MINING LAW REVISION
COMMITTEE IS APPOINTED

In accordance with action taken at the

revision of laws meeting held in Washington
last month, the following appointments have
been made

:

By the American Mining Congress—E. B„

Kirby, New York; George E. Collins, Denver;
Will L. Clarke, Jerome, Ariz.; George Wing-
field, Reno, Nev., and Thomas S. Robinson,
San Francisco.
By the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America—Horace V. Winchell, Minneapolis

;

J. Parke Channing, New York; M. L. Requa,
San Francisco ; R. A. Parker, Denver, and
Seeley W. Mudd, Los Angeles.
The American Institute of Mining Engineers

has authorized its president to appoint five

members to this committee, but they have not
been named as yet.

NEW MEXICO'S MINES SHOW
INCREASE OF 60 PER CENT

The output of New Mexico mines for
eleven months of 1915, with an estimate for
December, as reported by the United States
Geological Survey, indicates a yield of $1,500,-

000 in gold, 2,032,000 ounces of silver, 3,951,000
pounds of lead, 72,000,000 pounds of copper,
and 24,640,000 pounds of zinc (in terms of
spelter and zinc in zinc oxide), as compared
with $1,171,696 in gold, 1,777,445 ounces of
silver, 1,763,641 pounds of lead, 59,307,925
pounds of copper, and 18,403,392 pounds of
zinc, in 1914. These preliminary figures, com-
piled by Charles W. Henderson, show an in-

crease of $328,000 in gold, 255,000 ounces of
silver, 2,186,000 pounds of lead, 12,674,000
pounds of copper, and 6,237,000 pounds of
zinc. With higher values for metals, except
for silver, the total value was $18,277,000,
against $11,049,932 in 1914, an increase of
$7,226,660.

The Mogollon district, Socorro County, 80
miles from Silver City (Grant County), con-
tinued to be the most productive district in

New Mexico in output of gold and silver.

The production in 1915 was $512,021 in gold
and 1,319,460 ounces of silver, as compared
with $629,102 in gold and 1.410,327 ounces of
silver in 1914. The Cleaveland and Weather-
head mine and custom mill were idle the en-

tire year, but the Socorro and Ernestine mines
and custom mills were operated steadily on
ore from each company's mine and from vari-

ous other properties in the district. All the

ore is milled in the district by concentration,

sliming, and agitation and percolation in cya-

nide solution, the bulk of the product being
cyanide precipitates, the balance being high-

grade gold-silver concentrates. There was a
smaller quantity of concentrates shipped in

1915 than in 1914. An important producer of

gold was the Elizabethtown district, Colfax
County, there being a small quantity of placer

gold and an important quantity of high-grade
metallic gold, gold bulHon, and concentrates
from the Aztec mine at Baldy.

COCHITI DISTRICT IMPORTANT

Another important district was the Cochiti

(Bland) district, Sandoval County, inactive

from 1904 to 1914, but with a record from
1894 to 1904 of a production of $695,000 in

gold arfd $345,000 in silver. The 100-ton cya-

nidation plant of the Cossak Company, which
commenced operations in September, 1914,

was operated nearly all the year 1915 with a

very considerable output of silver-gold cya-

nide precipitates. Continuous output of gold
bullion was made from the amalgamation mill

on the North and South Homestake mines, at

Wliiteoaks, Lincoln County. This district has
yielded a large quantity of gold. While the
yield of metallic gold in 1915 from the Pinos
Altos district was not equal to that of 1914,

some high-grade shipments were made early

in the year, and work was active in the dis-

trict on the baser metals. The Lordsburg dis-

trict. Grant County, nearly doubled its ship-

ments of siliceous gold and silver bearing cop-
per and dry ores from fissure veins. The yield

of this district in 1914 was $101,080 in' gold,

232,647 ounces of silver, and 2,614,674 pounds
of copper. A small yield of gold was made
from the Gold Hill district, north of Lords-
burg. With an increased output of concen-
trates, the small gold content of the concen-
trates of the Chino Copper Company in

amounts sufficiently large in 1914 to be cred-
ited under their smelting contract with 2.71

cents per ton of original crude ore, or 0.1

cent per pound of copper produced, showed an
increase. The reopening of the mines and
matte smelter of the Santa Fe Gold and Cop-
per Company, at San Pedro, Santa Fe County,
in May, 1915, added a considerable quantity
of gold to the New Mexico yield. Increased
shipments of gold-copper ores from the Jarilla

district, Otero County, also contributed to the
gold increase.

INCREASE;d YIEI.D OF COPPER

Copper has been an important metal in the
production of New Mexico. The output from
1845 to 1910 was 92,323,163 pounds, and the
total output to the end of 1915 was 318,027,798
pounds. Since 1910 the increased production
was due principally to the activity of the
Chino Copper Company, which mines with
steam shovels a large acreage of low-grade
copper deposits at Santa Rita and mills the
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ore at Hurley in a wet-concentration-flotation

plant of five sections. During 1914, this plant

treated 6.300 tons a day, calculated on the

actual running time, and in 1915 a larger daily

tonnage was treated. The gross output in

1914 was 56,841,977 pounds. In 1915 the gross
yield for the first three quarters was 48,733,648

pounds and the yield (partly estimated) for

the fourth quarter was 20,641,000. a total for

the year of about 69,375.000 pounds. During
the third quarter an average of 7,504 tons a

day was treated, the highest average treated

by the mill since the beginning of operations.

The yield of copper from the Lordsburg dis-

trict was nearly doubled, and Oro Grande
also contributed an increased yield. The re-

sumption of operations in May, 1915, of the

Santa Fe Gold and Copper Company's mines
and 125-ton matting plant at San Pedro. Santa
Fe County (operated only one month in 1914),

added a large quantity of copper to the output.

The Burro Mountain Copper Company's new
1.000-ton mill in the Burro Mountain district

was operated only part of the time, but de-

velopment of the mines continued on a large

scale. A large tonnage of low-grade copper
ore with calcite gangue was shipped from the

Apache mine, Hachita. A considerable ton-

nage of copper ore was shipped from the

Organ district. Dona Ana County.
The yield of lead showed an appreciable in-

crease. Lead ores were shipped from the

Cooks Peak district, Luna County, from the

Organ district, Dona Ana County, and from
the Magdalena district. Socorro County.

Heavily increased shipments of zinc car-

bonate and sulphide ores and zinc sulphide
concentrates were made from New Mexico in

1915. At Kelly, Socorro County, the principal

'.reducing mines were the Kelly, Graphic, and
inita. The Ozark mill was operated con-

iHiuously on the sulphide ores from the
''

' ic, and the Kelly magnetic mill was com-
At Hanover, Grant County, zinc car-

ores were shipped from the Hanover
and other mines, and the building of a mill

for the treatment of sulphide ores at Hanover

was commenced. Both zinc carbonate and
sulphide ores were shipped from the Cooks
I'cak district, and carbonate ores from the
Florida and Tres Hermanas districts, Luna
County. Zinc concentrates were shipped from
the wet-c -elect: :c mill of the
Pinos Ak-^a .il. ^ ..i. Co. i nt new magnetic
separation mill at the Cleveland mine, at
Pinos Altos, was completed and set in opera-
tion. A car of zinc ore was shipped from the
Hermosa district. Sierra County. The pro-
duction of zinc ore and concentrates from
New Mexico was 39,970 tons of 36.3 per cent,

as compared with 29,459 tons of 37.53 per cent
zinc in 1914.

CANADIAN MINES CHECK
NICKEL DEVELOPMENT HERE

The only possible cobalt-producing proper-
ties known to the Gc il Survey are those
of the Comer Mines y^o., Pr ' '

.. Ore.^

and certain properties at Fre.. i \fo.

At Fredericktown nickel and >^ •#?

sulphides are separated from galena. Ai one
time an attempt was '

'
'

' d
cobalt from these coi.v. ks

were closed down and : -.-.e

with them for a number of years.

The Key West Co., T '
"

' i$

deposits which carry - ...v cl

deposits also exist forty-five u. of

Lovelock, Nev. These were owned by Fred
Lovelock, who is now dcr ', and it is under-
stood that they

Flick. Lovelock,

of nickel silicate

near Rifldlc, I'

Nev..

of the Nuf.
nd. Ore., is

arc n .-. •

"•• ' " ' ^'' T.

and < ts

exist at I*incv .\1 :n

in

this deposit. .Nickel minmg was at one time
prosecuted at Gap. Pa., but no work 1 n
done since the dr ' • •' y
mines in Canada \s . nt

of nickel in this country very t. The
Ciap mines are thought to be owned by the

Wharton estate.

Withdrawals and Restorations

Summary of principal withdrawals and rest' trai'.' ins during the

N'ovember 30. 1915 (in acres)

:

h 4. 1013. U>

(1

M.'ir 4. 1913

Coal .
• • Jin UVI

Oil and ; 1

Phosphate
Pnt.mh •

Power site 1
"•

Public water .
^'' -Iti

Totah 7 .
i.:j > M

w
\

4

5
1:

2i

6
9H4.il

J VMS (\rt2

1-

1'

2.7ii2

Outstmndiiiff
withdrawn

N 15

4^

1 •»,^j irf.7

1

'

»'

IM M5

58JOSJOS
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\,Continued from page 27)

share of this couiury's coiuribution to the

world's needs and there is evidence lliai inider

ihe present ahnormal conditions onr mineral

exports are winning for the United States of

.^ a a new and larger place in the world

In the third of a century just past the ex-

ports of foodstutTs. while sliowing an actual

r -e in amount, have fallen from oo to 21

j.v vvat oi the total exports, and there has

been a corresponding gain in the export of

msnufactures. from 24 to .iS per cent. Again.

by - -he exports of ISSO with those

OI 1- - . ...- — --->t year unaffected by abnormal

conditions, it is found that the value of exports

ol mineral products and manufactures thereof

has increased from less than 4 per cent to 42

per cent of the total exports, an increase

amounting to more than one and one-half bil-

lion dollars.

DEVKLOPMt.NT RAPID

The epoch of rapid growth of the mineral
:., I., .^y in the United States began about

•ive years ago, and this third of a cen-

tury has witnessed wonderful development.
'^"

-c King, in the first administrative re-

f the United States Geological Survey,

cd the situation in 1879 in these words :

"We are yet at the very threshold of the in-

1 life of the republic." and looking for-

'u> added : "'The mineral industries will

• -' uh an annual yield of a thousand mil-

rs of value." May I now remind you
:;iu: luc --— - already our country's annual
minrral p: i<»n has exceeded two thousand

15 of dcdlar-;?

For this period of development since 1880
,....:.:. r

^\^^ mineral production are avail-

the extent of the expansion of the

industry can be summed up in the statement
that the value of the output has increased
nearly sevcr^-'' •'''. while our population has
less than d 1 If we compare directly

the output per capita of population the record
in the output oi the more im-

......eral products becomes really in-

ve or even inspiring. Thus in this

of thirty-three years, the production and
• of coal per capita have increased

.an a ton and a half to nearly six

an increase of 357 per cent. Similarly,
*ion of iron ore increased

'"" ')er cent ; copper.
- . per cent; gold

r increased only 23 and 22 per cent
I increased 12') per cent.

cut. This is a record of
1 of this generation may be

COMI'ARKD WITH AGRICULTURE

ttt-

same

important agricul-
•nilar manner,
-(• during th-.*

lot much more than equaled
:n m population. This is true of the

two leading grains, corn and wheat, the one

Having somewnat more than doubled and the

otner not quite doubled in tne tnird o± a cen-

tury, so that the production per capita shows

only a small percentage ot increase, in cotton

tlie gross increase nas been larger, approacn-

ing 130 per cent, but wool has failed to in-

crease as rapidly as the population, it is only

sugar that snows an increase, both in domestic

production and in consumption, at all compara-

ble with that of most ol the minerals men-
tioned, the per capita increase being 394 per

cent, or about the same as that in the other

carbon compounds, coal and petroleum.

SOUTH SHOWS UP WELL

Especially notable in this period of phe-

nomenally rapid strides has been the industrial

development ot tne New South, wnicli has

more than kept pace with the country as a

wnole. in 18»2 tne Soutnern States produced
only 8 per cent of the mineral output of the

country; in 1890, 14 per cent; in 1900, 16 per

cent; in 1910, 19 per cent, and in 1914 their

output was 22 per cent of the total mineral
production. Thus the South, with steady
gains, has been utilizing that share of indus-
trial opportunity afforded by its varied wealth
of mineral.

Dr. Chance^ lately remarked that what is

sometimes called engineering efficiency, is

"more broadly described by the term conser-
vation of labor," and so in any discussion of
the national significance of advances in engi-
neering it is important to realize that the ob-
ject of the engineering sciences is simply to

win the largest results with the least possible
expenditure of labor. If a poet ever seeks a
theme in the story of the mines, he should
write the epic of this struggle of man with
mountain masses, where victory comes only
through the harnessing of Titan power. To-
day, huge steam shovels mine iron and copper
and coal, and giant electric dredges win the
gold from gravels that are too poor to work
by less efficient methods.

ELOQUENT FIGURES

Thus it follows that the most gratifying
phase of this mining development is the
marked increase in man's productive capacity.
Let us take the 20-year period, 1889-1909, and
analyze the coal-mining record. Roughly
stated, the numl)er of mine workers has a
little more than doubled in that period, the
outDut of coal has more than trebled, and the
capital investment has more nearly quad-
rupled. The exact percentages of increase are
123 uer cent in employes. 226 per cent in pro-
duction, 2.52 per cent in capital. Stated in terms
of efficiency, the mine worker increased his in-
dividual output from 471 to 691 tons a year,
while the average annual output per dollar of
capital remained nearly the same, about two-
fifths of a ton, the increase in capitalizatio!i
per ton of output being less than 8 per cent.

nee, II. M., addrcM at Pennsylvania State College, N ov. 191.-,
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IRON S GOOD SHOWING

In iron mining the record for the same
period is even more striking ; the number oi

miners increased less than one-half, the cap-
italization nearly trebled, and the output nearly
quadrupled. In the iron mines, then, both
labor and capital became more efficient, the
output per miner increasing from 385 to 9y.'>

tons and the production per dollar of capital

from one-seventh to one-sixth of a ton, and
this improvement did not halt with the census
year of 1*J01>. All this tells ;iie story of steadily

increasing efficiency of mine worker, mine
equipment, and mining methods—that is, of the
contributions by labor, capital, and engineering.
The human aspect of this picture of change

in the mining industry is full of encourage-
ment to every one interested in the welfare of
his fellow citizens. That type of industry is

to be desired which employs a maximum of
skilled labor and a minimum of *'muckers."

The labor of any country is most benefited by
the export of finished products rather than
crude ore and by the import of raw materials
rather than manufactures. Looking at the

question from the standpoint of the United
States, it is the product of American labor
rather than the bounty of our natural resources
that should go into the world's markets, for

betterment of industrial conditions can come
best through expansion of manufacturing. The
increase in the element of labor in the product
exported will mean that we are not bartcrin.'j

away our heritage of natural resources, but
rather that we are using these resources as a

basis simply for the expenditures of labor,

which renews itself.

DIVERSITY INCREASING

Confidence in the future of the mineral in-

dustry may be strengthened by even a passing

glance at its increasing diversity. The statis-

tics of mineral production in the United States

in 1880 covered fifty-one mineral products,

whereas the table of production for 1014 con-

tains no less than ninety-five items, and the ac-

companying report mentions eighty-nine other

minor products. Since 1880 the baser metals

have come to the front, and indeed the non-

metals once of subordinate rank now exceed
in total value the metals. Moreover, the

small increase in the output of gold and silver

has been made in part with both these nol)lc

metals in the role «»f by-pr<)duct^ from copper

and lead mines.

BV-fROI)i;CTS

The ^"ii-'-t of by-products st''">«'Ttes in-

spring iit. Under the cxi al de-

mands of the year just past, sulphuric acid,

which has been a source of ' ! to

the smelter operator, h'- '•• ..... Jity

of great price. Dr. d, in <>l>-

ncrving the advances in blast-furnace operation.

once raised the «|
'

'

pig iron will Ik* "tlu ...... .j... ..j...

Mf»-.». F. h. \

'AflMrcM at C ~

facture or one of the by-products." In the
case of that highly useful metal, platinum, of
which the United Slates, unfortunately, has an
insufficient supply—the amount won in the
refining of gold bullion and copper matte of
domestic origin is four-fold the small qu • *

*

obtained from our platinum ores and c

trates. The metals selenium and tellurium art-

produced in the electrolytic refining of
or may be saved from smcher fu"
uses are found for these m<•.t!^

demand can be met by the
sources/ Gallium, hitherto hardly more than
a curiosity among met V '

a by-product in zinc re .. ...

sufficient for a real test of its
;

>.

BETTER LIVING CONDITIONS

Along with all this marv ' -

material production, it is ^ r,

again that most of the development has been
of the type that betters the cc>: is of '.

ing. During the period of ma:
metal mining, for instance, has i

..

the exploitation of bonanzas to the w
low-grade deposits, a change which, as l>r.

Raymond has remarked, t - ^ting larger and
more permanent commu: has laid •««''

foundations of civilization and progress. T
does the utilization of our mineral re^

measure up t ' '
" ' - -

' ^f pi:

service by bu:. . ...^ ..:... ..... -....;:g all

workers a better opiwrtunity to live a iiiU

life. This is the ideal of democracy.
The relation of r ' .^ to other i-

deserves a pa^J^'n-^ fJn.vTling o; ,^
of mineral c .m with th«»

tinding of gold in California and Au
Mr. T'' ' '• '

.....
prelum ; . . . — :

mous expansion of trade, a t

vance in the arts of life, and the spread of
industry to the waste places of !!'

The miner has ever l>cen t'"- •'

civilization. The history of '.he

own West ha« been in large measure the *t. -
.

of the •

the rail- ;« t t.ui i

vital in. - ; :i firrwnn .;.. ...

culture and trat ^ to '.

day.

CONTRIBUTE TO DCVri.OPM F n r

Both the past record and the present *!.i-

of the mining it: the r
resources of the emu
pitlilii- vnliif in •hf'ir :.

n.i It Even in the case '^f

certain mineral t» in public owner*
tb " n oj » for •

ot 1 1< i 1
• '! II I

«
' I nv"

'

"

'

l>e sought for *h<

mrnt and nirol of
A eye the .. t of r

14. I'l 1. IflA.
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nation will not be so much benetited through a

direct royalty as through the indirect revenue

Rained bv the establishment ot a new industry.

and bv i'ts influence on the neighboring agri-

cultural areas and the transportation systems

to which the new traffic is tributary. llie

value of the direct and indirect benehts cannot

easily be appraised and compared, for pros-

perity cannot be weighed.

TONNAGE TAX INEQUITABLE

The dithculties as well as the inequities that

would attend the imposition of a tonnage tax

or even a tax on gross proceeds may be lUus-

ti- ' from current mining statistics. The net

|,
':> per ton of ore produced in one mine

may exceed the gross value per ton of the ore

produced in another : and in still another mine

with even richer ore. heavv costs may leave

little or no margin of profit. Whatever the

basis of the public's claim for revenue, the de-

termination of a proper royalty presents great

practical difficulties, yet. bv imposing a fair

tax on earnings, similar to the present corpor-

ation tax. the desired results are secured. If

taken in large units, the income from mining

shows a fairlv definite percentage on output.

Thus in 1913 the dividends paid by the success-

ful metal mines in Utah' amounted to five and

one-half million dollars, or about one-eighth of

the gross output of all the metal mines in that

State. Or, taking a longer period, the aggre-

gate dividends paid by mining companies of

the Tintic district in Utah in about forty years

are estimated at twenty-seven and one-half

million dollars, or more than one-sixth of the

total production for that period." Other dis-

tricts might be cited where the dividends paid

are at the rate of $.3 or $6 or more per ton ot

,,^.. m^r^f.,^ vet in equally successful mines the

:k1s paid may represent only 50

cents per ton. However great may be the
'

»n in earnings and losses, as figured on
..'..,r. 1.-. ^is. the aggregate dividends dis-

-.'c and represent on the average

an appreciable fraction of the gross value of

the output. And under existing laws these

profits of mining pay tribute to the nation's

need.

SWELL INCOME TAX

The importance of the income tax now paid

by the mining corporations may be shown l)y

the fact that under the market conditions of
the •••-' ' -' ' of the largest cop-
per

, , \y pay into the na-
tional treasury something approaching a mill

on e^ i of copper sold or perhaps $2
a • :;iis « -

i
j. ^j^^, p^deral

cor, *nY '
, ,

js alone may
total a r s. In a State where net

xed not less than half a million
te revenue are expected from

... ;aig companies.

TAXATION DISTINCTIONS

Whether the mineral resources are in private

or in public ownership, even a hasty consider-

ation of the subject suggests the need of mak-

ing a distinction between minerals in which the

domestic and foreign competition is sharp and

those in which the margin of profit is so large

that the tax will neither affect the nations

ability to compete in the world market nor in-

crease the price to the domestic consumer. In

short, the public's direct share of the proceeds

from mineral resources must not be so great

as to affect unfavorably labor's opportunity or

capital's incentive.

Because of the essential relation between

the mineral resources of a country and its

prosperity, both national and international,

there rests uporj the public a continuing obliga-

tion to the mining industry. The modern
doctrine of conservation was well expressed by

Dr. Raymond nearly 50 years ago in his first

report on Mineral Resources.'"

"In view of these peculiar relations of min-

ing, it is evident that governments are in a

certain sense trustees of the wealth stored in

the mineral deposits of their realms——trus-
tees for succeeding generations of their own
citizens and for the world at large. It is not

a matter of indifference to the citizens of this

country whether our mining fields be ravaged
and exhausted in one or even five centuries,

when they might last a score."

MUST CHECK WASTE

The governmental duty to the mining in-

dustry first of all is to promote use without
waste. The educational and investigative

work of the Government scientific bureaus is

the nation's contribution, and in this applica-

tion of science to the promotion of the general
welfare of the industry, the chemist and the
engineer, the geologist and the metallurgist
cooperate ; and the large service rendered
through the collection and publication of scien-

tific statistics of mineral production and of
mine accidents has won from the industry
deserved recognition. The Government aid
extended to any industry may better take the
form of real leadership in applied science than
of ingenious schemes of artificial stimulation.
W. R. Whitney" has accurately stated this

relation : "Search for new knowledge is the
insurance for the future of the industries."

Equally important, if not indeed altogether
imperative at this time, is the need that the
public support only such proposed legislation
as may promise to encourage engineering
efficiency in the mining industry. The public
interest requires that the idea of the Govern-
ment as a trustee be kept in mind, yet it is no
less essential that the trustee fully appreciate
just to what extent individual initiative, and
especially corporate effort, are attaining some
of the very ideals desired in the public interest.

"Am.

•irvey Mineral Resources, 191.3, pt. .1, p. .374, 1914.

irces of the States and Territories, p. 176, 1869.
.'.-tiice Annals, May, 191.0, p. 94.
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By its constructive effort the large unit in pro-
duction

—
"big business," if you please—is win-

ning such victories in the largest and wisest

use of our mineral resources that its public-

service nature is becoming apparent. Public
regulation of private operation is the people's

safeguard, but regulati«Mi need not be active

as long as these great indusfial units are seek-
ing larger protits, not by ariiticially curtailing

production or raising prices, but rather by
eliminating waste and lowering costs. The
larger dividends paid bv mining companies to-

day are won not so much through monopolistic
control of virgin bonanzas, as through the

possession of tracts of mineral land big enough
to warrant great expenditures of engineering
skill. It is the day of large returns from lean

ores. The net result of this type of exploita-

tion is to increase, rather than to decrease, the

nation's resources. Even concerning an ex-
pendible resource, it is in a sense true that

"there is that scattereth and yet increascth."

BIG COPPER RESERVE

Seven years ago Professor Lindgren. in dis-

cussing the visible reserves of copper ore in

the United States, itemized the estimates for

four districts in three States, for which he
obtained a total of about 100 million tons of

developed reserves, and his comment" was.

"Each year will, however, surely find exten-
sions of reserves added to those already dis-

covered." Now. indeed, these four districts

have known ore reserves amounting to over
600 million tons, not to mention 00 million

tons already mined, mostly in these few years.

Nor is this gratifying increase due alone to

the exploratory work of the mining eneincer.

Since 1906 the average recovery from United
States cooper ores has decreased from ."iO

pounds of metal per ton to 32 pounds." This
change in quality of ores mined and treated

is due more to the improvement of methods
than to the exhaustion of the richer deposits.

The continued lowering of the cost of mining
and treating a ton of ore has made nossible this

reduction in the grade of ore that can be
profitably handled, and the result is a corre-

sponding increase in the copper ore reserves

of the country. Thus do the engineers and
metallurgists work together to place t'"- •>-

per industry upon a more lasting foui i.

and with this constant improvement in mining
methods and mill and smelter practice, noth-

ing less than an annual inventory of the na-

tion's mineral resources can keep the people

truly informed.

COA I. RESERVES

The onlv '-' -Tses in known "''""ral re-

serves comp.i with that cr< to the

copper comjianics are the equally important
c! ^ in the r

pii.tu .incl coal

by the United

ing the last si-^^ • "Trs has increased the V" "n
reserves of

,
laic ruck in the j

owned lands ut the Western States from a tew
hundred million tons to mgre than t". •»

tons. As for coal, the quantity •

•'

cessible anthracite and bituminous .->

the estimated tonnage in 1909 * by 440 billion

tons, an increase <)i nearly 30 per cent. This
change in Mr. Camplicll's estimates is ''•:•

almost wholly to the work done in the in.

vening few years under his direction by Gov-
ernment geologists in classifying and valuing
pulilic coal lands.

The day oi large opportunity for l>oih ex-
ploration and investigation of the mineral re-
sources of this country is not past. In this

time of a*! I '•- ••"••" » ..v.. -;.i .j...., ...» :> :.^

easy to be . ^

along all the engineering lines leading to the
full utilization of our mineral wealth
The ree "•••" of the «-xtent to which

modern c; i rests uinin mining and
the realization of the consequent need of pro-
moting efficiency in mineral production will

insure the placing of the proper estimate of
value on the public interest in mineral re-
sources. .As the nation's future welfare de-
pends on the continued pr vity of our
mines, it follows that even ii . .i nation's min-
eral wealth does greatly exceed that of any
other country, the public interest requires that
no part of it be squandered.

AMERICAN INDUSTRIES HURT
BY PLATINUM EMBARGO

A serious condition for the consumers of

platinum in the United States has been ;

•

c • • • i by the .< * of Great I' * m
dc :;g an embar^ .. the metal, .. . img
to e.xperts at the United States Geoli>gical

Survey. Not only has the price of platinum
I) . ' tivc. but it is a'

t.i. ...... cquantity at tht :.....

rates h d
Some giHxi is resulting from this >

h '
• to the -•

prices. 1. be < I

from this, however, is nothing to ci»: ; i-e to
the ec<" ' ss which is

*•
•'•

can be ;. ^able > "••
t

tinum in > ty in

The manuiaeture ol . lewelry is

f at a Stan "
<

p. '"• ""ts has ;-

tically 1 ti are u .p

and are -^ uting other metaU wherever
f
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Mineral Land Decisions

Instructions have been issued to the com-

missioner oi the General Land Office in the

matter of exchange Indian allotments on the

Fort Berthold Reservation of Xorth Dakota.

The commissioner has been ordered to proceed

with the allotments of these Indian lands re^

gardless of their coal character. The trust

[
-^ coverinir the original allotments were

J... ...iered and properly liquidated for cancel-

lation. The commissioner was directed to

issue new patents of like form. Trust patents,

however, were not issued because of the re-

ported coal character of a large part of the

land.

The director of the Geological Survey on

April 17, lUll, submitted to the Indian office

his report showing that the tracts which in-

clude many of the exchange allotments were

coal lands' More than 2.000 acres show the

presence of coal. On the strength of this re-

iKjrt a withdrawal order was signed by the

Secretary* of the Interior on June 27, 1911.

An act passed August 3, 1914. provides

for a classification and appraisal of the sur-

face «>f the reserved coal area of the reserva-

tion and to sell and dispose of it with a reser-

vation of the coal. Provision was also made
for the disposal of the reserved coal deposits.

After the passage of the act, and before the

cf»al classification and withdrawal were made,
many allotments were filed in the coal area.

On the occasion of a similar question on the
Fort Peck Indian Reservation the commis-

of the General Land Office was advised
d> 1 "lows:

**In view of the fact that the allotments
were made prior to the time when they were
't • to be coal in character, and of the de-

j ...cntal decision in question, it would ap-
I>car that patents should be issued in regular
order upon this allotment in the absence of
other '

The . .. .„_rihold allotments were made in

the fall prior to the act of June 1, 1910, and
-c not pursuant thereto. They were sched-

' -'-jfularly and submitted thereafter to the
•'Tif-nt for approval and actually were

for trust patent by the department,
»r to the report and classification made

' '' '^
'

'

' ""urvey, and prior to the
withdr ich followed.
A« a f lence. the secretary has ruled

*{|^* *^
! the approval granted,

'"'^'"'^l - ' *^^t notwithstand-
»"« tn*

. -aiion and with-
drawal, and that in the absence of other ob-

4 the proper trust patents should be
i-.,-.

COAL APPUL.ITlO.Nb REJ^CT^:I)
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iification afFect-
- M ilie com' -- 'oner

<'c rejecting taii

coal-land applications of the Alaska Petroleum

& Coal Co., has been affirmed by the Secretary

of the Interior.

The properties involved are in the Juneau
land district of Alaska. There are twelve coal

claims claimed by the company.
Charges filed by the commissioner of the

General Land Office are as follows

:

"1. That the claimants did not make their

respective locations and filings for their own
exclusively individual use and benefit ; but

that they and each and every one of them prior

to making- said locations and filings on and for

the lands involved, entered into an agreement
or understanding with each and every other

one of them whereby it was agreed and un-
derstood that after obtaining patent for said

lands that they would consolidate and combine
and hold the lands embraced in the locations

and filings for their joint use and benefit. This
agreement was carried 0'';t in the making of

t'.c k'Cations and findings.

"2. The claimants did not locate in good
faith all the lands embraced in their findings

with the intent that the legal title to the lands
covered by the filings should be acquired pur-
suant to the laws of the United States govern-
ing the entry, sale or disposition of public

lands available for the coal deposits contained
therein, for the separate and several uses
and benefits of the individual claimants, but
each of said locations was made pursuant, as

above, to the unlawful purpose that the title

acquired should inure to the use and benefit

in equal measure to the entryman, and to each
and every one of the several other persons by
whom coal declaratory statements, mentioned
above, were made, or to the use and benefit of
an association or corporation by them formed
or members and stockholders by themselves
or an association with such other persons as-

they might attempt or who might secure
entries therein.

"3. That the locators or claimants of the
several tracts and parcels of land covered by
and embraced within the coal declaratory state-
ments, and did not prior to making such loca-
tion or at any other time thereafter and prior
to filing notices of said location, open or im-
prove any mine or mines of coal in and upon
any of the said tracts of land."
The charges were denied. Testimony was-

taken and the legal officers rendered a decision
holding that the Government had conclusively-
established the truth of charges No. 1 and No.
2, and a portion of No. 3.

Upon appeal from this action the decision of
the legal officers was modified by the com-
missioner to the extent that it was held that
the charges had been sustained as to all the
claims and that the application in this entry
should be rejected. Further appeal was taken-
to the Secretary of the Interior.
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A study of the record convinced tlie depart-
ment that charges No. 1 and \o. 2 had been
sustained and the Fremont claim, one of the
gioup of twelve, was thought to have heen
handled in a legal manner. After extensive
e.xamination of this feature of the case, the
Secretary overruled the commissioner in his
decision that all the applications should be
rejected.

As to the Fremont claim, the department
fails to find any sufficient evidence of fraud
or proof that the claim was not located for
the individual use and benefit of the locator,

while a mine of coal had been opened and
improved prior to withdrawal, and such de-
velopment continued diligently thereafter.
Accordingly, in the absence of other objec-
tion, patent has been ordered issued in the
Fremont claim, but application is denied on all

the other claims and locations involved in the
case.

INCREASES R.ATE.

Coal land covered by the appeal of Kffie A.
Hard must be paid for at the rate of $20 per
acre, according to a ruling by the Secretary of
the Interior in which he upholds the previous
decision of the commissioner of the General
Land Office.

The tract in question is in the Vancouver
land district of Washington. The land is em-
braced in the executive coal land withdrawal
(jf July 7. 1910, and of the departmental with-
drawal of December 17. l'.«00. The executive
withdrawal remained effective until December
2, rJl3, when it was revoked. On January
31, 1913, Efiie Hard filed a coal declaratory
>tatement for the tract, alleging possession
thereof February ITj, 1904, and the ()i)ening and
improving of a mine of coal thereon ()ctt)bcr

25, 1907. This filing, however, was rejected

by the commissioner's decision of April 24.

1913, for the reason that the withdrawal of

the land made it not subject to such liliiig.

Subsequently, the claimant filed application

to purcliase the tract, alleging the performance
of certain work on the claim at a cost of $700.

She announced her intention of opening and
improving a mine of coal upon the prtiperty.

It was alleged that the work was commenced
in 1902 and continued during various years

down to and including 191:5. Tiiis work, it

was also stated, resulted in the opening and
improving of two mines in the tract. The
affidavit was made on the usual fornrj. but was
amended so as to state that no portion of the

land was whollv or in part within fifteen

miles of a completed railroad. I^aymcnt for

the land was made in the sum of $ or at

the rate t>i $10 per acre, and final ciii.i.v.itc of

entry was issuefj.

Upon consideration of the entry the com-
missioner found that at the date of t' ' rv

the land was witliin less tbr- '"•'
..; a

rompletcil railro.id. .md »l an

additional payment of $10 per acre should l>e

made tmder penalty <^i suffering the cancella-

tion of the entry.

The claimatit contends that inasmuch as she

has shown that there was no t rail-
road within fifteen miles of :.. she
initiated a claim to the tract by o ^ and
improving the mine, she should l>e held to be
within the terms of the coal-land '' ' ' -is

She further urges that the land h ^ .en
unsurveyed at the time she initiated her claim
thereto, that it is the right of the claimant to
make •

nt of the land m ai '

tlie c .ns existing at the ..;... . ....

initiation of the claim rather than with re-
lict to conditions prevailing at the date of

entry.

The law in this regard, however, reads as
follows

:

"Every person shall, upon . ition to
the register of the proper 1 ' he
right to enter by legal suii... n-
tity of vacant coal lands upon j. iie

receiver of not less than $10 per acre for such
lands where the same shall be ' more
than l.'» miles from any complete.. ...... ..d and
not less than $20 per acre for such lands as

shall be within fifteen miles of such road."
This law is am ' ' ' ' ' c of

the amendment si.... .....s •- -^ *''p-

port the claimant's views. It was, ni >$,

intended by the department to apply only to

c«.>al lands wlu>^e price. Inrtween t'

ti)e filing of an application or the i:... ;

a claim thereto and the time of the Ac-

tion of the proceedings, had been increased by
depart-

'
' or r<

only \\..- I..V .....V ....:..v nt not

plv to a case like this one which is a;; .:i-

cally under the express provisions oi the
statute ii " ' ' The v 'Id
that no !<..>;. V for cha- c-

cision of the cnm: uer and ; :st

be paid for at the rate of $20 per acre.

i*«i\ ii'i^

>. Not

CALIFORNIA IS ONLY
PRODUCER OF CHRO>UTE

California is practically the only pr<Hiucer

of chromite in the United States. The prin-

cipal mine is near Diinsmtn'r. Cal . and t'wned
by J. H. Huffard. MilK Htiiblini: S;u'. I-r.in-

cisco. Cal.. who controls >-

mite mines in the State.

Chromite is being pr- '
*" ^- j

(',,ini'\ C.n! },\- tfi.- 1 r-

ciNC<». I al.. and in Neva«la the

/rnith Iron C«».. near 1 ' He-
sules tl"-^«- -.niriM ii'iniT .\t

been p: 4
in the vicinity ol Baltimore. Md.

Operating New Zinc Plant

An expehmentAl tmc plant is bring oper-

ated hv the .\
"'

Co.
.\ •' -' -' » ex-



Thus far 9.619 bills have been introduced

in Coniircss—2.S4:> in the Senate, and 6,774

in the House of Representatives.

A digest follows of such of these bills as

are of most interest to mining men. Efifort

will be made to furnish the full text of any

of these bills to any who may make request

for same to the American Mining Congress.

SENATE BILLS

S 44. by Senator Smoot, provides for the acqui-

sition bv a State of any lands therein which are

chiefly valuable for the development of water power,

and that anv State desiring to avail itself of the pro-

Tisions of the act shall through its regularly created

board, commission or other regularly constituted pub-
• :v. vested with power to regulate and con-

and service of public utility corporations,

.. ,:ii the Secretary of the Interior an application

>r\-\'.:i forth the description of the lands sought, ac-

companied by a map, together with proof that the

lands are chiefly valuable for the development of

water power. It is provided that this act shall apply

to any part of the public lands of the United States,

reserved or unreserved, including national forests,

national monuments and Indian reservations, pro-

vided it does not interfere with the purpose for

which the same are created.

S. 50. by Senator Smoot, provides for the applica-

tion of a portion of the proceeds of the sales of

public lands to the endowment of schools or depart-

ments of mines and mining. Mr. Smoot asks that

$5,000 be ap- -ed from the sale of lands the

fkr«t year, $1' e second year, $15,000 the third

year. $20,000 the fourth year, and for each succeed-
ir.if % rar the sum of $25,000, to be used for the es-

t and maintenance, under control of the
of the Interior, of a school or department

of 'ion in mines and mining. If in any State

'Y there is already established a school of

n the money appropriated shall go to this

The money so appropriated shall be expended
tor instruction, research and experiment in

mining, mining engineering, ore treatment, metallurgy,
aasayir? -.r,.i chemistry and geology. If any State
has r. 1 or department of instruction in mines
or mir.ir,,'. • '-n ' "^-cretary of the Interior shall
de*irna»»' • • '.e and convenient place where
Ib*^ shall be located.

' Smoot, provides for a commis-
. and suggest amendments to the general

m — A full discussion of this bill, as well
as that of Representative Taylor, appears in this
Utuc in •'

-

.t of the revision of mining laws
toertinf. to mmmittee on Mines and Min-
ium - -, nber Ifi, 1915.)

1 is bill provides for
•f uai aopropriation for agricultural ex-
P* - i, to be used in researches in home

t^

tucr.

co«l
tr

tit

ar
©•

C'

I'

ir

I... c,— .^j. Gronna. This bill provides for
or coal lands and provides that

X the maximum prices at which
•'t *h'- public and that any act in

k a forfeiture of the lease.
na, provides for the clas-

of the United States,
• iitK.liter granted under any
laws of the United States shall

of all deposits of phos-
i gas, coal, legniff or

"""'i. provides for the kas-
m or natural gas lands.

'

'>r the grant-
of lands of

50

the United States for the development of water

power under the provisions of the act of February

16, 1901. ^, , ^ r • J- • •

S. 673, by Senator Clapp, defines unfair discrimi-

nation and makes same unlawful.
. , ^ .

,

S. 682, by Senator Poindexter, provides for mineral

entries on lands in Indian reservations, with the

provision that each producing mine developed shall

be subject to a levy by the Secretary of the Interior

of a reasonable royalty. Funds thus collected are to

be paid into the tribal funds of the tribe on whose
reservation the mineral deposit was found.

S. 775, by Senator Walsh. This bill provides that

all lands belonging to the United States containing

deposits of carnotite, pitchblende or other ore con-

taining radium in sufficient quantity for extraction,

shall be subject to occupation and purchase under
the mining laws, providing the United States shall

have the exclusive right to purchase such ores at the

market value of same when removed, and also
_
in

case of failure of the occupant to develop and rnine

such ores with reasonable diligence, that the United
States shall have the right to mine the ore, paying

to the owner the market value thereof, less the cost

of mining. It further provides that in case the

United States shall fail to purchase any such ores

upon tender of same in carload lots at any railroad

station, the exclusive right to purchase or mine the

ore upon said claim shall terminate. The bill further

provides that the disposition of radium bearing ores

located under the provisions of this act shall be un-
lawful and subject the owner upon conviction, to a

fine of not less than twice the value of the ore so

disposed of. The bill also provides an appropriation
of $150,000 for the erection of a radium extraction
plant, and $300,000 for the expense connected with
the purchase and treatment of radium bearing ore
during the first year. The bill further provides that

radium-bearing lands within Indian reservations shall

be subject to the same rule, royalties to be paid the
Indians entitled to occupy such reservation.

S. 777, by Senator Walsh, provides for the encour-
agement and promotion of the mining of coal, phos-
phate, oil, gas, and sodium on the public domain.
Coal—Deposits of coal on land owned by the United
States, outside of Alaska may be acquired under th'e

provisions of the existing law (see 2347 to 2352, U.
S. Revised Statutes), or same may be leased by the
Secretory of the Interior through competitive bidding
or such other methods as he may adopt, in block or
tracts of 40 acres each, or multiples thereof, and in
such form as in the opinion of the Secretary of the
Interior will permit the most economical mining. In
no case may the tracts exceed 2,500 acres. No tract
is to exceed in length two and one-half times its

width. For the privilege of mining and disposing of
the coal the lessee shall pay to the United States
such royalties as may be specified which shall not
be less than 2 cents per ton in addition to the rental
of 25 cents per acre for the land for the first year,
50 cents per acre for the second and third years and
$1 per acre for each year thereafter. Leases are to
be for indeterminate periods upon condition of con-
tinued operation. Exception is made when operation
is interrupted by strikes or other matters outside the
power of the lessee. Each twenty years the lease
is to be subject to readjustment. Phosphates—I^eases
of phosphate land are not to exceed 2,560 acres. The
lessee is to pay to the United States royalties not
to be less than 2 per cent of the gross value of the
output of phosphate at the point of production. An-
nual rental is to be charged at the rate of $1 per
acre per year. Oil and Gas.—The Secretary of the
Interior is authorized to grant a prospecting permit
giving exclusive right for a period not exceeding two
years, to search for oil or gas upon a tract not exceed-
ing 040 acres, if the tract is within 50 miles of a
producing well. If it is situated over 50 miles from
a producing well the extent of the permit may be in-
creased to 2,560 acres. Mining operations must begin
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within four months from the date of the permit.
After one year a well must have been driven to a
depth of at least 500 feet. At the end of two years a
well must have been driven to a depth of 2.000 feet.

On establishing the occurrence of oil or gas in valu-
able amounts the permittee is to be entitled to patent
one-fourth of the land covered in his pospecting
permit. Potassium or sodium—The prospecting per-
mit on lands containing chlorides, sulphates, car-
bonates, borates or nitrates of potassium or sodium
may cover 2,.'jf)0 acres. On proving that vah:
deposits have been discovered the permittee is

titled to patent 160 acres of land embraced in the
prospecting permit. The remainder of the tract
covered by the permit is to be subject to lease by
the Secretary of the Interior.

S. 785, by Senator Walsh. This bill provides for
the leasing of any unpatented oil and gas lands in-

cluded in any order of withdrawal, u|>on which oil

or gas has been discovered, was being produced, or
upon which drilling operations were in actual progress
January 1, 1914. upon claims located prior to July
3, lf»10, upon the relinquishment or surrender to

the United States within si.v months from the date
of this act by any locater or his successor in interest.

S. 875, by Senator Smith, of Arizona, provides that
the mineral lands of the United States shall not be
affected in any way or the manner of acquiring title

be altered or modified by reason of such lands being
included within any reservation created by executive
order.

S. 869, by Senator Pittman. This bill provides for
the establishment of a commission form of government
in the administrrttion of national affairs in Ala«ik.-».

An administrative commission of Hvc men;
provided. The governor of Alaska is to be t >

chairman of the commission. The Survevor (ieneral
of Alaska is to be a member of the commission. The
President, with the consent of the Senate, is to ap-

t)cint the other three members. Two of the five mem-
)ers of the commission must have been residents of

the territory for at least five years. Not more than
three of the members shall belong to the same po-
litical party. The term of office for each member is

four years. The President, however, has the right

to remove any member. During his term of office

each member shall reside in Alaska and shall not
engage in any other business. The l)oar<l is to hold
its sessions and conduct its business, so far as is

possible, in Juneau. All power and authority now
vested in the commissioners of Indian affairs, the
Bureau of T '

.n. the Director of the Rurcau of

Mines, the < Land Office. Forr^t Srrvirr. Bio-

logical survey work, agricultural c>

and fisheries service is to be tr.

Alaska commission. The bill provides for the •

tralization in Alaska of practically all of the (•»'>

ernmental functions.

S. 1351, by Mr. Works. This bill provides '

discovery, development and protection of ^

springs and water holes in the desert and arid :

lie lands of the United States in the State ^ '

fornia, and for rendering iht- same nn»rc ai

and for the establishment of sign boards and m.
nients locating the same. T?-- ' •" is identical •

S. 487, of the Sixty-third Cot md was favor

reported by the Committee on I'itl»lic Lands, Deccii.

her 17, 1915.

S. 2293, by Senator Shafroth. provides that all

I.TI ' luded in • r site
'

bf . t to entr .md «'

public land laws
that any refut^al «>. i...

order of a State tribunal < the ra*

for r' to the Inttcd
Stato

S. 2844. by Senator Kern. I I provide* for

tlu ' ' T '

- -

i < -» t ' I • » ' > i

ot i<abor Satrty
appninted by the I'.

$.'>,noo jM-r vr.-ir Il« iltilv Mill be to make
and '

safetN

of methoda for the p'

•

m of v

A bill for tl. It.,
has been n

tivea.

r

. to t>e

House BILLS

H. R. 18, by Mr. Taylor, of Colorado. ThU bill
provides for a cor— .n to codify and suneat
amcn.lment* to th» : al mining !av»* A Tull

'' this bili, ^tt well as - f Senator
.. irs in this issue in the ;nt of the

revision oi mining laws meeting.
H. k. 96, by Mr. Cullop, make* — '-wful the own-

ing or leasing coal lands by c carriers ex-
• nay be n«-' and

ct of its ! It

iiion carrier to lea^c or
to any |>erson, firm, or cor, .

lain by coal, or any coal < any
whether the owr-"»-- of sii — • coai, iij»

been, or may ! be. a It pro-
vides • , 1, l'<

for ai. : to tr

territory, or the District of '

State, territory or District o: ., .. ... _..,

foreign country, any coal or i of coal, or
products of land underlain ' ,/ . - .

mined or i)roduced by it, or
by any firm, or c
carrier may have or

a royalty basis any lands underlain by coal,
such coal or products as may be nece**--" .;.-, ...

tended for its use in conducting its « as a
common carrier.

If. R. l.*.;{. ».v Mr Man Providinr for thf crea-
tion of a Bii-

'

"

of Labor. ^>

U. R. 174, by Mr. .M , provi t all min-
eral locations on public .•...-. afr--
the act shall reserve to the Ur
ence right t'

"

;<«
all radium > >

H. R 173, by Mr M
for the leasing of oil ..- .^ .. . , „;. . r

exclusive right of the ' tes to take so much
oil and gas produced tr.rtruMtn ^s may '- --

for the use of the Army, Navy or Kr
service, jwiyi-

tive iirice.

the Unite<i at one-tenth ibe value of the
product at th^ .. ^...

H. R. 232. by Mr. Wickersham ^ bill pro-
vi. 1 •' ,..,.. / .

of
is

nir

890 II d in the ^

H. K .^-. by Mr. S- •-'

for the discovery, dr

locating the same. (Same M» S. IS&l by Mr.

U. R. 406. bv Mr Ferris. Thia bill prortdrs for
•^hospbi-

.:iy thr

as S. I 1 7, by Mr.
TT T7 419 ),\ "

'

f .%;,tr> fnr ifi» A».

in rr

of

on tli« « <tb ro
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H. R. 671, by Mr. Auston. Provision is made in

t" • " for the application of a portion of the pro-

• the sales of public lands to the endowment
I Is or departments of mines and mining. (.Sub-

V the same as S. 50, by Mr. Smoot.)

H. K." 6043, by Mr. Kaker. This bill is the same

as introduced bv Congressman Taylor, H. R. IS.

H. R. 6780. \>y Mr. Kahn. All public lands ef

t'
' ited btates containing valuable deposits of

are declared to be subject to location, and

eii;r> ii:
" icer mining laws by this bill, and loca-

tions hi c made under placer mining laws of

lands containing such deposits, may be perfected. If

th'- "fids heretofore located were located under laws

u .e to lode-mining claims, they may be per-

icv.cu under the provisions of such laws.

NEVADA S 1915 METAL OUTPUT
IS VALUED AT $34,566,000

The United States Geological Survey reports

the value of the VJio output of gold, silver,

copper, lead, and zinc from Nevada mines as

approximately 5^4,506,000. This represents an
increase of nearly 18 per cent over the output

of 1«J14. when metals valued at $29,300,842

were produced. These estimates, by V. C.

Heikes, of the Salt Lake City office of the

Survey, indicate a marked increase in zinc

output, and increase in lead and copper yield,

as compared with 1914. The copper produc-
tion, however, was below that of 1913, when
:^' 'i had a record output of over 90,000,000

1
^. There was a slight increase in the

gold production, but a decrease in silver,

largely in the Tonopah district, where the out-
put was affected by the decreased price of
silver.

The production of gold was valued at about
$11.1>»'>'^.000, an increase of 4 per cent over the
production of 1914. The greater part of the
gold came from siliceous ores milled, and
about 20 per cent of the total came from To-
nopah. The Goldfield Consolidated treated
over 386,000 tons of ore, but produced some-
what less gold than in 1914. Other mines in

the district, however, went to make up this

deficiency, for important tonnages came from
the Jumbo Extension, which was shipping
about 1.500 tons per month the early part of
the year and subsequently nearly doubled this
output. The Atlanta and Florence Goldfield
also shipped considerable gold ore. Goldfield
district produced approximately 40 per cent
of the total gold of the State. The Nevada
^•^' "'''" '"d Nevada Hills properties in

[
unty contributed, though less than

in ^1914. The output from Round Mountain,
' ^ " - also somewhat less, due to
^;-- •" " '• a pipe line for placer opera-
tinn« was a great increase, however, in

•<'n^ Trotjghs district, where the Seven
1 r;ju;,' ^ ' has added considerably to
^/"* -'

'

n.^ The National mine, in
'

.
increased its output, but

nothing^ wa^ r d concerning the prop-
^''^y- '

__

I'iant of the Aurora mine
^** c^ ' the year for alterations to
the Tnili. the bullion shinments were far in

in 1914. The Pittsburgh
>". Rlair. Nev.. was... _ , •' of ore per month.

.
the mine> at Rochester produced shipping

ore and bullion which contained some gold,

though principally silver. The output of gold

from the Tonopah district decreased from
128,137.32 ounces in 1914 to about 113,000

ounces in 1915, giving a production of over

$2,335,000 in gold, though the district is pri-

marily a silver camp. In Clark County, at

the Quartette property, ore was treated at the

Cyrus Noble mill as formerly, and a new cy-

anide plant was reported operating at the

Colorado Nevada mine. In Elko County the

Bluster mill, at Jarbridge, and the Rex mill,

at Gold Circle, were active. There was much
activity at the new camp of Willard, 9 miles

northeast of Lovelock. Various lessees were
shipping gold ore. In the Manhattan district

of Nye County the Big Pine mine was the

principal producer, the mill of which was
treating 150 tons per day by amalgamation the

latter part of the year. Four other mills were
operated to smaller extent in the district—the

Whitman & Kane, Manhattan Milling and
Ore Companv, the Associated Mill, and the

War Eagle Mill.

SILVER PRODUCTION DECREASES

The silver production from Nevada mines
decreased from 15,455,491 ounces in 1914 to

about 14,478,000 ounces in 1915. The decrease
was at Tonopah, where the mines were af-

fected by the low price of silver. At the Corn-
stock district of Storey County the produc-
tion was also decreased, and the idleness of
the Mason Valley copper smelter, to a small
extent, lessened the silver output. The great-
est silver producers in the State were the
Tonopah Belmont, Tonopah Mining Company,
Tonopah Extension, Jim Butler, and West
End, at Tonopah ; Nevada Wonder and Ne-
vada Hills, in Churchill County, and the Roch-
ester district, in Humboldt County. The mines
in the last-named district were active, but
particularly so after the advent of the Nevada
Short Line Railroad. The 100-ton cyanide
custom mill was operated, producing gold and
silver bullion, and a small mill was active on
the Lincoln Hill property. There was con-
siderable activity in the Rand district of Min-
eral County, where unusually rich ore was
shipped from the Last Hope, Gold Pen, Queen
Regent, and Eagle properties. In the old
camp of Belmont, in Nye County, a 200-ton
rnill, using flotation, was being constructed to
treat dump ore containing silver.

'

The mine production of copper increased
from 60,986,450 pounds in 1914 to about 67,-

480,000 pounds in 1915, an increase of 10.6 per
cent. The total value of the output, on account
of the high average price in 1915, increased
from $8,111,198 to approximately $11,708,000.
As the Mason Valley smelter was idle during
the year, the greater part of the output came
from White Pine County, where the Nevada
Consolidated was particularly active toward
the end of the year on account of the price
of copper, which increased to nearly 20 cents
't nound. During the first three quarters of
the year 2.251.367 tons of ore were milled
from t'lis property and ovjsr 44.000 000 nounds
of copper produced. The rate for the last
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quarter was greatly increased. Ore from the

Giroux was also milled and smelted at the

Navada ConsoUdated plant. Copper ore was
also shipped from the Goldfield district. Ore
was shipped from the Nevada Douglas the

latter part of the year and a 2J0-ton leaching
plant completed lor the treatment of low-
grade ore.

GAIN IN LEAD YIELD

The lead production of Nevada mines in-

creased from 12,8U*J,G35 pounds in 1U14 to

about 14,782,UUU pounds in VJlo, an increase of

over 15 per cent. Tliis output, however, is

not as great as that of 19i;i, wnen over 16,000,-

000 pounds were produced. There was great
activity in the Yellow Pine district of Clark
County, where lead-zinc ore is separated into

lead and zinc products. Several dry concen-
trating mills were added during the year. A
large portion of the output came from Lincoln
County, where the Prince Consolidated was
reported shipping at the rate of 12,000 tons

per month in October.
A great increase, nearly 62 per cent, was

made in tlie mine output of zinc in Nevada,
from 12,980,232 pounds of recoverable spelter

in 1914 to over 21,000,000 pounds of the metal
in 1915. As the price of the metal was ab-

normally high in 1915, the value of the out-

put increased from $661,992 to about $2,993,000

in 1915. The Yellow Pine district of Clark
County was by far the largest producer, but liie

Amalgamated Pioche property in Lincoln
County made important shipments, and the

Polar Star property and .\rthur zinc mine,

))oth in Elko County, contributed. Small ship-

ments of zinc ore were also made from I'-ly iii

\\ bite Pine County and from Mineral in Eu-
reka County. The latter part of the year the

N'c'llow Pine mine liad increased its shipment

-

to the rate of 1,500 tons per month, the Poto>i

I)roperty to about 800 tons per month, and
tiiere was great activitv in the other zinc prop-

t-rties in the district. The Green Monster was
an important shipper at the close of the year.

The main dividend payers of the State were
Nevada Consolidated. Goldfield Consolidated.

Tonopah Mining. Tonopah Rolmont. T<>n«M>ah

I%xtension, Jumbo Extension. Jim Hiitlcr. Ne-
vada Wonder. Seven Trouvjhs Coalition, and
West End. To December 1. 191.'). the- total

in dividends was over $6,000,000.

NITRATE WIDELY DISTRIBUTED
BUT DEPOSITS ARE LEAN

NO METALLIC ARSENIC
PRODUCED IN THIS COUNTRY

So far as tlu- in d Survcv knrnv •>

one in the L^niti-d . - ^ produces m<

irsenic. The whole United States production

Is in the form of the so-called white arsenic

The only source of ar - 'vrilc f- " which

the material could pr .. he . , <l at

r»nce is that at Hrinton. Va. It \% known that

the arsenic company at that place has had a

< • tisiderable fpiantity of - '" - min'-

'

M ,idy to be worke<l for m C
Pirinton. Printon. Floy<l County. Va.. is inter-

ested in the deposit which i< fourteen miles

from the railroad at ChristianshufR.

Opportunity for Development on Commercial
Scale Not Proimsing, Government

£xpert Says

Nitrate deposits in <m 1'' ' i-

ern Oregon are di- ! cxu... a
report by G. R, Ma: of the (ii al

Survey. The report has just l>een printed and
is now ready for distribution. Interesting
extracts from this report are as f..n m-

"The nitrate deposits near Hoi; ,o,

appear to have been first discovered in the
spring of 1914 by D. J. Sullivan, of Homedale,
who, according to his own account, recog-
nized their occurrence in the canyon of Jump
Creek about 10 miles south of Homedale in

proximity to an old metalliferous pr • just
below the falls of that creek. ()n,,> a ".mall

quantity of the material was found, 'enough
to fill two Hour sacks.' but a strip of brown
paper dipped in a solution of the >: cc

and then dried and burned md' •
: j>'it$

sputterimr scintiilations the pr of a
nitrate.

"About the same tune the you: is of

George D. Huntley, whose ranch l;t- ;n the
canyon of Sucker Creek alxjut 10 iv.:\v< west
of the Jump Creek locality, were p in a
small cave at the base of a cliff in the canyon
about half a mile below their home. H.i

started a fire in the cave, they were surp; .
• .

to find that some of the white material at the

back of the cave and in the crevices of the

rock took fire and burned \' '•. This
incident, together with the .;> by a

camping party of a white d( at several

localities on Sucker Creek, was reported to

Mr. Sullivan, who visited the pi id again
r li/ed the presence of :« • >" 'he

•s. Meanwhile a pr 'd

I.acky who had passed through Sucker Canyon
had collected a s. the v

'

al

•
! had sh«»wn •'•

is in » .. f..

ntr whom i e Heiir\ \\ a

^ -nia mining engineer, who recognmed

the pt' of a nitrate i*

"Mr. .-unr. •• '
'-' ' Ml

rlnims. and f-

s from Ontario made extended r^ .»-

tion of the dislricl and r. a
' •. .

'
' :\. so that Considcf ai'it i-jtai »\viic-

;,,i ;.; , ;. -iied.

••Tbr .v-rtirrmt-r^ of the nttmtrt afvn'r m«^-
te

s m t

no means •d lo

I '1 1 1 >

in

r-

T

form '
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more than 1 per cent.—aiui the same veinlets

carrv- other substances than nitrates, as is

shou-n by the analyses. When the rock frag-

ments are picked down from the cliff face at any
of the p- ts described, fresh veinlets are

.^vri.<.,V ir in character, number, and
to those previously found. How far

into the rock this condition continues it is

impossible to say from present data, as none of

the prospects have penetrated more than 3 or 4

feet from the cliff face. The present evidence

does not preclude the possibility of finding an
increase in the size and number of the nitrate-

bearing veinlets, or perhaps even large veins,

when the rock is opened further. There seems,

however, little likelihood of any marked increase

in richness within the interior of the rock mass.

On the contrary, it appears more probable that

the richest parts of the deposit are those already

exposed in the faces and along the bases of the

cliffs and that the material will be found to

grow gradually leaner and perhaps to disappear
altogether as the rock is penetrated. Whatever
may have been the mode of origin of the material,

it probably owes its present position to the
actibn of percolating waters on the one hand and
to evaporation on the other. On that supposi-
tion the concentration of the deposit would
naturally be greatest at or near the surface,

where evaporation takes place. However, no
positive statement can be made until more work
has been done in opening the veinlet-bearing
tones. V)th laterallv and verticallv."

For Safety's Sake, Blast With

LO\^ FREEZING

Explosives
EHp^-rially Madr for Rla.sting Work

in W int«T Weather

N<')W
IS the time when the blasting

'r--.'.- cx[>erience trouble with
'
•' •c^ affected by chilling

temjxrrii

Insist that all blasting shall be done
vr- " 'V FREEZING EXPLO-
*^- .- -,- ; "' '"^in un -frozen and
retain their -.cy in near zero
^' ' Thawing is seldom necessary.
1 ...... US ABOUT Yr)UR WORK
LET US HELP YOUR CREW
Jfi.Ji^^T BETTER RESULTS.
WRITE TO DEPART.MEXT 234

E.I.ilii Pont <Ie Nemours & Co.
Powflr-r Mak«-rM Since 1802

^ ILM INGTON , DKL 4W AK

K

PERSONALS

F. F. Sharpless, Secretary of the Mining
and Metallurgical Society of America, was a

caller at the ofBce of the Mining Congress last

month.

H. V. Winchell, of Minneapolis, Minn., was
in Washington last month, attending the Min-
eral Land Law Revision meeting, and was a

caller at the office of the Mining Congress.

John P. Reese, of Gillispe, III., spent sev-

eral days in Washington last month.

Nat H. Wheeler, of Philadelphia, Pa., one
or the representatives of the American Mining
Congress to the meeting of the Mining and
Metallurgical Society of America, held last

month, spent several days in Washington.

Carl Scholz, President of the American
Mining Congress, was in Washington several
days last month.

C. M. Moderwell, of C. M. Moderwell &
Co., Chicago, director of the American Min-
ing Congress, was a Washington visitor last

month.

Hugh Shirkie and J. C. Kolsem, of Terre
Haute, Ind., spent several days in Washington
last month, attending the meetings of mining
men here at that time.

Walter Douglas, of Bisbee, Ariz., was a
visitor at the office of the Mining Congress
last month, and also attended the meeting of
the Mining and Metallurgical Society for the
Revision of Mineral Land Laws.

F. W. De Wolf, State Geologist. Urbana,
111., was a caller at the office of the Mining
Congress last month.

Dr. E. W. Parker, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
spent several days in Washington last month
attending the various meetings of mining men
held at that time.

Dr. James E. Talmage, Salt Lake City,
Utah, director of the American Mining Con-
gress, is in Washington attending the Second
Pan-American Scientific Congress, now in
1)1 ogress.

.
Hon. William A. Clark, Butte. Mont., was

in Washington last month attending the Min-
eral Land Law Revision meeting.

,- Harold N. Lawrie, Portland, Greg., was in
Washington several days last month.
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Works, White Haven, Penna.

WILMOT ENGINEERING CO.
HAZLETON, PENNA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE MACHINERY
FOR THE PREPARATION AND HANDLING OF

ANTHRACITE COAL
WILMOT RIVETLESS CHAINS ii|=
LLOYD COMPOUND (~) ROLLS

PARRISH ^'1^'^ SHAKERS

SIMPLEX JIGS

handling
crushing
screening
cleaning

BEST SERVICE— LONGEST LIFE—LOWEST COST OF UP-KEEP
Let us figure with you on your new installation or replacing your old and obsolete ones

THE CANTON
AUTOMATIC MINE DOOR

•lia

Itl*

IMPROVED METHODS
Without Additional Expense

IF
you contend for old time methods, you might try keeping time

V cloying a boy with a hammer and gong, to strike off the
hours as indicated by a sun dial. If A trial, however, will convince

-

' ''^ clock is cheaper and more reliable. ^ So is the Canton
^^^' '- Door better than a trapper boy. ^ Write for literature.

THE AMFRICAN MINE DOOR COMPANY, Canton, Ohio
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To the Members of the American Mining Congress:

Do vou know that vou are the ouTicrs and pub-
Hshersof the MINING CONGRESS JOURNAL'
We trust you will realize the responsibility of this

ownership and that you tM lend your active
assistance in making the Journal a greater success.

Real mining men should be active members.
An application blank will be found on another
page of this issue.

Associate memberships are designed for th'
"

not actively interested in mining, but who uiu

\Wlling to assist a state Chapter of the Mini' '

Congress in helping to develop the Mining indusi; ,.

within the State. All memberships include sub-

scription to the MINING CONGRESS JOURNAL.
Every member of the Mining Congress should

undertake to send in at least one application each
month. Will you help by having the following

blank filled in and mail to this office?

SUBSCRirTION AM) AITLIC^TION FOR A.SSOCL\TE MKNIHERSIIII*

IN THE

AMKKICAX MTXIXr. (T)\r.HKSS

TM

I hereby make application for Asaodat« .Nf
— ' ^ip in THE AMERICAN

MINING CONGRESS, and agree, if accepted, to ,..,...< ^y the By-Laws. Rulct and

RcKvilations of said organization and to pay the dues roquirr' ^^^' «ame. Herewith

find $1.00 fee and $2.00 dues (or one year, including tubtc:., tn the Mining

Congress Journal ($1 00 of which is designated as subscription to J

i\ame

Occupation

P. O. Address

Rriommended b\
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MINES AND MINING COMMITTEE PIGEONHOLES
SMOOT AND TAYLOR BILLS

Long Fight for Investigation before Attempting to Revise Mining Laws Defeated

by Action of House Committee Subcommittee Will Draft Bill Providing

Changes in Law May Be Presented at This Session

By a vote of seven to six the House Committee
on Mines and Mining, Januan' 24, Mocked the
attempt to secure a commission for the puri)ose
of invesligating what revision of the minin>i laws
the West desires. The committee decided to
name a sulxrommittee which \vi\\ frame a l)ill

without the services of a commission. It is

exjK'Cted this !)ill will Ik* nri'lv f».r [)rcscntati«»n

at this session of Congress
The action of the commiiu-c means that the

Sm(X)t bill, which had passed the S«.'nale, will die

in the pigeonhole (jf the House ctmimillee ancl

that the Taylor bill, intended to accomplish
the same end, will have no chance to get liefore

the House.
Representative Taylor, of the Committee on

Mines and Mining, commented as follows on the

action of the committee:
"I am very much disappomiKi ai liic action

of the Mines and .Mining C'oinmittiv in voting

seven to six to decline to pass my bill or Senator

Smoot'sbill for theai)iM)intment (jf acomi
I do not feel tiiat tl " -n of t' i

authorizing the ai"" .. :ilofa .
'

five to draft a < ition of the mining 1

will Ik* either etTcciivc or ry. Such
action is not what the n
West w.i'i' ..r- what they
"Of . this unfortunate

entirely from the fa^ of all the ti

of the Nlim-^ and Milling I

I am the only one who h
sippi River. 'I'ht- <»tlnr t:

nothing alxjut metal-minmg c'

West an<l neitlnr they nor tl

have any jHTNonal or dire« *

matter Thev are not to

mitt< tii»n over nwil n

all V
...

i'"*''! t ... .

direct interest an<l concern on that i

fXTtain to coal mining.
"

I have no i«lea f ' *

visit the West <.r Ta

make an inve »n of

reme<lial le. tj. I il U w

the P' : y lime, which I <lo n
do, it mav b< to make sonu-

n< '' ••

la.

ho[K' that this may be
anvthing of tl

"I
men'
take •

11 in il

regani of an >

every R '

from tl

tlU'V w.

i...

I do r

au'i '

••1

I of the wi

wi-siern half <•'

<i< t)tr 1

N-iT the XV

nv

"i'i_»"'^ 1 im aj-'^^ 'lui m« uv ut a

^^
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Minos, is a very able man and particularly
' " '

^'ivo assistance in this work. We are

.....;. . . ..IS cooptTation. In this way we hope
tq be able to meet all demands for revision and
to get the legislation on the statute books at this— -ess.

-
. . ot and Representative Taylor

lay no small portion of the blame for the action

taken with regard to their bills on the shoulders
•' '—OS Wickersham, the delegate from Alaska.

Wickersham declares that he simply
ed his side of the case to the committee as

- ..•or Smoot and Representative Taylor.

•ision is that the committee must have
I that his presentation of the case was

more meritorious.

Due to the fact that most of the members of

the committee have only a general idea of the

needs of the mining industry ^N-ith regard to a
re\*ision of laws, it was necessary to spend a
great deal of time in discussing the history and
rudiments of the question. This was done
ver>- ably by a number of those who spoke.

SENATOR WALSH APPEARS

Senator Walsh was on the stand during the
first day's hearing. Some of his declarations
were in substance as follows

:

Great as is the need for revision of the laws
governing metal mining it is nothing like as
neceNsar>' as is the case with the non -metalliferous
'''

"s. A commission of three can do the
\Nurr. as well as five. A well-contested mining
law suit well may cost $500,000. The abolishing
of the apex law has been necessary in every
country which has made use of such a regulation.
7""'^ \'nerican Mining Congress, the American
i .".e of Mining Engineers and the Mining
and Metallurgical Society of America, the three
national organizations, have gone on record
in favor of a complete revision of the mining
laws. The development of dry farming is

resulting in more strifes than ever between the
miner and the homesteader. The public mind,
in the mining states, has not yet centered on
just what rnjght to be done in regard to revising

' ctor is opposed to any
'"n should see them as

: , directly or indirectly,
»"

'

ry. New laws are needed badly
by lu'j ujjdii :: f the West, The urgency of
action with r to non-metallic deposits is
such that th ,uM not have to wait the

n. There is great need

I
' ' • hate deposits in

'

- ^ in this industry
; all It neerls is the attention of Congress.

^ ^ i'y Chairman Foster,' nion that
:...jion from

the time to the work
^"^ He also cautioned

I

and the
' D'/sition

-He
[

the present
^ regard to

mineral lands would make it very desirable

for no Government expert to be on the
committee.

MR. C.A.LLBREATH SPEAKS

James F. Callbreath, Secretary of the Amer-
ican Mining Congress, went extensively into

the needs of revision of the mining laws. He
concluded his forty-minute talk before the com-
mittee by saying:

"A few years ago it was thought, a^fter all of

the incentives which make possible the invest-

ment of private capital in the construction of

transportation facilities in the new countries

had been taken away by the withdrawal order,

and railroad construction, or the greater part
of it, which had been undertaken had been
stopped at that time, the people of the country
felt that something should be done to open up
Alaska. Someone evolved the idea of govern-
ment construction of a railroad, and a commis-
sion was appointed. Now this nation is pretty
well confirmed in its opinion as to the advisa-
bility of the government construction of rail-

roads, but notwithstanding that fact a commis-
sion went out to Alaska, came back and made a
report and within four or five years from the
inception of that idea, and acting to a large
extent upon suggestions of that commission, a
bill appropriating $35,000,000 was enacted by
the Congress, and the railroad is now in the pro-
cess of construction. In the one instance we
were 30 years trying to frame a law to meet
conditions which the whole nation agreed should
be met in a liberal, broad way, and in another
instance, through a commission, in four or five

years we have appropriated $35,000,000 to do
a thing upon which public opinion is very evenly
divided. So I say in this instance the railway
commission going to Alaska was effective in

reaching results, while in the matter of opening
up Alaskan coal without a commission, coming
out to advise Congress as to what the conditions
were, we have absolutely failed in getting results. •

"The question is only one of practicability.

We want results and our organization, after a
number of years of investigation of this subject
through a very able committee, devised this

plan of reaching it.

" Mr. Walsh told you of the apex law, and the
bad things growing out of that apex law. There
are many men who do not believe the apex law
should be abolished. They say that the apex
law having been in effect all these years, and
the courts having built np a system which the
people now understand, it is better to leave it

alone now no matter how advisable it would
have been originally to create different regula-
tions. So if you undertake to frame a law sim-
ply abolishing the apex law, you will find a lot

of opposition to it. Upon the other hand, if a
commission shall go out and investigate all

those conditions and come back and say that it

is the consensus of the opinion of men engaged
in the practical workings of this • industry, I

believe you have then got something on which
you can base intelligent action. I am not par-
ticular whether the commission shall be paid or
whether it shal not be paid. I am not particu-
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lar who shall compose the commission, except
this, I do feel that a man who knows the prac-
tical ends of mining should be ujxjn that com-
mission. We need the professional man: but
we also need the man who under the
practical conditions which are to Ik.* '•d.
What I desire is simply an effective C' a,
with or \\'ithout pay, but with that dignity which
will enable it to come back to you and command
your respect."

SENATOR THOMAS SPEAKS

Senator Thomas is of the opinion that the laws
should be thoroughly revised or let alone. In
his talk to the committee he placed greatest
emphasis on the law of the apex, but also called
attention that other features of the mining law
are in as serious need of revision. He character-
izes the law of the apex as cau.sing more needless
litigation than any other statute ever enacted.
Fifty per cent of this litigation. Senator Thomas
declares, is unnecessary. The law, he said, is

less understood now than it was forty-four years
ago. He described it as being bewildering and
confounding and that decisions made by dif-

ferent courts, with regard to cases which arise

under the law, are absolutely unreconcilable.
Every new decision, he says, simply tends to
befog the law more. He called attention to the
fact that the United States is the only country
in the world in which this law exists. The fact

that it is not applied in Michigan is the reason
for Michigan's haxnng one case of litigation to

each 100 in the West. He referred to the Can-
adian and Mexican codes as Ix'ing very much
superior to the American mining laws. He
pointed out that some of those who would see

the law continued as at i)rcsent are those who
thrive on the litigation which it causes.

ENORMOLS WASTE

Twenty-five per cent of the entire outnut of
the mines of the West have been absorwd in

litigation, Senator Thoni; 1. He is of the
opinion that it is not al- .L^ly neic-ssar>' to

have a commission as there are many men in

each House of Congress who are familiar with
mining and its t

' He also si- '
" t

such eminent stu ;.l..., men as Hoi .1

and John W. Finch and many others of e(|ual

ability would be ver>' glad indeed to lend any
a (C within their i

• '

pi: ...:.^ an inti^i " ' ' " ; ;..

mining code Ri r, to stat

that Congress is tiring of commissions, ^ r

T' •
'

' that geii. "

SI'.. ... .... u.seful at. . . e

ver>' helpful in furnishing h t«» Imisc

intelligent revision of the mining laws.

The :

'
' 'is to a

Cft'iitim';. ., .,, •! i< niiT

Si: . I ability <

but that Represc-nialiN

lime tf» 'a year v

Mr. Ta>

.

s'l*- '« '

else Would
when they return»'<i.

During the 1

niailenf the tmi:l::.,.

ber 16, by the national mining org^anizations.
Mr. Ingalls. i- '

' •' •
\

attention to •

„.... i

of any cne or ition. but u »

which the three na mining organizations
C' - • ' ^'^ ' .i talk to the committee
^

r> -. ' T>resenT'>i'-'^ ^ -• -^rms
as to why the laws 1 not I vc-
n He declared that there is no one in the
minai^ m(! - .it the jiresent ' who could
revise intc- ^ . .ly the nii'ii'i' Des:"'»-
all of the efforts that ha\ . to as
tain iust what would be best for the entire in-
dustr\', the f •

* ijxr i- stations
never have Ix- ;. .< a r^ ...: ihere is

still much difference of •
i as to what a

revised code should provide, he said.

REVIEWS WORK DOVE

Mr. Ingalls t the histor\' of the
attempt to revii>;. ;.. iwining law. He told of
the efforts of many years by the American
Mining Congress and of the American Minii.^
Conj.' ' ' • • isa m-
It %\^ . . : . . ; .... .

••-• •
from his re: .as to the u;

have been made by mining men t' . m
an effort

' '

^j^,^ ^i

sary. '1 ..^ . .j '^-'

of money and large
\

time in endeavoring to coordinate <

regard. Dr. Ingalls expres,s<
'
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of tv

ft;

.\ir.
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I

after all of tb' v*^' rv

difference of '

which an absolute kn<
sary is a cot

would come t.

ment, who oMild
from all ela.*is<

An extract

follows: ".\ :.....
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consult experts in speeial matters, aiui to publish

our p-
' - from time to time, circulating

them ...:...-,
i
.ople all over the country, asking

them what thev thought about things. Fnially,

when the differetu ideas came lu^fore the com-

they were discussed in debate and were

'a- 'vole of the committee, and with few

s had been so developed by the previous

studies that the vote of the committee was

un. - us.

we were able to prepare a final product

in that wav that I think met with universal

al. Not long ago I happened to meet one

chief critics in certain points—a man who
^.u during our early stages that we were

writing wTong things into our proposed law

—

and 1 asked him what he thought of the final

•' -'vot. He replied that it had his unquaUfied

• al; that the committee had met all of his

objections and had disarmed his criticisms.

That is the kind of feeling that we want to have

toward a revision of the Federal law governing

mining titles.
•• Now it seems to me that in order to have the

right kind of legislation in a matter of this kind

the start has got to be made in something like

the wav that 1 have described. Bearing further

on this' idea let me offer another bit of evidence.

This committee on rules and regulations for

mining, that I have mentioned, from time to

time published interim reports. One of those

interim reports containing a proposed draft for

a bill was practically written into the laws of the

State of Arizona. A few days ago my attention

was called to a paper on receot legislation affect-

ining industry by Mr. Walter Douglas,

. .,. xc, Ariz., Mr. Walter Douglas being

general manager of Phelps, Dodge & Co., the

largest mining company in that State, and one

of the largest mining companies in the Union.

"Mr. Douglas made these remarks:

It has b«-« - -^'ni/ularly fortunate for the State of Arizona
that some "

r to the convening of its first legislature
.u„ i^ ..,: . ., Tr^ngress had appointed a committee

>»-n to compile a code applicable to
.:;.ing in metal mines and that the rough

ir - was available for the legislature when
cofU;or.ux: •-• necessity of framing a law as directed
by the cor.

With a ' one major exception, the code
drafted Vr »,• was arlopted and became the

f
reset!' which mines are operated in this State.

t
... . ,. . .

ts a -, Ijc able to say that State inspection-

••TK'.t y,'as something that this code specially

pr . ffjT

—

iiMt*»^ n( WiTH; a 'l*»tr»m»*nt fir an embarrassment in

cy-

•

fit, in that it has kejjt

•f , unrlerground condi-
and has assisted those in
^11 outside point of view.

n largely due to the
,.ine inspector, who has
mto hearty cooperation.

I fair a ' i'^n, which
that i :d legisla-

is-" «i-i
'

A fmancial or
'rf^yffi* crved to em-

prosijerity of which

"Mr. T^-Jt:?!-!" i<; here rrferrine ^r, \vf»rkmen's
Cr

Evi; en the carefully
•.he hastily framed

tion and eight-hour

"That is exactly what we want you to do.

We want you to defer to the unanimous demand
of the mining industry that the mining law be

revised in a carefully considered way; that you
will give us carefully considered legislation, not

hastily framed and illogical and poor legislation."

CH.\NNING SHOWS MAPS

J. Parke Channing displayed to the committee

maps and blue prints showing the differences

in the application of Canadian and American

mining laws. He compared a map of a Canadian
camp and a map of the mining district

around Butte, Mont. He pointed out the

advantages in the Canadian system. He
called attention to the fact that Rhodesia, in

South Africa, is the only mining area in which the

apex law applies outside of the United States.

He stated, however, that Rhodesia is very

anxious to rid itself of the apex law.

Mr. Channing is of the opinion that mining

men throughout the country are agreed on the

cardinal features which should be covered by
revision. He said that the present law dis-

courages prospecting and on account of this

has a serious influence on the whole industry.

He was the only speaker appearing before the

committee to bring out the feature that the

decrease in the amount of prospecting is bound
to be reflected in increasing amount in the pro-

gress of the industry. Mr. Channing advocated

a commission which should visit Alaska as well

as parts of the United States. He thinks the

commission should consist of five salaried men.
He is not impressed with the necessity of having
lawyers on the commission, as he considers that

legal talent can be called in for framing the law.

A YEAR NEEDED

Following Mr. Channing, J. R. Finlay, a

mining engineer of New York, appeared before

the committee. Mr. Finlay, who had charge

of the appraisement of mining lands in Michigan
for the State tax commission, made estimates of

the expense that would be necessary to feel the

public pulse in regard to revision of mining laws

and as to the time that would be consumed. He
thinks that a year of concentrated and syste-

matic effort should be sufficient to have the

matter in good shape. It is his opinion that the

commission would have to spend six months in

taking testimony and six months in adjusting

their facts after their return. He thinks it

would be difficult to get. a proper commission
without remunerating the members.

WICKERSHAM SPEAKS

Judge Wickersham opposed the commission
strenuously. He alleged that Mr. Ingalls,

Channing and others are too closely connected
with the copi)er trust to be above the suspicion
of having ulterior purposes in wanting the
mining laws revised. Extracts from his re-

marks follow:

This question of litigation is not such a serious

matter as it used to be. So many great questions
have been settled in the courts that it requires
a mining expert now to evolve new questions,

(Continued on page 87)



MANNING TELLS UNITED MINE WORKERS HOW
THEY CAN HELP REDUCE LIFE LOSS

Head of Bureau of Mines Addresses Miners' Convention at Indianapolis Makes
Plea for Cooperation in Bringing Greater Safety to Those Who

Work Underground

Addressing the United Mine Workers of
America in Indianapolis, January 26, Van H.
Manning, Director of the United States Bureau
of Mines said, in part:

I am here to give you my pledge of the ver>'

Ijest there is in me to the cause of reducing the
number of deaths in th -

- -.s. All I ask is that
you continue the cl^ , ion you gave Dr.
Holmes, as I know you will. You perhaps realize,

better than many others, the futility of trying
all alone to accomplish som*^- -'^^ while.

You know that in union tl: . . . . ../th- rhi-

achievements of your great organi2a,tion

that knowledge. In the same way, the Bureau
of Mines needs your cor.yKration. ' the
cooperation of the operators, ntciis ll.- itera-

tion of the state mine inspectors. That it has
had all this cooperation is shown in the improv'
ment that has already been • ' The '

,

I am happy to state, are nov. .
inin.r .

in a substantial mimner in < in the
numlxT of lives lost in coal mining.
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abUity along this line until we do know what

.. V ..ol that it is a part of our duty to solve

those problems that the laboratory only can

solve and give out the conclusions in the hope

tV'^ nd there we may be able to save the

liu -^ man who might be a victim of his

own inability to know.
At Hanna, Wyo., several years ago, before

we began our modest efforts to try to save life,

forty brave men who hurried into a mine to save

sixteen who had been entombed by an explosion

might not have lost their lives had they known
about the efficiency of the canar\' bird, for

those men rushed into a deadly atmosphere of

poisonous gas.

AS TO RESPONSIBILITY

The coal mines recruit a large new army of

foreign workmen each year in order to keep pace

with the rapidly expanding business. These
men have perhaps never been in a mine before

and it is all wondrously strange and intricate

to them. Many of them have come from
countries that do not have much coal mining,

and most of them come from the sunny fields of

agriculture of Europe. What they need, and
before an accident happens, is careful instruction

concerning safety rules and principles as related

to mining. A careless management and new
men unfamiliar with coal mining are the best
combination I know to bring upon disaster.

In the education of these men to be miners, I

know of no organization that could accomplish
more practical good than the United Mine
Workers of America. There is no better way
than the frequent meetings of groups of miners
as seen in your many locals in almost every
rr-"-'"- —np in the country. You not only can
d. problems that are peculiar to your
own mining camp, the problems that arise from
day to day, but you are brothers in a common
danger .'•-•' - -- "ive to each other that touch of
human : . .

and sympathy that makes the
lessons of wonderful value.

It is in this sort of work that the Bureau of
Mines wshes to help you. It is for this reason
that the Bureau, through the sanction of
C" >, is printing the series of miners' circu-
lars i:^t t- " '

'It the dangers of mining and
hr.w xhcy n..... wv, avoided.

A NEW DISPENSATION

'Srithin

new
\ few years there has come a

' Hon that each industry
shcrti.

, , . .ate hazards and that
the widow and the children shall be cared for
^ of public charity.
^^''

•
" .-"-iisation laws do not

come V. ji of the Bureau of
Mines, I do believe that our propaganda for

First" h la tremendous influence
^' •• ^•-- '•' •" - -

States that
I^ • widow and
"^ the care and compensation of
the
T 'v-r.n*. States have workmen's

c the year just closed seeing
new if. u m Alaska, Colorado, Indiana

]\Iontana, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Wyo-
ming. One year ago a compensation law went into

effect in West Virginia, one of the great coal-

mining States of the Union, as you know.
Imagine the great step forward in such a law as

that. If a miner is killed the State pays not to

exceed $75 funeral expenses; to the widow $20 a

month and $5 additional for each child under age;

to orphan child or children, $10 a month and
so on. In West Virginia last year there was one
accident that cost the lives of more than 100 men.
Can you even estimate the amount of human
suffering and human degradation that has been
avoided in that one community by such a State

law?
The greatest triumph for the miners in this

direction, however, is in the State of Pennsyl-

vania, the greatest coal-mining State in the

entire world, employing an army of 364,000
miners, half of the total number in the United
States. On January 1 of this year a workmen's
compensation law went into effect in that State

which I think will provide adequately for the

widows and orphans and other dependents of

miners who are killed in accidents and also for

the miners themselves who may be either

slightly injured or totally disabled.

It's a big step forward toward the principle of

brotherhood of man—the principle we are all

striving for.

PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTS

As a general statement, it may be said that
there should be more stringent laws concerning
the operation of mines ; rigid rules and regulations

on the part of the mining companies; a strict

enforcement of the laws and regulations by State
inspectors, operators and employees, with
penalties for all who violate them, whether he be
operator or employee. The education of the
miner to realize the danger under which he
works will have much to do with accident
prevention. A common language, that is a
language understood by both foreman and
miner, is of prime importance. Improved safety
methods and appliances will reduce the dangers
incident to the industry. Among these may be
mentioned the general use of safety lamps; the
marking and guarding of all dangerous places,

as shafts, winzes, chutes and other openings in

the mines; a systematic inspection of all working
places for gas, ventilation and roof conditions;
safeguarding of machinery and electric wires ; the
employment of shot-firers, or, better yet, elec-

trical firing apparatus, and shooting only when
all men are out of the mine; the use of permis-
sible explosives; the cooperation of State and
Federal organizations with operators' associa-
tions, labor organizations, operators and em-
ployees; and, last but not least, eternal vigilance
on the part of all.

Asks Resurvey

^
Senator Thomas, of Colorado, in behalf of the

vSilverton Commercial Club, has requested the
United States Geological Survey to resurvey
the Silverton quadrangle. This quadrangle
contains 2,200 patented claims. This area is

rapidly increasing in importance as it is the
source of a considerable output of tungsten ore.



SIXTEEN NATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS FORM
HOLMES SAFETY-FIRST ASSOCIATION

Hold Meeting in Washington Under Direction of Hennen Jennings and Discuss
Plans for Perpetuating Memory of Man Who Started

Safety First Movement

Representatives of sixteen national bodies
interested in establishing a memorial to the
late Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, met in Washincrton,

Januar>' 15, and made plans for the c h-

ment of a permanent memorial. The jwe-
liminar\- organization of the "Joseph A. Holmes
Safety- First Assjciation " was perfected.

In the meeting January 15, the follo\s-ing

resolutions were adopted

:

Whereas, It is the sense of this meeting that a
suitable memorial be established to honor the
memory of the distinguished humanitarian and
scientist, Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, therefore be it

Rf solved. First, that each * -lal \n>i\\- or
'' \<\y here represented and u..... that desire
\" 1»L represented be requeste<l to approve a
ix.'rmanent organization or incorix)ration to be
known and named "The Joseph A. Holmes
Safety First Association," and that each such
national body or society shall appoint one
representative to act with other representatives
in ' rnt ctrganization.

A, vond, that a meeting be held of

the duly apjxjinted representatives at the Bureau
of Mines building, Washington, D. C, on March
4, 1916, at which a permanent organization is

to l:)e effected.

Resolved, Third, that pending the formation of

a permanent organization the temjwrary oflicers

ontinue to. " • with two mcmlx'rs to

ajipointed b\ 1..^ v hair as "^ .•%,,, if A ..
, , .rMmii •

v.ith authority to incur ;

that the temjx)rary ofiicer aiihonzeii and
< (1 to take all i; i in fur-
'

>f the purposes ; >..,v ^.v..,.unent or-

t- n.

Resolved, Fourth, that the proposeil organi-

when so
"

'
' " ' '> its v;

: rs and t.;^.. :.- ,. , .. r t,>
,

- nt funds to < arrv nut ll

association.

F '
•'

'-h, lii.r ..I. '! '
' ' or

shall

temixjrar>' secretary of such memi and

' <~^ivf1i flint tVii- ti-tiit M ifrir\' nrfjini-

the annual award of one or more
ti.^tthrr '.vith )V' ^, sh.i

"']
i

. M "• ... \v. thi- .

of : g, di

the most <tih unt safety Ursl"
Is in th' ral i:

!(1< for cognii

h.

It-

sonal heroism or distinj^uished service in the
r\'. H -r, fi: sugges-

-'s'auu.jijuus to be1 f',-.

• ve

The next meeting of the J. A. Holmes
Safety First A<vsociation will be held March
4 at the p--- •: ,,i >' • ^
committee. , >se<i

of the A.ssociation, has been 1 ..

follows:

Hennen Jennings, chn- .n. Van H Man-
ning, vice-chainnan. (.j- ^ S H'< (Secre-

tary. J. A. Finlay and Samuel G- > are
other of the i ve committee
The i' '

- were repre-
sented at r,

.vinif-
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ORIGIN OF JOPLIN ZINC
AND LEAD ORES DISCUSSED

Load w-as discovered and mining begun in

s m Missouri in 1848. Some zinc ores

r ' -• found wnth the lead ores from

t: . .: at that time they had no value

as all the zinc smelters, were in the eastern part of

t"
" ' - -. In 1867 and 1869 zinc works

V at St. Louis and zinc mining

I.,
^

c. The production of zinc ores

soon became equal to that of lead ores and has

ever sir :\ an active industrs' in that region

and in in^ .lajoining parts of Kansas and Okla-

homa.
The region, generally kno^^^l as the Joplin

t-- . has been the subject of a number of

g al investigations. Geologic surveys of

t' rict were made by the State of Missouri

in 1870. 1874, and 1894, and a survey of the

r- -
' area was made in 1907. Surveys were

n,.xis. .'V Kansas in 1907 and by Oklahoma in

1912. The Federal Government surveyed the

region in 1893, 1901, 1907, and a report on a

sur\-e\- of the Wyandotte quadrangle lying

partly in the northeastern comer of Oklahoma
and partly in Missouri is now in preparation

by C. E. Siebenthal of the United States Geo-
logical Sur\'ey In studying the ore deposits

of this area, Mr. Siebenthal reached certain

conclusions regarding the genesis of the ores

which are somewhat at variance with those

reached by some other investigators but are in

general confirmator\' of the findings of the

United States Geological Survey's earlier work.

In these investigations, the original source of

the metals has generally been the subject of

much speculation and study. Analysis of large

quantities of material have shown the general

presence of measurable quantities of lead, zinc,

and copper in the pre-Cambrian crystallire

rocks, in the Cambrian and Ordovician lime-

stones, and in the Mississippian limestones,

and it is also known that the Pennsylvania shale

in a few places carries appreciable quantities of
U<.r1 nnd zinc. These rocks comprise all the

^ groups that make up the Ozark Uplift,

and each group has been considered the imme-
diate sr - f the metals V)y one or more writers

on the ;.
of the ores.

The nment reports of 1901 and 1907
express' view that the metals were derived
i-
—

-
' —* •'- "^ the CamVjrian and Ordo-

: tones from which they
up by an artesian circulation and

'.,'s in the Mississippian lime-— ort, the result of sev-
holds that the ores

d by ascending artesian solutions
'fly from the Cam-
les.

e cited in support
• fact that natural waters of the

"of the Joplin dis-

.,- ..,.., ^.,. 'vell as lead and
A large r of analyses of

are given, among them several
" 'n the Jophn
. .

.
.as and Okla-

\

were br

(

were c
ti

A
oft;

other

homa bordering the Ozark Uplift. These wells

draw their sui)ply from the Cambrian and Ordo-
vician limestones and their waters not only carry

traces of zinc and lead, but when they are

allowed to stand in tanks or reservoirs for a

while they deposit a sediment that shows con-

siderable proportions of these metals. The
sediment from a waterworks reserv^oir in Kansas
showed a total of 8 pounds of zinc sulphide

which had been deposited in a year.

Other evMence is afforded by the relation of

the ore deposits to the present distribution of

the Chattanooga shale. This shale covers the

Cambrian and Ordovician formations over a

part of the Ozark Uplift and acts as a septum
between these rocks and the Mississippian above
to prevent the ascent of solutions from below.
Over the area underlain by this impervious
shale there are no ore deposits.

Much other evidence in showing that the ores

were deposited by ascending artesian water is

presented in a report just published by the
United States Geological Survey as Bulletin

No. 606, which may be had free on application

to the Director, at Washington, D. C.

DEVIL'S TOWER, IN WYOMING.
IS AN INTERESTING FREAK

Devil's Tower, in W3^oming, a cut of

which appears on the cover of this issue, is

a huge shaft of igneous rock on the bank of

the Bellefourche River, north of the Black
Hills, in the central part of Cook County.
It is far from settlements, but is dimly
visible from the Burlington Railway, forty
miles distant.

It rises nearly perpendicular, 600 feet from
the top of a mound. The mound itself is

600 feet high. The base of the mound is cut
by the river, exposing high cliffs of sandstone
of a brilliant red color.

The great tower is 200 feet in diameter at
the top, and tapers somewhat to its base.
It is of porphyry, with a vertical columnar
structure resembling a huge bunch of organ
pipes. This gives to the sides a most novel
flutted appearance.
Some years ago an adventurous visitor

drove 100 or more wooden pegs in a crack,
and by this means reached the summit.
Moulten rock, pouring from the interior

of the earth through a sandstone crack, was
the cause of this strange freak.

MANNING CONFERS WITH
OPERATORS AND OPERATIVES

On his recent trip to the Middle West,
during which he addressed the United Mine
Workers' convention at Indianapolis, Direc-
tor Manning, of the Bureau of Mines, at-

tended a meeting of mine operators and
workers in Chicago. He addressed them in-

formally.
Mr. Manning also conferred with the Illi-

nois Mine Rescue Commission on matters
pertaining to the mine-rescue and first-aid
work.
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Plant which has been closed since 1910, owing to a srr- ' - -introvrrsy. K— -...—-.• .^-•.•

obtained in the Hully Hill region in experimental • it of xinc an
This eliminates the smoke, and it is expected that ltii& iiui>ortant plant will L*c able tw upctatc a^^iu
in the near future.

NEW ORE BODIES ARE
DEVELOPED NEAR KINGMAN

At the recjucst of tlu- Anieriian Instiiuif of

Minitig EnjjinccTs, F. C Schra<lcr, of ihf United
States (leological Sui^cy, has given them for

jHil dilation an article on the ^I()have County
mining district of Arizona. Mr. Schra<ler has
given particular attention to the rnininir flistri* ts

around Kingman.
He regards rect-nt de\ -nt in the Cireat

I' • n and the Big jini laim >, where substan-
• Ixxlies have been ojHiied u]) at <le|>ths

t 5»M) feect, as of the greatest iniixirtancc in

estabhshing the exceptional worth of this

mining region.

Continuing development in the Tom Rec<l

mine gives a<lde<l pr(x>f of the value of the
«' s in the Mohave County distriit, Mr.
Scnrauer believes.

SLEDGE TATUM OF GEOLOGICAL
SURVEY. DIES SUDDENLY

After et the \>
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New Firm Formed

Announcement was made faniuiry 17 of the
formation of the firm Hall & Paul, :Iting
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BIG OPERA HOUSE OPENED
IN ISOLATED MINING CAMP

'^^^ - Raleigh Coal and Coke Company, of

R. ,. , \V. Va., began a new chapter in coal

mining histon' when an opera house seating

1.000 persons' was opened. President John M.
Wright, accompanied by Mrs. Wright and
A. A. Liggett, secretary of the company, were

present to see the big event.

Tl •
:i house is situated in the heart of the

mou:
The significance of the event is that a great

corporation is opening the doors of education,

art, science and literature to workers, binding

them by the great ties in common brotherhood.

The miners will take over the opera house as a

b- enterprise, work out its success and their

0-. -liny at the same time. The company
bi. .1 equipped the house and now turns it

over to the Raleigh Mining Institute, an organi-

zation of the miners and employees and officials,

to operate for the benefit of all. This welfare
•work has scored the greatest success. The
opera house will be conducted by an executive
committee of the institute to make it self-

sustaining. A sinking fund to be used in the
redemption of the opera house from the company
•will be provided.
The committee, comprising an officer of the

company, aided by the sons of miners, will

compete vs-ith two other executive committees
of the institute. These young men have
managed the institute work so effectively that
it is paying for itself. Lectures, picture shows,
study and discussion of mining problems and
social questions have made these young moun-
taineers self-reliant, able, skillful and capable of
doing things. The executive committee pro-
jected and secured a fine, large baseball park,
which the company paid for, equipped and
tu--^ -'' ')ver to the committee last spring. This
L

.

'< was expected to sustain itself.

There are three bands among the employees
of tl y.

Tj.- iNci.. .^,i Coal & Coke Company owns and
operates six mines on Paint Creek, employs
approximately 1,000 men, sustains and helps
some 6,000 '-• in Raleigh, furnishes amuse-
ment and ; '-ment, instruction and fine
ideals and am: to the town of Beckly near
by, and makes a market for a large farming
population tl ' out that section of the

?S^v '^^ * *^ Institute is composed of
200 brawny and brainy young men clerks,
''"

rs. The company has built a
^ '

' > stalls for automobiles
*"

.
i^-'rar\' and two churches,

one lor the colored population and one for the
'^"'* ^^>f>d schools are furnished

•;'ht to su.stain themselves
and carry on their own

home affairs.

a:

r

DIRECTOR SMITH SPEAKS ON
INTEREST IN WATER POWER

address on the nation's water-power resources

before the Pan-American Scientific Conference.

Continuing, he said:

Since flowing water is a continuing source of

power the contribution of this resource to the

public welfare is proportionate to the promptness

and efficiency of the development of every power
site. Wherever the resulting energy can be put
to work at a cost justified by results nonuse of a

water power is an economic waste. It is well,

however, to qualify the statement of an eminent
authority that from the conservation standpoint

"any use is better than no use at all." A more
far-sighted view is desirable; better not even
a partial development now if thereby the full

utilization that may be needed in the near future

is blocked.
From, the standpoint of the public what is

needed in water-power utilization is efficient

development that will meet present market
demands and effective regulation that will

secure to all the parties interested a participation

in the benefits of that development. This may
seem a simple program, but its large importance
comes from the fact that water-power resources

will possess much greater value to society in the

future.

The stage at which we find power development
on the public-owned sites today is simply this,

as described by Secretary Lane in his recent

report: "The Government was generous, but
it had no intention of being a spendthrift.

When it found itself being imposed upon . . .

the nation stayed its hand and drew back, so as

to make sure of the right course. It wished use

—use by as many as possible and the best use."

Cheap power promises to be in some future

century this country's largest asset in the
industrial rivalry among nations. Our unsur-

passed coal reserves reinforced by these water-
power resources constitute a strong line of

national defense in that they form the real basis

for an industrial organization of the nation's

workers. It is only through abundant and well-

distributed power that the other material re-

sources of the country can be put to their highest
use and made to count most in the nation's

development. The people's interest in water
power is greatest in its promise of future social

progress, and such an interest is well worth
protecting.

c:
J>,- Ml- 1.: \_/

'.er is served
11^ Smith in an

SURVEY GETS $100,000

IN URGENT DEFICIENCY BILL

The urgent deficiency bill carried $100,000
for the Alaskan work of the Geological Survey.
This is in no sense a deficiency but provides for

expenses in the Alaskan work which cannot wait
until the regular appropriation is available.

It would be very much better if the money for

all the field work in the Survey were available
at the beginning of the calendar year rather
than the fiscal year.



SALT LAKE CITY GREATEST FLOTATION CENTER
IN U. S., SAYS METALLURGIST

Declares Hub of Western Mining Is Now Utah City Instead of Denver Bureau of

Mines Station Making Headway with Work on Low Grade and

Complex Ore Problems

Salt Lake City, Januar>' 25.—Statistical

studies by the Department of Metallurgical
Research of the State School of Mines of the
University of Utah, which is working in co-
operation \s-ith the Salt Lake City Station of the
United States Bureau of Mines as to the dis-

tribution or ores and the location of smelters in

the western United States, has shov\-n that Salt
Lake City is near the center of production of
most of the valuable metals, Wing almost
exactly in the geographic center of western
metal production.

For years Denver has iK-en the actual com-
mercial center for the manufacture of mining
machinery- and it is in Denver that a great many
of the prominent consulting mining engineers
and metallurgists have their offices. Salt Lake
City being so much closer to the geographic
center of the metal production and havuig rail-

road lines radiating in all directions, shoiild be
the logical mining center of the Western States,

say Utah mining men. Several of the prominent
mining supply houses have branches in Salt

Lake City, but with the continued increase in

the production of the mining and metallurgical

industries, the natural condition of thin;- ^ ild

be the eventual moving of the headqii of

these companies to Salt I^ake City, they sav.

A prominent metallurgist states that Salt I^ke
City is probably the greatest flotation *

' " -

the United States, already having three ,,

tions whose contributions to the art of floating

minerals have been larger than almost any
other one district in the country. Ttxhnical
men have c(jme considerable distances to visit

these three institutions, which are the (leneral

Engineering Comimny, which is exploiting the
(' " '• flotation machine: the Utah CopjxT
i

..J
any, which is exploiting the Janney

flotation machine, and the Dei^artment of

Metallurgital Research of the University of

Utah, undiT the direction of the Icxal ' * of

the United St ,7. s Bureau of Min. is

t< inducting : h work on '

vital to the industry in general.

MAY GET l.AIIOk.MUKV

f)ne of the things invftirntcf! whilr in the

I. >t by D. A. Lyon, n of

Salt Lake Cilv ofticr oi the I i

I M of Mir ' • •' T - '

•'
I ,nr 1 if

lory m ^alt Lake ( ii\, eilhei
1 ... , . . i f f . . . . . • \ I

in metalluiurgv, especiallyof .

for lui;

for . iting iL 1 cry
well known that in the West there arc many
hydro-electric power : -eady
develojR'd hydro-elecu i< j'«>\%ci >! cuuiu 'io so,

for which they wi»uld like to find a market.
Power delivered to small consumers for the pur-
pose of lighting h ! cooking is subject
to a high cost of rum, while power de-
livered in large > to metallurgical or
chemical plants can be produced at a very
small fraction of what it costs t all con-
sumer. It is kno\\-n that an < horse-
p<jwer along Snake River in I can be
generated for alxiut $10 a year under the most
favorable cir inces. N! o-

rado anti Wa.s;un^ion hav' act
sites which might very * the
treatment of complex ores if m« can be
worke<l out for them. Mr. Lyon us now look-

ing over the .situation in ll- V,' -l to sec if he
can recommend to the '> ' in nur-^tion

I)roblems of sufficient i: and se

for them to install a laboruiury m Sail Lake City.

WORK WITH ORE rKDiiLKMS

Three of the staff in the iX-p. t of
'

'
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waste ami often causing damage to the farms in

T .' vicinity of the smelters.

i the Salt Lake City station of the

I - Bureau of Mines, who are direct-

ini? the above work, presented the problem at
• - ' meeting of the A. I. M. E. a little

v and a lively discussion followed.

^ the smelters near Salt Lake has

experimented with the process proposed and is

I :i plant to apply it. A number of

s- - . .i..^ule of the State have also taken up
I. a and the method bids fair to become an

important factor in western metallurgy and
mining.

TO BUILD .\CID PL.\NT.

Announcement was made by C. W. Whitley,
C '

v
- of the American Smelting and

K...;....^ . ;.., ,.::y, at Salt Lake City in Decem-
ber, that the first 100-ton unit of a sulphuric-acid

plant would be built in the Salt Lake Valley at

once and additional units added as needed.
The exact location of the plant has not been
announced, but it is believed it will be at Gar-
field, where the company has one of its Utah
smelters.

A new company, in whi(?h the Utah Copper
Mining Company and the American Smelting
and R-

"

Company will participate, will

be fomA . -.'• i)uild and operate the plant.

In an inter\-iew published at Salt Lake, Mr.
Whitley says:

"Wc have not decided upon what process
v'Tl 1 ..- uA. .T,t..rl. I can only say that it has been
d :ded that a plant will be built.

The plans are now being made, and it will not be
long ' ' ,|-e Qxit.

"'.
... ; .-:^ .^ -cral processes that can be used

and one of these will be decided upon. The
plant ynW make various grades of acid, both for
commerc-ial use and for leaching of low-grade
ores.

"We ^-ill have an expert acid man in charge
and the plans are just beginning to take definite
form. .^-^ ipriation has been made for
th*» v.-or -c will be no experimental work

n the east offers of contracts for sul-

P^"^ .-...,. from various sources and I
<' ontracts for almost any figure.
There is a great demand at present for acid."

STOPS SMKLTEk FUMES.

In s|X'nk^nr' of the new plant. Col. I). C. Jack-
ling. V: nt and Managing Director of
^'' Company, says:

bcT-n comi)leted and are
?

. ^
• VVork will be started

in the next few weeks and from then on the— -ill partici]Kite in the

^ ' the making of acid
will fin away with the smelter fumes."

rARPEXTER KESIGNS.

A' was madr -.t ^..u uke City,
I^ ;t .n. that E. L. ,, President

Y Company, had ten-
"^ '.£.-»,,., ci. I expected to be relieved

about February 1, or as soon as his successor

had been named.
Mr. Carpenter is one of the best-known coal

operators of Utah and has been prominent in

developing the industry in that State since 1884,

except for a few years when he was in New York,
Xew Mexico and Boston, as an officer of various

coal interests. He was with the Utah Fuel

Company from 1884 until 1902 when he became
manager of the New York office of the Consoli-

dated Coal Company. He was general manager
of the Phelps-Dodge coal interests in New
Mexico from 1906 until 1909 when he went to

Boston as assistant to the president of the
United States Smelting artd Refining and
Mining Company. In 1912 this company
bought the Castle Valley Coal Company, the

Consolidated Fuel Company, the Black Hawk
Coal Company, and later the Panther Coal
Company, Mr. Carpenter being placed in charge
of the combined companies as president. These
companies were recently reconstituted as the
United States Fuel Company, with Mr. Carpen-
ter as president.

Mr. Carpenter as a member of the Utah
Chapter of the American Mining Congress
rendered valuable service in the organization
of the Chapter and is at the present time its

Second Vice-Governor.
As soon as Mr. Carpenter is relieved of his

duties at Salt Lake he and Mrs. Carpenter will

pass several months in visiting principal cities

of South America.

PRESIDENT ASKS COOPERATION
OF MINING ENGINEERS

The President, under date of January 13,

addressed the following letter to W. L. Saunders
of the American Institute of Mining Engineers:
"The work which the American Institute of

Mining Engineers has done through its members
on the Naval Consulting Board is a patriotic
service which is deeply appreciated. It has
been so valuable that I am tempted to ask that
you will request the institute to enlarge its

usefulness to the Government still further by
nominating for the approval of the Secretary of

the Navy a representative from its membership
for each State in the Union, to act in conjunction
with representatives from the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, the American Society
of Civil Engineers, the American Institute of
Electrical Engineers, and the American Chemical
Society, for the purpose of assisting the Naval
Consulting Board in the work of collecting data
for use in organizing the manufacturing resources
c;f the country for the public service in case of
emergency.

"I am sure that I may count upon your
cordial cooperation."

ENGINEERS NAME COMMITTEE
ON REVISION OF LAWS

The Committee on Revision of Mining Laws
of the American Institute of Mining Engineers
appointed by President Saunders are: James R.
Finlay, D. C. Jackhng, Hennen Jennings, C. F.
Kelley, and E. B. Kirby.
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NEW CHIEF GEOGRAPHER
NAMED BY SURVEY

William H. Herron has been app • '

acting chief geographer of the L'nited .

Geological Survey, to take the place of the
late Sledge Tatum.

Claude H. Birdscye at the same time was
appointed topographic engineer in charge of

the Rocky Mountain division. Glen S. Smith
has been given charge of the central division.

The new chief geographer is well known to

mining men in many parts of the country.
He is especially well known in Michigan,
where, with State Geologist Allen, he has
covered a considerable portion of the mining
area of that State. He is also well known in

Missouri, where he was associated with State
Geologist Buehler in topographic work in

the lead and zinc mining sections. In addi-
tion, Mr. Herron has made a large number
of topographic surveys in Colorado and in

the Black Hills section of North Dakota,
where his work had an intimate connection
with mining operations.

Mr. Herron was born in Monticello, 111.,

November 20, 186.'). His education was se-

cured at Columbia University. He did his

first work for the Survey July 1, 1885.

Among the more recent work in charge of

Mr. Herron was the mapping of the New-
castle, Wyo. : Bonner, Mont., and Aladdin,
Wyo

,
quadrangles.

In 1906 he had supervision
we.st section of the eastern
division of the United States,

year he became geographer in charge of the
central section. In 19()S he was promoted to

geographer in charge of the central division

^Ir. Herron is a member of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

Chicago Engineers' Club, and the Geographic
Sorjptv f)f Washington.

of the north-
topographical
The following

For Married "Booze" Fighters

Mtntuy li'orld.

To the married man who thinks he cani^ '

get along without his regular drinks, t

following is suggested as a solutit)n to t..

bondage of his habit:
1st. Start a saloon in your own house.
2d. Be the only customer, and you will

have no license to pay. Give vour wife $2
to buy a gallon of whisky, and remembfr
there are only 69 drinks in a gallon.

3d. Buy your drinks from no one but v<.iir

wife, and by the time the first gallon i< i* '

she will have $iS to put in the bank ;i

to start business again.
4th. Should you live ten vcars and con

tinue to buy booze from her, and then du*

with snakes in your boots, she will havr
money enough to bury you decently, educate
your rhilrlren, buy a 1

decent man and quit ii..iin..ii^ ......i.; .,.».

WIIJJAM If. IlKRKON
Nrw Chief (• the United ^

JUDGE MORROW PRAISES
SURVEYS GUIDE BOOKS

;1 ol I
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of the United ^ • court Ol A at
S.in r \v sa)^^ in ^ kUcT
to Uiiv- ..

"I wish •
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trip home .. With y
• in ?
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•rK- »
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(inttctl bv,
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much va! : I ;• :t It untU thu
time.
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ACCUMULATED DATA OF
SERVICE TO THE PUBLIC

The following extract from a Geological

Sur\'ey letter shows how the Survey is able to

assist the public by drawing on the information

and data which it has accumulated during the

thirty-six years of its existence. The letter in

question is in response to an inquiry from a

principal of schools as to the dei)th at which
artesian water may be secured in a certain

section of land on which he has tiled a claim.

"The vicinity of Trinchera is covered by
G* "

:d Folio 58, the Elmoro Folio, which
coi...wi..^ a discussion of the underground water
and maps showing the artesian conditions in

that Nncinity. According to this folio water-

b* beds of the Dakota sandstone occur
btL— ;. hOO and 800 feet below Trinchera, at

less depths to the northeast, and at greater

depths to the southwest thereof. Wells drilled

to this formation may not produce flows but
may yield considerable water if they are pumped.
The term "artesian" is used in this folio for

wells in which the water rises under pressure,

although these wells may not overflow at the
surface."

USEFUL MINERALS" TO BE
WORK OF MUCH VALUE

A large demand is anticipated for a forth-
coming bulletin by the United States Geological
Survey on Useful Minerals of the United States.
The work on this report is about completed.
It is being done by F. C. Schrader, who has put
in more than a year's work on the volume.

This is the third bulletin of this character to
be issued by the Survey. The one of two years
ago has been greatly in demand, and copies
available for distribution were exhausted shortly
after issue.

The new bulletin will h)ring all matters treated
in the former work up to date, and also will
contain much additional information. It will
point out in detail the influences which the war
^' -xertetl upon the minerals of the United

PRELIMINARY BULLETIN
ON TINTIC DISTRICT

An ex*

dis^rii~*

is

ti:

a

report ujjon the Tintic mining
- -ah, by \V. Lingren and J. H.

, of the United States Geological Survey,
UtT publication. As it will be some" •• ' omplete report can be printed,

of results has been compiled
and will be issued as a preliminary bulletin. It
should be available about March 1.

Information i« the very foundation
r»f all riffhl artion in leginlation.

—

\»(K)DI{<>W WIL.M>N.

PHILIPPINES PROFIT BY
ABSENCE OF APEX LAW

Among the very earnest advocates of the

abolition of the Apex law is H. C. McCaskey,
head of the Mineral Resources Division of 'the

United States Geological Survey.

Mr. McCaskey was formerly the head of the
Mining Bureau in the Philippine Islands where
vertical end and side lines determined the

boundaries of claims.

It was Mr. McCaskey's experience in the

Philippines that American operators and pros-

pectors when they first began work in the
Philippine Islands were hostile to the mining
regulations and clamored for the Apex law and
other regulations to which they had been
accustomed in the United States. But he
found that in a very short time they became
accustomed to the diflferent regulations, and
soon were enthusiastic supporters of the

vertical boundaries.

The Philippine Islands were given mining
laws in an Act of Congress, No. 235, approved
July 1, 1902. The law provided for vertical

end and side lines as marking the boundaries
of claims, and made various other changes in

the laws which govern Continental United
States. As a result there has been very little

litigation.

The principal objection to the mining code
as applied to the Philippine Islands is the
greatly restricted limitation on the number of

claims that may be held on any one vein.

BUREAU OF MINES TO CHANGE
STATION TO GOLDEN, COLO.

The Bureau of Mines station at Denver
will be moved to Golden, Colo., on or be-

fore July 1. Arrangements have been com-
pleted whereby the Bureau of Mines and the
Colorado School of Mines will cooperate in

experimental work. This arrangement will

do away with certain duplications of effort

that have existed.

The contract making possible this arrange-
ment was signed in Washington late last

month by Van H. Manning, director of the
Bureau of Mines, and by William B. PhilHps,
president of the Colorado School of Mines.
The School of Mines will allow the use of

its engineering hall, experimental mill, test-

ing plant and laboratory. The Bureau of

Mines will move its Denver equipment to

(lolden and will add some new apparatus.
The work will be conducted by the employes
of the Bureau of Mines and under the sole
direction of the Bureau.
Recovery of values from low grade and

complex ores will be the chief object of the
research work. It will be confined largely
to studies of Colorado ores.



SAFETY-FIRST WEEK IS TO BE OCCASION OF
GOVERNMENT EXPOSITION

Secretary of the Interior Makes National Affair of Inter-Bureau Exhibit of Safety
Devices State Mine Inspectors To Meet in Convention While

Exhibition Is In Progress

(

)

"Safety-First" week, Februar\- 21-26, is t

be made an important event through the eo-
operation of various federal bureaus.

Ever>' bureau having jurisdiction over any
feature of safety or conservation work will have
an exhibit showing in detail the work it has
in hand. This exhibition will take on a national
aspect, as manufacturers and oj)erat<^)rs from all

over the country are invitetl to be present, in

order that they may see what the Government
of the United States is doing in "safety-first"
work.
The Bureau of Mines will have one of the

largest exhibits. It will have 700 scjuare feet

of f\iMyT space devoted to mine-rescue apparatus
and other exhibits which will show the class of

work \i is conducting and the success which is

attending its efiforts.

The idea of "Safety-First" week originated in

the Bureau of Mines. Director Manning
thought well of the j)lan and laid it iK^fore

Secretary Lane. Mr. Lane thought it an
excellent idea, and in a<ldition to the exhibits,

he suggested that it be made the ^n of a
gathering of all state mining in.j. . :s, anji

(Jthers who are interested in tirst-ai<l work and
in the conservation of life and health.

As a result Mr. Lane sent to the (iovernors

of each State in which mining is conducte<l, ask-

ing that they send the state mine inspector to

Washington during "Safety- First" week, an<l

in adflition send another representative of S'
•

state activity having an inteiest in the subji^i.

President Wilson Ls much inteiestetl in the

success of the activities planne<l for the weel.

and has written Mr. Lane as follows:

"Thank you for calling my attention to the

proj>ose<l Safety. First Exi)<»siii<m by various

Federal bureaus to Im? held at the Smithstmian
Instituti<m from February 21 to I" ^ry 2ft.

I sincerely h<»pe that I can tin<l an >)

to In.* i)resent on one of those <l:ivs l\i

at this time it is wise and w ine that lh«

Fe<leral (jovernment should call the

of the people of the country to what tl m-
ment is doing to pres«.T\e life, the v • c»f

all the resoun es of the nation

"The rescuer of the Bureau <»f .\luns '

!>raves the immsiuvhis gases of a min»* and sa

a miner from death; the a)ast guard w!^. at •
•

jKTil of his own life saves the \ui > of a

helpless vessel from death; the surgiTin of the

Public Health Ser\ice v.^- ' •
j

scourge in its incipiency a i

lives; the engineer who'su m reducing the
hazards of his imlustry to it,- ^

who brings alxmt Ix/!'*- ,i\:ng
among the i)eople, I > .,f ihc
hero who will be most regarded in the near
future.

"The p'f'i.'- '1 (fovi-*"" • 1 '• .-

ceeflingly 1 work i

I doubt if the public appr ^ how ex-
am! imjjortanl that w«»rk i>. 1 e-

your idea (»f making ihis as mu *

national affair. Kver>' manui
railroad man, eN'ery miner. e\'er>' of.
every workman, and every n m
the countrv .-'^•« » i

-
•-•-•

^ -mcerelv
wish you s ,g."

The exhibition is in charj^ of a *

headtnl bv Major V.'

M.-'-" 1 V'
1 1 -«/' "j^H >!'i ;s i;if

S*

'Ihe bureaus c-oncemeti and the men who \s

be in charge of the e\ as f'

n -
•

>-
J. Cuiia-oa.

B .

, , Coast ami
Geodetic Sur\ey; H. B. Bowerman. Bureau --i

Li: ; C. C. J. Norris. '»oat In-
sp. .^Tvice; W I). TefTvii, iiureau of
N.i iin.

Xavy PrportmrnI—This de|»artmenl hiLs ft»ur

• lus taking |>art ami ha*
.liiii.iint of WK) s<|uare feet for uiiii L'-'iufuioi

j-xhibit.

Drpartmrnt of Auruulturr ti C.
Kadel, Weather Bureau; C. A. L«

F. ' - uc.

I
,

nt of lui^f*r Lucian W. <*hanrv.

Bureau of Lalmr St Misn H.
Wall

11".' "M SI ,ijor William L> >ii:i . .umy

I reaiurw Prptirlmrnt Surg. (»en \\ C.
K H. H.
W

•.'^ M P !.f*nw>M.

H n..uiof N W. S. IX

n. K B. al Sufw^ .

I., i: .. ,

•••r Ravmond l*till-

man. Si: t of 'n,

I>. C.
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Latest Legal Decisions

INTERSTATE CARRIAGE OF COAL

The act of 1906 (34 Stat. 585) does not forbid

a railroad company holding stock in a coal

mining cori>oration, if such coriDoration be a

bona fide organization; and coal mined and
produced by such a corporation may be law'fully

carried by a railroad company although such

n-.
' ' npany is a stockholder in the mining

cc:, ...-. ;.; and this is true without regard to

the extent of the railroad's stock ownership,

whether a part or the whole; but under such

circumstances the railroad company must not

use the power given by such ownership to

obliterate the distinction between the two
organizations and must not exert its power so

as to comingle indistinguishably the affairs of

both and thus cause the two corporations to be
one for all purposes and it must not destroy the

entity of the producing or mining corporation

and thus make the two virtually one; and if it

actually do those forbidden things, then the
commodities' clause applies and condemns as

u' '

'

! such abuse of a lawful right. The
fa^ . .w.»L the capital stock of a railroad company
and of a coal company was owned by a holding
company and the coal mined by the mining
company was carried by the railroad company
is not an offense against the commodity clause
of the statute where it is made to appear that
the railroad company did not mine or produce
the coal transported for the coal company, and
where the railroad company did not own or
have anv interest, direct or indirect, in the coal
tr

^-a..L<i oLaicb vs. Reading Co., 226 Fed. 229,
p. 273.

COMBI\.\TION OF COAL CO.MPA\IES

A nation by which a holding company,
a!" ,ijc owner of the capital stock of a
r.- company and of a coal company,
purchased the majority stock in another railroad
<"' ' ' h owned practically all the stock
<' ' Tjany, where it appears that
*' ve been carrying anthracite

ic two large pnxlucers to the same
••

.
••

. ' 'las been sold in competi-
' hat these two carriers
-third of the total

t

'

coal carried by the railroads
* '

' ', and the two coal
*^'

,
^'lan 20 per cent of

^V ^
1 on the market, is a

^." s in the same owner-
^ ' ion in restraint of
''

,

^'f ^he Sherman
anti-tru.st act.

United States vs. Reading Co., 226 Fed. 229
p. 271.

'
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LIABILITY FOR INJURIES

The mining act of Pennsylvania does not
relieve the owner or operator from liability for

his own neglect or failure of duty and there may
be cases in which both the mine foreman and the
mine owner may be liable to an injured miner.
Thus if through any neglect or failure of duty
the mine owner causes an injury to one of his

employees the general rule applicable in such case
subject the owner to damages for such default

;

or if there is a dangerous condition existing in

the mine which is permitted by the negligence
of the mine foreman, resulting in injury to an
employee, the mine owner will be responsible if he
has knowledge of the fact and takes no steps to
remove such dangerous condition, as the owner
cannot neglect this duty and escape responsi-
bility as the statute requires the owner to use
every precaution to insure the safety of the
workmen in all cases, whether provided for in

the statute or not.

Barnes & Tucker Coal Co. vs. Vozar, 227
Federal, 25, p. 29.

DEGREE OF CARE REQUIRED

Ordinary care may be defined to mean such
care as is usually exercised by ordinarily careful
and prudent persons under like or similar
circumstances to those involved in a particular
case.

Nebo Coal Co. vs. Barnett (Kentucky), 180
Southwestern, 79, p. 81, December, 1915.

NEGLIGENCE DEFINED

Negligence may be defined to mean the
failure to exercise ordinary care, or such care
as is usually exercised by ordinarily careful and
prudent persons under like or similar circum-
stances to those involved in the particular case.
Nebo Coal Co. vs. Barnett (Kentucky), 180

Southwestern, 79, p. 81, December, 1915.

GROSS NEGLIGENCE DEFINED

Gross negligence may be defined as a failure
to exercise slight care,

Nebo Coal Co. vs. Barnett (Kentucky), 180
Southwestern, 79, p. 81, December, 1915.

NOT AN OFFENSE

The fact that the coal land holdings of a coal
company are large and that the coal company
ships and sells the largest per cent of all the
anthracite coal that reaches the market, is not
alone sufficient to constitute an offense against
the Sherman anti-trust act, in the absence of any
showing of harm or injury. Under such cir-
cumstances but three classes of persons could be
injured: (1) rival producers on a large scale who
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might be injured by unfair n '

lion; (2) smaller producers w,.. .,..

similar methods; and (3) the c<.: ,

might suffer by extortionate prices. Hut in the
absence of proof that either of these '

> of

persons has sustained injuries, the of

unlawful competition or restraint i: iHly
fails.

United States vs. Reading Co., 226 Fed. 220,

p. 268.

MINING TA.XES

While under no allegation of general ownership
a party, either plaintiff or defendant, may
prove the character (jf such ownership by
proving adverse possession and j)ayment of

taxes, yet however general the pleadings in that
regard may be in case the surface ground of a
mining claim is not questioned, the evidence and
findings upon the question of payment of taxes
should Ik* direct and specific, and it should be
found whether merely surface possession together
with improvements is claimed, or whether the
title to the whole claim is asserted; and in either

event the assessment and i)ayment of taxes
should be shown and found so that a court may
determine the relative rights of the surface and
mineral owners.
Utah Copper Co. vs. E.\kman (Utah), 152

Pacific, 178, p. 180, October, 1915.

KNOWLEDGE OF DANGER

A miner in an action for personal injuries is

entitled to have his case submitted to the jur\'

where his injury was caused by the breaking of

a jack pipe furnished him by the machine boss,

where the miner knew the pipe was nisty and
to the use of which he objected but was ussurctl

by the mine boss that it was goo<i for two or three

months, and that he, the boss, knew iK'tter than
the miner, and where the sufHTintt-ndint

assured the miner that the mcichine boss wcniM
sec that a new pijH' was furnished and directed

him to go on with the work until a new pijK* was
furnished, though the testimony of the i 1

servant was contradicted by l>oth the n .i

boss and the suix-rintendent.

Keystone Coal & Coke Co. vs. Petrovich,
227 Federal, 43, p. 45.

COMPROMISE CLAIM

A widow whose husband w;is killed in a mine
because of the alUgrd negligence of the mine
0]K'ratnr, and who waive<l the right to tak*- <»ut

letters <»f adnii- • ' • • • ' '•••" • - •< •'.-

estate of her ..1
death, may after the apjM»mtment of a third

|H-rson as .

th' '••-

tx . . .,

death of her husband, and a retx'ipt and rele.'ise

e> 1 by hrr in
i

CoirijM ' iiiis*' of :

•• ''

Iwir of an art ion

It is immaterial in such cas** that the a

trator was nti-d 1

the ( - ' •

by 1

1

'1 I. . n < i.i 1 1 1

.

, no wi<;e

\ of the ad

ment of

to

br
, .. suit on it

impaired by the cju

trator an<l her s

in Some m:'.""- '

her right t<

waiver to her nghl to sue or to settle, t

this ptjwer may in fa ' 1 U* the
detriment of her ••>• •' ''*

made by the wiilow .

administrator on the groumi that it was fraudu-
lently pr ' could lake
ad '

.'A ..i .1

r r5. K 1 Co. (Tennessee),
180 Southwestern, 163, p. 164, NovemlxT, 1915.

CONDITION OF M.XCHINERV

In an action by a miner for injuries caused
while cutting cf>al

condition <A t' ».*...

the air was tui macl
start with a jerk and such resulting jerk

the injuries c 1 of, and where it .^.is

^. ..t - 1\ \ fy , ? .claime<l that u in.
^^''

order it would have
air was turned on and the a

have occ*urred, the

tnimstances, as to w
condition of the m.
cause of the injury is one of fact to Ix? deter

by the jur>'.

(K vK 179 Soti

1915.

Wiiile llie l»i>NS driver

to have any ri^ht to order ...^ .. .
—

-

part iii the work of rcpairinK a wreck of trip

cars, this being a distant branch of the t-

service and o of the .sco|>e of the Uoi
driver or his ml. yet "^t ,„.v ..re-

sume that lh< - driver to

suspend his assistant from his regular employ-

ment and place him •

'

of a

hank hos-^. a comm '"'-

ticular service f«»r u

and as to which such bank boss com-

mand or except his sc

a^- ' '-^
-

in ; -

ploymcnt. the

death, if it is

«>r

thi

be liable for hit

was
atitliorized it

bama).

or if the hank

Mt

rn. (i04, p.

•n (AU-
. 1915.

1 .u rule of rinr.rnitimatirin i* :

bic to pUcer v and <

survevtMl land*. : I on t

10
•

' re T_3nd iVfi

-a-



Current Federal Legislation

Thus far 14.G62 bills have been introduced

in Congress. 4.092 in the Senate, and 1,570

in the House of Representatives. Of these

bills. 1.247 were introduced in the Senate

during the month of January and 3.796 in

the House of Representatives during the

same period.

Of the bills synopsized in our last issue,

S 52. providing i'or a commission to suggest

amendments to the mining laws, was passed

by the Senate, substituted before the House
Committee on Mines and Mining for H. R.

18. and killed in the committee by adverse
vote. Fuller report upon this bill will be
found elsewhere in this issue.

H. R. loii, creating a Bureau of Labor
Safety in the Department of Labor; was
passed by the House of Representatives, car-

rying an amendment as follows :

Provided that nothing in this act shall be held to

repeal, modify or affect any other act of Congress
in force at the time of the passage of this act.

H. R. 408, providing for the leasing of

water power sites on the public demain, was
passed by the House of Representatives, and
being referred to the Senate Committee on
Public Lands, an entirely new bill was sub-
stituted and this bill is now upon the Senate
calendar for consideration.

H. R. 406. providing for the leasing of

lands upon the public domain, containing
coal, phosphate, oil, gas and potash, was
passed by the House of Representatives and
is now being considered by the Public Lands
Committee of the Senate. Hearings thereon
began February 2.

The following bills of interest to mining
men were introduced during the month of
January:

SKNATE BILLS

I

tng

r

I

*T ^ .: .-rland, j»rovi<li:ig compensa-
to employes of the United

»*, by Mr. Sutherland, providing for acquir-
a Mte and erecting a national memorial to irri-
•" =" ^Hh Lake City.

'v Mr. Marline, providing for a perma-
of tf -s of the States of the
"••»«

1. D. C.
^

'ing to. the State of
vation for an agri-

an;;f
rr

I-

t.

\

Sta:

^^'-"ren, granting certain coal
ee. Wyoming.

., providing for the estah-
»• of mining experiment,

for making investi-
information to those

i' records of mining
•, - ...,. , lor prospectors, and

' - viding that any suit
f -i Sfafc or States,

' t against the
1 tJK- I'nited

house: BILLS

H. R. ()8H7, by Delegate Wickersham. This bill

is substantially the same as S. 869, by Senator Pitt-

man, synopsized in the January issue of the Journal.

H. R. 6902, by Mr. Hayden. This bill provides
for the reservation of lands within the Colorado
River Indian Reservation, bearing coal, oil or other
non-metalliferous minerals, and further provides that

lands containing metalliferous minerals may be en-

tered under the general mining laws, except that

the price therefor shall be ten dollars per acre, and
providing that any locations made in good faith

upon the lands, in said reservation, prior to July i,

1914, may pass to patent under the general mining
laws, the money paid therefor to be credited to the
Indians of said reservation.

H. R. 8807, by Mr. Hayden. This bill provides
that all patents on lands hereafter located shall

reserve a right of way for utilities constructed by
authority of the United States.

On the introduction of the general leasing

bill in the Senate, it was referred automatically
to the Committee on Mines and Mining. The
same bill, in the Sixty-third Congress, was
given to the Committee on Public Lands,
which held hearings on it, and reported it out
favorably. In the Sixty-third Congress the
matter of reference proved so vital that it was
debated three days in the Senate and then
voted on. By a vote of thirty-four to nineteen
the measure was sent to the Public Lands
Committee.

vSenators Shafroth, of Colorado, Walsh, of

Montana, and Pittman, of Nevada, figured

prominently in the recent discussion. On the
roll call the Yeas were forty-six and the Nays
twenty-three, so that the bill was changed from
the Committee on Mines and Mining to the
Committee on Public Lands.

Senator Pittman, of Nevada, a member of

this committee, declared: "There is no question
that there are going to be hearings on the power
bill that will run for weeks, if not for months.
The fact that the committee reported it out
favorably at the last session does not mean that
it is not going to consider it at this session."

ca liciua iiivcji cxc!u*.ve jurisdiction.
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SURVEY IS BORING FOR
POTASH NEAR AMARILLO

A depth of 200 feet has been reached in the
well which the United States Geological Sur-
vey is boring near Amarillo, Tex., in the
hope of discovering a deposit of potash. The
well will be sunk, if necessary, to a depth of

3,000 feet. The work is in charge of the
Survey's own employes, and a chemist is

pre.sent continually to take advantage of

each step of the exploration work.
Owing to the solubility of potash, no de-

posits are likely to exist close to the surface
The German deposits do not come nearer
than 700 feet of the surface, and are known
to continue downward below 3,000 feet.



BOLIVIAN TIN TO BE SMELTED AT BIG PLANT
IN THE UNITED STATES

Department of Commerce Removes All Obstacles to the Development of Great
Industry in This Country Bolivian Government Helps in Perfection

of Arrangement Which Will Be of Great Benefit to the U. S.

A tin-refining industry is to be established in

the United States. Heretofore all tin has been
imjKjrted in a finished state to be manufacture<i
in this country. A tin smelter an<l refining plant
IS being completed by the American Smelting
and Refining Company at Perth Aml>oy, N. J.,
for the handling of South American ores, accord-
ing to an announcement fnjm the Department of

Commerce.
All arrangements have been made for the

imjH)rtation of Bolivian tin ore. The venture
is the first attempt to establish the tin in<lustrN'

in this country.
First word of the new industr\' was received in

a letter from William Ixx^b, Jr., of the American
Smelting and Refining Company, to Secretary
Rcdfield, in which it was stated that the new plant
for the smelting of tin ores and concentrates and
the electrolytic refining of tin had practically

l)een complete<i. There were many difficulties

in the way of establishment of the industry in

this country, he told the secrelar>', but these

have all been overcome.
Heretofore this country has iinixiriid al)oul

45,000 tons of tin annually, and alxjul 90 jK-r cent

of this came from the Straits Settlements, where
an exjiort duty is placed on ores to comiH.'!

treatment in the Settlements.

MTTLK I^ MINKD

Although the United States is ca.sily the

greatest user of tin, only a small (juantity is

mined in this country, and no smelting has InfU
done here. Large (|uantities are retcivc«l indi-

rectly by way of Knghuid, Belgium, ami (iennany,
in normal times. Some of this is from the
'^'' '- Scttl' - and some fmm the Bolivian
:;.:i.i ., the * irate ore being shippcii from
the latter country to Europe for further refining.

In normal limes the United Stales imiK)rts aUiul
S.S().(MM).()(M) worth •)f tin.

iiTirc than a thinl nf the

Bolivia pnxlijc ts aUnit
annually.
The B 1 iin. <» .\lr. l-»»«

l.tt.r I,.;. it! •

.. .:ih, with •

:she<l I IlinK- d«» n<»l pt

a im suitable for im plate, but the planl at iVrth
tiilM)y pr«»)'

'.ns from B' ;. .

rrtme the pHwIucl by the el<

A recent anxilysis of this ele^trolytu tui

rxjKrirni ,<1 « 1 • • ' ' ' it to run ""

per 1 1 ni pure, tnetul fn ni

it was produced containtil onlv 9.? |ht

For the manufacture of n is pn»-

notince<l as gtMwl a.s the I t;a :^iraiii im.

whii h IS S'

w«)rl<rs pr>

'at

•n.

\vi irt h

"In addition to bu-^'"' • the plant ••'

purchasing the South Ai; . tin ores," \\

.Mr. Loeb, "we are finanang the mintrs by
making liberal " v on shii>-

ments from Soul.. ..... i .. .i ,'. , ;,..jrt e\' 'ly

to be able to extend <mr present planl i»-

crease the business considerably. In the initial
-'

f our '

V. V ., V re grc».: . ... .j.. •

.

.,

the chief of your Bureau I ic

Commerce, the commercial attache of the
•leparlmcnt in Sfnith America, and by the
State Department."
There were many obstacles in the way of

imjiorting tin ore from Bolivia, stime <)f which
have In-en renv»vi><l tlv

State Department, an*. .,

the Department of C" le

projeit was formally launchi-*! when .Mr. I^ieb
calle<l at the Bureau of Foreign and I)t»mestic
(', .TiiTTi. r, ,. m^ii ,„itii.i,.i the im|mrlanif of
< :ig a til .; indu.siry m ihis

country and the dithculiies in the i^-ay of getting
t'n from B«)livia r- ' ' iircd

amounts. The \> . ^ : in

touch with its c at Lima.
Peru, who thereuinm wenl to B " started,,• .,1

.1,
. .,1 ...^
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• lut

luent.
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their favor and lead to the estabhshment of

commercial relations with that country which
•' lerwisc have been difficult to effect.

. . livlivian minister, Senor Don Ignacio

(.".uderon, calls attention to this important point

by emphasizing the necessity of buying in

f iintries as well as selling there. The
• carry ore to the United States will

. k American products for South Amer-
ican markets.

USES OF RARE METALS OUTLINED
BY U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Uses of rare metals have been outlined as

follows by the U. S. Geological Survey:

Antimony—Used in Babbitt and other bear-

ing-metals; type metals; "white metal" alloys

used as a foundation for silver plate, coffin

trimmings, toys, clock frames, etc. ; shrapnel

and other bullets and shot. Various salts are

used in manufactured rubber, enamels for

household utensils and wares, in glass making
and in dyeing. Used sparingly in pyrotech-
nics and medicine.
Arsenic—In the elemental form arsenic is

used to harden shot and make them take a
rounder form. As arsenious oxide, the "white
arsenic" or "arsenic" of commerce, it is used
extensively in glass ; as an insecticide and
weed killer. Many other arsenic compounds
are also used as insecticides, and others are
used to a small extent in dyeing. Small quan-
tities are used in tanning and medicine.
Bismuth—The metal is used as a component

of cliche or low melting-point metals and in

solders. The various salts such as the sub-
nitrate, sub-gallate, salcylate and others are
used in medicine.
Selenium—Used in making red glass, elec-

trical resistances, and cells for measuring
lisht.

Tellurium—V'ery little use is known for
tellurium. .\ little has been used in coloring
Klass. and a patent has been taken out for its

use in aluminum alloys.

C'o6a//—Used in coloring glass and ceremic
wares blue; in "high-speed" tool steels; in
stellite (an alloy of cobalt, chromium and
other metals, depending upon the use to which
>* >' "

' 't) ; and in insect poisons.
i/«—Used in ribbon or wire in

al resistance furnaces; as sui)ports for
n filaments in incandescent electric

d" tool steels, and, as
' in the determination of
; oru*. and in other chemical work. It

ne forms of stellite, and in

.
•*

,
,

... of nickel is in mak-
ing nickel steel. A nickel-copper alloy is used

- bullets; great quantities of'
' various metallic

, ^.s are used in mak-
1"^ ,^*, mcrican coin known as a
^"'*^*'«^^ 25 per cent of nickel;

^''^^
- "10US nickel alloys are

L , , „ . . -^ ^'^^ steel. Monel
metal, an alIo>' ot njckel and copper, contain-

ing also a small quantity of iron, is made by
smelting the Sudbury (Canada) ores, without

separation of the metaUic contents. Monel
metal is used for valves on high-pressure

steam engines; as a roofing material, in sul-

phuric acid pumps ; and in other places where
a metal highly resistant to ordinary chemical

is needed.
Tantalum—Tantalum now is little used. For

a time it was used in making filaments for

incandescent electric lamps. It has also been

used in surgical and dental instruments, and
for pens.

Tz'-n—Tin is used largely as a coating for

sheet iron or sheet steel, to make tin plate,

ordinarily known as "tin," and of which it

forms only 1 to 3 per cent ; used extensively

in alloys for bearing metals, "white metals,"

etc. ; also in making pipes for organs and in

many places where a non-oxidizing metal is

required.

Titanium—'Used in cast iron, steel, and
bronzes, largely as a purifier. Titanium po-
tassium oxalate is used as a mordant in dyeing
leather and some textiles. Other titanium
compounds find a small use. As carbide, ilme-

nite and oxide it is used in arc lamps.

Tungsten—The great use of tungsten is as

a component of the highly complex alloy steels

known as "high-speed" steel. In these 14 to

20 per cent of tungsten is used. It is also

U5,ed in some forms of stellite (see Cobalt).
Smaller quantities are used in incandescent
light filaments, in electric contacts. Roentgen
ray tubes, phonograph needles, and as an alloy

with iron in castings for automobile engine
valves.

Uranium—Many experiments have been
made with the object of using uranium as an
alloy in steel, but they do not seem to have
been very successful. Uranium alloys with
copper and other metals have been placed on
the market to be used in brass and other alloy

work, principally as deoxidizers. Uranium
salts are used in glass and pottery coloring.

Vanadium—The great use of vanadium is as

a component of the "high-speed" and other
steels. Vanadium is also used as a deoxidizer
in steel, bronzes, brasses and bearing metals.
Small quantities of vanadium salts are used in

various chemical industries.

Radium—Radium is almost wholly used as

a curative agent in various diseases, such as

cancer, lupus, eczema, arthritis, etc. A little

radium is used in making luminous clock and
watch faces, house numbers, etc.

Mines Exhibit at Panama
A. A. Krogdahl of the Bureau of Mines, San

Francisco, has been furloughed to accept duties
with the Panama National Exposition Com-
mission which will have charge of the American
exhibit at the Panama Fair, which will open
February 21.

The Bureau .of Mines sent the principal
portion of its San Francisco exhibit to Panama
for the fair which will be given under the aus-
pices of that republic.
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BIRDSEYE TELLS OF TRIP
IN MT. RAINIER BLIZZARD

Claude H. Birdseye, who has just been
made chief of the Rocky Mountain division
of the topographic section of the United
States Geological Survey, is well known
among Western mining men. lie led a partv
up Mount Rainier a few years ago. An ad-
venture resulted, which he narrates as fol-

lows :

"Our start was made at 5 o clock in the
morning. Our instruments and light rations
gave a pack of twenty pounds per man. and
we climbed at a brisk rate, reaching the top
of Gibraltar at 7:30 and East Crater at 9:30
o'clock—a climb of over 4,000 feet in four and
a half hours. We noticed very little wind
until the brim of the crater was reached, but
once on top the gale was terrific. We at
once threw up a rock wall as a wind shelter

for the surveying instruments, but before any
observations could be made clouds rolled in

from an apparently clear sky, preventing any
work for the time being. To remain was
undoubtedly dangerous, but we decided to

take a chance. The study of mountain con-
ditions during the preceding month had
proven that no prophecy could be safely

made as to summit weather on Mount Rai-

nier. It would be exceedingly discouraging,
we felt, to descend and then find that con-
ditions on top had suddenly changed for the
better. Consequently, we remained behind
our wind shelter until noon. Then the
weather suddenly turned much worse and
snow commenced to fall. Hastily swallow-
ing a small portion of our lunch, we started

the descent, having cached our instruments
in a comparatively dry ice cave. Our trail

made on the ascent was found obliterated,

but we continued down, relying on the di-

rection of the wind for our bearing and
realizing that a return to the crater could
be made if necessary. The wind veered,

however, and when our barometers " l

the general elevation of Gibraltar no t.ii...i..ir

landmarks or rocks could be recognized We
found ourselves in a labyrinth of crevasses,

and soon had to confess that we were utterly

lost. Krogh insisted that we were at the

head of Emmon's Glacier, while Hannon and
I felt that the crevasses were at the head of

Nisqually Glacier. Several attempts were
made to locate Gibraltar by traveling later-

ally along the slope of the mountain at the

supposed elevation of this rock, but with no
results. By 3 o'clock in the afternoon we de-

cided that further *' t was impossible,

while to remain in ti.. .,.cn woulcl Ik- fatiil.

Consequently, a return to the summit was
ordered, and a two-hour climb of danger
and torture " We now found that

new ^'^ ".• h.»-. i th" ' '.v *v:v;'". '" »kinu

the iigs very dan^ wr
sunk almost out of sight in the soil sr

but managed to wallow th-

ing the steepest slope we i< .-. i..

I. l.Al IJI. lllKUM.l I

Recently promutrd to fiosition ol • ' i*-

riiKinrcr in charge of Rocky Mgunlait
Geological Survey.

rim at 8 o'clock, all of us in a state of

utter exhaustion and chilled t !

through nearly to the point ezui^f.

Here on top we ^ ""d the b. -*-n
worse than on the , > It w.i

to stand erect on the rim, the men bc::.^

actuallv blown back into •" -.iter, wh
however, it was possible t*» ;;.•»<' '" ' -

few yards ahead. We were sen

tically for the steam caves The first cave
encountered " we lost

nt) t- --n had
sevei 1 were
steam jets, and we st- : the '.

ing. about 6xKx3 feet, tor our abudc iicre

we part«.H>k <
'* ' — ^^ .. .

\. </ ^f
an omnsrr or .md
one per man. but. best of all. a
pint ui hut tea. which one uf the men had
c;i" • - •' '

••'

-. was unduubtedl%'
a life-saver, one can Xnak bark upon it with
no f«

h..
•

oi

V
and
a rr

of re.4

.ve wi
I'd an

>rt in and :

• er from
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at and rudelv awakened by the others. All

three of us were thoroughly inured to expo-

sure and hardship but this experience was

perhaps a record-breaker. As morning broke

and the dav advanced with no indication of

a change in weather, our sufferings visibly in-

creased. With budding hopes, .each man
would make a trip out on to the rim, only

to return with clothes frozen stiff and hopes

shattered. It was not until toward noon

that the sun appeared at intervals through

clefts in the clouds overhead, even then to

'• --^near after shedding a few seconds'

th. But a rising barometer revived our

spirits, and we prepared to attempt a descent

at the first indication of a break in the

weather. Our clothes had long since been

steam soaked, but every man carried an

extra pair of heavy woolen socks, which we
used as mittens, and. although these were

wringing wet. we partially dried them by plac-

ing them inside our clothing next to the

skin. The same crude process of drying and
ironing was followed by each with a large

bandana handkerchief, which, bound around

the head, would afford some protection to

the ears and face.

'"At 2 o'clock in the afternoon the clouds

broke to the eastward, and Gibraltar became
visible just where it should be, but where

we had failed to find it. No time was lost.

Scrambling over the rim. we started down
the mountainside, half running, half sliding,

sometimes involuntarily slipping and tum-

bling head first, our only thought being to

get off the summit as quickly as possible.

Almost instantly all our clothing, as well as

our head and hand coverings, were frozen

stiff; but this mattered not. Crevasses filled

tx) the brim with new snow proved no obsta-

cle to our rapid progress, which, in fact,

became a rout, and the descent to Gibraltar

from the crater, nearly 2.000 feet, was made
in twenty minutes.

TIN PRODUCED IN ALASKA
GOES ABROAD FOR REDUCTION

There just has come from the presses of
the ' 1 Survey a new report on tin

m'" ' ri. It is by Henry M. Eakin,
V, i to geologic reconnaissance
and investigation of mineral resources in

Alaska.
In d! ""-^'ng tin mining in Alaska, Mr.

Eakin, - ,, other things, says

:

"The first discovery of stream tin in Alaska
was m '

'

'
'ical Survey in 1900

OP ^'•''
. u... York district, which

r' rn extremity of Seward
}' ia. ini-. discovery awakened interest
in ;. ' ' of fi: '

' ommercial bodies
of t; rt of .1, and in 1001 and
1902 cf :e prospecting for stream tin

'Tu-(\ on in this field. The first com-
nicn.i..i . -. .'•.-»:r,n of tin ore was made in
1©02. ;it time until 1911. when the
first tin dredge was installed, the placers were

worked only on a relatively small scale. Since

1911 the dredge on Buck Creek has operated

successfully each season, and in 1914 two

dredges were installed on Anikovik River, for

tlie recovery of gold and tin together.

"Lode tin was first discovered at Cape
Mountain in July, 1902, by W. C. J. Bartels.

The following year Arthur J. Collier and

Frank L. Hess, of the Geological Survey,

found a tin-bearing lode on Lost River, in

the eastern part of the York district. Lode
mining has been carried on to a greater or

less extent ever since the first discovery. The
earliest operations were carried on for several

years at the Cape Mountain locality, consider-

able underground development work being

done and a few small shipments made. The
ground held by the company was then pat-

ented, and the property has since been idle.

The Lost River mine had been under develop-

ment in a small way for several years prior

to 1913, when the more extensive operations

under the present management were begun.

Stream tin has also been found in different

parts of the Yukon basin—on Cleary and other

creeks of the Fairbanks district in 1904, in

the Circle and Hot Springs districts, probably,

in 1908, and in the Ruby district in 1912.

There has, however, been no commercial de-

velopment in any of these fields except in the

Hot Springs district.

"Practically all the tin produced in Alaska
has been shipped abroad for reduction. The
earlier shipments went mainly to Swansea.
Wales, but lately a large part of the produc-
tion has been sent to Singapore.
"The tin deposits of the York region have

been investigated by a number of different

parties of the Geological Survey. The most
exhaustive studies are those contained in the

earlier report of A. J. Collier and a later pub-
lication by Adolph Knopf.
"The growing importance of the tin-mining

industry in Alaska led to a re-examination of
part of the York district in 1914, and to a

similar investigation of the tin deposits of
the Hot vSprings district. Only a brief time
could be devoted to the work."
Mr. Eakin acknowledges the courteous hos-

pitality shown to him by the residents of the
districts visited, and the assistance in collect-

ing data generally lent by the operators. Spe-
cial acknowledgment is due, he says, to George
Jamme, of Lost River and Seattle; Walter
Johnson, of San Francisco, and Sylvester
Howell, of Tofty.

BLACK HILLS REGION SUBJECT
OF ELABORATE FOLIO

N. II. Darton and Sydney Paige are com-
pleting an elaborate folio of the northern
Black Hills area, which includes Deadwood
and Lead. The latter mining district con-
tains the famous HomevStake mine. The geol-
ogy of this region is highly complicated. The
folio is one of the most elaborate yet com-
pleted by the Survey.



Recent Patents of Interest to Mining

Lamp-Holding Attachment for Miners'
Caps, \o. 1168700. This invention is by
Lovell M. Ashley, Jr., of Winona, W. V'a.,

and relates to lamp holding attachments for

miners' caps. The holder consists of a
bracket, including iaterally bent terminal
portions adapted to be attached to the top
and vizor of the cap, with a band slidably

mounted on the intermediate portion of the
bracket, with a means for locking the band
against sliding movement and lamp holding
arms carried bv the band.

SINTKRING

Method of Agglomerating Ores, Xo. 1166903,

by Philip O. Harding, of Pittsburgh, Pa
This invention relates to the agglomerating
of ore, particularly iron ore, a procedure
commonly called sintering.

In the ordinary operation of blast fur-

naces there is a large amount of flue dust,

which is rich in iron, but V^ecause of its finely

divided condition is dirticult to handle, and
the recovery of its iron content has been
found to be so costly that it has only been
regarded as waste. The effort to recover the
ore from the flue dust led to the sintering

process.

It has been found a matter oi grcai ditn

culty to obtain a unifonn agglomeration
and produce an article which does not con-

tain pockets of unaltered and friable ma-
terial.

This invention consists primarily in sub-

jecting a body of material to be agglomer-
ated to a progressive combustion, which ad-

vances through the body, causing the cur-

rent of combustion-sustaining gas to flow to

the region of combustion through that pt)r-

tion of the body which has already been sub-

jected to the agglomerating fire, and at the
.«;ame time effecting a breaking up of that
portion of the body through which the com-
bustion-sustaining gas is advancing Such
breaking up opens the pockets of unaltered
material, and the current of air v • the
material .so exposed back into the .

' '»f

combustion, where it will undergo n

and agglomeration
The inv ts of an is

for perf<i iiims "" -i-i ration

scrihed.

I 1 »• • ^ » <iC

ASSICNKD TO JF.KIRKV MFC. CO.

Mine Cage No 116S:,01. by Paul \V H..lsicin.

of Columbus, Ohio, and assigned to the Jef*

frev Manufacturing ' my
This m\ • * " ' i'» IT-- • •-- :"*d

has for it ; _ a . i to j. »•

ism whereby a car can txr run upon the

cage at a landing and held more securely
in position than heretofore while the cage
is being lifted to the surface of the ground
The cage comprises essentially tv - -•;.

the sling frame and the tilting ,.^:. ..;i

pivotally secured to each other at their lower
ends. A canopy is provided to protect w- •'.

men in the cage from falling bodies. This
canopy is so hinged that it can be swung
into a vertical position to permit the low-
ering down the shaft of rails, etc. This
cage is equipped with a latch ted to
catch and hold in fixed ;•

''•.•••

tudinally an oncoming car. wit. .1
to support the car body, and a means for
lowering the car until the car body rests
upon the .skids.

DKSULPHURIZINC

Desulphurizing and Smelting Ores No.
1.169.069. by Arthur S. Dwight. of New York.
\. Y. This invention relates to improve-
ments in pr«' for t-

larly those v. ar»*

phurizing. The prtKi
and smelting ore initially in a fine condiT
by continually f«' • a thin stream ur
layer of the ore. -.i ••.* the -^"—n into
a relatively strong ai ..;id sii. .ike at
a point relatively remote from the region of
.smelting, and continually moving the cake
horizontally awav from the region of the for-

ward part of the cake into the regi'.n of

smelting, .subjecting it to smelting
The invention also t of an .

for ore tr ' nt c<

moving cIl ... .1. a :;

continuous stream of ore on '

with a means for causing the sintenng ot the
ore by the action of heat into a c s

cake, and also a means for C'

.smelting the forward end of the .. ^'

cake, while the cake retains the heat oi

tering

I' -TRATI.NC PLANT

Means for ^""' "ntratinjc Ores. N*'^ ' ^''T

ftas Hv T). A Edison, of i i

I'.irk West Uranjte. N. J The uivcnljon
r<

'

M meant for <

e; 1

are of • invention ;

vidcs 1
*

.

plurahtv .

tially level, ,•

to arranged a .>-h o'. t

an ai: t

i.ii.Fv 1". produ
uniform t\ cental
tion in p ^ of each of the tanks.
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means for introducing ore into the uniformly

tlowing liquid in each tank, by which the

. -, lents are separated and depos-

•

i uv....v..;ig to their density by the action

gravity and the flowing liquid. It also

provides means for collecting and removing

ore constituents so deposited.

CONCENTRATION

Apparatus for Separating the Metallic^ and

Rockv, Constituents of Ores. No. 1,167,835.

By Dudlev H. N orris, of San Francisco, Cal.

It' relates to the concentration of metallic

ores. The invention comprises an apparatus

for separating the metallic and rocky con-

stituents of ores, comprising means for intro-

ducing water containing air in solution into

a flowing mixture of crushed ore and water

at a number of different points along the

path of travel of the mixture, so as to cause

nascent bubbles of air to form continuously

and rise to the surface, carrying off the

metallic particles of ore.

ZINC ORE TREATMENT

Process of Recovering Zinc from its Ores.

No. 1.167,701. By Frederick Laist and
Frederick F. Frick. of Anaconda, Montana.
This invention relates to the hydrometal-

lurgical treatment of zinc ores, and is

specially adapted to the treatrnent of so-

called complex sulphide ores which are not

readily amenable to treatment by the usual

process. The process consists of leaching the

ore with an acid reagent, oxidizing the dis-

solved ferrous salt, purifying the solution

by adding thereto an excess of calcine in

presence of an agent capable of oxidizing fer-

rous iron, and electrolytically regenerating

the oxidizing agent with simultaneous depo-

sition of metallic zinc.

REDUCING IRON ORES

Process of Reducing Iron Ores and Other
Metallic Oxids to the MetalHc. • No. 1,167,-

016. Bv Emil Bruce Pratt, of Lakewood,
Ohio.

Mr. Pratt claims to have found a process
of reducing iron ore to metallic states, by
h-n'ing the ores within a furnace to the
:•'

• -Nsary temperature in the presence of

hydrof^en as the reducing agent, excluding
all o s. and admitting to the fur-

nn- :—' -mts of carbon as will

g. il the desired amount
of carbon, and regulating the temperature
of all p

' the charge to cause the desired
arr •"-•

...ca "^ ^ • ore and in the fluxing
n". ' be rt ; and as .silicon to com-
bine with the iron. The metal can then be
w "

' from the furnace in the desired
CC/A 1 '.A • I. I ' ./ I I .

This invention relates to ore drying apparatus

suitable also for drying other similar ma-

terials, in which the ore to be dried is con-

tained in revoluble containers which are

subjected to the action of heat. One of its

objects is to provide a construction such that

products of combustion may be carried from

the fire box without contacting with the

material being dried. Another object is to

provide a feeding means by which the pas-,

sage of the ore through the feeding chute to

the feed box may be controlled, and also to

provide means whereby the containers for

drying the ore may be revolved.

AMAI^GAMATION

Combined Concentrating and Amalgamat-
ing Machine. No. 1,169,083. By Warren L.

McLean, of San Francisco, Cal.

This invention relates to a combined con-

centrating and amalgamating machine. One
of its objects is to produce a -concentrator

for handling gold-bearing sand, and particu-

larly to separate the coarser gold by con-

centration and the fine gold by amalgama-
tion. Another object is to produce an
apparatus in the nature of a "knock-down"
structure that may be readily taken apart

for shipment and put together again by a

person of ordinary ability, and to produce an
apparatus that is simple in construction, effi-

cient and durable in operation, and which is

so arranged that the water may be reused,

practically speaking, indefinitely.

Several new methods of increasing the sup-

ply of American potash have recently been
brought to the attention of the Bureau of

Foreign ,and Domestic Commerce, of the

Department of Commerce. One of the most
promising of these efforts to find a substitute

for German fertilizers is a patent taken out a

few weeks ago by a Canadian for a method of

using the potash in ordinary feldspar.

The process is a simple one, consisting of

heating the feldspar with limestone and iron

oxide at a temperature of about 2,200° F.,

which produces a partly fused mass that is

easily decomposed by a weak acid. From
this product the potash salts can readily be
extracted for further purification. The in-

ventor has been in consultation with Dr.
Norton, the expert who has been looking
after the potash and dyestufif situations for

the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce, and it seems very possible that greatly
simplified method of transforming feldspar
into fertilizer will soon be available.

ORE DRYING

Ore Dr>'ing Apparatus. No. 1,166,909. By
John Q. A. Houghton, of Lowell, Vermont.

Carborundum Materials

Carborundum refractory materials are manu-
factured only by the Carborundum Company,
Niagara Falls, N. Y. ^Statistics can be obtained
only from that company.



STANDARDIZATION OF MINE-ACCIDENT RECORD
HAS BEEN BEGUN

Bureau of Mines Sends Out New Blanks Showing the Nature of the Report That
is to be Made at the End of the Present Year More Detailed Infor-

mation Requested Inaccuracies to be Eliminated

What is regarded by authoniies as a long
step forward in the matter of securing mine
accident statistics has lx*en taken by the Burtau
of Mines. Information that will go more into
detail and that will do away with certain in-

accuracies will be called for at the end of the
current year.

The Bureau has sent out to all operators of

mines, coal and metal, the blanks which are to
be used this year. This in itself has called

forth much commendation. Too often in-

formation is asked at the end of the year which
requires a great deal of additional lalx^r to

furnish. When the operators are aware at the
beginning of the year just what they are going
to be called upon to furnish, it is a matter of

little inconvenience to arrange their records so
that the matter may be kept day by day. At
the end of the year it is then just a matter of

entering the figures on the blanks the Govern-
ment furnishes.

The new blanks will make possible the
standardization of mine accident records

throughout the countr\'.

Fatality rates based on the numlx-r of men
or- ^ -cd are not as accurate as they should Ik*,

l" < many of the men do not work full

time, are not exposed to danger as long us others,

and the calculated fatality and injur\' rates are

too low. The rales should Ik* b;i.se<l (jn the

numlK.*r of full-time men actually exposed to

the dangers of the mine, and can be obtained
only by recording the actual numUr of hours
worked during the year, as shown on the juiy-

roll. The total numlK-r of hours for all men
divided liy 3,0()0 will give the actual numl)er of

3,(HK)-hour workers exi>ose<l to the hazard of

the industr\' during the year. For this reason

the form calls for total hc-iirs worked bv .ill

men during the year.

On the following form, for inslantx*, the iwenly-
tw«) * numlK-recl are th<

i
.

i ,,^

re<iu ... from coal mine <
; . ; . y.

Under each of these heads more <•
! in-

formation is asked. The letteretl items are new.

.M MiiKK K1L1.KD LNUEKGKot ND

1. Falls of R-f'V -»ck, etc.):

(o) At
(b) In room or chamlKt.
(c) On road, i*nlr>', or gjr

(d) On slope.

2. Falls of r - '"'

(u) At
(b) On u

* 'i'i'»i;i;"»K'

3. Miner
(a) >

(b) i
. ..

(c) Fallmg from trips.

{d) Run over by car or motor.
(e) r •• -I" •'-n car and rib.

(f) ' n car and roof while
-. i-.ng.

(H) Ktr -r or trip.

(h) v.- :^.

4. (liLs I-2v_ i Buminr das:
(a) I.)ue to open light.

(b) Due to electric arc.

(c) Due t' '^ •" • ^ t.

id) Due t' ;-oWf!er.

(c) Mi.scellant*ous.

5. Coal-Dust I" ^ (includi: ,: - i .in 1

di; •
•

(o) . ,
light.

(6) Due to electric arc.

(c) Due to bl t.

((/) r>---
•

i> "i jH-.w.-Vr

(e) V
6. Explosives:

(o) V ,.

(c)

(d) Premature blast and short fuse.

ie) i

if) 1

(f) .

,
.or candle.

(X) Relume*! Itx

(«) 1

(;)
•'• '•

; iMM.ii

a^
(/ lt into ur *.

( t

4 .

s. 1

(.

( •.'%.

9. Anuiu»i>.

10.
% • « a

11. .Si UK i::ii !,i'uriicu, suli'-« uica, eve;

12.

r>rr<nn
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NLMBliK KILLED IN SHAFT

13. F "- - Down Shafts or Slopes.

14. i

'

^ Falling Down Shafts or Slopes.

15. Cages or Skips.

16. Other causes

:

(a) Overwinding.

(6) Breaking of cables.

(c) Miscellaneous.

MMBER K.ILLED OX SL'RFACE

17. Mine Cars and Mine Locomotives.

18. Electricity.

19. Machinerv.
20. Boiler Explosions or Bursting Steam Pipes.

21. Railway Cars and Locomotives.

22. Other causes:

(a) Explosives.

(b) Fall of person.

(c) Falling objects.

{d) Suffocation in chute, bin, or culm.

(e) Miscellaneous.

INTERESTING POINTS BROUGHT OUT
IN INCIDENTAL GEOLOGICAL FINDS

Radium deposits, the wearing away of the

land by the sea, the make-up of the upper part

of the earth's crust at various places, the de-

velopment of mountain ranges, and the origin

of dolomitic limestones are some of the sub-

jects discussed in a volume recently published

by the Geological Survey entitled "Shorter
Contributions to General Geology, 1914." In

former years the announcement of incidental

discoveries made by geologists in connection
with the study of their main problems has
awaited the preparation of extended reports

on those problems, but by a plan which has
recently been put into operation by the United
States Geological Survey such minor addi-
tions to the world's store of knowledge, even
though unrelated, are now grouped together in

one volume and published as promptly as

.-"iiiL- of the conclusions in the volume which
has just appeared are of interest to the gen-
eral public : others will be appreciated only by
those who have made a special study of geol-
og>-. For example, the articles on the rock
strata known to geologists as the "Montana
group" descril>e the strata which make up
t' and their variations from place to

P--y " ' '•rpret the facts set forth, giving
their si. ^nce as tf) the origin of the strata
and the conditions under which they were
formed. Mo^t of the field evidence was ob-
tain^rf in examinations of public land for the
I of determining its value as coal land.

Indircrtlv a thorough knoweldge of the
**ra*- '-

-' '"-ling of coal and other
^*"'

•

' ""• ^"^ *^^ v^^"^* ^f the
work 15 not wholly expressible in dollars and

the realm of pure science the
'f the make-up of the earth
:i the past has a value entirely

apart irom what such knowledge may at ores-
or ir 'v m money.

.. pitch" ores of Colorado

r

V

a;

ent

that State, but also a brief description of the

principal European occurrences of pitch-

l)lende, one of the ores of radium. An article

on erosion in Chesapeake Bay prophesies that

certain islands in the bay will be washed away
by the waves within the next century and
shows the places on the bottom of the bay to

which the sand and soil of these islands is

being carried by the waves and currents. An-
other article describes some lavas which have
been thrust into cracks in the earth's crust in

the vicinity of Spanish Peaks, Colo. Still

another article shows that echinoderms, a

class of sea animals, secrete skeletons of one
kind of material in cold water and of another

kind in warm water, and that the origin of

magnesian or dolomitic limestone, which has

long been a mystery, may be partly explained

by the nature of these skeletons, myriads of

which make up considerable parts of certain

rocks. Several papers discuss the strata un-
derlying the surface of the earth in various

parts of the country and give data of use to

the driller of deep wells.

CRUDE MOLYBDENITE MAY BE
ADMITTED FREE OF DUTY

Molybdenite, freed from gangue, may be
admitted to this country free of duty, accord-
ing to a decision by the United States Court
of Customs Appeals. In the case of Hamp-
ton, Jr.. & Co. versus the United States the

court repealed the decision in this case of the
Board of General Appraisers. The decision
of the court is summed up as follows:

1. Molybdenite, Mineral Substance, Crude.

—

Molybdenite, a mineral substance imported
in its natural state as freed from the rock or
gangue formation in which it is found by
crushing the rock or gangue without crush-
ing or changing the condition or formation of
the mineral itself and then placing the whole
in water when the mineral rises to the sur-

face, and is skimmed off, is not dutiable
under paragraph 81 of the tariff act of 1913
as a mineral substance partially manufac-
tured, but is free of duty under paragraph
549 as a mineral not advanced in value or
condition, etc.—Meyers v. United States (1 Ct.
Cust. Appls., 506) distinguished.

"2. Process Not Manufacturing Process.

—

It
has been uniformly held in customs interpre-
tation that the application of processes neces-
sary to produce an article from its native
condition and to bring it into a condition that
it may be imported, without affecting its

per se character, is not regarded either as a
manufacturing process or as a process advanc-
ing it in value or condition.

includes not only an :.
' of those ores in

Advertising Barred by Government

A regulation prevents the display of ad-
vertising matter in any Federal building. This
accounts for the fact that many of the high
class calendars which are sent out by mining
and other companies, are not seen in the
Government offices to which they are sent.



Traffic Developments of the Month

Reasonable Rates to Be Secured

In the case of Ci. B. Markle Company vs.

Lehigh Valley Railroad Company in which
complaint was made that rates applying ••• n
anthracite coal in carloads from certain c - >.

in the Lehigh coal region of Pennsylvania to
Perth Aml)oy f. o. b. vessels for transshipment
are unreasonable and unjustly discriminaior>';
the commission held that:

1. Reasonable rates for the future will be
secured complainants by the order entered in

Rates for Transportation of Anthracite Coal,

35 I. C. C, 220.

2. Following Plymouth Coal Co. vs. L. V
Co., 36 L C. C, 140, defendant found to have
justified its refusal to continue to furnish ^' - ".-

l)ins at Perth Amboy, \. J., for the free -

of anthracite coal, and defendant's demurrage
regulations governing anthracite coal awaiting
transshipment at Perth Amboy found re ible.

3. Question of reparation held in aU for

determination in a supplemental report.

R. R.

Trim Down Coal Rates

In the case of Chas. W. Davis vs. Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Railway Company,
the rates charged for the transjxjrtation from
Manistique, Mich., to Ciladstonc, Mich., of

shipments of hard and soft coal, in carloads,

originating in Pennsylvania and West Virginia

were found to have been unrea.^nnable to the

extent that they e,xceede<l rates of 75 and 50
cents per net ton, resj)ectivcly. Rates of 75

cents on hard coal and 50 cents on s<^)ft coal

were prescTiIx»fl as maxima for the future. Rep-
aration was awarded.

To Decide Reparation Issue Later

In the case of tlu- Plymouth (^)al C< •>' -

Pennsylvania Railroad Company and aj..

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western Railroatl

Company in which complaint was made that

rates applying u|)on anthraiiti- c«»al in car' '

from Plymouth an<l Luzeme, I*a., to

Aml)oy and Hol)oken, N. J., f o. b. vessels for

transshipment are unreasonable, the Commis-
sion held:

1. Reasonable rates for the future will lx»

sceurerl complainants by the order enlere<l in

Rates for Transportation of Anthradte Coal, 35

I. C. C.. 220.

2. Question of re|>aralion held in alK'vance

for determination in a supplemental rqKirt.

Withdraw Import Rates

'pj^i' I If. .1 ...•. 1 VI if 111 !r 1 vv il III itnrajrt ro'*'^ '~'^

frrr< »i to i

freight i m icrriiory was foun<l to be

justified bv iJic i^ommission.

Will Order Refund

In the case of the National Petroleum As>rK-ia-

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R
. UIXJI

S« I f.

that .:

1

tion r,

C
CO

. t>r

ra' ..her than their \>

to |)etroleum tailings in car
refineries in the Stale of K.
refiners' at Vinita, in the Suiic '.i « •

East St. I>)uis. Ciranite City, and (

F)ast Chicago and (»ar>'. Ind., am! R.:

Milwaukee, Wis., the ' ission lleid. i nai
the publisheil rates on ikui...

lawfully applicable to the si ,

and that refund of overcharges will be c
on prf)iH'r showing. Waiver of ixTtain umicr-
charges outstanding was authorized.

rix Coal Rat«

In the case ot the Pitt ( vs.

Pennsylvania Railrr>ad C-i r-

mission finds the present r.i •
i

Besco, Pa., to Ashtabula Harl»or. Ohio, and
other lake |X)rts in t'

transshipment by v»

jKjints l>eyond, to Ik-

that it exceetls 78 cents per net ton. The
southern Ik v nf the Pittsburgh <ll<trict

is changed i-- mm lude Besco.

Increase Not Allowed

lump t.««il 1

ami Wyoming to destmations m N<
Col«»railo on ll of the Union 1

road was not ju^imi^i.

Joint Rates Upheld

In

the pi- .j-. . .

jMtints in W'^-^x V; ,

IS not y I by the Iniimilale t

Conmii.«i.s»t>n.

% •*%« v« tf

li-

ce

Must Continue Throufh Rates

1"

.Ml

justthi'd.

t not

Rtparauon OramMd

Rcoftni*""" ^' '--•• .''«^*Ttl \jx *'*•' f*"»

minion v
Prime Weslrm Spelter Co. v»

! uumab' ' <rfeiao i-

•.iil I'_%1' 15 fcl!l« ' •!»

Ml
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UNCLE SAM is conducting a multitude

of activities which have a bearing on

mining. Men engaged in this industry

cannot afford to be out of touch with this

work.

The Mining Congress Journal, the official

organ of the American Mining Congress, is

covering the Washington field carefully in its

news columns. It offers a ready means of

keeping you informed as to the efforts the

Government is making in your behalf.

It is important not to forget that matters

develop in the capital which menace your

best interest. It is advantageous to know of

these things in time to counteract them.

The Mining Congress Journal covers Con-

gress, the Bureau of Mines, the Geological

Survey, the Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion, the Supreme Court, the Land Office,

the Patent Office, the Department of Labor

and the other Federal offices where the work

affects the mine owner or operator. State

mining legislation and current decisions are

featured. There are many other interesting

features as to mines in the Journal.

Can you afford to be without this service?

TESTS OF BUREAU OF MINES
EXPLODE ESTABLISHED THEORY

A coal dust with a high percentage of moist-
ure is not necessarily inexplodable, though it

has been frequently asserted that it is. The
tests of the United States Bureau of Mines
have shown that a certain coal dust from
Utah with nearly 15 per cent of moisture will

explode with a rise in pressure far greater
than that obtained on exploding some of the
coal dusts of West Virginia containing less
than 1 per cent of moisture. The water in

the Utah coal does not appear to make it safe.
That, at least, is the testimony of experiments
on a lal)oratory scale.

In the Utah coal mentioned there is much
volatile matter, hut in that from West Vir-
ginia tar less, and the great quantity of bitumi-
nous matter in the first coal appears to over-
come the immunity from inflammation which
mitiht otherwise result from the presence of
ur 'ure.

''^' t»'f 'ill "' coals contain not only
much water. 1 . much volatile matter, so
it is not safe to suggest that immature coals
arc safe; and, on the other hand, there is
abundant evidence that while mature coals
are not easily inflammable in laboratory ex-
periments and do not generate high pressures,
yet in actual tests, when dusts are detonated.
the dusts from such mature coal can produce
most disastrous eflfects; for, being able to gen-
erate the maximum heat, they assure the

greatest possible expansion and the highest

pressures.

The safety of Montana coal mines from ex-
plosions has been ascribed to the presence of

moisture in the coal, and it is true that the

water content of the samples of coal that have
been investigated is high, while inflammability
is abnormally low. But, while the moisture is

possibly a cause, it is not the sole reason for

the safety of the dust. Apparently its non-
friability is not an important cause either,

for even when ground fine for inflammabil-
ity tests the dust generates little pressure on
inflammation by an electric current.

The two Montana dusts tested by the Bu-
reau of Alines were reasonably low in ash, and
there is not a hint of the reason why they
should be so resistant to inflammation. Until
more is known and until the value of the tests

oi inflammation as a true index of explosabil-

ity is proved, experts are inclined to admit
they do not know why one dust explodes with
ease and violence and another dust with diffi-

culty and without energy.

As further evidence of the explosibility of
substances containing moisture it may be added
that no difficulty has been found in exploding
the dusts of grain, by intention or by accident.

These dusts all appear to contain from 6 to 10
per cent of moisture, and some also as much
as 16 per cent of ash. But these impurities do
not prevent such dusts from the sudden propa-
gation of flame.
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EDITORIALS

DROP LINCOLN'S POLICY;
AN EXPERIMENT BEGUN

Abraham Lincoln laid down the prin-

ciple of th? public -land policy undtT
which the West ha^" b^en developed, in

his memorable statement

:

"The public lands arc an imixrmanent
national possession held in trust for the

maturinj^ States."

The liberal i)olicy founded on that

principle continued for a iK'riod of forty

years without serious question as to its

advisability. Occasionally a lone critic

voiced the sentiment that all the people

should profit by the enhanced value of

projKTty brought alxnit by incn '

:

population. Reference was made to liie

fact that Manhattan Island, jnirr^ ^

in 1631 for S24, had ^Town to an as 1

valuation of more than four lu.... -n

dollars. The U'licf was expressed that

this immense increase in vahu' should

have Ix'nefited the whole |K*ople rather

than those who were fortunate rnou^jh

to Ix; its owners.
After forty years had jKissed. this

idea, based ujxm accusiilions of fraud

and dishonesty, comman<U'<l so mu» h

attention that in the vear PXV) m

order was issued h»y the President
withdrawing thousands of acres of mineral
lands from entry and settlement. This
order served to prevent acceptance of

filinj^s upon the mineral lands withdrawn,
and to make more difficult the securing

of patents by those who had applied for

them.
A perfectly fair, safe principle is

'

abandoned and an exjx'riment that

threatens the welfare of millions is to be
tried in spite of determined prote*

VALUE OF LIBER.\L LAND
POLICY PROVEN CLEARLY

Practically four-fifths of the area of the

United States was obtained at a cost to the

Government of a trifle over S76.00().()00.

Since that time the Government has re-

ceived for such of its lands as have
been sold the sum of $474.477.v^9.VSl.

In addition to having received an amount
six times greater than the amount paid.

large areas have been do- '

'

military service and for etiu

pur]X)ses; more than 80,000.000 av.u> .-i

land have been donated to railroad

coriK>rations to encourage railroad con-

struction, and the Government still retains

the ownership of a])proximately 450.000 -

000 acres of land. The result by
seems to be ample ju ition for the

lilx^ral land ix)licies which haxT con-

trolled during the T part of. the

nation's history. The most notable

result, however. Is the marvelous in-

dustrial growth which has obtainetl as a

result of this lilxTal jxilicy.

LABOR DEPARTMENT NO
PLACE F(^R MINES BURRrXU

It i.> (litVicull to understand the motives

of certain Ialx>r interests in ihcir c»>n-

linued agitation to have the Bureau of

.Mines transferred from the Inlcri<»r IV-

partnient to the Dejmrtnienl of \.

Several bills have l>ecn inircMluocd at

this n of Congn to this

end. i >ne nu-.isure v «» lar a«» Ij» pro-

vide for the UkIiIv iran>fer of the Bu-

reau to the Defwir ! of I

bills provide for uh: t la juri^uu
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tion over certain matters now being

handleil bv tlie lUireau of Mines.

The Department of Labor does not

pretend to be an agent of capital, or of

the employer. Lonis Tost, the assistant

secretary oi the Department, in explain-

ing to a representative of this jmblica-

tion just what his Department repre-

sents, said it is "the State Department

of LalK>r.*' just as the State Depart-

ment of the L'nited States, just as the

foreign ofhces of the European govern-

ments, contend for the rights of their

nationals, so does the Department of

Labor work in the interest of einployes.

Whether it is right to give one class

of the citizenry representation on the

cabinet without giving others equal

representation is another question and

one not pertinent to this editorial. With
this understanding of the function of the

Department of Labor is it fair to try to

put the Ilureau of Mines, an activity

having as much to do with the employers
as with the em])loyes. under its direc-

tion ?

The Ikireau of Mines has nothing to

do with the investigation of labor prob-

lems. It is a scientific bureau conducting-

researches into various aspects of mining
that are of interest to capital and labor

alike. Its w(jrk only can be successful

with the hearty cooperation of mine
owners. Despite the generosity and the

broadmindedness of mine oj)erators in

general, it is a very natural conclusion
that they would lo.se some of their enthu-
siasm for this cooperation if the work
were turned over to the Department of
Labor.

A bill providing for the transfer of
the Ilureau of .Mines to the Department
of Labor is not regarded seriously.

Such a step would be too radical. There
is menace to the mine safety work, how-
ever, in the transfer which was pro-
posed. Little additions made rjuictly

here and there to the jurisdiction of the
Department of Labor may continue until

one of the interests concerned in the
indu.strial upbuilding of the nation may
have a considerable proportion of the
administrative machinery under its

direction. The evils in having any of
this machinery in the hands of partisans

are many. Some of them we have dis-

cussed. We will go into this question

deeper at another time. Just at this

time, however, the American Alining

Congress is. particularly interested in

calling attention to insiduous activities

of some who would ruin the remark-

able prospect for good to the mining

industry in the activities of the Bureau
of Mines under the jurisdiction of the

Interior Department.

THE WATER POWER BILL

The bill for control of water power
upon the public domain, H. R. ^108, as

passed by the House of Representatives,

has been amended by the Senate Commit-
tee on Public Lands, by the substitution

of a bill eliminating very many of the

objectionable features in the bill, as

passed by the House.
Perhaps the Senate bill, as drawn, is

as nearly satisfactory as any bill can be

which will serve the purpose of the advo-
cates of this system. During the years

of Western development, rights of way
over the public domain for public uses

have been granted without question. The
provision for acquiring such right should
be not less onerous than those required

to secure rights of way for public uses

over privately owned property.

Under the new system, the right to

secure government-owned property for

public utilities is entirely abrogated, and
the government title held to be sacred, as

against the right of the public in the

creation of public utilities.

The title to privately owned land,

whether in the East or West, is always
held subject to the broader right of the

public, under the eminent domain acts to

condemn rights for public uses upon the

payment of its reasonable value to be
fixed by a jury. It frequently has been
held that the title of the government in

its ])ublic lands is that of a landlord, and
not of a sovereign. If this principle is

accepted, it would seem that government-
owned land can be condemned for public
uses under the laws of any State in which
the land is situated. The denial of the
right to develop such utilities as will

serve the ])ublic good will likely lead to a
bitter contest to determine the question as
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to whether the rij^dits of the government
are more sacred than the rights of indi-

viduals who hold their title hv jiatent

from the government.

WISHES OF WEST ARE
THWARTED IN CuNGRESS

Revision of the mining laws of the

United States was placed considerablv
further in the future last month by the

refusal of the Mines and Mining Com-
mittee of the House to report favorably

on either of the bills providing for an
investigating commission. The wishes
of the metal mining States were disre-

garded.

There are many reasons why one of

the chief industries of the nation is

treated so inconsiderately. Lack of co-

operation among mining men themselves
is the chief cause. They had no way of

making it absolutely clear that ihey are

a unit on this (|uestion. Another im-

portant cause is the existence in Con-
gress of the j)resent dangerous committee
system. The Mines and Mining Commit-
tee members, with one exception, have
no first-hand knowledge of metal mining.

In the rush of other duties, they have
not time to go deeply into intricate tech-

nical (juestions. Their constituents are

not interested in laws governing metal
mining. Any work their Representative

may do on the Mines an<l Mining Com-
mittee will gain him no favor among
those who will pass on his re-election

They have interests, however, that must
be attended to or a change in Re|)resenta-

tives will be likely. The natural course

is that such a committee will reach de-

cisions without delving into the matter

sulViciently dee|) to insure correct ju<lg

ment.

liefore a committee of this kind a

clever argument like that presented by

the .\la>kan delegate, is very likely to Ik*

successful. The majority of the com-
mittee accepted various arguments of

Judge Wickersh.un's which were ba>ed

on faulty premises. Thev did not have
the knowledge of conditi<uis to tlisoover

the errors of the o|)|)onent of revi^^ion.

Just one voting memlKT of the commit
tec lives west of the Mississippi Rivrr

Ju<lge W ickershanis argument un-
doubtedly was the direct cause of the
failure of the committee to re|K>rt Sena-
tor Smoot's bill favorably, \\h main argu-
ment being that the big smelter and cop-
per interests alone want the mining laws
revised.

This defeat may rouse Western minefN.
The metal mining interests have Ix-en

working too long handicap|)ed by a b.d!

and chain. The mining laws are arch..

They are depressing the industry. Thev
shoubl be revised. There is just one way
to secure it. Those interested directly

and indirectly in mining must get l)e-

hind this effort.

SAFETY-FIRST WEEK SHOULD
BE MADE PERMANENT

This month Washington is to be ^^•

scene of a great safety-first - ••

The Bureaus of the Federal ("i. ., . iu.M ,iL

interested directly in the constTvati"'^ "^

life and health will have cxHiLiirs :

will give a graphic impr» of the

work in which they are i

also vnW Ik* a convention of Slate nv
ins|x*ctors. The exhibits will lx» on
display for a wct*k and the Bureau of

Mines is referring to it as "safety-first"

week.
Wc commentl this happy thought Wi-

will go one step farther and s\:

safety-first wei-k Ik* inadc an am.
event. We believe that one wivk a >i .i:

can Ix' set ajwrl for exhi!)ils of the kind

l)eing planned for this year "-^ ^-^ •'•

meeting in Washington of . ..>.

having charge of the various ;t

relattil to mining and the cons4T\

life.

There is nothing so in.slruciive as c-

venlions. They are the oecasicm of

systematic dis<*ussioii of sv s of

gi I int in an
lKM)ks naturally - t Ix- ki-pl mirn-ni

The lhouv;hi .uul the most impn»vrd
praciiec is br ut by ihos** who
adclr .:». It is proUib''

h' r. iiuii uii^ adv.i v mv. '

pl.iLiti * • ' the ••

from tj.. .i.^. i« ...mgr . . . .

wlio ;|ttifi.^ \fin.' i'i ,'« .

St i'^.'.'

\

), ..
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out the specific points in his work that he

thinks is Hkely to be most instructive to

his coUoa>::ues.

The Federal Goveniment is in a posi-

tion where this safety-first week can be
made a great success. The American
Mininj:: Congress ^^^ll lose no opportunity

at the meetings that wHl be held this

month and afterwards to urge that safety-

first week be made an annual feature of

the work being conducted by this

Government in the interest of the

conservation of human life.

TARIFF COMMISSION PLAN
WILL APPEAL TO MANY

Senator Owen's plan for a permanent
tariff commission, with authority in the
President within maximum and minimum
limitations to use the flexible rate in the
encouragement of foreign trade relations,

vN-ill commend itself to the former advo-
cates of reciprocity. Senator Owen sums
up his reasons as follows

:

First. To enable the Executive De-
partment, every Member of the House
of Representatives and of the Senate,
and to enable the American people to
know the truth with regard to the fac-
tors entering into the cost of production
and distribution of articles entering our
foreign commerce and our domestic
commerce.
No Member of Congress can perform

his ordinarv' duties and at the same
time keep up authoritatively with the
4.000 items on the tariff schedule. It
is not humanly possible. Most of the
evidence submitted in Congressional
committee hearings on the tariff is

biased, or partial truth and partial false-
hood mixed, and is usually misleading.

Second. This knowledge is neces-
sary to enable Congress, and to enable
the Executive Department, to protect
American commerce against unfair prac-
tices from abroad, such as selling goods
below cost for the purpose of breaking

down American business enterprises by
unfair competitive war, and thereafter

obtaining a monopoly of that line.

Third. From the standpoint of

those who believe America might be in-

jured by the so-called dumping of

foreign goods on this market, such
information is essential to safeguard
our commerce.

Fourth. From the standpoint of

those who believe in reciprocal agree-

ments for the purpose of promoting oiir

foreign commerce, such information is

vitally necessary.

Fifth. From the standpoint of those

who do not believe in the protective

tariff, as understood by the Republi-
cans, but do believe in adjusting a
revenue tariff to increase the revenues,

and at the same time give a justified

incidental protection, such information
is necessary.

Finally, as a matter of course, those
who believe in a protective tariff would
naturally concede that this information
is vitally necessary to enable the tariff

schedules to be judiciously framed.

Senator Owen's "Justified incidental

protection " seems to describe with reason-
able accuracy the demand of the advo-
cates of protection. A duty which
covers "the difference in cost of pro-
duction here and abroad as measured by
the difference in the cost of the labor
involved" would seem to be a "justified

incidental protection
. '

'

So long as Mexico shall pursue its

various revolutions the lead and zinc

producers of America can well get along
without tariff protection. When Mexico
shall again restore order the zinc producer
of the Joplin District will not be able to
mine 3 per cent zinc ore with $3.50 labor
in competition with Mexican 40 per cent
ore with $.75 labor. This situation is

facing the American zinc and lead
producers to whom a "justified incidental
protection

'

' will be vehemently welcomed
in place of the present tariff duties on
these items.
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(Continued from page 58)

upon which a new decision must be made.
But because there is litigation under these laws
is no reason why there should be a revision of
the laws. It is a good reason why there should
not be a revision. But if it is a reason why
there should be a revision, let us start in on the
Ten Commandments. God knows there has
been more litigation arising over the Ten Com-
mandments or the principles involved therein
than all other law's that were ever written by
man. We might include them in this revision,

because of the extensive litigation which has
arisen from their violation.

There is and always was and always will be
litigation in respect to all of our property rights.

There is no property right either in the East or
West which is not frequently involved in litiga-

tion, and our courts are full of it all the time.

And the more we legislate, the more we turn our
revision over to unrestrained commissions who
are not responsible to the public for their

revision, the more litigation there will be.

Now, let us talk for a few minutes on the
subject of the United States mining laws. We
have here a bill for the revision of the United
States mining laws. What are the United
States mining laws? How many of this com-
mittee have gone over the United States mineral-
land laws and mining laws to discover what we
are talking about? Is it a big body of law or a
small one? What is it that we are talking

about? Here are two volumes, consisting of

the Bureau of Mines compilation of the United
States mining laws, prepared here in Washington
and annotated under the guidance of Judge
Thomi)son in the Bureau of Minos. I have
examined these volumes very carefully, and I

am ver\' greatly delighted with them. It is a
fin« work, and I want to call it particularly

to the attention of this committee, and thon I

wish to call the attention of the committee to

Judge Thompson's opinion with rt-spt'ct to the

bill Txjfore this committee.
It is argued here that this is an involved an<l

complex code; that it is something that you
gentlemen of this committee can not under-
stand. Why, my friend, Mr. Callbreath. in-

timated ver>' strongly that this conv
could not do anything with these laws; i;...> .

was not able to grasp the situation; that it was
not capable of judging in matters of this kind,

and therefore it would have to .

" "

power and pass it on to t'- ' •
. ,, j ;

vidcd for in the bill under > i. Wrll,

now, let us see if that is true. I^ct us sec if wc
cannot und 'if. with
the as- • • • .V ,, .1

,..,w......

we c.i the

Senator 'i'hom hc<l, that we do not neo<l

any commission, ilial we ca*

and <lo it much rr '^ • ' 'he -... . •... v. .• -• v...

country than a (<•

AS TO THK PKKSONNKL

Sup' ! pass this bill. S

pa*'*-*"' "': who i' (""M' '

on M? C;

lives who intrfKluced these bills in thr Hon .

and Senate will say, "We don't know; the
President is going to appoint them." But
these men who have been here . ng
for the OKI do not think that they are in the
dark so much alx>"T it T) ... »?,,,,'. ;,...- know
who is going to be .sion,
and there is no question but what they are very
much int • 1 in t' ' '

I v-illK

gentlemen v.

the apix)intments
Thr '

• 1 ^/ I T

1 r 1 <

Ti jmn v*iv »Vv>.vi.-' V

s are writing to us. They a
men—thev write nice letters; it is a f^reat

!

' :re to ! I have
M) muv.. I... ' Tx.f »1

this little l)ook. They t.

secretar>' of the Mining and Mctallurgicai
Society of America. Mr. SI " -ss

is 52 Broadway, New York, :. • rw a
little closer into their 'i-iru-s .> and
addresses, you will -r there is quite a

of them i 3Z iir .

" " '" 'k,

;;. '''1 in tl..^ , :..; and I •

Bri / bunch to mine the •

even if they do mine the miners in C ;o.

Now. Mr. SI • yf

the Missouri R..;, .. . -i . . ne
agent in New York, at 52 1 a
mining company in Ix)ndon, < <i in sellini;
^* 'cks, I imagine from the •

•

11' <i have any \'V'- ^• — • >v.in^iu. m, .., Uiv
cliaracter of their i

The miners in the West know these mininj;
,, ^.^11 that t'

are mining ex^xrts." Their c> con-
;e as you go alwiiu t.

aii'l 1 <\< 'u't '.'. <n,

and that is where this bill is headed for.

AS TO MR WI\( nil I

I w V ;>( :.iik u< :uitc about
u1'" 'x , ..;e. Here is :.. i the com-

on the revision of •.

jj Inw^ «p-
riicti by the Mining ami M .il

'^
' a. It IS the Ijo&u ux this

.,..,;.., ihc*^' ' < i"i''ii vKti >fi ^iillv and u
by H. V. W C. W.

le. and M. L. l- v arc the men
'«riginai uucvtvi f this idea,

. ^onl goes, of hii. ...^ .:u* revision

done. Now. who are thr\'> Who i« Mr.
Wind He Is a hne 'i£ to

f. .;
' T t, .

') his of that kind a good dral
T 1 .;: ! lie certainly stand*

'

r ntany
years, li .: en-

% I

C»1f

h I have l»crt\ n
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this document on the subject of this commission

bill. Second, he is a member of the American

Mining Congress and a member of the com-

mittee of that congress on the revision of the

mining laws of the United States, which com-

mittee is also ablv represented here urging this

commission bill. Third, he is the geologist—or

was for manv vears—of the Anaconda Copper

Mining Co., and is now and has been since 1906

the consulting geologist for the Amalgamated

Copper Co. These statements about Mr.

Winchell's employment by the Amalgamated

Copper Co. are taken from "Who's Who m
America." 1914-15, which biographical sketch

I assume was prepared by Mr. Winchell him-

self. I am not saying anything against Mr.

Winchell except I do not want him on this

commission.
Mr. C. W. Goodale is the second man on this

committee of three. He is on the committee

on mining laws, appointed by the Mining and
Metallurgical Society, and was the manager of

the Anaconda Copper Co., etc. For his biog-

raphy on these matters see "Who's Who in

America," 1914-15, page 924; "Who's Who on the

Pacific Coast," 1913. Documents of that kind

point out fairly whom these gentlemen represent,

and are prepared by themselves.

Now, Mr. M. L. Requa is another good man.
Mr. Requa developed the Nevada Consolidated

Copper Co., and built the Nevada Northern

Railway in Nevada, and represented that part

of the Guggenheim Copper Trust.

These three are the men who are doing the

business, and they represent the Amalgamated
Copper Co. and the American Smelting &
Refining Co., one or the other—the Copper
Trust.

EXL.XRGE COMMITTEE

Fearing that somebody might raise a question

about them all representing one big copper trust,
:' luded to enlarge the committee, and
t.;. .....j.j.ry 19, 1915, after all these reports

were made, the committee was increased so as

to take off the curse. At the meeting of the
council on Februan,' 19, 1915, the president was
authorized to increase the membership, and the
committee on mining law was enlarged by the

n of Messrs. Sceley W. Mudd, Albert
bui .;, John W. Finch, and Frankhn W. Smith.

Seeley W. Mudd is a director in the Ray
Consolidated Copper Co., Ray, Ariz., and is a

utive committee of the Ray
< -r Co., Ray, Ariz., and the
i Copper Co. is a suVjsidiary

: connected with the American Smelting &
"o.

.. . R. Ingall'^ -'1 " appeared as a voluntary
Hp is pr I of the Mining and

Society. Mr. Ingalls is a nice
.. Yf»' " iw him, and realized that
His a is 505 Pearl Street, New

York, and he is of The Mineral Industry,
' of tin; .Mining and Metallurgical
^ " ' 'lat he knows aVxjut

,, - to be on any com-
n for the revision of the United States

hing I cannot find out.
..I.. J. ici.r. i i.ciiiii,i:g, who appeared here,

has his office at 42 Broadway. Forty-two

Broadwa}—that is the Amalgamated Co.'s

office, isn't it? Now, we will just find out.

It just struck me that is the Amalgamated
Copper Co.'s number. Here it is in Poor's

Manual of Industrials, 1915—yes. New York
office, 42 Broadway. He is a little close to the

Amalgamated—just a little too close to put

him on a commission to revise the mineral land

laws in Alaska. He is also a director in the

General Development Co. and the Miami
Copper Co. In other words, he is a copper man,
and has his office at the same number on Broad-

way with the Amalgamated, and being in the

copper business and at the same number he

ought not to be on this commission, and this

committee ought not to fool away very much
time listening to him.

I will turn back now just a moment. I have
given you what I can find out—just briefly

what I have found out about this committee
on mining law of the Mining and Metallurgical

Society that made these reports we are con-

sidering in support of the bill before the com-
mittee.

REVISION OF LAWS MEETING

Now, here are some documents they sent to

me, and I suppose to all of you, when this

meeting of the Mining and Metallurgical

Society of America, the American Mining
Congress, and the American Institute of Mining
Engineers was held in Washington, December
16—last month. I will read a little from this

document. Here is what they say about the

object of the meeting in Washington on Decem-
ber 16—last month:

First. To urge upon Congress the necessity of modifying
the existing United States land laws as they affect mineral
locations.

Second. To urge the appointment of a Government
commission whose business it shall be to investigate by
every means possible questions and interests involved and
make recommendations as a basis for proposed mining
law revisions.

Now, that was the object of that meeting.
That was the purpose that brought that group
of Copper Trust lobbyists to Washington and
before this committee. And on this side of

this same sheet is the program and list of speakers
—look at it a moment.
At the first or morning session the president

of the American Mining Congress was in the
chair. At the second or afternoon session the
president of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers was in the chair, and at the evening
session the president of the Mining and Metal-
lurgical Society was in the chair, and down
below is the list of speakers. I will not read the
Members of Congress and Senators on that list

of speakers, because I do not think they are in

very good company, and I do not want their
names in this record.
The first man on the list of speakers is John

Hays Hammond. He has for many years been
the Guggenheim agent in the examination of
their great copper properties, and he is part and
parcel of the American Smelting & Refining Co.
now, just as much as Daniel of the House of
Guggenheim is, and everybody knows it. "Who's
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Who in America," 1914-15, page 1017; office, 71
Broadway, New York.
The next is J. Parke Channing, whom you

saw on the stand and who hails from 42 Broad-
way, New York—the Amalgamated Copper Co.'s
member.

Next is Mr. Horace V. Winchell, whom you
now know as the special representative of the
Amalgamated.
The next is Mr. Edmund C. Kirby, mining

engineer and metallurgist of 918 Security
Building, St. Louis, Mo.
Then comes Sidney J. Jennings. Now, Mr.

Sidney J. Jennings is a director in the Ten- '•

Copper Co., as you will see on page 2567,
Manual of Industrials, 1^15. Mr. Jennings is

a director in the Tennessee Copper Co.

.\S TO MR. S.\UNDERS

Then Mr. \V. L. Saunders appears. He is the
president of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, and one of the speakers. He is also
a director in the International Hars'ester Co.
see Poor's Manual of Industrials, 1915, page 38S.

Now, why a man who is a director in the Inter-

national Harvester Trust should be taking such
a deep interest in the revision of the United
States mineral-land laws in the West, you can
guess as well as I can. The fiscal agent of that
company -is J. P. Morgan & Co., one of the
partners in the Alaska Syndicate and Guggen-
heim Copper Trust.

Now, those are the gentlemen who have
appeared before this committee in person or by
record, and who arc at the bottom of this wh '•

pro|K>sition of getting this commission apjx)inu ;.

They all represent in some fair degree either

the Amalgamated or the American Smelting ^
Refining Co. They are so close to that interest

that if they do represent anything in the \va\

of mining revision they represent the Coj)] . :

Trust and little else, and I do not want them on
a< n to revise the United St

lair J ui>^- i'>r Alaska, and I do noi *&llt. V.lli-_1>

advice on any subject relating thereto. Of
course, if any mining bill is jx^nding before this

committee if they come in and state honestly

what '^ '" represent— th.** '^"^ r,.,,r.....,,t

the A te<i or the Am.
Refining Co.— I would give them a more careful

hearing than I would if they came hcT'

tending to n-'"- rU something else, . :. .

have a right t<. ird, but they have no right

in advance of a public hearing on a pending bill

to be sugg< to tl .

•

committr' > -io, or >s,,.. n*
for the I n of the Unile«l

land laws in the West.

M.\Kh> CUVII'AKIHON

Fr)l! ••• • T' '•" Wickcrsham's remarks Mr.
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Had Judge W am lut-n the I>«"
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a \
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a . : . M

,
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•

stand the situation, is i> " -

-

tion for the Federal (ii

that we may undertake to amend these laws in
Washington without inv«

!'!'', ':. ii. -i^llH Hi i-. »|
tions upon the groii

thing that cannot Ix- ;vely iloner
Particular stress has iKt*n laid upon threr

particular ;..

' . .

l)y certain ... ..... ;

Those same i: > are qU'
their motives, and it seems, so far as the state>
ment to

''
'utl, t^

are the v..< ;. .
>'

to say that the .

and if you will read the records ot the . in
Mining ('

of the 1j. ;... .

of our various
of such a thing as conm-cting the Am-
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''
h the

•
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this i;
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taking to frame a law to present to you gentle-

men which I Ix^lieved would meet the situation

until I had gone upon the ground and examined

the particular situation which is to be met.

And 1 do not believe that you can accomplish

it in any other way.

MAKES PLE.V FOR MINERS

Now, let us reach this from a practical stand-

point. A bill has been passed by the Senate.

That is the Senate's view, and we will hardly

expect the Senate to reverse its course. If we
go along \^-ith them, we will accomplish some-

thing. If we undertake a new course, there

vs-ill be a division and nothing will be accom-

plished; therefore if you want to help the mining

industry of the West, give them what they ask

for, and do not refuse them that service because

at the last minute some other gentlemen who
are criticised have come in here and espoused

the cause. That is no reason w^hy the practical

mining men of the West who have been asking

for this for years should be set aside and given

a stone.

Congress is not bound by this commission,

but you gentlemen who admit that you do not

understand those conditions can send out your
agents who vAW come back and tell you just

what the conditions are which you are to meet
by legislative enactment. It is a simple propo-

sition, and if you pursue that course I believe

you will accomplish something. I fear that if

you pursue any other course nothing will be
done, and I trust this committee will very
seriously consider this question.

As to who shall be members of this commission,
I have no choice. Make it three lawyers or

leave the selection entirely to the President.

I am satisfied they will bring facts to your atten-

tion which will enable you to get at the real

truth of just what should be done. I do not
think that it can be accomplished in any other
wav.

SENATOR SMOOTHS VIEWS

Senator Smoot explained that he worked
for ten years to secure amendments to the
mining laws. After this long trial to obtain
piecemeal revision, he decided, along with
the House committee, that a complete revi-

sion would be necessary.
before introducing his bill in this session

of Congress, he conferred with the heads of
the American Mining Congress and the Min-
ing and Metallurgical Society, Senator Smoot
5^;^ TV..,, as well as all others directly in-
i ..roved the bill, and it was intro-
duced and passed by the Senate.

In 1": '^'ny Senator Smoot declared
empha- .,iat a subcommittee of Con-
gre«»?t not gather the information
I ir>' lor an effective revision of the
r

.^K..rd to Judge Wickersham's fear
that the report of a commission will be an
* '4e to the mining of the minerals

'J

'
' '*. Senator Smoot

*"•

" •' ^ wtiiiger existed in the
he would oppose a commis-

sion vigorously; but there is no ground for

any such outcome of a commission's report,

he holds. Incidentally, Senator Smoot told

of some of the remarkable achievements of

the Utah Copper Company.
Both Senator Smoot and Representative

Taylor criticised Judge Wickersham for his

fight against the appointment of a commis-
sion. They called attention to how they have
acted on his advice in regard to Alaskan
legislation, because they feel that he is in a
better position to reflect public sentiment
than are they who have not been on the

ground. Applying the same reasoning to the
mining States of the West they did not dis-

guise the fact that they consider Judge Wick-
ersham unduly officious in his efforts against

the commission proposal.

Mr. Taylor said to Judge Wickersham at
the hearing: "Nobody but you is opposed
to this measure. There isn't anyone from
the seventeen western mining States who
does not want this bill to pass."

Senator Smoot declared that there are not
ten men in the States affected who are not
anxious that the commission investigate be-

fore any attempt was made to revise the
mining laws.

During the session of the committee Repre-
sentative London, the only Socialist member
of Congress, lost no opportunity to request
that a representative of organized labor be
on the commission. His activities finally

called forth this from Representative Denni-
son: "I think, Mr. London, you are laboring
under a misapprehension. This is not legisla-

tion to codify laws affecting the relations of
employer and employe. If it were we would
consider your suggestion." Mr. London
insisted, however, that in revising the laws
that it should go into the matter of safety
devices and other matters affecting the men.
"The mining interests of the West feel as if

they have been treated as a kind of stepchild,"
said Representative Taylor. "They feel that
Congress has given them no attention for forty
years. If we would send a commission out and
meet these people and talk to them, it would let

that country feel as if they had had a hearing.
It would show them that their wishes are being
considered, and when the commission came
back and reported the sentiment of these mining
States and mining camps it would certainly
tend to crystallize public sentiment, and it would
add to the weight of their report. The people
out there would feel as though they were being
consulted."

DIRECTOR MANNING URGES
REVISION OF MINING CODE

The Director of the Bureau of Mines, Van H.
Manning, had some interesting things to say
before the House Committee on Mines and
Mining last month. Some extracts from his
remarks follow:

The Bureau of Mines is criticized for being
largely responsible for a good many of the
conservation bills introduced in Congress, but
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it has been my idea, and it was also the idea of
my predecessor, Dr. Holmes, to convince the
mining industry that the Bureau of Mines is

not a bureaucratic organization. We want to
cooperate \%*ith the operators and mining
engineers in a way which vAW secure the best
results for the work of all of us.

Agitation for revision of the mining land laws
of the United States has been going on in the
mining industr\' for a good many years. During
the Roosevelt administration a comi* i was
appointed by the President of the Uiuiv* .elates

to report upon this subject. The report of the
majority of that commission, which consisted of
distinguished mining eni' and

'

-s, is

understood to be to the ^..v. i that i..v waning
laws should be revised. However, the report of

this commission was never published.
Since then, however, action has been taken

by the several associations of mir'' ' • - ';"• rs

and mine operators of the United ^ ^t
cases after prolonged consideration and debate.
The Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America, the American Institute of Mining
Engineers, and the American Mining Congress —
the three national organizations—have expressed
themselves to the effect that the mining lavrs of

the United States ought to l)e r<' • ' nd
coordinated in whole, and that a i >n

shall be appointed to recommend to Congress a
new and workable code. Similar acti(m has
been taken by the several State mining societies

of the countr>'. On December U), V>\5, repre-

sentatives of these organizations, and of Amer-
ican mine operators generally, to the number of

125, met in Washington and expresscfl themselves
to the same effect. The mining press of the

countn,-, moreover, is in favor of this movement.
In fact, there is a singular unanimity of opinion
in the mining industry that the laws under which
mining lands in the public-land States have
been located and develoixxi during the last

forty-five years are in many resinxts uns;itis-

factor>" and perniiious.

Both the present Secretary of the Interior,

Mr. Lane, and his predecessor, Mr. Fisher,

called attention to the utter ina<' v of

various features of the existing nuini.^ laws

and to the ni'e<l of revision.

The extralateral rights feature of the law of

1872 came to Iw regardtnl as so impraeiicablc

and s<^) provocative of litigation that \r ry

great mining district of the United S it

has been nullified by common consent, or else

by one great comiKiny buying out ig

interests. At Iv '
. Nev.; at Lt •.;

at Bisbee, Clifl' ;. . . lenci, and at ...
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1
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I
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'

'
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Tieorge C Stone, lames F. Callbreath. A. S.

Dwight. \V. R. Ingalis. F. F. Sharpless and

Louis D. Huntoon.
Mr. Callbreath told those present of the

hopeless legislative status of Senator Smoot's

bill, providing for the revision of mining

laws. Followmg Mr. Callbreath's remarks,

an informal talk was held, during which

plans were discussed for following up the

matter in a way that would secure a satis-

factory' outcome.

ground that is unoccupied he can put his claim

on it and can hold it beyond the shadow of a

doubt."

CHANNING HAS EQUIPPED
THREE LARGE COPPER MINES

J. Parke Channing, the well known mining

engineer, at the request of the House Committee
on Mines and Mining made the following state-

ment with regard to .his experience and connec-

tions:
'*

I am a consulting mining engineer, graduate

of the Columbia School of Mines, and have
followed my profession for thirty-two years.

For the last fifteen years I have been in the

financial, as well as the administrative, side

of mining. I have developed and equipped three

ver>' large copper mines, and at the present

time I am a large stockholder of and am vice-

president of the Miami Copper Co. and also

of the General Development Co., whose business

is to investigate mining properties in their

initial stage and carry them on to the producing
stage. I am president of the Xaumkeag
Copper Co., of the Lake Superior district, which
is conducting explorations."

At one point in his testimony Mr. Channing
said:

"The present law discourages the prospector
from going out and doing work. That is retard-

ing the mining industry and eventually it is

gf)ing to react against the interests of the whole
countn*. The yjrospector goes out and he sees
a nice piece of ground. To go back a little, the
obvious and easily found mineral deposits in the
United States were taken up years ago. The
prospectfjf now has to go out and hunt things
that don't stick their heads up above the ground.
There may be a little crack in the ground 2 or ?>

'" ^ '
.., and he may have an idea that

it is going to widen out. Now he
goes and makes a location on it, and after he has
started i>erhai>s some other man comes along
and says, *fJh, there isn't any mineral discovery
there. I am going to locate that.' So he may
go 15 or 20 feet away and make another location
a' first man's claim. Then another
"• " tnd finds another likely looking
ty /, and he makes another loca-
tion, i bus two or three or four locations may
^^ '

'

"
'ppinK. and the first

ni ,...,:i't got the chance to
^' fO^t to have. There are a
K' men that used to do prospecting,
[*'

"
* and gone out of the

'*' -r.-- 'J be such that when
» P*"' out and locates a piece of

BIG ROAD RUNS TEST
WITH CARHEATING HOSE

Desperate conditions developed not long

ago through car-heating steam hose failures

on one of the biggest roads in the country.

Every offtcial, from president down, was
fighting delays due to bursting hose. The
overhead run-up for several successive

months was enormous. It was decided that

hose tests alone would determine the cure

for unusually heavy pressure trains and ex-

tremes in temperature.
With twenty-two trains running daily, the

road installed 500 pieces of Goodrich car-

heating steam hose, and reported no failures

for January, the worst month in the year.

February showed two failures,^ March none
and April none. The test was made on condi-

tion that Goodrich, the manufacturer of the

hose, be allowed to specify strength and
quality in proportion to the heavier pres-

.sures, the greater number of cars and the

additional amount of steam required to heat
them.
The resvilt proves conclusively that 'rail-

roads can safely depend on large and repu-

table manufacturers for specifications of this

kind. As a result of the test, Goodrich car-

heating steam hose was adopted as standard,
regardless of cost, -and it has been found to

save as high as 80 per cent of the usual re-

placements and tie-ups. There may be cases
where it pays to buy for a first-cost consid-
eration, but this particular test with car-

heating steam hose proves conclusively that
first cost is a minor factor, and that authori-
ties on hose quality, like the B. F. Goodrich
Company, at Akron, Ohio, can specify the
really practical hose for long life and
economy.

IMPORTANT TUNGSTEN AND
ANTIMONY DEPOSITS FOUND

Advices to Delegate Wickersham tell of

the discovery of an important tungsten de-

posit near Fairbanks. The vein is said to be
four feet wide. The metal is of sufificient

high grade that it is being sent out by mail.
Very high-grade antimony also has been

found recently in the immediate vicinity of
l^'airbanks. Judge Wickersham states.

Addresses Vermont Society

Frederick J. Bailey, chief clerk of the Bureau
of Mines, gave an illustrated lecture recently at a
meeting of the Vermont Society of Washington
at the Washington Club, on "Mine Rescue
Work."



PRICES OF ANTIMONY REACH HIGHEST LEVEL
IN HISTORY OF THIS MUCH-NEEDED METAL

Forty Cents a Pound Being Paid for American, Japanese and Chinese Product

—

Cookson's Unavailable at Fifty Cents Wild Rose Spring Mines
in California Largest Producers in United States

Antimony prices in 1915 were i)rohably the
highest known since the metal became a regular
article of commerce. The high prices led to the
largest production the United States has ma<ie
and probably the same statement is true for the
world's prcKluction.

According to preliminary figures collected

for the United States Geological Surv^ey by Frank
L. Hess the production of antimony ores in the
United States is estimated to have been about
5,(MX) tons containing 2,000 tons of antimony,
valued at about S325.000. The largest previous
domestic production was in 1802 when 150 tons

of metal were f)ro<luced in San Francisco from
Nevada ores and 3X0 tons of ore carrying
55 per cent of antimony were exported. Prac-

tically all operations of the past year were new.
most were small, an<l they were widely scattered

so that it is difficult to obtain cU>se figun's

imme<liately after the close of the year.

Antimony which in July, V>\\, had l)een down
to a monthly average price <»f 7.11 cents for

CcKjkson's, and from 5.44 upwards for other

brands, rose gradually, though unsteadily, to

the end of 1015 when Chinese, Japanese and
American antimony were cjuoted at alMuit 40
cents a jxjund.

Quotations for Cook.s<jn's antimony ceased in

May, 1015, some time after an embarijo had
been declare*! against the shijmi' *

* v

metal or i>res from tlie Brilisli •,. . ..;.'l

50 cents a |X)und is s;ii<l to have I Ken pai<l for it

alxml June 1. when Chinese was stlling f<»r alniui

35 cents or less. In the fall Ameriian an'

apiK*ared on the market for the tirsl i... -.i

many years. At first it sold slightly Ik.-1ow

Chinese an<l Japanese, but was soon quote*! ai

the siime price. Miners an<l

enlly thinking that the high
i

temiHirary, did n'>t ln'gin pr«Kluiiion as i,

as they otherwi.se might have <lone, but Intore

the elnse (»f the vear jiP' in Alaska.
C.-.i-'' ' ?-''. V.,..].

, ^ .;,, Ctak aiiM

^^ ..

I'nces for ores rangi*<l from SI. (Ml to $2.ll>

JKT unit of antimony. M fir
'

-
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which to make antimony salts, heretofore made
from Chinese ** crude antimony."
The tendency has been for some companies

to go to an exiiense for mine development,

machiner\' and mills not wholly warranted by
the circumstances. The present high prices

are • irily temporary. The Chinese deposits

are (.......cive, and worked by very cheap labor,

and other deposits are being developed in other

parts of the world, and as soon as the war is

over, and possibly before, prices will probably

drop to a level with or close to those of 1914.

TELLS OF HUGE REPTILES WHICH
ONCE INFESTED NORTH AMERICA

Geological Survey Report Delves Interest-

ingly Into Features of Past Ages

on This Continent

The United States Geological Survey has
just published a report which, though tech-

nical, nevertheless embodies some interesting
histor>' of the early ages of the North Ameri-
can continent. It tells of the rise and fall

of a portion of the continent millions of

years ago, long before the age of man, at a
time when strange beasts inhabited the coun-
try, when the climate was subtropical, and
when a peculiar swamp vegetation flourished,
•the remains of which were converted into
the present great coal beds of the West.
Late in what is termed by geologists "Car-

boniferous time," according to W. T. Lee,
the author of the report (Professional Paper
'*' '. there were mountains in Colorado and
. _ v -Mexico comparable to the present Rocky
Mountains. During the Triassic period and
much of the Jurassic, which followed, a time
to be measured in millions of years, these
mountains were eroded away. Late in the
Jurassic period a wide area had been worn
down so near .sea level that a slight subsi-
d'-nce of the land allowed sea water to enter
t.' rn the Pacific Ocean and spread over
\yyoming, northern Colorado and eastern
C*ah. Near the close of the Juras.sic a slight
•

: '.ift expelled this .sea. After some time this
'I began again to settle and the streams

' fine sediments over the bed of the
:i lately occupied by the sea and

. >w-lying lands. This subsidence
d the Cretaceous period and cul-mmated in the occupation of the region by a

s^**
' '

' d from Utah to the Mis-
sis .,^,,.. ..,,., .,.,d from the Gulf of Mexico
to the Arrtir- Ocean.
Thr si: ce was 'slow at first and the

*^' rnuds uniformly over an
^^^

' New Mexico to Mon-
*^"^ '

^ to Kansas. Only small
areas oi the Rocky Mountain region were

'1 In the streams,
, ^ ^ "- this early Cretaceous

time lived huge r
; some of them were

8o feet long and 20 feet tall, with a bulk

many times as great as the largest elephant

of today. By the close of the Lower Cre-

taceous time the water from the Gulf of

Mexico had spread over the graded plain

as far as the present Rocky Mountains. This
invasion of the sea was followed, apparently
without great lapse of time, by a still greater

invasion in the Upper Cretaceous epoch.

The first deposits of Upper Cretaceous age
—the Dakota sandstone—were spread out
uniformly over the level plain, which then
included the whole area that was later pushed
up to form the Rocky Mountains. Over
these sands which were laid down along the
advancing front of the sea, were deposited
the marine sediments as the sea moved for-

ward. In its waters lived great numbers of

serpent-like swimming ' reptiles; and over
it soared pterodactyls, the fossil remains of

which show that they measured 18 feet from
tip to tip of wings. On the shores and in its

waters sported large diving birds, which still

retained the teeth inherited from their rep-

tillian ancestors.

On the shores of this sea, especially along
its western margin, great swamps developed
and in them grew a variety of semitropical
plants, such as palm and fig trees. The re-

sulting carbonaceous material which accu-
lated as peat was later converted into coal.

The sea did not attain its maximum size

at once. Probably at no one time was the
whole interior basin under water. The ad-
vance of the sea and the filling of the basin
kept pace with each other, so that sediments
and fossils which indicate nearness to shore
and coal beds which indicate swamps above
sea level are found at many positions from
bottom to top of the Upper Cretaceous
formations.
At the close of the Cretaceous period not-

able changes were produced in the geography
of the region. The interior basin, which had
been siibsiding throughout the Cretaceous
period, was now lifted; its waters were
poured back into the oceans, and the moun-
tains whose roots had been buried were re-

susticated. In some places the erosion that
followed removed from these newly lifted

mountains the Cretaceous rocks that once
covered them and cut deep enough into the
underlying formations to obtain the pebbles
of older rocks, which may now be found in
the lower part of the oldest Tertiary beds.
In other places the Cretaceous rocks were
not entirely removed. Beds that once lay
5,000 feet below the level of the sea were lifted

to form mountain tops that now stand more
than 13,000 feet above sea level.

Working on Anthracite Map
N. H. Darton, of the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey, i.s working on a map showing the con-
figuration of the northern anthracite coal-
field of Pennsylvania.



VALUE OF SPELTER MINED IN U. S. DURING
1915 INCREASES 300 PER CENT

Year Just Passed, Greatest in History of Zinc Mining and Smelting in This Country-

Prospects for 1916 are Even Better -Smelter Capacity Increased

Decidedly During Last Half of Year

Both the zinc smelting and the zinc minini^

industries of the United States enjoyed a >

of unparalleled prosperity in 1915. Acxoni
to the best information obtainal)le at this lunu
the recoverable zinc content of zinc ores minerl

in the United States in 1915 was over 560,<«»')

short tons compared with 407,000 tons in 1914

and 418,000 tons in 1913. With a continuar

of high prices for spelter during 1916 the o/
put will be greatly augmented, for the very h v;

prices did not l>egin until April and May and it

was naturally some time before much a«l<litional

zinc mining could get under way. The pn^-

duction during the last c}uarter of the year was
at a much higher rate than during the first

quarter.
For the same reason the output of spelter

during 1916 should be much greater than it \'

in 1915, provided the spelter market remains

the same. The output during the first half of

1915 was at the rate of 433,000 tons a year;

during the last half it was at the rate of about
550,0(X) tons. Though the total spelter pro-

duced in the United States in 1915 increase* 1 40

per cent over ^^"' ''receding year, the value of

the output inci . nearly 3t)0 per cent. How-
ever, even this does not rejiresent the true val

forit' " dont' rage j)ricc of j)rini' '

em sj.v.iw, where.. ..aTc w.t^ • large j.:

tion of brass siK'cial, intern. .and hi.

grade spelter, all of which command premiutn >.

The real value of the spelter <.utj)ut was tli^
•

fore probabb- '"'ween 10 and 25 jx r -Tit t:

than the va. given.

LARGER SMFXTING C.\P.\CITY.

There was a large increase in smelting eapa

city during the last half of the year, the total

numl)er of reUjrts at the end of the year !>•

154.H98, as 1 wth H'" 1 ^ • • • lu. .

vear. and ..... .. 914 at i .'. Tr.
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States in which it was smelted, by six-months
jK^ricxls, was as follows:

Sf>irltfr production, 1914-15, by States, in short

tons.

1914 1915

State.

Illinois

Kansas
( )klahoma
Other States . .

.

Total

\' earl \-

total .

.

'. .

First

half.

62.062
23,737
45.443
43,816

Second
half.

65,884
20,773
45.924

45,410

First

half.

74,982

35,247
51,172

55,131

Second
half.

85,348
65,398
57,532
65,190

175,058 177.991 216,532 273,468

353,049 490,000

While the output of each State was more in

the second half of the year than in the first

Kansas showed the greatest gain, nearly doub-
ling the production of the first half and getting
back to old-time figures.

The number of retorts at the beginning of 1915
was 113,914, at the midyear it was 130,642 and
at the end, 154,897. All available retorts were
in active operation and new retorts were put into
commission as fast as completed. The large
amount of the higher grades of spelter made by
redistillation from the ordinary grades necessi-
tated a greatly enlarged retort capacity, so that
the actual output of spelter in itself gives no
reliable clue to the number of retorts in use. It

is not feasible at this time to give the production
of redistillefl spelter.

The capacity of the zinc smelters by States,
together with the additions now planned for
1915, exclusive of the proposed plant on an un-
-^'•''- ''d site in Oklahoma with site undecided,
i- Hows:

Zinc smelting capacity, 1915.

Stale.

Illinois. .

Kan.sas. .

Oklahoma
fhhcT States

Total

Total re-

torts end
0/1915.

Retorts to

be added
in 1916.

38,424
40,366
39,212
36,896

4,840

7,710
8,208

154,898 20,758

L.\RGEST INCRE.VSES IN E.KPORTS.

Exports of spelter and sheets made from do-
timated at 115,000 short tons"

^^pared with 64,807 tons in

.
or made from foreign ore

.•fi at 13.0fX) tons, valued at S2, 250,000,
' '-0 tons in 1914. The exports

'^ at 33,500 tons, valued at
with 3,558 tons in 1914.

is were exported to the value
n;(), as compared with $3,756,888

,
' ' '^" ^'" t nine months of the

year there w .rted under drawback
articles manufactured from 255 tons of foreign

1914
arc
I

$12
.\'

oi a

in 1

zinc, on which duty had been paid, compared
wdth 4,981 tons in 1914.

The exports of domestic zinc ore were about
900 short tons, valued at $45,000, compared with
11,110 tons in .1914. Foreign zinc ore contain-
ing 609 tons of zinc and valued at $24,270 was
reexported. The imports of spelter (probably
mostly scrap) are estimated at 863 short tons,

valued at about $122,358, compared with 880
tons in 1914.

The imports of zinc ore in 1915 were approxi-
mately 135,000 short tons, containing about
48,000 tons of zinc, and worth about $4,000,000,
compared with 31,962 tons of ore, containing
12,132 tons of zinc, in 1914. The zinc imports
for the first 10 months of 1915 were as follows:

Imports of zinc ore, January-October, 1915, in

short tons.

Zinc
Country. Ore. content. Value.

Australia 45,972 16,700 $1,273,431
Canada 8,907 3,494 148,636
China and Japan... 7,572 3,213 193,604
Italy 5,312 2,125 153,388
Mexico 49,694 14,521 1,610,270

DOMESTIC CONSUMPTION INCREASED.

The apparent domestic consumption of spelter

in 1915 may be computed as follows: The sum of

the stock on hand at smelters at the beginning
of the year, 20,095 tons, plus the imports, 863
tons, and the production, 490,000 tons, gives the
total available supply—511,000 tons. From
this are to be subtracted the exports of domestic
spelter, 115,000 tons, the exports of foreign spel-

ter, 13,000 tons, the exports under drawback,
255 tons, and the stock on hand at smelters at
the end of the year (to be exact, on December
15), 20,758 tons, or a total of 149,000 tons, leav-
ing a balance of 362,000 tons as the apparent
domestic consumption. This calculation takes
no account of the stocks of spelter held by deal-
ers or consumers. On comparing the consump-
tion in 1915 with the 299,130 tons consumed in

1914, the 295,370 tons in 1913, and the 340,341
tons in 1912, it appears that the indicated con-
sumption is not large when the larger exports of

brass and manufactures of brass are considered.
The stocks are between three and four times as
great as at the midyear, but these are probably
to be explained as accumulations of the common
grade of smelter, the demand being for the higher
grades. Reviving domestic consumption will

apparently take care in the future of such sur-
plus output of prime western spelter.

HIGHER PRICES.

Spelter opened at St. Louis in January at 5.5
cents a pound and immediately began the long
rise, which except for one considerable setback
in March and a smaller one in May continued
until June 4, when spelter reached 26.5 cents a
pound. A sharp drop immediately carried the
price down to 17.75 cents by June 22, after which
It recovered to 22.75 cents by July 9. Another
sharp break let the price go down to 10.75 cents
in the middle of August. Several ups and downs

J
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followed, after which the price rose to 19 cents in

the latter part of Novemlx-r. A sharj) detline
carried the price down to 15 cents at the middle
of December. A rapid recover)- f<

"

spelter closed the year at alxjut K._.^ .;.: ..

pound. The average i)rice for the year of pniiu-
, western spelter at St. Louis was 14.2 cents a
pound.
The London spelter market 0|)ened at £28 2s.

6d. a long ton (6.1 cents a pound) and, nearlv
paralleling the American market, rose to £110 a
long ton (23.8 cents a iK)und) in the • " " of

June, dropped to £55 a long ton (ll.v ...is a
pound) in August, rose to £105 a long ton (22.7

cents a pound) in November, and closed the year
at £90 a long ton (19.5 cents a pound;. In the
first nine months of the year the Ix^ndon price

was sometimes below and sometimes alxjve the
American price, but from October onward the
London price was consistently the higher, in

November and December averaging nearly
2 cents a pound more than the St. Louis price.

The price of the "brass special" grade of
spelter at Waterbury, Conn., usually averages
alM:)ut 0.4 cent above the St. I>ouis price. During
1915, however, the differential ranged from 2.5

to nearly 5 cents, averaging alx)ut 3.3 cents.

The price of the highest grades of spelter is not
quoted, but sales are reportetl at more than 40
cents a jxjund when spelter was at the high i>oint.

The price of sheet zinc generally ranges from
2 to 2.5 cents above the St. Louis jirice of spelter.

During 1915 sheet zinc has varied from 2.5 to

8.75 cc*nts alxjve the price of s])elter.

Zinc dust, heretofore mostly importe<l from
Eurojie, generally ranges from 1 to 2 cent^ a
jxmnd higher than .spelter. In March, 1915,

the price of zinc dust began to go up, and in the

first two weeks of June it more than doubletl.

jumj)ing from 17 cents to 40 cents. Ther
a decline of a few cents, but by the last w^ < r. .i.

July the price had .sealed bac k to 38 lo 40 tents

per pound, at which it has since remained.

m\ ^ ^««\ I

FAILURE OF INDUSTRIAL
RELATIONS BODY LAMENTED

Great Opportunity Offered for Good Walsh

so Violently Biased as to Spoil

Results

The LInited Slates Commission on Indus-

trial Relations cost some $.*>(M).(mm>. its mem-
bers, representing, or appointed to rr'

resent the Kctieral public, the employed an.i

employers, inmie three main reportN and
three supplemental suKKestions cmlKxiyinK
opinions or thet»ries. and C' •

mathematicians . • -- • ••••"«hk, nn.mm-. .i •

the New \\»rk 1: illy The pub
lie must sympathize with the purpose, or

what should l>e the purpose, of .such a l>oarfl

the disp ' " * on of facts

Kard to :.. i indu'^tn.il .i;
,

ment. the i tween w
Kanized and unorganized, and emplovers ti,.

merits and the d of Lil

and empl'^'-'^
'

..itions. :,...

hours, u.i.
, It. prices a% ..

labor UP'""- a great ne.xus of -

terdepei. cs There is a i,

as well as a particular private, interest in
rs. The prosperity and even the

-^i.w i-wi^c of the State is !.
—

' ' '

in the status of these and - ..

Moreover, the temper of the age is humani-
tarian. Indeed, no inconsiderable i>art of the
comnv- • in its gener '

' ' ' •

it coil ^ to be the .

times inclined to forget that tyranny. ity

and injustice arc human, not a monopoly of
employers.
What the commission should have ^ ;..!,!...»

was a calm view and review of the a-

of the labor situation, with reference to the
Correction (ti

*

d inj*

necessarily wh.... .. .v^. ". bii.

opinion, making its own ji; , nt «»n .

facts. LHi fortunately, the chairman of the
commission, one of the three
p(»inted to represent the p-' '• ,,.»>

from the first a heat ami ic of
a passion of intemperant speech that have dift-

1 s<»mc of hi; ' con-
•tnmis-ii<iiiii.e and deadeneii iuk

sion. made it mainly a f.s htv.

Two reports discredit the work of Mr.
Walsh's "investigators." The report s '»y

him and the three re* - • , «,: iaintr

purposes, according tc» :. ... .1 summ.-.rv

a new inheritance tax so graded that

making generous pr^ i for the support ot
dependents and the -i of min«»r chil-

dren, it shall leave :. — ai*cumulation of
wealth to pass into hands had no share
in its production. The money snatched from
the n' ' 've ri.

'

' '

x-
»' 'hI I ;. .;. tJ) I ; ;ani

lal .services" yet to be <^ n as-

sociation with States ami mut ^. on
"great

'

i nuild-

ing. in .. ....

It is s :s to . thi« frank
(iroject of connscation. W ill the i Ian-

he enriohcci with •

•>

t ^ I I •! I is the V'-

rep«»rt wincli «l< d-

mtnt already incorintrated as the Bill of
KiKJits in the '

Tliat {•••' 'itc

or. if tl« a-

tional amendment s; > the

from declaring ai%e A«.t» unciMi-
«> i i i I

.

• n. unearned fortune*,** "an tnnumer-
.r Ir numlnrr of para%ites of every "the

v^th of a h'

: 1 jargon.
I «•> t.>t <•! He>« 1

I'.Ncd that the c<

n <li«triltutr wealth in excr«<i uf a million dol-

hr ^r[u^rt siL'nrd by Profc»*"r ( '.imm. 'U*

Har- and, with . (>-
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\ the *

I on Ir.
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dead having been so singularly successful—

is to be established. It is to consist of three

persons, appointed by the I'resident and con-

nrmed by me Senate. It is to be aiaed by an

unpaid advisory council, comprising ten rep-

re>entatives ot associations of farmers and

I
' crs, ten of labor associations, and the

^ .ry of Commerce and the Secretary of

Labor. It may conduct investigations, more

felicitously, let us hope, than its namesake,

but us mam business is to administer the labor

laws. Another addition to bureaucracy.

To support the industrial Commission and

"further social welfare, without increasing

taxation of the people," the Federal Fund for

Sc^cial Welfare is to be raised by means of

an inheritance tax rising from 1 per cent, on

estates of more than :^^25,000 left to direct

heirs to 15 per cent on estates of more than

$1,000,OUO.
. .

By increasing the rate as proposed it is esti-

mated that a fund of $-200,000,000 a year would

be collected, of which $50,000,000 w^ould be

returned to tlie various States,

The principal of this fund it is proposed

to invest in homes for workingmen, hospitals,

rural credits for farmers, and such other pur-

poses of a social nature as would insure an

income.
The income from the fund, which would

be administered by the Industrial Commis-
sion, would be used to meet the expenses of

the commission; to promote the social well-

l^ing in the shape of establishing sickness and
,,.i,.r,,r,T..yment insurance, old age pensions, the

::ient of employment offices, the pro-

motion of industrial education through sub-

d to the various States, and enabling

iarmers to acquire possession of their

Here again let the scheme speak for itself.

\V' ' permit ourselves to wonder how its

pro,. -,.i imagine that this enormous sum is

to be produced by a taxation from whose in-

cidence "the people" are absolutely secure.

This report recommends, on the distinctly hu-

moron- '.'^"'md that immigration is an impor-

tant < n between labor and capital, the

administration of the immigration laws by the

Industrial Commission. The commission would
}>f in the hands of "labor," which is distinctly

•: to immigration. In case of a scarcity

of labor, what chance would the employer
have ?

The three employer commissioners dissent

from the approval given by Dr. Commons
and Mr?. Harriman to the secondary boycott.

"A rank in;- •- " they call it. Such it seems
to many or . of us. These three commis-
sioner<» eive the impression of fairness and
m at they have to say about
sy iUikes, union politics, union
fa cep agreements, restriction of out-
jmt, the closed shop, union violence, appren-
ticeship •

'

' worth reading by every-
b<^''' >! - :;ach of It many unionists.
in ly at least, can agree. It is to be
regretted that the labor representatives are
not always as measured. One of them, indeed.

Mr. A. B. Garretson, seems to be suffering

from tumidity of the vocabulary. The ques-

tion may suggest itself to the reader of the

first two reports if there is anything like the

amount of "unrest" and disbelief in the equal-

ity of justice which they assume.

Editor's Note.—The above comment on the

Industrial Relations Commission by the New
York Tribune, made several months ago, is

of particular interest, in the light of the con-

tinued activities of the unofficial committee,

under the direction of Mr. Walsh, which has

permanent offices in Washington,

UNITED STATES WILL BE
READY AT CLOSE OF WAR

National City Bank's Publication Says Manu-

facturers and Labor Leaders Are Work-

ing Together—Danger of War Orders.

The effect of changed trade conditions due
to war orders on the general industrial life

of the country, and the possible consequences

of the resultant displacement upon America's

capacity for international trade competition

after the war, is discussed in The Americas,
published by the National City Bank. While
the changes resulting from the war business

have been serious, the article asserts that

widespread inquiry shows that the leaders of

industry are alive to the danger that will fol-

low when war orders cease,

"There is so much evidence of more than
casual interchange of opinion' and community
of policy and action in the attempt to solve

the problem," continues the article, "that it

can almost be said that there is a concerted
movement in formation to get the situation

in hand. This warrants confidence that when
the time comes that we must meet close com-
petition again in the world's markets, includ-

ing our home markets, the national industries

will be in strong formation."
Among the difficulties specified as a result

of war orders, the first is the rise in the cost

of raw materials. Metals have increased from
20 to 40 per cent, wool is much higher,

cotton is rising, and food, though not as high
as at first, is still far enough up to give

ground for the popular conception that the

cost of living is still high. "These increases

in the cost of materials," it is said, "have
caused an appreciable rise in the cost of manu-
facture in lines not directly catering to war
demand. The higher costs have appreciable

effect on our manufacturers' campaign for the

expansion of export business,"

RISE IN THE COST OE LABOR

"What is generally taken as a much more
serious matter is the rise in the cost of labor.
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Preliminary examination of reports from the
Eastern States indicates that munition plants
are paying their labor about 35 per cent more,
in wages and bonus, than the normal wa
heretofore prevailing. Over the broad ra-

of general industry not catering to war
quirements, there has been only a little rise in
wages here and there; but to keep shop or-
ganizations intact, some manufacturers hnv •

found it necessary to hold tiuir men by m^ .

ing, to a certain extent, the higher offers of
money made to workmen by the munition
makers.
"The emergency work for the best skilled

workmen has been more than men could be
found for. An official report of one of the

manufacturers' associations states that some
munitions makers who have tried to run their

machinery day and night with three eight-

hour shifts of men have had no success with
the plan because the night shifts could not be
filled up to a workable quota.

"The demand for labor at high prices in war
manufactures has also raised the labor costs

of many other factories. Even such men and
women as could not work on munitions have
become restive in their own places because
of the prosperity of acquaintances who are

busy on war orders. W'idi the seasonal in-

crease in mercantile and industrial activity

there may be a more general tendency to in-

creases in labor costs, and one of the country'N

shrewdest manufacturing executives says that

if wages go up it will be next to impossible

to get them down again at the end of the war.
".Another serious phase of the situation

arises out of the disorganization of industrial

forces through the sliifting of large numbers
of men out of factories where years of team
work have made them efficient parts of the

factory organization, to which manv will never
return. M r, too manv concerns have
been so ab>. .:...-. in war orders that they neg-

lect old customers and thus l"se business that

they will need before long.

WORKI.VO HAND I.V H.\XD

"Now. this situation is being faced in a

remarkably constructive spirit by many strong

men acting in unanimity. Several manufac-
turers' .1 raining a ^'. - '

discussin;, ., ,.. to pursue, i

is no friction 1 n the manufacturers, and
as regards the wage problem a ver/r wise alti-

tude has generally been assumed by empl
so that national labor Icail -

'
'<"

t«> j

with them in the mo-il i-:
,

rtrrs

policy.

"The pnlicy is to concede to labor an in-

crca«>e over or<linarv in case of the

mainifacturc of war ni ^"" • ''"^

increase in the form <»i

ment. and in every way to get on i» of

friendly tmderstanding en en

employe that the extraui umary pruii >. -t wai

or'!-

ol

I... ^.

where the pay of the workmen is

longer intervals, frequently in the form ni
'id in :ts. A s;.

•" "' "" u ;u set

'National labor 1. have :i a «eri-

>n of ihc c ot in

-.1. T
in furthenng a friendly uu'

and in preparing for the r<

ii.n ;mu<' .-. ...... 1 ..

"The I > manufacturer is not srn-

ing to be permitted to forget that na
rv cannot get awav from
'^ ' t production without runnii;.

wHK.v euRopi: comes back

A high authority is quoted as <.?« •

dustry in this country is going t

for sharp competition at the end of ir.

It seemed certain when the war t>egan that it

wnubl end with V.'- ' " ' * '

unable to offer C""^' . .. . .

has surprised us . ;y. It n.

the nations might come liack verv '

with great strength. But I am
Utv ' ^' '

• •-
-11 Ih:

coll., ..... n is

with rare inti'.

awaking to the needs of the hour. The con-
we arc now n^

'

them are sure to
;

i."

"The profits of our war or the article

Concludes, "are l>eing v and.

if '
•

*

gle that is c if the

iienetits be |)erverted into rampant seneral
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UNITED STATES MINES MORE THAN 600,000 TONS
OF LEAD DURING 1915

Gain of Fifteen Per Cent Made Over the Output of the Year Preceding—Year saw

Opening of Construction Work on Smelter at Coeur d'Alene

—

Mexico Continues to Import Some Lead.

The lead industry in 1915 made good gains in

output, both in mining and smelting. The lead

-.t of ore mined in the United States was
..^^.w.ntly over 600,000 short tons, compared
with 522,864 tons in 1914, an increase of 78,000

tons, or 15 per cent. With the higher prices

prevailing the percentage of increase in value
of the 1915 output was even greater as compared
with other years.

During 1915 construction was begun on one
lead smelter and plans were completed for

another, both to treat ore from the Coeur d'Alene
district of Idaho. The Hercules Mining Co.
purchased the copper smelter at Northport,
Wash., and began the construction of two lead
furnaces. This company is affiliated with the
Pennsylvania Smelting Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa.
The Bunker Hill & Sullivan Co. of the Coeur
d'Alene district also completed plans for a
smelter, but the site is yet in abeyance. The
National refinery of the American Smelting &
Refining Co., at Chicago, was dismantled, and the
Balbach Smelting & Refining Co. abandoned its

older lead plant at Newark, N. J.
The following estimates have been compiled

by C. E. Siebenthal trom reports to the United
Slates Geological Survey by all the lead refineries

and soft-lead smelters in operation during the
year, except two smelters in the Joplin district,
for which estimates have been made. These
re|x;ns cover actual production for the first ten
or ele\-en months of the year, with an estimate
for the remainder of the year, and from them
the figures of production are made up without
change. The statistics of imports, exports, and
lead remaining in warehouse have been taken
from the records of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domr *' '' -—nerce for ten months, the figures
for. ^'

• and December having been
estimated,

LARGEST PRODUCTION TO DATE

'^•^^d lead, desilverized
foreign ores in 1915

The pr* .'i'i' t w.r, ,f

and hf){\.,

was approximately 565,000 short tons, worth
York price 853,110,000,

. •--, '-.'-2 tons, worth 842,285,500,
in 1914, and with 462,460 tons in 1913. The

do not include an estimated out-
;

,

' ntimonial lead, worth
'^ tons in 1914 and 16,665

fotal production, desilver-
n, exclusive of desilver-
A at 306,682 tons,
14 and 250,578 tons
i of foreign origin at

1913.

in 1913; and dt
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48,318 tons, compared with 29,328 tons in 1914
and 50,582 tons in 1913. The production of

soft lead, mainly from Mississippi Valley ores, is

estimated at 2 10,000 tons, compared with 201,725
tons in 1914 and 161,300 tons in 1913. The
total production of lead, desilverized and soft,

from domestic ores, was thus about 516,682 tons,

compared with 512,794 tr>ns in 1914.

The final figures for the production of soft

lead will show an increase of a few thousand tons
over those here given, for the reason that the
smelters and refiners of argentiferous lead

undoubtedly treated more or less soft lead from
the Mississippi Valley which is not distinguished
from silver-lead ores in their preliminary
estimates.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

The imports of lead are estimated at 9,625
short tons of lead in ore, valued at $653,000;
50,825 tons of lead in base bullion, valued at

$3,496,000; and 400 tons of refined and old lead,

valued at $28,000—a total of 60,850 tons,

valued at $4,177,000, compared with 28,338 tons
in 1914. Of the imports in 1915 about 58,000
tons came from Mexico, against 23,141 tons in

1914. These imports from Mexico are to be
compared with an average of over 100,000 tons
before the civil strife in that country. The
remaining imports of lead came mostly from
Chile.

The exports of lead of foreign origin smelted
or refined in the United States again show an
increase, being estimated at 43,000 tons, against
31,051 tons in 1914 and 54,301 tons in 1913. For
the last two years, on the other hand, notable
quantities of domestic lead have been exported
to Europe, and the total for 1915 is estimated at

76,000 short tons, valued at $6,650,000, com-
pared to 58,722 tons, valued at $4,501,674,
in 1914.

LEAD AVAILABLE FOR CONSUMPTION

The amount of lead available for consumption
during 1915 may be estimated by adding to the
stock of foreign lead (domestic stocks are not
known) in bonded warehouses at the beginning
of the year (7,668 short tons) the imports (about
60,850 tons), the additions by liquidation
(1,795 tons), and the domestic production
(516,682 tons), making an apparent supply of
587,000 tons. From this are to be subtracted
the exports of foreign lead (about 43,000 tons),
the exports of domestic lead (76,000 tons), and
the stock in bonded warehouses at the close of the
year (assumed to be the same as at the close of
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October, 16,000 tons), leaving as available for
consumption 452,000 tons compared with
449,052 tons in 1914.

HIGH PRICES

Lead began the year at New York with a
price of 3.8 cents a pound, nearly the minimum
price of the year, and remained practically
stationary' until the middle of February'. A
gradual rise brought the price to 4.2 cents in

April, and it remained there until the latter part
of May. A rapid rise next followed, and lead
reached the maximum for the year at 7.56 cents
on June 14. A sharp decline, followetl by
partial recovery* and then by a more general
decline, brought the price to 4.4 cents in the
latter part of August. After a slight •

r\'

and another decline to 4.45 cents in Scj-.. ..M-er,

the price gradually rose and closed the year at
about 5.4 cents. The average New York price

for the vear was 4.7 cents a jKamd, compared
with 3.9'cents in 1914 and 4.4 cents in 1913.

The London price of lead started at £19 a long
ton (4.1 cents a pound) and rose until the latter

part of March, when it reached £2i 2s. 6d. a
long ton (5 cents a pound). From this point
the price fell to £20 Is. 3d, a long ton (4.3 cents a
pound), after which there was a sharp ascent to

£28 2s. 6d. (6.1 cents a pound) at the middle of

June, After several ups and downs the price

dropped to £20 6s. 3d. (4.4 cents a pound) by
the middle of August, and then a gradual rise

carried it to £29 5s, a long ton (6,3 cents a
jxjund), and it closed the year at alxjut that
figure. The London market was fairly parallel

to the New York market and, except for the
period of high prices in the United States during

July and August, was uniformly higher than the
American market.

1 .1

MILLING OPERATIONS IN
JUNEAU EMPLOY 1,000 STAMPS

Development in the Juneau jjold belt during
1014 is the subject of a report just issued by
the United States Geological Survey. Henry
M. Kakin. the author, says:
"The developments near Juneau, because of

their maxnitude. overshadow the operations in

other parts of the gold belt, yet some of thtsc,

too. are of importance. The active small-scale

niininj^c and miUinj^ operation- ''< 'f were cou-
<iucti(l a few years aKo in the River and
I'.erners Bay districts have recently cxpcri-
< in ed a decided falling off, due in parr to a
failure of some of the properties to meet
expectations and in part to consolidations pre-

bminary to operations on a larger scale,

"(ioid lode mining in this field, already
•

' ;>ed on a scale that ranks the junrau
• I i I with the f«»remost in t!)'-

;•>'"-'•< i

rajiiflly assuminj^ still >s'reater pro

growth is a natural response to a fuller knowl-
t'lis'e of the size and cli r of the ore
1

' anrl the economic poisimiitieji of large-

.sv.... .perations.

"Climatic conrlition^ arc favorable to con-
tinuous operation. The large $ixe of some

of the ore bodies, the - ^
,j|

the ores, and a strong t . jr
the production of large qi: $ of ore with
a minimum of lalnjr and power. Water power,
marine tran-' '•• •• • ' ' -

'

ly of
timber and 1

, . es to
a low point. The extraordinary low costs of
"peratioii make u • ores that
untier conditions i-inj -u^iuj^ u.iitrent would
be valueless.

"The chief productive mining activity in the
Juneau district in 1914 was at the four mines
of the Treadwell ^roup. on I) ' ^ ' nd.
where lode mining has been d- -62
and large-scale operations have l>een in prog-
ress since 1887. The most important '

i>-

ment work in • '^ "-ess in lOU was uia. of
the .•\la>ka-('..> lU. Alaska-Juneau. and
•Maska-Ebner mining companies, operating the
mines of Silver Bow Basin and ("iold Creek.
on the mainland a few •"•'

' •* ^ m.
Prospecting work on a - ig

done at the Salmon Creek mme. near the
mouth of Salmon Creek, and at the .Maska
Treasure mine, on P •• ' ^ i^jij^ about 4
miles southwest of t !l.

*'The milling operations in the vicinity of
Juneau in 11H4 were equ* " ' to t' -i-

stant operation of about l.<
^ ig

and milling operations con.

ment to an aRgresate of about 2.2.'»0 men
"The Trea«lwell LrrMuj) of tr •{

the Treadwi^^ '^
. eu Hunclre.l . :i.

and Readv I i mines, on th( 'f

Douglas Island near the shore of (i lU

Channel, along the strike of a single k.td, in

the first three mines the lode ''•- ' " '••sl-

oped continuouslv f«ir about c-

tween the Mexican and Ready Bullion minci
\s an undeveloped interval of alKtut t.

"The ore d. * of i: d

(likes of albite ;..; .; ..cin' •$

;ind belonging to a series of int r%

that appear at intervals along a zone ;i i-

mately .1.000 feet wide and 3 " * ,<. i he

mineralized dikes arc ' • • -n-

lets of quartz an«l < id

veinlets may carry metallic su" > and gold.

"During 11114 all the stamp* of the Tread-
well ^sToup wj-re in '

"
nous

opt-r •• •• ' ^•" ••' '''•- ••'IS

of. f

gold valued at
^

"Of the total vk '<

as free gold. an<i - d

from the -'•'"''!'«
•

• .e

\ieltl per e

aver.ik'f operatmi: cti^ti were $1.20. Riving a

net revenue t4 a •

A total (>• ' K
if, ,iif iti

t in

the

3.300 foot levels in the I

Seven Hundred Fo«>t m^*

rk vrmt

t of

:o

•n and



COMPLEX NATURE OF SMELTER RATES NOT
OFTEN DUE TO ULTERIOR MOTIVES

New Processes, Varying Types of Ores and Increasing Detail Responsible for Com-

plicated Schedules—Penalty for Silica Sometimes Is Too High

A long-felt want has been filled, it is be-

lieved, by the publication of Technical Paper
Xo. 83 by the Bureau of Mines. It deals

with the buying and selling of ores and
me* "••-/•

-nl products. Extracts from this

pai
It is evident from the foregoing that smelt-

: ^ rates and schedules are of a complex na-
•.'. although the principles on which they
based are reasonably simple. It is fre-

quently stated that these rates and charges
are made willfully complex by the buyer, in

r^der to obscure the amount of the deduc-
• ns made. This view may perhaps have
been correct in some instances, but the main
reason for the complexity of present rates

and schedules, is to be found in the fact that
the details have been increased from time
to time as the smelting industry grew, new

were invented, and new sypes of

..V..C found. It certainly seems desirable
* .cit the rates and schedules should be sim-
plified in order that they may be more com-
prehensible to shippers of ores, particularly
the small shipper who often is not familiar
with the intricacies of the business and hence
is not in a position to know whether justice
is done him.
There is little question but that the prin-

ciples upon which the rates and schedules
are founded are just enough. However, in-

^•••idual deductions and charges for smelt-
: -: might not be so reasonable. At first

-.ht it would seem that when lead is worth
4.7 cents per pound, a deduction of over 60
per cent of this value to cover smelting, re-

fining, and freight is too much. Determina-
tion can not be made superficially, but there
is no question but that, per ton of metal
' red. the smelting of low-grade lead or

. . : ore is murh more costly than that
of hiKh-grade ore
^ r point of contention relates to the

for '• - and the bonus for iron
is pu • d on the neutral sched-

:.• Frequently the penalty for exce.ss silica
:~ 12 ' nd the bonus for iron is 10 cents.
^' v,,,^

^Y^^ penalty and the bonus
.. other. This claim is per-

haps '
tble in copper smelting, in which

^he u is about equivalent to a
.'WL in lead smelting two units

lime are needed to be equivalent
' of silica, so that it seems fair
me penalty on silica higher than
for iron. However, in many con-
.e present time the bonus and
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penalty figures are eciual. It is customary
for a shipper who controls a considerable ore
supply to enter into contract with the smelt-
ing company for the treatment of his ores.

In instances of this kind, which are frequent,
much better rates and schedules are often
obtained than are specified in the so-called

open schedules, which are published for the
shipper of small isolated lots. Rates also

vary, the variation being dependent on the
demand for certain kinds of ore. Thus, at
times the siliceous or "dry" ores are scarce
and again ferruginous ores are scare, so that
rates vary with the suppl3^

AN IMPORTANT BUSINESS

"The buying and selling of ores and metal-
lurgical products is a great and highly im-
portant business in the United States, and
one that concerns not only the miner and
the metallurgist but the industrial world in

general. In this paper the attempt is made
to outline clearly its underlying principles,

the subject matter being based on personal
experience and investigation. The author
has endeavored to present the material im-
partially, and for that reason many of the
statements and figures regarding metallurgi-
cal practice should be taken as illustrative

rather than as applying exactly to average
operating conditions. Moreover, the state-

ments as to metal prices and trade methods
are to be considered as applying to normal
business, not to special conditions that have
developed as a result of the war in Europe.
As regards the style, technical words and
phrases have been avoided as much as pos-
sible in order to make the paper easily under-
stood by anyone who might be interested.
"In estimating, the value of an ore or any

intermediate metallurgical product (other
than a refined metal) the basis used is the
price of the refined metal at some principal
market center, such as New York, at the time
the valuation is made. The average price
of all copper for 1913 was 15.5 cents per
pound, and for electrolytic copper 15.269 cents
per pound. The prices for other metals for
the year 1914 were as follows: Lead, 3,862
cents per pound; spelter, 5.213 cents per
pound; silver, 54.811 cents per troy ounce.
Gold has the standard value, established by
law. of $20.67 per troy ounce.

"If the metal contents, in pounds for the
base metals and in troy ounces for the preci-
ous metals, per avoirdupois ton be multiplied
by the prevailing price of the refined metals,
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the sum of the products will be the gross
value of the ore.

'There is, however, a wide difference be-
tween the gross and the net value of a tone
of ore. From the gross value must be de-
ducted, first, the total cost of mining the ore.
and then the total cost or charge for treat-
ment, which includes some or all of the fol-

lowing items: Freight to treatment plant,
milling or smelting charge, charge to com-
pensate for losses of metal in treatment,
charge for penalties imposed on undesirable
constituents in the ore. charge for freight
to refining center, charge lor refining the
metal, charge to cover the selling costs of
the refined metal. Which of these charges
are imposed and what the amount of each
charge is depend on the ore. the method of
treatment, and the number of firms that
handle the ore and metals in the process from
ore to refined metal.
"The types of companies that han*-'^- ^res

and metallurgical products may be c ed
as follows:

"1. Mining and smelting companies or min-
ing and milling companies, which control all
•'. operations from the mining of the ore
to the production and selling of the finished
metal

"2. Mining companies, which mine and sell

ore on certain schedules to smeltintr or mill-

ing companies.
"A. Custom smelters or mills wliich purclia.sc

ores and also (a) operate refineries and pro-

duce refined metals or (b) sell intermediate
metallurgical products to refineries.

"Concerns of type 3 may control mines that
furnish a part of their ore supply.

"4. Refining companies, which purchase
metallurgical products such as matte, and
crude metals, and some ores, and produce
refined metals.

".'). Silling agencies, which place the refined

metals on the market.
"It is apparent that an ore or the products

'

1 from it may go t!
'

' ds

i. ... the fi'^'-' "d metal : i..^ ...ct.

and that m^ gical bu may be com-
ple.x. In the following pages the essentials

of the commercial side of metallurgical work
are discussed in some detail

COMPOSITION OP ORES

"It i-s most important to know the contents of

an ore in gold, silver, copper, lead, and zinc.

if any or all of these n ' ' ' * In
exiting work such oi.. are

lined as may be i to make
proper .smelting mixtures. Analvscs of ores

are made to f! inc silica, i
' nina.

lime. arul. 1'"^ ;», magne-^ia. <*»'

phur. and .. Manv "ther

may be determined as o( demands
"In gold and siivir r k it »s

usually unn .^"^ .
-n .f the

ores excipt r, al-

though sometimes it is blc to know the

other nts of tnc ores, par* ' ly

as reg-'i '- i"- presence of elements -• "^

•,;- n.

interfere with the e

meuls. In lead and copper smelting, how-
• tl, in • It-

•
-^^

; !/ kr^- "•

'•• ;•: ^ in t;

lime, magnesia, alumina, sulphur, and iron,
n the

1 s are
a ( al or
part of a smelter or mill. This
•' -^ • h the

' > • 1 ' 1 1 ' vj in o r > n. 1 I ... I s

lis of the plan may \<

nr
V on

J
Such laboratories daily turn out a great many
routine analyses wit^j accuracy and c! )\

SAMPUIXC, BUVIN'C AND SELLING

"In order that as.says and ana!v«!e<! may be
of value, the samples a t truly

•nt tl 9^,^^ •*"^ com-
'^ of -.^ .,., .. it '• iv>i :

• — '-' ir

>n it is nc> y to
, ^ en

lots of ore as they come to the mill or
r. If ores or n '

' product*.
is matte, pig or 1

1 1 are sold by oi.

chased by another, accurate sa

C' ods of
>•- r •'" '•••

--ised.

h .1 ' , »rc*.

careful sampling may not be i; but
in most instances will be . m order
V --'' the t'

^--
' - * - -^c

-g III .g

and buying of ore. public c-

pur ^ have bcrn t 1

- 'id

s is es-

V.-

pense. He may then either sell i

p.iii;. > <
'

to the n

for a fixed charge per ton.

PRACTICE AT CRIPPLE CREKK

"As an -•- ^- --f ^ ....:..
,j

ore are .c

Creek. Colo., may be cited. The shipper who
sends 1 • t to a m xwn-

V- " ' ' y
\-

the
:n-

Ntl It

:t tt

the : ^ of this Ui g
the basis o( > r.

I all or "

s on ..<;

: the '. tl re*

. and : K
saiiii-'.L'i 1 :l

hased by ti v
:c is $1 a ton. As t r

the owner has t. -r

SCUliiK It tr. ** *

'

r

AippinR it r

••Th«« d for ^ a
V are k »n every
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outlet for the purchased ore. Public sampling
companies give the ore shipper the advantage
of having his ore sampled in the camps and
purchased by the sampler under mill or

smelter contract and of receiving his money
several days earlier than if he ships directly

to the mill or smelter.

"By reason of the fact that the public

sampling companies have no other outlet for

ores purchased than the mills or smelters, it

is obvious that such companies are more or

less governed by the methods employed by
the smelters and mills. This statement ap-

plies generally throughout the West to the

sampling of gold, silver, lead and copper ores.

The real function of the public sampling
works is to aid the mirier and the smelting
and milling companies.
"There are public sampling works at Cripple

Creek, Georgetown, Idaho Spring, and Central
City, Colo.; in the vicinity of Salt Lake City,

and at Ogden. Utah; at Millers and Hazen,
Xev.; at Butte, Mont.; and at San Francisco,

Cal.

SAMPLING BY MILLING COMPANIES

"All well-regulated custom milling and
smelting companies maintain their own
sampling departments. The ore received is

sampled and the results obtained from the
basis on which the ore is purchased. This
procedure is strictly follow^ed whether the
ore has been sampled once or a number of

times before being shipped to them.
"At present the general attitude of the

ore seller, in regard to sampling, appears to
be one of satisfaction. Occasionally, of
course, some individual shipper complains
but in general complaints are not common.
"The facilities afforded by the public

sampling companies and the mills and smelters
for the sampling of all classes of ore have been
developed to a high degree of efficiency.

METHOD OF SAMPLING ORES

"Xo mill or smelter can treat each lot of
'^' irately. Such a procedure would be

le because of cost and of technical
difficulties. If separate treatment were pos-
sible, sampling might be unnecessary, for
then the product of the operation on a given
parcel of ore, or the value of the ore, could
be turned over to the seller. But as this
procedure is impossible the only method of
determining the amount of valuable metals
in the parrel of ore is by sampling, as above
outlined
"Sampling formerly done by hand labor

and V'" ^-"'ide methods, often inacurate, is

now done by automatic machinery.
A ierable part of the ores sampled by

' means is usually crused fine,
ng is un^^^'-'-able if the ore is

su': >• to be d in the blast fur-
nace. For this reason lead-smelting plants,
which mu«;t treat all ore, whether coarse or
fine, by blast-furnace smelting, still practice
the so-called hand sampling of oxide ores.
The ores received by the lead smelter are

broadly divided into two classes, sulphide ores

and oxide ores. The sulphide ores, which
must first be roasted and sintered (agglo-

merated) before smelting, are of necessity

crushed fine, in order to facilitate roasting.

The oxide ores, how^ever, need not be crushed
fine. It is customary, therefore, for lead-

smelting plants to have a sulphide-sampling
mill in which the sampling is conducted by
standard mechanical means and an oxide-
sampling mill where the sampling is done
largely by the alternate-shovel method and
by coning and quartering, in which only a
relatively small part of the ore is crushed.
"The charges for the sampling are compara-

tively small (25 cents to $1 per ton) and are
no burden in return for the benefits received.
"The final sample is a small part of the

original lot of ore; perhaps one part in 60,000
to 30,000. The final sample is usually divided
into four equal parts, which are placed in

paper sacks and distributed to the interested
parties, one being retained for reference.

Glass bottles, instead of paper sacks, are used
for sample containers by some companies,
"The practice followed in settling for ores

after the metallic content has been ascer-

tained is to split the results of the assays of

the shipper and purchaser according to a
previously arranged plan. On a gold ore,

for example, assaying between 1 and 2

ounces, the practice is, if there be a difference
of two to five points (0.0. to 0.05 ounce), to

take the average, or "split the difference," of

the two assays. If the ore contains 2 ounces
or over, the allowance is four points (0.04

ounce), the purchaser and seller splitting this

difference. If the purchaser's and seller's

assays do not agree close enough to permit
splitting the difference, a sample is submit-
ted to some reliable independent assayer for
an 'umpire' determination. Should the re-

sult of the umpire fall between that of the
two disagreeing assays, his assay is taken as
a basis of settlement, the interested parties
sharing in the cost of the umpire's services.

On the other hand, should the umpire assay be
lower or higher the assay result nearest the one
obtained by the umpire is then taken as the
basis of settlement, and the cost of the um-
pire is paid by the one whose assay results
.were rejected.

"The umpire assayer is usually chosen by
agreement between the ore buyer and the ore
seller. In drawing ore contracts specifying
the terms under which ore is bought it is

customary to name three reliable assayers of
reputation, satisfactory to both parties of
the contract, from which the umpire assayer
for any particular lot of ore may be selected.
Frequently the ore purchaser, either a smelt-
ing or a milling company, pays the umpire,
irrespective of whether the cost be assessed
against the buyer or the seller of the ore. If
the seller is liable for the cost, this is de-
ducted on his 'settlement sheet,' which gives
the net return on his lot of ore. Umpire
assayers are sometimes criticized by the sell-

ers of ore on the basis that no umpire assayer
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could exist in business if he incurred the dis-

pleasure of smelting and milling companies,
as such companies receive so many parcels of

ore and thus control so much umpire wurk
that their displeasure would mean a large
loss of business to the umpire. The sugges-
tion has been made that some central authori-
tative board of umpires be created to finally

adjudicate disputed cases.

MOISTURE IN ORE

"Smelting and milling charges are prac-
tically always based on 'dry weight,' and
assays and analyses on dried samples. The
ore as mined and shipped always contains a
certain amount of water as 'moisture.' The
water in the ore may be present in two
forms—as moisture or mechanically contained
water; and in some instances in part as
chemically combined water or 'water of crys-

tallization,' this water entering into the chem-
ical constitution of some minerals, such as
kaolin and alunite.

"The ore may be rather wet when mined
or may become wet in transit from mine to

reduction plant. Although water of crystal-

lization is a fixed unvariable quantity and is

part of the ore. 'moisture' is a variable quan-
tity, its fluctuations depending on the wet-
ness of the mine and on weather conditions.

Assays and analyses of two undried samples
of the same ore rarely agree, as one of the
samples may undergo some drying in transit

and for this reason give higher results per
unit weight than the wet sample assayed at

once at the mine where it was taken.
"The practice therefore is to weigh the ore

at the sampling plant immediately before
sampling. This weight is called the 'gross

weight of the ore. Then the ore is sampled,
the sample is weighed and is dried in a steam
bath at about 212° to 250^ F., until the mois-

ture is driven off. The weight is determined
and the percentage of moisture removed is

calculated. Deducting the calculated mois-

ture from the gross weight gives the 'net

weight' of the lot of ore to which the metal
content of the dried sample corresponds. The

•ature of drying is not carried beyond
::.- lo 250" F., in order that no water of

crystallization may be removed. Water of

crystallization is not expelled until a higher

temperature is reached, and failure to •

all of it introduces another variable. i ...

moisture in ores varies greatly, from about
2 to 30 per cent and more, according to the

nature of the ore. Solid, hard, quartzosc ore

}. i< the lowest " 'ure content. ••''••"'-

ilavey ore may > n a large pci

It is evidently to the advantage of the ship-

per to ship ore as dry as ht

i^ r>.iii| on gross weight .tit ^n >...j.,.. . ic-

( (. i\ Ls no return for the water content Water
may be and i.s often absorbed in large quan-

tities by ore i in open cars, and thr

i:..i:. li'pcnd on •

at the point of origin.

"It is .still a common practice lo collect a

grab' moisture sample in addition to the
regular sample, by taking in .linately
a number of shovelfuls from the ioi of ore.
on thf .-.....•

.^ that n^ • •- ' * dur-
ing .s;i . . ihat a :; mina-
tion on the final sample will result in credit-
•r.^ the shipper with too large a net weight.

h a ha ^
' of d

.• and: . isture IS

discarded as unfair. The moisture in ore is

chiefly in the fine part, and a 'grab' sample
•" ntain an « -- - -• ,n of fine
.1 The m .-.. . . .„.....' t^^r- prin-
cipal sampling operation can he .• 1 for
by a correction. In Co! nments
have shown that the loss in

machine sampling is about ., ,-. .... ...

summer and 7 per cent in winter, that is, ore
showing 5 per cent of moisture in the ma-
chine .sample, act " * 55 per cent
during summer t l. .. .. 'i--- 'v.^.'^j-c

should be determined in the ri !e

and the proper correction allowed for.

"The n •

'

.i

source oi .. ,...u ..... .. ...cr

and seller, for no direct n or
resampling is possible, as is lor the metal
content, f

•
=' Iq^ niay bt* kched

and this .. ..^,.. v ' to the • wet
weight and the ; .^'c of m • ar-

rived at in this way.

ASSAYS AND ANALYSES

"As already stated, all surh .tscltv? f.-.r gold
and .silver and other p: . i all

such analyses for copper, lead. zmc. and other
be necessary, arc made on

I..;
i

.. Tb'- rir.»cious metals, gold.

silver, etc . are dete: ! bv mran« nf the
fire as.say. and other m !»

by wet (

'

il analy.sis i lor

^old. .sil\t., V .v... can he m •<' ' ac-

curacy, so that in the : d
work carried on dailv in %
one part gold "'^MioOO pa e

part silver in ^uO parts ; y
(k-trrmined. One part gold in - tt

ore represents 20 cents in a ton of ore A»-
s;»vs o( > ^'e within 20 to 60
,-...> I.- itl ^ »,v *• ^10 •1\ \ ill If H

, is p T
grade ores Silver is usually rr i to

" 1 out The
'"!.ini . - .. aU

]
weight of ore m t) It the

re!a-

. ountr'i

i ii. adopts «< A unit

V With this or«
. a lumple,

) ttw.r.-fr .•<>

wrigh V to utNkS ! 4m. n the
!-

• »lion of gold lo 001 i;i. n.
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equivalent to 0.01 ounce, or 20 cents gold, is

not difficult. Accuracy may be increased by

taking sample weights that are multiples of

the assav ton. .

"In the British Colonies gold is estimated m
ore as ounces, pennyweights, decimal parts

of a pennyweight, and also as grains per ton

of 2 000 and of 2,240 pounds; in Mexico, as

grams per metric ton (2,204.6 pounds), or as

grains per short ton, or as ounces per short

ton as in the United States. Copper, lead,

zinc, and other constituents are deterrnined

as percentages. Thus, copper ore containing

10.10 per cent copper will contain 202 pounds

of copper per ton. One per cent per ton,

equivalent to 20 pounds, is frequently termed

a unit, and payment for copper and lead is

sometimes made on the unit basis. In com-

mercial work the metals are usually deter-

mined to within 0.05 to 0.20 per cent, although

sometimes greater accuracy is required.

Other substances in the ore, as silica, lime,

iron, and alumina, the amounts of which

must be known in order to direct technical

operations, are determined by rapid methods."

CARL SCHOLZ PROMOTED
BY ROCK ISLAND RAILROAD

Carl Scholz. president oif the American

Mining Congress, just has been appointed

manager of the Mining and Fuel Department

of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Rail-

road. In this position he has charge of all

mining operations and the purchase, handling

and use of company fuel. Commenting on

his promotion, the Western Trade Journal

says:
"Formal announcement has just been made

of the appointment of Carl Scholz, the well-

leer, as manager of the

. .... i.^partment of the Chicago,

i and Pacific.

"Undoubtedly there is not a better known
''!e mining engineer in Chicago

I...W. .... . .. ..z, and during the many years

that he has been associated in such capacity

with the foremost corporations of the coun-

try' he has &(
''

' d many large under-
t-.'.'nrr^ yind h^ . ........ ished a most enviable

n. In his new position Mr. Scholz
wiii continue to make his headquarters in
'"' "'

' n of Mr. Scholz for

,. ...t is fitting recognition
the Rock Island of the ability

of a man who has given so many years of

*o the solving of mining engineering

"It is remarkable the large number of men
who n promotion or appointment
"•••^ - '

-izations affiliated with
J last few years. The

pu -torate appears to place
in tiic iu'<.-,i : itions men who
^'" • '' es in their par-

, . /intment of Mr.
z appears to bear this out. Considering

}tit , e of the Rock Island
in th^ ..... ...... .,., .nagnitude of its min-
ing and fuel department, it is absolutely

necessary that the men in charge of this de-

partment have the widest experience in en-

gineering and be able to show results.

"Carl Scholz was born in Slawentzitz, Ger-

many, July 2, 1872, the son of Paul and
Nannette (Schneider) Scholz. He was edu-

cated in Germany, and came to America in

1890. He married Eleanor Hay Barclay, of

Lexington, Va., April 22, 1897. He has served

as mining engineer for the Mount Carbon
Company, Ltd., Powelltown, Va., 1891-94;

manager and part owner of the Thomas-
Scholz Coal Company, Riverside Coal Com-
pany, Superior Coal and Lumber Company,
and Carbon Coal and Coke Company, Ka-
nawha District, West Virginia, 1894-1901;

manager of the mining department of the

Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific since 1902,

and president and director Rock Island Coal
Mining Company, Coal Valley Mining Com-
pany, and vice-president and director Con-
solidated Indiana Coal Company, director of

the First National Bank of Hartshorne,
Okla., consulting engineer United States Bu-
reau of Mines. He is a Republican in poli,.

tics, member of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers, American Society for Test-
ing Materials, Western Society of Engineers.
First Aid Committee War Relief Board of

the Red Cross. He belongs to the Union
League and Chicago Athletic clubs, is an
Episcopalian, and resides at 700 Bittersweet
Place, Chicago."

For Safety's Sake, Blast With

LOW FREEZING

Explosives
Especially Made for Blasting Work

in Winter Weather

NOW is the time when the blasting
crews experience trouble with
explosives affected by chilling

temperatures.

Insist that all blasting shall be done
with our LOW FREEZING EXPLO-
SIVES. They remain un-frozen and
retain their cfificiency in near zero
weather. Thawing is seldom necessary.

Tell us about your work. Let us
help your crew to get better
results. Write to department 234.

E. I . du Pont deNemours & Co.
Powder Makers Since 1802

WILMINGTON, DELAWARE
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PERSONALS

George Watkins Evans, of Seattle, is expected
in Washington within the next few days, to
consult with Secretary Lane in regard to Alaskan
coal leases. Mr. Evans subdivided the Bering
River field into leasing units.

E. Steidle, an engineer assistant to George S.

Rice of the Bureau of Mines, will make his

headquarters in Washington. Mr. Sttidk- had
charge of the Bureau of Mines exhibit at the
Panama- Pacific Exjxjsition.

George S, Rice, chief engineer of the Bureau
of Mines, who recently moved his headquarters
from Pittsburgh to Washington, made a business
trip to Pittsburgh last week.

Charles EnzJan in the readjustment of the
Pittsburgh office of the Bureau of Mmrs will

be chief assistant to Geo. S. Rice, directing all

coal mine investigations.

Chris Damm, a mining man formerly opera-
ting at Nome, but now at Lillouet, British

Co' '

I, has been in Washington on a short
bu;.; irip.

Sumner S. Smith, of Alaska, mine inspector
for the Bureau of Mines, is in Washington for a
cfmference with the Secretary of the Interif)r

regarding Alaskan coal leases. Mi. Smith has
subdivided the Matanuska Meld into leasing

anits.

H. M. Wolfiin has assumed his duties in the
newly created {xjsition of safety engmeer at the
[Pittsburgh office of the Bureau of Nlines. Mr.
Wolflin will have charge of all rescue work in

addition to certain other duties which devolve
u|K)n the ot^ce.

J. W. Paul, who has Iwen in charge of the

mine rescue work at the Pittsburgh office of the
Bureau of Mines, has t <1 and has '

(J,
„w,iif I'.ijT practice in ..;>>. and coal i:.;..;.^

e!ii :ig, with his office at I'illsburgh.

Harry E Kelly, formerly of the Denver
bar and at one time Tnited States attornev
for Tolorado. has ^ cd as attornev for

the Interstate Com: (\)mmission to br

come a member of the legal firm of < >

dav. Butler, Lamb A: Foster, of Chicago

of
I?

S. W. Weill. • M .

zinc 1 ' in I Lo.. ^ r. ' .

is ui hhI that 'h»

$2.(HH>.(KM). Few pr ^ have l»cfn oinnol
in thj<? ar«a, but its ' ts liccn r-

for r^i.inv years. L^»,i,-..i develop;..

.til' !
: i «,ilc<i.

Dr. G. '" " " '

on a pro :,. „ . ,, ..

accompanied by a party

B. Br>an, mining engineer, who has i-d

his p' "
' to '

"

on a ; irip. Mr.
graduatetl from Stanford University. He has

Western
'i''iii>'i.i- *.

exist. He f

staff of the Barlx'r .\sphialt Company, in
Venezuela. He also i> 1 in the Cola-
huasi.'i Cof^jxT mines in t. n.n..

Whitman Cross, of the United -g-

ical Survey, one of the .
"

t, .. .i-^^jT into the causes > v.,^ , .. i ..i

I
, has returned to \'. n.

J. C. Branner, formerly Tircsident of Stanford
University, was in Wa m recently after

having visited Panama and sc\*eral of the
CariblK-an Islands.

C. H. Gibii.s. of Salt Like ^;.
• oi u.e

Utah Fuel Company o ,1 also .....: of the
Consolidated Mines any at Alta, Utah,
was in Washington se\'eral davs last month.
Mr. Gibi '

. is th
''

v im-

pressive ..ji^aring :— ,
"••'«''

AlU.

Falcon Joslin. of Fairbanks. A for-

merly a director of the Am. Mminj:
Congress, i.«? in Wa.shington on buMncss.

Anaconda Commission MmU
A meeting wa.s held in Wa^^huiK'ton Ust

month of the An <5ion

It con.sists of fo.iu 1

1

^^

Ricketts and Van H M
business was transacted, of which no an-

nouncement was macle

("able Af1«lrr«<,

"

]{r ' \t
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WILMOT ENGINEERING CO.
HAZLETON, PENNA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE MACHINERY
FOR THE PREPARATION AND HANDLING OF

ANTHRACITE COAL

IX Works, White Haven, Penna

WILMOT RIVETLESS CHAINS 11= handling
LLOYD COMPOUND (i'3 ROLLS CFUShing

screening
cleaning

PARRISH ^'^1^ SHAKERS

SIMPLEX JIGS

BEST SERVICE— LONGEST LIFE—LOWEST COST OF UP-KEEP

Let us figure with you on your new installation or replacing your old and obsolete ones

the: canton
automatic mine door

••>••>>•••>••>•••« '«IIIB
<«!•

•ma
>!>

IMPROVED METHODS
Without Additional Expense

IF you contend for old time methods, you might try keeping time
by employing a boy with a hammer and gong, to strike off the
hours as indicated by a sun dial. K A trial, however, will convince

you that a good clock is cheaper and more reliable. If vSo is the Canton
Automatic Mine Door better than a trapper boy. ^ Write for literature.

THE AMERICAN MINE DOOR COMPANY, Canton, Ohio

IMS



To the Members of the American Mining Congress:

Do vou know that you are the owners and pub-
Hshers of the MIXING CONGRESS JOURNAL?
We trust you will realize the responsibility of this

ownership and that you will lend your active
assistance in making the Journal a greater success.

Real mining men should be active members.
An application blank will be found on another
page of this issue.

Associate memberships are designed for those
not actively interested in mining, but who are
veiling to assist a state Chapter of the Mining
Congress in helping to develop the Mining industry
within the State. All memberships include sub-
scription to the MINING CONGRESS JOURNAL.

Every member of the Mining Congress should
undertake to send in at least one application each
month. Will you help by having the following

blank filled in and mail to this office'

SUBSCUirTION .\ND .VI'l'LKATION FOR .\SSO('I.\TK MEMnKH.-^HII'

IN THE

AMERICAN MlMNd ( ONCUESS

101

I hereby make application for Associate Membership in THE AMKKICWN
MINING CONGRESS, and agree, if accepted, to abide by the By-Uws. Rule* and

Regulations of said organization and to pay the dues required by lame. Herewith

find $1 00 fee and $2.00 dues for one year, in«.

:

tubtchption to the Mining

Congress Journal ($1.00 of which is designated as . in to I .1).

yame

Occupation

P. O Address..

Reiommendfd by
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•SAFETY FIRST EXHIBITION ELICITS PRAISE OF
PRESIDENT AND 35,447 VISITORS

Conference of State Mine Inspectors and Other Delegates Results in Strong

Movement to Standardize State Laws and Regulations Affecting

Coal Mining Throughout the Countr>'.

A lor - :) toward uinar '
' ' 'n

and un;. ; . lv among the S: ....vs

and mining practices was taken at the ntion
in Washington last month of State mmc msjicc-
tors and others ])articularly interested in this

phase of the mining industry.
At the retjuest of the Secretar>' of the Interior

mine inspectors and other delegates w
from many of the coal and m' '

' rs

to l>e present at the conference, , „ ^.^rt

of the program of Safety-First Week.
Under Government ausp: twenty-five

I
* 'an exhibition wr.uh set forth

K •-, •• safety-first work each is doing.
Xalurally the central |x>sition in a movement of

this kind was taken by the mining indu-st^^•, in

which the life loss has Ijeen re<luced decic{e<lly

by such metho<ls.
Among the 35,477 jxTsons who attend^nl the

« ion were a large numlnT of mine o; • s.

i
* ' to indicate llial t'

It :e the mine "T..r.'
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Without question the lx*sl that
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'
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published, and for this reason the meeting of

mine inspectors was called.

FISCAL YEARS

There are fiscal vears ending in May, June,

Septeml>er, October, and November, in addition

to the ^ '^''^"lar vears. It would simplify matters

ver>'

r

.illv' if it were possible to bring about

a calendar vear for all official reports. If it is

in^- ' 'e to establish a calendar year, reports

sh> ..... . c so published as to break in six months'

or three months' periods, and then, by consoli-

dating, a calendar vear may be obtained. Thus,

a State whose year ends June 30 might easily

prepare its reports so as to represent six months'

periods, and then statisticians and others

interested could combine the last six months of a

fiscal vear with the first six months of the

following fiscal year and thus produce a calendar-

year report. Those whose reports are for

years ending September 30 could accomphsh
the same result by preparing their reports

covering quarterly periods.

NUMEROUS REPORTS

The various mining companies are now flooded

with requests from Federal bureaus and State

organizations for information relating to their

operations. Many of these requests call for

practically the same information but put up in

somewhat different form, so that it really necessi-

tates compiling the figures anew from the original

records. The requirements are so at variance

with each other that it is difficult to keep
records that will suit the needs of all. Further-

more, requests for information come at the close

of the year, and, perhaps, call for data that has
not been kept by the operator. With standard
forms adopted, the operator would know just

what would be required of him at the close of

the year and would keep his records accordingly.

The following abstract from the Black Diamond
of Februar}' 1 2 was called to the special attention

of the meeting:
"Today the average mine must make seventeen

reports to State and Federal authorities. We
will not attempt to enumerate them, but will

merely indicate their character. One goes to the
local inspector, another to the chief inspector
of mines of the State, a third to the State
Ge«^)logical Survey, a fourth to some State
department, a fifth to the Bureau of Mines, a
sixth to the United States Geological Survey, a
seventh to the Government intended for the
revenue collector, etc. Each of these seventeen
reports rent, although all embody about
th ' -^ - *'on.

^ . . have to be made out
at many different times. Some are made every
day, \-, some every month, some
for *

. <^. '..,'!.,.^ June 30, and some for the
ca year.

"This matter of reporting on mine operations
isge^' '

' It is taking entirely
toon.^ ....^> to get up the reports,
and, for the ; of time involved, far too
little U5 information after it has
been ;. inixi is, the mine operator
mak' . hut thn ^,nmmar>' of it comes out

too late for him to use the information. This

amounts to a tremendous waste of money and

effort.

"There is a way by which these reports can be

consolidated and made of some use to the coal

operator. That, is, one report, very complete

in every detail, could be sent to a central organiz-

ation. This central organization could compile a

statement to be used by the operators and by all

the State and Federal authorities."

COOPERATION

Since the organization of the Bureau of

Mines it has been its poHcy to cooperate wherever

possible with the officials representing the State

organizations. It has been felt that while the

Bureau is able to collect certain statistical •

information from the operators direct, yet such

reports are rendered voluntarily by the operator

and in many cases are not as complete as they»
should be. A cooperative arrangement will have
the benefit of being backed by the State laws

which require the State officials to collect, and
also require the mine operators to report, certain

information relating to labor, accidents and
production. If this data could be consolidated

and standardized it could be used by the State

organizations as well as by the Federal Bureaus.

It would reduce the labor on the part of the

operator in preparing several reports, lend the

State departments whatever assistance the

Federal Government may offer, and furnish the
latter with figures which will be comparable, and,

in fact, the same as those published by the State

officials, thus avoiding the possibility of two
reports being issued which will be at variance
with each other.

With the enactment of the compensation laws
more detailed information is being required of

the operators, and this adds another commission
to whom the reports are to be submitted. The
requirements of the States and Federal Bureaus
should, therefore, be so standardized that one
report may be made to meet the requirements
of the State compensation commissions, State
inspectors, the Federal Bureau of Mines, and
any other agency interested in mineral statistics.

In opening the first session of the mine
inspectors' meeting, Mr. Manning said:

"This meeting was called for two purposes,
and I want a full, frank, and free discussion of

all subjects brought before the meeting. What
we want is constructive criticism. The Bureau
of Mines has provided suggested forms for mine
statistics. This is presented to you in concrete
form so that you will have something to go on.
The Bureau of Mines has accepted the form of
statistics prepared by the State of Pennsylvania,
and it is thought that the Bureau ought to aid
the State inspectors, industrial commissions,
and other societies in adopting a standard form
for statistics.

"The Interior Department, Department of
Labor, and Department of Commerce are three
large Government agencies engaged in collecting
these statistics annually.
"The second purpose for which this meeting

was called is to discuss informally with you the
advisabihty of having a standard law for all
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States so far as may be possible. This is a big
job and it will take some time to get anything
accomplished. As you know, many miners are
migrator}", they are here today and gone to-
morrow; they are foreign-bom, many of them,
and do not read or write the English i "^"i 'e

so I do not know how far it will be p .r

us to go. I understand that some of the States
prescribe certain forms for collecting statistics,

but in a very large measure they leave it to the
inspector. This is a get-together meeting and I

want to hear from all of you and the meeting is

now open for discussion on these matters. I

have furnished you gentlemen a copy of these
suggested forms. I have prescribed here an order
of business and if there is no objection on your part
we will take that up and discuss it so that you
vsnll have something before you."

In explaining the need for uniform statistics

and the advisability of compiling them for the
calendar year, Allx^rt H. Fay, statistician of the
Bureau of Mines said:

"Legislative enactments relating to mine
inspection and workmen's compensation in the
various States are far from being uniform.
One point of difference is the year covered by the
report. A number of the States have fiscal

years coinciding with the calendar year, whereas
in other States the fiscal year ends in May, June,
September, or November. With years c^- -'"s^

such varying periods, it is not easy to y
matter relating to the mines so that information
reported by one State will be comparable with
that reported by another State. It would seem,
therefore, that an effort should be made to have
all of the reports coincide with the calendar year.

"Many other features of the reports are not uni-

form. This is especially nf)ticeable as to the
classes of mines the insj>ection service should
cover. The mines subject to inspection differ; in

some States all mines are included, whereas in

others only those mines employing 5. "v • ^*t—

n

underground are included. Comi>ei ii

most States apply to all mines, but in some they
are elective at the option of the < 'r. Hence
those ()• • - who do not cii- *" n- --nt

State c , um will not Ik? inilii- : ii "iie

commission's report, so that the rep<irt will not
include all mines for the year in qi:

"The {<>—' •*ained herein :.
.,>:.. .^j

for the coi: u of the mine i;
.

I

the representatives of industrial comi is

with the hoj)c that they will l)c of aid in -

lishing a imiform • ' 'n for reeordi- 1

pul»liiiliing data rel.i _ o the mining ii; /,

with s|>ccial reference to the various phases of

mine accidents.

"In order thai v l>e of greaie:.i

value to tlie minui^ ... at larg'v '-•v

must l>e collecte<l an«l ta d on as" -I

basis. With the intrwiuction of comjK'nsation

laws, it is abs<jlutcly essential that accurate and
r* ' dat:i Ik* av ' "

'

.
• =• oper

in ..li.iiiic rales m.i; '"'

more, uniform and t

II . miners, c; rn, and all others

interestc<l an op|K)rlunity to make true com-
parisons as to • "^ ' s an<l with

other min«*s Hi in' ^».ii< .v.iv, ... ...^iict.

ADVfXTATES CALES'DAR YEAR

A. W. Donovan, Chairman of the Massa-
chusetts State Boar' '' ' ':

"I am firmly con.... . ne for all

to close statistical reports is Ut r .U, and
my basis would be from the fact that the Fe<lcral

h'.:. - .... . .J. : - .. i
iti . ;.^, .. . .;,

the Fe<ieral income ta.x. That :
•. in under

the auditor's signature, in most cases, and the
sworn s* • • ' yf^j. n^Q5^
of us ha—....;;. ... ^ct • ?;.

tion of the business, and from that pa: .r

time it would apj)ear that it is much better than
closing the * ' tr in .May, June, S * ' -,

or July; .tt ;.. ..:at r. >r,\ we w<»iil ; .

as you ^ . (.fi, a par day a:. :

•

time from which to get our tigures an«i

I am very much in favor of the thirty -iirii oay
of December."

SITUATION ON NEW YORK

L. W. Hatch, chief statistician of Nfw Y*»rk
State I ndustrial Compensation Com
"We -

' , ^j,^ .r year
is the ti..;.^ ... ... .... . ... lo. I ;.....^.ae that
our problem in arriving on the calendar year as
the report is quite similar to what it is in other
States where the fis " departments
does not c .'rr..~;f. ,t ,..,,. ,... '..f^.r.r ^•(»ar,

and laws ;; ;:re an a: • t*>

the legisLiture. The fiscal year m New V
for e- "

', is fixed
'

S«'"' 30. As v.. ..y,..

Ui quartiTly, th'>;e

years ending in .May or .No r will ab^
h.!

' '

rioiU, but a

ha.. enable a rt. ...^

for t at anv time. '!

what we are trying to do in Slew Y« it ts

possible til '

' New ,\\]

shortly be JO,"

projH)se lo prohn
our year into halves, making ta'

ni '
•

•

f
necc5»sar>' wc wui iu*vc

to ; ''i< l>cen sufgrstcd.
That will .1 p»r».f deal. I

am ver>' much in favor, n :i these
c< ui law or
d> '-alendar

v<

I«jhn

I

and
S.I

a-

!•

KAVUR7» C.VLI:..\UAK YhVK

r, IVesulenl of the III:

I, our •

lavor oi \:

report, but w
trout"
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SITIATION IN ARIZONA

G. H. Bolin, State Mine Inspector of Arizona,

"Arizona's vear ends November 30 and a is

thedutv of the in^^pector to make a report to the

Governor in detail of the work he has done m the

vear on Deeember 31, but the work done during

the month of December is not included in that

vearlv reix^rt. The reason that this calendar

'vear ends on November 30 is that the Governor

IS elected ever\' two years and it is the duty ot

the inspector to report to the Governor, and it is

necessarv for the inspector to get his report m
shape to present to the Governor before the tirst

of the succeeding vear. So far as I am concerned,

I l)elieve the matter could be arranged so that

the year could end December 31."

DR. smith's opinion

Dr. George Otis Smith, director of the United

State Geological Sur\'ey, said

:

"In speaking of the question that is now before

you it seems to me that the point that has been

made that the influence of the corporation taxes

and the returns of the corporations must even-

tuallv have a large influence in deciding this

(] '
• in favor of the statistical year being

I'i., ..:..L- as the calendar year. We have been

speaking of the fiscal years of this and that State,

but we must also consider the fiscal years of the

corporations and I think that the point can well

be made that the influence of the corporation

tax law will be to make the fiscal year of the

corporations more generally coincide with the

calendar year.
"

I believe that we must be of one mind. What
we want is the fullest statistical information, the

least possible trouble on the part of the reporting

c' " • - -n-. That is the reason that I think has

a' 1 the chairman in calling this meeting,

the idea being that the State and Federal

a;. must as far as possible cooperate.

... wur own statistical work, in connection

tvith the production statistics we have found it

economical to cooperate with many of the States.

I
'

'
e at the present time we cooperate with

a.. -^"^ > .venty of the State Geological Surveys and
of course it will occur to all of you that one of

the purjxjses of such cooperation is the avoidance
of '' '- - • - -/,rts.

"..
. , at which appeals to us strongly

is the avoidance of two sets of statistics that

do r It is rather embarrassing to the
<*•' '- "^'i^'^rs to find one set of figures

i . and another set Vjearing

the 1 seal. I think that these differences

\ f\ in the past and I trust that

lii«
' '••- f-d in the future.

"s ... iardizationof any kind,

of course limit that is set by natural
law, I doubt if al tics of the mining in-
''

•

'

.!. one blank. A limited
,,,r...f ;.,,-, ^vi^;}^ ^Y^Q mineral

I , and the work of

our St has been along the lines of

used, thus putting as little

ourucn u^ lyji^^uic on the reporting companies."

Utah's position

J. E. Pettit, State Mine Inspector for Utah,

said

:

"Our State has a fiscal year ending November
30. I was called upon to address a high school

class the other day. I took the State figures and
before I got through one of the professors got up
and submitted the Government's figures and I

was asked which were correct. Of course, I had
to explain that they were both correct; one was
taken for the fiscal year and the other for the

calendar year. I realize that it would take a

whole lot of energy and time to convince our

legislature to change the fiscal year of the State.

I think if the statements sent out by the Bureau
of Mines requesting information each month
would be shaped in such a manner that the dates

of such fatalities could be shown it would simplify

matters for States that are situated such as

ours is. Then we have this staring us in the face.

For the past four years we have had more fatal

accidents in the month of December than any
other month in the year, and that makes quite a

material diflference in our fiscal year and calendar

year when the fatalities are computed. I w^ould

like to suggest to Mr. Fay that it might be a

good idea if the dates of the accidents were put
in, so that it could be put into the reports."

the insurance attitude

H. M. Wilson, representing the insurance

interests, said:

"So far as the insurance companies which are

concerned in underwriting coal mine risks on
workmen's compensation are concerned, the

policy year is the calendar year and I am quite

confident that these insurance companies will

be in hearty accord with any motion to make the

calendar year the statistical year. In some cases

the policy year is not the calendar year, but the

statistical year is the calendar year."

classification of mines

Some interesting discussion with regard to

the classifying of gaseous and non-gaseous mines
took place at the first session.

J. T. Beard, of Coal Age, said:

"Conditions in what are called gaseous mines
differ from those in what are called non-gaseous.
In this classification it would be a very essential

idea to start out with a thorough classification,

not only of mineral mines but of coal mines, and
it would have this incentive that State mine
inspectors would classify their statistics along the
same lines, whereas if it was just simply made out
in a general way they would not fit the classi-

fication."

RICE differs

Geo. S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the
Bureau of Mines, took a different view. He said

:

"In Pennsylvania the gaseous condition of
the anthracite mines is not due to the character
of the mineral, it is due to the geologic formation;
the beds are heavily pitching and that is the real

important feature. I have been in some of the
iron mines in New York and they are quite

(Continued on Page 142)



HALF A MILLION DOLLARS ADDED VOLUNTARILY
TO PAY ROLLS IN THREE UTAH CAMPS

Increased Pay to Employes Contingent on Price of Metals New Potash
Plant To Be Erected Near Marysvale Van Law Succeeds

Carpenter Other Utah News

Bv A. C. M acKenzik

Sail Lake City, February 25—Between 6,0(X)

ancl 7,(KKJ metal miners of Utah are a' i by
voluntary wage increases a' .ed iii three
Utah camps in January and 1 ly. Some of
the increases were effective as of January- 1 and
others as of February 1. The continuance of

the increased pay is made c *• <nt on metal
prices, accordinjj to the notic ^^ '~n out by the
companies. These advances are in addition to
increases previously given to mill and smelter
emy)loyes and to office forces by some of the
companies.
The new scale at Binjjham gives increases of fif-

teen cents to twenty-five cents a day to al>out

3,700 men, the increase to remain in effect as long
as copjx'r is twenty cents or higher. New York
quotation. The princii)al Bingham companies
joining in the increase are Utah Copix-r, U. S.

Smelting, Refining H: Mining, Utah (' ' -

<lated, Utah-Aix'X, Utah Sletals, B:: .,,... ;;i

Mines, Ohio Copjx'r.

Tintic and Park City have announced an
ir of twenlv-five cents a dav to •

i

HI while silver is at fiftv-five cents or ... r

and leatl at $5.50 or higher.

The principal 'J'intic comi)anies joining in the
raisi- are Eagle & Blue Bell, Ciemini, Rid^'e \-

\'alley, Chief Consolidated, Iron HI-
(Irand Central, Lower Mammoth, Uncl<

May Day, Mammoth, Yankee, Colorad<», Beck
Tunnel, Dragon, Bullion Beck, Eureka Hill, Gold
Chain, < )i)ohongo.

The Park City projK'rties affected are Daly-
Judge, Silver King Coiilition, Silver King Ct»n-

solidatid. ! '

'

It is esli;,... ^' -de adds ni'-n

than $5(K),(KM) to the annual
;

1 of the ti.

camps.
.NKW AI.UMMTi: TI.A.ST

Following the success of the potash plant
erect. the Mineral Pr
at M... ;....'• T-. .'. .1- r. •

i»any, of p;

F. B. McCarthv, has announce*! at Salt L.^
that it V '.toe ^ ' '*^K wjtliiii

liiree Un:' '
I", ^.,'^'^r, to MUIH

the alunitr t h:

V.\N LAW M !»S CARPKNTKk

C. W. Van Uiw, of Boston, uectjnd
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Mining Com|).'iny, im^ i"_'ii <m_ieM i>i«

of the United States Fuel Comi>any, -

E. L. Carpenter, of Salt Lake, who r.

recently.

A. B. Api)erson, of Siilt T '^- f- •-."- -t.

intendent of the Utah h:

Rio Grande riiilwav, lias Ix-cn elected .

ni of the U* S. F '

cl...,.^. <t the ( ' "It 'I'l '- .
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five men and that the use of electricity in mines

be regxilated bv law.
. .

Mr. Pet tit recommended that a commission

be appointed to formulate his suggested code

but the governor, finding that he had 119 legal

authority to appoint a commission for this pur-

pose, has directed Mr. Pettit to embody in a

report of his own the ideas he suggested be

considered by a commission.

BRAFFET HONORED

M. P. Braffet, one of the best-known mining

attorneys and operators of Utah, was elected

president of the Salt Lake Mining & Stock

Exchange, succeeding R. J. Evans, at the recent

annual meeting of the Exchange. Mr. BrafTet

has been an officer of the Utah Fuel Company
for many years and is extensively interested in

metal mines in various Utah camps. He is a

director and a member of the Executive com-

mittee of the Utah Chapter of the American

Mining Congress.

SYSTEMATIC EXPLORATION
OF SUB STRATA NEEDED

Need for a more thorough knowledge of the

strata lying below the surface throughout the

United States is becoming accentuated with each

passing year. Many suggestions have been
made for some systematic drilling throughout
the entire country, and the matter again is

being considered by several of the government's
experts.

The most desirable way, of course, is to have
the federal government undertake the sinking

of drill holes wherever the stratigraphy of the

country is not known.
While the Geological Survey and the Bureau

of Mines are very much in favor of having the
work done by the federal government, so as to

supply them with data which is greatly needed,
it is quite certain that Congress would not look
with favor upon the federal government under-
taking such work.
The next possible course would be the under-

taking of systematic drilling by the individual
states. In several instances states have under-
taken this class of work in limited areas with good
results.

For many years the U. S. Geological Survey
has made every effort to secure the logs of wells
drilled in different parts of the United States
wh '

' rata were not already known.
Tl;;. -..'-J, .-'yv.ever, of securing cooperation
from T-.rivate drillers can be well understood
since' rable trouble and expense are neces-
sary :

'
r) an absolutely correct log.

In : . .-gions of the West develop-
noent work en done almost exclusively on
oi- ji mineral veins. wSince only a
sni'U - '

••-
-rins reach the surface

the ( .^ ...cmatic drilling can be
well : 1.

At liay City, Mich., a hole was drilled to a
d»— ''

^

'
"^ SOO feet in the hope of discovering an

u-' l>ed of rock salt. Ten thousand
dollars " *cnt in the effort and no rock salt
was four '' - it has been demon-
strated c , . .... .,., viO.OOO were very well

spent because of the geological information which

was made available, to say nothing of the money
that otherwise would have been spent in useless

drilling in an eflfort to locate salt beds.

In the oil regions much very valuable geologi-

cal information has been furnished by the logs

of the oil wells. ' In fact it is this very valuable

information which proves beyond all question

that a general drilling of the country would be

an advisable undertaking.

One of the most important results in some por-

tions of the country would be the mapping of the

underground water supply. The government
has done some drilling on public lands and upon
Indian lands with the idea of developing water,

and some work upon a small scale has been done
in the search for potash and phosphate.

MOLYBDENUM DEPOSITS
ARE DISTRIBUTED WIDELY

Molybdenum deposits are found in almost
every large area of granitic rocks, though most
of the deposits are small, frequently only a few
flakes at a place. The largest known deposits

in this country appear to be in Colorado, Mon-
tana, Idaho, Washington, and Maine. In Colo-

rado a deposit has been worked near Empire by
the Primos Chemical Company, of Primos,
Pennsylvania. A deposit at Climax, Summit
County, is being worked and the ores are milled

by the Pingree Mines and Ore Reduction Com-
pany of Leadville, Colorado.
Methods of mining vary with the deposit.

Where the deposit occurs as at Aurelia, Wash-
ington, in comparatively large lumps of molyb-
denite the ore is hand picked and cobbed.
Where it is distributed through the rock in fine

scales then it must be separated either by oil or

water flotation or some similar process. Roughly,
the metal is separated by reducing the molyb-
denite, in which form molybdenum is usually
found, to ammonium molybdate or to the oxide,

and this is then reduced either by heating with
carbon or by heating with a reducing gas.

The market value of molybdenite is a matter
of bargain between the producer and the pur-
chaser. There is no established market price.

The price may range from twenty cents to $2 a
pound, depending on the ore, the place, and the
needs of buyer and seller.

The cost of mining varies so much with con-
ditions that no estimate can be made without
knowing the circumstances.

Wulfenite, the lead molybdenite, is also used
as an ore of molybdenum. Deposits are mined
in the Caballoe Mountains near Engle, New
Mexico, at Mammoth, Yuma, and other places
in Arizona.

PREPARE PRELIMINARY
BIG HORN BASIS REPORT

A preliminary report on the anticlines of the
Big Horn Basin is nearing completion in the
harids of D. F. Hewitt and C. T. Lupton of the
United States Geological Survey.
This report will describe forty anticlines, of

which eight have already been shown to contain
oil and gas. The report will sum up three years'
field work.



INCREASING CONSUMPTION OF GASOLINE CHIEF
REASON FOR PRICE ADVANCE

Government Furnishes Congress with Concrete Information with Regard
to the Sources of Supply, Methods of Refining, and Facts Con-

cerning Petroleum Production Oil Shales of West May Be
Utilized Sooner Than Expected Heretofore

The Secretan,- of the Interior has sub-
mitted to the Senate a valuable compilation
of information concerning gasoline. The con-
clusions drawn from this report areas follows:
The consumption of gasoline is rapidly in-

creasing.

The production of crude has Ixjen generally
regarded as near its maximum.
Some immediate relief may be afforded by

means of the following

:

(a) The use in internal combustion engines of
heavier distillates approaching kerosene.

(b) An acceptable kerosene carburetor would
at once go a long way toward relieving the present
shortage of gasoline.

(c) General use of cracking processes whereby
gasoline is made from kerosene and other less

valuable petroleum oils. Such cracking pro-
cesses are being rapidly developed and promise
near relief. It is practicable to produce gasoline
from kerosene, gas oil, fuel oil, residuums, and
heavy crudes by present-day cracking processes,

and no oil should be used for fuel that has not
been so treated.

{d) Increasing the production of crude to

furnish the necessar>' supplies of gasoline, but
this is not to be recommended if it increas<.*s

the output of distillates for which there is no
market.

Ixxjking to the future, benzol may be con-
sidered as a substitute for gasoline, and oil-

shale as a substitute srnirce of gasoline.

Benzol, a hydrocarbon not greatly different

from gasoline, is recovered as a by-product in

the manufacture of coke. At present benzol
is not likely to find favor with automobile
owners in the United States as a substitute for

gasoline, although in general use in Europe.
The objections made to it as a motor fuel are

that it r. — '- in the - • - '

that the {, ...-.-.. . c will i

as to preclude widespread distribution and
ready availability at every cross-roads comer,
which th- Hne user has come to exiK*ct.

The
(i

->' of l)enzol produced in by-
prcKluc t coke ovens in the Unitetl States in 1*>15

was ai)proximately 14,'' . and at

the present rat ' •
^ •• - •

*

account new ;

output in 1916 will be at least 22.0(M).(MM»

gallons, or alxjut 5(K),000 barrels. T*
will be (' ' " ' *

'' Mifactu

sivcs, dy<- .
i> as c.

a type of demand, however, thai is i«>

be much .smaller following the tcnnumiuiu of

the European war, which has resulted i" rh..

present high prices. Under normal con .

the price has been 20 cents or less a gallon.
The quantitv <

'
! now made into cx>k«

60,CXX),000 to '70.t
. KJ tons annually and a-

under present practice the yield of benzol is 2
gallons from the ton of coal, the universal use of
by • - 'ict ovens would increase the nresent
pr- on of benzol to over 3,000,000 barreL>.
The coal reserves available for the future pro-
duction of Ixjnzol are enormous, but production
of ^ 1 as a substitute for r ' -.e cannot l>e

exj i to draw on these tl. . faster than
the demand for coke and for by-products other
than benzol justifies the coking or distillation

of coal.

The oil shales in Colorado and Utah constitur.-

an undeveloped reserve of petroleum, to
attention was directed bv the Gt d Survey
in 1901. Field mvc • -'•

- of :;

are bein^ carried on ur\cy .

the distnbution, richness, an<l quantity of the«e
shales, ami tests made '

lu of V

'

to .' • —nine the most eiiiLicuL nicLi:-! l uic:r
uti. . n.

These oil-producing shales in northwcslcm
Colorado have In-en e-

' ~ '

detail to warr..- ' *'•
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sliale in Ixnls .^ r more m tli

• '
: to tu I i w IS, will on '
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9'

J
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am modem •
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•
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,
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or the demand for other distillation products

warrants the utilization of this substitute source.

This may happen in the near future. At all

e\
'

' V s are hkely to be drawn upon

\^, ..laustion of the petroleum fields.

S"; : no greater oil content have long been

mined and distilled in Scotland.

FLOTATION PROCESS NOW USED
AT IMPORTANT UTAH MINES

notable improvement in the milling

pn-v..^.^v..^ I the large copper mining companies

in New Mexico and Arizona is the adoption of

flotation, according to Professor Robert vS.

Lewis of the State School of Mines of the Uni-

versitv of Utah. Professor Lewis, working in

cooperation \\-ith the Salt Lake City station of

the United States Bureau of Mines, recently

m ' xtended trip to copper properties in

th - ;

Professor Lewis reports that owing to the high

price of copper the companies are operating at

full capacity. Nearly all the mines have a slid-

ing wage scale, that varies with the market price

of copper, consequently the miners are receiving

maximum pay, and what might almost be called

a boom spirit per\ades the camps.
Many minor changes have been introduced in

the milling methods, but the most notable im-

pr nt is the adoption of "flotation" treat-

mti., v^iher in whole or in part, by all the com-
panies. With one exception, the mills have
been in operation for several years, and flota-

tion treatment has been added, but as an exten-

sion to former methods of concentrating the ores,

it not being considered expedient to reconstruct

the entire mill until the possibilities of flotation

w- ^ ^ully determined.
...ness of the present systems of grav-

ity concentration lies in the inability of the
machines employed to make a high saving on the
fir • - -irt of the ore, commonly known as slimes.

Ti ,.' finely divided mineral floats off on the
water and cannot be saved by methods utilizing

the difference in specific gravity between the
y-ji....; 1.. ,,.;.,, .^^1 aj^f] ^^j^g waste or gangue as a
m- . iration. When treating an ore by
flotation process, the valuable mineral is caused
tf' ' »n the top of the water in the machines
a--i .. .. ..ii that is removed and the mineral recov-
ered. The gangue or waste sinks to the bottom
of the machines from where it is sent to waste.
Generall '

•
!$^, the finer the ore is ground

thf- rr,'. _,. ^ it becomes for flotation trcat-
ir.' it is evident that this method is a valua-
b ^avity concentration.

'ht be called the present combina-
>*' *he coarser mineral is removed
by gravity .tration, and the fine mineral
15^ ion treatment.

• "^ •'••" • "-"ation Consolidated Cop-
per Co., at

. ., is a notable exception
in that only the i n process is used. This
C'

'

' li)U,(J()(3,000 tons of 2 per cent
f^-r !

' "iaking it one of the lead-
Jn*J of the country. The
tr it of the ore is quite simple. It is first
^ ' "

"' n ground to the re-

H' — -•- > ' whe flotation machines,

which give a "concentrate," containing nearly

all the valuable mineral in the ore, and a waste

product or "tailing" that is thrown away. The
concentrate is smelted and the copper content

covered in the metallic state.

Conservationists may decry the fact that only

from 60 to 65 per cent of the copper in the ores

is recovered by ordinary milling methods, but it

should be remembered that companies must be

financially profitable in order to continue opera-

tions. A higher percentage of recovery is possi-

ble, but not profitable, due to the large increase

in the size and cost of plant that would be re-

quired to obtain a higher extraction, and the

comparatively small added saving effected.

The addition of the flotation process to gravity

concentration plants has resulted in a profitable

increase in the percentage of extraction, some-
times a.s great as 10 per cent. Since each addi-

tional saving of one per cent means an increase

in output of 12,000 pounds of copper per day

—

considering the production of four of the largest

companies alone—the economic saving to the
country is seen to be of great value.

WANTS GOVERNMENT TO DO
PROSPECTING FOR TIN

That the United States undertake certain

tests of tin deposits has been suggested by S. H.
Chauvenet, who has been identified with tin

mining in the Franklin Mountains in the El
Paso area.

Since the Government has done prospecting
for potash, and has conducted some exploration

work for coal and phosphate, Mr. Chauvenet is

of the opinion that it would be greatly to the
benefit of the nation to undertake certain drilling

to establish the extent of tin deposits.

The need for developing tin in quantity some-
what commensurate with the demand, is just

as necessary, Mr. Chauvenet believes, as is the
discovery of potash and phosphate in com-
mercial quantities.

Mr. Chauvenet spent $50,000 exploring the
Franklin tin deposits. He believes that he has
opened a mine of real value, but he is not in a
position to do extensive drilling, which would
be necessary to establish absolutely the value
of these deposits.

It is not his idea that government drilling

be confined to any one area, but he urges it be
undertaken in South Dakota and North Carolina,
or any other place where sufficient development
work has been done to demonstrate the presence
of considerable bodies of tin.

At Tinton, S. Dak., there is a considerable
quantity of tin ore in sight, said to average 1

per cent per ton. At King's Mountain and
Lincolnton, N. C, it is agreed that considerable
ore exists, which runs 1 per cent per ton or
better.

In England mines are being operated at

great depth with antiquated methods which
contain less than 1 per cent of tin. The known
deposits in the United States have the very
material advantage of containing few detri-

mental minerals.



NATIONAL CONSERVATION CONGRESS TO TAKE
UP VARIOUS MINING TOPICS

Elaborate Plans Being Made for Meeting in Washington May 2, 3 and 4 Prepared-

ness to be Discussed from Standpoint of the Miner and Other Producers

—Best Means of Mobilizing Resources to be Considered

Many questions of importance to mini'is' will

'be discussed May 2, 3 and 4, upon the <> n

of the meeting of the National Conservatum
Congress. The keynote of the meeting will Ix*

questions effecting national strength and effi-

ciency.

It is the intention of the Conservation Con-
gress to go into the subject of preparedness much
nearer its source than the making of big ships

or the creating of an army.
At the meeting of the executive committee of

the Congress, which was held last month in

Washington, it was pointed out that conserva-

tion means more than saving. Some detine it

as Ix'ing the fullest possible devek>j)ment with

the least possible wastage.
Prof. G. E. Condra, of the Univtrsiiy oi .Ne-

braska, President of the Conscrsation Congress,

has develoiK'd many original ideas for making
the meeting here in May one of the most com-
prehensive that 'ever has Ix-en held. He made
tentative arrangements, while here, with Presi-

dent Wilson and the Secretarv of the Interif>r

to address the Congress.
The United States has Ixen «livuicd into nine

regi(jns in which fundamental industries center.

One sjK'aker has Ix-en chosen from each of these

regions. Each representative will jwint out how
nearly their industries are prepared for any
ei' . and what steps are iK-ing taken t(j

re>.... > .... .le.

In an effort to ascertain just what features of

procedure of other countries should Ix- adopte<l

in this country and just what practices in other

countries it wouM Ix* lx*st to discard, this sul)-

ject will Ix' (lis. iKsi'^l by spexikers selected fn»m
naturalized c: of the princijwl countries

with which the United States has imiK)rtanl

comnuriial relations.

M(»ving !
' "•" '"'hns are lo Ix* us*-' fr. .,,,.-,^n^

during the < in an effort to .

clearly the vaslness of the resources and mdus-
tries of the Unitcfj S

Th' -re set'" of the O ""^'^^ •'^ '•

be d« to a i of the i

to mol)iliz*^' the resource's of the United
An in 'of th-

tion i '
•"' i

the i IS in

E. F. Hurchard. ol the U. S. Geological Sur
will

inis li 1 1 j
'

' i ...111

case of an < T!

will jKiint out the i. y ol openmg k

posits in (»ther s<

the event of a m. .-. ,

of the United Str.r. <, it would not be possibl*

cut off the av;i supply.
Another committee will have charge of i:

eral fuels. Exi>erts on c< ' '

bring out from a new au^j.. ........ .

features in regard to these highly
articles.

Maps will Ik- u '

tion to the miner... . .

string will connect .. jile of . in-

stance, with the distnci in which the ore is

pr ' 1. This plan will '

re , . Lo many of the imp^ ..l ...., ..:

the country.
The need of fortifying this counlr>' with a

sufficient n-' '

place in thi — .. . .....;.

power also is to be >

angles which have not been t*d xn>

Pr.
' .

tiona. ., .. . , .. - .,

questions will Ix* taken up. The v,

cation is great, it is
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DR. PARSONS TALKS TO
SCIENTISTS ON RADIUM

In an address before the Cosmos Club of

V c:ton, Dr. Charles L. Parsons, chief of

the ^n\ ision of mineral technology of the Bureau

of Mines, reviewed the work that has been done

by the Bureau in its radium work. In part he

said:

'•The work of the Bureau of Mines on radium

began in the fall of 1912. A preliminary report

published in the summer of 1913 outlined the

conditions of mining and the wastes involved

in the camotite ore region of the West. As a

result of this investigation, Dr. Howard A. Kelly

of Baltimore and Dr. James Douglas of New
York City were interested, and they incor-

porated the National Radium Institute. This

institute leased certain camotite claims in Long
Park, Colo., with the right to extract 1,000 tons

of camotite ore therefrom. The National

Radium Institute arranged with the Bureau of

Mines for a cooperative investigation of the

methods of extracting radium from this ore and
the saving of the wastes by the concentration of

the low-grade ore formerly thrown on the dump.
"Sufficient funds were furnished to be expended

imder the direction of the Director of the Bureau
of Mines, and the first plant was built in the

spring of 1914, beginning production on an
experimental basis in June, 1914. The result of

the preliminar\' investigation was so successful

that the institute authorized the construction

of a second and larger plant which began opera-

tions in Februar>% 1915; the two plants have
been run continuously since that time.

"The object of the investigation was to procure

an adequate supply of radium for the treatment
of cancer in the two hospitals connected with the
Radium Institute and to develop methods of ex-

traction whereby the miners might obtain a more
adequate return for their ore, which, before this

investigation began, had been sold largely to

foreign manufacturers. Incidentally, methods
have Ixren developed for the preparation of

sodium uranate, uranium oxide, and iron vana-
date—by-products from the extraction of camo-
tite ore. Before the Bureau's operations began,
several methods, the details of some of which
have been kept secret, had been devised for the
f- ion of radium from pitchblende and from
c le. These involved (1) the use of an acid
1' 2) the use of an alkaline leach followed by
a ^) fusing the ore with some material that
v.'^

'

-action of the valuaVjle contents
po.-^.. ,.cid leaches had been extensively
used abr' .ad and had shown an extraction of not
over 70 per cent and probably little over 50 per
r-

-
' '

'
' nt, owing to the fact

^ -.piiates, and any radium
•^

> not removed under these
' leach followed by an
•' "rmove more radium
t

., -.iculties of filtration
' has not been put into commer-

"-:m sulphate
""'•

" 1 has been
H ' ng camo-
tite that : A at Oiary, South Australia.
This camotite, ..t.ng mixed with ilmenite, is very

different from the American camotite. Fusion

with sodium carbonate has also been employed
in this country on carnotite ores but has the

great disadvantage that it carries a large part,

if not all, of the silica into solution. This adds

greatly to the cost of operation and tends to give

radium-barium sulphates of a rather high degree

of impurity which require special treatment.

From the best accounts available, it appears

that this method does not successfully extract

more than 70 per cent of the radium present in

the ore.

METHOD OF ORE TREATMENT

"The method devised by the Bureau of Mines is

based upon the fact that strong, hot nitric or

sulphuric acid dissolves radium-barium sulphates

in considerable quantities, as well as the other

soluble constituents of the ore. Hence
_
the

radium-barium sulphate left behind when dilute

acids are used for leaching is obtained in solution

and recovered. The use of strong, hot nitric

acid, although it presented many difficult

problems of chemical engineering, was chosen
because the radium-barium sulphate could be
precipitated at once in a remarkably pure form
and the nitric acid could be largely recovered in

the form of sodium nitrate and used again.

Accordingly a nitric acid plant was built in con-

nection with the radium plant and has been
regularly operating since February, 1915.

"In the Bureau of Mines method, the ore,

pulverized to 20 mesh, is fed into an earthenware
boiling kettle containing 38 per cent nitric acid.

The nitric acid is brought nearly to boiling by
means of steam passed through a glass tube.

When the boiling point has been nearly reached
the ore is added a shoveful at a time and the
whole stirred, heating being continued. After

the ore has all been added, heating is continued
for fifteen minutes when the mass is run on to an
earthenware filter and the nitric acid separated
from the ore by suction. The ore is re-treated

with hot nitric acid of one-third the original

strength, and is then washed with hot water.

This treatment brings into solution nearly all of

the uranium, about 50 per cent of the vanadium,
and practically all of the radium present in the
carnotite. The residue is discarded. The fil-

tered solution is stirred, and sodium hydroxide
is run in slowly with the object of reaching as

nearly as possible the neutral point without
forming a precipitate. If too much sodium
hydroxide is added, both iron and vanadium are

precipitated, discoloring the radium-barium
sulphate. On the other hand, if not enough
sodium hydroxide is added, the acid remains too
strong and the solvent action of the nitric acid

on the radium-barium sulphate is not sufficiently

decreased. By a little practice the right point
is easily obtained. Barium chloride is then
added in the proportion of 2 pounds of BaCU
to 1 ton of ore and is thoroughly stirred in, and
15 pounds of sulphuric acid to 1 ton of ore are then
added. As the ore contains some barium it is

necessary to add only a comparatively small
amount of this material to accumulate the
radium. The whole mass is vigorously stirred

for one hour; the solution is then elevated to
conical tanks where it is allowed to settle.

1
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usually for three to four days. The suF>er" * "

»

liquid is siphoned off for the recovery of ui

and vanadium and the radium-barium sulphates
are collected on an earthenware filter, \vashe<l,

treated with dilute sodium hydroxide, and
dried."

Continuing, Dr. Parsons told of the refining;
separation and purification of uranium; rv

of vanadium; nitrate recover>'; recovery a\ i . ..^^v ,

and gave cost data.

SENATOR WADSWORTH SOUNDS
WARNING AGAINST STRIKE

Washington I'uil.

Directing attention in a rccuL address to the
pending demand of railway conduct^irs, train-

men, engineers and firemen all over the countr>'
for an eight-hour day and pay and a half for

overtime. Senator Wadsworth, of New York,
sounded a warning against any strike ultimatum.
It has been suggested that the railroad employes
early in March w-ould not only submit their

demands for a ^100,000,000 increase in wap'>>

under the name of an eight-hour law, but would
couple it with an announcement that any offer

of arbitration would be rejected.

It would be deplorable if the railroad •
^—

-

should adopt such a course. Even the •
, _

themselves will recognize the merit of Senator
Wadsworth's friendly warning:

"I say to you in all solemnity that, big as you
arc, powerful as you are, determined as you are,

your cause will be lost in the very statement
of it if arbitration is refused, and I say this with
no possible disparagement of the merits or justice

of your demands. Whether you will strike or not
is up to you. But if you couple with it the de-

claration that the claims of the railroad com-
panies are not even j' * ' Me and that all offers

to that end will be r.^ d by you, then I tell

you you must arbitrate or take the consequences."
Senator Wadsworth pointed out that every

railroad i t and miliUiry r '
*' the Ciovcm-

ment, ma.. . nh by act of C .^ >s, and that

government itstlf is but the executive of the
public will. If the employes should make
demands u\yon the railr ' ' ich an " '

1

for rea.sons good, bad or :; :it, it i-

possible that the public will jjause in its innum-
erable activities to wait with folde<l hands the

outcome of
*' * st. The (iovcr * '•'

would be co:..; lo break such a

by running the railroad itstlf and then forcing

arbitration.

It had been undcrstfXMl for nrarl\ "'^

that the railnwid «in!,lAes woul«i '.

include a refusal to .. Le in their new wa^»e

demands. The dcmantis will Ik*

in Manh, but it is •
'

'

rmfi1ovc*s W''"'i' (!i-i idc . ^ -

by arbi* in

That is what a retus;il t

Senator Wa'' ' \\ a.m:
has l>ccn a li . : -r. '1

issued is a warning by a friend to *

welfare he seeks to o

COAL WAGE SCALE CONFERENCE

Each Side Hopes for an Early Adjust-
ment

ment
of Illinois. Indiana, Ohio, and V<

,' at
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d. The qi:
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for Ohio, Indiana, and Pennsylvania, was first
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STEP IS TAKEN TOWARD
MINERAL INDEPENDENCE

As I ho rosuit of investigations conducted

i>y the Bureau of Mines the United States

wnthin a ver>' few weeks will be entirely

independent of other countries in regard

to kaoline.

This achievement of the Bureau of

Mines is regarded here as an indication

of the importance of the work of this

}— : in making the United States

adent of foreign mineral supplies.

While the results will not be as far reach-

mg as the Rittman discoveries of oil

refining processes or the accomplish-

ments of the Bureau in reducing the

number of explosions and deaths in

mines, yet disinterested experts hold

that in principal the kaoline achieve-

ment must be given rank with the othgr

notable accomplishments of the Bureau.
The division of mining technology,

under the direction of Dr. C. A. Parsons,

has been experimenting for two and one-

half years in an effort to purify the sec-

' 'ndary kaoline which occurs in extensive

deposits in Georgia.

The actual work has been in charge of

Ira E. Sproat. It is possible to produce
a kaoline which equals the best of the
imported product, and within a short
time it will be possible to supply from
American deposits sufficient kaoline to
meet the entire demands of the United
States.

ARKANSAS LAKES" PROBABLY
NEVER CONTAINED WATER

The U. S. Geological Survey just has com-
pleted an investigation of Tryanza and Hickory
Lakes in northeast Arkansas. These so-called
lakes are not lakes at the present time, but it is

claimed they were lakes at a previous time.
If it can be shown that they were lakes and

have since become land, the area belongs to the
riparian claimants. If the old survey proves
to be in error or is fraudulent, the land belongs
to '^ '" ••'^mment and is open to home-steading.
An lation of other lakes in the same part
of t. .iQ developed good geological evidence
T re were no lakes there in 1840.

' map, even to this day, gives
-. .ater, despite the fact that it is

; certain that water never existed
there, it is '.<: that the original surveyors

' n during the time of the
ii-^«, u...^ ii.aii.Lu the lakes in error.

t,

which

No Demand for Tantalum

d tantalum in the making
ric lamp filaments, and

-. :.j other use for tantalum
:t to create a market for the ores.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY MAY
BE GIVEN ADDITIONAL FUNDS

Appropriations of $160,000 additional have
been requested this year by the U. S. Geological

Survey, and the matter is now before Congress
in the Sundry' Civil Bill.

One hundred thousand dollars of this amount
is for the development of water resources in

some of the desert valleys of the West. It is

proposed to conduct boring operations with an
idea to discovering water bearing strata which
will make irrigation possible.

Fifty thousand dollars of the additional

amount requested is for geologic work. This
simply replaces the item cut from the appro-
priation for 1915, due to the general effort at

that time to reduce government expenditures.

The additional $10,000 is for printing maps.
This is made necessary by the increased demands
for topographic maps published by the Survey.

CHANCE FOR BIG PROFIT
OFFERED AMERICAN MINER

Some American miner has an opportunity to

make a splendid profit if he can produce metallic

arsenic within the next few months.
Previous to the war all metallic arsenic con-

sumed in this country came from Germany.
The consumption of this product in the United
States is not great, as the imports before the
war averaged only 8 tons monthly. Since the
war, for some inexplicable reason, the demand
has grown so that 25 tons per month are being
consumed.
The visible supply is about exhausted, and

there seems to be little opportunity of replenish-

ing it until the German ports are open.
Frank L. Hess, the United States Geological

Survey specialist on rare metals, has the following
to say in regard to arsenic production during
1915:

"The year 1915 saw another increase in

the output of white arsenic, and the estimated
production for the twelve months is reported
by the United States Geological Survey to have
been 5,195 tons (of 2,000 pounds) with a value
at the smelters of 2 cents a pound or a total of

$207,780. The estimate by Frank L. Hess is

based on the known production for the first ten
months of the year and the probable output
during November and December. This out-
put is an increase of more than 1 1 per cent over
the 1914 production and 65 per cent over the
1913 output.

"All white arsenic made in this country is a
by-product in the smelting or refining of the
non-ferrous metals, and naturally the larger
part is saved at the western plants. The
demand is far below the possible production,
which could x^robably be made treble or quad-
ruple the present output if prices were sufficiently
encouraging.
"The largest uses for arsenic are in the

manufacture of insecticides, such as Paris green,
lead arsenate, etc.; in glass making; and as a
weed killer. Small quantities are used in shot,
medicine and dyes.
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NEW HOME OF THE INTERIOR DEPARTMENT AS IT APPEARS TODAY.

The Bureau of Mines. Geological Survey. Lan ' "
' Uion Srrvice are among the Bureau* Wfcica

MINING ON BOOM IN
TENNESSEE AND VIRGINIA

Mining in Tfiim^.x-r and \ irj^miu is
j

up with a rapidity whiLh is attrai tintr ntr,

The price of zinc and the inci tnd
for iron pyrites is becoming very much greater.

A number of proprrlics tliat have l)een i'l^

have lieen startt-d and numerous prospects an.

l>eing opened.
The demand for pyrites comes largely from

sulphuric acid manufai tures. The war has s«»

incrcast'd the dcman<l for this iu'u\ that it is

with difticult^' that the drniand is being supplied.

Increasing ocean freight rates are militating
more an<l more against the use of Si)anish
pyrites.

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS JOIN
HOLMES MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION

Additional societies have affiliated then

with the Joseph A. Holmes Memorial A
tion during the pa

*'
' " "

Fe<leration of .\'

Materials; ShuI)
ing Education and the Mmmg Ins. Institute of
the t'nitifl S

An imiKirt.i.i nieeting of the amociation wll
be held Man h 4.

MANY PLACES TO INVESTIGATE
POSSIBILITIES OF GAS OCCURRENCE
Sin< e tlu" e.\ar'i"'i •' '• '< *' ''n- ari.t around

!'...> and Fort . bv tho U. S.

(ieological Survey e* rs to cer-

tain f regar
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• ,(V,.
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will I
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The State ol
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Alaska to Uncle Sam
WTiilc all Eur<.'iH^ is a shamble,
And the whole world is at war,

And '
' 1 the sun shines on

Is htnnan gore;
\V -s the men

: true.

V. . lo you, Sam,
•.h you.

"

Y r treated us quite right,

1 v. ^ rubbed away our coal

And then reserved our firewood
'lat we've used we've stole.

V d us on our cable tolls,

-.'t give a damn;
A ^:ht cents per word, we say,

We "re with you. Uncle Sam.

You've squandered untold millions
On the lousy Philippines;

But you always made Alaskans
Go and rustle for their beans.

Your black and tan possessions,
hey've cost you quite a few,

C r be depended on,

But—we'd go to hell for you.
We're quite unused to luxuries,

We've always played alone;
When we asked for help to build our trails

You handed us a stone.
You four-flushed on the railroads,

But we don't care a damn.
If they monkey with the Eagle,

We're with you. Uncle Sam.

You gave us leave to make some laws
Then tied our hands behind.

This gift to us was just the same
As pictures to the blind.

Y " - all have a "joker,"
catch some sour dough.

And its hard to beat your game, Sam,
The way it's framed up, down below.

We've always been the dumping ground
For your political misfits;

But Sam. if you're in trouble
We're willing to cry "quits."

We've never had an even break.
But we don't care a damn.

If the Lion growls, remember this,
We're with you. Uncle Sam.

We're used to meeting troubles,
And if you put us to the test

You'll find Alaska loves you, Sam,
Far better than the rest.

But Sam, when this is over.
As morning follows night.

Pray give us some attention
And set some matters right.

We need some decent cable tolls.

We need some decent mails.
We need -

And w»-

Y'

If

Sewari. Alaska.

ont coast lights,

me decent trails.

to all the rest.
ire a damn,

-n men you're needing,
you, Uncle Sam.

Pat O'Cotter.

CALIFORNIA SHIPS INCREASING
AMOUNT OF CHROMITE EAST

•
*. demand for chromite

.^j . .aditions in Europe, the
- 1015 was much larger than any

imports upon which this
'practically were

- increased prices,
d the home production.
state in the production

have been
-. ^^..ng the past

b:

V
V
c

c\.

which V

C '

c:

s:

y

MUCH WASTE IN TREATING
U. S. ANTIMONY ORES

As ordinarily practised in this country the
treatment of antimony ore simply means hand
picking so as to get rid of most of the waste and
the richer ore only is shipped. At one place

in Montana and near Kellogg, Idaho, oxide
plants were at one time worked. In these
plants the antimony ore is roasted under oxidiz-

ing conditions and the white oxide of antimony
is volatilized, collected in chambers, and shipped.

The oxide is used either as a pigment for paints
or is smelted for the metal.
At two or three places in Nevada and Cali-

fornia the ore has been "cruded," that is, the
ore has been heated in crucibles and the native
antimony sulphide, stibnite, which melts at a
comparatively low temperature, has been
allowed to flow out, thus forming what is

known as "crude" or "needle" antimony.
The process is wasteful but ores can sometimes
be treated in this way and shipped where
high freight rates and the low grade of the
original ores would otherwise proclude shipment.
Antimony ore is found near Gillham, Sevier

County, Ark. The other principal producing
States of the Union are Nevada, California,

Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Washington and
Alaska.

GERMANS HAVE NO SUCCESSFUL
SUBSTITUTE FOR COPPER

Opinion in Washington regarding the future
of copper varies widely. Some well qualified

experts believe that at the end of the war,
copper will drop very low in price, while others
present very convincing arguments to the effect

that there will be little depression in price after

the war.
Not a great deal of stock is taken in the reports

from German sources that Germany and Aus-
tralia are replacing copper so successfully with
other metals, which they will continue in use
even when copper is available. It is stated that
soft iron, aluminum and brass, are being used
extensively for wires to carry electric current.
It is believed here that these simply are make-
shifts which are vastly inferior to copper.

• Aluminum ores for instance are' very scarce.
They are scarce in Germany. No one has
developed a process of securing aluminum in
commercial quantities from clay. Even if

aluminum could be produced as cheaply as
copper, it is not as suitable for electric trans-
mission as the cross sections of an aluminum
wire would have to be very much larger than that
of a copper wire of the same current capacity.

In many sections where there are sleet and
snow the desirability of using wires of small
cross-sections is well-known. On interurban
trolley wires, for instance, aluminum wire of
the size to carry a sufficient load of current
would be much more likely to be dragged down
by the sleet and ice. The inferiority of iron
and brass is also very well understood.



GEOLOGIST DECLARES SLIDES ARE NO MENACE
TO THE PANAMA CANAL

Bureau of Mines Bulletin Tells Why Earth Slips into Big Ditch Faults Have
Cost United States Many Millions of Dollars More than Original Estimates

Some engineering problems of tiie Panama
Canal in their relation to geology and topog-
raphy are discussed in Bulletin 86 of the
United States Bureau of Mines, just issued,
Donald F. McDonald, author. Mr. McDonald
was detailed as geologist to the Panama Canal
while it was under construction. The paper
aims to discuss from the viewpoint ol the
mining geologist the bearing ot topographic
and geologic conditions on certain problems
that arose in the construction of the canal.
"The bulletin is published by the Bureau of

Mines," says Mr. McDonald, "as a contribu-
tion to engineering literature, because it pre-
sents information that shows how geology and
topography must be considered by the mining
engineer in planning excavations and in re-
moving loose material and solid rock in the
safest and most efticient manner."

UPLIFT IS SLOW

As to estimate of the stability of the
I.t^thmus of Panama. Mr. McDonald siiys, "In
all, there is a clear record of four oscillations

and the beginning of another elevation.
Hence the question. Is the canal in danger
from this uprise? Should the en ue be
rapid of course it would be in so:..v ...mger:

but the fact is that the average rate of uplift

for, say, the last 1.000 years has been some-
tning less than 003 foot a year ,or less thari

3 feet in 100 years
"It is believed that the sinking of the ocean

bottom outside the relatively shallow depths
of tlie isthmian ."^horc waters has been the

chief cause of the earthquake i)eriods that

have, so far as the records go. visited the

isthmus every thirty to thirty-five years and
that each of these seismic disturbances has re-

sulted in some increased uprise of the land
mass.
"From the various oscillations of the lan<l

above and below sea level, a.s already noted,

one would expect that the rocks consti' *

the isthmian land mass would ha\e b<. .

broken and dislocated in these upward and
downward movements, and this has hajipenc*!

Great fr ' s cut the r. ' twi lren«l

mostly li . > .ithwesl. or .., j . ximatrly
par.illel with the axis of the land mass, with
some minor fractures leading in <ilhcr <iirec-

tions. .Along these fracture ;

' "
'

movementN. sotne <»f which in.

of feet, have taken pi. ice. The
of these movements has crushed and broken
the softer rocks f<>r several feet on each side

of the plane <»f motion.

I.VCREASED CANALS COST

'This faulting has had a most important
bearing on en cd
zone.s, especial. J. .. ,,v,,. ,,,v i.., n-
sively cru>hed and broken, have

. :o-
mote .slides. At any rate, so far as the digging
of Culebra Cut is concerned, these faults have
increased the cost of the canal several mil-
lions of dollars."

Mr. McDonald takes up quite fully the ques-
tion of slides and e • *ly tho.<ie in the Cul-
ebra Cut. As to i.ii. >udes. Mr McD ' *

says: "Culebra Cut is a vast ditch that j . . :.

through many varieties of rock in the 9 miles
of its length. Some of these are weak and
unsta])le. and where the slopes of the cut were
steep and 100 to .100 feet high the wtakcr
rocks locally crushed down to flatter slopes.
The flatness dei>ended on the material in-
volved, but. whatever the m ' '

'

er
the slope got flat en -iu''i 'Vi. d.

.At no time did the i: . -t-

ing the canal believe that the were a
menace to the ultimate compl nv! -'!<--

cessful operation of the canal. :
• :;e

fact that at times they were som- ic-

some. They have made n« ry the excava-
tion of about riG.OOO.JKK) ci:

was included in the first e

Cut, but they have not in t.

in the future endanger the ultimate si; of
the canal.

CRACKS : P

"The I and most important slides de-
veloped ll-'iU ' ' .^_

.;,..,. I-'orr-" .ir

^
: a in .

. cr
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first estimates. This amount, of course, in-

cluded the material removed from the upper

part of the slopes in order to make them less

steep and more stable. Sliding began on the

east side of this section of the cut about Janu-

ary. 1907. In all some 55 acres of land sur-

face has been in motion here since then, add-

in. ' ^c to S.000.000 cubic yards to the first

e.>:... s. The relieving process on this part

of Cuiebra Cut was in 1914 not yet quite com-

plete, and a considerable amount still remains

to be moved before perfect stability of slopes

will prevail.

•'The structural-break type of slide is there-

fore responsible for the moveiuent of about

10.(M10.000 cubic yards of material over and

af..>vo that included in the first estimates.

SLOPES WERE TOO STEEP

"In summary, then, the structural-break

type of slide was due to oversteep slopes in

places where the banks were high and the

rocks weak. The remedy was to unload the

unbalanced pressure and to reduce the slopes.

The ends sought to be accomplished by the

remedy were a reduction of the amount of

excavation that otherwise would be necessary

and non-interference with tracks, drainage,

etc. The slopes stood at a much steeper angle

before being disturbed than after they had
been weakened by deformation.
"Though it is not impossible that a de-

structive earthquake might visit the canal, still

it is extremely improbable. In summary, then,

the following are the chief reasons why it is

believed the canal will never be in any appre-
ciable danger from earthquakes.
"The larger number of tremors detected

every month by the recording instruments is

evidence that slow adjustments are constantly
taking place and thus that no great accumula-
tions of stress that might later culminate in

a big shock are probable.
"The absence from the isthmus region of

high mountains and of geologically recent
volcanic activity is evidence in favor of the
probable absence of earthquakes, especially
as such high mountains are a striking geo-
logic feature of the whole Central American
earthquake belt.

"The presence of numerous small faults and
of the faulted conditions of such volcanic
cores as Gold Hill and Contractors Hill is evi-
dence that adjustment here has progressed
well on toward normal conditions of equi-
librium.

BIG QUAKE IMPROBABLE

' '

'

'; of the majority of the
rocks V. ...,.„. Zone is rather low, and
they would shear with comparative ease, thus
preventing^ any relatively great accumulation
9 " '

*'" '

result in a comparatively
"^ -

•• •'•ver. experience teaches
that where eart: . happen the buildings
suffenng the maximum destructive effects are
those V-'' ' 'and friable material.
* y.'^, ^r

ight therefore subtract
a little from the saving benefits of the yielding

and preventative qualities of the Canal Zone
rocks.

"Over 300 years of earthquake observation

shows only two shocks of considerable magni-

tude, and there is every reason to believe that

the severest of these would not have seriously

damaged even -the most delicate parts of the

canal.

"That many small and harmless shocks will

traverse the Canal Zone is certain, but that

the canal is in any real danger from earth-

quakes is contrary to all the evidence."

INCIDENT IN MINE EMPHASIZES
NEED OF FIRST AID TRAINING

While two fire runners were busy in No. 3S
mine, Alderson, Okla., one of them, Ed. Galli-

more, was overcome. His partner found him
in a room unconscious, and immediately tele-

phoned for the mine foreman, S. B, Reddell.

Accompanied by the runner and one other man,
Reddell went down the slope and into the room
where Gallimore was lying. As the latter is a
large man, weighing nearly 200 pounds, they
had some trouble in handling him, but imme-
diately appHed artificial respiration, using the

prone method. The patient's jaws were closed

and set, so that it was difficult to pry them open.
The rescuers dragged Gallimore into the entry

to a curtain where there was some fresh air, and
laid him under this curtain while they continued
to administer artificial respiration. After work-
ing about forty minutes, they got him out to the
slope, and took him to the surface on the trip.

Doctors arrived shortly afterwards. By this

time the patient was making an effort to breathe
and was semi-conscious. The doctors directed

that he be kept quiet, warm, and be given plenty
of fresh air, and in'an hour's time he began to

struggle so violently that it was difficult to

hold him.
The rescuers have been attending the first-

aid classes recently organized at Alderson, and
are members of the team recently organized
from the No. 38 mine by J. W. Koster.

Superintendent P. W. Malloy stated that the
prompt first-aid work rendered by these men
undoubtedly saved Gallimore's life, and that
the first-aid work had already shown its value
to his company and to the employes.

STANFORD ALUMNI HONOR
THEIR FORMER TEACHER

Dr. J. C. Branner, who resigned the presidency
of Stanford University at the end of 1915 was in
Washington at the beginning of February.
Dr. Branner is a member of the Commission
appointed to study the slides along the Panama
Canal and on his way from Panama visited
Jamaica. He was called to Washington to
testify in the Congressional hearings on the
California oil-lands.

Mrs. Branner accompanied Dr. Branner.
A reception was given them by the Stanford
Alumni of Washington at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. George H. Ashley.
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STOCKHOLDER SCORES OIL
LEASING MANIPULATIONS

The following statemcni by Edwani J. Holmts,
of Boston, was mado recently before tht- Senate
Committee on Puclic Lands.

Mr. Holmes. Mr. Chairman, I am a stock-

holder in the Boston- Pacific Oil Co, I have no
authority to represent the company, or anyl)ody
but myself and a few stockholders, who feel as I

do in regard to things. This company is a small
one. Its claim is about 160 acres of land within
the Maricopa district, Cal.

Senator Works. Has there been any di.sagree-

ment among the stockholders about that, Mr.
Holmes.'*

Mr. Holmes. Oh, no. I simply mean that
those who live in Boston thought there (mght
to be some presentation of our case, and I said

that I was willing to come here and present the
case for them, and they said all right.

Our location was made on Aj)ril 12, 1909, by
bona fide locators, who immediately set to work
and before President Taft's preliminar\' \v\ih-

drawal order had built a substantial two-r<x>m

house, dug a sump hole, and had lumber for a
derrick hauled on to the land. One or two
months before September 27, 1909, the date of

the ])rcliminary withdrawal order, they were
compcUeci to stop work for lack of water and
money. Water had to be pumped from a dis-

tance and required the installation of pumping
machinery and pipes, involving sfj great an e.\-

p' " 'hat it required a combination of several

ii s to finance it.

One locator lived in the house on the property
continuously until after September 27, 1909, and
I think until December 15, 1909, when all the
locators sold their interests to J. M. McLeod,
who then completed arrangements previously
entered into for water, and started to develop
the pro|x?rty. On March 15, 1910, we t»»nk a
lease from ^IcLeod, and were in diligent prose-
cution of the work l)efore and at the time of the
I) of the Pickett bill, June 25, 1910, and
rn Kicnt Taft's second withdrawal order on
July 2, 1910. We continued drilling ililigcntly,

and after sj)ending all our money an<l going
heavily into debt, and after various vici.ssitudes,

we finally ' d the oil, at a depth nf f)\cr

half a miU ..< ... l.^c surface, on ?<'•"• 8, 1912.

I wish to add that we are \' the naval
reserve, our property l>eing on the extreme etlge.

We si)ent nur ni')iu-\- and <]'• -fxl oil several
rr-

V,

flow August 6, and was in good working order ia
N . 1912. As I y and it, no fault

h.i-5 iMLii i>»und with our \S"ik, ;H:t in t' n
of the Govcniment aullmrilies our r

• s

in interest had not worke<l with ;-

tinuity to entitle us to the relief given to some
by tV !•• ' •* ' ill.

' 'ton- wf li.id any idt.i n.ii our pnijKTty

1 for the reserve. The well Ugan to

V
the naval reserve was not

IV 1912, so that we I

discovered oil sev«Tal r

ide;i that our proi)ertv

If our pro|HTty were

It's oxerutivr nnlcT estn^>li' hing

until !)<

our !

the naval

r

I

V

we would be . **'
' . ' .- ^

H. K. 406. h ^ : .. ;....

we should be deprive<l of this r

cause our property hxippens to be just wnthin the
line of the terr - covered by the naval-
rescr\"e order. we were «»"fii'iTn' • 'ir

money we could in no way have : x
such order would he issued, and that r <•

would mean that f>ur ' [^

with differently from iv. .^..

The Department of Justice ; ^uit
against us, has had a retx-iver aj I

seeks to ei • ^-^ • ,.

money in i. ;.., ..:. . .

holders who have never ri .i

return of any kind from their investment, the
V. ?

F,.i ri t ir\-

f all the oil h

_;. April, 1914. . ..

1915, all of the proceeds from tl. ;1

have Ixxm placed in escrow in banks of San
p^ o to await a decision

'

the
pi , ... Th.Tp is now J,. ... ,_ * .. ...J so
placed.

Until we had invested upward of $50,000 we
did not know of the first wi"' ' '

" -.

When we w.-r,- informed of it w r

such invet-" n as we could t?

work done by our pretleix'ssors in r I

entitle!^ ny to * ' f

under w..... ... -.r..,,
\

new legislation o
idea of a naval reserve had at that lime never
l)een even '

'

.v.

S<-Ti.'iti»r ,. *i-.<T ^-..tj

e.\ 1, Mr. 11 c
order was made?

Mr. n '
. All of it. After thu lime money

began ! . '"n.

Senator . Was that onliT made afteT
you actually <: i oil.^

Mr. Holmes, i >i\,

W Q dis<'' iv I rc<? 1 ,il IT

a ver>' i.

in August, and it was not until the to ^
December that the naval reserve order
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We were hard at work tie iir thr rr

ertv when the Pickett bill was j)as.v

tl
•

c« .w 1
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practically drv bv wells on patented lands

\^nthin or adioining it. My reason for being

of this opinion is based on our experience.

The K. T. cS: O. Co. has a well 400 feet from

one of ours. It sanded up last Xovember, and

as a result thereof the pressure in and production

from our well immediately began to increase.

In three davs the pressure increased from 120

pounds to '170 pounds, and our production

increased 75 barrels a day, about a 15 per cent

increase in production.

Prior to the K. T. & O. Co.'s wells sanding up
the pressure of and production from our well had
varied verv little.

There really is not anything more to say, so

far as the facts are concerned. The w^ells have

been producing and the money has been going

into escrow, and we are hoping to receive a

patent which we feel that we ought to be entitled

to. If, on the other hand, it should appear to

be impossible for a patent or patents to be

granted to a company situated as ours is, then

the first section of the proposed amendment

—

I do not know how it should be described

—

would cover our case.

The provision in the original bill, I think, also

covers our case—I mean, in so far as any lease

can cover it—but it leaves the matter discre-

tionar\- %\-ith the Secretan.' of the Interior, and
I fear that if the Xa\y Department shall decide

to oppose the granting of any leases within the

naval reser\-e the comity existing between the

departments would make it difficult for the

Secretan,- of the Interior to grant a lease to us,

unless it were made very clear that it was the

intention of Congress that, in meritorious cases,

leases within the naval reser\^e should be granted.

I understand that the Na\y Department will

oppose the granting of leases, because when we
appUed for a temporary lease, under the provi-

sions of Senate bill 5673, of the Sixty-third

Congress, which left the matter to the discretion

of the Secretary of the Interior, we were informed
that the Xavy Department did not desire the
Secretary of the Interior to grant any leases in

the naval reserve, and the Secretary of the Inte-

rior did not feel at liberty to grant them in the
face of that objection.

BOULDER COUNTY. COLORADO,
GREAT FERBERITE PRODUCER

The term ferberite applies to that tungsten
mineral which is composed almost wholly of

iron t '(:. Wolframite is the iron man-
ganese ate, and hubnerite the manganese
tun?-'

1 'irrence of all three minerals in the
^ is very similar, but they do not

' 'her, although a part of
-'- -ne Boulder County district,

( iq tV,r. frreat ferberite bearing
jaches the composition

ihere is, however, only a very
'
-r County ores which

LARGE COMPANIES BEING
ASSISTED BY METALLURGISTS

As an indication of how much the research

w^ork being conducted by the department of

metallurgical research, of the University of

Utah, in cooperation with the U. S Bureau of

Mines, on flotation, cynidation, precipitation,

treatment of zinc-lead complexes, oxidized zinc,

lead leaching, and other problems of concern, is

attracting attention of the mining industry,

wdthin the past few weeks, two of the largest

mining and milling companies in Utah, and one
in Idaho, have detailed technical men to work
in the laboratories of the department. These
men will avail themselves of the data w^hich has
been collected by the department as a result of

its research work and which will assist them in

the solution of the problems in which they are

especially interested.

The addition of these three companies in-

creases the number to eight who have representa-

tives working on particular problems in the
laboratories of the department at the present

time. The number of mining companies and
individuals who are availing themselves of the
opportunities afforded by the department for

carr3'ing on work of this kind is a source of much
satisfaction to those in charge of the w^ork, as it

demonstrates to them the value to the indus-

tries of the investigations in which they are at

present engaged.

of V
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WINDSTORM PLAYS HAVOC
IN THE PARADOX VALLEY

The camp at the mines in the Paradox Valley,

Colo., where the Bureau of Mines is extracting
radium ore, was damaged by a storm last month.
In his report the superintendent said in part:

"A windstorm entirely demolished the ware-
house, three of the seven bunk houses for

the men, and the dining room. Only the floor

of the warehouse remains; the canvas of the
tents was ripped to shreds. The cook house
was uninjured except for holes in the roof. Our
own tent we saved by almost superhuman
efforts. Allen placed heavy guy-lines of wire

on the corners when the wind first began, the
tent rocked so, and with every severe blast we
threw our weight against the frame from the
inside and kept it from caving in, though it

rocked like a ship in a heavy sea. The sensa-

tion was not a pleasant one! The mill was
uninjured, the storm coming from the south
and southwest, from which sides it is sheltered.

The din and uproar were terrifying and truly

awful. Large trees snapped like toothpicks,

broken limbs and timber were flying about and
crashing around us, and in the inky darkness
ever>^ sound was intensified and made more
mysterious. Our tent was a sight, for every-
thing that was up fell down and everything that

was out fell in. We simply waited in the dark,

pushing with all our might, but expecting it to

cave in every moment."



Supreme Court Decisions

Further sustaining the income tax law, the
Supreme Court, in construing the clause relating

to incomes from mining companies, upheld the
Government's contentions that profits taken
from mines, even though reducing the actual
physical value of the mines, are taxable.

John R. Stanton, a stockholder, had sought
an injunction against the Baltic S lining Com-
pany to prevent its paying, "at the source,"
mcome taxes upon his gross profits. The
decision in full follows:

As in Brushaber vs. Union Pacific Railroad
Company, this case was comr 1 by the
appellant as a stockholder of th<. :.....:c Mining
Company, the appellee, to enjoin the voluntary
payment by the corporation and its officers of

the tax rt
' inst it under the Income Tax

section n: : :;.: Act of October 3, 1913 (38

Stat. 166, 181). As the grounds for the equit-

able relief sought in this case so far as the ques-

tion of jurisdiction is concerned arc substantially

th*' --'"1" as those which were relied ujjon in the

Br cr case, it follows that the ruling in ti../

case upholding the power to disjKJse of that

controversy is controlling here and we put that

subject out of view.

Further also like the Brushal>er case this is

before us on a direct appeal prosecuted for the

purpose of reviewing the action of tlu' court

below in dismissing on motion the bill for want
of equity.

The bill averred: That, under and by virtue

of the alleged authority contained in s,'ii<l T

Tax law, if valid a-' ••'•••i(jnal, tin-

n

ent company is ta rate of 1 p<

upon its gross receipts from all sources, during
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whereas, in order properly to ascertain its actual

income $750,000 per annum should be allowed

to be deducted for such depletion, or five times

the amount actually allowed."

Without attempting minutely to state every

possible groimd of attack which might be

deduced from the averments of the bill, but in

nee embracing every material grievance

I..... .:i asserted and pressed in argument upon
our attention in the elaborate briefs which have

been submitted, we come to separately dispose

of the legal propositions advanced in the bill

and argimients concerning the two classes.

Class A . Under this the bill charged that the

provisions of the statute "are unconstitutional

and void under the Fifth Amendment, in that

they deny to mining companies and their

stockholders equal protection of the laws and
deprive them of their property without due
process of law," for the following reasons:

(1) Because all other individuals or corpora-

tions were given a right to deduct a fair and
reasonable percentage for losses and deprecia-

tion of their capital and they were therefore not

confined to the arbitrary 5 per cent fixed as the

basis for deductions by mining corporations.

{2) Because by reason of the differences in the

allowances which the statute permitted the tax

levied was virtually a net income tax on other

corporations and individuals and a gross income
tax on mining corporations.

(3; Because the statute established a dis-

criminating rule as to individuals and other
corporations as against mining corporations on
the subject of the method of the allowance for

depreciations.

(4) Because the law permitted all individuals
to deduct from their net income dividends
received from corporations which had paid the
tax on their incomes, and did not give the right

to corporations to make such deductions from
their income of dividends received from other
corporations which had paid their income tax.

This was illustrated by the averment that 99
per cent of the stock of the defendant company
was owned by a holding company and that
iit-f^.r the statute not only was the corporation

^ 1 to pay the tax on its income, but so also

was the holding company obliged to pay on the
di^ • '

' paid it by the defendant company.
{z, .. ,ause of the discrimination resulting

from the provision of the statute providing for
a

J
ive increase of taxation or surtax as to

in': 'nd not as to corporations.
'.'

, -- -_-:oe of the exemptions which the stat-
ute marie of individual incomes below $4,000
and o: nes of labor organizations and vari-
ous otii. - - *-';ns which were set forth.

But it
_ ^ nt from the mere statement

of these contentions that each and all of them
were od of by the decision in
the P' ciiid they all therefore may

Class B. Under this class these propositions
are relietl

_ (1> Ti.„. '^- ^'-'toenth Amendment author-
izes only an .U direct income tax with-
out ap. mt, to which the tax in question

fore not within the
rJ

..t.

(2) Not being within the authority of the Six-

teenth Amendment the tax is therefore, within
the ruling of Pollock vs. Farmers' Loan & Trust
Company, 157 U. S. 429; 158 U. S. 601, a direct

tax and void for want of compliance with the
regulation of apportionment.
As the first proposition is plainly in conflict

with the meaning of the Sixteenth Amendment
as interpreted in the Brushaber case, it may also

be put out of view. As to the second, while

indeed it is distinct from the subjects considered

in the Brushaber case to the extent that the
particular tax which the statute levies on mining
corporations here under consideration is distinct

from the tax on corporations other than mining
and on individuals which was disposed of in the
Brushaber case, a brief analysis will serve to

demonstrate that the distinction is one without
a difference and therefore that the proposition

is also foreclosed by the previous ruling. The
contention is that as the tax here imposed is not
on the net product but in a sense somewhat
equivalent to a tax on the gross product of the
working of the mine by the corporation, there-

fore the tax is not within the purview of the Six-

teenth Amendment and consequently it must be
treated as a direct tax on property because of

its ownership and as such void for want of appor-
tionment. But aside from the obvious error of

the proposition intrinsically considered, it mani-
festly disregards the fact that by the previous
ruling it was settled that the provisions of the
Sixteenth Amendment conferred no new power
of taxation but simply prohibited the previous
complete and plenary power of income taxation
possessed by Congress from the beginning from
being taken out of the category of indirect taxa-

tion to which it inherently belonged and being
placed in the category of direct taxation subject
to apportionment by a consideration of the
sources from which the income wras derived,

that is by testing the tax not by what it was—

a

tax on income, but by a mistaken theory deduced
from the origin or source of the income taxed.
Mark, of course, in saying this we are not here
considering a tax not within the provisions of

the Sixteenth Amendment, that Is, one in which
the regulation of apportionment or the rule of

uniformity is wholly negligible because the tax
is one entirely beyond the scope of the taxing
power of Congress and where consequently no
authority to impose a burden either direct or
indirect exists. In other words, we are here
dealing solely with the restriction imposed by
the Sixteenth Amendment on the right to resort
to the source whence an income is derived in a
case where there is power to tax for the purpose
of taking the income tax out of the class of
indirect to which it generically belongs and
putting it in the class of direct to which it

would not otherwise belong in order to subject
it to the regulation of apportionment. But it

is said that although this be undoubtedly true
as a general rule, the peculiarity of mining
property and the exhaustion of the ore body
which must result from working the mine,
causes the tax in a case like this where an in-

adequate allowance by way of deduction is

made for the exhaustion of the ore body to be
in the nature of things a tax on property because
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of its ownership and therefore subject to appor-
tionment. Not to so hold, it is urged, is as to
mining property but to say that mere form
controls, thus rendering in substance the cx)m-
mand of the Constitution that ta Iv

on property l^ecause of its ovMier.-,.i^- ..^ .^^^^^r-

tioned, wholly illusor>' or futile. But this

merely asserts a right to take the taxation of
mining corporations out of the rule established
by the Si.xteenth Amendment when there is no
authority for so doing. It moreover rests ujx)n
the wholly fallacious assumption that looked at
from the ix)int of view of si

"

e a tax on the
product of a mine is nece>.-.iiiij. in it^ :ce

till nature in ever\' case a direct tax on
,

ty

because of its ownership unless adequate allow-
ance be made for the ejdiaustion of the ore Ixxiy
to result from working the mine. We say
will >lly fallacious assumption l)ecause inde-
I>endently of the effect of the operation of the
Sixteenth Amendment it was settled in Strat-
ton's Independence vs. HowlxTt, 231 L'. S. 399,
that MI. h a tax is not a tax upon property as
such because of its ownership, but a true excise
levied on the results of the business of carn.'ing

on mir-- • .: ., .,p 413 ^( ^^^j.
As 1 it we have said that the

contentions are in substance and effect controlled
Ly the Brushaber case and in so far as this may
• ' Ir' the case are without merit, it re<' '* '^- '

: the reasons stated in the opinion in i

;ind those expressed in this, the judgment must
i>e and it is affirmed.

GOVERNMENT EXPERT ENSNARED
BY LURE OF THE ARCTIC

Sumner S. Smith has retumeti to Alaska.
Two ' in \Va

'

otViciai >. ...v-^ .,.1.- ,1 i..ii>}ship to i...w ,..

than hitting the trail un<ler the northern ,,

n the dei)th of winter. The asphalt and cement
pavements stove him up. The electric lights

hurt Iv The buil
' '

• • view.

Thi- raj.- .1 the sun w... .-". t; .t

No blublKT was served at the
So Sumner S. was alMnit to pine away when
Director Manning, of the Bureau of Mii

he could hurrv back and Ix

V. ._ Tie !VT>CS

of rclumetl Alaskans. Miners wl it

rich generally sjK'nd some of their time ami
I to cnjf)y i'

1^. .;., ,...,..... ( )r i' •- •

. not -soIht up long •

the disadvantages of l)cing in the midst of

civilization. Mr. Smith's ca.s<' is di! lie

after.11
II V t.

.IS he does when he is \n.y from rock to

rock on his dog-<lrawn sletl. While it is in-
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Current Federal Legislation

Thus far 10,927 bills have been introduced in

Congress, of which 4,653 have been introduced
in the Senate and 12,274 in the House of Repre-
? — *-.ves. Of these 561 were introduced in the

and 1,704 in the House during the month
of February.

C>f the bills referred to in our last issue, H. R.
153 is still under consideration by the Senate
Committee on Education and Labor, and it is

believed will be so amended by the committee
as to prevent entirely the possibility of dupli-

'^•''.^ion of safety investigations in mining opera-
'.

- :iS.

H. R. 406 is still before the Senate Committee
on Public Lands. A considerable number of

hearings have been held, at which the principal

appearances have been on behalf of the oil

operators. In another column \vill be found
th'-" statement of Edward J. Holmes, of Boston,
Mass., which is typical of many of the state-

ments which have been made. It is anticipated
*-• ::t the bill will be reported from the committee
early in March.

H. R. 408 is upon the Senate Calendar wait-
ing consideration.

SENATE BILLS

S. 4447, bv Mr. Walsh, provides for an appro-
priation of $10,000,000, 81,000,000 to be spent
each year for ten years for the construction of
roads within or partly within the national for-
ests, the expenditure in each state being limited
to ten per cent of the probable income from the
national forests within the county or counties
in which such roads are constructed. Such
expenditure is to be made in cooperation with
the State, Territory- or County upon some
equita' ' ' is to be approved by the Secretary
ofAgr; . ..e.

S. J. Res. IfX), by Mr. Lane, requires the Sec-
retary of the Interior to adopt a royalty system
in place of bonus and royalty system now in
efl^-rt for the sale of leases on the oil lands of

;r Indians in Oklahoma.

HOUSE BILLS

TT V r-^cy ^^y ^^y^ j^^^^^ provides for the
... O' under the placer mining laws

ot tne United States of lands containing deposits

^' ' ^" ^^^- Small, provides for the
..'ilsory pilotage barges in

ot steam ve^^sels navigated by government
'. ' ^ '^s have been held by
^ ' -.-. mt Marine and Fish-
enes. A fa-

, ,rt upon this Ijill is
'

i its enactment will reheve coal
^' upon the payment

J' r - , -- - - - . jtate laws
H. K. 10585, by Mr. Ramey, provides for the

; a L mted States Tariff Commission to^- ' '^ "ve members who shall be allowed
130

appointed by the President, not more than three
of whom shall be members of the same political

party. It shall be the duty of the commission
to investigate the administration and fiscal

effects of custom laws of this country now in

force or to be hereafter enacted; the relations

betw'een the rates of duty on raw materials and
finished products and the advantage and effects

of the custom tariff laws and their relation to

federal revenue. The Commission is also em-
powered to investigate commercial treaties and
all matters relating to unfair competition of

foreign industries. It is also provided that the
Commission shall act in cooperation with the
Treasury Department, Department of Commerce
and the Federal Trade Commission, and that
these departments shall cooperate with the
commission.
H. R. 10830, by Mr. Foster, provides that all

fuel purchased by the government shall be
upon the recommendation of the Bureau of

Mines, except the fuel for the Navy, and that
the Bureau of Mines shall be charged with the
further duty of recommending plans for the in-

stallation of fuel burning equipment and to
investigate the methods of purchase and means
of handling storage and using of fuel for the use
of the government. Seventy-five thousand
dollars is to be appropriated to carry out the
provisions of this act.

H. R. 11073, by Mr. Church, provides for the
leasing by the Interior Department of any lands
within the limits of any Indian Reservation in

the State of Claifornia for mining purposes,
including oil, coal, asphalt, and other minerals.
The Secretary of the Interior is directed to pro-
vide rules for the leasing of such lands, but the
bill provides that leases shall be made to corre-

spond in extent of area to the present mining laws
of the United States except that no lease shall

be made to cover more than 640 acres. The
bill further provides that lessees pay for such
land $100 per annum for the first and second
years, $200 for the third and fourth years, and
$500 per annum for each succeeding year, as
advance royalty, such payments to be made in
advance.

H. R. 11162, by Mr. Taylor, of Colorado, pro-
vides that incorporated cities and towns shall
have the right to purchase from the government
public lands not reserved for other use, not
exceeding one-quarter section, for cemetery or
sewerage purposes; not exceeding 640 acres for
the protection of its water supply and not ex-
ceeding 640 acres for public park purposes.
The bill provides that the lands shall revert to
the Federal Government in case the town or
city shall fail to use same for the purposes
granted.

H. R. 11258, by Mr. Taylor, of Colorado, pro-
vides for the sale of 250,000 acres of non-irri-

gable, non-mineral, or non-timber lands in each
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of the public land states, the area not exceeding
320 acres to one person, ten per cent of the pur-
chase price to be paid at the time of sale, and
the balance in ten annual installments. Each
purchaser is required within five years to culti-

vate one-half of the area purchases, to * "

p
a water supply and to spend at least Sl/;;^; ui

improvements. One-half of the money so paid
is to be set aside for a public road within the
limits of the state.

H. R. 11712, by Mr. Hayden, provides *" -• '^^o

establishment of game sanctuaries in i A
forests.

H. R. 12040, by Mr. Kent, provides for the
classification of public lands of the United States,

according to the principal value or use of the
surface thereof, and that all patents hereafter
issued shall expressly reserve all deposits of

phosphate, oil, asphaltum, natural gas, coal,

lignite or associated minerals.

BUREAU OF MINES LOSES
APPARATUS IN FIRE

In the destruction of Morse Hall at Cornell
University by fire, all the apparatus of the
Bureau of Mines, which was used in the exten-
sive experimentation in progress there, was
destroyed.

Only one room of the hall escaped danger.
This contained the electric generators. Oue to

the fact that this apparatus was not damaged it

will
'

>ible for a considerable iM)rti()n of the
coopc...L..c work of the Bureau of Mines there
to be continued.
Another fortunate incident of the fire was the

fact that H. W. Oillette, the alloy (

'

' of the

B'""' " of Mines, stationed at ». ;...il, harl

(h i.'S of all of his records. The original

records were destroye<l in the fire, but it has
been the practice of Mr. (iillette to send a
(j,,,.i; ,,. T-.

. ,,j-(] of each month's work to '^f-

P.i : of the Division of Mining T'

nology.

SOAPSTONE OUTPUT INCREASES:
VIRGINIA LARGEST PRODUCER

As to soapstone, Virginia is the greatest pro-

ducer. It is of a fine quality, and the output
aj>plies to a very large market throughout the

United S' '

New i...„ iiid, the former chief source of

supply, is still pnxiucing a great deal of S'

stone, but most of that trade in •

t^(<^ '
\*-^ '-ia. The pro<luLU"u "i mii>

in ;_. . ily dunni^ 1915.

The great bulk of s no used goes into
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si.! - '
'

'
•
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'
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WHERE RITTMAN IS WORKING
In this plant at Pittsburgh the Bureau of Mines, in connection with the Aetna Chemical Company, is conducting experi-

ments of international interest

BUREAU OF MINES GIVES OUT
DETAILS OF RITTMAN PROCESS

The Bureau of Mines has just published
Bulletin 114, dealing with the manufacture of

ga.^oline and benzene-toluene by means of the
processes devised by Dr. Walter F. Rittman,
chemical engineer of the Bureau. The bulletin

gives the data for the laboratory experiments
which resulted in the discovery of the processes,

and also gives a detailed description of the plant
and e nt developed for the operation of

the VT - ^ 1 on a commercial scale.

The growing difficulty in meeting the demand
for motor fuels from the existing supplies of
crude oils by ordinary refining methods has led
to a great deal of experimentation with a view
to increasing these yields by processes involving
the cracking of heavy oils into lighter and lower
boiling oils.

,

The Rittman processes differ from the great
majority of prior processes. The oil to be

1 is introduced in small quantities into
-'fa vertical tube which is highly heated

^ of the combustion of natural gas, fuel
oil, or any other suitable fuel. The oil is fed in

• as to cause it to be instantaneously
Ti ,. .,'... .c cr, produced are then super-

i the products of the crack-
withdrawn from the lower portion

' nscd in the usual way.
. d for this method of
hydrocarbon material is

so that if there is a leakage of
" '^

'

'
' container no danger

;-',ratures and pressures
r safety than in liquid

;
the speed of reaction incident

'
-' "'n be readily attained;

n be varied at will.

ing r

tr'

BENEFITS OF FIRST-AID
TRAINING POINTED OUT

Washington Times.

A convention of medical experts held in

Washington last summer has borne fruit in the

appointment, by President Wilson, of a board
of first aid standardization. At the time of the

convention figures were presented which indi-

cated a surprising loss of limb and life in indus-

trial and transportation work because of a lack

of knowledge of first aid measures among those

who ought to have such knowledge.
A principal factor in retarding the dissem-

ination of such knowledge was that physicians

themselves have been in dispute about proper
first-aid packages to be made available to indus-

trial workers and railroad men. Too often these

laymen have been equipped with material only
the trained physicians could apply.
The standardization board is to work out a

satisfactory first-aid package to be placed in the
hands of laymen, and another to be used by
physicians. In view of the industrial accidents
in this country, such an effort is more of a boon
than might seem at first sight.

This training will be of marked benefit if this

country ever is called upon to go to war. Euro-
pean nations have learned that field hospitals

service and relief of the wounded are matters of

primary inportance. Training large numbers
of physicians and laymen in the art of applying
first-aid measures will be of inestimable value in

time of stress.

can be

th.

Employs 446 Persons

At the close of 1915 there were 446 persons
on duty in the Bureau of Mines.



AGRICULTURAL POSSIBILITIES OF ALASKA SET
FORTH IN GOVERNMENT REPORT

Opportunities for Farming Shown to Exist in Many Parts of Northern Territory

—

Susitna Region Offers Specially Favorable Sites

A recoimoissance soil survey of a vast area
in Alaska to investigate tne agricultural pos-
sibilities of that territory has recently been
made, and the results of this work will shortly

be publisiied in a report by the Bureau oi

Soils ol the United States Department of Ag-
riculture. The report comprises 202 pages
ami contains thirty-eight pai^e plates and four
maps. It describes the climate, soils, crops,

and other conditions bearing upon the possi-

bilities of agricultural development in Alaska,
and in addition discusses sucn incidental sub-
jects as settlement, natural resources, physi-

ography, drainage, means of communication,
and a comparison of Alaska with parts of
Siberia and Finland.
Mining in Alaska will be facilitated greatly

by the growth of agriculture.

The report says in part

:

"The existence of a vast mountainous area
along the southern coast of Alaska, with
numerous lofty, snow-covered peaks and huge
glaciers, necessarily unfit for human habita-

tion, is apt to give one unfamiliar with the

complexities of the topography and climate

of the country as a whole the impression that

Alaska is a region of inhospitable mountains,
glaciers, and snow, without farming possi-

bilities. In a measure this is true, for there

arc in the territory immense areas of rugged
mountains, including the loftiest pcakes upon
the North American continent, the great

wastes of snow-clad and precipitous land, wide
stretches of bleak tundra and mountain skirt-

'"L' the Arctic Ocean, innumerable bodies of

er-soaked Mu>kcg, and many glaciers of

almost incredible magnitude. Nevertheless
there are millions of acres of relatively low,

smooth land and gentle slo-"-- -" v--' " parts

of the country which are . .. and
climatically suited to farming. That this is

true is not a matter of conjecture, for many
• I- .^ic food products both for man and

1 are now being successfully grown.
Farming in a region so far north may seem
astonishing until one is acquainted with t^

C(|uablc summer climate, the 1 ^

summer daylight, and tlic irood

soil."

lours !
V of the

PIONEER CONDITIONS 1 kl VAIL

It i -itcd out, hr ' - -r. that w' ' 'he

devil .t of a 5!ul ag: irc

thr lit an enormous area in .Alaska it

le. it must be remei "as \rt

sirjciiy pioneer conditions uuiain. tiiat settle-

ment is largely contined to communities in the

vicinity of mining camps, that much of the

country is inaccessible owing to the :c of

roads and r ' ' > - . ^ -^
^^

are restricted ... ...^ ,.^ --"

"Kvery indication is that ar.. de-

velopment must be gradual, must grow with

the construction of hi "

'

' s,

with the devclopnu!'" ..... ...cs

and accompanying ii. of v If

large numbers, without s; it capital,

should 's* "a
of im*" tMci IS

for the . it is Id

be only disappointment for many. A careful

study of the conditions

farmifLg opcrati - ' -r is i; >

advised. The
; ,

-...^ of su n-

ing depend, so far as sale of surplus product*

is concerned, upon finding a local market
a population af ' 1 by ' * :: re-

.>, ...>v> and fisheries. icr w. . . . ihcsc

regions of Alaska will
;

ly not for some
time export agricultural products, at least not

on an important scale. F n of such

pre' must :"•-''» '"" •

' ^ <vsrrfn

of • ivs an O,

the establishment of cheaper transportation.**

The report deals with three
'
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eventually to the establishment of many com-

fortable nomes, supported largely by the prod-

ucts of the farm. The possibilities of raising

stock and dairying point to the furtherance

of agriculture, eventually, to a position of im-

portance considerable beyond a self-supporting

stage. The building of a railroad through

the Susitna and Matanuska valleys will make

accessible a large area of good tanning land,

and, unquestionably, settlement will follow,

probably at a rapid rate. Already 150 home-

steads have been registered along Knick Arm,

and others have been taken up. A number

of prospectors and miners, most of whom
previously have not been identified with agri-

c-.:' are now supporting themselves in the

n^ .rhood of Knick largely with the prod-

ucts of their farms, assisted by the earnings

of a few davs' outside work during the sum-
»»

mer.

VUKOX-TANANA REGION

"The Yukon-Tanana region comprises (1)

the lowlands of the lower Tanana River,

from the vicinity of McCarty to the Yukon
River, known as the Tanana Flats; (2) the

lowlands of the Yukon River, chiefly comprised

in the Yukon Flats; and (3) the area of high-

lands or hill country between the Tanana and

Yukon lowlands, the Yukon-Tanana uplands.

In discussing the area as defined above, it is

not meant that this includes all of the agri-

cultural land of interior Alaska. This is

simply the area to which the investigations

were specifically directed. Farming lands are

reported to exist in considerable areas along
the upper Tanana River, and good grazing

is said to be available about the headwaters
of White River, in the Mentasta Pass section

and in other places outside the limits of the

area described.

"On the soils of the Tanana bottoms good
crops of vegetables and grain hay are pro-
duced. Immense quantities of hay and good
p—— '- can be derived from the native grasses
\\ iirive on these soils. In addition, large
quantities of grain hay and root-crop forage
can be easily grown.

"In the hills north of the Tanana bottoms
is found the best soil seen in Alaska. This
is a deep, mellow silt loam (Fairbanks silt

loam) having good drainage and moisture-
b ''^•'

" —'''city. It occurs on the lower
5 -^ largely susceptible of easy cul-
t There are approximatelv a half mil-
lion ac ' this valuable soil. This type of
5"'^ • "' as that at the Fairbanks ex-
I' where such good results have
been had with grains and potatoes. On the
^ 'es it yields over 200
^ T acre, without fertili-
7

,
'^•5 of oats and barley

mature in normal year-?. Wheat and rye also
1 ' at the Rampart and Fairbanks

' varieties oiF grain give good
> •' on this soil, even in years of
early frost. Turnips, cabbage, beets, carrots,
lettuce, celery, and se\'eral other veeetables

are grown with unusual success, both as re-

gards quality and yield. JNative redtop grass

springs up quickly immediately following the

removal of timber.

"There are still larger areas of other cul-

tivable soils on the slopes of the hill country.

These are not so deep as the Fairbanks silt

loam, but they produce good crops of excel-

lent potatoes, various vegetables, grain, and
grass. Frobably 1,500,000 acres of such land

exists in the country between the Tanana
and Yukon Rivers. Other soils of agricul-

tural possibiUties are found in the bottoms
of the small streams and on the bench lands

of the region."

COPPER RIVER REGIONS

The Copper River regions are the Copper
River Basin and the Copper River Delta. '"

i he

Copper River l^asin, or Copper River Rlateau,

is a broad expanse of plainlike country al-

most completely inclosed by mountains, it is

bordered on ttie north by the Alaska Range,
on the west by the Talkeetna Mountains, on
the south by the Chugach Mountains, and on
the east by the Wrangell Mountains."
The Copper River Delta occurs where "Cop-

per River enters the Pacific Ocean a short
distance northwest of Controller Bay, through
a labyrinth of channels, dividing and reunit-

ing" to form an interminable network of pas-
sages, 'sloughs,' with almost countless inter-

vening islands and bars. The low, flat delta

through which these numerous distributaries

flow is somewhat triangular in shape; with
its apex 30 miles inland, between the fronts
of Childs and Miles Glaciers. There is a
large extent of country in the upper Copper
River Basin, northward from the vicinity of
Copper Center, which has a quite favorable
topography for agricultural operations. The
principal soil here, however, is not so favor-
able, being predominantly of a clayey charac-
ter, and so stiff and probably cold-natured
that it would be difficult to till and crops likely

would be slow to reach maturity on it. Heavy
teams and tools would be required to work
such land. Furthermore, the climate of the
region appears to be not so favorable as that
of either the Cook Inlet-Susitna or the Yukon-
Tanana regions. Vegetables and grain hay,
however, are being successfully grown on the
bottom-land soils and the more loamy types
of the_ uplands. Some cattle have been raised
at various places in the region along the Val-
dez-Fairbanks road. Stock raising and dairy-
ing would likely be found the most remuner-
ative types of farming,

"Practically the entire delta is unsuited to
agriculture, owing to the poor drainage, the
liability to disastrous floods, and the inferior
character of the soil. Near the glacier fronts
the glacial plains, covered with freshly dis-
charged glacial debris, are mostly bare of
vegetation, but farther away there is much
alder and scrub willow and a variety of water-
loving grasses."
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DECREASE IN MINE ACCIDENTS
FOLLOWS U. S. SAFETY WORK

In the year 1907 ihe first appropriation was
made by Congress for "conducting such investi-

gations as would increase safety and efficiency in

mining op)erations." For
there had been a steady ;

dents of

The follov. ...^ .

which all the 1:

feel proud:

several years prior
e in mining ac-ci-

V.
,f

Rate, Ktl! :.

Production f- ^ vm v^ prr muiion
Year {short ions) Employed KilUd 1 . , . ... tons

1907 480,363,424 680.492 3,242 4>1 6.78
1908 415,842,698 690,438 2,445 3 . M 1 5.97
1909 460,814,616 666,552 2,642 S.'X) 5.73
1910 501,596,378 725,030 2,821 3.89 5.62
1911 496,371,126 728,348 2,656 3.65 5.35
1912 534,466,580 722,662 2,419 3.35 4.53
1913 570,048,125 747,644 2,785 3.73 4.89
1914 513,525.477 763,185 2.454 3.22 4.78
1915' 518,000,000-

to change.

767,553^

» Estimated by U. S.

2.264

Geological Survey.

2.95 4.37

' Subject

NEW USES ARE INCREASING
THE DEMAND FOR ALUMINUM

One needs only to glance at the increasing

consumption of aluminum to get an idea of

its increasing use. The variety and extent of

its possible uses may he inferred frt»m a con-
sideration of its properties. Its specific gravity

is only 2.0 to 2.7 as compared witli water
taken as 1, while that of steel is 7.7 and that

of brass more than 8. It possesses malle-
ability, ductility, and considerable tensile

strength. It alloys fairly easily with other
metals and strongly resists the influence of

iron, water, and vegetable acids. For these

reasons it is being used on an increasing scale

in making kitchen utensils, surgical aiipliance^.

jewelry, and fancy articles, and bearinj^s for

machinery. This information is from W. C.
Phalen of the United States Geological Sur-
vey. He says further

:

".Another use, relatively unexploited. is in

the decoration of interiors ; that is, in supplant-

ing wood in modern business offices. About
the only articles that are still made of wood
in the modern ottice are the desks and cliairs,

and it is more than likely that these soon will

be supplanted by metal in response to the

refjuirements of fireproof construction and
furnishings. Painted sheet steel is now a

favorite material for interior construction, but

aluminum will probably be found quite as

sati- 'y.
**.\ :ium is now used in ways which do

not attract very much attention, but in which
large quantities of the metal are consumed
for . the manu'" < of i

"1 .. i metal, k...... a* ... '

bronze powder, is used in painting,
i

and lithoKraphing, as a constituent of explo-

sives and as a patented of heal. .\ very

moflcrn use is as a c ' " ••*..!. ; ..<.

Aluniitmm foil, which li.i .
'y

imported, is now manufactured here and it

meeting with considerable .success. Tcrliaps

one of tiie greatest advances made in 1914

has been in the quality of the aluminum sheet

manufactured in the United .Mumi-
num sheet has a tei- ' to ; I to

show other surface ..v. v. is, bu: ef-

forts have been made to study the and
remedies of these defects. These ettorts have
been so far successful that t' the
market to'" •- ••" « '-' ^'i-.-

*'-\n in\ aing
the influence ot alummum on Bessemer ingots

and rails when added to the n "
: the

pouring of t'- -rl. The w« • M
the South L. witrks of '

cl

Co., which furnished the material. Five iniiots

were of untreated lU 'C

treated with ah: t-m i i<» iO

ounces per ton of these in-

gots were treated with . of ferrosili-

con, equivalent to one-tenth and iwo-tc: i

1 per cent of silicon. rcsp« " 'v. i xioc

latter were roll*-' int.. r.iils nMiinv; up
the benefits re » of

aluminum, W'ickhorsi s..

th-

t'.

was less positive

.'I

'

• >n in the ini<

1. IS of the ingoi was a'H>ut

There was a softening or ii' ii

in the t

while c

walls \v _ , I-

ut the heisht oi the ingot. The aluminum
' *

I j>..i "-vi, I'Ui ii.i'i tn ii'^t i »*tei

the
I .

"'Kails of plain steel had a brittle xone in

t! part of the har, as e

i\ ' •'- --N of ,.. ..

t! »^ l.irLrr!\ I.

Rails of plain steel t-

tioni dose to the top end ot the bar. u
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in aliiminiini-treated rails the interior lamina-

tions were found a considerable distance from

the top end. varying from about 30 to 45 per

cent of the weight of the ingot. In the trans-

verse test of the base, rails of alumnium-

treated steel showed a considerably greater

transverse strength of the base and sag of

the flange before breaking than the rails of

plain steel with 0.61 per cent carbon and :

little greater strength and sag of flange (than

rails) with 0.45 per cent of carbon.'

"In a pamphlet issued late in 1913 by the

British Aluminum Co. (Ltd.), a very com-

plete and frank statement is given of the ad-

vantages and limitations of the metal alumi-

num in construction on a large scale. When
aluminum first began to assume considerable

industrial importance, two disadvantages mili-

tated against its rapid extensions: First, the

initial capital expenditure, and second, con-

structional difficulties in any but tlie smallest

vessels. According to the information con-

tained in the pamphlet, the difficulty of high

first cost has been annulled by a considerable

reduction in the cost per ton in recent years,

made possible by improved and extended man-
ufacturing facilities. In this connection, the

fact should not be lost sight of that the upkeep
charge is low on the metal, which is especially

free from corrosion, heavy handling, and fre-

quent scouring.

"The temporary setback, due to construc-

tional difficulties, has been effectively met by

the introduction of the process of autogenous
welding. The soldering of aluminum in a

chemical plant is and has been unsatisfactory.

It has at all times been a difficult and unre-

liable process, as it has introduced alloys of

a different composition in the electro-chemical

scale which have set up galvanic action with
the resulting evils of electrolysis and subse-

quent corrosion. Aluminum does not lend

itself to riveting, as its malleable nature and
low yield points are serious obstacles to a
' ' and lasting joint where extremes of

. -ature and vibration are likely to be en-
countered ; but by the process of welding,
referred ti> above, aluminum vessels of any
size or shape can now be made from the metal
in its purest sheet form. It is stated that

aluminum is suitable for practically all pur-
poses in the chemical plant, provided it is

not h- •''• into contact with hydrochloric
acid. 1 :i solutions, or caustic alkalies.

"The better known branches of the chemi-
cal ii in which aluminum vessels of
' ,/.c tire in use. are in the brewing in-

y; in the manufacture of varnish; in

the preparation of foodstuflFs, such as sirups,

'n the refining of sugar;
'•' V oils and fats, and

,_ le acids as oleic,

stcari '. palmitic acids. It is also used
by the v>a;) and candle manufacturers; in
""'""

' of the explosive industry;
. of certain parts of the dye-

works p. to an increasing extent in
the production of hydrogen peroxide and

formaldehyde, citric acid, and glycerine, and
a host of less-known chemicals.

NEW YORK CONTINUES TO
FURNISH BULK OF TALC

Talc, as heretofort has come very largely from
the great mines at Gouveneur, N. Y., which for

many years produced more talc than all the
rest of the United States combined. This talc

is of a fibrous character. This is due to its

being derived by alteration from fibrous horn-
blend. This gives it a fibrous structure that
makes it specially valuable in the manufacture
of paper.

The production of talc is increasing in many
places, but more especially in New England.
Vermont is producing much larger quantities.

North Carolina, Georgia and California also are
producing considerably more than during pre-

vious years.

Forms Publications Committee

In order to give force and effect to the policy

to be followed regarding the printing of all

articles and papers by members of the Bureau
of Mines, and to insure greater efficiency in the
handling of such papers, a publication committee
has been formed within the bureau to pass on
all matter to be published.

Colorado Metal Mining Association

The annual meeting of the Colorado Metal
Mining Association was held at Denver, February
12. The following officers were elected: Presi-

dent, Bulkeley Wells; First Vice-President,
T. R. Henehen; Second Vice-President, George
M. Taylor; Third Vice-President, George Argall;
Secretary, M. B. Tomblin; Treasurer, A. M.
Collins.

REVISION OF MINING LAWS
SUBJECT OF NEW BILL

Modification of the apex law, new regu-
lations for locating claims and tunnels
sites are provided in a bill introduced in

the House of Representatives by the
chairman of the Committee on Mines
and Mining, Dr. Martin D. Foster.

A tentative print of the bill only has
been made. Dr. Foster declares that his

measure is intended simply as a base on
which to work. Consideration of it will

begin as soon as the matters before Con-
gress will permit of committee meetings.
Little hope is held out for the passage of
the measure at this session but Dr.
Foster hopes to Vje able to have the bill

in such shape, after the changes have been
embodied which will be suggested, as
to make it possible to pass it at the next
session.
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EDITORIALS

A LESSON FROM THE
COLORADO COAL STRIKE

It is very ^ratifyinj^ to find one federal

committee appointed to investigate labor

conditions reporting favorably. This

may signify either that conditions are

improving and are so far impro\'ed as to

justify such favorable report, or that the

committee referred to is more willing to

do justice to the situation than some of

its predecessors.

In either case the change is gratifying.

It perhaps never can be said of any large

body of workmen that all are living under
the best possible conditions, but it should

always be true that all those who are

industrious and frugal are able to do so.

It is understood that the rei)ort of the

committee sent by President Wilson to

examine the Colorado situation is to the

effect that conditions in the southern

Colorado field, brought so shari)ly to

public attention by the Ludlow horror,

compare favorably iind to advantage
with any similar coal mining section in

the country.

Perhaps in no previous industrial war
has the pul)lic accepted so freely the

criticisms of the em[)loyers and perhaps

in none has this criticism carried more of

injustice. The fact that the Rockr fel-

lers were largely interested in one of t^f

Colorado companies involved in li.c

strike furnishes ample excuse for many,
heretofore lx*lieved to be above -nrh

contemptible pettifogging, to m
resent the whole situation in order to

make ix)litical capital by apix'als to the
masses, based on a misstatement of the

facts.

Some, jK'rhaps much. g*xxl has come
from the bitter sacrifices made by Ixjih

sides of the controversy. The lessc^n 1.

been well learned that direct associat:

between employer and employe is oi

mutual advantage, and that the bitter

criticisms of one side of any controvert'.-

should not be accepted until all the faci>

are available.

Conditions in Colorado were not all

they should have Ixx'n, are not now, and
probably never will be. \Mien a coal

mining camp with its usual mixture of

foreigners, not speaking the English or

any common language and but slightly

acquainted with our political institu-

tions, can reach model conditions m<' :

other communities will have qualit;

for the millennium and Gabriel's tnimj" :

will ])ut an end to the need of coal pro-

duction.

Each side must learn toleration

—

(*ach side must respect and olx'y t^v»

law. Intolerance frequently bri?^"-

sometimes justifies a resort to

vit)lations of the law sometimes
and alwa\'S deserve pun .\

strike conducted xNithout v\< iis of

the law is a just wea|xjn in the hand of

lal)or. To take from lalwr this inherent

nyhi is to concede its right to

employment. The ri to work or

refuse to work is as inhcivnt as the right

to emf)loy or di '
'!''

rights which n^ a m lo
deny either n\ ihe fu * '

principle of in-i uuiii. The i" - i.<ii

of the American workman i- .-»» fv '

mentallv i»^itw,rf mit that anv \*iol •»

the princi, .. .1 supiKjft it :.. . .

opiK)Si'<i vriih vehemence. In the t

it will Ik* found that the lx*st results :

lM)ih jointly can only N» s«*otinvl through
the nuxst p- coo: that

the rights ot \ny\h ^ l be
c: I without v^' :i ot

rules which pr
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THE LEASING BILLS

The Senate Committee on Public

Lands is now considering H. R. 406,

entitled "an Act to authorize exploration

for and disposal of coal, phosphate, oil, gas,

potassium or sodium," Various state-

ments on behalf of the oil land claimants,

representing millions of dollars of invested

capital have been made.
These statements while objecting, in a

general way to the proposed leasing

system, have been directed toward con-

vincing the committee that some relief

should be granted to the oil claimants

which would afford protection to their

investments.

The statement of Mr. Holmes, of

Boston, appearing elsewhere in this issue,

is typical and its perusal will convince any
fair minded man that justice requires

relief. Had it not been for Mr. Holmes'
investment in a western enterprise it is

probable that he too would have been
one of the many who give approval to

the radical changes which are being made
in the pubUc lands system of the United
States.

The great development of oil produc-
tion in the western States has been of

imtold advantage to the country as a
whole. The larger part of this develop-

ment would never have been made had
it been anticipated that the Federal
Government would imdertake to estab-

lish a new system of land control, through
which the legitimate investments of

individuals would be endangered.
It is urged that the country's need for

oil for defensive purposes justifies the
reservation of sufficient oil to supply the
pos.sible Government needs. The Min-
ing Congress Journal is convinced that
undeveloped oil fields would be of little

use to the country in time of peril.

Without the development carried on by
private individuals, willing to take enor-
mous chances in the hope of securing
extraordinary profits the oil reserves
would be entirely unknown.

Surely there should be no question but
that a be"' "^-^-nt Government will care
for t^r. ii_ . .,ts of its citizens whose
in ...icnts were made in good faith and
under authority of then existing law.
Anything short of this will be a rank

injustice to the individuals who suffer and
a lasting shame to the Government.

BUREAU OF MINES DOES
NATION ANOTHER GOOD TURN
Another asset has been added to the

nation's list by the Bureau of Mines.

Through its experiments it has been
possible to develop a kaolin of the

highest quality in the United States.

For the first time in the history of the

country it is independent of other

nations for this important mineral prod-
uct as abundant American material can
now be procured and substituted for

English china clay.

Each individual doubtless has turned
over a plate or a saucer and seeing

"Austria," "France" or "Great Britain"

stamped on the back has asked why more
dishes are not made in America. Per-

haps there would not have been so much
curiosity aroused if these marks appeared
on fine china only but much of the cheap-
est ware bears the same ear marks.
Much white ware is now made in this

country but largely from imported kaolin

;

as a result of the latest accomplishment
of the Bureau of Mines it may be expected
very soon that "Made in America from
all American material" will begin to

appear on the backs of our table ware.

Dishes, however, represent only a
small portion of the kaolin that is con-
sumed. Many thousand tons have been
imported for use in the making of orna-
mental tiles and for sundry purposes.

Incidentally this work adds to the
indebtedness of the American people to

Dr. Chas. L. Parsons, the head of the
division of mineral technology of the
Bureau of Mines, under whose direction

the work was done. Ira E. Sproat, the
chemist who was in charge of the actual
work, is a young man to whom much
credit is due. Dr. Parsons in trying to

side-step any of the credit for the achieve-
ment, is attributing much of it to Mr.
Sproat. There also are the manufactur-
ers who cooperated in giving the newly
refined material practical tryouts. Dr.
Parsons also speaks highly of the part
they took in making the country inde-
pendent of foreign kaolin.

i
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MINING ENJOYS LITTLE
PRESTIGE IN WASHINGTON

When Senator McCumlxT introduced
his resolution calling on the Secretary
of the Interior for detailed information
regarding the production, consumption
and price of gasoline, it is probable that
he expected an expose of manipulation,
on which responsibility could be fastened
for the recent increase in the price of
gasoline.

Instead of some wily trick on the part
of the "oil barons" it develops that the
most natural thing in the world has hap-
pened. The demand has exceeded the
supply.

Despite the conclusive nature of Mr.
Lane's report there is still some tendency
at the Capitol to believe that the figures

have been juggled and that there is an
enormous surplus of gasoline Ix'ing car-

ried, which is being fed out to the jx^ople

at exorbitant prices.

While the oil miners have more in-

fluence in Washington than has any
other class of mine operators, they have
W(x*fully few champions among the legis-

lators. Why is it that there are no
references to corn "barons," wheat
"barons" and cotton "barons?" They
have too many friends ready to champion
them. Nothing suits the average law-

maker iK'tter than an opportunity to

defend the farmer.

Of course there are no agricultural

"barons" just as there are no mining
"barons" or no lumlxT "barons." To
call big ojKTators in the latter two indus-

tries "barons" is done careles.sly in Wash-
ington because there are few in Congress

to spring up to defend the o]X)rators of

these industries. Agricultural ofXTators

have plenty of champions; in fact nearly

every legislator is their champion
We have discussed many times wh\'

ri'riculture has such ])referential treal-

nunt by the goveromrnt. Understaml.

we think it deserves all it gets, but we
feel aggrieved that mining should not

have the siime recognition.

Thrre is just one way to secure the

recognition which the federal government
owes the mining industry and that is for

cvcr>' man interested in the industry to

make up his deficiency in numlx»rs l)y

close cooperative effort. At this session
of Congress the House Committee on
Mines and Mining refused the request of
an industry that produces nearly as much
new wealth as d« riculture. This would
not have happened luid the 90.000 mining
men of the nation been in a position to
express its res«^*ntment.

There is just one way m which the
mining industry can jjut a stoj) to the
unjust discrimination to which it is lx?ing

subjected. The mine operators of the
country must get together in one big
organization, or a numlxT of closely
afliliated organizations, and command
the respect of Congress and every other
agency of the people by the united front
that they present. It is to the interest
of capital and labor alike to aid in any
movement that \vi\\ add something to
the very little pr. that the mining
industry enjoys at V\ ashington.

HONORABLE SURRENDER
"I am unalterably (>pix)s<'d to the

whole j)rindple of Federal '. g of

mineral lands but in m> :it

dilemma I am ready to o lo

any plan which \\nll protect the inlor-

ests of the stockholders who haN'e

invested their money on my ad\ ' id

who stand to lose their whole luvc^t-

ment and much beside v^ ; some
relief is granted. 1 would * i .i.. i on my
IkUv and kiss their feet to prot<.H:t

investments bas^d .in confidence i" mv
judgnicnt :i!id ii ly."

Thest- are the word:* of a prominent oiJ

man who is i

'
?

'

,jq|

to so ch Liic ruK.^ \n inc niuuiie of

thr j^.iTuc a:> to fob ' lors oi the

UiMiiiiiate profits of n^r.. ^.... r^..-; ^.g

ir ' under the protection of the ; . . .^...v.;ig

1.... .

The oil ojxTritrjrs of (\tlifoniia whose
suet^Ksful oTx Tn:ik«* thrin

r.

it took ( lin a nnuh longer lime
to convince the C< it Great
I n was not as ; • !ui m the »f

King George as is the Unile<l
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DR. BROWNER HELD
IN HIGH ESTEEM

Few university teachers or presidents

have left a stronger personal impression

on their students or have gained such

thorough respect from their students

than has Dr. J. C. Branner, recently of

Stanford, who was the guest of honor

here last month at a reception given by

the Alumni of Stanford in Washington.

His resignation from the presidency of

that university was accepted only when
he had remained a year after he had

asked to be relieved from duty, and then

only upon his insistence that it should

be accepted.

He is succeeded as head of the De-
part of Geology by Dr. Bailey Willis,

formerly of the United States Geologi-

cal Survey, and as president of the uni-

versitv bv Dr. Rav L. Wilbur, an alum-
nus of Stanford, who has been head of

the Medical School, both of whom are

very able men.

SAFETY-FIRST WEEK
A GREAT SUCCESS

Safety-first week proved a great success.

The exhibition held in Washington under
Government auspices has done much to

encourage and spread the movement.
The mining industry, of course, was the
pivot of interest around which the rest

revolved. The idea originated in the
Bureau of Mines.
The gathering of the mine inspectors

from practically every State in the
Union has had splendid results. It is

cortnin to result in standardization and
^ ration that has been lacking. The

nation will profit by this convention and
this exhiVjition.

In the February issue we urged that
S'lfety-First Week be made a permanent
profv<j^ition. This view^ has met with
much favor. The chances are that each
year' ' - ress in safety-first work will be
' - " lo the attention of the public
I... .-.,^.. an exhibition. That the exhibits
were of interest is indicated by the fact
that 35.477 r/^rcr,tnr inspected them,

i . division of the
Bureau of Mines did splendid v/ork and
secured more space than it would have

been thought possible in this day of big

news, yet the exposition was not system-

atically advertised. It was a sort of

informal affair gotten up on short notice

but even than' it was a great success. It

could have been much better and next

year it probably will more nearly repre-

sent the work that the Government is

doing to reduce fatalities and casualties.

The Bureau of Mines nationalized the

slogan
*

' safety-first
.

" It is the originator

of safety-first week, which will popularize

still further the safety-first movement.
The American Mining Congress w^ould

like to make another suggestion. Why
not load on a train the exhibits that were
shown last month at the National Muse-
um and haul them around the country
and let more of the people see what the

Government is doing in this work? This
seems to us a practical proposition and
we shall lose no opportunity of bringing

it to the attention of those in authority.

EFFICIENCY AND CONSERVATION

The strength of a nation is fairly well

measured by the use which it makes of

its mineral products. The inventive

genius of man in cooperation with capi-

tal by the consumption of coal has made
it possible for one man's labor to accom-
plish more than one hundred men could
have accomplished by primitive methods.
By the utilization of these forces the
luxuries of the past have become the
necessities of today. Living conditions

which were entirely beyond the reach of

the crowned heads of a century ago are

available for the working men of today.
The greater the efficiency in production,

transportation and exchange the greater

the luxiu-ies which may be afforded by all

of the people. The highest statesman-
ship is that which after providing stable

government shall stimulate increased effi-

ciency and make its advantage accrue
to all of the people. Low-cost to the
consiuner requires efficient production
and the prevention of waste.
The relation of labor and capital while

subject to the laws of evolution, should
adapt themselves with the least possible
friction, to those conditions which pro-
mote efficiency and conservation.
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DOES TRADE FOLLOW THE FLAG:'

At no ijrevious time in our history

have so many * comprehensive efforts

been in progress by the business interests

of America to control foreign trade.

Particular efforts look to the control of

the trade of Latin America. Under
present conditions highly successful tem-
porary results may Ix* confidently ex-

pected. The benefits thus secured will

not be permanent except through the

highest efficiency of the jjroductive forces

of the country.

It .seems evident that the close of the

European war will be followed by a most
strenuous comjx'tition. Im]joverished

Eurojx' will face financial obligations

requiring the utmost thrift and economy
at home and the sale of its product in

foreign markets. The cost of this ])roduct

at home will be at the minimum and to

meet the prices at which it will be

offered in comj)etitive markets will tax

the ingenuity of American producers
whose chief cost of j^roduction is based

on the American wage scale. Much of

the present effort is based upon the cjues-

tionable premise that "Trade follows the

flaK."

Trade does not follow the flag unless

suj)ported by efficiency and j)ushed by
enterprise. Demand is created by enter-

prise and filled by efficiency. The flag

is the emblem of government representing

order, without which trade comes to an
end. The desire for gain—the bu.siness

mainspring of the world—is ever seeking

that iK)int where articles of trade can Ix*

most cheaj)ly f)urchased, and marktls
where they can Ix? sold to the Ix'sL

advantage. Cheapness of production

—

efficiency—calls to itself the buyers of

the world.

Tin: i'i:Di:kAL leasing policy
In 1S<S5 gold was discovered in the

frozen stream Ix'ds of the Yukon. Its

recovery recjuired the using of a large

amount of fuel. Wood fuel was com-
paratively scarce and exix^nsive. Coal

was abundant. No law of the United

States im)vided for the utilixiition of

Alaska's coal rcservr The apfHids of

Alaska inducx'd Coi to undertake

legislation to make iri coal nsourevs

available. Laws were passed in l^XJ.

1904. IWSand 1914 intended by Con
to meet the situation. Three of

'

laws have been abandoned as unworkaoic
and the fourth has lx*en in effect since

August, 1914, but no coal has Ix^en

mined under its provisions. Alaska's

industries are contributing millions of

dollars annually to the Nation's wealth
and jjurchasing coal from Canada and oil

from .southern California. Her own oil

and coal are locked up by the icy hand of

igufjrant control animated by the best

impulses of a great and generous nation

which has tem]x>rarily forgotten that

the constitution of the United States wa>
only made jxjssible through the recogni-

tion, in a broad and comprehensive way,
of the princii)les of home rule. That
same nation insjMred by the

theories and shutting its * to me
foundation i)rincii)le of the c->ii>Litution.

is now engaged in the enactment of

.similar laws for leasing the e..n1 oil and
water power of the western ^

To the extent that these laws meet the

demands of the theori who do not

imderstand western conditions, will they
be unworkable. Apfx-als and protests

have Ix'en made to Congn-.ss by the West
through the legislatures of the several

States, through its ChamlxTS of Com-
merce and its various public organiza-

tions.

It seems probable thai liie ii

.

bills

^vill Ix; enacted by the ' * nt .sc-.^-mou t)f

Congress. It seems c^uaily pr()l>able

that future years uill de"^ ^^irate the

impracticability of the .. .. .:ig Tw-.h'rv

as applied to the devel<)j»meni of re

situated more than 2.(MM) miles from the

(it of Government.

HETTI-R JUDl^MENT
SHOWN HY (N)NGRi:SS

Abundant c\ndence of more than the

usual judgment in af)propriating ) ig

displ i\fd by this ( . In allowing

SKXKHK) to the G I Survey in the

ur, ' lull lor preliminary

. lor Ai • "k it has i

*

•ie an e' ue and '' oi

ilii .1 It ei. Liie rsuf-

vey : ui nine to get
'

• luv iiiw^iior Ix'forc iIh*

.>l'l Mt>^ I'll .»r\-Up.
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SAFETY FIRST EXHIBITION
PRAISED BY PRESIDENT

^Continued from page 112)

different from the iron mines in Michigan; and

on the other hand some of the methods adopted

in Michigan have been adopted in some of the

precious metal mining in the West. The method
of mining is the important factor. The best you
can do is an approximation." »

T.\KES EXCEPTION

Mr. Donovan then declared:

"It appears to mc that the main object of this

meeting is to discuss the saving of human lives

and not the insurance rate that we are going to

charge them. What we want to do is to save a
man's life so that he can be of some service to

his community. With all due regard to your
insurance rate, we want to keep these miners at

work, because after all it is a question of how
that man can with safety to himself and to others

get that pound of coal up without killing him-
self or somebody else. We should keep in mind
the main point at issue and that is when a good
looking miner goes underground you want him
to look just as good when he comes out. As I

have stated before, if we have one or two more
years of the war, one of those miners will be
worth six or seven dollars a day because we will

have a hard time finding men enough to operate
our "•"" . The element of life is the one for us
tot.: -ut."

Mr. Wilson takes a ver>- different view of this

question and said in reply:

"I do not think that the last speaker intends
to convey the implication which he does convey,
because he knows too much about insurance.
We arc all after the very thing which he is speak-
ing about, the conservation of life. He knows
that insurance companies are interested finan-
cially in saving life, so that is too trite to discuss.
It is naturally unnecessary that each of us dis-

cuss a subject like this from the standpoint of
our own individual business. The Chairman
made the suggestion just now that we do not
want to lay down any rules and that we should
have a discussion which may result in reference
of these subjects to a committee. I think that
last suggestion an admirable one. There is no
';'•'" ^ -vever, that we should debate rather
f

: , ^ - . ill not have anything for that com-
mittee to consider. I make the suggestion,
t' " '

.

' X at an appropriate time a resolu-
ti-ii .,' >i';ught forward authorizing the chair-
man to appoint a committee consisting of the
various interests concerned in saving lives in
f

... upon the acts of this
; ,.', ";ijQrit resolutions
'

. ,
ver, and for the

y e ci that committee, I believe that it

.

" 'tr as we can to follow
. . ,. outlined."

QUESTION OF ACCURACY

With regard to secunng greater accuracy in
^ -s an i- discussion resulted.
Nir. ray introducea inc matter as follows:

"The matter of reporting the number of men
employed is far from uniform and is far from
accurate. The number of men reported em-
ployed are entirely too large. It is an easy
matter to run over the payrolls and say that 25

men were on the payroll this month, but all the
men did not work full time. On the forms which
we are sending out now, collecting information
for year 1915 the question has been inserted

asking for the number of hours of labor for which
wages were paid as shown by the payrolls. In
other words, they should turn in to us, if they
are employing 1,000 men for 8 hours a day, 8,000
hours a day. They know exactly how many
shifts they have paid for and how many hours a
man has worked. Many companies have records
to show the number of hours for which they have
paid wages. If they will give us this information
these columns (showing number of 8, 9 and 10

hour shifts, and men so employed) here are not
necessary. This is another way of getting at

approximately the number of hours that the
men were working and it is better than simply
calling for the number of men employed."

COLORADO PRACTICE

Mr. Dalrymple, of Colorado, said: "We
get out a bulletin in Colorado along these lines.

Every month the operators report. We get the
number of days worked by each man, the num-
ber of men employed and the number of tons
produced. We carry on the totals to the end
of the year and then divide it by twelve. I

think this is as accurate as you can get it.

During the summer months and spring months
they very seldom work more than four hours a
day hoisting coal. As to whether the company
reports the number of days or the number of

hours for an 8-hour day that has been working in

hoisting, whether they give the number. of hours
that have been worked by the miner I am not in

a position to say. I can say, however, that no
matter how you get this record it will be approxi-
mate at best.

Mr. Hall, of Pennsylvania, said:

"A peculiar condition exists in Pennsylvania.
Two miners may work together. Their busi-

ness is to blast down coal. They divide the day
pay. The two men go into the mine in the
morning and one man may work for an hour
blasting coal, but each gets the same pay. One
man may get a day's pay for a half-hour's work."

Mr. Bohlander, of Illinois, said:

"I wish to say that, as far as Illinios is con-
cerned in coal mining, the hour basis would
be almost an impossibility. We pay so much
per ton. The men work when they please; they
go in when they please and come out when they
please. The mines have a number of openings
and if you wanted to get the correct time you
would have to have a steel trap at every opening.
We have an eight-hour law but very few of the
men work the full eight hours."

J. W. Paul, who is very familiar with condi-
tions in West Virginia, said:

"With a view of determining whether or not
the nationality and prior experience of men of
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foreign birth who worked in the mines and their
lack of knowledge of the English language have
anything to do with the percentage of accidents
in mines, we adopted a table. It docs not seem
to have been very uniformly followed up by the
other State inspection departments. Had this

been done there might be made some comparison
in the different States. I ' ^- -.e Fennsylva-^'
has taken up a similar cl ution in rei

years. We have frequently heard in pu
speeches and from persons making efforts to

have legislation adopted, the statement that the-

large number of accidents is due to the fact thai
the foreigner who works in our mines cannot
speak the English language.

"I doubt very much if this is as true as some
people seem to think it is. This table was sug-

gested with the view of securing data wh.
would be of service in the formulating of addi-
tional rules and regulations and the securing of

legislation. West Virginia has been carr>'ing

this table along from year to year. I think,

however, it would be well for some committee
to take this and revise the classification of the
nationality of employes. " I think that these
names were ^opted and copies largely from the
reports sent in by the operators in which the
proper classification of the nationalities from tlio

various countries have not been fullv complicii

with."
In this connection Mr. Atkinson said:

"For a r of vears I was in the m;
inspection .. ...^c in West Virginia. I kn' v.

how hard it was in the early days to get any
information from the operators. I also am
perfectly familiar with the fact that Mr. Paul
(in,? T <-.\- this with all respect to his j)re(lt-

the first man wh(j attempted to

put the mine inspection work of West Virginia
V real

'
' is. In regard to nation-

....:..,. It J... ., ijecn a question with me
as to whether the ignorant foreigner is always
the one who gets hurt. In my exjK'rience, which
has been j- " limited, I lind that the
expiTienced ..... .vill take more chances and
will do more fcxtlhardy things than any other man
that we have around the mine. An ignorant
liV.

him. So far a II know
that Mr. Fay is more familiar with them than
most any person you could possibly get."

FORKMEN DISCRIMINATE

T. P. Wati^l'T s.ml:

"I do not kii ' '

.-.i

into a pHun w .m
entry without : iM sjir.ik

to an l!)nglish-s|Making man, he s|>oke to him in

a ven,' resp- 'of way. FJut if
'

I'Tiiiiiititir i,,r of i»iv i.in- iif f

. his ;

completely •, so much that i was struck.

Many tiims i : ' •' '-a.snof

eigncr tlu* ngi '1 '

seen, tnanv, ni

an Iv kinx uti

di
•

vv ... ......

All tlm.ijgh West Virginia, the averr^"- Vr,„y,A^.

sp miner will give you a cussi:.

say too much to him alx>ut .,' up a i>'<st. etc.

I at one time wnil into a
west following up a • ••!• _..^,.,. ,;

occurred some years c I inquire* 1 of one
of the miners about the cause of it. 'Wt-ll,' the
fellow ' 'the c:

'

'
'

. In
Thi< L;..;.^..ay we '.',,„

: were two b:

the others were ail i rs. One of the
'

' in carry: ' ';e breast
.... angered a:. . ..^j,. .... . .,

* • ^ -]

to use a small Davy .safety lamp. I i

self in some way or other, and in his anger broke
the safety la-

*'
^'as

and killin\' — : .;. '• ••

only one .' The pjint is th .

in a coal mine is obe^iient. He will listen to his
-superior, but t' ' ' ' • -lartcr

than the other :- ..^ .... ..,..,..

RESOLUTIONS

Resolutio-
' '

1. The C ....;......- .

ance of Form 7 (Form f«

of men emi)loyed and of nts in the mineral
ry dunng '

• ir), a^ od
^ . .j.i that distini^v. .. ;ui ' r.i .,i.. .^

the various kinds of metal :

iron, lead and zinc, gold and silver, a

'nes.

the ]y.

granite, marble, sandstone, etc.

2. Thatt! f
t ion of F' "-•

; .1 s durii..

the coiil mines, metal n >),

an.l 9 '^

ing a
and (}

to show r or not •

ild

the wopi<.

3. I

mine

ig to the oi ft

4. That the C
• I t>

UUkl
' be

that
I

5. i hat the i that
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lurgical plants according to length of experience

of injureil otnploves), be omitted, inasmuch, as

it w-ill be difficult, if not impossible, to secure

reliable information relating thereto. Data

si- : whether or not the injured person can

u:....;-^and English will be given in Tables Nos.

8 and 9.

6. That the Committee recommends that the

definition of a fatal accident be that which

terminates in death as a result of the injury

regardless of time elapsed.

7. That the Committee recommends the

adoption of Forms Xos. 1 (Form for a State

directon.- of mines), and 2 (Forrn for reporting

power equipment of mines, quarries, and metal-

lurgical plants), as printed. That form 1

include one column showing dip of bed.

8. That the Committee recommends the

adoption of Forms Xos. 4 (Form for reporting

number and kind of mining machines in coal

mines, kind and quantity of explosives used,

and quantity of coal produced by various kinds

of mining), and 5 (Form for reporting mining
and ventilating equipment and explosives used

in metal mines, with the exception that under
Form 5, kind of opening be shown as shaft and
tunnel \N-ith depth or length.

9. That the Committee recommends that

Form No. 3 (Form for reporting ventilating

equipment of coal mines), be referred again to

the convention for general discussion.

10. The Committee on Resolutions recom-
mends that the question of determining the num-
ber of men actually employed be given considera-

tion by the final committee. Further, that it being
almost impossible to secure data relating to the
number of hours worked, that the number of

men employed be based upon the total actual
man shifts for which wages were paid during the
year, or as an alternative that an average ob-
tained from the pay rolls showing the actual
number of men at work on a certain day each
month throughout the year be taken as repre-

senting the number employed. That accident
rates be calculated on a basis of 300 day workers.

11. That the Committee recommends that a
c "ee of 7 be appointed to consider the
f' „ :.g resolutions in conjunction with the
stenographic reyxDrt of this conference, and be
instructed to prepare for publication the pro-
C'--'-"'.'s of this meeting. This committee is

t< :^t of 2 representatives of the coal mining
industry, 2 representatives of the metal mining
ir •, 2 representatives of State compensa-
t; •' ' i'-ms, and one representative from
t Mines.

LIST OF DELEGATES

nr1»a,'.t. - '.tr.r^,i,>r, t;he conference of mine
''

; entatives of industrial
'^ ions were: J. T. Beard, Associ-
ai'j i^uiLor, uoui Age, New York; Robt. N. Bell,

State Mine Inspector, Boise, Idaho; John
Bohlander, President, State Mining Board,

Pekin, 111.; G. H. Bolin, State Mine Inspector,

Phoenix, Ariz.; Ed. Boyle, Chief Inspector of

Mines, McAlester, Okla.; J. F. Callbreath;

W. L. Chandler, National Safety Council,

Mishawaka, Ind.; F. S. Crum, Prudential

Insurance Co., Newark, N. J.; Jas. Dalrymple,

State Coal Mine Inspector, Denver, Colo.;

Thos. H. Devlin, Chairman, Illinois Mine Rescue
Commission, Assumption, 111.; A. W. Donovan,
Chairman, Massachusetts State Board of Labor
and Industry, No. 1 Beacon Street, Boston,

Mass.; Otto Ellerman, State Mine Inspector,

Lead, S. D.; Chas. Enzian, Mining Engineer,

Philadelphia & Reading Coal and Iron Co.,

Pottsville, Pa.; Albert H. Fay, Mining Engineer,
Washington, D. C; Frank Hall, Deputy Chief,

State Department of Mines, Harrisburg, Pa.;

R. Dawson Hall, Associate Editor, Coal Age,

New York, N. Y.; L. W. Hatch, Chief _ Stat-

istician, New York State Industrial Commission,
Albany, N. Y.; L. M. Jones, Mining Engineer,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; W. W. Jones, Chief Mine
Inspector, Albany, N. Y.; P. J. McBride,
Bureau of Chemistry, Topeka, Kan.; H. D.
McCaskey, Geological Survey, Washington,
D. C. ; Wm. Maloney, Territorial Mine Inspector,

Nome, Alaska; Van. H. Manning, Director,

Bureau of Mines, Washington, D. C. ; G. F.

Mickelbacher, Workmen's Compensation Service

Bureau, White Plains, N. Y.; A. Munson, Dover,
N. J.; W. B. Orem, State Metal-Mine Inspector,

Helena, Mont.; J. W. Paul, Mine Inspectors
Institute, Pittsburgh, Pa.; J. E. Pettit, State
Coal-Mine Inspector, Salt Lake City; D. J.
Price, Bureau of Chemistry, Washington, D. C;
R. T. Rhys, Coal Mine Inspector, District No. 2,

Ottumwa, Iowa; Geo. S. Rice, Chief Mining
Engineer, Washington, D. C; W. W. Risdon,
State Mine Inspector, Albuquerque, N. M.;
I. M. Rubinow, Chief Statistician, Ocean
Accident and Guarantee Corp., Ltd., New York,
N. Y.; J. J. Rutledge, Mining Engineer, McAles-
ter, Okla.; W. D. Ryan, Mine Safety Commis-
sioner, Kansas City; M. L. Shipman, Commis-
sioner, Labor & Printing, Raleigh, N. C.; Geo. O.
Smith, Director, United States Geological
Survey, Washington, D. C; Sumner S. Smith,
United States Mine Inspector for Alaska,
Juneau, Alaska; Ex-Lieut. Gov. A. E. Spriggs,
Chairman, State Industrial Accident Board,
Helena, Mont.; Ed. Sweeney, Coal Mine
Inspector, District No. 3, Des Moines, Iowa;
W. H. Tolman, Director, American Museum of

Safety, New York, N. Y.; C. H. Verrill, Bureau
of Labor Statistics, Washington, D. C; Thos. P.
Wangler, Travelers Insurance Co., Columbus,
Ohio, H. M. Wilson, Director, Department
of Inspection and Safety Associated Companies,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; H. M. Wolflin Industrial
Accident Board of California, San Francisco.

I



Current Traffic Developments

In the important case of the Mitchell Coal &:

Coke Company vs. Pennsylvania Railroad C^im-
panv, the Interstate Commerce Commission
held:

1. The ser\'ice over private tracks from the
mines and coke ovens of shijipers to the rails of

the carrier is neither compelled nor prohibited

by statute or at common law; but whichever
course the carrier pursues the statutor\' inhibi-

tion of unjust discrimination and unreasonable
preference or advantage must be obsen'ed.

2. When the carrier employs a shipper to per-

form this ser\'ice for it, if the comi>ensation is

excessive, the shipper obtains an unreasonable
preference and advantage in violation of the
regulation statute.

3. The allowance paid by the defendant here
to the competitors of the complainant was
unreasonable and unlawful to the extent that
it exceeded 8 cents per ton.

The Mitchell Coal & Coke Comj)any, here
complainant, owned and operated several

mines and collieries on the line of the defendant
in the Clearfield district. Its Gallitzin colliery,

the one directly involved in this im)cce(ling,

was located approximately one mile from the
main line of the defendant. Although the

practice of paying allowances to shipixirs for

services performed by them, between their

operations antl the defendant carrier's rails,

was in effect prior to the year 1890, it Ls alleged

that the officers of the complainant had no
knowledge of that fact until 1898. Bef«)re the

period of the action and until 1899 the defend-

ant carrier moved the coals of the com[)lainant

from the Gallitzin colliery' to its main line.

Being informe<l that competing coal '

were j)erforming the service for them..*.... i

were receiving from the defemlant carrier 10

cents |)cr ton therefor, the complainant, in

October, 1899, and for the sole purjjose of re-

ceiving a similar allowance, installe<l a IcKoino-

tive at its (lallitzin mine, and thereafter lon-

tinuetl to i)crform all the scT\'ice incident to

moving the loaded and empty cars iK'lween its

mine an<l the main line junction. The defeml-

ant, however, declined to pay allowances on the

ground that it was itself prepared to jHTform the

ser\'ice, alt'
'

• of «

tions, it c<»,..-i ., - . -' e«<'"

Altoorui, (lien Wiiile, and M >. An
offer by the tT)mplainant t<i jxTfomi the scr\'ice

for ."^ jKT Um was likewi.sc declined, the

cvidci.. . .iowcd.

Dismiss Reeves' Complaint

In the case of the Reeves Coal (Vmimnv r«

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul H
panv in which the '

'

advise '- ^ • >•

by cfKil :

S. Dak., and defentlantn lueni i.uhir.

.slriLtly lo
•

'

reconsigp" .v
;

.

to be a \ n of t;

The complaint was djsmisse<l.

EFFECTS OF WAR ON MINERALS
SUBJECT OF COMPARISON

Both metallic and nonmetalhc minerals
both crude and man *'

" ;re<l pr ' s, exp-
and imports are a:;. i by .... .var.

exports of petroleum and f)etroleum pr
for 1914 were over $10(),(MM).(H)0, ami th«>se of
the metals—ir o»p})«

radium, and o.... ; .. •. •, •

On the other hand the ir
;

potash salts, l^arytes, magnesitc, ceramic :

terials, and many other n
'

derived m(jstly from the K..; ^...».. ..>.....,
now at war, are normally verv large. With
these supplies cut off or much • d by
war, it is to the de t of our d<

•

re - or raw n
'

* *' -

ob : from forei^

is l)eing chiefly direetcfl, in genfral with ox

lent pro
meri'ial nciKuL. i-.T

break of the war the di;.... . ...- ,...,

for making munitions has , raised the

prices of those metals with the reault that m..

d.- • •
• • .

price of antim my i

to more than 40 cents jkt pmrnd. that of mer-

cury' from $46 1

1

'lask,
•

platinum fr "^
—

and that of . :

jK-r unit of I :x tn^

The s;ime is true of the of ot'

m<Hiilies, For ' ' •• "f

a.-' •••'- '- ^'^
•

' ••

nii;

ever Ijeforc in histon*.

Th.

P. C. o.xuauci, ui Uif V. o. v»vTi>i^ii.u .»ni»»».

C WILLARD HAYES. GEOLOGIST
DIES IN WASHINGTON

C. W •t I

ill » » .1 •
. 1 1

1

-tl of the I

1007 to Till
,...t. .V. \

V. utl il<

rvey ha« l»crn s]*rnl in
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Recent Legal Decisions

IOWA COMPENSATION ACT

The workmen's compensation act of Iowa
(Acts of 35th General Assembly, Chap. 147)

takes from the employer, if he accepts the pro-

visions of the act, the following defenses: (1)

That the employe assumed the risks inherent

in, or incident to, or arising out of the employ-
ment; (2) that the employer assumed the risks

arising from the failure of the employer to pro-

\nde and maintain a reasonably safe place for
^u —pioyc to work; (3) that the employe
a- i the risks arising from the failure of the

employer to furnish reasonably safe tools and
appliances; (4) that the employer exercised rea-

sonable care in selecting reasonably competent
employes; and (5) that the injury was caused
by the negligence of a fellow servant or co-

employe.
Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.

(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1040,

November, 1915.

DEFENSES AVAILABLE TO EMPLOYER
The provision of the Iowa workmen's com-

pensation act to the affect that wilful negli-

gence of an employe, with intent to cause his

own injury, or negligence on his part due to
intoxication, remain defenses, deals with cases
where both master and servant are or may be
in varying degrees to blame and limits the de-
fense that the employer is not liable because
the f ~ •

' -e contributed to his own injury, to
cent: .,n by wilful self-infliction or by
negligence due to drunkenness; but the fact
that the two specified acts of negligence on the
part of the employe remain a defense does not
prevent an employer from showing that, who-
ever else was to blame or whoever contributed,
or w' r the mental attitude or condition of
th'- lii^utor may have been, the employer
h: was in no manner to blame. Such a
provision settles how far the negligence of the
err •

'

' -ains available as a defense, but
do<--- .. / ..-^^v-h the question whether the free-
dom of the employer from all blame remains a
defense.
" * r vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.

(1 .,, 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1041,
November, 1915.

EFFECT ON RIGHT TO CONTRACT
's compensation act as

ft'.- ' other corporations pro-
hibits any <. or regulation that shall
operate to relieve an employer from any lia-
^ pt as the act itself

P- . ... ... . , ..-vice by which the
e: IS to pay an insurance premium against
^- provided in the act null and
vo. ., ci,..i iyv,ii;,..s no wages to be withheld for
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the purpose of paying premiums, and prevents
an employe from waiving any provisions of the

act if the statutory compensation is thereby
lessened. But another section provides that
the fixed amount of compensation cannot be
reduced by contribution from employes. These
are, however, in essence, guards against contracts
to reduce liability for negligence and instead of

being an invasion of the right of contract, they
are precautions against allowing an employer to

first accept the act and then avoid it by subter-
fuge, and thus what is taken away is not the
right to bargain, but the right, by deviousness,
to break the bargain made, and aside from this

the right to contract is not infringed by the
provisions aimed to insure compliance with
contracts entered into.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1049,
November, 1915.

CONTRIBUTORY NEGLIGENCE

In an action under the Iowa workmen's com-
pensation act by a miner for injuries alleged to
have resulted from the negligence of the mine
operator, the mine operator may plead and
prove contributory negligence of the injured
miner by way of mitigation of damages.
Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.

(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1069,
November, 1915.

RIGHT TO DEFEND

The Iowa workmen's compensation act does
not prevent a coal mine operator, in an action
against it by a miner for injuries due to the
alleged negligence of the operator, from defend-
ing on the ground that the operator was in no
wise at fault for the alleged injury charged to it.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1069,
November, 1915.

INDUCING MINER TO REJECT BENEFIT OF
STATUTE—EFFECT

Section 3 of the Iowa workmen's compensa-
tion act provides that if by or on behalf of the
employer any request, suggestion, or demand
was made that an employe, or a person seeking
employment, shall exercise his right to reject the
act, there shall arise a conclusive presumption
that such employe or applicant was unduly
influenced to exercise this right and that the
rejection made under such circumstances shall
be conclusively presumed to have been procured
through fraud and be null and void.
Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.

(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1050,
November, 1915.
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CONSTITUTIONALITY OF STATUTE

A mining corporation is not a "citizen"
within the protection of the *'pr" ' '

immunities' " provisions of the fc.u:...

tution, and such a corporation cannot qi;

the constitutionality of a workmen's compen-
sation act on the ground that it eflFects a •

ful breachment of the privileges and in. ;...,...

•

ties of citizenship.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
flowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1067,
November, 1915.

tween employers and employes, raise the stand-
ard of citiz' • •

•
•

•

taxation, to ^ .

as well as upon i

the proper exercise oi the police power.
Hunter vs. Colfax '

'

! Coal Co.
(Iowa), 154 Northwc.,.vw., .,.., p. iu51,
November, 1 Q 1 5

.

See Cum n vs. N< ve-
ment Co., 44 .\iontana, lHu, iVJ, I'aciiic, 654.

I-IMITING POWER TO CONTRACT

A
DEFENSE ABOLISHED

It is within the power of a legislature to
eliminate by statute the various defens* <;

resting risks assumed by an employe on :'..

ground that these rules have been evolved by
the courts and may properly be abrogated by
the legislature.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1066,
Novembe r, 1915.

quanii. . ... ,

the basis of sci
.

of the coal as ongmally produced m the mine,
'^ n * '

' and '

'

it

ii::.::., '..v .. j.; . . cs per.> ... '

.

Hunter vs. Colfax (

(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1U37, p. 1051,
November, 1915.

MINERS COMPENSATION ACT

A law known as a miners' com[)en.sation act
is held valid though it provides a summary
method for the disposition of claims filed under
the law, and such an act is not unconstitutional
as conferring judicial power on the State

'

having charge and oversight of its ad:...;...

tration.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1061,
November, 1915.

See Cunningham vs. Northwestern Improve-
ment Co., 44 Montana, 180, 119, Pacific, 554.

ri(;ht to <;^)Lt.siiu.s v.vliuhv

An y ol the
X v/ »% iX ••''irfciiivii^ '''.ill'' ,1 l*l»"*

*^ •>^i«'*-«

operator will not be ji; ; or |>^

the ground that it may be so construed as to
invade private ri:

*

tion, unless su( '^

in the case it p:

statute is to deprive it ot a constitu it.

But if ar

fail.
**

Hunter vs. Colfax ( Coal Co.
, 154 Northwcsurn, IU>«, p. IQW,

: ;iiber, 1915.

CLASSIFIC.\TION AS TO MI.NING

The w'-'^'^'-n's compensation act of Iowa is

not unci iiional on the ground of class

legislation and because it applies to coal min-
'

.: and excepts from its ofxTation lie
•"

. farm or other lalxjrcrs en^^.i^;*.! in

al pursuits, and i>ersons whost* em-
ployment is of a casual nature, and tho.se

• 1 in "
1 labor, as the div

" • an<I • •

not a:

md justified, and strict equality is neither
nor ]>'

- •

.,j.

class 1< ,.

Hunter vs. Colfax Coi I Co.
'

, 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1052.
^..w .ijlxT, 1915.

In an action against a coal mine ot>crator

for the death of a miner caused by the fall

of rock from the roof of
*'

a question of fact to '•

jury trying the cajic u

cause of the miner's death was due to the
c of the mine <

"
" cr

i. » iM.u was operatr ' ...»nt

Contrail' T. anil ft>r . the

mine operator was not re- re

rnce a v

nunc OWIilj i'V
*'

cmI to a third \<

rated by him, but re th« cc

the nunc 'd
- :.. I.:

(1 in the purchase of
% of the mine o

• V-

•-re

at the

that

RF.(iULATiNCi COAL MININ(.

Tlu ' ' re of '

'

laws : ...^ an » . ...

sut h .. , mining, an<l •

fits in 1 .ISO of injury or death, ufxjn the ground
that it in\ '

waste, to ; u . ;; . ..... ...;... ..^

... _ .. .vn

the t: r of the mine
and that the checks for time and

hy the «1 aor, and that the

«««4 ••»» »*pv •««ivi^^-j t\ "»*, ^ •»«B«a
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before that time been enipl^\ved by and \yorked

for the mine operator, though at the time of

the alleged injury he had an otTice next to

the oftjce of the mine operator, where the time

of the miners was turned in and kept, and

that the miners went directly from such office

to that of the mine operator and got checks

in payment tor time employed or labor per-

formed.
^

Amerson z's. Corona Coal & Iron Co. (Ala-

bama). 69 Southern. liOl
; June, 1915.

PRESUMPTION AS TO NEGLIGENCE

The workmen's compensation act of Iowa
provides that in case of injury to an employee
it shall be presumed: (1) That the injury was
the direct result and grew out of the negligence

of the employer; (2) that such negligence was
the proximate cause of the injury, and in such
• •<e the burden of proof shall rest upon the

L ir.ployer to rebut the presumption of negligence.

But this does not deprive the employer of the

right to show he was wholly free from blame,
but does cast upon him the affirmative of showing
that he is blameless and in effect says that the

employe need not prove the employer was at

fault, but the latter must show that he was
free from fault.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
(Iowa), 154 Xorthwestern, 1037, p. 1041,

November, 1915.

Proceedings Being Distributed

During the past month the Bureau of Mines
has distributed 8,000 copies of the proceedings
of the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America meeting, which was held at Wash-
ington, December 16. This meeting was called

mainly to urge upon Congress the necessity of

revision the mining laws.

Director Smith Oil Land Witness

George Otis Smith, director of the Geological
Survey, at the Senate lands committee's hear-
ing on proposed relief for California and Wyo-
ming oil operators who entered public lands
withdrawn from entry by the Taft proclamation
of 19f)9, testified that his understanding of the
''- -ire of the Government in 1909 and 1910 was
• "the rights and equities of these entrymen

be protected.

P' •' ''. H, Clevengcr, professor of metallurgy
at . -d University, stopped off in Salt Lake
City en route to Stanford, after a month's trip in
the East, rjuring which time he attended the
\"- " ' ' '^'-- -American Scientific Congress

->, December 27 to January 8.
Prof. Clevengcr is also a member of the United

'ines, being a consulting
- - b- • r. While in Salt Lake
Ct»y he o d with D. A. Lyon, in

of the Salt Lake station of the bureau,
'"k being done by the

'

. • >• <'gical Research of the
Ur 7 of Utah, m filotation and other

ma, m cooperation with the Bureau of

ALASKA MAKES FIRST
SHIPMENT OF PYRITES

The boom in the pyrites industry in West
Virginia and Tennessee continues to grow. The
demand for barium chemicals continues strong

and is increasing decidely. While it is known
that they are being used for war purposes, no
one of the Government's experts in Washingron
seems to be able to explain for just what purpose
they are being used.

Alaska has made its first shipment of pyrites

and Colorado and Nevada probably soon will

begin shipping, despite the high freight rates

against which they must contend.

ARIZONA INCREASES OUTPUT
OF HIGH GRADE ASBESTOS

Never before has the United, States produced
asbestos in so large an amount and of such high
grade as in 1915. The Arizona asbestos is of

very high grade and is of special value on ac-

count of its low content of iron. This makes
it particularly adaptable for use in electrical

insulation.

The country has been producing its usual
amount of low grade asbestos, but the great
mass used by American manufacturers—which
incidentally are the largest in the world—comes
from Canada.

INVESTIGATING GREEN SANDS
AS POSSIBLE POTASH SOURCE

In its effort to develop a commercial supply
of potash in the United States, the United States
Geological Survey is making an investigation
of the green sands in several states with a view
to making public more comprehensive as well
as more authentic information regarding both
the extent of these deposits and their potash
content. The results of the investigations
probably will be placed before chemical engineers
as soon as information of merit is available.
The great extent of green sands and the ease

with which it is mined, as well as its extensive
distribution and proximity to large agricultural
regions would make the project of extracting
potash in commercial values of great importance
to the nation.

RADIUM WORTH $50,000

DELIVERED IN FEBRUARY
I

Fifty thousand dollars worth of radium was
sent to the Bureau of Mines here on the Feb-
ruary 1 delivery from Denver. The actual
quantity was 421.6 milligrams. This is the
largest single delivery which has been made
since the Bureau of Mines undertook radium
work in Colorado. The total amount of radium
which has been delivered to date is three and
one-half grams. More than six grams however,
have been extracted and will be delivered in
course of time. The present market price for
radium is $120,000 per gram. :^
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WAR HAS LITTLE EFFECT
ON PRICES OF GRAPHITE

Mexican Production Continues in Same Vol
ume Despite Revolutions Some Ceylon

(iraphite Reaching U. S.

Lililc ciiangc in the price of {graphite has
been caused by tne war. An mtercstin^ re-
port on graphite, written by Hdson S. Bastin,
has just hcen published by the U. S. Geolog-
i'al Survey, Some extracts from it follow:
"Tne form of carbon known as j^raphite or

plumbago occurs in nature in a variety of
way-^ and serves a great many useful purp(»se£.

chief among which are it>> use.> in tne manu-
facture of crucibles and other refractory prod-
ucts, as lubricants, for foundry facings, as
stove pnlislies. etc. its properties, origin and
uses and its mode of occurrence at the princi-
pal localities of the United States have i)een

lullv described in the report on graphite in

Mineral Resources for VJV.i, which will be sent
t"' '«i recjuest made to the Direct<ir. United

<ieological Survey. Washington, U. C.
'i hat report also contains a bibliography of
ibe more important publications dealing with
the general character of graphite and its oc-
currence in this country.

"The events of the most importance in the
graphite industry during I'.tM were in the
main tlie ett'ects direct or iiulirect of the Ku-
ropcan war.

\ttention may be directed especially to the
K.cl that the imi)orts of graphite from Me.xico
nearly e(|ualed those for IIH.'J in spite of the

turbulent conditions in that republic. The
imports of Korean graphite were alxiut half
again as large in r.»14 as in llH.'l, increasing
fiom 4.170 to i't.'.i'27 tons. The importation
irom Ceylon, on the (jther liand. wa> ab<»ul

half that for llilU.

"The two uses of grai)hite that seem to

lave shown the greatest gains during the year
are its application to automobile lubrication
iiid its use as a preparation to loosen boiler

t'e.' The effect of the graphite in the boil-

i i - i> mechanical, not chemical. Being chem-
ically inert, it cannot injure the iron of the
boilers or affect the (luality of the boiler
water. It does not prevent the formation of
scale, but the tine graphite •-••' by mixing
with the scale <luring it> ; i render it

oft and crumbly and prevent it from adher-
i\:^ vtronglv to the boiler. It can then be
easily lenioved. It is •' ••.-•...— »i' '

yr.iphite is etVicient in )•

phite particles w<»rking into the pores o!

ilK- scale ami between the md tb "'-r.

"In October. \'M:i, paten;- .^v.-e api»..<'i ;••

in .\n>tria ami (iermany by the .\tlen/.er (fr.4

und Talk stem Werkschaft. with office in

X'ieniia and plant at .Mlrnz (S' '

).

Covering the use of gra;''''- - '-. • ..u-

ttrial and tiller in the u av t(»

black paper, pa<«tel>onrd. and textiles. Yhc
•h is •

"
' I for :

ard I
"•'

in the i

whch may be added dry or as a tine slime.
Tlie grapniie is said to be s >

mineral or chemical col -• j

Used, in that the color «.
, .-

longed exposure to sunlight. Streaked and
.spotted defects, it is cl; are less li

to appear di;-^"- the pi ^.v-, of maki-
paper. The :g of a new llake' k . *-*

property, three miles north of /Vshland, .\la..

hy the Jennings (jraphite Co., is noteworthy.

PKOI»UCTU).\

"As usual, the greater part of the crystal-
line grapiute was produced bv New ^ «»rk,

Pennsylvania, and .Alabama. The pn- -i

of tliese States wa^ all
'

ii

in the trade as 'flake' g:^,.... , as
small flakes forming j to 10 per cent hy
weight, of crystalline schists, from which it

is separated by more '
' ated mill-

ing i»rocesses. In a...; ....^ • -"mII
quantity of crystalline graphite. g
in a general way the Ceylon graphite, was
pro(luce<l in M« ' ' '

ti

of crystalline g:..,.....^ .. .. ...... of
increased produoii«in "in A\ .. a «li«ht in-

crease, both in ty and in \ i-

parcd with lUl.i. i iie number :<

hrms was seven in all. three in ..... . ;ie

in Montana, two in New York, and one in

Pennsylvania
".\m<>rphou> grap.nu \\a-> p: c

firms, and the pr«>duction w.. . 'y

below that for I'Jl.'l. .Ml of this m.i is

of low grade, suited for paint pigment and
foundry facings.

"(•raphite in larL^c fiiintititir? \< mnmifnr-
tured by the Inter

Co., at .Viagara Falls. X. V.. which ut;

electric power generated at the Falls.

M.NRKKTS A.ND' Pki« -

"The high prices of C***^^"" ••r .nVnTi- r. i.-lird

in the latter part of r.ii n
the early part of lttl4, but itcgan to le in

M 1(1 June, ou ' ^^

i; "M in the I ic

«. until till n

war in August, after which d
fairl> , - ' ' r.

The pi ., > ,
'-

her, 1U14, were fr.

than those that pr -t ot
l'.n:t and '' '

I u.i

"With • ^ .f - thr rpv'm
graphite was . e

German markets, whuh in ltfl3 at •!
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for military purposes, thus necessitating

heavy coaling at the beginning of the voyage

and proportionately reducing the space for

cargo. Moreover, a large number of graphite

mines in Ceylon had closed even before the

outbreak of the war because of a shortage in

labor due to the bubonic plague and because

of the flooding of mines by unusually heavy
rains. According to one of the large impor-

ters, not over 25 per cent of the mines oper-

ated in 1913 were in operation at the close of

1914

•"The net result of these conditions was that

the prices of Ceylon graphite in the United
States during August, September and Oc-

tober remained at about the same level as

just before the outbreak of the war.

"On October 22 the governor of the Island

of Ceylon proclaimed an embargo on plum-
bago to all ports except British ports, and
from that date until the close of the year
practically no Ceylon graphite was brought
into the United States. Fortunately the

principal American dealers had fairly large

reserve stocks, so that there was no serious

shortage during November and December.
Since the close of 1914 trade has adjusted
itself to the changed conditions, and Ceylon
graphite is now coming into this country
under certain restrictions by way of London.
"Madagascar graphite continued to be im-

ported in considerable quantity until the lat-

ter part of the year, when an embargo similar

to that on Ceylon graphite was imposed by
the French government. Most of this gra-

phite, which is of the 'flake' variety, requires
cleaning after its arrival in this country. It

sold for $100 to S150 a ton c.i.f. New York,
according to grade.
"The price of crude Chosen (Korea) amor-

phous graphite during 1914 ranged from
122.50 to $25 a ton c.i.f. New York City. Most
of this graphite commonly carries from 80 to

85 per cent of graphitic carbon.
"Refined Mexican amorphous graphite of

lead-pencil grade sold in New York during
the year at 4 to 8 cents a pound. For certain
grades as high as 8 cents a pound was ob-
tained.

"Most of the American firms that produced
flake graphite in 1914 reported good markets
for their product. This prosperous condition
in spite of the general financial depression is

attributable to the shortage of Ceylon gra-
phite. The prices were extremely variable,
but. as a rule, from 6 to 8 cents a pound f.o.b.

ned for the better grades of
^.e and lubricating' flake. After
of the war as high as 10 cents a

pound was obtained for a few carload lots."

BUREAU OF MINES POINTS
OUT ERROR IN MEASUREMENT

An unusually large number of inquiries are

being received at the Bureau of Mines in con-

nection with questions discussed by G. A.
Burrell in technical paper number 131. Several

startling revelations are made in this bulletin.

The one which seems to have called for the most
discussion is outlined as follows:

For years the natural-gas industry has
accepted as true in measuring natural gas, a law
discovered by Sir Robert Boyle in 1662, namely,
that the product of the pressure and the volume
of the gas is a constant at all pressures, or that
the volume of a gas varies inversely as the pres-

sure applied to it. This is not strictly true,

and neglect of the error has resulted in enormous
miscalculations in natural-gas measurements.
The law may be accepted as true only for

pressures close to atmospheric. It so happens
that billions of cubic feet of natural gas are

yearly measured at pressures greater than
atmospheric. Pressures of 300 pounds per

square inch or greater are common. At 100

pounds per square inch an error of 3 per cent

has been made, at 200 pounds per square inch

an error of 6 per cent, at 375 pounds an error of

11 per cent, and at 520 pounds an error of 15

per cent has been made in may cases. Natural
gas at these pressures is more compressible than
an ideal gas (for which Boyle's law holds).

A concrete example will make the matter clear.

If 50,000,000 cubic feet of natural gas is measured
per day at a pressure of 200 pounds per square

inch and no correction is applied for the devia-

tion from Boyle's law, then an error of about
3,000,000 cubic feet of gas is made. Instead of

the measured amount being 50,000,000 cubic

feet of gas per day, as supposed, it is actually

3,000,000 cubic feet more.

R«port Goes to Printer

of the Bureau of Mines
oal mine fatalities in 1915,

.-..-iS gone to the printer. Albert H. Fay is the
author of this report.

FOLIO OF CASTLE ROCK AREA
ISSUED BY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

An important geological folio just has been
published by the United States Geological
Survey. It is the Castle Rock folio, covering

a number of counties in the south-central
portion of Colorado. This folio will be of great

interest to the mining men of this region owing
to the number of important mines in this area.

The Survey is making a geological atlas of the
United States, which is being issued in parts, or

folios. Each folio includes maps with descrip-

tive text.

Owing to the importance of the Castle Rock
region it has been made the subject of very
detailed study. In addition to the maps and
descriptive text, the folio is accompanied by
twenty carefully selected photographs. There
are also a number of figures showing sections of

strata and characteristic rocks.

This is the one hundredth and ninety-eighth

folio which has been issued toward making up
the geological atlas.



HIGH PRICE OF PROSPECTS SHUTS OUT MUCH
CAPITAL, SAYS AUTHORITY

Director of Arizona Bureau of Mines Discusses Difficulties Encountered in Sole

of Unproven Mining Properties Urges Move General

Use of Assay Map

By Prof. C. K. Wilms

Director .lri::ona Bureau of Mines

During the past few months, the Arizona
State Bureau ot Mines has had a great many
inquiries from outside the State, desiring to

purchase mines. At the same time, a great

many more letters have come to the atten-

tion of the Bureau of Mines for sale within
the State, but there has been a great difticulty

in bringing the vendors and the vendees to-

gether satisfactorily. The trouble has been
largely due to two things, the lack of knowl-
edge as to where to sell a mine and the utter

disregard of any basis of figuring on the
value of the mine or prospect. A short time
ago trouble was encountered, owing to the

inability of the buyers to get either satis-

factory terms or an option with the right to

further examination.
In a di.scussion of this question there are

several points to be taken up: First, where
shall I go to sell my mine? Second, how
shall I present my proposition to make it

sufficiently attractive to warrant a further
examination, and third, what value shall I

place on the property?

A COMMON ^JUERV

Many letters are received by the Bureau
on this one point

—
"Kindly give me the

names of purchasers of zinc mines." "Kindly
let me know the names of brokers who handle
mining stock on a commission." and many
such. Mines are not sold like real estate,

and are not peddled about the streets in the
eastern cities, as seems to be the impression
of many of our correspondents.
There are comi that are making a

business of the dt . . . , ;nent of mineral prop-
erty. The Guggenheim Exploration Co . the
General Development Co.. the Empire Zinc
Tr)

, and many others are constantlv on the
watch for mining properties of promise.
However, they do not sit back in their

offices and wait for a fully developed prop-
erty to be handed them at almost no cost,

as .seems to be the impression T^'"^" (om-
panies have scouts in the field « ;itlv:

their agents are constantly traveling the min-
ing coimtrv on the * * 'f

promise; thcv have \ ... i... .. >t

where properties are inve 1

The objections one hears to Healinc with
these hnu«;rs are ahntit as follows "T h.ive

written thrm nnd failed to hear anvthin?
from them." "They expect the whole prop-

erly at almost no cost." "They will not give
me my price. ' "They want to purcna:>e a
control and will then freeze me out.'' These
are but a few ol the objections one hears
when one of the larger ' aies is r^ * -- r\

to. These large corpora: _ have hu;. . - is
and even thousands of prospects called to

their attention in the course of the year, and
it you are one who has written to them and
failed to receive a reply, it may be due to

several reasons, but more probably it is due
to the fact that you either did not present
your case right or that your valuation was
entirely out of the question. Had you pre-

sented your proposition in good form, un-
doubtedly they would have written further
and taken the chance on adjusting the price.

The question of how to present yi>ur case in

good form is taken up later in this article

It stands to reason that these development
syndicates are not in business for their health
and are no different from anv one else in

any other business They are going to drive

the best possible bargain. Every one wi

to drive the best bargain p< '' ' ;:ic

seller is willing to take more li.... erty

is worth if he can get it. It is i. ;it a

(|uestion of bargaining, and it will Ik* found
that xhv<c larger

'

will -s

takt* thances on j. v. .<.... • ;...it sni....v . , .ii-

panies cannot atTord to take Often thcv will

pav a goodly sum for an option on a prop,

erty, only to find on further » ' n that

the propert\ ' " t live up ; ••r«>rr

tations and * int paid is :

IIOFKS AKK CAIMTALI/KP

Then it is unlikelv that any companv -

j»,.;.i.r »., ,.f,,.fi,t anv great in...Mii» ..f •< ,,!',• n

t; .1 of a I

ing a control, so that the seller must expect
to give up at • "

! he must
not expect t

• -- •• 'h.
Often the p .

.!•

ired ver>' hiifh. but the buver will seldom pay
much for this evii! ' vill

^' ' ' '^ ' * vites.

t . hear
but little Thr<c are larjrelv rr; ted bv
J

• are
t« • I'C ' 1' " 'K« ' TV<e.

Here. ..^ . . it i^ ^ the

presentation of the case in the proper form

I.M
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to gain their attention. More mnies are re-

jected from the character of the first letters

or reports received than from any other one

source. - , »

Then the Arizona Chapter of the American

Mining Congress maintains an office in

Phoenix, with a local branch in Globe and

Tucson. One of the main objects of these

offices is to bring together the buyers and

sellers of mining properties, and also to stim-

ulate interest in the industry. The Arizona

State Bureau of Mines also takes care of a

great deal of this work, but the great diffi-

culty of this bureau, as well as the American

Mining Congress, is due to the kind of reports

that is sent in by the sellers. They do not

tell the most important facts and do tell a

lot that is useless as a recommendation for a

propertN\ Hence these local agencies, whose

work is' entirely with the idea of benefiting

the industry, cannot send out lists of the

owners of properties, because they have no

authentic data regarding them.

If the inquiries of purchasers were merely

answered by the sending of a long list of

properties w'ith no knowledge of their merits,

the buyers would soon learn not to bother

with these agencies, as they would but obtain

a large quantity of chaff with the wheat, and

the trouble of separating this chafif would be

considerable. Hence it is the desire of these

local agencies to be able to recommend to

prospective purchasers properties which have

the earmarks of promise, and which are

worthy of investigation. By showing some
discrimination, these local offices will soon get

a good reputation in this line and will shortly

be looked to by the companies desiring mines
as the proper place to go to save time and
trouble.

HOW To PRESENT CASE

It will be seen from the above that the

question of properly presenting your case is

of the most vital importance in the selling of

wade through, and has no influence on the

value. Then, he must not set a prohibitive

price on the mine.
During the past few months, the State Bu-

reau of Mines has had many letters and
reports relative to mining properties, but in

few cases the definite information that a
' - •'••' hes was included. Long descrip-

•--nery and climate take up a good
part of many reports, but the.se things rarely
have any influence on the value of the prop-
erty. T'- "y owned is often brought
out in n "

1. yet this has little to do
with the value, as it is the size of the deposit
rather than the land around it that is of
in*'-'-'-

igh many reports show a large acre-
age, it is rare to get a map .showing the rela-

tive ' • n of the claims, whereas the only
real of the acreage is either enhanced
or n- . by the relative location of the
claims There will often be a statement that
the vein is of a certain width, along with a

lot of miscellaneous assays and the number
of tons developed, all given in round num-
bers without any data showing the method
of arriving at these figures.

It seems that few prospectors even know
what an assay map is for, and not one in one

hundred reports sent in give this most impor-

tant data. Costs are utterly neglected, and
the value of the ore is generally given as

gross value, which means nothing to the engi-

neer. It must not be overlooked that an
exhaustive examination of a mine often costs

up into the thousands of dollars, and it can
hardly be regarded as the fault of the engi-

neer if he cannot recommend to his client the

spending of this money for an examination if

his preliminary information tells him -nothing.

The business feature of the enterprise is

almost always overlooked m a report, and
the question "Will it pay?"' cannot even be
guessed at.

ASSAY MAPS SCARCE

Most of the mines brought to our atten-

tion have been mines with some development
work, and often with some underground
showing. It is not always possible to get all

of the data required in a report of a pros-

pect, but in the greater number of cases

some semblance to an assay map may be
made. However, it. is seldom that an assay
map accompanies a report, although when
one does accompany a report and shows sat-

isfactory results, buyers can almost always
be induced to make further examination.
Any prospector can make a sketch map
showing the width of the vein at various
intervals. Any prospector can sample by
trenching the vein at the same intervals and
put the results on the map. He may' not
know how to figure tonnage and value from
these maps, but the engineer can figure the
value if there is sufficient data at hand.
The engineer desires to know primarily if

there is a reasonable chance of making it pay.
Then he desires to know the composition of

the ore. The costs are a most important fea-

ture of a report and particularly if any ore
has been taken from the property, the actual
cost of production is important, the cost of

drifting, sinking, wages paid, fuel supply, etc.,

are important, but climate scenery topog-
raphy, etc., are only of interest in so far as
they affect the costs.

Then if the engineer gets the data that will

allow him to do a little figuring himself, the
report is more likely to be verified. There is

no doubt that a great marty properties of

merit fail to attract attention because of the
indefinite and unbusinesslike way in which
the facts regarding the property are pre-

sented. .

'

THE MATTER OF PRICE
'

' '

.

According to Hoover, the value of a mine
depends upon four factors:

1. The ])rofit that may be won from ore
exposed.

2. The prospective profit to be derived
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from the extension of ore beyond exposures.
3. The effect of the price of metals.
4. The efficiency of the management durine

realization.

The only positive feature is the first, which
may be determined by sampling or test

treatment runs, and even this is but ap-

proximate. The second and third are largely

speculative, and are based on geological evi-

dence and industrial outlook. The fourth is

a question of capable executive control. It is

a mine. The man with the mine for sale

must excite interest in his proposition, must
not give inconsistent statements, but merely
state what concerns the value of the prop-

erty, and not fill the letter or report with a

lot of useless information that takes time to

ab.solutely impossible to value accurately any
mine, as there are too many speculative fac-

tors involved. A minimum and a maximum
value may be determined, the minimum be-

ing with the least risk, and the various stages

above being with the greater degrees of risk

Furthermore, the life of every mine is lim-

ited, and the valuation cannot be based upon
simple interest. Then the metallurgical
treatment is an essential factor.

The price that a buyer is willing to pay
for a mining property is dependent on the
risk of loss of his investment and on the

profits he estimates can be made over and
above the total cost of developing and ecjuip-

ping. For instance, a claim on which little

work is done represents the maximum of

risk; the value therefore is low, wh(;rcas the

mine with ore already blocked out anfl need-
ing only etjuipment to make it pay involves

little risk and the value is high. Hut a de-

veloped mine usually sells for more than the

net profit to be derived from the ore blocked
out. as it is assumed that there is an ex-

tension of the ore. This is the risk that has
to be assumed by the buyer. These repre-

sent two '
; as development increases

the risk <.. > . . .. -^ -.

It would be impossible to give any gen-

eral rule as to the valuation of prospects
or even developed mines, but if it is looked
at in the light of the risk involved in the

spending of money for the property and its

development, it would be found that the

price of many prospects would take a tumble
downwards and would be •

r within rea-

son. \o legitimate mine . ;or is paying
very much for the optimism of the prospec-

tor, but is paying for what can be seen or

indicated, anrj manv such buvcrs mav be
found ready and willing to pav M that a

mine is worth tn th<Mn
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Works, White Haven, Penna.

WILMOT ENGINEERING CO.
HAZLETON, PENNA.

MANUFACTURERS OF

HIGH GRADE MACHINERY
FOR THE PREPARATION AND HANDLING OF

ANTHRACITE COAL
WILMOT RIVETLESS CHAINS g|= handling
LLOYD COMPOUND (i||l) ROLLS crushlng

screening
cleaning

PARRISH ^'^•^ SHAKERS

SIMPLEX JIGS

BEST SERVCE— LONGEST LIFE— LOWEST COST OF UP-KEEP

Let us figure with you on your new installation or replacing your old and obsolete ones
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AUTOMATIC MINE DOOR
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IMPROVED METHODS
Without Additional Expense

IF you contend for old time methods, you might try keeping time
by employing a boy with a hammer and gong, to strike off the
hours as indicated by a sun dial. ^ A trial, however, will convince

vr,- -1- 't a good clock is cheaper and more reliable. If So is the Canton
•-ic Mine Door better than a trapper boy. ^ Write for literature.

THE AMERICAN MINE DOOR COMPANY, Canton, Ohio
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ORGANIZATION OF THE JOSEPH A. HOLMES
SAFETY ASSOCIATION COMPLETED

Van H. Manning is First President of National Organization Which Will Conduct

Campaign to Stimulate Safeguarding of Life in Mining Operations—
Dr. David T. Day is Appointed Secretary

OrRanizalion of the Joseph A. Holmes
Safety Association has been completed. Meet-
ings were held March 4 and March 10, at

which an executive council was selected, a

secretary and treasurer appointed and com-
mittees named.

Dr. David T. Day was elected secretary of

the association.

It was decided that the Bureau of Mines

and the Smithsonian Institution should be

included in the list of organizations com-
posing the Association. It was agreed that

the Director of the Bureau of Mines and the

Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution

should be president and vice-president, re-

spectively, of the Executive ( 1. so that

these ot^ces mijjht always bt- i.:-^! bv resi-

dents of Wa.'^hington, where the headquarters

of the Association are to be located penna-
nently.

*"" suggestions were made that r^^ ••*%•

ap;,......ce department of the Inters; >

merce Commi.ssion and other activities which
are doing remarkable safety work, 1 he

included Mr. Manning, however, t t it

would be best to confine the act : . - of

the Association to the mineral industry. This

includes miniiig. quarrying, metallurgical and
some other a< tivit '

' t^g with mim-rals.

On an amendmc... .; ' bv f'.porge (>tis

Smith, Director of the (. Sur\

it was determined to have the Executive
C ' composed of a pr-

pr. at.s, two mcmlx-rs
tary and treasurer. The 1 1

was empowered to select persons to hli the

office of secretary and treasurer, and it wa*

t. two vice-

.^r .1 ••' re-

considered best that the secretnrv at Ica-t.

should be a salaried othcial.

Another su.. >n by Mr. Smith was i

the American i - * ; of Labt>r be -

>ented on the L..,......c ('..mmit tit-

president.
Ilennen Jennnigs. the representative ol '

A: in Institute of Mining V" eers, \\.i

st.v '^ one of the membt; ...arge. .\t

the ^ lion of Dr. Cottrell, of the Burcavi

of Mines. John Brashear, of Pittsburgh, was
selected as the other '

* large

Mr. >f "^' '!ig, m a w ^

first pr. I of the J. A. 1

As-sociation, said:

"In a the i)ffice as

of thi^ - ...I. " 1 " <"* * ^

.•>-.

appr< 1 the

upon me. It is a task, but one that i

perform with all the piwer
can give. I think if Dr Ii-.....v

down from his picture on the w
you gentlemen |>erpctuating the idea he

wi.shcd most to r. he would a;

fj,n I. .. : ;,. ..^

to me. It perpetu
ates the memory of Dr Holmes and cncour
.x^ci St ideas in n
hed T- '

vear.

gS i">

' alwa.. 1

him in the work in

.:i .-.I

to get t <T to

which he was ei

The r - w«f
draft re laws t i

at the next n k* of the a» n. which
i<( tn be held at the Bureau of Minctt. March 1.

1917
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In discussing the matter of raising the nec-

essarv funds, Mr. Manning suggested that

2 000.000 people could be reached through

the medium of the technical press. He also

suggested that the Mining Congress Jour-

nal could be of very great assistance ni giv-

ing publicitv to a matter of this kind which

it IS desired to get before the mining men of

the nation especially.

The purposes of the Association are set forth

as follows:

That annually there be awarded one or

more medals with honorariums, which would

be known as '"The Holmes Award"' for the

encouragement of those originating, develop-

ing and installing the most etttcient safety-

first devices, appliances or methods in the

mineral industry during the previous year;

thes? awards to be the result of reports and
investigations made by the secretary and the

representatives of the Association.

2, From time to time the association shall

also make suitable awards for personal he-

roism or distinguished service or the saving

<>i life in any branch of the mining, quarry-

ing, metallurgical and mineral industries.

3. Once a vear a meeting of the association

shall l>e held in the city of Washington at

which all awards will be publicly announced..

BANK TO HANDLE FUNDS

With regard to the appointment of a treas-

urer, the executive council, on a motion by
Mr. Walcott. designated the Washington Loan
& Trust Company as fiscal advisors of the

association with the understanding that the

trust company would accept the services

gratuitously, or if the bank would not look

after this work free, the president was author-

ized to enter into negotiations with it with

the idea of having it look after the business

affairs of the association.

Dr. F. G. Cottrell was elected as chairman
of the committee to draw up a constitution

and by-laws. A. E. Holder, of the Depart-
ment of Labor, and David White, Chief
Geologist of the Geological Survey, are the

other members selected for this committee.
Dr. Day was elected honorary secretary

of the association on motion of Mr. Manning.
T"- "^^y is authorized to .select such
c _. - . . tants as made necessary by his

work with the approval of the chairman.
The members of the executive council urged

J. F. Callbreath, Secretary of the American
Mining Congress, to accept the appointment
as serretary of the Jo.seph A. Holmes Safety

n. Despite his interest in this

rC. Mr. Callbreath was forced to decline
*'

' *'*'"'n, as the constantly increasing
es of the American Mining Con-

gress are such as to require all of his time.
Those who attended the meeting March

4 were:

Hennen Tannings. American Institute of
Mining E rs; Dr. David T. Day, Amer-
ican Mining Congress: A. E. Holder, Ameri-
can Federation of Labor; Dr. Geo. Otis

Smith, INIining and Metallurgical Society;

Gen. W. H. Bixby, American Society of Me-

chanical Engineers; John H. Finney, Ameri-

can Institute of Electrical Engineers; Dr.

F. G. Cottrell, American Electro-Chemical So-

ciety; Dr. L. O. Howard, American Assn. for

Advancement of Science; S. S. Voorhees,

American Chemical Society; Dr. Joseph
Hyde Pratt, Geological Society of America;
Dr. David White, National Academy of

Sciences; Maj. Robt. U. Patterson, American
Red Cross Society; Jos. D. Cannon, Western
Federation of Miners; J. W. Paul, Mine In-

spectors Institute; Prof. O. P. Hood (vice

Prof. Wadsvvorth), Society for the Promotion
of Engineering Education; Van H. Manning,
director of the Bureau of Mines, and Geo. S.

Rice, chief mining engineer, Bureau of Mines.

HENRY MACE PAYNE THINKS
JOURNAL FILLS A NEED

Henry Mace Payne, a prominent New York
consulting mining engineer, is interested in

The Mining Congress Journal. In a recent

letter he says:

"Upon my return, after more than a year
in the Klondyke and Siberia, I find the cur-

rent copy of The Mining Congress Journal.
This little booklet has interested me ex-
tremely, and seems to fill completely a neg-
lected field.

"If it is possible for me to secure, for my
files, a complete set of the back numbers, I

wish you would forward them to me, with
the bill for them.
"Having been, as you know, an ardent ad-

vocate of the work of the American Mining
Congress since its earlier days when we were
all fighting for a Bureau of Mines, it is a

pleasure to come back to this country and
note the great progress which has been made
and which, I am confident, is larsely due
to the indefatigable energy of Mr. Scholz
and the untiring efforts of Mr. Callbreath.
"As a former secretary of one of the engi-

neering societies, no one can appreciate bet-

ter than myself, the innumerable little duties

which you are called upon to perform, and
which, although not recognized by the mem-
bership at large, go to make up the major
portion of your actual work."

NEVADA MINING CAMPS
MAPPED BY GOVERNMENT

I'opographical maps have just been issued
by the United States Geological Survey of

the Ely and Manhattan quadrangles of Ne-
vada. These are important mineralized areas
and the maps will be of great assistance to

geologists, engineers, miners and prospectors
in these regions.



INCREASING IMPORTANCE OF MOLYBDENUM ORES
LEADS TO SPECIAL REPORT

In Addition to Foreign Demand Permanent Domestic Market for This Metal is

Expected to Develop —Ores Occur Over Wide Areas in West

—

They Are Mined and Concentrated Cheaply

Due to tlic widoprt-ad and increasing in-

terest in molybdenum in Arizona. California.

Colorado, Montana. Utah and W ashington, it

is expected that the following paper will at-

tract wide attention. It is the last word with
regard to molybdenum and its ores, their oc-

currence, production, concentration, market,
prices and uses. The report is written by F.

W. Horton of the Division of Mining and
Technology of the Bureau of Mine>.. oi whicli

Dr. C. L. Parsons is the division chief.

Mr. Morton's report follows:
The extraordinary demand and the high

prices being i)aid for tungsten and the in-

creasing scarcity of tungsten ores, warrant
more attention being paid its sister metal,

molybdenum, which in a general way prt)-

duces the same effects in steel as tungsten, but

has the advantage that less than one-half as

much need be used.

This country, and particularly the States

of .Arizona. California, Colorachi. Montana.
Utah and W'asliington contain many deposits

of molybdenum ore. Further, molybdenum is

probably of more common cKCurrencc in na-

ture than tungsten, its ores can be mined and
concentrated cheaply, -and the concentrates
converted into metallic molybdenum or fer-

ro-molybdcnum as readily as tungsten con-
centrates can be smelted. Up to the |)resent

time, the market for molybdenum has l>een

largely abroad, the use of the element in steel

being much more popular in Kurope than in

this country, but there is no apparent reason
why the domestic market shouhl not develop
considerably as the use of moKiidenum be-

comes iK'tter understood.

KCONO.MIC M01.Vni)K.NU.M .M I .NKR.M.S

( )nly two molybdenum minerals, molybde-
nite and wulfenite, are common enough to

form molybdenum ores.

MOI.VBIlK.NITK

Dcxcriptitiii : Molybdenite, the di^ulphide ot

molyMenum (.MoSji. contains ')9y'> per lenl

molybdenum and 4(».0.'» per cent sulphur. It is

opaque, lead-gray, and has a metallic luster

and a greasy feel. It is so soft (hardness I to

l.'i) that it soils the lingers rea<lil\' and leaves

a bluish-gray trace on pa|)cr. On porccl.r

its streak is slightly greenish. Tb<
gravity ranges from 4 7 to 4.H. M«.;,.

commonly «K:curs in Hakes or scales. :

bling those of bi»nu- n:ic:i> in the wa> i!U\ in.i\

be split into thin leaves. Finely granuhr > '

massive forms are also common. M< !

nite crystallizes in hexagonal form, the crys-

tals being tabular, or short and slightly taper-

ing prisms.

M()lybdenite is often confused with
graphite, but may l)c easily distinguished be-

cause graphite is much lighter (specific grav-
ity. 2.09 to 2.23 • Heating a f- !it of t"

mineral in an open tube will c*.i.v .i. ively ^«.i

tie any (juestion as to its identity, for molybde-
nite gives strong sulphunuis fumes, whereas
graphite gives none.

Molybdenite on weathering en""" "'• •' ••"

molvbdite. a hydrous ferric iii

jO, !3MoO,. 7»j H,0» that theoretically con-

tain .'{li.r>;i per cent molybdenum. In

molybdite is lemon-yellow to pale

and f)ccurs as an earthy powder. iiK

tions. fibrous masses, or capillary crystals in

radiating group.s. For many years mol
was thought to agree in « ^ition wiiii .ac

artificial molybdic trioxidi ... nc<l by oxidiz-

ing molybdenite, and most of the present text

books on mineralogy persist in this error,

L;iving its composition as MoOj. Ir

ever, is an essential part t>f the

Molylxliie by its color often calls attention to

dei)osits of molylxlenile which otherwise might
be unnoticed.

Tests Heatecl in an <jpen tube mo'^ '"'•*''•••

gives off suphuri»ns fumes and a p.il

crystalline sublimate of molybdenum irioxide

(Mi)0,) is ftirmcd. Befi»re the bl

mol\bdenite is infusible but unpaf ••

ish-green color to the rtamc. On in

the oxidizing rtame. pulverized mi< ile

jiives a ' of ^

the char ' vith . .

acid will -w wl.

when cold. Near the assay the coaliUK is cop-

I>er-re<l, and if the white c-

with an intermittent -- '••

sumo a beautiful azut<

nitc is decom|N>^ed by nitric acid. !•

white «»r grayish resi<lue

I'l

currenrr* and p?

cial ' ^s of III

'\\ all of the commcr-
t* M) far d

1 1. .

inic I at home in rockf of this typ
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Outside ot the gangue-forming minerals

such as quartz, feldspar mica, garnet, calcite,

etc.. the minerals with which molybdenite is

most frequently associated are molybdite (its

alteration product). pyrite. pyrrhotite,

chalcopyrite, malachite. and chrysocolla.

Other accompanying minerals are native cop-

per, cuprite, chalcocite, bornite, tetrahedrite,

azurite. galena, sphalerite, arsenopyrite. magi>e-

tiie. limonite, wolframite, hiibnerite, schee-

lite, cassiterite and bisniuthenite.

WULKENITE

Discrifftion: W'ulfenite is a molybdate of

lead (PbMo4) and theoretically contains

26.15 per cent molybdenum and 56.43

per cent lead. It is heavy and brittle, sub-

transparent to sub-translucent, and has a resi-

nous or admantine luster, and generally

a wax or orange yellow color. It may, how-
ever, be green, gray, brown, nearly colorless,

or orange to bright red. The streak is white.

The hardness is 2.75 to 3, and the specific

gravity is 6.7 to 7. Wulfenite crystallizes in

the tetragonal system, the crystals commonly
being square and tabular, and sometimes ex-

tremely thin. The mineral generally occurs in

well crystallized forms, but also in coarse or

fine-grained masses.
,

Tests: Before the blowpipe wulfenite de-

crepitates and fuses below 2. With borax in

the oxidizing flame it gives a colorless glass,

which in the reducing flame becomes an
opaque black or dirty green, with black flecks.

\Vith salt of phosphorus, in the oxidizing
flame it gives a yellowish green glass which
becomes dark green in the reducing flame.

Heated with soda on charcoal the powdered
mineral yields metallic lead. On evaporation
in hydrochloric acid it decomposes, forming
lead chloride and molybdic oxide. Moistening
the residue with water and adding metallic

zinc gives an intense blue color which per-
sists after dilution.

Occurrence in Accompanying Minerals:
Deposits of wulfenite are almost wholly in

veins where it is associated with other lead
minerals such as galena, cerussite, pyromor-
phite, vanadite, anglesite and descloizite.

Gold and silver minerals also occur with it,

and native gold is sometimes contained di-

rectly in the wulfenite crystals.

PROPERTIES AND USES

pj...r:-rji Properties of Molybdenum: Pure
mo'. Lim is a white metal, which is mal-
leable, ductile and soft enough to be filed and
:

' ' f\ with ease. However, it is seldom
: '-d in the pure state, and its appearance

is largely upon the method of produc-
tion. Reduction of the oxides or sulphides of
' ' ' ' 'im with hydrogen yields molybde-
: '"-ay powder which under heat and
: y be compacted into a metallic bar
that i5 brittle and even fragile. Molybdenum

by alumino-thermic methods or by
... in the electric furnace is a compact

al, but that produced in the electric fur-

nace contains carbon and its physical proper-

ties differ from those of the carbon-free metal.

The melting point of molybdenum is still in

question. The U. S. Bureau of Standards has
placed it at about 2,500° C. or 4,500° F. Titis is

about 1,400° C. above the melting point of cop-

per and 740° C. above that of platinum. Os-

miiim, tantalum and tungsten are the only
three metals listed by the Bureau of Stand-
aids as having higher melting points. The
specific gravity of molybdenum is increased
appreciably by drawing or hammering the

metal, as is that of many other metals, such
as copper and tungsten. The research labora-
tory of the General Electric Co. has deter-

mined the specific gravity of ductile molyb-
denum before drawing as 10.02, whereas after

drawing it ranges from 10.04 to 10.32. Mo-
lybdenum wire has a tensile strength aproxi-
mately one-half that of hard-drawn steel piano
wire or tungsten wire of corresponding size,,

and this tensile strength increases very appre-
ciably with the fineness of the wire. In other
words, the more the metal is worked the
stronger it becomes. The electrical resist-

ance of ductile molybdenum is 5.6 michromes
per cubic centimeter of hard-drawn wire,

and 4.8 for annealed wire, the resistivity be-
ing measured at 25° C.

Metallic molybdenum containing carbon is

gray and brittle ; it is also very hard and
scratches 'steel and quartz, and even the hard-
est file will not cut molybdenum alloyed with a
certain proportion of carbon. The melting
point of the gray metal is much lower than
that of the pure molybdenum, and its specific

gravity is also lower, ranging from 8.6 to

8.9, according to the amount of carbon pres-

ent. Pure molybdenum, surrounded with car-

bon and heated to about 1,500° C., absorbs
carfbon and becomes hard ; conversely, car-

bon-bearing molybdenum tmelted with molybde-
num dioxide is refined by the oxidation of the

carbon in the metal.

USES AND PRODUCTION

The Uses of Molybdenum: The principal

use of molybdenum is in the manufacture of
special steels to which, particularly in con-
junction with chromium, manganese, nickel,

cobault, tungsten and vanadium, it imparts
many desirable properties. These steels are

used for a large variety of purposes, such as

for crank and shaft forgings, high-pressure
boiler plate, ordnance, armor-plate, armor-
piercing projectiles, permanent magnets, wire,

and self-hardening and high-speed machine
tools. In a general way, molybdenum acts

like tungsten in steel, but it is more active,

and less is needed to produce a given result.

Absolute figures as to the relative effect of
the two elements cannot he given, as the effects

are not exactly similar. The effective ratio

of molybdenum to tungsten seems to be be-

tween 1 to 2 and 1 to 3.

Metallic molybdenum is used in various
electrical contact making and breaking de-
vices, X-ray tubes, and voltage rectifiers, and
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in the form of wire for filament supports in

incandescent electric lamps, for winding elec-
tric resistance furnaces, and in dentistry.
Molybdenum is also employed in the manufac-
ture of chemical reagents, dyes, glazes, disin-
fectants, etc.

Production of Molybdenum Ores: Queens-
land, Xew South Wales and Xorway have to
date, furnished the most of the world's pro-
duction of molybdenum, the <»utput from
all other countries, including the United
States, probably not ami»unting to 10 per cent
of the total. Austria, Canada, France, Ger-
many. Great Britain. Japan. Mexico, Natal,
Russia. Sweden, and .Australian states other
than those mentioned, have at times made a
small production of molybdenum ore, but the
output has been too small to be worth con-
sideration.

The first official record of the production
of molybdenite in Queensland was in 19O0,

when the output amounted to VZ.W short tons
of high-grade material. In li'H the output
was 87.1 short tons, valued at $1SJ,H30. Tlie

total production to the end of 1914 was ap-
proximately 1,030 short tons value at about
$700,000.

A production of molybdenite in Xew Si)uth

Wales was first reported in 1*J02. In that year
the output was 16.8 short tons, and the total

production to the end of 1914 was 498 short

tons, valued at :?2G4,()00.

In Xorway the production of high-grade
molybdenum conce'ntrates has averaged about
30 tons per annum since 1902. The principal

molyixlenite producing districts are in the

provinces of Lister and Mandal. and Xedenais
in the extreme southern end of the peninsula.

I'nited States: The largest production of
moK-|jdcnum ore in the United States was in

190;{. when 795 short tons of wulfenitc and
molybdenite concentrates, valued at $f>0,8Gr),

were marketed'. Probably 750 tons or more
of this material were wulfenite concentrates

obtained by .sluicing old tailing piles at Mam-
moth, .\riz. The remainder consisted of

molybdenite concentrates, probably derived

from the Crown Point Mine. Chelan County,
Wash., with perhaps a ton or two from the

mine of the .\merican Molybednum Co. at

Cooper. Me., and from other sources. IVcv-
ious to 1903. practically the entire output of

molybdenum ore consisted of L'O lt» M) tons

of high-grade- material from the Crown I'oint

Mine. From 190:{ to 1914 the producti«>n of a

marketable m«)l>-l»denum product has bi-en rr

corded in (»nly three years. 190.*. ti. VM)1, \u

elusive, an<l the output was confined to small

lots of molybdenite derived largely from the

Crown Point Mine and from a <lei)«»sit near

Homesl.ike. Mont, ami to a few tons of u i'

fenile concentrates from .'\ri/<" The p.'o

duction in 1914 con^iistcd pi . dly of a

.small tonnage of wulfenitc concentrates

taned from an cx|K'rimcntal mill creeled lo

'Pratt, Joseph Hyde. Slccl Hardening Nft •

Mineral Resources, U. S. (i. S., lUiW. page "-

retreat the tailings at Mammoth. Ariz., already
referred to. Small l..ts of molybdenite
fiom the Crown Point Mine and from ,•

near Porvt-nir. X. M , were also markc... .a
1914.

The production of both molybdenite and
wulfenite increased notably in 1915. Shipments
of or were made in January. K*^- '"rom a
molybdenite prospect on Red M. ;i. near
Empire, Colo., and arc understood to have
continued at the rate of :,0 or 75 tons i>er
week of material containing' ''•"• •

» • i
•--

cent MoSt, until the mine v. .

the winter.

A firm in Denver, Colo., which I

small (luanlities of molybdenite ore i i «..,.ii-

centration, is said to have marketed about 15
tons of product containing approximaielv 75
per cent MoS,. It is reported that ;;

'

Company in Denver, Colo^ con" • •

centrate 500 tons of low-grade li

from a deix)sit on Hartlet Mountain. Summit
County, Colo., and that several hundred '

of low-grade r»re from neighboring '

were concentrated by flotation, witH f ... ..

suits, at Ivcadville, Colo. A cons: c ton-
nage of low-grade molybdenite ore was mined
by the Leviathan Mines Co' ion near
CopperviUe, Mohave Co.. ...... Ot'^-'
molybdenite prosjiccts throughout the v.

produced small (juantitics of ore, and in a
few instances >mall lots of li ' %•

molybdenite prospects thron '!i, ..!•
i

mining, folk)wed by hand ;

duction of wulfenite also increased. The small
mill at Mammoth. Ariz., was e-

'

twice its former cajiaciiy, a;. ^

summer |)roduced wulfenite concentrates, i :

taining about 22 i>er cent M •< )a at the rate of
2 tons per day. (

"

*
•

•
•

was done on th«. ... ....;.- ..v... .

son, Ariz., and a small mill was erecte<l •

concentrating the wulfenitc ore. A .small pro-
duction of wulfenite is al •

derived from a deposit abwi.. .... ,,,,,i . .^^-.i >.{

Cutter, N. M.
.•\lth«)Ugh no ! figures of i

are .'
'

le. it i»

m .t. ..um con* •

vs 1 \c ores n

1915 will compare fav

>thcr e W'
contimu ... litcrr-'

lirely upon the < it|.

Canada Canada has many pt ng tie-

ihc
I

with that of .

the

I lie lUtUii: uvj»»!'u* vi !'

' l\li U< 'i I

lots of
bing and hand-t*

in certain
* - and iM 1

ily irttm

weight, have hern larsrlv sold

ore from rich -

in the provin t On
«...

.1 ii\'

ti.iii

m !o

I for C'

^Continued on ptKc 200)
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TRADE COMMISSION TO AID
UNIFORM ACCOUNTING MOVE

Aid in obtaining a uniform system of ac-

counting for coal mines has been promisecl

b> tfte rederai Trade Commission, ihe mat-

ter was discussed at len^iin by Samuel A.

Tavlor. chairman of the l niform .Mines Re-

ports Committee of tne American Mining

Congress, and James F. Callbreatn. secretar\

of tne American Mining Congress, with lid-

ward N. Hurley, oi tne Commission. The

following comrnitiee report Has been sub-

mitted bv Mr. Taylor:

"Mr. Callbreath and myself called on \ ice-

Chairman Hurley, of the Federal Trade Com-

mission in Washington, relative to a uni-

form system of accounting for coal mines. We
did not meet with much success so far as

getting the Commission to undertake this

work, but we did meet with this definite sug-

gestion, after discussing the matter at some

length with Mr. Hurley, namely, Mr. Hur-

ler suggested that we go back to our asso-

ciations of operators in the various districts,

and have them undertake to work out a uni-

form system of accounting for coal mines,

and the Commission would render any as-

sistance it could in the way of helping to get

them put into use.

'"It, therefore, resolves itself into this, that

in each separate association of operators, we
siiould endeavor to have a committee of the

best accountants get up a form of accounting

as complete and concise as possible, and
then try and arrange a joint conference of

representatives of the different associations

to work out, if possible, a common system
from those suggested.

"This can be done very satisfactorily, if

we can get the cooperation of the coal opera-

tors in the different sections of the country.

In fact, if we can get two or three associa-

tions to work on this, and have them agree

on a uniform system, I believe the others

probably will follow and endeavor to have
such a system put into practice.

"Mr. Callbreath is bringing the matter to

the attention of the different departments
in Washington who may appoint men who
will get together and agree upon a uniform
report for these different departments. If

we can accomplish this in the national gov-
ernment I think it probably will not be such
a difficult task for the operators in the
different states to have their respective state
departments adopt reports similar to those
of the national government."

Sell Maps for Five Cents
T., ,1.. .:.\

in the reach of every
i States an excellently

executed map. the Geological Survey is pre-
• ps of the individual states which will

..ve -"-'- '-'-h. They are photo-litho-
i. . d repr - of the maps being used
in the compilation of an international map of
the world.

METHANE QUADRUPLES WHEN
FAN IS SLOWED DOWN

H. I. Smith, of the Bureau of- Mines, is co-

operating with the State mine inspection de-

partment of Indiana in determining the rate

oi accumulation of methane at the working

face in a mine where it has been the prac-

tice to slow down the fan at shot firing, a

practice followed at a number of the mines
in Indiana. The results of the tests showed
that the methane content rose from 0.27 to

1.02 per cent during the 40 minutes that the

air was shut off from this part of the mine,

or, in other words, increased almost four-

fold.

U. S. IMPORTS STRONTIUM;
NEGLECTS DEPOSITS HERE

Despite the presence of promising deposits

of strontium in northwestern Ohio and south-

eastern Michigan, no ore of this character

is mined in the United States. There are also

deposits in Colorado and Arizona.

This ore is imported to the extent of 3,000

tons per year from England and Sicily, and
is used in making red fire for fireworks and
night signals.

In Europe strontium hydrate is used in

sugar refining. It is held to be much more
efficient than the lime process used in this

country.

Install Electric Cap Lamps

H. I. Smith, of the Bureau of Mines, as-

sisted the Vandalia Coal Co. in making the

first installation of electric cap lamps in the

State of Indiana. Analyses of the return air

on one of the haulage ways where open lights

were used showed a methane content of as
much as 0.82 per cent, which is exceptionally
high for the return air of a traveling w^ay in

an American bituminous coal mine where
open lights are used.

FIRST AID WORK IN MINES
TO BE STANDARDIZED

While standardizing accident figures, min-
ing regulations and other matters coming un-
der its jurisdiction, the Bureau of Mines is

not overlooking the standardization of the
first-aid treatment.
Three consulting mining surgeons on the

Bureau of Mines' staff recently conferred with
other experts in first-aid treatment, and
drew up standard regulations which soon will

be published by the Bureau.
Dr. M. J. Shield, of the American Red

Cross, also was a party to the conference,
and approved the standard methods which
soon will be in force among all Bureau of
Mines' first-aid men. An effort will be made
to have them adopted by all the first-aid

teams.



GEOLOGICAL SURVEY AND BUREAU OF MINES
ASSETS IN CASE OF WAR

Modern Warfare Calls For Large Number of Specialists Who Can be Furnished
by These Two Bureaus -Even Minor Officers in Army Now Furnished

With Topographic Maps—Mining Engineers, Geologists

and Chemists in Much Demand

It is doubtful if even the War Department
itself has an accurate conception of the ser-
vice which could be rendered the country in

case of war by the engineers connected with
the Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines,
Attaches of these bureaus could be used to
great advantage if extensive military opera-
tions should become necessary. In the (jeo-
logical Survey there are more than 4()0 pro-
fessional men. In the Bureau of Mines are
a number of engineers and other experts in

addition to its large corps of trained first-aid

men, both in the Bureau itself and among the

affiliated organizations.
Most of the professional men in the

Geological Survey have had many years of
field service. They include topographers, hy-
drographers, geologists and chemists. The
Survey is the one branch of the government
service having an organized corps of topo-

graphical engineers. In the topographical di-

vision of the survey there are nearly 200 men
who are expert map makers, all of whom are

accustomed to field conditions. They are ready
for service at practically an hour's notice

and could be used in reconnaissance and de-

tailed sur\'eys, which are invaluable in mili-

tary maneuvers.

S.\ .\ 1T.\ RV KNG I NKKRS

There are seventy-five hydrographers. Many
of thcsi* have had special experience in sani-

tary' engineering There are twelve men on
the Survey staff who have made a specialty

of water supi)ly. Most of the geologists have
a considerable technical knowledge of min::

undergHiund surveying and * ation. Sim e

modern warfarr has made hl ary such ex-

tensive excavations the geology of the coun-
try selected for a line of trenches woubl
have an important iK-arin the sucr-

the o|" f .fioi).;. As the ".._,.. ig-in" nv:.

so m y in warfare, today also carry with

it extensive tunneling cjperations. with th«

ifica r>f cxnliMliiit; inim'>> under ciirinN '

the need tor geo|..u:iNts and uuninK i •-

i^ very much greater than ever before lias

l>een the case.

Germany, as well a< the *>''

gaged in tb' •••'•^ent war. '-
.. ^- .

of her g( s and i It i* i <

lievcd that the Unite*! States i% belter equipped
with experts along this line than i« any «»tbrr

cinmlry. and if has bren suggested • the

War Department that all data relating to the
possible service that such men could render.
should be gotten together. Other a

'

s

are that men in the government -• •

their records on file. Their re! !

particular adaptability are well underst-
No time would need he lost in inv
the trustworthiness or particular .iii,i!ii!^.,i-

tions of the man selected..

MAPS A NECESSITY

In time of war, e^ • I'ly under i-n.

conditions, no arm of rvice is more :

portant than the corps which makes t.

graphical maps. The (lerman army is fl-

ing topographical maps to even suborumac
officers.

In addition to the topographical engim
on the survey staff there are many assistant
tfv - -ihers who could be of equal service.

1 are, too, a large numV.rr f men
who have been trained in the < .1 Sur-
vey, but who have entered into private em-
ployment or have undertn-
tice of their profe>si«»n.

would be available and tb the (>

Survey could be reached almost as quickly as
men in ' rvice.

Thr ' ,..;! S'"^^'v has more data on
the 1. of .\merica than an>
other institution in the country. It has map-
ped the larger j- of the

but even where * o-M .»1 i;..,^. v .. ;

been prepared. .ta rxi^t* in rhr

files of the Sun'cy to make ve:

of the region V
i> iii.tt tbiN data )>e a....

II. t ice. The Survey is «

a large map order prf>mp' \\ : t •

battleship fleet !ly was i»r

• ''
•

'i i.i , . w -1
, it V-

in ?W" wrrV
large nun Telc-

i I t III

in t . >

at the <! d of thr Navy I -nent. It

A IS neoes>.irv to fall '

I '.i .:. !

1 in the r

and • m thr <- ot the Survry
-« - - * a very

of the

t Al
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country. While collecring their technical data

thev. naturallv. become familiar with trails,

conditions of the roads, resources and know
something of the general characteristics of

the region and it is prohahle that there is no

area in the United States or Alaska that is

not known to some memher of the Geological

Survev. They would he able to indicate some-

thing 'as to the amount of supplies the dis-

trict^ could furnish and what the prospects

would be for handling heavy transportation.

In fact some army men are of the opinion

that no strategic operations should be taken

without consulting with government men in

the Geological Survey.

KNOW GOVERNMENT METHODS

The>e men are familiar with government

methods of accounting and know the details

of the manner in which government business

is done. Some could be used effectively pre-

haps in the quartermaster's department. Men
who have been party chiefs in survey work

should be well fitted to handle men and look

after transportation and supplies.

It also is a fact that a large percentage of

the engineers connected with the Survey are

familiar with foreign countries, and would be

able to give considera1)le expert information

that might not be obtained so readily other-

wise. There are a number who are familiar

with one or more foreign languages and doubt-

less would be of service in this regard. For

instance at least one member of the Geological

Survey's present staff is familiar with the

area through which the punitive expedition

into Mexico has passed. He not only speaks

Spanish, hut is familiar with the geography

and water resources of the country and has

a good idea of the source of supplies.

'"Packing" horses is almost a lost art in this

country, but there has been no chance for a

large percentage of the Survey's men to have

become unfamiliar with this operation, which

is so necessary in military movements. A
considerable number of these men are expert

rifle shots and some few of them have had the

a'' -;e oi military training.

.......;js, official designations and salaries of

employes of the U. S. Geological Survey who
resigned their positions between August 1,

1914. and March 20. 1916, are as follows:

David T. Day. Geologist. $3,600; Max A.

Pishel. Associate Geologist, $1,800; Robt. H.
Randall. Junr. Topographer, $780; Edgar C.

Bain. Junr. Chemist, $1,200; Cbas. T. Kirk,

Junr. G- 1 ••St, $1,080; Calvin S. DeGolyer,
Junr. L ,. -er. $1,320; Clarence D. Parker,

Junr. Chemist. $1,200; Carl D. Smith, Asso.
Geologist, $2,160; Will R. Chenoweth, Junr.
T ' -r. $1,080; Howard Kimble, Asst.

L.-t,-.. -. .>1.620; James R. Ellis, Topographer,
$1,800; John L. Lewis, Asst. Topographer,
$1..500; Edw. W. Parker, Coal Speciahst,
$4,000: Frank B. Storey. Junr. Engineer,
$1,380: Calvin T. Moore, Junr. Topographer,

$900; James H. Hance, Asso. Geologist, $1,620;

Edwin S. Fuller, Asst. Engineer, $1,920; Vic-

tor H. Barnett, Geologic Aid, $720; Walton
VanWinkle, Asst. Chemist, $1,800; Howard
T. Critchlow, Junr. Engineer, $1,200; Walde-
mar Lindgren, Geologist, $5,000; Elmer A.

Porter, Asst. Engineer, $1,920; Glen M. Ruby,
Tunr. Topographer, $780; Heath M. Robinson,
Geologic Aid, $1,080; Leon V. Fees, Junr.

Topographer, $900; Lynn Crandall, Asst. En-
gineer, $1,620; Laurence R. Ebert, Asst.

Topographer, $1,200; George W. Lucas. Junr.

Topographer, $960; Frank B. King, Asst. En-
gineer, $5 per diem, W. A. E. ; Alex. Deussen,
Asst. Geologist, $6 per diem, W. A. E.

As is the case with the Bureau of Mines,
some of the persons mentioned above left the
service for reasons which in no way can be
chargeable to the war.
An indication of the inroads which have

been made in the staff of the Bureau of
Mines since the opening of the war in Europe
is shown by the actual list of resignations.

These technical men have been induced, by
the very much higher salaries offered, to

accept work with the various private institu-

tions developing industries which require spe-

cial training and experience.
The Bureau of Mines requires the ser-

vices of 300 technical men on its staff. The
salaries are not on a parity with those paid
by commercial companies. In most cases
these men have been able to more than double
their salaries in making the change. Those
who have left the service since August, 1914,

together with their rank and salary paid them
by the Bureau of Mines, are as follows:

Louis A. Scholl, Jr., Junior Chemist, $1,320;

David J. Price, Foreman Miner, $1,800

;

Archie J. Strans, Junior Mining Eingineer,
$1,500; Victor B, Bonney, Junior Chemist,
$1,200; Austin A. Flynn, Foreman Miner,
$1,500; Amos H. Bannister, First Aid
Miner, $1,200; John T. More, First Aid
Miner, $1,200; Robert Back, Junior Ceramic
Chemist, $1,380; Herbert M. Wilson, Engi-
neer in Charge, $4,300; Christian G. Storm,
Explosives Chemist, $2,700; Elton W. Miller,

Assistant Engineer, $1,620; Max M. Shaw,
Junior Fuel Engineer, $1,200; Joseph P.

Bader, Junior Chemist, $1,200; Oliver W.
Storey, Chemist, $2,700; J. Herbert Hunter,
Junior Explosives Chemist, $1,500; Louis F.

Clark, Junior Mining Engineer, $1,200

;

George C. Cook, Assistant Fuel • Engineer,
$],620; Carl A. Taylor, Junior Explosives
Chemist, $1,500; Alfred G. Heggem, Petro-
leum Engineer, $3,300; John C. White,
Laboratory Aid, $720; Dr. James N. Law-
rence, Assistant Physical Chemist, $1,500;

Archie L. Hyde, Assistant Chemist, $2,160;
Arthur I. Young, First Aid Miner, $1,380;
James C. Roberts, Mining Engineer,
$3,300; Dr. Horace C. Porter, Chemical En-
gineer, $3,120; George E. McElroy, Junior
Mining Engineer, $1,320; Thomas C. Atter-

bury, Junior Explosives Engineer, $1,320;
Isaac Zortman, Junior Full Chemist, $1,020;
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Irving C. Allen. Chemist, $3,120; Jamei; M.
Lohr, Assistant Alloy Chemist, $1.»J>S0; (leorge
G. Oberfell, Junior Chemist, $1.:{20; Charles
Enzian. Coal Mining Engineer, $:{.»)()<); Har-
rison D. Mason, Jr., Assistant Mining En-
gineer, $1,980; Albert S. Crossfield. Junior
Explosives Chemist, $1,380; John H. East,
Jr., Junior Metal ^lining Engineer, $1,320;

J. W. Paul. Mining Engineer in charge of
rescue work. $4,00; Ira Sproat. Junior
Chemist. $1,500; C. B. Dutton, Law Examiner,
$2,400; Arthur L. Smith, Junior Chemist,
$1,200; Robt. L Hammon, Junior Chemist,
$1,260; Jos. S. Cullen. Junior 'Chemist. $1 .500.

PL.XCF.S HARD TO FILL

Many of these men are experts in specitic

lines, whose places cannot be filled by men
who are able to carry on the work until they
have first spent considerable time in familiar-
izing themselves with what has been done by
their predecessors. The work of the Bureau
of Mines particularly has been interfered
with to a considerable extent by these separa-
tions. There is some talk of legislation whi.:!i

will necessitate government scientists to com-
plete specific investigations before leaving the
service. On the other hand this works con-
siderable hardship on the men who, by such
a law, might lose an opportunity to accept em-
ployment at much better salaries.

In the above list is the name of J. W. Paul,

who was the Mining I{ngineer in charge of
rescue work. His separation from the Bu-
reau of Mines cannot be charged directly to

the war. He received a salary from the

Government of $4,000 per year. He left the

service to undertake private practice and those
familiar with his ability predict that his

earning capacity will be considerably more
than doubled from the very start.

DUTTON GETS BIG S.\L.\RV

C. B. Dutton, Law Examiner of the Bu-
reau, is another man whose |)lace will be
hard to fill. He has accepted services with an
American company which is developing the
foreign interests of the Kittman process ti

oil refining at something like f«tur times ll:c

.salary he was receiving.

James C. Roberts, who was a mining en-
gineer with the Bureau of Mines, has nc-

ctpted the chair in safety engineering at the

Colorado School of Mines. In this position

Mr. Roberts will be able to do great service

in extending the "Safcty-I'irst* movement,
which owes its t'rc.itrst stimtilii> to tlir I'.ti-

reau of Mines.
There arc perhaps a few more cxi

.

in the al»ovc list where sei»arations an :i"i

due to the war. Even in n(»rmal times tlure

is a considerable change of perst)nncl on the

part of government scientists owing to the

w " less of private concerns to pay higher
S»i...; .. ..

The Bureau of Mines is making invest :...i

tions along a numl>cr of lines which are of

much advantage (o the country in securing a

greater degree of preparedness lur naiiunal
defense. The following activities of tnc liu
reau would l>e very helpful in case it were
necessary to take advantage of the nation's re-
sources and be in position to secure war-iinic
et^ciency :

A general investigation has been made in
the manufacture and use of alloy steels.
This research is of the st value in the
manufacture of armor ^.,,... and the other
many uses to which steel is put in warfare.

WOULD TKST EXPUOSU'ES

Investigations of explosives have developed
many important facts. In case of war it is

altogether probable that the Bureau «.f Mines
would be called upon to test explosives fur-
nished the government.

In the past tests of coal for naval use have
been made under the Bureau of Mines' super-
vision. Other investigations as to the use of
oils as fuel, both for steam boilers and in-
ternal combustion engines, contribute not a
little to the efficiency in transp(»rtatton and
other uses.

Xow that gas is being used on the
field there is considerable opportunitv .jiicicJ
to those familiar with oxygen breathing ap-
paratus In fact. Bureau publications on this
subject were requested directly from the
firing lines and have been t

— -ded to a
destination "sonu'whtTc in I" thr. .neh
the British Embassy

RF,.\U IN iHE TRK.NCULS

The French l rit has r ed of-
ficially the pui .. .1 .,, of the i..;irau of
Mines on Mining C'amp Sanitation. M.mv of
the findings in this report are apj- • to
military as well as the mining campN There
have been numerous calls •' ' - • '- ?

of northern l-'rance for p

Bureau of .Mines and the < il Sur\
Some of the most intricate and d«

vistigalions of fu«;e«; have In-en r

Bureau of Mines. Exten>i\e anu
\anced work on the behavior of n-
ine when heated has been done

.•\nother branch of r<
'

I

be utilized to great a«l ....:,

would be the Bureau's n t.» the
deterioration and ^; I

in sT '
• .iiV. I

that . a be •

ing can be prevented by
water Whether or not this i 1 oi sior-

s ad\ '
* n all

;od is ; ( '

now is being s, : bv •

Bureau

MACAZIKKS FOB CXPtOtlVr^

The P ^ \r:.-- j^ jjIj^ iiivo:
m.iL':i7i;

icr til

vi that a
i"» ^jractically bui;ci j'

he Bureau haii de-
of cement mortar
Bricks of c»»iniK>.
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sition similar to that of Mexican adobes also

are very effective for magazine construction.

Of course, such investigations as there are

made for industrial purposes. There have

been sufficient cases of disastrous explosions

of magazines at mines to safeguard powder

supplies in every possible way. Considerable

necessitv exists for having these magazines

bullet pVoof as a number of explosions were

caused bv rifle shots into the magazines.

The Bureau has made various investigations

as to how persons are best resuscitated froni

ga^es. Considerable work has been done in

a> "ning the best devices for hring cx-

pi . - - from a distance.

There are many activities on this Bureau

which have a direct bearing on_ efficiency,

which vould be utilized in time of war. For

instance the amount of intelligence that is be-

ing concentrated in the Bureau of Mines

for the use of heavy oils in internal com-

bustion engines may result in the solving of

this important problem, which, if successful.

would be revolutionary in its effect on trans-

portation methods.

BUREAU OF MINES PATENTS
REMARKABLE GAS DETECTOR

A new gas indicator for detecting explosive

gases in mines and other places, invented by

George A. Burrell. a chemist of the Bureau of

mines, with offices at the Pittsburgh Experi-

ment Station, has been granted a final patent.

Mining men for thirty or more years have

been trying to develop a detector that would
shf»w accurately and quickly the percentage

of explosive gas in mines. The Bureau of

Mines' instrument, in addition to possessing

these advantages, is dural)le in construction,

light in weight, and simple enough in oper-

ation so that men without technical expe-

rience can operate it. It is accurate to 0.10

per cent.

BETTER THAN SAFETY l.AMP

Compared to ' the safety lamp, the device

at present used for detecting explosive' gas
in air. of which there are thousands in use
in the United States, the Bureau of Mines'
device is ten to twenty times more accurate,

lighter in weight, stronger in construction,
:r ' fewer parts.

. ..< ^.w need for such a device lies in

the fact that fire-damp becfjmes explosive in

mine air when as little as 5..", per cent is

I
"

' ty lamp, on the average, as

.,. .....; ;.nt men. can not detect less

; 2 per cent, so that air in a mine may
contain a proportion of fire-damp close to
the

'
' before it can be detected.

In 1. ., rtain parts of a coal mine
contain a maximum of 2.25 per cent of fire-

damp the mir •• is shut down, in accordance
with the law. and the ventilation improved
before the men nrc ;i11r,\vfrl tr, resurhc work
in the mine.

METHANE INDICATOR
Invention by Bureau of Mines man, which is at-

tracting much attention.

PARTICULARLY VALUABLE HERE

At present, in this country, mining laws
are not so strict as regards ventilation, in

part because of the difficulties in the way of

making precise determinations of fire-damp.

Now that an instrument has been devised
with which this can be done in a very simple
manner, much closer supervision can be placed
over the air in coal mines and many disas-

trous explosions prevented.
Patents have just been granted on the Bur-

rell detector. They were taken out by the
Bureau of Mines and permission will be given

• to responsi1)le manufacturers to manufacture
the detectors. No charge will be made for the
use of the patents but the privilege of man-
ufacture will l)e given only when it is as-
sured that the public will be given the
advantages of the invention without charge
beyond the ordinary charge for manufacture.

W. S. Robbins, of the U. S. Geological Sur-
vey, has returned from Panama where he
directed the installation of the Interior De-
partment's exhibit at the Panama National
Exposition.



BIG TONNAGE OF COAL STILL TO BE TAKEN OUT
IN ROSLYN FIELD

Despite Heavy Production During Many Years, Principal Field in Washington
is by no Means Worked Out, Geological Survey Expert Finds-

Better Transportation Facilities will Open Gold Mining District

Consideration of the production of coal in

an area is impi^rtant in connection with hy-
droelectric development not only because of
limitation in warranted cost imposed by com-
petition with steam power in localities fav-

ored by large beds of coal that can be mined
cheaply, but also because the economical de-
velopment of streams lacking storage reser-

viors makes necessary the installation of aux-
illiary steam plants to carry a portion of
the demand for energy during periods of low
water according to Edwin J. Saunders, of the
United States ('.eolo.^ical Survey.
Coal has been found in a number of local-

ities in Kittis County, Washington, but only
the Rosyln field in the Yakima basin is

economically important, though coal is being
shipped from a small mine in the Manatash
formation along Taneum Creek about 10

miles west of Thorp.
The Roslyn bed. which is the principal one

heing worked in the Koslyn I'leld. has given
Yakima Valley first rank among the coal-

producing sections of the State. The north-
ern boundary of the bed has been accurately
traced from Clealum to Jonesville, and the
east and west limits are fairly well defined ih

the workings at Clealum and Jonesville. but
the southern boundary is known only ap-
proximately. The average thickness of the
bed over the whole field is 4 feet 3 inches.
From the proven arear, the prohahle area, and
the average thickness, an estimate has been
made of the cjuantity of coal in the field and.
with an estimate >>f future production, is

>..own Ml liic ji)iu>uu.ij tiiOit-. Till- I- c
of future production was based i.n i;.u ^^vr-

centage ot coal mined in each part of the
held in relation to the known coal of that
section as shown by actual workings. A map
on a .scale of 400 teet to the •

" furnished
by the Northwestern Impro\. •. Co. and
prepared about June. 1910. was used for this
work. From all the inf«>rmation at hand it

appears that about 70 per lent <4 the coal
in the proved areas had l)een rei.>\crcd up
to that time Impnjved methods of laving
out workings will return a
mate of 75 per cent for \<i ^c
beginning to be worked, and a _ .. c
estimate indicates that 80 per cent of th«
reserve coal may be recovered. It i

" ••

that this percentage may be exceedca m ac-
tual practice.
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ticable and open a local market for the water

p«.)wers.

Hydraulic power developments in the Ya-

kima basin are imimportant when com-
pared with the total water power developed

in the State of Washington. The rated

capacity of power machinery installed or in

course of construction in the State in 1913

has been estimated at approximately 400,000

horsepower. Of this am.ount about 190,000

horsepower may be credited to the section of

the State west of the Cascade Range and
about 170,000 horsepower to the Spokane
River developments. Only about 14,000

horsepower, or 3.5 per cent of the total in

the State, is developed in the Yakima Valley.

The following table shows the mine pro-

duction for the years 1887 to 1912, inclusive,

as reported by the United States Geological
Survey. The total production of the Roslyn
field has been about 30 per cent of the grand
total for the State.

The Northern Pacific Railway—the main
trunk line of the region—crosses the Colum-
bia at Kennewick near the mouth of Yakima
River and follows the river very closely al-

most to the source. A short branch line con-

nects the main line at Clealum with the coal

fields n the vicinity of Roslyn and Ronald.

Another branch line joins the main line near

Toppenish and extends into the Sunnyside

district, with a terminal at Grandview. A
third branch line is being constructed from
Toppenish into the Yakima Indian Reserva-

tion. The total length of Northern Pacific

lines in the Yakima basin is about 200 miles.

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail-

way crosses the eastern half of the drainage

basin near Ellensburg and parallels the river

to the source at Snoqualmie Pass. It was
put into operation in 1910, but opened up
very little territor}^ that had not already
been served by the Northern Pacific Rail-

Anxual Production of Co.\l ix Kittitas County, 1887 to 1912

1887.

1888.

1889
1890
1891,

1892
1-'"

1-^4.

189.S.

1896.

Skort tons Short tons

. 104,782 1897 370,657
. 220,009 1898. 566,396
. 294,701 1899 661,210
. 445,311 1900 873,751
. 348,018 1901 1,012,521
. 285,088 1902 1,250,920
. 253,467 1903 1,369,716
. 232,580. 1904 1,340,400
. 281,534 1905 1,280,845
. 265,953 1906 1,422,612

Short tons

1907 1,524,887
1908 1,414,621
1909 1,550,539
1910 1,661,650
1911 1,256,745
1912 1,237,427

21,526,331

The Big Dirty, a bed containing about
6 feet of good coal and lying about 200 feet
above the Roslyn bed, is now being worked
at Jonesville bv the Roslvn Fuel Co. as mine
Xo. 2.

The fields outside of Roslyn are not at
present producing sufficient coal to enable
steam to compete with water power. The
extent of proved area, the total content of
the coal-bearing beds, and the amount prob-
ably recoverable are indicated by the follow-
ing table:

way. The total length of line in the basin
is about 80 miles.

A branch line of the Oregon-Washington
Railroad & Navigation Co. connects North
Yakima with Walla Walla and other points
in the southeastern part of the State. Sur-
veys have been run by this company for a
line extending up Neaches and American
Rivers, across the Cascade divide and down
White River to Puget Sound.
Two local companies are operating trans-

portation lines in the vicinitv of North

Proved Area, Pkobablk Recovery, and Total Content of Coal-Bearing Beds in Kittitas
County

Total Probably-
Proved original recover

area content able
/'ma Acres Tons Tons

LowcVTancW. ^'^^ 87,6«0
'
25,600

^»''"^'-^- ::;:::;:::;::;:::::;;;;:;::;; :::::::: 5,372 300

93,820 25.960

TKANsi'OHTATiON Yakima. The North Yakima & Valley Rail-

,r'\^"
^^ tinental lines cross Yakima '"o^^ extends from North Yakima to Naches

Valley an.-; .wc.r.e it possible to ship the valley and Moxee, and a line is being constructed

reTxi"«\UV,-f ^T' ^^i^^^^^orld and to re- into the Cowiche Valley; and the Yakimace.%e supplies not produced locally. Valley Transportation Co. operates an elec-
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trie service into the Selah, Atanum, and Wide
Hollow districts.

REPRESENTATIVE TAYLOR WANTS
WEST TO STUDY FOSTER BILL

Representative Taylor, of Colorado, is very
anxious to see an adequate number of the
Foster bill distributed among the mining men
in the country. This bill (H. R. 12275) pro-
poses to amend and codify a section of the
Revised Statutes of the United States relatin;^

to mining claims on the public domain. It is

proposed as a substitute to the proposition

providing for a special commission to study
the revision of mining laws. With reference

to this bill Mr. Taylor, who is the only man
familiar with metal mining on the House
Committee of Mines and Mining, says :

"The bill evidently was prepared by the

Bureau of Mines and represents Judge
Thompson's ideas along this line. \'ery little

opportunity is being given to the mining men
of the country to study the laws as are stated

in this bill. It should be sent out broadcast
to the mining industry all over the West.
Every opportunity should be given for the

careful study of this measure so that intelli-

gent suggestions for amendments could be
made and attention called to any omissions
which should be covered by the proposed law.

The bill undoubtedly will not be taken up un-
til next winter.

"I am confident there are some good fea-

tures in the bill. There are others that are

unnecessary and some that are unwise. There
are some provisions that may be positively in-

jurif»us. Throughout twenty years of legisla-

tive service it has been my observation that

no bill is ever ideal. It is necessary to pick

out the grains of wheat from the chaff. I

think we should give the country full oppor-

tunity to assist in selecting the grains .»i'

wheat.

"If regulations of individual mining iaini»s

arc recngnizcd l)y the federal statutes, it seems
to me that some of the features of this bill

should be open for acceptance or rejection

by the individual states. If a state should
want the ".Apex" law. let it have it. Whether
all the states wish to participate in all parts

of the hill, couhl be determined by their

hgislatures before same specifying it. and in

case no such notice was given the bill would
go into effect. .As it is tl ^'r\\ copies

of the bill available for <ii-ii mu in that i-tTi

paratively few persons are hnviiu'^ Th( .i •

tunity to look over the pr.

Mr Taylor is of the opinion that active in-

terest (»n the part of the metal n '<•

of the criuntry will result in
• d

changes which may aH'W -hr ic

*ort ot revision of lei -: the early
part of 1917.

The most desirable action to take in regard
to this bill would l>e for mining men. having
any suggestions U) make, to write to their
Congressmen. The memln^rs of the committee
probably will not have time to give any par-
ticular attention to a volume of private cor-
respondence with regard to the bill. Congr -

men from mining districts, however, arc \l. .

much interested and will give the matter
careful attention it is believed.

MUCH GOOD RESULTS FROM
COOPERATION IN CALIFORNIA

Bureau of Mines officials are \cry mucij
gratified at the results which are being '.'-

tained by the Bureau's cooperative arrau..

ment with the California Industrial Acci-
dent Commission. Kdwin Higgins. Bureau of
Mines representative, who is in direct charge
of this work, has reported that -^^ .--.r, ,..

ments are completed for two cent: .

rescue stations which will be l<Kaled at con-
venient points on the Mother Lode.

Investigations of the sanitary conditions ol
the mines in California are just beg'""'-!:.
This survey is aimed principally a: ... -

culosis and the hookworm. These are the
two disease which are most prevelant among
those who work underground in California
It is believed that it will be • -' ' -

duce greatly occurrences of
by certain simple sanitary mt

Joseph White, the sanitary engineer of the

Bureau of Mines, is looking after this w
personally. While the '

said to be fully under u.... ..v.. j.

work as has been d».»ne shows very .

results.

PENNSYLVANIA COMPANIES
INCREASING THEIR INSURANCE

In the I'itt
,„,..;,.. I.. :., ..

P! . .
, .

pen.sation law went into effect Januarv I,

many contend Manv . < are IaV

out .»• ! < ••!;>.»•

the I !.-]<.
'

' '; ..

of II M \«

of the AMO(Mated >!

companies for failure to have appro\
n

. I

f : ,il ', ^ ' te *

panieii. naturally are tir d in ad

any practice which will rexuit in the in

ance ra' It i« !>•

S.T-—

V' eoal mine
more widely.

'««*•. Ill

be a
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINE OPERATORS

its of California, articles upon graphite, rare

earth metals and other mineral deposits in

many parts of the United States and Mexico.

FRANK L. Hr:SS, GEOLOGIST

Frank L. Hess, who specializes on the rarer

metals for the Geological Survey, and is a

geologist in the organization, was born in

Streater, a coal-mining town in Northern Cen-

tral Illinois, and at that time one of the

most important in the State, on September
4. 1871.

He was educated in the common and high
schools of that town, and later moved to Cali-

fornia, where he attended Stanford Univer-
sity, from which institution he graduated in

mining and geology in 1903. While at the
university he was assistant in the assay office

for three years. During two years vacation
-!s he worked as field assistant in the

1^^ ..'..gical Sur\-ey, and upon graduation went
to Alaska as geological aide and as.sistant

geologist, where he worked in the gold re-

gions of Nome. Fairbanks, Eagle, the Forty-
Mile Country, Rampart, and in the tin-bear-
ing region on Lost River, Buck Creek and
Cape Prince of Wales (Tin City). After leav-
ing the Alaskan work he specialized on the
rarer nfetals, including tungsten, tantalum
and tin. He has also studied various gold
deposits and has published works on gypsum
deposits of California, and magnesite depos-

COAL OPERATORS ANSWER
STATISTICAL QUERIES PROMPTLY

Coal operators are very much more prompt

in making returns to the statistical queries,

which are sent out by the government, than

are those in charge of other industries.

C. E. Lesher, who has charge of the coal

statistics of the U. S. Geological Survey, says

the cordial cooperation from coal operators

is the only thing which makes possible the'

early publication of coal statistics.

Inquiries made at the Bureau of Census,

Agricultural Department and other govern-

ment departments, indicate that mining men
are much more prompt in making returns than

are the various other classes of business men
to whom such queries are sent.

The metal mine operators are just as

prompt to make returns as are the coal op-

erators, with the exception of those engaged
in placer mining. With reference to returns

made by coal operators Mr. Lesher says

:

"Of 4,000 inquiries sent out January 1,

more than 75 per cent of those ad-

dressed have replied. This particular set of

questions covers 6,000 bituminous coal mines.

This is not an unusually prompt response, but

represents the general average.

"Of course, it is very much more difficult

to get returns from the last 25 per

cent. If this latter portion would answer as

piomptly as the majority, it would be pos-

sible to have final figures ready for the public

two or three months earlier than is possible

now.
"Coke operators have replied a little more

promptly than the coal men. Eighty per cent

of the queries sent coke operators have been
answered.

"Large operators, as a rule, reply very much
more promptly than do those conducting busi-

ness on a smaller scale. The smaller operator,

however, is becoming more alive to the fact

that his returns are just as necessary to ac-

curate totals, and improvement is being noted
in the accuracy and promptness of replies."

When replies are not made to the Survey
as to production, it makes it necessary for it

to get this information indirectly. Consid-
era'ble machinery is maintained to secure this

information from those who do not make, or

who refuse to furnish it. Rather than miss
any return, a representative of the Survey is

sent to the locality and the exact amount of
production is ascertained. So thoroughly is

this done that actual figures are obtained for

more than 99 per cent of the production.



HAZARDS TO MEN INCREASE AS MINES BECOME
LARGER AND EMPLOY MORE MEN

Van H. Manning, Director of the Bureau of Mines, Brings Out Interesting Facts in

Address to Mine Operators and Mine Inspectors at Harrisburg, Pa. Believes

Number of Deaths and Injuries Can Be Reduced by Half

Further illuminating facts in regard to min-
ing accidents and their prevention were
brought out in a speech by Van H. Manning
on March 24 at the meeting of Mine Opera-
tors and State Mine orticials at Harrisburg,
Pa. Extracts from Mr. Mannings speech
follow

:

In 1914. the last year for which statistics

are available, there were approximately 383,-

000 persons employed in or about the mines
and quarries in the State of Pennsylvania, and
the total fatalities among these workers were
1.02S. These figures do not include the men
employed at coke ovens or at various ore

dressing and smelting plants, except blast

furnaces, that reported accidents. Although
the death rate per 1.000 men employed in

mines and quarries was commendably low,

being but 2.68 as compared with 3.23 for the
United States at large, none of you doubt, I

am sure, that fatalities from accidents can
be rcfluced decidedly. For instance, the

death rate from accidents in and about the
anthracite mines in 1911 was 3.31 per 1.000

men employed, a figure that can most cer-

tainly be reduced.

OVKk 1.000 KIl.l.KIi AXXUAI.I.V

The death of over 1.000 men annuallv in this

State, and the seritjus injury of at least .'j.OOO

more through causes that in part, at least, are
preventable beyond doubt, are matters that
deserve your serior **

n. As a repre-

sentative of the 1 ' '-rnment, I am
glad of this opportunity to contribute to the
pi s of this conference and to meet
ntiiris wii'j are engaged in a work that must
appeal to everyone, the (Mii^iTx inv of thr
lives of our countrymen

It is. not possible for me m the time at my
disposal to fli in detail the many "^

uf mine acci: ... and to point out a.. :..c

preventive measures that mav be and .should
be used Xor shall I burden you with ."^t.i

ti
• ''

* * il and n ' * ' ' ' * in the
\ .1 '.s of mii.^ ... '1 f 'i<^

State, and compare these st

for other States and the whole country
Neither is it my intent to dwell at '

' i

the work of the F'-'- r.J Hure.iM <•< r

to discuss matters rning ;

differ widely, such an the relative duties and
r« '

•

•

' the :•

of tes,H

As that in*

shall not at*

it in any
Ti.rl ,ne is

n," I shall

We are all familiar with the excellent w<>rk
being done by the Pennsylvania State mn.-
inspection .service, and I believe we all arr
ready to acknowledge the rlebt that \hv
mining industry of the country owes the *

mine inspector of this State for his
to make mining .safer, and especially for the
wealth of detailed information on n
dents that he has given to the ...

through his annual report
tion is readily available I

to review it. nor ti) d
n»)wever. as the thenu ..

Accidents and Their 1

briefly outline s^)me of the chief causes of

mine accident ' offer {or v(»ur <

tion a few suj^^v uons on '' '-^ •"

Ina.smuch as out of the li^

ported as employed in this >tate in 1914.

there were 362.000 . '

mines. I shall conl.n .........x^ ...

mining.

Tirr r.vi'xTKsT MKv\rr

Falls oi roKi a:ui o:

have been, the chf^
coal mines. Other «

importance are mine exp or dust.
• r both', mine cars and ;ot*»niuiJvcs, cxplo
.NH»ns. ai^'' ^•. 'r'. ''v.

The I. in the Pennsylvania an
thracite mines lor five years. I'.ilO 1914. m-
cln •' - - l.OOT'

c«' "•^
1 '

. ... ;..

br for ftvf

vears was '2 hi per I.OOU men e:

•1 2 IS pi-r 1000 •

i* 1.'..,

. V .<

for the hazard of minmi;
the increase.

The h. -
'

) >l-i ..Mil!

points in a mine at which fatal ac<

ur. but a great .>

••I " " -VIl

in; Ml. t>

in..

area of w« ut Kround is

t!i ns and «

I

16Q
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1)ANG tRS 1 XCRKASt

As mines grow larger they necessarily

require more extensive naulage systems, more
iocomotives and more mine cars, and thus

me danger from haulage accidents grows.

As the mines go deeper, the upper workings

ol slope and shaft mines naturally become
drier, and m bituminous mines the dust that

accumulates in these upper workings is natur-

ally dry, and the hazard of widespread ex-

plosions, unless preventive measures are

taken, becomes much greater. Also, as the

mines go deeper, the roof pressure increases,

thus adding to the hazard of roof falls.

ine increased risk due to these principal

hazards is being combatted by efficient mme
inspection in the various States, so that the

fatality rate for coal mining in the United
States as a whole has declined since 1907,

being 4.87 per 1,000 in that year, and only

2.95. the lowest figure since 1898, in 1915.

Inspection, education, and cooperation have
brought about this gratifying result.

How much is being done by the State

inspectors and by operators in the State of

Pennsylvania will be evident from a few
tigures. In 1914, there were 43 companies in

Pennsylvania that employed underground
more than 57,000 men, yet had a fatality

rate of only 1.76 per 1,000 men employed.
These 43 companies averaged 566,112 tons
of coal for each life lost, which is far above
the average for the United States. One of the
companies produced approximately 12,000,000

tons with a loss of only 12 men, or one death
for each million tons of coal mined. More-
over, there are, in Pennsylvania, 13 coal com-
panies that have not had a fatal accident
in a period of 15 years. In 1914 there were
21 companies that produced in all 8,700,000
tons of coal and employed 9,144 men without
having a single fatality.

EXPLOSION DA.VGER

Although falls of roof and coal cause by
far the largest number of accidents, yet poten-
tially there is in many mines grave danger
of explosions which may kill large numbers
of men. and for this reason are especially
dreaded. In fact, were it not for the precau-
tions already taken by many operators, par-
ticularly in mines that make more or less
gas. the toll of life from explosions would be
much larger than it is. I think one may safely
say that if the mining methods and the care
to prevent accidents were no better than
they were 25 or 30 years ago, the number
of disasters in the coal mines of Pennsylvania,
t>e - of the greater extent of the work-
ing ...e increasing depths, and the larger
number of men exposed to hazards, would
be appalHnj?.

• ''^ the fact that some of the most
ii^ '^&s in the world are found in the
anthracite fields and that the dust in many
of the bituminous mines of western Penn-
sylvania is highly explosive, I think that
the mining industrv i- to be congratulated on

the comparatively small loss of life from such
disasters. Yet the number of deaths that do
occur from explosions should be lessened.

Fortunately, as regards anthracite mines, an-

thracite dust by itself is not explosive, but
in those mines the precautions toward im-

proving the ventilation at working faces, the

increased use ot electric safety lamps in

place of flame safety lamps, and the more
thorough education of the miners, are all

tending to lessen the number of gas explo-

sions.

SAFETY LAMPS

It is most gratifying to me that the electric

safety lamp, with the development of which
the i^ureau of Mines has had much to do,

has been so extensively adopted. I have
not the figures for the number that are in

use in Pennsylvania, but hope that with the
new statistical forms which were planned
at the recent conference of State mine in-

spectors in Washington such data will be
available in the future.

In the bituminous fields of Pennsylvania,
not only is fire-damp to be guarded against,

but coal dust. Undoubtedly many improve-
ments are being effected in the proper water-
ing of the mines, as well as in the use of

shale dust or rock dust, which has been found
to be very effective in tests made in the
experimental mine near Bruceton.
The efficiency of rock dust is now being

tried out in cooperation with several opera-
tors in some of the large mines, and the
results so far obtained are of much promise
as regards both efficiency and cost. The effi-

ciency of the method is being checked by the
collection of dust in entries and rooms, after
the rock dust has been applied, and the test-

ing of these samples to determine whether
the content of combustible matter is low
enough to prevent propagation of an explo-
sion. Rock dust also has the merit of act-
ing like whitewash in whitening the surfaces
of the mine passageways, so that the illumina-
tion by the miners' lights is much more
efifectix e, and in this way, probably, many
lesser accidents will be prevented. The Bu-
reau of Mines does not consider that rock
dusting is any more effective in preventing
explosions that watering, provided the coal
•dust is thoroughly wet, but there is much diffi-

culty in keping coal dust wet where large
volumes of air are circulating, whereas rock
dust need be applied only from time to time
(in some places not needing renewal for three
or four months), according to the rate at
which fine coal dust is deposited in the road-
ways.
Aside from the use of safer mine lamps and

the greater attention given in bituminous
mines to rendering accumulations of coal dust
incapable of propagating an explosion, other
preventive measures are having their effect.

AS TO EXPLOSIVES

Short-flame explosives were first introduced
in the coal mines of Pennsylvania at Johns-
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town in 1902, and since that date their use
has increased rapidly. In 1909. the 'Federal
Government establisMed at Pittsburgh a sta-

tion where explosives are tested to determine
their permissibility for use in dusty or gaseous
coal mines. The explosives that pass the
tests and are approved for use under pre-
scribed conditions are termed permissible ex-
plosives. Through the introduction of these
quick-flame explosives a potential danger to
life has been greatly lessened.

In the bituminous coal mines the fatality
rate from explosions has been reduced from
3.39 per 1,000 men employed, in 1903, to
ninety-six hundredths per 1,000 men in 1914.

largely as a result of the use of permissit>le
explosives.

ELECTRICITY

Investigations have been made to deter-
mine the extent to which the use of electricity

in coal mines may cause dust or gas explo-
sions, and the ways in "which the risk of

miners being injured or killed by shock may
be lessened. As the result of these investi-

gations manufacturers have devised .safer

types of apparatus and the State of Penn-
sylvania has enacted a most excellent law
governing the use of electricity in coal mines.

RESCUE .MM'ARATLS

The relative merits of the various types of

apparatus used by miners in rescue and in

hrst-aid work at a mine disaster have been
investigated, with the result that important
improvements have been made. In connec
tion with this investigative work the Bureau
of Mines has conducted an educational cam
paign among miners throughout the coun-
try, training them in rescue and first-aid

methods, so that in the event of a disaster
there may be a sufficient number of trained
men at or near the mine ready for immediate
rescue and first-aid work.
With the cooperation of miners and mine

operators, the bureau has developed this work.
done through its rescue cars and station.s, into
an agency for aiding in the rescue (»f men
impri.'^ined by mine disasters, for training
miners in rescue methods and in first aid to

the injured, and in advancing the general
m- :it toward greater safety in all

br.4. ......-, .of mining. Not the least of the
benefits resulting from this work is the pr*)-

motion of good citizenship among miners
through the deiiKtnstration of the Govern-
ment's interest it' • •• :,- .^..

The results of : ,g are of direct
benefit, not only in les.scning accidents, but
in ising the danger of infected w
suiJv.,-.^. and di-ath after .t

' ^''

this training is part of i.

of the bureau, other organizations and many
private ! in similar work,
and the s . r. '

! bv those who
receive the ti.. at mines wa.»
«tartrd in England about 1R80 and in 18W
the Delaware S: Hud.<u)n Co., through its

physician and ^urgcon, M. J. Shields, or-
ganized a tirst-aid team in the anthracite
held of this State. Since then this work has
extended until nearly every large company
has its first-aid teams. In 1913. 47 lives were
saved by prompt treatment rendered by this
efficient agency in the Pennsylvania coal
fields.

HOSPITALS

In connection with first-aid, wc may well
think of the work being done by the hospitals
that are now maintained by the State or by
various corporations. Mr. Roderick, in his
annual report for 1914, in summing up his
statements with reference to hospitals at
mines, says: "There are 58 hospitals at which
during the year treatment was given to 12.153
miners, and 4,774 members of miners' famihes.
Ten of these institutions are supported en-
tirely by the State; 47 by State and contri-
butions from other .sources, and one by the
Cambria Steel Co. alone. The State appro-
priation for these hospitals in 1914 was
$1,165,284."

EDUCATHjN

Educating miners to a realization of the
dangers to which they are exposed
inevitably aid in reducing accidents. L.v.. ..

tional work is being done by mining insti-

tutes, vocational schools, and the Y. M, C. A.
In addition, a number of t'

companies are conducting i

paigns for the benefit of their e:; s by
publishing and distributing circulars and

' iinphlets. Particularlv note is

:..v small volume publisi.v j.J '" f^-

Deleware. Lackawanna & Western i

Co.. and entitled '"Mine Accidents and Their
Prevention" This publi • contains 200
illustrations which .show i... .uiner the risks
hi" takes in his daily work, and one of its

purposes is to give a knowledge of colK><]uiaI
ICii^'lish to the non-Ei

1 he Federal Bureau v^ ....

its educational cainijaign b
tion in first-aid and rescue work, and bv pub-

dents and
, ^

some Slates- I tru>t their luimlicr will in-

'•KRATIOS

Probably the most notable at at
of the I' : of Mines in its ertorts to in-

"
.' has been the g.t

,
111 r»ri«<inif" »t'f-n.

• of this mo\
•Iv endc.i to enhst the support

1 of mine
liven of or^ •r it II onlv one of
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several agencies working to accomplishe a

ijreat end. and whatever results it has ob-

tained have been made possible through the

enorts and assistance of the individuals and

organizations mentioned.

rhe fact that large employers of men and

persons interested in mine accidents and

their prevention are gathered here to take

cooperative action leads me to place especial

stress on the subject of cooperation. One

point that I wish to make is that cooperation

to prevent accidents is not always as inclu-

sive as it should be. No one is so vitally

'-.rested in accident prevention as the work-

i; himself, yet in many workshops and

in manv mines'throughout the country there

is no cooperation among the men to this end.

On the other hand, there are establishments

where such cooperation prevails, and in these

vou find the lowest accident rates and the

lowest fataHty rates. Further, if you will

inquire at any factory or mine that is work-

.'Ag in a cooperative way with the men you
will find there has been an almost startling

: rease in the number of fatal accidents.

My plea is that each mining company,
and each industrial establishment represented

here shall appoint from among the men at its

plants a committee or committees on safety,

or have the men appoint the committee and
organize for safety work.
The appointment of committees of miners

to examine conditions in the mines in w^hich

they are employed is authorized in Great
Britain by the Miners' Act of 1911. I think

such provision is part of the mining law of

Prussia. At least one large iron-mining com-
' nny in this country has voluntarily adopted
"

. system.

QUESTION BOX

At a number of establishments it has been
the custom for years to maintain a question
or suggestion box in which the men are in-

vited to place any suggestion for better or

more efficient ways of doing work. I am
told that many of the .suggestions have been
•' "'" thousands of dollars to the plants con-

'. Why not make the .suggestion box
universal and give the men to understand
that they are at all times requested not only
to make suggestions on efficiency, but also

on safety? Employes should be encouraged
to point out a dangerous place about a fac-

tory or a mine and to suggest a remedy if

fv...- v,.,.^,
,,j^g Some men are timid about
r names to such .suggestions, fear-

ing that perhaps a foreman or boss will think
they are presumptuous. Hence, it is well to
n!' ,u- any man to make a suggestion or sug-

:is anonymously. The .safety commit-
tee could discuss these suggestions, and if

m over with the man mak-
. -^^ ;., if he signed his name, or

take them up at some general meeting of
the men

•;^"* ^''' ha^ nui :riLn ihi-, plan or seen
i* Jn

.
will b- surprised at the value

of the suggestions it brings forth, suggestions

that mfght not otherwise be thought of by
the men in charge or even by the safety

committee itself. The plan illustrates the

long-known fact that the thoughts of many
men are apt. to be better than the thoughts

of one man. You have seen this fact demon-
strated in your daily life, in your conference

with your otiice otticials, and especially in

your business dealings.

A number of the mining companies of the

United States have already endeavored to

assure the cooperation of their men, not per-

haps as much through a suggestion box as

through the employment of a safety engineer

oi inspector who visits frequently all parts

of the establishment or mine and confers

with the men on improvements that would
increase safety.

As one result of its activities the Bureau
of Klines is ;being called on to supply men who
can serve as safety inspectors. As the mining
industry reaps the benefit, the bureau is glad

to supply such men, although it has to train

a new man until he is as efficient as his

predecessor.
In conclusion permit me to state that what-

ever you do to decrease accidents, your ef-

forts must be positive and continued. Eter-

nal vigilance is the price of safety as well as

of liberty. You must keep up the cam-
paign; you must show the men every day
that it is their cam^paign, that their safety is

involved, and that thoughtlessness means
suffering and death to them and possibly
poverty and want to their families. Even
compensation laws, splendid in themselves,
do not prevent the taking away of a father
from being an irreparable loss to his boys and
girls.

Death from accidents will continue. Each
industry has hazards that cannot be ahol-

ished. But in the United States the death
rate from accidents is still inexcusably large.

Some statisticians contend that 35,000 work-
men .are killed in the United States each
year while following their occupations and
that 2,000,000 are injured. For my part, I

firmly believe that the present number of

ieaths and injuries from accidents could be
cut squarely in half in perhaps two years'
time were the movement for greater safety
to receive throughout the country the at-

tention that it deserves.
To save workmen from injury and death

is not only humanitarian (and this alone is

.sufficient reason for making every possible
effort), but also a direct contribution to na-
tional efficiency. The impoverishment of the
world's supply of trained workmen through
the unparalleled slaughter of men in Europe
may soon be felt seriously in the United
States. This country, in outstripping all

others in industrial growth, has had to take
yearly many thousands of men from Europe.
It is po.ssible immigration will decline greatly,
that this country will not be able to obtain
the men its industries will require. One re-

sult of such a condition will be that the
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value of a human life will be much greater

than ever before. Vou may call that the

economic side I tall ii the sordid side. Hut
outside of any such considerations we should,

merely as citizens of this great nation, strive

continually to do all we can to reduce in-

juries, sufifering, and death from accidenis.

The work is not one to be delegated exclu-

sively to a State or a Government bureau
It concerns each one of us, and our efforts

to improve conditions should be part of our
daily life.

DEATHS IN COPPER MINES ARE
3.69 PER 1000 MEN EMPLOYED

Copper mines accidents statictics of the
Bureau of Mines are compiled from reports

of 586 operators of copper mines employing
44.5.S6 men, of whom 31,265 were employed
underground and 13,421 on the surface. Of
the 5S5 operators, 371 were working pros-

pects and small mines in which less than
I.OOO days' labor was performed. The other
214 were operators of mines where 1.000 or

more days' labor was performed
The total number ot deaths and injuries

due to accidents, and the rates per 1,000 em-
ployed, are as follows: Ueaths, 165. or 3.69

per 1,000 men employed; serious injuries,

2.307. or 45.58 per 1.000; slight injuries,

11.330. or 253.55 per 1,000. Of the total num-
ber of fatalities. 147 occurred underground,
making the rate per 1.000 employed 4.70. The
number of surface fatalities was 18, or 134
per 1.000, as statistics of the Bureau of Mines
show.
Although the ratios of serious and slight

injuries for this group of mines appear ex-
ceedingly high, this is not so much due to
greater hazards as to the fact that the cop-
per mines are worked by well-organized com-
panies practically all of whom have a safety
department in charge of a competent safety
engineer. The result is that accurate records
are kept, and it is believed that the records
shown by both the copper and iron mines
of the United States represent more nearly
the actual hazard in the mining industry than
do the recorfis for any other group. One class

of injuries in the copper-mining industry that
increases the accident rate is due to the
character of the ore handled in the Lake
Superior district. Much of the rock in this

district contains metallic copper and the men
receive many cuts and scratches in han-
dling it.

MAX BALL NAMED FOR
BUREAU OF MINES POST

Max Ball, who has lx?en connected for a
numlHT of years with the Land ' n
Bureau of the U. S. d '

' .^ui\l, . ii.is

accepted a position of I imincr in the
Bureau <»f Mines. He will be^in his new duties
April 1 Mr succeeds C B Dutton

ON 300 DAY BASIS FATALITIES
ARE LESS IN METAL MINES

The majoniy oi inc > ^

systematic coal-mine i;..sp . i. ... ; .,

to reduce the accidents, wnereas many o! tiiz

metal-mining >tates have no inspection serv-

ice, says Aloert 11. Fay, of the Bureau of

Mines.
On account of the great disasters that occur

in coal mines and tne prommence given to

them by the nev coal
ally ctnisidered .....v.. ..lore h.i. ...... .......

metal mining.
.Metal mines usually do not claim their

death toll in disasters that involve m
most of the men who die from ..^ ..v

being killed one at a time. Altogether, tlu :

were reported in the metal mines in 1914. 32
accidents in which 2 or more men were killed

at one time, making the total '^^••- ''^
''^-- '

81. or 14.5 per cent of all the :

compared with 11.6 per cent in 1913. 12 3

per cent in 1912. and 19.5 per cent in 1911

Although the fatality rate in met;* •• .. -s

during 191 1 was 3.54 per 1.000 men c; ,

and in coal mines 3.22, yet the compans4ni
is not absolutely fair, for the r that •

metal miners worked 271 f! ;•

with 207 days iar the coal i

men in the metal mines were exposed to the
.iiining ri.sk of 64 days longer than were •

coal miners. If both rates be - '' •

the 300-clay basis, the metal-mine
becomes 3.92 per 1.000 300-day workers in

compari.son with 4 67 for the coal mines and
2 64 for (juarries.

Information has l>een compiled from t>rti-

cial reports of representative foreign coun-
tries in which mining is an in iit infi •.

try. The figures show that the i. * - •

are lower than tho.se of metal n. ;

United States. One reason for the
is that for many years rigid

been enforced in most of the imp -lUi

eign mining iH)untrics In the older ii.t

as Great Britain, (iermany. and France
majority of the miners have worked
mines from ' '"

' • . -«

and grandfal;..

.

.son is that in '

of the miners speak a ci

there is i * vrlv iiinc

ing «)f ord;. . ^ ^'v jninc

In the I'liityd not u:

find at a large mine men rcprcs' 10 or
even 20 i '

'
' a v» ' r^c j

age of wh< •"• '"-
!

'' '^ •

stand a 1.1.

Italian and a Swede may work sxdc bv
in a mine under a shift boss who
orders in I*- •' -'- * '"•'<«>jc not u; I

bv either In r.i*'

dent happens the jturvivor t- i

an 1-
'

he 111' M 1^,1 i i.n m>>^ \l>'\ ,1

1

all what thcv ., xere **to .ind

to." A ctmimon language is esM*ntial to sa; -

in mining.
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APPEAL TO PRESIDENT
FOR COAL COMMISSION

Letters have been received by the President,

Senator O'Gorman and Representative Daniel

J. Kiordan from :3J0 real estate, civic and

commercial organizations throughout the

country. The letter asks that a federal com-

mission be appointed to make a full investiga-

tion of the coal situation, it is specihed

that the methods oi coal distribution and the

cost to the consumer should be given special

attention.

The text of the letter to the President is

as follows

:

"In consequence of tlie unsatisfactory condi-

tion of the coal situation existing at the pres-

ent time, and appreciating the serious results

that a continuance of same will have upon the

consumers oi coal, the Real Estate Board of

New \ork, together with the New York Build-

ing Managers Association, and other kindred

interests, nave been in conference in- an en-

deavor to reach a conclusion as to the best

method to pursue to relieve the present con-

dition and to prevent, as far as possible, a re-

currence of same in the future.

"It is the consensus of opinion of those in

conference that the remedy lies with the au-

thorities at Washington. Therefore, we most
respectfully request that a commission be ap-

pointed tu make a full investigation of the

coal situation, in connection with the methods
and means of distribution and marketing of

coal and its ultimate cost to the consumer.
Many of the reasons advanced by distributing

agencies for the lack of quality and quantity

of supply, merit, in the opinion of the peti-

tioners here, a close investigation of the con-

ditions relating thereto. Irrespective of

whether or not a strike occurs, it would be
an easy matter for the operators to settle

the wage question with the miners and make
the consumers pay excessively for same.

'"During the strike of 1912 the commission
appointed by the President of the United
States was successful in bringing the operators
and miners into an agreement which expires
on April 1. 1916. It is, therefore, respect-
fully submitted that a similar commission be
appointed immediately, that a thorough in-
yf'-'-"'-\fjn may be made with the object of
p: ing a strike, and securing, if possible,
the delivery of coal on an equitable basis."
The letters were written after a joint con-

ference committee, appointed by the Real Es-
tate Board of New York and the New York
Building Managers' Association, had delib-
erated for some time on the advisability of
taking such action. The members of the com-
mittee, all of whom are associated with lead-
ing real estate firms in New York City, was
made up of W. J. Van Pelt, chairman, of
George Reed & Co.; W. L. De Bost of Cruik-
shank & Co.. W. T. Ropes of Horace S Ely

w^^' K.^ Bancroft of Pease & Elliman, anrlM D. Lr-' '" M and B. E. Martin.
The CO! .'.e reported back to the two

associations that the situation justified some

such action as contemplated, and it was de-

cided to ask every organization in the terri-

tory affected, that might be interested, to join

the movement.
The following letters were accordingly sent

to the presidents of 250 civic and commercial
bodies in the cities in which conditions sim-

ilar to those in New York exist

:

"Owing to unsatisfactory coal conditions, a

joint conference committee of members of the

Real Estate Board of New York and the New
York Building Managers' Association has

deemed it advisable to investigate this situa-

tion promptly. With this purpose in view, we
have written letters, as per the enclosed, to

the President of the United States, Senators
and Congressmen of ovir respective districts. If

you are interested in this matter, we earnestly

ask your prompt support by taking similar

action. This is a situation which needs united
and prompt action to secure results. We
are asking allied interests in many sections

for like support. Irrespective of a miners'
strike (for which, in the final settlement, the

consumer will pay the bill), we believe the
situation should he promptly investigated to

ascertain if coal is delivered to the consumer
at a reasonable margin of profit to the fol-

lowing units : Miners, operators, transporta-

tion companies and local dealers. If it is

found that any of the above units are receiv-

ing an unfair return, we respectlly request
that action be taken to adjust same at once.
It is rumored that the anthracite operators
expect to change the sizes of coal delivered.

We also believe that the efficiency of this

change, as relates to the consumer, should
be investigated."

Mr. Van Pelt said that the Merchants' As-
sociation of New York City had joined the
movement and had sent letters to Washing-
ton, asking for the federal commission. He
said a reply was expected in a few days.

FRICK COMPANY ORIGINATED
SLOGAN OF SAFETY FIRST"

George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of
the Bureau of Mines, in explaining the origin
and popularizing of the term "safety first,"

says : "The term 'safety first' was introduced
by the Frick Company, of Pittsburgh, in con-
junction with 'safety, the first consideration'
and was more or less used around their plant.

Whey they purchased certain mines in Illinois

the same signs were extended to these mines.
Someone out there, I do not know who,
changed the phraseology to 'safety first.' So
far as we know the Frick people were the first

to use this, ])ut it was first publicly used on
banners, etc., at the big demonstration con-
ducted on Forbes Field in Pittsburgh, Pa., by
the Bureau of Mines in 1911. Since that time
the Bureau of Mines has had much to do with
popularizing the slogan. I think that there has
been rather close connection with Dr. Holmes'
efforts and the expression 'safety first,' al-

though we cannot say that Dr. Holmes in-

vented the term."



TONOPAH ENRICHMENT EXTENDS TO A GREAT
DEPTH, GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE SHOWS

Important Study of Great Nevada Camp Made by E. S. Bastin and F. B.

of United States Geological Survey -Rich Silver Ores Declared to

Be of Primary Origin Ratio of Gold to Silver Is 1 : 91

Laney

Observations of great value to the miners

at Tonopah have been made by E. S. Bas-

tin and F. B. Laney, of the U. S. Geological

Survey. They made field studies of the dis-

trict extending over more than a month in

the spring of 1915. This was followed by
several months of laboratory work upon the

ores.

Their investigations were intended to sup-

plement the work of J. E. Spurr and J. A
Burgess on the geology of this district. They
are applying to the ore methods of micro-

scopic studies which were not in use by eco-

nomic geologists at the time the Spurr re-

ports were prepared. These microscopic

studies of ores in other districts have proved

of material assistance in interpreting the ori-

gin of ores.

From the discovery of Tonopah ores in

1*KK) the importance of the camp has in-

rrea.sed year by year until in 1913 its silver

production was e.xceeded only by that of

Butte among the gther mining camps of the

L'nited States. It.s metal output .since 1«.»04 is

shown in the following table compiled by \'. C
Ficikes, of the Geological Survey:

The copper and lead are from properties
closely adjoining the district. The total value
of the production for the years * ^ -^ * \

above is nearly seventy million do. ._ i

dividends have been paid amounting to twen-
ty-one million dollars.

The average ratio of gold to the silver in

ounces recovered during this period was
about 1 : 91.

The total average value per ton of the
ore produced in 1913 was $16.71, and in

1914. $16.84. The largest part of the ore
mined is treated by cyai^' '^*'

^n, with or
without concentration. In m plants it

is stated that ore as low as $8 in assay value
under certain circum be treated
profitably, according i.- .>ii 1^1^.111.

A summary of th-- """•^ ;,,,,. .,-t^.,* .~^., '..

.sions reached by .M

are as follows:

(1* Evidence is presented to show that the
nch silver ores now b -d at Tonopah
are in the main of ,.,y..^^iit or primary
origin.

(2) The geologic evidence is favorable to
the occurrence of rich primary silver ores
to depths c- ' rably greater than those
yet attained ... .... minir»jf c>p**r->''^n« V ''

ing has shown, as would be ,

in certain veins the primary si:

le.«;s ab^ • . .
•

? .. •

" «* 1 1 I V speaes » V. i I I

Ore sold or treatrd in Tonopah District, .V\r Co., .\ei'., tn 1*)()4-1<)14. numf>rr of producfrs,
rnntt-nt of i^oid, silvrr, lopper, and Ifad

I'HM
190.S

10(K)

l'H)7

1'>U^

1909
1910
i*ni

1912
1913
1914

i cu r

Sumltrr oj

producers

10
12

9
10

13

9
18

19

17

2i

Incrcasp (-f^ t.r dcticuic c— ) >"

1914

Orr,

short Gold
tons

22,70> V,

91.6S1 r
KK).

;

;:

214,(Hj.'> i,i.>.\()2S

273, 17(. 1,634,401

278,741 1.400.361

36.^1
4f"

4. .:..

574,.';42

531.77K

Silver,

fine

1
>

7 r

13 11.5r.^.l37

2.M.H.833 n,3SM.452

43,2(>\ +34,990 —174.0-

pound

\

l,1sO

2

Lead,
pound

1. 134 .s,077

and tt-'i :.

Total

V

1 96
5.1

iV^.Mis

.>s

'»2

70(1

0.00!

924

-^1.740
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course have endings. The veins developed by

other deep workings are heavily mineralized

and of high grade.

(3) Although hot ascending waters are en-

countered in a number of the deeper workings

there is no evidence that these are deposit-

ing ores: their chemical composition, in fact,

precludes the possibility of such deposition.

(4 1 The primary or hypogene ores have

been modified locally by oxidation and en-

richment through the agency of the air and
oxygenated solutions of surface or near-

surface origin.

(5> There is evidence not only of recent

oxidation of the ores, but also of at least

one period of ancient oxidation. Supergene

sulphide enrichment was probably an accom-

paniment of each of the periods of oxidation.

(6' The high silver content of much of the

ore obtained in the past and of some ore now
mined is unquestionably attributable in part

to supergene or downward enrichment.

An unusual number of photographs and
drawings showing the microscopic characters

of the ores were made.
These drawings show that the rich silver

minerals were in part deposited at the same
time as the commoner sulphides of the ores,

but that they also occur as replacements of

these sulphides and as depositions along open
fractures. Many of the replacements appear
to have formed during the primary minerali-

zation, but other replacements and most of

the depositions in fractures were probably
the result of downward enrichment through
the agency of surface waters descending
through the lodes.

Analyses of the hot deep waters of the
lodes and an analysis of cold acid descending
water were made.

GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINE OPERATORS

MOVES LABORATORIES TO
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

The laboratories of the Bureau of Mines
at San Francisco are being moved from the
Custom House to the University of California.
Arrangements have been made for coopera-
tion between the Bureau and the University
''•"•'^h insures the Bureau of more commo-

us quarters for its laboratory work, and
in addition gives it the advantages of the
University's equipment.
This change, however, will not affect the

work being done by Prof. G. H. Clevenger
at Stanford. His investigation on cyanide
processes will continue.

CLOSER COOPERATION WITH
BUREAU OF MINES LIKELY

G'" * of the cooperation between
the lines and the Metal Producers'
Association of California and the Nevada
Mine Operators' Association, which began at
the San Francisco Exposition, a much more
comprehensive effort to work together in con-
ducting experiments in cyanide is very likely
to result.

K. S. BASTIN, GEOLOGIST

Dr. E. S. Bastin was born in Chicago in 1878.

His early education was in the public schools

there and in Philadelphia. He was graduated
from the University of Michigan in 1902, and
his technical training was received at the

University of Chicago, from which institu-

tion, he received M.S. and Ph.D. degrees.

He began work on the U. S. Geological
Survey in 1904. In 1913 and 1914, however,
he returned to the University of Chicago
where he lectured on Economic Geology. Un-
til 1910 Dr. Bastin was engaged in general
geological work in Maine.

His principal published works during that

time are : Geology of the Pegmatite Deposit
of Maine and folios of the Rockland and
Eastport districts. He also collaborated in the

work on Penobscot Bay.

He then began work on Economic Geology.
In 1910 to 1913 he worked with Dr. Ransome
in the Breckenridge district of Colorado.
This was followed by a study of Gilpin County
and adjacent portions of Boulder and Clear-
field counties of Colorado, with J. M. Hill.

Since that time he has been engaged in the
study of the origin of the rich silver ores
and in connection with that study has visited
the Ouray Telluride and Red Mountain camps
in the San Juan region of Colorado; Aspen,
Colorado ; Patagonia, Pierce, Wickenburg,
Kingman and Chloride in Arizona; Tonopah
and Virginia City in Nevada.

Since 1906, in connection with the mineral
Colorado; Patagonia, Pierce, Wickenburg,
Kingman and Chloride in Arizona; Tonopah
and Virginia City in Nevada.



ZINC OPERATORS ARE URGED TO PREPARE FOR
RETURN OF NORMAL COMPETITION

Judge W. D. Hoag Points to Increasing Production in Mountain States, Heavy
Australian Imports and Possible Mexican Production as Serious Menace

to Joplin District Once Present Abnormal Demand Ceases

In a stirring address before the Southwest-
ern Mine Safety and Sanitation Associati'rv

at Webb City. Mo., Judge \V. D. Hoag ur^ .

that the opportunity ottered by the present
prosperity among zinc miners be seized to

place the industry up<^m a better basis. He
oelieves now is the time to prepare for the
keen competition certain to come with the
restoration of normal conditions.

The value of the output of our uil the
past year went far past the high-water mark
of other years. As a result both sheet-ground
and soft-ground are in demand. Ore is

being produced at a profit and the operator
is finding the balance on the right side. As
in the days when oil was struck in Pennsyl-
vania, "Everybody had oil on the brain,"
so now everybody is talking zinc ore. We
seem to be on the "high tide" of pro.sperity.

A number of years ago when Charles Dick-
ens visited this country and conducted one
of his reading tours, he was asked to say
what he thought of this country, and he said.

"Everything is humming, but it is not all

hum; everything is coming, but it has not
all come."
And so today there is a minor strain in

our music. There is a feeling that our busi-

ness should be on a better basis.

In such times as these it behooves us to

stop a moment and inquire what has brought
about these conditions. Will they continue?

It is admitted that the present condition
is an abnomial one, and when the war clo-

the demand for our product will be lef^sencd.

AUSTRALIAN ORK

Australian ore has found its way to this
countr>' and the capacity of the Pennsyl-
vania smelters is now being taxed to their
utmost to treat the present importation
The high price of zinc ore has stimulated

its production in the Mountain States, which
le.«y;cns the demand for our p- ' r. It is

fair to presume that this pi ... •.••f^ will

continue to a considerable extent.
We have enjoyed a certain "protectmn

from the imi>«.-- i of M
due to the in: ' troii; . ....... ;;.

try. We cannot : ablv • immunity
on thi.s ground much longer.

In view of these conditions, what ough:
wc to do?
We are not as those without experience.

TIIK yrKSTlON OK TARIKP

In 1906 and 1909 the district unanimou.slv

demanded an adequate tanti un the unporta-
tion of zinc ore. A C< • - was elected
on that issue and I , sed a law-
providing for a "graduated scale" in the
lower grades, but the ore which largely pre-
dominates in the Joplin District 'rotected
Dy a duty of one cent per ; .... . on the
metallic contents contained therein. At the
incoming of the present administration that
law was repealed and we now have only a
nominal tarilf.

It is not my purpose to discuss the merit?
of protection, but 1 believe it to be the con-
sensus of oivinion of the opcrat-

'

district that a tariff on zinc ore
portant—in fact, necessary, imdcr i

". con-
ditions.

The people who need this ;

Republicans and Democrats ...^.v

should he no politics in this p; tion. It

should not he made a parly measure. Demo-
crats are as ' us of p- as arc
kepublicans. i.,..v is hxv '• • li.,

a non-partisan tariff c ;n-

mission big enough to ignore p clamor
.ml tr it all int- in a fair and ju
inaar.c; -a tribun.i. \..ut \v"'i k.

and as sacred in the min.
are our highest courts; onlv men of known

tv. o^ •

-cr

1 1r appr .

u' best engineers, auditors and a
facts and plac^ them ': e the

» ''iliiiii^->.''ii

WIUI. ACCEPT DECISIONS
:iiThis H- •-- •

suih :i I

mt
I nder the present

lifted out of that
bu-

ll MUl.st iK :•

(
'. ini'Tis-; is th.-

:n our i: .re

r - Tt:;:: :s the

a

»n can onlv d-

j ..r:

ict laws largely in
') Its rccommendat
if xi.M.i,! »*.. n, .,r.. „i.«faction

case to A
tent corps of engmccrn rather than a

,4n c<)mmi««*i(»n among men of all par-
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tisan committee that does not have time

for an intelHgent consideration of the sub-

ject.

There is a growing demand for a non-

partisan commission among men of all par-

ties; especially is this true with business men.

FAVOKEl) HV MIMXC. CONGRESS

The American Mining Congress and the

United States Chamber of Commerce, both
national organizations, are endeavoring to

secure the enactment of a law that provides

for such a Commission. This district should

aid in the effort. It would be eminently fit-

ting and proper that this work should begin

here and now.
The men of this district have always gone

to the front when an emergency has arisen.

There is a certain amount of "prepared-

ness" that all successful men must make.
Is not this the time for the men of the

Joplin District to begin to "prepare"?

FIFTY THOUSAND LETTERS SHOW
PUBLIC S INTEREST IN MINERALS

Many persons in the United States evi-

dently think of the United States Geologi-
cal Survey as a great bureau of geologic in-

formation, for the Survey answered 50,000

letters of inquin,' last year concerning the
earth's crust and what it contains. Letters
come from all parts of the country at the
rate of about a thousand a week, asking the
name, source, character, use and value of

minerals, and the location of various kinds
of rocks suitable for different uses. These
letters ask not only about the geology of this

country, but also about the rocks and min-
erals of foreign countries. More and more
inquiries for information about our mineral
resources are coming from South and Central
America. The representative of one foreign
country wanted to know where to get a large
supply of coal of a particular grade, and a
purchaser from another country wanted to
place an order for monthly shipments of
several hundred tons of lime.
The Survey is in close touch with the 90,000

producers of minerals in the United States,
and is ready to answer questions about the
annual production of 70 different minerals
or mineral products. Furthermore, the Sur-
vey knows the places in the United States
where more than 425 different minerals may
be found, so that it is in a position to act
as the public agency in bringing the mineral
producer and consumer into touch with each
other.

Federal law prohibits the Survey from mak-
ing <?pecial examinations, such as assays and
analyses for private individuals, but the geol-" can make simple mineral determina-

and give information as to the identity
and use of minerals submitted. It is an
ever>'day occurrence for the Survey to an-
swer many such questions as these: "What
IS this mineral, and if it is of value where
can I find a purchaser?" "Where can I get

a supply of sand in my own State that will

analyze 97 per cent silica?" "Where does
platinum occur?" "In what geologic rela-

tions is manganese ore found?" By answer-
ing the many, and miscellaneous inquiries for

geologic information the Survey is becoming
increasingly valuable to the public.

Many an inquiring citizen is referred to his

own State survey for more detailed informa-
tion, for many people do not know that they
have in their own State an officer or organi-

zation ready to answer questions about the
geology and mineral resources of the State.

There are now 41 State geologists, or equiva-
lent State officials, many of them working
in cooperation with the Federal Survey.

MAMMOTH COPPER COMPANY
EMPLOYS SAFETY ENGINEER

John Herschel East, Jr., of the United
States Bureau of Mines, has accepted a posi-

tion with the Mammoth Copper Company
and will take entire charge of the safety work
at the company's big copper mines at Kennett,
Shasta County, Cal.

This is the first appointment of a safety ex-
pert from the Bureau of Mines to be made
by any of the California mine operators, and
is looked upon by the advocates of mine safety

as an auspicious bit of news.
East has been with the demonstration car

of the Bureau of Mines in Michigan. There
are al.oiit 1,500 men employed at the Mam-
moth mine, about 600 of whom work under-
ground.
Edwin Higgins, chief mine inspector for

California, has returned from an inspection

tour of the mines in the Mother Lode district.

and reports that he is more than pleased with
the way in which the mine operators have ac-

cepted the new safety laws which went into

effect the first of this year.

"Everywhere I found the attitude of the

operators to be that of cooperation," Mr.
Higgins is quoted as saying. "We don't ex-
pect to revolutionize the situation overnight,
and I was agreeably surprised at the progress
that has already been made by the operators
in conforming to the new laws.
"Two cooperative stations are to be es-

tablished in the Mother Lode district, one at

Jamestown and the other at Sutter Creek,
where all the equipment for rescue work will

be assembled and held in readiness for instant

call."

NEVADA CHEMICAL COMPANY
TAKES OVER POTASH CONCERNS

The Nevada Chemical Company, a Nevada
corporation, has been organized to take over
all potash matters with which Victor Barndt
is concerned. The authorized capital is

$1,000,000. In its contemplated activities

the Nevada Chemical Company will be allied
with important interests in the chemical,
alkali and fertilizer trades. Adequate finan-
cial support is assured, it is said.



ROCK-DUST METHOD OF RENDERING COAL DUST
INERT MEETS GENERAL FAVOR

Bureau of Mines is Trying to Interest Machinery Manufacturers in Epuipment
for Applying Rock Dust in Coal Mines—Cost an Important Feature in This

Effective Safeguard Against the Initiation of Mine Explosions

The Federal liureau of Mines has made a
large number ui explosion experiments at the
experimental mine at hxpenment, Fa., to

determine the etticiency of rock dust in pre-

venting the initiation of mine explosions and
in checking them after they have been ini-

tiated. 1 he proportion of shale dust to coal
dust required, to prevent or check explosions
has been determined for coal dust trom many
seams.

Ihe rock-dust method seemed to have such
an advantage over watering methods in which
water is applied infrequently, in that more
constant protection is afforded, that arrange-
ments were made with a coal company in

the Pittsburgh district to rock-dust a pan
of one of their mines and keep accurate
account of the costs. Bureau engineers
inspected the rock-dusted zones from time
to time and took samples to insure that the
zones were in safe condition. This work
wa.'i continued for a year, the entries being
rerlusted from time to time as the t)ccasion

retjuired. The test has been so satisfactory
that the dusting has been extended to three
other mines, and conferences have been held
with orticials of other companies for the pur-
pose of explaining results with the view to
adopting the method. Considerable interest
has also been shown in other parts of the
country, particularly in Colorado, where rock-
dusting has been carried on in the Delagua
mine of the Victor American Fuel Co. for
ni(»re than four years. The probable wide
t'l option of this method of rendering cirdl

. ;^t inert, therefore, makes desirable the
ievelopment of suitable machinery both for

preparing the dust and for distributing it.

Sl/r. oK .M.XTKKIM.

The Hr.sl iDtk (lust that was UM<i iii the
Pittsburgh district was pulverized limestone
dust of such fineness that about seventy five
;m r cent would pa.ss through a lOOmcsh sieve.
1 is material was vcrv .s;itisfact«irv, but a

ar.scr material wf»uld be easier and cheaper
to prepare, therefore explosii»n tests were
made in the experimental mine to determine
th«' relati '^ ncy of fine and cc 'tT-

• 1 It \\.* . .... 1 that material
i> . bv

<r;nding in a hammer cru.sher. e<j\i
, ,

. with
.» one-six teenthinch slotted screen, was onlv
.1 littl' '

'• .,.,... . . .,.j

It )'« 1' ..; . . ., :..... ..,; ,...,..... ... ; . , ur-

ii'^^h ^luh dust can be < d at a low cojit.

In rock-dusting a mine entry, the best
way to appi> me first coating is. under most
conditions, to throw the dust on by hand,
uecause a thicker and better distnbuted coat
IS obtained. In time, coal dust settles on
the rock duct, and redusting is <i "'Ic

1 his is best done by a rock-dusting ij..»v...ne,

which blows into the air current a cloud of
rock dust that settles in a mantle over the
loal dust. The use of a machine <\ es
tne cost and increases greatly the vwi,.cn-
ience of redusting Such a machine, as used
at the experimental mine and similar to one
in use at Uelagua, Col., is shown in operation
in the acc«>mpanying photograph.

In order to stimulate interest in the devel-
opment of suitable machinery for use m
connection with the rock-dust method of rcn-
(Uring coal dust inert, the Director of the
Bureau of Mines is addressing the crusher
aiul blower manufacturers as follows:

"As the result of mine-explosion experi*
ments at the experimental mine and explo-
sion-prevention iir ' in the field.

the bureau is strw •iii'iiiiiiijr the
use of finely crushed, or pii. rock
dust, having no or a very small percentage
of combustible n ' as a preventive
for coal-mine expK ^

"Nearly all mine explosions in bituminous
coal mines, once initiated, are extended by
the<fine coal dust that is found on the sur*

face of most mine entries Th ' ' vhen
blown into a cl(»ud. is very l ., If

rock dust is thrown on the - t, it

covers the tx)al dust or becomes mixed with
it. and if suOii imt is used, the cloud of

dust blown fnun such surf*. .- i^ Mjc event
of an e\plosion is : e and
(]uenrhes the fiaine. ihe more finely
d ' ! the dust is, the ' ' it is for
riu ., .lasting. Tests have ited. how*
ever, that a dust all of will pass
through a one sixteenth-inch ^ ti.

ai '
' ' \X \{) j.rr .rnt :. itx'

ni -••' •• '•' "• •
•

• ' •' J'U
mesh screen. i«

,
•>^.

Further di i information concerning the
u.'ie of ' *

' ' d
from B... >|,

a c-opy of which I am • .i-

rate cover

C.l st

n ts

I7Q
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BUREAU OF MINES PHOTOGRAPH
Rock-dusing machine in operation.

installation in a large number of other mines
is being considered.

"At the present time many of these mines
are purchasing limestone or other rock dust
for this purpose, but, in order to make the

method as cheap as possible, it is desirable

in many cases that the dust be ground
either at the mine where it is used or at
some conveniently situated central point
for a group ot mines.

"The bureau desires to inform you of this

new field for crushing or pulverizing ma-
chinery. Information as to whether your
company now has machines, which will

furnish material as fine or finer than that
given above, the output per hour, horse-
power required and cost will be appre-
ciated."

To blower manufacturers:

"It is desired to call your attention to
the demand which has arisen in connection
with the work of prevention of coarl-dust
explosions in mines for a machine designed
to blow a cloud of rock dust. This will
probably be of interest to you, as a posi-
tive blower is one of the essential parts
of the apparatus.

"One of the methods now strongly recom-
n-. by the Bureau of Mines for the
pr^..„Miion of coal-dust explosions is to
coat the mine entry .surfaces with rock dust
5o that in the event of an explosion, a
thick rock-dust cloud will be formed and
quench the flame. The first coating of rock
dust is thrown on the mine entry surfaces
by hand. After a time, some coal dust

J^^
on the rock dust and it becomes

5'- •
^.^o apply another coating of rock

dust: this is prabably most conveniently
done bv the use of the rock-dusting ma-
chine. It blows a thick cloud of dust into
the air current, which carries it for long
distances, the dust graduallv setthng outand forming a mantle over the coal-dust
deposits.

"The apparatus, as used at the experi-

mental mine of the Bureau of Mines, con-

sists of a small positive blower, the air

from which passes through a 2-inch pipe to

the injector chamber, into which the rock
dust is fed from a hopper; the air and dust,
becoming mixed in this chamber, is blown
through a hose into the atmosphere.
"The attached blueprint shows an out-

line arrangement ot tne apparatus. The
blower used has a volume of about 288
cubic inches and is run at about 1,000

R.P.M.; the pressure in the outlet pipe
when the machine is operating is about two
pounds per square inch.

"The injector chamber should be care-
fully constructed. The 2-inch air inlet is

reduced to a nozzle of 1-inch opening and
the nozzle should extend far enough into
the chamber of the 3-inch tee, so that the
nozzle opening is below the outer edge of

the dust-hopper opening. The dust then
falls or is drawn forward into the air

stream and is blown through the hose. A
flexible hose is desirable for an outlet so
that the air stream can be pointed in any
direction; also this permits its connection
to pipes through stoppings to direct the
dust stream into air courses or entries hav-
ing no track and which ordinarily receive
no treatment to render the coal dust present
inert.

"The power to drive the rock-dusting
machine is furnished by a small gasoline
engine in the experimental mine apparatus,
but should be furnished for use in dusty
mines by a small totally inclosed electric
motor or other equipment complying with
approved safety standards.
"As the rock-dusting method of render-

ing coal dust inert is now being taken up
actively, it is believed that there will be
a considerable demand for such apparatus.
Inforrhation as to whether your company
could furnish such equipment and the ap-
proximate cost of the same would.be appre-
ciated."



NEW STATISTICS TO COVER DATA REGARDING
CONSUMPTION OF COAL

Geological Survey Takes Steps to Meet Demand for this Class of Information—
Question of Markets More Valuable than Question of Source of

Supply Movement of Coal from Mine to Point of

Ultimate Consumption Will Be Shown

The demand lor statistics covering the con-
sumption of coal is so great that the L*. S.

Geological Survey has decided to furnish

them. These figures are more in demand
than production tigures, although, of course,

the former cannot be compiled unless the
latter be obtained. Consumption statistic,

show essentially markets, and in the present
day the condition of the coal industry is such
that the question of markets is of more vitai

interest than the question of source. It is

believed that the figures which will be ob-

tained, although possibly not showing the
disposition of 100 per cent of the product,
will be so nearly complete as to warrant their

unre.served presentation.
The Survey is now engaged in collecting

1915 figures showing the quantity of coal
from each producing area which is consumed
in each State. Over 1,000 incjuiries have
been sent out to selling agent> and shippers,

asking for details regarding the source and
destination of the coal handled by them, anrl

the figures obtained in this way will be sup-
plemented by other infomiation along these
lines already available to the Survey. The
aim of these statistics, which are supple-
mentary to the figures of production now col-

lecterl and published by this Government
Bureau, is to show the movement of coal from
the field where it is mined to all of the con-
suming districts.

Prominent men in the coal trade with whom
C. E. Lesher, who has charge of the investi-

gation for the Geological Survey, has con-
ferred, state that the figures will be of great
value, particularly in rate invest .v' ns.

In coinnKMiiing <>n the new e . iiption

statistics a prominent anthracite man says:
".•\s there are relatively few pro<lucers of

anthracite as compare*! with the numlxr of

distributors and consumers, 1 suppose it might
he assumed that there are more persons inter-

ested in the consumption than in the pro<Iuc

tion. hut you must consider aUo that all of

these perNf)ns are interested keenly in the

supply and source of tijdr fuel. This partic-

ularly manifests itself at the present time
when interruptions t«» that supply arc heing
experienced through lack of car supply, and
when apprehension is felt in some circles that

there may '" -me tri>ul»le at the source, if

the wage n- ;ions fail «if result."

RADIUM METAL HAS
BEEN ISOLATED ONLY TWICE

Radium is a metal and is des<.ribed as
having a white metallic luster. It has been
isolated only twice. Radium is ordmarily
obtained from its ores m the form of

'

sulphate, chloride or bromide, and it . ... ...^

form of thes-e salts that it is usually u>\d and
used. These are all white or nearly white
substances, who.se appearance is i

markable than that •( 'ommon s...i .. . ..^

ing powder.

Radium is found in nature in such exceed-
ingly .small quantities that it is never visible
even when the material is -

' 'a
micro.scope. Ordinary radiun. .. ...... ;ily

a small fraction of a grain per ton of material
and radium will never be found in large
quantity, because it is formed by th '

of uranium, a process which is woi
slow, and radium it.self decays and .

to other elements so rapidly that it is im-
'>le for it to accumulate naturally in
c mas.ses.

Minerals which earn.- r.THinm nr,- '..Mv
ea.sy to determine. Fi"

found, is a black mineral about as heavy as
ordinarv iron, but mu '

Th-
pal radium mineral, i.i... ... H»^ .;

canary yellow color, and is g w-
dery There are other radium-beanng min-
erals of le.ss importance.

ASSOCIATED GEOLOGISTS OPEN
A NEW YORK CITY OmCE
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ZINC OUTPUT OF NORTHERN ARKANSAS LIKELY
TO DOUBLE THIS YEAR

Carbonate Ore Being Extracted From Scores of Small Properties—Railroad Being

Built From Rush Creek to YellviUe Will End Troublesome Transportation

Problem—Four Ore-Buying Companies Operating in District .

With the advance in zinc prices great pros-

perity has come to Marion, Boone, Newton,
Searcey and Orange Counties, in Northern
Arkansas. The mining of zinc carbonates in

this region has resulted in the greatest activ-

ity. For the most part work is being done
by small operators. Some of the ore is

being removed from open cuts and a great

deal is available from short tunnels.

Reports reaching Washington indicate that

mining in this portion of Arkansas during
the first three months of 1916 shows a re-

markable increase over the same period of

19L5.

The livest camp is Rush Creek, which is

twelve miles southwest of Yellville. A nar-

row-gauge railroad is being built from Rush
Creek to Yellville. This railroad will re-

move the principal drawback to mining in

this territor}-. The lack of transportation
facilities has been such as to make a cost
of $3 a ton necessary to get the concentrates
to the railroad. At times the condition of the
wagon roads has been so bad as to make
it absolutely impossible to ship ore.

Another great advantage that will come
with the completion of the railroad will be
the possibility of introducing coal and oil

for fuel at the smelting plants. Wood has
been 'the fuel used in the past and at times
it was more difficult to get fuel than ore.

In September. 1914, there were less than
100 people in Rush Creek. The town has
now fully 1,000 inhabitants, it is reported.
From all appearances the output of zinc

in Arkansas will double in 1916. There was
one mill in operation in Arkansas in 1914;
ten in 1915, and seven mills are now build-
ing or have just been completed. Formerly
there was only one company buying ores in
this part of the zinc belt. Now there are
four companies bidding for the carbonate.
General prosperity has resulted in great

improvements in roads and is making possible
important experiments in the use of impor-
tant mf'-^i"-'..Mcal processes.
The 4 of zinc in Arkansas received a

severe setback in 1907. A boom at that time
resulted m financing a considerable number
of properties. In many cases poor judgment
was used and expensive surface improve-
ments were made before the value of the
deposits had been determined. High over-
head charge made profits impossible As a

1R2

result these failures gave the industry a bad
name in that section and very effectually shut
out additional capital. The increasing de-

mand for zinc, however, lead to further de-

velopment of mines on these properties and
it has proven that they are much more val-

uable than it was formerly thought.

Bureau of Mines Publications

The Bureau of Mines will have ready for
distribution April 1 the following publica-
tions :

Bulletin 86. Some engineering problems of
the Panama Canal in their relation to geology
and topography, by Donald F. MacDonald.
1915. 86 pp., 29 pis., 9 figs.

Bulletin 89. Economic methods of utiliz-

ing Western lignites, by E. J. Babcock. 1915.

74 pp., 5 pis., 5 figs.

Bulletin 114. The manufacture of gasoline
and benzene-toluene from petroleum and
hydrocarbons. 1915. 268 pp., 9 pis., 45 figs.

Technical Paper 93. Graphic studies of ul-

timate analyses of coals, by Oliver C. Rals-
ton, with a preface by Horace C. Porter.
1915. 41 pp., 3 pis., 6 figs.

Technical Paper 129. Metal-mine accidents
in the United States during the calendar year
1914, compiled by Albert H. Fav. 1915. 96 pp.,
3 figs.

Miners' Circular 20. How a miner can
avoid some dangerous diseases, by A. J.

Lanza and Joseph H. White. 1915. 24 pp., 4

figs.

LITERATURE ON FLOTATION
PROCESS IS ABSTRACTED

Ofificials at the Bureau of Mines are finding
the bibliography on concentration of ores by
flotation, issued recently by the School of
Mining and Metallurgy of Missouri, a most
useful publication. It is a compilation of all

articles on flotation and contains a very con-
venient index to literature on this subject,
and in addition abstracts on all patents ap-
plying to flotation are given.

Dorsey A. Lyons, who is in charge of co-

operative work being done by the Bureau of
^Iines and the Missouri School, is planning
regular supplements to this publication, which
will keep it up to date.

<:
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EDITORIALS

GAS(JLINE AND CO.XL
1 •RICKS- A COMPARISON

The j)riLc of gasoline has doubled in

the last six months and predictions are

plentiful that its price will continue to

advance. This is accounted for by Sec-
retary of the Interior Lane by

—

(a) Increased consumption of

gasoline witliin the United States.

\ arious trade journals estimate that

the consumption of gasoline in the

L'nited States during IIM.") was •3.">

per cent greater than in P.Ul, and
that there will be a like increase in

lou;.

(b) Increase in exports.

(c) The depletion of gasoline

stocks due to increased domestic
and export demands. ( )n January
1. IJU"). refiners had stocks of gaso-
line in storage amounting to at least

2.0()(».(»(K) barrek. liuiuirv todav in-

(hcaies that tliere is little gasoline in

storage.

( (h Decreased producii(»n of

crude cr>ntaining a large |K*rcentage

of gasoline, as in the Cushing p<M»l

of ( >klahoma. the daily production
of which declined from more than

;>uu,uuu barreU in April, i'Jio, to

les> than 100.000 barrels in January,
PJH». The decline in the Cushing
I)Ool was partially compensated for

by an increased production of crude
from other pools, the gasoline con-

tent of which production, however,
was from '> to T per cent less than
that of the Cushing rnubv

The following table is given, the totals

of domestic consumption being found by
deducting the amount exported from the

amount produced

:

Production Exported Difference

18!M» .. «;.(;so.ooo *.^!»7.(mh» <; r^s.*^ omo
1901 . . «).9->0.000 :>! 1.000

i!M)i> . . i>.:k)o.ooo i,»;io.ooo ii.v -o

P.Mi . .:;l!»i:).ooo :).ooo.ooo •.>!>,

9

i:).ooo

i!n:» . . ii.«;oo.ooo (;.:>oo.ooo :{:».ioo.o(m»

No difficulty has been cxpcriciucd lu

purchasing sufficient gasoline to meet re-

(juirements. and yet the price has ad-

vanced 100 per cent. It is difficult to find

satisfaction in a comparison of the prices

for coal and gasoline when contrasting

the two branches of the industr\*.

The price of coal has made a small in-

crease but the cost of machiner)' and sup-

j)lies has materially increase/! and the

labor cost has been increased by a .'> jK*r

cent increase in wages, wherein lies the

difference?

.\re oil producers wise and coal pro-

ducers otherwise?
(jasoline, for the most part, is a lux-

ury. Coal is always an<l only a necessity.

Does the public yield willingly for luxury
and grudgingly for necessity? Or does
it yiebl when it must and only when it

must.

P.itimiinous coal operators had no dif-

ficidty in demonstrating that they could
not i)ay an increase in wages, but they

did. and were aj)i)arently relieved th.Tt

the increase was no more.
The public can pay the operator a few

cents more for his coal, under the same
stress which induced the o|KTators to

agree to the recent advance in wages,
(lasoline has generally l)cen sold at a
profit: bitinninous ct)al has not. Coal
consumers can \h* made lo pay a price
which would tlouble the amount received
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by the protlucer with no greater protest

than was made by gasoHne users. That

would not be right nor fair, nor is it right

or fair, that the coal producer should sell

at present prices.

The bituminous coal producers of the

country, as a whole, should receive from

fifteen to twenty-five cents per ton more
for coal than the average price for the

last six years based on past production

costs. With increased costs for labor

and supplies the twenty-five cents per ton

increase will not more than put the in-

dustry on a fairly paying basis.

It is a startling anomoly that the pro-

ducers of a necessity shall continue to

operate at a loss. If they were wise they

would devise a remedy for conditions

generally regarded as intolerable.

r.UREAU OF MIXES SHOULD
COXTIXUE ITS SAFETY WORK
Here are the more important reasons

why House Bill 153 should be so

amended as not to interfere with the

work now being done by the Bureau of

Mines. The bill would place a portion

of the work now being done by the Bu-
reau of Mines under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Labor.
The first thing to be considered is the

reduction of accidents, which is the pur-

pose of the bill under consideration. The
record of reduction in loss of life in

mining oi>erations since 190T, when the
first appropriation of $150,000 was made
**for conducting such investigations as
would increase safety and efficiency in

mining." is remarkable.
These good results have been obtained

by a practically j)erfect cooperation be-
tween mine operators and w^orkers, each
of whom has full confidence and re-
spect in the work of the Bureau of
Mines. To take the control of this work
from that Bureau might easily destroy
this relationship of confidence and co-
operation, which we believe to be ab-
absolutely essential to the best results.
The bill as it passed the House ap-

parently leaves both the Bureau of Mines
and the proposed Bureau of Labor
Safety with authority to make the in-
vestigations, but when taken in connec-

tion with the wording of an appropria-

tion for the Bureau of Klines to the gen-

eral eft'ect that the money appropriated

shall not be used to perform any work
which .any other bureau is authorized to

do, would probably prevent the Bureau
of Mines from any activity in this be-

half, leaving all of this work to be done

by the proposed Bureau of Labor Safety.

It is particularly desirable that there

shall be no duplication of this safety

work, and it would be unfortunate to

have this legislation appear to leave any
doubt as to which of these bureaus should

make the investigations looking to better

conditions in the mines of the country.

The American Mining Congress be-

lieves the following amendment would
meet the situation:

"except that investigations and ex-

aminations of labor safety plans and
devices, and the study of devices and
methods for the prevention of dis-

eases, in the mining, quarrying, metal-

lurgical, and other mineral industries,

shall be made by the Bureau of Mines,

as required by existing law^"

Thus amended, the bill w^ill not inter-

fere with the splendid work which the

Bureau of Mines has been and is do-
ing for the benefit of the underground
toiler in the mines of the countrv.

^IIXIXG DESERVES ^lORE
AID FROM GOA'ERXMEXT

The following official statement given
out recently by the Arizona State Bureau
of Mines is a concise rendering of one
of the gospels which the American Min-
ing Congress is trying to teach :

"There is a great necessity for men
engaged in the mining industry to be
more familiar with political affars,

especially conditions in Washington and
in their State capitals, is the statement
recently made in a bulletin of the Arizona
State Bureau of Mines. That this has
not been the case is in no small degree
responsible for the unfair distribution of
government funds regarding mining and
agriculture.

"Agriculture and mining are the two
backbone industries of the country, and
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each deserves fostering by the federal

and State governments. More nnjney
c(Jiihl profitably be spent in the agricul-

tural development of the countrv and
more imdoubtedly will be sikmU ; it is

quite }jrobable that in a few years the

size of agricultural appropriations will

have doubled their present size.

"The same is true of mining. The
mines in the country as a whole pro-

duce almost as much new wealth as

agriculture, and in many States, such as

Arizona, the mines produce annually as

much as the total value of all farm land,

improvements and products. If any-
thing, mining should receive more aid

from the government than is given to

agriculture, as it is more scientific, and re-

sults are obtained only after long and
e.N pensive e.xperimentation. Mcjreover,

that which is taken from mines is re-

moved forever, and there is no opjxjr-

tunity of correcting mistakes, whereas
on a farm a mistake in one year's crop
may be corrected in the next.

"Mining" is not receiving its fair pro-

portion of government and State appro-
priations, and it is largely the fault of

those in the mining industry, for they

have not given the co(jrdinate action of

the persistent tyi)e which the farmers
have. Cooperation and organization will

be the means by which the miner will

receive his share of attention."

COL'NTKV TO ll.W !•: CiiAXCK
Tn SEE S.\E^:T^-1'1KST SIloW

We do not uaiiL lo lake lu ourselves

any undue crecjit. but we are very pleasetl

to announce that the safety-tirst train,

which we urged editorially in our last

issue, is an accomj)lishe<I fact. It n)ay

have been that llie advantages to be

g;iined were as a|)parent to the govcrn-
UK-nt otVicials as they were to us. .\t

any rate the country is to have a chance
to see tlic safety-first exiiibits which at-

tracted so nuich attention in W'asliingtoii.

It will pav anv person interesie<l in

mcreased itliciency in the projKT safe-

guarding of liuman life tn visit this

train if it comes to vour cilv.

SAFETY FIRST AM)
THE Mi.VERS' UNION

We call especial attention to an article

from the pen of Mr. S. A. Driver ap-

pearing elsewhere in the issue under the

title "Thoughts on Mining Eegislati<.»n.*'

The paper carries a numl)er of state-

ments which will be questioned and
which are vitally important. TnK Mix-
isc. CoNCRKSS JoLRNAL Opens its col-

umns for a concise discussion of this

general subject.

Are the following statements tnie and
ii true what is the remedy?
"Of the laws which rcifiilatc coal min-

iiit/ xchich iif^ply to the safety of the

miner nearly all are aimed at the opera-
titr; the liability and ditty of the miner
to himself and his felUne workmen is

orerlooked."

"Of every one hundred men killed un-

der (jround, a little more than fifty-two

are killed by falls of roof and coal. Only
a small number of these accidents were
unavoidable : nearly all could /lutr been
presented by the exercise of ordinary

skill and care and a fe7c moments' labor

by the miner by the settmy of one prop."

"The U. M. /r. ()/ .-/. is nAA....«,y to

any increase of individual re.., .'v

or efficiency. This union has

in this country and in limjland opposed

every suggestion for the safety of the

miner which involved any extra labor or

time on his part. It lias resisted the op-

eration of rvery safety practice the bur-

den and expense of which did not rest on
the operator."

• •

"To attitin a reduction of this hi 'ft

death rate, so earnestly desired by o; .

ators and nnning cfujineers, we must
reach the man at the face: if this cannot

be done by education, then by i

tion."

The .\mer '""K Congress has

fell much i in ih- irts

which have l>cen made in the piisi 1 \^

to greater in mining o|hm

It is pnmd nt the i i which ap)K-are(I

in the March issue ui the lournal.
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It believes in publicity and discussion

as tbe most efficient means through which

to advance this cause.

We shall hope for an active discussion

of the idea presented.

THE LEASING BILLS

For vears the American Alining Con-

fess has been contending against the

proposed federal leasing system as it ap-

plies to the mineral resources of the west.

It has urged that such a system will re-

strict a development ; will foster monop-
oly in the hands of those who had ac-

quired fuel and power resources under

the old law : will make difificult the ability

of the Rocky Mountain States to live up

to their obligations to maintain republican

forms of government by keeping beyond
the reach of the taxing power a very

large part of the property which must be

protected and which should pay its just

share of the expenses of government,

and will exact tribute from these re-

sources in the form of royalties, which
is not exacted from the older states.

These and many other reasons have
been reiterated and many efforts have
been made to unite the west upon some
construction policy which would prevent
these results.

During these years these resources
have been locked up by the w^ithdraw^al

orders at first issued by the President
without lawful authority and afterward
legalized by act of Congress. No devel-
opment was or is possible until some
change is made. Few people believe that
the defeat of these bills will accomplish
anything further than to continue the
present stagnation. Xine-tenths of the
nation believes that the Federal misman-
agement which was responsible for the
abuses of the old law can only be rem-
edied by federal management of another
kind and under a law based on radically
different principles. All agree that the
old abuses should not be repeated. The
Fast has devised and is now insisting on
the enactment of laws embodying the
leasing principle. The West opposes but
offers no constructive .substitute. The
secretary of the American Mining Con-
ijress ha> boon outspoken in his opposi-

tion to all federal leasing bills. He has

not changed his belief as to the injustice

and the inexpediency of such legislation.

He has frequently urged the governors

and commereal bodies of the western

states to get together and devise some
comprehensive plan to meet this situa-

tion.

Tw^o such conventions have been held.

The Public Lands Convention, called by
the then Governor of Colorado (now U.

S. Senator) John F. Shafroth by author-

ity of an act of the Colorado State Legis-

lature, was held at Denver in 1911. A
three days' session developed many pro-

tests, but no plan of action. In 1915 a

conference of governors and their spe-

cial representatives met at Portland in

September.
This session also developed many pro-

tests and by a vote of twenty-nine to

seven reaffirmed the opposition of the

West to the leasing system, but developed

no construction plan in that behalf.

If six years of appeal for a construc-

tion policy have been without result is

it probable that another six years will

be more effective? Shall we continue
appealing to deaf ears for help, while
western development is being strangled,

or shall we lend our aid in making the

proposed legislation as tolerable as pos-

sible? Demonstrations that this legisla-

tion as bad as the West believes will

justify its repeal, and if experience is to

be relied on this will happen before the

West has been able to agree upon a fairly

constructive substitute.

What should be the position of the

Mining Congress?
What do you think about it? A prompt

response from our Western members
will be welcomed.

CHANGES OF GEOGRAPHIC
NAMES CAUSE PROTESTS

Considerable complaint is being heard in
Washington with regard to changes being
made in names of localities by the Board of
Geographic Names. A number of names have
been changed in Alaska recently, which has
resulted in consideraible complaint from resi-
dents there.

Many maintain that the people have a right
to name the landmarks of their own locality
and that these names should not be arbitrarily
changed by a board in Washington.



Mineral Land Decisions

The Wasatch Mines Company of Salt Lake
City has lost is appeal Irom the General Land
Oftice.

This is an appeal from a decision ul the
Commissioner ot the General Land Ofhce
dated September 22, 1915, holding for can-
cellation, because the area has been already
patented, mineral entry 013291 for the Emma
Copper lode claim, survey 5940, situate in

Sec. 32, T. :i S., R. 3 E., S. B. M.. Salt Lake
City land district, Utah.

This is a case in which the entire area
applied for is embraced vs-ithin the theoret-

ical limits of the patented Highland Chief
claim. The Highland Chief claim, survey 81,

is represented upon the plat of survey 5940
in two positions. In its position as actually
marked, defined and established upon the
ground, it is to the north of and entirely
outside of the limits of the Emma copper
claim here applied for, while in its position
as represented upon the plat and described
in the field notes of survey 81, it lies wholly
within the limits of the Emma copper claim.
It further appears that the total area of said
Highland Chief claim, as represented by sur-

vey 81 and lying within the limits of the
Emma copper claim, is entirely covered by
other mining claims heretofore patented,
which have expressed exclusions of the sup-
posed conflict with said Highland Chief claim
It now appears as a matter of fact that there
^ no such conflict. The attempted exclu-
:i by those patented claims of this area

.1-; therefore without force and effect and
the area passed to said claims under their
patents.

It is urged in the appeal that the prior
patented claims referred to excluded cer-

tain specific areas or tracts which may be
' -ntified by a reference to the field note^^

"i the survevs of .«;aid claims and that *'

areas remained public lands of the I':..:. .

States subject to appropriation under the
mining law. With this the Department does
Mot agree In the case of United States Min
i'l ' Company tj. Wall CJO I.. I), .•»40). in

ich there was a situation similar to thf
'ine here presented, it was siiid;

"As far as either or all of the survevs
are concerned the po.sition of each claim
and their relative positions must be deter-
mined as the claims are defined and estab-
lished upon the ground, and all errors of
description of the position of cither claim.
and of the conflicts between them, must
give way thereto in a-

' mce with t'

rule in ihc ca^c of Sinnju vj. Jewcti 1j^

L. D, 91;. Indeed, ii ii piuiuiy c\jacni
that It was the intention in this case to
exclude from the Northern Light claim the
actual, and not a theoretical, conflict with
the Grizzly."

L'i>on motion lor rehearing in ihc case
ab«^>ve cited, the Department on '^' - h 24.

1913, ordered a hearing for the
i , -e of

pemntting the protestant company to estab-
lish pritna /titiV thai the am- survey o!
the Grizzly is coincident ana • al with
and covers the same tract of g: . as was
included in and delimited by, the original
survey of that claim. It was not. h r,

the purpose or effect of the decision •

r-

rule the principle laid down m the . jn
rendered upon appeal. This is indicated by
the following expression:

"It is further contended that the exclu-
sion made in the Northern Light patent is

of a tract described by metes and bounds,
referable primarily to the lines of that
claim alone. With this contention the De-
partment is not pr

'

••. It may
be noted that on.. i....v ^. . ..:

»' ""'-r-

section out of four are given or od
either in the patent or in the held notes
of the Nu' " * '

t survev, and further,
that the

i
t the side li' -^ f the

excluded im is not i or
mentioned. Oa the contrary, the Depart-
ment is ii : to the view that the situs
of the cot.w.v I ..-. established and • "- 't-jj

by the loci of the ri'spcttue ^
claims as such claims are fixed and deter-
mined by th ipon
the ."-•••^' ,;.. ,.. ''Mt
was and i h

ern Light patent."
T" re, the I !•;, ji

'-- • ... .... • !.i' d
. the <\:r. \.

pressed cxc! of stii ; i ts with
the H

'

which > ts it

tiiiw ..
•• -

t. it

must !

these the«)retical • s

;

• to the clauns

I by
passed under the

and that

; .... la

copper cl.iitn

T' II .ippr.ilrd from ac-

affiriiM <i

wai

rtACr.H CI..\IM DA MACK
The Srirrt.irv nf the Interior ha» made

\ in the claim for dam-
.i^r ii.ca i)y Mrs E (^. Kinney for the flood-
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ing ot certain placer claims by the Reclama-

tion Service in the Minidoke reclamation

project in Idaho. The decision in brief is

as tollows:
, • , i i

"The mming claim as to which the claim-

ant was in detault in the performance of an-

nual assessment work at the date of with-

drawal for the construction ot irrigation works

under the reclamation act does not except the

land from the force and effect of the with-

drawal."
This decision modifies the decision made

previously by the Reclamation Service and

bv the department.
The department reaches the conclusion that

the claimant failed to comply with the re-

quirements of the general mineral laws as to

certain property, particularly with reference

to the performance of the assessment work.

Under the circumstances pertaining to these

claims she is not entitled to receive any re-

ward, it is held.

In another of the claims/ however, it

appears that the annual assessment work
was performed as required by law up to the

time the land was flooded, and that there

were certain improvements made on the

claim. At the time of taking over the land

the United States found that a portion of the

improvements had been removed and the bal-

ance had greatly deteriorated in value. The
department agrees that the payment of dam-
ages on that property in the amount of

$1,000 is justified, but on other claims the

damage claims were rejected.

REPAYMENT OF EXCESS

An appeal from the decision of the General
Land Office by William McGinley in connec-
tion with his coal land entry in the Montrose,
Colo., land district, has been decided by the
department as follows:

"Where the purchaser of coal lands paid
the appraised value thereon as required by
the departmental regulations, he is not en-

titled to repayment of any excess paid by him
over and above the minimum price fixd by
Sction 2347, Revised Statutes."

REFUSES TO EEASE

The decision in the matter of applications
for lease on Colorado oil lands presented by
Paul Lovell, of Marietta, Ohio, by James H.
Causey, Denver, and by James B. Shepard,
ot ^' -er, the following decision has been
rt

"In the absence of specific legislation pro-
vided therefor, the Secretary of the Interior
IS without authority to enter into or make
leases covering public oil and gas lands."
The form of lease sought was essentially

similar to that which was used in connection
with the leasing -' --1 and gas lands belong-
ing to certain I: in the State of Okla-
homa.
The question of

'

- oil and gas lands
and other non-meta. ....... .us mineral deposits

upon the public domain has received consid-

erable study and consideration in the Interior

Department. It has been concluded that as

the law now stands there is no authority to

enter into such leases.

In a bill introduced in the House of Repre-

sentatives b}^ the second session of the Sixty-

third Congress were embodied provisions spe-

cifically authorizing the Secretary of the In-

terior to grant prospecting permits and leases

upon coal and gas-bearing lands. Like pro-

visions are contained in H. R, 406, whidh is

pending before the Senate.

NORTHERN PACIFIC CASES

In a series of cases appealed from the Gen-
eral Land Office by the Northern Pacific

Railroad Company the following decisions

have been handed down:
1. Where the lands selected as indemnity

by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company
are, prior to the approval of the selection,

withdrawn as coal, the company will be re-

quired to elect to take patent for the land
with reservation of the coal, under Act
March 3, 1909, or apply for a hearing to de-

termine whether or not the land is in fact

coal in character.
2. Where selection was made by the

Northern Pacific Railroad Company prior to

the Act of June 22, 1910, the lands thereto-

fore withdrawn as coal, the company will be
required to take patent for the land with
reservation of the coal, under provision of

that act, or apply for a hearing to determine
whether or not the land is in fact coal in

character.
3. Lands embraced in the coal-land with-

drawal made under act of June 25, 1910, are
not in eft'ect with the provision of act of June
22, 1910, subject to indemnity selection by
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company.

4. In view of the provisions of the act of

June 22, 1910, lands classified as coal subse-
quent to the date of that act, are not sub-
ject to indemnity selection by the Northern
Pacific Railroad Company.
By the decision of the Commissioner of

the General Land Office it was held that
inasmuch as these tracts were classified as
coal lands before the date of fifing the selec-

tion, the selection was allowed erroneously
and was thereupon rejected.
The railroad appealed to the secretary from

this decision. It contended in the support
of this appeal that under grant to the rail-

road company that the act of July 2, 1864,
the company is entitled to select land
although coal in character. This is based on
the statement in the act of 1864 where the
word "mineral" in the act "shall not be held
to include iron, or coal." This contention
is in direct contravention with the language
u.sed in the withdrawal under date of Octo-
ber 13, 1906, and upon careful consideration
the department is convinced that the railroad
company obtained no right to mineral lands
by the statute cited.



FOUR PROBLEMS ARE INVOLVED IN APPLYING
FLOTATION TO JOPLIN ORES

Quantity of Material Treatable without Further Crushing Possibility- of Regrinding
Material Oils Best Suited for Work and Effect of Acid Waters

Must be Considered by Missouri Operators

During the past year the Bureau of Mines
has heen carrying on mill tests in the Jnplin
District. Mo., to determine the losses at the
lead and zinc mills in the district and the
possihility of lessening them. The average
recovery of zinc at mills is hetween 00 and
70 per cent, although recoveries are some-
what higher at some of the better e(|uipped
mills.

Clarence A. Wright, of the Bureau of
Mines points out the possibilities of treat-

ing the ores by flotation, the conditions that

must be met, and the problems that must be
worked out to insure success on a commer-
cial scale. By flotation is meant all processes
in which minerals are separated by being
made to float on the surface of a liquid or
on a mass of bubbles.

JOPI.I.V .MILLS

In the Joplin District the mills are small,

their cajiacity being 100 to 500 tons of ore in

10 hours. They are equippe<l with crusher,
rtdls. jiv;s and tables. -*\t most of them the
material tliat reaches the jigs is half-inch

size. The middlings, bjcally called "chats,"

fi<»m the jigs are recrushed for further treat-

ment by sand jigs or tables, or. in some mills,

returned to the rougher-jigs. Middlings
from the tables are seldom recrushed. The
first point to be considered. Mr. Wright con-
cludes, is how much material now being pro-

duced is rtne enough to be amenable to flota-

tion, or, in other words, what percentage of

the total tfmnagt trcate<l is crushed to a

suitable size, and what prop«>rtion of this

size can be >aved.

Screen analysis of the total tailings from
several mills showed that the percentage of
11

' g a O.'i-mesh screen (Tyler
SI......... . >.v,.. with openings 0.208 mm,, or

0.0082 inch in diameter), was 3 to 16.4 i>cr

cent, according to the character of the ore
and the tiiuneNs (»f crushing, the 10.4 ]ht cent

l)eing f«ir a mill treating '-(* "r..,^<^^" ..-.-.

Zinc ores containing a i c

proportion of lead and iron sulphides would
re<|uirc pref' il flotatii»n (

•" '1

have to br w-imm out) of re!r. c

concentrates on tai»Us. A pi-

mcnt of the flotable material on la! i

eliminate the Um«1 and iron ha.i been
ted, but V ••'

' rrquiri' extra table.^. .4;.-. .>-

erticacy is ;ful.

RKTRK.ATMK.VT

Retreatment of the concentrates on tables
seems to be the most feasible method of
arating the lead and iron suli>' •

' - me
zmc blende, and could be .1

, 1 at
small cost by using a small diaphragm pump
to return the tailings from the tables to the
flotation system, making a closed
Tills meth(jd of retreatment gives <..

tory results in some Western millv . c
froth from the concentrates is largely
"killed" by spraying it with water, or by some
other eflfective means, before it comes to the
table. The ease with which the froth is
killed will depend, also, on the oil or oil
mi.xture addetl to the pulp
The composition of the govm. jn the Jop-

liii district ores differs s lat and the
mineral content varies, Conse^iuently. 1

many available oils give
no one oil or quantity ot

best pt)ssihlc results for all ores. . -:

oils or mi.xture of oiLs must Ix* tletcrmincd by
experiment.
The Bureau of Mirvv '" .•......-.-•»: m^

the Missouri Slate (ii 1

flotation experiments in the Joplin District
in the latter part of the year iyi4 and con-
tinued them until !' "•" -f 1015.

In the first cx|h rrcnt oiU were
tried in varying quantities to determine w;
oil was Ik'SI suited to the n-

When the numlK*r of oils |i.-
'

to three or four, the same i-
.

!

with the addition of sulphuric acid in v.*

ing " The effect of temperature wa«
then 'It tet !mi»e«l.

• «»n.s Bi:.sT

It w.i ! 1 u:ni l.M.m the {'^ ' N

that the sulpbili n of this

rently not <1 t to 4r

Kangue by fl a iairiy good
gf

U^i .

with a tat Hut a

low-grade concentrate carr\

at-

«!•*•

lion the n-

suIm were ohtaineil from wmMl creosote .«•

\h

\ fill* ilili ..'.fiifii-il fri.ni fMi^ t.r<<

1S«)
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the sheet-ground mines near \\ ebb City, Mo..

were shipped to Salt Lake City. Utah, where

the Bureau of Mines in cooperation with the

Iniversitv oi Ttah is conducting flotation

experiments. The results of the experi-

ments, which were performed by O. C. Rals-

ton and G. L. Allen, of the Bureau of Mines,

showed that it is fairly easy to float the

sphalerite from the gangue by using warm
solutions and about one pound per ton of any

suitable oil. either from wood or coal dis-

tillation, and that acidity, although it does

stem to be necessary, allows the froth and

tailings to separate more quickly. Cold so-

lutions gave as high extractions as warm
solutions, but the grade of the concentrates

was not as high.

A scheme making use of rougher and
cleaner units of flotation cells seems essen-

tial in order to get a high extraction and con-

centrates of acceptable grade.

In the experiments made in Joplin. the

thickness (ratio of solids to water) of the

pulp treated ranged from 1.3 to 1.7. In prac-

tice the most favorable ratios for different

ores would, of course, have to be determined
by experiment.

In general, a mixture of sand and slime

requires a denser pulp, whereas for a mix-
ture consisting wholly of slimes (finer than

200-mesh) a thinner pulp is desirable. Thick-
ening of the slimes from the Joplin District

mills would be necessary, and could be ac-

complished by the use of Dorr thickeners or

some other device that would give the flota-

tion machines a uniform feed of constant

thickness.

The addition of acid may not be absolutely
essential for all the ores of the Joplin Dis-
trict, although the local tests showed that a
small quantity of acid was of great help, es-

pecially in cleaning the concentrates.

COXCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the problems to be solved
in applying flotation to the ores in the Jop-
lin District may be summarized as follows

:

(1) the quantity of material treatable by
flotation without further crushing; (2) the
possibility of regrinding a part or all of the
material; (3) the oils or oil mixtures best
suited to the material to be treated; and (4)
the effect of the acid waters present in some
of the mines of the district. The last two
problems can be best solved by setting up a
small test machine in each mill.

A flotation process, when worked out, will
be of great help in raising the percentage of
extraction, but operators should note that a
^••'

' ' '': at other stages in the con-
^'

'-^ ores and should investigate
these more thoroughly.

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
LOADS 586 CARS IN A DAY

Perhaps the most noteworthy accomplish-

ment of this era of rapid advance in mining
processes and science is the great excavating

etiftciency that has been achieved by the

Utah Copper Company. The biggest month
ever had at the mines of the Utah Copper
Company was August, 1915, when a total of

1,979,502 tons of waste and ore was mined.
"Our steam shovels worked, a total of 775

ten-hour shifts during that month, corre-

sponding to an average of 2,554 tons per
shovel shift and an average of 63,855 tons

of rock per day," says R. C. Gemmell, the

general manager of the company.
"The greatest amount of ore that we have

even loaded was on July 8, 1915, when a total

of 37,724 tons was loaded into 586 railroad

cars. The total quantity of capping handled
during the month was 1,036,991 tons, corre-

sponding to an average of 33,451 tons daily.

Therefore, it may be assumed that on July
8, the total tonnage of ore and waste mined
was 71,175.

"All of the material handled at our mines
is hard, solid rock, and it has to be blasted.

The loading is done by twenty steam shovels,

working on as many benches, with the top
bench having a vertical elevation of about
one-quarter of a mile above the lowest bench.
This is an entirely different proposition from
that where dredges on the Panama Canal are

working on soft, sliding material. Moreover,
the capacity of dredges is much greater than
of steam shovels."

To Send Exhibit
The Bureau of Mines will have an exhi-

bition at the Centennial of the State of Mis-
sissippi, which will be held at Gulf port early
next year.

Faithful Negro Dies

In the passing of Anthony Mason, a negro
messenger at the Geological Survey, George
Otis Smith, the director, pays him the follow-
ing tribute

:

Born in slavery and remaining a slave un-
til he reached man's estate, he started in life

with the disadvantages imposed by such con-
ditions. Clarence King lived at a hotel in

New York where Mason was a dining room
waiter and thus came to know him. When
Mr. King came to Washington as the first

director of the newly created Geological Sur-
vey he broug'ht Mason with him to act as
messenger at the director's door. It thus
came about that Mason was one of the first

appointees, the date of his appointment being
July 8, 1879. From that date until the day of
his death, a period of nearly thirty-seven
years, with unvarying loyalty and punctuality
lie served as messenger at the director's door.
By his uniform courtesy, his fidelity and his

absolute honesty he won the respect, esteem
and warrn personal regard of all with whom
lie came in contact—in an organization num-
bering nearly 900 persons. Measured by the
highest standard this man was a success in
life of which he might be justly proud. He
leaves behind only kindly memories among
troops of friends.



GEMMELL HEADS UTAH COMMISSION TO STUDY
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION

Will Submit Report to Next Session of Legislature —Hartley Gives out Statement in

Salt Lake City -Exhibits from San Francisco Exposition Are Being

Set up in Mining and Metallurgical Building of

University of Utah

iJv A. <*.. Mackknkik
Salt Lake City, March 2o.—Gov. William

Spry, of Utah, has appointed the following

as Commissioners to investigate workman's
compensation and employers' liabilty and to

recommend legislation to the next Utah
legislature which meets in January. R. C
Gemmell, general manager of the Utah Cop-
per Company ; Don B. Colton, State Senator
from Uinta County; Ira K. iirownin.;. Stair

representative from Emery County ; H. B.

Windsor. President of Windsor & Co., In-

surance; LeGrand ^'ouni^, attorney of Salt

Lake; Henry K. Ku.ssell. of Salt Lake, and
Charles H. Pearson, of Ogden. Messrs. Gem-
mell and Windsor are named as employers
of labor, and Messrs. Russell and Pearson
as representatives of lal>or. The commissiim
which was created by the lej4islature of I'll.'i

is to submit its rept>rt and recommendation

>

sixty days before the next session of the

Itgislature.

Mr. Gemmell is Governor of the I'tah

Chapter. .American Mining Congress.
Carney Hartley, of Denver, chairman oi

the Committee on Forest Relations of thi-

American Mining Congress, was interviewed
at Salt Lake recently, and announced that hi-

committee was doing all it could to encour-
age the prf'Speclor to become familiar with
the regulations of the forest reserves in so far

a> they relate to pr«)specting. He said a be-

lief was more or less prevalent that prospect-

ing is not permitted on forest reserves,
vvli.r...c in fact it is not only permitted but
pr ors are subjecte<i to only the usual
regulations imposed on persons who enter
forest reserves.

Mr. Carney >aid the outlook was for •?"

of the liveliest years in prospecting for a 1-

time past, with a renewed and intelligent in

tcrest in metal miinU;.; among eastern invest-

ors, due to the increased prices of melals Hi-

said it is harder to tind a mine in market-
able shape in Colorado than it is to find a

man t(» buv Jt.

7ho I>:i- '••'•
^':-:•.;J Coiv^--. ni Park

City. h.« it wi. -l an elec-

tric .«uDelting plant at a cost of $400,000 to

handle the zinc pn)durt of the ( ly'^
p.. ... Two sites for the plaiii

c< on. one in Deer \'alley and a

on the flat Ijelow the town of Park City
The proiect contemplates obtaining power

and increased territory through acniiisiti.in

oi the Snake Creek Mining & Tun:
»ny. which will give the Daly-Judge n.

than 2.000 acres oi patented ground, e '

ing three miles on the strike of veins, a

quate water supply for power, complete
age and most advantageous working condi-
tions.

The financing of the new plant will he
through an increase of stock of the Dal.
Judge which will be offered to present stock-
holders of the company.
General Manager (ieorge W. Lambourne

says in connection with the plans that a
study of 1915 operations shows that had such
a ' r plant been in n last

an . .. v.ited the mines' •" ...nings ,^ .»;. ;

have been more than
The Dalv-Judge has produced almost ST.-

00().(H)0 pounds of zinc

The new plant will be .simil--^ •• * -— at
the Bully Hill properties in at

Trail, B. C, and at Anaconda.

UTAH KXHIBIT

The University of Utah has issti-'* 'he fol-

lowing statement

:

The exhibit of charts and cases oi miner-
als <! • rd by the v ••

1 )epa[ ,.. '>f the !'•

Panama o Int<

arrived at the University and is beins set up
in the mining and •

• —•
.

exl'-' •• - •' ••s of ! N- —
Coi rdu* of
mineral and metalhirKical specimens reprcicnt-

ing the iitive

".: and ''— •

•fcn the 1

of the Sute of Uuh.
e is '

'• to find

III tiic Liowiit'i -Hiiiur " * ' "'

hibit are lieing set up
space can l>c sp;u'ed This «i male;
directly in line with the work of the mining.
tn. '

" d m. • " - al rr - 'i dc-

p.»; ..
' wi!! .. > a ni: f' T .1

n'.«)re i of

charts to illustrate the types of tu
1.1 _ ! I _ I.. ..

mineral i thr *iatc

It tt the desire of • .e of the

departments to huild up a miiuiu and '
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lurgical museum somewhat after the nature

of ^he exhibit by the U. S. Geological Sur-

vey that was on display in the Palace of Mines

and Metallurgy at the San Francisco Exposi-

tion; entitled ""Minerals and Their Uses." In

the proposed collection will be shown the prin-

cipal minerals and ores of Utah along with

the product resulting from the commercial

treatment of the same, together with the

uses to Vhich these minerals and products are

applied. The series will make an attractive

and highly educational display and will serve

to stimulate the ambitious student and inter-

ested visitor to lend his efforts toward devel-

oping the mineral resources of the State of

Utah.

GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

I-. I.. kANSOMi:, (;koi.(;c,ist

Dr. F. L. Ransome was born in Greenwich,
^ ' '1. in \Hi)S. His grandfather was the
I- /« of an artificial stone which was used
extensively in construction at that time. The
company, exploiting the patents in the United
Stales.

'

'ished a factory at San Francisco.
Some < liy was experienced in the manu-
facturing prrjcess and Dr. Ransome's father
was sent out from England to straighten the
trouble out. The elder Ransome made San
Francisco his home thereafter. At the time

his parents came to the United States Dr.

Ransome was three years of age. He was
educated in the pul)lic schools of San Fran-
cisco and secured his higher educatioi! at the

University of California. In addition to the

regular university course he took three years

of post-graduate work and won the degree of

Ph.D.
Dr'. Ransome took the first set of civil serv-

ice examinations given by the Geological Sur-
vey. George Otis Smith, the present director

of the Geological Survey, and Arthur C.

Spencer, a geologist still in the Survey service,

took this same examination for geologist.

As there was no vacancy in the Survey at

that time, young Ransome w^ent to Harvard,
where for a year he taught mineralogy and
petrology. A vacancy then opened on the

Survey, and he began his work as assistant

geologist under Dr. G. F. Becker. During
the summer vacation, for a number of pre-

vious years, he had done some work for the

survey and owing to the experience thus
gained, he was assigned to work on the

mother-lode district of California. In 1900

he was promoted to the rank of geologist and
in 1913 was placed in charge of the section

of wes.tern areal geoloigy. The succeeding
year he was given charge of the section of
metalliferous deposits, succeeding Waldemar
Luidgren.

Principal among the publications of which
Dr. Ransome is the author are : RepoW:s on
the Globe and Bisbee Districts of Arizona;
Silverton, Cripple Creek and Breckenridge
Districts of Colorado; Couer d'Alene District

of Idaho and Goldfield of Nevada.
Dr. Ransome is a member of the National

Academy of Sciences.

Frederick C. Ohm Dies

Frederick C. Ohm, of the United States
Geological Survey died in Washington March
14. Mr. Ohm was an expert section maker
in the petrographic division of the Survey.
He was considered the most able man en-

gaged in this work in the United States. He
had been with the Geological Survey since

August 14, 1886.

Mr. Ohm was born in Denmark fifty-eight

years ago. His father was court photographer
to the King of Denmark. He belonged to the

Federal Lodge of Masons, and also was a

member of the Trowel Club of the Interior

Department. He was a leading member of
the Bethlehem Chapter of the Order of the

Eastern Star.

Water-Supply Paper Issued

Water-Supply Paper 332 has been issued hy
the U. S. Geological Survey. It deals with
the surface water supply of the North Pa-
cific Drainage Basins. It was prepared by
Nathan C. Grover, chief hydraulic engineer,

F. F. Henshaw, G. C. Baldwin, and W. A.
Uamb, district engineers. It was prepared in

cooperation with the States of Montana,
Idaho, Washington, and Oregon.
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THOUGHTS ON MINE LEGISLATION

S. A. Driver, Kitts, Ky.

Someone has said that the future historian

will class the present age as distinctly a new
age as was the Renaissance. Time alone can
prove the truth of this assertion, but it is

certainly clear that the duties and responsi-

bilities of the individual are today being
greatly lessened, and the functions of the

State correspondingly increased. The sturdy
self-reliance and rugged independence of the
pioneer are passing away, and the present
generation is being taught by politicians,

press and pulpit to rely upon the community
or the State to supply the dehciencies which
are due to a lack of individual ettorl.

The enlargement of the duties and powers
of the State is a natural evolution, an evo-

lution so rapid that it is almost revolution,

due to the sudden and complex changes in

the environment of the life of the pre.-sent

day, and any effort to impair the just pow-
ers of the State would be an attempt to turn
the hands of the clock backwards. But if

the individual fails to discharge his full duty
to society the State will in the end become
powerless to meet its obligations to the units

which compose it.

Man alone, oi all organisms, can regulate

his environment, and control his evolution,
and if society fails to impress upon the in-

dividual the value of effort on his part,

and the duty of every member, be his sta-

tion high or low, to bear his part of the
general burden, the progress of the race will

be arrested, and a period of retrogressive

evolution will follow.

Careful study of the laws which regulate
coal mining in the different States will show-
that nearly all sections of the law which ap-
ply to the safety of the miner are aimed
at the operator; the liability and duty of

the miner to himself and his fellow work-
men is overlooked. This condition is in en-

tire harmony with the tendency to teach the
one that the many mv* tre for him. Hun-
dreds of articles add; i to the operator,

superintendent and foreman are every year
delivered from the rostrum and ;i - in

the press, all directing them to do xwik- and
more for the safety of the employe. \ot for

an instant should this effort l>e abated, but
how many are directed to the man directly

r- •

*• for accidents, and most vitally

I ., . in their prevention, "the man at

the face?"
All men who are sincerelv interested in

the s;ifety of the miner will /ail to ' ' '•

their rluly t '>•••- ••-1- •' ! v.,u i..e

same time, < ..to mak-
ing him fully realize that the burden of hi;*

safety is as much his own individual bur-
den as it is that of •' — • ir. T* n-

usual, the abnormal. _ t it all a.

Great catastrophie.^ instantly arrest our
thought, aiu! set on foot profound researches.

but the little things of everyday hie, which
in the limit are of v^- .* r and -^ -

^

importance, must be i . ,. d by '.

genius to be seen in their true light, and
given their real value, and this truth .-- .^

ge * )ther thcjught in <
• -^

le^ --.jn as applied to ,

which is that it had its inception in the gfeat

disasters of the industry: an e m or :

in a mine ^ ' out h ' ' ui .;

'

instant: n. .^ of p^ , .. 1 th,

in the morning papers and ... . :

for more stringent mine laws . the law-

makers. Here it -' ' 1 be s.i:a : '

operators today ci.^....;.ly comply
laws enacted with fairness and iir

for the purpose of preventing not only gr

di -. but the i

'
'

'

an-, li.c lew who *. . .. -i >...,.. ........ ...

made to suffer the full penalty.
Of every one hundred men killed ui.

gr<.)und. a little more than fifty-tw

by falls of roof .v"' ' ''^•^•

ber of these a

nearly all could have been prevented by the
e.xercise of ordinary skill and care and a
few moments' labor by the v-->--^by the
setting of one prop. The of the
miner to set this prop is very seldom dm-
lack of knowledge that the prop
at that -

'-*• -ular spot. It •

to carelt :.- >. laziness or t; . „
defined as unwillingness to take *

from loading when cars are being u
in quick succession, or. as th " e.\piL.>>cs

it. when the turn is extra ^,

When the operator has given the miner a
.safe way of reaching a w«>rking

entry, room or pillar. ' ' * '

miner accepts it, is s.i

are normal for the mine or district, and ^

that the miner's orders for suitable tin."
4 t ' «

.!" i'tlik iirvi •» ti«*»«i ••••

V * * *

of

are ;

in pnjtecting the miner t

coal, and that by education or i

the miner " '
"

"
'

'

must '

of hi

The policy of multi

tors and .'^

a .scr*
••

.1. I'

but .s the

by makine him 'i

the
;

\'\ ' Uie

tr.. ._ i" c

ti-ms and iig new
tect St these would require m hm\

'

b.
. , . ., .•-.-.

ex

ti -• a St

spec tors »o Urge that each -,bt lit ^ I -

in->4" < i '1 .11

hotir< htit ti

c. us and humane, who Rive the pnl

li. le of it<( \^s\ and ch

III ;
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hustling dav and night to meet pay rolls with

coal sold iii keenest competition, who would

be forced to close their mines if compelled to

follow this policv. If the little fellows are

put out of business, the great industrial cor-

porations who now run their mines not tor

direct profit from the coal, being satished

with a production cost, which does not ex-

ceed the price at which the coal can be

bought in the open market, would have to

supplv the public with coal, they would then

no doubt want a profit from the operation

of the mine.
When the small operator is put out ot

business, the big fellow can have a safety

boss for every ten men, should the law so

require, and let the public foot the bill.

It is now required in some States that the

companv inspector must not only direct the

miner whose sight is as acute, whose ear is

as sensitive as his and who knows as well

as he that this particular post is needed, to

set a post, but must wait and see that the

post is set. There is neither justice to the

operator nor mercy to the miner in this

policv. for it imposes an unnecessary burden

on the one and makes the other a careless

workman.
When negroes from the cotton fields of

Mississippi or Hunkies from the wheatfields

of Hungary are first placed in the mine, we
even fill and trim their lamps, and they

should be given conscientious care, but from
the start let him know that you expect him
to learn to walk alone, to get out of the

kindergarten and take care of himself. We
have had the great catastrophy to arouse

the mining profession and the public to the

necessity of making the employer do his

part toward accident prevention, but where is

the genius who will awaken them to the even
greater necessity of making the miner pro-

tect himself? He will not come from the

ranks of the union miner, because the U. M.
W. of A. is opposed to any increase of individ-

ual responsibility or efficiency. Its catechism
has no place for the one, and the other is not
found in its lexicon. This union has in this

country and in England opposed every sug-

gestion for the safety of the m.iner which
involved any extra labor or time on his part.

It has resisted the operation of every safety
practice the burden and expense of which
did not rest on the operator. The cardinal
tenet of this union is: "Do less work and
get more pay." It constantly demands
.shorter hours of labor and increase of the
daily wage. It does not aim to improve the
IK or workman—the demand for payment on
a mine-run basis is one striking evidence of
thi.s—it drags the skilled workman down, and
r-

'
'= members to one monotonous level

1. .... ., ,..rity while the consumer foots the
bill, or corporations go into bankruptcy.
When will the public sit up and take notice?
We need not. therefore, look for this genius

in its ranks and we fail at the present to
see any signs of him in the ranks of the

operators or legislators. We must, therefore,

try staff-planning, which may even discount

genius. Surely, among the ranks of the var-

ious operators' associations, mining congresses,

and safety societies are talents, which, com-
bined, can plan a campaign for safety min-

ers, as well as safer mines. The Bureau of

Mines was created to investigate and set in

operation methods and practices in mining
which would protect the life and limb of the

miner. The first problem which appealed to

it was the prevention of explosions and acci-

dent from explosives. The results achieved

in this line have more than justified its crea-

tion and continuation. The members of this

bureau are men of high technical ability, well

tried physical courage, and conscientious de-

votion to duty, men who command confidence

and respect. They have made many excel-

lent suggestions to operators, and are con-

stantly setting on foot investigations designed
to reduce the death and accident rate. These
have, however, usually dealt with accidents

due to explosions and the use, or misuse, of

explosives. They have given the operator
excellent advice on making the mine safer.

They might give a little to the miner on
making himself safer and induce him to adopt
this advice, as have the companies.
During the three years 1910. 1011, 1912,

7,146 men were killed under ground ; of this

number 3,782 were killed by falls of roof and
coal, 1,198 by explosions, 443 by explosives.

It is thus shown that of every 100 men killed

under ground, fifty-two were killed by falls of

roof and coal. To attain a reduction of this

high death rate, so earnestly desired by
operators and mining engineers, we must
reach the iman at the face; if this cannot
be done by education, then by legislation.

The writer freely admits that the solution of

this problem of safer miners is beyond hi>

powers, but when we think of the wonder-
ful accomplishments of staff-planning and
team work in other fields of human endeavor,

we are constrained to believe that a cam-
paign of education and legislation can be
planned and executed which will result in

safer miners.
Workmens' Compensation Laws furnish

another example of the same tendency by
(pl-acing the entire cost of insurance on the

operator. Any law which fails to place upon
the miner his fair share of the cost of in-

surance, is not only an injustice to the em-
ployer, but an injury to the miner, for, when
he is given insurance without cost to him-
self, and compensated for accidents which
are the direct result of his own carelessness,

'he most certainly will not become a more
careful workmen, and the result of the care-

lessness too often only begins with himself.

A Ibrattice man working for the writer in a

state which has no compensation law, ob-

served a man working under a rock which
needed a post, and remarked : "Bill, you ought

to put a prop under that rock." To this Bill
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replied: "Well, if it falls the Company will
have to pay the damages anyway."
What will be the etfect of free insurance

on such men? We know, too. that their name
is Legion. The majority of mine operators
would welcome any compensation law based
on justice, enacted with wisdom, and en-
forced in accordance with the rule of reason,
and any law which does not meet these re-

quirements, will fail to conserve the best in-

terests not only of the mine owner and miner,
but of society. Justice to the miner, as the
writer knows hirn, requires it to be said that

the miner would not only willingly but gladly
b.ear a part of the cost of insurance, if the
ambulance chaser, the walking delegate, and
the demagogue had not advised him to the
contrary.

It is the belief of the writer that the miner
is paid for the extra risk he assumes, or the
hazard of his calling, in the higher wages
which he receives, as compared with the
workman who expends the same daily energy
in callings which require as great a degree
of skill as mining, and that society is under
no greater obligation to insure the miner
than other tradesmen or even farmers. Daily
we are becoming more and more members
of one body, but why is the body under
•greater obligation to the member which
warms it than to the members which feed
and clothe it? Granting, however, that civili-

zation has reached a point in its evolution
where State insurance of many kinds has be-

come necessary, but we must remember thai

by divine sanction the treasury of the Temple
required the widow's mite. This was for two
reasons: First, giving it marie her feel a

direct interest in the administration of the
Temple's finances, and she experienced thr

satisfaction which comes to all who do their

part. The other is—many mites make a tal-

ent. This even love unites with rcasf)n and
justice in requiring the State to make every
member, no matter how insignificant or small,

to contribute directly to the general fund,

and in no branch of the state's activities is

this demand stronger than in workman's
Lomprnsation.

HAS TAKEN INTERESTING
PART IN WESTS DEVELOPMENT

D. M. Riordan. a mining engineer, of San
Francisco, was in Washington Man h 10 and
11

\fr pi-.rdan "^ -
•'• of tb- •" - '•'••resting

. . in 1. ..; eng.: k As
a boy he walked across the plams to hunt
gold in Nevarla and at nineteen u*

was telegraph operator on the i.i nu
nmg .south from Keni. .uid was in ^ ..o *>f

several hundred men cutting wood for the
mines.

II..

war he was in charge of the forts in the
Southwest during the time of the Indian
disturbances and was engaged in the pur-
suit of Geronimo.
For a considerable time he sawed lumber

in the neighborhood of Flagstaff and after
two disastrous fires cleared a large sum from
his operations. He was in charge of the
Standard Mine at Bowdie. California, during
its hey-day.
His house was near the mine and he tells

that waking up one night and hearing strange
sounds coming from the stamping mill he
knew something was wrong and that the
stamps were not crushing quartz, nor were
they striking the mortars. He dressed and
went down to the mill and found, he says.

that .so much gold had been cr'^^^-d from the
rock that the stamps were ; .-.ng on it

and doing no further crushing
Mr. Riordan generally carried the '

:i

from the mines to the express office hiiM-^.i.

but for some reason one day he could not
go, and delegated another man to earn* the

treasure. The messenger started with a four-

mule team and a short '
' ' m the as-

say office was held up U,. '"" ^"
stead of shooting one of th a

the messenger did not stop at his command,
they fired at the messenger and killed him.

The mules ran away and carried the b ' f

the dead man and thi^ trr.n^nrc h:\c\i

office.

For a time Mr Kiordan acted as Indian

Agent for the \a' -•
•

',

^

and gained their <....,...... ;•

tent that whenever they were in

made immediately for his house at Flagsiati.

There seems to have been a habit a-

tain interested parties to ;i» In<l

periodically, and •: sn.b the c <

would make c c sums selling

plies to the soldiers. On one of these o*
.

sions a white man >

"
'

'

an

Indian and imnuMJi • •wjers,

.>taiiiig that tin- N . on a

rampanc an<l the settlers were badly in nee.i

of help Tlu- Indian in the case in v

made for Mr. Ki • • • f

and told him his -...; M; .x I

in his characteristic \%ay to the » r

of the stildiers alK)ut as follows: "The Indian

insurrection is in my kitchen eating

Do you want him''" The soldiers were no;

sent

.\t tlie time of the European war. when
.•\mcrioan> were stranded in N!

Kiordan was ap, 1 a special ot thr

T '
'

-«•«• »

'

ni

M in was for > interested in

the La Grange mi: »r Wcaver\'ille. 1

itv '
' iu.s ; f thr ' ir„-. •

" a \llrl.01

.iblv Wfll ;

"nil War and is a
man .\ftrr the

In « '1..
V, iiii\ <( tj^tate^. It 11.4'



FINENESS OF COAL DUST HAS RELATION TO
ITS EXPLOSIBILITY

Important Results Being Attained from Experiments by Bureau of Mines at it

Pittsburgh Station—Only Small Amount of Very Fine Coal Dust Is

Necessary to Propagate an Explosion, Tests Show

A series of tests are being made at the

Pittsburgh station of the Bureau of Mines to

determine the relation between the fineness

of coal dust and the proportion of the dif-

ferent sizes and its explosibiHty, alone or in

mixture with other dusts. Although the

series is not yet completed, enough tests have
been made to show roughly there is such a

relation. The tests seem to indicate that

dust larger than 20-mush has little effect in

propagating an explosion. Tests have been
made on three mixtures of sizes finer than
20-mesh, the mixtures containing 20 per cent,

40 per cent, and about 75 to 85 per cent finer

than 200-mesh. Reducing from 85 to 20 per
cent the proportion of 200-mesh dust in such
mixtures lessen explosibility so much that
the percentage of shale required to prevent
propagation is reduced from 80 per cent to

about 65 per cent for Pittsburgh dust. This
reduction in the proportion of shale neces-
sarily seems small when stated as a percent-
age, but is shown to be considerable when
stated in relative quantities; for instance, the
amount of shale required with pulverized
Pittsburgh coal dust is four times that of the
Pittsburgh dust present, whereas, with coal
dust having only 20 per cent finer than 200-

mesh. twice as much shale as coal dust will

prevent propagation. In other words, the
ratio of shale to coal dust is reduced from
4.1 to 2.1 when the percentage of 200-mesh
coal dust is reduced from 85 to 20.

20-MESH AND FINER

Tests have again shown the surprisingly
small amount of coal dust necessary to propa-
gate an explosion. One violent explosion was
obtained when there was only 0.3 of a pound
of pulverized coal dust per foot of entry.
The m,'--~-:m effect for the experimental
mine c< ns is reached when the amount
of coal dust, mixed sizes finer than 20-mesh,
IS about four pounds per foot. With more
dust explo'-^-i--,- seems lessened, but further
tests are i to determine this point.

COARSE SHALE DUST

^ ' '
' was made to determine

whet ..^.. .^A coarser than that pre-
viously used (about 95 per cent through a 200-
mesh .'screen) would be satisfactory. Prac-

J;/'
' "the r shale would pass

^' mesh .^..^ji, but only about 27
19r,

to 30 per cent through a 200-mesh screen.

This coarseness had little effect on the quan-
tity necessary to prevent propagation; only
about five per cent more shale being needed
than when the pulverized shale was used.

Curves showing the relations have been pre-

pared and will be submitted to the field men
for their information.

BERNICE ANTHRACITE

A series of tests with Bernice, Pa., anthra-
cite showed no propagation until there was
more than 2 per cent of gas in the air current.

SHORT-ZONE GAEEERY TESTS

Explosibility tests with coarse coal dust
and coarse shale dust are being made in the
steel gallery at Pittsburgh to determine how
such short-zone tests compare with the longer
zone tests in the experimental mine. It is

thought possible that the explosibility of dif-

ferent coal dusts, as estimated from the analy-
sis can be checked in the steel gallery, so that
much smaller shipments of dust will be needed
for the mine tests. So far, the results have
not been altogether successful, but it is hoped
that a satisfactory method can be developed.

SAFETY FIRST EXHIBITS
TO BE DISPLAYED ON TRAIN

It has been decided definitely to send out
a train containing the principal exhibits which
made up the Safety-First Exposition held
recently in Washington. This will give an
opportunity to a large number of persons to
see this very instructive group of exhibits
and will bring home to the pubhc in gen-
eral the importance attached to the safe-

guarding of human life by the Federal govern-
ment.
While the limited space in railway cars is

such as to render impossible as complete an
exhibit as was shown in Washington, by the
twenty-five government bureaus which particf-
pated, it will give a very good idea of the
exposition which attracted so much atten-
tion here.

It is hoped that the cars may be fitted up
and ready to start by May 1. It is prcyb-
able, however, owing to the' large amount of
work necessary, that it will be June 1 before
preparations can be completed.



Latest Mining Patents

Mine Breathiiii^ Apparatus. Xo. l.lTO.Tii.

This invention is by William K. Ciibbs, of New
\nrk. X. V.

The invention relarcs to that class of mine-
breathing apparatus which supplies an arti-

ficial atniosphere to a worker in a jKiisonous

gas and permits the wearer to enter with
safety an exploded or burning mine or other
inclosure whose the contents are irrespirable.

The object of this invention is to overcome
the objectionable features in such ap|)aratu>

and to produce a breathini; apparatus having

a maximum degree of safety with a minimum
amount of discomfort to the wearer.

Mr. Gibl>s considers the following elcincnts

of the apparatus to have special advantage
over the forms of ai)partus now in use: Tlie

breathing chamber, the purifying or regener-
ating caji or receptacle, the reducing valve and
the pressure gauge and in addition, the fact

that all of these parts are carried upon the

back of the wearer, thus placing the apparatus
in a p<».Nilion least inconvenient to the wearer.
The breathing chamber is provided witli

metallic walls whicli furnish a large radiating

surface, thus obviating the need of a special

cooling chamber.
One of the objects of the invention i> i>

dispose the absorbing material so that its

surface will remain practically constant as it

is consumed, to provide free passage for the
cartxin dioxide i)ast the absorbing material in

such maner that the used j)art will remain se-

curely in place until the wh<»le is consume«l.
The invention provides for coating thin

wire guaze sheets with fused cuastic soda or
other suitable carbon dioxi<l ab>orbing mater-
ia! so that the sheets support an<l strengthen
the i)lates while in use. Several such plates

are placed vertically and parallel to each other
ill the path of the carbon dioxide which is to

be ab-.orbed, the plate.s being spaced a surti-

cient distance apart to permit the free How
of the expired air there-bet ween.

RKPI.NINC OF I'KAT

.Apparatus for obtaining the products ot

I*eat. Xii. l.lT.'i.lM'.). This invention is b\

Kllis Bartholomew, of ToUmIo. Ohio, and i

assigne<l t<i the Xational FVai Ketming Com-
pany, of Clevelan<I, ()hi«».

This invention relates to apparatus for ex-
tracting the com- i! by-products con-
in jieat. ami in |m .iMing a means for •

ratuig and purif\ing certain ludroc
such as are derived from ju-.n

The invention li.is l«>b»- ^ll.lp^•lI p.

l<>cate<I one above the *' •
' Tmiuii' .

ing with each other, i ate«! t'l.
are located above and at the lower end <»f

each of the porlionn.

CONTROLS FEEDING

Mining Machine. No. 1.17:j,17»». This in-
vention is by Frank C'artlidge. of Terrc
Haute, Ind.

The invention relates partir-' '^' to &i'
class of mining machinery .•. ,ii cu
blades are carried by a pt)wer-<lriven endless
chain, the chain referred to is movable trans-
versely to fee<i the cutter blades into the ma-
terial being mined.
The objects of the invention are to provide

an effective means for controlling the feed
of a mining machine. It also provid-
for varying the angle l)etween tlie cuii-; -

and the body of the machine to suit var>
conditions. Provision is made for disconne<.
ing the cutler chain from its o|)erating mech-
anism.

I.UBRIC.XTION IMPROVK.\fKNT

Mine Car Wheel and Bearing.. No. 1.173^18.
This invention is by James J. Roby, of Cleve-
land, Ohio.
The invention relates to < '"»"• ar whevl

and bearing of improved i m. 1 .

primary object is to provide a wheel and
bearing which will ^ 'of \v.'

a distant source of ..,,.. of tlu .. ..

also provides wearing parts which are
ble of being removed and in which repairs v.«i

be made easilv.

C'<oiing t Tin. No l.T " Thi>
tion is by W illiam H. H; \. Jr., of >» .,

ark. New Jersey. It is a I to The Ohio
and Colorado Smelting and Ket'ining Co.. of
Denver. Colo.

The invention relates to the r'--^'"- "^ ..r...,

frtim metallurgical or »»iher

instance, it may l>e applied to the pre>rt>

furnace of the O '

iN to Ik* treated ». --.i .i.-,.^,,. «
machities «»r the like. The idea ii to

the 1 quickly and cheaply, and at the
line unu

' ' *' Mil*' * titii'ii i«'i ^ • *« ^

and

M
iMrtm'KS LAMr

>* Safety Lamp. No. I.l7ti.i,.. i:i;%

1 is l.\ \\ ilIi.Tm Br»t ..f N! .r!. \

to

Ml the
• of rbr

fitted with a cvln
net inclo^init the lamp K'^uze.

iq;
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The object of the invention is to provide

means whereby the upper body portion of the

lamp and also its carrying hook snail be

rendered capable of being taken hold of by the

hand witlu»nt discomfort to the user.

SKPAKATION OF SKIMMINGS

Process of Treating Aluminum Skimmings,

Screenings. Slags or other Materials. No.

1.176,272." This invention is by Paul R. Hers-

nian, of Milwaukee, Wis. It is assigned to

William Jobbins, of Aurora, 111.

Tins process provides tor separating the

>kimmmgs from tne larger pieces of metal

occurring with them. Tne residue is washed

with water and the water separated from the

undissolved portions of the skimmings. The

solid portion is treated with hot sulphuric

acid. The dissolved copper is separated by

precipitation methods. Tne purified sulphate

of aluminum liquor is evaporated to such

density that upon cooling it crystallizes to

form aluminum sulphate.

SEPARATES ORES

(3re-Separating Apparatus. Xo. 1,173,498.

This invention is by Riley D. Fassett, of Den-
ver. It is assigned to the Gold Dust Concen-
tration Co., of Denver.
The apparatus comprises a washing or vi-

brating table. The vibrations are lateral and
the table may be inclined both transversely

and longitudinally.

Methods for the manufacture of Chlorates
and Perchlorates of Alkali Metals. No.
1,173,346. This invention is by Arthur E.

Gibbs, of Wayne, Pa.
The electrolytic part of the method takes

place in a cell such as is used for the produc-
tion of alkali and chlorin. The chlorin pro-
duced is removed from the anode compart-
ment before combination with alkali takes
place. Some or all of the chlorate and chlo-
ride formed from this combination is returned
to the anode compartment of the cell and is

allowed to pass through to the cathode com-
partment when it again becomes strongly
alkalin and is ready to absorb more chlorin
thereby increasing its chlorate content. The
chlorate is separated afterward.

WILL WORK UP LOT OF
COLORADO PITCHBLENDE ORE

The National Radium Institute has entered
into a cooperative agreement with the Colo-
rado & Gilpin County Gold & Radium Mining
^ my to work up, on an experimental

• h.. '--hblende ore mined some two
i the German, Belcher & Wood

nes, located on Quartz Hill, Gilpin County,
Colorado.
The pitchblende ore, consisting chiefly of

low grade material, has been shipped to the
-ncentrating mill at the Colorado School of

^a>u ' ^^^'^ it will be concen-
-. The ore consists of four carloads of

PROF. J. M. ROBERTS
Who occupies the chair of safety engineering at

the Colorado School of Mines.

low-grade ore, some 920 pounds of high-grade
concentrates and 11,906 pounds of pitchblende,
supposed to run somewhere around 20 per
cent uranium oxide. On concentration of the

low-grade ore, the concentrates will be worked
up in the plant of the National Radium Insti-

tute at Denver.
No definite estimates can be made at this

time of the output of radium for the ore has
not yet been accurately sampled and analyzed.
According to preliminary estimates made by
the owners of the ore, the whole contains
something less than 6,000 pounds of uranium
oxide. The extraction of the radium and
the development of methods for treating
pitchblende will be under the direction of the
experts of the Bureau of Mines, and it is

hoped to develop methods which can be used
for the extraction of radium from pitchblende
which are equal to those used in the extrac-
tion of this same element from carnotite.
By the agreement with the National Radium

Institute the radium extracted is to be used
entirely for philanthropic or scientific pur-
poses and is not for sale. The uranium oxide
extracted will become the property of the
Bureau of Mines to be used in experimental
work.



TO ACQUAINT PROSPECTORS WITH REGULATIONS
OF THE FEDERAL FOREST SERVICE

Chairman Hartley, of Forest Relations Committee of American Mining Congress,

Submits Important Report by His Committee Fostering of Mining Industry

in Sections Now Avoided by Prospectors Is Plan

So much inisunderstantling has resulted
from the regulations of the Forest Service
governing prospecting in national forests that

the Forest Relations Committee of the
American Mining Congress has decided to un-
dertake a general campaign to make these
regulations clear and to encouraj^e prospect-

ing in national forests. The following re-

port has just been made by Carney Hartley,
the chairman of this committee:
With a very optimistic feeling in the min-

ing industry, with the price of all the metals
at a high stage and a better appreciation of
the industry by the investing public, it is rea-

sonable to expect that during the coming
season there will be a marked revival in pros-
pecting. In some quarters, at least, there is a
niisapi)rehension of the rules regarding pros-
pecting on forest reserves and it may be
staled almost as a general situation that the

altitude of the Forest Service is not well un-
derstood by the majority of people who arc
interested.

Broadly speaking, the same condition holds
for prospecting on the forest reserves as
on any public land, but rules arc laid down
by the Forest Service for the preservation of
timber and as regards fires and such like and
tlie.se must be observed as well by the pros-
pector as by any casual visitor.

This is the only limitation which is im-
posed, and the committee on Forestry Rela-
ti<»rrs of the American Mining Congress \>

endeavoring to render a service in making the

situation plain to the prospector and in case
• f any difficulty with the local forest officials,

to do everything it can in adjusting them.

The prime i>bjrct <»f this work is, of course,
to ff.ster the mining industry by furnishing
t.i prospectors inf«»rmation regarding the rules

'f the Forest Service and to make this as

definite and conclusive as " Ic ; to try

and adjust differences whic tve already
arisen by taking up the case with the hcad-
luarters in Denver and if necessary with
the Chief Forester in Washington.

This Commitit-e will not <Io anv legal w«)rk

but will use every C'"-'-''-nt endeavor to

carry out the work ou: upon receipt of
I Htalement of the facts oi the case, which it

^liould a' l>c rememlKTccJ. will have to

nui't .1 ~ -taicment made by the local
f(»rcst

It would appear to the Committee that its

best results can be reached by furnishing
information in advance of any work, so that

parties going on a reserve may be fully in-

formed of what they may or may not do.
It would, therefore, urge intending prospec-
tors to take up the (juestion at as early a date
as possible and inform themselves fully so
that there may l>e no difficulties or misunder-
standing regarding their rights.

Please bear in mind that the Forest Service
has head(iuarters in Denver, making it very
convenient to get definite and conclusive in-

formation, as the Committee headquarters is

likewise there.

It is hoped that this information will lie

generally passed along, as it is obviously im-

possilde to reach the individual.

VALUABLE RECORD BEING
MADE IN POTASH WORK

There has been no cessation in the determ-
ined efforts being made by the United States
r il Survey in its potash work. While
lii »...^ is naturally pait^st .V-nv m.f slow.

there is no doubt that .• ex-

perimentation is being placed on record.

Cireen sand marls are ' '
' d in

-i '• '^•iit parts of th" ' u . . ... u.. A*. C.

1 . ni the (fco ; Survey. ju*t has

completed investigations of marls in Stm
Jersey and Delaware. He took nv. m$
I ',.^ qC ^.. 1.... ..;. ..,.1 Tti.tv t' ij.

( >;ly W' .S-

portation and market.

Of course, thf big question to olve U
whether the be ev d

1 • " h

.4 - . -i . '^r

in the stales where they «»ccur for many
years. It is probable that the p * n-

tent. . • U as the ' ' vlv

Ci > 1 1 iT >'< 1
" , I >. t III I

• t.i •. • <.T\

on the met hanicai trcitnieiit that may be
devised.

Green Kind ma 'V

1

. . . , I . .at k ^ ie
>t

i. : 1\XY < t» thr ut the .

1-*-;
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INCREASING IMPORTANCE
OF MOLYBDENUM ORES

(^Continued from page 159)

PRICES AND MARKETS

Prii'ts: Under existing abnormal market

conditions it is impossible to quote exact

prices for either molybdenite or wulfenite

concentrators, sales of even one or two ton

lots being generally the subject of separate

negotiations and the prices received varying

between wide limits. Based on a content of

90 per cent M0S2, small lots of molybdenite

in 1915 brought from S2,500 to S3,000 per short

ton. or from ^^27.78 to $33.33 per 20-pound unit

of M0S2. Probably from 100 to 200 tons of

wulfenite concentrates of domestic origin

were sold during the year. Based on a con-

tent of 20 per cent M0O3, the price received

was reported to range from $216 to $300 per

ton. or $10.80 to $15.00 per 20-pound unit of

M0O3
At present (March, 1916), the prices of-

fered for molybdenite are about $20 per unit

M0S2. based on a content of 50 per cent

MoSs- For each per cent above or below this,

20 cents per unit may be added or deducted
from the price. For example, a concentrate

containing 72 per cent MoSawould be worth
$20 4- (22 X $20) or $24.40 per unt and ore con-

taining 31 per cent. M0S2 would be worth
$20— (19 X $20) or $16.20 per unit. Prices for

wulfenite and molybdenite have more than

trebled in the last three years, and are at

present altogether exceptional. In 1908 high-

grade molybdenite concentrates containing

from 90 to 95 per cent. M0S2 brought $6.50

to $7.60 per unit, and in 1909 the price was as

low as $5.60 per unit. With increased produc-
tion and a more normal market the prices are

sure to decline. In the past they have been
normal at $6 to $10 per unit for 90 per' cent
M0S2. In September, 1915, the Australian
Government fixed by law the maximum price

for hii^h-grade molybdenite concentrates at

105 shillings per unit (22.4 pounds), which is

equivalent to about $22.81 per unit (20
pounds). In March, 1916, English quotations
on f<.Tro-molybdenum containing from 70 to

80 per cent molybdenum were about 15/6d., or
$Ii.77, per pound.

Ifoii' Molybdenum Concentrates are Bought
and Sold: The basis upon w^hich molybdenum
ores and concentrates are bought and sold
varies according to whether the contained
molybdenum mineral is molydlnlenite or wul-
'

Molybdenite products are invariably
sed on the basis of their molybdenum
t. reckoned as M0S2, whereas wulfe-

nite is bought either on the basis of its con-
tent of metallic molybdenum, or as M0O3.
One part by wei£,'ht of M(;S2 is equivalent

to 0.9 part of MoO, and 0.6 part of Mo; in-
versely, one part by weight of Mo is equiva-
lent to 1.5 parts of M0O3 and 1.67 parts of
MoS,.
In the United States the short ton of 2,000

pounds and the unit of 20 pounds are used in

l)uying and selling molybdenum ore, whereas
in Europe, the long ton of 2,240 pounds and
a unit of 22.4 pounds are generally used.

Quotations are usually made on a sliding scale

to cover various grades of material. Specifii-

cations generally state the minimum percent-

age of M0S2, MoOsor Mo in the ore or con-
centrates that is acceptable, and also the

maximum allowable percentage of objection-

able elements, such as copper, tungsten, bis-

muth, arsenic, and antimony. Just w^hat are
objectionable elements depends largely on the

use to which the molybdenum product derived
from the material is destined, and the methods
employed in treating it. Copper is particularly

undesirable, and more than 2 or 3 per cent

of it usually renders even high-grade material
unmarketable.

Up to 1914 it was difficult to sell molybde-
nite concentrates containing less than 80 per
cent MoS 2 or wulfenite concentrates with
less than 25 per cent M0O3, but at present,

March, 1916, it is reported that concentrates
containing as low as 20 per cent M0S2 and
18 per cent M0O3 respectively, can be marketed.

TREATMENT OF ORES

Concentration : Of the two commercial ores

of molybdenum, namely, molybdenite and
v/ulfenite ores, the first are not amendable
to the ordinary processes of concentration by
jigs, tables, vanners, etc., such as are usually

employed in treating" ores of copper, lead,

zinc, gold and silver, as the grains or flakes

of molybdenite, even w'hen of considerable
size, float readily on w^ater, and therefore are

lost if these methods are employed. On the

other hand, little difficulty is experienced in

the adaptation of the ordinary jig and table

processes to wulfenite ores, as wulfenite is

readily wetted, and because of its high specific

gravity (6.7 to 7). it is much heavier than
the gangue minerals which accompany it.

Concentration of Alolybdenitc Ores: The
methods of concentration that have been used
with success with molybdenite ores may be
grouped into three general heads, as follows

:

1. Rolling and screening processes.

2. Electrostatic methods.
3. Flotation processes.

Rolling and Screening Processes: Rolling
and screening processes consist of crushing
the ore In rolls to flatten the molybdenite
masses into flakes, the maximum diameters of
which are in excess of those of the particles

of the accompanying gangue mineral, and
then separating them from the gangue by
screening. The process is, of course, appli-

cable only to ores in which the molybdenite
occurs in fairly large masses and flakes, and
even with this type of ore the fines are gen-
erally treated either by electrostatic of flota-

tion methods.
Electrostatic Processes: Electrostatic pro-

cesses of separation depend upon the differ-

ence in conductivity l^etween minerals which
are relatively good conductors, such as
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molybdenite, calcopyritc. pyriic. pyrriioiitc,

etc.. and poor conductors, such as quartz, feld-
spar and most silicates, calcite, etc. For the
successful application of electrostatic meth-
ods a molybdenite ore must be one in which
the individual particles oi molybdenite are of
fair size and in which the ^aJij^ue and other
principal associated minerals are nonconduc-
tors. The main requisite in the treatment of
the ore is that it be perfectly dry and warm.
Ore as coarse as 6-mesh and as fine as
200-mesh may be treated successfully, but the
best results are usually obtained with coarse
material.

Flotation f^roccsses : Molybdenite has the
pioperty, common in a varying degree to
most metallic sulphides, such as chalcopyrite,
sphalerite, galena and pyrite. of not being
wetted readily by water, and when dry and
in small particles, of floating on a water sur-
face. Moreover, like these sulphides it is eas-

crushed ore and water oils have a preferential
wetting action f(>r i)articlcs i»f molybdenite,
ily wetted by most oils; further in a pulp of

as against most particles of gangue min-
erals, such as quartz, and this selective wet-
ting action is decidedly increased if the water
is slightly acidified. Particles of molybdenite
so wetted with oil are covered with a buoyant
water-repelling coating that materially assists

their flotation.

The rea.sons f(»r many of these phenomena
are not clearly understood, but they are the
basis of all commercial flotation processes.
In many of the oil processes the area of the
effective surface of flotation is increased by
the liberation of bui»ble> of gas or air in the
liquid, the surface of each bubble acting in

the same way as the horizontal surface of
a liquifl at rest. These bubbles may be of
air. and may be produced by violent agitation

of the pulp, or by releasing the air from so-

lution in the liquid by a reduction of pres-

sure. c)r they may be of carbonic acid gas
formed by the action (t{ sulphuric acid on
limestone or other carl>onates or by other
means. No descrijuion of any particular flota-

tion process will be given here. It suftices to

say that flotation processes in general have a
wi<ler range of application in the concentra-
tion of molybdenite ores than either rolling

and screening or elect

r

and
it is by means of fl(»tati ;. ....; .... .nuc-

ccssful work is being done at present in the

concentration of mol\bdcnite ores.

Cotiiu'ittratiint of Wulfcnitc Ores: .Xs al-

ready staled, the treatment of wulfenite orc<

preseni> few diiruultic-. As even the linrst

particles of wulfenite are readily wetted, the

sliming of the ore d«K*s n<»t occasion tlic con
niderable 1 that would — un<lrr simi-

lar circui! OS in the i cnl of m<'s!

metallic suphides such zs Kalcna and <

rite, as these minerals float rea«lily when imily

<livide<l. Hn account of the hi.'
'"

•

-

itv .if wnUiiiiti if is rc';i(li!\ \\

all (j1 ue minerals with whicli it oc-
curs. :i • ;» is frequently associated
with van,. jic gravity r..GG to 7.23)
from which it cannot Ijc separated by wet
methods; also with c ivity

6.40 to 0.57) and aii.;.i->i.v < >j>i:«.iii«. 'y
r).12 to 0.39) from whicii it can ly

partly separated. Occasionally other lead
minerals of high speritic gravity, such as
galena, pyrom(jrpiii:e and mimetite occur with
wolfenite, and are recovered with it in the
concentrates. The presence or absence of
these other heavy minerals in the ore deter-
mines largely the grade of wulfenite concen-
trates tlu'i! can lit' madf

STREAM DATA IN DEMAND
AS WATER POWER DEVELOPS

Water in surface streams has at all times
played an important role in the industrial
and commercial d ' v.

In the early sei..v ,,^ .., . . n.^ d
not only as the principal means of v u-

nication and commerce, but also furnished
power for gr " u-

fncturiiig ku.i.K. ..wi ...li s.

1 hty also furnished a n :n for t-

ing logs from the forest to the n.

With the increased and cor-
respf)nding increa."5e in \.

' ' p-

nient canic the need for I ..... ._»r

transportation and more power for indus-
trial uses. Later came a ^! 1 for the
Use of water in streams for ' 'v

ply and for irrigation, and it it

a systematic study of the water re s

of the country was nc •• in order that
works wh' ^ > - « • x\y^

water in de-

signed and operated.
As a result of this demand for data in re-

gard to V * - of t' the
U. S. Gc ^ V .f ,

. -is

years ago, syst .f

streams in order to deiermme their flow and
obtain r^sAVy V ir

ecotion ^^ » • .of
these :i is

available for practically all parts oi the coun-
try
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To March 29, 10.111 bills have been intro-

duced in Congress. Of this number, 5,291 are

Senate bills, the remaining 13,820 are House

bills.

Of the bills referred to in our last issue

H. R. 153 is still under consideration by the

Senate Commission on Education and Labor.

Senator Martine, of New Jersey, has been

chosen chairman of the committee, which will

investigate the proposed bureau of labor safety

in the Department of Labor.

The oil land leasing bill had not been re-

ported out March 28, hut the committee has

agreed to report the bill favorably and its

presentation to the Senate is simply a matter

of parliamentary opportunity.

Before the committee agreed on reporting

the bill very determined opposition developed

to the amendment submitted by Senator Pitt-

man, of Nevada. At first the amendment was

embodied in the committee bill without oppo-

sition. Investigation proved, however, that

the amendment was aimed solely at the Ferry

Lake oil land tract in Louisiana. This land

is now the source of contest between the fed-

eral government and that of the state of

Louisiana.

After the committee had spent several days

in hearing the respective arguments in regard

to this affair it was decided to exclude the

Pittman amendment from the bill and con-

sider the matter further. If the committee,

after its deliberations, should decide that the

amendment is meritorious it will be intro-

duced in the Senate as a committee amend-
ment to the bill.

The House Committee on Mines and Min-
ing is about to begin consideration of several

bills pending before it. Chairman Foster is

very anxious to secure as great a volume of

opinion as possible in regard to the bill which
he introduced providing for certain changes
in the mining laws. Representative Taylor
comments on this bill in another column.

Senate Bills

S. 43, relates to the location, entry and
patenting of lands within the former Uncom-
pahgre Indian Reservation in the State ot

Utah, containing gilsonite or other like sub-
stances.

This bill provides that lands and also the
minerals therein, which were specifically re-

served for future action of Congress, and the
remainder of the lands within even numbered
sections, containing gilsonite, asphaltum, elat-

erite. etc.. which were, by the Act of March 3,

1903, authorized to be sold and disposed of
in tracts not exceeding forty acres, shall,
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unless otherwise reserved, be immediately

open to settlement, location, occupation and
entry under all the land laws of the United

States, according to the character of the

lands or of the mineral deposits.

This bill passed the Senate March 9, 1916.

S. 1064 passed the Senate March 9, 1916,

and referred to the Committee on Public

Lands.

This bill provides for the non-mineral entry

of lands withdrawn, classified, or reported as

containing coal, phosphate, nitrate, potash,

oil, gas, or asphaltic minerals in Alaska, re-

serving to the United States the right to

prospect for, mine and remove such minerals
as may be found upon the land.

S. 4825, by Mr. Owen, providing for the

sale of the coal and asphalt deposits in the

segregated mineral land in the Choctaw and
Chickashaw Nations of Oklahoma. This bill

provides that all coal and asphalt deposits

leased or unleased in the segregated mineral
land in this reservation, shall within six

months after the passage of the act, be offered

for sale at public auction and sold sep-

arately from the surface, under rules and reg-

ulations to be prescribed by the Secretary of

the Interior, and approved by the President.
The bill provides that the sale of such de-

posits be thoroughly advertised, and offered

for sale in tracts of not less than 960 acres,

and requires that 20 per cent of the pur-

chase price shall be paid in cash and the re-

m.ainder paid in four equal payments from
the date of sale, all deferred payments bear-

ing interest of 5 per cent, which shall be-

come due before the expiration of four years

after the first sale. The bill also provides

for the appropriation of $35,000 out of the

Choctaw and Chickasaw funds in the Treas-

ury, to pay expense of advertisement, and
that the proceeds derived from the sales shall

be paid into the Treasury of the United
States to the credit of the Choctaws and
Chickasaws.

S. 4874, by Mr. Newlands. This bill pro-

vides for the establishment of experiment
stations in engineering and in other branches
of the mechanic arts in connection with the

colleges established in the several States and
Territories under the provision of an act

approved July 2, 1862.

This bill proposes the establishment under
the direction of the landgrant college in each

State or Territory established, experiment
stations, which shall conduct original re-

searches to verify experiments and to com-
pile data in engineering and in the other
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branches of the mechanic arts, and to con-
duct researches, investigations, and experi-
ment in connection with the production,
transportation, extraction and manufacture
of substances utilized in the application of
engineenng and of other branches of the
mechanic arts to industrial pursuits. The
bill provides an appropriation of Slo.OOO per
annum to each State and Territorty, to be
specially provided for by Congress in the
appropriation from vear to vear.

S. 4SS2. by Mr. Myers, this bill provides
that a board, consisting of the Secretarv of
War. the Secretary of Agriculture and the
Secretary of the Treasury, be created for the
purpose of authorizing an investigation by
the board of army engineers to determine
the water power possibilities of the Flathead
power project located on the Flathead River,
near Poison. Mont., for the purpose of ascer-
taining whether the .site is suitable for the
production of cheap hydroelectric power for
the operation of an atmospheric nitrogen
plant, of size sufficient to supply the Army
and Navy of the United States in time of
war with nitric acid for manufacture of ex-
plosives. The .sum of $25,000. or as much
thereof as may be necessary, is appropriated
to carry out the provisions of this act.

S. 5216, by Mr. Smith, of South Carolina.
This bill authorizes the Secretary of Agri-
culture to establish, equip and conduct a
plant for the manufacture of potash salts

from kelp, to such extent as will make possi-

ble the ascertainment of the cost of its pro-

duction in commercial quantitie.s. and the
availability of kelp as a source of supply of

potash salts. The sum of $150,000 is appro-
priated to carry out the provisions of the act

S. ')•). by Mr. Smoot. This hill provides
for applying a portion of the proceeds of
the sales of puhlic lands to the endowment
of schools or the Department of Mines and
Mining, and to regulate the expenditure
therc(»i. The hill is pending l)ef«)re the Senate
Committee on Mines and Mining.

S. 51, by Mr. Smoot. provides for the estab-

lishment and maintenance of mining experi-
ments and mining safety stations for making
investigations and <lis>etninating information
among the employe-^ in mining, (luarrying.

metallurgical and other mineral industries.

The bill is ponding before the Senate Ctmi-
mittee on Mines and Mining.

S. 52, by Mr. Smoot, i>r<)vidcs for a c«mi-

missii^n to codify and suggest amendTuents
to the general mining laws, has passtMl the

Senate and is before the House Committee on
Mines and Mining, where the majority of

the committee is in favor of reporting it un-
favor.tble to the House.
S TJ.'». by Mr. Warren. This bill p-- • :'.-5

for mining experiment stations in W\ ^

The bill i* before the Minos and Mining Com
miltec of the Senate and the Secretary of the

Interior ha« submittrd a -
* on it. He

points out that since the Ic^— -on is on the

statute books providing for ten mining ex-

periment stations it is not wise to have sep-
arate bills providing for other stations.

S. 775, by Mr. W"alsh. provides for encour-
aging prospecting, mining and * *

! of
radium l)caring ores in lands l)e; ..^.;.-. , . the
United States for the puriK>se of securing ade-
quate supply of radium for the government
and other hospitals of the United States.
Since the intmduction of the bill an investiga-
tion has shown that all radium-bearing ore is

already in private hands. Whether the legis-
lation contemplated by this bill woubl l>e of
value is in question. Until it is determined
no action on the bill probably will Ik* taken by
the Committee on Mines and Mining.

S. 770. This is by Mr. Walsh and !>

Sections 2:U7, 2348 and 2;{:>(> of the k. .. cd
Statutes of the United States. The bill has
been reported favorably by the Committee on
Mines and Nfining and is pending on the Sen-
ate calendar. The sections in question have
to do with the payments for vacant coal lands
and rights of entry.

S. .1620. by Mr. Brady. This bill provides
for Mine Experiment. Mine Safety and Mine
Assay Stations.

S. 41H).'). by Mr. Sheppard. This bill pro-
vides for mining experiment stations in Texi<
These last two bills, as well as other

providing for experiment stations, arc not ap-
prrived by the Secretary of the Interior owing
to legi-ilation already c?' ''•! providing f«>r

experiment and other st.i it is unlikely
that any action will be taken by the committee.
The mining experiment stations authorized

at the last session of C ;ld not be
established as no appr«>pi .win «.i> m.i ' •

'*

r

them. It is probable that money to j .w
the establishment of three of the ten station^

authorized will be carried in the sundry civil

bill.

S KMKJ. by Mr. Owen. Thi^ ' -" gives per-

mission to the Denis«>n Coal ^ . iny t<» rr-

linquish certain lands etnbraced in the CI.

taw and Chickasaw coal lands and to includr
within the lease other lands within the segre-

gated coal area.

% mm
House Bills

H. K. 1242r., by Mr. H.i>.liii. au
ing for metalliferous muicr '

ervari..n> In the <t:tti- ..f A;.. .... !|

autb. the ; . of the Interior to
lease to citizens of the United States, or lo
any .i n or « ition organize<i under
the l.iw- u ihe Unuiij .states. »rt of the
unallotted lands within any I reserva-
tion in the State of .Xrizona, I u)re with-
drawn fr«»fn entry under the mming laws, for
the purpo^ of mining fftr d« of mAt\.
silver, r - . . .» . .

...

minr»^ »'

as pi I for
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declared null and void upon breach of any

oi their terms. The leases under this act are

for a period of fifty years, with the preferen-

tial right in the lessee to renew same for suc-

cessive periods of ten years, upon such rea-

sonable terms and conditions as may be pre-

scribed by the Secretary of the Interior, unless

otherwise provided by law at the time of the

expiration of such periods. The lessee may, in

the disrcetion of the Secretary of the Interior,

be permitted to make written relinquishment

of all ridus under the lease, and upon accept-

ance be relieved of all future obligation under

the lease.

The Secretary of the Interior is authorized

to grant to the lessee the right to use during

the life of the lease, a tract of unoccupiea

land, not exceeding twenty acres, for camp
sites, milling, smelting and refining works, and
for other purposes connected with and neces-

sary to the proper development and use of the

deposits covered by the lease. He also has

the right to reserve to the United States the

right to lease, sell or otherwise dispose of

the surface of the lands embraced within such

lease, in so far as the surface is not necessary

for the use of the lessee in extracting and re-

moving the deposits.

A royalty of 2 per cent of the gross value

of the output of the minerals at the mine
shall be paid by the lessee to the United States,

for the benefit of the Indians, at the end of

each month succeeding that of the extraction

of the minerals from the mine, and an an-

nual rental, payable at the date of such lease,

and annually thereafter, on the area covered
by the lease, at the rate of twenty-five cents

per acre for the first year, fifty cents per acre

for the second, third, fourth and fifth years,

and one dollar per acre for each and every
year thereafter during the continuance of the

lease, except that such rental for any year
shall be credited against the royalties as they
accrue for that year. In addition, it is pro-

vided that the lessee shall spend not less than
$100 per year in development work for each
mining claim located or leased. All moneys
received from roj-alties and rentals under the
provisions of this act shall be deposited in

the United States Treasury to the credit of
the Indians, to be used for their education,
support and civilization.

H. R. 12841, by Mr. Wickersham, appropriat-
ing $7.'iO,000 for the further construction and
maintenance of military and post roads,
bridges and trails in Alaska.
H. R. 12f.m, by Mr. Carter, of Oklahoma,

authorizing the Director of the Bureau of
Mine-; to collect and publish statistics on the
production, manufacture and marketing of
crude petroleum. The data shall embrace the
number of wells drilled, location, log, produc-
tion, total amount of products, accurate in-
formation concerning every well drilled for
the purpose of developing petroleum in the
United States, and any other information of
l)enefit and value to oil production.
H. R. 12778. by Mr. Britten. This bill pro-

vides for a national committee on pubhc

works and for the development of water

power on navigable streams and on the pub-

lic lands and the use of public lands in rela-

tion thereto and for the development of the

rivers and harbors of the United States.

H. R. 12779, by Mr. Britten. This bill pro-

vides for an export tax on gasoline. The tax

is fixed at 50 cents per gallon. The Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenues is empowered to

make all necessary regulations to make ef-

fective the provisions of the act.

H. R. 6884, by Mr. Carter, of Oklahoma.
This bill authorizes the Secretary of the In-

terior to adopt resolutions concerning pay-

ment of advance royalties on coal leases in

the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. The
bill reads as follows

:

"That in all cases where two or more leases

of coal or asphalt lands of the Choctaw and
Chickasaw Nations, made by the mining trus-

tees oif said Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations,
pursuant to the authority of Section 29 of an
Act of Congress, approved June 28, 1898, en-

titled 'An act for the protection of the people
of the Indian Territory and for other pur-
poses,' are held by the same lessee, the Sec-
retary of the Interior is authorized, in his

discretion, to credit and apply the total royalty

due upon the aggregate production of all of
the said leases so held, the advance royalties,

whether already paid or accruing thereunder
in the future."

UNUSUALLY SEVERE WINTER
REPORTED THROUGHOUT ALASKA

Reports received by the U. S. Geological
Survey from Alaska are to the effect that

an unusually cold winter has been experienced
throughout the Territory. It is said to

have been one of the coldest winters on rec-

ord in the Yukon region.

Owing to the unusually mild winters for

several years, it had been claimed in some
circles that a change had taken place in the
direction of the Japan current, resulting in

a permanent climatic change in Alaska. Any
theory of this kind, however, is exploded b}^

the unusually severe winter which just has
been experienced.

Owing to the unusual amount of ice in the
Yukon, the opening of the river will be later
this year than usually is the case. The Sur-
vey parties hope to be able to descend the
river early in June.

The severe cold has extended even to
southern Alaska. Juneau has had a winter
which has sent the thermometer to fifteen
degrees below zero, which is unusually cold
for that region. Sitka and Kamchatka have
had temperatures as low as seven degrees
below zero. This is the coldest winter of any
year since 1898 the records at these cities
show.



Current Traffic Developments

A decision in favor of the complainants
has been handed down by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in the case of Weston
Dodson c\: Company, Incorporated, and
Charles M. Dodson &. Company zs. Central

Railroad Company of New Jersey.

With regard to the ruling, Chairman Mc-
Chord made the following statement;
Complainants, Weston Dodson & Company,

a corporation, and Charles M. Dodson Sc

Company. a partnership, composed of

Charles M. Dodson, the estate of Weston Dod-
son, deceased, the estate of T. M. Dodson,
deceased, the estate of Samuel Adams, de-

ceased, Frank C. Stout, E, L. Bullock, and
A. S. Schropp, tiled their complaint herein
March 28, 1914. in which it is alleged that

rates charged by the defendant for the trans-

portation of anthracite coal from the Heaver
lirook Colliery and from other collieries in

the Lehigh anthracite coal region of Penn-
sylvania to tidewater at Elizabethport, N. ]..

for reshipment by water, were unreasonable
and unjustly discriminatory, and reparation
is asked on shipments moving within two
years prior to the date of filing the complaint.
The rates herein stated apply for gross

or long ton of 2.240 pounds. The rates paid
by complainants which are the subject of

this complaint are:

On prepared sizes Slo')

On pea 1 40
On buckwheat No. 1 1.20

On buckwheat Xos. 2 and 3 and
smaller sizes 1 10

Complainants sell coal in direct competi-
tion w'ith other operators and dealers who
mine or buy from mines in the same general
region.

In Mctkcr & Co. t'j, Lehigh \'allcy K. R.
Co., 21 I. C. C, 129, the commission pre-

:bed rates over the line of the Lehigh
\cillev Railroad Company from the Stevens
L'ullicry to tidewater at Perth Amboy, \. J.,

for reshipment by water, of $1 40 on prepared
s. $1 .30 on pea. and $1.15 on buckwheat.

i iie di.^tance from the Heaver Hrot)k Col-
liery to Elizabethport is 1405 miles and from
Coleraine slil^htly greater. The distance, for
which the rates in the Meeker case, supra.
w.rr- ' "ibed. is 16-1 miles The lines of
tiic (11. .. ..mt and the Lehigh Valley are
l>ut a ."^hort disUmce apart and extend in the
i;ne general direction
The Lehigh ValU-v and '> m the

territory from which v ,...4 ..is shi;^

maintain lower rates for the same or longer
'! tances than the rates of defendant. The

' of the ' !ant from those
:nij..i.;ied of. a ......;»g an average '

ptT car f»f 39 tons, are 43 cents per

on prepared sizes. 39 cents on pea sizes. 333
cents on buckwheat No 1, and 307 cents on
smaller sizes. Uy s*- ' itjun testimony ni

the anthracite inveb ^ -g relating to the
cost of moving coal from the muies to tide-

water was made a part of this record. This
shows that the average ope- * * per
gross ton to the defendant . :. , rtnig

coal from the Lehigh region was 44 35 cents.
\u Red Ash Coal Co. is. C. R. R. of N. J^
37 I. C. C, 460, and Rates for Tra: vi-

tion of Anthracite Coal. 35 I. C C. L'> _ .i,

it was found that these cost figures were sub
slantially accurate.
This defendant insists that i:ic r;g;us 01

complainants should not be ditferet.v «t^d

from those involved in Rates for Tra: a-

tion of Anthracite Coal, supra. In that case
the com- n pr* ' d. from a group
which in......... the i from which com-
plainants ship, rates to Elizabethport when
consigned free on board vessels or for re-

shipment by water as follows;

Prepared sizes -»
!

Pea size and smaller . .

.

i O'J

Complainants filed herein exhibits giving
<! * ' of shipments and dates when the
i... „.s under the evistinij rates were paid.
These exhibits the «. .ant was given the
right to check and their accuracy has not
been questioned. Upon the record herein we
find:

(1) That during the period from Mav 31,

1012. to July 31. 1914. inclusive, co;
'

.uils

I'harltis M. T' ' ,n ^ C t-r-

tain carload ... >-ni< / m
iicaver Brook :y
to Elizabethport, N. J., lor transshipment
by water.

<2' That such shi"""Ots aggregated 17.

342 27 gn).ss tons pre : sifes and 1.119.01

gross tons pea size.

(31 That M IKhI-
Ml 111 ,K' r'l 111 • :.iep' "> 'he

^
. on

I d
^

I Hi on pea sixe.

I J.'
'

'

'

'Mve
."!'' ! : ....... thev

$1 15 on pre; and $1 35
on pea size, which latter would have been
rea- <• ratr ^ •

(,, ,».,, . \f r^ .<i^n
\- ' I by
the pavment <»i said unr <; to the

• of tJ • ^ Mt

; ..I the ... . . .. ..*.c.

anrl the a: it u . ! at
the rate^ herein found rr. and that

205

1. 1'.'
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(6) That during the period from January

20 to January 31, 1913, inclusive, complaniant

Weston Doclson tS: Company made certam

carload shipments of anthracite coal from

Colerame colliery, Pa., to H^lizabethport,

X. J., for transshipment by water.

(7) That such shipments aggregated 228.14

gross tons prepared sizes, upon which said

complainant Weston Dodson & Company
paid and bore the established tariff rate of

5^1.55.
•

(8) That said rate so paid was excessive

and unreasonable to the extent that it ex-

ceeded $1.45, which latter would have been a

reasonable rate for the service.

(9 1 That complainant Weston Dodson &
Company was injured and damaged by the

pavment of said unreasonable rate to the ex-

tent of the difference between the amount
paid at the rate herein found unreasonable

and the amount it would have paid at the

rate herein found reasonable, and thgit the

damages amount to S22.81, together with in-

terest at 6 per cent from February 27, 1913.

Upon these findings we conclude that an

order should be issued authorizing and direct-

ing defendant to pay to complainants the

amount of the damages by them respectively

sustained, together with interest thereon. An
order will issue accordingly.

Upon this record we are unable to find that

the rates complained of on sizes smaller than

pea are unreasonable. As the rates herein

found reasonable have been ordered to be
published and to be maintained as maximum
for the future in Rates for Transportation

of Anthracite Coal, supra, no order as to the

maintenance for the future of the rates herein

found reasonable need be made in this case.

Increases Coal Rates

Following 1915 Western Rate Advance
Case. 35 I. C. C, 497, 603-611, proposed in-

creased rates on bituminous coal from
Illinois mines and other points to points west
of the Mississippi River are found justified by
the Commission.
A portion of this decision reads as follows:

"The increased rates proposed on bitumi-
nous coal affect the identical territory that
was affected by similar increases found jus-

tified in The 1915 Western Rate Advance
Case, supra, and the justification offered in
that ca.se is repeated here. Many of the in-

creases were not protested. The Southern
Coal, Coke & Mining Company and the Ayr-
shire Coal Company protested the increases
proposed in certain tariffs of the Illinois South-
ern Railway and of the Southern Railway
Company's St. Louis-Louisville divisions, and
other coal dealers and shippers appeared at
th- 'ing to join in the protests.

-.>... .is Southern Railway tariffs I. C. C.
Xos. &40, &41. and 642 were su.spended until
December 29. 1915. Increased rates were pro-
posed in them analogous to the rates from
the same general territory and to the same

points that were found justified in The 1915

western Rate Advance Case, supra, and are

justified by respondents in the same way.

A witness for the Illinois Fuel Company ar-

gued that his company is located in the so-

called inner- group of southern Illinois coal

mines and, being nearer to the points of des-

tination involved, should be subjected to

slighter increases than had been made from
the outer group. The two groups are de-

scribed in The Illinois Coal Cases, 32 I. C. C,
659, 663, 676, 682. The proposed increases

now before us merely preserve the previous

relationship between the rates from the two
groups.

"Southern Railway tariffs I. C. C. Nos.

C-1665, C-1666, and C-1667 proposed increases

from points on the Southern Railway which
would harmonize with the rates heretofore

found justified from points on the Illinois

Central Railroad and the rates herein found
justified from points on the Illinois Southern.
The facts stated in connection with the rates

proposed by the Illinois Southern apply
equally to the rates proposed by the Southern.

"Litchfield & Madison Railway tariffs 1.

C. C. Nos. 123, 124, and 125 proposed in-

creased rates that would conform generally

to the increased, rates heretofore made by
other carriers. The increases are not pro-

tested, and the order suspending the tariffs

proposing them expired December 29, 1915.

"We find that the increased and proposed
increased rates on bituminous coal have been
justified."

Complaint Dismissed

In the cast of Bennett & Son vs. Chesapeake
& Ohio Railway Company, the following de-

cision was rendered

:

1. Rates for the transportation of bitu-

minous coal in carloads from the Kanawha
and New River districts in West Virginia to
Culpeper and Manassas, Va., not found un-
reasonable, and the complaint dismissed.

2. The inhibition of the long-and-short-haul
clause of the fourth section is not restricted
to movements over the line of a single car-
rier, but extends to transportation over routes
in which one or more carriers participate.

3. The defendants' fourth section applica-
tions which seek authority to continue lower
rates on coal from the Kanawha and New-
River districts to Alexandria, Va., and Wash-
ington, D. C, than to Culpeper and Manassas,
Va., granted in part.

Test Found Reasonable

In the case of the National Petroleum As-
sociation vs. Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway Company upon complaint alleging
l^at the requirement that tank cars employed
in transporting inflammable liquids shall he
subjected to an interior cold-water pressure
test of 60 pounds per square inch is unreason-
able, unnecessary, and operates to the injury
of complainants, the Commission held:
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1. That the primary purpose of the test,

prescribed after an extended investigation, is

to insure, in a measure, the strength and sta-

liility demanded of containers employed in

the transportation of these inherently danger-
ous commodities.

2. That the prescribed degree of the pres-
sure test represents the best judgment of ex-
perienced tank-car builders and technical ex-
perts, and is more reliable and contributes to

a greater degree of safety than would a less

rigorous test.

3. That the rule is a regulation of the use
of instrumentalities of commerce employed
in a dangerous service, and, being otherwise
reasonable, does not, because of the fact that

it entails some expense upon the owners and
operators oi tank cars, impose an unjust bur-
den upon them. The complaint was dismissed.

Found Discriminatory

In the ca>t: <>i the Suiuh Canon Coal Com-
pany I's. Colorado Midland Railway Company,
the rates on bituminous coal in carloads from
South Canon, Colo., to destinations in Wy-
oming. South Dakota. Nebraska, and Kansas
were found t(j be unjustly discriminatory in

so far as they exceed the rates from Walsen-
burg, Colo., to the same destinations by more
than 25 cents per net ton. The rates from
Cameo, Colo., were not shown to be unjustly
discriminatorv.

Must Reweigh Cars

In the case ul the Uctruit Coal Exchange
zs. Michigan Central Kailroai;! Company and
(}rand Trunk Western Railway Company,
upon complaint that the rules and charges
governing the weig:hing and reweighing of

carload freight in Detroit, Mich., are unrea-
sonable and undul}' preferential, the Com-
mission held:

1. That the Commission has jurisdiction of
the weighing service, when the freight is

moved in interstate commerce.
2. That it is the duty of the delivering

carrier, upon rea?;<jnable request, to reweigh
carload freight which has been transported
in interstate commerce.

3. That the present charges for this service
in Detroit, Mich . arc unjust and unreason-
able. Just and reasonable charges presi ribcd
for the future.

4. That the inability of carriers participat-
ing in the interstate tr tion of a car
t.. ,."•''• "f>on their n j. i..^ assui^M'^'-ms

reweighing when such t .h-

ing develops a shortage in exce-iw of the limit

of ^
' can not be used to increase

rhajj,. ^ ..^...nst the shipper.

Find RaU Unreiioaible
in the I

• thf I'irber T.rad i <»mp.ui\ : s

\fissiinri ; c Kailway Company, t'"- ^ ne
nty-one cents per ICH) pounds -d

lor the transportation of fire-clay retorts in
carloads from Altoona, Kans., t ' • lin, Mo.,
was found to have been unrcas c to the
extent that it exceeded eight cents per 100
pounds. Rei)a ration was awarded.

Hearings Scheduled.

Cases of interest to the mining industry
will come before the Interstate Commerce
Commission as follows:

April 7—Oral argmnent in Washington.
No. 02 10 In the matter of rates on iron
ore in carloads from Lake Erie points to
Points in Ohio, West Virginia and Pennsyl-
vania.

April 8—1. & S. 740. Coal to Missouri sta-
tions.

ApriJ 13—Oral argument in Washington. I.

Sc S. 755 Illinois and Indiana coal
April 14—Oral argument in Washington.

Coal Operators Traffic Bureau of St Louis
vs. Terminal Railroad Association of St.
Louis.

PERSONALS

Clarence Hall, a widely known '

'-.l en-
gineer, of Pittsburgh, was in W a ^ i last

month on business. Mr. Hall formerly was
with the United States Bureau of Minc^. and
is now a member of the fir - ' Hall and
f*aul. consulting engineers, I' i?h

Charles S. Keith has returned to his home
in Kansas City. Mo., after a business trip in

the Kast.

W. F. Horton. a mining
Bureau of Minr ^- -

ica with thr S" .:._ .....

of the
pt serv-

Gordon Surr. assayer and analyst, of San
Bernardino. Cal . ted w **

*'

e

L'niversitv of (.'ah:

tion at Riverside.

i»»r!m

Prof W ' •
'

- 'c
{\ S C,t'... _. e

Department of ("it in the .\' •*
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Dr. Arnold was formerly a member of the

I'nited States Geological Survey staff. He
still does special work for the Survey and the

United States Bureau of Mines. He is a

trustee of Stanford Universitv.

Chester W. W'ashburne. formerly with the

I'nited States Geological Survey has returned

to the United States after two years in the

r.elgian Congo where he went to prospect for

oil for the Forestiere et Miniere du Congo
Belgique. Mr. W'ashburne also did some work
in Portugal. Spain and northern Africa be-

fore returning. He reached Washington Feh-
ruary 26. in time to attend the Pick and Ham-
mer banquet.

J. K. Spurr recently made a journey to

the Hudson Bay region, several hundred miles

btyond the railroads. From there he went to

Nicaragua. He was in Washington Fel)ruary
2S.

C. P. Dam left for Lillouet, B. C, by way
of New York. March 1. He is taking two
Empire drills with him to test gold bearing
gravels about 40 miles from Lillouet. The
snows have been very heavy according to re-

ports received by Mr. Dam. Two and one-half
feet fell during a four-day blizzard, upon
four and one-half feet of packed snow which
already covered the ground.

W. A. Bechtel. of San Francisco, who is

interested in irodosmine and platinum bear-
ing placers in Coos County, Ore., was in

Washington recently.

Dr. Guestaro Mann, formerly a professor
at Tulane University, New Orleans, was in

Washington during a part of last month. Dr.
Mann is interested in the problem of crack-
ing oils.

Van H. Manning, Director of the Bureau
of Mines, was in Xew York the latter part
of. March conferring with the officials of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers, with
regard to the con trinuance of the cooperation
which that organization has been giving the
Bureau.

B. Britton Gottsberger. of Miami, Arizona,
H now in the East. He was a caller at the
Mining Consrcss office early last month.

D. \\. Brunton, of Denver, Colorado.
former President of the American Mining
Congress, has been spending some time at
Nassau. Bahama Islands, and will later go
to British Columbia.

Senator Thomas Kearns, of Salt Lake City,
who IS makmg an extended trip through Cen-
tral America, is expected home April 1

Falcon Joslin, formerly a director of the
American Mining Congress and president oi

the Tanana Valley Railroad of Alaska, who
has been spending several weeks in the East,

has returned to his home in Seattle. He was
a caller at the Mining Congress offtce during
the month.

James F. Callbreath, secretary of the
American Mining Congress, has returned to

the Washington headquarters after a trip

to New Y^ork, Boston, Cleveland and Chicago,
in the interest of the membership campaign
being carried on by the congress.

Eli T. Conner, a mining engineer, announ-
ces the removal of his principal office from
Philadelphia to 26 Liberty Street, New Y^ork.

J. F. Erisman, of the Blue Flag Mining
Company, of Denver, has been spending some
time in the East. He recently was a caller

at the office of the Mining Congress, and ex-

pressed his very high appreciation of the
Mining Congress Journal, as a magazine of
great usefulness to the industry.

Falcon Joslin, of Fairbanks, Alaska, and
New York, spent several days in Washington
early in the month.

Dr. Henry Mace Payne is again in New
York, after a long absence on professional
business in Siberia.

B. Britton Gottsberger, of the Miami Cop-
per Company, of Arizona, has been spending
some time in the East, in conference with
J. Parke Channing, president of the com-
pany. Mr. Gottsberger expects to return to

Arizona by way of Washington.

GEORGIA BAUXITE DEPOSITS
BEING WORKED ACTIVELY

Bauxite deposits in Georgia are being
worked with great activity. W. C. Phalen.
of the Geological Survey, is engaged compil-
ing some data secured on a visit to Wilkin-
son and Mclntyre Counties. None of this
ore is reduced in Georgia. Most of it is

shipped to chemical factories in the East and
reduced to alum. Some small proportion
finds its way into metallic aluminum.
Georgia bauxite is in considerable demand as
it is a source of an excellent grade of alum
which is considerably sought after by paper
rnakers. Some of it also is used for clarifica-
tion of water and as the mordant in dyeing.
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DR. MARTIN D. FOSTER URGES ALL MINING MEN
TO CRITICIZE HIS BILL

Chairman of House Committee on Mines and Mining Believes Mining Laws Can
Be Revised Without Delay and Uncertainties of a Commission

—

He Discussses His Bill in Detail

Dr. Martin D. Foster, chairman of the

Committee on Mines an<I Mining, urj^cs that

all mining men study his bill providing for

the revision of the mining laws. Dr. Foster
is of the opinion that a commission is not

necessary to ascertain the legislation needed
hy the industry. He thinks all persons inter-

ested in the mining industry, wliether or not
they Consider a committee indispensable, should
be willing to give a trial to this attempt to

frame a mining law without having to resort

to the expense and delay of a commission.
The following statement sets forth Dr. Foster's
views of the bill

:

The House Committee on Mines and Mining
has introduced a bill (H. R. 12.27.)) looking
to the complete revision of the existing mining
laws. The committee by \ote of H to 7 re-

fu>ed to approve the bill for the appointment
of a commission under the belief that a revi-

sion of the mining laws could be accomplished
in le.s.s time with less expense
The new bill leaves many of the provision^^

of the old law unchanged and the chauK* •<

proposed are along the lines and following
the criticisms that have been made from time
to time by persons interested in the mining
enterprise

OBJECTIONS Sl'MMKD UP

It may 1)e pointed out 4hat the objections and
criticisms to the existing mining laws h.i

various speakers and writers, been cry>t.i.... :

into eleven concrete objections, as follows:

1. Apex law or exlralaleral rights* provision

should be repealed.

2. Discovery and location should not l>e a

unit, and lime shi>ul<l Ik* given for discovery.

3. The number nf lode or quartz locations

or claims shoubl l>e limited.

4. .Application of present law to oil and gas
is insufficient.

.'». S<»nie mineral substances are not provided
for.

». Insufficient notices and want of record of
locations.

7. Statute nf limitations for attacking min-
eral patents

H. Right (it appeal tr<im decision of (.jeneral

Land ( )ftice refusing patent.
".». Right of appeal to some comi>eient court

of law in all cases of contest between rival

claimants, or In^tween a locator and the gov-
ernment.

10. Holding ItKations indefinitely without
performing assessment work by collusive rela-

tions.

11. nisturt»ance v>i utlcs by tunr- ' '

()bjection No 4 has bi*en climin . . , ;

is known as the Ferris bill,
,

. i Ky the
House and now pencling in the Senate.
Objection N'<» .' is without merit as the

matter contemplate*! has always l>een suffi-

ciently covereil in the present laws. The law
a^ it was written May 10. 1K72. expressly
provides that ".Ml valuat»lc

• f lands l>olonginK to the I' ,4.x

made free ami of)en to exp'. I pur-
chase. More fortunate and more comprehen-
sive 1 not 1

any ;ii.< ...j •••rge lb .;.

Kuage by n.. , i>r enun ou-

lar minerals w«»ubl Ik* without reason

MINICRALS INCLUDCO

.Aside iroMj the minerals e"*^

fl.,f>i-.? .'..M ^iKi-r rinn.ih:»r

to it

the t'ollow alum,

aluminum. anUK-r, a!.pnai;um, auriicrou* ce-
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niciu. borax, building stone, calcium phos-

i.;iate, carbonate of lead, carbonate of soda,

clays, coal, diamonds, tire clay, guano, gypsum,

iron, iron oxide, kaolin, limestone, lustral

stone, marble, mica, nitrate, oil, paint stone,

petroleum, potash, rock phosphate, rock salt,

salines, salt, salt springs, sand, sandstone,

stone, sulphate of soda, sulphates and umber.

Objection Xo. T is groundless for tne rea-

son that in 1891 Congress passed a statute

expressly limiting actions attackmg patents

thereafter issued to six years.

Objection Xo. 9 is also groundless for the

reason that it has always been the law that all

cases of contests between rival mineral claim-

ants must be settled and determined by a court

oi competent jurisdiction and this rule applies

alike to any contest over surface rights and
subsurface rights. The existing law does not

contemplate any "contest" between a locator

and the government. The locator of a mining
claim may, by the performance of the speci-

fied annual labor, hold his claim indefinitely

with a title that for all practical purposes is

equivalent to a patent. If he prefers he may,
by making a certain amount of improvements
on his claim, receive a patent therefor and on
proof of a valid location and that the ground
claimed contains valuable mineral deposits,

and a proper certificate as to the required im-
provements, he is entitled to a patent. If any
other person claims any right to the ground,
or any part thereof, he must file his objec-
tions in the land office and commence an action

to establish his claim in any court of competent
jurisdiction.

The bill introduced for the reasons given
makes no provisions as to these objections Nos.
4, 5. 7, and 9, except to incorporate the statute
providing for limitations for attacking mineral
patents, and providing for an appeal from the
land office if a patent is refused.

DOES NOT REPEAL APEX LAW
The bill does not repeal what is familiarly

known as the "apex law" or the extralateral
rights provision of the present statutes. It

was believed that a provision in the bill re-
pealing this section of the old law would bring
on a contest that might result in defeating
the entire bill. It is well known that many
prospectors and miners who have been and are
actually- engaged in prospecting, locating and
operatmg mining claims, are strongly in favor

'is extralateral rights' rule and would
y^ oppose any proposed repeal. But as

:. hereafter the exercise of the right is by
this bill somewhat and more definitely defined.

Objection No. 2 is regarded as the most
reasonable that can be made to the existing
nriining laws. It was a most unfortunate pro-
vision that the location of a mining claim and
'- - - ,f mineral or "valuable mineral de-
,_ -- uld be made a unit, that is, that no
time should be given for making a location
upon the ground for exploration and discov-
ery of m- '- '^-

• ' ral statute has been
supplem' ^ lation, giving thirty,
sixty or nmety days in which to make a dis-

covery of minerals after the location has

been made.
The existing law limits all claims to at

least 1,500 feet in length along the lode and

not exceeding 300 feet on each side of the cen-

ter of a vein or lode, leaving the number of

claims that any one person could locate un-

limited. The proposed bill permits a single

locator to make not more than five locations

1,500 by 600 feet along the vein or lode, and
this may be done in the way of temporary loca-

tions with each claim properly marked by
monuments or otherwise and this is designated

as a temporary location, and the locator is

then given one year after completing his tem-
porary location in which to make a discovery

of valua'ble mineral deposits sufficient to

justify the working of the claim. The locator

must then restake his claim and he may read-

just the surface boundaries so that they will

include the vein or lode as discovered below
the surface, and he then makes his permanent
location. If he obtains a patent for one or

more of such claims and is in good faith

developing the claims, he is then qualified

to make additional or new locations ; or if he
files notice of abandonment of any one claim,

he is then qualified to locate another or any
number of claims equal to those so abandoned.

OPTION GIVEN

In lieu of the five locations above described
a locator is given the option to locate one
claim 2,100 feet square—equal in area to the
five smaller claims—and on such claim he may
make a temporary location and is given .one
year in which to make a discovery of minerals
of sufficient value to justify the working of the
claim. In this instance he is also given the
right to shift the surface lines so as to derive
the greatest possible benefit from the discovery
as made and with the least possible loss to the
investment in making his discovery.

Sec. 2322 of the new 'bill, which corresponds
to the section of the existing law granting
extralateral rights, provides for a location
1,500 by 600 feet, to be made on the outcrop ot
a vein or lode where no surface explorations
are necessary and where a temporary location
would not be required, and the locator in
such case is given the right to follow the vein
on its dip beyond the vertical planes of the side
lines of his location, but he cannot follow the
dip of his vein into any other location made
prior to the date of his own location. Neither
can he follow the vein on its dip into a location
made one year or more after the date of his

own location, if at the time the latter location
was made he was not in good faith developing
and working his own claim.

These provisions meet objections 1, 2 and 3,

except, as suggested, the bill does not repeal
absolutely the extralateral rights' provision of
the existing law.

Objection No. 6. The bill recognizes the
merits of this objection and provides for filing

the notices of temporary and permanent loca-
tions with the register of the proper land

(Continued on page 247)



DAVID WHITE STANDS IN THE FRONT RANK OF
WORLD'S PALEOBOTANISTS

Chief Geologist of United States Geological Survey Has Done Remarkable Work
In Correlating Coal Beds He Located Pocahontas Vein on

New River When All Others Failed.

By M. R. Campbell

Soon after coming to the Geoloj^ical Sur-
vey in 1886, David White, then a younj^ man
fresh from Cornell University, was as>igned
to work with Professor Lester F. Ward, une
of the best informed men on fossil plants in

the country. White became interested in the
foissils and was soon giving much of his time
to the study of ferns, that are so common in

the Coal Measures of the Appalachian region.

Despite the fact that scientific men of that

day regarded fossil plants as making interest-

ing specimens for museum purposes. l)ut as
wholly unreliable for the purpose of identify-

ing coal beds, young White thought other-
wise, and the more he studied the more he
became impressed with the idea that in the

past. i)lants had progressed and developed
systematically as time went on, and iliat tin-

comparative ages of rocks could be deter
mined by a careful camparison of the remains
of ferns and other plants that were buried in

them.
About this time Mr. R. D. Lacoe, of Pitts-

ton, Pa., offered to give to the National
Museum his large collection of fossil plants,

if the Museum would label and correctly

classify them. David White was selected for

this work and the handling of this immenx
collection gave him an excellent opp<>rtnnit>

to extent his knowledge of fossil plani>. W lu-n

this work was completed, he was sent by Dr.

Walcott, then Chief Geologist of the Survey,
into the coal fields to test in a practical way
his ideas regarding the development of the

ancient plants that forme<l the coal. It was in

18U4 that White joined the party in charge

of the writer in the coal fields of West \'ir-

ginia, and the friendship then bc;;un has con-

tinued and indeed grown tliroULrhout almost

a quarter of a century.

The writer soon became convinced tliat

White was correct in his interpretation of fos-

sil plants and for four years wt»rk was car-

ried on together in the most intimate man-
ner; White determining the identity of the

coal beds from place to place by - ^ t>f

the fossil plants, and the writer t: ^, the

same beds by means of their outcrops. Al-
though the latter mctho<l would seem to be
t! re reliable, the writer ' '

'

'-

ei.-.^ ;hat White with his io>. ..
,

..IJ

beat him almost every time, and the

|»AVIf> WIlfTK

evidences of the were not re.

as reliable unless thy were confirmed by Uiiti

of f. ' ' *

F< : . L.ifs a standine reward had been
wtttrcd to the man who ! find the r-

I' on New •

tl. : lurt •- "-

ta i. but I

by the aid of fossil and
ing of the coal bed. I

,,, .

1

ii ;-» to rr or not t I

shows along New Kiver and prevented -

r

c^ ' ture of time and money in a %

the most eminent gc s of the
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day have had to modify their views regard-

ing the correlation of the coal beds on New
River with those of F'ennsylvania. through the

evidence afforded by fossil plants, but such

evidence would have been of little use had not

the right man been there to make the inter-

pretation.

David White stands today as one of the

foremost paleobotanists of this country and

out- might almost say of the world. He has

earned this supremacy by the most careful

and painstaking work and by a knowledge of

field conditions equalled by few men of the

present day. The correct interpretation of the

coal beds of the Appalachian region as well

as the entire coal fields of the Mississippi

\'alley depends largely upon his work. By
many persons this may seem to have little

practical value, but coal operators are begin-

ning to realize that it is of the utmost im-

portance for them to know what coal bed
they are working and to be able to say with

certainty whether or not it extends into the

next ravine, the next valley, or the next

countv.

Charles David White was born in Palmy-
ra, X. Y., July 1. 1862. He was graduated
from Cornell University in 1886. He was
Assistant Paleontologist of the United States

Geological Survey from 1886 to 1894. He
served the Survey from 1894 to 1900 as As-
sistant Geologist, and in the later year was
raised to the rank of Geologist. Mr. White
was made Chief Geologist November 16, 1912.

SENATOR SHEPPARD ASKS THAT
LIGNITE POSSIBILITIES BE PROBED
"Greatly increased prices for petroleum

products and for many chemicals necessary
to the industries of the country, as well as
higher prices for all fuels, demonstrate the
need of investigations to ascertain how vast
resources of lignite, now lying idle, may be
efficiently and economically used," says Sena-
tor Morris Sheppard in explaining his amend-
ment asking for an investigation of lignite.

"Vast regions in the West and Southwest
contain little or not petroleum and little good
bituminous coal. There are, however, enor-
mous resources of "black lignite" and lignite
in the Dakotas, Montana, Wyoming, Colo-
rado. Utah. New Mexico, and Texas. These

coals tend to slack on exposure, and
t and take fire spontaneously when

.. and contain, as mined, considerable
water, which reduces their fuel value.
'For railroad purposes these coals are ob-

" *
^'^^ because they break into fine frag-

i
the grate, with the result that there

is a loss of unburned coal, and sparks blown
out of the stack set fire to crops, forests, and
dwellings. Present uses are for stationary
boiler plants, where better fuel can not be
obtamed. cheaply and for domestic fuel,
though some of the finer lignite coal is used

in reverberatory furnaces at smelting plants.

"In certain European countries, especially

Germany, the amount of lignite mined nearly
equals that of bituminous coal. There the

lignite is largely briquetted, and the briquets
sell at nearly the same prices as briquets of

bituminous .coal.

"Experiments made in this country have
shown that certain lignites can be made into

satisfactory briquets without the use of tar

or other binding material, but in briquetting
other lignite coals the use of a binder is

necessary. The Government now has at the
experiment station of the Bureau of Mines
at Pittsburgh a large German briquetting press.

This briquetting machine should be used for

tests at some point in the lignite fields so as to

reduce to a minimum the cost of transpor-
tation of the lignite tested. Further, experi-

ments should be conducted to determine the
nature and yield of volatile compounds to be
obtained by distilling lignite and the possi-

bility of using the residue from distillation

as solid fuel.

"The distillation experiments would show
what method of distillation and what products
would yield maximum returns. These experi-

ments should be thorough and include all

possible combinations of conditions favorable
to the formation of the products desired.

Very little systematic scientific investigation
of the distillation products to be obtained
from the different lignites in the West and
Southwest has been done.
"The products to be obtained may include

benzol, which can be used as a substitute for
gasoline in internal combustion engines or in

the manufacture of a great variety of

products, including dyestuffs; ammonia com-
pounds, which can be used in the manufac-
ture of fertilizers; and tars and pitches that
can be used for a wide variety of purposes,
including roofing materials, road improve-
ment, and as binding material for fuel
briquets.

"The residue left after volatile compounds
have been distilled from the lignite could un-
doubtedly be converted into excellent smoke-
less fuel.

"In view of the extent of the lignite coal
resources now little utilized, it is believed
that the appropriation asked for the conduct
of these experiments will not only prove of
direct advantage to the people of the West,
but will advance the industrial preparedness
of the nation.

PLAINS IRON WORKS TAKES
OVER F. M. DAVIS CONCERN

The F. M. Davis Iron Works Co., of Denver,
has been sold to The Plains Iron Works Co., a
new organization, which takes over the busi-
ness established many years ago by the late
F. M. Davis.

R. B. McConney will continue as general
manager, a position held by him for several
years.



WEST MUST BE CONSTRUCTIVE IN CRITICIZING
LEASING LEGISLATION, SAYS STEARNS

Denver Manufacturer Submits Suggestions for Law That Might Meet With
Approval of People in Public Land States -Declares Present Water

Power Legislation Is Foolish

L. T. B. Stearns of the Steams-Roger Manu-
facturing,' Company, of 171S-1720 Califurnia
Street. Denver, writes J. F. Callbreath, secre-
tary of the American Mininj^ Cnni;res<, as
follows :

"I read the article on page 1«6 oi liie April
Mining Congrhss Journal; and it is good.
I assume you wrote it.

"My ideas are somewhat indefinite on this

proposition, hut I appreciate the request you
make is necessary.

"We of the West who oppose the present
proposed leasing system, should sui)stitute

some constructive leasure. It is easy enough
to knock down, and object, and oppose.
Brieriy. I would suggest

:

"1. That the information in the possession
of the Government he tabulated, and that all

of these public lands be valued on a reason-
able basis.

"2. That they be thrown open to permanent
entry, provided people are willing to pay the

price asked by the Government.
"'.i. That suitable laws, following the natural

method of development of the various kinds
of mineral deposits, be framed, which will be
clear and distinct ; and for that purpose the

different deposits should be classified. For
instance, the placer law that e.xists today is

not quite applicable to the development of
oil and gas.

"I would suggest that locations be permitted
to be filed in the regular way, and that tbese

locations be allowed to remam in the posses-
sion of he locator for a reasonable length of
time, say, one year This would give the

party possession while drilling, and if dis-

coveries l>e made, then the party be allowed
to go ahead and patent, and the Goverimient
charge the party the price per acre which had
been previou>ly t•^tablislud on this particular

land, as suggeste<l under heading (1) here-
inabove.

"At the end of tlie peri«)d (of one year, or

whatever may be decided), if no discoveries

be made, or no work be prosecuted, then the

locator should abandon his right, let it revert

to the Government, and lie open for a suc-

cessor.

"I would frame this development law dif-

ferently for coal, for phosphates, and %o on.

In the case of mineral claims. I •• " ' stop

the old apex law completely, and k-- ..uk to

the vertical plane tM»undarv pi. in. the ^ame as

they have in Australia. Mexico and tilhcr

places.

"I would have the locators remain in pos-
•1 for prospecting purpoMS, in the same

• -^r as in the oil. land, say. for a year,
and then put a fixed price, as >uggcsicd here-
inabove under (1> per acre on this land.

"I would also restrict so that no one per-
son or one company could take more than a
certain acreage of mineral locarion
"These are general suk^ I could

of course go on particularizing for a long
time, but this gives you my i:- - ' - in

how this matter should be frame . .., it-

ever should l)e done should look towards
ultimate ownership by the individual, as no
form of leasing can be devised •' ' will
overcome the objections which :..,.. been
ju.stly raised again.st the present bills bv the
western people. Xo Federal Government
sbould be a landlord. The la- ' ' M l>c

opened \(> rnrrv ;«nil establish ^.i.. ^ ..,..;p in
the State.

"Take the proposed legislation re water
power. How f ' ' it is Every .-e-

ment should b^ ^..^n to the dcvei. ^w.. ..: of
water power, and I think the present laws
for location, filing water rights, etc.. are good.
But in addition there ' ' ! be n
on the part of the Fe.v.... G"'- -,.t lo
permit anyone wanting to dc water
power to take a right of way through forest
re,<;erves or other withdrawn lands I* ]d
not be a question of j>.''"-- ^ t....

.^iifj

of a questi<»n of the n r.

"I tbink every inducement should l>e held out
for the (I- ' nt of "

^c
nothing i>. . .^i, ..i,i| evei_j imiij.; i? i;auieu.

CONTINUE FIGHT ON LEASING
BILLS SAYS J F McCARTHY

With regard to the , and the
editorial on the subject which appeared in
the .Xpril J<»rHN.\i.. James F. ^' of
lleda .Mining (^»mpany. of W.i. ace. L tah.
says:

"I have read with much interest the Hi-
torial in the current issue of ih- '

'

,;

Co.vr.RKss Jnrtwi. rntitle<l. "I.r .

"The article exprrv^r^ the ^:

cisely. The West is rd to .u|

t»fTers nothing in their place. The .: of
1 :t!

is. in the
\ . iinf.nir »!i..f •'

Ik- defeated if p.

as ihev are if nr

of

. .d
v until such time as
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there is a crystallization of opinion on the

the subject, which takes western opinion and

western interests into consideration.

"Resistance may be useless. If the bills are

finally passed in the face of he opposition of

the states directly interested and if tlie repre-

sentatives of those states watch fje^lously

the effect of the operation of such laws then

if the laws are as bad as we think they wall

be, repeal might be easy.

"I do not believe, however, that we should

withdraw our resistance as long as we think

the proposed laws are bad.

Sees Beyond the Bills

Geo. E. Collins, a nationally known mining
engineer, with headquarters at Denver, says:

**My impression is that the crux of the

matter is not so much the bills themselves,

as the spirit which now dominates Congress
and the Government bureaus which will ap-

ply them. I think the development of the

West might be conducted on a leasing sys-

tem as well as on the basis of ownership,

if it were planed and administered solely

with a view to the speedy and efficient de-

velopment of the national resources. The
trouble is that the people of the eastern

States, having already reaped all possible

benefit from the disposal of the public lands
within their own borders, now regard the

residuum of the federal lands in a different

light, and desire that they should be re-

ser\-ed for the benefit of the nation as a
whole. That would have been fair and just

enough, had we started out in that direction

at first. Now it merely means that the
West should pay tribute to the East.

*If Congress is willing to make it clear that
royalties under a leasing system shall be
limited to such a basis as will cover the
jst of administration, most of the objec-

tion will fall to the ground. So long as
i: is the intention to extract revenue from
the development of the West, I think western
men should oppose the leasing bills."

READERS TELL OF BENEFITS
FROM MINING CONGRESS JOURNAL
A considerable number of letters are being

received from readers of the Mining Con-
cress Journal, in which they are kind enough
to express their appreciation for the service

:h the American Mining Congress is

-'-ting to render through its official pub-
1: .•:!,

The Journal is now well along in its sec-
ond year and has developed the fact that a
great deal of very useful information was
not reaching operators of m!n. , orevious to its

advent.
Extracts from some of the communica-' ".^ that have been received, apparently bear

the conclusion that the Mining Congress
Journal is being appreciated by those who
read it. An excerpt from one of them is
as follows

:

"I am very much surprised, after having

read your publication for several months, to

note how ultimately the mining operator is

interested in matters which transpire in Wash-
ington. I am impressed with the efforts that

the Congress is making to further the mining
industry and I .quite agree with the Journal's
editorial stand that so much good has been
done by the comparatively small appropria-

tions allowed mining by Congress that con-
siderable additions should be made to the

funds allotted to this work."
A caller at the office of the Mining Con-

gress recently declared that his periodical

visits to Washington are becoming necessary-

less frequently, due to the fact that the Min-
ing Congress Journal keeps him well abreast
with matters in Washington. Previously it

had been necessary for him to visit the Capi-
tal frequently to ascertain the status of various
matters in which he is especially interested.

A rather enthusiastic member, writing from
the far West, says

:

"It never occurred to me so forcibly until

reading your journal just how much more the

farmer is getting out of the government than
is the mining man. I am sure that there is

no one to blame for this condition but our-
selves. The mining men of the United States
should get together and whoop it up until

Congress will have to give attention to us
and the billions of new wealth we are creat-

ing every year,"

An operator of a large coal mine presents
the following view

:

"I am glad to see you people giving publicity

to the fact that there are no 'coal barons.'

More than furnishing coal operators with
much valuable information with regard to

traffic matters, information from the statis-

tical department of the Geological Survey and
the month to month development of the coal

work being conducted by the Bureau of Mines,
you are in position to do splendid work in

calling attention to the fact that the coal
mine operator is not in such a henious class

that he always should be legislated against."

A man from Utah says

:

"Please let nothing slacken your activity in

bringing home to Members of Congress from
other than mining states that we need a general
revision of the mining laws and need it badly.
Our Congressmen help to pass legislation that
is beneficial to other sections of the country.
Why should eastern Representatives oppose
legislation that concerns us only, and on which
we are practically unanimous ? I read with
great interest in your journal an account of
the hearings of Mr. Taylor's bill asking that
a commission investigate the exact changes
in the law which are necessary."

Tungsten Used as an Alloy

Some saw steels contain as high as two per
cent of tungsten. Valves for high-powered
automobiles are sometimes made from an
iron tungsten alloy. Some stellite intended to
replace tool steels contains several per cent of
tungsten, and the alloys known as minargent.
platinoid, partinium and sideraphilt are said
to contain tungsten.
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DR. PARSONS DEPLORES
WASTE IN COKE MAKING

Wastes in the maiuifaciure of coke in the
United States were condemned by Dr.
Charles L. Parsons, chief of the division of
mining technology of the Bureau of Mines,
in a recent hearing before the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Reprocn-
tatives. Dr. Parsons' statement is as follows:
"The Bureau of Mines has long been inter-

ested in the development of a by-product coke
industry on account of the tremendous wastes
of valuable material that are annually taking
place. This ruthless waste of material val-

uable to the farmers of the country for
agricultural purposes, to the manufacturers
of the country for power, and to the whole
Nation as a source of products which might
be used in time of war for explosives and in

time of peace for a dyestufF industry was
pointed out by the bureau in 1012. The figures

given there for the year 1010 showed that

63,000.000 tons of coal containing $22,000,000

worth of recoverable nitrogen were converted
into coke; but only about one-sixth of this

coal was treated in by-product ovens or re-

torts which could make the recovery of the

nitrogen possible. J. D. Pennock ha^ shown
that between 1803, when the first by-product
coke oven was built in this country, and 1010.

'the coke coked in beehive ovens, where the

volatile nitrogen was ruthlessly wasted in fire,

amounted to about 810.000.(MK) tons. Had this

been coked in by-product ovens the volatile

nitrogen of the coal would have yielded
twenty-three pounds of ammonium sulphate
per ton, or a total of 9,315,000 tons, which, at

$60 per ton, would have had a value of
$o.'*8.900.000. But this would not be all. Had
this ammonia been recovered, it would have
been used on the soil as a fertilizer, and the

crops would have been increased fully 20 per

cent and the saving would have been many
millions more.*
"Mr. E. W. Parker has shown that the

value of the recoverable contents of the coal

made into coke in beehive ovens which was
wasted in 1010 would have bcrn between
$:to,000,000 and $40,00(J.(JOO. H all the coke
made in the United States were produced in

retort ovens these would yield from the car-

bon now waste fully consumed, no acc<nmt

being taken of by-prodn.ts approximatclv

1.000.000 horsepower.
"It is through this use of by-product ovens

that Germany has obtained the basis of l)Oth

a high-explosive industry and a dycstuff in-

dustry. Through by-product ovens arc ob-

tained and recovered large quantities of

ammonium compounds, which, on the one

hand, are used in limes of peace for agricul-

tural purposes, and in time of war may Ixr

oxidized into nitric acid—the ba.sic and ab-

solutely essential al for the production

of all of the pr-.;...... nt c.xv"^'^'- "^'d in

warfare. It is chiefly ircnn ai .lined

from by-product coke that (icrmany is now
procuring her nitrogen compounds by the oxi-

dation of ammonia. Furthermore, the by-
product coke industry yields larye «| ' cs

of coal tar, which furnishes benzul an. lol

used for the basis of most dyestuffs and a
basis for the high explosives used in shells,

torpedoes, and the like, as well as the v.
' '

i-

lene. anthracene, and most of the otht. v. :n-

pounds going into the dyestuff industry. In
1910 Germany treated about five-sixth of her
coke in by-product while the United
States treated only oij.; ximately oiv -^'h.

and these figures are in a sense a : re

of the degree to which the resources of each
Cf'Untry have been developed for the produc-
tion of explosives and dyestuffs.

"Since loio there has been a ilecided growth
in the by-pr(»duct coke industry in this coun-
try. Many by-product coke ovens have l>een

built, and t<»day approximately one-third of
the coke produced in America is produced in

by-product ovens, showing in five years an
increase of something like 100 per cent.

Since the foreign war began the by-product in-

dustry has received great impetus, as is nat-
urally to be expect- d, and ammonium sul-

phate, benzol, toluol, coke, and gas from coal

have been turned o it in in s.

It is of the utmost import.;; ...^ . .....ry

that this indusry shall be mainained an<i de-

veloped when the present war is over.

"As has already been '
' explo-

sive industry and the dy«. li... .. .v. :ry arc
intimately ci>nnected. The same basic prod-
ucts are used in both. Essentially the same
basic chemicals, such as sulphuric acid, nitric

acid, chlorine. l»romine. acetone, and many
others are required in b<»th industries. .Vc-

cordingly, the chemical industry of the coun-
try is as intimately associated with a ff

industry and is as i-"-":;ely clependm, mv
its future upon a d. t industry as it is

upon the explosive industry.

"The great dif^kulty which the ammunition
plants of this country have *

>
- - -

i

^
the past year in order to >.., , .. is

made upon them has been the procuring of

sufficient sulphuric acid and nitric acid to

carry on their work. It is at pr«- " even

more ditlicult to secure nccessarv - s of

these two acids than it is to supply and
tolu(»l. However, the heavy chemical indus-

try (»f the country has greatly e.\ ' * n

response to thr '••"">''- upon it. ..;. . , .
;-

ably at least 1,< more of sulphuric

acid was made in this country in 1915 than in

the previous year. The p? " ' nitric

acid has ^ =• rcas«d !• . ^.i , . ....i!»ly un-

dreamed '

"The basis of nitric acid in this country- is

now solely the sodium i m as ( bile

o . - .
'V

be commercially oxidized to nitric acid, and
the ammonia produced in

• '• c

• *y

; dd be no longer

.>iiKc aic cxpu'Mvc and dyesluflf plants re-
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quire essentially the same raw material, the

same chemicals, and to a large extent the

same apparatus for sulphation and nitration.

it is a simple matter to convert any dyestuff

plant into a foundation for an explosive in-

dustry such as we have at present largely de-

veloped in this country, and, conversely, an

explosives industry can be turned with com-
parative ease into a dyestuff industry, if the

price of dyestuff s is sufficient to warrant the

change. The dependence of the textile indus-

try on a home dyestuff industry has already

been pointed out and need not be enlarged

upon by me.
"All of these industries with the exception

of the textile industry are now on a boom
basis, and it is my opinion that this commit-
tee should carefully view the future. When
the war is over, the output of explosives will

of necessity decrease to a small fraction of

the present figures. With a decrease in the

explosives industry will come a corresponding
decrease in the manufacture of sulphuric

acid, nitric acid, chlorine, and other promi-
nent chemicals so that a depression in the

chemical industr}- is sure to result unless some
outlet is obtained for the increased produc-
tion of these chemicals incident to the pres-

ent commercial conditions. A dyestuff indus-
try appears to be the only possible outlet for

the product of the chemical industries and
for the apparatus and plants of the explosives
industry. Unless this outlet is in some way
provided, a depression in industry and a de-

crease in the demand for labor is sure to re-

sult. If dyestuffs are not provided before the
war is over in quantity sufficient for the tex-
tile industry, it has already been pointed out
that a depression in the textile industry will

result even sooner.
'The plants now being built in the explo-

sives industry, in the dyestuff industry, and,
to a certain extent, in the heavy chemical in-

dustry are being erected with the idea that
they will be "scrapped" as soon as the war
is over. To my knowledge the estimates on
the installation of most new undertakings is

based on an amortization of the plant within
six months or one year, in order that the
plant may be paid for and scrapped when the
war is over. The building up of an industry
or industries on the basis of scrapping the
plants shows of necessity present boom con-
ditions to be followed unless some outlet
is ' with a corresponding depression.

.'dingly, gentlemen, I feel very strongly
that our national safety, our national
efficiency, and our national prosperity are di-
rectly connected with some method being
found by this Congress by which a dyestuff
industry may be put on a permanent basism the United States."

DETAILED STUDY OF OATMAN
DISTRICT BEING CONSIDERED

Attention of the Geological Survey has been
called to several requests reaching the

American Mining Congress, asking that a de-

tailed examination be made of the Oatman
District in ]\Iohave County, Ariz.. In this

connection Director George Otis Smith says:

"The Oatman District, in Mohave County,
was described about seven years ago by F.

C. Schrader in Bulletin 397. I fully realize

that present activity in the district warrants.

a second and more detailed study, and plans
for this work were considered some time ago.

"The first necessary step is the making of

a good topographic map ; but inasmuch as

all of the funds available for topographic
work had already been allotted last summer
when the surve}' of the district was under
consideration, it was impossible to begin the
mapping under the appropriation for the pres-

ent fiscal year. An allotment of funds for

an accurate topographic survey of the Oat-
man District will be given careful thought
when plans for the coming season are being
considered, and a geologist wall be detailed
to study the district as soon as possible after
the map becomes available.

"It of course should be realized that a de-
tailed study of the district will require con-
siderably more time than a rapid reconnais-
sance examination, such as was made some
years ago.

JEFFREY COMPANY INSTALLS CON-
TRACTORS' PLANT DEPARTMENT

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Compan}-, of
Columbus, Ohio, has recently organized a new
Contractors' Plant Department to handle the
sale of a line of small rock and ore crushers,
with which it will furnish its well known line
of elevators, conveyers and screens. The com-
pany will specialize in the manufacture of
small crushers only, which will fit in with
certain well established Jeffrey lines such as
pulverizers, loaders and sand and gravel ma-
chinery. These machines have been developed
and are particularly adapted for use in the
following fields : Road building, contracting,
mining, rock crushing, in connection with pul-
verizers, in gravel plants, and in block and tile

plants.

Leroy A. Kling, formerly sales manager
of the Road Machinery and Limestone Crusher
Department of the Wheeling Mold and Foun-
dry Company, Wheeling, W. Va., will be in
charge of this department.
The company is interested in hearing from

agents who are qualified to handle the sales
of these products in" their territory.

Fr-' • ': E Rurbidge, of Spokane, has
been ,.,. ,<. genera! manager of the FederalMmmg and Smeltmg Co., in Idaho

D. W. Brunton, who has been spending
some time in the South, has returned to his
home in Denver.



HOUSE COMMITTEE AND DELEGATE WICKERSHAM
SCORED AT MINING CONVENTION

Northwest Operators Call Upon Congress to Name a Commission Forthwith to

Make Recommendations as to Revision of Laws -Committee

Did Wrongful Act, Says Resolution

A wrongful act was committed by the House
Committee on Mines and Mining when it re-

jected the hill providing fuJ- a commission to

recommend the changes needed in the mining
laws, in the judgment of the Northwest Min-
ing Convention, which was held in Spokane
recently. Delegate \\ ickersham, of Alaska,
was scored for the part he took in defeating
this legislation. Extensive resolutions cover-
ing the revi>ion of mining laws (|uestion were
adopted by the convention. They read a< fol-

lows :

ll'hcrcas. The mineral land laws of the

United States and .\laska. framed nearly "iO

years ago. are unsuited to present needs and
have developed various evils and radical de-
fects that seriously retard or wholly prevent
the development of our mineral resources, and

ll'hrri-as. In consequence of this recognized
failure of present United States mining laws
adequately to meet present requirements, there
is everywhere among mining men a pronounced
and growing dissatisfaction, and

ll'ht'reas, Owing to -the thoroughness with
which our older mining dis.tricts have l)een

surface-prospected, the discovery of the new,
valuable and usually, more or less deep-seated
mineral deposits is daily growing more diffi-

cult, and
ll'ht^rcas, Those States that have endeavored

to correct certain of the defects in the said

United States mining laws have found that

patchwork legislation is imjiracticable and that
nothing constructive and permanent can be
done effectively without Congressional author-
ity, and

li'hcrcas. Many unsuccessful attcmjrts have
l)cen made in the past to interest Congress
in this most importairt matter of mining law
revision, now. therefore, be it

Resolved, \\y the llilft Northwest Mining
Convention, assembled at Spokane. Washing-
ton, that it is the ronvicti<»n of this repre-
sentative body of Northwest mining men thai

any further delay upon the part of Congress
to take detwiite action in regard to an expert
and c«>mprehensivc rcdsii^n of the United
States mining law must inevitably work great
hardship upon the mining industry as a whole
and may even threaten its future. Ci>nsc-
quently. the convention herebv [•

'
'

'

«t

this Sixty-fourth Session «»l C <>n
, , nt

forthwith a mining law com n of not
Icfts than five prominent y< ly and
actively idcnlifuMl with the mm d
thoroughly Competent to take . . ... .

<

principal mining centers of the I ; Statt

and Alaska over a i>erit»d of not less than
one year, and afterwards to work out, for

presentation to the next session of Congress,
an harmonious and thoroughly coordinated

code of mining law that shall best serve and
safeguard the present an<l future interests of
all concerned.

Resolved. That it is the sense of this con-
vention that the said commission should con-

sist of at least one business man. one mine
o|>erator. one mining engineer and two min-
ing lawyers, each of acknowledged ability and
sound judgment : also that the mem!>ers of
this commission should recei\e such adetjuatc

compensation for their services as would jus-

tify them in devoting their entire time and
energies to a solution of the numerous prob-
lems involved.

Resolved. That it is the conviction of this

convention that this revision of United States

mining law cannot be accomplished success-

fully in any (»ther manner than in that speci-

fied above, namely, by means of a <luly ac-

credited commission, and. therefore, that the

House Committee on Mines and Mining did

a wrongful act in rejecting the bill ' z
for a commission to study and ri ;..v:.J

such revision and tluU any bill arising >%-ithin

said House Committee on Mines and Min-
ing will necessarily prove wholly • ' e

and even more detrimental t«> the r.......^ -

dustry than are the |»resent mininjj; laws

Resohed. That it is the conviction of this

conventiirti that the H< *' s

and Mining erred at \\- ...•.- -i,

ll»Mi. and lliereafter. in
i

! to be

swaved by the arguments oi the Hi»n. James
Wickersham. d.

' '*
' -i. whose

chalUni^es of • - '^f the

distin^^uislied ju .
're the

committee, as representatives ol the mining

men of the s
" • - this

convention beiiv>»' i"' ii.i>» > -x V 1 1 I.;, i -..Jiucu

and utiiust.

Vanadimte Cryit&U

Vanadinite crystals of any color are ^

sided, mt»«t of them terminating in a point.

Some, however, r the lar.

may he inonnplctt

.

""'

found sh<»winK thr il

iH'tween sides are all red

and do not have the h n T'

are - " '' ' • to h- •
•»-

-ng tli.

are not likely to be square
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DR. SMITH WOULD APPLY
SHERMAN LAW TO CONDUCT

OF PUBLIC BUSINESS

"The Coast and Geodetic Survey and the

Geological Survey have much in common ; the

field of endeavor for each is nation wide;

they are scientific in spirit and civil in or-

ganization; both are primarily field services,

and the product of most of the work of each

reaches the public in the form of maps," said

Dr. Geo. Otis Smith in an address at the

centennial exercises of the Coast and Geodetic

Survey, last month. "The similarity in official

names also indicates a certain overlapping of

function, which, under some conditions, might
cause duplication of work, but the gratifying

fact is that the two Surveys have worked in

the cause of American science on a coordi-

nated rather than a competitive basis.

"Members of the Geological Survey most
familiar with these large contributions have
estimated that the value of the geodetic work
done by the Coast and Geodetic Survey that

would otherwise necessarily have been done
by the Geological Survey has aggregated not

less than a million dollars, and if the future

work as now planned is carried to completion
another million dollars will be included in the

Geological Survey's total indebtedness to its

elder sister.

"With full opportunity to overlap their fields

of operation, to duplicate work, and thus to

waste public money, there has been economical
coordination rather than wasteful competition.

"In these days, when as American citizens

we have so deep concern in the question of
public regulation of private business, it may
be opportune for some of us as public officials

to pause and consider the question of regula-
tion of public business. Do we apply the same
rule to our conduct of the business of these
federal bureaus that we advocate for the con-
trol of corporations? Here at the federal
capital we have some two score scientific

bureaus distributed through several executive
departments. There exists no general plan
or division of duties among these different
agencies for public service, but as a funda-
mental policy we have pinned our faith to a

sort of declaration of independence that all

scientific bureaus were created free and equal,
with the inevitable result that some fields of
scientific investigation are occupied by two
or more bureaus, other and less attractive
fields shunned, and even others perhaps claimed
by those not best qualified to make tne
largest use of the opportunity for work. This
is the competitive system almost at its worst,
because it is countenanced .by men of scientific
training and high ideals of public service.

But first of all, we must agree that, how-
ever great its advantage as a method of stimu-

''
petition must be fair If

r, . - •-: principles of the Sher-
man Actand the Clayton law to public busi-
nes-. unfair methods mu.st be ruled out as
illegal. Unrestrained competition in the pub-

lic service presents some dangers, no less

real than those incident to unregulated com-
petition in private business.

"Even at its best, however, this competition
system is wasteful. The public has too often
found that competition as the safety valve
of business costs too much in steam. If, in

the branch of public business in which we are
engaged, the ideal is to render the best service

at the lowest cost, must there not be regula-
tion, and regulation which - recognizes that

there are what we may term natural monopo-
lies in the Government scientific service? The
adoption of the monopoly system, however,
involves here, as in the field of pubhc utilities,

the correlative idea of adequate regulation in

the public interest.

"The possession by any bureau of even a
skeleton organization of efficient specialists in

a certain field would seem to be the prac-
tically unanswerable argument for entrusting
to that bureau any new and enlarged work
in that field whenever Congress deems larger
appropriations advisable. That is the type
of practical logic that is recognized in pri-

vate business, for under public regulation of
natural monopoly the public utility company
that first enters the local field is recognized
and even protected by the public service com-
mission, as long as the service rendered is

at all adequate.
"In this informal comparison of the actual

and ideal in the administration of the scientific

bureaus of the Government, I have had ever
in mind the existence of a real basis for
optimism in the splendid record of the Coast
and Geodetic Survey and the Geological Sur-
vey in absolutely coordinating their endeavors
in the public service."

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DOING
WORK IN THIRTY SIX STATES

As showing the scope of current geologic
work in the United States, the Geological
Survey March report for the Division of
Geology shows that investigations in progress
during the month had directly to do with
thirty-six states, and indirectly concerned
Australia, Africa, the West Indies, the Cocos-
Keeling Islands, Fanning Island, and the
Canal Zone as well as Alaska, which last, of
course, is a special field of investigation for
a distinct division of the Survey. This extra
work outside of the domain of the United
States was incidental to the paleontologic
and stratigraphic studies of the Survey
specialists working on problems connected
with the study of the Atlantic and Pacific
Coasts.
During March six geologic reports were

completed for publication by the Geological
Survey as well as two scientific contributions
for outside publications, while four manu-
script classification reports on coal and oil

lands were transmitted to the Land Classifi-
cation Board jn connection with the public
land work of the Surv^ey.
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

C. K. SIF.RKXTIIAI.

Geologist

C. E, Siebenthal, geologist of the l*. S.

Geological Survey, who is specializing on lead

and zinc resources, and wluj has a wide ac-

c|uaintance among mining men. was horn in

Wvay. Ind., April Ki, isr>'.». His ancestors
were mcmhers of the Swiss colony which came
to Indiana in the early days and named the

county where they settled Switzerland. As the
col(jniNt> came from near iIr* tov\n of N'cvey
on Lake Geneva, Switzerland, they named the

new town Vevay which name it hears to this

day.

Mr. Sichenthal was educated in the puhlic
schools of that |ilace and is a graduate of its

high school. I'^illowing his graduation from
' \";

: lol. he a 1 the Indiana L'niver-
! '•

J. C. Ii..i...nr, one of !"'- :.' 'r..(..

ime director j»f the (teolog; rv
of Arkansas, and young Siebenthal. along with
a numhcr of students from the University.

flifl work on that Survey for U summers.
Later they follnweil their pr r to Stan-
ford University where Mr. ithal grad-
uated. Iieing president of the nrst class to go

out from the new university, and where he
afterward obtained his A. M. degree. He
was also a Fellow of the University of
Chicago and while there did a piece of work
which attracted attention, a series of relief
maps of the Chicago area showing the diflFer-

cnt stages of the Pleistocene Lake. Chicago.
I. Titer he taught in the Manual Training High
>chool at Indt .T. .....K. ^nd also served on
the Indiana l.> Survey. In 1901 Mr.
Siebenthal began his service with the United
States Gclogical Survey and has since been
with this or tion.

Among ti.v. 1 . .iicii'!' • ripers which nc iias
had published are: <;. -gy of Dalit? ^'.'unty,
Arkansas." "Bedford Oolitic Lii: c of
Indiana,'* "Silver Creek Hydraulic Limestone
of Southeastern Indiana." "Structural Fea-
tures of the Joplin District," '(',

i of the
L'ncompahgre Region. Colorado, im of
the Laramie Uasin. Wyoming," "B- :e of
the Laramie Basin," "Notes on G' .n in
the Sangre de Cristo Range. Colorado." "Jop-
lin District Folio."* "Mineral Resources of
Xortiieastern Oklahoma." "Tripoli !' :s

Near Seneca. Mo."* "(Jeology and ..1.^ al
Resources of the Laramie Basin. \\ >....."•

Geology and Water Resources of the San
l.uis N'alley. Colorado."* and "Uramie-Sher-
inan I'olio."* Bulletin 606, Or' .f Zinc and
Lead Deposits of the Joplin ..,^ion, which
has recently appeared, is the result of twelve
> ( ars of intermittent field and office study of
tile conditions of ore <! ; in the most
important zinr Ui],\ in .1 Slates.

Molybdenum Widely Distributed

In V il It may be
denitc .. ^-und where their
of granitic rocks, though it i

•luantity with other rocks, .i

\'. S.
('

il Survey. This. •

fines tii*. 'Iv to " '"

as the ni that
the R(xrky Mountains and
also found in

"" and other
ha\ statcfi

It be . ,

per e of the
in whuh »t occurs It may vary in ail propor-
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BY-PRODUCT COKE OVENS
BEING INSTALLED RAPIDLY

Arrangements are being made to erect

more than 500 by-product coke ovens in this

country, according to the Wall Street Journal.

In connection with this announcement that

paper carries a concise account of the status

of by-product development. The article reads

as follows

:

Manufacture of by-product coke was first

begun in 1893 in a battery of twelve ovens

built by the Semet-Solvay Co. at Syracuse,

X. Y., and in that year 12,850 net tons of

coke were produced. Today there are in ex-

istence, 1,6S9 Solvay ovens with an estimated
maximum productive capacity of 32,035,400

tons yearly ; 2,287 Koppers' ovens, productive
capacity of 44.599.500 tons; 2,510 Otto ovens,
productive capacity of 48.945,000 tons and 382
miscellaneous ovens with productive capacity
of 6,489,000 tons, a total of 6,868 ovens, with
an estimated productive capacity of 132,068,-

900 tons a year or 11,005.825 tons a month.
Arrangements have already been completed

to increase the total number of ovens to

nearly 7,400 and the productive capacity by
more than 3.600.000 tons annually. The fol-

lowing ovens are in process of construction or
will be started in the near future : A Solvay
oven at Buffalo; a Roberts' oven at Canal-
Dover; a battery of Koppers' ovens at Bir-
mingham by the Yolande Coal & Coke Co.,
and a battery of Roberts' ovens at Granite
City, East St. Louis. In addition it is said
steel interests contemplate putting up two
batteries of by-products ovens on the south
shore of Lake Michigan, in the neighborhood
of Indiana Harbor and Gary.
The Peoples Gas Co. of Chicago is also

said to be contemplating the building of a
large battery of ovens in Chicago. It has
been practically decided to put up the largest
by-product coke oven in the world at Glair-
ton. Pa., which is in the heart of the Con-
nellsville field. This of course will increase
the potential productive capacity of by-
product ovens tremendously and accordingly
will increase the consumption of coal.
There are many reasons responsible for the

remarkable growth of the by-product coke
industry. Chief among these is the large sav-
ing effected by reducing the gases driven
from the coal during the process of coke
manufacture, which cannot be recovered from
bee-hive ovens. About one-quarter of the
coal is driven off in the form of gases which
when distilled yield heating gas, illuminating
ga.s, tar. coal-tar products, dyestuff s, am-
mor 'ilphate, benzol, etc., etc. It is safe
to a _• that the perfection by American
chemists of a process for the manufacture of
dyestuffs from coal tar products will place
the United States in a position to surpass
G^-rmany in the world's color markets Tak-
mjf. for example, Connell.sville coal, which con-
tains 62.5 per cent fixed carbon and 28.36
per cent of volatile matter, be.sides yielding
in the hv-product nrore-^ 7.' per cent of its

weight in coke, one ton will give 10,000 cubic

feet of gas, 5 gallons of tar, 20 to 25 pounds
of ammonium sulphate and 1.1 to 3.8 gallons

of benzol.
The value of these products is considerably

in excess of $1.50 per ton of coal used, but
using $1.50 as a minimum value, operating

at maximum productive capacity, and using

203,504,856 tons of coal annually the by-

product coke ovens of this country would
have $305,257,284 annually, which would be
totally lost in the bee-hive process. Were
the use of the by-product oven exclusive, this

saving would amount to more than $1,000,000,-

000 a year.

In 1914 more than 51,500,000 tons of coal

were used in the manufacture of coke. The
by-products from this coal represented, on a
basis of $1.50 per ton of coal used, almost
$80,000,000.

Comparing the bee-hive oven with the by-
product oven, every advantage seems to be
with the latter. The by-product ovens are
permanent, whereas the bee-hive ovens are
usually temporary, the former may be built

in any location where the rate for the trans-

portation of coal is not prohibitive, whereas
the latter are invariably built at the coal
mines and have to be abandoned when the
supply of coal gives out. Chemists are dis-

covering more and more valuable products
which are recoverable from coal tar gases
and economical processes for the distillation

of the gases and the recovery of these prod-
ucts are constantly being devised. In fact,

the by-product industry promises to be the
more profitable part of the coke industry.
Steel mills and blast furnaces are realizing
the value of the by-product oven, and the
marvelous growth of the industry has been
the result.

ISSUES COMPREHENSIVE
REPORT ON ALASKAN MINES

The report of William Maloney, territorial
mine inspector for Alaska, crowds into thirty-
six pages a remarkable amount of informa-
tion regarding mines and mining in Alaska.
Some copies of the report are being circu-

lated by the Bureau of Mines and are attract-
ing much interest in Washington.

-During 1915 Mr. Maloney inspected 168
placer mines, 31 quartz mines and 30 dredges.
To do this it was necessary to visit the fol-

lowing mining districts: The Fairbanks, Hot
Springs, Tolovana, Tenderfoot, Ruby, Idita-
rod, Seward Peninsula, Valdez, Seward and
Juneau.
The report tells of the advance being made

in safety work. It gives a detailed account
of the accidents during the year. There
were only twenty-three fatalities charged to
mining in Alaska in 1915. The report con-
tains a discussion on labor conditions and
discusses briefly the status of the industry in
the various mining camps in the Territory.
Of particular value is the complete list of
mining companies operating in Alaska.



FOREST SERVICE REGULATIONS REGARDING FIRE
HELD PERFECTLY REASONABLE

Forestry Relations Committee of American Mining Congress Sends Out Instruc-

tive Circulars to Prospectors No Permit Necessary to Prospect on
Reserves—Timber May be Used for Development Work

With regard to prospecting on the forest

reserves, the Mining Congress Committee hav-
ing this subject in charge has isued the fol-

lowing statement

:

"Broadly speaking, the rules relating to

prospecting for mineral on forest reserves are

just the same as on any public land. The oc-

casion for any difference between the Forest
Service and the prospector is usualy the result

of the fact that, because the Forest Service
covers its territory with the rangers, the land

laws are enforced, while on public domain
there is no provision for doing this and in

consequence their application has been very
largely lost sight of.

"All mineral land, whether on forest reserves
nr on other unlocated land, is under the

jurisdiction of the Secretary of the Interior,

while the Forest Service comes under that

of the Secretary of Agriculture. The part

which the Forest Service takes in connection

with mineral land is merely that of carrying

out a couresy of one department to another

and because they have men on the ground
who are available for the work. There is

the advantage, however, that the Forest Ser\'-

ice is presumed to and does go into all the

facts and as far as possible adjust any dif-

ferences. It is their purpose and intention

to encourage development of any mineral

land, in a great many cases because it is very

desirable as a matter of fire protection to

have the reserve occupied.
*In addition to this fact the act creating

the forest reserve specifically states in the

following language: '.
. ^'^^.'^, *^ "^^ ^^^

purpose or intent of these provisions, or of

the act providing for such reservations, to

authorize the inclusion therein of lands more
valuable for the mineral therein, (»r for agri-

cultural purposes, than for forest purposes.'
'

That the situation is fully realized is shown
also by the following quotation from the

act or its amendments

:

"The Secretary of the Interior may per-

mit, under regulations to be prescribed by

him the use of timber and stone found upon

such re.servations, free of charge, by bona

fide settlers, miners residents, and prospectors

for mineral, for firewood, fencing, buildings,

mining, prospecting, and other do- pur-

posc.H. as may Ik; needed by such |.i.-iis for

such purposes; such timber to be used within

the State or territory, respectively, where

such reservations may he located"

"Nothing herein shall be construed as pro

hibiting the egress or ingress of actual set-

tlers residing within the Ixiundaries of such
reservations, or from crossing the same to
and from their property or homes; and such
wagon roads and other improvements may l)e

constructed thereon as may be necessary to
reach their homes and to utilize their properly
under such rules and regulations for all

I)roper and lawful purposes. :• ' ''
that

of prospecting, locating and d*. . ^ . j.....^ the
mineral resources thereof ; Profided. That
such persons comply with the rules and regu-
lations covering such forest reser\'ations,"

".•Ml waters on such reser' ;^' ns may be
used for domestic, mining, n. _. . or irriga-

tion purposes, under the laws of the State
wherein such forest reservatiims are situated.

or under the laws of the United Slates and
the rules and regulations established there-

under."
"And any mineral lands in any forest res-

ervation which have been or which may he
shown to be such, and subject to entry under
the existing mining laws of the United States

and the rules and regulations applying thereto,

shall continue to be subject to such ' * on
and entry, notwithstanding any pr. . '^

herein contained."
From "the Use Hook" it will be very evi-

dent that the jKdicy of the Forest Service is

to give anyone who u 'n the forest reserve

in go«»d faith every tiunity to carry on
his work to very best advantage They have.
liowever. frequent cases to contend with where
the rights are abu.sed and the "laws broken
without any reascm or excuse. The follow-

ing is (|uoted from instructions \o the execu-
tive portion of the Forest c and no fair

minded per'> " " * ''• e.\ni-.i.»n '
•''••• is

stated part. en it is r. <-d

that the work of the Forest Ser\-ice is for the

benefit of many • for every
pr< * r that nuKiii iea>"!..i m^ !»e expected
ti. . T^lr LTiUmd

hkhmtion ok a vauiu claim

"A valid claim is one in-" th

tuifler some act of Congr»-- i •:

i!'>n of title to public Iand> and c<'

ii^c consistent with the character of the claim

I necessary fi»r its

it i^ * '
"• '

Kp in - ^ . - -1 . .

1 by the law under which they

held. It is had faith, for i-

hold a mining or agricultural cuimi pt;
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marily for the limber thereon or to acquire

a site valuahle for water power development.

Where the huul is held for the timber, for a

hotel site, saloon site, or other foreign use,

and there has been no compliance with the

requirements of the law under which the

claim was initiated, it may be considered

prejudicial to National Forest interests."

EX.\MIXATIOX OF MIXER.M. CLAIMS

"Prospecting will not be interfered vyith

and mineral locations will not be examined
prior to application for mineral patent, except

where a report is requested by the Depart-

ment of the Interior or where locations in-

terfere with the administration of the Na-
tional Forest. Xo adverse report will be
submitted to the Department of the Interior

which has not been made by a mineral ex-

a.xiner. Prospecting may be carried on with-

out obtaining a permit from forest officers.

FREE USE OF TIMBER

"The locator, or subsequent owner, of a

mining claim has a right to the use of suffi-

cient timber from his claim for development
purposes. This includes the construction of

such buildings as may be necessary as an ad-

junct to such development and the timber for

shafts and tunnels, as well as for fuel in

connection with such development. Timber,
however, may not be cut from one claim to

be used on another claim, even if it be of the

same group, unless its use tends to develop
the claim from which it is cut, as well as

the one on which it is used, except under
free-use permit."

"A mining claimant has no right whatever
to cut or remove timber from his claim for

.sale or for purposes other than the develop-
ment of the claim, and such removal consti-

tutes trespass, except where the removal of
the timber reasonably in advance of the mining
work is necessary to the development of the

claim."

The law regarding the use of timber for

mining purposes on any i)ublic lands states

that it may be cut only from the included sur-

face, although this is something which re-

ceived very little attention from the mining
public and frequently is a matter of surprise
when this restriction is made on forest re-

.serves. The quotation above, however, shows
how very easy this question can be arranged
when the claim is taken up where timber is

unsuitable or scarce and all that is necessary
is to consult the local ranger who will ad-
vise what timber may be cut. Service Regula-
tions S 27 and S 2'.i quoted herewith will

.show how well this matter is taken care of.

REGULATION S 27

"Free use may be granted : (1) To bona fide
-
"'— — Ts, residents, and prospectors for

- firewood, fencing, buildin^^. min-
prospecting, and other domestic pur-

p-z-es; (2) to school and road districts,

churches, or noncommercial cooperative or-
c:;)iuz;ition> of settlers for improvements of

mutual or public benefit; (3) for the con-

struction of telephone lines when necessary
for the protection of National Forests from
tire; (-4) to certain branches of the Federal
Government."

REGULATION S 29

"Permits will be required for green ma-
terial."

Free-Use Areas: "Supervisors may, with
the approval of the district forester, desig-

nate as free-use areas portions or all of any
National Forest, and settlers, miners, resi-

dents, and prospectors for minerals may cut

and remove from such areas, free of charge
and without permit, under such rules as may
be prescribed by forest officers, any dead tim-

ber needed for their own use for firewood,

fencing, buildings, mining prospecting and
other domestic purposes. No timber may be

taken under this regulation for sale to other

persons or for commercial use."

Emergency Use: "Material may be cut out-

side of a free-use area without permit in

cases of emergency or of immediate need.

The person taking such material shall

promptly notify the forest officer in charge of

the district."

Transient Use : "Small quantities of ma-
terial needed by transients may be taken

without permit."

Briefly stated, therefore, the situation is

as follows :

No permit is required to prospect on
Forest Reserves.
Timber on claims may be used freely for

all necessary purposes in developing.

If additional timber is required the ranger

should be consulted.
Forest Service Regulations regarding fire

are perfectly reasonable and should be care-

fully observed.

The ranger has no option in his action in

carrying out any rules prescribed and fire

rules are of highest importance. In case of*

any uncertainty consult the ranger and if

not satisfied the District Forester or write

to the Secretary of the nearest Chapter of

the American Mining Congress, or to the

Forestry Relations Committee, 316 Colorado
Building, Denver.

TUNGSTEN DEPOSITS IN U. S.

BEING DEVELOPED RAPIDLY
The U. S. Geological Survey knows of no

new extensive deposits of tungsten ores that

have been found in the United States. There
are, however, many developments of known
deposits from which an increased production
is being made. In the Atolia, Cal., field the

known deposits have been developed greatly

and numerous extensions have been found.

The ore from this area is scheelite, calcium
tungstate. In Arizona many new deposits

have been found but they have not to date
been shown to be extraordinarily large.



OKLAHOMA COAL COSTS $1.80 TO S2.00 A TON TO
PRODUCE, CARL SCHOLZ TESTIFIES

President of the American Mining Congress and Other Operators Appear Before

the Indian Affairs Committee of the House and Explain Mining Conditions

on Indian Lands Alderson Best Domestic Coal in United States

The situation in the coal mines on Indian
lands in Oklahoma was the subject of a hear-

ing April 14 before the House Committee on
Indian Attairs. Carl Scholz, president of the
American Mining Congress; P. R. Allen, vice-

president District 21, Southwestern Coal Oper-
ators; Frank Drew, secretary; James McCon-
nell. James H. Hibben, and Dorset Carter, at-

tended this hearing, extracts from which are
as follows:

Mr. Scholz. The only thing I want to touch
on is the last clause of the paper read by
Mr. Carter in connection with the e.xtension

of the lease. As you yourselves well know,
our company operates in the Hartshorne
Hasin. and about ten years ago, we abolishefl

the method of mining from the crop, believing

it was not for the best interest of the owners
or anybody else. Just now. we have in course
of completion two mines which will cost us
in the neighborhood of $250,000 each. I have
taken, quite recently, the mining trustees

over that property to show them the expense
connected with the development of these new
mines, and Mr. Willis expres.sed surprise at

the substantial manner in which the work is

being carried on. As you al.so know, since

1902. we have been unable to mine in Okla-
homa by pick, with the result that coal ha«
been greatly depreciated in value. That ha
been brought about as the result of our trou-

bles with the miners. When we settled our
troubles, that was in the contract with the

miners, that we should not mine anv more
by pick

Representative Carter. Mining by the pick

—

what do you mean?

PIC K .M I .\ 1 NC. KX PI,A I N KI)

Mr. Scholz. It is a process of mining which
returns a very large percentage of lump c(»al.

and a very small percentage of .slack In
Oklahoma, especially since the developmti:

r

of oil and gas. the market for slack «oal : .

been at a low price Every bit of slack «

has been s<»ld at $150 less than the cost of

pr ' '
. with the result that the lump

CO.

I

en caused to Ixrar the los.«< sustain*-.!

by the small coal The onlv methods we h.i

to off.Hct the work fundamcntallv done bv
the miners, is the adoption of .

'
" '

mining machinerv. which i*: vrr-.

involving a large outlay

Mr Snyder. Why do vou have to eliminate
the use of the pick?
Mr. Scholz. It is a condition which we re

luctantly accepted, but we were com; " ' •

Electric coal mining means the in-

of power plant.s, which are. in themselves,
very costly, and the u.se of mining ma
entailing an expense of $2,000 each. i^.i>.i

machine has an output of about 50 tons,
which, with the amount of help employed, and
the high-cla.ss labor, makes quite an i

process. The cost of an electrically e'iu;pj.>c i

mine is five times as great as it was con-
templated to be when the mines were devel-
oped. Con.sequently. to develop these mini'<
to the best interests of the -t •• - y^

they may be, every encoura>,
held out to the lessees to invest the gr
amount of money required to develop the
lands on the best - '' ^ If t*

done, and the ; ,
nern. .. .

run down, when the pre.sent expire, you
will have very little coal available.

I want to bring that feature t
'

attention, because your own •

have called attention to the co:

ing fully they could not go on infietinitely. ex-
pending monev there, without being able to
ri-iniburse our.>ielves

.Mr Snyder. Have you stated what is your
production of coal now?

IICOIUCK 4.(XM).OO0 TONS

Mr Scholz. About 4.000.000 ton.s this year
Representative Carter. Is that all vou can

sell'

Mr. Scholz Yes. sir. th.- irln.-s in Okla-
homa are operated only ly. They
op ! onlv 111 davs this vear out of a
p.. .''.n.

! . ..tativr Cirti r W',- hi\f .'T i. .t »Vi..

re; but Mr
what vou think about the valuable coal m the
' .• !.

'

.M: C.irtr-r Thr- f.iCl .. .ur ' o^'tc iti?

I have in. but havr
other lands around there. Iv I have mv
rye* on '

'
»; i have .

(I. . I1ii( • •' ill f fi if '

te

it IS \:

' the St. Louis and G.

22.^
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it and went broke, and now we have got hold

of it the other day in connection with the

railroad, about a year ago—that same land—
and we took a large steam shovel, much larger

than any on the Panama Canal, and larger

than anything else ever built of its kind, and

we removed the earth, and have gotten down
to the coal, and have dug it up. Now, you
take the government report of the condition

of that coal and compare it with the actual

conditions, and there is a wonderful variance.

That coal will run twelve inches thick and
then drop to live feet.

Representative Carter. There has been a

report that that coal was worth some $90,000,-

000.000.

Mr. Carter. That is all wrong.

AX ERRONEOUS CONCLUSION

Mr. Scholz. I think it is only proper to in-

form Mr. Campbell as to how the estimate
was arrived at. I was one of the witnesses
called before the Senate Committee in 1906

to answer that question. It came about this

way. One of the Senators had seen a report
prepared by Mr. Joseph Taft on the coal

deposits in the Indian Territory, which stated
that each acre of land was underlaid with
5.000 tons of coal. This same Senator also

saw a report prepared by the United States
mine inspector of the Indian Territory, Mr.
William Cameron, which read that the spot
value of the coal was S2 a ton, and so the de-

duction that the Senator drew from that was
5.000 multiplied by S2 per ton gave $10,000
an acre. He did not take into account the
fact that, in the S2, $1.90 represented wages
and two cents the profit of the operator.'

Mr. Campbell. \\'hat is the value of your
coal ?

Mr. Scholz. I would like to give you the
actual cost of our coal to produce. The pro-
duction of coal in the Hartshorne field ran
$1.88 per ton last year. This year it was
$1.80. Last year our tonnage was reduced
and the price went up. Our Alderson cost
$2 a ton. Our Hartshorne coal is inferior
coal, compared with the Alderson coal. It is

the best domestic coal produced in the United
States, in my opinion.
Mr. Campbell. Mr. Scholz, you are a prac-

tical man, acquainted with the value of coal
lands. What ought the Indians to get for the
remainder of the coal they have, per acre?
Mr. Scholz. Mr. Campbell, that is a very

difficult question to answer offhand, and one
that I believe I am not competent to pass on
offhand, but I should say that the price fixed
by Mr. Cameron is not far off. The average
he fixed is about $38 per acre.

Representative Carter. For coal?

FIGURES TOO HIGH
Mr. Scholz. Yes, sir; I made an appraisal

for the Senate Committee in 1906. If I remem-
^^r correctly, my figures were about $9,000,-
^ ') The record will speak for itself. It is

Document No. 390. and Mr. Cameron's
.-.isal was just a little higher than my

Figures. I think he was $2,000,000 above me,
and I venture if Mr. Cameron were here to-

day, and I had the privilege of going over
the matter with him, I would bring him to

my way of thinking, that his figures are higher
than they should be.

Representative Carter. Mr. Cameron was a

practical coal man?
Mr. Scholz. Yes, sir.

'

Representative Carter. And was in charge
of mines for years before he became an
inspector?
Mr. Scholz. Yes, sir.

Mr. Campbell. When these lands are offered
for sale, I take it that some Senators and
some Members of Congress and some news-
papers and magazine writers and others will

proclaim it generally that there is property
worth anywhere from four to ninety billions

of dollars that somebody probably is going to

get at a great deal less than it is worth. You
say that it is worth about $38 per acre, and
Mr. Cameron says it is worth about $40 an
acre?
Mr. Scholz. 'Somewhere in that neighbor-

hood—'between $30 and $40.

Mr. Campbell. You are an operator, and Mr.
Cameron was mining inspector for the State
of Oklahoma.
Mr. Scholz. For the Untied States Govern-

ment.
Mr. Campbell. That land has all been ap-

praised, has it not?
'Mr. Scholz. Mr. Cameron appraised it and

I made an appraisal of it myself. It is on file,

and I would be glad to file copies of that.

Mr. Campbell. Your appraisals ran within
$2.00?

Mr. Scholz. I am not sure, but I think we
were very close together.
Mr. Campbell. What was the basis of your

appraisement?

Explaining calculation

Mr. Scholz. The basis which I fixed was the
income which had been derived from royalties,

and from which I took a part of the income
and set aside as a sinking fund, and the other
was taken as an interest charge. At that
time, the Indian Territory mines produced
about 3,000,000 tons of coal a year. At tne
rate of 8 cents a ton, the annual income was
$240,000. I took two cents of that 3,000,000
to he set aside as sinking fund of the prop-
erty and 6 cents to pay the interest charge,
because those two things you cannot get away
from. Interest and taxes are sure to follow
you, and while I am on the subject of taxes,
that is one subject that has not been touched
upon, namely, that in our experience in the
State of Oklahoma, in charging out of reve-
nue, taxes, we are facing a very dangerous
situation, and one which concerns all of us,
merely because we do not know what we will
have to pay for the mineral rights.
The 5-foot veins will yield 4,000 tons per

acre. If all this coal were recovered at the
rate of 8 cents per ton, the total royalty will
be $320. At the most, only $80 should be
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charged against the value of the coal, and
the remainder to interest. In other words,
the value of the coal in the ground at the

side would he 2 cents per ton. and peri.c.^, .

a great deal less. My experience since leads

me to believe that my appraisement was too
high, because of the increased tonnage upon
which my estimate was based has not been
realized. With the increased tonnage upon
which my figures were based the owners would
lost money, for a period of ten years, or fif-

teen years, after the property was paid for.

They were not able to get enough money to

pay interest and set aside a sinking fund.

In other words, they were establishing a deficit,

and it required up to 1*J2.'{ before that deficit

would be wiped out and from that time and
thereafter it would be a money-earning propo-
sition. That was the basis of my appraisal,

which I thought a very fair one.

LOSS IN ACREAGE

This, however, does not represent the pur-
chase value of the coal because of the large

amount of acreage purchased with a mine
which is lost and further reduces the value
which a purchaser can afford to pay per acre.

The closer coal is located to the place of
development, the more valuable it is, hence.
Cf»al remote from shaft locations is less valu-

able because of the length of time elapsing
prior to its development.
The coal must also bear the extinguishing

charge of the improvements because every
ton of coal removed makes the mine that

much less valuable. If the original tonnage
available in a mine was 2.000,000 tons, and the

plant to develop it costs $200,000. it is neces
sary to set aside one cent as a sinking charge
for the equipment, plus the interest thereon.

These deductions further diminish the orig-
inal valuation of the coal.

ELECTRIC FURNACES AT NIAGARA
PRODUCE MANUFACTURED GRAPHITE

"The prijfiuction of natural graphite in the

United States in 1915 was appro.ximately 19

per cent, by value, of the graphite imported."
says Edson S. Bastin. of the Geological Sur-

vey. "In addition to natural graphite, this

country produced a considerable amount of

manufacturefl graphite in the electric fur-

naces at Niagara Falls The imports came
mainly from the island of Ceylon
"As usual the greater part of the crystal-

line graphite was produced by New Vork.
Pennsylvania, and Alabama The production
of these States was all of the varietv known
in the trade as flake' graphite that occurs

as small flakes forming 5 to 10 per cfiit. bv
weight, of cr>'stalline schists, from which it

is separated by more or less com; ' M

ing processes In addition to in 1

quantitv of crystalline graphite. ! g
in a general way the Cevlon Rraphite. was
produced in Montana. As a result of in-

CT . ! production in all of t*
c. •

t..,^

p.i; :.. .ilarh' in M.ilvim.i thr «;

talline graphite produced in 1915 e.\ceeded
that for any previous year." declares Mr
Bastin. "The number of pr -s of i

line graphite were four in .\.aiMma. <<n: .n

Montana, three in New York, and tw ) in

Pennsylvania." Mr. Bastin finds.

"Amorph»jus graphite mined in this country
ij used locally for foundry • ' • *.

pigments, its production w.. . i

by the war and was considerably below that
for 1914. There were three producers, located
in Nevada. Rhode Island and \V

"Graphite in large quantities . ..._.. „:-i.

tured by the Acheson Graphite Co., at
Niagara Falls. N. Y., which utilizes ele»

"

power generated at the Falls. During iJlo

a large new buildmg was e^. . t, j exclusively
for the manufacture of *G. a mixture
of grease and graphite used lor lubricating
purposes. In March, 1916 a new furnace
house was in process of erection. When th-
is completed the company will have four : .

nace houses in Niagara Falls. N. Y.. and one
in Niagara Falls. Canada, accommodating in

all about forty furnaces
"The demand for graphite electrodes greatly

increased during the year on account of the
remarkable growth in certain electrochemical
industries." Mr. P.avtin has :'.

-" '"rd. "The
extent of this growth is i by the
statement made in the Iron .Igc recently

that during 1915 the number of electric steel

furnaces in operation in this country ini
-

!

7S per cent. It is interesting to note tl.

size of the graphite electrodes made at
Niagara Falls ranges from a diameter of 1/16
of an inch to a diameter of 12 niches and a
length of 77 inches.

"The bulk graphite produced by this com-
pany in 1915 was reported as 2.542 short tons
valued at $99,633 This represents
graphite which would come into ct ;..,

with natural graphite and does not ::

certain graphitized products that do not ci>m-

pete with natural graphite."

SUIT OVER COAL LANDS
IS WON BY GOVERNMENT

Justice SlaflFi»rd, of the District of r«>hi"

Supreme Court, has denied the a i ot

Fred \V. and Mae H ' of N' ' -

a mandanui< to cotupii .
• '• ,^ , ,,.

Interior Department, to i m a grant

for certain coal lands in Montana on the

payment of the price of $20 per acre t.-^
' ' v

C<»ngTess The pf-"*- vrrs noted an .li-jr^,*!

to the C'.'nr! of .\.
,

Actin etarv of the Interior Tone< tv

answer lo the p ; in the

ret.iry I.a ' '

had fixed i

the lancis mi^ht he
'

' and that the pra>

.>f the .'

.!..
lu ii"«4ui!U i'a^nicii. ai uic

In

fr<»in ;^7J

h.i ' •

lid. the a;

' |»cr acre, .i

\ to i«

bv t!

nt ranset
! he
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CHAS. A. DAVIS, OF BUREAU
OF MINES, DIES SUDDENLY

Prof. Charles A. Davis, a member of tihe

Bureau of Mines, widely known as a geologist

and botanist and for his investigations of

peat, died April at his residence on Ontario

Koad. this city, after an illness of several

weeks.
Prof. Davis was born at Portsmouth, N. H.,

September 29, 18tU. the son of Louis Gilman

and Cyrena Frances (Pierce) Davis. He
studied' at Bowdoin College from which he

received the degree of Bachelor of Arts in

1^S6. and that of Master of Arts in 1889. He
subsequently attended the Cornell School of

Forestry for one semester. In 1905 he re-

ceived the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

from the University of Michigan.

Immediately after his graduation from Bow-
doin College he became a teacher of science,

tirst at Hyde Park (Illinois) High School,

Iss(j-l8y6, and then as professor of biology

and geology at Alma College, Alma, Mich.,

lS96-iy00. He was an instructor in forestry

at the University of Michigan, 1900-1905;

curator of the herbarium at the same univer-

sity, 1905-1908. While acting as a field agent

of the Michigan Geological Survey, Prof.

Davis, at the suggestion of Dr. Alfred Lane,
the State geologist, gave especial attention to

the peat deposits of the State, and in 1907,

when the technologic branch of the United
States Geological Survey began investigations

of the origin and use of peat, Prof. Davis
became a member of its stafif as peat expert.

He served in this capacity with the survey
from 1907 to 1910, and with the Bureau of

Mines, 1910-1912. He was appointed fuel tech-
nologist in the Bureau of Mines in 1912, and
geologist in 1915.

Prof. Davis was a Fellow of the Geological
Society of America and a member of the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science, Michigan Academy of Science,
Washington Academy of Sciences, Washington
Geological Society, \\'ashington Botanical So-
ciety, Washington Biological Society, Associa-
tion of American Geographers, National Geo-
graphic Society, Alpha Delta Phi (Bowdoin
and Michigan chapters), Phi Beta Kappa,
Cosmos Club, corresponding member New
England Botanical Club.
The published works of Professor Davis

include: Peat in Michigan, 1907; The uses of
Peat for Fuel and Other Purposes (a bulletin
of the Bureau of Mines), 1911, and numerous
papers in reports. l,ulletins and scientific and
technical journals.
He was editor of the journal of the Amer-

ican Peat Society from 1907.
As an investigator. Prof. Davis was re-

spected among men of science for breadth of
kno

, keenness of observation, sound
J-' :i:. and great technical skill. He was
: zed as the foremost American authority

peat, and gave his time unsparingly to
<i the development of the peat resources
"i ...i> country. In studying the utilization

of peat he made himself familiar with the

methods used in foreign countries in digging

and drying peat, in using it for fuel under
steam boilers or in gas producers, or for other

purposes.
As fuel technologist and as geologist of the

Bureau of Muies, Prof. Davis not only gave
attention to practical questions of utilization,

but studied the origin of peat, lignite and coal,

and had ibegun an investigation of the origin

of the oil shales of Colorado and Utah.
The purpose of this work was to determine

the nature of the organic remains that yield

petroleum when the shales are distilled, and
thus to contribute to the utilization of these

shales, which are of great prospective im-
portance as sources of gasoline, lubricating

oils, mineral waxes and ammonia compounds.
In his microscopic studies of these shales and
of peat and lignite. Prof. Davis developed
original methods of cutting and preparing thin

sections for microscopic study, and the high
excellence of his skill in preparing and exam-
ining these sections is recognized by men of
science in this country and abroad.

Prof. Davis endeared himself to his friends
and scientific associates by his quiet, modest,
and unassuming demeanor and his charity
toward those who differed from him. He was
loved as well as respected.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs. Frances

M. H. Davis, of this city; his mother, Mrs. L.
G. Davis, of Portsmouth, N. H. ; his sisters,

Mrs. Robert Sugden, of Portsmouth, N. H.,
and Mrs. Arthur W. F. Brown, of Fitchburg,
Mass., and his brother, Mr. Percy Davis, of
Waltham, Mass.

Interment was made at Portsmouth, N. H.

Canada Leads in Nickel Production

The world's supply of nickel ores in 1912,
as estimated by the Metallgesellschaft of
Frankfort on the Main, was 28,500 metric
tons, of which 20,300 were produced in Canada
and shipped in the form of matte to be re-

fined in the United States and England.
Germany refined about 5,000 tons, of which a
part was probably produced in that country
and a part was imported. France refined
2,100 tons of nickel which was imported from
New Caledonia. Other countries produced
about 1,200 tons, probably, mostly from
Norway.

Print New Bulletin

The E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company
of Wilmington, Del., have just had printed
a Clay Blasting Booklet. As it is the first

booklet ever issued on this subject it con-
tains valuable and interesting information.
Some of the phases covered are "Digging
Clay," Stripping." "Biasing Down Shale,"
"Digging Plastic Clays," "Mining Fhnt
Clays," "Draining Clay Pits," as well as full

information on the use of explosives.
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

u. (,. ii:k(.i SON

(•eologist

H. G Ferguson, a Reologist of the United
States Geological Survey, who has a wide
acquaintanceship among mining men. was
born in San Rafael. Cal. He began his edu-

cation in the public schools in Hartford.
Conn. Later he graduated from St Paul's

School at Concord. \. H. after which he
attended Harvard He was grarluated in

1001 and took a .NLister of Arts ' •• in

postgraduate work in 190G In ad..; Mr
Ferguson spent the winter of 1911 at Yale.

The first work done by Mr. Ferguson after

1' • .school was in 1906 and 1907 with the

( 1. \ < uind Cliffs Iron <" ••" mv. Ishp"'"^.
Mich In MK)7 he was a;

.
cd to a \ y

in the Philippine Mureau of Science. He
served as geologist with this bureau until

1910. In this latter vear Mr I'
- is

sent as a delegate of the Philii i-

ment to the International <
>•

gress at Stockholm. Sweden On returnuiK
to the Cnited States in 1911 Mr F-

•

n

began work with the I'nitcfl Slates (»c »1

Survev. and has continued with it since.

Various reports on Philippine geologv and

gold mining in northern California have
come from Mr. Fergus<ni"s pen and he has
a number of other works in process of print

ing or of preparation.

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION
REGARDS UNIFORM ACCOUNTING

PLAN WITH FAVOR, IT SEEMS
Active Work is being dune by the American

Mining Congress Committee on Uniform Re-
ports to Government Authorities.

The congress has had a committee work-
ing upon this subject for some little time, and
this has led to the uniform system of a> '-

ing. An accurate system of cost ace . x
would jirevent much of the price-cutting,

which, for instance, is so prevalent in the

bituminous coal industry.

A recent conference of the committee with
the Federal Trade Commission, brought out
a statement from one member of the com-
mission, that full 90 per cent of the manu-
facturing concerns of this country have no
knowledge of the exact cost of their pro-

duction.
This is pariKularly true ui mc coai in-

dustry. Any system which would lead to a
better system of cost accounting would l)c

of service, not only to the companies which do
not have such a - '

it t(t other i nies.

because of the : . .aion of pric^ .. the
part of competitors who. if they knew it.

would not sell their production at less than it

I'OSt.

The Federal Trade Commissiot^ ^'-'-ms will-

ing to give its approval and ass; v- in se-

curing general approval of such a plan
E T. Brent advises C'

of the '^"^'nittee <»n C:
the A:. »n Mining
Franklin County (Illin'

g«)ne into the matter of

accounting in a painsl.i.^ ...^ .,...,..,. . ..cy

have called in expert advice Mr Bent re-

gards it as probable that the Franklin County
operators will endorse the plan unanimously

m S A Taylor.
\ -"Mting of

it the
ralors have

f

Cerium Has Various Uset

Cerium has been used to a small extent in

the coloring of glass, to which t<

are said to give a * " - ^ ^ • --•
.|

the makinir of ga> > ^ !

ney .1 jo! e The Rare Earth Indu •

Lond«»n. Lo<'kwo«>d $c Son . 1913.

i>
'• - '' - ie. in dveing.

f. _., . - it. in 1< .i?h.T

d a base for dye stuflFs of the . :i

group, as cat in the : uture <it sul-

phuric ai id, .ill 1 I ' !» an '

'
* <*

accumiil.itr.r '1 hma n h«.v a
out a ;

t for the use of * rerium r«im-

pound !e. in a lerx*

(\«i l.iu..i"vj. II. 19io e
tho onlv ii'y: .i . . ti Th.it in •

^^

> VI, of i the . V
knows.
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GOVERNMENT HAS VAST
AMOUNT OF DATA ON TAP

An example of the painstaking care ex-

erted by the government to see that all pos-

sible information is furnished t9 those who
inquire is shown in a letter received recently

by the Bureau of Education from a school

teacher in a small town in Minnesota. The
letter read as follows

:

"Will you kindly send us material on the

following subjects: Preparedness, Ameri-
canization of Immigrants, Water-power one

of the Natural Resources, Peace, Evils of

Child Labor, the Seven Wonders of the World
Today (Wireless Telegraphy, Telephone,

Radium, X-Ray. Spectum Analysis, Aeroplane,

Panama Canal) ?"

It was necessary to refer this letter to the

Geological Survey, Bureau of Mines, Depart-

ment of Labor. Bureau of Standards, War
Department, Smithsonian Institution and
Panama Canal office.

Despite the sweeping nature of the request,

the school teacher who made it will receive

very comprehensive information as to each

of the matters concerning which she inquired.

The director of the Geological Survey, for in-

stance, replied as follows

:

"I am sending you, under separate cover, a

copy of Water Supply Paper 234, containing

papers on the conservation of water resources,

and 400-A, 'The people's interest in water-

power resources.' There is also sent you Bul-

letin 599. 'Our mineral reserve—how to make
America industrially independent,' and a chap-

ter from Mineral Resources of the United
States for 1912, which contains an article on
radium."
Mining men generally have little conception

of the amount of aid which the Government
can extend to them in their individual work.
That the Mixinx Congress Journal has been
very influential in calling attention to this very
fact is indicated by the correspondence men-
tioning the Journal being received by the
Bureau of Mines and Geological Survey—the

two bureaus whose 1,500 employes are en-

gaged for the most part in work looking to

the advancement of the mining industry.

Those who take advantage of the aids of-

fered by the Government often enjoy con-
siderable advantages over mining men who
have not come to use this facility. Hundreds
of letters are written by the Survey every
month acquainting inquirers as to who buy
and who sell certain mineral products. A
long list of producers, as well as the buyers,
are kept on file at the Survey and are fur-
nished on application.

Every effort is made to reach inquirers, even
if they are careless and forget to sign their
names to the inquiry, or send samples for
examination improperly packed. For instance
an unsigned letter was received last month
written on the stationery of a New Orleans

hotel. All information was furnished and
forwarded to the proprietor of the hotel along
with the original letter in the hope that he
would be able to locate the writer. It is

rather a common occurrence for tags to reach

the Survey without the package of ore

samples which undoubtedly accompanied
them originally. This usually is due to care-

lessness in wrapping or attaching the tags or

in using tags of flimsy paper.

That some persons have no hesitancy about
using the Geological Survey is shown by a

recent consignment of twenty-one samples
from a Nevada mining man, who asks for the

identification of the various samples he sent.

The result of this particular examination is

as follows

:

1. Calcite-lime carbonate. 2. Limonite and
calcite. 3. Galena in quartz, 4. Barite-

barium sulphate. 5. Iron oxides with some
Mn02. 6. Malachite, iron oxides, quartz. 7.

Barite. 8. Iron oxides. 9. Altered igneous
rock, possibly diabase or diorite. 10. Calcite

and limestone, stained with Mn02. 11. Quartz
with iron oxide and Mn02. 12. Calcite

(aragonite?). 13. None so numbered. 14.

Quartz with copper stains. 15. Vein material
and altered rock with very little galena. 16.

Two specimens. Calcite veinlets in an iron-

stained altered rock. 17. Quartz with a little

galena. 18. Apparently a quartzite. 19. Jaro-
site-hydrous potassium iron sulphate. 20.

Rock-stained with copper and iron, 21. Highly
silicified rock stained with iron and a very
little copper.

LEAD ORE OF VERY LOW GRADE
IS BEING HANDLED AT A PROFIT

The percentage of lead required to make
lead ore have a commercial value varies with
several conditions, as for instance, the char-

acter of ores occurring in the general district,

and the distance from transportation, and
markets, the U. S. Geological Survey points

out. In the western States, where silverlead

ore is smelted, lead is desired as a ''carrier"

for the silver, and ore containing 10 per
cent of lead, or occasionally less, is salable.

With a small smelter, distant from a
market, lead ore carrying no other valuable
metals probably would be required to contain
20 per cent or so of lead to be salable.

However, crude lead ores containing as low
as 2 or 3 per cent of lead are concentrated
or cleaned by milling or hand-picking until

by elimination of dirt and gangue the concen-
trates may contain as high as 80 per cent of

lead. Such concentrates would at present
have a value in the Joplin district of about
$100 per ton, according to C. E. Seibenthal,
the Geological Survey's specialist in lead.



INSIDIOUS UNSEEN WASTES OF PETROLEUM
MUST BE STOPPED, SAYS MANNING

Resources of the United States WJl Be Depleted Prematurely Unless Determined
Steps Are Taken Quickly, Contends Director of Bureau of Mines in Written

Statement Only Fifty Per Cent of Oil Recovered

In the course of its investij^ations conducted
for the increase of efficiency in the mineral
industries, the Bureau of Mines has given es-

pecial attention to the prevention of wastes
in the production and utiHzation of petroleum,
writes \'an H. Manning. Director of the Bu-
reau of Mines, in explaining the scope of
the liureau's petroleum work. It has long been
realized by the most intelligent and far-sighted
producers that the insidious unseen wastes
are far more serious than the visible wastes
and that preventive measures must be taken
if our petroleum resources are not to be de-
pleted prematurely.
The losses or wastes, incident to the pe-

troleum industry may be broadly divided into

two classes, as follows: (1) Losses incident

to production, and (2) losses through in-

efficient utilization.

Among the noteworthy wastes falling

within the first class may be mentioned the

unrecoverable oil, estimated to be more than
50 per cent of the oil in the land. In addition,

there are the invisible wastes due to inetlicient

protection of oil and gas bearing strata against

infiltrating waters.

LOSS l.V UTn.IZ.\TI0N

Losses in utilization include not only the

actual waste in the use of petroleum and its

products, but the making of excessive

amounts of less desirable products in manu-
facturing the products that are in most de-

mand. For instance, gasoline is obtained
chiefly from petroleum containing a large

proportion of paraflin hydrocarbons, but
many of these petroleums yield only small
percentages of ga.soline under the old dis-

tillation methods, so that their utilization in

this way has been uneconomical and waste-

ful. By "cracking" processes the yieUl of

gasoline has been largely increased, but the
yield shoubl be still larger It is est \

that the output of gasoline bv the In;; -n

process, the cracking process used by Statu!-

ard Oil companies, amounted in 1915 to 3.000.

000 barrels, but this was equivalent to IS.OOO.-

000 barrels of Mifl r<>ntincnt cnidc oil; in

other words, onlv alvnit one sixth of the bulk
of an average paratVin b.ise petroleum from
the Mid-Continent field was converted int(»

gasoline by the cracking process most in
commercial use in 1915.

Some striking facts rega "'•"• present con-
ditions in the petroleum .ry, with es-

pecial reference to the increased consumption
and e.xisting high price of gasoline, are given
in a report made by the Secretary of the
Interior to the United States Senate under
date of Februar>' 2. 1916. and published as
Senate Document 310.

GASOLINE PRODUCTION

The estimated production of gasoline in
the United States in 1915 was 41.600.000 bar-
rels and the amount exported in that year
was 6.500.000 barrels, leaving a difference of
35.100.000 barrels for consumption in this
countrv. These figures compare with a pro-
duction of 12.900.000 barrels, exports of l.WO.-
000 barrels and an available difT^

- of
11.200.000 barrels in 1909, and a p; ... tion
of 6.920.000 barrels, exports of 594.000 barrels
and an available difference of 6,326.000 bar-
rels in 1904

In regard to the con.siimption of gasoline,
the Secretary of the Interior says:
'The new uses of gasoline and kerosene

(coal oili are of < * -ort-

ance. The Ci)nsuni; :. :>een
due to the treiiiendtjus >. i of old uses
"The principal uses o! ^,.i "line today are

as follows:

"(a) .AulimKibilcs, motorbiats. motorcycles,
and aircrafc.

"(b) Stationary internal-combustion en-
gines.

"(c) Tr^'«;"< "',! ..tti.r ....rf.T.i.. ....:,.,

"(d) C
:

uses.

"\«uie ol tlioe has yet r« as'
where the future can be a^wii.itely fv»fc-

casted."
The SecreUr\' states that the recent extra-

ordinarv risr in the price of gasoline is '

to the following v-^s The jn-- •

sumption of ^. c within 1

States, which is estimated to have been 25
!»• in 1915 th.in in 1914. the m-
t r» K.,,'-.:4 11 1 A 1 " • I I

Stocks due to is*i|

ports demands: the deer i

crude oil ig a lar^

gasoline; t

iiil, and t\

' gasohne
and ex*

'.:. • •» of

of
.1

ic price ui cr\i !••
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Dt.roSlTS I.IMITICP

A tact, frequently forgotten, is that, in

spite of the enormous production of petro-

leum in this country, approximately 65 per

cent of the world's output, our petroleum

deposits are of limited extent as compared
with our deposits of coal. The restricted

area of prospective oil lands limits the pos-

sible number of new fields, and makes im-

perative both the best use of our present

known supply and the curtaiHng of unneces-

sar>' extravagance and of waste in the use

of petroleum products. The use of oil as a

fuel, when less economically valuable hut

equally available fuels, such as coal, are at

hand, can not be too strongly condemned.

We are constantly acquiring knowledge of

the nature of the constituents of petroleum

and of the possibility of converting these

constituents into much wanted and valuable

products adapted to higher forms of indus-

trial use.

In conjunction with its efforts toward
minimizing of wastes such as are described

above, the Bureau of Mines has established

at Pittsburgh, Pa., a laboratory that is in-

vestigating problems relating to the economi-
cal and efficient utilization of petroleum and
the conversion of heavier and less desirable

oils into lighter and more valuable products.
This is the highest type of conservation, and
conspicuous success has already (been attained

in the early investigations, the results of
which are being given to the public in a
Bureau of Mines bulletin. For the future,

there is even greater promise of valuable
additions to our knowledge in this field, to

be obtained through work in the laboratory
and, on a larger scale, through the coopera-
tion and support of the producers and con-
sumers of petroleum products.
This forthcoming bulletin deals with the

cracking of petroleum and other hydro-car-
bons and the production thereby of gasohne,
benzene, and tolulene. The authors give a
comprehensive review of the literature and
present in much detail the results of the ex-
periments made by Dr. W. F. Rittman, now
chemical engineer of the Bureau of Mines,
in the development of improved processes
for manufacturing gasoline and benzene-tolu-
ene, and present some of the results achieved
in working out the benzene-toluene process
on a commercial scale.

Aoplications for patents on both processes
have been filed with the intent of having
the pr s dedicated to the public and the

""'^ to the Secretary of the In-

^" \, '^ ^^^ *^^ people of the United
States. On February 1, 1916. seven refineriesm SIX States, were installing plants for the

ne process. Benzene and toluene were-—luced in large quantities by the
: >s.

OKLAHOMA GOAL OPERATORS
RELEASED FROM PERMISSIBLE

EXPLOSIVES REGULATION
Representatives of the Oklahoma Coal

Operators have pledged themselves to make
every effort looking to the early adoption
of the use of permissible explosives in Okla-
homa coal mines.
The matter was discussed very fully at a

conference April 13, between the Secretary of

the Interior, representatives of the Bureau
of Mines, the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Oklahoma Coal Operators.
As a result of this conference a complete

understanding was reached between the op-

erators and the department.
The committee representing the Oklahoma

operators consisted of Messrs. P. R. Allen,

vice-president, District 21, Southwestern Coal
Operators Association ; Frank Drew, secre-

tary; James McConnell, James H. Hibben,
Dorset Carter, and Carl Scholz, president of
the American Mining Congress.

Many Freak Letters Received

Here are some samples of amusing letters

which reach the Bureau of Mines

:

"Will you be kind enough to send to my
good friend , a .bulletin on how to

get from a nickle's worth of gas as much
as you pay for a quarter? I presume you
have a bulletin of this character."

"In reply to your letter I wish to ask you
to send me on one of your papers called No.
99 of the war in Europe on the ceramic in-

dustries of the United States in which I am
sending you the 5 cents for it."

"If you have a sufficient supply of your
recent pamphlet, entitled "Hazards in Hand-
ling Gasoline," I would be pleased to have
half a dozen copies which I could keep for
occasional distribution to parties whom I

know are using that fluid in a dangerous way.
I desire one just at the present time for a
doctor's family, who by all the laws of physics
and chemistry should have been blown up or
burned up some time ago I think the pam-
phlet is a very excellent one and it should be
useful, for apparently Divine Providence
hasn't sufficient time to look after all the
fools in the world."—From a consulting en-
gineer.

Florida Has Big Springs

No State in the Union has larger or more
numerous springs than Florida. Many of
them form good-sized streams from the start
and some of them are navigable. The largest
spring in the State, and one of the largest
and probably the best-known in the United
States, is Silver Spring, which is located six
miles east of Ocala. This spring forms the
source of the Oklawaha River, a tributary of
the St. Johns, and steamboats traversing the
river enter the spring basin, which has an
area of several acres. The water is from 25
to 30 feet deep and is wonderfully clear, ap-
pearing absolutely colorless.



COAL MINING WILL CONTINUE TO BE ACTIVE
INDUSTRY IN HOUTZDALE AREA

Widely Held Idea that Famous Clearfield District of Pennsylvania Has Been
Worked Out is Erroneous

—

Lttle Left in Old Moshannon Bed, But Lower
Diposts as Well as the Capseam Are Be^ng Worked

A general impression has been created that
coal mining in the Houtzdale area of Penn-
sylvania has dwindled to an insignificant in-

dustry. Recent observations on the part of

George H. Ashley, of the United States
Geological Survey, prove that such a con-

clusion is erroneous.
The Houtzdale area contains more faults

than any other of the eastern coal fields north
of Birmingham, Alabama. While faulting is

a very common occurrence in the western
fields of the United States, it is not the rule

in Pennsylvania. The geology of the Houtz-
dale area is difficult to work out, owing to

the fact that the rocks are not well exposed. A
large amount of work along this line ha.*^ been
done by the Geological Survey and the geo-

logical formation of the region in now almost
entirely mapped. It will be necessary, how-
ever, for some additional field work to be
done in this region in order that fossils may
be found to check horizons.
The Houtzdale area contains the center of

the great Clearfield coal district, and is. as
well, the center of the greatest flint-clay dis-

trict in the United States. While it is true
that coal mining has seen its best days in

this district, yet there is certain to be con-
siderable mining done for an indefinite per-

iod. The Moshannon coal bed. which varied
from four and one-half to nine feet in width,
yielded a great tonnage of coal in the 70's.

The original bed has been almost worked
out. At a depth of 150 feet lower than this
bed another deposit of coal exist.s. which is

being worked actively. Another bed exists
90 feet lower. Mining conditions, of cour.se,

in these lower beds are not so good, and in

addition they are split up more than was
the coal in the Moshannon bed.
Work is being done on the Capseam In^d

as well and it is the opinion of Mr. Ash-
ley that it will be possible to take out all

this coal.

During past rears there have been a large
number of .small «• '^ ' ' ons in th'- "^'m,

but changing (<>i 1 the in ug
scarcity of easily-mined supplies is rapidly
ending this sort of work
The clay from this district is of a< high

grade as anv flint clav in the world Fire
bricks made from this clav are not only
shipped t.» all parts of the Unit- " but
a con.sidcrable quantity is exi.-.i;.., The
soft clay of the rcgi<tn is al.sn valuable; in

fact, it is worth almost as much as coal.

Flint clay is worth. (»n the a^-'-'^e. four
times the price of coal at the : of the
mines.

OCEAN FREIGHT RATES ON
GRAPHITE INCREASE MANY TIMES

Only small amounts wi li.- • ^
of Ceylon graphite were ii . g
191.'). the extraordinary demand for the- higher
giades and the shortage of b«

•

jj

out the cheaper grades, ar uv
Ed.son C. Hastin. of the » ^ . rvey
discloses. The present high prices are a re-

sult of the increased demands, the increased
freight rates, war - - • - ] higher rates
of insurance. At t . i '15 the freight
rates from Ceylon were approximately three
times what they were before the outbreak of
the war and early in March 1916 thev had in-

crea.sed about five and one-half times the
antebellum rate. A part of the increase in

191G is due to the fact that all • hite
now comes ' '

'

' •>?

instead of v;.. ...j^, '

capture in the Meditrrr..

"The graphite mining industry in Ceylon
was m a verv r. ed co:

due to labor • v
heavy rains tha .i-

tions," Dr. Bastin has learned. This depression
\\ vatcd bv the " ti

(Jwi-ii, 1014. on the exj-i ^.i.^ .. ; e

to countries other than the Allies W e

modification of the restrictions on exports to
the United ?' ^v in VM^ and • 'y

increased dfin.iiiM- i
- - .i:..- .' .,

to be used in the ni.> is

of war, most of the mines resumed opera*
I;

iii< - • Kl.ipailf '- '" '''---*-n to

the V. in 1915 « ex-

ceeded thoso in 1914 and the ! the Ger-
man and h )•

I
• ' bv Hi

K .ind . .- ,.

\', rto had t e

Ceylon graphite." Dr Hastm pomts out

Geoloffiiu WorkinfT in Oklalmnia

A partv of the A i' En-
gineers from \ew York, c ssriL

Mvron I. .\ Hrralrl .tjid Kalph

» T- .. .'n

Kar. .

:ji
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MANY NOTED MEN HELPED
RITTMAN IN HIS WORK

Many minds contributed to the success of

the Kittman experiments in developing new
oil-refining processes, as is indicated by the

following acknowledgments

:

Particular thanks are due to Hon. Frank-
lin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior, for

the great interest that he has at all times
manifested in the development of the gaso-
line and benzene-toluene professes and for

the hearty support that he has accorded the

department employees who have been con-
nected with the work.

Like measure of thanks is due to Mr. Van
H. Manning, Director of the Bureau of
Mines, for his sympathetic support and hearty
cooperation. Without his confidence in the

future of the processes they would still be in

the laboratory stage of development and their

possibilities in large-scale operations would
still remain a matter of conjecture and theory.

President Nicholas Murray Butler, of Co-
lumbia University, by his kindness in extend-
ing the full use of the facilities of the uni-

versity for the experiments, and by extend-
ing all possible privileges and courtesies,

greatly facilitated the work.
Credit is also due in a large measure to

Mr. \\ . A. Williams, chief of the petroleum
division of the Bureau of Mines, for advice
and assistance extended. He has kept in per-
sonal touch with the development work and
has given freely of his time and knowledge
in order to make it a success.

Acknowledgments are due to Prof. Milton
C Whitaker. of Columbia University, for prac-
tical advice and personal cooperation in the
progre>s and development of the experi-
mental work leading to the discovery of the
processes; to Dr. George A. Hulett, of Prince-
ton University, consulting chemist of the Bu-
reau of Mines, for hearty cooperation and
support throughout the long course of ex-
perimentation ; and to Profs. J. R. L. Mor-
gan, F. J. Metzgar, M. T. Bogart, and Hal T.
Beans, of Columbia University, for practical
suggestions and advice, and valuable time
given to informal discussions of the princi-
ples involved in the problem. Thanks are also
due to Prof. Gellert Alleman, of Swarth-
more College, for constructive advice and as-
sistance and material aid in the successful
w ' out of the problem.

•hors desire to make particular ac-
k^ --nt of their indebtedness to Mr.
A. J. Moxham, president of the Aetna Explo-
sives Co., for his great interest in the devel-
opment of the benzene-toluene process and
for the time and personal attention that he
has given to the related problems. The un-
failing < -y and great consideration that
he has ^.....,rmly extended, in spite of the
numerous discouragements and serious diffi-
culties incident to the earrly stages of the de-
vc' nt operations, have made the coopera-
te . Ajrk a genuine pleasure. Acknowledg-
ments are also due to Mr. Egbert Moxham,

general manager, and to Maj. J. T. Crabbs,
aivision manager ot uie /\etna Company, for

valuable assistance extended m the analysis

and solution of operating aithculties and for

facilities given in tne accumulation of data
concerning plant operations.

Especial acknowledgment is also tendered
to Mr. Pennock Hart, president, and Mr. E.
H. Haslem, general manager, of Mackintosh,
Hemphill ik Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., for the

aggressive manner in wnich the perplexing
problems incident to the development of an
industrial process Irom the laboratory to a

commercially operative scale have been taken
up and successtully solved. Too much credit

can not be given to them and to Messrs. C. C.

Stutz and iS. McMillan and other members of

their organization for the great personal in-

terest taken and earnest eftorts expended.
The authors are peculiarly indebted to Dr.

F. L. Slocum for his valuable assistance and
advice during the early stages of develop-

ment work; also to Mr. Darwin S. Wolcott,
for aid and advice and for the faith that
he has at all times manifested in the suc-

cess of the processes. The earnest personal
efforts of Dr. David T. Day, consulting chem-
ist of the Bureau of Mines, in the difficult

initial work at the outset of the factory devel-

opment are appreciatively acknowledged.
Thanks are also due to members of the

working force of the Aetna Chemical Co.
plant, both those connected with the mechan-
ical operation of the process and those con-

nected wath the laboratory, for the whole-
souled enthusiasm with which they have
thrown themselves into the work and con-

tributed unsparingly of time and energy for

the successful development of the process.

Particular thanks are due to Dr. Gustav
Egloff, who is in charge of the Aetna Com-
pany's laboratory at the development plant,

for valuable services in connection with the
industrial development of the benzene-toluene
process and for aid in the preparation of

this pa'per.

JOEL F. VAILE, OF DENVER,
VICTIM OF HEART DISEASE

Joel F. Vaile, of Denver, Colorado, died
of heart trouble at Pasadena, California, April
3, 1916, at the age of 68 years. Mr. Vaile for
thirty years had been connected with the legal

department of the Denver and Rio Grande
Railway and was its general counsel at the
time of his death. As a mining lawyer Mr.
Vaile came into prominence because of his

connection with the "Last Chance" litigation.

Mr. Vaile, by his great learning, his affability,

his toleration and his uniform courtesy, en-
deared himself to all who came in close con-
tact wth him.
The American Mining Congress will miss

him from its membership and its secretary will

miss the kindly advice and cooperation always
so freely given.
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

B. S. KLTI.KR

((Cologist

B. S. Butler, who is in charge iA the copper
work being done by the Geological Survey,

was born in Ga 'i-^^ ille, N. Y. He attended
the common s. at that place and was
graduated from the high school at Nunda.
\ V. He attended normal schtx)! at (• '>.

Following his normal school course ! ^ two
vears he was principal of the ^-^ '- »t

Portageville. \ Y His university

was obtained at Cornell, where he also served

for two years as instructor in geology and
physical .

Mr Built i.r^.iM v%..rk in the Gr'^-'V'^a!

Survey in 1907. during whiih linu- 1. ^ n

ripal work has been confined to California.

Utah and Alaska Me made a «! 1 in-

^ ti of :

t ' iiii i > . ' al . ail' I

»! >hast.i

on the San Fran*
of L'tah He also made an in- n of

potash deposits at Marvsvalc. I tah. and
more recently has marie a general study of

the minuig camps of Utah

SMOKELESS COMBUSTION OF COAL
BULLETIN IS MOST POPULAR

The Bureau of Mines "best seller" is Bul-

letin 40. dealing with the bmokclcss compila-

tion of coal. More copies of this puM: i

tion have been sold than any other which has

been issued by the Bureau of Mines.

In a way. the Bureau officials conrsider that

the numl)er of documents sold for cash is an

acid test which indicates the real interest of

the country in the publication.

When a bulletin is ready for di>tnbution

the Bureau advertises the fact as widely as

possible by means of notices in the press and
by sending out iKistcards to selected lists of

names. In addition copies of bulletins are

mailed without request to those most certain

to be interested.

The demand for a bulletin is carefully es-

timated, and a large numl>er of copies arc

set aside for free distribution. When t!n$

supply becomes exhausted, it is necessary

for those desiring copies of the bulletin to

secure them from the SujK'rintendcnt of

Documents, when a charge, covering the ac-

tual cost of publication, is made.
\e.\t to Bulletin 40 in j rity. as indi-

i*'d by the numl- *d. is i
""* *"' s

wuiictin treats of » , ;> .

»'

it

the United States. ()tl;er 1 e

particularly popular are mentioned as fol-
' -, in the order of their p

iuilletin H. dealing with th«. ; •.> .<.ii

through furnace walls

Bulletin 21. dealing with the si. lUCc of
drafts in ts.

Bulk* •

lii the smoke prob-
lem at

Bulletin -11. dealmg with the Government
coal pur«

'

Ut sp ~ $

!)ulletin urjii^ liiai < ' i maue
with regard to the li- ^ f the ci»at

a., expressed in thermal unr-
Bulletin r»3. i! with »ampluig coal tie-

livrrio.
f*.n!1. tin fi7. dealing with thr ii>e nf rhr

tnrnacc in iron .i

1 hi«. Iicen p.

and ranK> ti
.v.

^

that it lu> u. . ^ '

a< long a* have those i-

i:

B

'•
' iiig with safety and et y

. I'h ihr I'lirfiii** in-

u«e of the

.... »TA
winch f

Mine* i> numt»cr the
hand tinnK of »oU coal uitUcr i^mcr plant

l>oilcrs.
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WESTERN LIGNITES OFFER
PROMISING FUEL SUPPLY

To one thoroughly familiar with the

great extent of the Western lignite deposits,

their limited deveolpment, and the compara-
tively simple methods that have thus far been
adopted in their utilization as fuel, any in-

vestigations looking to a possible and in-

creased utilization of these vast deposits

must at once be considered of great economic
importance. There is no doubt that much
can be done toward improving the methods
of burning now in use, and in providing means
for using the coal in other forms, such as in

a pulverized state, or in the manufacture of
producer gas, or of by-product gas, or as
residue briquets, according to E. J. Babcock of

the Bureau's staff. Especial attention has
been given by Mr. Babcock to the study of
utilizing the lignite in the form of residue
briquets and in the manufacture of by-pro-
duct gas, because in this method there appear
excellent possibilities of providing a satis-

factory and efficient fuel and of recovering"

numerous by-products.
From the results obtained by the methods

being developed at the school of mines and
the substation of the University of North
Dakota there seems little doubt that the
briquetting and the production of gas from
ligite can in the near future be put on a com-
mercially satisfactory basis.

Because of the ease with which the gas is

produced, the low price of the original lig-

nite, the value of the residue, and the low
price for which it could be sold if manu-
factured in a plant used to produce briquets
from the residue, the lignite gas should have
a large commercial utilization for heating,
lighting, and power purposes. It has been
found that briquets made from this concen-
trated residue produce a most excellent fuel,

for
_
all practical purposes approaching the

efficiency of anthracite. One ton of the air-

dried lignite will produce from a half to two-
thirds of a ton of briquets in addition to
8,f)00 or 10,00() cubic feet of gas. The
briquets have about twelve-thirteenth the ac-
tual heating value of hard coal, and they can
be -shipped for considerable distances and
still prove profitable. The briquets present
many advantages, especially over the original
lignite as usually placed on the market. The
heating value is nearly doubled, the briquets
do not disintegrate on standing or burning.
they can be stored without being affected by
atmospheric conditions, they are uniform in

size and are convenient to handle.

COST CALCULATIONS

No detailed statements of the cost of oper-
ating a large commercial plant are given in

this report for the reason that the cost per
ton of briquets and per 1,000 feet of gas
and other by-products will depend upon a
large number of factors, any one of which
may materially affect the cost. For example,

the cost of production is much less in a large
plant than in a small one, and also less in a
plant favorably situated—that is, near a
mine, a city, and railway facilities. The use
of rnine slack, the percentage of moisture in

a given lignite deposit, and the relative
cheapness of mining and ease of delivery
to the plant are all variable conditions and
would have to be determined for each indi-

vidual plant.

In addition the plant could be operated
under many modifications of the -general pro-
cess that has been explained ; for example,
all or a part of the gas might be sold for
heating or lighting purposes or converted
into electricity. The extraction and produc-
tion of gas might be carried further in one
plant than in another, or the fcy-products,
such as tar and ammonia, could be recovered
and marketed, used in part, or entirely neg-
lected. Differences in any of these' condi-
tions would materially modify the cost of
production.

In general the larger the plant and the
more complete the saving of by-products the
smaller will be the cost of production. It is

believed that in a carefully constructed and
operated plant the saving and utilization of
the various by-products will so reduce the
cost of operation as to make the industry
commercially practical and profitable.

All of the data obtained from the investi-

gations and the operation of the experimen-
tal plant indicate that a plant of fair ca-
pacity, if so constructed as to economize in

the original cost, as well as in the cost of
operation, and if operated efficiently and
under careful management, should turn out
excellent commercial products at a cost that
would admit of a fair profit.

In order to establish the industry success-
fully great care should be taken in planning
and operating the plant, and the methods em-
ployed should follow very closely those that
have proved satisfactory in the experimental
work, the principles of which are outlined in

Mr. Babcock's report, which just has been
published by the Bureau of Mines.
Although the general principles involved in

the process explained in this report are not
complicated, the proper observance of the
many details of operation is essential to suc-
cess, and those managing and operating the
plant should have had technical training and
experience.
The development of methods for the utili-

zation of low-grade coal will prove of much
value to those communities nearest the great
lignite deposits in the West. In some of these
the lignite could be converted into electricity,

which in turn could be sent to surrounding
towns and villages, thus distributing power
and light from numerous central power plants.

Such an arrangement would not only be a

great saving of our fuel resources but would
also result in the establishment of many in-

dustries that can be developed by abundant
and cheap electric power.
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EXTENT OF DEPOSITS

The existence of vast deposits of lignite

in the West. Central and Western States is

well known, although the extent and im-
portance of the deposits have not been ap-
preciated, nor has there been an adequate
economic utilization of the deposits.

The work of the Bureau of Mines, the
United States Geological Survey, and the
State geological surveys is disclosing an in-

creasingly large area, underlaid with this kind
of coal. Among the States having the larg-

est workable deposits may be mentioned
Xorth Dakota. Montana, Wyoming, Colorado,
and Texas, and in several other Western
States lignite occurs in smaller areas. In

Xorth Dakota alone it is estimated that the

deposits cover approximately 32.000 square
miles, many of them being 10 to 15 feet thick

and capable of producing in all several hun-
dred billions of tons of lignite.

When one stops to consider what these

figures mean as to the immensity of these

deposits in the West, it is not strange that

people are seeking to ascertain better means
for deriving larger benefits from the proper
utilization of those great deposits. Conse-
quently, any proposed methods of utilization

that are promising are well worthy of careful

consideration.

SCOPE OF INVESTIGATIONS

The Bureau of Mines has been investigat-

ing more efficient methods of utilizing fuels.

In the State of North Dakota there has
been begun at the cf>llege of mining engineer-
ing of the University of Xorth Dakota, at

Grand Forks, and at the mining substation,

at Hebron, extended work on a variety of

new and practical methods of using lignite.

In this work special attention has been paid

to the production of gas and its utility and
economy for heating, lighting, and power
purposes and the manufacture of briquets. In

addition, many other improvements in methods
of burning and utilizing lignite have been

attempted. As the Federal Government con-

trols great tracts of land underlain with lig-

nite, it has a direct interest in the utiliza-

tion of this fuel, and the Bureau <tf Mines,

in its investigations of fuels belonging to or

for the use of the Government, has roopcr-

ated in the study of lignite.

What has ben accompli>hed in this experi-

mental work leads to the l>clicf that great

improvements can be made in the methods of

utilizing li^jnite and in the manufacture of

cheap gas for power and ohcr purposf- •••fl

that the making of high-grade fuel '

.
>

can be put on a commercially satisfactory

basis. The result will \>c that not only will

lignite be much m«>rc scrv "

"

h

more generally used, but .m luii.i. i-

lity of slack and coal that wutild c

be wasted will be saved.

Furthermore, by the process described in
this bulletin, large quantities of gas, es-
pecially valuable for power purposes, may be
obtained at a low cost, as the work thus far
carried on indicates that this gas can be
used successfully with an internal-combustion
engine for the production of electricity so as
greatly to reduce the cost of power produc-
tion and thus make possible a wide utiliza-
tion of cheap electricity few industrial pur-
[>oses.

WESTERN LIGNITES

In order better to understand why these
lignite deposits have not Infen developed more
rapidly and to see what changes are needed
tu increase their value and usefulness, it is

necessary at the start to c«uisider certain gen-
eral characteristics of lignite.

Western lignites, from <lifferent localities,

though in general >imilar, differ somewhat in
both physical and chemical ;

- -ties. Not
only in diflferent districts, but .. n different
mines, the composition varies considerably,
especially in ash content, a matter of much
imp(»rtance in conection with the uti' * n
of lignites. If the ash content of a ....;..:e

to be used in the production of gas is high,
the ash content in the residue will l>c con-
siderably increased •'

'

m in

carbonization, and ht .1 be
less valuable for n<;e in n. ^ briquets.

PROSPECTOR APPEALS TO
HEAD U S CHEMIST*

The lt»llowing letter. a<: 1

L'. S. Ch'-"' V Wa^''^'- •• iji, 1/ V . ;> ie-

printed \ ut cl. in spelling or
punctuation. It indicates that it is not only
the educated mining man who relies on the
govt Ill for aid. The letter referred to is

as i , ,•, >

"Inclosed find -iample of moylidnim.
"With chemicals hand the assay to Hon.

.Secretary of War tell him to ;. ^h
the U. S. to buy it, then send ^ . lo

some refinery. Have the *ti * of
the refinery to inform Jt it

he will pay for it iti ' tt

. Mont., in crt-1 .j....;.;.... . . ... .i

find out al>out it .. s a letter to ''. y
what action the U. S. take. I may be away
when the

'

"V. S. ^ "i. -... ...... .. small par* •'' allumi-

num in it."

Director Smith, of the Survey, in reply

said

:

-Vour lettt. V'" •• " '
'' » • *^

H.ad U. S. (

ha* !>ecn referred to this Survey for rr,

"T' - -Ti
" •< loo •

to be c>i \aiin j' I 1 ore. •

l»e of interest to ^w t'

U. S. Government
num ores, and also that the

V, - • ' ' law from m
f. . , iic |> r-^ t:s I

will note f' ivn

•>Te
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MAGNESITE MINING BOOMS
AS WAR SENDS PRICE HIGH

Prices for magnesium have reached the

point wnere the manufacture of metallic mag-

nesium has been undertaken recently by at

least tour concerns, which had not been manu-

facturing this metal previously. The com-

panies referred to are: Aviation Material Cor-

poration. 99 Cedar Street, New York; General

Electric Co.. Schenectady, i\ . Y.; Magnesium
Manufacturing Co., Rumtord Falls, Me., and
the Norton Laboratories, Lockport, N. Y.

Before the war magnesium was worth $1.60

per pound. Since then it has gone as hign as

^10 per pound, although at the present it is

being furnished at about $7 per pound.
Magnesium, of which there are extensive

deposits in the United States, is necessary

to the manufacture of shrapnel and illuminat-

ing shells. In shrapnel a few ounces of magne-
sium are placed in order to make visible the

point where the shell explodes. In the day-

time the magnesium gives out a characteristic

white cloud, while at night its blinding flame

is visible at long distances.

There is an increasing demand for mag-
nesium in other industries. It has been found
that by alloying it with zinc, that a lighter

and tougher material than aluminum can be
obtained. Just at present there is a great

demand for this material for constructing

frames for aeroplane engines and for other
constructional purposes where weight is a

factor.

Queer enough metallic magnesium is not
made from magnesite, the carbonate, but
from magnesite chloride. Magnesite chloride

before the war was obtained almost exclu-

sively from Stassfurt, Germany, where it was
obtained as a by-product from potash. The
German product was sold here from $6 to $8
per ton. This was much lower than it could
be produced in this country from bitterns or
by treating magnesite silicate or some other
form of magnesite-bearing rocks with hydro-
chloric acid.

Magnesite also has become very scarce. The
brick and steel makers in the United States
depended largely upon Austria for their sup-
plies, although some was obtained in Greece
before the war, and that country is still fur-

ni.shing a certain limited supply.
The war, however, has re.sulted in the most

exceptional mining activity in the deposits
in California and Nevada. Previous to the
war little of the California magnesite was used
due to the fact that it did not contain iron
oxide, which made it practicable for u.se.

Ii remained for Frank L. Hess, a geologist in
the Geological Surv-ey, to point out that the
same re-ult could be obtained by mixing
iron oxide with the California product.
Another factor which has m.ade pos.sible the

use of California magnesite is the fact that
th — ^ave been very decided reductions in
r: rates as a result of the opening of the
Panama Canal. A considerable number of
new calcining furnaces have been blown in in

OUTCROP OF MAGNESITE IN EOWKR
CALIFORNIA

California and an increased quantity of mag-
nesite is reaching the eastern market.
One of the most remarkable magnesite de-

posits in this hemisphere exists on Santa
Margarita Island off lower California. This
deposit is described as being very extensive.
It is being exploited by the International

Magnesite Co., of which J. E. Blackman, 665
^""ilshire Place, Los Angeles, Cal., is the
president.

NEW MOVING PICTURE
FILM SHOWS BUREAU'S WORK

At the request of Director Manning of the

Bureau of Mines, a new two-reel film, "The
Work of the U. S. Bureau of Mines," has
beert made and is now available for the use of

the Bureau. The following subjects are illus-

trated : Mine rescue training ; bureau rescue
crew at mine explosion; first aid by
bureau-trained miners; testing explosives;
sand test to determine the strength of

electric detonators; inflammability of coal
dust; rock-dust barriers; sampling and
analyzing mine air; methane indicator;
using canary bird to detect nonrespirable air;
testing oil safety lamps; testing electrical

equipment; coal sampling; instrument making;
determination of the clinkering quality of ash;
glass-blower making intricate chemical appara-
tus ; separation of gas mixtures by fractional
distillation in a vacuum at low temperatures;
radium.
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EDITORIALS

CH.XNC.I-S IN MK. HAVDENS
iUEE ARK Sl'(;r.ESTI'.I)

The American Mining Congress l)e-

lieves that the enactment of House hill

No. 12r^«l to authorize mining for

metalliferous minerals on the Indian

reservations in the State of Arizona will

be of great benefit in that it will make
possible the development of metalliferous

mines within the Indian reservations, and
thus make valuable this now unknown
resource.

Section S of the bill provides a royall\

of ."> per cent on the gross value of the

output of minerals at the mine. We
believe this section should be changed
as many complex ores carry variou.s

metallic values which it is imiK)ssible to

recover and in most instances tlicre is

a great loss in the reduction of metalli-

ferous ores. For instance a comple.x ore

carrying gold, silver, lead, zinc and anti-

mony might easily be penalized uiK)n the

zinc and antimony contents to such an
extent as to reduce by .">() jK-r cent the

actual value recovered from the ore.

The customary form of le.ise in use

throughout the West j)rovides for a

graded royalty. The higher grade of

ores call for a higher royahy cliarge

L'pon the operation of mines more or less

develoi>ed the customary charge is lo per
cent of the net returns uiK)n milling

ores call for a higher royalty charge,

that concentration is required to pro-

duce a product sut^iciently valuable t(i

justify freight and smelter charges) and
1' per cent uj)on (jres of a character to

justify direct shipment to the smelter.

To meet this theory the following form
is f recjuently used :

To pay said lessor as royalty 10 per
cent of the net mill or smelter returns
upon all milling ores and 15 per cent upon
all net mill or smelter returns of all smelt-

ing ores.

This form might lead to misunder-
standing by those who do not understand
that low grade ores are required to go
through tw«) manufacturing j)rocesses

before the mineral is readv for the

market, .\nother form which mav be
better understiMnl is as follows:

To pay to said lessor as royalty 10 per
cent of mill or stnelter returns on all <»rcs

sold for $10.00 per ton or less net price
after deducting freight and milling charges,
and 1.5 per cent of the like net mill or smel-
ter returns on all ores sold for more than
$10.tMJ per ton net price as aforcsai*'

There would seem to be no reas. )n lor

the recjuirement in Section lo that the

operator shoultl furnish infonnation con-

cerning the cost of mining, in that it

does not matter to the Government how
much money is s|)cnt in o|>erations S4>

long as the royalties are paid u|H»n the
rifnrn«s ni tlic ore produced.

CoorKK.XTloN NKKDKl)
TO ST<)l»rAK SIK >RT\GK

J'he recent congestion of ireighl ami
the inability of ship|>ers t«> gel their

goo<ls to market has called s|Hvial atten-

tiofi to the need of greater efViciency in

the handling of freight by the railroads

of the country.

The number of freight var> rei|uircil

to handle the tratVic can be greatly

diminished. While the rapidity with

which cars are handled from one point

t(^ another and the time re<|uire«l in lt»a<l-

it.g and unloading ha> much to do with
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the eAiciencv of car service, another

element, which is usually lost sight of,

will be of marked benefit in reaching a

solution of this problem.

Mining products can easily be loaded

to t"he full limit of the cars, which is 10

per cent beyond their rated capacity. An
80,000 capacity car weighs approximately

42,000 pounds, and in most cases where

mine equipment is involved the empty

car is returned without loading, in which

case the tare weight must be considered

twice, hence the net compared with the

gross is 48.8 per cent. If these cars are

loaded 10 per cent beyond the stencilled

capacity, which is the permissible limit,

the net of the car is at once increased

to 51.1 per cent, show-ing a saving of

2^ per cent without any cost to the

shippers. In fact there is a gain because

of the reduced number of times in which

the cars are shifted under the tipple,

which involves a loss of time as w^ell as

in the fact that every time the car car-

ries 10 per cent more than it usually

holds the selling expense is reduced cor-

respondingly.

Coal operators have frequently suf-

fered much hardship because of their in-

ability to get sufficient cars to handle the

traffic. Better service which would re-

sult from full loaded cars not only for

full shipment but upon return shipment
of supplies would enable the railroads to

render better service and is a decided

step toward efficiency.

HEAVY LOSSES IN MEXICO
A WARNING TO CAPITAL

Matters in Mexico, so far as the min-
ing man is concerned, have improved
very little despite the fact that a large

area of the republic has enjoyed a sort

of peace for a number of months. Of
course with the existing conditions in

Chihuahua, Sonora, Durango, Coahuila
and other northern states no mining op-
erations are being carried on. In the
central and southern states, however,
some companies are operating despite the
irregularity of transportation and the
instability which characterizes the
whole political structure. Great difficul-

ty i> being experienced, according to ad-

vices reaching Washington, in obtaining

explosives. If explosives pass the Fed-
eral authorities at the Custom Houses
they have to run the gauntlet of the

state and municipal officials. Each lit-

tle chief seems particularly desirous of

accumulating whatever explosives may
come within his graps. x'\s so much of

the mining in Mexico is done in the

hardest sort of rock very little progress

can be made without dynamite.

Now that Carranza proposes to make
drastic changes in the mining laws, a

fresh bunch of troubles doubtless is in

the offing.

While it always has been the attitude

of the American Mining Congress that

so long as opportunities for investment

in promising properties in the United
States are offered, American capital

should not be so ready to reach into

foreign countries. The tremendous losses

that have been visited upon Americans
who have invested in Mexican mining

properties, doubtless will do much to

discourage such investments for many
years to come.
The blame, however, is not to be

placed upon the American investor. The
mining laws of the United States are so

archaic that they have forced millions

of dollars of American capital into other

countries where the mining laws are

better suited to the development of the

industry. It is the very generally ac-

cepted belief that a large percentage of

the capital that is now going into foreign

countries for investment in mining prop-

erties will stay in the United States as

soon as the laws have been revised in-

telligently.

"The trouble in Mexico is not wuth the

mining law. The law in that country

during the administration of Porfirio

Diaz was intelligently interpreted and
was very generally satisfactory to the

mining industry. Regardless of the

widely accepted ooinion that the courts

w^ere not the most honorable in the world,

there was a minimum amount of litiga-

tion. It is true that there w^ere several

spectacular cases which involved foreign

interests before the Mexican courts, to

which much publicity was given and in

some quarters created a rather erroneous
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idea a> to the amount of litigation in

that repubhc.

\\ hile the American Mining Congress
is in no way in sympathy with the lax

manner in which the State Dqjartment is

insisting on the rights of the American
mining man in Mexico, it is of the oj)in-

ion that a great deal of the capital that

has gone into Mexico would have been
invested to a greater advantage in the

United States. There are such vast un-

developed mineral resources in this coun-
try that are crying out for capital, and
which offer such splendid opix)rtunities,

that we can but regret seeing such great

quantities of money going to the develoi>-

ing of mineral resources in other coun-

tries.

PERMANENT GOOD RESULTS
ARE FOLLOWING RESEARCH

Conduction of extensive researches

iiUo mining and metallurgical j)rol)lems

under present conditions is regarded by
scientists in Washington as likely to be

one of the most far-reaching benefits of

the present war. L'nder normal condi-

tions profits are not such as to justify

anything like the amount of experimen-
tation that is now in progress. Out of

all these experiments great j>ermanent

good has come and the ]>romise is that

much greater benefits will result. Not
all of the achievements are positive.

There is a great deal of negative infor-

mation being obtained in the laboratories

and by engineers, the importance of

which often times is overlooked, but

which is of the greatest value to the

industry.

There is a great ditlercnce of opinion

as to the future of the metal market
following the declaration of jK'ace. All

of the prominent specialists who liave

any ideas on this .subject, however, agree

that it is best to subordinate every-

tiling else to the idea of getting the

hay into the barn while the sun shines.

The price of many metals may be sus-

tained after the war. but the chances

of a different result are sufticient to

cause all to advise the quick marketing
of all metals at pre<;ent prices.

STATISTICAL INQUIRIES
SHOULD GET QUICK REPLY

Mineral producers throughout the

country are urged t«j be as prompt as
ix>ssible in making statistical returns re-

(juested by the Geological Survey and
the I'ureau of Mines. This coo|XTation
on the part of mine operators greatly
facilities the compiling of very valuable
information to the industry.

Director Smith of the Geohjgical Sur-
vey advises us that the delay in getting
these replies is greater this year. As we
are on the ground and in daily touch with
the work being done by the Geological
Survey and the T.ureau of Mines in the

interest of the mining industry we can
see the need for the prompt compliance
with this request more clearly i)erhaps

than the busy mine operator in some
other part of the countr\-.

The Goveriunent is doing very remark-
able service in the interest of the mining
industry. This is especially true when it

is considered that Congress supplies it

with inadecjuate funds to undertake work
on the scale that really is necessary. Con-
sidering the money at their disjxjsal the

directors of the Geological Survey and
the Bureau of .Mines are accomplishing
notable results.

LEASING SYSTEM WILL
PERPETUATE MOXOPOLV

The application of the leasing system
will throttle development. It will per-

petuate a monopoly in those who have
already ac(|uired ownership in mineral

resources. It will create a system of land-

lord and tenant between the Government
and its citizens, entirely subversive of the

best interests of the nation. The StatoN

will be unable to maintain law and order

over the whole of a territory more than
one-hall of which is exempt from the

state taxing jKiwer, witlu)ut unjust bur-

den> up<»n its taxpayers. In order to main-
tain pri)|HTly its h' U and a>ylum>.
its courts, its schoul^ and pXiblic roads,

the Stale nui>i have the right to tax all

the pro|>erty lKrnehle<! by these public

agencies.



AT PRESENT RATE OF PRODUCTION PETROLEUM
WILL LAST 27 YEARS, SAYS RANDALL

Oklahoma Representative Calls on Secretary of Interior for Extensive Information

With Regard to Oil Industry and Asks Him if It is Advisable

for the Government to Go into the Oil Business

Hearings are in progress before a subcom-
mittee ot the House Committee on Mines and
Minmg, on House Resolution 175, by Mr. Ran-
dall, of Oklahoma. Mr. Randall, in explaining

his resolution, makes the following statement:
"This resolution is divided into practically

two resolutions. One is rather a sequel of

what may be developed under the first sec-

tion. For instance, the resolution first asks
the secretary to supply information as to the
area and estimated supply of oil-bearing

lands now owned by the United States with
a discussion of the various grades of oil

that can be produced. The further esti-

mated fuel needs of the navy for a term of

ten years are asked and the effect upon
the navy if such oil lands are permitted to
remain in private ownership and in the
hands of speculators. Thirdly, the resolution
asks the secretary's opinion of the advisability
of the establishment by the government,
through the Bureau of Mines, of oil pumping
plants. It also asks for the secretary's opin-
ion of the production of gasoline by the Ritt-
man process and such other agencies as may
be required to utilize the oil reserves in the
United States.

"As a sequel to the foregoing portion of
the resolution it is provided if the secretary
finds, from the situation as to the govern-
ment's interests, that it would be necessary
to go further and acquire the remaining oil
lands of the country, then we ask for his
recommendation as to that.

INCREASED USE

"I have called attention in the preamble
to the great increase in the production of
gasoline, which. I believe, is estimated as
having risen from 6,680,000 barrels in 1899 to
41,600.000 barrels in 1915."

In the preamble of his resolution Mr. Ran-
dall declares that the products of petroleum
have become absolute and daily necessitiesm ' t every avenue of industrial enter-
pr;.,.. « well as in the social and domestic
life of the people He states that the power
generated todav by gasoline and other prod-

• is more than double that
' .

' '-I'-er aeencies combined. He
estimates the total visible supply of petro-

l^r^^^.rJ^-
*^*^, United States today at 7.600,-

'
' it at the present rate

-• - ''0 barrels per year, the
MJDoly would be exhausted in twentv-seven
years. He also contends that exploitation
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of rich petroleum deposits is being carried on
Dy monopolistic corporations to secure quick
and unearned profits, without regard for the
conservation of this natural resource.
In this connection, Mr. Randall makes the

following statement with regard to the Stan-
dard Oil Company

:

"The Standard Oil group has distributed
since December, 1911, in regular and extra
cash dividends a total of $290,666,083, to
which must be added stock dividends at par
totaling $169,100,000, and taking into account
the present market price of distributed stock,
the profits of this corporation, reaped from a
natural resource placed in the earth for all

the people, is in excess of $500,000,000 in the
last four years."

CONCLUSION

He draws this conclusion:
"Nearly all waste of petroleum and crude

oil can be saved by producing gasoline
through the Rittman process, discovered in

the Bureau of Mines, and now the property
of the United States, which not only in-

creases the yield of gasoline, but utilizes for
this purpose crude oil, kerosene or any other
low-grade distillates, none of which are now-
used.

"This process has been placed freely at the
disposal and use of private refining com-
panies, including the Standard Oil Company,
but was declined because the government
insisted on a clause in the contract prohibit-
ing its monopolistic use."
The provisions of the bill are: That the

Secretary of the Interior be directed to fur-

nish the House of Representatives informa-
tion in this department as follows:

First. The area and estimated supply of
oil-bearing land owned by the United States,
with description of the various grades of oil

which can be produced.
Second. An estimate of the fuel needs of

the navy for a term of ten years and the
effect upon the navy if such oil lands are
permitted to remain in private ownership
and in the hands of speculators.

Third. The advisability of the establish-
ment by the government, through the Bureau
of Mines, of oil-pumping plants, gasoline pro-
duction by the Rittman process, and such
other agencies as may be required, utilizing

the oil reserves of the United States.

It also is provided that the Secretary of the
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Interior be directed to report to the House
of Representatives his opinion as to the
advisability of the purchase, by condemna-
tion proceedings, or in any manner whatever,
by the United States of the entire oil-produc-
ing area of this country, to the end .that the
United States may protect fuel supplies for

its own use in the future and to conserve
for all the people a natural resource which is

so indispensable as petroleum.

B F. GOODRICH COMPANY
FINDS ADVERTISING BIG ASSET

The growth of the B. F. Goodrich Co.,

which is the largest rubber factory in the
world and produces over 20,000 different

articles of rubber, including auto, motorcycle,
bicycle, truck and carriage tires, hose, belt-

ing, packing, molded goods, raincoats, boots
and shoes, water-bottles, and in fact "every-
thing in rubber." is largely attributed to its

progressive advertising policies. In fair

weather or foul. Goodrich advertising has
stood forth as prominently and continuously
as Gibraltar.

The Goodrich Company always has been a
strong believer in advertising because it has
seen its business multiply and prosper under
the sun and rain of publicity. In no other
way could it have told so many millions of

people about the goodness of Goodrich goods,
in so short a time, or so economically. The
Goodrich factories are at work night and day.
Each year the company invests more and
more money in advertising and each year is

forced to build and build to care for increas-

ing business.

E. C. Tibbits, on April 7 concluded his

nineteenth year as the advertising manager
of the H. F. Goodrich Co.

USE OF DOUBLE CASING
IN ARTESIAN WELLS

In their investigation of the wells and
unfierground waters of Florida the gei)logists

of the United States Geological Survey have
noted many interesting things. Among these

is a well at Welaka, on St. Johns River, from
which two kinds of water are obtained.
This well is 309 feet deep. The length of

the casing is 110 feet. The well was first

drilled to 160 feet, and from this depth
ordinary "sulphur" water was obtained. The
drill was then carried to a depth of .'U)9 feet,

where it encountered a str«)ng mineral water,

having a disagreeable, .salty taste. In order
to u.se both kinds of water an inner tubing
was run nearly to the bottom of ' •• •• '1

lioth this and the outer casing were i 1

with pumps, so that ordinary -water and mm
era! water can be pump -fl at the same ti-

A favorite joke played on vi.sitors is to ^

them a drink of the weaker water in the ti •

gla.ss and to replace it with the brine in the
second.

Not more than half a dozen wells of this
kind are known in the country, but there is

no reason why similar wells cannot be ob-
tained in regions where the waters in the
upper strata differ from those lying deeper.

CHICAGO PAPER IMPRESSED
BY DR HOLMES WORK

Chicago Tribune.

It was alx)ui eight years ago that Congress
authorized the creation of the Bureau of
Mines. Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, who died re-
cently, was the moving spirit in the work of se-

curing the sanction of Congress for the plan
to establish a bureau. The study of condi-
tions in the mines of the country and of
means to decrease the numlier of acci<lrn*~
incident to their o|)eration was the life la

of Joseph A. Holmes. His death was due
largely to the hard work that he did in

order that the lives of others might be saved
It is gratifying to learn from a report of

the Secretary of the Interior, of whose de-
partment the Bureau of Mines is a part.

tliat the death rate of each thousand men em-
ployed in the mining industry is lower than
it has been in sixteen years, and it should be
rt membered that mining oi)erattons have in-

creased largely in extent. Secretary I^nc sa\s

that as a result of the general safety cain-

jiaitju that has been carried on for several
year.s, accidents in the mines not only are de-
creasing, but that other mining c

are improving and that there is possj .. ....,

"the most gratifying rejjort that the bureau
of mines has been able to make since it was
estal)lishe(l."

The work of Dr. T .-.ii A. Holme-* was not

lost. He began a i . gn which other men
now are carrying on. The United States today
mines 40 per cent of the entire C'lal of the

world, as much as ("ircat Britain and Ger-
many combined. It employs an ever-increas-

ing army of men. who need protection in their

perilous occupation. It is grateful to be able

to say that miners and operators generally

give credit to Dr. Hobnes for his hiyb an<l

successful endeavor.

Col. \V I. Stevenson. Pre^-' •' ' Mar-
graves I'jigineering Ci».. i>f . ka.

has lH*en in Washington. New York and other

cities on business i the ct>m-

I)any. The Ci' i> 'I'Ltatii

mine on the K. : . ma Kiver, .\

received favorable reports from its engineer
in charge

John .'\. Rice, a mining engineer of KI Paso,

vvho '
' en in ' c of •

^ in \. . rd 21

and 22 He is en route to take up work in

southeastern Utah.



IMPORTANCE OF FLOTATION IN METALLURGY
TOO VAST TO ESTIMATE

Development of Last Two Years a Remarkable Chapter in the Mining Industry of

United States—Accumulation of Ores Which Could Not be Treated Profitably

in Past Now Are Yielding up Precious Contents

The following general statements on flota-

tion are authorized by the Bureau of Mines

as a mode of answering a type of general

questions the bureau is receiving in great

numbers, and also in order to convey a gen-

eral idea of what flotation is, how it may be

of service, and where more detailed informa-

tion may be obtained. Later, the bureau

plans to "issue a bulletin on flotation and to

describe fully the application of the processes

in use.

TYPES OF PROCESSES

Flotation is the process or processes by
which the valuable minerals in a mass of

finely ground ore can be caused to float on a

liquid into which the finely ground ore is

fed. The different flotation processes can be

classified under two types, film flotation and
froth flotation.

In film flotation the mineral particles that

float are sustained on the' surface film of the

liquid. In froth flotation the minerals floated

gather in and on the surfaces of bubbles of

air or gas driven into or generated in the

liquid in some convenient manner. As the

surface of a mass of bubbles overlying a

liquid is greater than that of the upper sur-

face of the liquid, a froth will carry a greater

burden per square foot of area of liquid than
the film surface of the liquid.

Bubbles of gas or air in the pulp may be
made in many ways : By beating in air with a

device resembling a ship propeller or the im-
peller of a contrifugal pump (Minerals
Separation and other machines) ; or by turn-

ing in compressed air in fine streams (Cal-

low and similar pneumatic cells) ; or by gen-
erating a gas by chemical action of an acid

on some constituent of the ore, like calcite or
siderite (DeBavey and Delprat processes) ; or
by applying reduced pressure to the surface
of a pulp saturated with air and causing the

dissolved air to be liberated in bubbles (El-
more process).
For all practical considerations, these pro-

cesses of froth flotation obtain the same re-

sult in much the same manner. Tn each, Imb-
bles n'- ^- •'

: -elves to particles of valua-
ble Hi carry these particles to the
surface of the pulp where the resultant froth
can be skimmed off or allowed to overflow.

c,.......^i ,.....:,.]• ^,.r\ types of flotation have
r<-

_
are becoming standard.

Selective flotation is fairly generally under-
stood to refer to the surface or froth "select-
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ing" the valuable minerals rather than the

gangue of the ore. Sulphide minerals as well

as a few native metals like gold, silver, and
copper can thus be selectively floated from a

gangue consisting largely of quartz, calcite,

feldspar, or other "rocky" minerals. How-
ever, some metallurgists have recently adopted
the term in another sense, using it instead of

the term differential flotation. By differential

flotation is meant the flotation of one flota-

tive mineral in the presence of another ordi-

narily flotative. For example, the flotation of

galena from a pulp containing sphalerite is a

true differential flotation. Another type of

flotation that has been much talked about is

preferential flotation, which is a name applied

to a special type of differential flotation by
Horwood, an Australian metallurgist, w'ho

gives a mixture of two flotative sulphide min-
erals a light roast in order that one may be

oxidized while the other remains unchanged.
Only the surface film of one of the minerals

is oxidized, but this suffices to keep it from
floating. Thus, if an ore contains galena and
sphalerite, the galena can be superficially oxi-

dized so that it will not float, while the

sphalerite, which is more resistant to roasting,

can be floated preferentially from the mixed
pulp-

Oils of various kinds are generally used

now in flotation, in order to give permanent
froths and to make the air bubbles attach to

certain minerals only. Animal, vegetable, and
mineral oils, including acid sludge, have been

used with more or less effect, but those oils

that seem to be most widely favored at pres-

ent are derived from the distillation of wood,
or from the resinous products from certain

woods. Particular ores or mixtures of min-

erals seem to require oils having ciertain

properties, and at present it is necessary to

find by tests the oil or mixture of oils that

will give best results with the ore to be

treated.

ORIGIN OF Flotation

Although flotation has only recently received

the general attention of American metallur-

gists, it is not by any means a new method
of ore concentration. As far back as 1860,

it is reported that an Englishman named
Haynes patented a process which depended
on the fact that if a mixture of the min-
erals could be wet by certain oils, while the

other minerals of the ore would not be
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wetted by these oils. In 1886 Bradford and
Everson ]>oth attempted to apply the affinity

of oil for wetting various minerals, and since
then the effort has been repeated frequently.
It was not recognized at first that there is

no need of using a large amount of oil to do
the floating and that much more bucjyancy
can be obtained in the floting scum of oil and
minerals by blowing in air bubbles to form a

froth. "Bulk oil" flotation was thus the first

logical development, and this gradually led tn

frothing flotation methods ; then the amount
of oil was cut down, and now there are
mills that use as little as 0.2 pound of oil per
ton of Off and some that use no oil ar all.

Al TLICMIGNS OF FLOT.\TIO.N

The great field of flotation has been the
prevention of slime losses in ordinary con-
centrating mills for ores containing valuable
sulphides or native metals. In such mills cop-
per, lead, and zinc sulphides, when finely di-

vided as "slimes,' 'have often been completely
lost and only the coarser particles of ore re-

covered. There has been a considerable de-
\elopment of such concentrating devices as

slime tables, vanners, bubbles, and other de-
vices for the recovery of these valuable min-
erals from slimes, but the extractions obtained
by these devices have never been wholly sat-

isfactory. For minerals such as those men-
tioned flotation fills a long-fcit want. In

fact it is only the fines and slimes that are
capable of treatment by this process, as the
larger particles of mineral sink, being too
heavy to be supported by bubbles or the film

surface of a liquid.

Wliere the valuable minerals of an ore oc-

cur as very small grains, so that the ore must
be crushed exceedingly fine in order to lib-

erate them, flotation evidently is particularly

suitable for removing the fine particles of
valuable minerals. Further, when an ore con-
tains a valuable mineral having the same
specific gravity as the gangue (for instance,

sphalerite in a gangue of barite) it is often

possible to float the ore or the gangue and
thus obtain a clean separation. Also, the use

of diflfvrential flotation in separating mixtures
of sphalerite and galena, or of sphalerite and
pyrite. or of chalcopyrite and pyrite, is proving
of immense importance.
More recently it has been found possibU-

to sulphi(iize carfionate «»ros |)f lead and
copper by treating them with solutions of

s<)iuble sulphides or with sulphur vapor.

These artificial sulphides seem to float as

well as the natural sul|>hides. As s<»me of

the carbonate minerals have a tendency to

slimc very badly, this method of recovering

them promises to be of much value.

Some y.<>h\ and «;ilver ores ordinarilx iitaietl

b} cyanidation can be treate<i more cheaply
by flotation than by cyani<lation, and with as

high a recovery of k^)U\ and silver. It i* als..

possible t(» recover in this tnanner the \ '

in some ores which cannot be succe^^ :......

treated by cyanidation. Thus for such ores

flotation is proving to be either a partial or a
complete substitute f<jr cyanidation. It is

doubtful whether flotation will ever com-
pletely displace the cyanide process, because
the latter produces metal for shipment,
whereas the t^ ii process ordinarily pro-
duces only hu.. >,.ade concentrates for sale
to the smelters.

IMFOKTAXCE OP FLOTATION

in the light of the above statenv-" ••

be seen that flotation has jusilv a-

importance in metallurgy. The quick turn
that .\merican metallurgists took in favor of
the process is significant of the deve!
of the past two years. Until then
processes had been held in considerable ques-
tion. .At present they are almost universally
recognized as the best means of pr •-•

slime losses, and there is a decided :

toward the application of flotation methods
in the retreatment of low-grade and complex
ores. Accumulations of ores, which for one
reason or another have l>een t<X) diflicult to

handle in the past, are now being treated by
methods which invidve flotati»)n. and at this

time it is difficult to •
> ^ f^j, flQjg.

tion will prove to be a -nch prob-
lems as those above mentioned.

SELECTKD BIRLlOi'.RAPH V

For those who wish information on '"• *nn-
damentals of flotation the following cd
bibliography has l>een prepared :

BOOKS

Hoover. T. J. Concentrati«»n of ores by
flotation. 2d ed. 1914. — pp.

Rickard. T. A. On t' n. I'JIG. —pp A
compilation of articles i'ii.Mi:>hed in 7Vii* .\/i»i-

iny aiul Siicntific Press.

OTHKR LITEIL\TURE

H<x)vcr gives in '" book a rather !
• • Hst

of references on t -n up to the w of
IDl.'i. The following selected references.
largely taken from the literature since that

time, review the present status of flotation

pfocessfs

:

CKNKRM. PRACTICE

Read, T. T. Engles mine and mill : Min.
and Sci. Press, vol. 111. July 31. 1915. pp. 167-

171.

Symons. T. The Timber Butte mill : Am.
Inst. Min Kni; . lUill. 102. June. ll»15. p.

1.295.

Callow. J. M. Notes on t)«>tation : .\ni.

Inst. Min. KnK . Hull. lOH. pp 2 '•'

Anon. Flotati«>n at the In>p i mine:
Min and Sci. Press, vol 111, July 3. 1915.

pp. 7-10.

.\non. The Hunter mill: F.ng. and Mm
Jour.. V..1. 100. Drc 2'» I'li:.. pp. l(>44-4(i.

Ralston. O. ( in 1915: Met. and
Chem Kng. vol. U. Jan. 1. 1916. pp. 2. 3.

R ' • 1. () r • .- - - ., p Recent
priu in ric -. ! Mm lour.,

\ ! •'. .\l.iy 29. 1915. pp.
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Tupper. Flotation progress in 191G: Mining-

World, vol. 44. 1916. p. 1.

FLOTATION TESTING

Ralston. O. C and Allen, G. L. Testing

ores for flotation process: Min and Sci.

Press, vol. 112. Jan. 1, 8, 1915, pp. 8-13, 44-49.

Smith. R. W. Flotation testing machine

:

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 100, Sept. 4. 1915,

pp." 395-396.

THEORY OF FLOTATION

Mickle. K. A. The flotation of minerals

:

Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 94. July 13. 1912.

pp. 71-76.

Rickard. T. A. What is flotation? Min.

and Sci. Press, vol. Ill, Sept. 11, Oct. 2,

1915, pp. 383-386. 513-517.

'Durel, C. T. Why is flotation? Min. and

Sci. Press, vol. Ill, Sept. 18, 1915. pp. 428-431.

Ralston. O. C. Why do minerals float?

Min. an Sci. Press, vol. Ill, Oct. 23, 1915 pp.

023-627.

Callow. J. M. Notes on flotation (see also

reference under General Practice).

Bains, T. Electrical theory of flotation:

Min. and Sci. Press, vol. Ill, Nov. 27, Dec.

11, 1915. pp. 824-826, 883-884.

FLOTATION OILS

Anon. Flotation of copper ores: Min. and
Sci. Press, vol. 110, May 1, 1915, pp. 680-682.

Coutts. J. Testing oils for flotation : Eng.
and Min. Jour., vol. 99, June 19, 1915, pp.
1079-1080.

Mueler, W. A. Coal tar in flotation : Eng.
and Min. Jour., vol. 100, Oct. 9, 1915, pp.
591-593.

Sherwood, C. F. Use of pine oil for flota-

tion: Eng. and Min. Jour., vol. 101, Jan, 1,

1916, pp. 21-22.

DIFFERENTIAL FLOTATION

Anon. Bradford selective flotation: Eng.
and Min. Jour., vol. 100, Oct. 2, 1915, p. 562.

Ralston, O, C. Preferential flotation : Min.
and Sci. Press, vol. 110, June 26, 1915, pp.
980-984.

FILM FLOTATION

IngalU. W. R. Concentration upside down:
Erg. and Min. Jour., vol. 84, 1907, p. 765.

Hofstrand, 'O. B. The Macquisten tube
flotation process : Trans, Am. Inst. Min.
Eng., vol. 43, 1912, pp. 692-697.

SPECIAL APPLICATIONS

Anon. Flotation at Cripple Creek : Eng.
Min. Jour., vol. 100, Dec. 11, 1915, pp.

,1 A,

}.

Smith, H. H. Flotation of silver-lead min-
eral at a New South Wales mine: Eng. and
Min. Jour., vol. 100, Dec. 11, 1915, pp. 953-957.

GENERAL BIBLIOGRAPHY

on is called to a paper entitled"^
''hy. Concentrating Ores by Flota-
,'iied by Jesse Cunningham, Librar-

ian ot the School of Mines and Metallurgy,

University of Missouri, Rolla, Mo., and pub-
lished as Bull. 1, Vol. 8, University of Missouri,

Jan., 1916, 106 pp. This paper includes brief

abstracts of important British and United
States patents covering flotation processes, and
a bibliography of litigation.

The Bureau' of Mines and the Missouri
State School of Mines are tentatively plan-
ning—last mentioned to cooperate in keeping
this "General Bibliography" up to date—issue

of supplements and revised re-editions when
necessary.

BUREAU OF MINES URGES '

USE OF STRONGER DETONATORS

The Bureau of Mines, Department of In-

terior, Washington, D. C, in its bulletins

and technical papers bearing on the use of

explosives, reccommends the use of nothing
weaker than No. 6 detonators (blasting caps
and electric caps), which recommendation to-

gether with reports from the various powder
companies regarding unsatisfactory results

obtained by users of explosives when deto-
nators weaker than No. 6 are used, led the
Institute of Manufacturers of Explosives
(which is composed of practically all the
powder manufacturers in the East) to ask
manufacturers of detonators to make nothing-

weaker than No. 6. The Du Pont Company
in a communication to the Mining Congress
Journal advises that it has promised to do
this and as soon as the present stock of

detonators weaker than No. 6 is exhausted,
their sale will be discontinued.

Practically all high explo.sives manufactured
today are of the relatively less sensitive type
(and consequently safer), but as it is there-

fore necessary to use a powerful detonator
(not weaker than No. 6) to ensure complete
detonation, it should be self-evident that
weak detonators reduce the blasting efficiency

of the explosives and increase blasting costs.

The United States Government recommends
stronger detonators; the Institute of Manu-
facturers of Explosives recommends stronger
detonators; the powder manufacturers recom-
mend stronger detonators.

WOLFLIN SUCCEEDS PAUL
AS HEAD OF RESCUE WORK

Hugh M. Wolflin has been placed in charge
of all rescue work of the Bureau of Mines,
succeeding James W. Paul, who resigned
from the bureau several months ago. In
this position, Mr. Wolflin, under the direction
of the Chief Mining Engineer, George S. Rice,
has charge of the movements of the rescue
cars, the training of miners in rescue and
first-aid work, and of all of the Bureau of
Mines rescue crews at disasters, cooperating
with the State authorities.

Before assuming this position Mr. Wolflin
was the engineer of the bureau in charge of
the cooperative accident work with the State
of California.
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MINE WORKERS TOLD HOW
TO GUARD AGAINST DISEASE

The "safety first" movement has become
tirmly estabhshed at most mines and needs
no argument to defend it or to show why it

is needed. The placing of danger signals,
putting guards or bars around open places,
care in the handling of explosives, and the
many other precautions of "safety-tirst"
work are all plain common-sense acts that
should not require much explanation. That
"an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure" is well demonstrated in the results ob-
tained by the "safety-tirst" movement in pre-
venting accidents, suffering, and death.

To impress the miner with the need of tak-
ing similar care to keep well is more diflicult,

because the need of sucii precautions is not
so readily seen. A circular, one of a series

of publications on health and sanitation in

the mineral industries, just has ])een published
by the Bureau of Mines in order to call at-

tention to the causes and the symptoms of
some dangerous diseases found in mining
towns, how these diseases are spread, and
what precautions the miner can take against

them.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THK MI.NKK

The miner, in common with other work-
ers, has two dangers threatening him nearly

all the time. One is injury and the other is

sickness. Either one means loss of time,

loss of money, suffering for him, and perhaps
for his family, and even death, with a widow
and children left without income. Miners are

coming to realize that most accidents are un-
necessary, that they can l)e prevented, and
the "safety-first" movement has lessened them
enormously. But most miners do not know
that sickness is just as preventable as acci-

dent—often more so. Many risks incident to

miner's work can not entirely be done away
with, and some accidents will happen in spite

of the utmost care; but as regards some of

the disease that affect miners there need be

absolutely no risk. If proper care and at-

tention are paid to the means of preventing
sickness, it can be avoided as easily as ac-

cidents. These are some of the points

brought out by the report which is known as

miners' circular 20.

In accidents the cause and the remedy are

often easy to sec, continues the report. For
e.xamplf. a bar which wun supposed to be a

guard f(ir an opening is left down; a man
walks by, falls in. and is hurt. The cause

of the accident, the result, the remedy, and

their relati(»n one to another arc plain. In

many cases of sickness, the oausc is not evi-

dent to most men. because they d«) not stop

to consider how the disease is spread and

fail to realize the case with which it ma\
\k prevented. Once this is understood, the

problem of preventing ' s will l)c sim-

plified, as has been the |>i .< jm »! prcvcn''"-

aciident.^. anrl improvement will follow ;

ventive measures in this case as surely as it

has in the other.
The "safety-tirst" movement has made the

miner feel that each man is respor •' '- for
not only his own safety, but the ,. oi
all around him. The same principle is true
in preventing sickness. Each person is re-
sponsible for not only his own health, but the
health of those around him. When he neg-
lects or breaks one of the common-sense rules
of health he endanger-* not only himself, but
his family and the men who work near him.
This circular mentions some diseases that
every year cause much sickness and death
among miners and describes the precautions
that should be taken to prevent such diseases
from >tariing and spreading.

r.KRMS CAUSE MUCH UISKASE

Now. it is known that much sickness is

caused by germs getting into the human sys-
tem, and that the way to prevent disease is

to keep the germs out. Germs are tiny liv-

ing things; so small, in fact that they can
not be seen with the naked eye. It takes
35,000 typhoid- fever germs side by side to
form a line 1 inch long. Of course, then, a
single germ can not be seen unless a very
powerful magnifying glass or microscope be
used.

Some people find it hard to believe that
there are such things as germs, largely because
they do not see them. Miners, however, do
not have to see in order to l>elieve. The
miner has never seen lire damp, but he know^.
it exists; the miner accepts the testimony of
his safety lamp. In a similar way with
germs; people should accept the testimony
ni the microscope.

CF.RMS AND FILTH AUI-IF.D

Because germs cannot be seen it is dif

ticult to protect ourselves from them. If it

were easy, there would Ik* much less sickness.
( )ne precaution that is perhaps more helpful
than any of the others is to avoid all things
unrlean. Real cleanliness means manv
things. It means clean water, clean yards,

clean milk, clean foo«l. clean b •"'•"- '• ^n

air, clean Inrdrooms, and clean l» <

before wc had any knowledge oi gcrnu m-
stinct warned us li> avoid unclean c<»nditi"::-

Now we have I-"-"-' »'' " .;erm^ and un-
cleanlijie>>. are !.

The throwing olf of waste poisons is one
of life's p: <•». Not only must the w.i

l)Oisons gel ••iii of the tnidy, but they ir

be kept away. They .should \tr rem< . .

from all (xtssible contact with the body. Man
cannot flourish in his own defilement

In early timc" '<• did not remain in "lu-

place very long. i..-v hunted and ti^hct .1
then moved on. leaving behind their

li aw.iv from the de
'*•'•" '"• ' '.ed away

d health-
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fulness of the dwelling site depend upon how
quickly the wastes are removed from near it.

MOSQUITOES

Sometimes old tubs, kegs, and buckets are

kept near the kitchen door for holding rain

water. These are not only unsightly but they

furnish breeding places for mosquitoes, and
mosijuitocs mux cause sleepless nights, ma-
laria, yellozv fever, and skin diseases.

If it is necessary to collect rain water, it

will pay to buy a clean barrel. This should
l)e raised a few inches off the ground to keep
it from rotting and should be kept covered
during the mosquito season. A little oil,

enough to make a him on the water, will

keep the mosquitoes from breeding and will

not hurt the water for washing.
Tall weeds should not be allowed to grow

in the yard or around the house, for they
make good hiding places for the mosquitoes
during the day. Such weeds may also hide

tin cans half filled with water, decaying rub-
bish and garbage, and sometimes dead ani-

mals. Also weeds take the strength from the
soil. They do no good and should be kept cut.

It should be remembered that mosquitoes
will lay their eggs and breed in a very small

quantity of water. Often little tin cans,
broken dishes, or bottles which are scattered
about the yard will hold enough rain water
to furnish breeding places for mosquitoes
after much money has been spent in draining
swamps and filling in lowlands.

HOUSES SHOULD BE SCREENED

Every means should be taken to keep flies

out of the house. Flies breed in and thrive
• >n filth. Disease germs and filth are plastered
upon their hairy legs. Don't permit flies to
walk over the food. Just before that fly

touched the butter it may have dipped its feet
in the spit of a consumptive.
Keep your premises clean, screen your

houses, and then swat the flies.

WATER

Nothing less than a plentiful supply of pure,
wholesome water should be considered in

planning the mining villages of the future.
.•\ water tap should be placed in every kitchen,
and the water should be made safe at the
outset rather than after an epidemic of ty-
phoid fever has pointed out this need.
Many people appear to be willing ta "take

a chance" with their drinking water. In one
large city during one year one person out of
every 1,000 died from typhoid fever caused
mostly by drinking polluted river water. Each

felt that he would not be one
.. y ones. If there were 1,000

^ of water spread out before you, one
of which contained an unseen poison which

death, would you take a chance on
/ 11-. f.r.f^ of the safe 999 glasses?

^j living in mining towns get
thtir water from shallow wells, and the care
of the well largely depends on the individ-

uals. The importance of many of the follow-
ing suggestions will be understood if it is

remembered that zvater is a food. It goes
directly into the stomach, usually uncooked.
Why should we not be just as particular with
conditions around the well as we are about
our dinner table ?

ROCK DUST

Dust is not a disease, but it is the cause of
disease. Any hard, sharp rock dust when
breathed into the lungs, irritates and cuts

them, making many small scars. These scars
make the lungs less able to perform their

proper duty. Besides, because of the con-
stant irritation, the lungs become inflamed,
and consumption is liable to develop. Men
who breathe hard rock dust constantly often
get consumption. The constant irritation of

the lungs weakens them and at the same time
gives the seeds of consumption a good chance
to grow. The dust breather is also more lia-

ble to fall a victim to the careless spitter than
the man whose lungs are sound. If he gets
pneumonia, his chance of recovery is not so

good. The dust breather has to fight not only
the efifects of any lung disease he may get,

but also the harmful efifects of the hard rock
dust, which is constantly adding to the rav-

ages of the disease.

Working in dust, like exposure, is at times
unavoidable, but a great deal, if not most of

the dust breathing is due to carelessness on
the part of the miner himself who does not
realize the danger of so doing, or if he does
is indifferent to it. It is another example
of failing to keep up the bars around an
open place. In dust breathing, however, cause
and effect are not so plain—at least they do
not seem so to the miner. But the relation
is there just the same. The number of
deaths from lung diseases among metal min-
ers is much greater than among coal miners
and is probably 10 times greater than it ought
to be.

What can the miner do to avoid breathing
dust? Water drills are being used more and
more. In dry drilling with machines it is

possible to lay the dust by water lines or by
using a squirt gun and water from a bucket,
but often men drill with the hole dry
rather than turn on the water, because
it .spatters on them, or makes the place
sloppy. If you are drilling overhead,
and the water has to come back on you,
wear a rubber ^hat and boots, and if neces-
sary a rubber coat. This is a bother, but it

is also a bother to observe all the rules of
''safety first"—which save lives. A man work-
ing anywhere where there is much dust should
wear a respirator if possible, and see that
the respirator is in good condition. Respira-
tors are clumsy and more or less of a
nuisance, but it is better to wear one than
to have consumption. Do not breathe hard-
rock dust day after day, because if you do
it will disable you in time. Men who can
"eat rock dust"—like the men who can
"breathe gas"—die young.
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BILL REVISING MINING
LAWS IS DISCUSSED

(Continued from page 210j

office, and also provides for recording tlie

final declaratory statement or description of
the claim as permanently located with the
register and with the local county recorder
if required by the State statute, making prac-
tically two public records of every mming
location, as the States now very generally, per-
haps with one exception, rcijuire a record of

mining locations.

PROVIDES FOR REPEAL

Objection Xo. 8. The bill provides for an
appeal from the land office in case it should
refuse a patent for any reason, to the court of
competent jurisdiction and if the court on the
proof offered by the locator determines he is

entitled 10 a patent it must be issued on the

order and judgment of the court.

Objection Xo. 10. This objection is taken
care »jf in the first place by a provision re-

(luiring an entry and payment within seven
years from the date of permanent location, and
in the second place, by preventing a relocation

by any person for or in the interest of any
locator or owner and by requiring a relocator

to make and file with the proper register an
affidavit to the effect that he is wholly dis-

interested and that the relocation is not made
for or on behalf of. or in the the interest of
any other person.
Objection Xo. 11. The tunnel locations as

provided for in Sec. 2.i2.'i of the existing law
is entirely abrogated, but a locator is given

the option to construct a tunnel for the pur-
pose of working and developing his location as

made and marked upon the surface.

.\>ide from the provi-ion^ for meeting these

specific objections the bill wisely provides that

in any case where a locator has not made a,

discovery of minerals within the iieriod pre-

scribed by the bill, he may. on an i\v /><;r/«-

application to the judge of the nearest court,

obtain an order in the nature of a license ex-
tending the time for his exploration and (\\s-

ciixiTv w-irk.

.\S TO PI,.\CERS

Sec. 2.'i:ili of the existing law gives the right

to a third person, under certain circumstance>.
to l«)cate or hold a vein or lode within tlu

limit'* of a placer claim. This ha** boon tlu-

Source of much trouble and disturbame and
\% entirely changed, an<l a placer location made
in good faith carries with it all mineral de-

posits of whatever kind.

The present bill prrservcs the distinction 1)C-

twecn lode and placer claims and if the U»calor

of a lode claim discovers placer ground, or

vice versa, he mu^t then change his location

to meet the rejjuirements nf the law and
adapt his claim as discovered to the proper

Mirface location as provi«! '

Thi«i bill presents cen.nii .(urstioT- ••'•:'•

the pers(»n intereste<l in the mining .

must to some extent agree upon These ques-

tions mav be stated as follt»w*:

1. Should the locator be limited to one
claim 2,100 feet square?

2. Should the locator be limited to fivt*

claims 1,.>00 by fiOiJ feet?
3. Should the locator be given one full yc i-

in which to make a discovery, in view of :..-.

fact that provision is made for an extension
of the time for discovery?

4 Should there be any dif* "
• in the

number and sizt* «if claims n. cd to be
taken ?

."). Shoubl the locations be limited generally
or be limited to a State or to a particular
mining district?

I. Should a locator l>e required to develop a
claim as a condition for locating other claims?

7. Should any limitations be placed on extra-
lateral rights, that is, on the right of a locator
tr> follow his vein on the dip into the claim
01 another locator?

s. Should the right of a ' t to •' '

his vein on its dip into the L.^.i^.-n of aii.'mvi
hf limited to junior locations only?

l>. Should a locator l)e permitted a given
lime in which to swing his claim in order to
obtain advantage of the dip of the vein after
discovery?

10. Would it work a greater hardship on the
piospector to limit him to the vertical planes
of his original location with th- - '' '-
tation to a small part of the
than to give him the right to swing his claim,
and thereby deprive third persons of the
right of locating claims within the limits •

which he would be niritb-d to swifu>

claim ?

11. Should a locator l>e deprived of his ex-
tralatrral rights on the ' n of anv given
fieriofl unless he is w.;.,...^ ...% claim?

12. Should a l«»cator Ik* reijuirejl to locate
and develop his v«in into and through another
claim as a condition on which he could fi»llow

the vein on its dip?
If persons interested in the location and de-

velopment of mining claims can arrive at an
.fcgreement to any r^ '

'

tjt on these
ouestions, or on an> ; ....... •> " ^— "

fidently asserted that the hill .

and improved to conform to any crmclusionH
that may Ik* reached.

Sl'B-OlMMITTKK NAMKP

.\ sub-commiiee consi^iting of kriircNcnta-

tives Ft)sier. Taylor, James. U ick. u and
llnmlin has l»een named t<» > \t the Fos-
ter bill The sub-cot'

considering the bill ui; ,, .. -.

given to hear from the mining men of the
countrv with regard to the changes in the
'- '

' .-d in th. * 'illlaw
Kej. aV>;'.- ol

the mo>t determineil « '»f the Com-
mion which was to study ihe ij n of the
revision of I.!

•

!

. the 1 hill t

attention nt as many mining men a« |>ossitite

Mr Taylor is sending t<» a large numlier of
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mining men a copy of the bill and the fol-

lowing letter:

"Vou probably know that the American

Mining Congress and nearly all associations

of mining men in the United States have for

the past ten years been vigorously urging Con-

gress to pass a bill authorizing the President

of tlie United States to appoint a commission

of high-class practical mining men to go out

and thoroughly investigate the operations of

the mining laws and mining conditions

throughout the Western States and Alaska,

and make recommendations to Congress for

amendments, and a revision and modern codi-

tication of our mining laws. Scarcely any

changes have been made in the mining laws

during the past forty years, and many provi-

sions of those laws are generally looked upon

by mining men as being now obsolete and
not at all adapted to new metals or modern
mining conditions. A great many prominent
mining men and mining lawyers are firmly

convinced that our mining laws seriously re-

tard instead of aiding mining -development in

the West today; and many prospectors feel

that present conditions hold out very little

encouragement to them.
'"In response to that sentiment I have had

pending before Congress for several years a

bill providing for the appointment of such a

mining commission. I had it favorably re-

ported in the last Congress, and the Senate
this session passed a similar bill, introduced
by Senator Smoot; but the House Mines and
Mining Committee has, after an exhaustive
hearing, refused by a vote of seven to six

to approve either my bill or that of Senator
Smoot, and in lieu thereof has appointed a

subcommittee of five to investigate and con-
sider the whole subject and make recommenda-
tions to the main committee, as soon as we
can consistently. This action does not accord
with the general desires of the West, and
was over my vigorous opposition. However,
that is the present sentiment of a majority of
the committee, and the subcommittee is Fos-
ter, Taylor, Hamlin, James and Wickersham.

"I am not criticising the action of a major-
ity of my colleagues on the committee. In
fact, generally speaking, I heartily coincide
with their principal objections to my bill,

namely, that the country is getting tired of
creating so many expensive commissions; and,
moreover, if the metalliferous mining people
know what changes they want, or what new
laws they want, and will agree upon them
and will let this committee know, it is our
duty to enact promptly those laws without
waiting indefinitely on the report of a commis-
sion. On the other hand, if the mining peo-
ple have no concerted determination as to
what th^- nt, there is no reason for Con-
gress ai'. iig a commission, or rloing any-
thing else. Roosevelt appointed a mininrr com-
mission and after they had worked a couple of
y^ars, Congress did not pay enough attention
to It to have its report printed.

Chairman Foster, with the assistance of

several prominent mining attorneys and prac-

tical minnig men, has prepared a 'bill incor-

porating tne main amendments to the mining
jaw^s tnat have been most generally recom-
mended to the committee. Tnat bill lias been
introduced by Dr. Foster as H. R. 12275. Our
subcommittee has sent out a large number to

ail state and local mining associations for

distribution. I have had nothing whatever
to do with the preparation of ttie bill. It is

a tentative draft only, prepared in tnat way
for the use and convenience of the subcom-
mittee, and we are sending it oUt over the

country to all mining communities of the W^est
and Alaska, and asking the mining associa-

tions and mining men, miners, prospectors
and everybody who is interested, to consider
the measure carefully, and all of these pro-
posed amendments and frankly make recom-
mendation to us upon the subject.

"While we are writing the entire West to

consider this matter, I am personally especially

interested in having every mining man in

Colorado carefully investigate all these pro-
posed amendments and feel free to criticise

them in every way. My thought is that there
may be something good in this bill, and if

any of these amendments would be beneficial,

and the mining men and attorneys will let me
know, I will try to secure their adoption, and
will at the same time try to prevent the adop-
tion of all amendments that they deem unwise
or unnecessary.
"The sentiment of the western states and

different mining districts is widely different.

Some states and districts want one set of
amendments and others denounce those and
want other amendments. We never can please
all of them. My judgment is that Colorado
will disapprove of most of these suggested
amendments. But even if we disapprove of
nine-tenths of them, that is no reason why
we should not favor those, if any, that will

aid mining development, and we may suggest
others that are not contained in this bill. If

Congress can pass any law that will benefit
the mining industry, I know the committee
is exceedingly anxious to do so. There is no
use now of our talking about obtaining a min-
ing commission from this Congress. So if

there are any amendments of the mining laws
that Colorado wants enacted, we have a pos-
sible opportunity of obtaining them in this

bill. I feel a very great personal responsi-
bility in this matter because of the fact, as
you will ot)serve, that with the exception of
the Delegate from Alaska, I am the only one
on the committee who resides west of 'Missotiri.

"Owing to the far-reaching importance of
this subject to the metalliferous mining inter-
ests of the West, I would like to see the press
give the matter suitable mention so that all

mining men, engineers, attorneys and the pub-
lic generally may be fully advised of the sit-

uation.
_
And I would be glad also to have

the mining men know that I am exceedingly
anxious to cooperate with them in every way
I can in considering the subject. In other
words, this is a commendable effort on the
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part of the Mining Committee to render if

possible an important service to the metallifer-

ous mining industry, and 1 hope the West
will study this Foster bill and then give me
their opinion on it. That opinion undoubt-
edly will have great determining weight in the
course of mining legislation for some time
to come.
*The Committee desires to report this bill

in some form before the close of this session
of Congress, and 1 would like to have all ob-
jections and suggestions specifically stated in

detail, with the reasons therefor, so that 1

can present them clearly to the the committee
and have them go into the printed records."
In referring to the Foster bill, providing fur

revision of the mining laws, the Xation's liusi-

mss, the official organ of the Chambers of
Commerce of the United States, has the fol-

lowing to say

:

"The present laws defining the rights of

miners upon the public lands, however well
adapted to conditions at the time of their en-
actment forty years ago, have given rise to

much litigation and have resulted in recent
years in practical difficulties regarding the
procedure by which various kinds of valuable
deposits can be acquired. Last December rep-

resentatives of a numbe'r of commercial or-
ganizations, societies of mining engineers and
metallurgists, and government bureaus met
in Washington and advocated a revision of all

the laws under which mineral deposits on the

public lands are acquired and worked. Sub-
sequently, a bill creating a commission to make
such a revision passed the Senate. The House
Committee on Mining, however, decided
against such a commission, and determined
itself to attempt the task.

"On February 2o the chairman of this com-
mittee introduced a comprehensive bill which
he himself has tentatively drafted. In a com-
prehensive way this bill endeavors to deal
with extralatcral rights, by which the owner
of a mining claim now may follow a vein ap-
pearing on his ground to any distance in its

diagonal downward course beneath adjoining
claims, and which have given rise to many law
suits, creates opportunity to explore for min-
eral deposits that do not appear at the «;iirfare

and makes numerous other changes in present
law. It is understood that hearings will be
hold before this bill, or any other of like pur-
pose, is reported from commitee.'"

Attend Chemical Meeting

A number of scientific men connected with
government bureaus attencled the fiftv !

meeting of the Anieriean Chemical
held at the University of Illinois. April 18.

New Laboratory Equipped

.\ laboratory has l>ccn c«:""""mI at Salt

Lake City by the Bureau of N for micro-
scopic and mincralogic work relating to ore

dressing and metallurgy

NEW CALUMET LEACHING
PLANT EXCITING INTEREST

Considerable mterest is being shown in

Wa '

in the new le 'er

con. ... ...L. ... by the Calun.. : w .».n-

ing Co. on its New Cornelia property. A^
this plant represents the last word in prog-
ress along this line of tr

•

il atten-
tion is being given to i...- .^ i.i.i- ... jts con-
struction.

The leaching plant will contain eleven lead-

lined ht feet

S'''"'*""' i^__'. iiiii.^ii .llL ii<-t^ i^.iLji I. . . •'^iivc a
I.. ty of 5,000 tons. There wi'' i-, one
sludge tank of the same dimensions. Each
leaching tank will have its pu p-

ment for the circulat'- • ' '

.^.lii; -tits

solution at the rate ^
,. s per min-

ute. The leaching tanks will be arranged in

two rows with a central structure \ :i,

which will support the conveyors ig

the ores to the tanks and the .ig

pumps and necessar>' launders. After the
copper is extracted from the ore and the
t: ' ^hed and drained, they will be

cars by an excavator of the
Hulett type. The tailings will be hauled to
the dump in side-dump cars on the afternoon
shift, the cars and ! - . . . ^j^^

mine on the morn::.., ..... \\W'<^

for this service.

The plant will have five w.i ter and
acid-solution storage tanks of 4ou.'- >!Ions

capacity each.
There ha.« been considerable falling oflF in

the amount of development work at many of
the copper v. >i the cot-

*
* '!y

all of the i; jrs are t.;.^..,, - •••iR

and marketing as much ore as j .e at
present prices. While a few properties are
being gutted, the t- ' ' ' "P
development work .»;* .... . ite

the case under normal wa This
applies particularly to the Michigan mmes,
according to information reaching Wash-
ington.

At Bingham development is of a different

type and is being carried on practically as
usual, reports to Wa '

Tb- '• ire a Ian*" . .
,..f.f»^r

proj being o; 1 the m
these properties i.s alread\ jming oixid-
t

'

R' the Geo-

now able to operate due to the more favora-
ble price. ____^^______^__

Reparation Awarded

In case No. SU-Jl ..f the Wr.h..tt h ^

I -mpany, of p- - •
-"

',|, XJo., xs ^'
i,

Kanstas & Tc\ .vav To • »f

13 t-ents per 100 p for the
! n of r-

luaii.> : 4 ,j

found • v

discriminatory t it ev d
10 cents per U*> i>*nind» kcparation was
awarded.



Recent Legal Decisions

OUSTING JURISDICTION OF COURT

The Iowa workmen's compensation act is

not invalid because it ousts the courts of all

jurisdiction to try controversies between em-
ployers and employes. Even if it did this, the

acceptance of the act is elective and when re-

jected the full dispute between the parties

may be submitted to a court by ordin-

ary proceedings and tried in the usual

manner: and while some rules of procedure
are changed, some defenses are eliminated,

and there is some change in the burden of

proof, yet the objection is not sustained
that on rejection of the act the courts no
longer have jurisdiction to try suits for the
injury of an employe. It is true that when
the statue is accepted it does operate to

take from the courts so much of the
controversy as is determined by apply-
ing the statutory schedules through the agency
of the statutory arbitrators ; but it does not
constitute an agreement for complete ouster
of jurisdiction of the courts to provide by
contract for the arbitration of special mat-
ters, leaving ultimate lability or non-liability

to be settled by the courts. But the very
basis of power to award compensation under
the act is that its provisions must first be ac-

cepted and that the claimant must be an em-
ployee and that he must have sustained per-
sonal injuries arising out of and in the
course of the employment and that the com-
pensation shall be at rates fixed by the statute,
and arbitration is only provided for when the
employer and employee failed to reach a^

agreement in regard to compensation under
the act. The utmost the statute does is to
provide administrative machinery for apply-
ing rates of compensation fixed by the legis-
lature as between the parties who have agreed
to have the amount of compensation thus de-
termined.
Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.

(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1063, No-
vember, 1915.

operator's failure

The Iowa workmen's compensation act pro-
vides that where both the employer and em-
ployee reject its provisions the liability of the
• '

' '11 he the same as though the em-
P-,.- •- -ot rejected it; but it contains an-
other provision to the effect that if the em-
ployee rejects he must suffer, in his suit for
' - ^-s for injuries, the employer's right to
\ . . und rely upon any and all defenses, in-
cluding those at common law, and the rules
and defenses of contributory negligenc<? and
a^^umption of risk and fellow servant, with

2-0

perhaps certain limitations; and it is further

provided that compensation under the act is

to be awarded only if both have done what
amounts to acceptance of the act. Construed
as a whole the act does penalize the em-
ployee who rejects it and while the penalties

imposed upon the employer and employee rnay

not be precisely the same, yet this is not vital

and does not sustain a broad charge that

an arbitrary difference is created as to the

consequences of conduct, which is, in sub-

stance, alike. But were it otherwise the po-
lice power may be invoked to sustain some
differentiations in favor of the employe,
on the theory that this is a method of pro-

tecting him for the public good against the

actual inequality between him and his em-
ployer.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.

(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1053, No-
vember, 1915.

RECKLESS OPERATION OF MOTOR

A jerk in the operation of a motor and
cars in a coal mine which is vile, unusual,

and unnecessary, is evidence from which neg-
ligence on the part of the person operating
the motor may be inferred.

Nebo Coal Co. vs. Barnet (Kentucky), 180

Southwestern, 79, p. 80, December, 1915.

JERKS OF MOTOR

An injury received by an employee from an
ordinary and necessary jerk in the operation
of a motor and coal car in a mine is a risk

assumed by the employee but an injury which
results from a violent and unusual and un-
necessary jerk does not arise from such as-

sumed risk, and the jerk by a motor operat-
ing upon the coal cars which is violent,

unusual and unnecessary may be evidence of

negligence on the part of the person operat-
ing the motor; and where a jolt was received
by a coal car thereby causing the injury com-
plained of, was unusual, violent, and unneces-
sary, the miner suing for such injury is

entitled to have his contention upon this sub-
ject submitted to and determined by a jury.

Nebo Coal Co. vs. Barnett (Kentucky),
180 Southwestern, 79, p. 80, December, 1915.

GROSS NEGLIGENCE

Under the Kentucky rule injuries which
are caused to a miner or an inferior employee
by the gross negligence of his superior em-
ployee, are imputed to the employer or mine
operator, and such an employee does not as-
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sume the risks of daui^er which arise from
such gross negligence in an employee supe-
rior in authority to himself; but this rule is

limited to the case where such superior em-
ployee has the immediate control of and
supervision of the injured employe, and doe>
not extend to cases where the superior em-
ployee's ordinary negligence causes injury to

an inferior employee who is not immediately
under his control and supervision.

Xebo Coal Co. rs. Barnett (Kentucky), 180

Southwesttrn. 7*.». p. Ml, December. Il»l."..

NKGI.IGKXCE OF FEU.OW

A miner or other employee, wlien he un-
dertakes employment so far as the mine op-
erator is affected, assumed all the risks from
injuries to himself which are caused by the

ne.ulii^encc. either ordinary or gross, of hi<:

fellow servants who are upon the same plane

of equality as himself as to authority and cn-

gage<l in the same work; and he likewise as-

sume> all risks of injuries which may arise

from the ordinary negligence of a sui)erior

employee in the same work as himself where
the negligence does not result in death.
Xebo Coal Co. z'S. Barnet (Kentucky). IHO

Southwestern. T'.». p. Hi. December. r.»l.").

.NF.CI.IGF.NCE OF SUPKRIOK

The ordinary negligence of a superior ser-

vant which results in an injury to a miner,
which does not produce death, cannot be
imputed to the mine operator.
Xebo Coal Co. is. Barnelt (Kentucky).

180 Southwestern. 71), p. 81, Deceml»er. I'.MV

FKI.I.OW SERV.VNT OF KQU.XI. CR.VDK

A mine operate »r is ncjt liable to a miner
for injuries incurred by him on account of the

negligence, either ordinary or gross, of a fel-

low servant in the same work and occupying
the same situation as to authority as himself.
Xebo Coal Co. t'S. Barnett (Kentucky), isn

Southwestern. 7«». p. Ml. December. T.H.'..

INJUNCTION

A coal mining company is entitled l«» a

temporary injunction restraining a mortgagee
from f(jreclosing his mort^^aye executed b\

it on the purchase (»f a mininj^ lea>e. where
the mortgagee induced the complainant t«» pur-

cha.se the lease and execute its note and mori
gage on fal.se and fraudulent -^ - entations

that he would cause all liens .i, the nun-
ing property to be salistied and fraudulentl\

represented that certain bonds securc<i bv a

tr' ' 'MJ iin the minini; pr
'

' Ted in

ci^.. . ;i months, the lime tlu ........: s ntite

and mortgage should mature, and that com-
plainant could thereby protect itself, and
where the defendant as a further imince

ment to complainant to purchase the mining
lease and execute to him its notes and m<»ri-

gage promised and agreed that the time on
the note and mortgage held by him should in

any event l>e extended until the date or after
the date of the maturity of all indebtedness
and liens against the mining property, and
where it subsequently ap|>eared that the bonds
secured by the trust deed flid not mature un-
til two, three and four years from the date
of the note and mortgage executed by the
complainant and that the defendant refused
to extent the time of the maturity thereof
according to his promise and was in fact

proceeding to foreclose his mortgage by atl-

vertisemoiu. and the complainant is entitled
on the facts >tated and the fraudulent repre-
sentations contributed as an inducement to the
execution of the note and mortgage maturing
as they did and a reformation of his note ami
mortgage in conformity with the defen<lant's
promise of extension and an injunction re-

straining a premature foreclosure of such
mortgage.
Consumers' Coal & iuel L«», zs. \ ar i

(Alabama), fil) Southern. m«.i7. p. HiiU, CKi-.-vr.
ll»i:).

IMJKS NOT INCLUDK G.AS

An oil and gas lease executed upon a certain
stated consideration provided further that the
lessee was to pay to the lessor a certain stated
sum within '.»() days after a well for oil and
gas is drilled and oil produced in a pipe line

in paying quantities, and to pay a like sum
within IM) days after each paying well there-
after is drilled until the payments am«»unt
in all to a certain stated sum. docs not re-

quire the lessee to pay the state*! '«um where
a well was drilled on the premises which pro-
duced gas only

Ball zs. Freman (West Virginia), 87
Southeastern, Ul, Xovemlnrr, lUl.'i.

CONVKYAXCK TO TKUSTKES

A <\vvi\ of land to •** u named .is

liu>tees of a mining ^ . <Ioes in ef-

fect convey the land to the trustees for the
mining corp«>ration and not to such trustees
for their own iK-nefit.

Troy & X«»rlh Carolina (ndd MininK Co.
(North Carolina). h7 Smitheastern. 40, p. 41.

December, VMh.

I»KAININC ADJOINING UANDS

While oil wells drilled and operate<l may.
ij> reason of their proxim •

'

ill f.T.'t ilrniri nil fr«»m

such IS, in the al

cumstanccs or relations lirtwern the pari:' ^

offer no Itasis for a claim to a share in

an 1.-.

.

iiiii'iiu' for tb* ••'' "^ •••'•Kluced. i»r j •:

a for ; n of the w«l!
sn drilled.

Cain vs. South Tcnn Oil Co. (West \ ir
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ginia), 86 Southeastern, 883, p. 885, October,

1915.

See Fairbanks tx Warrum (Indiana Ap-
peals), 104 Northeastern. 983, p. 986.

FRAUD NOT IMPUTABLE

A lessee who obtained an oil and gas lease

from the owner of land and who was unable

to obtain a lease from the adjoining land

owner, is not to be charged with fraud by the

latter and is not liable to such adjoining land

owner for any part of the oil produced by
him from wells on the leased land, though
located so near the line as to drain the oil

from the adjoining premises, and the mere
execution of such a lease causes no inference

of fraudulent intent and justifies no im-

plication of a purpose on the part of the

lessee to wrong the adjoining land owner.

Cain vs. South Penn Oil Co. (West Vir-

vinia). 86 Southeastern, 883, p. 885, October,

1915.

See Fairbanks vs. Warrum (Indiana Ap-
peals), 104 Northeastern, 983, p. 986.

EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT VERDICT

Where a mine owner and operator had
mined out and completed according to his plan

of work certain entries or rooms in its mine,

the evidence of an injured miner to the ef-

fect that he was expressly directed to enter

such abandoned part or room, without any
knowledge on his part that it had been so

abandoned and where there were no suffi-

cient visible indications of its abandonment,
and was there injured in the course of his

employment, is sufficient to sustain a verdict

in his favor as against a demurrer to the

evidence.

Osburn vs. Darby Coal Mining Co. (Vir-
ginia), 86 Southeastern, 834, p. 835, Novem-
ber, 1915.

Failure to warn miner

A mine owner and operator has the right to

abandon places in his mine which have been
completed according to the plan of the work
and if a room in which a miner was directed
to work had been abandoned, there being no
sufficient visible indications of its abandon-
ment, the mine owner would be liable for
negligence to a miner entering such abandoned
part or room and was injured in the course of
his employment, if the mine operator failed
to give due and timely warning of such
abandoned part or room.
Osborn vs. Darby Coal Mining Co. (Vir-

ginia), 86 .Southeastern, 834, p. 835, Novem-
^-r. ra5.

sale of property

^^liere a corporation organized for the pur-
': of operating mining claims owned by it,

and transferred all its mining claims and
wt.i it has ceased to do business and its

property is liable to be 'wasted, a receiver is

properly appointed to wind up the corporation.
Murphy vs. Utah Mining, Milling & Trans-

portation Co. (Maine), 95 Atlantic, 887, p. 888,

December, 1915.

dissolution on order of court

A mining corporation is properly dissolved
by a court on application of a stockholder
where by reason of the gross mismanagement
of its affairs it was in imminent danger of
insolvency and danger that the estate and ef-

fects would be wasted, and because it had
ceased to do business.

Murphy vs. Utah Mining, Milling & Trans-
portation Co. (Maine), 95 Atlantic, 887, p.

888, December, 1915.

freedom From negligence

The Iowa workmen's compensation act pro-
vides that the only negligence of an injured
employee which is available as a complete de-
fense in negligence which is self-inflicted or
injury which is the result of intoxication;
but the employer is at liberty to prove that,

either hy reason of the negligence of the
plaintiff, or for any other reason, he was
wholly free from fault. While under the act

it was to be presumed that the proximate
injury of the employee was the direct result

of negligence on the part of the emplo3^er,

and the burden of proof is east upon the
employer to rebut this presumption, and to

show affirmatively that no negligence of his

caused the injury. The rules as to presump-
tions and burden of proof are court-made
and can be changed or abrogated by the leg-

islature; and if the court could place the

burden on the injured employee to prove his

freedom from contributory negligence, the
legislature may abolish this rule and place

the burden upon the employer to show that

he was not negligent.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1065, No-
vember, 1915.

contributory negligence

The Iowa workmen's compensation act abol-
ishes the doctrine that an injured miner can-
not recover because of contributory negli-

gence on his part, however slight, though the

negligence of the operator may be great or
gioss. But the statute has in fact added to

the defense of contributory negligence rather

than subtracted from it, and but for this stat-

ute all contributory negligence would be
^available in mitigation of damage, and under
, this statute there is a right to plead it in miti-

gation, plus the right to plead some contribu-
ory negligence in bar and recovery may be
defeated by showing the employee's willful

intention to injure himself or where the in-

toxication of the employee was the proximate
cause of the injury. But in any event a stat-
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ute abolishing such defenses as contrihutor\
negligence, assumption of risk, and the neg-
ligence of fellow servants, only where the em-
ployer l^eing free to accept or reject the stat-

ute, violates no constitutional rights.

Hunter 7'S. Colfax Consolidated Coal Ct».

(Iowa). 154 Xorthwestern. lO.iT. p. KXUJ, No-
vember, VJI'i.

TRIAL BV JURY

The li>wa workmen's compensati(»n act doe>
no acc(»mplish a denial of the right of trial

by a jury and particularly in cases where the

employer rejects the compensation statute; and
the fact that the statute accomplishes giving
the jury less to do than formerly, and chan.uo
the character of its work, in that a jury will

no longer consider whether the employee
should be defeated because the evidence
shows he assumed the risk of being injured
as he was and can not consider the question

as to whether the alleged injury was due to

the negligence of a fellow servant nor whether
the injured employee has proved that his in-

jury is due to tlie ne^^ligence of the employer,
but begins its inquiries by assuming the em-
ployer was negligent and then considers
whether the employer has proved, notwith-
standing this presumption, that he was wholly
free from fault. It is clear that this does not
deny trial by jury, but merely changes the

rules under which such trial shall proceed.

Hunter zs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
(Iowa). l.')4 Northwestern. 1037, p. KHWi, No-
vember, VJl').

WORKMKN S COMPK.VSATION

The Iowa workmen's compensation act is

not subject to the charge of unconstitution-

ality on the ground that it compels an em-
ployer to accept its provisions and then de-

prives him of certain rights. The statute

does not compel acceptance, but it docs pro-

vide that the i)resumption that the employer
t,

. elected to accept its provisions prevails

i certain prescribed notices are j^iivcn by
him. but this does not compel him to accept
the act, but is merely a provision as to what
be mu<»t do to avoid a presumption that lu-

lia> accepted it; and the claim is wholly im-
material where a complaining corporation
Ci'ucedes that it has rejected the provisions
oi the statute.

Hunter rj. Colfax Consoliclated ("o.il Co.
(Iowa). 1.^4 Northwestern. lO.'JT. p. Kh.s. No-
vetnlK'r. 101.'».

dis.\dv.\sta(;e of employe

The provision of section 3 of the Iowa work-
ni« n's compensation art as to the pro* m
.. :...r yxhcn an or • ' ----' •• the 1kii<ul r»f

' ' and the nr' . n F> as la the
prt-sumption of fraud in a c ' of settlement
T' idc by .in injure*! miner, cannot l)c said to

inurfere with the HkIu to contract, as th<*

.\i:\V HRKATMINC. APPARATrS
l)cvclfj|»cd by the Kurcati of Mines

legislature having {Hiwrr to enact a valid com-
pensation act always has power to make pro-

visions against having the legislative intent as

to such act thwarted, and to put the l)an on
such influences iiv -' - s with " '•.'.. ' ..p.

tract, hut simply ofT uk... . iip

and crippling the act. One umierlying pur;

of the act is to promote acceptancv by the em-
ploye of the benefits of the act and the pro-

\ ion of section 19 is an pt to • - -nt

liaud in dealing with a?^ ; t-'^i'
'

-ul

is intended to guard a;! . le nul of

the act through the t t's ohtammg a con-

tract to the

but :...

void the ict but onlv makes it presump-
tively fraudulent, '***^

of ]' "
i<i to T'

11... ; r^ •
' Co.

(lowa^, 151 1, 1057, p. lO.^^l).

NovemU-r, l*>i5.

New Mexico Coal lUte Sutp«Bd«d

The prinnspd inrrr.n<:r in rate* on COftl

from Rat >l« of in New
Mexuo to certam .<ttations loi^ated on the

Trimtv & y Railroad, has been
suspended uuiu w^.ivi'ii >*



Current Traffic Developments

Hearings of interest to the mining industry

are under assignment by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission as follows

:

Washington. Mav 1. Examiner Marsh. 8725.

Lake carg^o coal rates. 8598. Pittsburgh Coal

Operators, Association vs. Pennsylvania Com-
pany.
Washington, May 15. Oral argument. 6890.

Ccal Operators Traffic Bureau of St. Louis

vs. Terminal Railroad Association.

Washington. May 17. Oral^ argument. L &
S. 740. Coal to Missouri stations.

In case number 7921 of the Progressive

Metal & Refining Company vs. the Chicago

& Xorth Western Railway Company the

commission found that the rate charged for

the transportation of scrap copper and scrap

brass in carloads and of scrap brass and
slab zinc dross in mixed carloads from
Chicago, 111., to Milwaukee, Wis., is unreason-

able. A reasonable maximum rate was pre-

scribed for the future. Reparation was de-

nied.

In case Xo. 7853 of the Oklahoma Fuel
Company vs. Fort Smith, Poteau & Western
Railway Company, the commission found
that the charges collected for the transporta-

tion of one carload of coal from Whitteville,

Okla., to Gould, Okla,. reconsigned to Well-

ington. Tex., and returned to Gould, not to

have been unreasonable. The Complaint was
dismissed.

Pensylvania Request Denied

Application for authority to establish rates

on bituminous and cannel coal from points
on the Pennsylvania Railroad and its con-

nections to water competitive points on the
Mar>'land-Delaware peninsula lower than
rates contemporaneously applicable on like

traffic to intermediate points has been de-

nied.

Demurrage Charge Refunded

In case Xo. 7694 the C. Reiss Coal Com-
pany, of Sheboygan, Wis., vs. Ann Arbor Rail-
road Company, demurrage charges, due to in-

advertent cancellation of free-time provision,
collected on coal in carloads held for recon-
signment at Frankfort, Mich., were found to
have been unreasonable and reparation
was awarded.

Prescribes Maximum Rate

In case Xo. 7933 of the Consolidated Fuel
Co., of Hiawatha, Utah, vs. Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe Railway Co., the commis.sion
r ' the defendants' rates for the trans-
{.. .....:,.. of soft coal in carloads from Mohr-
land and Hiawatha, Utah, to California points
on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe's branch
line from Los .• '

s, Cal., to Xational City,
«"^1

, to be unrc...
, ...able. A maximum joint

'Ugh rate of $6.65 per net ton is prescribed.
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Makes Nondiscriminatory Rates

In case No, 7804, of E. Rickards, of Norfolk,

Va., vs. Seaboard Air Line Railway, the rates

for the transportation of mine-prop logs in

carloads from Thelma and Vaughan, N. C., to

Portsmouth, Va., were found to have been
unreasonable and unjustly discriminatory.
Reasonable and nondiscriminatory rates were
prescribed for the future.

'SAFETY-FIRST" EXPOSITION
READY FOR ITS TOUR

Arrangements have been completed .by the
government to send out May 1 a traveling
exposition of "safety first/' consisting of

twelve steel cars filled with exhibits showing
the work of the various Federal bureaus
along humanitarian lines.

Space in the "safety first" special is divided
among the exhibits of the Bureau of Mines,
the Public Health Service, the United States
Coast Guard, the Forest Service, the Navy
and War Departments, the American Red
Cross, the Weather Bureau and other Gov-
ernment agencies. Motion picture shows, de-

picting the work of the United States, will

be given aboard the train every evening.
The train eventually will traverse most of

the United States.

WESTERN LIGNITES OFFER
PROMISING FUEL SOURCE

To one thoroughly familiar with the great
extent of the western lignite deposits, their

limited development, and the comparatively
simple methods that have thus far been
adopted in their utilization as fuel, any in-

vestigations looking to a possible and in-

creased utilization of these vast deposits must
at once be considered of great economic im-
portance. There is no doubt that much can
be done toward improving the methods of

burning now in use, and in providing means
for using the coal in other forms, such as in

a- pulverized state, or in the manufacture of

producer gas, or of by-product gas, or as resi-

due briquets. Especial attention has been
given by E. J. Babcock, of the Bureau of

Mines, to the study of utilizing the lignite in

the form of residue briquets and in the manu-
facture of by-product gas, because in this

method there appear excellent possibilities

of providing a satisfactory and efficient fuel

and of recovering numerous by-products.
From the results obtained by the methods

being developed at the school of mines and
the substation of the University of North
Dakota there seems little doubt but that the
briquetting and the production of gas from
lignite can in the near future be put on a
commercially satisfactory basis.
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CALIFORNIA INSPECTOR OPENS
CORRESPONDENCE WITH MINERS

Edward Higgins, State mine inspector ot

Canfornia, sent out the following letter, under
date ot March 15, to every mine worker in

his State;

"Maybe you will not be looking for a letter

from me, but I have a good reason for writ-

ing. 1 want to get in close touch with you
and this is the only way I can do it. 1 hope
you will read this to the last word. If you
do not you will miss the 'Safety Bear.' I be-

lieve that every one of you, except he whose
strength is entirely below his Adam's apple,

will agree -with what I am about to write.

'You have all heard of the great safety

wave that has been sweeping over this coun-
try of ours. You know that the Federal and
State governments, various societies and many
mining companies are putting forth efforts

to reduce accidents in the mines. In many
mining districts this safety wave has already
drowned out a large per cent of accidents,

and that is good for the miner.
*'In talking about safety with men in the

mines I have often heard the remark: 'What's
the user What do we get out of it? The
company is the only one that is benefited.'

Now, right here is -where a big mistake is

made. 1 submit that the miner is far and
away the greatest gainer from safety work.

Here are the facts: The governments and
societies spend large sums of money every
year in trying to make the mines safe, but
there is no way for them to get a cash return
for their efforts Mining companies also are
spending many hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars yearly for the same object. Those that
carry casualty in.surance have little to gain.

It is true, however, that those companies
carrying their own insurance do save money
by reducing accidents to employes. What
if such companies do save a little money? It

i.>> not a dr(jp in the bucket when placed side
by side with the reduction of misery and

. suffering to the miner and those who depenrl
on him.
"What is compen.sation? You who have a

family; is there anything that can compensate
you for the loss of your life, for the loss

of a leg, or a hand, or the mutilation of any
other part of your body? Is there anything
that can compensate you for walking around
on a wooden leg, or for having to stand on
a corner with a tincup tied around your neck
asking help because you are blind' Ytm
who have not yet married, what chance have
you to .«;ccure a loving wife with your looks
spoiled by a blasted face, or by the loss of

half of your teeth, or an eye. or an car?
There is no money compensation for such
injuries.

"The dav i.^ coming s^oon
.,-t.

cs

in this State will be made a.s ...
,

ie.

The work may be .slow—but it i.n .sure. Now.
while T >>elieve it in a great thing to have
th(* min«'<! put in a safe ' * n. I am a
firm bc'lu-vpr in the f.>i ? t in minrs

cannot be had without the active help of you
miners. What good are safety devices if men
will not take care of themselves? I hold
that almost the whole problem is up to you
boys. Don't take this lor criticism, for it is

not meant that way. The average miner is

careful, but you know, as 1 know, that there
are many careless miners.

"I want you to know that all of the deputy
mine inspectors and I have ser\'ed time below
the collar, and that the business end of a
muck stick is no stranger to any of us. It
follows that we should savvy' many things
from the standpoint of the miner. As a mat-
ter of fact, we not only know what you are
up against, but we have a most earnest desire
to make things better for you and we are
working faithfully toward that end. In other
words, we are for you. Without a shadow
of a doubt, however, unless you assist us, all

of our efforts will avail but little. It would
be a great pleasure for me to know that
every miner of this State is in sympathy with
the work of this office, and 1 can promise
you that the result of such a condition will
be a reduction of accidents such as no State
in the Union can show. Let us do this thing.
The benefits and the credit will be yours.
"The books of the Miners' Safety Bear Club

are now open for the entry of members. I

would be glad to have every miner in Cali-
fornia join this club. Its only constitution
is 'Safety First'; its hy-law.s are Think licforc
You Act'; there are no dues. In order to
join it is only necessary for you to send your
name to me. It would be a simple •' •'•r
for some one miner at every mine to a
list of those who wish to join the club. On
receipt of such a list I will enroll the names
and will send, without cost, to each miner a
neat Safety Bear' button, which will signify
that the wearer is a 'bear' for safety. I can-
not too strongly urge you to joint this club.
The benefits are too numerous to n •• n
In the words of the oracle: 'Get aboar . Ic

you have your health.' The first 50 names
reieived will be enrolled as charter mem-
ber.s. Those who •

1 in the lists will be
given honorable i n in the next letter.

"If you have time I would be glad to hear
from you. t me if you like this letter
and the '^ ' tr' mo\ '

1 There will

be other .i^ the ii > go by and
every effort will be made to make them of
interest and value Let's get together and
make t'" 'hing a go
"In « ..: I am l- nnij to add a few thought

blasts which I :nend for your con-
sideration of them will amuse you
and others \mu Ln-nefit you"

TIIOl'CIIT lll..\STS

.\ first aid man who knew it all was asked:
"How V ^ ' *-

• - • ' o
had be . .. .. .: .A\

responded promptlv Why, rub him with a
man who had a touch of sunstroke

"

Lo<»k out for the other man. you might
hurt him
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Recklessness is no indication of courage;

brave men are always cautious.

Ty Cobb says: "No, I do not drink; it

dims mv batting eye."

Never do anything that you know is dan-

gerous in order to show someone else that

/ou are not afraid to do it.

Look out for the greenhorn and show him
how to keep from getting hurt.

Get the safety habit—it is the only habit

which will never injure you.

A broken rule usually means a broken
bone.
A rusty turned-up nail is in the same class

as a poisonous reptile. Turn them both down.
Dynamite or airships are not the most dan-

gerous things in the world. The slipping lad-

der causes approximately 6,000 deaths and
200,000 accidents every year in the United
States. The ladder, carelessly used, is one of

the most dangerous things in the world.

MISCELLANEOUS MINERAL MINES
REPORT FEW ACCIDENTS

The reports of 240 operators of miscel-

laneous mineral mines show that these mines
employed 9.249 men, of whom 2,465 were
employed underground and 6,784 on the sur-

face. The total number of deaths and injuries

due to accidents reported is as follows:

Deaths. 27, or 2.92 per 1.000 employed; serious

injuries, 128, or 13.84 per 1,000; and slight

injuries, 596, or 64.44 per 1,000. When com-
pared with the rates for the copper and iron
mines, these ratios seem exceedingly low.
The reports received indicate that this differ-

ence is largely explainable by the mines being
small and not keeping complete records, says
Albert H. F'ay, statistician of the Bureau of
Mines. Most of the mines are in States where
there are neither State inspection nor com-
pensation laws, and operators are not obliged
to keep accident records or to report acci-
dents. Furthermore, about 75 per cent of
the men are employed on the surface, the
hazards being thus reduced to those of quarry
operations. The figures for 1914 show a
higher injury ratio than for previous years,
indicating that the educational campaign is

resulting in more complete records being kept.

CONSERVATION MEETING
OF INTEREST TO MINERS

Of con.siderable interest to mining men will
be the conference on the development of
national strength and efficiency, to be held
by the National Conser\'ation Congress at
Washmgton May 2, 3 and 4.

Since the meeting is called largely with
the idea of discussing the mobilization of
national resources much attention is to
be given to the mining side of the propo-
sition. A number of prominent mining men
wave indicated their intention of being pres-
ent.

UTAH MINING DISTRICTS
TO BE REPORTED UPON

A detailed investigation of the Cottonwood
and American Fork mining districts of Utah
have been given first place on the geologic

schedule of Utah by Dr. George Otis Smith,

director of the Geological Survey. This step

was asked in a petition by members of the

Utah chapter of the American Mining Con-
gress. Referring to this matter Dr. Smith
says :

"All plans for topographic and geologic

work for the coming field season are still in

the tentative stage. The detailed investiga-

tion of the Cottonwood and American Fork
districts have been given first place on the

geologic schedule for field work in Utah, and
it is hoped that work can be started this

spring. It will be necessary as a preliminary

to this investigation to map on the "mile"

(1: 62,500) scale considerable country adjacent

to the area covered by the published Cotton-

wood Special Map, and to extend that map
about two miles farther South. It is planned
to have the geologists follow up the topog-
raphers closely on this work.
"Although every effort will be made to se-

cure prompt results I am afraid that many
of the petitioners do not realize that the kind

of survey and publication for which they are

asking cannot possibly be completed in any-

thing like so short a time as the brief recon-

naissance report already issued on the dis-

trict."

A. S. AND R. INTERESTED
IN SAMPLES OF TIN ORE

Since several inquiries have been received

at the office of the American Mining Con-
gress as to what facilities are offered by
smelters for the examination and analyzing of

ores, it perhaps will be of interest to know
the attitude of the American Smelting and
Refining Co. with regard to this matter.
"We only examine and analyze ores," says

W. E. Merriss, secretary of the American
Smelting & Refining Co., "submitted to us
in cases where the parties are in position
to negotiate for sales of stated tonnages for

the use of our plants. Our laboratories are
so crowded with work that we are not m
position to do a general assaying simply for

information of prospectors and others.

"As to tin ores, our capacity for some
months ahead is already provided for under
contracts already made. However, we should
be interested in receiving samples of high-
grade tin material, with a view to securing
information as to future supplies of a suitable
material. Any of your correspondents who
may wish to submit such samples should
forward them by mail or express to American
Smelting & Refining Co., Maurer, N. J., with
advice to that address and to 120 Broadway,
New York."



WASHINGTON SHOWS GREAT INTEREST IN
REPORT ON RITTMAN DISCOVERIES

Bulletin Issued by Bureau of Mines Gives Details of Experiments That Have Attracted
Attention Throughout the World -Large Scale Experiments Fully

Confirm Results Obtained in Laboratory Work

Much interest is being shown in Washing-
ton in the report of W. F. Rittman, of the

Bureau of Mines, on his experiments and
discoveries with regard to retining processes.

Some of the conclusions drawn by Mr. Ritt-

man follow :

It appears that all the products of petro-

leum from the lightest distillates to the heav-
iest residuum, including iieavy crude oils of
an asphaltic nature, such as crude Mexican
and California oils, can be successfully cracked
and large yields of gasoline hydrocarbons ob-
tained.

It should be noted that the production of

gasoline hydrocarbons from a given quantity
of original oil is not limited to the first run,

but that the resitluum above the gasoline frac-

tion can be rerun through the furnace and a

like proportion of cracked gasoline obtained.
The process may be repeated until finally

50 to 00 per cent of the original oil can be

converted into gasoline, as has been repeated-
ly demonstrated with the small laboratory ap-
paratus used by the authors.

The favorable conditions for gasoline for-

mation seem to be moderate temperatures
and high pressures. In commercial work, a

temperature ranging between 500° and 550°

C. and a pressure of 12 atmospheres and up-

ward will be found suitalile, as high a pres-

sure as can be maintained within the limits

of safety being desirable, because of the im-
proved (juality of the gasoline.

The large-scale experiment> have fully con-

firmed the laboratory experiments and estab-

lished the fact that the conversion into gaso-

line can be even more .satisfactorily accom-
plished in a tul)e of greatly enlarged diameter
and increased length than in the electrically

heated lV-:inch tube. The conditions favor-

able for gasoline production arc shown to be
the same in the larger tubes as in the small

tube, namely, a temperature of aj)proximalely
5W)° to 575° C. and a pressure of 250 to MM)

pounds per square inch.

The gasoline process, therefore, can justly

l)c considered as a success .so far as c«>nver-

.sion in the large lubes is concerned. The '

adaptation of the unit to refinery conditions

is a matter of mechanical detail involving n«)

inherent ditViculties.

AROMATIC l!VDK«KARIk)NS

The, data given establish that, a* in k

line formation, all types of petroleum oiU.

from light distillates to the heaviest residuum,
including heavy . e oils, can Ixr

made to yield aroiw.iii._ ii> diocarbons in com-
mercial quantities. The residuum ab.,ve the
lower-boiling aromatic fraction can be rerun.
and the a iie yields from a given quan-
tity of ori^^.l.al oil can be proportionatelv in-
creased.

The favorable conditions for aromatic for-
mation seem to be high temperatures and mod-
erate pressures. In o^mmcrcial work a tem-
perature ranging between 625 and TOO' C.
arid a pressure of upward of 8 atmospheres
will generally l>e most suitable.

LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS

The results of the experiments led to the
following conclusions

In procuring the . 1 products oi the
cracking reaction, tin j-.^^ical and -' -il
properties of an original oil are t»f . v
importance compared with the influence of
temperature, pressure, time, and conccn-

L'nder like con*!''-— - • " ,1

results have been «
. . ..__:;

oils, and the differences reported may be
attributed, in part, as much to variation in

rate of reaction as to the actual pro.' i

of dissimilar e<juilibrium products. (.»;..

ception noted relates to the production of . .

bon, a residual product, the formation of
which seems to l>e pr il to •' ;-

tity contained in the oil. \. s

and specific gravities of the oils c»i 1

show in some measure the influence oi the
properties of the il oils, but the "

'

fereiues are only and <• " '--rU ...

explained by the > not i

lowed to reach complete e<iuiiibrmm.
The ex; d the c

niercial p*.^ i......agcs of
drocarlxMi rt 1 «»ut in a cr.i* k

ing chamber composed oi a vertically arranged
tulK*, when the

'

rd arc in

a " -•• <us state •-

Ml . re of «i. i e

results obtained with Ian: e<|uipment,
St: nsiraled the
C» i iiiiiii'-'s ui iiiv?i: tuiiv. lUsi' 'UN.

()!

MULTIPLC-TUBK FURNACKS

i< of the r I in a
mm;; -

\\i\i\ thoseHIT-

ol 11 the 1 iiavc demon-
strated the 4U|>eriority t»f the single-lultc o\cr
the multiple-tube arrangement.
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Xo difficultv was experienced in maintain-

ing temperature control over the single tubes,

whereaN it has been a constant problem to ob-

tain anything like uniformity of heating con-

ditions
'

with the multiple-tube furnace. To

get a uniform heat over a small area of the

tube it must be heated on more than one

side bv burners near one plane. This is not

possible in the multiple-tube furnace, but is

easy of accomplishment in the single-tube

type. One side of the tube in the multiple

furnace often becomes too hot and the other

side too cold. This would not be the case

with the smaller installation.

Separate compartments for each tube

would, it is believed, be as satisfactory as

single-tube furnaces if sufficient combustion

space were allowed. The cost of construction

would naturally be less if a number of these

compartments were constructed as a unit. It

is not recommended, however, that more than

four such compartments be arranged in a

single unit.

Another recommendation in favor of the

single tube is the fact that accurate observa-

tion of heating conditions is permitted, which

is impossible in the multiple type. With the

single-tube furnaces a proportionally much
larger combustion space can readily ibe ob-

tained. The larger combustion space will per-

mit a better mixture of the gas and air and

will tend to give more uniform heat condi-

tions, owing to the greater distance the

products of combustion must travel before

reaching the tubes. An outer combustion
chamber in which combustion takes place be-

fore the gases enter the furnace chamber in

which the single tube is set would enable the

brickwork in the interior of the multiple fur-

naces to be dispensed with without any change
in the results.

Independent operation of the tubes would
permit a tube to be removed or replaced

without interfering with the operation of the

other tubes. This is difficult in the case of

a nest of tubes in a multiple furnace.

REGARDING CONDENSERS

In any new installation for the employ-
ment of this process, provision should be
made for a condenser of the same type as

that used in oil refineries. With the benzene-
toluene process, the condensation problem is,

however, markedly different from that of the
refinery where all the vapors coming from the
still are condensible, as in making benzine
and toluene considerable volumes of fixed or
noncondensible gases are generated. In gen-
eral a condensing area of approximately 2>2
feet for each barrel of original oil used per
day will be found satisfactory if a gas scrub-
ber^ is operated in connection therewith.
This gas scrubber can be modeled after the
benzine scrubbing towers in by-product coke-
oven plants, or may consist merely of a large
tank filled with a heavy oil through which
the gases are bubbled. This tank should be
50 inclosed that the fixed gases can be con-

ducted to a gas holder for the purpose of sup-

plying fuel for the furnaces, if desired. In

by-product coke-oven practice the introduc-

tion of back pressure by forcing gas through

a body of oil would seriously affect the cok-

ing products, whereas in the process herein

described there is sufficient direct pressure to

work against any desired head of oil.

NORTHWEST MINING CONVENTION
PRAISES LANE AND TALLMAN

The Northwest Mining Convention has

adopted the following resolution, recognizing

the efforts of the Secretary of the Interior

and the Commissioner of General Land Office

in Expediting Patents:
Whereas, It is common knowledge in the

mining industry that for the past eight o'r

nine years the process of securing United
States patents to mineral claims has been
slow, cumbersome and expensive, and much
beyond the reasonable time and means of the

prospector or the young mining company to

finance; and
Whereas, Such process has within our

knowledge seriousl}^ impeded mineral discov-

ery on the public domain, and
Whereas, It has come to our knowledge that

the Hon. Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the

Interior, and the Hon. Clay Tallman, Com-
missioner of the General Land Office, appre-

ciating this state of facts, have succeeded in

materially reducing the length of time re-

quired for securing patents, greatly to the

benefit and encouragement of prospecting and
mining. Be it, therefore,

Resolved, That this convention, in
_
mass

assembled, express its deep appreciation of

the efforts of both the Honorable Secretary
of the Interior and the Honorable Commis-
sioner of the General Land Office in behalf

of expeditious and businesslike methods in

the issuance of mineral patents. Be it fur-

ther
Resolved, That copies of this resolution be

transmitted to the Secretary of the Interior

and the Commissioner of the General Land
Office.

The Dorr Company Formed

The expansion of the business and profes-

sional service of the Dorr Cyanide Machinery
Company, due to the increasing use of Dorr
machinery in so many varied processes, has
necessitated an enlargement of its engineering
staff and facilities and made advisable the

incorporation of the Dorr Company.
The Dorr Company takes over the patents

and commercial business of its predecessor,

and will act in a consulting capacity in con-

nection with the design, construction and oper-
ation of hydrometallurgical, wet chemical and
allied industrial plants and the conduct of

technical investigations, according to an an-
nouncement from the Denver office of the

company.



Current Federal Legislation

A total of 20,735 bills have been introduced
thus far at this session of Congress. Of
this number 14,999 are House bills and 5,730

are Senate bills.

Owing to the presence of the appropriation

bills and the President's program before Con-
gress no bills of interest to the mining indus-
try were reached by either House during the

last month.
The greatest activity has been displayed by

the House Committee on Indian Affairs, which
is considering a number of the mining prob-

lems which arise on the Indian lands in Ok-
lahoma and other states. Hearings have been

conducted, but none of the bills had been

reported out April 25.

The House Committee on Mines and Min-
ing has held no session of the full com-
mittee, but Dr. Foster, chairman of the Com-
mittee and several mem])ers of the Committee
have been active in trying to get before the

mining men of the country the bill in whicli

it is proposed to make certain changes in tlic

mining laws. The sub-committee of the Com-
mittee on Mines and Mining, of which Rep-
resentative James is chairman, is conduct-
ing hearings on Representative Randall's

H. R. 175.

The Senate Committee <jn Public Lands
has reported favorably on the Oil Land Leas-
ing Bill, which is now on the Senate calen-

dar, but with little prospect of it being con-

sidered at an early date.

The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs

also is considering several bills with reference
to mining leases on Indian lands.

The Senate Committee on Mines and Min-
ing has held no meeting during tiie month,
and no bills in addition to those mentioned
in this column last month have been referred

to it.

Senator Sheppard has served notice that he
will offer an amendment to the Sundry
Civil Appropriation Bill, providing for a spe-

cial investigation of lignite.

The object of the bill is to secure informa-

tion as to the most etttcient treatment and
use, especially with reference to their utiliza

tion in producing fuel for internal-combustion
engines, and in supplying benzine, toluei -

and other basis materials required by tiu-

dye-stuff, explosive and related chemical in-

dustries. The sum of $50,000 is provided for

the purpose.
S. 4S2.'i, by Mr. Owen, of Oklahoma. Tbi^

bill provides for the sale of coal and aspli.ilt

deposits in the segregated mineral land in the

Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations in Oklahotn.i
The bill is |>ending before the Senate Com-

mittee on Indian Affairs, and early action
by the committee is anticipated.

Bills pending before the House Conn.mittee
on Mines and Mining are as follows:

H. R. 174, by Mr.- Mondell. of Wyoming.
The bill provides for the reservation by the
United States of the preference right to pur-
chase radium-bearing lands on the public-
domain. No action has been taken by the
committee on this bill.

H. R. 182, by Mr. Mondell. of Wyomirj
The bill provides for a mine experiment -.i

tion at Lauder, Wyo. This, along with all

other bills providing for mine experiment
stations, is being held in abeyance at the
request of the Secretary of the Interior. Ten
experiment stations have been authorized by
law and arrangements have been made for
an appropriation covering the establishment
of three of them this year. In view of tht^

fact that the government has embarked u;

a policy of establishing mine experiment sta-

tions, it is the desire of the secretary that no
separate bills providing for such stations ^''

considered. The probabilities are that b
for the experiment stations will die in com-
mittee.

II. R. 294. by Mr. McCracken. of Idaho
This bill provides for a mine experiment sta

tion at Mosi^^ow. Idaho.
H. R. IOS.30. by Mr. Fo.stcr. of Illinois T:

bill provides for the uniform selection a:. 1

purchase of fuel to be u.<;ed by the United
States. It has been referred to the depart-
ments, where, it is understood, it is nv
considerable opposition. The plan •'^

the Bureau of Mines adopt as*
standard and superintend the purchase of

coal for government use. but this would en-

croach to some extent on the purchasing
divisions of the department!?, which is said

to be the real cau.sc of the opposition Or
Foster, however, has been collecting some
data in regard to *^ '.Tphazard w - in

which fuel is l>eing . uised bv thr ^ nv
ment at present. He will push this bill re-

gardless of the opposition from the de-

partments
H R G71. by Mr Austin, of Toxn^ Th.-

bill provides for the use of the pr
certain mineralized public lands for the en-
downirnt of S'

'
'

II R 4fi60. h. .1: Hawlev ..f Or-v^on. The
bill provifles for a mine e.\ •. station
at Grants Pas*. Greg
H R .VWr?. by Mr ' ' ^ .»f ^'

vania The bill proviii. , . ; i.ie CiA;...v .......

i

.»nd revision of the mining laws
H R 6043. bv Mr Raker, of California

The bill
;

for the ctxlification and revi.

sion of tiitj iiiiiiitig laws

25Q
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H. R. 12121. by Mr. Langley, of Kentucky.

The bill provides for the establishment of a

mine rescue station and a station for analyz-

ing and testing coal at Jenkins, Ky.

H. R. 12SS4. by Mr. Carter, of Oklahoma.

The bill authorizes the director of the Bureau

of Mines to collect and publish statistics as to

the production, manufacture and marketmg

of crude petroleum.

H. R. 175. by Mr. Randall, of Oklahoma.

This resolution is discussed at length in an-

other column.
H. R. 406 which authorizes the exploration

for and disposition of coal, phosphates, oil,

gas. potassium and sodium, was called up in

the Senate April 24. but owing to objections it

could not be considered by unanimous con-

sent. There is a chance however that it may

be possible to pass this bill the next day the

calendar is taken up in the Senate.

H. R. 6884, by Mr. Carter, of Oklahoma.

This bill relates to the payment of royalties on

coal lands in the Choctaw and Chickasaw Na-

tions. Action on this bill by the House Com-
mittee on Indian Afifairs is improbable, owing

to "the fact that H. R. 12544 practically takes

its place.

TUNGSTEN BASE OF LARGE
AND SPECTACULAR PROFITS

The unprecendented demand for tungsten

has resulted in such prices as to make it the

source of numerous comfortable fortunes. In

fact tungsten is taking a place along with

gold as a basis for spectacular accummula-
tion of profits.

One of the latest incidents of this charac-

ter is that of a prospector in California, whose
financial condition until very recently was
not such as to call for any classification in

Dun's or Bradstreet's. He was the owner,
however, of a tungsten prospect adjoining

the property of the Atolia Mining Company
in the Rand.sburg district of California. In-

formation, apparently reliable, has reached
Washington that this pro.spector has cleared

$300.(X)0 as a result of his foresight in locating

a tungsten property. When it is considered,

however, that tungsten is now more valuable
than silver, such profit is not so remarkable.
The metal has become so valuable as to

have stimulated high grading in the proper-
ties where it is mined. An unscrupulous work-
man would have little difficulty in secreting
about his person picked ore worth $10.00 or
more it is said.

Zinc and Copper Cases Dismissed

The suit of the United States Metal Refin-
ing Co. vs. the United States has been
dismi.ssed by the U. S. Court of Customs Ap-
peals. The case had to do with zinc and zinc-
bearing ore and the valuation of copper ore.

GRAPHITE INDUSTRY STIMULATED
GREATLY BY WAR DEMAND

"Because of its use in the manufacture of

crucibles and for foundry facings graphite is

a mineral resource of vital importance in

time of war," according to Edson S. Bastin,

the specialist of the Geological Survey in

charge of this mineral. "The etifect of the
European war upon the graphite industry in

this country during 1915 is very interesting,"

says Mr. Bastin, "and in general the industry
was greatly stimulated by the increased de-

mands for graphite products, particularly

crucibles. Many American producers of flake

graphite reported greatly increased produc-
tions. Most crucible makers greatly increased
their outputs, though unable to take full

advantage of the increased demands because
of the difficulty in obtaining adequate sup-

plies of graphite of crucible grade. In the

mining and concentration of flake graphite
particular activity was displayed in Alabama
where one new plant, built in 1914, became
an important producer in 1915 and where
three new properties are now being opened
but have not yet reached the producing
stage."

Makes New Brand of Explosive

"Arctic is the name of a new brand of ex-
plosives which the Du Pont Company is now
prepared to manufacture in unlimited quanti-

ties. They are truly non-freezing under the

most severe winter conditions," says the Du
Pont magazine. "They are quite water re-

sisting but should not be used in submarine
work. They can be used in driving tunnels,

shafts or other close work as the fumes given
off on detonation are not obnoxious, and will

not cause headaches. They can be furnished
in all standard size cartridges. If necessary,

they can be packed in bulk, in paper bags
which are in turn enclosed in wooden cases.

To properly detonate them nothing less in

strength than a No. 6 (Red Label) detonator
may be used.

"Arctic is made in five different strengths.

They can be used in work such as quarry
blasting, tunnels, shaft sinking, mining, sub-

sciling, tree planting, stump blasting, ditch-

ing by the electrical method, breaking up ice

jams and many other kinds of work.
"Arctic powders contain no nitroglycerine

and are therefore materially cheaper than
straight or extra grades. Their velocity of

detonation is even quicker than straight dy-
namites," says the Du Pont magazine.

Frederick G. Clapp, managing geologist of

the petroleum division of the Associated Geo-
logical Engineers, has removed his headquar-
ters from Pittsburgh to New York City, and
has purchased a home in Bronxville, N. Y.
The Pittsburgh office will be retained under
the same management.
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PROBABILITIES OF SLUMP IN
COPPER SMALLER, IT IS BELIEVED

The opinion is growing in Washington that

copper producers need fear no slump in prices

f<jllo\ving the definite information that peace
is in sight in Europe. Each month is seeing

an accumulation of more detinite information
with regard to the copper supply in the

central countries, and. for that matter, in

the allied countries as well.

It has been learned here that very exten-

sive mining operations are in progress in

German. Austrian and Servian copper mines.
Despite this there is evidence that Germany
is experiencing the greatest difficulty in se-

curing adequate supplies of this metal. This
is not based on the fact that copper articles

throughout Germany were commandeered a
year or more ago. It is believed that this

was done more in anticipation of a shortage
in copper rather than through any dire neces-

sity at the time.

Reports of British analyses of shells, which
fall in their lines, indicate that very soft steel

is being used to some extent as a substitute
for copper.

MINE OPERATORS SLOW IN
MAKING STATISTICAL RETURNS

Mineral producers throughout the United
States are not replying to the statistical in-

(juiries from the Geological Suryey as prompt-
ly this year as has been the case previously.
There is evidence that the preliminary esti-

mates, which were made the first of the year,

are satisfying many of the producers and de-

tracting somewhat from their interest in the

completed statistics.

Attention is called by the Director, of the
Geological Survey to the fact that these es-

timates at the first of the year and on July
I are not expected in any way to take the
place of the final statistics. He pointed out
that while every effort is made to secure the

most reliable figures obtainable for these re-

ports, it is impossible to obtain the accuracy
or the details within a day or two following

the close of the year, or the half year period,

'IS is contained in the completed reports.

Postal Statement

Complying with the postal law of August
134. 1912. the Mininc. Congkkss Journal sub-
mits the following information to its readers-
•!if JoiKNAi. is ])ulilished monthly at 744

.Mun.sey Huilding. Washington. D C Editor,

I. F. Callbreath. business manager. J. F.

i'lbreath; publisher. The American Nfining

-fss; owners. The .N
-'• ^a Mining ('«>n

There are no Icrs or b<>nd-

1: -Idcrs. (Signed) J. F. Callbreath. editor

Sworn to and sul d before me \l.

thirtieth day of Maun. 1916. P H. IIi;..

\i»tarv Public

MINERAL RESOURCES WORK
GETS AN EARLY START

By issuing the first section of its Mineral
Resources report April 10 an unusually
good start was obtained on this work, of the

Geological Survey, giving complete data on
the production for 1915. Last year the first

section of this report did not appear until

April 29. The first publication this year was
that on Chromic Iron Ore by J. S. Diller.

STANDARDIZATION COMMITTEE
TO HAVE REPORT SOON

Geo. R. Wood. Chairman ul the bt.n : i: : . i

tion of Equipment in Coal Mines Cwn.iiwitte

of the American Mining Congress. .>iays his

committee expects to have something shortly

on standardizing of wheels, axles and bear-

ings on mining locomotives which will be

of interest to the mining fraternity.

"We have materials standardized for loco-

motives of thirteen tons and larger." Mr.

Wood says, "and we are trying to gel some
common basis for small size gathering loco-

motives If this can be accomplished, it

will permit standardizing the above parts

for all locomotives of the same .-^t. al-

though made by different manufai.-

SELLS TUNGSTEN FOR TWENTY
TIMES ITS ORIGINAL COST

An incident which shows the sinkmg in-

crease in the i
• ' ^-sten took place re-

cently in the (i. ,, -urvey In 1910 one

ot the geologists purchased two pounds of

tungsten metal simply with the idea of hav-

ing .s«)me i)f it to sh.«\v pt-r
'

'd.

He paid $130 inr the two \
le

purchased.
Having found that he had little use for

this tun^;sten he shipped it to a buv .^ntly

and in return for it received a -. f-^r

$21 :U)

NEARLY EVERY LATHE IN U. S.

BUSY TURNING OUT SHELLS

Practically every machine shop in the

United States has all the work it can 'e.

: to i'
' ' ing W >

i..., .V ^on-'-' ^'i'-^ ^' •

is due to w

An int .ture of the manutaciure
of the fact that, with the

de\i..i i ; .....K^ten >tcil. it i^ cheaper to

turn them out of s«»lid hiirs than it is to cast

them Steel is Ix'ing furnished in round bars
•id nearly even* lathe in

..v.| to take the '"vt
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J. C. McKinley, of Wheeling. W . ^'a., was

in Washington last month, and called at tne

Mining Congress office in regard to the work

of his committee on Uniform Mine

Accounting.

Kirby Thomas stopped in Washington last

month on his way South.

Carl Scholz, president of the American Mni-

ing Congress, spent several days in W'ashmg-

ton last month on business. Miss Margaret

Scholz. his daughter, accompanied him on the

trip.

Dorset Carter, of McAlester, Okla., has re-

turned to his home after spending several

davs in the East.

T. H. Hibben, of Parsons, Kans., was one of

the party who called upon the Secretary of

the Interior last month in regard to the Okla-

homa coal mines.

R. R. Allen, vice-president, District 21,

Southwestern Coal Operators' Association, and
Frank Drew, secretary, have returned to their

homes after spending several days in Wash-
ington.

Dr. L. D. Rickets, has returned to New York
after a several weeks' trip in South America.

James McConnell was one of the Oklahoma
operators who spent several days in Washing-
ton last month.

J. F. Callbreath, secretary of the American
Mining Congress, is now in Denver, on busi-

ness matters pertaining to the organization.

He will be in -Washington again during the

early part of this month.

E. \V. Shaw, oil specialist with the Geolog-
ical Survey, made a trip to the Tampico oil

fields of Mexico last month.

A. H. Brooks, Sydney Paige, H. G. Fergu-
son and Fred Hunter, geologists with the Geo-
logical Survey, will participate this month
in the military training camp at Fort Ogle-
thorpe, Ga.

T S. Diller. of the Geological Survey, and
Arthur L. Day, of the Carnegie Geophysical

d the Geological Society
^- l^ril 12 on "Lassen Peak,

•"alifornia."

Harry L. Day, formerlv president of the
Federal Mining and Smelting Co.. and a direc-
tor of the American Mining Congress, has
'Started an independent smelter, at Northport,

on the Columbia River, close to the boundary-
line between British Columbia and the State
of W-'ashington. ]Mr. Day also controls the
Hercules, Tamarack and Chesapeake mines
in the Canyon Creek district, in the Coeur
d'Alene region of Idaho, near Kellog.

Charles Estemere, of Flat, Alaska, has left

the interior and is on his way to Anchorage,
where he expects to arrive sometime in June.

Crocoite a Rare Mineral

Crocoite, or lead chromate, is a very un-
usual mineral. So far as known to the United
States Geological Survey, however, the ma-
terial is valued only for the lead it contains
and any precious metals which may be as-

sociated with the crocoite.

DENVER QUARTZ MILLS
AND DENVER STEEL CRUSHERS

have that kind of reliability that constantly
and continuously keeps on being reliable.

The Denver Quartz Mill & Crusher Co.

216-17 Colorado Bldg., Denver, Colo., U.S.A.

The Equitable Powder

Hanufacturing Company

Alton Blasting Powder

Alton High Explosives

Black Diamond Permissibles

FUSE CAPS
and

Miscellaneous Supplies

MILLS

Fort Smith, Ark., East Alton and Marion, 111.

General Offices, East Alton, III.
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IMPROVED METHODS
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IF you contend for old time methods, you might try keeping time
by employing a boy with a hammer and gong, to strike off the
hours as indicated by a sun dial. Tf A trial, however, will convince
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MINING MEN OF COUNTRY EXPRESS OPINIONS
ON FOSTER BILL

Few Seem to Like the Bill, but Lack of Constructive Criticism is Noted Some
Favor Temporary Locations Many Want Apex Law to Go Revision

of Law Live Topic in Washington

So far as Washington is concerned the matter
of revising the mining laws continues to be of the
greatest interest among a large number of mining
bills which are before Congress.
The majority of the members of the Committee

on Mines and Mining of the House are very set

in their opinion that the mining laws can be
revised without the intervention of a commission.

Dr. Martin D. Foster, Chairman of the Com-
mittee, has drafted a bill which he thinks should
be the foundation for the new mining code. He
announces that he is not wedded to any provision

of the bill, and is perfectly willing tp have it

amended and changed stj as t<> increas*- i^^

efficiency.

Copies of the bill have been circulated widely
and t many letters are being • ' a
mini:.^ '''-ns of the countr\' c(/: ii

and err ^ the bill.

Extracts from some of the letters received by
Representative Taylor, of Colorado, follow:

THINKS BILL A JOKE

John A. Ewing, Attorn. vat-Law, Denver,
Colo. The bill is so im; Ic that one does
not know where to begin to criticize it. I hope
the Co- of the United Stales has better

sense li-.n. .. open up the entire suhje** "'W
by any bill, let alone one like the one pi

.
l.

I am strongly of the opinion that, while our
present mining law is far from perfect, and
while it is impossible to have a perfect one,

and while I am heartily in favor of any
amendment which upon full consideration wil|

be of advantage, I am always afraid of new
laws on the subject for frar they are worse
than the old. The great diibculty about this

whole matter is that you have had a great
many people, mostly mining engineers, who

oijjcci lo the law a«- it is, because incy prob-
ably got "stung" sometime or other. While
I am not averse to any improvement of the
law that can be made. I have never been en-
lightened by anybody as to what would l>e an
improvement upon our present law. I am
speaking now, and conlining myself to purely
metalliferous mines, I will speak later of oil

placers. The theory of our mining laws is

that the vein is the —
'

' ' '

'

' ' it

that is what the prosi^^.. . ...... I

say "vein" it includes all forms of «i s

which arc defined in our present law. There is

only one other way in which mines could
..,.t ,1, Itbe acquired on the public '

would be by granting so mu s

of what is in it, or the course or direction of
any vein or veins, and r - of whether
or not it were *=• ' ' itialiv iia: u< *

' h
you hear of (bu; h I have nc . ,

;

r

vertical veins which, in their downward c,

go far in a horizontal way from the point near-
est the su-

'
' . . , . ^

msianccs u . iv i » i !< j.<. . .|.iv ^ • -n , w i.t

fied with a law of that kind, just ii

find them dissatisfied with our present law.

The great trouble is that nature did not place
I I ,1.

.

^rjts rr ' ' • -'s in the cz--^-

mafi: . l of the i' . , .,ii,

and when you trace the com > to their

original source. I think you will rind that most
of ihrm arc ' ' ' ' ' fix

matter*^ >

; ... ;. I

don't 1 re is de-
mand for an amendment to the mmmg laws as
would I the •

(|

mc. n ^'h V('ii .i> u .i>'. a,

1 rejjar. If it \\«t< -li »^\n by emi-
nent mining lawyers, God help the mining
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lawyers, who arc not eminent. I don't want

you to understand or to think that I am taking

a broadside shot at the proposed huv. but I

want to say that I have thought of it a great

deal more than most people have—in fact, I

have been close up against it for more than

thirty years, and have had occasion to find a

great many things that I would have liked to

change for certain particular cases; then in a

few years I have come across situations where,

had the law been changed, I would have liked

to change it back—and so you will find it con-

tinually. There are some rather laughable

things in the Foster Bill, and it seems to have

been drawn and seems to be pushed by persons

who have a mania for legislation, regardless

of what it consists of.

.\PPR0VES THE BILIv

S. J. De Lan, Attorney-at-Law, Glenwood
Springs. Colo. I heartily approve the bill.

Particularly that part allowing a temporary
location : and also, the limitation of the num-
ber of mining claims that a locator can acquire.

The first, because it is so very seldom that we
find outcroppings on the surface of the

ground ; and the amended law will allow a

prospector to develop for mineral if the indi-

cations in the locality appeal to his experi-

ence and judgment. I won a case in the

Interior Department once, in which the con-
testant averred that my client had not made a

discovery of ore in place by stating in my
brief that. "Xature did not open its bosom to

throw paying ore at the feet of the prospec-
tor;" but, he judges from indications to ex-
pend labor, time and means to make a mineral
discovery. In regard to the limitation of the
number of claims the locator can acquire ; it

is an amendment that has long been needed
to keep the pul)lic domain from being acquired
for speculative purposes, or moneyed men
from grabbing all of the promising mining
land in any given locality. Even now, in the
western slope, individuals and companies are
locating miles upon miles of land presumed
to contain oil simply on indications without
any discovery of oil, but only to monopolize
the land in case developments should prove
them to be valuable for oil. I have had con-
siderable experience in mining law, and also
in practical and scientific mining as the en-
closed endorsements, that T have received for
the position of Commissioner of Mines in

1883, shows. Had the office been created I

would have received the appointment, and I

think that under these circumstances my opin-
ion relative to Mr. Foster's bill should have
a modicum weight, at least.

\FRAID OF THE BII.I,

George iu. Collins, Mining Engineer, Den-
vf *" !o. You should not receive the im-
pr that our committee is opposed to a
revision of the mining law; on the contrary, a
majority of us favor it. It is merely that all

the committee, without exception, feel that

H. R. 12275 is absolutely hopeless as the foun-

dation for a workable and satisfactory meas-
ure. It is too complicated and too contradic-

tory, and would not work in practice if it were
passed. It is not, however, correct that min-

ing men in this State are, or ever were, a unit

in bitterly denouncing the present "obsolete

laws." I should say that an overwhelming
majority of mining engineers, a small majority

of mine operators, and a large minority of

mining lawyers, favor revision ; but other

people in the mining camps are generally in-

different. H. R. 12275 is a good example of

the kind of legislation we were afraid of.

NO HOPE EOR POOR MAN

L. A. Pease, of Battle Creek, Colo., No law
should be enacted until a competent commis-
sion shall have visited a very large share of

the mining districts, some of every character,

and personally get the ideas and opinions of

miners and prospectors, noted and tabulated

them as to their real volume and value and
framed up their conclusions therefrom. The
apex principle should be retained under modi-
fications to conform to supreme court deci-

sions, practices in locating and patenting, and
to avoid overlaps and conflicts, to apply to

fissure deposits. The nominated "square

claim" of the new proposed enactment should

be made to apply to blanket formations like

Leadville, body deposits like the Morenci-
Clifton and other coppers and the infiltrated

deposits like some Nevada and Idaho fields.

As a limit to what any person might take up,

the homestead acreage (160) should govern
instead of the smaller acreage proposed, and
shapes as free as the homestead shapes al-

lowed. Necessity of discovery discarded to

avoid perjury practices and to be practical.

The $500 improvements and purchase prices

retained to secure patent. Make placer claims

imforfeitable after patent except absolute

fraud be shown and proven within two years

after date of patent. Mark claim boundaries
well, and locations have filed in U. S. Land
Ofifice of the district. Abolish tunnel site

claims. Whatever you do get all you can for

the prospector and ore prover. H. R. 12275,

as .printed, deprives the poor man of practically

all the old law gives him hope for, and leaves

him nothing. It also implies a determination

to mine out and exhaust our mineral deposits

as rapidly as possible for the benefit of such

as already have financial competence.

UKES THE BII,!,

J. E. Simonson, Lawyer, Denver, Colo. I

am heartily in favor of the bill if I understand
it right. I have lost considerable money on
this apex question.

WOULD KILI. Bir.i,

William Rathmell, Secretary of the Ouray
Commercial Club, Ouray, Colo. Our work
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has been largely an examinaiion ui the i>ill, and
in addition we have consulted the mining men
of this section relative to the effect it \v<»uld

have upon mining; from this we believe that

the operation of the bill applied to actual

mining would retard development, increase

litigation and throw the mining world into a

chaotic condition from which it would not re-

cover in a decade. We feel that this bill

should be killed and that anything that y(»u can

do to this end could be greatly appreciated.

LIKES PRESENT LAW

George C. Manly, .\ttorney and Counselor.

Denver. Colo. The Press announces that Mr.
Foster's bill for the investigation and codifica-

tion of the mining law is now before the com-
mittee, and that many members are in favor

of repealing the apex law. To my mind, this

would be a grave mistake. Our mining code
was framed many years ago. based upon the

experience of California and Nevada miners,

and it is a logical thing that the man who has
the vein on the apex should be allowed to

follow it throughout its entire depth, even if

it departs from its side lines in its downward
course. I am well aware of the fact that

men who have never been practical miners, or
who have never practiced law in mining com-
munities, think that it would be much simpler
to have a man's mineral rights determined ex-
clusively l)y his side lines and side lines ex-

tended down vertically. The only way to dis-

cover or to work mineral deposits is to have
your development and mine workings follow

the ore wherever it may go. The moment you
start a vertical shaft where your vein> arc

pitching, or where you start a blind tunnel

looking for a vein at great depth which was
apparent upon the surface, you are in grave

danger of being lost underground, also in

danger of losing an ore body which has

developed some change or pitch or strike, or

which has been got out of place by some fault

or displacement. The l(»gical thing in prac-

tice, therefore, is to follow your ore and it is

much more equitable to give it to the man
who discovered it and is following it than

to give some purely legal right to some adjoin-

ing projjcrty owner who will he under great

disadvantage in attempting to fix the actual

locus of the mineral deposits at some great

depth. Moreover, the fact that Colora<!o and
other State^ have ametxU-d the location law

So that a greater width of claims is now ob-

tainable, mitigates and minimizes the future

occurrence of apex questions so far as future

locations are concerned The larger the terri-

tory of the claim the less likely there is to

be an apex <iuestion involved.. I believe that

an analysis of most of the ajK-x litigation wiU

show that the contro. r

a peculiar c^>ndition oi .
.v ^ ...

•'

any obscurity in the coUNlruction and r

pretation of the law. I think that the \>

.situation undergroun*! in f«»IIowinK a vein itiul

the experience as lu apex litigation, all '--"

toward the propi-r ntention of the \>-

system,

THINKS APEX L.KW ALL BIGHT

Murray Lee. Wheatridge. Colo. I think the

stagnation in mining during the past ten years

was due entirely to the financial depression

existing over the entire United States and not

to glaring dcfectN in our i^
'

as many
contend. The revival in i.v ,... . ...;r provt-v

m> contention. The present mining laws an
the outgr(jwth of many years of experience and
it always seemed to me they tit the ground
pretty closely. I think the Foster bill ii- • •

licular. and some other attempts to ^ i

the mining laws arc utterly impossible. In

short this is not the time to do the work.

There are too many siniNter infl - at work
against the West. Put it off a iv ., .cars until

the situation clears. It is my op'">*>n after a

quiet canvas of my mining acquaintances, that

the mining men of the West do not want ::u-

laws revised at this time. I ' 1 like * '!

your attention to an article pu d in .\.

Scivtici' about .April, 1913. bearing on the a;

law. This author examined all the cases oi
mining litigation on record in the files of
Robert S. Morri-^on, the mining atltin^--^ "f

Denver, with the idea of separating the -

apex cases. It waN found that ««ut of over
.'..000 cases of mining lit- • ()ccurring Inr-

tween the dates of the it
•' —••••- in

the West and the end of ; .. -nly

115 or 1.7 i>er cent of the total had their l>e-

ginning in disputes arising over the apex law
We frequently hear the '

' '

99 per cent of all mining ....^..;,

the apex law. but the cold facts i

reverse the assertion.

W<ILLI» H.NMI'IK PRO>PKCTIN«.

Fret! J MoN'air. Mining E r Le .

Colo. I favor t — i.s, pr ;

the pro*^i>«-''t.ir i . a hi*^ • ...i

nent 1< to the territory in> : in

his temporary location witfi the addition of

such of the pub' n as ;• '•»e at that

time open to 1 i As 1 'he bdl

now he has a right to make at v loca

tion and after disi*overy he can swing his

claim along the vein and lap over other
temporary iV. * njL T^ •

'' have •^-
:'

feet of pre -...ig n- nn r

within a radius of ap; c

of anv temporarv UH-ation. and is bad tor

the ' *
• Wl •'

r

with ...;;...^ v.i ;... apex . .,

Yt)U know that thrv havr
fertile s»)urce of the result

that the n
there is an • >:

IS that anv
'.c rrvmon of t .s

bv ui !

U) ii rehash ui aii lac uumn^ ^ u>
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date so that for the next 10 or 20 3^ears no

locator will know exactly what his rights are

under the law.

COXDKMNS APEX LAW

James F. Burns, of Colorado Springs, Colo.

I am greatly interested in the bill which is

now before Congress for the amendment of

the apex law. I have run up against this

law so much in my many investments in the

Cripple Creek District and have spent many
thousands of dollars in defending my titles,

that I can appreciate the need to have very

complete information to place before the com-
mittee that has the bill in charge, and in

this connection it has occurred to me that

it would be well for your secretary to collect

full data in regard to the conditions which
operated in the notable case of the Booth
Reorganized Mining Company, of Goldfield,

Nevada. This case did not come to trial

so that I have not the necessary information
in my office or I would send it to you. In
a general way, I would say that the ore-

bearing zone in this district is apparently
somewhat in the shape of a bowl, and for the
sake of illustration I would state that on
the western rim of the bowl very rich ore
was encountered in very deep and expensive
workings on two or three different properties.

This was followed down to considerable depth
outside of the lines of the original claims,
but still within the rights of other claims be-

longing to the discovering companies. About
this time, the Booth Company, with two or
three so far valueless claims on the northerly
rim, in which no ore had been discovered nor
any appreciable amount of work done, found
that this rim apexed through both end lines

of their property and at once commenced
suit for extralateral rights which, owing to
the peculiarly flat nature of the vein or con-
tact fbowl-shaped as above stated) carried
their apex claims an enormous distance in a
southerly direction across the camp. These
suits were in several cases compromised and
in others are still pending, whereby this pre-
viou.sly insignificant company became a very
important factor in the camp and obtained
large grants of stock and money from the
various companies to the south of them on
the theory of extralateral rights, and it is

safe to say that this company is going to
make still further claims along this line. I
do not pretend to place this case before you
exactly as it occurred, but as near as I can
from the data which I have received. Owing
to a lack of exploration work and possibly
that the before mentioned rim of the bowl
or apex of the vein does not show at the
surface towards the east and south, it is
-"^ —~'^-- to be positive as to this bowl-
: .

-y, but even if it is but a theoret-
ical case, it is a perfectly possible one and
may turn out to be a fact. Then the

question arises in my mind, if the apex law

is to be sustained, w^hat would be the rights

of holders of claims on the southerly rim
who expose the apex on their properties? It

is fair to assume that the same rules would
govern and in that case, you are face to face

with this—that the vein had two apexes; that

is to say, the northerly end and the southerly

end, and it may indeed be safely said that

it had four apexes because there would be the

v/esterly and the easterly apexes. In fact,

if I have stated this case correctly, it shows
the utter foolishness of the apex law as en-

deavoring to be made to apply to all vary-
ing conditions of ore deposits.

A VITAL QUESTION

William B. Phillips, President of the Colo-
rado School of Mines, Golden, Colo. The en-
tire West, and Colorado especially, is con-
cerned in this matter. It is one of vital in-

terest to the development of the mining re-

sources of the West.

FOLLOW MEXICAN LAW

Horace E. Lunt, Mining Engineer, of Colo-
rado Springs, Colo. It seems to me that if

Congress is not willing to take expert advice
on this subject, it would be much better to
get either the old Mexican law, or one of
the Canadian laws, and frame a bill along
those lines. Dr. Foster's bill, while it abol-
ishes the prerequisite discovery before a loca-
tion can be considered valid, does not abilish
extralateral rights, but on the contrary,
clothes this right with new and confusing
features which would undoubtedly open up a
limitless field for litigation. His idea of two
different sizes of claims and of the re-location
of claims after discovery is made, seem to me
far from clear, and I do not see how the
locator would be protected from anyone
else who desired to come in and locate an-
other claim in close proximity to him before
he had determined the final boundaries of
this orignial location. i

Too MUCH RED TAPE

L. W. Scovel, Telluride, Colo. I must
say as an old prospector, miner and mill man
of nearly 40 years of practical experience,
I do not approve of it in general. First, there
is too much red tape about it. Second, it

will retard development of our mineral re-

.sources, because it limits a person to five

locations. Third, there is only about one in

500 men that has the good judgment of what
\till make a good paying mine even after
100 feet of development work, and it is the
severest and hardest labor a man ever
performed.

(Continued on page 299)



SUNDRY CIVIL BILL INCREASES APPROPRIATION
FOR BUREAU OF MINES $207,705

Makes Total for Bureau Close to $1,000,000 Action Marks Recognition, Many
Think, of Need of Mining Industry for More Government Aid One

Important Item Dropped —Experiment Stations Provided for

An increase of $207,705 in the appropriation
for the Bureau of Mines is contained in the
sundry' civil bill, which was repoted to the House
late last month. This rather generous treatment
of the Bureau of-Mines, while it is somewhat less

than the estimate, is regarded by close observers
as the beginning of increased appropriations for

mining work, for which the Mining Congress has
been working.

If all of the items are retained in the course of

the bill through Congress, the Bureau of Mines
will have an appropriation for the coming vear
of almost $1,000,000.
The appropriation committee struck from the

estimate one item, which, while comparatively
small, is a very necessary one. The Bureau askes
for $26,055 for repairs to old mine rescue cars.

Discarded Pullman cars were purchased for mine
rescue work six years ago. They were not in

the lx?st condition at that time. As the cars

are used almost constantly they are now in very
bad shape. A number of railroads are refusing

to carry them on their passenger trains as their

ii
' lare that they are a source of danger.

'1 ... .... . L....L they have to be moved on freight

trains seriously hamj)ers mine rescue work.
When an accident has taken place in a mine it is

\<.'ry n< -y to get these cars to the nearest
station ... .ae earliest possible moment. It is

hoped, however, that the item may be restored
on the floor of the House or Senate.
The House bill carries itums for the Bureau

of Min'-- " follows: general exi)ense, $70,000;
mine a. £,$347,000; testing fuels, $135,000;
mineral minmg, $100,000; petroleum and nxitural

gas, $70,000; mining exp<'rim is $75,000;
jf., .,•;,,,, Pittsburgh station, .>t_,, '

<•:>.'" md
Ii . nance new Pittsburgh buili ;..;, nII.^o^;

purchase three new mine rescue cars, $5 3,(MX);

v>
' ent three new mine rescue cars, $13,500;

^., ee nvv ^ i.^ ( w M )
-

1. .rfor-\ -r

for Alasica per diem, $2,500; clerk to mme m-
s- for .\'

. $1,5(X); b<x)ks and • "

"

i-

liM.-> .^1,500; i.iiiM rescue ear sidings, $l,w;;.;.

SURVEY GETS NO INCRE.VSK

Practically no increases in the appro; a
for the Cj- '

'
' c

Suntiry Ci . .. i,... '.-

00(J Irss tl,.in last ye.'ir'.s is

is due to the fact that this ilUU.iXM) wa.s earned
earlier as an y appropri. in«l al-

ready lias U*.. ....... d <.v.r f,. • .V for

its Alaskan work. The I ; i-

tion of $35,000 for the Chief of Staff of the
Army, which is to be turned over to the Survey
to enable it to make special topographical sur\'eys
of c< areas to be '

' the War
Dep..; . .. at. In addiM .... ....-^vey is to
secure such additional •

; .graphical data as the
War Department may request.
Oeorge Otis Smith, Director of •'

" ^logical

Survey, appeared before the Hou:^ i. lamittee
on Appropriations and advocated that this

amount be allowed for work in the unmapped
coasts and b< ' >n of the United
States. Ther» ..;. : ^ '•"• coasts and
boundaries of the I . h are un-
mapped. The War Department is anxious to
have a - •

• ^re-
fully m.^i^.v ... ...... . ...v. . .. ^ ---rs

recently called .. .m to this ver>* t J
step necessaj^' to military defense. The un-
p on the coasts and boundary lines

a: ... . . -;>0,Onn c.,„..r ;i..o

The War I)<
.

indicated that
priority would be given to the mapping of the
entrance of (" eake Bay. Just as soon as
the mor •'• ' ....tble the Survey will push this

work ei. \y.

An effort was nuule in 1912 to secure an appro-

P'^

'

' hat time it was not
c *'"•• •'"•'' -sis that
h.i iig pre-
pared for detenso there fx'rhaps will be no oppoea-
tion to •

" nal money.
Sinci i w . ^M, ,, coop-" •••*

-n

between the War 1 '
.

. ' !h<» ^

A great deal of conhdential lop
n .

• •
.^,

111. ik>~>, ii tiiiiitoii><i kii^ II. II lAi'.tii...

since tl.

II till II tOli> < I < UK

iC.

NOT GOOD POLICY TO ACCEPT
A LEASING BILL. SAYS MUDD

Seelcv W. Mudd di is views on the

i iiiN>u'«^i<i >«'Ui r<iit '• ' with regard to

'Loasinj; Hills' in the i issue of the
Minim; Co.nt.hkss Jol'ekal. in San Francisco*
day or two aK«> with four or five

] t

mining - . - .i - • .i . .

that It . . . .. ^ . , I
- -A

IcasMiK bill ferl thai ) i« in the
oiher <! • the effort 1 be

in this idea."

ar

Jr.:
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN
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P'nutij hy Hcrris & Eiviny.

(.p:o. s. rice,
Chief Mining F^ngineer, Bureau of Mines.

George S. Rice was born in Claremont, N. H.
His first schooling was obtained in the private
and public schools in New York City. His
higher education was received at the School of
Mines of the Columh)ia University, from which
institution he was graduated in 1887. Following
the completion of his studies Mr. Rice entered
th^ -' -ice of Osgood Companies now part of the
C' jj Fuel & Iron Co. He spent three years
in the service of these companies and then was
t' to the allied Whitebreast Fuel Co.,

oncem he spent five years at
'

'

I- In 1897, his headquarters were
to Chicago and later he was also

•g Kngineer and General vSuper-
'' — 'iff Coal Company, and

,
.i.y.

Rice entered general consultation
rtant work for the fertilizer
-ur & Co. in the phosphate
and Tennessee. He made

reports on the coal properties along the Santa Fe
system and other large interests, and he entered

tran

n
ir

ti

in 1V(Kj Mr
work. ;•'

d» r.;. • r- ; ;,, .,

d of F

into mining operations of lead and zinc deposits

of Wisconsin and of the Joplin District while

engaged in private practice.

In 1908 he was selected by Dr. Joseph A.
Holmes at the beginning of the Federal govern-
ment's investigations to accompany him on a
trip to Europe to see the European methods of

preventing mine accidents and explosions for the
technological branch of the Geological Survey.
On this trip, England, France, Belgium and
Germany were visited. In 1911 Mr. Rice con-

ducted a party of Mining Engineers on a similar

trip through Europe. One of the questions which
received particular attention on this trip was the

hydraulic sand filling of mine workings to obtain
greater percentage of coal recovery and decrease

the hazard of mine fires and explosions.

With the creation of the Bureau of Mines, Mr.
Rice was made senior Engineer and later chief

Mining Engineer. His specialty since then has
been the investigation of mine explosions. He
opened the experiment mine at Bruceton near
Pittsburgh and conducted explosion experiments
there on a large scale. These experiments un-
questionably put the United States ahead of all

other countries in this class of investigations.

In 1912 under the auspices of this government he
was instrumental in organizing an international

Mine Experiment Station conference, the first

meeting of which was held in Pittsburgh and was
attended by the directors or representatives of

the testing stations of Germany, Austria, France,
Belgium, Russia and Great Britain. The next
meeting was to have been held in London the
summer of 1914 but like many other international

scientific associations was abruptly stopped by
war. In the course of these experiments, Mr.
Rice invented certain types of barriers, for stop-

ping or checking explosions. He is the author
of a large number of bulletins issued by the
Bureau of Mines and many articles which have
appeared in the scientific press. ,

Mr. Rice is also the inventor of a portable
mine safety cage. This cage is collapsible and
can be carried on a railway car. It has been
used to great advantage following explosion in

mines. This was particularly the case in the

Banner mine in Alabama.
Mr. Rice is a member of the American Insti-

tute of Mining Engineers, The (British) Institu-

tion of Mining Engineers, Engineers Society of

Western Pennsylvania, American Society for

Advancement of Science, and other scientific and
engineering organizations, and also is a member
of the widely known Cosmos Club of Washington.

SURVEY MEN URGED TO GO TO
MILITARY TRAINING CAMPS

Men in the service of the United States
Geological Survey are being urged to take
advantage of any possible attendance at mili-

tary training camps. Several Survey men
are at Dodge, Ga. A. H. Brooks, geologist

in charge of the Division of Alaskan
Mineral Resources, has written the director
from the Georgia camp, declaring that the
training is most valuable to field men in the
Survey service.



GOVERNMENT'S SAFETY FIRST TRAIN BEING
VISITED BY 50,000 WEEKLY

Bureau of Mines Exhibit, Which Occupies an Entire Car, Attracting Particular

Attention Director Manning Accompanies Exhibit on a Portion of the

Trip -AU Parts o^ CDuntry May Be Visited

The United States Government Safety First

Special Train, consisting of twelve mo<lem stct'l

cars filled wnth exhibits illustrating the various
activities of the Federal Government, left

Washington, Monday, May 1, over the Balti-

more and Ohio Railroad System for a tour of the
cities and towns of the country.
The train is the outgrowth of the Safety First

Exposition, which was held at the National
Museum in FeVjruarv' and was suggested first

by the American Mining Congress. The Con-
gress was of the opinion that the highly instnic-

tive and educational exhibits at the Museum
would prove even of more interest to the citiz<.'ns

of the United States who were unable to visit

the Nation's capital.

Van H. Manning, Director of the Bureau of

Mines, was named by Secretary Lane as the
executive officer in charge of the train as repre-

senting the Federal Government, with Morton
F. Ix*oiK)ld as assistant.

The Interior Department is represented on
this train by two cars. An entire car is devoted
to the Bureau of Mines exhibits and is in charge
of George W. Riggs, with John Morey a : !-

ant. This car contains a ccjmplete repi t-

tion of the rescue apparatus used by the Bureau
of Mines.
The train has l)een an enthtisiastic success

everywhere it has appeared. The crowds are
limited only to the cajiacity of the train to care
for them. It has Ix'en estimated that not more
than 1,()()() jK'rsons can go through the train each
hour at a rea.sonable speed and set- the exhibits.

The attendance each week is about 50, ()()()

Ix-oi)le. It is expected that the train will visit

more than 100 towns antl cities on the Baltimore
and Ohio Railnxid System. There are niiiny

requests from other parts of the country to see

the train and certain recjuests from other rail-

roads. The < 'n of taking the tniin over

other railroiui -> -.. ;iis will U taken uj) later.

;is of

A description of the principal exhibits fol-

lows :

Mine Rescue Team.—A standard rescue
team is r d by five manikins. The
team is c i.vU.y equipped with a ^"••h-
ing apparatus, canary bird, pick for g
the roof, first-aid cabinet, axe. signal hooks
and life line Each figure is '

1 in <»ver-

alls and carries a dif* ' • • tyj.t .. breathing
apparatus. This in- the Gibbs type
which recently has been developed by the
Bureau of Mines.
A mine re.scue telej-^ " '^^ nvn.
One of the very n ilures of the

exhibit is a cage of canary birds. They arc
labelcfl simply "Life Savers."
Methane-Analysis Apparatus t\,:. :^ used

for detecting expli»sive j

methane in the air of coal mines.
Model of a Mine Fan.—The

mounted that by op • - and
ters the ventilation t .t car
without reversing the fan or
Safety Lamps.—

A

"te luie

mine .safety lamps as wcu as the flame i^aicty

lamps are shown.
Permissible Explo.sives. — The cxpltsives

which have been approved by the Bureau
of Mines as suitable for use in gasr >r

dusty coal mines are shown This ex;. ..e

gives a relatively short, quick flame and does
not generate large volumes of poisonous
gases.

Testing Dynamite.—A centrifnc.il appara-
tus for testing dynamite is d: d
Bureau of Mine Activities —A large map

with d • • ••''>. . .s

the lov..:

—

c-

re.'«cue cars, and v. oi the
I bureau of Mines.
Other «•''*
Flntri. .^.. . . . : jack, testing gal-

of"

IS so
^-:t-

d

SAFKTY FIRST TRAIN LKAVIX<; WASIIP
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SECRETARY LANE AND GROUP OF GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS VISITING SAFE^TY FIRST
TRAIN.

vanometer, magneto firing machine, box for

detonators, safety contact dry cell battery,

spinthariscope, radium safety signs, radium
salt, emanation tube, coal-dust inflammability
apparatus, rock dust concentrated barrier,

trough rock dust barrier, automatic mine
door, rock dust sampling device, universal
safety symbols, photographs of safety prac-
tices, motion picture reels, resistance ther-

mometer, electric drying oven, electric fur-

nace with automatic control, sampling ap-
paratus, analytical chain balance and Bu-
reau of Mines' publication.

Special attention is due the transparencies
which are placed in every other window in
the car containing the exhibit. These trans-
parencies show in natural colors characteristic
scenes in underground work and bring out
many of the safety features in mining.

ALASKAN COAL FIELDS DESCRIBED
IN REPORT FROM SECRETARY LANE
As applications for leases in the Alaskan

coal fields will be received for a thirty-day
period, beginning June 1, the Secretary of
the Intenor is about to publish a pamphlet
containmg all available information regard-
mg the terms of the leases and the char-
acter of the lands to be leased.
An act of Congress in October, 1914, pro-

vided for the leasing of the Alaskan coal

lands. The fields were divided into leasing

units. This made necessary a great amount
of field work. This was completed in the

summer of 1915 in the Matanuska and Behr-
ing River fields. These are not the only
coal fields in Alaska, but are by far the most
important of those known.
During last winter the field records were

studied and all data compiled and maps
were made. It is this information which will

be available within the next few days.
Part 1 of the pamphlet contains:
1. Copy of the leasing act.

2. Regulations under the act.

3. Forms of application for leasing.

4. Copy of the lease.

Part 2 contains some of the terms and all

of the available information regarding the
lands to be leased. It will include also an
analysis of coal, measurements of coal beds,
a discussion on the transportation difficulties,

geology of the fields and a description of
each of the leasing units.

There are sixty leasing units in the Bering
River field and nineteen in the Matanuska
field. These units vary in size from 240 acres
to 1,200 acres. A provision is made so that
adjoining leases may be combined with the
maximum limit set at 2,560 acres.
Maps of each of the principal fields will

show the drainage, routes of the proposed and
suggested railroads, outlines of the leasing
units and location of coal out-crops that have
been examined.



FEDERAL PETROLEUM BUREAU IS URGED BY THE
WESTERN REFINERS' ASSOCIATION

Independent Organization Believes an Appropriation of 250,000 Annually Should be
Made For Extended Governmental Activity A Billion Dollars Now

Invested in Oil Producing Properties Nearly

Every State Interested

A Federal Petroleum Bureau is being urjjed

by the Western Petroleum Refiners' Ass<j-

ciation. H. S. James, its secretary, sets forth

his views in this regard as follows:

"If Congress will effectively aid the oil in-

dustry, and, in aiding the oil industry the
public generally will be benefited, it will

create without delay a Petroleum Bureau
where matter pertaining to petroleum will

be centered, in charge of thoroughly com-
petent men, and which will disseminate ac-

curate and comprehensive information con-

cerning the industry, and which will gather
complete statistics regarding petroleum and
its products, now so urgently needed; and
in connection with such a bureau the Gov-
ernment, if it will aid the industry, will create

a chemical and mechanical research division

to exploit petroleum and its products, which
it is generally believed will result in the dis-

covery of many valuable products contained
in petroleum and still unknown to either

scientists or manufacturers. The Standard Oil

Co., by reason of its wonderful system, main-
tains exhaustive statistical and research de-

partments for its own use. but no such infor-

mation is at the disposal of the general public.

Present petroleum statistics issued by the

Government are necessarily delayed and in-

complete. They do not set forth the com-
parative value of one year's proriuction of

crude with another year's production of crude
by reason of impregnation of demanded
products; and there are no statistics what-
ever as to the amount of products manufac-
tured, from year to year; the amount of do-

mestic consumption and foreign shipmenLs.
the value of the.se products, nor is there

any available governmental inf as

to the number of pet' ' n i^ ;...-...- in

this country, nor the ( ter of products
manufactured by them We know of no way
the Government can aid the r -ers of

petr ' products more ef* iv than
by >: ;ng the business th .. accurate

publicity and extensive research, and to

this end we believe the riovcrnmcnt I

make an ..
• . . ^ . t2;M >.<«.*> a

year tn tu-

MAC.XITLIiK OF THK INI»t'STRV

Mr. James als4) has compiled the followinK

data:

The magnitude and importance of the m-
(lustry are illustrated in the amount of
capital invested Authentic data are not ob-
tainable. The most reliable information at
hand shows there arc 262 active and 25 idle
oil refineries in the United States Their
charging capacity exceeds that daily pro-
duction of crude oil. It is estimated the total
investment in refineries is approximately
$0.50.000.000. and that the '\n\ * nt in oil

producing properties is pr. $1,000.-

000,000. Crude oil and gas pr<. :.: •. last vear
were valued at approximately $;JOO.OOO.(X)0

The manufactured pr ' '

estimaterl to have ag^.K- a.;....

$40().(KX).00(). Hundreds of is of ;

sons find employment in twenty-tive different
states in the oil industry. Nearly everv
State in the Union i*- •'••rested, directly or
indirectly, in the bu> It is impossible
to estimate the number of American citizens
who have investments in some phase of the
oil industry.

FUTURE SUPPLY

There has been much speculation a>
future supply of motor fuel It is i:

ble for anybody to make a reliable ;

tion. It is beyond the ability of man to

tell how much oil yet in the g-
*

Crude oil y'-i^ are ^v... ... r.ii^.t ...

expected ; - The oil ; . . ^ of

the United States is exceedingly small i i.

si' ' the tc- has never been
tc-Lv. The an. ..

'- ''••-' '^-' ^'tced

from a barrel of - in

excess of the amount rehned a few vears
ago. When • cars first came
we were "^ > to 70 •'••••

Later we to 04 gi

gravity, then to tU) gr.ivitv ( :jjf in

terms of ]' '.u\ at ih

ar; • ^ • • as a in c\ ct >

in 1 the i ir or two
the averafce gravity of motor fuel will be M
gravity Baume Hundreds of t'

(\> " - are now b'

It 'op aomr T
•

rt > o/ he •

as thear < are 1*<

ij. 11- the refined
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carburetor will be discovered that will use

successfully kerosene, or that kerosene by

some process will be successfully converted

into gasoline. It is not so much a question

of what the price of gasohne is go-

ing to be. as it is a question of

of whether the supply will equal the de-

mand. It is very doubtful if gasoline prices

can recede materially under present condi-

tions. Another Gushing pool and additional

refineries might send the price downward,
but any increased precipitation of gasoline or

motor fuel from the present supply of crude

is not expected to any more than equal the

natural increase of consumption.

TOO MUCH PREJUDICE

There is too much prejudice and agitation

against the oil industry. There was a time

when the Standard Oil Co. so dominated
the oil industry that agitation and prejudicial

action only nominally affected the independ-

ent movement. Today the independent move-
ment is of such magnitude that it is affected

equally with its big competitors, in the Mid-

continent region alone the independents to-

day are manufacturing 120,000 barrels of

crude per day into gasoline and other
products, and this 120.000 barrels of crude
per diem is the best crude procurable in the
Mid-continent field, and consequently in pro-

portion the Independents are producing
more gasoline per barrel of crude than their

big competitors, except for that crude which
is manufactured through the Burton process.

Mo.st public statements concerning the oil

industry have been untrue and hurtful. Since
every man, woman and child in this country
is daily dependent in some way upon the
condition of the oil industry, hurtful, spite-

ful, prejudicial agitation is against the com-
mon weal. The independent oil men believe
it is due them that a fair and accurate state-

ment of conditions in the oil industry should
be officially made at the earliest possible
date based wholly upon actual conditions-
existing and without prejudice for or against
anv element in the business.

WHY GASOLINE IS HIGH

Gasoline prices have advanced, according
to Mr. James, for the following reasons:

1. Because of an unparalleled consumption
of gasoline.

2. Because simultaneously with the big de-
mand for gasoline, as a result of almost one
million new motor cars, came a spectacular
slump of 2fK),0(X) barrels a day in the produc-
tion of the highest quality crude in the world
for the manufacture of gasoline, creating a
scarcity of crude.

3. Because nf the increase in the price of
crude.

'*- I^ '^ the changed conditions
carne, :. . .„.. . „.. ;torage, both manufacturers
and dealers, empty, and evervbodv at once
started to fill.

5. Because of a deterioration in the high

grade of Gushing crude from which less gaso-

line can be made now than when the pool

was first opened.
6. Because motor cars are now equipped to

run the year. round, and refiners do not have
an opportunity to store gasoline in winter

against a big summer consumption as they

formerly had.

7. Because of failure to find prolific new-

pools and the consequent continued high price

of crude. When Gushing was at its height,

300 wells a month were drilled in the Mid-
continent fields. Today there are 2,000 wells

drilling in the Mid-continent field.

AMOUNT OF ZINC IN ANTIMONY
SUBJECT OF AN INVESTIGATION

Criticism of the Bureau of Standards, of

the Department of Commerce, by an English
antimony dealer has been given some promi-
nence by the technical press. The complain-
ant feels much aggrieved at what he alleges

to be an improper assay of the antimony sup-

plied by his concern. The analysis by the

Bureau of Standards showed the presence of
zinc in the antimony in question.

The Bureau of Standards has carefully gone
over its assays and maintains that zinc was
present in the samples which it assayed. Of
course the bureau is not vouching for the cor-

rectness of the label on the sample. There is

a bare possibility that the sample may have
been labelled incorrectly.

The matter is resulting, however, in an
extensive analysis of the antimony to deter-

mine just how frequently zinc is present. The
Geological Survey is watching the outcome
with considerable interest.

The examination that caused the complaint
was made by the Bureau of Standards for the
Government Printing Office, which uses con-
siderable quantities of antimony in type metal.

EARLY ESTIMATE ON COPPER
COMES NEAR FINAL FIGURES

B. S. Butler, of the United States Geological
Siirvey, in his first-of-the-year estimate of the
production of copper by the smelters in the
United States, came within one-tenth of one
per cent of the actual figures, which just
have become available. In his estimate on
refined copper, he was less than one-tenth of
one per cent away from the actual figures.
Information reaching the Geological Survey

indicates that the domestic consumption of
copper is continuing to increase very rapidly.
While a great deal of this is going into the
manufacture^ of munitions, the demand from
other trades is remarkably heavy.
Advices from all parts of the country indi-

cate that copper is sold ahead farther than
ever before has been the case.



BUREAU OF MINING ECONOMICS BEING PLANNED
BY AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS

Division to Be Placed under Direction of High-Grade Statistician Data of Great
Importance to Mining Industry, now Unavai'able, Will Be Collected—

To Be Furnished Congress and Legislatures

Upon the recommendation of a committee
>ed of Messrs. Hcnnen Jennings, Dr. James

ij w^.as, David \V. Brunton, S. A. Taylor, M. S.

Kemmercr, Harr>' L. Day and Carl Scholz, there

is now being organized a Bureau of Mining Eco-
nomics, its purpose being to advise the public of

the real importance of the mining industr\^ to

evcrv'' other business, and to point out the needs
of the industry. It is believed that if the Na-
tional Congress and the State legislatures could
be provided with reliable information concerning
the mining industry it would enable It

" rs

to act more intelligently and wisely win. a L^n-

sidering legislation which has tr> d., with the

mining industry.

The obligation upon the industry to provide a
fair wage for its employes and proper li\'ing con-

ditions for their families is
'^

d, but it is

not recognized that a fair j* ^^ 'l>o be
allowed to the ojK-rator and that the ; .ts of

mining should be furnished to the consumer at
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"Suppose vou were called before the Supreme
Court of the 'United States to defend your rights

and title to your mining property, would you
wait till the case was called, then grab your hat

and last bill of sale and appear to plead your case?

"Virtually the Joplin mine operators have done

just that thing twice when they were called upon
to defend their right and title to the American
Market for their product. Instead of taking

time to interest all their friends, and summon all

their witnesses and assemble all their facts and
e\-idence, they had to appear hurriedly and defend

themselves as best they could and the results

were meted out accordingly.

"Within another six months there will be
created a tribunal before which you will be
called to defend your rights to the profitable

operation of zinc industry, that tribunal being

the forthcoming tariff commission. Are you
going to wait till the court summons to make out
your case or do you not feel like taking time by
the forelock, preparing your case carefully,

marshaling the whole mining industry in its

defense instead of depending wholly upon a
volunteer system made up of eleventh hour
activity?

" Doesn't your previous experience counsel you
an organized movement, gotten under way now,
at once, will not only promise greater support,
better marshaling of forces, a better presenta-
tion of your case, and at a much lower cost, but
also secure a much better resiilt?

"If this appeals to your common sense judg-
ment, will you not give sufficient time to study
the plans for just this kind of action as outlined by
some of the foremost mining men in the United
States in the enclosed letter? It appears to me
that the Joplin district operators are vitally inter-

ested in this movement and should consider the
matter seriously at this time. Would you like

to have your mining association become a part
of this movement if found desirable and practica-
ble by a majority of its members? If so, answer
upon enclosed postal card."

USES POPULAR LANGUAGE
ON TOPOGRAPHIC MAPS

Within a few days the Geological Survey will

send out a topographical map showing the Dela-
ware Water Gap. The feature of this sheet is

the fact that the information on the back is in
popular language, and contains much interesting
information with regard to the surface and his-
torical features. Since the Delaware Water
^' is a well-known summer resort, much
fr ....:... by automobilists, it is considered that
a large numbf-r of these maps will be used by
them.
T^ '-he forerunner of others which are

to h ... .. .. ..ar language. The following para-
graph gives an idea of the style in which the
information with regard to the area covered by
the r-' '- n:

^J^t it may seem impossible that
water alone can cut down rock so hard as that
of Kittatinny Range, but the water is only a
m-^"->i of the rock cutting, the hand holding
t. i.asit were, for the cutting is done by the
sand, pebbles, cobbles, and even the bowlders

carried by the stream, just as sand placed under
a moving steel ribbon or blade cuts through the
hardest rock, or as emery fed to a revolving saw
cuts through the hardest steel. In the same
way the churning of pebbles at the bottom of

small falls cuts large, round holes ('pot holes')

into the hardest rocks which, left on the sides of

a gorge, show that the stream once flowed at a
higher level. So the Delaware, concentrating its

power on a small vsection of the hard con-
glomerate, and supplied with sand and pebbles,

was able, during a great length of time, to cut a
gap through the rock barrier as the land slowly
rose. During this time the tributaries of the

Delaware cut wide, flat valleys in the adjacent
softer rocks as rapidly as the gap was cut down,
and thus Kittatinny Mountain was left standing
in bold relief, with a great gash cut through it.

"This gorge cutting has been going on for ages,

and the gap has been getting deeper and deeper
as the land has risen higher and higher. When
the land stops rising the gap will no longer be
cut deeper, but instead the forces of nature will

gradually widen the gap, and in the distant future
will wear away the mountain through which it is

cut, unless another period of uplift should again
renew the cutting."

The price of the Delaware Water Gap Map is

10 cents.

LEASING FOREIGN TO AMERICAN
PRINCIPLES, SAYS NEVADA MAN

"The American Mining Congress should
oppose the leasing bills, now before Congress;"
according to D. C. McDonald, of White Pine
County, Nevada. "We should feel that we
live in a progressive age, and are not drifting

back to the Federal customs of the Middle Ages,
"The leasing system is foreign to American

traditions and principles. The Government
should not withdraw from entry or location,

land that would pay taxes, in the State in which
it is situated.

"The mining industry is already heavily
taxed, still my view based on many years obser-

vation, is that the metal mines would prefer, if

it should be absolutely necessary, to pay a small
Federal tax on the net proceeds, of their mines
rather than submit to a leasing system, encum-
bered with the red tape of government regula-

tions, that may lead to monopoly.
"The western miners are only asking what the

non-mineral eastern and middle States have
enjoyed without protest. They have had the
privilege of developing the mineral resources of

their respective states unhampered by Federal
legislation.

CALIFORNIA SAFETY BEAR'^
MOVEMENT MAKING HEADWAY

Reports to the Bureau of Mines from the
"Safety Bear" movement in California indi-

cate that it has attained a degree of popular-
ity that is as gratifying as it is surprising.
Owing to the interest that is being taken in
this movement Chief Engineer Rice has pro-
posed that service medals be awarded for
certain periods of meritorious service.



SANITARY SURVEY OF BUTTE MINING CAMP TO
BE BEGUN SOON

Bureau of Mines and Public Health Service Cooperate to Study Health Conditions

in Montana Mines Flinty Dust May be Cause of Consumption
among Miners as Was Case at Joplin

Investigations of miner's C()n,>umi)tit)n.

which have resulted in such clearly apparent
good in the Joplin district, are to be begun
in the mines in the vicinity of Butte. Mont.
This work will be in charge of the Bureau
of Mines and the Public Health Service, as
was the case in the Joplin district.

A very different problem is present at Butte
than was the case at Joplin. Joplin is one of

the few American mining camp.s in which ex-

clusively American labor is employed. The
miners in that district are not migratory in

their tendencies and for the most part make
their permanent homes in the district. For
this reason it was very easy to ascertain just

the effect of the underground work on their

general health. As has been published widely,

it was found that the flinty dust of the
Joplin mines was having a very serious effect

on the lungs of the miners and was largely

responsible for a high percentage of the con-
sumption cases in this camp.

In the Butte district the same flinty dust
exists but the mining p<^pulation is much
more transitory and it is not known at pre.*;-

ent whether the deaths from con.sumption in

this region have been above the average. An
effort is U^ be made to trace as manv as possi-

ble of the men who have drifted away from
Butte to ascertain if their health was impaired
while engaged in work at the Montana camp.

In an investigation of this kind the Bureau
of Mines has found considerable opposition to

be overcome on the part of the workers in

the mines and c»ftentimes on the part of

their employers. When the investigation was
.started at Joplin it was ridiculed locally, but
the investigation was so conclusive that the

attitude of e\ery one concerne<I changed tom-
pletely Now the miners have been con-

vinced of the necessity of keeping down the

dust and are using a spray and water injec-

turn drills, with the result that very decided

improvements in health conditions has been
noted.
The work m the jopjin •

ducted by Edward H .- a u. m.
in the service of the i .; lU of Mini .

A. J Lanza, of the Public Health Service.

Lanza will continue the work in the Hutlc
district, but as Mr Iliggins has \yccn tranfr

frrrcd to California it will l>e imixt-^nible for

him to continue to r
-^^

-nt the Bureau oi
Mines in the investig..:. .. in ^f - rana Dr.
Daniel Harrington, a mining i; r of Den-
ver, will undertake the work with Dr Lanza.
Dr. Harrington is the district of the
Bureau of Mines in the R..v^n ..i-iuntain
district.
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

Photo by Harris & Ewing.

DR. C. L. PARSONS,
Lhiei ot the Division of Mineral Technology, Bureau

of Mines.

Charles L. Parsons was born at New Marlboro,
Mass. He was raised at HawkinsVille, Ga.,
however, where he began his education in the
public schools. With the completion of the
common school course he was sent to Gushing
Academy at Ashburnham, Mass., where he took
a preparator>' course for entrance to Gornell.
He began his work at Cornell in 1885 and was
graduated in 1888, with a degree of B.S. Later
he received a degree of Doctor of vScience from
the University of Maine and degree of Doctor of
CV - '' a the University of Pittsburgh.
'^\

- degrr-es are honorary.
his graduation he began teaching

ch .- at New Hampshire College. Later
he UL ^ t- •L

. ^j ^,f ^1^^ department of chem-
istr>' itjjtion where he was engaged
from 1892 imtil 1911. In the latter year he
came to thi- Bureau of Mines to take charge of
the_Divisif- ' ^'--

ral Technology. Since
1907 Dr. I been Secretary to the
American Chemical Society.

Dr. P is most widely known for his
radium .... r.. He conceived the idea of the

investigation, secured the funds for it, and Jias

been in full charge of it since its inception in 1913.
He has charge of the investigation work at the
Denver office of the Bureau of Mines and also
has charge of the chemistry work at the Pitts-
burgh office of the Bureau of Mines. In addition
to his duties here Dr. Parsons is also directing
the non-ferrous research in progress at the
Gornell University station and the cooperating
work which is being done with the University
of Ohio.

Dr. Parsons has held the office of president of
the Northeastern Section of the American Chem-
ical Society, was elected by popular vote councilor
at large to represent some 3,000 chemists in the
Council of the General Society. He was elected
one of the editors of the Journal of the American
Chemical Society. He began to publish the
results of his research from the earliest days of
his connection with the department, and upon
varied topics. His work on the rare element
beryllium and upon its compounds is perhaps
the best known, and he has published a reference
book on the subject under the title "Beryllium:
Its Chemistry and Literature." In 1895 he
published, in collaboration with Prof. A. J.
Moses of Columbia University, a text-book on
"Crystallography, Mineralogy and Blowpipe
Analysis," which is used more extensively in
American colleges and universities than is any
other text-book on the subject. In 1905 he
was awarded the Nichols Gold Medal for his
researches on bervllium.

HILL VISITS BARIUM MINES
NEAR SWEETWATER, TENN.

J. AL Hill, of the Geological Survey, has
returned from a trip through Illinois, Ken-
tucky and Tennessee, collecting data with
regard to barium chemicals.
He visited the plants of the Durex Chemical

Company at Sweetwater, Tenn.; Clinchfield
Products Company, Johnson City, Tenn., and
the Rollin Chemical Company, at Charleston,
W. Va.

All of these companies are making barium
chemicals and report a good market for all

their products.
Mr. Hill also visited some of the barium

mines in the vicinity of Sweetwater.
During his trip Mr. Hill looked up a num-

ber of those who are delinquent in their sta-

tistical returns on coal, fluorspar, silica and
pottery productions.

ZINC SMELTERS SOLD UP
FOR THE NEXT QUARTER

According to the best thought available in

Washington there are no evidences of important
changes in zinc prices in the near future unless
there should be definite steps taken by the Euro-
pean belligerents towards peace. Information
reaching the Geological Survey is that the zinc

smelters are sold up for the next quarter.



PROPERTY WORTH $5,000,000 INVOLVED IN
DECISION IN FREED COAL LAND CASE

Great Interest in Utah in Recent Ruling of Interior Department New Sulphuric

Acid Plant of Amercan Smelting and Refining Company and Utah
Copper Company to Begin Operation August 1

By a. G. Mackknzik.

Salt Lake City, May 20.—The recent deci-

sion of the Interior Department regarding dis-

puted title to 4.160 acres of coal land in the
Carbon-Emery field of Utah, confirming the
title in favor of Claude W., Lester D . and
Ellis C. Freed, sons of the late C. M. Freed of
Salt Lake City, is of interest on account of
the value of the property involved as well
as the circumstances that entered the case.

Local estimates place the value of the land
at approximately five million dollars. The
original entries were made in January. 1906.

when C. M. Freed, a prominent bu.siness man
of Salt Lake City, with members of his fam-
ily and several employes, ten in all, filed ap-
plications to purchase 160 acres each of the
land, for which the Government price at
that time was $10 an acre. In the same month
sixteen other applications for contiguous land
were filed, the whole constituting a compart
body of 4.160 acres.

The sixteen additional entrvnicn obtained
the purchase money from Walter G. Filer, a
son-in-law of C. M. Freed, each entryman
giving Filer a mortgage on the land as se-

curity for the loan.

At the time the twenty-six entries were
made the Government's purchase price for

the entire tract was $40,800. and the Govern-
ment's selling valuation on the .same land at
the present time is $296,240.

About six months after the entries were
made the sixteen additional entrymen sold

their land to C. M. Freed, who then paid off

the Filer mortgages
Messrs. Freed and I'iler. their agent and

their attorney, were indicted in January. 1907,

by the federal grand jury on c! of con-

spiracv to '
'" ' the C •iiiiuut. The

cases were <: 1 Nov 10, 1909. on
motion of the Government, one reason for the

motion to di.smiss being that the '
• n-

ment had a coir- ' • - (\v for the ittoNcry
of the land in . , iurc.

Civil suit to cancel the twentv-six entries

charging that a con had been entered
to acquire title to iiic i.mrl bv the ii'^o of

"dummv entrymen." was begun in .Man h.

I1»I0 C M. Freed died soon after the action

was bcvs'un and his interests pas.sed to
'

n.
Volunv •
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WANT PROFESSIONAL PAPER

The Utah Chapter of the American Mining
' «;s initiated a movement in April to

a professional paper by the U. S.

Cf r,ical Survey covering the Big Cotton-
wood, Little Cottonwood and American Ft»rk

mining area in Utah. A petition, which had
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movement.
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The proiect will be handled by a company

known as the Garfield Chemical Manufactur-

rnrCompanv. capitalized at $500,000 with

Charles W. VVhitlev as president: Lharles Ai.

MacXeil first vice-president: Robert <-
.

yem-

me.ll second vice-president: J. M. Bidwell.

secretary, and treasurer: Edgar L. Newhouse.

Jr.. manager.

EXPECT TO RECOVER POTASH

The Diamond Match Company is erecting

a plant in Tooele County. Utah, for the pro-

duction of potash from the water of the Great

Salt Lake. The company began experiments

a year ago which resulted in a satisfactory

process. The first unit of the plant is ex-

pected to be ready for operations about

lulv 1. The product will be shipped to van-

bus plants of the company, as it is not pro-

posed at present to erect a match factory in

Utah. J. H. Reeve, of Oswego, N. Y., is

manager of the plant, and C. B. Smith, of

Oswego, is head of the laboratories.

COAL OPERATORS CONFER WITH
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSIONER

Preliminary to the proposed investigation

of the bituminous coal mining industry, at

the .suggestion of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, a meeting of the coal operators of Illi-

nois and Indiana was called by F. S. Pea-

body, of Chicago, to meet at his office May 15.

The meeting was attended by a large repre-

sentation of coal operators of the States of

Illinois and Indiana.
Vice-Chairman Hurley, of the Commission,

first addressed the meeting, outlining what
the Commi.ssion desires to do and his particu-

lar belief that a uniform system of cost ac-

counting is necessary to the proper under-

standing of the needs of the industry. Mr.

Hurley stated that the recent blank inquiry

sent out to coal operators throughout the

central states had secured very few responses,

and urged upon those present the necessity

of making reports promptly in order that^

the Commission get an understanding of the
needs of the industry. Mr. Hurley expressed
his sympathy for the conditions as he under-
stands them and emphasized the absolute
necessity for a full showing in order that
the Commission may be able to act intelli-

gently in either extending pre.sent relief or
if this is not found to be authorized, then
in recommending such legislation as will make
possible a better conduct of the coal mining
T

^* I . :
- Bogle was introduced by Chair-

man Peabody as a banker who amused him-
self in coal mining. Mr. Bogle presented the
facts with relation to the borrowing power
of the c"' -' try, intimating that good
banking ; prohibited any large ac-
commodation to operators of coal mines ex-
cept to those whose right to credit was

based upon personal responsibility or con-

nection with some other better approved

business.

Carl Scholz, president of the American Min-

ing Congress, discussed the necessity of co-

operation between coal operators and dis-

cussed the Cartel system of Germany, which

he had investigated as a representative of

the United States Bureau of Mines, and
pointed out the absolute necessity of better

cooperation among coal operators in order

that the business might be put upon a proper

basis.

Rush C. Butler called attention to an Aus-

tralian case recently passed upon by the

Privy Council of England, which is England's

highest Court of Appeals from the Colonies,

in which it was held that a combination of

colliery proprietors to raise the price of coal

was not a violation of the Anti-Trust Laws,
and that "to prove the intent to injure the
public by raising the prices that intent to

charge excessive or unreasonable prices must
be apparent." In view of the fact that the

laws, under which this decision was rendered,
are very similar to the Sherman Anti-Trust
Law, the opinion was expressed that a com-
bination formed for the purpose of securing
a reasonable price could not be considered
a violation of the Anti-Trust Laws. However,
Mr. Butler expressed his belief that there
should be a modification of the existing
statutes in order that there may be no ques-
tion as to the right of such cooperative ac-

tion as will put the bituminous coal mining
industry upon a profit-paying basis.

In this connection it might not be amiss
to call attention to a particular feature of

the bill approved by a conference of coal
operators in Chicago during the early days
of the propaganda looking toward the crea-
tion of a Federal Trade Commission. After
several conferences a bill was approved con-
taining the following provisions

:

That it shall be the duty and jurisdiction of the
Commission to inquire into and investigate any and
all agreements relating to interstate business, and
to determine whether any such agreement is in viola-
tion of the Act "to protect trade and commerce
against unlawful restraints and monopolies," and
whether any such contract is an unlawful restraint
or monopoly. That any person engaged or desiring
to engage in any business enterprise, may submit
his plans to the commission for its approval, and if

approved, such determination shall be final and con-
clusive as to all questions of fact, and conclusive
that such business enterprise agreement is not in
violation of the act, and is now an unlawful restraint
of trade. Upon the Ending by the commission that
any agreement is unlawful the commission shall serve
notice on such corporation that such agreement is

unlawful and that all or any acts or things being
done shall cease and terminate and on failure to
cease all acts the commission shall certify its findings
to the Attorney General of the United States. If
five or more persons, citizens of the United States,
whose interests are affected, complain that any cor-
poration is violating the provisions of the Act thereon
the commission shall cause summons to show cause
why tlie commission should not declare such agreement
unlawful.



TOTAL U. S. PRODUCTION OF POTASH IN
SUPPLIES ONLY A WEEK^S DEMAND

1915

W. C. Phalen, in Paper Before National Conservation Congress, Analyzes Situation
—Still Hope for Discovery of Important Potash Beds in the United

States, He Asserts Kelps Not Overlooked

Thf last word in regard to ix)t<ish salts is

contained in the following paper by \V. C. Phal*';

of the United States Geological Survey, wh;
he read before the meeting of the National
Conservation Congress, which was held in

Washington, May 2, 3, and 4.

Since the search for potash is centering atten-
tion on a large number of geologists and chemists
in the United States any information with regard
to this mineral is eagerly sought after. Mr.
Phalen is acknowledged as one of the best posted
men on potash in this country.

His paper is as follows:

There were produced in the Unitetl States in

1915 potash salts valued at $342,()(X). Though
this figure is of interest as a small Ix-ginning in

the domestic potash salts industry, it is practic-

ally of no importance when the total needs of

the country are considered, since it represents
a tonnage consumed in less than a week und»r
normal conditions.

Imports of refined potash sxilts were 70,141
long tons, or slightly more than 25 per cent t>t

what they were in 1913, the latest normal year <>l

potash salts imj)ortation. Imports of the potash
fertilizers, kainite, manure salts, and doubU-
manure salts, were 20,427 long torn, or -mxI-

malely 3 \)QT cent of those in 1913. '1
. all

the iK)tash salts together, the imports m 19 LS

were alxDut one-tenth of those which hiive

recently come in under normal co- '••• ns.

The price of jxjtash salts has in l greatly
since the domestic scarcity began to be felt.

From a normal price of $35 to $40 per ton for

high grade agricultural salts, prici • ^ '

vanceci until in the spring of 1916 «^

sulphate were quoteil at ten times the above
figures and at times even higher. In April, V>\()

chloride was iv •••-" ',(] at alx)Ut $425
p<.-r ton and stil : >0 to $400 {nr t<.ii.
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reported from this locality during about half

of the year.

In addition to a production from the above

sources, some potash was marketed in 1915

from kelp, obtained along the Pacific Coast.

This, however, is to be considered of organic and

not of mineral origin.

FITLRE SOURCES OF PRODUCTIOX

Under the stimulus of extraordinary prices,

exi^erimental work on the production of potash

salts from different sources was active during

the past year and in places this experimental

acti\'ity has passed into actual construction of

works for the production of potash salts. Opera-

tions are in progress for the production of potash

salts at Searles Lake and at Keeler, on the shores

of Owens Lake, Cal. Near Great Salt Lake, it

is reported that one company is erecting a plant

aiid that another may be started at the south

end of the lake. The by-product bittern at

certain solar evaporation plants on San Francisco

Bay has also received some attention.

Another plant has been planned for the extrac-

tion of potash salts and alumina from alunite at

Mar>'svale, Utah.
Portland cement manufacturers, having had

their attention directed to a possible revenue

from by-product potash, will not. be slow in

thoroughly investigating their raw material.

The Security Cement and Lime Company, near

Hagerstown, Md., is reported already to be

installing a plant for the recovery of potash salts,

and similar installations are reported to be

under way at Duluth, Minn., and Buffalo, N. Y.
Great activity has been manifested in the ex-

I>eriments on the silicate rocks, such as feldspar,

leucite, sericite, and marl. The expense involved

in obtaining potash salts from those sources,

together with the uncertainties with which
manufacturers will be confronted and the keen
German competition, which must be met at the

close of the war in Europe, are potent factors in

discouraging any considerable enterprise. With-
out much doubt, a small quantity of potash salts

was produced from these silicate rocks during the
past year, which found its way into mixed ferti-

lizers without intermediate refinement.
In the meantime, explorations have been in

progress in the known salt fields of the United
States with the object of revealing undiscovered
d- of potash salts that may exist in associ-

a'....i ..ith common salt. Particular attention is

now being directed to the immense but little-

prospected basin containing salt in the "Red
Beds" formations of northwest Texas and adja-
cent parts of New Mexico, Oklahoma, and
Kansas. These formations correspond in certain
respects with the potash-bearing strata of Ger-
n"

''"'
' ir evidence of similar conditions

^>' — -aring their formation with result-
ant deposition of great beds of rock salt and
ii . They are also of approximately the
^;- "' ' '

' * ^^ation as the German salts.
^ ^as region is ahuge structural

basin, about which relatively little is known of the^'' ' ' osits, except the important fact
<^' •"-" -

• This region, therefore, offers
anattracti. i for search.

There are sdll possibilities for the discovery of

potash in association with other important salt

deposits of the country. Potash salts are incon-

spicuous, especially if they occur in mixtures
with other salts, as they have no very pronounced
distinguishing characteristics. They may very
likely have been overlooked in many of the drill

operations for oil and salt that may have been
done in the past. For this reason, there still

remains hope of the discovery of important
sources of potash salts, even within the better

known salt districts of the country.

.

KELPS AS POTASH SOURCE

One of the sources of a domestic supply of

potash is the giant kelps on the Pacific Coast.

These huge sea plants contains potassium chlo-

ride up to 25 or 30 per cent of their dry weight.

The kelps grow in large beds which are found all

along the Pacific Coast, from Lower California

to the Alaskan Peninsula. The plants renew
themselves rapidly after harvesting and on the

southern beds two cuttings a year may be made.
Practically all of these beds are within the

three-mile hmit and jurisdiction over them is in

the hands of the States of California, Oregon,
and Washington, and in the hands of the Federal
Government so far as the Alaskan beds are con-

cerned. The survey of these beds made in 1913
by the Bureau of Soils showed approximately
390 square miles of kelp. Processes have been
devised for harvesting the kelp and extracting

the salts which give promise of being commer-
cially profitable. Several large concerns have
erected plants for the extraction of potash from
kelp and shipments of the salts are now being
made.

Legislation by the States is needed which will

not only protect the kelp beds from reckless and
destructive cutting, but which v/ill provide regu-

lations under which the private operator will be
protected in his right to the kelp in the neighbor-
hood of his plant.

RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED

At a meeting of the subcommittee on phos-
phate rock and potash salts of the committee on
water power, nitrates, and phosphate rock, of the

National Conservation Congress, held Monday
afternoon. May 1, 1916, the following resolutions

were adopted:
Whereas, Because of inadequate legislation the

enormous deposits of phosphate rock in the public

land States are at present unavailable for

development,
Therefore be it resolved, That Congress be

urged to enact legislation to open these deposits

under provisions protecting the consumer from
undue costs and assuring capital reasonable
profit under definite conditions that will invite

their development.
That whereas, Owing to the great scarcity of

potash salts in the United States and consequent
great demand and high prices of these salts for

chemical and especially for agricultural purposes,
Therefore be it resolved, That all appropriate

Governmental agencies be urged to use all prac-
ticable means to encourage and assist in the
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discovcr>' and development of adequate anti

lasting sources of potash salts, and
Be it further resolved. That it is for the public

welfare that all persons interested in the incre.i -

of agricidtural production and prosperity in t"

country shall by even.- educational method t:

courage the greater nourishment of the ^'>\\

through the more extended use of phosphate rock
and potash fertilizer.

TAUGHT IN NEW MEXICO

W. C. Phalen has Worked in Many States
in the Course of His Investigatioas.

\V. C. Phalen was born in Gloucester, Mass.
He was educated in the public schools of thai
city and graduated from its high school. He
took his S.B. degree at the M
Institute of Technolog>' in 1899. li. ..... .. .:.

his S.M. degree from the same institution in

1902. After coming to Washington, Mr. Phalen
secured his Ph.D. degree from George Washing-
ton University.

Following the completion of his schooling,

Mr. Phalen taught chemistr>' and geology- for two
years at the New Mexico School of Slines at

Socorro. Afterwards he did post-graduate work
at Boston Tech, and then accepted a position

in the Geological Department of the National
Museum.

After two years in Washington with the

Museum, Mr. Phalen joined the force of thr

United States Geological Survey, in 19()4, as

/ical aide. His present work has Ix'cn

...wv m the following fields: Clearfield, Johns-
town, and Windlx*r coal districts of Pennsylvania;
the coal and clay districts of northeastern
Kentucky; the Bauxite district of (jeorgia,

Alabama, Tennessee and other States; salt

deposits in every State in which they occur;
sulphur and pyrite fields of Louisiana, Texas,
New York, Virginia and other States; phosphate
'^•"- its of Kentucky and Tennes-st-e. Mr.

a has also kept in very close touch with
the potash situation. During the recent meeting
of the National Conservation C< . Mr.
Phalen was chairman of the sub-cut lu mi lee on
Ph<.»sj)hate Rocks and Potash Salts.

GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

ir>ee tuL uii inJiiL cover.

j

F. G. Cottrell was Ivtrn in Oakin:

Januar>' 10, 1877. His elementary «

•ul.

«ol.
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'
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the I , of t
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1
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The
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Ostwold at Leipsig, where he obtained his

Ph.D. degree. After leaWng < ny he spent
' me time in t ' ' ' ot iroi. J. J. Thom-

. n at CamJ^-r-

On retun. . Mr. Cottrell studied
at Harvard and at the Boston In of Tech-
no]

-.
. . ,

ofL.....

He continued a i; r of t:

university until 1911, when he joined the staff

of the Bureau of M'
engineer. I.-'-'- ^' i^,...

and then ch: .^t. T^
year Mr. Cottrell was put in charge ot the new
(livision of "

'

^'y of "

W1 t 1l t 1-1. . » if .>>..»•.'

cipitation, which is playing an important part
in the abatement of smoke, fume and dust
nui.sances.

Dr. Cottrell is also the inventor of an electrical

process for the dehydration of crude petroleum.
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

P'ir.f., h-.- Harris & Ewing.

A. C. SPKXCEK,
Geologist.

A. C. Spencer was bom in Carmel, N. Y. He
received his early education at the Brooks
Military Academy at Cleveland, Ohio. Later
he attended the Case School of Applied Sciences
alsfj at Cleveland. He then went to Johns
Hopkins University at Baltimore and received
his Doctor's degree in 1896.

Before completing his schooling, however, he
spent two years with the Geological Survey of
Iowa. During this time he worked on the

'i coal in that State. On returning to
Tie coal work for the Marv-. 1 : ,j

1a:

He
•v.

G
an

Ix-gan his work with the United States
in 1896 as assistant geologist

.^i^i vv., ,1.^ Lime exclusively to survey work
since.

With Whitman Cross he made a study of the
^'' ' ' of Colorado. Mr, Spencer is
^•-

- -• ' •• -ska as a result of his study of
the CrtpptT River District as well as work done in
the ; District. With J. C. Schrader he
^'^ * - . 1 ., ^^£ ^Yif^ Bonanza Copper
^^'

r
> 1 1

1" -, t wo weeks of being
deposit. An inter nt of this trip was

the original discoverer of this remarkable copper
property.
The study of the iron and copper deposits of

Cuba was made by Mr. Spencer in connection
with Hayes and Vaughan.

Others of the more important studies made by
Mr. Spencer are: The Encampment Copper
District in Wyoming; Zinc Deposits in the

Franklin Furnace District of New Jersey;

Triassic Iron Ores of Pennsylvania; Copper
Deposits of Ely, Nev.; Copper Deposits of

vSanta Rita, N. Mex. In addition, Mr. Spencer
was engaged for two years in making a report on
forest lands in the Appalachian region.

Mr. Spencer took the first civil service exam-
ination for Geological Survey. The present

director, George Otis Smith, and the head of the

section of Western Areal Geology, F. L. Ransome,
also took thi.s examination.

SURVEY KEEPS CLOSE WATCH
ON MINERAL DEVELOPMENT

An instance of the keenness with which
the Geological Survey is watching mineral
development in the United States is shown
in the following letter from Director Smith,
which was written to an oil operator in

Oklahoma

:

"A newspaper article stating that you con-

template drilling a test for oil and gas in

has just come to my attention. You
are prospecting in a very interesting region

and one about which it is desirable to secure
all possible information. For this reason, I

desire to urge upon you the desirability of

having your drillers keep a careful detailed

record of the formations encountered. It is

also desirable to have their record checked
by occasional samples taken from the well.

"An example of the value of this addi-

tional check came to my attention a few days
ago. A driller reported a sand with a show
of oil at a certain depth in a well in south-
western Oklahoma. This report might have
been sufifiicient to encourage the drilling of a
second test in case the first one failed to find

gas or oil in appreciable quantities. An exam-
ination of the sample which the driller sent
in, however, disclosed the fact that he did
not have a sand, but a very hard, shaly for-

mation, and that the small black particles
which he had taken for bitumen or asphalt
were in reality coal.

"Under separate cover, I am sending a few
well record books which your drillers may
fmd convenient. I shall also be glad to ob-
tain samples from your wells, particularly
of any 'oil or gas sand which may be en-

countered, and will be glad to send sample
bags properly addressed and franked so that
they may be sent through the mail with-
out postage.

"I am very much interested in the devel-
opment of north-central Oklahoma. It ap-
pears to be a region of very great promise,
and at the same time one which has been but
slightly exploited. I shall be glad to give
you any assistance which the restrictions
imposed upon this survey will permit.



URGES MINING MEN TO BEGIN THRESHING OUT
DETAILS OF LAW REVISION

Revision of Mining Laws Committee of American Mining Congress Reports on
Proposed Changes Interest in Subject Is Steadily Growing, Report

Says Wickersham's Opposition Called Causeless

In view of the interest being maintained in the
mining law revision, unusual interest is certain to
be taken in the report of E. B. Kirhy, Chairman
of the Revision of Mineral Land Laws Com-
mittee of the American Mining Congress.
The report of the Committee is as follows:

The movement inaugurated by the American
Mining Congress to secure a general revision of

the mineral land laws of the United States and
Alaska has been steadily growing in interest and
support. All the organizations which represent
the mining industr>' are now actively cooperating
in the effort to obtain this revision. Theoretical
discussion has been going on for a generation and
what changed this into an activ'e movement was
a practical plan of action which has made an
unusual appeal to the common sense of mining
men and legislators.

This was the idea that a work so technical and
important as the revision of the mining cotle

should Ixj based upon the practical experience and
judgment of those who are actually engaged in

the industr}'. If their wisdom could be -

bled and condensed for the use of Cong:... .y
a Commission comixjscd of men whose com-
petence was known to the industn,' and this

Con • n should hold public hearings for the

purp. V L.iroughout the mining regions of the
West and Alaska, then mining men could feel

assured of a satisfactory result.

The American Mining Congress, the Anuruan
Institute of Mining Engineers, the Mining and
Mtiallurgical Society of America, together with
numerous local societies and organizations,

united their efforts to secure such a Commission.

A l)ill for the pur7K)se was approved by the Ad-
ministration and nearly passed the 1'^' r\ .i,,-r.^s,^

but adj(iurnment came In-fore final .

I

:i

the present Congress there was ever\' iissuranec

of success and the friends of the measure pro-

ceeded to press for i*

'
'
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,
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MINING TOPICS DISCUSSED AT
CONSERVATION CONGRESS MEETING

While the clash between the Pinchot forces

and those of the conservationists, who have

different ideas, caused most of the publicity

given to the meeting of the National Con-

servation Congress held in Washington May
2. 3 and 4. to be devoted to that issue, there

was much real work done.

Owing to the inability of a number of men,

who had been chosen to represent certain

mining topics, to be present this industry

did not come in for as much consideration as

otherwise would have been the case.

E. F. Burchard. of the United States Geo-

logical Survey, read an interesting paper on

matters relating to iron. C. E. Lesher, statis-

tician of the Geological Survey, made a report

on mineral fuels. Dr. W. L. Saunders, presi-

dent of the Ingersoll-Rand Drill Co., delivered

an address. W. C. Phelan, of the Geological

Survey, and F. G. Cottrell, of the Bureau
of Mines, read papers. Mr. Phelan's paper

treated of phosphates and potash, while that

of Mr. Cottrell was devoted to nitrates.

Mr. Pinchot, the former Chief Forester,

caused a sensation by making a sweeping
charge that the convention had been packed
by the water power interests.

M. L. Alexander, chairman of the Commit-
tee on Credentials, arose after the charge had
been made and went into detail with regard

to the credentials of those present, and it was
largely due to him that the vote against

Mr. Pinchot was so heavy.
Mr. Pinchot opposed the Shields Water

Power Bill, which permits the private devel-

opment of water power on a fifty-year lease.

They claim this will lead to monopolization of

resources and to the granting of franchises in

perpetuity.
GifYord Pinchot, president of the National

Conservation Association, in a statement.
said:

"My attention has been called to personal
attacks made upon me by the recently or-
ganized Water Power Development Associa-
tion. This association is the publicity branch
of the water power lobby which is working
for the passage of the iniquitous Shields bill,

and which just now. after careful preparation,
captured and denatured the National Con-
servation Congress as a step in its campaign.
"The effect of the Shields bill is to give

away m perpetuity the last great natural
resfjurce still owned by the people. I have,
therr-fore. opposed it by every honorable
n-eans at my command. In consequence, the
Water Power Development A.ssociation in a
•ecent open letter addres.sed to the President
of the United States. as.serts that what I
said about this bill is 'incorrect and mislead-
ing In support of that statement, it pro-
ceeds (I quote from the press bulletin of the
\Nater Power Association) to support its
assertion as follows:

" 'Mr. Pinchot also asserts that the Shields

bill 'fails to require the necessary publicity

and uniformity of accounts, and so makes
the effective supervision of water power cor-

porations impossible.'
" 'Section 7 of the bill makes provision for

exactly what Mr. Pinchot asserts is lacking.'

"A reprint of Section 7 then follows.

"When I made the statement thus de-

nounced as false, it was, like every other

statement I have made about the Shields

bill, exactly accurate. My statement was
made on January 29. Afterwards, on March
7, and in part as the result of my statem,ent,

the bill was amended on the floor of the

Senate by the Kenyon amendment, which
made the very correction, the need of which I

had pointed out.

"The bill needed, but did not have, a pro-

vision to safeguard the public in the matter
of publicity and uniformity of accounts. I

called attention to that need. The provision
whose absence I had criticized was thereupon
added. Now comes the Water Power Devel-
opment Association, and seeks by the distor-
tion just described to discredit and set aside
my attack on the Shields bill on the ground
that my criticisms 'are contradicted by the
provisions of the bill.'

"The bare recital of the foregoing facts
should be enough. If every amendment I
have demended in the Shields bill were to be
made, then the method adopted in this case
would justify the Water Power Development
Association in denouncing every statement of
the need of such amendment, made before
the amendment took place, as unnecessary,
misleading and incorrect.

"I should be glad to regard this instance
of misrepresentation as accidental. Unfor-
tunately, it does not stand alone.
"No good cause stoops to methods such as

those. Attacks from men who employ them
do not require to be answered. They merely
require to be exposed. So far as it has im-
portance, I regard the hostility of the Water
Power Development Association as an honor
to myself and an asset to the cause of conser-
vation."

Among the resolutions adopted was the
following with regard to public lands:
The established traditional and sound

policy of the United States with respect to
the disposition of its unappropriated public
lands is opposed to the making of a direct
revenue thereby, beyond the expense inci-
dent to the surveying, classification, and dis-
posing of such lands. This policy is intended
to encourage and promote the settlement
and development thereof; and any Act of
Congress, or any administrative construction
thereof which is not in harmony with this
policy does an injustice to the new States
by placing them on an equal footing with
the original States, and by discouraging and
preventing the .settlement of such new States
and the development of their resources.
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We favor a liberal and equitable adminis-
tration of our public land laws, so that
settlers will be encouraged to take up the
public domain.

W'e favor expeditious settlement of pub-
lic land cases by the Interior Department,
the speedy examination of the character of

entered lands where such examination is re-

quired by law. and prompt issuance of

patents after the making of final proof.

We commend and approve the efforts of

the present Secretary and present First As-
sistant Secretary of the Interior, and pres-

ent Commissioner of the General Land Of-

fice, to liberalize and simplify the adminis-
tration of the land laws.

We hereby express our approval of the
Homestead Law which has been in force

since 1862, and express the belief that such
law is the basis of \ational prosperity in ai!

States of the Union in which it has been
applied.

We deplore unnecessary withdrawal or

retention of any public lands and urge the

earliest decision upon all withdrawals, and
the restoration of all lands for entry, the

retention of which is not found to be neces-

.sary to the public interest.

\Vc favor such proper construction of tho

Miu'ng Laws of the United States as will

stimulate and protect prospecting and mining
on :he public domain, with a view to the

develt/pment of our mineral and other de-

posits

THK SHIKUns BILL

In view of the controversy over the Shields

water power bill the following facts with re-

gard to the bill are timely:

The origin of the Shields Bill is in no re-

spect doubtful Amendment of the law relat-

ing to hydro electric development in navigable

streams has been the subject for many years

of exhaustive study and consideration by com-
mittees of both houses of Congress. The
National Waterways Commis.sion five years

ago made an elaborate report on the sub-

ject. The Judiciary Committee of the Sen-

ate spent many months of re.search and study
upon the legal questions involved. The
House Committee on Int * * and Foreign

Commerce conducted exi i hearni-s; ,,i

the subject. During each .session of

for nearly ten years, moreover, the subject

has been debated, in various p^ by both
houses. The result has hvcn a iw -^ .^ i.

ing of every d*)ubtful point. 1
.

of the Shields Hill by more than a two-thirii<

vote followed this long process and resulted

from it. To charge that the S' ' ' Bill.

say its fr"''^''- .>...,,? .ff.r the v^ .^id and
open ci e ou; is the

bill of any "interest" insults not onlv the

Senate and S' ^. but also pnbli<-

gence. The Sii < .ms Bill rcfl' • '^

no one of the parties to th _ n

plex controversy It is not even the bill

of its introducer, nor of the committee which

reported it. It wa> practically drafted by
the Senate itself, in the light of long consid-

eration and thorough knowlt It is to be
considered on its merits.

The distingi: ' feature oi the Shields
Bill is that, u; its predecessors, it pre-

sents a complete enactment under which hydro-
electric development in navigable streams
may go forward. " t to the dir -. and
' "" -1 of the Ci'^ ""nt. whence cs such

pment is phy and economirnlly
feasible. Under the present law an c .ig

act is required from Congress for each sepa-
rate project The Shields Bill fixes the
fundamental requirements under wb '

til

such developments are to be permitti .v-

ing the issuance of the permit to the proper
administrative department. By this means
••rtT^ortant resf)urces hitherto locked up by

ii.i tion of Congress are to be r'« d«—ed
available for the immediate and I' al

use of commerce and industry.
The bill fully *

'

ry public m-
terest developed .i.... ..ii. -ing ten years
of public inquiry and di -n. say those
who favor it. No permit can be issued until
the Secretary of War is s.f . after exami-
nation, that the plans.

.
. < ^

tion are such as are a ...... ;. .; . ....^.re-

hensive plan for improvement of the water-
way in question, for the uses of navigation.
and for the full devt' nt of its water
power and for other i-^wiicial pub'" ir-

poses." thus insuring the uniform 1 p-

ment of our streams so long contended for by
disinterested student^ of our economic pri»R-

ress. The mere holding ' '"mits >
•' ut

development and use. p ,.....• to i>:..vnt
cf)mpetition. is effectively prevented by
stringent re<|uircmenls relatine to the time for
beginning and co- -i of the
necessary works * .

>
%-.. .\.

bill for the regulati

ser\'ice. a subject of prolonged i er$>*.

fullv rer s the rights and duties of the
States aim i:.v Federal Goven-
sures cooper*?! n not conflict
to the Gov. nt in thf for;-

to the public, name! v. ;
.^- and in.:

ing II 1. is : m the
of '- -.1

in •

^
voirs. The term of the perm tv
vears. and such permit must be relinouished

I'n

quent permittee.
propertv at its fair value, not in. ^' the

t U: ,d

etc.. are pr I for with
entry or

.ire j>:

'I.il ordlTs

Per
lit
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SAFETY ENGINEERING BECOMING
A WIDELY FOLLOWED PROFESSION

There has been considerable attention paid in

the Technical Press during the last year to the

matter of Safety Engineering. The establish-

ment by the Colorado School of Mines of a Chair

in Safety Engineering also has been heralded

-w-idely and has resulted in considerable reference

to the profession of Safety Engineering.

Several inquiries have reached the Bureau of

Mines \\'ith regard to the number of persons

following the profession of Safety Engineering,

and as no information was available in regard to

this matter the Bureau of Mines has gone to con-

siderable trouble to secure the names and
addresses of men who are following the profession

of Safety Engineering. A list which has been
compiled is very likely incomplete, but it is

thought to contain the names of the more promi-
nent representatives of the new profession.

The Bureau of Mines list is as follows: E. E.

Bain, Ellsworth CoUeries Co., Ellsworth, Penna.;

A. A. Bawdcn, Pickands, Mather & Co., Hurley,
Wis.; James Boston, Superior Coal Co., Gillespie,

lU.; C. M. Brading, Wisconsin Steel Co., Chicago,

111.; F. E. Calkins, The Detroit Copper Mining
Co., Morenci, Ariz.; P. A. Carmichael, Arthur
Iron Mining Co., Hibbing, ]\Iinn.; J. J. Carrigan,

Anaconda Copper Mining Co., Butte, Mont.;
H. L. Chamberlin, Quincy Mining Co., Han-
cock, Mich.; Vernon P. Chappel, Iron Mountain,
Mich.; D. E. Charlton, Oliver Iron Mining Co.,

Virginia, Minn.; Walter E. Chick, Pennsylvania
Steel Co., Steelton, Pa.; F. E. Clough, Home-
stake Hospital, Lead, S. Dak.; William Conni-
bear, Cleveland ClifiFs Iron Co., Ishpeming, Mich.

;

A. W. Dennison, Black Hawk Coal Co., Black
Hawk, Utah; Dr. F. C. Diver, Stag Canon Fuel
Co., Dawson, New Mexico; W. H. Droll, Steptoe
Valley Smelting & Mining Co., McGill, Nev.;

J. B. Duff, Algoma Steel Corporation, Ltd.,'

Sault Ste Marie, Canada; John Dunlop, 414
Columbia Terrace, Peoria, 111.; F. E. Estes,
Standard Coal Co., Standardville, Utah; Walter
H. Finley, The Consolidation Coal Co., Fairmont
W. Va.; W. W. Fleming, Republic Iron & Steel
Co., Republic, Pa.; Geo. T. Fonda, Bethlehem
Steel Co., S. Bethlehem, Pa.; J. J. Forbes, Provi-
dent Coal Co., St. Clairsville, O.; M. W. Alex-
ander, General Electric Co., West Lynn, Mass.;
Thos. Gibsfjn, Union Pacific Coal Co., Rock
Springs, Wyo.; William T. Graven, Springhill,
N. S., Canada; George W. Grove, 705 Fidelity
Building, Duluth, Minn.; John W. Groves, Ten-
nesce Coal, Iron & R. R. Co., Birmingham, Ala

;

Dr. B. C. Guldin, Minersville, Pa.; J. S. Herbert,
Cambria Steel Co., Johnstown, Pa.; C. A.
Horning, O'Gara Coal Co., Harrisburg, 111.;
-

'^I C. Jones, 104 Insurance Exchange
- - ^ -!g, Sacramento, Calif.; Austin King, Fricke
Coke Co., Scottdale, Penna.; Charies Krallman,
Peabo • '

1 Co., Glen Carbon, 111. ; D. Kranich-
^'

' '^lial Association of Manufacturers,
I, 111.; H. L. Lack, Johnson & Johnson,

New Brunswick, N. J.; C. E. McDermid, Utah
Fuel Co., Winter Quarters, Utah; Charles C.
^'cDo -^1 ^-^ .

, O.; Wallace E. McKeehan,
^'^PP'- - .^. Mining Co., Bisbee, Ariz.;

Arthur Marsh, Box 197, Magna, Utah; George
Martison, Gilbert, Minn.; Dr. J. M. Maurer,
Shamokin, Pa.; R. K. Mead, Sagamore, Pa.;

John J. Mecham, Masontown, Pa.; James L.

Mills, Illinois Steel Co., Chicago, 111.; H. E.
Mitchell, Box Z, Eveleth, Minn.; Dr. F. F.

Moore, Lucerne. Mines, Homer City, Pa.; John
E. Morgan, Northwestern Improvement Co.,

Roslyn, Wash.; W. H. Cameron, Continental &
Commercial Bank Building, Chicago, 111.; HoUis
W. Overpecke, Oliver Mining Co., Virginia,

Minn.; Henry R. Owens, Lehigh Wilkes-Barre
Coal Co., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Duek Peckitt,

Empire Steel & Iron Co., Wharton, N. J.; Sim C.
Reynolds, Aetna Life Insurance Co., Houston,
Pa.; George Roberts, Lucerne Mines, Indiana,
Penna.; T. A. Schmidt, Morris Run Coal Mining
Co., Morris Run, Penna.; L. A. Shoudy, Beth-
lehem Steel Co., South Bethlehem, Pa.; H. B.
Smith, Illinois Sl:eel Co., Joliet, 111.; J. G. Smith,
Inland Steel Co., Indian Harbor, Ind.

; John W.
Snow, Jr., Republic Iron & Steel Co., Palos, Ala.;

Allen S. Snyder, Berwind-White Coal Mining
Co., Windber, Pa.; B. M. Starnes, Sloss Sheffield

Steel & Iron Co., Birmingham, Ala.; William A.
Stevens, Glen Lyon, Luzerne, Pa. ; C. S. Steven-
son, Cleveland Cliffs Iron Co., Ishpeming, Mich.;

J. Henry Williams, Cleveland-Cliffs Iron Co.,
Ishpeming, Mich.; W. W. Williams, National
Assoc. Manufacturers, Springfield, 111.; J. M.
Woltz, The Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.,

Youngstown, O.; W. Zuendorff, The Consolida-
tion Coal Co., West Van Lear, Ky.

IVIine Inspectors to Meet.

A considerable interest is being taken in

Washington in the meeting of the Mine Inspec-
tors Institution to be held at Joplin, June 13

to 16.

G. E. Sylvester is the president of this organi-
zation and J. W. Paul is secretary.

WAR CONDITIONS FORCE MANY
COUNTRIES TO SEND ZINC HERE

Owing to the high price of zinc and the clos-

ing of a portion of the market in Europe, many
countries, which never before have marketed
this product in the United States, are now
making importations. Guatemala has become
a regular shipper of zinc to this country. Im-
portations are also being received from French
Africa, Costa Rica, Peru, Colombia, China,
Italy, Spain, Australia and Mexico.

TUNGSTEN DEPOSITS HAVE
NO SECONDARY ENRICHMENT

In tungsten deposits, as in most ore de-
posits, there is ordinarily no particular prom-
ise of the ores increasing in richness with
depth. In fact it seems to be very much
less true than with some other deposits for
there is not the secondary enrichment that iS

found in many veins, especially those of
copper and silver, therefore conservative pros-
pecting is advised.
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EDITORIALS

ANNUAL CONVENTION TO HE
HELD IN N0VEMB1:R

The 19lh Annual Convention of the

American Mininj.^ Conj^css will Ix* held at

Hotel La Salle, Chicago. 111., durinj^ the
week of NovemlxT 13, 1916.

The oftieial call for the Convention is

now in preparation and will be issued in

the near future.

A radical change is Ix'ing made in thi-

plan of conducting the Convention, de-

signed to furnish oj)portunity for all mem-
bers of the Convention to attend only such
discussions as are of direct intcTcst. This
is accomplished by the creation of sec-

tions, the following thus far Ixnng ar-

ranged for: Precicnis Metals, Coal, Zinc

and Lead, CJil. Steel and Iron.

The morning session of each day of the

Convention will U- taken up by a general

meeting, at which only those broad ques-

tions will Ik' discussed which are of general

interest to the Convention, antl the after-

noon and evening sessions will Ix' devoted
to section meetings. In elYect there will

Ix' five contem|x>rary Conventions in

j)rogress at the same time, eaeh devoting

itsc*lf to that particular l)ranch of the

industry in which its memUTs are di-

rectlv interested.

The Chicago Convention of 1911 was
the most largely attended Convention in

the history of the American Mining Con-
gress, and it is hojx'd by the broadened
scope of the coming Convention to make
the attendance very much larger than on
any jjrex-ious occasion.

Chicago by reason of its central location,

its s-])irit of coo|XTation, its interest in the
various branches of mineral pnxluction,
and its am])le hotel accommcxlations. fur-

nishes an ideal place for a great Conven-
tion, and the jjresent year's jjrosperity in

the mining industry gives jjromise that
the CMjming Convention xsiU be the lar^^.vt

gathering of mining men evor ass<M i

in the United States.

A \'er\' comprehensive program is in

preparation and suggestions as to sul>-

jects which are of sufficient importance to
justify consideration will be gladly re-

ceived by the officers of the Congress.

COOPERATION THE GREAT
NEED OF THE INIHSTRV

Cooperation is the great need of the
mining industry. The operator in the
neighb(jring gulch is not as unregcncrate
as you think, nor as he thinks you are.

The sunlight of mutual understanding
will dispel the clouds of doubt and do
more than any other agency can do to

hring about better mining conditions.

The lyth annual convention of the

American Mining Congi o Ik» held

in Chicago, November IJ lo 17, is a
common meeting place where all may
enter on e(|ual terms an<l where each
may barter his distrust for good
fellowship.

This is an age where cooixTation suc-

ceeds and individual action i»nlv wins as

it is in acc<«ri| with »'i" i.-rlv irjo- .»f

others.

The un>uccessful kicks of minority
stockholders have not interfered ma-
terially with the success of cor|Kjralions.

while the pr of individual members
of unofganize*! busine>> enterprise have
been mmplete barriers to bu-
stl

riie bituminous c«>;d industry fur-

nishes a most striking illu>t ration. In-
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stead of working as a unit for the solu-

tion of the problems common to the

industry eacli operator pursues his own
sweet will and preserves his own busi-

ness independence until his banker takes

possession of his property and turns it

over to his more successful competitor.

Still independent outside the hours of

his service as a hired man he is only

occasionally annoyed by duns for the

unsatisfied obligations of his independent

business experience.

Shall this process be continued until

a few large corporations control the in-

dustry and the public is robbed of its

right to a reasonable competition in a

business which it must patronize? The
bituminous coal mining industry is go-

ing to be organized—either by its pres-

ent owners or by the banks. Which
shall it be?

TRADE CO^nilSSION REQUEST
DESER\'ES PROMPT REPLY

The Mining Congress Journal urges
upon the coal operators, to whom re-

quest has been made by the Federal
Trade Commission for information, to

fill in the blank it sent and return it to

the Commission promptly. Now that

an appeal has been made to the Commis-
sion to investigate the conditions of the
industry there is every reason why com-
plete cooperation should be extended
immediately.

The Trade Commission will be help-
less to aid the coal mining industry un-
less information is placed before it upon
which it can pass an intelligent opinion.
We feel sure that the failure to re-

spond more promptly to this request has
not been prompted by any desire to ham-
per the Trade Commission in its effort
to reach a satisfactory conclusion as to
what steps are necessary in behalf of
the industry. This is the first opportu-
nity that the coal industry has had to
present its case to a sympathetic gov-
ernmental agency and an agency through
which it can hope for the inauguration
of a movement through which better con-
ditions may be hoped for

FOSTER BILL NOT LIKELY TO
BE ENACTED BY CONGRESS

Complying with its duty of supplying
the mining industry with unbiased news
and uncolored reflections of Washington
opinion, the Mining Congress Journal
is presenting a good many of the argu-
ments advanced by those who favor a
revision of the mining laws without
having the matter studied first by a
commission. This is not to be taken
that the editorial policy of the Journal
supports this view. It is the belief of the
great majority of the members of the
American Mining Congress that a com-
mission must investigate the desires of

the miners of the nation before attempting
to revise the laws.

The Mining Congress does not believe

that any bill for this purpose will be
enacted by Congress without the sup-
port of a general movement based on a
complete investigation of the problems in-

volved, and it still urges the appointment
of a government commission to collect

systematically first hand information
from the mining camps of- the country.
The Foster bill should not be considered
by Congress.

Since the majority of the members of

the Committee on Mines and Mining
believes that a commission is not neces-

sary, we are very glad to give space in

our news columns to the reasons they
advance for their stand. Since the

Journal is the only mining paper paying
more than casual attention to Washington
mining news it is the more incumbent
upon us to see that the mining public is

informed in detail as to the ideas held by
the majority members of the committee.

LOSS WILL FOLLOW CUT
IN OIL APPROPRIATION

The cut of $10,000 in the appropria-
tion for oil and gas inspection in Okla-
homa is expected to curtail important
work. The item in the Indian Appro-
priation bill provided for $25,000 for

the inspection of oil and gas lands

throughout Oklahoma. This work is in-

tended to prevent loss of fuel resources
and the action of Congress in reducing
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the amount, is being criticized by those

here who are in position to understand
the situation in Oklahoma. Protests are

being received in large numbers fnmi
Oklahoma.

Last year an appropriation of S'^i.j.Ooo

for this work was allowed. Of this sum
only $15,U00 was expended. This was
due to the fact that the liureau of Mines
was building up an organization so as

to make intelligent and wise expendi-

tures of the approi)riati()n. The organi-

zation was built up with the full under-
standing that the work was to be state-

wide, and that an annual approi)riation

of $*^5.0(M> would be forthcoming. The
bill as passed limits the work to lands of

the five civilized tribes. This leaves

some very important pools in Oklahoma
without ins|)ection.

The bill as introduced in the I louse

provided simj^ly for $1.j,UU0. An erro-

neous conclusion, that if $15,00n was
sufficient for this work last year that it

would be sufficient this vcar. was
reached.

The error of this conclusion was
brought up in the Senate and an amend-
ment passed increasing the appropriation

to $*^5,00U and provided for state-wide

work. In conference, however, the Sen-

ate amendment was stricken out and the

Mouse provision prevailed.

CRIMINAL \V.\STE .XLLOWEl)
IN NAME OF C0NS1-:K\ .\TION

In Montana are large dej)osits of phos-

phate rock of such hjw grade that it can

only be utilized in conection with cheap
sulphuric acid. The smelting plants of

Montana afe wasting an enorn](jU-s

amount of sulphuric acid, valueless ex-

cept as it may be utilized in converting

the otherwise worthless |)ho^i)hate de-

j)osits of .Montana into commercial fer-

tilizers. The use of these fertilizers

wcjuld very largely increase agricultur.d

production.

The smelting interesL* ut Moni.ina

are reaciy and anxious to construct tlie

plants necessary to the utilization of

the^e phosphate deposits which are owned
by the government, but which by admin-

istratirm order>» are withdrawn fruin en-

try. The farms need the fertilizer. Mon-
tana needs the new enterprise—the

defxjsits are tied up in the name of con-

servation while the sulphuric acid, with-

out which these deposits will be forever

worthless, is being wasted. A few years

will exhaust the sulphide ores from
which sulphuric acid may be cheaj)ly ob-
tained and thereafter the phos])hate rock
will be utterly worthless.

If the writer were President of the

L'nited States he would cancel the with-

drawal order as it applies to Moiuana
phosphate bearing rocks and at once i)er-

mit the utilization of these most val-

uable dejKJsits and deliberate upon the

niceties of theoretical conservation at

some more convenient time.

ALASKAN RAILWAY NEEDS
BETTER ADMINISTRATION

The laborers employed in the con-

struction of the Ciovernment railway in

Alaska recently struck, because the

award of the commission sent by the

President to adjust the differences was
not made at the expected time. The
incident has called attention to the

very meager results which have thus

far been accomj)li>hed in this work and
the critics of Government railway con-

struction are already calling attention to

the prediction that this con.st ruction

would etteclively cure Congress of its

tendency toward this character nf rvrr.i

governmental activity.

Canada's latest ex[K*rience in railway

construction has been an unfortunate

demonstration. The railway from
Moncton. P>. C, to \Vinni|H.*g. Manitbba.

l.HOI miles, the cost of which was esti-

mated at $»i 1, 11 . i>er mile,

actually cost over SI '»r

>.') per mile with no charge tor in-

terest on the bonds durin. struct ion.

The .\merican .Mining Congress >u|>-

ported the bill providing for the Alas-
1 III railway, not because it hr' > in the

l»rinciple. but becau^^e it beiie\ed thai

the Government, which had delilKTately

withdrawn all the incentives which
usually in<luce <>"i»d tt> c«»nsirucl rail-

Wavs into Un<le.; •' tiTrlTi.rx ^hnnl.^

it<i'lf iNviitiU" tb:iT
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The niaiiageniont of the Panama Canal

construction by a many-headed commis-

sion j)roved to be a dismal failure. It

was only when an executive was put in

chari^^e that the nation was satisfied with

results.

The progress being made by the three-

headed Alaska Railway Commission is

not promising. The President may well

consider the importance of substituting

for it an ettective executive agency.

SHOULD KEEP OUT OF -

ARMOR PLATE MANUFACTURE
It is somewhat amusing to note the

influence upon public thought of an op-

portunity to foster the development of

local industry. The ''pork barrel" is

usually condemned, but the soft pedal is

noticed as to those items which benefit

the critics locaHty. The confidence of

the prisoner on trial for stealing a sheep

was explained by the statement that

every man on the jury had received a

piece of the mutton.

The prosperity of the United State

has been largely based on individual ef-

fort. It has been regarded as the duty of

the government to protect its citizens

against unfair competition and against

oppressive monopoly and otherwise to

leave them the fullest liberty in business

pursuits. That the Government should

enter into business competition with its

own citizens has been generally regarded

not only as dangerous but subversive of
the fundamental principles upon which
our government was founded. The in-

efficiency of Government operation even
of governmental afifairs is notorious. No
one has yet been audacious enough to

deny the statement of the late Senator
Aldrich that he could save the United
States Government three hundred mil-

lion dollars annually by applying ordi-
nary efficiency to its business affairs.

And yet Congress is proposing that the
Government .shall enter into the business

•of manufacturing armor plate. Millions
are to be spent in the equipment of a
plan designed for this purpose and with-
out possibility of other use. The danger
of such a proposal is manifest by the fol-

lowing excerpt from the Philadelphia

Evening Ledger:

Assuming that the armor plate factory is

to be built, there is evidently only one place

for it to be. Every consideration of economy,
convenience and expediency points to the
League Island Navy Yard. There is room
for it. The raw materials can be easily ob-

tained there. The other armor plate factories

are in this State because the facilities for the
manufacture of steel here are better than
in any other part of the Union. The reasons
which have led private business men to locate
here run with equal force when the Govern-
ment plans going into the same kind of

business.
The Chamber of Commerce, which numbers

in its membership the leading business men
of the city, is doubtless alert to the possibili-

ties in the situation. They understand 'the

advantages which will accrue to the city from
the development of the navy yard through
the increase in the number of men employed,
the demand for houses, clothing and food to

support their families and in the added ton-

nage of freight on the railroads over which
the supplies for the yard must be hauled.
There can be but one opinion in the cham-
ber on the subject. Its leaders are expected
to prepare to present to the proper authorities
the overwhelming arguments in favor of

League Island as soon as the bill becomes a
law, if they have not already begun to formu-
late those arguments. Even if they are op-
posed in theory to Government manufacture,
they can still insist that if there is to be a
Government plant it should be here, in the
interests of economy and efficiency, where
men skilled in steel working can be secured
with ease. The chamber is the proper body
to speak for the city, and the city expects
that it will let its voice be heard in no uncer-
tain tones.

Until communities can be endowed
with more of intellectual honesty there

is little hope for economy in Govern-
ment expenditures.

The whole plan is wrong in theory,

and will prove to be a crime in prac-

tice. The Government should not go
into business ; it should not compete with
its own citizens ; it should not itself be
guilty of the unfair competition which
it created a Federal Trade Commission
last year to prevent ; it should not de-

stroy immense properties created to

meet and which have met its needs in

the past, and it should always remember
that the industrial efficiency of all its

productive forces now and always must
be the foundation of adequate pre-

paredness.
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NEED OF MINING CONGRESS
JOURNAL IS PROVEN

'I'he members of the American Min-
ing Congress are in a position to be of

very material lielp to the organization's

official publication. The Mining Cun-
GRE?>s Journal, now well along in its

second year of jiublication as a regular

monthly magazine, is being issued at

some loss. There has been ample evi-

dence that the information given to mem-
bers through the Jolkn.m, is of sufficient

value to justify its publication even if

no advertising were carried. The Joir-
NAL is going to be continued whether it is

looked upon with favor by advertisers

or not. We feel, however, that there is

no reason for a deficit <jn the Journal.
The most active mining men Sn the

United States are members of the

American Mining Congress. Their ag-

gregate purchases of machinery and sup-

plies amount to millions of dollars yearly.

It certainly is to the interest of manu-
facturers and dealers in su{)plies for

mines to make their announcements in

tliis publication, which is owned by con-

sumers of their products. An advertise-

ment in the Minin(. Conc.rf.ss Journal
should be oi very great value due to

the fact that members are certain to

look with favor on advertisers who lower

the e.\[)enses which they have to meet.

As is the case with all new publica-

tions, it takes considerable time to con-

vince advertisers as to its actual worth
as a medium for presenting their propo-

sitions. In order that advertisers may
learn more (juickly of the value of our

publication, it would be of considerable

lielp if members would call attention to

the manufacturers, with whom they are

dealing, to the fact that they are over-

looking an (»j)portunity that will be

profitable to them an<l to us. I'Acn a

postal card would have inrtuence in this

direction.

A<lvertising is not being >oliciled !ur

the Minin(. Cun(.rkss Journal on a

donation basis. If machinery manufac-
turers or other advertisers^ want to cou

tribute to the .Mining Congress, which

they should do, such contribution- <b,»nl(l

be made directlv and as siu-h \\

terested in securing only such advertise-

ments as will be profitable ^" the pur-

chaser of space.

The very fact that the mine operator
is a member of the American Mining
Congress indicates that he is a progres-

sive man. Narrow and grasping men
usually are not found in cooperative or-

ganizations, which have as their object

the betterment of the industry as a whole.

The membership of the .\merican .Min-

ing Congress, which is the only national

organization of mine operators, is an
exemplary body of men. The majority

of the membership is among the younger
operators, who have yet to reach the

zenith of their influence and accomplish-

ments. They are the class of men ad-

vertisers want to reach. There is no
better means of reaching them than

through the advertising colunms of this

paper.

If each member will cut (Hit this edi-

torial and attach it to his letter-heacl and
send it to one of the firms with which
he is doing business, he will have con-

tributed not a little to the wiping out of

the Journal's deficit.

MIXIN(; DISCI^I.MINATED
AGAINST IN CONGRESS

.Mine operators will find food for

tliought in an incident which occurred

last week in the Senate Committee on

Agriculture and Forestry.

Citrus Canker has apiKMred in F'loriila

and other (ailf States and is doing dam-
age to the orange groves there. Rcprc-

.sentatives of the citrus growers from
I'Morida. .\labama, Mi- 'pi and Louis-

iana came to Washington s<>me months
ago rcijuesling Federal aid in stanijiing

out the <liseasc. Despite the fact that

the States had contributed very little to-

ward this work, the <' ^

propriations ;^ranted tluni c^^)'!'.!.'"!,!. ^ i^^;

.\gricultural appropriation bill provi'f

$J.*i0.ooo more for this work. Not s,ii

isfietl with these imounts represent.!

-

tives of the citrus growers ap|Hrared Ik

fore the Senate Committee <•" \rri.-til

lure and ro|uesie«l addi.

The ctunmittee was willing to grant them
nearlv any amount that could Ik jus-
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titled and was ejreatlv in favor of in-

creasing the appropriation materially.

While the matter was being discussed

in the committee someone suggested that

the recommendation of the Secretary of

Agriculture would be a necessary step

in the proceedings to make an appropria-

tion, and at the request of a member of

the committee ^ir. Houston was com-
municated with by telephone. He ad-

vised them that it would be absolutely

impossible to spend to advantage any
more money than had been appropriated

already.

Some members of the committee were
absolutely indignant that he should take

such a stand. One Senator demanded,
with considerable heat, that ^Ir. Hous-
ton be called upon to reduce to writ-

ing what he said over the telephone.

The next day ^Ir. Houston appeared
personally before the committee. He re-

fused to be cajoled into taking more
money for the citrus canker campaign
and finally the committee agreed not to

press the matter further, since it w^ould

be possible to get an emergency appro-
priation in case the money should be ex-
pended before the next appropriation bill.

This is a concrete illustration of the

ease with which appropriations are ob-
tained for agriculture. Every year the

Agricultural Department is embarrassed
by the desire of Congress to force more
money upon it than can be spent
eftectivelv.

Contrast this with the mining indus-
try, which produces practically as much
new wealth each year as does agricul-
ture. The eradication of the Southern
cattle tick gets almost as much money
from the government as does the Bureau
of Mines. When the mining industry
comes to Congress and requests an ap-
propriation of $25,000 that a commis-
sion may investigate its legislative needs,
it is turned down with a lack of con-
sideration that makes the mining indus-
try look like a stray dog in comparison.

Mining is so much more technical
than agriculture that it deserves more
Federal aid. Not that we think agricul-
ture has received too much money. That
industry has been aided remarkably by
government work. Its appropriations

should be increased and expanded as

rapidly as possible. We only urge that

its great companion industry should re-

ceive equally generous treatment.

The reason for the discrimination is

perfectly apparent. The numerical
strength of those engaged in agriculture

is much greater than those engaged in

mining. ^Mining is congested into isolated

districts, comparatively speaking, and its

friends are not in a position to present
such a formidable wide-flung front at

the polls. Just because this is the case,

however, the outlook is far from hope-
less. W^hat the mining industry lacks

in numbers it can make up by close

cooperation.

Unfortunately there is no great indus-
try in which so little team work is done
as in mining. This fact is being realized

more and more throughout the country
and a better day is dawning. The re-

markable prosperity which the industry
is enjoying at this time is calling atten-

tion to the fact that it has been abnor-
mally depressed in the past. Mining
should be normally just as productive
as it is at present. It can be made so.

It will take a high degree of efficiency

and much cooperating and will require

a great deal of research and study, but
such a plane of activity can be reached
and held.

STANDARD ACCIDENT FIGURES
ESSENTIAL

While it has been nearly 50 years since

the first mine inspection law" w'as passed
in the United States, there has been no
standard classification of accident statis-

tics so that all of the States would be on
the same basis. Such statistics are abso-
lutely essential in order that the true

accident hazard may be studied to the
best advantage. All of the important
coal-mining countries of Europe have long
had such records, while the United States
has lagged behind in this respect. In the
early days of the European inspection
service the fatal-accident rates were high,

fairly comparable with the rates in this

country. Systematic records, and thor-
ough inspection have resulted in remark-
ably low fatality rates. Similar results
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can and should he attained in this

country.

Forty years after the enactment of the
first State inspection law the Federal
Bureau of Mines was created by Act of

Congress. The Bureau has done excel-

lent work in its educational camj)aign for

safety in mines, although it had but little

standard data upon which to base its

operations.

Through the publication of Bulletin

115. "Coal Mine Fatalities in the United
States, 1870 to 1914," the Bureau of

Mines places before the o]x?rators, insjx'c-

tors, compensation coijimissions and in-

surance companies a comprehensive diag-

nosis of mine accidents. It furnishes an
immense amount of valuable information

concerning the causes of coal mine acci-

dents—data that show the need of the

safety-first campaign; that show the

result of efhcient inspection; that place,

for the first time, all of the States on the

same basis; that give first-hand infor-

mation which will furnish a just basis for

compensation insurance, all of which has
Ix-en needed. We congratulate Mr. Al-

lx.Tt H. Fay u]jon the painstaking manner
in which he has arranged and classified

the facts showing the causers of more than
50.(XX) fatalities gleaned from the insfK'c-

t(3r's rei)orts.

This reix)rt is a . . .^ng plea for calendar-

year statistics for the reason that all of

the figures from 1870 to 1^14 are on this

l)asis. Now that Mr. Fay has given the

coal mine accident statistics for all of thi'

states Vjy calendar years, we hojx* that

the insjx*ctors will continue the State

tables on this basis.

A publication, such as this, will long

be u.sed as a standard reference work on
mine accidents. It Ixlongs to tlv* first

rank of technical literature.

LOSS RKSl'LTS FROM HKLAY
TO THE SUNDRY Ci\'IE iUEE

The delay in passing the Siiiulry

Ci\il appropriation bill is resulting in

considerable loss to the Uiovcrninenl and
to the mining industry. This bill carries

the appropriation for the Geological Siir-

\ey and the Bureau of Mines, an<l un

til thiv ni'.nrv is available it is iinji

sible for them to begin the regular field

work. All the field parties should have
been at work long before this, but as it

is a large number of high-salaried men
are being held in Washington, where
their services cannot be eni^)loyed to

the best advantage at this time. This is

due to the fact that all their work has
been completed with the idea of returning
to the field before this time.

Fortunately this year the approjiriation

for the Alaskan work was handled as an
emergency matter, and this work will not
be delayed. (Jne year recently very lit-

tle work was done in Alaska owing to

the delay in .securing the appro|)riation.

Just why Congress insists on making
it imjxjssible to conduct many of the

Government activities on a businesslike

basis is hard to say. Perhaps the only

.solution is to elect more practical busi-

ness men and fewer lawyers to the legis-

lative bodies.

»' •

FAMILIAR FACES REFR( )DU(M-:i)

FHR JOURNAL READERS
Allen tion is called to the ol

jxTsonal sketches which is aj^peanng in

the JoiRNAL. Mining men thro;: ^ t

the United States are brought in fr« i

contact with repr<.*sentatives of thi ^

logical Survey and the Bureau of Mi:.* .

who collect data and make studies of their

districts. In the cours*.* of long siTvice

these men have become knowni to a host

of mine oix»rators and we Ix^lieve it is of

ilecitled interest to re\-iew their work and
incidentally to print their pictures.

The nu'ning industry owes more than is

generally realized to thesi* very c. \'

men. whom the government has s* 1

with studied care to assist the i 4

industry. As we are brought in ii.tuy

c< t \nth their work here in Wa-li-

V we are in i "on to slate un-
c|uaiiiKdly that thi -* nan are deser\*ing

of the eonfidiiKX' aiui the hearty eoo|>-

eralion of mining men. Gr. it r .r.. i^

taken by the ilireciors of e.i

loiHe.'d Survey and the liiir' it! of Mr
I. 1 only tried and i :hy n.- :.

into the field.



RECOVERY OF POTASH FROM CEMENT PLANTS
BEING WATCHED CLOSELY

Government Experts Inclined to Attach Deep Significance to Success Being Obtained

by Cement Manufacturers—Bureau of Mines Metallurgists Also Much
Interested in Blast Furnace Possibilities

"The Bureau of Mines, in cooperation with

the Geological Sur\-ey and the Bureau of Soils,

has been studying the question of securing

potash as a by-product from various existing in-

dustries. Of these, of course, the mother liquors

from the salt works have long been known as

potential sources of potash, but have never

attained commercial importance, owing to their

small and scattered nature and the expense of

production of the finished product from them.

Closely related, but of vastly larger possibilities,

are such deposits as Searles Lake in California,

where the potash is claimed to occur in sufficient

concentration in the saturated liquors permeating

these great salt fields to be commercially work-
able and to be there in quantity sufficient to

supply the entire present American consumption
for many years to come," says George S. Rice

of the Bureau of Mines. "Questions as to

land titles have stood in the way of final com-
mercial development, and these cases are still

pending in the Land Office.

"The possibility of working the various potash
alumina minerals, such as feldspar, lucite, or

alunite, so as to recover on the one hand pure
alumina for the manufacture of either refractories

or metallic aluminum and potash on the other,

has also attracted much attention and undoubt-
edly all of these and other possible sources of

potash, such as kelp, in which the Department
of Agriculture has been particularly interested,

should be kept clearly in mind in their possible

commercial relations to one another, and any
legitimate development encouraged, for the
fertilizer question will always be with us and
grow with our national growth

.

"However, from the standpoint of by-product
production from already established industries,
the two possibilities which stand out with the
greatest probability of being able to really meet
the whole or a large part of our national demand
lor potash, are the manufacture of hydraulic
cements and iron smelting,

"While the recovery of potash from cement
manuf- is in itself so new a development
^hat ii reaching significance, not only to
agriculture but possibly even to the building

themselves is not yet generally appre-
' ' "

' far enough to thoroughly
• -nufacturers of the country
themselves to its importance and the character
and local Nation of this industry is such as
to insure i^i' y well quite a general adoption of
the potash by-product feature wherever feasible
and advantageous. It also seems probable that
in the location of new cement mills the matter
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of potash content of the raw materials will come
to be one of the normal determining factors.

"With regard to potash from the iron blast
furnace much less progress has yet been made.
The Bureau's metallurgists believe there are
possibilities here quite comparable to those in

the cement mills and have been urging upon
those in authority in the industry the importance
of notonly a careful examination of blast furnace
dusts and gases for potash, but likewise system-
atic studies on the effect of operating conditions
on the same, with the object of obtaining
maximum possible yield of potash.

"There is, as far as known to the Bureau Staff,

but one company in this country producing
potash from blast furnace gases in commercial
quantities, and even at present is on a relatively

small scale, and the company seems to be rather

reticent on the subject as yet.

"You may be interested in a report, which
came to one of our engineers through personal
channels, to the effect that, at least up to a few
years ago, a blast furnace plant in Scotland drew
off a constant stream of gas from about 2 feet

above the mantel of the blast furnace, colled it

in a condenser and recovered considerable

amounts of potassium cyanide. This installa-

tion has apparently never had any publicity.

The stibject has, however, of late been covered
by some extent by United States patents,

apparently inspired by St. Lowthrop Bell's

original publications; but these, as far as known,
have not been the direct stimulus to any practical

work in this direction."

REPORTED EPSOMITE DISCOVERY
DISCOUNTED AT SURVEY

A reported discovery of epsomite deposits
hear the Arkansas-Missouri line called forth

this opinion from the Director of the Geo-
logical Survey:

"It is not at all likely that in a country
having so great a rainfall as northern Arkan-
sas and southern Missouri, a deposit of epso-

mite of any great extent can exist, and it

seems likely that there is too much ground
water *in the rocks for a deposit to increase
away from the surface. The epsomite found
is gradually brought to the surface of water
and there crystallizes. Digging in a short dis-

tance would disclose rocks which are per-

manently wet, and, at the same time, a dis-

appearance of the epsomite. as epsomite or
epsom salts is readily soluble in water.



Current Traffic Development

In case No. 59*j2 of the Black Mountaiii

Corporation 7S. the Louisville & Xashville

Railroad Company, the Interstate Commerce
Commission found:

1 The combination rate of $l.9.> per net

ton on bituminous coal from the Black Moim-
lain district in Virginia to Atlanta. Cia.. appli-

cal)le by way of the Louisville & Nashville

Railroad and Southern Railway through Cum-
berland Gap, Tenn.. found to be unreasonable.

The Louisvile & Xashville Railroad re<iuire(l

to establish a rate for the future not to exceed
$1.70 per net ton to apply over its own rails

through Corbin, Ky., or in connecti»^n with the

Southern Railway through Cumberland Gap.

2. The combination rate of $1.74 per gross

ton on bituminous coal from the Black Moun-
tain district to Norfolk. \'a.. for delivery to

vessels destined to points outside the capes
of \'irginia. f<^)und to be unjustly discrimina-

tory to the extent that it exceeds the rate

from Norton. Va.. to Norfolk, applicable on
like traffic, by more than 20 cents per gross ton.

Held Not Discriminatory

In the matter of iin|)or: and (l..nu'stic rates.

Clay. Docket No. fty.i'2. the commission make>
the following finding

:

Because of informal complaints filed with

the C<»mmission to determine the propriety of

the import rates on Knglisii clay from Gulf
ports and north Atlantic ports to points in cen-

tral freight ass(»ciation territory which wen
lower than the domestic rates on clay mined
in the State ni Georgia to the same destina-

tions, a hearing was had under a general
order of the commission which provides for an
investigation into the rates, practices., rules

and regulations governing the transportation

of imported property and the relationship l>e-

twcen the rates for such transportation and
for transportation of similar property origi-

nating in the United States heltl. that the

present atljustment has not been shown to 'h

uniiistlv discriminatory against domestic traiii

Zinc Rate Increases Not Allowed.

•In cas*.- No. >^1M, tlu- U'iIhn>.;ton ,\lwus I

1-, .' n.. .1.,.. r-.v 1,.. r', T. . V- V. ,,;panv
cni R

. , . ,
-

1 . Increased through rail's on zmc concentralt'S

from Breckenridge, Colo., to B " !

Q,n;., , :u. ^»m,., found - •

iu I (ii thi'

from BretkenndKi- to Denver. Colo. k«-.i'^»nable

•..I-...?

ex

which the rate here j »«*<1 it p;

an*! therefore complauiani ut not eniitu-«l u
repanitum.

Through Rate Precluded

In cases No. 01*17 and OyK (Sub-Nos. 1 to

8). Hayden Bros. Coal Corporation vs. the

Denver & Salt Lake Railroad Company, the

decision of the Commission is summed up as

follows

:

Through routes and joint raio .

in carloads established from Oak ii..

and points taking the same rates, to st in

Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri. Iowa, and South
Dakota, on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway, the Missouri Pacific R •' •• '' ••

Chicago & Northwestern Railwa). .i

cago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha Rail-

way. Section 15 of the act precludes the estab-

lishment of through routes and joint rates via

the Union Pacific Railroad from Oak Hills to

stations on the Missouri Pacific Railway in

Kansas south of Kanopolis, Kans.

L. & N. Rate Upheld

Jn case No. 7.ViU. oi the l

pany rs. Louisville & N.i-......v

Company the rates charge for the i

tation of coal in carloads from various points
on the Louisville & Nashville Ra- in

Kentucky and Tei e to Hum •

Cincinnati. Ohio, u ound not to

been unrea.sonable and reparation was de-

nied,

C &. O Rates Suspended

The I oinnK.vM iU sii.sj^fndfii :roin .May I

until August 2*J. 1916. the <''i'^«tu)n ol cer-

tain items contained in Sup; it No. 15 to

Chesapeake iV Ohio Railwav Companv tariff

I C. C No. 6220
T^^" suspended items provide for *^'- "^

eel.. . of joint rates on coal, in

from Chesapeake «Jv: Ohio Railway mines lo

stations on the ' " ' • & V !i Ra
"

The ;'^- • Kcd Co. .atio!« "• • .

to 10 per Um in e\

joint rates

Coal HatliBt June 12

.\ hearing in the matter of rates on bitu-

minous ' ' ' .iswxriation trr

riiory. .t nation an<! "^

pension Doikct 774. will be held in

iiiKtoii. June 12. before Examiner Marshall.

Hearinrt Are Assifned

tV.

At
Rxati

K M K
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MUCH CRITICISM OF FOSTER BILL IS BASED ON
MISTAKEN STATEMENTS, IT IS SAID

Dr. Foster, Cha'rman of Committee on Mines and Mining of the House, says H's

Bill is Smply a Starting Point—Wants Constructive Suggestions

From Those Who Know Needs of Enterprise

"Some well known mining publications have

given the Foster bill a very cursory reading,

judging from the criticisms," declared Dr. Foster

recently. "A reading of the bill might lead to

the conclusion that these able critics look little

further than the title. Some very positive state-

ments as to the contents of the bill are not only

misleading but wholly without foundation.

Readers would naturally be prejudiced against

the bill by relying on statements in these prints,

when if many of the provisions were stated as

they actually are, different conclusions might
be reached," continued the Chairman of the

House Committee on Mines and Mining. "To
illustrate: One distinguished editor stated

broadly that the bill gives the locator the

privilege of staking a claim 1,500 by 600 feet,

or of staking one 2,100 feet square; and the

editor concludes that naturally he would take

the claim 2,100 feet square. As a matter of

fact, the bill gives the locator the privilege of

locating FIVE claims 1,500 by 600 feet, or ONE
claim 2,100 feet square. Had the distinguished

editor figured for an instant he would have
discovered that the five claims 1,500 by 600 feet

about equal in area one claim 2,100 feet square.

Thus the option would be left to the locator to

stake his one claim in one place or distribute his

five claims over a wider territory.

"The real questions for the locators to deter-

mine are: (1) Should there be any difference in

the sizes of mining locations? (2) What would
be the most practical size of the claim? (3)

What limit should there be on the number of

claims? (4) Should the claimants be limited to
a certain stated number, or should the number be
limited as to a given district, or as to a particular
State?

"Reasonable answers to these questions will

go far toward giving the Committee on Mines
and Mining the information it desires on this
particular subject.

"If the editors of the mining publications have
no ?• 'ions to offer along practical lines they
can . .. ..i upon it that their irrational criticism
based on mistaken statements of the actual
c 3 of the Foster Bill will not hasten the
Qcij i--r mining law revision.

"It is not expected that all persons interested
in the mining enterprise will agree on all the
I' of the bill, but destructive criticism
p-^. i_v >.iu not advance the mining interests and
will not improve this particular bill or hasten
any le^i.elation looking to the improvement of
the mil

"The .,.
,
-1 ''structive criticism on the

existing nr.r.w.j id not succeed in bringing
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about the appointment of a commission, so

earnestly desired on the part of so many inter-

ested persons in mining legislation. Tt is

asserted in some quarters that the zeal of the
destructive critics accomplished the downfall

of the cause.

"Both the Senate and House Committees on
Mines and Mining are composed of reasonable

men and both committees are equally desirous

of obtaining needed legislation and the complete
revision of the mining laws, but these committees
will not be vastly influenced by a class of critics

who by their criticisms say, in effect, that 'if

we cannot have our method adopted, we will

obstruct all attempts at revision.'

"The purpose of the bill is to afford a starting

point for the proposed legislation and the

members of the committee do not regard it by
any means as the final expression on the subject.

The very fact that the committee immediately
on the introduction of the bill, caused copies of it

to be widely circulated among the practical

miners of the western States as well as mining
engineers and metallurgists throughout other

States, accompanied by letters soliciting objec-

tions and suggestions for improvement, indicates

that the provisions of the bill are tentative rather

than conclusive and that the bill is subject to the

approval of the persons interested in mining.

This puts it up to the mining men to get together

and unite on such features as may be most
beneficial to the enterprise, and press these for

enactment into law."
The following statement may be regarded as a

composite view of a number of those who favor

a change in the laws without a commission's
investigation

:

"Persons familiar with the literature of the

Mining and Metallurgical Society of America are

aware of the attitude of the society toward a
revision of the mining laws. Members who were
present at the December, 1915, meeting of the

society, in Washington, and others who have
read the proceedings of that meeting will se-

member that the Society approved a resolution

which reads: '1st. The mining laws should be
revised not piecemeal, but thoroughly, so as to

coordinate and harmonize its various provisions.'

By these and other similar resolutions the Mining
and Metallurgical Society has more than once
gone on record as favoring a complete and thor-

ough revision of the mining laws.

"From an editorial in the Engineering and
Mining Journal of April 29, 1916, it would seem
that the New York Section of the Mining and
Metallurgical Society of America, at a meeting
held at the 'Engineers' Club,' has abandoned
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the idea of a complete revision of the mining
laws and has offered instead some p al or
patch-work suggestions that in theiii-^i.. -, lead
nowhere and accomplish nothing. From the
editorial it would seem that the New York Sec-
tion is not thoroughly 'rooted and grounded' in
its desires. At the first sitting it ch " - 1 the
proposed size of locations from 660 f ,uare,
or 10 acres, to claims 1,320 feet square, or 40
acres. From a provision requiring $100 annual
work, it changed it to $200 with the proviso that
S300 per claim should be paid annually into the
'United States Land Office,' in lieu of the per-
formance of the work.

F.WORS BIG COMP.X.NIES

"By article III any number of claims can be
located and held by one person or association.
No suggestion or provision whatever is made for

development, the S300-payment provision being
the penalty for failure to develop. It needs no
tab or tag to show that the suggestions of the
New York Section is for heavily capitalized cor-

porations. The average prospector and the in-

dustrious locator are not all prepared to perform
$200 worth of work on each claim or to pay in lieu

thereof annually $300. This proposed method of

corporations cornering the mineral lands and
v ' ' the lieu payments would not only stop
d'- . . .;jment work but deprive the mining Slates
of the benefit of work and improvements as well

as produccion of mining claims. The New York
Section might have entitled its pr- ! provi-

sions: 'An act to permit corporati<>;. . ^ accjuire

the mineral lands and to stop development and
production, and to deprive all individual pros-

pect(jrs and locators from acquiring mining
claims.'

"The New York Section in harmony with the
provisions noted, did not forget to provide for

ther- ' .f extr.
'

'
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tions to disturbing this feature of the laws.

That the alleged wrongs caused by this provision

in the mining laws has been highly exaggerated

and grossly slandered is only patent to the

careful stiident of mining legislation. That
its practical operations have been wise and
beneficent in the main, stands attested from
the dav Senator Stewart made his speech in the

United' States Senate in 1866, to the present

time through its practical workings in unnum-
bered cases.

"It is conceivable that if the Foster Bill had
repealed the extralateral rights provision it

would have been swallowed whole by many of

the critics who now so viciously condemn it.

But on the other hand had the bill repealed

this feature an equally vicious protest would
have been heard from prospectors and miners.

Indeed a technical paper severely criticised the

bill on the ground that it did repeal the extra-

lateral rights provision of the existing law.

The fight now being made over the Foster bill

indicates clearly the point of cleavage. This

'apex' law is the 'Dead man's hill' of attack and
counter attack, and this is the rock on which
the miners are hopelessly split. Congress can
be advised that it will be damned if it passes a
bill retaining the extralateral rights provision;

and Congress can be assured that it will be
equally damned if it passes a bill repealing this

provision. It can be asserted that certain

elements professedly in sympathy and interest

with mining enterpiises, would prefer to defeat

any bill however meritorious otherwise, that
did not repeal the extralateral rights provision.

On the other hand prospectors, locators and
miners, fearing the repeal of this provision, are

now asserting through press and correspondence
that they are satisfied with the present mining
laws and even protesting any change or improve-
ment.

RESTRICTS EXTRALATER.\L RIGHTS

"The Foster Bill does not repeal the extra-

lateral -rights provision but does place some
necessary and needed restrictions upon it. In the
first place it grants extralateral rights only on
locations made on an outcrop and where a vein or
lode has its top or edge exposed at or near the
surface, and can be ascertained by ordinary
surface exploration. Yet notwithstanding this,

some of the critics of this bill concede that there
remain few if any such locations that can possibly
be made. In the second place the bill limits the
extralateral rights to senior locations in all

instances. In the third place a senior locator on
the outcrop cannot enter the side lines of a junior
\fr''- - — ' one year or more after such senior

V' , i the holder of such senior location
is at the time of the making of the junior location
diligently engaged m developing and operating
his clairn. In the fourth place, the senior locator
must within two years work and mine out his
vein through any junior location, or he must
cause it to Ije located so that its existence may
be known to the junior locator.

AS TO COMMISSIONS

"The friends of mining generally were dis-
appointed and chagrined over the failure of the

House Committee on Mines and Mining to grant
their practically unanimous request for the ap-
pointment of a commission to make necessary
investigations and report a revised bill for a new
mining law. But this matter is now history, and
in lieu of the commission the House Committee
has introduced this bill looking to a complete
revision of the mining laws. This bill has been
subject to some very bitter criticisms. The
editors of the leading mining periodicals have
bombarded it with their heaviest centimeters.

While this is the undoubted right of every editor

as well as every private person interested in

mining, yet it must be conceded that the style

of criticism indulged in will not advance the
mining interests. It is a matter of history that
there was a commission appointed in 1879 to do
in effect the work desired for the commission con-
templated in the bill defeated by the House Com-
mittee on Mines and Mining. That commission
was composed of distinguished persons supposed
to have experience and a knowledge of the prac-
tical application of the mining laws. The com-
mission, operating for something like a year,

collected a vast amount of testimony which was
published as a public document in a book of

some 700 pages and contained also a tentative
bill to be substituted for the existing mining laws.
The bill proposed by that commission was evi-

dently so far short of the requirements and so
inferior to the existing law that it was never
considered or introduced in Congress. The
history of that commission and of its proposed
mining bill is not calculated to inspire much con-
fidence in commissions. However, criticisms of

the existing mining laws continued and in fact

increased both in quantity and virulence. But,
strange to say of all these criticisms indulged
in by mining periodicals, mining organizations,

distinguished speakers and writers, no one in

these 40 years has been bold enough to attempt
to prepare a substitute bill. Of the numerous
conventions of miners and mining bodies, none
has ever authorized or even appointed a com-
mittee to draft a bill that might be offered as a
substitute for the present mining laws. This
committee bill is the first bill within a period of

nearly 40 years that has even been prepared or
offered to the public in any form as a proposed
revision of the mining laws. This is in fact the
first opportunity in a period of 44 years the
mining industry has had to effect the desired
revision of the mining laws. If this opportunity
is to be lost by radical opposition, indefensible
criticisms, bitter denunciation, and senseless
opposition by different mining organizations, the
mining industry will have itself to blame. The
mining committee has in various ways sought to
impress the idea upon the mining people that
this bill was but tentative and intended as a
rallying point around which the friends of the
enterprise might meet and work out their sal-

vation, not with fear and trembling, but in unity
of purpose and with the single determination to
work into this bill their desires and work out of
it their objections. If they neglect this oppor-
tunity, they will pull down upon themselves their
own doom and they can have no claim or right to
be longer knocking at the door of Congress for
relief."
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Continued from page 266'

MINERS GIVE VIEWS
ON REVISION OF LAWS

NOT ALTOGETHER OBJECTIONABLE

H. Stephens Ehrman. Pitkin. Colo. The
present mining laws shcniUl be eliminated and
something formulated that has a semblance
of improvement and desirable. The Foster

bill is not altogether objectionable. In my
opinion as long as eastern men conduct the

business for the western men there is little

hope of prosperity. While 1 do not openly
condemn eastern men in general, but simply
say they are almost entirely ignorant of our
needs and wants. This dickering with the

mining laws and not killing the disease i.^

a vagarism pure and simple. Restore silver

to where it rightfully behmgs and the solu-

tion is accomplished.

LETTERS TO DR. FOSTER

Chairman of Mines and Mining Committee

Hears From Correspondents Re-

garding His Bill

Dr. Foster, the chairman of the Committee
on Mines and Mining, has received, among
many others, the following letters:

WANTS NO CHANGE

F \V Hradley, Mine Operator, San Fran-
cisco. I have been an active mine operator
for the last thirty years in California, Nevada,
Oregon. Idaho, and Alaska, and am not at

all in sympathy with the movement and agi-

tation to revise the mining laws completely.
I have partially learned the present rules of

the game and do not care for any changes.

"FEARFUL AND WONDERFUL"

L W Trumball, State Geologist, Cheyenne.
I wish to direct your attention to line 22.

page* 30. House Hill 1227'). Wvoming has
gas. potassium and sorliinn in the public

lands within the state If these are excepted
from the placer list, they cannot be taken
under any form of location, for they most
certainlv cann(»t be located under the lode

law Wyoming's area is still 1 " -• ^ t.nMi-

land We feel that we must p
the prohibition of developing gas. potiish and
.soda production from public It i.H

CNpecially desirable at the present inne that

an t' • '•• ""vlv of crude pota<^' •' Mieral

b;'
.

iiin the I'm ted " To
kill the incentive for prospecting and prohibit

the development of such supplv from public

lands seems a "most fearful and wonderful"

piece of legislation

DIFFERS RADICALLY AS TO PROCEDURE

Robert I. Kerr. Se - -'»'- :rer of the

California Meul Pr .. .atujn. San
Francisco. This a :i appreciates your
effort in endeavormg to reform our mining
laws, but differs .Uy in the •

' 'e

a'' • *'d. Our obj^ i ...s thereto a;.-, .-v .a-

II itions in connection therewith are as
follows

Ht'soh'cd, liiat, whereas, there : n

introduced by Re: - ntative Foslu ;ii liie

House of Represeir.i . L.s. a bill (H. R 12275)

to revise, amend and codify the mining laws
of the United States: and
Whereas, it is the sense of ihi> . n

that this bill not only fails to rt;... .. ;ae

existing defects in the present mining laws
but. if adopted, will only tend to confuse
and unsettle provisions which are, as a result

of years of judicial >— *• n and practical
exoerience, now co:: Iv well under-

stood : and
Whereas, said bill attempts to regulate the

minor details of locating mining ' -so
that as a result the law would ' ...c far

more complex and difhcult to - . with,

and without compensating advantages; and
Whereas, such an ill-considered change

wouUl be seriously prejudicial to the mining
Whereas, it is further the sense of this

association that the mining laws should be
simplified rather than further co: ited.

and that a special commission be
created by Congress for the purpose . ^.-ving

detailed study to such laws in their relation

to all the existing public lands laws, with the
view to r*

'
' '

'
' "ill

be entirel> i- «.i.i -li. n i.m.j i.i.ss,

and which. of its clanty and <!m-
plicity shall result in the least ; "e

amount of con.seefuent li* r.

Xow, & ' ' - the 4. a V .-

ducers' A- ;. hereby c

protest against the enactment bv

of II R Hill No. r227o. or legislation of

similar character, an '
'

'
• en-

actment of a bill • ..K .. > for

the purpo.se of pi . .g and \ ^ for

adoption a thorough and hannonious and
carefully ctmsidered mining code.

OBJECTS TO APCX LAW

W. II Blackburn. Supermtendent of the

Tonopah Mining Ciimpany, of T«>nopah My
great < »n to House Hill No. llT.

"
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and then only on part of the claims that made

up the original group. Since the time of lo-

cation, valuable mineral has been discovered

in all the locations of one company, but not

in the other. The claims of the second com-

pany are valuable even without the discov-

ery 'of mineral, and they should be allowed

to' hold them, provided they prosecute their

search for minerals on some part of the group.

Doing away with "discovery of mineral" and

"extralateral right" in House Bill 12275 also

does away with a considerable portion of the

bill as a natural sequence. To limit the num-
ber of claims in any one mining district

makes the annual assessment work required

more rigid, the marking preservation of

boundaries more elaborate, are desirable, but
above all. we wish to see the apex law abol-

ished. Many a time in my own experience

have I seen thousands of dollars thrown away
in proving the apex of a vein, the work done
being of no use as a means of developing the

mine or extracting ore after the cases are

settled. Many companies with a common
property line are entering into agreements
not to exercise apex rights against each other.

It is hoped that your committee will give
the discussion by the Mining & Metallurgical
Society of America, and other societies re-

ported in Senate Document No. 233, earnest
consideration, especially Resolution No. 3,

page 42. The committee referred to could
be limited in time, as there are many men
already familiar with the whole subject from
which to make a selection. The report re-

ferred to above covers the subject very thor-

oughly, and all the men quoted are exper-
ienced in apex legislation.

WANTS BILL KILLED

Jerome J. Day, President of the Tamarack
& Custer Consolidated Mining Company, Wal-
lace, Idaho. I have not given the entire bill

my attention, and have confined my study to
those .sections dealing directly with metal-
liferous mining. I would not be competent to
discuss, let alone criticize the methods, of
handling the other subjects contained in the
bill. I believe first that there has been too
much hullabaloo over conditions that do not
warrant a great deal of consideration, viz.:

apex question in mining. I have in mind
v.iv State of Idaho, which stands in the fore-
rank of our mineral producing states, being

i believe, only to Missouri in the pro-
duction of lead, and the cost of litigation upon

•ex question in that district, compared
volup-'- '* ore mined, and the value

•• is I. ]j]t. I believe it would be
a mistake to attempt to put the mining in-

' upon a farming basis. Very little land
+o make

_
a very attractive mining

)n, and it should always be borne
in mind that in locating and developing min-
eral ground, minerals are sought and ulterior
motives should not be attached to that phase

of our industrial life. It has been the writer's

good fortune and financial gain to have been
connected actively with the mining industry

for the last twenty-five years, having worked
in the deep mines of the Coeur d'Alenes,

prospected throughout Idaho and British Co-

lumbia, and -being interested in some of the

heaviest development in Idaho at the present

time, and identified with successful mining
ventures, I would very much hesitate to

change our mining law. In the criticism that

I will make of the various sections, I want
to say that there is no feeling in my expres-

sion other than to make myself 'plain upon
the subject in hand. Taking up Section
2320 of the bill, covering the time allowed
to make a permanent location, I believe that
all of this section is unworkable for the fol-

lowing reasons : In the Rocky Mountain
section of the United States we are all aware
of the rigorous climatic conditions. It is

very late in the spring or early summer be-

fore it is possible for a prospector to pro-

ceed with his undertaking. The early closing
in of winter necessitates a very short season
and he does not have to exceed four months
out of every twelve in which to do this work.
A cursory examination of the proposed
m.ethod of the time limits does not take this

condition into consideration, as he would 1-ose

his rights because of insufficient capital to

finance himself through the winter, climatic
conditions against his procuring supplies,

equipment, men and accommodations, to

withstand a long-drawn-out winter. The
technical method of measurements is alto-

gether too stringent. We must take into con-
sideration that prospectors are not an edu-
cated class as a rule; in fact, a majority are
men of little education, and to make the
validity of a mining claim rest upon accu-
rate measurements of the original locator,
would be a blow to future development of

our mineral resources not measurable at this

time. For a strict compliance with this sec-

tion, it would necessitate—in my mind—

a

man skilled in the surveyor's profession to

comply with its demands. Taking up Section
2333-B, governing the extralateral rights of

present owners of claims in controversy with
proposed new or subsequent locations under
this bill are totally impracticable, as no one
familiar with the fissure veins of the Rocky
Mountain section, and in particular the Coeur
d'Alene lead district where veins have out-
crops 5,000 or 6,000 feet vertical from the
known lowest depths it would be impossible
to survey or determine the true dip of these
veins. The dip very often changes at differ:

ent horizons, and no system of drilling has
proven a success in this country; in fact, I

am at present operating a mine that was
abandoned because its drilling did not prove
ore where the surveyor's tip showed it to be,
illustrating very forcibly that the old adage
of "follow the ore" is the proper method of
mining, and not proceed with your develop-
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ment work to points where the ore should be,

according to surveyor's notes. The method
proposed for joint occupancy of m tun-

nels is wholly impracticable, n- -^
1 of

my knowledge in the north. aing
districts is of sufficient capacity to allow of

two separate and distinct organizations
using the same for mining operations The
length of time given as one year, to co^iplete

tunnel is also wholly inadequate. Taking dis-

tricts of deep mining, where very often these

tunnels must be driven anywhere from two to

three miles in length to tap the ore bodies,

would wholly preclude the possibility of put-

ting this portion of the section mto opera-

tion. It is not beyond physical <! tra-

tion to show that small minin/ •' ....s or

individuals work diligently, ec /ily and
industriously in the prosecution of their tun-

nels and take several years to complete the

same. I have not dealt with any of the legal

phases in my criticisms of this portion of the

bill, nor will I do so. I have attempted to

make the bill applicable to mining under my
jurisdiction and the lightest criticism I can
make of the same would be that they are

totally inadeciuate in the main, not drawn up
by men familiar with active mining opera-

tions, and probably little consulted, as even
an examination by a novice would ^' ' o

glaring mistakes. I am firmly of the ^.,..... n
that the bill is no improvement upon exist-

ing conditions. I am still further convinced
that to enact this bill into law and attempt
to apply it to the mining indusry of the
United States, and especially to the Rocky
Mountain District, which is in fact the mineral
zone covered by the bill, would cause a stag-

nation of mining operation.*:, and a total bar
to future development work. Instead of mak-
ing our laws more technical we should seek
to simplify them, taking into consideration
the • aphy of the country, g< hy. the

inteliK'^ '"^c and in*'
-••• of the i>L"pic ht

to be governed or „ ._d thereby. I i . . e

that if it were possible for your committee,
or yourself, or any subcommittee to make
a tour of the deep m ' Idaho, vou would
not for one moment .., .i.ite to kill the bill,

and I wish to extend to yourself, your com-
mittee or such persons as would rcpre.s^'nt

you, an opportunity to visit the Cocur
d'Alene district, and in particular the Her-
cules Mine. the T:im.ir;i( k and Custor
Mine and the Ray : at your
vcniencc.

M'KX LAW MUST CO

Ku aani !•' ' '<, G« ' *' igcr The
(^e.sson <' itcd .~.i 11.1.^ .. r-:....]^

L'rcek. I . id your bill It is • 1-

inKly involved, quite as abstruse as any other
bill and will be productive of just as maiiy
lawsuits. W '•

• ^- ft

a bill and c...* io

awav with it * in many

countries is beyond my comprehension. No
bill can be good with that law.
Courtenay DeKalb. '

"

j; Ei
Tucson. .Ariz. The n of .bill-

ing Districts" and of or. :is of miners
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ments. including a post "where each end line

crosses the vein or lode." It would be abso-

lutely impossible to follow these provisions,

even on one claim out of every hundred.

Prospecting, at least by the poor man. on

his own behalf, would end upon the enact-

ment of such a law. The provision that "no

person, persons, partnership, association or

corporation shall hold, own or possess, or be

interested in, either directly or indirectly,

more than five unpatented mining claims"

together with many other provisions of the

bill, seem to be based upon the supposition

that the prospector and locator locates and
holds out of development and uses the mineral

resources of the country through and by vir-

tue of unpatented mining claims. No suppo-

sition could be entertained at further variance

from the fact that this. A very little investi-

gation of the matter would convince any per-

son that it is not the owner of unpatented
mining claims that is monopolizing the re-

sources of the country and preventing their

development, but that it is the owners and
holders of patented lands, not only mining
lands, but coal lands, city lands and all other

kinds of valuable lands, that are doing that

very thing. There are thousands upon thou-

sands of illustrations within your own knowl-
edge that will prove the truth of this state-

ment. Don't restrict the prospector in the
number of claims he may locate on his own
behalf. As a general rule he will not locate

and try to hold more than he can do the
annual work upon. If he does try to hold
more they are subject to location by another.

He is the pioneer in the mining industry, and
the pioneers in any country never monop-
olized the natural resources- of the country. It

is the land speculator that follows the pioneer
who does that. Why is the word, "unpat-
ented" incorporated in this bill? Why did
not the provision include patented claims as
well as unpatented ones? And why was the
provisions of Section 2328K lin>ited to "any
locator?" It seems as though the locator is

looked upon as the only offending party.
Why did not the provisions of this section
include the owner, whether he be the locator
or not? The phrase "of sufificient value to
justify permanent location and operation"
>f enacted, would greatly retard development.
If such preventative laws had always been
enforced in the world man would never have
progressed. Bear in mind that the mineral
bearing lands of the public domain are sub-
stantially worthless except for mining pur-
poses and except, occasionally, they contain
valuable timber. If the laws are not now
sufficient to protect this timber from being
stolen by the timber sharks by means of
locating mining claims for the timber upon
thenri. make them sufficient. But let the min-
ing industry continue, either as a government
enterprise of private industry. The two-year
limit, provided in Section 2322b would sub-
stantiallv abolish the right of the owner of a

claim in w^hich a vein apexed to follow it

through his side lines. Justice and fairness

would be promoted if a workable law could

and should be enacted, whereby the first dis-

coverer of a vein, within the limits of his

claim, no matter whether -it be a junior or

senior claim, would own it within his end
lines and have the right to follow and mine
it through his side lines, either down or up
from his discovery and without reference to

the claim in which it may apex. While this

bill is full of restrictions upon the locator

of mining claims, I find none whatever upon
the owner of patented, or even unpatented
claims, who has purchased them instead of

locating them himself. I must say, from my
way of looking at it, that the title of the bill

does not express its real, workable provi-

sions, however well intended, and I would sug-

gest the title be changed to something like the
following:

"To discourage prospectors, on their own
behalf, upon the public domain and to en-

courage and enable wealthy land speculators,

by means of United States Patents, to monop-
olize and hold out of use and development
the greater portion of the mining lands of the
United States and for a few minor purposes."

If your committee desires to curb the
monopoly of the natural resources of the coun-
try and encourage and promote their devel-

opment for the benefit of the people in gen-
eral of the United States, I recommend that
you secure the passage of a bill drafted along
the lines so ably and clearly pointed out in

the greatest gift man ever gave to man,
"Progress and Poverty."

TUNGSTEN BRINGING $75 A UNIT
IN BOULDER, COL., DISTRICT

The market for tungsten is at present ex-

tremely high owing to the great demand
caused by the use of tungsten tools for tu

ing out war steel.

The prices are so changeable that noth-
ing very definite can be given but the latest

reports reaching the U. S. Geological Survey
are that $75 per unit (1 per cent of a short
ton in tungsten trioxide WO3) with a premium
or 10 per cent is being paid for tungsten ores
carrying 50 per cent or more WO in the
Boulder region of Colorado. Again the mat-
ter of prices is largely one of individual bar-
gaining and may be either higher or lower
depending upon the needs of the buyer, the
impurities in the ore, and the species. It is

understood that lower prices are being paid
for scheelite and hiibnerite than for ferberite.

The extraction of tungsten ores as at pres-

ent carried on is very similar to that of gold
ores, i.e., by crushing, sizing and running
over shaking tables.



Current Federal Legislation

H. R. 406. Despite the urgent nature of this

bill it still is pending on the Senate Calendar.
The Committee attaches this importance to the
biU:

"The committee wishes to emphasize the situ-

ation that practically all of the known lands of
the Government containing phosphates, oil, gas,

potassium, or sodium are, and for a number of

years last past have been, withdrawn from all

forms of location, entry, acquisition, or develop-
ment; that this situation has continued over
such a period of time that it has become almost
a calamity to the regions within which these
resources are situated, and the continued tying
up of these resources is also of great detriment to

the general welfare; that the situation at this

time is of special urgency and critical importance;
and the committee has, therefore, both as to the
substance and detail of the proposed legislation,

given many weeks of time and attention to the
effort to place the legislation in clear and work-
able shape before the Senate.

"Therefore, prompt consideration and disposi-

tion of this legislation is urged in order that some
legal and adequate method may be provided for

the development of the national mineral resources

and that, so far as relief contained in this bill is

concerned, just and equitable treatment be
accorded the citizen, without whose enterprise

the Government would not have known the
value of its own possessions."

H. R. 13842, by Mr. Wickersham. This biU
provides for the establishment of a radio station

at Seward, Alaska. An appropriation of $50,000,
is asked to carr>' out the provisions of the bill.

H. R. 14126, by Mr. Bailey. This bill autho-
rizes the Secretary of the Interior immediately
to develop oil producing lands belonging to the

public domain, and to make an appropriation
therefor. The bill provides that the product be
sold in opKjn market, and the proceeds go into

the Treasur>' of the United States. In the sale

of the product, preference is to be given to inde-

pendent refiners. An appropriation of $10,000,-

000 is asked.
H. R. 228, amending the United States Home-

stead law in its a- ' ' n to Alaska, has piissed

the House of 1- , ; latives and has been
referred to the Senate Public Lands Committee.

H. R. 13917, by Mr. n. This biU
' the Act *

I r cat. : .4.1 Trade Com-
It pro .. . ; the regulation of the

V. lie prices of petroleum, gasoline, kero-

•ene and fuel oil.

H. R. 13978, by Mr. Wickersham. This bill

a\ithr,rixcs thc people of Ala<^ka tn f..rm a con-

s' :i and a State Gover for the

admission of the territory into the Union on an
equal footing with the

i c.
•

..

H. R. 10830 by R - Foster of

Illinois. This bill p: s for thc v n
selection and purchase of fuel. It proposes

to place in charge of the Bureau of Mines the
determination as to the economical purpose
and use of fuel purchased by the Government.
As this involves the expenditure of hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars annually consid-
erable importance is attached to the bill.

A subcommittee of the House Committee on
Mines and Mining, of which Representative
Moss, of Indiana, is chairman, is considering
the bill and hearings have been held. The
more important features of the hearing are

treated elsewhere in this issue.

H. R. 15400, by Representative Hayes, of
California. This bill provides for the leasing
of unoccupied and unproductive public lands
of the United States, the leasing of which
there is no authority under existing laws.

The bill was referred to the Committee on
Public Lands and has not been acted upon.

H. R. 228 pro\-ides for amending t^^-^ ^'nited

States Homestead Law in its app". n to

Alaska. The bill is now before the Com-
mittee on Public Lands of the Senate.
H. R. 15G21, by Mr. Hayes, which provides

for the purchasing of desert land by entry-
men who cannot make final proof. This act
is to take effect immediately. This matter
has been referred to the Committee on Public
Lands.
Amendment proposed by Mr. Smoot to the

bill making appropriations for sundry civil

expenses to enable the Secretary of the In-

terior to investigate the exi5rtence of artesian

water and other underground water s"'^'n!!>s

suitable for irrigation in the arid and si .d

portions of Southern Utah, $25,000

S. 5790 provides for the 4 of addi-

tional authority upon the » :it of the

United States in the construi ind opera-

tion of the Alaskan Railr«>ad. and for other
purposes. This bill has been referred to the
''

• -' on Territories.
'.\- \fr ^•MiTTi.ifK Thi* ^''''' ''"'hor-

i/ '.ture
•

• the

prospecting, development, and •. :\ of

the mineral •
.'r. ii.> r-

e.<;t.*? Thc bm • iiitu L" lim v^omiujiice

'Ml Mines and M
S. 571« bv Mr I n This bill provides

for t lit of Mount ^' i-

tin. I. ! Terri* ' ' e^. imS
bi.l W.4., iv.v.;*..: ;o the -n T'tH-

tories.

S 5992. by Mr. Pitiman This bill .

1/ ng of • ' »

I •:... 1

bill has been :• 1 to the Committee on
Public Lands.
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S. 5S90. by Mr. Smith, of Arizona, to author-

ize mining for metalHferoiis minerals on In-

dian reservations in the State of Arizona. The
provisions of this act do not apply to the

Five Civilized Tribes and Osage Nation of

Indians in Oklahoma. This bill has been

referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs.

S. r>SS9, by Mr. Smith, of Arizona, granting

water power sites on non-navigable streams

to the States in which they are located. This

bill has been referred to the Committee on
Public Lands.

S. J. Res. 129. by IMr. Overman. This is a

joint resolution extending until October 15,

191S. the effective date of section ten of the

act entitled "An act to supplement existing

laws against unlawful restraints and monop-
olies, and for other purposes," which was ap-

proved October 15. 1914.

PERSONALS

Dr. James E. Talmage, of Salt Lake City,

Utah, a director of The American Mining Con-
gress, spent several days in Washington last

month, and conferred with Secretary Callbreath
in regard to work of the organization.

J. R. Finlay addressed the Colorado School of

Mines graduating class, at Golden, May 26, when
he delivered the commencement address.

J. F. Callbreath, Secretary of the American
Mining Congress returned to Washington late

last month after a five weeks' western trip. His
itinerary included Pittsburgh, Chicago, Kansas
City, Joplin, Tulsa, Denver and Breckenridge,
Colorado.

Falcon Joslin, of Seattle, Washington, and
Fairbanks, Alaska, formerly a director of the
Mining Congress, is again in the East, and is

spending some little time in Washington, con-
ferring with the vSecretary of the Interior on
Alaskan matters.

Hennen Jennings, of Washington, D. C, a
former director of the American Mining Congress
\s'ill sail from Seattle for Alaska June 20. Mr.
Jennings is one of a committee of three to agree
on the ba.sis of the proposed amalgamation of the
Treadwell mines.

The Secretary of the Mining Congress, Mr.
Callbreath, addressed the graduating class of the
Colorado Schrx)! of Mines, at Breckenridge, Colo.,
May 4, on their annual outing for inspection of
min',-- and mining operations.

W. K. Ingalls a'klressed the School of Mining
an-i ^T...,..11,,.„.. '^ .ila, Mo., at their commence-
n 26.

David White, chief geologist of the Geologi-
cal Survey, made a professional trip to the
Clearfield distrir^ r,f Pennsylvania recently.

G. B. Richardson, of the Geological Surv^ey,

has resumed work on the Butler, Pa.,

quadrangle.

E. S. Bastin of the Geological Survey is

visiting a number of American graphite
properties.

W. C. Alden, the geologist in charge of the
section of glacial geology of the United States
Geological Survey, is on a professional trip

to Pennsylvania.

R. V. A. Mills, of the United States Geologi-
cal Survey, has returned from Ohio, where
he made a short professional visit.

G. H. Dowell, of the Copper Queen Consoli-
dated Mining Company of Bisbee, Arizona,
who has been spending some little time in the
East, on his return trip stopped at Washington
and was a caller at the American Mining Con-
gress office, where he discussed the Arizona
State Chapter activities and expressed his
appreciation of the Mining Congress Journal.

E. C. Eckel, a well-known authority on c':'ment

and iron ore, formerly with the Geological Survey,
is in attendance at the Fort Oglethorpe military
camp.

FIGHT ON HOOKWORM
BEING MADE IN CALIFORNIA

Progress is being made on the preliminary
investigation of hookworm among miners in

California. This work is being conducted
jointly by the Bureau of Mines and the State.

It has been found that in certain camps there
is a high percentage of hookworm cases. As
high as 40 per cent of the men in some camps
have been found to be sufferers.

It has been found that the persons at-

tacked are almost entirely engaged in under-
ground work, where dampness allows the
germ to thrive and where opportunities for
contact with it are greater than on the
surface.

J. H. White, sanitary engineer of the Bu-
reau, is representing the Bureau of Mines in
this work.

Tungsten Higher in America

The English Government has a fixed price
for tungsten ores. The English price is, how-
ever, much below the market price in

America.

Brings $1 a Pound

The last offer known to the U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey was $1 a pound for molybdenite
carrying 50 per cent rnolybdenum sulphide,
with a small premium for higher percentages
and a corresponding penalty for lower per-

centages.



Latest Mining Patents

Miner's Safety Lamp. No. 1.181.042. This
invention is bv Steve Starcevich. of Ronald.
Wash.
This invention relates to improvements in

miners' lamps of the safety type and has for

its primary object to provide an attachment
for a suitable lamp structure so that a more
effective lighting thereof is provided and
access to the parts made easier Another ob
ject of the invention is to provide novel

reflecting means to be attached to a suitable

lamp structure and which serves to provide
an effective illumination of the lamp. Another
object is to improve generally the lamp struc-

ture of the character described so as to render
it more practical, reliable and efficient in

operation and inexpensive in manufacture.

Flotation of Minerals. No. 1.1S0.S16 This
invention is by Raymond F. I^acini. of Pitts-

burgh. Pa., assignor, by Mesne Assignments.
to Metals Recovery Company of Maine.
This invention relates to a method for ef-

fecting the flotation and separation of oxi-

dized ores from the gangue with which they
are associated, by first converting the oxi-

dized ores, in a finely divided condition, into

sulphides by the action of a soluble sulphide,

-uch as hydroecn snlnhide. and then suhject-

nv4 the ore to any of the familiar processes for

effecting the separation of sulphides from
gangue.

Process (jf Treating Ores Bearing Precious
Metals. Xo. 1.1S1.177. This invention is b\-

Edward R. Ilolden. of Los Angeles. Cal.

This invention relates to an improved proc-

es> of treating ores electrolytically.

Mr. Holden treats ores c •* r-ing gold and
silver in a solution for di ng the goUl

and .silver. The improvement consists in pro
ducing a rotary motion in the solution and at

the same ' ubjecting the ore and •- ' ' ii

to an elci I; .. . lie action and to the .. ; n
of a cathode coated with mercury, and after

a predetermined time, gradually reducing the
level of the li(|uid from the top downward,
while continuing the rotary motion of the
liquid

Art of Agglomerating Ores. So. l.lHl.'n

This invention is by James 11. Payne, of Hal
timore. Md
This invention relates to the aggiomrrntinn

of ores, concentrates, mattes and the \u \

has special reference U) the treatment
materials coiitaii'

in tlir f-f^Mi of s;.., wj V ,. ;....

Concentrates treated may contain sulphides of
copper, lead, zinc .- ' • ' Thi^ :i.

tion includes the r«. ..... :..... the
; t

of substantially the entire amount (if t! 1

sulphur.

^PnKes>^ .,1 R. Zinc!" "-. No 1.1S3.-
172. This inve;.:. .,, is by vu.iiles A 11 de
Saulles. of N'ew York.
This invention relates to a methtxl of

treating zinc blende for recovering metallic
zinc, which compri.ses the blende,
adding carbon to the r. - •• • '^e
latter end of the roasting ^a-
lating the air admission so as to produce a
temperature not ex 4 1.000' C

. and
therebv obtaining a reuu ' ' . ,^

of the sulphates present .;.;,^ ....v

of the metals, and finally treating the re-
sultant roast in a suitable furnace to reduce
the zinc to a metallic state

Mine Lamp Xo. 1,1S3.147 This invention
is by William McKean White and Evertnn C
Hrommer. of Indianapolis. Ind..

Mesne Assignments, to !'' vuc >up-
plies Company of Phil.i .. * ...

The object of this in-. :i is to provide
> headlight construction, particularly app! •

ble for mine lo« ves. which v have
rather rough ti.iv. iig. wherein inc jarring
of the source of illumination and of the r*»

flector is in a large part avoided.
A reflector, preferablv glas.s. and i urce

of illumii * prefer. 1'
'

t

lamp, is n. .....^d in a .-^

ing which is in turn n, r

frame or ca.sing bv a spring mounting Pref-
"rably. this spri-

ber of '^ '
'•' ^'

sion. ai -

against the back of the inner

Dry Dre .-^i j.ir.it.-r \o I

invetion is b\ |)a\i(i M '^^ •

and William R Kinsey.
It relates to improvements in ore <

trators and more v iilarly to that c

known .t '"•

I he ruct an .Tnn.ir.irtK nf
' that the orr t !

will be I in i

dition r

i\

an a oi thi« cl h :kn air

» a
,^ikOTi<>i-< -x'liii i^i •iiiivii die rot^ii"i| jn
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one direction and with the blast and some in

the opposite direction against the blast to pre-

vent the escape of anv metal particles and

cause them to settle in^channels in the table

of the separator.

Fluid-Pressure-Operating Mechanism. No.

1 1S3.275. This invention is by Omar C.

Clark, of Denver, Colo., Assignor to the Den-

ver Drill Manufacturing Co.. of Denver, Colo.

This invention relates more particularly to

means for lubricating pneumatic tools and the

like, and more especially those employed m
rock drills. In that type of rock drills where-

in automatic means is provided for effectmg

the rotation of the drill bit, considerable

difficulty has been experienced in lubricatmg

the rotating mechanism.
One of the objects of this invention is to

provide simple mechanism of an automatic

character that depends for operation on the

pulsation or rise and fall in the fluid pres-

sure due to the actuation of the motor, and

furthermore results in the vaporization of the

lubricant, and its even distribution to all the

working parts and particularly the rotating

mechanism.

Rock Drill. No. 1,183,274. This invention

is by Omar E. Clark, of Denver, Colo., As-

signor to the Denver Rock Drill Manufac-

turing Co., of Denver, Colo.

It relates to rock drills, in which means
are provided for delivering a cleansing agent

to the bore of the drill bit, and thus to the

bottom of the drill hole for removing the

cuttings from the latter.

One of the principal objects is to provide a

novel and effective mechanism for supplying

both a liquid and a gaseous cleansing agent,

either or both of which may be used as

desired.

Stable Alkaline Solutions Containing Active
Oxygen. No. 1,181,410. This invention is by
Alois Schaidhauf, of Frankfort-on-the-Main,

Germany, Asignor to Roessler and Hasslacher
Chemical Company, of New York, N. Y.
This invention relates to alkaline solutions

containing active oxygen and has for its

object to preserve the efficiency of such
solutions.

Other patents issued during the past month
are as follows:

No. 1,180,840, process of producing alum-
inum, George Giuline, Como, Italy. No.
1,180,844, process of extracting copper from
its ores, W. E. Greenawalt, Denver, Colo.
No. 14,121, coal washing jig, C. A. Wendell,
Joliet, 111. No. 1,180.435, process of recovering
metals, C. S. Robison, assignor to the Metal-
lic Smelting and Refining Co., Chicago, 111.

No. 1,180,765, extraction of zinc from it$ ores
or products. H. T. Durant, assignor to the
Metals Extraction Corp., London, Eng. No.

1.182,951, process of desulphurizing ores, H.

F. Wierum, Upper Montclair, N. J., assignor

to the Sulphur Syndicate, Limited, London,

Eng. No. 1,182,893, melting furnace, A. W.
Carroll, Elizabeth, N. J. No. 1,183,057, appara-

tus for preventing overwinding at collieries

and mines, W. H. Ashton, Wigan, Eng. No.

1,183,086, process of cyaniding, H. R. Layng,

Seneca, Calif. No. 1,183,102, mining machine
moving and holding device, E. C. Morgan,

Morgan Park, 111. No. 1,183,153, acid reclaim-

ing apparatus for sulphite mills, G. S. Witham,
Sr.. Hudson Falls, and J. J. McEwen, Fort

Edward, N. Y. No. 1,183,252, container for

precious stones, A. J. Sterne, Bronxville,

N. Y. No. 1,181,192, roasting of sulphur-bear-

ing ores, H. H. Stout, assignor to the General

Chemical Co., New York City. No. 1,181,184,

roasting furnace for sulphur-ibearing ores, H.
H. Stout, assignor to the General Chemical
Co., New York City. No. 1,181,666, ore sep-

arator, E. R. Holden, New York City. No. 1,-

182,890, separation of metallic fluids, L. Brad-

ford, Boken Hill, New South Wales, Australia.

No. 1,182,909, amalgam mixer, Gustav Holtz,

Gouldsboro, Pa. No. 1,182,915, process of re-

covering elemental sulphur from sulphur gases,

W. F. Lomoreaux, Isabella, Tenn. No. 1,182,-

953, mine check holder, W. A. Williams, Bar-

ton, Ohio. No. 1,183,275, fluid pressure operat-

ing mechanism, O. E. Clark, assignor to the

Denver Rock Drill Co., Denver, Colo. No.
1,183,441, mechanism for operating coal augers,

T. W. Davis, Hanaker, Va. No. 1,183,736,

process for refining copper, E. C. King,
Cananea, Mex.

INCREASED FLUORSPAR PRODUCTION
BRINGS MUCH HIGHER PRICES

The total quantity of domestic fluorspar re-

ported to the Geological Survey as sold in

1915 was 136,941 short tons, valued at $764,-

475, an increase in quantity of 41,825 short

tons and in value of $194,434, representing
nearly 44 per cent of the quantity and about
34 per cent of the value of the product mar-
keted in 1914. The average price per ton for

the whole country, all grades of fluorspar,

gravel, lump, and ground considered, was ap-

proximately $5.58 in 1915, compared with $5.99

in 1914, a decrease of nearly 7 per cent. This
value represents the selling price on board
cars or barges at railroad or water shipping
points; and with reference to the product
from Colorado, New Mexico and New Hamp-
shire, the price reported for much of the spar

includes the cost of a long wagon haul—$1.50

to $3 a ton. In Illinois the principal produc-
ing mines are near river transportation and
many of the mines reporting from Kentucky
are near a railroad, so that the cost of long
wagon hauls has not entered to an important
extent into the reported value of the fluorspar

from those States.
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PEACEFUL NEGOTIATIONS NET
MORE THAN GENERAL STRIKE

Washington Star.

An agreffment has been effected between
the anthracite coal operators and miners
which averts a strike in the hard coal district

and insures peace in the production of that

commodity for four years. Negotiations oyer

the demands of the operatives for recognition

of the union have been pending for some time

and were wisely continued over the month of

April, although the old contract expired on

the first of that month. The successful out-

come of the dealings in New York illustrates

the wisdom of an extension provision in every

labor contract to provide for continued pro-

duction pending adjustments.

Under the new agreement, which is to run

for four years, instead of three as in the past,

the union is recognized, but the "check off,"

by which the companies were to be required

to collect the union dues from the workers, is

not granted. This "check off" demand is per-

ennially made, but is regarded actually as

a trading element, for it is not to be expected

that the operators would agree to finance the

union organization and enable it to accumu-
late a strike fund with which to conduct war-

fare in the future. The most substantial ma-
terial gain is that the men are granted a wage
increa.se which averages 10 per cent, with
a reduction of working hours to eight. This
means that the operators will pay more at

the mine for the production of coal than
before, in a sum estimated at between $10.-

000.000 and $12,000,000 annually.
Naturally the bulk of this difference will

fall upon the consumer. It is not to be ex-

pected that the additional cost of production
will be borne by the mining companies. The
additional wages, both in terms of daily
scale and hours, will add to the tonnage cost
at the mine, and it is now estimated that
the retail price will be advanced about 40
cents a ton. This, however, is better in the
immediate situation than a complete stop-
page of coal production for a protracted
period, as in the great strike of 1902. when the
country was tied up for more than six months
without hard coal and a condition of ex-
treme severity was the result. It is encourag-
ing to find that adjustments can be effected
without strikes in the hard coal '

t. The
brief strike of three years ago yi< ii.-l less of
advantage to the miners than the present
peaceful negotiations.

BUREAU OF MINES RULES ON
QUESTION CONCERNING PATENTS

Con.sulerablc que.stion has come up in Gov-
ernment department'; as to thf ' i-

ploycs to patent invrnti"'i- i. vn
names when they arc di'Vi 1. at least in
part, on Government time and with Govern-
ment facilities.

The Bureau of Mines has been called upon,
within the last few w ' * ike a decision
A.th regard to this q^.. i. ..• has ruled as
follows:

"The Bureau of Mines takes the position
that the domestic rights in patents r ig
from office work while in th^ '

._,i ihe
United States to be the • -.f the
United States.

"Some patents have been taken out in the
name of the public, but the bureau believes
that patents involving complex problems,
where improvements may have great value,
should be assigned to some Government offi-

cial for the public, who can issue licenses
regarding patentable improvements to be sim-
ilarly assigned."

GEORGIA LEADS ALL STATES
IN PRODUCTION OF ASBESTOS

Georgia produces far more asbestos than
any other State. The asbestos is of the
amphibole variety and of the mass-fiber tvpe.
in which 90 per cent of the rock quarried ap^
pears in the finished product: it can therefore
be produced at much lower cost than other
asbestos. It is all ground and fiberized to
practically one grade, suitable for the manu-
facture of cements, plasters, shingles, and as-
bestos lumber. There are two companies
operating, the Sail Mountain Co.. of ('

>.

with mine near Cleveland and mill at c..i;iu'S-
ville. Ga.. and the Asbestos Mining & Manu-
facturing Co., of Atlanta. Ga , with its mine
and mill at Hollvwood.

DEPRESSION IN SLATE INDUSTRY
CONTINUED THROUGH 1915

The ' n whuh iK-gan to • the
slate i;,...-i;. in October. 1911, d
throughout the greater part of 19i:... ..... -.-.e

total value of slate sold in the latter vear
deer 7

the U. S. ( i-

cal ^uiM . I (^ since liiLii me
total value of '...l.^n- t'i.OOO.OOO.
Roofing slate <: • in quan-
tity and 10 per cent m value r the first
time since IS9S t' '

<'r oi 'd
was less than l.OU' .-. ;. 1 for in, i;;si u:ue
since 1900 thrir v.qlttf fell below $1,000,000.
Mill «itoik <: V 15 p^r cent in

1^ \Ki icMt in value, the lowest
I 111 »w TM . .! 1

school
31 per cent.

• • V •« I I

I

y
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I
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TAKES EXCEPTION TO ARTICLE
WRITTEN BY KENTUCKY MAN

Frank J. Hayes, vice-president of the

United Mine Workers of America, has sent

the following letter to the American Mining

Congress:
••Relative to an article of S. A. Driver, of

Kitts. Ky., in The Mixing Congress Journal,

I beg to' advise that Mr. Driver seems to have

no knowledge of the efforts put forth by our

organization to promote safety in the mines
of this country. The United Mine Workers
of America has alw-ays been a strong and
consistent supporter of the 'Safety First' pro-

DENVER QUARTZ MILLS
AND DENVER STEEL CRUSHERS

have that kind of reliability that constantly

and continuously keeps on being reliable.

The Denver Quartz Mill & Crusher Co.

216-17 Colorado Bldg., Denver, Colo., U.S.A.

gram. We have upheld the discipline of

our members on numerous occasions for vio-

lations of safety rules. Statistics show that

the loss of life is about three times greater

in the non-union mines than it is in the union
mines. This ought to be proof positive that
the United Mine Workers of America is one
of the greatest agencies in the country today
for the promotion of safety in mines.

'Tt is true a number of accidents in mines
are caused by carelessness—carelessness of

both miner and operator. Neither side can
be held solely responsible for mine accidents.

"I agree wath Mr. Driver that a vigorous
campaign of education should be waged, hav-
ing for its purpose the education of every
miner along the lines suggested."*&e5»

Facts as to Scheelite

Scheelite (calcium tungstate) crystallizes

in the tetragonal system, has a hardness
about that of calcite (4.5 to 5.), and a specific

gravity of about 6. It has a vitreous luster.

The occurrence of scheelite is almost the
same as that of hiibnerite, wolframite and fer-

berite, but it is found in contact deposits in

which the others are apparently unknown.

No Jackets—No Armour
Not in this case

Fabric
3 plies

aubmerged
in rubber

Special
oil-resisting

tube

%^'^K

&/ >^

r^OMMANDEO
^^ Air Drill Hose *^

is a hose that does not require extra windings or wrappings. It is

more durable and economical than the average armoured hose.

A great many large users such as the following have had this experience:
Liberty Bell Gold Mining Co. Baltes Stone Co. Calumet & Hecia Mining Co,
The Tonopah Mining Co. Empire Zmc Co. Cananea Consolidated Copper Co.
Burro Mountain Copper Co. Vulture Mines Co. The Ozark Smelting& Mining Co.
When chunks of ore fall on "Commander" "Commander" springs back into position as
the hose is not crushed, replacements are soon as released. The hose is all in use all
not necessary and the gani? is not delayed the time. It speeds up the work, giving
forcing hose walls back into position. you greater "tonnage" at less cost per ton.

You cannot do better than specify "Commander** for hard service

The B. F. Goodrich Company
Makers of the celebrated Goodrich Automobile Tires— "Beaf in the Long Run**

Branches and Distributors in All Districts Factories: AKRON, OHIO

"Ti- ' AT
VIVI 1

Jl ^Jo3^

Alt) ri

Extra heavy tough rubber cover
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The l£ist belt to give out
Kqual lengths of three different makes of new conveyor belt were fastened

together at the ends and installed as one belt, by a well known colliery

on'^December 3, 191-2, to establish relative belt merits.

A positive test—as stress, load, character of materials and other operating

conditions were absolutely identical. "SVhen one brand, or one-third of the

belt, gave out it was replaced, the record kept,, the cost computed and the

other brands, or other two-thirds of the original, left in service until like-

ui^e rendered useless. Quality was the backbone of cost per ton figures.

without question. Cost per ton
Cost per foot handled

Goodrich "Lon?:life" 4.56 .00041

Competitor No. 1 3.49 .00045

Competitor No. 2 6.47 .00063

Goodrich
Longlife^^ Conveyor Belt<f

fr\ve \he lowest cost per ton, proving: two things: First—A cheap belt is expensive in

the end.

Second—Goodrich belts are neither iiigrh nor low in first cost, butare built of materials

for tlie service that {cives you a minimum cost per ton.

Trj' Goodrich for fewer shut-downs, less maintenance expense and greater tonnage.

he B. F. Goodrich Company
Medters of the Celebrated Goodrich Automobile

Tires

—

"Best in the Long Run "

Lclories:

kron, Ohio
Branches and Distributors

in All Districts

THE CANTON
AUTOMATIC MINE DOOR

«•••••••«•••••••••«•«•••••••••••«••••• <••>•«•«•'«

IMPROVED METHODS
Without Additional Expense

rill*

III*
iii>
III*

IHB
Ilia
Bin*

IF
you contend for old time methods, you might try keeping time

Vjy employing a boy with a hammer and gong, to strike ofif the
hours as indicated by a sun dial. ^ A trial, however, will convince

you that a good clock is cheaper and more reliable. ^ So is the Canton
Automatic Mine Door better than a trapper boy. H Write for literature.

THE AMERICAN MINE DOOR COMPANY, Canton, Ohio

mtyrn
Bin*

HIB
IBB
1MB

BIIIB
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HIB
BittB
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OVER 500,000,000 TONS OF BITUMINOUS COAL
WILL BE MINED IN U. S. IN 1916

Estimate Made by Geological Survey Places Current Year Production High Above
Any Previous Record—First Six Months of 1916 Show Remarkable Coal

Production, to Which Every Producing State Contributed

an Increase

The output of bituminous coal in the Unite*!

States during the first six months of 1916 was
the greatest ever recorded in any half-year
period. Estimates by C. E. I.,esher, of the
United States Geological Survey, based on
returns from over 100 railroads originating coal

and coke shipments, indicate that the produc-
tion during this pericKi was 261,0(M),000 tons, an
increase of 35 per cent over the first six months
of 1915, and of 5 j)er cent over the last six

months of the same year, and greater by several

million tons than the record established in the
kisthalf of 1913.

Comparetl with the first half of 1915 the

exjxjrts from the Atlantic scalxjard during the
last six months have increased alxjut 10 jkt

cent, and the exports to Canada have ne;irly

doubled. The movement of bituminous coal

through the Soo Canal on the Great Lakes
shows an increase of 80 per cent, and the coal

used in coking has increaseti nearly half. In-
' railn '

' '

i: :.--.:ly all

t 1 «,

a large factor in establishing

i-S

thisn.i rcn
record.

Fmm April. 1915, to r
" ' •' ''-sent

year the pnxluctiun of bii . -asc*!

at a rapid rate, with but tcmjK)rar>' slackening

in November and i '»cr due Uy car shortage.

The output in I 1910, was more than

60 jH-r , . lU grea in April, 1915, ami the

•I in February and March, 1916, was
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shu'
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result of decreased buying on the part of those
having stored coal t' May and June,
however, showed succi .. i mcrea'i'*< "i' ''••re

is every indication that the prod . g
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the .' . . 1 jh^t

.' :^
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As this issue of the Journal goes to

press the Sundry Civil bill, carrying the

appropriations for three of the mine ex-

periment stations authorized at the last

session of Congress, is in conference.

There is no probability of the rejection

of the item providing for the three

experiment stations.

Following the signing of the bill by
the President Secretary Lane will desig-

nate the points at which the new stations

are to be located. While no intimation
can be obtained of the places Mr. Lane
has in mind it is understood that one
will be in the southwest, one in the

northwest and one in Alaska.

COMMISSIONER HURLEY TALKS
TO OPERATORS IN PITTSBURGH

More than 150 operators from eastern Ohio,
the Hocking Valley, and western Pennsylva-
nia, Greensburg, Westmoreland, and central
Pennsylvania districts met in Pittsburgh last

month and listened to Edward N. Hurley,
of the Federal Trade Commission.

Mr. Hurley made a straightforward state-

ment to the effect that the Commission is willing
to study conditions if the operators will give
it the necessary data. After securing it, such
recommendations as possible will be made.
The Commission is making up a set of ques-

tions which will be sent to each of the operators.
When the replies are received they will be
tabulated and a study made of them. The
Commission will try to work out some solution
to be presented to Congress.
One of the things Mr. Hurley emphasized

strongly was the question of uniform account-
ing. It is very evident that the Mining Con-
gress Committee, of which S. A. Taylor, is

chairman, which has been working on this
matter for some time and has had a number of
meetings with Mr. Hurley, is achieving success.
The disposition manifested in the meeting

was one of hearty cooperation.

MINING MAN HAVING HIS
INNINGS, SAYS GEO. OTIS SMITH

"The accomplishment of the mining indus-
try in the six-month period just completed
warrants the forecast that 1916 is to be a
record-breaking year." With this statement
Geo. Otis Smith, the Director of the United
States Geological Sur\'ey, sums up his official
mid-year review of the mineral industry as
reported to him by the Government geologists
and statisticians covering the different sub-
jects. "Active demands and good prices have
furnished the mine operators with full op-
portunity for success in working developed
properties, and this in turn has given added
mcentive and available funds for exploration,
prospecting, and experimentation with new
processes. The mining man is having his
innings.''

COPPER OUTPUT IN ALASKA
WILL EXCEED ALL RECORDS

The Alaska mining industry will have a very
prosperous year in 1916, according to a state-
ment by Alfred H. Brooks, of the United States
Geological Survey, covering the operations
during the first six months of the year. Copper
mining will probably show the greatest advances.
About fifteen Alaska copper mines are now
shipping ore, and developments are being
pushed on others, indicating that they may
become producers before the end of the year.
There is every reason to believe, therefore, that
the Alaska copper output for 1916 will be
greater than that for any previous year.
The gold lode mines of Alaska will make a

larger production this year than last, but it is

not now expected that the placer-mining in-
dustry of Alaska will show any marked increase.
The shipment of antimony from Alaska is

continuing, and some tungsten ores have already
been shipped form the Fairbanks district.

SECRETARY LANE ORDERS
MID-YEAR REPORTS CONTINUED

"The mid-year review was so well received
last July," said Secretary Lane, "that I beHeve
it met a public need, and it will therefore be
continued as one of the services rendered to the
public by the Interior Department. The busi-
ness of the whole country has become so inter-
dependent that facts regarding our mines and
rnills and furnaces are of real concern to every
citizen interested in any industrial undertaking.
That the mining industry is making many new
records in the extent and success of its bu.siness
must be taken as an index of the nation's
general prosperity. Best of all, 1916 is register-
ing another advance in the growing independence
of the United States as a producer of the many
materials that civilization has made necessary.
Our country is coming into its own."

HOMESTAKE PRODUCES NEARLY
$4,000,000 IN HALF YEAR

The Homestake mines and mills and the other
smaller mills in the Black Hills, South Dakota,
have been operated continuously, according to
reports received by the United States Geological
Survey, producing approximately $2,700,000 in
gold for the first six months of 1916.

Dynamite Prices Soar

As a result of abnormally increased use of
sulphuric and nitric acid and because of the
shutting off of the supply of glycerin from
Europe, the cost of manufacturing dynamite
of all grades, but especially those containing
a high glycerin content, has been largely
increased recently. In fact, the cost of
straight nitroglycerin dynamites has prac-
tically doubled and even the ammonia dyna-
mites have increased greatly in cost.



COPPER PRODUCTION DURING FIRST SIX MONTHS
OF 1916 EXCEEDS ALL RECORDS

With an Average Price of Twenty-Six Cents a Pound American Mines Disgorge
Themselves of Immense Tonnage of Red Metal Output of Blister Copper

Approaches Two Billion Pounds Output Sold Many Months Ahead

Under the influence of large demands and re-

sultant high prices the production of copper
during the last six months has exceeded that of

any equal period in the history of the industr>\
The United States Geological Survey states

that there has been a steady rate of increase in

the output since early in 1915. The production
during the last half of 1915 considerably ex-

ceeded that of the first half, according to the
report by B, S. Butler, of the Geological Sur\ey,
and during the year the refineries produced,
from both domestic and foreign ores, a tf)tal of

l,634,0O(),0(X) pounds of blister copix'r, of which
1,388,009,527 pounds was produced from ores
mined in the Lniteti States.

Th •'-' e for the period has average^l al>ove

the 1. ,. price received for copper at any time
in recent years, the average for the first six

months of 1916 being more than 26 cents a
pound. The cost has doubtless "• - 1

slightly, as the important copper
have increased the wages of their employes, but
this increase has been largely offset by decrease
in cost due to working plants at the maximum
capacity. Many small mines are operating
that could not be profitably worked under normal
conditions and this, of course, tends to incTease
the average cost per jx)und.

The profits of the producing companies have
been large and as much of the output is sold

several months ahead of delivery the pr«

of the industry is well assured for the ' • k i

of the year, so that 1916 will duul)ll- the
most profitable year in the history of cop|>er

production to the present time.

OLD SILVER CAMPS REALIZING
ON MANGANESE ORES

All grades of manganese ores are in great

demand. Prices are higher than they have
been for thirty years. Good grades i»f mskn-
gr,'^--'- '-ntaining forty to fifty per cent

n. r and more than one per cent of

iron, are now worth in the eastern markets
$25 to $3,5 per ton. II '

taining fifty per cent or ^ ...^ -

and less than one per cent of iron, such a.s

are adapted to the manufacture of drv bat-

teries and flint g- 're bringmg $85 to

$100 per ton
A number of the old silver mining

in the ore of which a !trablc amuvint

of manganese dioxide js luund. arc being

searched carefully for high-grade manganese
ores and a considerable production is being
developed. Principal among these camps are
Pioche, \evada; Tombstone. Arizona, and
Leadville, Colorado..
While these camps are producing the

greater amounts of manganese at present,
many of the "er camps are ' ng im-
portant cont; :. '^-^ t,. the <"' -i <• .

ganese ores. Ace ^ to ^
who are intimately familiar with many of

the western mining ny of these
districts pos.<;e.ss man^;..... . ..^, which, with
proper care and sorting, would stand the ex-
pense of shipment to points east of the
M ppi River.

..i.w.y new deposits have been reported t

the Geological Survey during the past ve.^:

but the greater portion of these apparentlv
are not capable of

"

le^" • ^^••' -'^ -
, ; .> .. ,. ;.,.>

cl viid is the great-

est. There is every reason to believe that the

shortage of man. -until
ai; outlet for the ixu».au uie i? KLuicd.

ALABAMA MINE SAFETY ASS N
PRAISED BY H M WOLFLIN

The work done at the recent field meet of
the .Mahamu Mine ' '

*

dared by H. M. \\ ...... ...

the lUireau of Mines, to have
excellcn te meet that he has attended
this year. He was very much

"

thr • -^ •'• • has l>een done 1

a.s^ id is very much p .

efficiency of the teams. The interest of the

public in this movement is at '. Mr. \V
'•

tin stated, by the very large aitciidance at tiic

GEOLOGIST SENT TO UTAH
IN REPLY TO PETITION

In repK- tn n. prtition bv thi* T'tnh r*hr»r.l«-T

of the .\

Smith. I If of the G rvev.
.vent " *' - ' •

Th.-

I

region m which the
;

t mmmg a
i*^ in progress.
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PAIGE SUGGESTS HYPOTHESIS
AS TO ORIGIN OF ORE BODY

AT GREAT HOMESTAKE MINE

Sidney Paige, one of the few govern-

ment geologists who have been permitted to

enter the Homestake mine at Lead, S. Dak.,

suggests the hypothesis that the Homestake

ore body is in the tnain a replacement deposit

in a calcareous slate series and that it owes its

position to the presence of a strong fault and

its form to its replacement character and to

structural factors. He describes the position

and form of the ore body as follows:

The form and position of the surface crop-

pings of the Homestake ore body may be gath-

ered from a study of the open cuts. It is ob-

served that there are tw6 parts : a wide part,

that to the south (the great open cut at Lead),

and a narrow part, that to the north, terminat-

ing in the De Smet cut on the southern rim

of Deadwood Creek.

The narrow portion begins to spread and
merge into the wide portion at a point where
stratigraphic work indicates the presence of

the main body of the calcareous series. The
narrow portion appears to be a single calcare-

ous bed thrown into a sharp fold well exposed
as a narrow synclinal trough in the northern
end of the De Smet cut.

The western boundary of these surface ex-
posures is a relatively straight line and is be-
lieved to be, for reasons already set forth, a
fault-plane.

The outcrop of the Caledonia ore body has
been shown to coincide very nearly with the
outcrop of a part of the calcareous series. The
strike is directly toward the main Homestake
ore body ; in fact, a portion of the two open
cuts are very close together.
Beneath the surface the form and position

of the ore body is even more significant. The
wider portion, on a given level, is delimited in

certain definite ways. First, on the western
or footwall side by a relatively straight line—

•

the fault-line; second on its southern end by
a number of narrow fingers, which examina-
tions show to be actual folds—that is, the ore
is sharply cut off by wall rock which curves
around it; and, third, on the north-northeast-
ern side—that is, in the direction of strike
of the rock series—by indefinite fading away
of ore. The inference is that here a definite
series of beds striking north-northeast has
been folded, cut of? by a fault, and min-
eralized.

The ore body plunges in the direction of
the intersection of the fault-plane with the
steeply dipping beds, and at each succeeding
level is capped by a greater thickness of bar-
ren rock. The Caledonia ore body pitches
with the dip—that is, the replaced beds are
cut by no fault-plane. Its northern extension
ii taken to be limited by the distance from
the fault-plane that solutions were able to

replace limestone, its southern extension by
late igneous intrusion, which separated the

ore body from the main mass along the fault.

PRODUCTION OF SCHEELITE IS 1,000

TONS (CONCENTRATES ANNUALLY
Scheelite is mined in the United States by

the Atolia Mining Company, with mines at
Atolia, Cal., office 1404 Humbodlt Sav-
ings Bank Building, San Francisco. P. J.
Osdick, Johannesburg, Cal., is perhaps
the second largest producer of scheelite in the
Atolia field. There are also a large number
of small producers. Frank Feldman, care
of Nichols Ranch, Weldon, Cal., is producing
scheelite. The St. Anthony Mines Company,
controlled by Atkins, Kroll & Co., 311 Cali-

fornia Street, San Francisco, is mining scheel-

ite near Browns (Toy), Humboldt County,
Nev. The same company also controls the
Doyle Mining Company, mining scheelite at
several points in the Snake Range near
Osceola, White Pine Countv. Nev. Other
scheelite deposits in the Snake Range are
controlled by Capt. Duncan McVichie, Wew-
house Building, Salt Lake City, Utah,
by Millick Brothers, Shoshone, White Pine
County, Nev., and J. D. Tilford, Osceola (de-

posit at Camp Bonita on the east side of
the Snake Range, near Baker postoffice.)

Tilford Brothers, Osceola, also have deposits
at that town. Vivian Green, 45 West 34th
Street, New York City, controls the Golden
Chest mine near Murray, Idaho, from which
scheelite is now being mined. The Geological
Survey has no exact figures on the produc-
tion of scheelite at the present time, but it

is probable that it is being taken out at the
rate of at least 1,000 tons of 60 per cent con-
centrates per year.

TECHNICALITY CURBS DEMAND
FOR MAPS OF MINING AREAS

A technicality, which has been of consid-
erable annoyance to those interested in maps
of mining areas, is being taken up vigorously
by the Geological Survey with the hope of
securing some 'sensible regulation.
When a report is printed with accompany-

ing maps there is frequently a greater de-

mand for the maps than for the entire report.
In some cases there are several hundred
copies of the maps requested where 'the full

report is not needed. Under the present regu-

lation the Superintendent of Documents may
not have a reprint made of a portion of the
report. When the report itself is exhausted,
the entire report may be reprinted, but in

cases where the map alone is desired no one
cares to pay the unnecessary cost of having
the report itself reproduced. It is very prob-
able that special legislation will be required
before this authority can be vested in the
Superintendent of Documents.



GOLD AND SILVER OUTPUT IN 1916 TO BE GREAT-
EST UNDER AMERICAN FLAG

Silver, the Last Metal to Benefit by the Increased Prosperity, Came into its Own
During the First Six Months of 1916 With Prices at High Mark a

Record-Ereaking Amount of the White Metal Has been Mined

The precious-metal mining industries con-
tinued active during the first six months of 1916,

practically all important mines and mills operat-
ing at full capacity, according to a statement
just issued by the United States Geological
Sur\'ey. Shortage of cyanide supplies, feared

in 19 is, was obviated by increased output of

domestic sodium cyanide, which has practically

replaced potassium cyanide in the leaching of

precious metals. Flotation has begun to increase

saving of gold from tailings. There may have
been some decrease in gold prospecting during
the last eight or ten months, as many old gold
prospectors have been givi/ig attention to

dejx)sits of tungsten, antimony, quicksilver, and
other mineral products whose value has enhanced
since the outbreak of the war. There was also

some labor shortage at mines and mills owing
to high wages paid in factories making war
supi)lies.

Final figures of the Geological Sur\'ey and
the Bureau of the Mint give a total domestic
production for 1915 of $1UI,().?5,7()0 in g<jld, and
74,961,075 ounces of silver, valued at $37,397..?(M),

against $94,531,800 in gold and 72,455.100
ounces of silver in 1914. These figures include

the gold production of the Philippines, whiih
has been steadily on the increase.

The total output both of gold and silver

reported for 1915 was the highest ever recorded

under the Ameriain flag, but if the I'hilippine

output be eliminated the production of gold in

the United States proper was Imt little alnjve the
previous record year of 1909. The output of

silver for 1915 was materially alwA'c the prtvoling

record yield of 1914. For 1916, from the mid-
year point of view, the output of gold which
is apparently falling off somewhat 1

with 1915, in Colora<lo, C'alif<>rni;i

some other States, and inc:

Arizona, Oregon, the Philippines, Idaho,

tana. New M(
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cents in May, 1916. it 65 cmls in

prices resulte*!
1^ . . -.

I

in

Mon-
here, will or '

' 'v

. vv the high .. , .:l

of silver, however,
break all previous

in

• for the
demands found

'' the great
.... : > the long

With the conse-

June. The sharj) increase in
from strong d- - '

'' - -' '^

of 1915 and a :. . ...;^.

the belligerent countries for
troops in the field. These
available stocks low. ' - ' '

falling off in the Mc ......

continued di.sturbance there,
quent inevitable rise in prices domestic producers
of silver profited greatly, nolwith * '

' •'

increased cost of lalx^r and of nv!-

Silver is in demand not only for .

for sterling and other silver wares, as well as for
drugs and chemicals. The r * of
silver salts used in photograp: rl'

in films for hand cameras and c:

has vastly increased in recent years, ihe mid-
year outlook ; ' •

... , , ^

silver, the me'.-. ... . ..; ..,, j^. ..,...;

domestic prosi)erity.

COAL CHEAPER FUEL THAN OIL.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY SHOWS
In di.scussing the relative • '•• • of coal and

oil as fuel, keprcsentative' . ny, of Kan-
sas qii«»ted to the House the statement of the
United States (i \-al Survey on the rela-

tive economy of ' coal:

"Un<ler its in\ iis it was found, he
said, that 7ft pounds of water can !»e cvaix>-

ratcd by coal for 1 cent ; that f)nly 58 pounds
of water can he - rated hy •»{! for 1 c««''.

comparing' the ; . for coal and oil ti.a;

were then prevailing, the $2.10 i>cr ton f-r
coal and the 60 cent5 per barrel for oil pre-

v.iiled at the lime \hvsv fi.

\«»vv coal is $:.• .'lO > '-m a: .- , . . i

barrel. I hope the I in view of the pr« >

ent emergency that confronts the (tovernmcnt.
a<' !. as it is, * '

'
' with t" <

pr ii for the m ' ''
•

liave to burn c<»al. .<.

and then, if economy dcman<ls coal there, let

the Government practice economy."

n .\ P
n W.:

r City. (•

pic ted st>me recom
aloUK the C'

??• ti . h... .

in the '..

tic-: I

/ f * 1 II
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

(See cut on front cover)

Hiram Dryer McCaskey, son of General
William S. McCaskey of Scotch-Irish ancestry

and a native of Pennsylvania, was born at

Fort Totten, North Dakota, and spent his

boyhood at army posts in the western United
States. Graduating in mining engineering at

Lehigh University, McCaskey served succes-

sively as chemist for mining companies and
instructor and head-master in several schools.

In 1900 he became mining engineer to the
Mining Bureau. Phillippine Islands, and
served as Chief of the Bureau from 1903 until

1906. issuing a series of reports on the mineral
industry of the Islands, based in part on
his exploratory work. He was a member of

the first party to cross the northern part of

Mindoro from coast to coast, after preceding
parties had failed owing to excessive hard-
ships. One of his investigations related to

artesian water supply for the leper colony
on the Island of Culion. another, at the re-

quest of the sugar planters of the Island of
Xegros, involved the ascent of the Canlaon
Volcano and a study of the probabilities of
damage to the cane fields from its eruption.
He visited the famous Taal Volcano several
times, once descending to the floor of the
crater during an eruption and for a short
time was given up for lost. In 1906 he re-

turned to the United States to pursue grad-
uate studies as Fellow in Geology at Lehigh
University.
The boyhood training at military posts

in pioneer days of the West inculcated habits
of system and quick decision which served
him well in his various professional engage-
ments, and which, with his Philippine expe-
rience, were doubtless influential in deciding
Lindgren to choose him in 1907 as assistant
and prospective head of the work of organiz-
ing the metal resources section of the U,
S. Geological Survey to cope with the sta-
tistical canvass of the myriad mines of the
United States. The same traits led to his
appointment as head and to his successful
administration of the Mineral Resources Di-
vision after the resignation of E. W. Parker.

In the intervals of his administrative work
for the Survey he has found some time to
make shore geological investigations in con-
nection with mineral resources work, the more
important of which were reconnaissance sur-
veys of the Gold Deposits of Alabama, and
of the Quicksilver Deposits of the Terlingua
District, in the Big Bend region of Texas,
recently put on the map for the whole coun-
try by the invasion of the Mexican bandits.
His survey work has taken him to many

western mining camps in addition to the gold
fields of the Southern Appalachians and tomany mming districts in the Philippines He

succeeded Lindgren as author of the gold
and silver reports of the mineral resources
work and has been the Survey specialist on
quicksilver since he joined the organization,
and has visited practically all the quicksilver
mines of the. United States.

Of professional societies, among others, he
is a member of the American Association for

the Advancement of Science, the Geological
Society of America, and the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers. Of social or-

ganizations, he is a member of the Loyal
Legion, of the Chevy Chase Club, and of the
Cosmos Club, He is an ardent angler. Though
fishermen proverbially are unduly optimistic
with figures, it does not follow that a statis-

tician may not be a safe and sane fisherman.

APEX LAW A GREAT HANDICAP,
SAYS JESSE KNIGHT, PROVO, UTAH

"I have read with interest," says Jesse
Knight, of Provo, Utah, the editorial in the
April issue of the Mining Congress Jour-
nal, entitled 'Leasing Bills,' and after con-
siderable thought I have concluded that the
Mining Congress will be unable to offer any-
thing in the way of proposed legislation un-
less it be in the way of amendments to the
existing mining laws, doing away with the
apex question and providing for the enlarge-
ment of lode mining claims so as to in-

clude an acreage of not less than forty acres
to constitute the maximum area of a lode
claim.

"Personally, I am of the opinion that the
power of the Mining Congress in opposing
the leasing system will be greater by closely
adhering to the present mining laws rather
than offering something in the way of con-
structive legislation.

"My experience of over thirty years as a
miner, convinces me that the future develop-
ment of the West will depend in a great
measure upon the opportunity afforded the
poor man to better himself by seeking for
and acquiring mineral rights, and I cannot
conceive of any law or legislation that would
be more helpful than the existing law, modi-
fied in some particulars, principally those that
I have mentioned regarding the enlargement
of the lode mining claim and the doing away
with the perplexities of the apex question.

"I fear that if we do not hold fast and ad-
here to the rights accorded the citizen under
the existing mining laws and we should
attempt to propose or advocate a ne.w system
of laws along constructive lines, that we
would lose, instead of gaining, ground."

Increases Gold Production
The value of the gold, silver, and lead pro-

duced in South Dakota in 1915 from 33 pro-
ductive mines, 10 of which were placers,
amounted to $7,507,782, compared with $7,431,-
343 in 1914, as reported by Charles W.
Henderson, of the United States Geological
Survey.



ZINC PRODUCTION INCREASES THIRTY PER CENT
OVER THAT OF LAST YEAR

First Six Months of Current Year Show Heaviest Output of Lead and Zinc in History

of Mining in the United States Joplin Probably Will Ship 70,C00

Tons More Concentrates This Year Than Last

Reports received by the United States Geo-
logical Sun'ey show that the mine production
of lead and zinc ores during the first six

months of 1916 was much larger tlian that of
any preceding six months. The lead and zinc

mines have been able to produce all the ore

needed to supi)ly the increased capacity of

the smelters. The ore and concentrates were
sold at prices which yielded large profits, not-

withstanding increased costs of production
and the working of large quantities of low-
giade ore which could not be mined at a profit

under norma! conditions. High-grade zinc

concentrates free or nearly free from lead

and iron continued to be in demand, and the

base price offered for such concentrates was
generally much higher than that <)tTfrcd for

low-grade concentrates.

The shipments of sphalerite concentrates

from the Joplin region during the first six

months of 1916 amounted to about 180.000

tons, valued at more than $17,000,000, as

against 290.000 tons, valued at $23,419,000 for

the calendar year 1915. The demand was not

a*? active during the last month of the year,

when the base price for concentrates decreased
nearly $20 a ton. Unless the base price de-

clines to a point which will prevent the mining
of lean "sheet ground" the production of zinc

concentrates from the Joplin region in 1916

will probably be 60.000 to 70,000 tons more
than in 1915.

Development in tlie Miami. Okla., camp
continued to be favorable, and the production
should be much larger during the last half

of 1916. The increase from Kansas will not

be large, for excessive rains have hampered
oj" M*^. The "soft ground" mines in

SOI.:.... .>i Missouri have not shown nnv

largely increased yield, but the "sheet groui.

has been actively mined and many new mills

put in operation. The strike of the 1

men in the Joplir '• 'riot re'* ••
! the •

in June, though : the i were
down for any f^reat length of time. Some of

the mine owners seized the op;

make much needed repairs or a'iuuiuii> i«i

their plants.

The stock of zinc concentrates unstiUI in

June was larger than usual but j-

not much more than two v

The pr<Khictii>n of rf"- ;ir;

showed no great in< . and •

centrales sold indicate a pr *n oi a^>oui

:^6,000 tons in 1916. or 11,000 tons more than
in 1915. The selling price of the lead con-
centrates was nearly double the average price
in 1915.

The large mines in the disseminated lead
district of southeastern Missouri were oper-
ated ' ':ly. and al*' ' figures are
availa: .. . ^r 1916 the ...,..: .... larger than
it was during the first or the last half of 191.'..

The number of producing zinc properties in

Arkansas '
• " and many nrw

mills were ..,.. ...v ,. . .,v ..ejtpui of sphalerite
concentrates was negligible but that of zinc
carbonate increased more than 100 per cent.

The zinc carl)onate is of high and the
l)rf ' •• tn of such ore in 1916 m .v: - is

tx 1 only by that of the Joplin :.^. ;i.

The zinc ore mined in Xew Jersey in 19l»'i

was at least as large as in 1915, and the pro-
duction frr»m T '

''
I was

larger than in the i...^. .... .'».

The shipments of r.Tw ,«>: mines
in the Upper M; pi Valley region stead-
ily increased, and liic > of the roast-
ing and separating •' A^ie much greater
than in 1915. .A nu i)f new mlnr^ were
opened and concentrated plants c«'

The New T' .p was e V.y ac-
tive, though dcvciup:ncii; was active la all the
other camps.
The shipments of raw sphalerite concen-

trates amounted to more than 100.000 tons,

of 162,000 tons dur-

In the \ small increase*; of

both lead and zinc were made in Ar
Colorado, New ^'

. and V\ i. in

wa -. ....:., .-, ,1 •'»• T. .,!

ore »^ from the :

and Kureka districts in<iicate a <

• • ^

I . k . I K . t ' I
,.t

.;i;;'iit of Ir.id -

of 1916 rinc pro<luc!ion of Utah will

only slightly more in 1016 than it

The Coeur d'Alenc region in Idaho <htrrned

10,000 tons of lead ore or « a

1. The Interstate. C ». Si:

' "' ft wc ng more
. . ..:ic 001 ; V or ore

:i is much more than the ship-

ments m \9\5.
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In Montana the lead production increased

because more lead-zinc ore was mined. The
increased yield of zinc iprobably amounted to

above 30 per cent, as the Butte & Superior

mine was producing at the rate of 96.000 tons

of concentrates yearly and the Elm Orlu at

the rate of 60.000 tons.

The reports from all States indicate that the

production of zinc ores in the United States

in the first six months of 1916 was at a rate

of 25 to 30 per cent larger than that in 1915.

NEVADAS COPPER OUTPUT
IS DOUBLE THAT OF LAST YEAR

Mine reports received by the U. S. Geo-
logical Survey from V. C. Heikes of the Salt

Lake field office indicate that during the last

six months the mining industry in Nevada
has experienced one of its greatest revivals.

Old mines closed down for years have re-

sumed or are being put in shape for produc-
tion, and the regular producers have in-

creased their output to the fullest capacity.

At many points the use of tractor engines.

hauling on each trip as much as 30 tons of

ore between mine and railroad have helped
to improve conditions, as formerly there
were not teams enough for all purposes. The
many milling plants of the State are re-

ported to be in full operation, and a number
have adopted the flotation process for in-

creased saving. In the Yellow Pine district

five dry mills are operated on zinc ores.

Only one of the two copper smelters in

Nevada was in operation.
Gold will likely show little increase. The

declining production at Goldfield may be
made up to some extent from the general in-

crease in output of ores. No new gold de-

posits of note have been found. The placer-
gold production at Manhattan and Round
Mountain is about the same, the latter mak-
ing up for any decrease in the former. Silver
may show a gain from increased operations
made at Rochester, but the increase will
probably be offset by the idleness of the
mines in Churchill County. Little if any of
the silver output is held in storage for higher
prices compared to the quantity so held in

The production of ore containing lead has
been greater than in recent years, principally
from Pioche, Good.springs, and Eureka. Ely
produces most of the copper, and at the rate
of production for the last 6 months will yield
92.000.(X)0 pounds of the metal in 1916. Cop-
per properties in the vicinity of Luning and
Yerington have been active in shipping low-
grade ores to the Salt Lake smelters at the
rate of about 2,000 tons monthly. Deposits
of zinc ore have been opened in Elko County,
where about 600 tons is being produced and
shipped to eastern markets every month. In
Clark County, around Goodsprings, about
2,800 tons of oxidized zinc ore was shipped in

May and as much during the previous months.
At Pioche a small output of zinc sulphides
was recorded.

A.s !"he copper output has been increased
more than 50 per cent, the value of the out-

put at present prices will be double that of

the past year.

JEFFREY OPENS OFFICES IN
DALLAS AND SAINT LOUIS

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company recently
opened new branch offices at Dallas and St.

Louis.

The Dallas office will be located in the Com-
monwealth National Bank Building, and will be
in charge of J. U. Jones. With twenty years of

successful salesmanship to his credit, and a
thorough personal knowledge of the State of

Texas and the requirements of its buyers, Mr.
Jones is especially well equipped to take care
of the constantly increasing demand for Jeffrey
products in his vicinity, and render valuable
assistance to clients in solving their elevating,

conveying and transmission problems.
W. V. CuUen has been placed in charge of the

St. Louis office, with headquarters in Room A-21,
of the Railway Exchange Building, which office

has been opened in order to supply the many
requests from manufacturers in and about St.

Louis for advisory service in connectioil with
their conveying and power-handling problems.
Long experience in sales engineering work, and
training in the application of Jeffrey products
especially qualify Mr. Cullen for handling this

work.

Vanadinites Little Used

Vanadinite ore was at one time consid-

erably used but since the opening up of the
large patronite (vanadium sulphide) deposits
at Minas Ragras, Peru, and the roscoelite de-

posits near Placerville, Colorado, very little

vanadinite has been used in this country al-

though it is understood that it has been
exploited abroad, particularly in Spain. The
Primos Chemical Company, Primos, Pennsyl-
.vania, and the American Vanadium Company,
Vanadium Building, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
are the two principal manufacturers of ferro-

vanadium in this country. The Electro-

Metallurgical Company at Niagara Falls, New
York, makes ferro alloys.

Geologists Sent to Idaho

J. B. Umpbley and E. L. Jones, of the Geo-
logical Survey, are engaged in work in the

Coeur d'Alene district. They will also visit

the Pine Creek district in the same vicinity.

ConsideraJble new mining activity is now in

progress in the Pine Creek district.



CRUDE OIL PRICES MAINTAIN NEW HIGH LEVEL
DURING LAST SIX MONTHS

Drilling Activity Increases Enormously But No New Pools Discovered During First

Half of Year Development of Old Pools Carried on With Great Success

—Output Greater Than Half of Last Year's Total

The quantity of petroleum marketed in the
United States during the first half of 1916 is

estimated bv John U. Northrop, of the United
States Geological Survey , at 140,(){)(),000 barrels.

His estimate is moderate and his apjK)rtionment
of the output among the major fields is as follows:

Field Barrels

Appalachian 1 1,400,()(K)

Lima- Indiana 1,800,000
Illinois 7,9()I).()(M)

Kansas and Oklahoma 50.5(M).(M)0

Northern and Central Texas. . . 4,2(M).(HM)

Northwest Louisiana f),S0(),(KK)

Gulf Coast 11.4(K).0()()

Wyoming and Montana 2.4(K).()(K)

Ca'lifomia 43,5tX),UOU

Miscellaneous (Colorado, Mich-
igan, and Misstjuri)

.

1(K),0(K)

140.000.000

This quantity, which includes a little oil

actually profluced in 1915 but marketed during
1916, is appreciably less than the output during
the first half of 1915, though it it; greater by
about 5,(K)0,U(K) barrels than one-half the entire

quantity marketetl last year. When it is con-

sidered that the first half of 1915 includes the
period of maximum production of the Gushing
jxK)l in Oklahoma and the Crichton jkmjI in

northwestern Louisiana the disj)arity in uuli)ut
between the corresixDnding iK'ri(xls is not
e -ant. The magnitude of this

qu.iiii II > , I in. ia( I that it i ter than "•'
•

' -If

the total i>ctroleum mai ; in the 1

States in 1915, and the further fact that it

reflects the results of general activity t

'

.t

all oil-pro'' •

• - - .i -^ .^-
'•

duction in 1 .... t

and leads to no other conclusion than that the
final st s of oil n d in 1916 are

destineti i
•

i '• t rd

The ou* ^ the iHrtmleum
industry during the half-vcar iust cl<)se<l was
the high level rtat he*! in ;1

in M - ' and tr • • f

the
i

Thi >;

from 90 to 350 \ycT cent higher than th- i

year ago for 1

:-

Continent :
—

' .mi <•

tlecreasc<l .
ty «»f ' •'

increa.se<l demantl for iTude oil resulting ^n»m
t) vity of ;i

"

•»

ill.-.. .111. '
•'••-••'•

As a V

-t • < -1 1 *»the high prices in th«- .-.rK- t.^rt of 1916
in drilling increased , W in all : ;i

the opening of spring, and though within the
half-year i)eri<xl no - '

*

-,•

discovered there was a .v . . . ^...,. ;. s

and new extensions that was at i

gratifying success. So marked was this success
in the Augusta and El I>)rado p ' '•\
Kansas, the Blackwell jv--' '•. ;»..

.

Okla., and the Shamrock < :on o( tht

ing pool in Creek County, ( )kla., that at the end
of the half-year • ' '

'

sumption of cTud. .. ,. ..^^.
tains are essentially in .oe and a ti

toward weaker prices for Mid-Continent .••
.

is apparent. Thus far this t< ' >

afTecte<I high-grade crude oil ""'^

of lowering the premium on
are in greatest demand, but lis mriuence on
market qu * • ns is ' *••

if j
• ' \

continues r lyinc:... .; .: the r-

>**ildcat cai: . . now under way in t

west results in the c!iscover>' of even one con-
siderable pool of high-grade oil.

Little Data on Ssrlvanita

The Geological Sur\fv has i>sucd r *^-"ij

e.specially on sylvanite. but the assay
luriumbearing ores including sylvanite was

and Pr •naltreated in Bulletin 253.

Paper 54 treats of the C* '

"

Colorado, which is the .. ;.
'

gold telluride bearing c t. These j

lications are both out of slock at the Sur-
vey, but V \ 253 may 1

'
•\

the Super .... .. .
• '' P

ton. I), r . for \< I

54 is entirelv out of print, but a copv of

be > 'in the pu*
lae largei ca;ci> ul the country.

this

librano ui

^_

Jtffrej Hai N«w Bulla tin

I'lf TiM'fV \J (fill' 1. •iir'i',/ i' .•iitiit^t

177. (Icahnit

truck 1

wilh *clt-i»

They havr
per I

a\ rr.i.,

Ult.x i

ity uf

ived.
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QUICKSILVER OUTPUT IN 1916

WILL EQUAL THAT OF LAST YEAR

The domestic quicksilver industry has con-

tinued active during the first six months of 1916,

and the average price for the period has been

about double the exceptionally high average for

the entire year 1915.

Figures just compiled by the United States

Geological Survey show that the total produc-

tion of quicksilver in the United States in 1915

was 21,033 flasks of 75 pounds each, having a

marketed value of $1,826,912, or an average of

S86.86 per flask. Of this output 14,283 flasks,

selling for $1,174,881, came from California, and
the remainder almost entirely from Texas and
Nevada. The actual average sales value for

the whole country exceeded the average market
value in San Francisco—which was $85.80 for

the year. In 1914 the domestic output was
16,548 flasks, valued at $811,680, and therefore

the production for 1915 showed an increase of

over 27 per cent in quantity and 125 per cent in

value.

The increased domestic demand for quicksilver

in the last eighteen months has been due mainly
to war requirements for fulminate and drugs.
Early in 1915 domestic stocks began to be drawn
upon and production became more active, but
as foreign embargoes left the field clear and
domestic output was unable to meet the rapidly
increasing call for the metal, prices continued to

rise throughout the year and into the early
months of 1916, the high mark of $300 a flask

being passed in February. Naturally every
mine and prospect became of interest. The
reaction set in, however, as' the high prices
drew out quicksilver supplies in Mexico and
elsewhere that had been originally purchased
for amalgamation of gold and silver ores, and
finally as the British Government permitted
exports to America under certain limitations.
The average monthly domestic price in San
Francisco, which had climbed from $51.90 in

January, 1915, to $295 in February, 1916,
dropped to $219 in March, $141.50 in April,
$90 in May, and about $72 in June.
The market remained steady and in general

highly profitable, and as domestic prices have
dropped below London quotations exports rather
than irnports of the metal may be expected.
There is probably no great quantity of metal
stored, and consumption is undoubtedly ab-
normally large.

Favorable markets have brought out great
activity in search for new prospects, and dis-
coveries near Morton, Wash., and Beagle,
Oreg., in 1916 have led to some development and
construction of re^luction plants. Also in the
Skull V^alley deposits, Ariz., referred to many
years ago by \V. P. Blake, and at Black Pine,
Idaho, some activity is reported. Many old
(^ have been repaired or enlarged in
C;^... ,;i,;a, Nevada, and Texas, old workings
have been reopened, and new discoveries have
ln;en developed.

'
' ly the exceptionally high prices of

^'•, • -V months have led to gouging and
ro;jh.mg many mines of their best ore, and the

average tenor of the ore worked by the larger
mines during the first half of 1916 may prove
considerably below that of previous years.
Moreover, some mines have undoubtedly passed
their maximum productivity. These condi-
tions are probably offset to some extent by the
fact that more furnace capacity is now working
on quicksilver ores than at any previous time in
the history of the industry. On the whole the
midyear outlook is for an output in 1916 fully
equal to that of 1915.

MANGANESE MINING SHOWS
GREAT ACTIVITY DURING 1916

There has been a greatly increased activity
among the manganese mines of the United
States during the first six months of 1916. This
activity is shown by the operation of new mines,
the reopening of old mines, and more regular
production from the mines already active.
There is a prospect that the production for the
entire year, according to D. F. Hewett, of the
U. S. Geological Survey, will greatly exceed
that for 1915, which was 9,651 tons, the largest
since 1901. Several discoveries are reported
from Arizona, California, Oregon, Utah, and
Virginia, and there are new operators in Arkan-
sas, California, New Mexico, Utah, and Virginia.
During the first quarter of 1916 the prices of

all grades of manganese ore rose rapidly to the
highest figures recorded in 30 years. Prices
of 60 to 65 cents a unit for ore containing 45 to
50 per cent of manganese and more than 1 per
cent of iron were freely offered about April 1

and it is reported that 70 cents a unit, or $35 a
ton was paid for several lots. During the second
quarter prices remained constant at these figures.

Large quantities of Brazilian ore continue to be
received, and there is a prospect that the imports
will exceed those of 1915, which were the largest
on record with the exception of one previous
year.

Several new producers have entered the ferro-
manganese field, and although imports from
England appear to be greater than last year, it

appears tiiat the domestic production for 1916
will be the largest in the history of the country.
Prices for ferromanganese for immediate delivery
in March reached the highest figure ever
recorded—$425 a ton for small lots—and large
quantities were sold for $350 to $400 a ton.
For delivery within six months the price has
remained constant at $175 a ton. During the
second quarter prices receded to $350 a ton
for immediate delivery.
As long as the present demand for steel con-

tinues there is little prospect for greatly reduced
prices of either manganese ore or ferromanganese,
and even if peace is declared during the winter
prices can scarcely decline to .normal for at
least six months or a year.

Producers of manganese ore particularly
should realize that never before for so long a
period has there been a better opportunity for
the profitable mining of manganese ore. They
should realize also that this condition cannot
continue indefinitelv.



LAKE SUPERIOR IRON MINES SHIPPING ORE AT
RATE OF 2,000,000 TONS MONTHLY

An Increase of Eighty-three Per Cent Shown During First Five Months of 1916 Over

the Corresponding Period of Last Year -United States Will Produce 70,000,000

Tons of Iron Ore This Year, Thus Setting New High Record

The first six months of 1916 in the iron in-

dustry showed a continuation of the highly

prosperous conditions that prevailed during

the last four or five months of 1915. ac-

cording to E. F. Burchard of the United
States Geological Survey. In fact, activity

was even greater in 1916 than in the first

half of 1915. Large increases are shown in

the output of both iron ore and pig iron.

The shipments of ore from the Lake Superior

region during the first five months of 1916

were more than 10.000.000 gross tons, or 83

per cent greater than those of the correspond-

ing period of 1915.

Ore prices at lower lake ports for 1916 were
increased 75 cents a ton over those for the

season of 1915. but lack of bt^iats is reported

to have forced concessions in the price of

ore from some mines that do not control

their Lake transportation facilities.

The production of coke and anthracite pig

iron in the first five months of 1916 showed
an increase of 66 per cent over that of the

corresponding period in 1915. and prices are

from $5 to $7.25 per ton higher, or 33 to 40

per cent above those in June. 1915

Prices for steel bars and beams have in-

creased 100 to 130 per cent over those of a

year ago. and if conditions are not adversely

affected by miners' strikes now threatening

and if the present strong demand for iron

and steel continues, the total ore output
from the Lake Superior region may possibly

reach 60.000.000 gross tons.

Birmingham and other iron districts are

not capable of such rapid increases in output
ac the Lake districts, and if 10.(KK).()00 tons be

estimated for the produ "

• dis-

tricts it indicates a p --tic

production of iron ore ^ .-. 'Js

for 1916 At any rate, there arc good indi-

cations that a new high record of iron-ore pro-

duction will be made this year.

GRAPHITE PRICES SHOW
INCREASE DURING 1916

M '
I scar >

'-d in 1915

in < rably ....^

ar( to data

...an tn 1914.

the United

States Geological Survey. The price c. i. f.

\ew York increased from about 6 cents per

pound at the beginning of the year to II or

12 cents at the end of the year. There was
no notable change in the character of the

graphite as compared with 1914; it averaged
about 85 per cent "-"hitic carbon, was not
subdivided into ^ and required finish-

ing in this country before utilization. Most
of it has entered the manufacture of cru-

cibles. The scarcity of bottoms and the in-

creasing demand in France for the Madagas-
car product makes it impossible at present

for American firms to secure as much of this

product as they desire.

The price of Korean graphite early in

1915 was about $25 00 per ton c. i. f. New
York. As a result of increased marine freight

rates and the scracity of bottoms the price

in New York rose to about $40 00 per ton at

the end of the year and $5000 in March. 1916

Some of the m ' has come by rail from

Seattle to the Auaiiuc "^ ^^ ird. The Japa-

nese government has rt- ,.: . 1 no jr.inrn::rrrs

from consumers in regard to the n

of this graphite. Korean graphite is amor-
phous, analyses SO to 85 per cent g- vc
carbon, and ' ' * * ' n
foundry faci:.^., , .. -

:

'"•

vention of boiler sc
The unsettled conditions in Mexico re-

sulted in greatly r< of

Mexican graphite in ijio 'h

1911. The >" '»' r \-r ..».- .^

able for
1 X

4 to 5 cents per pound c. i. t. New York
Late in 1915 the price rose to 5 to 6 cents

per 1

T... . V icr grades of American flake graphite

sold in large lot« at the mines in the Kast>

crn United States at from 6 to 8 cents per

pound and in New York City at from 8 to 10

cents per p
••
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SIDNEY PAIGE
Geologist

Sidney Paige is one of the few members of
the Geological Survey who is a native of
Washington, D. C. His early education was
acquired in the public schools here. Later he
did two years' work at the University of
Michigan, but did his graduating work at
Yale. Previous to joining the Geological
Survey in 1902, he spent two years with the
Isthmian Canal Commission in Nicaragua.
Some years later he spent three months in
Panama doing geological work under the di-
rection of the Panama Canal Commission.
For six summers Mr. Paige did work in

Alaska. He visited nearly every placer dis-
trict of prominence in that territory. In ad-
dition he has done geological work in the
quartz mining regions and has made some
study of Alaskan coal.

Mr. Paige made a detailed investigation of
the mineral resources and the geology of the
Llano-Burnette area of Texas. He also spent
considerable time at Silver City, N. Mex., in
studying the important mining regions in that
vicinity. He is the author of the Silver City
folio which was published bv the Geological
Survey recently.

Perhaps the most important work done by

Mr. Paige was his investigation of the pre-'Cam-

brian geology^ of the Black Hills. During this

work he discoyered interesting facts regard-
ing the Honiestake ore body. Last year Mr.
Paige devoted to the copper deposits of Burro
Mountain district in the vicinity of Tyrone,
N. Mex.
On July 1, Mr. Paige assumed the duties of

chief of the section of western areal geology
with supervision of the parties doing general
geologic work in the Western States.

EVERY UNDERGROUND WORKER
WILL BE SKILLED FIRST-AID MAN

IN TEN YEARS, IT IS PREDICTED
With regard to the Bureau of Mines and its

first-aid movement, the Journal of the
American Medical Association in a recent
issue prints the following letter from F. E.
Clough, M.D., of Lead, S. D.:
"In connection with the propaganda for

the spread of the First-Aid Movement, which
is now being fathered by a Committee of
which Dr. Joseph C. Bloodgood of Baltimore
is the chairman, practically no credit has
been given to the most active agent in this
field—the United States Bureau of Mines.
"For a number of years the Bureau of

Mines has had specially trained groups of
men living in cars equipped to fight mine
fires and other mine catastrophes stationed
at stragetic points throughout the country.
From time to time these cars travel to all

the mining districts, and when not engaged
in fighting fires, give instruction on First Aid
to the injured and in the use of the different
forms of breathing apparatus to be worn
in case of mine fires.

"After thoroughly training many different
groups in a State it is the custom of the Bu-
reau of Mines to hold a contest in which these
different teams participate. For the past
three years the teams winning these State
Contests have participated in a National
First Aid Meet in which suitable prizes are
given. Last year at the Annual Nation-
wide Contest held by the Bureau of Mines
at San Francisco, teams came from practically
every mining State in the Union and from
Alaska as well. So widespread has this move-
ment become in the mining world that, al-

most without a single exception, every up-
to-date mining company is devoting much
time to training their men in this line. This
spirit has become generalized only through
the teaching of the Bureau of Mines. We ar^
of the opinion that in less than ten years
hence every underground worker in the
United States will be compelled to become
proficient in the handling of injured men.

'T have been connected with mining hos-
pitals for some time, and never having be-
longed to the Bureau of Mines, am offering
this testimony to show, from the standpoint
of a mining surgeon, what a potent factor
in the First-Aid Movement the United States
Bureau of Mines has been from the earliest
days of this movement."



UNPRECEDENTED ORE SHIPMENTS BLOCK RAIL-
ROADS TO UTAH SMELTERS

State Is Producing Copper at Rate of 225,030,033 Pounds for the Year—Utah Copper
Company Is Treating 34,030 Tons of Ore Daily -Silver Production

Makes Big Gain Over Last Year

The high prices of metals during the last

six months caused Utah producers to put all

available miners to work getting out ore.

In some of the sno^v-bound camps large

quantities of ore were stored during the win-

ter months and when this was released to the

buyers a curtailment was requested by tht

smelters of all producers exceeding contract
limits. During May and June hundreds of

cars of ore, waiting to be unloaded, blocked
the railroad lines to sampler and smelters.

Much of the ore is stockpiled, as it is impos-
sible to treat more than a certain quantity
on account of the limited working capacity.

Reports received by the U. S. Geological
Survey from its field office at Salt Lake City
indicate that no great increase in gold may
be expected for 1916, but silver production,
which is dependent largely on the produc-
tion of lead, has gained over previous years,

principally from Bingham. The lead output
from ores produced at this camp will exceed
all former totals.

At the present rate of output, fully

225,000.000 pounds of copper will be produced
in 1916. this estimate having been made from
the increased tonnage being treated at the

concentration mills near Garfield The Utah
Copper property mined and shipped in May
911.000 tons of ore, and during June, the rat^

of output was greatly increased, and about
31,000 tons of ore was treated daily. Other
copper mines are producing to the capacity
of their equipment At the increased rate of

production and higher price, the total value
of the copper output will probably be double
that of 1915.

Zinc production from sulphide concentrate
and oxidized and sulphide ores will not
largely exceed the 1915 output of 22 million

pounds, estimated .1 . Park Ciy. Bing-

ham, Tintic. and I'l .Mij.ii.»ry district were
the principal regions producing.

Among the metallurgical improvements is

the establishment of sulphuric acid works at

Garfield and the prospect for treating l^wer-

grade copper ores by leaching. At '^

'

City, in the Tintir '-riei. th- .'''•'';

leaching plant has it.s x.

of silver precipitate.*?, and the process is now
considered a sui'ccss.

SAFETY ASSOCIATION S BULLETINS
PLEASE WORKMEN IN MINE

A sjjlcndid outlook for the work being con-
ducted by the mining section of the National
Safety Association is seen by H. M. \V **^''\

mine safety engineer, of the Bureau of .'

Mr. Wolflin attended the recent meeting of
ihe executive committee of the National Safety
Council, which f«)rmu' • • ' the p' -— •' -

the council meeting to 1 in I

'

ber 17-20.

The execurive committee of the c

consists of H. M. Wilson, chairman; u. r.
Tillson, of the New Jersey Zinc r.iMimny;
H. G. Davis, of the Delaware. La . &
Western Railroad- C. E. Pettibonc, of the
Pickands-Mathcr C y. Ch ' \. Ohio;
\V^ A. Luce, of the .. )rth C- .... i;c.s Com-
pany

; J. \V. Paul, formerly mine safety en-
gineer of the Bureau of Mines: R. Dawson
Hall, of Coal Age, and Mr. Wolflin. who is

secretary of the r •'!.

Mr. Wolflin is opinion thai the min-
ing section is filling a want which was not
being met before in .; safety bulle-
tins of interest to the w nes.

Members of the safely '-.f fhat
there were a great many

1 cr-
est to the technical men, bui very liiilc that
would appc

'
'

. . .
' •

., ^ ^^
suit, the !»;.. ,.. «..

-

bfgun. They are so arr.. .

till the principal stories. The popularity of
these hu" is indicated by the very large
demand 1... .ncm.

JEFFREY MANUFACTURING CO
REOPENS SEATTLE OmCE

The JefTrev M.innf «, rifTU' r ..n r

Columbu.s. Ohio.
their northwestern branch ottice at Seattle.
W.Tsh

. .ind thr app<' '
' '' v E*

Wr .'ht. <\>nsult:ng M( ' as
t .Nf.in.H'iT for n

and Alberta. Mr.
W : :^:.:.

-•
• lince

lUlO. .

pany
ied experience and tr.i m the hand-

. >*>'rk*

J trans*w
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ARIZONA PRODUCING COPPER AT RATE NEARLY
DOUBLE THAT OF ANY OTHER STATE

If Pace Set During First Six Months of 1916 Is Kept Up State Will Have Output for

Year of 600,000,000 Pounds of Copper—Inspiration Plant Supplying One-

fourth of State's Copper—Great Activity Being Shown
in Gold and Zinc Mining

The mines and smelters of Arizona have
been working at a pressure so high in 1916

that they are probably making record pro-

ductions of all metals. If they continue to

work at the present rate during the year
they will make an output of over 600,000,000

pounds of copper, against about 450,000,000

in 1915, according to reports received by
the U. S. Geological Survey from Victor C.

Heikes, of the Salt Lake Office. A corre-

sponding increase in the output of the precious

metals and an increase in that of lead and
zinc, which is probable will, at the greatly

increased prices, make the total value of the

output in 1916 nearlv double that of 1915,

which was about §88,000,000. Thus Arizona
not only retains first place as a copper pro-

ducer, but is producing at a rate nearly
double that of any other state. Aside from
a general effort to take advantage of an un-

usually active market, several factors have
aided this increase, such as the settlement of

the strike at the Clifton-Morenci mines in

January'. The International smelter, which
treats Inspiration ore, contributes the greatest
part of the increase, for this plant is supply-
ing about one-fourth of the total copper.
Marked increases and improvements were
made at the United Verde, Miami, Calumet
and Arizona, and Old Dominion mines, and
the Sasco plant in Pima County was again
blown in. The railroad to Ajo was completed
and work has been begun there on a 4,000
ton leaching plant.

There is great activity in the production
of gold, especially in Mohave County, and the
high price of zinc has stimulated production
at the Tennessee, Union Basin and Kingman
zmc properties. The mill at the Union Basin
mine wa? enlarged, and work at the San
Xavier mine in Pima County was resumed.

DEMAND FOR CEMENT CONTINUES
DESPITE INCREASING PRICES

The first half of 1916 has been a busy period
for the Portland cement industry in most parts
of the United States. Labor troubles have
caused the temporary shutting down of a few
plants in Illinois, and the business ordinarily

care of by these plants has gone to others
Central States, but none has been re-

: i as having voluntarily clor-.ed in 1916.
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The opening of a new cement plant nowadays,
when the country is so well dotted with plants,

is an event of importance, and the fact that two
new ones have begun operations is of considerable
interest. Both of them are in the Middle West,
one at its extreme north, at New Duluth, Minn.,
the other at its extreme south, at Houston, Tex.
The location of both was influenced more largely

by commercial considerations than by the
proximity of raw materials. The plant at New
Duluth, a mill of the Universal Portland Cement
Company, utilizes limestone brought by boat
from the shore of Lake Huron near Alpena,
Mich., and slag from the blast furnaces of the
Minnesota Steel Company at New Duluth.
The plant at Houston is Mill No. 2 of the Texas
Portland Cement Company. It manufactures
cement from oyster shells dredged from a reef

in Galveston Bay and clay from Harrisburg,
Tex. This plant is on tidewater, and efforts

will be made to establish for it an export trade
with South America.

In 1914 and 1915 there was a decrease in the
production of cement, consumers exercising
strict economy in its use, but the year 1916
shows a reaction, having opened with a demand
unprecedented for a midwinter season. Prices,

which had averaged only 86 cents a barrel for

the entire year 1915, began to rise toward the
end of that year and in the Eastern and Middle
States, where cement sold at 70 to 90 cents a
barrel, they continued to rise in 1916 until, in

June, they ranged from $1.10 to $1.25 a barrel.

The increased prices, of course, do not mean an
equivalent net increase in returns to the manu-
facturers, for the costs of explosives for blasting
and of coal have both risen, and laborers are in

many places demanding an increase in wages.
These comparatively high prices have not,

however, checked the demand for cement.
Many manufacturers are selling all they can
produce, and others are even drawing on stocks
so as to fill orders promptly.
Although no statistics have been reported to

the United vStates Geological Survey at this date,

it is believed that the total output of Portland
cement for the first half of 1916 has considerably
exceeded that for the corresponding period of

1915. In general an optimistic feeling prevails
among manufacturers, and it is confidently
predicted that the year will show a gain over
1915, both in production and shipments of

Portland cement. Moreover, there is a fair

possibility that they will exceed those of 1913
and thus establish a new record.



LORDSBURG DISTRICT DOUBLES ITS PRODUCTION
OF COPPER-GOLD ORES

New Mexico Camp Makes Fine Showing, Mid-Year Estimate of Geological Survey
Shows—State Shows Appreciable Increases in Lead, Copper and Zinc

Production During First Six Months of the Current Year

The mines of New Mexico during the first

six months of 1916 show small increases for

gold and silver and appreciable increases for
lead, copper, and zinc, according to C^ '

W. Henderson of the United States Geo^ ^
Survey.

In the Mogollon district. Socorro County,
which in 1915 produced 40 per cent of the
gold and 65 per cent of the silver output of

the State, the Fanney and the Last Chance
cyanidation mills were operated continuously,
and the Cleaveland-Weatherhead mill, idle in

1915. was placed in operation in April. Gold
bullion and concentrates continued to be
shipped from the Elizabethtown district. Col-

fax County, and gold bullion fnjm the White-
oaks district. Lincoln County. The output of

silver was affected considerably by the idle-

ness of the Cossak cyanidation mill, in the
Cochiti (Bland) district. Sandoval County.
Gold • r ore continued to be shipped from
the ( ,. inde district, Otero County. The
purchase by the Phelps-Dodge Company of a
large area in the Organ Mountain district.

Dona Ana County. promi.<;es a future produc-
tion of all five metals. Siliceous and copper
ores carrying gold were shipped from the
Lordsburg district in quantities that indicate
an output nearly double that of 1915. The
Santa Fe Gold and Copper Co.'s matting
plant at San Pedro was operated contin-

uously. The Burro Mountain Copper Co.'s

flotation mill in the Burro Mountain rlistrict

was placed in operation in April. 1916 The
Chino Copper Co.'s mill, which in 1915 pro-

duced concentrates containing >93

pounds of copper, yielded during' *"t I'r^t

quarter of 1916 a total of 16.267.1.)0 pounds,
the total quantity of ore treated for the three

months being Tll.KK) tons, an average of

7.S50 tons a dav. the h "

•d bv the .,ni

iients of .
.

trict increased Lead ore was sh

Cooks Peak and Tres He:
from

Magdalena district. Socorro Countv. In-
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Tantalum Difficult to Analyze

There is no simple and accurate ic^i lur

tantalum. One of the indicative tests is the
specific gravity which is always high. The
ordinary tantalum minerals, columbite, or
tantalite. as it is known when it i- ' *

pure manganese iron tant.iV.te, is I ;

nearly black and has a s; gravity rang-
ing from 6 to 8.2 dependmg on the quantity
of tar" ' Tantalum and c«' ' -im
are a... : ; ....ily r.r,-.,-nt in r;,v

mineral and if the ^ .num »s in

quantity the specific gravity is lowered The
streak and color are * . • • • • .

probably browner if m
ent. Columbite is in-

fused with soda the fusion is decompo.scd b>*

hydrochloric acid, giving a white, curdy pre-
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H. M. WOLFLIN
Mine Safety Engineer, Bureau of Mines

H. M. Wolflin received his elementary educa-
tion in the common schools and high schools of
California, Texas and Arizona. He was gradu-
ated from the University of Arizona with the
degree of Bachelor of vScience in 1907. He
returned the following year and was graduated
with the degree of B. S. in Mining engineering.
In October, 1908, he entered the Technologic
Branch of the United States Geological Survey
as Jimior Engineer. He was engaged for a time
at the Pittsburgh, Pa., station with the physical
testings of explosives and then transferred to
the field work of the mining division, where he
was engaged in mine safety investigations and
coal ' ng in West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Ohio, ington, and British Columbia, until
he was placed in charge of the newly established
Mine Rescue Station in Seattle, Wash., early
in 1910.

He was made district engineer of the Bureau
of Mines in the Northwest when the Bureau
was r

1, and had charge of mine rescue
car ^«'v.^ a.i'i the Seattle station, though most
of his time was spent on safety investigations
in the coal and m.etal mines of the district.

He was given leave of absence to attend
Columbia University for a year and was gradu-
ated from the School of Applied Science in

1913 with the degree of Master of Arts; after

which he was given the problem of investigating

rne'tal mine ventilation for the Bureau and
worked at this until January, 1914, when he
was placed in charge of the cooperative work
between the Bureau of Mines and the Industrial

Accident Commission of the State of California.

He was successful in organizing this work and
in securing the cooperation of the mine operators,

who were at first strongly opposed to interference

of the State and Federal officials in their affairs.

A survey of mining conditions was made
through the State of California, after which
mine safety rules were prepared by a committee
composed of three mine operators, three miners
and Mr. Wolflin. These rules were adopted by
the Industrial Accident Commission and put in

force on January 1, 1916. The Commission has
authority to enforce such rules almost as vigor-

ously as laws can be enforced.

Mr. Wolflin was then promoted to the position

of Mine Safety Engineer of the Bureau of Mines
and was transferred to Pittsburgh, Pa., to take
charge of the Mine Safety Inv^estigation of the
Bureau, including its mine rescue and first-aid

work,
Mr, Wolflin is a member of the American

Institute of Mining Engineers, the American
Mining Congress, San Francisco Engineers
Club, etc.

Adoph Knopf, of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, is making an investigation of

tin deposits thirty-five miles north of Battle

Mountain, Nevada. Before returning to Wash-
ington he probably will 'be assigned other

geological work in the same general region.

E. 0. Eckles, formerly of the Geological

Survey, but now engaged in private prac-

tice in Washington, also was a member of the

Fort Oglethorpe camp.

B. S. Butler is making some special ex-

aminations of the Cottonwood district of

Utah in the interest of the Geological
Survey.

J. S. Diller, of the United States Geological
Survey, has been called to Lassen Peak, Cal.,

by the renewed activities of that volcano. Dr.
Allen, of the Carnegie Geographical Labora-
tory and Dr. David T. Day, of the Bureau
of Mines, also have gone to investigate this

interesting example of vulcanism.

Ralph Arnold, a geologist of Los Angeles,
formerly with the United States Geological
Survey, was in Washington last month en
route to Venezuela. He will do geological
work in connection with the General As-
phalt Company's oil developments.



MONTANA'S METAL OUTPUT IN 1916 PROMISES
TO EXCEED $140,000,000

First Six Months of the Year Indicate that Record-Breaking Oatput of Last Year
Will Be Exceeded Greatly This Year—Output of Copper Promises to Reach

350,000,000 —Anaconda Is Averaging 26,000,000 Pounds a Month

The unusually high prices of metals in 1916
have stimulated mining to a marked degree in

Montana, especially at Butte. At the {present

rate of production, there will be notable in-

creases in the output of all metals, and a marked
increase in the total value of the output. Ac-
cording to reports received by the United States
Geological Sur\'ey from its Salt Lake representa-
tive, V. C Heikes, the output is now being made
at a rate which will give a total value of alx)ut

$140,000,000 to the year's metals instead of
about $87,000,000, the value in 1915. The
production of gold from precious metal bullion
is showing a large increase and will be augmented
by gold from a much greater output of copper
ore. The production of silver will doubtless
keep pace with that of copper and with the
increased output of zinc.

The production of copper, though below the
normal in January and Februar\', has been in-

creased toward the middle of the year by l)oth

the Anaconda and East Butte com^xinies.

This gain indicates that the output of copper
for the vear may be .^50, (KM),000 jxjunds against
275,000^000 pounds in 1915. The East Butte
mine was averaging 1,300,000 jxDunds a mc>nth
the first five months and the Anaconda about
26,000,0(K) pounds a month, with a better rate

in April and May. The latter cc

been busy remodeling its big cu;.... .......

I>lant at Anaconda and constructing a zinc plant,*

as well as building a new refinery at Oreat Falls.

An incrciise of alxjut iO jh-t cent in tl •

of zinc during the year is indicate*!. . . ;..

tirst quarter of 1916 the Butte and Sujwrior
mine pnxluceti nearly 4S,(K)0,000 i>ounds of

• in . or at the rate of

i _, ; ;j, jOO !>>..;. . . .ir. The Elm Orlu

mine has also inc: shipments of zinc con-

centrates to alxjut 5,000 tons a month and rruiv

e this rate. The le^id j)ro<hicti»»n will

•IV \iC J« 1 f..! .. < •. 1 1 1. •, -i ' t -^1' III tin- iTimT

it of con
High prices ot mcuil have given U'ttcr

and •

. and may result in

ores.

.; outpu;

MILLION YEARS SMALL UNIT IN
CALCULATING GEOLOGIC TIME

r ic tniic ha.s iK'en so 1<

. ..^:.... ,1

thousands of ye.c The ajje of the oUicr

stratified rock.s runs into millions of ycart.

and in f ting their age it js hardly safe
to use a .iw.cr unit than a million - '< and
the margin of error in such an < wte is

probably several million years.

A year is too small a unit for such measure-
ments and there is no means of comparing it

directly with the quantity to be measured.
The problem is similar to that which con-

fronts the man who stands looking down
many miles of track and tries to estimate
the number of ties in that d: by count-
ing the few ties in sight li^^ i.m see a few
score of them, but farther on they are in-

distinguishable and still farther the track it-

.self narrows to a vanishing point, yet he
knows there must be thousands of ties in

the stretch of track that he can see. Per-

haps miles down the track is a building and
from its apparent size he can guess how far

away it is and thus estimate, within a few
thousands, the number of ties between him
and the building. Geologists have to 6n the
- •"•• thing. They know the rocks must be

as of years old. for during the few ccn-

:uries of human experience the addition to

the thickness of the stratified rocks has been
very slight, and they have a few ' * ks

which help them to estimate how iw.t.i. •ad-

h'ln.s. but not morr r\'.-c th.nn that.

The age of the ^ can be esti-

mated more closely, as they he. figuratively

'it at that point on the track

\s,uir I.
' • •

-'.ir tci mr- •- "id

t !>r i: . c have al

the rates of n n of

Niagara Falls, of building forward ol certain

of w the coast.
.1 .. ..T..

: the t

States This date if >

to 3.5.000 %

t at from

?.'•

and arc a few I

^f is probable ti*>mcwhere between
and 00.000 vrars.

,•>

I. of 1 in« . hat been
> in W on

MS
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

Photo by Harris & Ewing

FRANK C. SCHRADER
Geologist

Frank Charles Schrader was born in Ster-

ling, 111. He received his early education in

the public schools of that city. Later he
attended the University of Kansas and was
graduated from that institution in 1891 with
the degree of A. B. He then went to Har-
vard, where he was graduated with the de-

gree of A. M. in 1894. During the two years
that followed he taught geology at Harvard
and then came to the Geological Survey and
has been with that bureau continuously since.

Mr. Schrader has an acquaintance with min-
ing men in the United States as extensive as
has any man in the government service. Fol-
lowing is a brief sketch of the work that he
has done in the metal mining regions of
continental United States and Alaska:

Mr. Schrader was a member of the Geologi-
cal Survey party which went into Alaska
oyer the Chilcoute Pass and camped on the
site of the Klondike gold field which was
' "

' ' Ijttle later the same year. Since
i- e is on Canadian territory they

made no exammations there, although they
•-e aware that there was some gold in that
.':on. The party, of which Mr. Schrader
I- a member, crossed into American terri-

tory and made studies at Forty-Mile Creek,

Eagle Creek and Birch Creek, which were the
main mining camps in that part of Alaska
in 1896. It was while they were engaged
in this work that the first report of the re-

markable discoveries in the Klondike reached
the party of geologists. Every man in the

party was able to withstand the tremendous
temptation to throw up the government
work and take his chance in the new gold
region. Equipped with their knowledge of

mining and geology there is little question
that many of the members of this party
could have been able to locate valu-

able properties. They were so near the scene
of the strikes that they could have been
among the first on the ground, but rather
than be disloyal to the trust that had been
placed in them by the government, the geolo-

gists did not allow the Klondike fever to

interfere with their work.
The following year, which was 1897, Mr.

Schrader was engaged in geological work at

Silver City, Delamar and Seven Devils,

Idaho. He also made an examination of cer-

tain regions in the Chiracaucau Mountains
in Arizona.
In 1898 Mr. Schrader was detailed as a

geologist to the United States Army expe-
dition which made an inspection of the Cop-
per River district of Alaska. He was in

charge of a part of the expedition while in

the interior. His party went over the Valdez
Glacier with pack trains, and came down
the Copper River.
An adequate appropriation was furnished

the Geological Survey in 1899 for the con-

tinuance of the Alaskan work and Mr.
Schrader was put in charge of the party
which investigated the geology of the Arctic
slope of Alaska along the Chandlar and
Koyukuk Rivers.
In 1900 Mr. Schrader was sent back to the

Copper River. Some detailed investigations

were made necessary by the number of

mineral deposits that were being opened.
One of the most remarkable trips ever

taken by a Survey party was that of 1901.

when Mr. Schrader and other geologists made
an investigation of the region bordering on
the Arctic Ocean. The party went in via

the Yukon and dog-sledded from White-
Horse to Bergmann, which is above the Arc-

tic Circle. As soon as the ice broke up the

party ascended the John 'River to its head
and portaged over the mountains and de-

scended the Anaktuvuk River to the Arctic.

After extensive reconnoissance they decided
to make the ocean trip down the coast to

Nome. The trip was started in canoes and
Eskimo boats of walrus skins, but later at

a settlement they were able to buy a whale
boat, in which they finally reached Nome.
An interesting incident took place a few

days after the party arrived at Nome. An
incoming ship was sighted from the harbor,
but owing to a storm which was in progress
it was impossible for it to make port.

Through glasses it was seen that the ship's

flag was flying at half-mast. News of the
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attack on President McKinley had d
Nome and it was taken for granted l...ii uie

half-masted flag on the ship indicated that
the President had died. With no other evi-

dence than this a memorial service was held
in the town hall, which was attended by
practically every resident of Nome. Several
days later, when the boat was able to dock
it was ascertained that their surmise had
been correct.

In 1902 Mr. Schrader was sent back to the
Copper River and confined his work largely

to the study of the geology of the upper
regions of the Copper and Xanana Rivers.

During the several years spent in Alaska
Mr. Schrader became acquainted with a
large number of operators in the mining dis-

tricts of that territory. Since 1902 his work
has been confined to continental United
States.

In 1904 he made a geological investigation

of the oil and gas fields in the Independence
quadrangle in Kansas. He also did similar

work in Oklahoma. In 1905 he worked in

the Durango-Gallup district of Colorado and
New Mexico and studied the copper deposits

in the Zuni and Nacimiento mountains in N'ew
Me.xico.

In 1906 and 1907 he studied the mineral
deposits of the Mohave Country in Arizona.
In 190S his work was confined to the Libby.
Nine-.Mile Creek and Thompson Falls district

of Montana, and the Wallace district of

Idaho. In 1909 he did field work in Santa
Rita and Patagonia districts in .southern Ari-

zona, and in the Clear Water District of

Idaho.
The whole field season of 1910 he spent in

the Jarbidge region of the Elk Mountains
of Nevada.
During the three years following most of

Mr. Schrader's attention was given to the

mining regions of Nevada. He has made care-

*m1 •lies at Wonder, Rawhide. P ^ -rd.

Go. .. Antelope, Rochester, 1 w.

Hernice and Alpian districts. He alst) made
an examination of the Wind River district

of Wyoming.
La.st year Mr. Schrader made an extensive

trip in Colorado, during which he made
geology studies in the Durango, Leadville.

Cripple Creek and other districts.

He has been chief examiner of the pmnrr
ties and a witness in important mining
in the Federal Courts of New York. '

Denver. Spokane, Santa Fe and elscwncrc

UNITED STATES INCREASES AMOUNT
OF HIGUGRADE ASBESTOS MINED

The United Static m • ' ' -
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Current Federal Legislation

During the present session of Congress

22,946 bills have been introduced; 16,534 of

tliese were presented by members of the House
and 6,412 bv Senators.

The following bills of interest to the mm-
ing industry have been introduced during the

last month

:

S. 6230. by Mr. Chamberlain. This bill pro-

vides for the creation of a Council of Exec-

utive Information for the Coordination of In-

dustries and Resources for the National Se-

curity and Welfare, which is to consist of the

Secretary of War, the Secretary of the Navy,
the Secretary of the Interior, the Secretary

of Agriculture, the Secretary of Commierce
and the Secretary of Labor. The bill pro-

vides that the Council of Executive Informa-

tion shall nominate to the President, and
the President shall appoint, an advisory

commission consisting of not more than seven
persons, each of whom shall have special

knowledge of some industry, or the develop-

ment of some natural resource, or be other-

wise specially qualified, in the opinion of

the council to perform the duties prescribed.

The members of the advisory commission
shall serve without compensation, but allowed
actual expenses of travel and subsistence
when attending meetings of the commission
or engaged in investigations pertaining to its

activities.

It shall be the duty of the Council of

Executive Information to supervise and
direct investigations and make recommenda-
tions to the President and the heads of exec-

utive departments as to the locations of rail-

roads with reference to t^e frontier of the
United States so as to render possible expedi-
tious concentration of troops and supplies
to points of defense, the coordination of mili-

tary, industrial and commercial purposes in

the location of extensive highways and
branch lines of railroad, the mobilization of
military and naval re.sources for defense;
the increase of domestic production of articles
and materials essential to the support of
armies and of the people.
The sum of $2fXJ,000 a year is appropriated

to carry on the work outlined in this bill.

S. 6308. by Mr. Ashurst. This bill author-
izes the Secretary of the Interior to lease, for
production of oil and gas, ceded lands of
the Shoshone or Wind River Indian Reserva-
tion in the State of Wyoming.

S. Res. 217. By Mr. Hitchcock. The reso-
lution reads as follows

:

Resolved, That the Federal Trade Commis-
sion be, and it is hereby requested to make
an immediate investigation into the operations
and accounts of the leading companies pro-
ducmg anthracite coal, for the purpose of as-

328

certaining the facts concerning the recent in-

crease in the price of anthracite coal, and re-

port the same to the Senate, during the present

session of Congress, if possible.

Resolved, That the commission be requested
to include in its report a showing of the rela-

tion between the cost of labor and the price

of anthracite coal prior to said increase and at

the present time.

The resolution was passed by the Senate.

S. 5992, by Mr. Pittman. This bill permits
the Secretary of the Interior to grant permits to

corporations to remove timber from the public

domain for mining and domestic purposes in

other States than those in which such cor-

porations are incorporated.

S. 3444, by Mr. Martine. Authorizes the
Secretary of Agriculture to investigate and
report to Congress the expediency of having the
Government set apart a tract of land in the Dis-

trict of Columbia to permit each State and
territory to construct and maintain a building

for the installation of a permanent exhibit of

its resources. This bill has been favorably
reported by the Committee on Industrial

Expositions.

H. R. 407 has been passed by the house and
reported favorably by the Senate Committee on
Public Lands.

This bill, as amended, provides for stock

raising homesteads of 640 acres of such lands

as shall be designated by the Secretary of the
Interior as "lands the surface of which is, in

his opinion, chiefly valuable for grazing and
raising forage crops, do not contain merchant-
able timber, and are not susceptible of irrigation

from any known source of water supply."
All entries must be on "unreserved and

unappropriated public lands" and patents under
this act "shall be subject to and contain a reser-

vation to the United States of all the coal and
other minerals in the lands so entered and
patented, together with the right to prospect

for, mine and remove the same.
"The coal and other mineral deposits shall be

subject to disposal by the United States in

accordance with the provisions of the coal and
mineral land laws in force at the time of such
disposal."

Any person qualified "shall have the right at

all times, to enter upon the lands entered or

patented, as provided by this act, for the pur-

pose of prospecting for coal or other minerals
therein," being liable to the entryman for all

damage to the permanent improvements or

crops.

(It may well be questioned whether the words
"unreserved and unappropriated" will protect

an entryman in possession of a mining claim at

the time the stock-raising homestead filing is

made.

—

Ed.)
Owing to the coming of the conventions of the
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political parties last month, there was little work
done in Congress during more than half of the
time since the last issue of the Journal. In
contrast with the lack of activity earlier in the
month both Houses are now working under the
greatest pressure. The appropriation Mils have
right of track over other legislation. The
administration's program is certain to come next
in order. The chances for many important bills

being reached is growing less and less.

For weeks Senator Myers, of Montana,
chairman of the Public Lands Committee of the
Senate, has been bringing all i)ressure within his

power to bear upon the Senate in an effort to

secure consideration of the so-called oil land
leasing bill. The name by which this bill is

commonly called is a misnomer to the extent

that it does not mention thd various other
minerals which are included in the bill in addi-

tion to oil. Coal is not included in this bill but
Senator Myers has another bill covering it.

This bill is not nearly so far advanced as is the
oil land leasing bill. It still has to pass through
the committee stage.

Senator Myers had hoped to effect an arrange-

ment whereby the oil land leasing bill could be
taken up in the near future but as the month
closes he is not sanguine as to the bill's chances
for early consideration.

No bills were referred to the Senate Commit tcr

on Mines and Mining during the month. N->

meeting of the committee was held.

With the exception of some slight progress by
the sub-committee of the House Committee on
Mines and Mining, which is considering H. R.

175, a resolution by Mr. Randall, of California,

looking to conservation of coal lands, nothing
has been done during the month by the IL"
Committee on Mines and Mining. The (jiu

tion of a revision of the mining laws continues

to be the subject of most interest on the Hou.sc

side of the capital. Letters in regard to this

subject continue to reach '^'^^ 'irman !•'•< ^ of

the committee and Repr^ .Live ". of

Colorado. Mr. Taylor is preparing a statement

on this < -n which will be j)ul dished in the

Ar""-* *'. The Ic""^' '»'^ • jam practi-

cal, ^sible any of action "n
the Foster bill at this session. Some m«

of the I've the liill .shoiiia .'C

^,,1, '"• '" '"• ^ '.*'C of ihc

•n and the ^ ^' of the

calendar, it is i)ractically certain that no action

will be taken at t

*

:\.

H. R. 12544. ri 1 .vi Wl 1 t 1 V<' isii in

.

II It t

June 27, the House (

decided to report this bill favorably. 1 he

amendments ;

•

'

1
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gated Indian i
"
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the month and set forth in v

had been done at any j'

th'
•
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-

th.

At the last hearing Mr. Carter made it \

V. «. I

plain he did not oppose or advocate the bill,

but in case it is to be pas '

*'
* •

nVbr^ in wbi h the coa". :..,...;....

i be
I

'-d. He that if the
lands were sold that an intlividu;*! purchaser
might claim tV '

"

as is now enjo

.

.... ...,:. . .

It also was
;

1 out at the 1.

the people living in the five counties, which
comprise th-

. .- ^ ','n\ (Oklahoma,
are very a:. .. ,. ;... ^'-nts will h..

made whereby the ct)al and tit de;

in the Choctaw and Chickasaw reser\'ations

may be developed. It was shown that this

area comprises 44o.OOO acres, and '* ^v>< also

admitted that the mining comj now
engaged in mining in this region are better
equipped to operate these on an
economical scale than any ..uitis which
might become interested.

Some of the opposition to this bill came
from the desire to prevent Indian
being reduced to an easily convertib.c :ui. :

In case their assets should be reduced to

cash it then would be an easy matter, where
a majority of the members of the committee
favored it. to d '

'
'
""

members of the i;..>.

it. then would have ;

they could recover.
Owing to the ext- '

of the (•>'•••''•- '^ ,, ii.ii-t i.n i.i.»,.>i^

of the u iie of this bill arc not
bright.
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GEORGE. S. POPE
In Charge of Government Fuel Inspection,

Bureau of Mines

George S. Pope was born in Kane, 111., 1881.

Hi.s early education was secured in the pub-
lic schools at Kane and Carrollton, 111. After
completing his public school course, he at-

tended the University of Illinois for four
years, where he specialized in fuel work.
Since coming to Washington he has taken
supplemental work along the same line at
George Washington, University.

Mr. Pope was one of the first employes
associated with the Government fuel-testing
plant at St. Louis. After serving in this
plant until December, 1006, he was summoned
to W ' 'ton to assist in the inauguration
f>^ ^ .• " ii/)f purchasing coal for the Gov-
ernment nruUr the specification method, and
in establi'^hing a laboratory for the analysis
of coal. During the Jamestown exposition
Mr. Pope was connected with the fuel-testing
plant there. For the h=;* ^=v years he has

been special engineer in charge of Govern-
ment fuel inspection, which is a division of

the work of the Bureau of Mines.
The Government purchases $8,000,000 worth

of coal annually. Of this $7,000,000 worth is

tested by the Bureau of Mines. He is chair-

man of the committee of the American So-
ciety for Testing Materials, which was ap-
pointed to draft standard specifications for

purchase of coal. He is the author of a
number of bulletins dealing with sampling
and purchasing of coal.

THROAT TELEPHONE APPLICABLE
TO WAR USES, IT IS DECLARED

Application of the throat telephone to

military operations is urged in the following

letter to George S. Rice, chief mining en-

gineer of the Bureau of Mines:
"I may be taking liberties in writing you

in regard to military matters. However, it

is one in which I am very much interested. I

am, therefore, writing you in regard to the
application of the throat telephone used for

rescue work to military purposes.
"There are a number of applications where

the throat telephone with reel connection as
designed and. used by the Bureau, may be
very serviceable. As an illustration, an ob-
server posted close to the enemy's trenches
for the directing of artillery fire must be in

constant touch with the artillery. He must
do this as quietly as possible so as not to

betray his presence. The throat telephone and
reel can be attached to his belt, and the
reaching of his destination will be much sim-
plified due to the light weight and. principle

of the reel. Communications can then be
transmitted to the base without making dis-

tinct articulations, which would be an advan-
tage. This is also applicable to transmitting
the messages of men who are spying close

to the enemy's quarters. The light weight of

the reel will make it possible for a man to
carry sufficient wire, to go a long distance into
the enemy's territory and report without
opening his mouth.

"This telephone, having been developed by
the Bureau, may be credited to the Bureau as
a contribution to military science.

"At Springfield the Director advised me
that he had been appointed to organize the
.mining engineers of the United States for pre-
paredness, and with your approval, I would
suggest that this be brought to his attention."

Dr. F. L. Ransome and Mrs. Ransome and
Dr. Arthur C. Spencer and Mrs. Spencer were
the guests of Dr. George Otis Smith, Director
of the Geological Survey at a dinner at the
University Club on June 9. The dinner was
given in honor of t'he twentieth anniversary
of the date on which the Drs. Smith, Ran-
some and Spencer took the first civil service
examination ever given by the government
for the position of geologist.



HOME INSPECTION MADE A PART OF WELFARE
WORK AT UTAH PLANTS

American Smelting and Refining Company Names Miss Rose Korous to Advise with

Housewives in Health and Sanitary Matters Utah Prospectors May
Have Samples Analyzed Gratis - Gemmell Becomes

Director in Utah Copper Company

By A. G. Mackensie

The American Smelting tSc Refining Com-
pany has established a system of inspection
for the homes of its workers at its Gar-
field and Murray plants in Utah and has
engaged Miss Rose K«jrous to have charge
of the new work Miss Korous resigned her
position as supervisor of school nurses for

the Salt Lake City Board of Health June 15

and will ]>egin her duties with the company
July I. This action is an extension of the

company's welfare work among employes and
an important part of the duties of Miss Kor-
ous will be to advise wives of the company's
»vorkers regarding modern methods of sanita-

tion and otherwise guarding the health of

their families. She will also supervise the

company's emergency hospitals.

TO ANALYZE ORES

The Utah Chapter of the American Mining
Congress is planning to arrange, with the co-

operation of the Utah State Conservation
Commission and the State School of Mines,

to assist prospectors of the State by giving

them free qualitative analyses of mineral sj>eci-

niens, the determinations to be made in the

lal>oratories of the State School of Mine>. A
special winter course for prospectors in metal-

lurgy, mineralogy, geology ind mining is part

of the plan. It is not proposed to com-
pete in any way with commercial chemists and
assayers. The School of Mines will make
merely qualitative tests of specimens and will

advise the prospector whether his -

contains mineral in commercial tii.....i.>.v ,

and refer him to a commercial chemist or

assayer for quantitative determinations. It is

hoped to olrtain valuable data re.

location of the mineral resourcc-i «>i im .-i i »

in connection with the plan as well as lo

assist greatly the development of the indus-

try. It has l>een found that p: tors fre-

quently discard ' ivcn to con-

tain valuable m.;. ,.....- they do not

desire to spend money for a test on an un-

certainly This is especially true with respect

to the rarer minerals.

(;emmki.i. maijK hirkctor

Announcement wa* made in Salt Lake Cit>.

June •',. that R. C. <

of the Utah Copper ^..m.j....

a director of the r"'""-my, and *''•' T..t,M

M. Hayes, assistant ary and v

been elected treasurer of the company. Mr.
(lemmell is Governor of the Utah Chapter of
the American Mining Cor.-' ' Mr.
Hayes is an active memlnr ;»:cr's

board of directors.

HELP TRAI.NIXC CAMP

Utah mining men are active in the prepar-
edness movement in the State and are assisting

materially in the preparations for the Citi-

zens Military Tr:'-' -"u' Camp, ' *- '^dd at

Sah Lake City. •. 21 to rr 16,

1916. Among well-known minifYg men who
are assisting the movement are K. C. Gem-
mell. C. W. Whitley. T' Kearns and
William Wraith, each of i is a dirrrtor

of the Utah Chapter. Some of the le

companies have given em the privilege
of attending the ir . . on full jay
and individual minin^ ma''*- -"'-•in-
tial cash subscriptions to defray

,
.ry

expenses for the camp. Mr, Wraith is one of
the Utah memlnrrs of the Naval Consulting
Board.

COAL OPERATORS MCCT

The summer meeting of tbr Rocky Mountain
Coal Mining Institute. ct>- >I. of men en-

>s'.»«ed in coal mining in Utah. Colorado. New
Mexico and Wyomit ' ' ! at S '

* '

City June H and l*. .. V^ ;..

an<l their families in .i

Visiting delegations were met at Ca.^tle

•c. Utali. the v e 13 by Utah
'tf rs and th« '• in an m-
>n of the ii:

,
ics of Car-

lton County. The meetmg at Salt I^ake was
I by Governor W .. of

t i.i;i . May<^r W. Mont Fcrtj,. •; - ' *

City; J. iL Pctiit, Stale Ctaf Mine 1; ,

for Utah; fohn McNpil, of Denver, and F.

W. W of I> M , ad-
:i Safetv iKsx": Mr

.... 11'. I»fil :n (.11* \l ..,,.,

Mr. >: :. en-
gaged in the s%. giving > of his
oFi^fT

mining of i

V in ihe
I

k I I ^ , I I •! • "»\\ll »I\V*' Clf .'iii i.«i^< V i.», I' • « ^ 'Mil .

A C Watti.
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vice-president for Colorado; F. R. Weitzel,

vice-president for New Mexico; A. H. Cowie,

vice-president for Utah ; \V. D. Brennan, vice-

president for Wyoming; F. W. Whiteside,

of Denver, secretary-treasurer.

An enjoyable program of entertainment was
prepared for the \nsitors.

The matter of including the states of the

Nortliwest in the Institute was presented for

discussion at the meeting and will receive

further consideration at the annual business

meeting of the Institute, which will take place

in the fall.

That the prices of copper and zinc will

remain around their present levels for a con-

siderable period of time, due to the demand,

and that silver will sell for higher prices, due

to the increasing need of the world for hard

money, were opinions expressed recently by

D. C. Jackling, of the Utah Copper Company.

In discussing his impressions relative to

the copper market, Mr. Jackling said:

"There is no question that in time copper

prices will seek a normal level. For a long

period, however, the prices of copper will

follow the habits of that metal for the last

•two years, during which time the tendency has

been upward. There is nothing of which I

can learn that indicates a recession of prices.

The metal will undoubtedly sell lower in

the future, but that will not happen during the

present year.

"There is a demand for all of the available

output, with every reason to believe that this

demand will continue throughout the year. I

feel hopeful for very good copper prices foi

a considerable time in the future.

"Zinc is practically in the same position as

copper. The same thing can be said regarding
the demand for that metal, and, as a conse-

quence, its future prices.

"Students of world conditions believe that

silver will sell higher, due to an increasing

demand for hard money throughout the world.
Ir is well known that there is not enough
gold with which to transact business, and the

paper money, which has been issued in Euro-
pean countries, is even now depreciating in

value and is being replaced by silver coin. The
demand for silver from European mints is

heavier than it has been in years and may
be expected to be still heavier at the conclu-
sion of the war.
"The future for all of the metals is bright,

indeed, according to the best opinion of those
in a position to know."
There will be spent in the neighborhood of

$2,.j00,000 in improvements in the mine and
mills of the company in line with the policy

that the company has heretofore been follow-

ing. A large leaching plant will be constructed

this summer to treat some 40,000,000 tons of,

carbonate copper ores. The acid will be sup-

plied by the sulphuric plant now under
construction.

B. S. Butler and Dr. F. F. Hintze of the
Geological Survey arrived at Salt Lake City,

June 14, to begin their study in connection with
a professional paper for the Cottonwoods-
American Fork mining area, of Utah, as

requested in the petition recently presented to

the Survey by mining men of Utah, acting

through the tJtah Chapter of the American
Mining Congress. Messrs. Butler and Hintze
established their headquarters in Big Cotton-
wood Canyon and began their work at once.

The region under consideration is already a
considerable producer and is regarded as one of

great possibilities. The formation is unusually
complex and the work undertaken by the Survey
will be of great value to the operators of that

region.

IMPROVEMENT IN MANAGEMENT
OF FORESTS, SAYS IVIACBETH

Ravenel Macbeth, secretary of the Idaho
Mining Association has this to say with regard
to forestry relations

:

"We have found, in our relations with the

Forest Reserve officials, that the personal

equation enters, to a large extent, into the matter.

We have found in some sections prospectors have
been encouraged in their work, whereas, in other

sections these officials have failed to give such
encouragement—in fact, have so strictly inter-

preted the provisions of the regulations, that

prospecting has been hampered. We would
state, however, that since the organization of this

Association in 1913 a much better condition has
existed and that constant improvement is being

noted by the mining men.
"Formerly, in the matter of an examination

to secure patent, officials who had no knowledge
of the geological conditions existing in the section

in which the property was located were appointed
to make examinations and frequently, as a
result of ignorance, reported adversely, but,

owing to vigorous representations made to the

Department by this Association, such examina-
tions are now made by competent mineral
inspectors.

"At present we have taken up with the Depart-
nient the matter of withdrawing certain sections

in small areas, over which sheep are now per-

mitted to graze, for the use of prospectors who
have found it impossible to prospect in certain

sections of the State owing to the sheep having
ccaned up the country and not leaving any feed

for their stock."
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EDITORIALS

\ ICIUL'S THKORV ADXANCHD
IN TAXKNNKR HILL

The labor leaders in Congress, pre-

sumably with the approval of the labor

organizations, are making a persistent

fight to secure the passage of the Taven-
ner Bill, H. K. 8GGo.

The bill reads as follows

:

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That it

ihall be unlawful for any oflker, m (

superintendent, foreman, or other ; - : a

having charge of the work of any cmpl<>yc

of the United States Government to make
or cause to be made with a stop ' 'i or

other time-mea.suring device or . - ai a

time study of any job of any such employe
between the starlmg and completion thcre«»f.

or by the movements of any such i-

while engaged upon such w<»rk. N. , .
*.

-

miums or bonus or cash rewards shall be
paid to any employe in addition to his ri^:n

lar Avages, except for

in improvement or cc'ii'k.^ h lui .i.^ia-

tion of any Government nlant.

"Sec. 2. That any \ of tiic pro-

visions of this act shall l>c mI a t-

demeanor and ' ' '

of not more t. .... . .

of not more than six in at the
'

crction of the court."

The bill applies only to (lovcnunent

employes, but is intcnde«l to fix the stand

ard for employment in all lines. It

makes p<^)ssible the lowest efficiency and
in effect forbids the employer the right

to discover whether the service which he
must pay for is being rendered or not.

Why would it not be ecjually reason-

able and just to forbid the employe from
counting the money which he receives

for his work. My employer is forbid-

den to ascertain the amount of service

which my mood prompts me to render as

a day's work. I am prohibited from
counting the money which his mood
prompts him to give me as payment.

\\ by should not the groceryman be

protected against the reweighing or the

recounting by his customers of the goods
sold instead of being supervised by a

government inspector of weights and
measures?

This fight is based on the theory that

every man who is willing to work is en-

titled to a living and that if the whole
number of wage-earners shall do all the

work possible there will not be enough
work to provide continuous employnu:.:

for all, and therefore the interest of all

wage-earners requires that none shall do

so much work that there will not be

enough left undone to ref|uire the em-
ployment of all others.

This theory is vicious to the extent

that it makes for inefficiency. In t'

country the higher the efficiency the

greater the demand. Are we to frame
laws to protect against fraud in the pur-

chaser of one kind of service and laws to

protect fraud in another? Arc wc to

frame laws against efficiency in order

that all men may lind empK»yment by

the pr' of ilu man. \vl •

takes without com|>cn i, or shall we
form laws lo*iking to that i

which will c«»'nmand the world's mark •

and not only make work for all, but puts

labor at such a premium that the natir

law of supply and demand will cna

him to dictate industi

Avaunt with this hyj>ocriNy which, wh
pretending to serve, robs the er of

his earning |>owcr. his n

self rcs|)cct and hi> di.
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BIXDIXG CONTRACTS
ARE NECESSARY TO

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING

The refusal of the miners of the Pitts-

burgh district to be bound by the New
York wage scale agreement and the un-

rest which prevails in Indiana and else-

where, raise many questions vitally

affecting organized labor.

Is the authority of the duly accredited

agencies of either side to a contract to

be denied whenever the principals so de-

cide and the parties to a contract accept

its provisions only where it proves to be

to their advantage? If so, it will be

practically impossible to frame a contract

so evenly 'balanced and providing such

exact justice, or such equal advantage

to both parties that neither will desire its

repudiation.

The Constitution of the United States

denies even to a State the right to impair

the obligations of a contract. If such

contracts are not to be binding except

by mutually continuing consent, they

cease to be contracts and there would
seem to be no advantage in the wage
scale conferences which cost so much of

time and money.
If contracts made by the officials of a

labor union on behalf of its members are
to be repudiated there seems to be an
end of the principle of collective bar-
gaining.

The Mining Congress Journal be-

lieves in collective bargaining, but insists

that a bargain must represent a meeting
of minds between the parties authorized
to act, where each party is at perfect lib-

erty to accept or reject without the sacri-

fice of any existing right.

It is the inherent right of an owner to
o[>erate his coal mine with such ae^encies
as he is able to provide free from outside
interference.

Coal mine operators enter into a con-
tract, the violation of which will make
them liable for adequate damages with
the representatives of an organization
which is only to be binding upon the
other party during its pleasure, and un-
der threat that the operators' right to

use any other agencies of production will

be prohibited. ,

Such an agreement lacks two vital ele-

ments of every contract. It does not

result from a meeting of minds and be-

ing binding on one party only is without

adequate consideration.

Unless wage scale conferences are to

result in binding contracts which effect

a settlement of all points enumerated
therein, the practice of collective bar-

gaining will soon come to an end.

TRADE FOLLOWS EFFICIENCY
Sometime ago the ^Mining Congress

Journal challenged the generally ac-

cepted theory that ''trade follows the

flag" and insisted that trade follows effi-

ciency. Now comes Sr. Carlos A. Torn-
quist, of Buenos Aires, who has been
called the Pierpont Morgan of South
America with another theory : "The ex-

perience of the foreign banks in the Ar-
gentine Republic," he says, "has exploded
the theory that 'trade follows the flag.'

The results obtained there have shown
that trade follows capital, and even in

these early days of the investment of

American capital in Argentine issues and
enterprises there is ample evidence of

the truth and soundness of the latter

theory."

The Mining Congress Journal can-

not change its conclusion even to meet
the views of so eminent an authority.

Capital always follows the course yield-

ing the largest profit. European capital

invested in South American countries,

like all capital wherever invested in

trade, will buy those goods which can be
sold at the largest profit. All elements
of trade must be considered, but in the

end capital seeks the highest profit and
will buy the goods which it can secure
on the most favorable terms.

The flag will, or should, protect, and
capital will follow the lead of highest

profit into the markets of the world. The
foreign market cannot be reached except
on a competitive basis.

Trade follows efficiency.
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MINERS NOT ENERGETIC
IN LOOKING FOR ALXRKETS

Experts of the Geolu^ical Survey are

at a loss to explain the length of time

required for miners to learn of a short-

age in the market. In some instances an

active deinand and high prices will exist

for a year without greatly stimulating

production.

This, of course, does not apply to gold.

'>ilver. copper, lead, zinc and metals hav-

ing established markets. It does apply

to a long list of valuable metals of which
there are considerable deposits through-

(jut the United States.

It apparently requires the actual .solici-

tation of an ore buyer to arouse many
miners to the fact that they can find a

ready market for the mineral in their

properties. While just at the j)resent

lime ore buyer** in considerable numbers
are .scouting about the country search-

ing out supplies of various metals, many
])n)ducers are not visited and large num-
bers who could be enjoying substantial

profits are losing the best opportunity

which has existed in thirty years for the

sale of many minerals. The miner
should be just as energetic in hunting out

a market for his product as is the

manufacturer.

GOX'ERNMENT EXPERTS
SHOULD r.ic p.iyrTiCR r.\ii)

The mining industry is greatly inter-

ested in the present effort being made
to increase the salaries of government
employes. It is esi>ecially interested in

seeing higher salaries paid to scientists

engaged in economic work having to do

with mining.

Owing to the unusual deman<l for

high-class technical men. a large num-

ber of valuable specialists have left tlie

service of the I'ureau of Mines and the

(Geological Survey within the last

eighteen months.

Ivven before the war began tlic gov-

ernment was acting as a training school

for the private com|)anies The |M)int

has been reached where the standard of

government work in the interest of min-

ing cannot be maintained unless higher

salaries are paid.

Years ago the Geological Survey sal-

ary was slightly in excess of that paid
by colleges and universities for men of
the same ability. Since, there have been
\ery few increases in govenunent sal-

aries, the colleges and universities are
now paying from twenty to forty per

cent higher salaries than are paid in the

government service.

Private enterprises have always paid

better salaries for the same grade o(

talent.

The average salary of high-class

specialists in economic work in Wash-
ington is between $'^,.'>no and $.J,o(m» |>cr

year. There are a few i>)sitions which

I)ay $.*J.r.(Hi. $t,(HM), and one or two as

nuich as $5.0U<) |)er year. It is the de-

sire, not to create a few high-salaried

positions, but to have an appropriation

which will permit of the |)aymenl of
larger salaries to the majority of the

meiubers of the .scientific staffs of the

two bureaus doing mineral research

work.
The fact that the juiblic appreciates

the class of talent in the government
service is indicated by the very large

number of separations which have taken

place recently. .\ complete list of those

who had left the .*^ervice of the Geologi-

cal Survey ami the lUireau of Mines
was printed in the .\j)nl issue of the

foi'RNAL. To bring this list up to date

it would be necessary to make consid-

erable additions.

l.n TLI-: GROUND EXISTS
EOR ANY IM'.SSIMISM

The decline in lun^'sien p id

Mot be the cause of any to. :<.

While it is apparent that the . of

tungsten temporarily has exc« the

demand, yet there is reason to in. Mrs that

there has been s*>me mani""''''"" in

prices which cannot Ik* •' ^ :o

the laws of supply and ti- ..id. With
the steel intlu'^trv .n* active .t^ it i< at

present it is
|

re

will t>e a good market fur tu: , ;i.

probablv for vear* to come.
Some are h- -^ ilu o in
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tungsten as a forerunner of the decline

in other metals. Zinc prices are a little

off, and this too is being pointed to as

an indication of what may be expected

from copper, silver and other metals.

Little stock is taken in this argument by

the government specialists who are keep-

ing in intimate touch with the entire

situation. As accurate data become

more and more available it is found that

the so-called war orders are consuming

considerably less a proportion of the

metals than it has been supposed. While

the coming of peace will bring with it

a period of uncertainty, during which it

is impossible to predict just what may
happen, the consensus of opinion here is

that the rehabilitation of the industries

in the countries at war insures a heavy

demand for products of American metal

mines for some years to come.

Legal Decisions

COVENANT AGAINST INCUMBRANCES

In an action by a vendee of coal land for

damages on account of the breach of a cov-

enant against incumbrances, by the existence

on the land at the time of the conveyance of a

subsisting but unused easement, the fact that

the vendee bought the servient land as an
outlet for the coal in other lands cannot be

considered in estimating the damages, where
there is proof that the vendor knew the land

was bought for such purpose and such dam-
ages were not contemplated by the contract-

ing parties and therefore not recoverable.

Smith vs. White (West Virginia), 87 South-
eastern, 865, February, 1916.

RIGHT OF DIRECTORS

Until otherwise determined by a competent
tribunal, the board of directors of a mining
corporation whose election was certified in

due form and who are in the actual con-
trol of the affairs of the corporation, must be
recognized as its directors and the validity of
their election cannot be adjudicated upon a
petition for the removal of a case from a
State court to a federal court.
Consolidated Interstate Callahan Mining

Co. vs. Callahan Mining Co., 228 Federal, 528,
p. 530.

CORPORATE FUNDS

A mining corporation organized to purchase,
locate, lease or otherwise acquire mines, min-
ing claims, mining rights, and to explore, work

and develop same, and to quarry, mine, smelt,

and prepare for marketing, ore, metal and
mineral substances of all kinds, is not em-
powered or authorized to loan the corporate

funds and receive interest thereon.

Riley vs. Callahan Mining Co. (Idaho), 155

Pacific, 655, p. 670, March, 1916.

See First (National Bank vs. Callahan Min-
ing Co. (Idaho), 155 Pacific, 673, March, 1916.

INTERESTED DIRECTOR VOTING

A resolution of a board of directors of a

mining conporation passed at a meeting at

which one of their number interested therein

and necessary to a quorum is present and vot-

ing in favor thereof, is prima facie fraudu-
lent and void.

Flanagan vs. Flanagan Coal Co. (West Vir-
ginia), 88 Southeastern, 397, p. 399, March,
1916.

APPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER

Where a mining corporation has in fact

ceased to exist, whether from lapse of time,

voluntary dissolution, judgment of forfeiture

for negligent abuse of its powers, or where
it is insolvent, or in imminent danger of in-

solvency, a court of equity has the undoubted
right in a proper proceeding instituted by a

creditor or a stockholder to appoint a receiver

to administer the property,
Henderson vs. Palmer Union Oil Co. (Cali-

fornia Appeals), 156 Pacific, 65, p. 66, March,
1916.

See Morgan vs. Dayton Coal and Iron Co.
(Tennessee), 183 Southwestern, 1019, January,
1916.

LOCATION IN ALASKA

The location of a mining claim in Alaska
under a power of attorney is valid if such
power of attorney is duly recorded at any
time before adverse rights accrue, or loca-

tion is attempted to be made upon the same
ground by another, and the statute do^s not
require that the power of attorney shall be re-

corded before a location is made.
Cloninger vs. Finalison, 230 Federal, 98, p.

101.

OWNERSHIP OF ORES

The ownership of ore in a vein below the
point of union with another vein is deter-

mined by priority of the surface location and
belongs to the senior location in which one of

the veins above the point of union has its out-

crop or apex; and the rule applies whether
such a vein has a separate apex or unites with
still a third vein having its apex in the senior
location.

Anaconda Copper Mining Co, vs. Pilot-Butte
Mining Co. (Montana), 153 Pacific, 1006, p,

1008, December, 1915.

QUIETING TITLE

The owner of a lode mining claim is en-

titled to have his title quieted to the vein or
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lode below the point of intersection with the
defendant's vein, where the plaintiff's vein and
the defendant's vein each has i)asscd outside
of the vertical planes of their surface locations,

where it was expressly found hy a jury that

the vein below the point of intersection had
its apex within the surface boundaries of the
plaintiff's claim.

Square Deal Mininj? Co. 7's. Colomo (Colo-
rado), 156 Pacific. 147, April, l'J16.

MILL SITE

The owner of a lode mining location, who
purchased a mill site location located by others
upon the same land, is not estopped from sub-

sequently claiming the mill site under the

lode mining location, though the persons lo-

cating the mill site did so on the representa-

tions that the land was non-mineral in charac-
ter, as the representations of the mill site

locators cannot be imputed to the owner of the

lode location, unless it appeared that he had
procured the mill site location to be made.

W'orthen Lumber Mills vs. Alaska-Junrnn
Gold Mining Co., 229 Federal, 966, p. 968.

INDIANA KMPLOVKRS' LIABILITY ACT

The employers* liability act of Indiana, of

March 2, 1911, as applied to a mine operator,

is not unconstitutional as being violative of

the Fourteenth Amendment, or of either Sec-
tion 12 or Section 23 of Article 1 of the State

Constitution.

\'ivian Collieries Co. 2'S. Cahall (Indiana),
110 Xortheastern. 672, p. 676, December, 1916.

OTHER THAN STATUTORY SIGNALS

The California statute (Statutes of 1893.

p. 82), providing a code of signals for mining
operations does not prohibit the use of ad-

ditional signals to indicate that men arc to l>e

hoisted or lowered; Init if. in fact, such sig-

nals were used, the engineer operating the

hoist was bound, in the exercise of ilue care,

to act upon them when they were actually

given him and if by any means he was ad-

vised that a miner was about to ride up on

'the bucket it wa-; his duty to act upon such

information.
Gibson 7'S. Kennedy I-.xtension (iold Mining

Co. (California), i:>6 Pacific, 56. p. 59, A|)ril,

1916.

MINER WORKING IN DANOEROUS PLACE

Section 3508, Code of 1915, of New N'

does not prohibit a miner from remaining; or

working in a room where a portion of the

roof refjuires timbers and supports in <»rder

to render it safe, so lonR as the particular

place where he is workin
'

1

does not require such lim
'

he is not guilty of a vi-

nor can he be charged with contnbulory ni -

gence as a matter of law ^o lot;

from beneath the p.-i-* ' -
, ..i

roof which *- uns.ifr and <

iributory negligence under such circumstances
is an affirmative defense and the burden of
proof is upon the operator to establish the
fact.

Melkusch vs. Victor American Fuel To
(New Mexico), 155 Pacific, 727, p. 730, 1

ruary, 1916.

RIGHT OP STOCKHOLDER

The purpose of Section 588 of the Civil
Code of California in giving a stockholder the
right to examine the property of a mining
company, is to arrive at the value of the
property in which the stockholder is intcrestctf
and that value is composed of two elements

:

I**conomical and unecon«»mical working of the
mine, and the extent and richness of the ore
body; and the statute expressly gives the right
to take samples, as no valuation could be
placed upon ore bodies in the absence of some
test or assay.

Syme«i fj. Sierra Nevada Mining Co. (Cali-
fornia), l.'»3 Pacific, 710, p. 711, Decern
1916.

QUESTION OF I^ACT FOR JURY

The question of the o|)erator's negligence i«i

one of fact to be determined by a jury, where
an injury caused by the sudden lower?"' •••

falling of the cage in a shaft of a mine !

not have happened if the machiner>' insuillr 1

had been properly used and the rule a !

l>y the operator followed by the pi;'-'-'' aim a

fellow servant, but where the ac, . . could
not have happened if the operator had pro-
vided additional apparatus easily installed or
providofl additional rules.

Ducktown S '' -'"ir. Ct)pprr 4^- Iron Co. -•'

Fortner. 228 i il, 191.

TAX UN RESULTS UF BUSINESS

A tax levied on a mining cor-:
— -.:.-«

the inccjtne tax law of 1913, :

tax on property because of its owi
where adequate allowance is not made
the e.x^ ' -n of the ore body, re

from w .- ..^ the mine, but is in :..

true exci<e levied on the result* of the hv.

ness of carrying on mining
Stanton vs Fialtic Mining C.».. J4U United

Sute. lat .> m
See I- < l'ni«»n P.»cific Kailr<iad

Co.. 240 United 1

I- vs, Hi»wl>crt. 2.«I

INCOME TAX LAW IONSTITI TIiiN AL

The • Uw of 1913 is not
ronsiitui. ..... :he gr"mwf t'l t» .v .

within the purview of t

ment on the ground that it is not a tax on
the net pr<K!uct. but in .1 sense *

HI I i

tnton vs. Baltic N' 240 I

•.it. 1.
.-

112

Union Pacific Railroad
. 1.
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INJURY FROM LOOSE CAR

It is actionable negligence in a mine oper-

ator to so manage the operation of its mme
as to negligently cause or permit a loaded car

to run down the track in a mine and upon or

against a miner engaged in placing loaded

cars upon the cage to be hoisted to the sur-

face
Parks rs. Central Coal & Coke Co. (Mis-

souri), 183 Southwestern, 560, February, 1916.

MINER MAY RECOVER

*
It is the duty of a coal company furnishing

the means by which its employes are carried

to and from' their work to exercise ordinary

care to provide reasonably safe methods of

transportation, and if an employe is injured

bv defects in the track, or by the unmanage-

able character of a mule, or by other causes

attributable to the negligence of the coal com-
pany, he has a right to recover of the com-
pany for such injuries.

Taylor Coal Co. vs. Miller (Kentucky), 182

Southwestern, 920, p. 921, February, 1916.

PROXIMATE CAUSE

In an action by a miner for damages for

injuries received because of the alleged negli-

gence of the mine operator, it must be shown
that but for the operator's negligence in the

respects charged the accident would not have

happened ; and the doctrine of intervening

cause has primarily no reference to the con-

duct of the injured miner, but to some other

responsible agency for which the operator was
not responsible, intervening between the opera-

tor's negligence and the miner's injury, with-

out which the accident would not have hap-

pened ; but in such cases an intervening human
agency may not relieve an intelligent operator,

for if his original wrong concurred with such
intervening cause, and both acted proximately
at the same time in producing the injury, then
either or both may be held liable.

Johnson vs. Plymouth Gypsum Plaster Co,
(Iowa), 1.56 Northwestern, 721, p. 724, March,
1016.

RIGHT TO LIEN ON PLACER CLAIM

Under Section 4028, Colorado Revised Stat-

utes of 1908, the words "deposit yielding
metals or minerals," clearly include gold-bear-
ing sands or gravels, which are commonly
known as placers, and the provisions of the
section giving liens to persons of designated
,1.. -

. are, by this section, made to apply to

i
.-> who shall furnish materials or ma-

chinery "upon, in or for" any improvement,
"of or upon such mine, deposit," etc., and
this includes placer mines.
Colorado Gold Dredging Co. vs. Stearns-

Roger Manufacturintj Co. (Colorado), 153 Pa-
cific, 765, January, 1916.

TAX ON on PRODUCTION

The power of the le-zi'^lature to distinguish,

select and classify objects of taxation has a

wide range of discretion, and while the classi-

lication must he reasonable, yet there is no

precise rule of reasonableness and there can-

not be an exact exclusion or inclusion of per-

sons and things. However, the classification

adopted must always rest upon sonie differ-

ence which bears a reasonable and just rela-

tion to the act, in respect to which the classi-

fication is proposed, and can never be made
arbitrarily and without any such basis. Ac-

cordingly, a statute levying one rate on ores

bearing lead, zinc, jack, gold, silver, copper

or asphalt, and which omits a gross produc-

tion tax on coal, is not repugnant to the pro-

vision of the constitution of Oklahoma to

the effect that taxes shall be uniform upon
the same class of subjects. That mining prop-

erty or the business of mining may be placed

in a class by itself and taxed by some method
peculiarly appropriate to that class is a valid

exercise of a constitutional right on the part

of the legislature, and it is competent for the

legislature to arrange and divide the various

subjects of taxation into different classes,

providing the tax is uniform upon all those

belonging to the same class and upon which
it operates.

Gross Production Tax Wolverine Oil Co.,

In re (Oklahoma), 154 Pacific, 362, p. 367,

January, 1916.

MORTALITY TABLES AS EVIDENCE

In an action by a miner for damages for

a personal injury which impaired his power to

earn money it is competent to use mortality

tables in proof of the number of years which
the claimant may be reasonably expected to

live, although such tables do not prove how
manv yea^'j the miner would have been able

to earn money.
Nelson vs. Black Diamond Mining Co. (Ken-

tucky), 181 Southwestern, 341, p. 345, January,
1916,

DAMAGES EOR MINERS

A verdict for $10,000 for fractures to one
arm of a miner is so flagrantly excessive as

to furnish ground for reversal.

Indian Creek Coal Co. vs. Walcott (Ken-
tucky), 182 Southwestern, 431, p. 632, Feb-
ruary, 1916.

DAMAGES EOR INJURIES

A verdict for $5,000 is not excessive where
the proof showed that the injured miner was
40 years of age at the time of his injury and
was earning about $75 per month, that he
suffered a compound fracture of one leg en-

dured much pain, and the broken leg was
some shorter than the other, and he could not
bear any weight on such injured leg, and
that the knee joint at the time of the trial

was stiff, and since the injury he had not
been able to do any considerable work.
Johnson v. Plymouth Gypsum Plaster Co.

(Iowa), 156 Northwestern, 721, p, 727, March,
1916.
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The

Nineteenth Annual Convention
OF THE

American Mining Congress

LA SALLE HOTEL, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

NOVEMBER 13, 14, 15, 16, 1916

Chicago by reason of its central location, its spirit

of cooperation, its interest in the various branches

of mining and its ample hotel accommodations is

an ideal location for a great mining convention.

The convention will be divided into sectional

meetings each devoted to a special branch of

mining, thus providing for ample discussion of

every important question and the making of

comprehensive plans for the benefit of mining.

The greatest meeting of mining men ever as-

sembled in this country is practically assured.
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Current Traffic Developments

Coal and Coke Cases Decided

The highly important cases dealing with

coal and coke rates from Virginia points

have been decided. The commission makes

the following synopsis of its rulings in these

cases:

1. Reasonable divisions to the Interstate

Railroad out of the through rates involved

fixed at 15 cents per ton on coal and 18 cents

per ton on coke.

2. The provisions of section 16-A of the act

regarding the rehearing of cases by the Com-

mission does not contemplate that the re-

hearing be completed and a supplemental

report and order made before expiration of

original order.
. .

3. Exhibits compiled by Commission s

examiners of accounts,. offered in evidence at

a dulv appointed hearing, without objection

from 'interested parties, properly identified

bv the official stenographer and filed in the

record along with all the other evidence in

the case, are lawfully a part of the record.

4. Rates fixed under federal authority

must yield "just compensation," which com-

prehends a reasonable return upon the value

of property devoted to public use.

5. Where the traffic involved is only a por-

tion of the traffic moving over the originating

division, and only a small portion of the coal

coke traffic moving over the line, which, in

turn, is only a small part of the entire coal

and coke tonnage moving over the entire sys-

tem, a claim that the rates on the traffic

involved are confiscatory is not established

until it be shown that the rates on the other

traffic moving over the originating line are

reasonably remunerative and that the revenue

derived from the other coal and coke traffic

moving over the line is adequate.
6. Commercial competition a controlling

factor in the adjustment of the rates here

considered.
7. Reasonable rates on coal from St. Charles

and Appalachia are found herein to be such
as do not exceed the rates contemporaneously
in effect from Middlesboro-Jellico to the same
destinations by more than the differential

herein fixed. Reasonable coke rates for the

future will be such as do not exceed $2.50 per
ton to Chicago with proportionately scaled
rates to other destinations involved.

8. St. Charles included in Appalachia group
and a differential from this group of 15 cents
per ton over Middlesboro-Jellico rates on coal
fixed. Coal Rates from Virginia Mines, 30
I. C. C, 635, m.odified.

9. The Appalachia group rate to be applied
fiom operations on the Interstate Railroad,

May Exceed Group Rate 5 Cents Per Ton

In case No. 6492, the Brush Creek Mining
& Manufacturing Company vs. the Louisville

& Nashville Railroad Company the Commis-
sion sums up its ruling as follows:

1. Carload rates of the Cumberland Railroad
and the Louisville & Nashville Railroad on
coal from mines on the Cumberland Railroad
to the northwest and the southeast found
not to be discriminatory because they ex-

ceed group rates of the Louisville & Nash-
ville Railroad to and from the same territo-

ries from and to mines on that road, but
found to be unreasonable to the extent that

they exceed such groups rates by more than
5 cents per ton, and the defendants required

to publish rates on that basis. Reparation
denied.

2. Rates on inbound supplies to mines
on the Cumberland Railroad not found to

be unreasonable or discriminatory.

Rate Increase Not Allowed

In the mattter of coal to Missouri stations

the proposed increased rates on bituminous
coal in carloads from mines on the Southern
Railway in Illinois and Indiana to stations

on the Chicago & Alton Railroad in Missouri
have not been justified, the commission holds

and schedules under suspension were ordered
canceled.

Complaint Dismissed

In case No. 8342, Marquette Coal Company
vs. Pennsylvania Railroad Company, ship-

ments of coal from Bolivar, Pa., to West
Albany Transfer, N. Y., for beyond, recon-

signed to the Albany Southern Railroad at

Stuyvesant Falls, N. Y., via Hudson, N. Y.,

were moved to Stuyvesant Falls through Hud-
son and Hudson Upper, N. Y. Defendants
applied a rate of $1.90 per ton applicable from
Bolivar to Hudson, declining to apply a rate

of $1.90 applicable to Hudson Upper. The
Albany Southern Railroad was thereby re-

quired to pay the Boston & Albany Railroad
a contract charge of 15 cents per ton for mov-
ing the shipment on its account from Hudson
to Hudson Upper and deducted 15 cents per

ton from complainant's price. A rate of
60 cents per ton was applied on coal from
Hudson to Stuyvesant Falls and no rate from
Hudson Upper. The Commission held, that

the legal rate was the combination rate of
$2.50 per ton based on Hudson and that de-
fendants legally applied the $1.90 rate to Hud-
son. Complaint dismissed.
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Refunds Ordered

In case No. 5G50, Charles Becker, Trading
as Wisconsin Coal Company vs. Pere Mar-
quette Railroad, the Commission ruled:

1. The "'reasonable time" within which con-
signees should have given orders for recon-
signment at Milwaukee or Ludin^ton so as
to have avoided the charije for reconsi^'nment
extends from the day on which (passing) no-
tice was mailed until noon of the second day
thereafter.

2. Reconsignment charges assessed between
December 18. 1U12, and February 9, 1913.

should be refunded if orders for reconsign-
ment were given prior to arrival of cars at

Milwaukee or within the "reasonable time"
prescribed.

3. Reconsignment charges assessed at Lud-
ington between February 9, 191.3, and April
10, 1914. should be refunded if carrier failed

to furnish passing notice at Toledo, or if

complainant had given reconsignment orders
within the "reasonable time," or prior to the
arrival of the car.

4. All demurrage assessed during period of
controversy, December 18, 1912, to February
9, 1913, must be refunded.

5. Demurrage charges, lawfully accruing
and assessed from h'eliruary 9, 1913, to April
10. 1914, must stand.

6. Reconsignment charges at Milwaukee,
subject to the hnding as to "reasonable time,"

should be assessed between October 17, 1912,

and December 17, 1912, inclusive.

Milwaukee Loses Case

In case No. 644«>, the City of Milwaukee z's.

the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway
Company, upon complaint by the city of Mil-

waukee that the rates on anthracite coal in

carloads from Pennsylvania mines to Mil-
waukee are unreasonable and unduly discrim-
inatory; the Commission held:

1. That neither the rates all rail nor those

via the car ferries across I«ake Michigan have
been shown to be unreasonable or to dis-

criminate unduly against Milw:iukec.
2. That the across-lake rate for local de-

livery at Milwaukee, which is 2.') cents higher
than the proportional across-lake rate to Mil-

on traffic destined '

I. ha'^ not been
>ii to discriminate u:. . . v.' '!'i-» Mil-

\\.iukee. The complaint win <i

Car to Car Transfer

In case No. 6399. the I \'ar A
ti

Sales Company t's. the I '

Company, the commiN ;

on account of services performed by c

ant in connection with the transfer oi inicr-
> of coal from open car* to

In its dt Com: n wiid, in

part:

Although Canadian and western coal con-
sumers may prefer its shipment in b.»x cars,
that custom does not make transfer from car
to car transportation. The transfer herein
involved was primarily for the commercial
cot rice of com:

'

! not a trans-
port.... ;i service w...v.. .,» ' "• -is re-
quired by the act to provide . ui>on
reasonable request therefor. The fact that
defendant promised to reimburse linant
for the service the latter perfornicu in the
transfer of the coal from car to car and that
defendant did provide an allowance of 15
cents per gross ton subsequent to such trans-
fer do not, of course, constrain the Commis-
sion to find the allowance to l>e for a trans-
portation service for which defendant may
make an allowance.
From the facts of record it does not api>ear

that the transfer of this coal from o ' irs
to box cars was a service of trans;i ...

m

which defendant was recjuired to perform and
for the performance of which by the owner
defendant could lawfully pay an al'

Manifestly, the Commission may af^ v.^;
only within the contines of the pr us of
the law, no violation of which has here been
proved. The complaint must be dismissed.

Sulphur Must Pay Higher Rate

In case No. 7546 of the Union Sulphur Com-
pany et al. vs. the Haltimorc & Ohio Rail-
r >ad ' tnv. the ('

:i four it

l.'ic ini.. v.. . ij r;*'' - ri r; ^..^ ..w.j '^'"- >:; . .» im-
.«5iope from A: ports to j in cen-
tral freight a.ssociation territor>* wee found
jiiNtified and ' " that «n of Fourth
.Section Appli(...ii..ii .\'o 177J mr ar*^- -ty to
continue rates on brimstone and sul-

phur from Baltimore. Md., to Cht ,n,

Mich., which are lower than the rales con-
T • * usly a* '.''' •• '' .- -v- ^^^

A / h.. ai) _ . ..„: , :^

on the Detroit & Machinac Railway.
The tctllowing extract is from the •' -a-

p ,u 1--,- . .

con., :
; .,..;,

has been .substitu* ur in the manu-
facture of sulphunc acid by a number of

^tic sulphur i s a much
..f ^.. •' in

; . A
Iron pyrites i.s worth ab«iut 16 per ^r^^s ton.

b. B.i' jr i« worth
•I on

'

. ... .:;i the
percentage of sulphur which it t « The

»n

.f

n
pvnt .ur .^ lie

' 'd in tiKht biix car*, while pyntei
may d w " ' * ' -%

The ftM : \r.

tie aliout e«

loadu to over "^ !»



NEW MEXICO CHAPTER OF AMERICAN MINING
CONGRESS IS FORMED

John M. Sully, of Santa Rita, Elected First Governor—^E. L. Wolcott Finds Mining
Men of New Mexico Anxious to Cooperate With National

Organization—List of Officers

A New Mexico chapter of the American
Mining Congress has been formed. John M.
Sully, of Santa Rita, was elected governor.
This chapter promises to be a very active one.

Through the efforts of E. L. Wolcott, a

number of mining men in New Mexico were
convinced of the necessity of cooperating with
the national organization. He called atten-

tion to the fact that practically every indus-
trial activity maintains a national organiza-
tion. A large number of industries which are
insignificant when compared with the mining
enterprise spend many times as much money
keeping abreast with the national affairs and in

making their influence felt in the national
capital.

The mine operators in New Mexico appar-
ently are very anxious to embrace this oppor-
tunity of cooperating with mining men in other
parts of the United States.

The meeting at which the Chapter was or-
ganized was well attended by representative
mining men. The officers of the New Mexico
Chapter are as follows

:

Governor—John M. Sully, Santa Rita.
First vice-governor—T. H. O'Brien, Daw-

son.

Second vice-governor—George H. Utter,
Silver City.

Third vice-governor—E. M. Sawyer, Ty-
rone.

Treasurer—T. L. Lowe, Silver City.
Secretary—Don W. Lusk, Silver City.
Directors—C. T. Brown, Socorro County;

T. H. O'Brien, Colfax County; E. D. Titt-
man, Sierra County; W. C. McDonald, Lin-
coln County; E. A. Miera, Sandoval County;
Gregory Page, McKinley County; L. Bradford
Prmce. Santa Fe County; John M. Sully,
''irant County; A. T. Kirk, Bernalillo County;
J. A. Mahoney, Luna County; Evan Fraser-
Campbell, Dona Ana County ; George A. Kase-

—1, Bernalillo County; J. L. Lawson, Otero
unty; J. M. Palmer, San Juan County;

J :-in M. Vigil. Santa Fe County; Charles A.
>>:ess, San Miguel County; George H. Utter,
Grant County; E. M. Sawyer, Grant County!
Executive Committee—John M. Sully, chair-

man
; C. T. Brown. George H. Utter. E M

Sawyer and T. H. O'Brien.

CHARTER TO BE ISSUED
The New Mexico Chapter will receive its

charter within the next two weeks and in the
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meantime new members are being solicited.

The fifty members necessary to secure a char-
ter were secured the past week through the
personal efforts of Mr. Wolcott and George
H. Utter, and include the following

:

Silver City—M. W. Porterfield, George H.
Utter, William H. Newcomb, Charles B. Mor-
rill, George F. Utter, Frank W. Vellacott, F. C.

Light, W. S. Cox, Percy Wilson, Terrell &
Black, W. A. Welsh, W. B. Walton, C. W.
Bayne, E. A. Layne, J. C. Woodward, D H.
Tulloch, C. W. MoSherry, J. M. Kiner, Jack-
son Agee, Don W. Lusk, Dean Alexander, J.
A. Shipley, T. L. Lowe, Jo E. Sheridan, M. R.
Buchanan, A. A. Burdette, William Harris,
Theodore W. Carter, E. M. Brumback, F. L.
Cox, J. R. Hicks, Isadore Malmuth, E. J.
Spitzley, Sam Agee, Dr. Luis de la Garza
Cardenas, Martin V. Cox, Leo F. Schiff, Eli
Borenstein, C. F. Reihs, F. A. Bush, Howard
H. Betts, Raymond R. Ryan, A. S. Goodell,
R. H. Boulware, E. B. Venable, C C. Royall,
Col. J. W.. Carter.

Pinos Altos—James H. Bell, A. R. Davidson.
Bayard—Paul A. Larsh.
Steeple Rock—Harry A. Martin.

A. H. Brooks, H. G. Ferguson and J. Fred
Hunter, of the Geological Survey, have re-

turned to Washington after a month spent
in the military training camp at Fort Ogle-
thorpe. They are of the opinion that serv-
ice in these military camps is of the great-
est value to men who are called upon
to rough it in the mining regions of the
country.

W. C. Phalen, of the Geological Survey,
spent a portion of last month in Mineral
County, Va., inspecting pyrite mines.

Dorset Carter, of McAlester, Okla., who
has been spending some time in Washington,
where he appeared before the Indian Com-
mittee of the House on matters of interest to
the Oklahoma operators, has returned to his
home.

F. Lynwood Garrison has left for Brazil to
be gone several months.



GEOLOGIC EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT VEINS IN
ROCHESTER DISTRICT GO DEEP

New Nevada Camp Subject of Special Article by F. C. Schrader of the United
States Geological Survey Deposits Apparently Are of Late

Mesozoic Epoch of Mineralization

By F. C. Schrader

The new mining district of Rochester is in

the southern end of the Star Peak Range
which forms the north half of the Humboldt
Range. American Canyon, noted for its large

production of placer gold, heads in the eastern

part of the district.

The ore deposits are causally related to the
dominant dynamic geologic structures. They
consist of silver and gold-bearing veins, lodes
and associated replacement bodies. They oc-

cur in volcanic rocks which are chiefly rhyo-
lites or rhyolitic and of Triassic age. The
rocks, having an estimated thickness of 2,000

feet, occur in superimposed flows that dip
gently to the east. The veins dip steeply to

the west. Some of them have a length of a

mile and in some, good ore bodies are opened
to the depth of a thousand feet.

The deposits lie in two north-south belts.

Nenzel Hill belt on the east and Lincoln Hill

belt on the west, which are spaced about two
miles apart and are each a mile in width and
five miles long. In the Nenzel Hill belt they
are chiefly silver-bearing, in the Lincoln Hill

belt chiefly gold-bearing.

The Xenzcl Hill belt near its middle point

contains, Nenzel Hill, an oval silicified knob
3,000 feet long, the seat of the most important
deposits of the district. Here the d -;

occur chiefly as quartz replacement vcii.- .im<1

allied bodies in and associated with fissures,

joint planes and shear zones. Some of the

veins are 40 feet in width. The ores which
average about $20 to the ton contain chiefly

silver, but carry also several dollars to the

ton in gold, which metal increases in amotjnt

with depth.

The ore minerals arc chiefly i

little associated pruustite, c^ ' n>

rite, pyrarg>ritc. and occn ot

native silver and specks of free gold. From
the occurrence of bindhrimitc which :

mon in tb'- ''™s it is infcrr- ' •'• *

])caring su. imonitcs are ;

ally present. Pyritc, chalcopyrit rite

and galena arc very sparingly preseni. From
the 200-foot level down the ore is mostly
•sulphide.

At Packard, two mile«
Hill, the deposits occur >

placement ore beds in liic

associated in origin with .t

fissure. The main ore bed I

«outh c i/el

a* massive re-

of about 100 feet and is opened to the depth of
200 feet. The deposits contain but little

quartz, the ore v.
' "

"i are 'y

cerarg>Tiie and a: ^...^ contaH.v..i iti

the soft schistose , le. Most of the ore
produced up to 1916 averaged about $50 to
the ton.

In the Lincoln Hill belt the ' - c-'r -e

more distinctly veins of the filled .. - , :. .c.

The veins arc relatively narrow and average
only about 5 feet in width. The gangue is

chiefly quartz which contains almost exclu-
sively gold ores of high grade, averaging about
$140 to the ton. and some that are very rich.

The gold is free. The associated minerals arc
pyrite, ar rite, tourir ' speculariic,

argentite. .m. ...vrite. and ti.iiiiiwc.

On the north in the head of Spring Vallcv
much of the gold is coarse, which fact -

gests that these veins and perhaps similar ones
now removed by erosion pro"'' - — t

an important source of the rici.
, J

ill Spring Valley and American (.

From the presence of tourmaline and other
minerals of ' '

'
'

-

mcnt char:'-' . ,..v ... ..:

thermal al n of the . the ;

deposits seem to have been formed at rela-

tively high t' and at

depth. Tiicir ^.v.....'. i

to magmatic i ^ . -

emanating from post-Jurassic granite, which
as a b "ic mass intrudes the rocks at
Wright.s aiivon on •' -•'

' H '

\

to e.xtrnd in dcnth :.,.... —..

trict. The di . therefore, seem to
to the late M< > / oic epoch of metallization
.iiid are pr >l>.il>'.\ ' ' ' ' .ij;c

)• r. in^ f n»' I ! I ( ;
> ^ I

.. . t..

I .:' '
' .

'

V , ' ^ t

major ^ r stnictures which are shown to
have bccjj ni ';< of

fd to extend to

C. E 5?irhrnth.il r.f th.« !*nit#».1 <;f •»#•« C... ..

logical ^

lion trip to the lead and zinc y m
eastern Tennessee. He alsio at

Ul



CONSOLIDATED KANSAS CITY SMELTING AND
REFINING CO. WINS COPPER MATTE CASE

"Regiilus of Copper" and **Copper Matte" Held to be Synonymous— Weakness of

Statute Allowing Entry of Lead in Copper Matte without Payment

of Duty, is Pointed Out

The board of general appraisers has de-

cided that merchandise known and recognized

in trade and commerce as copper matte is

properly entitled to free entry under the pro-

vision in paragraph 461, act of 1913, for

"regulus of . . . copper." This conclusion

is inevitable inasmuch as the terms "copper

matte" and "regulus of copper" are synony-

mous in meaning and refer to the same
article.

The Consolidated Kansas City Smelting &
Refining Co. protested against the assess-

ment of duty by the collector of customs at

the port of El Paso, a portion of the ruling

reads as follows: The merchandise covered

by these protests consists of so-called copper
matte, which was imported into this country
from Mexico, and upon which duty was levied

at the rate of three-fourths cent per pound
upon the lead contained therein, under the

following provision in paragraph 152 of the

act of 1913:

Lead-bearing ores of all kinds containing
more than 3 per centum of lead, % cent per
pound on the lead contained therein: . . .

The importers contend that the merchan-
dise is entitled to free entry as regulus of

copper under the following paragraph of said

act:

461. Copper ore; regulus of, and black or
coarse copper, and copper cement; old cop-
per, fit only for remanufacture, copper scale,

clippings from new copper, and copper in

plates, bars, ingots, or pigs, not manufactured
or specially provided for in this section.

The question here presented has been the
subject of a number of rulings by the courts
and this board.

In the matter of the protests of the Ameri-
can Metal Co., and Lewisohn Bros., decided
by this board in February, 1896, and reported
in G. A. 3394 (T. D. 16966), it was held that
articles called copper matte were entitled to
free entry as regulus of copper; that the term
matte was synonymous with regulus, and
that the same was not an ore of any kind.

Later, in a case involving a protest filed
by the Philadelphia Smelting & Refining Co.,
this board, in G. A. 4308 (T. D. 20326), fol-
lowed its former ruling and again held that
the article was free as regulus of copper al-

though it was called copper matte. This
decision was affirmed on appeal to the Circuit
Court o fthe United States in the case of
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Spencer vs. Philadelphia Smelting & Refining

Co. (124 Fed., 1002).

Still later, in a case involving the protest

of the El Paso Smelting Works, this board
again decided (G. A. 5119; T. D. 23656) that

the article known as copper matte was free

as regulus of copper. Likewise, in Abstract
35013 (T. D. 34279), the board followed its

former rulings and sustained the claim that
so-called copper matte was free as regulus of

copper. The last-mentioned ruling was ap-

pealed to the Court of Customs Appeals and
there affirmed in the case of United States

vs. American Smelting & Refining Co. (5 Ct.

Cust. Appls., 398; T. D. 34937), the court
holding that "the goods involved in this ap-

peal are copper mattes and are entitled to

free entry as regulus of copper, inasmuch as

the terms 'copper mattes' and 'regulus of cop-

per' have admittedly come to mean the same
thing."

All of the issues in the case at bar have
been thoroughly tried out and the brief sub-

mitted by counsel for the Government is

very elaborate, exhaustive, and complete.
The Assistant Attorney General now seeks

to have the board find as facts that the article

in question is not regulus of copper; that cop-

per matte is not regulus of copper; that the

merchandise under consideration is not a
copper matte but is more accurately described
as leady copper matte; that the word "regu-

lus" is a foreign term and is not used in this

country ; that by reason of the discovery of

a new process for smelting copper mattes
containing lead, the lead which was formerly
lost in the process of smelting is now re-

claimed and saved and that because of this

newly discovered process the trade no longer
recognizes as copper matte any copper matte
which contains lead in large or appreciable
quantities; that the mattes here in question,

being known as leady copper mattes, are dis-

tinguished in trade from regulus or ordinary
copper mattes, and, being of a different

character from the latter, their classification

is not necessarily controlled by the decisions

of the court and of this board hereinabove
cited.

Moreover, counsel for the Government con-

cedes that the articles are not dutiable un-
der paragraph 152 as copper ore, and that
the collectors' classification thereof as such
was made in error. He contends, however,
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that said merchandise is dutiable under
either of the following paragraphs of the
present tariff act: Paragraph 153 as a form
of lead not specially provided for; paragraph
57 as a lead compound not specially provided
for; paragraph 81 as a mineral substance;
paragraph 154 as a metallic mineral substance
in a crude state or a metal unwrought;
paragraph 385 as an unenumerated manu-
factured article, or under paragraph 386 ac-

cording to the rate applicable to the compon-
ent material of chief value. But. inasmuch
as we have reached a definite conclusion with
respect to the tariff classification of said

articles, it is unnecessary to here discuss any
of the several claims alleged in the protests,

save that under paragraph 461.

Although the record made up is very
voluminous, we are unable to find anything
therein which would warrant us in reaching a
conclusion different from that heretofore ar-

rived at in the various rulings of the courts
and this board. If a change in the law is

desired, it can only be brought about through
legislation. It is significant, however, that
Congress, up to the present time, with all of

the prevailing decisions on copper matte or
regulus before it. as well as the ruling (T. D
9473) made by the Treasury Department
nearly 27 years ago. has not seen fit to make
dutiable the lead contents of copper regulus.

otherwise known as copper matte, nor even
to fix a maximum limit concerning the

amount of lead which may be allowed free

entry when contained in copper regulus or

matte. This omission on the part of Con-
gress is particularly noticeable when it is

observed that specific provision is made for

the zinc contents in lead ores and for the
lead contents in zinc ores.

The terms "coi)i)er regulus" and "copper
matte" have uniformly been held to be
synonymous in meaning, and the proof here
submitted merely tends to corroborate the
correctness of such rulings.

The contention of the Government that the
word "regulus" is a foreign term which is not
used in the trade and commerce of this

country, and therefore is not susceptible of

commercial proof, cannot prevail here. Irre-

spective of the origin of the word, it has be-

come a domestic term bv virtue of congres-
sional enactment. If the meaning thereof
cannot be ascertained by trade proof or
otherwi.se. then it is perfectly clear that the
provision for regulus of cooper in parajjrauh
461 must be held to be null and void on the
ground that it is meaningless. There is. how-
ever, no justification herein ior any such con-

clusion.

RECENT MINING PATENTS

James S. Douglas, of Arizona, if spending
fome little time in the East.

1,1»7,822. Ore Concentrator, by George B.

Eberenz and James 1. Brown, of Cripple
Creek, Colo.
The invention relates to ore concentrators

of that class where the ore is concentrated
by gaseous flotation of mineral jiarticlcs in

liquid. They claim to have found that hori-
zontally operating agitating blades do not
bring the finely ground ore into thorough con-
tact with the air and frothing agent, and one
of the objects of the invention is to improve
upon constructions of this character by the
provision of agitating blades which move in a
vertical plane, and in this connection to pro-
vide a spitzkasten so connected with the agi-
tating chamber that the finely ground ore and
liquid will be driven into the lower end of the
spitzkasten and then sucked back into the agi-
tating tank over the top of the agitating
blades whereby more air is beaten into and
mixed with the mass in the agitating tank
and the whole mass returned again and again
to the spitzkasten where the concentrates rise

and pass off until the separation of the con-
centrates from the ganguc is complete.

^
No. 1.187,540. Crushing Machine, by Axel

(i. P. Rapp, of Chicago, 111 . .iiiM is .assigned to

the Link-Belt Company.
Mr. Rapp claims to have a crushing machine

comprising a cylindrical .

'

spaced feeding teeth projecr;;.^ . »;; .v.*;,; , v

yond the crushing surface, with a curved con-
cave being channeled througlwiut its entire

from and above the roll to form a receiving
and feeding I'^-^'-r. the ••-•*-'• of the con-
cave being c led t it its cntirs

effective width along lines located in planer
perpendicular to the axis of the roll, the axis
of the channels being substantially in line with
the feeding teeth on the roll, and the sjde

walls of the channels being outwardly an«l

upwardly inclined to meet along ridges be-
tween the ' ' * 'h. Tbi-i in

ticularly rci >. :....i tyi*" »' ma....

in the material to be re is en
iween the concave fixed plate and the rotat-

ing roll, where the
"

teetfi or knobs on i...^ i I

<lrawn down into the .».

concave and the roll !»y a series of pro;
spikes or tcrth.

E. A Schubert, of P ..n.V,- Vn wa«: a
visitor at the Mining t

month.

No. l.l-'r.lHi. r • • rf

Tohn P ^ •' f
'

This in. 1

carbide miner's lamp The object in view is

the ' of a lamp will he of
«»•"• '*. durable ami inexp
St; in the fiAs will b** ^^r. '

to the burner tip at unif.^rm pr

cleansed and cooled o water
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and mechanical impurities, and wherem the

reflector mav be readily removed and then re-

placed, and the burner tube and tip cleansed.

No. 1,187.050. Method of Carbonizing Coal

and Obtaining Gas. This invention is by

Henry L. Doherty, of New York City. The

object of the invention is to provide a method

of carbonizing fuel which will permit the car-

bonization of the fuel in a shaft furnace by

heat developed in the shaft furnace itself and

at the same time to take off all the products

of the carbonizing operation. The invention,

brieflv stated, comprises the charging of bitu-

minous fuel into a shaft furnace, the estab-

lishing of a region of localized and limited

combustion in the interior of the fuel mass

bv introducing a carefully regulated volume

of air thereinto whereby a relatively short

middle section of the fuel mass in the shaft

is raised to a carbonizing temperature, with-

drawing the gaseous products of the car-

bonization through the relatively cold fuel

mass in the upper portion of the shaft, where-

by the sensible heat of the gases discharging

from the carbonizing zone is absorbed by the

cold fuel, deluminating a portion of the gas,

saturating the same with water vapor, and

conducting the vapor-laden deluminated ,gas

to the lower part of the shaft furnace and
passing it upward through the mass of coke,

filling the same. This coke, of course, dis-

charges from the carbonizing zone at a com-
paratively high temperature. By properly pro-

portioning the relation between the volume of

the vapor and deluminated gas returned to the

shaft and the heat held by the coke, filling the

part of the same below the carbonizing zone,

it is possible to cool the coke discharged down
to practically atmospheric temperature.

No. 1.186.874. Vacuum Ore Separator. This
invention is by Harry H. Baer, of Orrville,

Ohio. The invention relates to improve-
ments in vacuum ore separators, and its ob-

jects are: first, to remove by suction the

lighter particles of metal producing ores or

other metal carrying products, after the ore,

rock or other metal carrying products have
been reduced by a grinding process to a

predetermined degree of fineness; second, to

feed the ground product upon an endless
conveyer whereby better distribution is

brought about by extending the endless con-
^•eyer into the inclined rotating cylinder; and
third, to withdraw the air from the rotating
cylinder while it is being rotated, the incli-

nation of the cvlinder being regulated or
adjusted with reference to the materials be-
ing treated.

with the waist belt. The object is to provide

a lamp of this character so that there will

be no possible chance for a spark which might
ignite the coal gas or dust within the mine.

The lamp proper and its screw stem are

mounted in a socket carried by the lamp
frame, the filament members of the lamp be-

ing respectively electrically connected with
contacts concealed within the base of the

frame by means of a screw cover which closes

the chamber in the base and is locked against

removal except by the employment of a

special key. Hence, there is no opportunity

for an exposed spark resulting from arcing at

either contact with which the filament of

the lamp is connected. Even the miner hini-

self cannot remove this cover, since he is

not supiposed to have a key which will un-

lock it.

No. 1,186,306. Process of Extracting

Metals from their Ores. This invention is

by William E. Greenawalt, of Denver, Col.

It has for its .object the attainment of a

praticable method of applying electrolysis to

the hydrometallurgical process by overcom-
ing entirely the difficulties due to fouling of

the electrolyte. To accomplish this the

electrolyte is kept separate and distinct from
the leaching solution, or lixiviant. In this

process the copper is dissolved, preferably,

either as the chloride or sulphate. It is then

precipitated with hydrogen sulphide, while an
equivalent of acid is regenerated. The acid

solution is then filtered from the sulphide pre-

cipitate and returned to the ore, and this

cycle is repeated as often as necessary to get

the desired extraction. The precipitate is

electrolyzed, preferably to recover the copper
and sulphur, so that the sulphur may be again

converted into hydrogen sulphide to again

pass through another cycle.

No. 1,185,902. Process of Treating Ores,

This invention is by Royal S. Handy, of

Kellogg, Idaho, and relates to a process for

the extraction of metal values from ores, per-

taining especially to a process employing an
aqueous solution of a suitable chloride.

No. 1.186,454. Miner's Electric Lamp. This
invention is by Angelo Toler, of Rerwind,
Col., and relates to improvements in electric

lamps for miners' use and of the class in

which the lamp is detachably connected with
the miner's cap. while the battery is connected

No. 1,185.817. Process of Treating Metal
and Mineral Bearing Materials. This inven-

tion is by John L. Malm, of Denver, Col., and
is particularly adapted for the treatment of

sulphide ores containing iron and other metals
such as copper, gold, zinc and silver. In

carrying out the invention, the dry ore is fed

into a tube or other mill where it is subjected

to the action of a halogen gas, preferably

chlorine, and a cooling agent in the form of

air, whereby gas may act upon the metal
contents to such an extent that the chlorine

gas is combined with the iron sufficiently to

form either the ferrous or ferric chloride de-

pendent upon the metal contents of the ore,

this condition being determinend by sup-

plying the proper quantity of chlorine to the
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iron so that sufticient chlorine for recover!:. k
the other metals in the ore may be ubtaincd
from the iron chloride when it is broken up.

The substantially dry ore passing from the

tube is then charged into a suitable roasting

furnace, and sufficient heat is applied t )

cause the sulphur in the ore to produce surii-

cient heat to ignite the ore. The external
heat may then be eliminated, if their is

sufficient sulphide contents in the ore to fur-

nish the necessary heat.

No. 1,185.809. This invention is by Xilas 1)

Levin, of Columbus. Ohio, and is assigned to

the Jeffrey Manufacturing 'Co., of Columbus.
Ohio. It relates to improvements in the de-

vices for supporting power drills that are

used in forming the apertures in coal or

rock for receiving blast charges, particularly

in drilling mechanisms of the class wherein
each has a main frame adapted to be secured
at the top and the bottom to external sta-

tionary abutments, such as roof rock and
mine floor. Its object is to provide a drill-

ing mechanism with means of support during
transportation which will be entirely inde-

pendent of the fastening devices of the main
frame, and to avoid the necessity of separat-

ing the elements of the apparatus one from

another, beyond the withdrawal of the tuol.

and enable a single - - • .- to load and
ui.load the combmed i: :n. move them
from place to place and erect or take down
the main frame without separating the tool
frame or motor frame therefrom.

vs

&•»

Hearings Assigned

Hearings having a bearing upon the min-
ing industry are under assignment at the
Interstate '"

erce Comm
Julv 3. i ..v.Jo. Exar"'

I. &' S. 834. Coal t<. 1

stations.

July 6. Philadelphia. Ex.
No. 8833. Lehigh Coal ..;. i .\..

>

vs Louisville and Nashville Railr»>ad.

July 10. Washington. Examiner
1. & S. MOO, Coal from Pennsylvania mines.
No. H«')"J4. Ford Colieries Ca. vs. Bessemer
& Lake Erie.

July 11. Atlantic City. Examiner Marshall.
1. & S. 774. Bituminous coal to central freight
association territory.

July 13. .\tlantic City. No. '«" '" T .v..

cargo coal rates. No. M5«J8. Pitt

Operators* .Association vs. l*cnnsylv«inia

Railroad.

(krry.

Thorne, Neale & Company
Incorporated

601-610 Stephen Girard Building, Philadelphia, Penna.

ANTHRACITE
AND

BITUMINOUS

Temple Collieries—
Harry E., L. V.; Forty

Fort, L. v.; Mount
Lookout, L. V. or D..

L. & W. ; Lackawanna,
D., L. & W. or Erie.

Sell u \lk ill Collieries—
Buck Run, P. & R.;

New Castle, P. R. R. COALS

Agents for

Pardee Bros. & Co.

Lattimer-Lehigh

Hitiiftiinous- Sonman
Shaft. "B" Vein; Son-

man Slope, "E" Vein.

Sonman Smithing— IJ^-inch Screened, Low Sulphur, Spongy C<jke

SHIPMENTS—RAIL OR WATER

Baltimore

CHAS. E. FERNBERG, Cnural . ;.<s Agent

New York Office: 17 Battery Place

Boston Chlc«co BufTalo

Cable Addre»: "THORNKALE"
Mtuch Chunk

f -

i

1
'4

^ ^ f^ r *--*^r *^
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The Equitable Powder
'

Manufacturing Company

Alton Blasting Powder

Alton High Explosives

Black Diamond Permissibles

FUSE CAPS
and

Miscellaneous Supplies

MILLS

Fort Smith, Ark., East Alton and Marion, 111.

General Offices, East Alton, 111.

in n — — -- ' " ' " " " ' * " " "-

•^

Irvington Smelting
and Refining Works

Buyers, Smelters and Refiners of

Gold, Silver, Lead, Copper and Platinum

Ores, Sweeps and Bullion

Manufacturers oj Copper Sulphate

IRVINGTON :: :: :: NEW JERSEY

N. Y. OFFICE—CharlM Engelhard
Hudson Terminal Building 30 Church Street

MAKE YOURS A

"Safety-First^^ Mine
BY USING

BlastingMachines
FIRING loaded bore holes with

electrical currents decreases the
liability of accidents, increases

the efficiency of explosives and re-

duces the cost of blasting operations.

Simplicity of design, compactness and
dependability in operation make Du
Pont Blasting Machines practical and
popular with blasting crews.

Safeguard life and property by re-

quiring the use of blasting machines
for detonation of explosives.

ASK FOR DESCRIPTIVE FOLDER

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
POWDER MAKERS SINCE 1802

Wilmington, Delaware

DENVER QUARTZ MILLS

AND DENVER STEEL CRUSHERS

have that kind of reliability that constantly

and continuously keeps on being reliable.

The Denver Quartz Mill & Crusher Co.

216-17 Colorado Bldg., Denver, Colo., U.S.A.

IVTEARLY every mem-
ber of The American

Mining Congress utilizes

the services of Mining

Engineers frequently
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The best rubber belt we have ever used
These are the words of an Ohio Superintendent using

DRIVE BELT
:•- 19 t-.- test Sutbir Sell that »« have

«T-r ui-i. •« r.avs tri^d out a great oany aif-
fer^r.t Hinds ar.d none of the* cc:' cloaa to

• iuallr.ar the sorrlce rocelTed from "Cooaander*.
Practically all cf our difficult drives have

tesn squipF«i "itn it, and on roost of then we have
tried sany kir.di of baiting, without any coaparable
degree of service.

We are ver>- 3uch entbused ^Ith It, and are
glad to rscom.Tend it vhsr« there is a demand for
a telt for hard ssrvica.

Very truly yours.

Best for hard service
It takes a ''Commander" belt (Commander in

deed more than in name) to overcome obstinate

drive conditions with a degree of satisfaction

termed best by the operator.
-^ There is only one "Com-

mander" a marked ler.d-

cr tliat commends the
admiration of the user.

That accomplishes
its hardest task with
louver operating costs.
That overcomes ob-
jectionable shut-
downs.
That creates a new
standard of volume
in production

and //lai "Commander"
is positively the best belt
that Goodrich with its

47 jears of experience
can make.
Specify Commander and
test its true worth.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY Factories: AKRON, OHIO
Makers of the Celebrated Goodrich Automobile Tires— ' 'Best in the Long Run '

' Branches and Distribntonin All Districts

Belting
Hose— all

kinds
Packing
Valves

THE CANTON
AUTOMATIC MINE DOOR

•••a••••••*«
•«• a•••« i*^|! IS

IMPROVED METHODS
Without Additional Expense

IF you contend for old time methods, you might try keeping time
by employing a boy with a hammer and gong, to strike off the
hours as indicated by a sun dial. A trial, however, will convince

you that a good clock is cheaper and more reliable. So is the Canton
Automatic Mine Door better than a trapper boy. Write for literature.

THE AMERICAN MINE DOOR COMPANY, Canton, Ohio

III*
IH«
tll«
Ilia

1
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COPPER TAX LIKELY TO BE ELIMINATED FROM
REVENUE BILL

Determined Fight Made in Senate on Provision of Fill Senators Walsh, Smith,

Pittman and Others Denounce Tax Passed by House as Discriminatory

and Indefensible Called "Plain Tyranny"

While it is a very generally held opinion
around the Capitol on this date (July 27) that

the tax on copper will he eliminated from the
revenue hill, there is still consideralile uncer-
tainty in regard to it. Senators Stone, Thomas
and Hughes, -who constitute the suhcommittec
which is in charge of that portion of the

revenue bill which refers to co^per. will make
no forecast as to the recommendation they
will make to the full Finance Committee. The
revenue bill opens so many intricate angles of
discussion that it is hardly possible that it will

be reported to the Senate before August 14.

The presentation of the Revenue bill has
resulted in the greatest activity seen at the

Capitol during this session of Con. There
are many features of the bill .. ...v.i have
brought forth the most vigorous protests, but

there is none which seems to l>e as generally

regarded as discriminatory as the tax on
copper.

It is stated that some meml>ers of the Fi-

nance Committee favor a general tax on metals
rather than singling out one of them. This
plan, however, is not p, • •' — •• ' it is far

more likely that the
, ,

will l>c

eliminated.

In the income tax portion of the revenue bill

the following provision is made:
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time copper is used in munitions it is

combined with a considerable portion of

zinc.

The sub-committee was very much sur-

prised when Senator Walsh produced figures

showing that the exports of raw copper are

not as great at present as before the war,

and that during the greater portion of the

time since the beginning of the war copper
exports were very much below normal. The
central powers took 170.000 tons a year

before the war and despite the somewhat
heavier purchases by the allied countries

they are not equal to the peace demand from
Germany and Austria.

Senator Walsh called attention to the fact

that many other articles have increased in

price in greater proportion since the war
began than has copper. He supported this

statement with figures obtained from the gov-

ernment and other absolutely authoritative
sources. He also embodied in his statement
the recent mid-year statement on metal pro-

duction given out by the Geological Survey.
He made a part of his presentation of the
case the arguments on which is based the
expert conclusion that copper would be sell-

ing for twenty to twenty-five cents per pound
if there had been no European war.

It is the conclusion among Senators that
the Ways and Means Committee of the House
accepted the proposal to attack copper at
the last moment as there are various indi-

cations that it was thrown into the bill at
the last moment.
Senator Walsh went into details and dis-

cussed the method of mining and treating
copper.

Senator Thomas propounded a number of
very illuminating questions.

SEN'.\TOR smith's STATEMENT

Senator Marcus A. Smith, of Arizona, made
the following statement to the sub-committee:
The very illuminating argument of the

Senator from Montana leaves little for me or
any one to say in favor of striking this whole
copper schedule from this bill. How it ever
got into the bill is beyond my comprehension,
tmless the author of the strange proposition felt
that inasmuch as the copper miners and re-
finers were enjoying for once great prosperity,
and therefore should contribute large sums
through taxation to the general welfare, and
particularly because the very limited area in
which that metal is produced, furnished so
small a number of Senators and Congressmen
that no difficidty would be encountered in
im- - the exaction. Be that as it may; the
ta:' npted in this schedule is monstrous and
utterly indefensible. It outrages every sense of
justice and every principle of equity in any mind
acquainted with the facts about the case.
There is no more reason to tax copper as mimi-
tions of war than there is to tax zinc, lead,
steel, pig iron or cotton, which is to some extent
used m explosives, and declared conditional
contraband of war. Nay, there is less reason

to tax copper than there is to tax pig iron as

war munitions.
Senator Thomas. Do you not think as a

fundamental objection we might concede the
falacy of every other one urged, still that would
remain ah insurperable objection to the impo-
sition of a tax on copper?

Senator Smith, of Arizona. Unquestionably.
That consideration alone should defeat this

proposed tax. It resolves itself at last to a
question of fairness and legislative decency.
The people producing copper justly feel that it

is a bare faced imposition on them and because,
perhaps, they could not—as I have stated—by
reason of their limited representation in Con-
gress, successfully defend themselves. On this

phase let me say that we will make up in zeal

and earnestness what we lack in numbers, in

resistance of this tax. It is violative of that
provision of the Constitution requiring uni-

formity in taxation. If war munitions are to
be taxed and the spirit of uniformity preserved,
why are iron and lead and zinc absent from this

schedule?
Senator Thomas. Suppose we should enact

the law as it came over from the House, with
that discrimination so apparent, do you think
it would be enforced in the courts?

Senator Smith, of Arizona, Considering cer-

tain recent decisions of the courts I am not
willing that this matter should ever get that far.

Senator Thomas. Well, as an abstract
proposition of law?

Senator Smith, of Arizona. As an abstract
proposition I have no doubt of the illegality of

this tax on copper. Out of abundant caution
I am led to fear that the court might hold that
Congress had power to impose the tax on this

product and omit the other articles, by holding
that the tax was imposed on all within a certain
class and was as to that class uniform in its

operation and therefore not obnoxious to that
provision of the Constitution requiring uni-
formity.

Senator Thomas. On the face of this law it

is an obvious fact that occurs to every man

—

and your attention is directed to the face of the
bill—that there are certain metals singled out
with no reason that rests itself in the mind at

once for the purpose of levying upon them an
enormous tax and every reason to be assigned
for it is equally applicable to a dozen other
elements all around it. Now the fundamental
principle of taxation, as Senator Walsh has stated
to the committee, is uniformity, and for the very
reason that they are empowered to levy a tax on
commerce, I believe the courts in their capacity
would, by means of the power of Congress, use it.

It would be in a way like levying a tax upon you
and exempting every other man in this room.

Senator Smith, of Arizona. I am sure most
lawyers will feel that such obvious discrimina-
tion against one metal used to a relatively small
extent in the manufacture of war munitions,
violates the law of uniformity. The only case
directly in point that I can recall, arose in the
cotton tax case just after the war. In the lower
court an injunction was sought restraining the

(Continued on page 374)



MUCH OF COUNTRY'S HIGH GRADE COAL MAY BE
EXHAUSTED WITHIN 50 YEARS

M. R. Campbell, of United States Geological Survey, One of Nation's Most Competent
Authorities on Coal, Makes Striking Observations with Regard to

Future of Coal Production Coal Reserves Estimated

Some striking facts with regard to coal are
brought out in the following • -t by M. R.
Campbell, of the U. S. i ^ al Survey:
"In undertaking to make an estimate of the

original tonnage of coal in the ground, certain
assumptions must be made as a foundation;
and the results attained will depend largely

upon these assumptions. The three principal
assumptions are: (1) minimum thickness of bed
of the different ranks and grades of coal that can
be mined; (2) maximum depth to which mining
may be carried in the different ranks of coal;

and (3) maximum percentage of ash that may
be permitted in the various ranks of coal. As
probably no two persons who have attempted
to make estimates have made the same basic

assumptions, so no two estimates agree as to
the tonnage involved. This point is very
important; and is one that is usually lost sight

of by the casual reader, who doubtless wonders
why it is that experts disagree so widely in

their estimates; whereas, if he had analyzed
the results a little more closely, he might have
found that the results were practically in accord.

ENGINEERING PRACTICE

"Most engineers employed by private cor-

pr- •• ns base their estimates on the present
pr of mining and preparation for the

market, for these are the conditions that tht-

mining comi)any must face; and it is manifest
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the fields these data are fairly sufficient, and a
reasonably accurate estimate has been made;
but in other fields the data are confessedly in-

adequate, and the estimate is correspondingly
unsatisfactory.

DISTRIBUTION OF COAL

"A statistic shows clearly certain features
regarding the distribution and amount of coal

in the fields of the United States that are of

the greatest interest. It shows first that the
great bulk of the coal in this country is of low
rank bituminous, lignite, and sub-bituminous,
named in the order of their abundance; and
that the high-rank coals are relatively scarce.
This is an important point in conservation; as
it mean? that our best coal will be the first to
be exhausted, and that such exhaustion may
occur in the not very distant future. It is also
noticeable that the best steaming coal, the
semi-bituminous, is practically limited to the
two eastern provinces, and that the exhaustion
of this coal will he a greater calamity to the
country than the loss of all the anthracite, for
this kind of coal has a greater efficiency and
is adapted to more diverse uses than is anthracite.
Most fxjople think of the eastern part of the
United States as the greatest repository of coal
in the country, and therefore they may be
surprised to find that there are two areas in the
West that contain a greater quantity. The
greatest quantity of coal that is contained in
any single area of continuous coal-bearing rocks
is l,202,032,rX)0,000 tons in the Fort Union
region of Montana, Wyoming, and the Dakotas;

the second is 665,660,600,000 tons in the Green
River region of Wyoming; and the third is

550,898,800,000 tons in the Appalachian region
of the East.

ORIGIN OF PRODUCTION

"When the production of the mines is .com-
pared with the original tonnage it is seen that
the great bulk of our coal is not necessarily
coming from the areas which contain the greatest
quantity, but from the areas which contain the
best coal. This discrepancy is more startling

when the production of the individual States is

compared with their original tonnages.
"Although the relative size of the contents of

the coal fields may be a matter of some surprise,
the really staggering fact is the immense,
really inconceivable total tonnage of the coal
fields. If all of the unmined coal within 3,000
feet of the surface, or 3,538,554,000,000 short
tons, could be placed in one great cubical pile

as solid as it now lies in the ground, it would
make a pile 18 miles long, 18 miles wide, and
18 miles high. . Similarly, if all of the coal that
has been mined in the United States, plus about
50 per cent for waste, or 15,083,100,000 short
tons, were similarly piled, it would make a
cube 1,540 feet long, 1,540 feet wide, and 1,540
feet high, or in other words about 4 per cent of
the original amount has been mined or wasted
in mining.

"There has been considerable speculation
regarding the length of time the coal supplies
would last, but here again there are so many
unknown factors that any estimate partakes of
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the nature of a guess. In attempting, therefore,
to calculate how long the available coal will

last it is manifestly incorrect to base it on tht-

present rate, or rather the rate for the hisi
decade, for the rate in the future will continue
to increase for at least a long time to come.
If we assume that the rate of consumption will
remain the same as it was in 1913, then after
allowance has been made for unpreventable
waste in mining and marketing there \N-ill l)e

enough coal to last 4,000 years; but, of course,
such an estimate is absurd, for the rate of 1913
w-ill not be held in the future probably for a
single year.

MAY LAST ONLY 100 YEARS

"If consumption be prolonged at its rapidly
increasing rate, and this acceleration continues
until the complete exhaustion of the coal, the
supply would probably not last 100 years.
The true life of our coal fields probably lies

between these two extremes, with the proba-
bility that it will be nearer 100 years than 4,000
years.

"In 1908 E. \V. Parker attempted to extend
the cur\'e of production to what he concx?ived
might be the possible maximum that would
ever be reached in this country. The past and
the estimated future production was groujx'd
by decades beginning with 1835 and extending
to the year 2055, when, according to his calcula-

tions, the maximum production of 23,tK)0,000,000

short tons would be reached. As the (}uanlity

of coal mined in the decade ending with 1914
was 4,779,820,431 short tons, the maximum
according to Parker's figures would Ix; roughly
five times the present prcxluction. After the
maximum had been reached the pro<luction,

owing to increased cost of mine haulage, of

hoisting from dee|K'r shafts, and of working
thinner Ix'ds, would gradually decrease, but in

all probability the decrease would Ix' much
less rapid than the increase up to the maxi-
mum. According to the present estimates
there is enough coal in the "••' ' - pro-

duction to continue at this a- . ;mum
rate for more than ten decades or 100 vears.

EXCEEDING ESTIMATE ALREADY

"The pro-' n figures available simv
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"Of the amount contained in the Americas,
the United States claims 4.205, 1!>4,000.000 tons,
or 51 per cent of the total coal in the world.
Listed according to coal reserve^ . vt.r.^c^wl {^
short tons, the principal coal-pr ;n-
tries of the world stand as follows:

United States including
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DIVIDES IRON DEPOSITING
BACTERIA IN THREE GROUPS

"The enormous importance of bacteria in all

that pertains to the nutrition and well-being

of animals and of the higher plants is today a

matter of wide recognition, even by those whose
knowledge of the part played by these minute

and wonderful organisms is far from exact.

The investigations of Pasteur opened our eyes

to their deadly power in disease and their

enormous efficiency in processes of fermentation

and decay. Realization of the influence of

bacteria in affecting the character and fertility

of soils, in bringing about rock decay and in

producing other geological results has come more
slowly.'' These are observations of F. L
Ransome, of the Geological Survey. In addi-

tion Mr. Ransome says:

"It has been known since 1836 that certain

bacteria have the power of withdrawing iron

from solution and causing its precipitation as

ferric hydroxide or ferric sulphide, as the case

may be. The geological applications of this

discover}^ while foreseen by some to be far-

reaching, have been rather slowly made and it

is safe to say that many geologists have paid
little attention to the possible extent of bacterial

action in the deposition of iron ores. Lately,

in connection with the studies in coastal plain

geology now in progress, under the direction of

T. \V. Vaughan, the part played by bacteria in

the deposition of limestones has been specially

investigated and found to be important. Simi-
larly when Mr. Harder, who has devoted par-

ticular attention for some years to the occur-
rence of iron ores, was detailed to study the
Cuyuna Range, Minnesota, he found an oppor-
tunity in the laboratories of the University of

Wisconsin to pursue investigations on the iron-

depositing bacteria.

"Opinions have differed as to the mode
whereby the bacteria withdraw iron from solu-

tion. Some investigators have maintained that
the deposition of iron hydroxide is one of the
vital processes of the organism and as such is

affected directly by the action of the living cell;

others, that the precipitation is purely chemical
and is incidental to rather than essential to
bacterial life; and still others, that the accu-
mulation is mechanical, particles of iron hydrox-
ide present in the water being caught and held
by mucilaginous parts of the bacteria.
"Mr. Harder has found that in addition to

the iron-depositing bacteria proper, chiefly the
• or thread bacteria, probably many of the

;_ .......on soil and water bacteria are active in
the precipitation of ferric hydroxide or basic
ferric salts from solutions containing iron salts
of organic acids. This result is believed to be
new. Such bacteria apparently utilize some
constituent of the salt other than iron, the iron
hydroxide Ix^ing left as a waste product.
"Mr. Harder believes that, according to

present knowledge, there are three principal
groups of iron-depositing bacteria; (1) those
which precn'pitate ferric hydroxide from solu-
tions of ferrous Vjicarbonate, using the carbon
dioxide set free and the available energy of the

reaction for their life processes; (2) those which
do not require ferrous bicarbonate for their vital

processes but which cause the deposition of

ferric hydroxide when either inorganic or

organic salts are present; and (3) those which
attack iron salts of organic acids, using the
organic acid radical as food and leaving ferric

hydroxide, or basic ferric salts that gradually
change to ferric hydroxide."

BENEFIT OF FIRST AID
TRAINING SHOWN QUICKLY

The profit of first-aid knowledge was shown
strikingly in an incident described by G. T.
Powell, one of the Bureau of Mines' foreman
miners. Mr. Powell tells of the incident as

follows

:

"While training the miners from the Crescent
mine at Evansville, Ind., there were a large

number of spectators, two of whom were work-
men at a foundry close by. A few days later

one of the workmen at the foundry received a
compound fracture at about the middle of his

right forearm, while at work, and had received
quite a large laceration. The men started to

cover the wound with dirty material as they
usually did, but one of the fellows who was
looking on, stopped them and applied a
tourniquet made from his handkerchief and
splinted the forearm as he saw us do while
training. The man was taken to the hospital,

and when the doctor saw the dressing, he made
the following remark: 'Well, I see you have
some first-aid man at your place, and he cer-

tainly has put on a dandy dressing.' The
foreman said they had not put anything on the

wound, as the man who put the boards on
would not let him. The doctor said that who-
ever put the splints on knew his job, especially

in not putting any dirty cloth on the wound,
and that he had done the proper thing not to

put on any dirty material when he did not have
sterile material. Receiving this compliment on
the first dressing that he applied, the foundry-
man is considered quite a hero, especially since

all the training he had was in watching the

miners' practice. The men at the foundry have
been after me ever since to give them the same
training that I give the miners."

HUNT FOR OIL AND GAS
IN TETON COUNTY, MONTANA

The Geological Survey is making an ex-

amination of the extension into Teton County,
Mont., of a belt of cretaceous and tertiary

rocks which are known to contain oil and
gas north of the Canadian boundary.
The examination is to be made with the

object of ascertaining the possibility of the

occurrence of oil and gas in these same rocks
south of the border. Eugene Stebinger is the
geologist in immediate charge of the
investigation.

•»



TUCSON, ARIZONA, AND FAIRBANKS, ALASKA,
GET MINING EXPERIMENT STATIONS

Director Manning, of Bureau of Mines, Hurries West to Investigate Best Site for

Third Station Karl Kithil to Have Charge at Tucson, and

J. A. Davis at Fairbanks

Secretary of the Interior Lane on July 22
announced the location of two of the three
mining experiment stations and the three mine-
safety stations provided for in the act passed
last year by Congress and appropriated for at
the present session. The first of the experiment
stations is to be at Fairbanks, Alaska: the
second at Tucson, Ariz.; and the third, not yet
.definitely announced, in the Pacific Northwest.
The exact location of the last-named station
is being held in abeyance pending j)ers«>nal in-

vestigation of the needs of that section soon to

be made by Director Van H. Manning of the
Bureau of Mines at the request of Secretary
Lane, The safety stations as decirlcd ujnm
will be at Butte, Mont.; Reno, Nev.; and Raton.
N, Mex. The sum of $25,000 is appropriated
for each of the mining ext)eriment stations and
$101,500 for the three safety stations.

Karl Kithil will have charge of the Tucson
station and J. A. Davis of the Fairbanks
station.

The act authorizes the S ry of the
Interior to establish in the m...... important
mining regions of the United States ten mining
experiment stations and seven mine-s<'ifety

stations in addition to those already e.<ta!)lishe<l,

but provides that not more than three of the

exjx'riment stations and the same numlK-r
of safety stations shall Ix* established in one
year. The pun)ose of all the station
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tion of the low grade mineral deposits to their

highest extent. Already there are signs that

this is coming. Old mines are being reclaimed,

abandoned dumps which contained supposed

wortliless material are being worked over, and
many prospects that heretofore were not con-

sidered workable are being turned into sub-

stantial mines.
"And with the three mine-safety stations, we

are not forgetting the men who toil beneath the

ground. Their safety is an important part of

the work of the Bureau of Mines.
"There has been a great deal of earnest

rivaln,^ between different localities for these

first experiment and safety stations and it has

been difficult to make the selections. I can

only say that the matter has been given most
careful thought in all its bearings and that we
have done what we thought was for the best.

In the future some of the other localities will

be given their opportunity."

effective results. It proves the difference

between systematic effort and luck and
chance.
The average employer is a pretty decent

sort of person. It is a mistake to suppose
that he is indifferent to these unfortunte
accidents. Aside from the humane feature
of the business it is against his interests to

have his employes killed or maimed, and as
a consequence the heads of these concerns
have welcomed the movement for cooperation
in guarding against avoidable accidents. In
many of these concerns prizes are offered to

the men who make the best 'suggestions for

preventing accidents and the responses have
been most gratifying. It has had the effect

of improving the relations between employes
and employers by demonstrating that their

interests are identical. It has engendered
a feeling of mutual regard which has heliped
one as much as the other. Altogether it has
been a move in the right direction.

SAFETY FIRST SLOGAN FOUND
WONDERFULLY SUCCESSFUL

A special investigator of the Department
of Labor of the New York Industrial Com-
mission has been at work in some of tbe
big plants where large numbers of men are
employed and he reports that the "safety
first" slogan has been wonderfully successful
in reducing the number of deaths and acci-

dents at these places, says an editorial in

an eastern paper. To many persons these
magic words are meaningless or are accepted
as a good-natured jest, but this official finds
that injuries at the plants under considera-
tion show a reduction ranging from 34 to

92 per cent of the rates prevalent before the
inauguration of the movement. Fatal acci-

dents at the works of the Lackawanna Steel
Company in 1915 were 90 per cent below
those in 1914. The United States Steel Com-
pany and the International Harvester Com-
pany report results which are almost as grati-
fying.

The chief value of this movement lies in
the fact that it has taught men to stop and
think. Heretofore many men and women
employed in large industrial establishments
have gone along with a delightful sense of
irresponsibility. But now they are being
gradually taught to take care of themselves,
and the results are shown in the figures pre-
sented by the New York investigator. The
general public has had no conception of the
appallingly large number of accidents in in-
dustrial establishments. It has been sup-
posed in a hazy sort of way that it is dan-
gerous work in coal mines and on railroads,
but there has been no adequate conception
of the lives that have been lost and the
number 6f persons that have been maimed
in other lines of human endeavor. But the
campaign of education that has followed the
cry of "safety first" has had wonderfully

SAFETY-FIRST TOUR TO END
SOON—IDEA PROVES POPULAR

One of the most popular things which has
been done by the Bureau of Mines is the Safety-
First Train. This train carries exhibits showing
the activities of the Government in the saving
of life and property.
While the exhibits are contributed by twenty-

five government bureaus, the idea originated in
the Bureau of Mines, and it is that Bureau
which is engaged in work looking to the conser-
vation of life and property on a larger scale than
any other division of the government depart-
ments.
The safety-first train, which consists of twelve

extra-length steel cars, was furnished by the
B. & O. Railroad. It was through the co-
operation of that railroad that it was possible
for several hundred thousands of persons to see
the exhibits. The Government has made no
appropriation to cover the expense and equip-
ment of the train, or the cost of its transporta-
tion.

Director Manning has been embarrassed by
the large number of requests which have been
made for the train, as he cannot direct its

itinerary. Practically every congressional dis-

trict in the United States is anxious that the
safety-first train visit it. Congressmen and
Senators have been very active in their efforts

to secure a trip through their portions of the
country.

Since the train can only go over such lines as
may make arrangement with the company
owning the equipment, it will be impossible to
cover the entire country as desired. The
success of the train, however, lead to further
effort along this line, which will enable more
people to view the safety-first exhibits, although
it is expected that the tour will end soon as
the railroad company has given notice that it

cannot afford to do without the equipment any
longer.
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

Photo, by Harris b" Ewing

ADOLPH KNOPF
Geologist

Adolph Knopf was Ixjm in San Francis<.-o,

1SH2. His early c<lucation was obtained in the

jnii)lic schools of that city. Following the cxjm-

pletion of his high school course he attended the

University of California, and was Kradxiated

from that institution in 1904 with a tle^jree <tf

B.S. He t«»<jk a iK>st-graduate course and
earned a degree of Ph.D. which was given him
in V)W.
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ALASKAJUNEAU SUPERINTENDENT
PRAISES FIRST AID TRAINING

The amount of good that is being done by
the Bureau of Mines in training miners in first

aid and r work cannot be fully known.
The traint. . i... ii, as a rule, go r'.'-"* ''n.ir ^laily

'.i-ks in the usual way, an<l w usion

arises where they have to give succor they•1 willingly and lives are saved. It is

- i an ordinar\' event in the life of a first-aid

: ..ill and he does not think it is necessar>' to

make any report which will reach the public.

( )nly < y come
."

» U.. Vt^. .\v1-

.-, .. fi«

At Juneau, Alaska, recently, the mmmg camp
of the Alaska-/

*' ""
' Co. ^^-as

•nrtled bv the <:.> ^ -^ ^^ . ar-year-old

y, Francis La . J. H. Richards,

superintendent of the mme, gathered a party
• -tther and s«

'
1 the countr>'. The boy

.'. 1^ f.Tmd un. "iix^ ious, was given tirst-aid

i!LaL!:i'Hi, antl is on the way to rc<''»v*TS'.

In writing of the case to S. S. d

mine i
' >r for Alaska, Mr. I 1:

"I bciiuNc that first aid was ,....; v. ^. ..;id

directly resjK^nsible for the sa\*ing of Francns

I^ Rochelle's life. Immediately after the boy
was found in an uncons' 'ozen

1 ' ndition, his clothes wti. * ii .».. . .vj.iaced

with dr>', warm ones, taken from the l>acks of

those in the searching party. An effort ^^-as at

once made to start the " n, by ' 'ig

and chafing the boy's lin -Iv. .> -^^n

as possible he was taken ;
:*.i'.. : it the

rubbing treatment was contmued while en route

there on the train. Th to

n -store the l>oy'.s circula* >n

of warm clothes really s-
.

'*''

his vitality was extremely low i we found

him.

til,.

"I 1..
'

pa: ,

1-' .,'- "W',,:... ,. .. t^.. .f«V in

ic-

i given in first-aid work by your id

prev-ious to vour " "eau, t>y «.iuy

T ' .n. of f rt :.

''

'. nt a rc..= .

.it you and Mr. J

the way of
*

SUP *' • *

iii'i
•

' " • " m the
\*er>'

liave done in
•

I feci

> in con-
isionaUy

ir, and by having our men irainetl, ihcv will

I idy to help any unfortunate .suflferrr.
'

DEMAND FOR SULPHUR
CONTINUES DESPITE HIGH PRICE

The d >r .»; * '

. r.' I «..<• .i: . at

1 with ^ per ton. which is

the normal pnce of suiphur

k> 1 1
1

• •- • I
-

at o{ this ttcid

is l»cinK u«ed for che manuiacturc .^f ex-
* 'ca»in»

*^

i'
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USE OF OIL SHALES IN
NEAR FUTURE IS FORESEEN

Against the time when the people of the

United States will find it advantageous to

begin to utilize the richer part of oil shales

for the distillation of their hydrocarbons,
the V. S. Geological Survey has resumed its

investigations of the deposits of the shales

in northeastern Utah.
Circumstances during the past year lead

more than ever to the conclusion that oil

shales may be used economically in the
very near future. The areas containing shales

are being mapped. The thickness of the

richer beds is being measured at many points.

Tests are made in the field by dry distilla-

tion to determine roughly, the amount of oil

contained in the different beds.

It is proposed to extend these tests to

other of the more richly carboniferous beds
which have been obser\-ed or reported to the
Survey.
An advance statement giving the more

im.portant results of the previous investiga-

tions of these shales has been published quite
widely during the past few weeks.
A great deal more data are now available

following the detailed results of the distilla-

tions made by difi'erent processes. Interest-
ing facts have developed as to the gasoline,
ammonia, tar and other products.

Working in Big Horn Basin

Investigation of the oil and gas structure in
the northern part of the Bi^ Horn Basin,
Wyoming, is being conducted by C. J. Hares
and a party of geologists.

"Who Am I?"

"I am more powerful than the combined
armies of the world.

" I have destroyed more men than all the
wars of the world.

*T am more deadly than bullets, and I have
wrecked more homes than the mightiest of
seige guns.

"I spare no one and I find victims among
the rich and the poor alike, the young and
the old, the strong and the weak, widows
and orphans know me.

"I loom up in such proportions that- I cast
my shadow over every field of labor, from the
turninj^ of a grindstone to the moving of a
railroad train.

"I massacre thousands upon thousands of
wage-earners in a year.

"I am relentless. I am everywhere; in the
home, on the streets, in the factory, at rail-
road crossings, in the mine, and on the sea.

"I bring sickness, degradation and death, yet
few seek to avoid me.

"I destroy, cru.sh or maim, yet I give
nothing.

"I AM CARELESSNESS."

GEOLOGIST SAVES HISTORIC
PILLAR FROM DISINTEGRATION

That the Geological Survey is of aid to

others besides the miners of the country is

shown by the following letter from Director
Smith to the Secretary of the Treasury:
Edson S. Bastin, whom I assigned to make

an examination 0)f the pillar in the souith

portico of the Treasury Building, which is

undergoing distintegration, has made an ex-

amination and reports as follows:

The damage consists in the disintegration
of the granite at several points. The imme-
diate cause of the disintegration appears to

be free sulphuric acid. The disintegration is

confined to the immediate vicinity of cement
layers between different blocks of granite and
is not caused by any defect in the granite itself.

The primary cause of the trouble appears to

have been the application of acid in cleaning
the granite. This acid has worked into the
cement between the granite blocks at a few
places where this cement was somewhat
fractured. The cement proves to be
a gypsum cement containing a consid-
erable amount of iron, and the free acid
used in cleaning the stone, "has attacked this

cement, developing iron sulphate and alum

;

the iron sulphate on contact with the air

yields free sulphuric acid. The process there-

fore is a more or less continuous one. The
small amount of the acid which worked in

during the cleaning process sufificed to start

the process of acid generation from the
cement.
As a remedy for the difficulty, I suggest

that the decayed portions of the granite be
scraped away, ithat the disintegrated portions
of the cement also be scraped out so far as
possible, and that the affected parts be then
thoroughly washed with a solution of chem-
ically pure sodium bicarbonate, which will

neutralize any free acid. This should be
applied several times at an interval, say, of

a day or two. After that I suggest that the
outer inch or so of the gypsum cement be
chipped out and that in its place a good grade
of Portland cement be applied, which v/ill

not be attacked by any future applications
of

. the acid for cleaning, and which will

protect the remaining portions of the gypsum
cement.

Help at Cleveland

A mine rescue car with full crew was
rushed to Cleveland following the recent ex-

plosion of gas in the water works tunnel
under Lake Erie. H. M. Wolflin, the engineer
in charge of the mine rescue work for the
Bureau of Mines, was in charge of the car
which was hurried from Barnesboro, Pa., in

record time. While the first interest of
the Bureau of Mines in sending the rescue
car was to save the lives of the men, there
is much scientific data obtainable at explo-
sions of this kind.



STANDARDIZATION OF ORE SAMPLING METHODS
URGED BY T. R. WOODBRIDGE

Despite Importance of This Process, a Large Part of the Sampling Is Not Done
on Scientific Basis, He Shows Bureau of Mines Investigating with

Idea of Improving Present-Day Methods

Great need for standardization in ore sampling
exists in the West according to T. R. Wood-
bridge. Mr. Woodbridge spent several days in

Washington recently and di A ore sampling
conditions in the West as fo...... ,;

"The success of every mining enterprise
depends on accurate knowledge of the constitu-

ents of the ore taken from the mine. This
knowledge may be least necessary for a placer
mine or for a company producing bullion from
its own ores, but it is absolutely necessary to a

company selling its ore, or to a smelter, custom
mill, or sampling plant buying the ore.

"In spite of the importance of sampling, a
large part of the ore sampling of today is not
done on a scientific basis. There are many
operators seeking thoroughly satisfactory
methods of sampling who, nevertheless, are not

<loing as accurate work as the present state of

the industry permits. On the other hand,
investigation shows that in the majority of

sampling plants there is a great lack of uni-

formity, and that even in individual plants

several methods or combinations of methods may
be found.

" Discussions concerning the theory and j)rac-

tice of ore sampling have apix'ared at various
times in the transactions of the engineering
societies and the technical press, but have not
p...i.,.,j

jj^ aj^y general uniformity of v- •••e.

i.
.

illy is this true in regard to di ml'

methods known to be unreliable. D)ubtl<
some ojKTators are satisfied with this state of

affairs and are not concerned with the :•. -icy
of the s;impling of individual lots of ore,

\
<•<!

the total purcliasc price of all lots equals the
total value recovered during a certain jK-riod of

time. Also, a few operators have W()rke<l out

the problem of sampling for their lo«.al condi-

tions to their own sfitisfiiction and profit, ami
therefore do not welcome any critiiism that may
result in a change of rnetlKnls. .Most s< " - '

l»iiyers of ore, liowever, are frankly >'. ^
with the persi.stent use of incorri'ct meth<Kls an<I

u .iild welcome a thorough investigation and
diseu.ssion of the subject.

"In connection with its •ff>.rr<. ti. in. rinse

eflicieney in the mineral in m
of Mines h;is undertaken to w tit

-*.,. .>..
i*. undt r iiuiv ue
to give . i to the

advantage of either the seller or the buyer.
This would eliminate one t>f the chief causes of
the friction that often develops b * • - •'

seller and the buyer. At any rate, e.. , .

the transaction should be familiar with the
limitations of the metho<i that has been em-
ployed by mutual ' -• •' * "it her party
will feel that the _ an unfair
advantage."

FAILURE TO MAKE RETURNS
DELAYS IMPORTANT STATISTICS

Si.x months ago the n.-..1, .tr;, .1 Qurx-.v ...^t

out requc^sts to ^,(i^)^) op. i-s,

asking for certain information wnih regard to
their pro]> ' '

*

O'
re(}uests, ;... _." .... a
result valuable s' i l>e of

ser\'ice to the entire mdusir>' are iKing d.

This is in marked with
'

'

from many of the nu ;.. .' ""
most cases returns are r« than
95 i>er cent of all those ot whom the original

re(}uest is made. In some cases 100 j>er cent
of returns are made.

It is the iK'lief of the g« t in charge of this

IK)rtion of the work thai many of the men
d in ]

'

i; on so
,,;...... a scale v.,... :... . - . . vTriment

does not care to hear from them. Just the
contnir>' is the case. Placer mining as a rule is

t '
* on a small scal« ' it is ' '»y

M.I , .r,

.it

>,. > ...^ ctums from the ;;

regard l«-vs of the size of hi*;
]

I .;ures can Ik-

1 Ue Mst y

etl at the failure to rcceixf more hearty
I.-

;

-Tilt Ion. T'
'

lucsted «
l' • • '-

. ,

h mine is

}icnu(l of

l-

" There should Ix* will ulti-

where it proiKTly )

"Tlv
I I l«l< \ Iff •« I « •t4 l< I ai r^-urvey

h
•f

^y
to the L . S. Gco>

.<5'i
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MINERS OVERCOME DISLIKE
FOR PERMISSIBLE EXPLOSIVES

Daniel Harrington, district mining engineer of

the Bureau of Mines at Denver, Colo., has sub-

mitted the follo\ring report on the use of per-

missible explosives at the Hanna mine:

"In Mav, 1915, Mr. Brennan, of the Union
Pacific Coal Co., notified the United Mine
Workers of America, through its officials at

Cheyenne, that on and after June 1, 1915, only

permissible explosives would be used in the

Hanna mines of that company. The Hanna
mines are gaseous and have had some serious

explosions, and Mr. Brennan states that the

dust from the Hanna mines is more inflammable,

although the coal contains a greater percentage

of moisture, than any other coal they mine.

"The miners strenuously objected to the

introduction of permissible explosives and it is

reported a strike was prevented only by the

company promising employment in some of its

other mines to any man who did not care to

remain at Hanna after permissible explosives

were adopted. After the use of permissible

explosives was begun at Hanna, complaints

were frequent, terminating in a threat to strike

in January, 1916. The company prepared a
statement regarding the facts in the case,

reporting the cost to the miners of permissible

explosives for the eight months they had been
in use, as against a corresponding eight months
in a previous period when the miners were
using black powder. From June, 1914, to

Januar\', 1915, inclusive, black powder was used
and 130,935 tons of coal were produced at a cost

to the miner of SO.0405 per ton. From June,
1915, to January, 1916, inclusive, 157,814 tons

were produced, with permissible explosives, at a
cost to the miner of SO.0378. This indicated
that any difference in cost to the miner was in

favor of permissible explosives. After studying
these figures the miners agreed to continue to

use permissible explosives. Mr. Brennan states

that the use of permissible explosives in the
Hanna mines has not in any way injured the
preparation of the coal. The above figures are

for coal 'mined' from pillars by shooting off

the solid."

HIGH PRICES RESULT IN OPENING
OF GRAPHITE DEPOSIT IN TEXAS

The increasing price of graphite has re-

sulted in opening a number of new properties
in the United States. Important among
these is the mine at Burnet, Tex., owned
by the Texas Graphite Company, in which
George C. Mau, of San Francisco, is promi-
nently interested.

The deposit has been developed to a suffi-

cient extent to indicate that it is of more
than u^ua: value. Much of the graphite is

of such high grade that it could have been
marketed to advantage under normal condi-
tions. Its presence has been known for
many years, but the first effort to mine the
graphite was made recently.

PHOSPHORUS FROM IRON .ORE
MADE INTO FERTILIZER

Another striking instance of the economic
evolution which is taking place in the United
States today by reason of the European
war has just come to the attention of the

Bureau of Mines in the announcement that

the United States Steel Corporation, through
one of its subsidiaries, the Tennessee Coal,

Iron & Railroad Co., has just completed a
plant at Ensley, Ala., for the manufacture of

phosphate fertilizer from its blast-furnace

slag.

The Tennessee company, in its making of

iron, has been at somewhat of a disadvantage
owing to the relatively high phosphorus con-
tent of southern ores. Now it has discovered
a plan whereby the excess phosphorus in

these 'ores may be converted into a phos-
phate fertilizer with unusual plant-food quali-

ties. The steel corporation has a double
purpose in this, in that it not only removes
the impurities from the iron ore but also

turns these impurities into salable by-prod-
ucts, thus reducing the cost of iron making.
The plant at Ensley is quite complete and
is now in working order, but it is too early
to give any definite statement as to the
amount of phosphate that may be made
and the im/portance of this phosphate in

supplying the demands of the country.
The Bureau of Mines is extending its inves-

tigations of potash. F. K. Cameron, who
has done notable work with the Bureau of

Soils, will be added to the Bureau of Mines
staff. Mr. Cameron is an expert upon fer-

tilizing materials. Among other things he
will write a bulleltin on potash.
There are now four government bureaus

engaged in investigations of potash problems.
They are: The Bureau of Mines, Geological
Survey, Bureau of Standards and Bureau of

Soils.

J. F. Callbreath, secretary of the Mining
Congress, is spending the major part of his

time in Chicago, looking after the preliminary
arrangements for the 19th annual convention,
which will be held at Chicago, November
13 to 17. He reports a great deal of enthu-
siasm, and the consensus of opinion is that
the convention will be the largest ever held
by any mining organization.

J. C. Hoyt, of the Water Resources branch
of the Geological Survey, is making an In-

snection trip which will cover portions of

Colorado, Utah, Idaho and California. He
will be gone two months.

Ralph Arnold, formerly with the Geological
Survey, and now in private practice, is In

Venezuela, where he will conduct some inves-

tigations in the petroleum districts.
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

GEO. A. BURRELL
Inventor of Methane Indicator

George A. Burrell is in charKc of the

chemical labi)ratory for k^s investigations

of thr Bureau of Mines, with hca(l(iuartcr>

at Pittsburgh. Pa., where the Bureau main-
tains its largest experiment stati»)n

Mr. Burrell attended school at Ohio Sute
University, and from there, in 19Q4. he ac-

cepted a position under Professor N. W
Lord, at the co.*' ••sting station of the

United States Gt al Sur\ey He con-

nected himself with this -work at the time

Dr J. A. Holmes 1 • interested in it.

and he is now the .. i- i man. in p«Mnt of

service, in the Bureau of Miius. considering

that the Bureau's work bt-gan with the coal

testing station in St. Louis

From St Louis. Mr Burrell went * T^ n-

ver in 1907. to take charge of the «. al

laboratory of the coal tcstmg plant esUb-
lished there, to study coking and washing

of coal from the Roc ky Nf '
' Me

went to Pittsburgh in VMn : .;iarKC

of the chemical laboratory for gas investi-

gations He rapidly developed this labora-

tory from a very small beginning to one
where many investigations pertaining to

K'ases have been made.
Mr. Burrell has published, all told, about

forty-five articles dealing with various gas
problems, including natural gas. gasoline.

ventilation of coal mines and gas 'is
t:,...

il-•faction. ph\-i.

i other data regard-

data, comprf •"'•'••

cal effects, ex,

ing air.

Many gas testing appliances which Mr.
Burrell has devised are being used in dif-

ferent testing laboratories in the United
States. What he considers his best achieve-

ment is his gas detectXDr. recently completed.
which is the first reliable, simple and accurate
detector for use in mines by inexpe-- "^ ^d
men It weighs about one and ilf

pounds and is practically all of metal Fire-

damp can be detected with it in two min-
utes' time with an accuracy of one-tenth per
cent. It is undergoing finishing touches at
the present time in the Bureau's lab<iratories

and shops, and will soon be available for

use by the mining public.

Mr. Burrell has not entirely de\T)ted his
attention to coal mining, in that, he recently
made a study of gases in the Cripple Creek
district of Colorado, and also has made many
studies pertri ' to natural gas and gaso-
'ine. He pul 1 the only elaborate treatise

on the casinghead gasoline industry, and
he recently published the first account
of a new proce.ss for the ' n of gaso-
line from natural gas bv a;.- .^ i. a m-»^-Hs.

Mr. Burrell was the first to show t' uc
composition of natural gas by means of ex-

periments performed at temperatures as low
as 193 dr— below zero, centigrade scale.

These ten., . .lures were obtained by using
liquid air. Several years ago he performed
experiments that showed that natural gases.

rich in heavy hvdrocar' '
! be com-

- •••! anrl used fr.„^l^

d other pur;

him show that natural
high pre will have Ut be '

that, in {..--r measurements, natu
cximpanies have not taken into co:

lion the fact that natural gas does not ft

Bovle's law
It was p- - " •^- h Mr BurrelKji

experiments ;. ^.... .. if the value of

canary birds for use in mine* that these
small birds are used '

n this

1 • V in mines T
"

and
Ti '"^ *•• ^^•^'''^ rc-.....e, , .. .v udlv
(.. gas.

t

bv
at

in

ts

i-iurements

i.

A Kn ipf of the U S Geological Survey,
has d a field examination of tin ore
at Klko. .\cv He also made an ex ti

of tungsten deposits in the vicinitv u: ni*nup.
Cal.
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ALMOST ANY FUEL CAN BE BURNED
SMOKELESSLY SAYS SPECIALIST

By proper combustion of the fuel almost

any fuel can be burned smokelessly. It is a

question of furnace design and the manipula-

tion of the fire, according to O. P. Hood, of

the Bureau of Mines. "The easy way is not

the smokeless way, unfortunately," says Mr.

Hood, "but if proper principles are observed

both in the design and in the manipulation of

the fire, as I say, even the so-called smoky

coals can be burned almost smokelessly. If

you add to that problem a little careless-

ness or considerable ignorance or a low ideal

of what is possible, then you have smoke and

dirt and grime. Those are the items which

the Bureau of Mines is trying to fight.

"There are some few boilers, usually very

old boilers, with which it would be very

difficult to produce smokeless combustion with

soft coal.

"Just now the Bureau of Mines, in its

Pittsburgh testing plant, is making tests

on some small housekeeping boilers for the

Army that were originally designed for an-

thracite coal. We have something over 150

different fuels from all over the United States

that we are burning in those furnaces, and
we can burn the coal smokelessly ; but that

means that a little more intelligent care has
got to be exercised and a little more frequent
cleaning of the furnaces has got to be done,
but it can be done, and it is done.
"A ton of anthracite coal has less poten-

tial heat in it than a ton of good bituminous
coal. It is possible, however, by careless

use of the bituminous coal to realize a smaller
proportion of the potential heat of the coal
in your hot-water or steam plant, or in your
house, than by an equally careless way of

using the anthracite coal. In other words,
the anthracite coal is almost a fool-proof
coal. That is not so of bituminous coal. But
one who learns how to use bituminous coal
can get through a year with a fewer num-
ber of tons of soft coal than he would use of
anthracite. But it takes that little added
care and 'know how,* which, unfortunately,
most of our Americans will not give. We
would rather pay out something more in the
way of money than to use a little extra care."

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS COMPANY
BUYS LOW GRADE TUNGSTEN

The Chemical Products Co. has erected
a large new reduction plant near Washing-
ton. The business of this concern has in-
creased decidedly since it began operations
here a year ago.
The Chemical Products Co. is engaged in

reducing tungsten ores. It makes a specialtv
of the very low grade ores which find little
market at other places. It also is one of
the few firms which buys tungsten containing
a large percentage of gangue.

ARTESIAN WELLS MADE
TO PUMP THEMSELVES

The field men of the United States Geo-
logical Survey, in their investigations of the
ground-water resources of the Virginia Coastal
Plain, have observed that the flows from
many artesian wells in that region are utilized

to drive hydraulic rams for the purpose of
lifting the water to higher levels. Along the
lower courses of the Potomac and Rappahan-
nock and along the shores of the many inlets

that run back from Chesapeake Bay above
the James, there are hundreds of artesian wells
that supply a perennial flow of beautifully
clear water which is, as a rule, excellently
adapted to all domestic uses and is largely
utilized by the canning factories and other
industrial establishments that abound in that
part of the country. Though the pressure
of the water from the wells is ample at the
short level, the head diminishes so quickly
with increase in relevation that no flow can
be obtained along the higher banks above
the shores where the water is most needed.
The common method of obtaining it at these
higher levels is to use the force developed by
the artesian flow to operate hydraulic rams,
which in turn raise the water to the heights
desired along the bluffs above the river and
inlets. Thus it may be said that the artesian
wells pump themselves.

MONTANA BEING SEARCHED
FOR OIL AND GAS POOLS

On account of the increasing interest
among oil men and in the possibility of de-
veloping oil pools in Montana where the oil

and gas bearing formations of Canada pre-
sumably extend into the United States, an
investigation of these structures is being
conducted by the U. S. Geological Survey.
This investigation is in progress at several
points in the state.

One party is in charge of A. T. Hancock.
It is studying the structure in a portion of
the Yellowstone Valley, above Billings. An-
other party in charge of C. F. Bowen, is

engaged in field examination of an area in
the Mussel Shell Valley, near Roundup.

'Structure favorable to the occurrence of
oil and gas will be the object of a search
by A. J. Collier and a Geological Survey
party. This party also will map and classify
certain coal iands in the northeastern part
of Montana.

Visits Magnesium Plants

The magnesium industry of the country
is enjoying the greatest boom in its

history, according to Frank L. Hess, of the
U. S. Geological Survey, who just has re-

turned from a trip to the more important
producing centers in those states.



APEX LAW CAUSE OF ONLY THREE PER CENT
OF LITIGATION IN MINING STATES

Attorney Compiles Statistics to Bolster His Contention That Extralateral Rights

Feature of Present Mining Laws is Not Cause of Unusual Amount of

Legal Controversy Need of Law Revision Discussed

A feature of the mining laws much dis-

cussed and perhaps least understood, is

known as the "extralateral rights" granted
the locator of a mining claim. It is some-
times referred to as the "apex law." This
extralateral right was known to miners at
the time of the discovery of gold in Cali-

fornia and was introduced into the first

mining enterprise by the Mexican. English
and continental miners These early miners
not only operated their claims with refer-

ence to this right but it was expressly granted
by their rules and regulations adopted in

practically all the mining camps, according
to a well-known mining attorney. Others
of his viejws follow:

The principle was not only adopted by the

first miners in California, but it radiated to

all the other mining districts of the Western
States and became a fixed principle in all

lode mining.

MININT, TKRMS F.XI'I.AINKD

It was early discovered that veins of min-
eral-bearing ore -were in the form of thin but
broadly extended sheets standing or resting

at a greater or less angle from the perpen-
dicular, and that the upper edge of this

sheet ran along near or at the .•surface of the

ground, and this edqe was variously denomi-
nated the "outcrop," "apex." or "top" of the
vein. This edije. outcrop or apex, as it ex-

tended along the surface or more or less be-

low the surface, was called the "strike" of the
vein and the angle or downward course of

the vein was known as the "dip." This dip
varierl from the Derpendicular from a f«'\v

degrees, to as much as 80 degrees.

Ordinarily, and in most of the mining dis-

tricts, these veins have a continuitv and an
identity as distinct as that of the separate

and several roots of a tree, and l!»cy can
be followed on their dip generally with the

same degree of certaintv as a person ' ^

down and discovering the root of a trei- i. nud
follow it out to its remotest . xt.'nt

MINIVr, CAMP Rl'l.r -

The mining claims from the first mining
efforts were located on this uopcr cfl^'p or

outcrop with a eiven number of feet ext« !

ing on the of the vein Under the

rules of the tnni :,. -"• •'- '•'•

ct^vcrer of a vein i . •

tion. twice as many feet on the strike at

any other single locator. The claim was
then laid on the surface in the form of a
parallelogram, the end lines of the claim
limiting the locator or miner in his opera-
tions on the strike of the vein while the
side Hnes. supix)sed to run at given d: s

on each side of the center of the vein,

measured the amount of the surface ^ -J
the miner was permitted to use in the opera-
tion or mining out his vein. In the early
history of mining, little attention was paid
to the side lines for the reason that the land
was of no value except in connection with
the mining enterprise and the miner was free
to use any quantitv required along the side
of his outcrop, but the limi* •• " ''^e

strike of the vein were inv

ei. forced and rights recognized and respected,

MKTHOD OF WORKING
When a claim was thus laid the miner

began his operations on the outcrop at the
surface and mined out, down and into or
upon the vein as it ext-'^'- ' ' ".nward in

its course. The vein b< end lines

of his surface location belonged to him abso-
lutelv and he had the right to follow it in

its downward <
— • any distance that it

might Ic-ad W side lines of his loca-

tion were required he had the rijfht to pass
under these or through the vertical planes
of t' le liiv * 'I dou '

1

still ; .. .'. the : .— oursc . : .;;

the same as if there were in fact no side

Imes to his claim. These constituted no
in' t or no limitation on his

g: .i.... .workings, but o'^t,- limited h.- um.*

of the surface of the l.i

It thus appears that the term "extralateral
rights" in<' the
his ^••••• • " — Kiit-i

of h. . c

nr.CAur. rrpfMM. !..\w

Whi^n the first mining stAtitt.- u- 1< ..ni.-f^/^f

by ( ^ in ISM. the fu

sentatives from the Western "

w •

P'
i' - a part

mmifut statute of July 2A. l^-

p: ;i in that art w.

a • cou! ' -—

mine, t i the rixht
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vein or lode with its dips, angles, and varia-

tions, to any depth, although it may enter

the land adjoining, which land adjoining shall

be sold subject to this condition.''

When this original bill was before Congress,

Senator Conness, of California, in his answer

to questions as to the meaning of the bill,

said:

"The ordinary lands of the United States,

not mineral, are sold according to what is

called the rectangular system of survey, and
always sold by perpendicular lines to the

center of the earth. The necessity of varying

that law in the sale of vein mines arises

because all veins dip at a certain angle,

varying frequently, but they always dip at

an angle, never entering the earth vertically,

and so they run in layers, one after the other.

This bill in that respect simply conforms
to what is both the custom and the law
now—the old custom of the Mexican miners,

adopted by our own people, and sustained by
the decisions of our courts. Every man now
has the right to follow his vein. ..."

A senator's opinion

Senator Stewart, of Nevada, a practical

miner, in further explaining the bill, said:

"To extend the preemption system appli-

cable to agricultural lands to mines is abso-

lutely absurd and impossible. Nature does
not deposit the precious metals in rectangu-
lar form descending between vertical lines

into the earth, but in veins or lodes varying
from one foot to 300 feet in width, dipping
from a perpendicular, . from one to 80 de-

grees, and coursing through mountains and
ravines at nearly every point of the com-
pass . . . with such a division of a mine,
one owning it at the surface and another at
a greater depth, neither would be justified

in expending money in cost of machinery,
deep shafts, and long tunnels for working
of the same. . . .

"If you sell in square sections with per-

pendicular lines extending into the earth, any
quantity you please, one man may have a piece
of half a dozen veins, and yet have no vein
to work. To open a silver vein costs all

the way from $50,000 to several million dol-
lars, and to work it requires long tunneling,
and it require? a system of timbering from
the top. If a man has only a short piece, and
is required to go into the earth by perpen-
dicular lines, he might cut through several
veins, but no system of working could be
adopted. The veins are separated by rock
walls, so that there is no possibility of con-
fusion. You give a man a vein, or so many
.feet running with the vein, and following it
down. Suppose, for instance, you give a man
3,000 feet. It dips forty-five degrees. If you
were to undertake to give him that by your
present system of selling the land by per-
pendicular lines, what would be the result?
In order to work that vein he must have a
large quantity of ground. It is suppo.sed
that the veins ordinarily have been worked

down 3,000. Then you would have to give

him an extent of 3,000 feet laterally. In these

3,000 feet there might be twenty or thirty

other veins; so that under that system, in

order to. give him one vein you would have
to give him a complete monopoly of the

whole distance, or you would give it to him
in a shape that he could not do anything.

The practical necessity of the case requires

that the dips of the veins shall be followed.

A vein is an expensive thing to work, and
any other system of sale would destroy the

whole country ; and that is the principal

reason why the miners have been objecting

to sales, because the perpendicular line would
cut up their claims and no man would pur-

chase. If you undertake to divide the lands
in the mining country by having the lines

extended perpendicularly, mining will be
effectually at an end."

NO CHANGE IN PRACTICE

The nature of mining has not changed.
Mining operations are still carried on by fol-

lowing the dip of the vein from the surface
downward. Even where perpendicular shafts

are sunk by the discoverer of a vein the

mining then begins and follows the dip of

the vein. The ore found in veins or lodes
could not be successfully mined in any other
way. The (practical value of a vein neces-
sarily depends on the distance that it can
be followed by the miner for the purpose of

extracting the ore. The experience of the
practical miner has taught him that the
richest deposits do not appear in the vein
nearest the surface but rather appear at a
distance of several hundred feet down the
incline land if the ore in the upper part or
nearest the surface is of sufficient value to

contribute somewhat to the expense of min-
ing the operator is rewarded by the richer

deposits further down the dip of the vein.

It is but natural that this extralateral right
law and privilege has met with opposition.
It is against the American instinct of prop-
erty rights that one man should invade even
the sub-surface of the lands of another owner.
It is a fact that this right has been produc-
tive of difficulties and expensive litigation in

.some sections. Mining experience has taught
that frequently the formations are faulty and
regular veins disturbed and broken, and alto-

gether too irregular to be followed, and tinder
such circumstances the extralateral right rule
has provoked conflict and litigation. If all

veins were regular and ideal there certainly
could be no objection to the extralaiteral

right principle.

AS TO LITIGATION

The chief objection to the extralateral right
feature of the law, found in the mining litera-

ture and encountered among a certain class
of critics, is because of the extensive and
expensive litigation it has engendered. It
i.s not 'infrequently asserted that capital re-

fuses its investments in mining enterprises
because of the dangers, the expense and the
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litigation entailed upon the mining operations
by reason of this feature of the mining law.

Adverse criticism has practically abandoned
every other objection to this provision and
its repeal is demanded on this sole ground.
The history of mining litigation lends little

support to the critics and affords too weak a
basis for such a demand, if this objection is

to stand as the only one.

LITIC.\TIO.V AN'ALVZKD

An inspection of the mining cases that

have reached the highest courts in nine of

the leading metal mining states discloses a

very small per cent of the cases that involve

any phase of the extralateral right law. The
tctal number of cases involving the great

variety of legal questions that have arisen

out of the mining operations, cases that

but for mining operations would not have
been in the courts, the number involving the

extralateral right law. and the per cent of

the same to the whole number of cases, that

have reached the highest courts of the nine

leading metal mining states, is shown by the
following table:

.\fitting Extralateral
Staff cases right cases Per cent

Arizona 124 2 1.6

California T64 11 1.44

Colorado 4:)2 21 4.64

Idaho 14U :i 2.00

Montana 400 23 ').Wy

Nevada TJO 5 2..'i:.

New Mexico 47 1 2.12

Utah 1S2 :> 2.73

Wyoming 11 .00

2.331 71 3.04.-)

These totals show that in a period of 6o

years of mining operations there have been
2.331 mining cases reaching the highest courts
of these states, and in this long stretch of

time a total of 71 cases that have inv()l\-e<i.

directly or indirectly, controversies grou-ing

out of these extralateral rights

These 71 cases involving extralateral rights

inc'ude instances where the litigation grew out

of wilful trespas.^es. cases where one operator
knowingly and purposely entered upon a vein

belonging to another, as distinguished from
an innocent tn The list als«) includes

separate suits •....., one vein owner either

with or without a pending suit has sought
the order of a court to permit him to inspect

the mining operations of the owner of a

different vein.

LIST .NOT t(J.Mri,I.TK

This list does not anrl (
'«

that w'" • —minatcd in •' <'r

by juti,. t or comjM »ir

to assume that the relative per cent of the

two (' of canes 1 by iv
'

it

or '

*^
i.sc. was no* ' - nt fr»'' >«e

api" _ . to thi- hu IS 1 ur

presumption would be that a kirKcr per cent

>f the extralateral right cases was ap-^ ' i.

from the fact that ordinarily greater h; .al

interests were involved and the parties better
able financially to appeal the cases But for

historical pu" the list is
'

r-

rect and fun.. -<.«-- a conclusi\«. .... .^^i i . i..e

demand for the repeal of this provision on
the ground of expensive litigation.

Whether or not the extralateral right

feature of the mining law is to be re— /'-d

should not alone be determined by : ; ;;g

engineers and those who study mining in its

scientific aspect. If the law granting extra-
lateral rights is satisfact • ' . ,,.

and the practical miner, ;i ,. .:i

the statute books.

CHICAGO CONVENTION
AROUSING ETHUSIASM

The Official Call for thy Nineteenth Annual
Con n of the American >' s

to Ik . ' r"^; •. 111.^ No\».iiii^j i> .-. lO,

1<^16, h..

The prelimmar\' work for the convention is

well in hand. The pr-
"

-e

ambitious than that
j

.s

convention, and the in i

is greatly in excess of that shown this much in

advance of any •

n.

Two whole flcx.i >.. c .ti.. ,. :n »^
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eigh*' '
'^' " and ;...,. ,...<. f
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the convention the secretar\' wnll be located at
nx)m 214. La SalK- Hott-l ' of

August. The Washin;' ' ., ... .^ kepi
ojK'n to carry on the ft, rk.

The program committee will vjc any
ions as l<

"
'

"

-r

ire ur^' • -

\> :i for thr I'

convention itself. It ls pi

• »r\« i"«»ib III \ t tv
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that the g(,••'•

• t

ami tlif
I'
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every mining mim m iiic L micu ^>t •.i

requested.

FEAR OF OUTRAGE KEEPS
METAL MANUFACTURERS WORRIED
Many of the manufacturers of rare metals

are operating with the v This
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FIGURES SHOWING COAL PRODUCTION BEING
FURNISHED MORE PROMPTLY

Cooperation by Railroads Serving Coal Fields Makes It Possible for the Geolog-

ical Survey to Publish Early Statistics—Over 100 Lines Contribute Data

for New Report—More Exact Figures Furnished Later

Hearty cooperation on the part of 104 rail-

roads in the United States is enabling the U. S.

Geological Surv^ey to compile and publish addi-

tional and timely figures of coal production.

When C. E, Lesher took charge of the coal

statistics of the Survey, a little over a year ago,

he immediately took steps to ascertain the

class of information collected by railways as to

the coal shipments originating on their lines.

He found that nearly all railroads entering

coal fields had available, promptly after the

first of each month, statistics showing the num-
ber of cars containing coal and coke which were
loaded on their respective lines during the pre-

\'ious month.
The railroads showed interest in the matter

from the start, and are contributing the infor-

mation requested with great promptness.
Blank forms with a franked envelope for their

return are sent out from Washington the first

day of each month. The blank calls for the
total number of cars, or tons of coal, coke or
lignite which originates on the line to which the
request is sent. Very little information is

requested, so as to make the burden of supplying
data as light as possible.

The 104 roads which are cooperating in
furnishing these figures reach the coal fields in
ever>' producing State. Ninety per cent of the
bituminous cpal, lignite and beehive coke pro-
duced in the United States originates on these
lines.

These figures furnish much quicker returns
on production than are obtainable from other
sources. While they are not to be compared
for exactness with those collected from the
mining companies and available much later,

they furnish a valuable check on the more
detailed statistics and show the progress of the
industry by months.

Get Potash From Searles Lake
The Pacific Coast Borax Company is mak-

ing successful evaporations of brines from
Searles Lake, California. A number of sam-
ples of the potash product have been sent to
the Geological Survey.

Keith-Smith

Arthur Keith, in charge of the eastern
areal work of the U. S. Geological Survey,
was married. June 29, to EHzabeth M. Smith,
of Washington. Miss Smith has been con-
nected with the Geological Survey for a
number of years.
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C. E. LESHER
In Charge of Coal Statistics, U. S. Geological Survey.

CALUMET AND HECLA GIVE
MEDALS TO OLD EMPLOYES

A general holiday was declared by the Calumet
and Hecla Mining Company on the occasion of

the fiftieth anniversary of the opening of the
Calumet and Hecla mine. The affair was
largely an internal celebration among the

employes of the company.
The company was host and served a bounteous

dinner. Addresses were made and medals were
distributed to employes of long service. Copper
medals were given those who had been in the

service between twenty and thirty years; silver

medals went to those who had been with the

company between thirty and forty years, while

gold medals containing one ounce of the yellow
metal were given all who had been on the pay
roll of the company over forty years.
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HOOD EXPLAINS COMMERCIAL
METHOD OF SAVING FUEL

The commercial method of attacking the

problem of saving fuel is described by O. V.

Ilood. of the Bureau of Mines, as follows:

'Take, for instance, a large holding com-
pany that buys several electric plants or

street railways. One of their first problems

is to find out whether the cost of steam

is a reasonable cost. Let us assume that they

bought a dozen such plants. They send a

betterment enginer, as they call him. to each

of these plants. His powers are not restricted

to the fuel problem, while our powers art.

but this will illustrate the proposition.

'The betterment engineer tries to discover

just how much steam is evaporated per pound
of fuel. He usually asks the local manage-
ment if they can give him such figures, and
nine times out of ten those figures are not

available. I think it safe to state that in

the $8,000,000 worth of fuel burned by the

United States Government, a fraction of but
1 per cent of that is burned under conditions

where the cost of evaporating steam is known
or can be readily determined. When we go

from plant to plant we find the officials in

charge do not have in operation methods
that will enable them to answer the very
first question of costs that a betterment engi-

neer would ask, if he went into that plant.

'*As this betterment engineer goes from
plant to plant the local management is never
in sympathy with him. You could hardly
expect a local management who have believed

that their methods were entirely proper and
correct to welcome with open arms this man
who is coming around to see whether they
are really efficient or not. And so in' the
work of the iiureau of Mines in this con-

nection, we can hardly expect the officials of

the other departments and the other bureaus
to say they will be glad to have us come
and make an investigation of their plants and
methods of operation.

"It is necessary to find the amount of coal

as weighed and used per day and the amount
of water evaporated by that coal and to know
the methods of handling the furnace in order
to obtain cost data.

"Now. after a statement can be made by
the betterment engineer of the exact cost
per 1.000 pounds of steam gem-rated, this

record is usually taken to the local manage-
ment, who almost invariably express sur-

prise. Thev were quite sure their per
l.(K)0 potuuls of steam were low . -d

favorahlv with th- '>• * \< •

I.

pw(.r <ii)iTating re ax
methods, lax administration, and lack ot con*
I tion on a • " h
u .'1 t I > VI i k

"^
• >(ilU

by t • I- cnt CI...

"Thi" betterment enKinccr then >ut;f(riitji

be ]y
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furnace v
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cnt, or it may cx'

ing the use of a totally different kind of coal.

1 1 may be a poorer grade of coal, a grade
of coal which can be bought for quite a good

but with proper - ! skill

. . .ww.j, it can be bunieu ^.ii :.ix. .w^.! bill

greatly reduced.
"This function of the betterment engineer

is not exercised in Government plants, except
in rather rare cases, and then by <' 'a-

tions. limited in cnnaritv .mrl number .. .k-

ing in restricted overworked,
frequently overloaded with routine duties and
in the end th '

.- rely on the fire-

man who hand.*. el.

'That is the pr . . which the Bureau
of Mines wants to meet."

BUREAU OF MINES MEN
PLAN 10 DAY CONFERENCE

District engineers, foremen, and first-aid
' of the Bureau of Mints will hold at
1 . ''h the last h •'•'

'" ^•- -ist a tt-n-day
con: of such : the .Mining
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INTEREST IN GROUND-WATER
SUPPLIES BECOMING GENERAL

One of the big recent developments in

the building up of the arid and semiarid

States is tne recovery of underground water

for irrigation. Formerly nearly all irriga-

tion supplies were derived from surface

streams, but two conditions have in recent

years directed attention to the valuable sup-

plies of water which are stored in the huge
subterranean reservoirs underlying many of

the desert areas of the West and which can
be tapped by drilling wells. The first of these

conditions is the rapid exhaustion of unap-
propriated surface supplies and the necessity

of finding other supplies if the irrigation of

the arid lands is to be extended; the second
is the reduction in the cost of pumping due to

improvements in pumps, the development of

internal combustion engines, and the instal-

lation of large hydroelectric power olants.

USE WELL WATER

When the last Federal census was taken
more than a half million acres of land were
irrigated in the United States with water sup-
plied by wells, about three-fourths of which
was pumped, the rest rising to the surface

by artesian pressure. Since that time prog-

ress has been made in the recovery of under-
ground water. At first ground-water irriga-

tion was almost confined to a few regions, such
as southern California, the Pecos Valley, and
the Arkansas Valley, but now nearly all parts
of the West are being prospected for ground-
water supplies.

Owing to the diversity in geologic condi-
tions the occurrence of underground water
differs greatly from place to place. Many
of the desert valleys have large and valuable
.supplies; but others which appear no less

promising to the casual observer have little

or no underground water or only water that
in many cases has become too alkaline to
be used for irrigation. The uncertainties
attending ground-water developments are
causing great loss and suffering to thous-
ands of uninformed and inexperienced set-

tlers and they are providing unscrupulous
promoters with opportunities for misrepre-
sentation.

A GROUND-WATER SURVEY
Long before the interest in underground

water had become as general as it is today
the Geological Survey foresaw the need of
a detailed ground-water survey of the en-
tire West, and for years it has been engaged
upon such a survey. Each year certain areas
•re selected for systematic investigation, the
plan being ultimately to cover the entire
West. A vast amount of reliable information
has thus been obtained on the quantity, depth,
and quality of the water, the prospects for
artesian flows, the best methods of construct-
mg wells, the cost of drilling and pumping,
and other matters relating to the recovery
and utilization of the underground supplies,
and maps are made showing the ground-

water conditions. These maps and data are
published in a series of water-supply papers.
The region to be covered is, however, so

extensive and the funds available for water-
resources investigations have been compara-
tively so small that large areas remain in

regard to which there is no definite informa-
tion, and many years will be required at the
present rate of progress to cover all of these
areas, provided the work is to be done with
the thoroughness that is essential to make it

useful. Every year many requests for inves-
tigations of specific areas are received, some
of them in the form of long petitions signed
by the settlers. All of these requests are
given careful consideration, but it is possible
to respond favorably to only a few of the
most meritorious.

VALUABLE INEORMATION

The people's appreciation of this service
is shown by the large number of requests
for information and advice that are constant-
ly received by the Geological Survey. Some
of the water-supply papers are so much in

demand that the editions for free distribution
are exhausted within a few weeks after the
papers are published.
The list of publications of the Geological

Survey contains nearly 100 reports dealing
with the underground waters of the Western
States. The water-supply papers that are
still in stock can be obtained by addressing
the Director, United States Geological Sur-
vey, Washington, D. C. Many of them are
now out of stock at the Survey, but most of
these can be purchased at cost from the
Superintendent of Documents, Government
Printing Ofifice, Washington, D. C. A com-
plete list of the publications of the Survey
can be obtained by anyone on application.

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY'S DIVISION
OF GEOLOGY REORGANIZED

To lessen the administrative work of two
chiefs of sections of the division of geology
of the U. S. Geological Survey, the following
reorganization has been made:

1. Section, Eastern Areal Geology, Arthur
Keith, geologist in charge.

2. Section, Western Areal Geology, Sidney
Paige, geologist in charge.

3. Section, Geology of Metalliferous De-
posits, F. L. Ransome, geologist in charge.

4. Section, Geology of Non-Metalliferous
Deposits, H. S. Gale, geologist in charge.

5. Section, Coastal Plain Investigations, T.
W. Vaughan, geologist in charge.

6. Section, Glacial Geology, W. C. Alden,
geologist in charge.

7. Section, Paleontology and Stratigraphy,
T. W. Stanton, geologist in charge.

8. Section, Geology of Western Coal Fields,
M. R. Campbell, geologist in charge.

9. Section, Geology of Eastern Coal Fields,
G. H. Ashley, geologist in charge.

10. Section. Geology of Oil and Gas Fields,
David White, geologist in charge.
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EDITORIALS

PROPOSED COPPER TAX
UNFAIR AND VICIOUS

It is almost incomjjrchensiblc that

serious consideration can be ^iven to

the projxjsal to single out a sjx^cific

productive industry and to hcaj) upon
it burdens of taxation which are not
assessed against other similar lines of

business, and which in the end and during
the greater part of the time which it will

be in ojKTaticjn will fall mo.st heavily

ui)on the laborers engaged in the industry.

Had not this pnjposal already Ix'en

j)assed by the House* of Representatives,

the Mining Congrkss Joirnal would
not give serious consideration to so

vicious a pro]X3sal.

The. proposition referred to is contained

in H. R. 1676S. otherwise referred to as

the revenue l)ill. and is couched in the

following language.

"Every pcnwm snH'ltin>j ore or cf)ppcr

< - • •
. rofmi' • ' - - " • mjj

'
, , . • - eath .- ax

i(|uivalcnt to the following ]> < of the

i^T(n< fee tipts (luring such year ol ^U* or

n of r. •
' - - " -•

;i:. . .1 the ^

unrefine<l copjHT if soM or of for any
pur|H>st' ixd-pt for re! s'-

"Op. - ' •• ••^•' ">•

such i< , . . :-_ .

$1,(HH),(MK): 2 j)cr centum <»f the amount !)y

which such rcceifjts excccil $1,(NK),000 and do

not exceed S10,(K>0,00() and 3 per centum of the
amount by which such receipts exceed
SI 0,000.000."

This bill was passed by the House of
Representatives by a vote of 239 ayes to
\M) na\-s.

To establish the principle that special

taxes shall Ix' a.ssessed ujxjn any industr>'

which temporarily becomes especially

jjrofitable would create an unstable
basis for governmental support.
We hear much in these da\-s about

preparedness. If there is an industry
in which preparedness for war and pre-

paredness for ix?ace, both require a
continuous development, the copjxT in-

dustry must be so ranked. This par-
ticular industry has shown that in time
of emergency it is able to su])ply a most
vital requirement should this country
ever be involved in war and in times of

jx'ace it has done its ful! share in bring-

ing to this country a large jxTcentage of

the world's gold supply, which in its turn
would be equally imjxirtant for proper
war equij)ment. should the future involve

us in foreign complications.

The cop|xr industry, through the
income tax. the corjx^ration tax. and the
extraordinary burdens of state taxations.

is alreatly pa\nng more than its full

share for the supjK)rt of the government,
and the extraordinary tax projxjscd in

this bill will become extremely burden-
some when the price of copper shall again
have reached a normal level.

The fact must not \x overkx^ked that

wages, a large |)art of pro<!uction costs,

are regulated by a sliding scale based on
the market price of copper; and that
copjxT mining is largely carried on at a
few imiKirlant ci*nlers ei^ ' ing large

numlxTs of men. at which pumL no other
vtxation is ojx'n to those who xire so
engaged. To discontinue the sole suj>-

ix)rt of a large twuinlalion at points
where other empl :n is impossible,

and where f^xxi si;,
,

.ire verv Cf>stly

and ava. only in exchai., ii,

1 the wage earner in the mpfxT
industry in a very serious i.

To select this one industry for .d

and unK le Imnlens will Ix' a
j .U

blunder likil> to Ix' n d by !
'. - who

control the p
*

ol Mjme of
the eopjxT pHHiuciiig r>iaus.
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CONVENTION KEYNOTE
IS COOPERATION

{From the Official Call for the Nineteenth

Annual Convention of the American

Mining Congress)

Cooperation for better conditions is to

be the key-note of the convention. A
better understanding between employers

and employes is one of the most impor-

tant subjects for consideration. The
truth of the issues involved is to be told

plainly but without offense. Conditions

must be understood and faced if remedies

are to be provided.

He who takes offense at a statement of

the truth has need to revise his views or

be a continuing hindrance to progress.

If mistaken notions prevail no better

I)lan of eradication is possible than
through an open discussion in a friendly

spirit with a view to bettering conditions.

Cooperation is the great need of the

Mining Industry. The great purpose of

the convention will be to inaugurate plans

bv which all branches of the mining
industry may work together for the

solirtion of common problems.

CHANGE OF BY-LAWS
PROPOSED BY MR. SCHOLZ

A letter from President Scholz calls

attention to the advisability of pro-

viding a different method of election of

officers of the American Mining Congress
than that which is now provided by the

by-laws. The suggestion grows out of

the fear that those members who afe not
able to attend the annual meeting and
take part personally in the election of

directors may be justified in suspecting
that they have no part in choosing the
officers who are to control the organiza-
tion. It is most important that every
member of the organization shall feel a
sense of responsibility in the manage-
ment of its affairs and it would seem wise
that this matter should he publicly dis-

cussed through the columns of the
Journal in order that if a change of
system is desired that it may be made at
the coming annual meeting of the Mining
Congress to be held during the week of
the Chicago Convention.

In the early history of the organiza-

tion when its activities consisted entirely

of the annual convention composed of

delegates only, the officers were elected

at the annual meeting by the delegates

present. Later, when the organization
was incorporated and regular member-
ship created, only active members of the
organization were legally entitled to vote.

As the organization assumed broader
functions and its membership increased,

it became increasingly difficult to secure

the attendance at any meeting of a
quorimi of its members. The plan was
then adopted to permit the absent mem-
bers to be represented by prox}^ This
system has worked with reasonable
satisfaction although the proxies have
usually been centered in the secretary.

While it is true that these proxies have
never been used except to be counted
for the making of a quorum and the
members who were present at the annual
meeting have always fully controlled the
meetings, the proxies not being voted,

yet the system is open to the objection

that the secretary has the power to cast

a controlling vote by this system.
The by-laws of the Congress have been

frequently changed to meet the needs of

changing conditions. A growing mem-
bership seems now to need a further

change by which the members may have
a more direct influence in the election

of directors.

One difficulty, however, must be kept
in mind, viz.; that a quorum of the
board of directors must be present in

order that the executive committee can
be legally elected through which the
executive functions of the organization
may be made effective.

President Scholz proposes that there
shall be a geographical division of the
country made and that the by-laws shall

provide that a certain number of the
members of the board shall come from
each of these geographical divisions. It

seems also important that the members
of the board of directors shall represent

at least to some extent the various
branches of the mining industry for which
the organization undertakes to speak.

It has been suggested that a committee
shall be appointed to work out an entire
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revision of the by-laws of the organiza-
tion. The MiN'ixG Congress Jolrnal
will welcome a discussion of the subject.

Members who have mislaid the by-laws
will be supplied upon apjjlication to ihe
secretarv.

MINE MANUFACTURING
CAPITAL'S OPPORTUNITY

A recent editorial in the Engineering
and Mining Journal di*^ests very com-
prehensively the methods of mine de-

velopment which have been most suc-

cessful during^ the last few years, and
points out very clearly that the rejection

by the larger development comjjanies of

a mine which had been offered, does not
reflect upon the proposition offered,

because the very same mine might be
desirable to some other com])any, or at
some different price. The editorial says:

"Not only is the field of opj^ortunity

not barren, but there is a marked need
of an exjjloitation company for the

handling of comparatively small pro])-

erties."

The Mining Congress Joirnal has
repeatedly urged the importance of

the develo])ment of ijrosjx^cts, and has
pointed out the im]>ortance of having
other mines availaljle for the utilization

of capital, brains and energy now em-
ployed in mines which sooner or later

\N'ill be exhausted. It has pointed out

the imix)rtance of contem]X)raneou6 de-

veloj)ment of a large numlxT of prosjx^cts

in order that the loss entailed by the

unsuccessful develo])ment of some pros-

pects may be offset by the success in

the few which Ix'come j^rofitable mines.

The manufacture of mines (the devel-

oj)ment of i)rosix^cts), offers a field giving

promise of large ])rofits to cajMlal and
great Ix'nefit to the communilic^ iti which

the dfvcloT)m('nt wf)rk is dom*

KDSTI'.K WORKS HARD FOR
MINING APl'K()iM<I.\T!u.\i>

Dr. NLirtin I). Fnsicr, Chairman of

the House- Commitue on Mints and
Mining. i.s entitled to much credit for

the active way in which he fought for

the incTcas*'(l approj)riations for lh<'

Bureau of Mines. He was tactful and
determined throughout and to him in no
small measure is due the success of
legislation which has added materially
to the appropriations allowed to this

Bureau.
IX"spite the fact that Dr. Foster is

very much (Ji)ix)sed to the American
Mining Congress' recommendation that
a commission Vx* appointed to -^"'v the
needs of the country* with i^.^.L to
mining laws, we can say that there is no
doubt as to Dr. Foster's conscientious-
ness. We are very certain that he is only
being true to his conx-ictions in his

efforts to prevent the carr\*ing out of
this recommendation.

Regardless of the fact that few of Dr.
Foster's constituents are interested in

mining, it can be stated that he is a very
hard worker in the interest of the mining
industry. Wc never have given up the
hope that Dr. Foster will yet be con-
vinced of the absolute necessity of a
rcN-ision-of-laws commission. Once that

he is con\'inced, he is the tyix» of man who
does not hesitate to change his position,

and it may Ix^ that he will lx*come h\<i as

ardent a supix:)rter of the Ai: m
Mining Congress' recommendation as he
has been its opixjnent.

SHOWS CONFIDENCE': IN
BUREAU OF .MINES

If no additional approj>riations are

granted during the next two and one-
half years, the Bureau of Mints, through
additional funds to be provided for min-
ing rxjx'riment antl mine safety stations

tliat have already Ixi-n aut' d
by Cor \v\\\ have the &. *n

of an annual ex|x*ndilUR' aggrv^^.uing

$1.5()().(KM).

Tlu- value of the work bei"- hmv by
the liunau of Mines is so i :ii that
(\)Tvm<Ls is sho\N*iTi.' more than ordinary

in th u. and each \t'ar

IS '."S in its h.

..: I the nuning :

What iK'ttcr iniprovcmcnt : be
irade than to install and the elec-

tric method of tiring i ivcs td

of the old method of tu>c and hl.oiing

. .p?



LITTLE HARDSHIP WITH MUCH PLEASURE AND
PROFIT IN TRIP DOWN THE YUKON

Geological Survey Official Gives Detailed Information as to the Needs of Such a

Trip— Skiff Made on the River More Appropriate for the Journey

Than a Canoe— Summer Clothing Only Needed

An ofticial of the Alaskan division of the

Geological Survey has answered a request for

advice as to a trip down the Yukon as fol-

lows :

A trip from Whitehorse to Tanana Alaska
by canoe can be undertaken with very lit-

tle hardship or inconvenience by anyone
used to roughing it and with a fair assurance
of pleasure and profit, depending, of course,

upon the temperament and tastes of the
persons involved. There are few rivers that
ot¥er scenery, climate, and ease of travel
equal to this reach of the Yukon. From
Whitehorse to Lake Lebarge the river is

200 to 300 feet wide and flows through a
broad silt-filled glaciated valley. The lake
is a beautiful, clear blue body of water,
thirty-four miles in length, comparatively nar-
row and bordered by low glaciated hills that
preserve to a great degree the marks of
the last ice advance. Below the lake the
clear blue waters of the Thirtymile River fol-

low a sinuous course through a continuation
of the same glaciated depression to the
mouth of Hootalinqua River where the more
turbid waters begin.
Below this point to Dawson the river in-

creases in size and velocity, and the valley,
losing its broad, open aspect, becomes almost
gorgelike in form, cutting through uplands
2.000 to 3,000 feet higher than the stream.
From Dawson to Circle the river is nearly
half a mile in average width, and the valley
retains i_ts deep and narrow form. The current
here is 5 to 7 miles an hour and fine progress
can be made without effort. Below Circle the
river spreads into numerous channels in a
great silt-filled basin known as the Yukon
fiats within which, at Fort Yukon near the
mouth of Porcupine River, it reaches its most
northerly point, within the Arctic Circle.
About 200 miles below Circle, at old Fort
Hamlin, the Yukon leaves the Flats and en-
ters the first of a series of gorges that occur
at mterv-als the rest of the distance to
Tanana.

CUM.\TE DEUGHTFUL

The climate of the region during the sea-
son mentioned is generally delightful The
•veather is usually clear and warm, tempera-
tures ranging betwen 50*^ and 80°. night and
day. and with little wind or rainfall The
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rain is mostly from local thunder storms of

the middle western type.
The current of the river throughout this

reach is good, ranging from 4 to 7 miles an
hour, so that good progress can be made
with little exertion. It is necessary only to

keep in th^ current, look out for sweepers or
trees leaning out over the water along cut
banks, and to seek local advice about the
Five Finger and Rink Rapids, which lie half-

way between Whitehorse and Dawson. Ex-
perienced boatmen have no difficulty in run-
ning the right channel of the Five Fingers
and in going down the right bank at the
Rink Rapids. There is a bit of swift water
in the Lower Ramparts half way between
Rampart and Tanana, but it is all clear and
safe on either side of mid-channel where a
rocky island is generally exposed.
A canoe is not essential for the trip unless

side trips up tributary streams are planned. •

A more economical type of boat and one more
comfortable for floating on the main river is

the so-called Yukon skifif, which may be
bought from local builders at Whitehorse for

$15 to $20, according to size. These boats are
steady and have lots of room, so that a stove
may be set up on board and cooking done
en route—a common practice with "float-

ers." Such a boat will carry 1,000 pounds
or more of luggage without crowding, permit-
ting cots, camp chairs, and a steamer trunk
to be carried if one desires such luxurious
equipment. The Yukon skiff is a flat-bot-

tomed, square stern boat, 16 to 18 feet long
and SVs to 4 feet wide at top of flared gun-
wales. The stove commonly used is made
of sheet iron and may be bought at any
settlement.

MOSQUITOES BOTHER

The mosquitoes and gnats bother one very
little while on the river, but they are very
troublesome on shore, and it is essential to
have a mosquito-proof tent for sleeping
quarters. A very satisfactory type is made
for Survey parties hy the Seattle Tent & Awn-
ing Co., Seattle, Washington—an 8x8 tent
costing $25 to $30. An extension fly of simi-
lar size, to be attached in front of the
sleeping tent, under which cooking may be
done, can be added for about $15. An as-

bestos ring for the stove pipe should be
used if the stove is to be set up under shelter.
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It is also essential to have mosquito nets and
gloves tor use on shore, especially at even-
ing. A good type of head net is sold by C.

C. Filson, Seattle, for 75 cents. Ordinary
summer-weight clothes will be generally w<jrn,

but a mackinaw or slicker is handy for rainy
days. Hobnailed surveyor's boots and rub-

ber wading boots worn over heavy wool socks
are best footwear on shore.

The prmcipal fishing will be found on the
clear-water tributary streams rather than in

the main river. Grayling are available in

practically all such streams and may be
taken with ordinary rod and fly. Brook trout

are abundant on many of the swift tribu-

taries, more so perhaps near their headwaters
than farther down. An excellent small white
fish can be caught along the margins of the
Yukon by gill-netting, and a small net set at

evening usually will catch a nice breakfast
by morning. A fine I'/a mesh net has been
used successfully by Survey parties for this

purpose. Salmon run far up the Yukon and
may be had for little or nothing from na-

tives or local fishermen after the first of

July.
MOOSE AND BE.\R .\BOLND

Moose and bear are seen not infrequently
along the Yukon, and local inhabitants can
direct one as to best localities for special

hunting and also concerning game laws. How-
ever, as meat will keep for only a limited

time during the .summer months, it seems
hardly worth while to kill a large animal for

the sake of a few days' rations for a small
party. Gee.se. ducks, cranes, etc., are to be
found on lakes and bayous along the river

and on the tributary streams, and a good
shotgun is probably more satisfactory for

supplying the larder than a large caliber rifle.

Ptarmigan are to he had on the high hills

during the summer and grou.se are generally
plentiful in the timber along the streams.
These birds are ea.sily killed with a 22 ralilx?r

rifle, and this weapon is generally u.sed for the

purpose by Survey parties.

Supplies may be purcha.sed at any of the

settlements along the river, so that it is unnec-
essary to take a complete outfit from the

States or from Whitehor.^e. Hor.ses for side

trips may be hired at any of the settlements
bc-luw Dawson.
The lower river is more or less moin»tonc»us.

especiallv below the Kovuknk Side trips

on the upper Yukon would prob.iblv jirove

a more interesting way to .spend time

PUBLICATIONS

Among the publications of general interest

to one contemplating .such a trip arc "Earlv
Days on the Yukon." by f)Ki!vic. 'Through
the N'ukon and .Alaska." ^^ fv'irbnrr and
"Handbook of Alaska," by ' and
reports on the upper Yukon, m *. .• n
t -^v. may ^ '

• •

^.

i( ..I . .irvey of '

. . ;

\i a canoe i* • lam ( 17 or
18 foot. No. 66x, fl7x, or ftHx) Pcter!>oro will

probably be found best. In this event one
may write the Peterboro Canoe Co., Peter-

boro, Ontario. Canada, for catalogue and list

of their Pacific Coast agents Unless the
company has an agent in Wh-^-^^' ""se the
canoe should be taken from ^ •. Vic-
toria, or Vancouver. It possibly would be
best to have it "

"
.•

couver or Victoria i ,, ... .iiiM.;y

customs charges. No duty i be re-

quired excepting on entering American terri-

.tory at Eagle The canoe will cost, including
purchase, freight, and duty, at least $100 more
than the skiff, and the latter will be more
satisfactory unless one is ambitious to paddle
or want to run up the tributary streams. If

a canoe is taken it would be best to fit it

with oars.

The people of the district are cordial and
willing to furnish information and advice.

New Publications Announced

The Bureau of Mines just has received for

distribution the following:
Bulletin 106 The technology of marble

quarrying, by Oliver Bowles.
Bulletin 115. Coal-mine fatalities in the •

I'nited States. 1870-1914, with statistics of
coal production, labor, and min-* • •"'•thods.

bv states and calendar vears, .ed bv
A H. Fay

Bulletin IIS. Abstracts of current deci-

sions on mines and mining, reported from
October to December IOI.t by T W
Thompson.

Technical Paper 117. Oiiantity of gaso-
line necessary to produce e^

'

' ' s

in sewers, by G. A. BurreK ....... . i

Technical Paper 121 Effects of t*- i-

ture and pressure on the exj f

methane-air mixtures, by G. A. Hurrcii and
I. W Robertson
Technical Paper 145 Sensitiveness to dr

tonation of trinitrotoluene and tetran '

methylanilin. by G B Taylor and W. C. C«;»<

Working in South America

D. F. IT •'•••• of th- C-.i..,.:- .T c..,. .... ;,

in Peru, Am- ,. c

K' ' rk for a private mining concern
<i< Sur\*cy are

peniiiiu-'j • ^ - - ^
Wiirk in : „ _ .;. a
that they acquire in thi« manner while on
leave without pay is of 1 advantage to
the Federal .'service

BAaximum Execution Aisxired

1

tires It and when everyone is in a safe p' >

As • be fired at one tame
a* ' 1 1 is poaaible to une Icm
e\, nf ma! than whm firM
bv fuse and K
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( Continued from page 349.)

collector from taking the tax from the owner of a

large amount ol cotton. The point was made
that this was a direct tax which could not be

legally collected and that as cotton could be

raised in only one locality, that the imposition

of the tax was in contravention of the uni-

formity clause of the Federal Constitution.

The lower court refused to issue the injunction,

and an appeal was taken to the Supreme Court,

but no decision was had for the court, even in

that day of intense prejudice, evenly divided on'

the questions submitted.

But, Mr. Chairman, whatever the court may
or may not hereafter hold, the fact remains that

the tax is discriminatory, laid without reason

on one particular product, and laid with such
a hea\-y hand as to bankrupt many struggling

mines in my State and falls on labor as heavily

as on the capital invested in the production of

copper. Much of our labor is paid a scale

depending on the net price of the copper pro-

duced by it. This tax is a direct imposition on
the men working in the mines. They at last

must pay at the point of production. Copper
is high today, it may be low tomorrow. The
price is already declining, and must expect
further decline when Europe shall have regained

its senses and turned to paths of peace, just as

zinc, lead and steel will decline, but probably in

a smaller ratio, for as Senator Walsh has shown
that the export of copper has been about the
same through the war period as it was before

the war started, while bar steel increased its

exports from 82,000,000 worth in the first

four months of 1914, to $14,418,000 for

the same months in 1916. Even a greater
increase in exports is shown in zinc, pig iron and
lead, and the prices of all of these untaxed
metals rose equally with copper and some of

them command and still hold prices much in

excess of any rise in the copper market.
In view of these facts, can it enter into the

mind of man to conceive the reason for specializ-

ing copper for enormous taxation by the Federal
Government? It bears a great part of the
burden of taxation for the support of my State,
and the other few States in which it is found.
Enormous sums of money have been expended
in developing paying mines of copper, and in
the aggregate still larger sums have been spent
on mines that never paid.

Mr. Chairman, I will conclude as I began, by
commending the argument of Senator Walsh to
your thoughtful consideration. He has left

little, if anything, to be said by me or anyone in
defense of our position, and I have detained you
this long, more for the purpose of recording my
d' ''-^^ined and unflinching opposition to^ the
ir. ion of this unjust tax rather than to
throw any further light on the question at issue.

LETfLKS I'L. IX RECORD

Senator Sm.ith made a part of the record
in his testimony a number of letters from
authorities on copper which contains some
splendid arguments. These letters were from

Walter Douglas, vice-president of the Phelps-
Dodge Company; L. D. Ricketts, of New
York; C. H. Akers, president of the company
publishing the Phoenix Gazette, and Charles
F. Willis, Director of the Arizona Bureau of

Mines.
A very strong argument was made against

the tax by H. H. Boyseen, of the American
Brass Company of New York. This Com-
pany makes about half of the brass manu-
factured in this country. He testified that
the company buys all of its copper and zinc

in the open market and does not produce a
single pound of metal itself. He also pointed
out that 85 per cent of the brass now being^

produced in the United States is going into
peaceful uses. Alfred B. Reeves, representing-
the United States Metal Refining Company,
stressed the point that copper is no more a
munition of war than is cotton.

If no other reason exists for the elimina-
tion of this tax from the bill it would be
justified 'by the fact that it would put a stop

to the successful business that is beginning
to be built up in this country in the smelting
of foreign ores, stated Julien B. Beaty of

New York, representing the American Metal
Company, who appeared before the sub-
committee.
A valuable contribution to the record on

the copper situation was a brief iby Vice-
President Kelley of the Anaconda Copper Co.
Senator Warren called the attention of the

Senate to the following telegram from the Utah
Chapter of the American Mining Congress.
He inserted the telegram in the Congressional
Record. It reads as follows:

We note that the Ways and Means Committee has
reported favorably on a proposed bill to tax copper smelting
and refining for additional revenue. We, representing
the mining interests of Utah, seriously object to the passage
of such bill, classing the copper business as war industry.
If the law is enacted it will seriously injure mining com-
panies and be a great blow to mines in the Western States.
Utah Chapter of the American Mining Congress solicits

your earnest efforts to defeat this provision of the revenue
act.

In protesting in the House against the tax on
copper, Mr. Hayden said:

"I have offered this amendment because,
after careful consideration, I have reached the
conclusion that the proposed tax on copper is

unjust in that it discriminates against the leading
industry of my State.

"It is true that the bulk of this tax will be
collected from the refiners and alloyers of copper,
but I trust that no member present will insist

that the revenue thus obtained will actually
come out of the pockets of those who 'manu-
facture' copper, as the bill describes it. The
refiners and alloyers cannot pass the burden on
to the consumers by adding the tax to the price

of their products, because refined copper and
brass are sold in a world market, where the price

is regulated by supply and demand. But the
refiner can, and will, recoup himself by either

increasing the refining charges or by reducing
the price paid for unrefined copper. Therefore,
this is a tax upon production that must ulti-
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mately be paid by those who mine coijpcr ores.
"1 his tax dates back to January 1, 1916, and

the amount due for this calendar year must be
paid on or before April 1, 1917. The United
States Geological Survey recently esiimaitd
that at the present rate of production over
600,000,000 pounds of copix-r will be pr "

1

in Arizona in 1916. This is nearly twKv mc
output of any other State, and represents over
one-third of the copper produced in the United
States. Six hundred million pounds of copixT
at an average price of 25 cents a |X)und equals
gross receipts aggregating $150,000,000 that
will be subjected to taxation. The maximum
tax under this bill is 3 per cent, but presuming
that advantage is taken of that other pro-
vision of the bill which allows a net profit of 10
per cent on the amount actually invested in the
'manufacture' of copper, still it is safe to

assume that this tax will yield a return of 2

per cent on the gross output. In that event, at

least $3,000,000 will be collected from the copper
produced in my State.

"Now, those who mine copper in Arizona are

as patriotic as any other body of Americans.
They are willing to pay a fair share of the cost

of preparedness, but they do object to having
copjx-r singled out for double taxation while
no such discrimination is practiced against any
other metallurgical industry. As a matter of

fact, this bill provides for triple taxation of

large quantities of copper. First, the refiner

must pay a tax on the gross receipts of his

business. Then the alloyer, who purchases
the refined copjxT that has once been the basis of

a tax, is ta.xed on his gross receipts. The
alloyer sells brass to a munition maker, who
must pay a tax on the gross amount he receives

for the cartridges and other war material he has
sold. A pound of copjxr that follows this course
will, in all probability, Ix use-d as a luisis for at

least a 2 per cent tax paid by the refiner, another
2 jxr cent tax paid by the alloyer, and still

another tax of at least 4 jxr cent i)aid by l he-

munition manufacturer. I am sure llial the

Committee on Ways and Means could not have
given much study to the effect of this double
and trij)le taxation of - "or certainl- "' •

would not have in» In "^ form of :

revenue in the- bill.

"I do not offer this amendme-nt ui><»n the

theory that it will confe-r as- ' priviK im

upon the* cojjixr prtKhicers of i; ite, hw I

do insist that they shall not be iliscrin

against.

••We are " " " ' •
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tainlv it is a misnomer to call this a munitions

tax when the greater portion of the copper upon
which the collections are based is used for peace-

ful purposes.
"It cannot be possible that this tax is to be

le\'ied merely because the copper industry can
afford to pay it. I hope this House will not

settle upon the policy of taxing prosperity

whenever it appears. The English kings prac-

ticed that kind of extortion on the Jews of York,
but no political economist will recommend such

a proceeding, even as an extraordinary method
of raising revenue.

"If Congress is to tax the copper industry

because it is profitable, then consistency de-

mands a like tax on steel. Only last Saturday
Henry Clews, that great student of financial

and business conditions, gave out this statement:
" 'The steel trade positively is suffering from

overconsumption. Production is operated at

the limit, yet there is no cessation in the pressure

of orders, no signs of weakness in prices, and the

steel mills would welcome a respite from the

urgent demands of consumers.'

"I defy anyone to name a copper stock that

has advanced from §30 to $530 a share, as did

Bethlehem steel as a result of the munitions
traffic. Why should not the steel industry,

that pampered pet of protection, whose de-

mands have been insistently presented to the
American people in every political campaign for

the past fifty years, after having been fed with
favors by law, now that it is prosperous why
should not its profits be directly taxed to pay
for a program of preparedness that will require

more steel than any other metal? There are no
two ways about it. Either steel should be taxed
or copper should not.

" There is a matter I want to draw to the par-

ticular attention of the friends of labor in this

House. I have been discussing this tax from
the point of view of the owners of the producing
mines in Arizona whose property is assessed this

year for purposes of vState and county taxation
at a valuation of over 8170,000,000, but I would
have this House remember that Congress cannot
levy a copper tax which will not also be a burden
upon the 30,000 men who are employed in

mining and ore reduction in my State. More
than $35,000,000 will be paid in wages this year
to these men, but the wage varies directly with
the price of copper. If you put this tax on
copper, you reduce the wages of the men em-
ployed in its production. I ask you to impose
these taxes in such a way that no part of the
burden can Vje shifted onto the laboring man.
"A tax of 2 per cent on copper at 25 cents a

jxjund means only a half cent on each pound,
which does not sound like a very heavy burden.
But a half cent a pound on 600,000,000 pounds
means $3,000,000 that must he raised from the
copper industry in Arizona. Does anyone here
believe that those who labor in Arizona's copper
mines will not share this burden? The friends
of labor in this House will therefore vote with me
to prevent a reduction in the wages paid to the
miners and smelter men of the greatest copper-
producing State in the Union.

" The gentleman from Tennessee has said that

there are two supreme duties which a citizen owes
to his country—to fight for it and to pay taxes.
In answer to the President's call for soldiers to
protect the Mexican border there are more men
under arms today from Arizona in proportion to
her population than from any other State in this
Union. Not content with receiving this liberal

offering of the blood of her sons to defend the
Nation, this bill proposes to seize the treasure of
Arizona by an unfair and discriminating tax
upon her' leading industry. I would be un-
faithful to the trust that has been reposed in me
if I did not raise my voice in protest against
this injustice."

CONDEMNS TAX

Commenting on the tax on copper, the
Washington Post recently said editorially:

It was natural that the citizens of Montana, Arizona,
Utah, Michigan, Connecticut and New Jersey should
strongly protest against the proposed tax on copper.
There can be little doubt that after the Senate has care-
fully considered the matter, this particular item of the
revenue raising bill will be eliminated.

While such a tax would not be popular politically, it is

upon entirely different grounds that the Senate must
consider the matter. In all probability the tax on copper
would be unconstitutional, but, more than that, it would
be so unjust that the Senate is not likely to permit it to
stand in the bill.

There is no more excuse for including copper under the
heading of "munitions of war" than there is for including
cotton or foodstuffs. The mere prosperity of an industry
certainly is not sufficient cause for discriminatory taxation.

Copper does not enter into the manufacture of muni-
tions any more than steel, lead, antimony, aluminum,
quicksilver or zinc. Any one of these ingredients of muni-
tions might have been taxed under the same specious
argument. The revenue bill, however, not only hits

copper once, but three times. Under the terms of the
measure as sent to the Senate by the House, the refiner

must pay a tax on the gross receipts of his business; then
the alloyer must pay, and finally the munitions manu-
facturer who turns out the finished product must pay.
In all probability there would be a 2 per cent tax paid by
the refiner, another 2 per cent paid by the alloyer, and still

another tax of 4 per cent paid by the munitions maker.
Direct taxes are never welcomed very warmly by the

people, but if they are not discriminatory they must be
regarded as inevitable.

Since taxation at the present time seems to be inevitable,

it is for the Senate to see to it that there is no injustice or
unfairness. A copper tax has no place in the revenue
raising bill. It is understood that the Senate will elirninate

the tax and such a result will be gratifying, as an evidence
of the Senate's sense of justice, even to those who are not
in any way affected by the proposed levy.

DU PONT COMPANY PROTESTS
AGAINST MUNITIONS TAX

In a letter to members of the House Com-
mittee on Ways and Means, the du Pont Com-
pany, powder makers to the belligerent coun-
tries of Europe, present the "other side" of the

Democratic proposal to tax heavily the pro-

duction of munitions of war. The mining
industry is directly interested in the munitions
trade since it is one of the largest consumers of

metals.

No hearings were held by the House Com-
mittee before it reported the emergency revenue
bill. The du Pont Company presents argu-

ments that the bill discriminates against the

makers of explosives.
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It is claimed that the bill means 'i""'-i-- »•--..

tion for the munitions makers
—

';

pay an income or corporation tax on net incomr.'

and a special munitions tax on gross receipts.

POINT TO OTHERS

The argument is also advanced that manu-
facturers of other articles that have been ex-
ported in large quantities and at high prices
escape special taxation, the munitions makers
being singled out in casting about for a levy on
"war orders,"

For instance, the du Pont Company says that
millions of dollars' worth of automobiles, aero-

planes and parts, rubber and woolen guods hav^e

gone to the belligerents, but there has been no
proposal to tax this class of war trade.

While admitting that munitions makers have
had good contracts and dividends, attention is

called to the temporary nature of the traffic and
the vast improvements that have Ixjen made at
heavy expense to meet the demands. Owing to

the interest of the mining industry in this ques-
tion the letter from the du Pont Company is

reproduced in its entirety, as follows:

TEXT OF LETTER

"Claude Kitchin, Chairman, Ways and Means
Committee, United States House of Repre-
sentatives :

"IX'arSir:
"The du Pont Company desires to submit to

the Ways and Means Committee, House of

Representatives, and to other meml)ers of Con-
gress, certain facts bearing on the manufacture
of 'gimjKjwder and other explosives,' taxation

on which is provided in H. R. 16763,

"We regret that we did not have an opjxjr-

tunity to be heard before this bill was framed,
and refrained from recjuesting a hearing l)eciius*'

we felt that any .suggestion volunteered might
be misconstrued. However, the propo.sed tax is

of so vital interest to this company and the

6(),0(X) men now in our employ that we feel

justified in sending you this communication.
"1. This bill makes the du Pont Onnpany

and other manufacturers of explosives the sub-

jects of double tiixation—that is, it places a tax

on net income antl on grcjss receipts.

POI.NTS OUT DISCRIMINATION

"2. The bill discriminates against the manu-
facturers of ex; their ' '

lr>' for (\- '
.

»..
•

zation, w „ ..

of munitions of war and makmg eijual or greater

profits are \x:f 'to go free. F
"From the ... • •' *' '•

including Afri! ! i .

the United for mihuiry purjx

"Auto trucks ami i>a.'wenger auto-

mobiles to the value ol* $1 *

"A d jmrts

".M

"H
tires y

"Woolen ^;«H.. i ,
,u,.nr,*^,Mr,>

NO GRE.\T PART OF E.XPORTS

"Imposing
'

:res are, they :

no great part <-: •
^•"^' and a :. w....g

part of its total
;

to the war.
There could be added to the list such articles as
canned ' various kinds,
sh(K*s, .

'•*< I .r. .cnc,
gasoline. ..:':.. of
submarines, range-tinders, stamped metal, mili-

tary ecur -^t, sw< ' '

'

!

other ni...:..; , ^'- ....... ...;. ..... ....v.-

products of iron :. el.

" Indeed the list would include the products
of almost ever>' line of '^ and in'
While we would not atlv a tax t:

your attention is called to the fact that
to the value of $128,872,000 and mules to the
value of $31,186,000 have been exported for
military purix>ses.

"3. The bill requires the payment of 8 per
cent tax on large ^es. This leav'es a profit too
small for the risks of explosive
If 10 per cent is the maximum, n;
to take the risk of the minimum. This 10 ; :

cent must be a maximum in many cases, if not
in all, as all the profits al>«)ve that amount are
retained by the (/ovemn^- "' Mnril :, ..-•nin

jxTcenta^e of profits is n «»n

the relation of sales to investment.

IF SALES ARE DOUBLE

"Thus if the sales of a corporation arc double
in value the manufacturing investment, 26 per
cent must be earned the comjxiny is

allowed to retain more ti.-m iO per cent. If the
gross sales ecjiuU three times the value of the
manufacturing plant, 34 [>er cent must he earned
on capital investe<l in order to

i
"^ns

beyond the 10 per cent allowa-^ u.

"In other wonls, if the sal . . le the

plant value, the Government will rcoci\*c 60
per cent of the total profits when the earnings

are 26 {x-r cent on the in — ' - ' "'
'*

•Siiles are three times the v.u .

till' ( lovernineiit will neiivp 70
;

pr(»fils if the ill 34 j>

in no c;i.se will i:u ""' r re«.e;ve :aure

than 10 jxT tx-nt on L nt.

"4 Whv should *; r and other
/ be lur '

why s

i the

\? T!

of onlv 5

iuf bIii-II

odl'ER VALUE iKK III.HH

"The v.lhir of thr l.i^t n.imm!

r.

•»t.

ly
out-

ea as

IV.

I •I <s.t... J. e, fthort-fibor cotton has advancod
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from 2 cents to 8 cents per pound; toluol from
20 cents to S4.00 per gallon; benzol from 20

cents to 80 cents per gallon; fuming sulphuric

acid from $15 to S150 per ton. Meanwhile there

has been a constant reduction in the price of

smokeless powder due to competition and market
conditions; present prices having fallen below
the level that obtained before the war. The
maximum price reached at no time a 20 per

cent advance over prexdous prices for foreign

business.
"5, To make possible the production of

explosives to meet the unusual demands, large

sums have been invested in construction and
equipment, the intrinsic value of which is

maintained only in proportion to the use thereof.

This represents capital invested largely from
proceeds of munition sales and cannot be con-

strued as legitimate taxable profits for reasons
of depreciation of value as above noted. To the
extent that future markets do not permit of the
operation of these extensive plants, their in-

trinsic value is that of scrap only.

WOULD MEAN DISASTER

"6. The retroactive feature of this bill

would ordinarily mean absolute disaster to the
manufacturer of 'gunpowder and other ex-
plosives.'

"The foreign business that came to us was
embraced in many orders representing 180
separate and distinct contracts. Most of these
contracts have been completed, the money paid
and distributed; some of it to stockholders, much
of it being invested in other industries. Many
of the stockholders who were the beneficiaries of
this advance have disposed of their holdings.
"When these contracts were made, no such

expense item as this was considered in fixing the
price of our product. It is impossible now to
distribute in any manner this additional burden,
compelling the customer to bear his share, or
forcing the original stockholder to assume his
part.

"To force the stockholders of today to bear a
tax amounting to possibly $20 or more per share
of $100, which should have been visited on the
stockholders of months ago, must impress
anyone as inequitable and indefensible.
"Moreover we have no means of protection

against this added burden in contracts which
are now in force and which we are bound to
carr>' out in the future.

"7. This tax, if imposed upon us, may pre-
vent our taking further business of this character.

"This will mean the inevitable discharge of
many employes from the service of the company.
The total roll now aggregating approximately
60,(XX) must then be reduced to the five or six
thousand necessary to operate the commercial
business of the United vStates.

• J
^^'^ ^^^ expected to continue our maximum

industrial activity as long as this war lasted, but
the provisions of the pending bill make this an
undesirable business risk.

"8. Guncotron, which is the chief ingredient
entenng into the manufacture of smokeless
powder, and a material exceedingly sensitive as
an explosive, will come within the classification

of 'other explosives,' This tax on guncotton wil

prove burdensome to a number of important
domestic industries to which it is essential in the

products they manufacture.

HAVE ENJOYED PROSPERITY

"We admit that the manufacturers of 'gun-
powder and other explosives' have enjoyed a
period of exceptional prosperity during the past
eighteen months, but that the net results accru-
ing have justified Congress in placing upon them
no such burden of taxation as is contemplated
by this bill.

"While we have received what might appear
as high prices for our products, we have been
forced to meet unusual expenses. When this

foreign crisis came, it found us with a military

explosive capacity of approximately 10,000,000
pounds per annum. To meet the demands
made upon us necessitated our multiplying this

capacity many times, all preparation being made
under pressure and regardless of cost.

"At the threshold of this undertaking, to
insure harmony of action and attract labor, we
advanced the wage scale to a standard never
before known in the explosives industry. At
the same time we gave notice of a 20 per cent
bonus to all employes, and, in addition, placed
every plant under our jurisdiction on the eight-

hour basis. The unusual conditions compelled
us to go to great expense, inclosing our plants in

such a way as to protect them from destruction,

illuminating adjoining territory and maintaining
a guard system comparable only to a standing
army.

PRICES WENT UP

"From the date of the first contract, we were
forced to face an ever-ascending scale of prices

on raw materials; nor were we ever permitted to
forget the fact that when the war was over, the
buildings erected and the machinery placed,
representing millions of dollars, would stand for

little or nothing in the way of value.

"We fear that many of the features noted
above have not been taken into consideration
before deciding to impose this tax. We have
ever responded cheerfully to any taxation levied
by our Government, but when such action is

taken as threatens the destruction of our busi-
ness, singling us out as specific objects of penali-

zation, we feel that we are in duty bound to
protest.

"In conclusion the manufacture of the par-
ticular military explosives which are likely to be
taxed out of existence have contributed, probably
more than any other industry, toward the revival
of trade in this country.
"The du Pont Company alone has absorbed

nearly 1,000,000 bales of short fiber cotton
formerly of little value and has paid handsome
X^rices therefor, greatly to the advantage of the
Southern States. It has paid directly in wages
alone in the manufacture of military explosives
in the last year and a half about $45,000,000,
and has probably been indirectly responsible for
the expenditure of a- greater amount to the labor
on raw materials and machinery which it has
puchased.

I
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"It has contributed amazingly to in

corporation taxes, and the enormoi!-
that has been made assures our d a
supply of smokeless powder and high explosives
in case of war, which previfjusly was rcvt-r

dreamed of. All this has Ix'en donewi'" • 'he
Government contributing a dollar of e .

"There can be no 'preparedness' without
'gunp<jwder and other exp' .' In a broad
and liberal scheme of 'prcj-.v .aess,' can Con-
gress take chances on killing by taxation those
industries without which there can l^e no
'preparedness?'

Verv respectfullv,

E. I. DU PONT'DE NEMOURS & CO.,
P. S. DU Pont, President."

Current Traffic Development

L

In case No. 6287 of the Poteau Coal and
Mercantile Company vs. Abilene & Southern
Railway Company, the complainant asks for

the reinstatement of joint rates on coal from
Witteville, Okla., to points in Texas and other
States which had been canceled by the defend-
ants, and for reparation. The defendants
voluntarily restored the joint rates, but o]

*

the claims for reparation. At the lu..;.;.^

certain carriers asked the Commission to deter-

mine whether the Fort Smith, Poteau & Western
Railway Company, which serves complainant's
mine at Witteville, is a common carrier, and, if

so, to fix divisions of the reinstated joint rates.

Upon all the evidence, the Interstate Commerce
Commission held:

1. The rates under attack were unreasonable
in the amount that they exceeded the joint

through rates formerly in eflfect and rei)aration

awarded accordingly.

2. The Fort Smith, Poteau & Western '•• 'I'vay

Company is a common carrier. The <i
. ; of

<livisions left for further consideration.

The ct^mplaint in this pnxeeiling was tiiid

October 27, IQl.S, by a coqxjrati«m then (ijH'rat-

ing under lease a coal mine at Witteville, Okla.

Docket No. 7702.

In case \o. 7702, the Galloway Coal Com-
pany 7's. the .MaUatna (»reat Southern Kail-

road Company the i'onimission found that
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MISS ROSE KOROUS.
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Latest Legal Decisions

SALE OF OIL WELL FOR TAXES

By the terms of an oil and gas lease the lessee

was granted all the oil in and under the land
described with the exclusive right to enter

thereon for the purpose of drilling and operating

for oil and gas, and if a well was not completed
within sixty days then the grant should be null

and void, unless the lessee should pay the lessor

$1 per acre for each six months such completion
is delayed. If the first well was a paying well,

a second was to be drilled within sixty days from
the completion of the first and all additional
wells as the first two wells until all are drilled,

allowing 15 acres to each well. This lease or
contract conveyed an interest in the land,

where the lessee had completed producing wells

and the wells so drilled with the machinery
attached must be considered real estate and not
personal property and cannot be sold for taxes
as personal property. This proposition is on
the theory that while oil and gas leases differ

from ordinary leases and usually give the lessee

the right only to explore the land for oil and
gas and until he finds either one or the other
he has no interest in the land, but if the lessee

foimd oil and gas then his so-called lease has
ripened into an interest in the land.
Johnson vs. Sidney (Indiana Appeals), 109

Northeastern, 934, p.'935, October, 1915.

UNGUARDED EXCAVATION
A mining corporation is liable for the death

of a 12-year-old boy who lost his life by falling
into an old excavation on the property of the
corporation, and in an action for damages for the
death of the boy it is not necessary to prove that
the defendant corporation or its officers had
actual notice or knowledge of the existence of
the excavation nor is it sufficient to avoid liability
for the defendant to show that none of its

officers had any actual knowledge of the existence
of the hole; but the proximity of the excavation
to a much traveled path and the knowledge of
others in the vicinity of its existence, together
with all the circumstances surrounding the
situation, were sufficient to have a case sub-
mitted to the jury on the question whether the
officers of the defendant corporation in the
exercise of reasonable diligence ought not to
have been aware of the excavation.

Peklenk vs. Isle Royale Copper Co. (Michigan),
153 Northwestern, 1068, p. 1069, September,

INSPECTION BY LAND OFFICERS
Where a register and receiver of a local land

office have been ordered and directed by the
Secretary of the Interior to examine and deter-mme whether the land embraced within the
boundanes of an unpatented mining claim is

380

mineral or non-mineral, and whether or not a
discovery of mineral bearing vein has been made
with reference to lode and placer locations, and
whether or not any such location has been made
in good faith for mineral purposes or for specula-
tive purposes and to be used in connection with
trade and business, and where such register and
receiver are proceeding to carry out such orders,

a court has no jurisdiction to restrain such
register and receiver from executing such orders
of the Secretary of the Interior.

Cameron vs. Weedin, 226 Fed. 44.

POSSESSORY RIGHTS

The general land office is without jurisdiction

to inspect and examine an unpatented mining
claim, in the absence of an application for patent
to determine whether the land embraced within
the boundaries is mineral or nonmineral, or
whether a discovery of a mineral bearing vein
has been made, and whether or not the location
has been made in good faith for mineral pur-
poses.

Cameron vs. Woodin, 226 Fed. 44, p. 48.

NEGLIGENCE OF MINE FOREMAN
The bituminous mining act of Pennsylvania

of 1911 places the management of the inner
workings of the bituminous coal mines in the
hands of a certified mine foreman and neither
he nor his assistants whom he appoints are
agents of the mining company and the company
is not responsible for their acts unless it has
notice that an emergency of danger has arisen

demanding immediate action and that the mine
foreman and his assistants are not discharging
their duties with regard thereto; but the mining
company is responsible if it has failed to comply
with the orders of the mine foreman.

Vagaszki vs. Consolidated Coal Co., 225
Fed.913, p. 915.

ASSUMPTION OF RISK

Under the bituminous mining act of Penn-
sylvania there can be no recovery for the death
of a miner who was a man of mature age
and of extended experience as a miner and had
knowledge and appreciation of his danger and
who knew that under the mining act he was re-

quired to quit work and vacate the place, where
his working place was known to be unsafe, and
where he knew of the presence of a dangerous
rock in the roof that he could not himself re-

move, and where without assistance he resumed
work and apparently undertook to take down
the dangerous rock that caused his death, as in

such case the conclusion is that he assumed the
risk.

Vagaszki vs. Consolidated Coal Co., 225 Fed.
913, p. 922.
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COLLUSIVE JURISDICTION

Citizens of California will not be permittf ^
to organize a mining corporation in the Sia.'
of Nevada and transfer to it the legal title to
mining property in California for the purpose
of conferring an apparent jurisdiction upon a
federal court on the ground or diversity of
citizenship, which would not otherwise exist.

Phoenix-Buttes Gold Min. Co., vs. Winstead,
226 Fed. 855, p. 861.

See Phoenix-Buttes Gold Min. Co. vs. Win-
stead, 226 Fed. 863.

f kT-1 »» # -1 f i-» I ^-..-.T T..,.l. .t...j:

ACTION FOR WRONGFUL DE.\TH

Where an action is brought in a United States
court to recover damages for the death of a miner
under the Pennsylvania State statute, the fed-

eral court will take judicial notice of the statutes
and judicial opinions of that State and the fed-

eral court is bound by the construction given to
such act by the courts of Pennsylvania.

Vagaszki vs. Consolidated Coal Co., 225
Fed. 913, p. 917.

APPLIC.\TION OF RULE

Statutes which in terms abololish the doctrine
of assumption of risk as a defense go no further
than to abolish the defense where the servant
is injured by reason of the employer's negligence,

and do not abolish assumption of risk where
the employer has not Ix'en negligent.

Hunter vs. Colfax Consolidated Coal Co.
(Iowa), 154 Northwestern, 1037, p. 1043,
•November, 1915.

It is the duty of a mine operator to use all

api»liances readily obtained for the prevention
of accidents arising from the accumulation of

gas or other explosives and a failure on the

part of the operator to observe that duty con-
stitutes ncglgcnce on his part for which he i^

liable for an injury resulting proximately
from such failure.

Kaiha vs. Coos Bay Coal & Fuel Co. (Ore-
gon), i:>l Pacific, 471; September. 1U15.

West Virg:iiiia Publication

There has just been pui)lished one ol the most
important volumes ever i^ n. ,1 !>v the West
Virginia ( ieol( gical Survey, V wn, W. Va.
This publication is descrilKxi as follows:

P ' '1 retK)rt on Wy<»ming and Mcl>)well
C(ji; by Kay V. Hniiuii, iv n, ,i under date
of I :>er 31, 1*M5, tontam: ^ pages and
introductory matter. It is illustrated with

thirty-two halftone plates an<l twenty-eight

figures or zinc etchings in the text. The soil

maj) and rejwrt on the area will Ik* i^iMio*! sepa-

rately a few months later. This !)• 'y

ReiK)rt rs one of ' ipai .i >e

great I ^intas or ' «s" c< of

West Virginia, giving a (tiniplrtr il of

each coal Intl, with .
s of

, ' rural

V. ... ;..;.. .;. . i the

•^ '" -" ^: .. 3

and MclJowell, the latter leading even,' other
' " inty of West Virginia in the pr m of

^ f the highest - ' by sever ^ • - -

"ly. Price, .ase of i , .

charges paid by the Survey, $2.50; but for

s, see

b"^ ' '
i

i^.\iia copies
of ,, •», Sl.i 1 of the lo|>o-

graphic map, 50 cents each.

ALASKANS CRITICIZE ACTION
AS TO REVISION OF LAWS

No gloves were used by the .A' •
'

•
\T;TM"n>f

and Engineering Society in a
action of the House Committee on M .id
Mining in n *'

-'s

bill which h.i . •- , i
or

the Revision of 1 . >n. 'I .in

Society also adopted a resolution cri: very
of James W:

I.-, tv-- • •• ••••• ^"i" the \x.l:. ..V

defeating the Conv :i.

The Society in its resolutions dtx-lares itself to
be convinced that tli who appeared
before the House Coi ..n.^t and sin-

cere, and that the ; .
• of : noot bill

would result in great good not only for the entire
countr>', but Alaska ii 'ir.

The Democratic « lue, of Alaska, in

setting forth its in" is. goes on record
as follows:

'The United States mining laws have not
been changed •• *

-ir inception, a genera*
tion ago, notu ..ng the fact that the
mining industry of America has progressed
wonderfully until the laws i ^ it about
have become obsolete. W« ' a revision of

the mi" -i^' laws and we p.^ .^. lur can'^•r^lte

for de. to cooperate with those ig

to this end. Practically all the mining men
of the country demand this legislation."

Bayi All Should Read It

Karl L. Kithil, just s<'lfcted to take charge of

the new mine ex; :il station at Tui^tn,
r

* '

i.M. Congress Joi knal

"Your 1 1 i< of great value to the mining
intrrt-sts and in ! should be read by
all men inten^stcti lucrtiii.

\\ . Loach, of Roulder. Colo., of the
Woi; i uig^ie Mining Co.. was in Was* ' n
recently to attend a meeting' ..f thr d..,, -. n
of the company. Tho W jc is one
of the largest tung.stcn pr rs in the
United Sutet.

H. liryan. a v
•

of this r • V.iN

at 120 H .IV

. and
"i'liicd • . K

s cw
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COAL TAXATION SYSTEM IS UNFAIR

AND ANTIQUATED, SAYS AUTHORITY

There would seem to be no recognized

stanaard oi value tor coal content oi lands

at the present time, among the engineers

and county autnonties oi Lackawanna or

Luzerne Loumies, i a., and tnis lack of a recog-

nized sianaara results in mucn contusion,

litigation ana expense, according to William

Gninth, an engineer oi standing, of Scranton,

Pa. ihe commissioners of Lackawanna
county have variously estimated the value

of coal at irom I$b5 to 5j3UO per foot acre,

and recently in Luzerne County one group
of engineers employed by the landowners esti-

mated the value of a certain tract of land

at or around $iOO per surface acre, while

another group employed by the county au-

thorities estimated the same land at about
four times this value; thus indicating to the

curious public that the judgment of experts

on these questions is about as variable as

the weathercock on the barn, being easily

influenced one way or the other, according
to the interests of the people who employ
them. In discussing the matter, Mr. Gritftth

said:

"Recently a representative of one of our
large coal mining companies testified in the
Lackawanna County courts that his company
considered the coal in the ground worth to

them 50 cents per ton. And I presume that
at the pending tax appeals other representa-

tives of the same company will aver that the
coal is not worth 25 cents a ton.

'"All this indicates a sadly mixed state of

affairs with reference to coal values, and it

would seem that the adoption of some sane
method of arriving at the standard of value
would be proper at this time. In fact, the
tendency, outside of the anthracite region, is

in this direction. Not only have authorita-
tive textbooks been written upon this sub-
ject, based upon sound principles of finance
and engineering, but recently the Department
of the Interior of the United States Govern-
ment, through the Geological Surv-ey, has
established rules for fixing the value of the
coal lands of the public domain, based upon
such standards and principles, from which
to estimate the value of each particular prop-
erty, according to the varying conditions
v.hich obtain. The writer has used a similar
basis of valuation for many properties that
he has been called upon from time to time
to value either for the purchaser or seller,

or for financial interests to form the basis
of value behind bond issues or other obliga-
tions, and has universally used the royalty
rate as a proper standard of such valuation.
"The supreme courts have declared that a

perpetual lease is a sale and that the royalties
are installments on the purchase price. There-
fore, the royalty represents the value of the
coal in the ground, to be paid for as it is

mined, and is a fair and equitable standard

of value for estimating the worth of the coal;

better to our mmd man outright sales, be-

cause tne sales ot coal land in tnis locality

are not trequent, and the deeds and records

ot sucn transactions usually cover up the

actual selling price so that it cannot be ascer-

tained. Ot course, the royalties years ago
were small—about 15 cents per ton. Later
they increased to about 25 cents a ton for

prepared coal. Still later about 35 cents was
a going royalty, and at the present time it

is irom 50 cents to 75 cents; but the prop-

erties covered by high royalties of this kind
are very tew, and tne tonnage contained is

light, representing small comparative values.

"The real question, therefore, would be to

definitely determine a proper, fair average
royalty applicable throughout the county.
Having fixed such for the county, or for any
particular coal property in question, the pres-

ent value of the coal in the land is a matter
of nearly the same degree of certainty as we
find expressed in the proposition that 2 times
2 are 4. Of course, each property becomes
a problem in itself, but having a basic stand-

ard, dediietions or alloinances may be made
to conform to the various conditions and pos-

sibilities that may be peculiar to each property.

"An illustration will perhaps best serve to

explain the method of arriving at coal values
from the royalty rate as a basis of calcula-

tion: If we have on the table before us
100 gold eagles, their value would be $10
each, or $1,000; but if a condition be attached
to the possession by which the gold shall be
deposited in the vault, and only one gold
eagle, or $10 be used each year, then the
present value is materially changed, and
w^ould be the present worth of $10 per an-

num, at say 6 per cent interest, for 100 years,

which would be $166.17. Thus we note that
the element of time affects the present value
in a very material way. And the same would
be the case in connection with coal. If, for

example, we have a coal property which pro-

duces a royalty of $10 per year, and we know
that the quantity of coal in the land is suffi-

cient to continue this production for 100

years at the same rate, then the present worth
of that coal would be $166.17. Again, Lacka-
wanna County contains approximately 600,-

000,000 tons of coal, and it is being mined at
the rate of 18,000,000 tons per year. At this

rate it would be exhausted in approximately
thirty-three years. If, for example, the aver-
age royalty rate for a composite ton (that is

to say, a ton composed of the various per-

centages of different sizes ordinarily produced
at the breakers) be assumed at 25 cents, the
present value of one such ton per year for

thirty-three years (that is, 33 tons), at legal

interest, 6 per cent, would be $3.5575, and the
present value of 1 ton of coal in the ground,
on the above basis would, therefore, be
$3.5575 divided by 33 or about 10.8 cents. At
the various royalties mentioned below the
values would be according to the following
tabulation:
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Average royalty rale Present ralue of i

for composite ton of coal in

ton ground

25 cents per ton 10.8 cents per ton
30 cents per ton 12.9 cents per lun
35 cents per ton 15 cents per ton
40 cen.s per ton 17 cents per tun

"I£ u lb desired to express this in foot-

acres, we simply multiply the above value
per ton by the number of available tons in

1 foot-acre. If, for example, we assume that
a fair and reasonable yield for the coal lands

of tliis county is l.iiUU ions per fooi-acrc.

then, at the above royalty rates, the present
value of the average toot-acre in this county
would be as follows:

At 25 cents per ton royalty $130
At 30 cents per ton royalty 155

At 35 cents per ton royaky 180

At 40 cents per ton royalty 204

"It would seem to us that a fair and rca

sonable royalty as between land owner and
taxmg authorities should be somewhere
around 30 cents to 32 cents per ton for the
average composite ton, because the major
portion of tne coal now bemg operated under
royalty is being paid for at approximately
this price.

''1 hen, of course, the question arises as to

whether it would be more equitable as be-

tween all parties to value the coal at the
actual rate which is now being paid for it, or
whether it should be valued at a higher rate,

in view of the increased royalties now being
paid on new lea.ses. These are questions to

be delermined. but having them once settled

for each county, there would then be a stand
ard which would be a basis upon which the
\aluc of all properties could be estimated.
these values of course varying according to

the economic conditions known to exist on
thr several properties.

It will be noted that this method of ascer-

t.'iining the taxable value of coal places the
.

"• .Iter burden of the tax upon the coal in

':.r going properties, which will be sooner
i\hau t(.d. For example, at the rovalty rate
of 30 cents per ton. other things being equal.
t!u' coal in a propertv which will be ex-

iiaustcd in ten years, would ha^ ••
( present

value of 22 cents per ton. w at the

same royalty rate the coal in an adjoining

property which had a life of sixty vcars

W'.ulfl have a present value of 8 1 cents per

t n To our mind, this is as it should be.

I>< lause it is manifestly unfair to tax the un-

remunerative ton year after year at full rate

for sixty or 100 vears. whereas the rrijiuner-

ativc ton of coal which is mined t^
-

'«-<apcs with but thr •
•• * N"'' •

.line line, virgin p;

for future mining, .should, to our mind, be

( onsidered in the same manner as we now
treat imrenuii v. uiiooatcd lands. Iiy

imposing a ju^,.....: nominal »»v mfil snrh

time as they become productive. For pur-
es of conservation, the forestry associa-

tions have for years been endeavoring to
^

--' the removal of the tax upon star
'

I. :, until such lime as it is cut. ...-.

have now realized the fruit* of their l«-»ng

eli'orts through the
; uch a law by

the le. '

•!• ' ,;d

be en.. ... ; . — ^; ;..c .i... .. in

the ground. It should only be i. ni a
nominal way until it is mined, bach ton
should he taxed once and <

' "'
r-

haps the better way to • v.j... ..

be to eliminate the ta . of t

estate, except in a nomnial way. and lay a
tax upon each ion of « '

i.> being advocated by l.... .^. i....iw., .,,,..iw .,»

Trade.
Although these latter suggestions cannot

be applied through our • lated
iiud unfair laws \n the tav.n. .... and
are .somewhat aside frum our t. they
are nevertheless important matters for im-
mediate " ition. which should be vigor-
<.usly pre -><..!

UTAH COPPER COMPANY
BREAKS PRODUCTION RECORD

Bv .\. ( i. M.\CKKN/IK

Sidt I^'ikc Citv, fulv 27.—The Utah Copper
(' of H' ' ' •• ' ' ' '

•

: - n n"c«'. . ...

uy mined ar.

tons of ore July *>, and i

tons a day is ii

mcnt and is to be in

end of the pre;>cni year.

.MM'IikSON Kl
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jiilv .?, to
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Latest Mining Patents

Means for sampling and Checking Miners'

Coal. No. 1,191,277. This invention is by
Erskine Ramsey, of Birmingham, Ala.

It relates to means for sampling and checking

miners' coal or other mineral output so that an
accurate record can be kept of the character and
quality of the mineral loaded by each rniner,

which record will ser^-^e as a check on the mineral

loaded into a given railroad car or like container,

and also to indicate to the operator the character

of his total output and what parts of his mine
are producing an inferior grade of mineral, or

sho'^'ing bad results so that he can change his

operations at such points.

Safetv Apparatus for Oil Wells. No,
1,191,229. This invention is by Robert H.
Reed, of New Wilson, Okla., assignor of one-

half to J. L. Long, of New Wilson, Okla.

It relates to certain novel and useful improve-
ments in an apparatus adapted especially for use
in controlling the escape of gas from the tank
into which the oil flows from a source of supply
such as a well. In this invention it is proposed
to provide an apparatus to prevent disastrous

explosions and fires, caused by lightning or
through other agencies.

Ore-Classifying Machines. No. 1,191,280.
This invention is by Sclden Irwin Clawson, of

Salt Lake City, Utah.
The invention relates to ore classifying

machines, and more particularly to that class of

machines in which a series of inclined screens
are arranged in a zig-zag manner, over which the
ore to be classified travels, the object being to
provide a machine which is very strong and
durable, and one in which partitions are set at
right angles to the axis of the screen so that the
ore is caused to travel over the screens a great
number of times, thereby increasing the screen-
ing capacity.

Another object is to provide a screen and pan
with a plurality of alternately arranged parti-
tions for retarding the movement of the material
over the screen, whereby the material will be
thoroughly classified as it travels over it.

Expanded Graphite. No. 1,191,383. This
invention is by Jonas W. Aylsworth, of East
Orange, N. J., assignor to Condensite Company
of America, of Bloomfield, N. J.

This invention relates to a novel form of
graphite and to a process for making it. This
invention changes the physical condition of
flake grr--'-'- so that after the treatment it is

greatly (
.

^c-d in volume with all of the many
small leaves or laminae of which each flake is
err \ opened up and separated like the
lea. . ,: an ojx-n f>r partly opened book without
being completely detached from each other.
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Rock and Ore Breaker. No. 1,191,564.
This invention is by Thomas W. Capen, of

Milwaukee, Wis., assignor by Mesne Assign-
ments to Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Com-
pany, a corporation of Delaware.

This invention relates to rock and ore breakers
or crushers and has for its object the breaking of

rock and ore with greater facility than hereto-
fore and the production of a breaker of great
capacity. A further and incidental object is

the production of a double breaker in which the
two breaking elements of each kind are so
opposed as to mutually react to prevent the
reaction of the breaking pressure from acting
through or across the bearing surface at least

in certain directions.

Rock Drill. No. 1,191,842. This invention
is by William August Smith, of Denver, Colo.,

assignor of one-half to William W. Hassell, of

Colorado Springs, Colo.
This invention relates to certain new and

useful improvements in rock drills, and the
object thereof is to provide an improved and
novel construction of rock drill.

BIG INCREASE IN COPPER
SHIPMENTS from; ALASKA

Alaska during the fiscal year ending June
30, 1916 shipped to the United States copper,
valued at $26,488,000. This compares v/ith

Shipments valued • at $5,182,000 in 1915 and
$3,876,000 in 1914. Antimony to the value of

$189,000 was shipped during the last fiscal

year. Practically no antimony was shipped
in previous years. Tin shipments wera
valued at $79,000. This is not a great increase
over the shipments of 1915 and 1914. Lead
shipments from Alaska for the same period of

1915 and 1916 are valued at $72,000.

Shipment of gold from Alaska during the
fiscal year amounted to $16,200,000. This was
an increase of $1,000,000 over. 1915 and an
increase of more than $4,000,000 over 1914.

Silver shipments were valued at $760,000 for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1916. This is

an increase of $500,000 over 1915 and $600,000
over 1914.

Permissible Explosives Lower Death Rate

In 1914 over 15,000,000 pounds of permis-
sible explosives were used and the fatality

rate dropped to .096 per 1,000 men employed.
A reduction of 72 per cent. In 1870 there
were 13.47 fatal accidents for every million
tons of coal mined in this country and in
1914 only 4.78 for every million tons mined.



Current Federal Legislation

During the present session of Congress
23.896 bills have been introduced. Of this

number 17.185 were introduced in the House
and 6,711 were introduced in the Senate.

In a caucus held by the majority members
in the Senate in July it was decided to ad-

journ August 19 if possible. An informal
agreement was made with the minority mem-
bers wherein they promised not to filibuster

against the bills which had been placed on
the Democratic program. Republican mem-
bers, however, reserved the right to discuss

fully any measure which should come up.

It already is very evident that it will be
impossible for the Senate to finish its work
on the date specified by the Democrats. It

certainly will be September 1 before the
session adjourns, and there are some of the
impression that it will be nearer October 1.

For the past three weeks the House has
been marking time. While there are a large

number of very important bills before the
House Committees, they are not being acted
upon owing to the refusal of the House lead-

ers to contribute to the further congestion
of the Senate calendar. The Senate already
has manv times more bills than it possibly

can consider. For this reason the House
leaders are refusing to allow any further bills

to be acted upon in the House, thereby adding
to the amount of work before the Senate.
By unanimous consent of all the memlxTs of

the Committee on Mines and Mining no cfTort

will be made to consider the Foster bill or other
f(jrm of mining law legislation at this session of

Congress.
Letters have poured into the office of Dr.

Foster and of other members of the committee
in great volume. Such diverging views are
shown by these communications as to make it

cUar to even the more ardent supporters of Dr.
Foster's bill that the question of revising the
mining code must go over until the short session,

at k-ast.

Representative Taylor, of Colorado, who is

the leader on the committee in favor of the

ai)iK)intment of a commissirm t \<

f<»r ' 'n the mining lav r-

rru '

, .;.:>jn a t.l. ndid .i:^, '-*f

his pl.ms for a . .1 study of c by a
commission Ix-fore attempting to furttiulutc a
bill.

The sub-committec which listrnrd tn thr

argumrnts and jxTUSfd the <

• the tax on ^ w.x^
.' \ 1 'r\.

I -:- - i: -r, . - ' ..

The income tax |Kjrlion of the bill. whi« h auo
had a Ix-an;

Con.sidri' 'I i»y a Mji'-L''ii!mnn"v \ « >i i-M-«i II 1^ > !

Senators Williams, of \'- -
'-- ',\- James, of

Kt-niucky; and (lore, of ' .i.

The Tariff Commission and dumjjing features

of the bill were considered by a sub-ct- -c

consisting of ? • rs Johnson, of J\iame;
Smith, of Georg:-. - 1 Kern, of Indiana.
The Senate has agreed to take up the oil

land leasing bill on the second Mondav in

IX'ceml)er. A ^ - ' *lght was made by i^ena-

tors Phelan, of < mia; and Mvrrj of Mon-
tana; to get this bill before the ^ at this

session.

IXie to the fact that vcr>' determ*'-' ' "oppo-

sition is certain to be encountere<i i: rnn-

sideration of this bill the Democratic ^ rs

were unwilling to put it on their program. All

efforts are b< • - ':rected u- '- - • •' • <sion

as much as j le. For - s bill

and a large numljer of other measures unll not
l)e considered further at this session. The
Senate calendar is in a v« -• • ' *ate and
plenty of work alreadv is _ he short

session which begins \n I>eccmber.

H. R. 12544. After reporting favorably

this bill, which deals with the mining of coal

on segregated Indian lands in Oklahoma, it

was placed upon the House calendar. Repre-

sentative Carter, the chairman of the House
Committee on Indian .\tTairs, has been very
active in an attempt to get *^''^ bill before

the House He has called a >n a num-
ber of times to the fact that it is not alone a
benefit to the operators of mines in that sec-

tion, but to the Indians and the general

public in Oklahoma. Despite his efforts, how-
ever, the chances are slight that it will be
considered at this session.

A full ' n of the rev. : .: • 1. .: -.vhlch

it; now bv ; . . ...c Senate, \^
' '

: -u:i i i)n

another page.

Added to Permiuible List

F '
' ... Hurcau of .Mines

Big Rod No. 2; H.g Rei| No. 4-L. P.: Little

K. I No. 2; Little Re,l No. .\ .md
'

Red
' ' ^ made bv *' ' St

^
£» Co . I'.^l !C

i . liix'^l .\lt..n. III.; n
I .No. . .\tla.s I'owdcf Co.,
X'^ uiiungton, i_>i;i., ikisu wa> approved.

I H R. s .1 {>*.«niln«-nt tungnten nimcr ot

liuuldcr. • • 'iicd t '
'-^ * " '• '"rf

A vi«it in R'»v ,n

r ol hue-
i»\tiiin' iii'iii »'i»»ii i>'ii, ^ \'t\.f
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David Atkins, of Atkins-Kroll & Co., of

St. Louis, has been in the East on an ex-

tended business trip. The Atkins-Kroll Co.

is among the largest dealers in rare metals.

The company formerly operated sheelite mines

and recently has been operating tungsten

properties at several points in Nevada. The
company also has a large mill at Borus, near

Sodaville.

Ralph H. Richards, a petroleum engineer with

the Associated Geologists of this city, has re-

turned from an extended trip in the mid-

continental field.

King H. Young, of Michigan, has been
appointed private secretary to Van H. Man-
ning, director of the Bureau of Mines.

T. W. Woodbridge, of Uplands, Gal., was in

the city recently consulting with Van H. Man-
ning, director of the Bureau of Mines.

Van H. Manning, director of the Bureau of

Mines, is in the West making preliminary
arrangements for the establishment of the new
experiment stations.

Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior,

was guest of honor at a lunch given by the
chiefs and assistant chiefs of the different

bureaus of the Interior Department Bureau of

Mines building, July 15. It was in honor of the
fifty-second anniversary of Mr. Lane's birthday.

Frederick G. Clapp, of The Associated
Geological Engineers, left July 13 for Wyom-
ing. He will visit certain Kansas and Okla-
homa fields also before his return to New
York.

DENVER QUARTZ MILLS

AND DENVER STEEL CRUSHERS

have that kind of reliability that constantly

and continuously keeps on being reliable.

The Denver Quartz Mill & Crusher Co.

216-17 Colorado Bldg., Denver, Colo., U.S.A.

Thorne, Neale & Company
Incorporated

601-610 Stephen Girard Building, Philadelphia, Penna.

ANTHRACITETemple Collieries—
Harry E., L.V.; Forty
Fort, L. v.; Mount
Lookout, L. V. or D.,

L. & W. ; Lackawanna,
D., L. & W. or Erie.

Schuylkill Collieries—
Buck Run, P. & R.;
New Castle, P. R. R.

AND

BITUMINOUS

COALS

Agents for

Pardee Bros. & Co.

Lattimer-Lehigh

Bituminous—Sonman
Shaft, "B" Vein; Son-

man Slope, *'E" Vein.

Sonman Smithmg—IJ^-inch S'creened, Low Sulphur, Spongy Coke

SHIPMENTS—RAIL OR WATER

Baltimore

CHAS. E. FERNBERG, General Sales Agent
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The best rubber belt we have ever used
These are the words cf an Ohio Superintendent using

r^OMMANDEO
Xmi' DRIVE BELT IX,

It S« th« best Hutber Belt that we have
aTer u*"*!. "o hare tried out a great many dif-
ferent kinds and none of the* com* close to

e^uallr.jt the serrlce rocelred from "Commander".
Practically all of our difficult drives have

beer, equipped with it, and on rioet of them wa have
tried aany kindi of baiting, without any comparable
degree of serrica.

Wa are verj' much enthused ^Ith It, and are
glad to roconLT.end it where there is a demand for

belt for hard sarrlca.
Vary truly yours.

Belting
Hose— all

kinds
Packing
Valves

Best for hard service
It takes a *'Commander" belt (Commander in

deed more than in name) to overcome obstinate

drive conditions with a degree of satisfaction

termed best by the operator.
, — There is only one "Com-

mander" a marked lead-
er that commends the
admiration of the user.

That accomplishes
its hardest task with
lower operating costs.

That overcomes ob-
jectionable shut-
downs.
That creates a new
standard of volume
in production

and //za/ "Commander"
is positively the best belt
that Goodrich with its

47 years of experience
can make.
Specify Commander and
test its true worth.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY Factories: AKRON, OHIO
Makers of the Celebrated Coodricb Automobile Tires— "Z?esf in theLong Run" Branches and Distributors in Ail Districts
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PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sales Oflaces: i|i
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NEW YORK No.120 Broadway ||

PHILADELPHIA 1436 Commercial Trust Bldg, ||
CHICAGO 1305 Old Colony Bldg. 1
ERIE, PA. 210 Marine Bank Bldg. ||
BALTIMORE lOO Chamber of Commerce Bldg. 1
WILLIAMSPORT. PA. 1. 2 & 3 Hart Building I
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SENATE STRIKES OUT TAX ON COPPER; REFUSES
TO RAISE MONEY FROM RAW MATERIALS

Proposal to Raise Revenue from All Metals Entering into Manufacture of Munitions
Meets Favor of Committee But is Stricken Out of Bill on Floor of Senate

—House Expected to Recede in Conference.

By eliminating the tax on copper from the
revenue bill the Senate followed the course
urged upon it by members from the metal
producing states. At first the most fav-

orable action expected was the re-

duction of tax on the one metal by
making it apply to all metals entering
into the manufacture of munitions of war
but concerted action and clear reasoning
finally secured the removal from the bill of

any tax on raw materials.
There are some very ardent supporters of

the copper tax idea in the House and there

is certain to be a determined effort to restore

it to the bill in conference. That such an
effort will be futile is quite evident by the
overwhelming sentiment in the Senate against
placing a tax t)n raw materials and the di-

vided support given the proposition in the
House. The fact that cotton forms an im-
portant raw material entering into the manu-
facture of explosives aligns southern mem-
bers with those from the metal prcjducing

states in their opposition to the original

House bill or to the proposal to spread a tax
over all the metals entering into the muni
tions trade.

CHANCED IN SENATE

With regard to the tax on munitions the

Hou inmittee on \V • *• '

'hiv..wM; of cxicpti "
committee is of the oj that ..

should be levied upon the manuiacture oi

munitions, and that th-

without imposing an uiij^. i -•• v.. ..>..- c

burden."
In commenting on this feature of the bill

the •

ttee on Finance stated in

its Ui.tj-i .
•

"It is I : that the bill as it came

«to-nnooOO. and
lid raise

from the House would n'-
as amended by the ^

S'iOo.OOO.OOO.

"This dir"

CIUC 1 1 n S II 1 4 1 < t ^ 111 I * i t i n 1 1 » I > i t' i " > i L
'..'

committee in changing the Hou.^^e n... . . :

taxing munitions, and the elimination of the
copper tax j '-d for in the H«>usc !

substitu*- T a 5 per cent profit *

upon n. ring into the mamif.i •

of munitions, by addmg certain a
classifications to the income tax and mhent-
ance taxes as carried in the House bill

"The House bill impo.scd a tax up<'«i tVi.-

manufacture of munitions. up«»n the Kt-
graduated percentage of the gro.ss r«

all .such I
•

^ N and corpora' ii aiso
imposes a .... apon the gros.s .....pts from
the manufacture or sale of copper, brass, and
other alloys, whether used in the manu:.'
ture of IV. ' not. It did not j-

vide for t ..i of a '^^ ^^- a sxi\

diary mai. . or sub< r \'-

committee thought it just that
as U'

"

tax .>..

•After .;

reachccl the conclusion that a n-

would be a more r

of taxati«)t' ''^ '"

posed in t

tore amended the bill m as to p: for a
• > be ! »n the basis of net

j

I our c
'

' iha:

bill be so a... • » .%

posed up<m
that portion o( the bill thev rectimn:

tax up^m s' or manut.o
taring f '

• and
U"-' "' ;... ^l...> ' ^'

!»l
I in the bill Your

i87

ntract

whatever

commit !rc
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lieves that there should be a difference be-

tween the rate of tax imposed upon a fin-

ished munitions and upon the materials used

and entering into its manufacture and they

therefore recommend that the tax upon mu-
nitions be fixed at 10 per cent and that upon
m.aterials at 5 per cent of the net profits.

Your committee further amends the House
bill by confining this tax to corporations

manufacturing munitions and corporations

manufacturing or selling materials for use

in the manufacture of munitions."

ALLOWANCE FOR DEPLETION

The provision of the bill allowing for de-

pletion passed the Senate in the following

form. The chances favor its acceptance by
the House conferees:

Eighth, (a) In the case of oil and gas wells a

reasonable allowance for actual reduction in flow

and production to be ascertained not by the flush

flow, but by the settled production or regular flow

under rules and regulations to be prescribed by the

Secretary of the Treasury; (b) in the case of mines

a reasonable allowance for depletion thereof not to

exceed the market value in the mine of the prodvict

tliereof, which has been mined and sold during the

year for which the return and computation are

made; (c) and in the case of timber a reasonable

allowance for stumpage not in excess of the market
value of the standing timber actually sawed and
sold during the year for which such return and com-
putation are made: Provided, That no deduction shall

be allowed for any amount paid out for new build-

ings, permanent improvements, or betterments, made
to increase the value of any property or estate, and
no deduction shall be made for any amount of ex-

pense of restoring property or making good the

exhaustion thereof for which an allowance is or has
been made.

THE HOUSE PROVISION

The provision in the House bill which in-

cluded the tax on copper reads as follows:

Sec. 201. That every person manufacturing gun
powder or other explosives shall pay for each tax-

able year an excise tax equivalent to the following
percentages of the gross receipts during such year
from the sale or disposition of such explosives manu-
factured in the United States, except blasting powder
and dynamite:

Five per centum of the amount of such receipts
not in excess of $1,000,000, and

Eight per centum of the amount by which such
receipts exceed $1,000,000.

Every person manufacturing (a) cartridges, loaded
or unloaded, caps or primers; or (b) projectiles,

shells, or torpedoes of any kind, including shrapnel,
loaded or unloaded or fuses; or (c) firearms of any
kind, including small arms, cannons, machine guns,
rifles, and bayonets; or (d) any parts of any of
the articles mentioned in (a), (b), or (c), shall pay
for each taxable year an excise tax equivalent to

the following percentages of the gross receipts during
such year from the sale or disposition of any such
artJcks manufactured in the United States:
Two per centum of the amount of such receipts

not in excess of $250,000;
Three per centum of the amount by which such

receipts exceed $250,000 and do not exceed $500,000;
Four per centum of the amount by which such

receipts exceed $5000,000 and do not exceed
$!/ ; and

I
.

' centum of the amount by which such
receipts exceed $1,000,000.

Every person smelting copper ore or copper concen-
trates, refining metallic copper, or alloying copper,
shall pay for ' xable year an excise' tax equiva-
lent to the :'

,g percentages of the gross re-
ceipts during such year from the sale or disposition

of refined copper or copper alloys and from the sale

or disposition of crude or unrefined copper if sold

or disposed of for any purpose except for refining

or alloying:
One per centum of the amount by which such

receipts exceed $25,000 and do not exceed $1,000,000;

Two per centum of the amount by which such re-

ceipts exceed $1,000,000 and do not exceed
$10,000,000; and
Three per centum of the amount by which such

receipts exceed $10,000,000.

CHANGED IN SENATE

This was changed by the Senate Com-
mittee to read as follows:

Sec. 41. (1) That every corporation manufac-
turing (a) gunpowder and other explosives; (b) car-

tridges, loaded and unloaded, caps or primers; (c)

projecties, shells, or torpedoes of any kind, including
shrapnel, loaded or unloaded, or fuses, or complete

rounds of ammunition; (d) firearms of any kind and
appendages, including small arms, cannon, machine

guns, rifles, and bayonets; (e) electric motor boats,

submarine or submersible vessels or boats; (f) any
part of any of the articles mentioned in (b), (c),

(d), or (e) ; shall pay for each taxable year _ an ex-

cise tax of 10 per centum upon its entire net

profits actually received or accrued for said year

from the sale or disposition of such articles manu-
factured within the United States.

(2) And every corporation selling to or manufac-
turing for any corporation mentioned in paragraph

(1) any material entering into and used as a com-
ponent part in the manufacture of any of the articles

enumerated in (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), or (f), shall

pay for each taxable year an excise tax of 5 per

centum upon its net profits actually received or ac-

crued for said year from the sale or disposition of

such material so entering into or used as a com-
ponent part in the manufacture in the United States

of the articles so enumerated as aforesaid.

ashurst's amendment carried

On motion by Senator Ashurst, of Arizona,

paragraph two was stricken out.

Senator Warren, of Wyoming, thinks the

miners will have to pay the tax assessed

against munitions anyway as he anticipates

that means will be found whereby the tax

can be shunted back onto the mine
operators.
This view is not shared by the Democratic

Senators from the metal producing states.

They are very much pleased at the victory

they won in the interest of the mining in-

dustry.
The only other important changes that

were made in the paragraphs quoted above
were: the exception of explosives and mu-
nitions used for industrial and sporting pur-

poses and the addition of a proviso "That
no such corporation shall be subjected

_
to

taxation upon net profits received during
1916 from the sale and delivery of articles

under contract executed and solely performed
.prior to January 1, 1916.

opposes unequal tax

Senator Stone, of Missouri, chairman of the

sub-committee handling the munitions sched-

ule of the bill, spoke in part as follows in

introducing the schedule:
"When the Underwood bill was pending be-

fore the Finance Committee and before the

conference committee, whether right or wrong,
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I took the position that lead and zinc \v(-<

not treated in the metal schedule of the I'l'A

in a way that put those metals upon a basis
of equality, as a matter of fair treatment, with
other metals.
"My view at that time—and it still is my

view—was that in making a tariff bill and
fixing rates of duty on items in a schedule
there should be, as far as practicable, a basis

of fair dealing or equality—and equality i-.

fair dealing—as to all the items in that

schedule.

"If I thought, as I did think, that steel or
other metals were given better treatment in

the schedule than lead or zinc, I had a right

to insist upon such adjustment of the rates as

would eventuate in a nearer approach to what
I considered substantial equality; and that
is exactly what I did, and all I did.

"Here is what occurred so far as this bill is

concerned. In this bill as it came to us from
the House there was a tax levied upon copper
and its products, but not in like manner on
other similar metals. The subcommittee,
made up of the Senator from Xew Jersey
(Mr. Hughes), the Senator from Colorado
(Mr. Thomas), and myself, all reside in States

producing other metals of like kind and used
for like purposes. There is no copper pro-

duced in the State of Missouri, and only in a

small way, as I understand, in Xew Jersey,

and comparatively in a small way in Colo-
rado; but great quantities of zinc are produced
in all three of these States, and great quanti-

ties of lead are produced in both Missouri

and Colorado. There was not a dissenting

voice in the subcommittee to the proposition

that if copper was to be taxed in the bill, the

other metals should go along with copper

and bear the same burden. Lead and zinc

were not in the bill as it came from the House.
1 did not try to keep them out, but. on the

contrary, I msisted upon putting them in."

MVKRS PROTKSTS

Senator Myers, of Montana, vigorously op-
posed any lax on raw materials. Addressing
the Senate he said

:

"There should be no tax in this l)ill i»n raw
material unless all raw materials which are

now and have been for some time enjoying
an unusual degree of prosperity arc taxed all

alike. I do not believe it is just to single out

a product of the metal-producing States and
put a tax on metals when there are many other
raw products enjoying just as great or greater
prosperity which go uir '

"A tax on metals is ; irly a tax on de-

velopment, industry, and explt)rati(»n of the

western country. It strikes with peculiar force

the far Western State

States of the Union. It

of a tendency to «1 pr-

from going out and discovermg new Utdic^

of ore, and g' >ital for their
"'••"' and opi..,..K ..;> rvv^ nutw . ...v

t of the entire couii; . have
a very strong tendency to discourage the op-

< Tit: n :.!) 1 development of many small mines
Aiiicii iiu\c scarcely reached the ''•:••-.
point or have no more than ri _
point. It would be very strongly resented by
the people of the mining - The mining
business is a hazardous ..u-.ucss. It is ex-
tremely sensitive, and capital and Iri'H.r are
very easily turned away from it.

"As far as copper is concerned, copper is and
has been for a great many yea-^
list. It enjoys no protection'; pr ...

no particular need of any. At least, it is not
asking for any. We are not asking any for
it. I think for forty years or more copper
has been on the free list; and yet there is a
great deal of copper produced in Mexico in
normal times, and some of it is shipped into
this country and cc ' '< the -ts

of our own copper n ., . ask n - c-
tion on copper. I wuuld be the last

i in
this body to ask for that; but when it is on
the free list, and has to c i the
copper mines of Mexico, «,.v:<^ i.i Kir is

cheaper than here, to say that its production
should be penalized !»y having the heavy hand
of a tax laid upon it. and laid upon all copper
produced in this country, I

•'•-': - • r the
circumstances, would be unrc . I un-
fair. Only recently has copper been ng
some prosperity. F. n months ago cop-
per was being - ' ;i.lu :: V • * ' ss,

or was barely
; ^ the c . ,. ;. ...

"Under the present tariff law the duly on
lead and zinc is very much reduced, as com-
pared with what it was a few years ago. Wc
are not making any comi'' '••' •* f'^ >• We
are satisfied. But to go : .y the
heavy hand of a penalty in the way ot a tax
on producing those metals in thi«i country. I

think, would l)e unfair; cspeci.t"' ..M»'.,r ...

that group of States which .

metal producing States of the Union, and
which contribute in that line of pr " •

very largely to the common welfare ai. , ; :
-

perity of all the St.ites in the countrv
'

I'f. .>KOSh KM'LU >

w:

PennN>lvania He sai<l :

I can appreciate the gladness of the Sena-
tor frtun M '' ',' s) in ^' this
•-' -'aph '«;! u IV '

•" —

-

-and he !> ^ .s ;.•_

along so long as direct taxation wat id
to m New
VorK. V -h-

crn Si
. . ^ " -^'^

right from his point of view g a« it

was 1 <1 to the es
• in C :n : . I-

vrrv Max. .. i rc

of muni-
tions, which w <er and <inc in his

and
»''»!

:.:< ir ! for . >s
away, and the spasm of virtue which they had
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in their caucus, when they inserted this para-

graph, disappears here on the floor of the

Senate."

AS TO OIL WELLS

An interesting discussion having a bearing

on the method of taxation- as applied to oil

wells and coal and metal mines was precipi-

tated when Senator Phelan. of California,

read the following telegram from the Inde-

pendent Oil Producers' Agency, which, is made
up of 176 companies:
The committee amendment. Senate Calen-

dar Xo. 722. H. R. 16763, fixes deduction for

depletion of oil wells as a reasonable allow-

ance for actual reduction in settled produc-

tion. This will deny depletion to all oil-

producing companies that maintain their

production by new developments and new
capital. We beg of you to use every effort

immediately to secure for oil companies de-

pletion on same basis as proposed for mines,

being a reasonable amount annually, not to

exceed the market value of oil in the ground,

of the product which has been brought to

the surface. Present amendment causes oil

producers to pay tax on capital and not upon
income. All oil producers in California deeply

interested.

Commenting on the message, Senator Phe-

lan said:

"If it is true that it forces producers to pay
taxes on capital and not upon income, I am
sure the committee will meet the objection.

As I understand, it seems that an income
tax is charged upon the production value of

the product, to be ascertained not by the

flush flow but by the settled production or

regular flow. These gentlemen, in order to

meet the constant diminution of their prod-

uct sink new wells and invest new capital

so that when the collector comes around
there will be no deduction whatever for de-

pletion, because they have made it good by
the investment of new capital. I should like

to submit that to the committee, and ask
that immediate action be not taken until a

little later, in order that it may be studied.

As I have said, the telegram has just been
received."

WILLIAMS EXPLAINS

Senator Williams, of Mississippi, in charge
of the bill, said, in reply:

"In answer to what was .said by the Sena-
tor from California, the committee does not
think that this will re.sult in taxing any part
of the capital as income. Of cour.se, we had
to fix a rule, and the rule cannot work with
mathematical precision in the case of things
which differ so much from one another as
oil wells do. Under the present law, Mr.
President, they are allowed to deduct only
5 per cent of the gross value of the product
in the place of output. We thought that that
deduction was too little and that there ought
to be a deduction more equitable in its

character.

"There has been no part of the bill which
has been more anxiously studied and which
presented more difficulties than this part of

it. After consulting those in the Senate who
were most familiar with the operation of oil

wells we- finally adopted this provision, which
was presented by the Senator from West
Virginia (Mr. Chilton), who is thoroughly
acquainted with the business. On the one
side was the House bill and the present law,

which allowed a deduction of only 5 per cent.

Upon the other side was the danger that a

deduction of the entire flush product of the

well might be made, and as a consequence
no taxes paid at all.

"If the Senator will notice the bill, he will

see that we have adopted a different rule for

metallic mines and for coal mines, for the

very reason that I have stated. The Senate
committee undertook to try to fix a rule

that would be just in each case. Of course

you can tell the value of the coal in the

ground, because coal is coal; but you cannot
tell the value of copper in the ground, nor
the value of gold, nor the value of silver,

because the ore when it comes out is neither

gold nor silver nor copper; it is mixed with
various other things. So we kept the old

5 per cent provision with regard to them, and
then we made a new rule as to gas and oil,

and then we made a new rule as to coal, and
then we changed the rule with regard to

metallic mines by hedging it around so that

the department could not, by ruling, do what
it has done."
Senator Phelan then asked:
"Do I understand, then, that there is no

rule, and that the department is to ascer-

tain the value of copper and gold and silver

buried in the ground in order to determine
the amount of income tax?"

- . POINTS OUT DIFEERENCE

Senator Thomas, of Colorado, answered the

query as follows:

"The only difference is a difference of

process. The assay determines the metal-
liferous contents of metallic ore, while, of

course, coal is a commodity all of which
in the vein is a commercial product. It is

therefore merely a difference in the method
of ascertaining the value. The output of a
copper mine or of a lead mine for 12 months
yields certain metalliferous contents, and the
value in the mine of these contents is thus
easily ascertainable. I will say to the Sena-
tor from California that the principle is one
which occurs very commonly in his state and
mine as a result of trespasses by one mine
owner upon the property of another, some-
times willful and sometimes unintentional.
Where it is unintentional the damages are
based upon the value of the ore in the mine;
and that is ascertainable, as I say, by assay-
ing the contents and ascertaining them by
chemical analysis. It is a perfectly simple
and perfectly easy method of procedure."
Senator Chilton, of West Virginia, who is
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well informed with respect to the oil indus-

try, made this explanation:
"The old law. making a deduction of n t

exceeding 5 per cent, after it was explair. !

to the committee, of course, struck the en.
mittee as being absolutely an arbitrary one,

and based upon no reason. Therefore, in

establishing a rule for these deductions, they
reasoned in thi's way: Suppose you were to

fix the value of the production of a well for

the purpose of fixing its income. You would
not do that by the flush flow; that is. t':

first flow of the well, when it is produci:..:

largely. You would want to get at the ^ct

tied flow of the well. Then it seemed to

u.s that if you wanted to make a deduction,
the honest and straightforward rule won^ !

be to make the deduction upon the same 1 i

sis: and this is, in my judgment, as nearly
a fair rule as it is possible to get.

"The oil and gas producers do not want
anything unfair. They want only the actual

depletion. This they failed to get under the

old law, and they will get it under this amend-
ment. The amendment as reported by the

committee wa.«: the result of many confer-

ences; it is fair; I have given my assent to

it in conference and know that it is much
nearer a just rule than the one which it

supersedes. I hope it will not be cha" '

"In the case of mines it is 'a rt ^\)'.c

allowance for depletion thereof—that is, for

the depletion of the mine—'not to exceed the
market value in the mine of the prodi: *

thereof which has been mined and .'^old dun:.^
the year for which the return and computa-
tion are made.' Xow. that is ab.solutely fair.

\o matter what it is. whether it is a «

mine or a copper mine or a silver m;;.^

What we are trying to do is to ascertain

the exact value of the depletion of the mine.
What has been put upon the ' ot in "

way of labor or refining proce>-v- .lould j. i

be estimated, but the value of what is taken
out when in the mine: and that is perfecth

fair, no matter what it may be. whether it i-

silver, gold. CDpper. or coal.

"There is no such thing as developing an
oil well without drilling the well and putting

in capital and labor and time upon it. and
these terms here mean this: When vou fir.»;t

drill in an oil well it has a flush fl<»w It has

gas behind it: it has a head pressure, so to

speak: and the flow is larger at the bcK ;.

ning than it will ever be thereafter. it

gradually goes f^ '^^ '^ What we want to d«»

is to find an .. .^e. tinrl what is t'\^.
'

find what it has been depleted during th«

year. This rule is that vou nv
not bv the flti-^* ^ >" ^"t by the

When the h( .> as thev
off. there is a settled production, and we
take a

set tied II' ' »> ' ' 1 I . n »^ » 1 1 < 1 11 . 1 1 1^ I i •

think that is fair"

.MTI.IK.S TO AM. MIVK<

Senator Shafroth. of
following statement:

The committee have made the rule applic-
able to coal mines, giving them the right to
I wance for depletion, not to

et value in the mii ' the

t- :u-'.. :. i..'j:v.)i. but had made a ...;..cnt

rule as to metalliferous mines, namely, the
rule of reasonable allowance, not to exceed
5 per cent of the gross value at t'

of the ..ntrnit for the year. X<-^'

a very :iite thing. It is o:

year—5 per cent for one year—whereas, if

we are • ' d to
t(' the ......^ in th^ .11.1.^ ... ..im...

jut that year. When the at: '^f the
caucus was called to it, they r con-
ceded that that part of it " to
the entire provision, the :

the .same as in coal mines,
struck out the word 'coal' and made it 'mines.'
so that it would be a to all r

lor it can be -* ~ ^ - ' .y m
the case of :. . the
case of coal mines
"As to the oil provision, Mr. Chiiton, who

knows a great deal ab<'>ut t? '
'

the amendment himself, exj...... :. ..

was adopted; and I think it is a
provision."

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY BEGINS
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TECHNICAL TERMS OFTENTIMES
NECESSARY TO EXPLANATION

The use of technical words and phrases is a

subject of increasing discussion. "Technical"

is used to describe those words and expressions

which belong to some particular profession or

trade. Often miners and prospectors speak of

technical words as if they were used only by
professional men or scientists who wish to write

above the ordinary reader. As a matter of fact,

all trades and callings necessarily have a great

manv words which apply only to their work and

are therefore technical. The simpler the sub-

ject or the more superficially it is treated the

fewer are the technical terms but the most

ordinar\- occupations have them. For instance

ver>- few farmers "list" corn and "drill" wheat,

but' those who really study their soils, fertilizers

and the plants they raise add a great number of

new words to their vocabulary, Frank L. Hess,

of the U. S. Geological Survey, points out.

Mining is a calling which deals with subjects

unfamiliar to the majority of people, Mr. Hess

savs, and has developed a large number of tech-

nical words. Many of the terms in common
use among miners and prospectors are wholly

foreign to persons not acquainted with mining.

Such words as moil, stope, winze, drift, adit,

gouge, singlejack, shoes, dies, etc., mean little

or nothing to most persons not familiar with the

working of mineral deposits. The jokes told in

ever>' mining camp at the expense of the new-
comer who is mystified about "horses" in the

veins need only be mentioned to make this

statement apparent to every man who has had
anvthing to do w^ith a metal mine.

Technical words are necessary to express

definite ideas and have the advantage of a
specific meaning and usually only one meaning,
making it much easier to write exactly with

than \N-ithout them and saving time and effort in

writing and expression. To appreciate this, it

is only necessary to attempt to describe the

objects mentioned "in common language"
intelligible to a person unacquainted with mines,

for instance, who knows nothing of mines or

mining. As the knowledge of ore deposits

grows many terms which only a short time ago
were considered the special property of the
[ -'^' ional geologist or mining engineer are
1 ng common. Such words as rhyolite,

dacite, diorite, ferberite, huVjnerite, scheelite,

alunite, and the chemical symbols for the rare
and heretofore little-known minerals, all of
which were, until the last few years, considered
too technical for the ordinary man of the camp,
have become or are fast becoming common
property of all miners and prospectors.
Most of the easily discovered deposits of the

precious metals in this country have been found.
That the •

r is making himself familiar,
through t.._ . ....^...g of the technical periodicals,
reports of the State and national governments
and the study of text books, with many of the
less C/ i y;henornena of ore deposits and
general „ .;i;j, and necessarily with the terms
in which they are expressed, is shown by numer-
ous letters received by the Geological Survey,

Treats of Mine Ventilation

Mine Ventilation is a new bulletin issued by the
Jeffrey Manufacturing Company of Columbus,
Ohio.

This bulletin illustrates and describes a line

of Stepped Multi-Bladed Wheel Type, Centri-

fugal "Boosters," Propeller Fans, and also small
Blower Fans for ventilating entries. It also con-
tains ventilating formulae for Jeffrey Fans, and
Tables compiled to give the mine superintendent,

mine manager or those interested in this line of

work, a comprehensive idea of the results to be
obtained from various sizes of Jeffrey Stepped
Multi-Bladed Fans.

Copies of this book may be obtained free of

charge by writing to the Jeffrey Manufacturing
Co., 958 North Fourth Street, Columbus, Ohio,

or to any of the following branch offices: New
York, Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Scran-

ton, Charleston, W. Va; Chicago, St. Louis,

Birmingham, Dallas, Milwaukee, Denver, Seattle,

Montreal.

Geo. W. Riter Claimed By Death

George W. Riter, a well-known mining
engineer of Utah and a member of the Amer-
ican Mining Congress for many years, died
01 apoplexy at Salt Lake, August 20.

Mr. Riter was born in Salt Lake City, Feb-
ruary 22, 1870. He attended the University
of Utah and was graduated from the engi-

neering course of Stanford University in

1896. For many years thereafter he was
secretary and general manager of the Eureka
Hill Mining Company. He was city engi-

neer of Salt Lake City in 1904-1906, and three

years ago appeared before the Ways and
Means Committee at Washington as a repre-

sentative of the Utah mining interests in

connection with the preparation of the tariff

on metals. Mr. Riter was an officer of the

Utah Chapter of the American Institute of

Mining Engineers at the time of his death,

and was a frequent contributor to the mining
journals.

COKE BECOMING MORE
POPULAR FOR HEATING

Nearly 2,000,000 tons of coke from beehive
and by-product ovens were used in 1915 for

heating purposes, mainly domestic. For heat-

ing, particularly in household furnaces, it pos-

sesses many advantages and is said to be coming
rapidly into favor. In a general way it has the
composition and heating value of anthracite,

having the advantage of not clinkering and of

igniting more easily, according to the Geological

Survey.
The use of raw bituminous coal for heating

is wasteful in that the ammonia, tar and benzol
are lost without a compensating return in heating
value, and the increased use of coke from by-
product ovens as domestic fuel is encouraging
to all who desire the fullest and best use of our
natural resources, Survey specialists declare.



MINING CONGRESS CONVENTION PROMISES TO
BE AN UNPARALLELED SUCCESS

By Calling Coal Operators from Fourteen States, Governor Dunne, of Illinois, Has
Given Additional Interest to the Gathering Which Will Be Held in Chicago

Nov. 13-16 Extensive Exhibit of Machinery and Supplies to Be Shown

Additional impetus will be given to the
nineteenth annual convention of the Ameri-
can Mining Congress, which is to be held in

Chicago November 13 to 16. inclusive, by the

action of Edward R. Dunne, Governor of

Illinois, in calling a special meeting of dele-

gates from the fourteen coal mining states

to meet in Chicago in association with the

American Mining Congress Convention. Gov-
ernor Dunne called the meeting in order that
consideration might be given in the mat-
ter of uniformity in laws controlling coal

mining operations. It is expected that a
recommendation in this regard will be made.

J. G. Grossberg, of Chicago, is in immediate
charge of the work for Governor Dunne.
The preliminary work for the convention

is progressing rapidly in spite of the vacation
season. Very much has been done to insure

the success of the meeting.
Campaigns have been inaugurated to bring

together thinking men from every branch of

the mining industry. Assurance is at hand
of the attendance of large delegations from
the precious metal mining states, the lead

and zinc districts, the copper country, the

iron and steel mines. As Chicago is head-

quarters for a large part of the coal output
of the middle West, that industry will be

vsell represented
The entire 17th floor of the Hotel LaSalle

is to be given over to exhibit rooms for the

mining machinery and supply houses of the

country. This space is being taken very

rapidly. The demand is certain to be larger

than the supply.

The Chicago comwuiic-cs .i rd ui

real hustlers. They are enl;.v; ..^ i. ... their

desire to make this meeting a big credit to

Chicago. Present indications are that their

fullest c :is are to be r ' 1
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REPEAL APEX LAW; STOP
LEASING IDEA, SAYS LEEHEY

Repeal of the Apex law is essential to the best

interests of the mining industry, Maurice D.

Leehey, of Seattle, thinks. In a letter to the

Mining Congress he says:

"The statement of Jesse Knight of Provo,

Utah, as quoted in the Mining Congress
Journal, expresses my ideas on the proposed

Federal mining legislation much better than I

could do so myself.

"I am satisfied that any commission to revise

the mining laws would be used as a means of

advancing the leasing idea and its application

to the metallic minerals. Certainly, it would be

used to advance legislation which would limit

the present power of the State legislatures and
increase the power of the bureaus at Washington.

That much is evident in the suggestions already

advanced. The prospectors and small operators

are not prepared to make use of the publicity

that would be provided by such a commission,

but the so-called conservationists are, and will

do so at government expense.

"Then, too, experience has shown that such

dreams of ideal legislation are never realized.

Even if the commission framed a good bill, it

would simply provoke endless debate, and would
be so mutilated by Congress that its authors

could not recognize it by the time it became a law.

"Let the efforts of mining men be directed

toward certain specific amendments, more par-

ticularly the repeal of the law of the apex. Do
nothing that will impair the present power of

the local legislature to provide for the particular

local needs of each State or territory. Do not
try to frame a uniform law for the arid regions

of the southwest, the rainy, fog-swept islands of

the Alaska coast, and the Arctic conditions of the
Yukon interior.

SATISFIED IN ALASKA

"We are well satisfied in Alaska with the
present law relating to the location of mining
claims and the mining of metallic minerals. I

refer especially to the supplemental legislation

by the territorial legislature. Alaska contains
perhaps 75 per cent of the unappropriated public
mineral lands which will be affected by any such
legislation. I am satisfied that the mining men
of Alaska would rather adhere to the present law
than to take chances upon any general revision,
especially a revision inevitably conducted in such
a way as to give the theorist reformers of the
East and Middle-West, and other ultra-conser-
vation idealists, the best possible opportunity at
government expense to air their theories among
the great mass of people of this country who
know nothing about the subject, but who are
im- r\ with the idea that millions of valuable
pr_, ,.._ are being recklessly exploited. This
sentiment controlled our public land administra-
tion for se\-eral yars to the great detriment of the
western ^"*'^' and to the utter stagnation of
Alaska d ^.rnent."

In replying to this letter the Secretary of the
Mining Congress said:

COMMISSION ONLY HOPE

"If we are unable to convince a commission of

fair-minded men after they have been accessible

to mining .men in the various centers of the West
that we need a revision of the mining laws, it

seems to me that the situation is hopeless. I

doubt whether any bill can be passed unless it

has been given special endorsement in such a way
as to make it more or less immune to ignorant
amendments. For instance, I do not believe

the Alaskan Railway Bill would ever have been
passed without the impetus given it by the in-

vestigating commission.
"The one feature against which more men

unite than any other is that in the present law
providing for extralateral rights. As your letter

states, the people of Alaska are entirely satisfied

with that provision. Personally I very greatly

doubt the wisdom of its repeal at this time,

first, because I believe that questions arising

under it have been pretty generally adjudicated;
second, the apex law has been charged with the
responsibility of a much greater part of mining
litigation than it is responsible for (see page 363,

August issue. Mining Congress Journal);
third, I have been almost convinced by a paper
which is in preparation for the next convention of

the Mining Congress, by Philip Van Waganen of

Denver, that the Apex law is the father of the

prospector, and that without the apex the pros-

pector would become entirely a thing of the past.

Mr. Van Waganen will show in this paper that

the prospector does not exist anywhere in the
world except under extralateral right law, and
unless he may have a fee simple title to his dis-

covery. To ask Congress to amend the mining
law without the aid of a commission means be-

yond question the abolition of the Apex law.

"In further comment upon your statement
that the Alaskans are satisfied with the present

law: Are they satisfied, and will they be satisfied

with the present law as it applies to deposits of

oil, and those deposits which are of non-metallic

minerals not found in veins and lodes?

"I am sure we are in accord with the general

result desired, and I am also sure that you will

agree with me that to make a mining law the
football of a bunch of men among whom are

some willing to introduce a bill like the one now
before the House, providing that the government
shall lease its coal lands on the basis of $50 per
acre per year for each foot of thickness of '.-oal

therein, and its oil lands at $10 per day for each
acre not kept producing at its normal capacity,

would be a dangerous proposition.

"My own personal belief is that unless we are

able to educate and convince a commission of

what should be done, we had better leave the

mining law alone."

Much Demand for Bowie's Paper

Great interest is being manifested in technical

paper 161 published by the Bureau of Mines.
In this publication C. P. Bowie describes, in

popular language, the general principles involved
in the Rittman process of making gasoline.



WESTERN STATES SHOULD PRODUCE GREAT
QUANTITIES OF PHOSPHORIC ACID

Immense Amounts of Sulphuric Acid Available in the Vicinity of Great Beds of

Phosphate Rocks Cause Fertilizer Makers to Turn to Western Sources

of Supply—Much High-Grade Rock Exported

By W. C. Phalen

The important phosphate deposits of the

United States are located in Florida. Ten-
nessee. South Carolina, Kentucky, and Ar-

kan5;as in t3ie East, and in Montana, Idaho,
Wyoming, and Utah in the West.
Since the beginning of phosphate rock min-

ing in the United States, there has been a

total marketed output of 48,457,906 long tons,

more than half of which has been produced
in the past 10 years. During this 10-year

period there has been an exportation of

nearly 11.000.000 tons, or about 43 per cent
of the marketed production in the same
period. The exported material does not
represent average grades, but the highest

grade, running 77 per cent and more in

phosphate of lime and 3 per cent or less in

iron oxide and alumina.

PRESENT METHODS WASTEFUL

The bulk of this exportation is from Florida
for obvious reasons. It is plain that the
deposits in this state, more particularly, are
u..:.,.. tastefully depleted under a s>'stem of

ng the cream of the product for ex-

port to Europe, leaving the comparatively
low grade rock, running from 65 to 70 per
cent and under in bone phosphate of lime
for our own fertilizer manufacturers to work
up after all the best rock is gone, says W. C.

Phalen, of the U. S. Geological Sur\-ey.

I'xonomical methods of production an<i

hence of conservation are now emiiloycd in

the phosphate fields of Tennessee, which
should serve as a type for all fields. These
ought to prove of educational value to Amer-
ican agriculturists and fertilizer manufactur-
ers, and should result in a demand for the

highest grade rock, both for direct applica-

tion to the soil and for use in n
"
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rock thai is not up to the present commercial

requirements in content of calcium phosphate.

There is also being produced in connection

with the preparation of commercial phosphate

rock for market a great deal of low-grade

material. To bring this class of material up

to commercial grade, or to a content of 70

per cent or more of calcium phosphate, various

chemical methods have been used. The time

will undoulnedly come when these chemical

methods will have much more extended appli-

cation than at present and there will result

the conservation of a great deal of phos-

phate rock now consigned to the waste ponds.

Such methods are of more than ordinary

interest and are suggested in connection with

the western held, owing to the long distances

that phosphate rock has now to be trans-

ported from this field before it reaches the

market. The immense quantities of sulphuric

acid potentially available in the immediate
vicinity of the western phosphate rock deposits,

which should become available in increasing

quantity as time goes on, is another important
element in the situation. The chemical method
of concentrating phosphate to the form of

phosphoric acid, superphosphate, or double
acid phosphate, and thus enabling it to be
transported long distances will probably be
worked out in the western field, but, wherever
it is worked out, it will be the means of con-
serving not only the enormous amount of low-
grade rock in the Western States, but a large
quantity of low-grade rock in the eastern field.

SUBSTITUTES FOR PHOSPHATE ROCK

The use of substitutes for phosphate rock
has been in the past of great importance, but
since the discovery of large deposits of high-
grade rock the price of phosphatic fertilizer

has greatly decreased, as a result of which
the more highly priced guanos and other phos-
phate-bearing materials have been driven out
of the market. There is still, however, much
low and medium-grade material which could,
if necessary, actually take the place of phos-
phate rock as a source of phosphorus and
which probably will be used at some future
time with changed commercial conditions.
The different substitutes for phosphate rock

that have been suggested are as follows : Un-
der the natural substitutes come (1) phos-
phatic limestone, (2) phosphatic minerals,
like apatite, nelsonite, wavellite, (3) guano,
(4) marl. (5) excrement, (6) bones, and under
the class of artificial substitutes may be in-
cluded (1) basic slags, and (2) manufactured
compounds, such as ammonium phosphate.

PHOSPHATE RESERVES

Though^ the total phosphate reserves
in the Cnited States, are very large and
will probably last several generations, it

must not be accepted as a truism that
our desposits are inexhaustible. On the
other hand, at the present rate of production,
which without doubt will increase as time

goes on. these deposits, especially the high-

grade deposits, cannot be expected to last

indefinitely.

The United States is now producing for
domestic use and export about 3,000,000 tons
annually." More than 99 per cent of this comes
from the Eastern States, and in 1914 nearly
80 per cent came from Florida. On this basis

eastern phosphates should last fully 100 years,
taking into account material of good grade.

AVAII,ABI.E FOREIGN RESERVES

From recent available data it is evident that
the foreign reserves of phosphate are very
large, but apparently they are not so large

as those within the United 'States. It must
be considered, however, that the North
African phosphate field, which is thought to

extend eastward across Araibia into Persia,
has not been explored sufficiently to enable
us to know even approximately what its real

magnitude is. The Algerian deposits are ap-
parently low grade, but their tonnage runs
up into hundreds of millions. The high-grade
rock of the South Sea Islands, which naturally
will be worked first, are estimated at approxi-
mately 70,000,000 tons.

STEAlVi; SHOVELS BEING USED
EXTENSIVELY IN COAL MINING

Remarkable progress has been made in recent
years in the use of steam shovels in mining bitu-
minous coal, according to C. E. Lesher of the
Geological Survey. In the coal fields in some of

the western and middle-western States there are
areas along the outcrop of the flat-lying beds
where the cover is insufficient to permit under-
ground mining. For many years sporadic at-

tempts were made to recover this coal by remov-
ing the cover with teams and scrapers, but that
method is expensive and efforts of that nature
have never been of great impotance. The
modern steam shovel, however, furnished a
means of recovering this coal on a large scale and
as experience has accumulated, the size of the
shovels and of the operations have increased
until now it has ceased to be merely a matter of

interest, and is in fact a sizable branch of the
coal mining industry.

In a recent paper before the American Institute

of Mining Engineers, J. B. Warriner states that
the earliest mining on a commercial scale in the
anthracite region was a stripping operation.

This was the famous Quarry mine at Summit
Hill, and "cattle and scrapers" were used to
remove the dirt and coal. This work appears
to have been done prior to 1821. Mr. Warriner
states that the first steam-shovel was used in the
anthracite region in 1881. It weighed 30 to 35
tons and had a dipper capacity of one yard.
Even today the shovels used there are smaller
than those in the bituminous regions, but this is

because of the different nature of the work to be
performed and the conditions under which the
beds occur.



COKE-MAKING IN UNITED STATES HAS ITS MOST
IMPORTANT YEAR IN 1915

Necessity for General Use of By-product Oven Is Made Clear by Conditions Arising

From War Public Demands Development of Domestic Dyestufifs

Industry Important Also as Preparedness Measure

The year 1915 was without doubt one of the
most important in the history' of coke making
in the United States, not so much because of

the quantity and value of the product, but
because of the awakening not only of the public

at large but also of the makers and users of

coke to the fact that this country has been the
most backward of all great nations in the saving
and utilization of the by-products to be obtained
in distilling coal. The economic effects of the

European conflict have forced upon the American
people in a manner at once startling and effec-

tive, the knowledge of this country's dependence
upon Eurojx; and upon Germany in particular

for dyestufTs. The realization of the importance
of these materials has been brought home to

all by the publicity given the matter, and by
the scarcity in the stores of the usual prtjfuse

assortment of dyed goods. Public interest is

growing, in having in this country a dye in-

(iustry as a measure of industrial j)repar'
'

in time of peace, convertible into an cxpi- ..v.,

industry and therefore scr\'ing for military

preparedness in time of war.
These are c ' ions of C. E. Ix'shcr, coal

and coke stati.-^.v ...u of the Geological Sur\'ey

after a study of the year's figures.

Coke ovens of the retort type supply the raw
materials from w^hich dyes and explosives are
made, and interest centers ujxm the pr "-•

made in recent years in building up this in«;

Since 1893 when the first ovens were built m
the United Stales, there has been a steady in-

crea.se in the use of the by-product process in

manufacturing coke. It was not until 1915,

u-ith the advent of the war contracts for benzol,

and the dye situation, that those engaged in

making and using mki- came to a full realiza-

tion of the wa^Utulni» <>I the old jinaess.

They now recognize that the day of the beehive

oven is pa.ssing antl that the !

of j)romise for iIt "ufactuiii --i i-^. ^.i.'.jm i

coke, Mr. Ix'bherL' _ s.
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TUNGSTEN PRICES EXPECTED TO
FALL TO ANTE BELLUM LEVEL

Tungsten prices have been falling and in re-

sponse to inquiries for the reasons the following

statement has been prepared by Frank L. Hess
of the United States Geological Survey.
To obtain the best basis for drawing conclusions

the world's production should be shown, but the

figures for 1914 and 1915 are only in part avail-

able, for the war has so disturbed many countries

that few statistics have been published. Reports
from Burma show that a considerable increase in

production was made in that country in 1915,

and travelers from South America have reported

to the Survey that the West Coast countries have
had a boom in tungsten mining comparable to

that in the United States.

In the United States itself the production in

1915 was 2,165 short tons of 60 per cent concen-
trates, a production considerably in excess of any
former year and more than double the 990 tons

produced in 1914. The imports of tungsten ores

during 1915 according to figures obtained from
the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
were 1,776 short tons of ore valued at $1,044,866
against 299 tons valued at $139,687 in 1914 In
the first quarter of 1916, 967 short tons of tung-
sten ores valued at $1,721,323 was imported.
Besides ore there were imported in 1915, 8 short

tons of tungsten metal and ferro tungsten valued
at 89,588, and in 1914, 218 tons valued at

S22 ,447. It seems from the data at hand that
nearly all of the ore imported during the first

quarter of this year came from South America, as

the countries under the control of the Allies were
under an embargo on the shipment of tungsten
or tungsten ores. In our country no reliable

figures for the production in 1916 are yet avail-

able, but undoubtedly the production has been
far ahead of any similar period of former years.
In other parts of the world an increase of produc-
tion, like that in North and South America, has
taken place.

PRODUCTIOX IN BURMA

Burma is reported {Mining Journal, London,
Februar\' 19, 1916, p. 123) to have produced
during i915, 2,116 long tons of concentrates.
These concentrates are thought to average about
67.5 per cent WO3, so that they are equivalent
to about 2,677 short tons of 60 per cent concen-
trates. The Indian government imported 2,000
Chinese laborers and these have been put to
work on such properties and in such numbers as
-'

"

"nt representatives have decided, and as
• lere will undoubtedly be a considerable

increase in production in 1916. The output for
the first quarter of 1916 (Mining Journal, Lon-
don, May 27, 1916, p. 363j was 617 long tons
(777 short tons of 60 per cent concentrates) as
compared with 616 short tons for the first quarter
of 1915.

InQue"^ ''-"d (Queensland Government Mining
Journal, .

, 1916, p. 117) 418.3 long tons of
tungsten ores and 246.9 tons of mixed tungsten
and bismuth ores were produced in 1915 against
240.9 and 193.05 tons, respectively, in 1914.
Tungsten ores are understood to be usually con-

centrated to 70 per cent WO 3 in Australia and
arbitrarily taking the tungsten bismuth ores to
be half tungsten ore of 70 per cent grade the
output for 1915 is equivalent to 708 short tons of
concentrates carrying 60 per cent WO 3 against
442 in 1914. There has probably also been an
increase of production in other parts of Australia.

BUY LITTLE HERE

The Allies have been supplied mostly from
these and other colonial sources, so that they have
taken little tungsten from this country. The
exports of tungsten and ferrotungsten for the
ten months ending April 30, 1916, were only
123,896 pounds, valued at $173,160. No sta-
tistics for exports of ore are available, but as the
price was fixed by the British government .at 55
shillings a unit (long ton), a price far below that
in this country, it is not likely that much was
exported.

This spring production in this country and in
the world at large has been at the highest point
ever known. At first the sudden demand
created by the orders for war steel was far ahead
of the instant productive power of the country.
The rapid increase in prices, starting at a time
when tungsten mining was at a low ebb and cul-

minating in the undreamed maximum of $110 a
unit in March, caused prospecting and consequent
discoveries of new deposits; increase of develop-
ment of known deposits; the operating at high
tension of old, and the hasty building of new mills,

so that the increase in production was very much
faster than the increase in consumption and soon
overran the demand which would absorb the
output at the extremely high prices and a drop
in prices was and is still inevitable, so that it

seems safe to prophesy they will reach a con-
siderably lower level.

NORMAL PRICE

What the normal price will be on the return of

peace conditions is now hard to estimate, but
it seems possible that when the demand recedes
to its natural proportions prices may, owing to

over-production and unless hindered by artificial

means, fall close to the level of those obtaining
before the war.
As in all times of such sudden and great rises

in prices, many properties unworkable in ordinary
times will have been opened and equipped for

operation, sometimes without due regard for the
future, and some schemes have bordered close on
or have been entirely fraudulent. The investors
in all three classes will be hurt by the inevitable

results. Other properties properly handled will

logically close, and with a profit, on th^ advent
of the lower prices sure to come, and others will

have been developed which can operate profit-

ably under normal conditions of trade.

Rice Acts as Director.

George S. Rice, chief mining engineer of the
Bureau of Mines, acted as director of the Bureau
last month during the absence of Van H. Man-
ning in the West.
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U. S. MINES LITTLE NICKEL:
SOME SAVED AT SMELTERS

A little nickel ore is said to have been mined in

southern Nevada within the past year, but the

Geological Survey has no definite information

with regard to it. The other nickel deposits have
been idle but a considerable quantity of nickel,

probabjy between 700 and 1,000 tons, is produced
as a by-product in the electrolytic refining of

copper.' Most of this nickel is now produced in

the form of verj' pure metal by electrolytic proc-

esses, though a considerable quantity is still put
on the market as nickel salts for use in plating.

In the United States there are nine or ten nickel

properties which are potential producers of the

metal, though not on a scale comparable to the

possibilities of nickel mining at Sudbury, Ontario.

IMPORTANT FIELD MEETS
IN INDIANA AND ILLINOIS

Important field meets of mine rescue and
first aid men are to be held this month in Indiana
and Illinois. Each will be the most important
event of this kind ever held in the State. The
Indiana meet will be held at Clinton, September
4, and the Illinois meet at Spring Valley, Sep-
tember 9.

\V. D. Ryan and Dr. W. A. Lynott, of the
Bureau of Mines wall attend. In addition,
D. J. Parker, H. I. Smith, J. R. Fleming and
G. T. Powell will represent the Bureau of Mines
at one or both of these meets.

Ready for Distribution

Among the publications which became
ready for distribution by the Geological
Survey during the past month are the follow-
ing:

Bulletin 640-B, "Reconnaissance of the Con-
conully and Ruby Mining Districts of Wash-
ington," by Edward L. Jones, Jr.

^
Bulletin 642-D, "Mining on Prince William

Sound in Alaska." by eBrtrand L. Johnson.
Bulletin 642-H, "The Cosna-Nowitna and

Kuhy-Kuskokwim Regions, Alaska," by H. M.
Eakin, J. B. Mertie, Jr., and G. L. Harrington.

Bulletin 623, "Petroleum Withdrawals and
Restorations Affecting the Public Domain,"
by Max W. Ball.

"Platinum and Alhed Metals in 1915," by
James M. Hill.

"Bauxite and Aluminum in 1915," by W.
C. Phalen.

Peru Furnishes Bulk of Vanadium
The great supply of vanadium comes from the

i ' ' ''• ores (patronite vanadium sulphide of
^....c, Ragras, Pcm, which are mined by the
American Vanadium Company of Pittsburgh,
and from the roscoelite (a vanadium mica) bear-
mg san ' '

.i of southwestern Colorado, which
are miiv. . ... the Primes Chemical Company at
\'anadium Colorado.

OVER HALF MILLION VISIT
THE SAFETY FIRST SPECIAL

During a four months' tour of the country,

500,000 persons visited the Government Safety
First Special. The train returned to Washington
August 31. The exhibits have been dismantled
and the cars returned to the Baltimore and Ohio
Railroad Company.
As a result of the extensive tour made by this

train an insistent demand has developed in

many parts of the country to see this exhibit,

which shows some of the work being done by the
Government to safeguard life and property.
There is strong sentiment to' make such an
exhibit permanent. The matter is now being
considered by the Secretary of the Interior and
it is possible that Congress will be asked to
appropriate for a train of this character.

HEALD BEGINS STUDY
OF OSAGE OIL LANDS

Work of mapping the detailed geological

structure in the Pawhuska Quadrangle in the
Osage nation of Oklahoma is being undertaken
by K. C. Heald, of the United States Geological
Survey. Mr. Heald will continue the studies

begun by Carl D. Smith prior to his resignation
from the Geological Survey. It is expected
that this work will now be brought rapidly to

completion. The Pawhuska Quadrangle in-

cludes some of the most important oil and gas
lands in the country.

VERNADSKY HEADS GEOLOGICAL
BUREAU OF RUSSIAN EMPIRE

W. Vernadsky has been made director of
the Museum of Geology and Mineralogy of

Russia. He also has been elected to the

upper house of the council of state, being one
of the six members chosen from the uni-

versities of the Empire. Mr. Vernadsky is

known to a large nurnber of geologists in the

United .States as he made an extended visit

here four years ago.

Divide Up Phalen's Work

As a result of the resignation of W. C.
Phalen, from the Geological Survey, to accept
a position with the Bureau of Mines, H. S.

Gale has taken over his potash work. Mr.
Gale also has been working on potash and is

recognized as one of the country's leading
authorities on this mineral. P. S. Smith will

take over sulphur, iron, pyrite and sulphuric
acid. R. W. Stone will take up Mr. Phalen's
work in phosphate salt and bromine. J. M.
Hill will take over the work of bauxite and
aluminum. No addition to the force will be
made as a result of Mr. Phalen's resignation.

Manning Honored.

Van H. Manning, Director of the Bureau of
Mines, has been appointed a member of the
National Research Council of the National
Academy of Sciences.



OKLAHOMA INCREASES SPELTER PRODUCTION
BY MORE THAN 15,000 TONS
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Output of Zinc Ores During the First Six Months of Current Year Shows
Considerable Increase Consumption Also Increases, But Not

in Same Proportion as Output

Figures compiled by C. E. Siebenthal. of

the United States Geological Survey, Depart-
ment of the Interior, from reports submitted
by all zinc smelters operating during the
first six months of 1916 show that the pro-

duction of spelter from domestic ore in that
period was 267.696 short tons and from for-

eign ore 48.756 short tons, a total production
of 316.452 tons, compared with 272.9S7 tons
for the last half of 1915 and 2H),5:}2 tons

for the first half.

The output of spelter by Illinois smelters
increased over 5.000 tons for the si.\-month

period, and that of Kansas over 8,000 tons, but
the gain in Oklahoma was the greatest of all

—over 15,000 tons—a result of the completion
of a part of the large contemplated increase

in smelter capacity announced early in the

year. The remaining spelter-producing states

also made a large gain, principally in Penn-
sylvania, where the new smelter at Donora
was put into complete operation. The out-

put of primary electrolytic spelter, amount-
ing to 1.097 tons, is also included in the
production of these states.

The stocks of spelter held at smelters on
June 30. 1916, amounted to 23.817 tons, against
14.253 tons at the beginning of the year and
5.S.S4 tons at the middle of 1915. This shows
a gain over stocks at the close of the year,

part of which was doub^^- - due to '-•• )<•-

cumulation of working >• at new > s

which startefl during the period.

From the for' - figures and the is
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the first half. This con.'^umplion was not al-

together domestic, however, for it must in-

clude the zinc content of the exports of
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS
WELL KNOWN TO MINING MEN

{^Scc Cut on Front Cover.)

Philip S. Smith was born at Medford, Mass.,

July 2S, 1S77. His early education was secured

in the public schools around Boston, and in

a preparatory school at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.,

after which he entered Harvard and was an

under-graduate until 1899 in which year he

received his A.B. degree. He was awarded

a degree of A.M. at Harvard in 1900 and in

190-i the degree of Ph.D.

Mr. Smith undertook his first work in the

copper mines of Vermont and later joined the

Geological Survey of Michigan. His work

with the latter organization was exclusively

in the copper district of the upper peninsula.

Following this he spent some time in private

employ, doing geological work in the Lake

Superior region in Canada in iron and at the

zinc deposits of New Jersey.

During his service with the United States

Geological Survey, Dr. Smith has done work

in the Black Hills, in the gray iron ore dis-

trict of Alabama, and in the following mining

districts in Alaska: Nome, Solomon, Seward
Peninsula, Nulato-Council City, Toyukuk,
Kobuk-Noatak, Fairbanks, Ketchikan and
Illamna-Iditarod.

Since 1914 Dr. Smith's work has been con-

fined largely to service in the Washington of-

fice as administrative geologist. In the ab-

sence of the director he serves as acting di-

rector.

During the current year Dr. Smith found
time to make an investigation as to the field

occurrence of sericite as a source for potash.

He also just has completed a description of
the topography and physiography of the Wat-
kins Glen region of New York.
For four years Dr. Smith was instructor in

geology and physiography at Harvard, in ad-
dition giving courses on the economic geology
of certain non-metallic products, and summer
courses during which he visited the various
mining regions of Colorado. During that
same period he dlso was instructor in Rad-
cliffe College.

In the reassignment of the work at the
Survey, made necessary by the resignation of
W. C. Phalen, Dr. Smith will take up the work
of sulphur, iron pyrite and sulphuric acid.

Dr. Smith is a Fellow in the Geological
Society of America, a member of the Asso-
ciation of American Geographers, Geological
Society of Washington, The Washington
Academy of Science and the Harvard
Travellers' Club.

DIFFERS FROM WOODBRIDGE
AS TO ORE SAMPLING

After reading the interview with T. R. Wood-
bridge on the "Standardization of Ore Sampling

Methods," which appeared in the August issue

of the Mining Congress Journal, F. Meyer,

618 14th Street, Denver, Colo., submits the fol-

lowing conclusions with regard to the standardi-

zation of ore sampling methods. It will be noted

that in some points Mr. Meyer's conclusions

vary from those of Mr. Woodbridge. Mr.

Meyer's conclusions are summed up as follows:

1. High grade ores, especially spotty gold or

silver ores, require a particularly large sample

with fine crushing and grinding,

2. Medium and low-grade ores of fairly uni-

form character do not require such a large

sample nor such fine crushing and grinding,

3. It would be, therefore, waste of time and
money to make one standard method of ore

sampling obligatory for all smelters and sampling
works.

4. The crushing of all the ores to one quarter
of an inch or even to half an inch would be pro-

hibitive for the running of custom smelters with
pyritic smelting,

5. If the ore is spotty, no matter how carefully

the sampling is done and how finely the ore is

ground, there is always a larger or smaller dis-

crepancy of values in the different assay samples.

6. The keeping of at least 2 per cent of the ore

as s'ample for eventual resampling until settle-

ment is made ought to be ordered by law for all

custom smelters and public sampling works.

7. The old method of taking every tenth shovel

from large lots of low-grade ores gives satisfactory

results to everybody cohcerned if the rest of the

sampling is done with due care and cleanliness

and if also proper care is taken that the propor-

tion of fine and coarse material is maintained in

the sample.
8. The sampling of ores including moisture

sample just as well as the weighing is, and always
will be, a matter of trust.

9. As a panacea against certain deficiencies in

the ore sampling works and in the marketing of

the ores a bill was introduced, several years ago,

in the State Assembly of Colorado to erect State

sampling works in the different mining camps
and mining centers of the State, thus regulating

not only the sampling but also, to a certain degree

the marketing of the ores, as it is not so much the

sampling itself as the various charges, penalties,

deductions, variations of prices in the different

grades of ores (compare f . i. schedules of lead and
zinc ores) which cause distrust and dissatisfac-

tion. The bill was killed before its first reading

by the influence of certain interests.

As a compromise, it might be suggested that

the sampling foreman of every custom smelter

and sampling works be a government employe
paid by the government and qualified to select

the one method of sampling suited best to local

conditions and character of ores,

F, M.

I
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MAX \V. HAM,
Hurcau of Mines.

Max W. Rail, mining engineer, of the

Bureau of Mines, comes of a race of school
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Bureau of Mines, where most of his time is

tjiven to legal and administrative matters,

though he still keeps in touch with the oil

situation.
, , r j

In addition to the bulletin already referred

to. Ball has written preliminary reports on

the Little Snake River coal field, published in

Survev Bulletins 341 and 381; "The History

^nd Legal Basis of Land Classification/'

appearing as a chapter of Bulletin 537; and

a paper on ""The Placer Law as applied to

Petroleum." published by the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers.

LIGNITE GAS SHOULD BE USED
LARGELY FOR HEATING, IT IS SAID

Because of the ease with which the gas is

produced, the low price of the original lig-

nite, the value of the residue, and tne low

price for which it could be sold if manufac-

tured in a plant used to produce briquets

from the residue, the lignite gas should have

a large commercial utilization for heating,

lighting, and power purposes. It has been

found that briquets made from this concen-

trated residue produce a most excellent fuel,

for all practical purposes approaching the

efficiency of anthracite, says E. J. Bab-

cock, of the Bureau of Mines, one ton of

the air-dried lignite will produce from a

half to two-thirds of a ton of briquets in

addition to 8,000 or 10.000 cubic feet of gas.

The briquets have about twelve-thir-

teenths the actual heating value of hard
coal, and they can be shipped for consider-

able distances and still prove profitable. The
briquets present many advantages, especially

over the original lignite as usually placed on
the market. The heating value is nearly

doubled, the briquets do not disintegrate on
standing or burning, they can be stored with-

out being affected by atmospheric conditions,

they are uniform in size and are convenient
to handle.
No detailed statements of the cost of op-

erating a large commercial plant are given
in this report for the reason that the cost per
ton of briquets and per 1,000 feet of gas
and other by-products will depend upon a
large number of factors, any one of which may
materially affect the cost. For example, the
cost of production is much less in a large
plant than in a small one, and also less in a
plant favorably situated—that is, near a
mine, a city, and railway facilities. The use
of mine slack, the percentage of moisture
in a given lignite deposit, and the relative
cheapness of mining and ease of delivery to
the plan are all variable conditions and would
have to be determined for each individual
plant.

In addition, the plant could be operated
under many modifications of the general pro-
cess that has been explained; for example,
all or a part of the gas might be sold for
heating or lighting purposes or converted

into electricity. The extraction and produc-

tion of gas might be carried further in one

plant than in another, or the by-products,

such as tar and ammonia, could be recovered

and marketed, used in part, or entirely neg-

lected. Differences in any of these conditions

would materially modify the cost of produc-

tion.

In general, the larger the plant and the

more complete the saving of by-products the

smaller will be the cost of production. It is

believed that in a carefully constructed and
operated plant the saving and utilization of

the various by-products will so reduce the

cost of operation as to make the industry

commercially practical and profitable.

All of the data obtained from the in-

vestigations and the operation of the experi-

mental plant indicate that a plant of fair

capacity, if so constructed as to economize
in the original cost, as well as in the cost of

operation, and if operated efficiently and un-

der careful management, should turn out ex-

cellent commercial products at a cost that

would admit of a fair profit.

Although the general principles involved

in the process explained are not complicated,

the proper observance of the many details

of operation is essential to success, and those

managing and operating the plant should

have had technical training and experience.

The development of methods for the utili-

zation of low-grade coal will prove of much
value to those communities nearest the great

lignite deposits in the West. In some of

these t»he lignite could be converted into

electricity, which, in turn, could be sent to

surrounding towns and villages, thus dis-

tributing power and light from numerous
central power plants. Such an arrangement
would not only be a great saving of our fuel

resources but would also result in the estab-

lishment of many industries that can be de-

veloped by abundant and cheap electric pow-
er, Mr. Babcock concludes.

The existence of vast deposits of lignite

in the West Central and Western States is

well known, although the extent and import-

ance of the deposits have not been appre-

ciated, nor has there been an adequate eco-

nomic utilization of the deposits.

The work of the Bureau of Mines, the

United States Geological Survey, and the

State geological surveys is disclosing an in-

creasingly large area, underlaid with this

kind of coal. Among the States having the

largest workable deposits may be mentioned
North Dakota, Montana, Wyoming, Colorado,
and Texas, and in several other Western
States lignite occurs in smaller areas. In
North Dakota alone it is estimated that the

deposits cover approximately 32,000 square
miles, many of them being 10 to 15 feet thick

and capable of producing in all several hun-
dred billions of tons of lignite.
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PHALEN LEAVES SURVEY FOR
BUREAU OF MINES BERTH

\v. c. imiam:n

Now with the lUireau of Mines.

W. C. Phakn of the H* - '• irical S"-' v has
Ix'cn transfcTri<l to the I; i of M it an
increased salary. Mr. Phalen is cretlitetl with
having done very « -^k on the Survey
or -i-^--- 1' 1^.1, -.Ml' •'- ''.luxite and

J.
.to the l; 1 of Mines

as mineral technologist under Dr. Charles L.

Parsons.

BUREAU OF MINES RESCUE
CARS TO BE REPAIRED

George S. Rice, chief mining e:
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CONGESTED STORAGE AND OVERPRODUCTION
CAUSE OIL PRICES TO TUMBLE

Development in Kansas Slows Up Drilling in Mid-Continental Field, it is

Said—Million Dollar Refining Company to Operate

in Oklahoma Field

(Special Correspondence)

Tulsa, Okla., Aug. 25.—The price of crude

oil of the Mid Continental oil field has been

reduced recently from $1.55 to 95 cents. This

applies on light oils, paraffine base, ranging

in gravity from 32 to 41.

The pipe line companies state that the

reason of this reduction is on account of the

congestive storage and over-production in

the larger fields of Kansas and Oklahoma.
Drilling operations have practically ceased

in all of the fields to give the pipe line com-
panies an opportunity to move this con-

gestive storage.

The only wells that are being drilled in at

present are offset wells and wells that are re-

quired to be drilled to hold leases. All of

the oil operators, however, firmly believe that

the market will soon react and that the

price of crude oil in this section will bring

a higher price than before the decline.

Many of the independent operators are

now building small refineries and putting

their oil in storage from the wells already
drilled in so as to sell the refined products
to the different jobbers of refined products
in the Xorth. and therefore secure a better
price for their oil worked up into refined

products than they could secure by selling

it in the crude state at the present selling

price of crude oil.

The Marion Refining Company has been
chartered by the State of Oklahoma with a
capitalization of $250,000 and is now amend-
ing its charter, increasing its capital stock
to $1,000,000 and the papers on it will

be filed in a few days. The officers and di-

rectors of the refining company are: A. M.
White, president (president of the Starky
Oil & Gas Company and vice-president of
the White Oil Company) ; A. S. Nekson, vice-
'-' '-'ent (president of the Albemarle Pro-

^' Company and treasurer of the Grand
River Gas Company), and G. W. Fry, secre-

tary and treasurer (vice-president of the Al-
bemarle Producing Company and vice-presi-
dent of the Grand River Gas Company), and
the refinery will be erected and completed
as soon as po.ssible at Chelsea, Okla., 18 miles
north of Claremore.
The Chelsea oil of the Chelsea field, runs

high in gasoline and the Marion Refining
Company is now arranging to sell its gaso-
line, distillates and refined products. The
daily capacity of the refinery will be from

406

1,000 to 3,000 barrels per day and the refinery

will be so constructed with units that the

capacity can be increased to 10,000 barrels

per day.
The officers of the refining company are

officers in three producing companies, and
these producing companies will sell its pro-

duction to the refining company. In addi-

tion to this, the refining company will buy
additional crude on the open market by con-

tract from other independent producers. The
refining company expects to be in operation
and selling its products within the next four

months.
Mr. George W. Fry, secretary and treasurer

of the refining company, is now in the North
in the interests of the refining company.
The securities of the refining company are

being sold through Terry & Brinkley, of

Guthrie, Okla., who have northern
connections.

NICKEL PRODUCTION IN
1913 WAS 30,000 TONS

The latest statistics of the world's nickel pro-

duction available at the U. S. Geological Survey
are those given by the Metallgesellschaft of

Hamburg, for 1912, in which the production is

listed as follows:

Canada, United States, and
England (all of this produc-
tion is from Canadian ores) 20,200 metric tons

Germany 5,000 metric tons

France 2,100 metric tons

Other countries 1,200 metric tons

Total '.

. 28,500 metric tons

For 1913 the total is given as 30,000 metric tons

but is not itemized.

Amenable to Flotation

Molybdenite seems to be more readily amena-
ble to separation by one of the flotation proc-

esses, either oil or the surface tension of water,

than to separation by gravity. Henry E. Wood
& Company, 1734 Arapahoe Street, Denver, Col-
orado, has worked out a process for the separa-
tion of molybdenite from its gangue by flotation

through the surface tension of water.
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EDITORIALS

TilK REVENUE BILE .\ND
THE MlNlNi. INDUSTRY.

It will be g^ratifvinj^ new.s to the min-

ing men of the country that the Senate

Einance Committee has recognized the

injustice of the provision of the present

income tax act with reference to deduc-
tions authorized from gross income in

estimating the net income upon which
the Federal Income Tax is levied.

It will be recalled that the act, over

the i^rutest of mining men, fixed a limit

of hve per cent of the gross value of

the output of mineral as the maximum
amount which could be deducted from
gross income for depletion and exhaus-
tion. At the time of the enactment of

the original income tax bill the gro'*^ un-

fairness of singling out the mining in-

dustry for special restrictions was |M)int-

ed out and further that the mineral taken

from a mine took just that much frcim

the total value of the property and was
a sale of a part of the property rather

than an income from its • lion. In

the case of the United »^uiu> vs. the
.1. "[Nippis>ing Mines Compatn

elusion reached by judge 1 .1. ...;..» iu

the United Stales District Court for the
cntitlicrn di«;tri«"f f)f \'r\v N'nrU- Upiiel'^

this conclusion. .\ part of this opinion is

as follows:

'Tf the known value of an ore Ijcd

were exactl\ and e.xactly

S •<»(».000 were taken out of it each year.
in four years there would l>e nothing
left. It is dirticult to say why it niay
not reasonably lie said that the ore lied

suffers each year a depreciation of
000, just as a $10,000 piece of niachmery.
with a life of ten years, suffers a depre-
ciation of Si,000 each year."

Notwithstanding this illustration the
law i)rovided a limitation of five per cent
and the Commissioner of Internal Reve-
nue construed this to mean 5 jier cent of
the selling price. The average ^' -g
price of coal in the I»itt<'

••-•'• net
last year was approxin^ > y..... per
ton. A live per cent de... .. *n amounts.
under the present Taw, to six cents on
each ton of coal mined. In the Pitts-

burgh district coal lands have cost the
operators approximately ten cents per
ton of coal in the ground. This value
is constantly enhanced by taxes and in-

terest ujxm the investment. It wnuld
be a fair assumption that the i v

value of coal in the Pitt :nct is

at least fifteen cents \h:t ton. Ihe de-
duction of six cents allowe<i under the
present law leaves the remaining value
of nine cents on each ton of coal mined,
subject to a tax which is in r- ' \
U[)on the capital in\ ' '

:i

upon the income, an i c \\i »

ap[)arent that no argii-.i^jii is ucctisary
for its demonstration.

Pittsburgh is cited liecause it is the
center from which a larger amount of
Coal is mitied than in anv nthrr iini- dis-
trict.

In the metal mines the inju-'

even greater than in the coal 11

cau^e the r le of these p
ties is gi ni r of the p
t: He of Co I* T. •:

cent i.s I the it »west r

'red lor low and ni nuny
^ an .!.<« hi^h .

ti\c \mi cent ha> inren jKiid to the n

*•'> .iii> i 1 ui.H IMS V. i a V

great i*" to m ••

'"'/ '
' 'I itj-.tiiiv ^, and u«_»uiii iui\i: ijccn >(iu
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more burdensome under the increasing

percentages to be levied by the present

revenue bill.

The members of the Senate Commit-

tee on Finance are to be congratulated

for having given the mining industry a

fair deal and it is hoped that these pro-

visions of the bill will meet the ap-

proval of both the Senate and House.

Attention is called to the news columns

where the exact language of the para-

graph of the revenue bill dealing with

this matter is quoted verbatim.

MID-YEAR STATEMENTS
PUBLISHED WIDELY

Through the returns from clipping

bureaus it is possible to establish quite

definitely that a circulation of no less than

35,000,000 has been given the mid-year

reports of the United States Geological

Survey on the mineral output of the

country during the first six months of the

current year.

Few undertakings on the part of any
bureau have been crowned with such

spontaneous success. The secret is that

the statements, giving the returns on
mineral production, were given out while

the information they contained was news.

These reports do not contain the same
details as do the regular reports which
appear later, and, of course, they are not
absolutely accurate. They are so nearly

correct, however, as to be all that is re-

quired for the general public. In fact

many technical men find the mid-year and
year-end statements sufficient for their

work.
Xew^spapers of the coulntry are very

ready to publish current data. News-
papers are not histories, however, and
they are very begrudging of any space for

a report referring to past conditions.

It is greatly to the interest of the mining
sections of the country that more pub-
licity be given their great industry . Pub-
lication of information aggregating thou-
sands of coliunns, showing the immense
values of the country's mineral production
brings home to people not directly inter-

ested the importance of the mining
enterprise.

While nearly all newspapers, great and

small, in the mining sections ofthe country
used these mid-year statements their pub-
lication was not confined to newspapers in

mining areas. New York papers as well

as papers in the large cities throughout
the country used this matter quite fully.

A large percentage of the smaller papers
also used a great deal of this material.

Director George Otis Smith of the Geo-
logical Survey is a result-getting sort of

individual and the mining industry is

profiting hugely as a consequence of the

work's being done by the powerful organi-

zation with whose direction he has been
entrusted.

INTEREST IN SMOKELESS
FIRING OF COAL

The demand from the public for tech-

nical paper 80 of the Bureau of Mines,

which deals with the proper methods of

firing coal, became so great as to necessi-

tate its reprinting. Many meritorious

publications are offered to the public but
in some cases they apparently are not

appreciated. This was not the case,

however, with technical paper 80. The
demand for it was heavy from the time

of the announcement that it was ready

for distribution. It indicates that the

public is very much interested in sup-

pressing the smoke nuisance and also

shows that the consumers of coal are

realizing that their bills can be curtailed

importantly by proper firing.

Considerable difficulty has been experi-

enced in securing anything like general

co-operation in suppressing the smoke evil

in Pittsburgh. According to information

from the Bureau of Mines this is due to

the fact that coal is cheaper in Pittsburgh

than at nearly any other point in the

United States. Since this removes the

important incentive for burning coal

smokelessly, the average purchaser of coal

is not impressed with the idea of going to

any trouble to save a small percentage of

the coal consumed. As a consequence the

average cost of making steam in Pitts-

burgh is no lower than it is in the copper

district of Michigan where coal is worth
twice as much. Coal becomes sufficiently

valuable at the Michigan copper mines to
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direct attention to its consen-aiion.

With careful firing little smoke is poured
out into the atmosphere.

All urban communities are interested

in keeping cities clean. Most consumers
of coal are anxious to keep their fuel ex-

penses at the lowest point possible. The\'

are learning that firing a furnace can Ix-

done a right and a wTong way. The
Bureau of Mines is responsible to no small

extent for this changing tendency.

MR. LANE AND MR. PINCHOT
It will come as a suri)rise to many

Westerners that Mr. Franklin K. Lane.

Secretary uf the Interior, has incurred

the disjileasure of Mr. Pinchot.

I*ossibly no man in times of peace

has drawn to himself, in any large sec-

tion of the Ci^untry, more bitter ani-

mosities than has Mr. Pinchot in the

Rocky Mountain States and Alaska. As
Secretary of the Interior, Mr. Lane has

also been severely censured by the West
because of his apparent ai)pr()val of the

IMnchot so-called conservation policies.

In an open letter addressed to Mr.

Lane Mr. Pinchot says:

"Vour plan to turn the natural resources

of Alaska over to a bi-partisan political com-
bination embodied in the Pittman Bill, now
before Congress, which bill you have been
diligently trying to get passed, if passed
would open the way for a destruction of our
whole system of National Conservation."

The Alaskan coal sitnation furnishes

the most striking illustration of what Mr.
Pinchot calls "our whole system of

National conservation." In further-

ance of this policy, the coal lands of

Alaska were with<irawn from entrv by

i 'resident Roosevelt in the year HHX; "in

aid of legislation." The legislation pro-

posed was the establishment of a Fed-

eral leasing system and in «»rder that this

system might embrace all of Alaska's coal

lands a camj»aign was entered Uj)on. li Mik-

ing to the confiscation of the rights of

.\laskan coal claimants who had invested

their money in an effort to develop the

Coal mines in accordance with the then

e.xisting Land < >tVice regulations. 1*his

was accompli>he<l an<l the .\la«»ka Coal
leasing .\ci has now U'cn the law for

two year- ^'o leases ha\c been granted

and no coal has been mined under its pm-
visions. Those wln) are familiar w ...

coal mining operation Imve no ho|>c that

any substantial development will ever
take place under its requirements.

It is believed that leases will be applied
for by those who know how to make
money, by selling stock, whether the
mining of coal can become profitable
under its provision or not.

Ten years of "our whole conservation
ix)licy" in Alaska has resulted in the
abandonment of the work already in

progress at the begiiming of this period
and the complete tying up of Alaska's
coal resources.

Mr. Lane has undertaken to deal with
a practical jiroblem in a practical way.
He has failed in the trust which Mr.
Pinchot (?) conferred, and is advocat-
ing the home rule principle for .\la-t <

control, a principle which is the bulw
of our government. If .Mr. Lane can ef-

fectually destroy the i)olicies which have
thus hampered .Maska's development, he
will win the enthusiastic approval of all

-Maskans and the commendation of all

other patri«nic .American citizens who
have any knowledge of Alaskan
tions.

COAL INDUSTRY'S RIG
PR()HLi:.\LS (JUTLIXED

What the cxjal industf)' needs is to sell

its output at a price which leaves a
profit after all the costs of o;

depreciation and exhar ** -
;caI

for. This mu.st Ix? a».Luiui'iJMjtii

by reducing the cost of pnxluw;
re<Uicing the cost of di.stribution. or ;.>

securing a K rtcr ur^rr in ihn market
The omv thr nbilirv

of coal t»: to ]• "

more okU than the m • can
consume, and the n« \y of a 1an*c
pnxiuction un order that the <

1

chargrs may lx» r I to the nr :m)
create a ctindition

destro and will ( to iio

so until iionR* lU of tx>-
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this condition be brought about the coal

industry must next face the possibility

that a stronger and more compact
organization, which alread}^ absorbs 75

per cent of the market price of the coal,

wotdd immediately demand a share of

these profits, and judging from the past

the share demanded would be 100 per

cent.

A provision of the Cla}1:on bill gives

authority for combinations of organized

labor which it forbids the operators. It

would therefore seem desirable that this

law should be so amended that the same
authority which supervises the combina-

tions of operators for the betterment of

their business should also supervise the

labor organizations, and permit them to

act in combination only when its acts

are not too greatly subversive of the

public interest.

It would seem that a campaign should

be inaugurated for any such additional

authority to go to the Federal Trade Com-
mission so as to permit it to supervise and
control all organization whether of labor

or capital, which undertakes by co-

operative means to better its conditions.

It also seems that a campaign should

be inaugurated to repeal that part of the

Clarion bill which legalizes those acts

of labor which otherwise would be a
violation of the Sherman law. A re-

quirement should be made for such a
system of cost accounting as will show
the exact condition of the coal mining
industry.

A strengthening of the Federal Trade
Commission is also very desirable.

If these things are accomplished it will

even then be difficult for coal operators
to act together in such a way as to put
the Vjusiness upon a sound financial basis.

Such interesting questions as these
are to be discussed at the nineteenth
annual convention to be held at Chicago,
November 13-16.

COOPERATION MAKES EXACT
STATISTICS POSSIBLE

Evidence is plentiful at the Geological
Survey that the cordial cooperation given
by the mine, smelter and quarry operators
of the country, in enal)ling the Survey
to compile a semi-annual reviev,' of the

mining industries, is appreciated very

highly.

The magnitude and present activities

of the mining and quarrying industries

are probably not yet fully appreciated

by the public. The mining industry has

suffered greatly in the past from the

lack of publicity and even at present is

receiving less publicity than any impor-

tant industry in the country despite the

spectacular features characterizing min-

ing enterprises at this time.

There was a time when many mining

and smelting companies objected very

strenuously to any form of publicity.

That this has changed almost entirely is

shown by the cordial way in which mine
and smelter operators contribute infor-

mation to the United States Geological

Survey. They now realize the advantage

of having figures and facts go to the

public through an impartial agency which
gathers them intelligently and with

scrupulous care.

COMPULSORY ARBITRATION
The distinction between civilized gov-

ernment and barbarism is largely a dif-

ference in the methods employed in the

settlement of disputes.

In modern governments the rule is

that those who undertake to settle their

controversies by personal force, are re-

garded as criminals, and if convicted by

the courts, are subject to punishment.

The exception to this rule has been

the disputes between employer and em-
ploye, which subject to the requirements

for the preservation of law and order,

have been settled by a form of force al-

most as effective as the force of arms.

In some instances where this power
has not been able to accomplish its pur-

pose, violence has been resorted to.

When industrial conflicts concern only

the parties involved and are carried on

without violating the laws, it would
seem that the public had no right to

demand a different method of settlement

;

but when these disputes affect the gen-

eral public more vitally than the con-

testants there would seem to be many
reasons why the public interest justifies
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interference in behalf of the people as

a whole.

The present railroad situation seems
to point out more clearly than ever be-

fore the necessity of some form of ad-

judication of disputes between individuals

which affect the public as a whole as

well as the parties involved.

It would seem that our civilization is

incomplete until it has provided for the

settlement of group differences by rules

similar to those which prevail in the

adjudication of private disputes.

The state punishes the individual who
by might or stealth undertakes to secure

redress for his grievance. Disputes be-

tween groups of individuals are much
more dangerous to the public peace and
frequently concern the jniblic at large

in a much more vital manner than private

disputes.

The public has a right to protect itself

against the inconveniences and loss oc-

casioned by a stoppage of traffic. The
[)ublic has a right to be heard on the

question of increased costs of transpor-

tation which, in the end. it must assume
and \)a,y. The cost of living is already

burdensome. A consideral^le part of that

cost is transportation. It is estimated

that the produce for which the consunu-r

j)ays one dollar nets the j)roducer thirty-

live cents, while sixty-tive cents pay.-,

the cost of transportation and distribu-

tion. The public. as a whole is entitled

to be heard, and subject to the rights of

humanity on the one side and property

rights on the other, should absolutely

control this and similar situations.

The public protects itself against law-

lessness by establishing courts and court

agencies through which crime may be

prevented or punished. That same public

lias an ecjual right—more than that it is

charged with the C(^mposite duty—to pro-

tect its individual parts against injustice

and oppression, lK)th of which are in-

volved in every great industrial contest.

PATENT LAWS RAD;
INV^ENTORS SUPPER

Various laws on the statute ' arc

urgently in ncvd of revision. Ihis ap-

plied; to the mining law jktI uore than

to any other, but the laws governing the
granting of patents well may Ix; placed in

the same category. This has been sho\\*n

very clearly as a result of the i itions

surrounding the jjatenting of the Rittman
process for n ' oline. While it

may Ix* that -\ir. Kiiiman's prucvss was
peculiarly a target for rival claimants due
to the fact that his discovery is lx»ing

patented by the government, the fact

remains that despite every effort to settle

the contro\ersies which have arisen in

regard to distilling methcxls, nearly .i vt*ar

has passed and the matter is in a

jumble than ever.

«•

LEGISLATION NEC! ;RY
TOHELP JOPLIN

National legislation und * '"dly will

be required to stabilize conuuiuns in the

Joplin zinc producing district. It is nec-

essary to the welfare of this mining
region to have the right to form such
combinations as will enable the market-
ing of the product in a businos-likc

way. As it is. the producers are forced

to accept any otfer which mav he made
by one of a number of puri

ing under a gentlemen's agrei-ment. It

is also neces.sary to the success of the

Joplin district that a tariff be levied

against the importation of zinc o:

This duty must be sufficient to cover the

difference in c« here

and abroad as deleniuncil L»v the n'
tive labor cost.
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COLORADO AND UTAH ARE DESTINED TO BECOME
GREAT CENTERS OF OIL PRODUCTION

Hydrocarbon Shales Now Being Carefully linvestigated by United States Geological

Survey—Work in Field During Past Month Develops Fact that Shales

Cover Much Greater Area Than Was Supposed

The field investigation and mapping of the

hydrocarbon shales in northeastern Utah, to

which reference was made in the last issue of

the Journal (page 358), have been carried

westward bv D. E. Winchester of the Geological

Sur\-ev in charge of the work. He reports the

existence of oil shale deposits over a con-

siderable area in northeastern Utah. Mr.

Winchester's work for the Geological Survey

promises to increase materially the estimates

made previously by the Survey as to the oil and

gasoline reserves represented by these invaluable

deposits. According to the published survey

there is estimated to be about 20,000,000,000

barrels of oil, from which 2,000,000,000 barrels

of gasoline can be extracted (by the old methods),

obtainable from the shale beds 3 feet or more

in thickness and which run 25 gallons or more

to the ton in Northwestern Colorado alone.

These hydro-carbon deposits are not deposits

of shale which have been saturated or impregn-

ated with oil, but are sedimentary deposits

made up of organic detrital material somewhat
similar in origin and nature to cannel coals.

The oil is obtained by destructive distillation,

roasting, which breaks up the organic combina-
tion in the shale. The volatile matter is driven

off as gas, a large portion of which on cooling

condenses to form oil similar to the lower grades

of petroleum obtainee from the Gulf Coast and
the California fields. Some of the shale de-

f)osits will yield over 50 gallons of oil to the ton

of shale.

According to this calculation, Colorado alone

appears to contain in these oil shales more than
twice as much petroleum as, according to the

current estimate, now remains both in the dis-

covered and in the possible oil pools of the United
States. The latest estimate, that furnished by
the Survey for the use of the Secretary of the
Interior in his reply to a Senate resolution

(Senate document 310—64th Congress, Second
Session), names 7,629,000,000 barrels as the
reserve of oil remaining in the oil fields of

th' "^'-"-ited States. It must be remembered,
h' r, that such estimates are, after all,

only mere scientific guesses based upon the best
and most comprehensive information available
and are subject to great error on account of the
vague and indeterminate elements conditioning
the calculation.

The imj'' • of the oil resources locked up
in the hy -urbon shales of northwestern
Colorado and northeastern Utah will be better
realized when it is remembered that the total
production of petroleum in the United States
from the beginning of the industry to date
amounts to something over 3,500,000,000 barrels.
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There is hardly room for doubt that this in-

valuable and relatively inexhaustible deposit

will be utilized sooner or later, possibly very
soon, it may be almost immediately. Colorado
and Utah will perhaps loom up eventually as

great centers of oil production in the United
States.

Another important feature with regard to the

oil shale deposits is the fact that they have con-

siderable contents of nitrate. One of the by-
products of the distillation of these shales will

be nitrate. In view of the desirability of the

United States having a supply of nitrates within

its own borders, the by-product development will

be second only in importance to the petroleum
output.

MATANUSKA COAL BROUGHT
TO TIDEWATER BY RAILROAD

The Government's Alaskan railroad is now
carrying coal from the famous IVIatanuska coal

fields, to tidewater at Anchorage, a distance of

71 miles, says a statement from Secretary Lane.

The first coal was loaded into a train of cars on
Wednesday afternoon, August 16, and was
taken from the Doherty mine at Moose Creek.

"The importance of this event was evidently

appreciated b}^ the pioneers in the Territory,"

continues Mr. Lane, "for there was a large crowd
of men, women and children on the scene when
the loading of the coal from the bunkers to the

cars was begun. A special train, that had
been chartered by the Anchorage Chamber of

Commerce, carried an enthusiastic party of

citizens from that city and vicinity. Chairman
William C. Edes and Lieut. Mears, of the Alaskan
Engineering Commission, which is in charge

of the construction of the railroad, were also in

attendance, as was Bishop Rowe, of Alaska.

"The honor of dumping the first carload of

coal from the bunkers to the train, was enjoyed

by Miss Babe White, of Anchorage, who also

has the distinction of having driven the first

spike on the railroad. The incident was accom-
panied by the enthusiastic and vociferous cheer-

ing of the assembled multitude. No untoward
incident marred the event, and there was a

general expression of satisfaction that the

Government's railroad had so successfully

entered the coal fields at a much earlier date than
had been expected.
"The opening of these coal fields is regarded

as a most important valuable benefit to both
Alaska and the Pacific Northwest. It means
cheaper fuel for that general country, and it is

confidently predicted that it will be followed by
new industrial and mining expansion."



Latest Mininnr Patents

Apparatus for use in connection with the

distillation of petroleum and products there-

from. Xo. l,rJ2.889. This invention i> Sy

John L. Gray, of Webster Groves, Mo.
The object of the invention is to produce,

from one heating of the crude material, any
desired number of the constituents of the

crude material as isolated segregations, having
as closely as possible fixed densities and
boiling points. To this end the condenser of
this invention comprises a sufficient number of
units or sections to condense all the material

it is desired to separate. There may be as

many products as there are sections. Each
product may be taken from the section in

which it is condensed, or but few products
may be taken from the condenser. These units

are preferably vertically arranged, and
through them the compound vapor will con-
secutively flow. Each unit embodies an air

cooled tubular condenser, a chamber beneath
it and a condensate collecting trough in

the chamber into which the condensate formed
in the tubes will fall.

Method of extracting gold. Xo. 1.193.197.

This invention is liy Albert W. . Smith, of
Cleveland, Ohio.
The object of the invention is lu provide

a process whereby the formation of the dele-

terious compounds may be prevented without
directly aflfecting in any way the action of the
cyanide, the greater part of the oxygen f<>r

the reaction of the cyanide with the gold being
preferably >ecured by agitating the s.>liiti«tn

in air as heretofore.

Scaling Plug lor Oil Well.v Xo. l.l«»4.7r,4

This invention is bv Uavid C Millrr "f Tulsa.
Okla.

This invention relates to a scaling plug for

oil wells and more particularly to a device
of this character which may be \< -^

• ' ••"

the oil well casing or lulling, w

bottom of the casing or tubing may he sealed

and closed for preventing the inlet of water
in wells which have piiutrntod t«» ^uch a ' '

that water tends to enter the well and ti;-.i...

prevent the proper working of the well.

Ore roncentrat«)r Xo 1,194.477 T)
vention is by I.onis David Chevalier and Iw...,.

Charles kcche. «>f Dubuque, b'wa
This invention relates to improvement* in

apparatus for concentrating ore. and the ob-

ject of the inv -
- - '

' '

vice which sjia.. .

from the bghlcr ir.. , of •

ore by the action of me(
thereof accompanied by the (iiucrcniiai mu\c

ments imparted thereto caused by the employ-
ment of " — ' '

'

tions. T...

any heavy
in a mixture, such as coal from stony par-
ticles, or the like, as well as ore.

Method of Mining Coal. .\.. I.l»4.2y8.

This invention is by Harry A. Kuhn, of Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

1 his invfiiLjij rciaics lu a ii.' jt min-
ing ct)al. The object of the • ,n U • ,

provide a method of mining .

which the coal, after it has been undercut and
shot, may be readily and "

'

without involving th-- -'-^
•

at the same time di
.

of the coal by means of picks, as in the
method now commonly en: I. To this end
the invention c<>- * in r. \\t or
undercut in the > . . wall .

'
< v.

panding the coal along its lines of i

substantially filling the space thus ;

by the cut or
' '

down where an \i

formed by the
the cut wherever made, :

the coal along the line ol ihe u cut.

and at '^^ :ime time conveying it tu the
point of -.tj

m
is

Process of Extracting
Xatural Ga^. No I.IU-'j.I.'.h

by Joseph P. Fou"-' --^ ^^

This invention -n of
gasoline from natural gas from oil wells. c<>m-

vn as '» id gas." sai
'

> t > * * •

by Co:

high
;

't \

with the residue of re*

high temperature and i

Mirr .,

.1 k'

^ or low U'.

low

nl by .or
with low grade gasoline or n.>

penaed with The pro'
t.i iv tw ttv^fj (or all inw..

•*^s at it c<>rt'.

the * ^« of ^

er If' It a»
i. nuw ijcncra.iy tac i.i c
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Recovery of Zinc. Xo. 1.193,680. This inven-

tion is by Charles H. Fulton, of Cleveland,

Ohio, assignor to David B. Jones, of Chicago,

111.

The primary object of the invention is the

recovery of an increased percentage of the

zinc content of the ore, either in the form

of spelter or in the form of zinc oxid, al-

though other advantages flow from this in-

vention. The object and advantages of this

invention are obtained by mixing the ore and

the reduction agent and a binding material in

certain proportions, forming the mixture into

briquets under a high pressure, subjecting the

briquets to a preliminary heating and drying

operation under certain prescribed conditions

and subsequently subjecting them to treat-

ment in a distillation furnace for the recovery

of their zinc content either in the form of

spelter or zinc oxid as may be desired.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING
ENGINEERS TO MEET IN ARIZONA

The American Institute of Mining Engineers
will meet in Arizona the week of September
18. Sessions will be held in the principal

mining centers of the state, the members
traveling between the various points by
special train and automobile.
Some indications of the importance of this

meeting to mining engineers in various sec-

tions of the country is shown by the fact that

a special train has been arranged for to carry

eastern members from New York City on
September 14. Other members and their

guests will join the party at various points

en route and at El Paso, Tex., the western
section of the convening members, starting

from Los Angeles, Cal., will meet the train

and continue to Arizona.
The company plants that will be visited

are as follows: At Hurley, the mines and
works of the Chino Copper Co.; at Bisbee and
Douglas, the mines and works of Copper
Queen Consolidated Mining Co., Calumet and
Arizona Copper Co., and Shattuck Copper
Co., at the Globe district, mines and works
of Inspiration Consolidated Copper Co.,

Miami Copper Co., Old Dominion Copper
Mining and Smelting Co., together with the
new works of the International Smelting Co.
The institute now comprises more than

5,600 members.

RAILROAD FOR OATMAN
DISTRICT PLANNED, IT IS SAID

It is reported in Washington on good au-
thority that the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railroad is contemplating seriously the build-
ing of a line from Topock to Oatman, Ariz.
The advantages of railroad transportation to
the Tom Reed-Gold Road district will have
an important bearing on the development in

that region.

BUREAU OF MINES DOES
GOOD WORK AT EXPLOSION

By hurrying a number of its experts to Cleve-

land immediately following the explosion in the

tunnel being run under the lake at that point,

the Bureau of Mines was able to do efficient

safety work and offer valuable suggestions for

the prevention of similar accidents. It is the

opinion of George S. Rice, chief mining engineer

of the Bureau of Mines, who personally visited

the scene of the explosion, that the gas which

caused the explosion came from a pocket in the

glacial clay in which the tunnel is being driven.

He recognizes, however, the possibility that the

explosion may have been caused by natural

gas which had worked its way up into the clay.

Natural gas has been found under the city of

Cleveland. It is regarded as more probable,

however, that the gas came from the decaying

of carbonaceous material in the glacial matter.

An interesting feature of the investigation

was the development that the men working on
the tunnel believed they could smell gas and
were relying on their olfactory nerves to warn
them of the presence of dangerous gases. They
were very much surprised to learn that the more
dangerous mine gases have no odor.

The Bureau experts were not able to ascer-

tain exactly the cause of the explosion but in-

dications point to the fact that the gas was
ignited by a- spark from a motor which was in

operation near the face of the tunnel. There
is a possibility that the explosion may have
been caused by the breaking of an incandescent

lamp as a broken lamp was found near the center

of the explosion.

As a result of the investigation the Bureau of

Mines recommended to the city officials that

"permissible" electric cap and hand lamps be used

just as would be done in gaseous coal mines and
that all electric wires be removed in that part

of the tunnel which would be exposed to sudden
bursts of gas, that is, between the air lock end

the face of the tunnel. The air lock, behind

which 32 pounds pressure per square inch was
maintained,making ordinaryventilating methods
difficult to use. At the suggestion of the Bureau
of - Mines, better ventilation was provided by
the installation of an overhead gas-collecting

funnel and return pipe running through the air-

lock and up the shaft to the open air. It was
also recommended that compressed air be used

instead of electricity for haulage engines and
other machinery.
The Secretary of War, whose home is in Cleve-

land, has taken an active personal interest in

the investigation and at his request the Bureau
of Mines has released one of its most efficient

gas inspectors, who has been employed in the

tunnel. The driving of the tunnel has been
resumed. The accident resulted in the death

of twenty-two men in the original accident and
attempted rescue work, before the arrival of the

Vjureau crews with oxygen mine rescue apparatus.



BUREAU OF MINES SHOULD PASS UPON ALL
GOVERNMENT FUEL, EXPERTS DECLARE

Committee on Mines and Mining Considers Dr. Foster's Bill Which is Intended to

Bring About Greater Efficiency in Purchases of Coal and
Other Fuels - Van. H. Manning Testifies

The imperative need of more intelligent

purchases of coal for government use was set

forth by Van H. Manning. Director of the

Bureau of Mines, before the Committee on
Mines and Mining. The hearing was on H. R.
10930, the bill introduced by the chairman of
the committee. Dr. Martin D. Foster. It pro-

vides for the uniform selection and purchase
of fuel. Following is a portion of the t^^*'

mony of Mr. Manning before the commit:
The annual coal purchases of the Govern-

ment amount to between $7,000,000 and $8,000,-

000. This fuel is selected and used sometimes
in the most satisfactory manner, but fre-

quently in ways inefficient and wasteful. The
supervision of its use is sometimes expert,

but is often far from satisfactory, so that

engineers competent to judge are of the opin-

ion that the practices of the Government
in the economical use of its fuel are open to

improvements of the same order of magni-
tude as have been realized by many large

users of fuel when centralized, persistent effort

has l>een made to reduce fuel costs. A
saving as moderate as 10 per cent, which
is believed to be well within a r

expectation, indicates the magnitu<ii u. ine

sum involved. There is at present waste
in the selection of fuels, waste due to ineffi-

cient design of equipment and waste in the
manipxr of fires. There is a lack of

expert .....action given to the man firing

the fuel, a frequent lack of information by
plant managers as to what other plants are

af la lack of know"
aiw ... iwi.ch to measure a» m.i. i-. •....
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The greatest saving that has come to the

attention of- the Bureau of Mines as a result

of the use of the specification method was

that obtained on contracts of the Panama
Railroad Co. during the fiscal years 1910-11

and 1911-12. A net saving of $73,510 resulted

from deductions in price account of the de-

liverv bv the contractor of coal lower in

quality than guaranteed. This saving was

on contracts amounting to approximately

1,142.800 tons, costing $2,963,000.

The Bureau of Mines has been able to make
but a few investigations of the fuel problems

in some of the local plants in the District

of Columbia, such investigations being made
upon specific requests, and the following illus-

trates the advantages that have resulted.

A saving of approximately 12,200, or 22

per cent per year, in the Government Print-

ing Office plant has been realized as the re-

sult of a change to bituminous and a steam

size of anthracite from anthracite egg coal,

which formerly cost about $53,500^ per year.

A saving of approximately $2,700, or 18

per cent, per year, in the Land Office plant

has been realized as the result of a change

to bituminous from anthracite coal, which
formerly cost about $15,000 per year.

A saving of approximately $19,000, or 59

per cent per year, in the State, War, and
Xavy Building plant resulted from the sub-

stitution of bituminous and anthracite buck-

wheat for anthracite furnace coal, which for-

merly cost about $32,000 per year, and from
the centralization of heating and power in

one plant.

Tests recently made at the Bryant Street

pumping station indicate that a saving can
be made of about $2,400 per year in the more
efficient utilization of the fuel.

While the late Director of the Bureau of

Mines was recuperating at Fort Bayard,
X. Mex., he became acquainted with an engi-

neer from the Quartermaster General's Office,

who was detailed at Fort Bayard for the
purpose of determining the reasons for the
excessive fuel consumption in the power plant
and for heating purposes. It appears that
before the engineer arrived, the plant was
smoking almost constantly, but the ex-

perienced engineer was able to instruct the
firemen in the proper use of the coal, with-
out making any change in the equipment,
with the result that practically all of the
smoke was eliminated and the evaporation
of water per pound of coal was increased
almost 100 per cent. Within a short time,
however, after this engineer visited the fort,

the methods of handling the coal had again
become lax and the power plant belched forth
smoke about as before, indicating the neces-
sity of constant supervision of the operation
of Government power plants. Further, it

was determined that at the time of the engi-
neer's visit, bituminous coal costing about
$7.20 per ton could be satisfactorily used for
heating purposes in place of anthracite coal

costing at that time over $13 per ton, but so

far as is known, the cheaper fuel has not been
utilized.

So far as the Bureau of Mines is informed
the War Department has only one engineer

who has.made a special 'study of the selection,

handling, and use of fuels, his time being
largely taken up with the matter of power
plant design and he is able to give only a

part of his time to the question of the eco-

nomical selection and use of fuel. It is readily

apparent, therefore, that this important
question of the study of the selection and
use of coal by the War Department cannot
be efficiently and adequately prosecuted un-

der the present conditions.

To obtain the best results in the selection

and utilization of fuel for the various de-

partments the investigations should be un-
der one office, so that a universal supervision

of Government fuel requirements would ob-

tain. The War Department, Treasury Depart-
ment, Navy Department, and others have en-

gineers who are all endeavoring to cover, in

more or less degree, work of similar character,

and their lines of travel throughout the United
States frequently cross and recross.

Nearly every branch of the Federal Gov-
ernment is at the present time buying fuel

for New York Harbor delivery, and each
office is working entirely independent of the
other. By centralizing such purchases a ma-
terial saving to the Government would un-
doubtedlv result.

Buyers of Manganese Ores

The principal purchasers of manganese ores

are as follows: N. A. Adler, Batesville, Ark.

Alleghany Ore & Iron Co., Iron Gate, Va,

American Carbon & Battery Co., E. St, Louis

111. ; American Manganese Mfg. Co., Dunbar, Pa.

American Smelting& Refining Co., Murray, Utah
American Steel Foundries, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Bur-

ney & Smith, New York, N. Y.; Carnegie Steel

Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Delaware River Steel Co.,

Chester, Pa.; Eureka Manganese Co., Birming-

ham, Ala. ;Robert Gilchrist, Elizabethtown, N. J.

;

Harshaw, Fuller & Goodwin Co., Cleveland,

Ohio; Hickman Williams & Co., St. Louis, Mo.;

Illinois Glass Co., Alton, 111.; Illinois Pacific

Glass Co., San Francisco, Cal.; J. S. Lawson &
Bro., Inc., 80 Maiden Lane, N. Y.; Manhattan
Electrical Supply Co., New York, N. Y.; Napier

Iron Works, Napier, Tenn.; National Alloys Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa. ; National Paint & Manganese
Co., Lynchburg, Va.; Noble Electric Steel Co.,

Heroult, Cal.; Pulaski Iron Co., Pulaski, Va.;

Sloss Sheffield Steel & Iron Co., Birmingham,

Ala.; U. S. vSteel Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

U. vS. Steel Corporation, vSouth Chicago, 111.;

U. S. Steel Corporation, Birmingham, Ala.
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PROMONTORY DISTRICT OF
UTAH SUBJECT OF REPORT

A spectacular occurrence in mining was
the discovery of important copper property
in the Promontory region of L'tah. A deposit
of great richness, which cropped on the sur-

face, lay until recently in a frequently tra-

versed region without discovery. It is only
two miles from the railroad. When work
was started on it profits were taken out from
the grass roots.

The men who undertook the work began
with no capital and during the first year the
company paid $100,000.00 in dividends.

Some interesting tacts with regard to the

geology of the Promotory district have
been brought out by a report by the
Geological Survey written by B. S. Butler and
\'. C. Heikes. Nlr. Butler specializes on cop-

per and i> regarded as one of the be>t po>i-vl

men in the United States on this metal. Mr.
Heikes is in charge of precious metals and
semi-precious metals of the states of Utah,
Arizona, Nevada and Montana.
While the data on the Promontory dis-

trict was compiled during a hurried visit there

is increasing demand for just such infor-

mation. It doubtless would be years before

the importance of such a district would ju.s-

tify a detailed examination. Such a report

as just has been issued, however, required

little time and expense and still is of great

service. An increasing number of such re-

ports are to be issued it is understood.
As to the history of production in the Pro-

montory district the report referred to says:

Prospecting in the range up to the time of

visit had been largely contincd to two lo-

calities, both near the southwest side of the

promontory. There has been some prospect-

ing of copper deposits in the tpiartzite ^eries

on the west side of the promontory about I'/l

miles northwest of Saline over a period of

several years. In VM)7 14 tons of hand-sorted

ore. averaging .i.M.'j per cent of copper and
1 ounce of silver to the ton, was shipped.

The present activity is confined largely to the

zinc-lead deposits. The history of these de-

posits is given by S. S. Arcntz as follows:

For several yenrs previous to l'.»l.'» a coterie

of Ogden men. heade<l by Mr. James Worth-

erspoon, Lorenzo Karr, John Farr. and Mr.

Carlson, held two groups of placer claims

covering a bed of marlileizcd litnestone. and

also a large p(»rtion of what is now the Lake

\'iew Mining Co 's pr-f" rrv This pl.ucr

property was held by 1< ; over a perixl

of some five years; the amount of work done

was almost negligible December, VM^. -
eral men, headed by I. F. I'arr, were <

ployed to work on this placer pr»>pcrty on : -

marble outcr(»p. al>out 1 mile north of the

Judge Henderson wheat field. During noon*

and Sundays the workmen walked up

wash to the ]'•

Bowlders of h.im /lin v.n •••••v "»

ered in the talus and traced to the outcrop of
ore in place found at the lop of the 100-fu. -t

bed of limestone, forming the so 1 mid-
dle bed in c — ! with shale, i uur loca-
tions were th ide.

The average of the ore is said to be as
lows:

Lead :.7
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Silver

1.1
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,

Sulphur .

Moisture

, . . Tr.ire
.;.' 7'.

•9

19
Insoluble 16.0

ZINC AND LE.\D DKPUSITS

Prospecting of zinc and lead deposits at the
time of visit had l>een confined almost en-
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noted in the ^ion of the gcoi -
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in thickness included in members comp<>-
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the north-south t'l--'"-. v The
posits thus far di>> \ occur j
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t;iken place at .-.,v. ..../<..
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oxide. The •••.s'uc c" • • •"•••ily .i un^^-

placed lini. with : iz.

As the writers' observations were cc

to very shallt>w devel it is not po-.-

sible to make ai"
"

• •• "

the relations of

were undoubtedly derived from the alteration

of sulphides, though no $i: "bserved.

It has been i<.^\^n^\ a - ii rule that

in the oxidation oi nu .-^ d zinc *til

phicles in limestone the ov

occupy essentially the <n oi the or

sulphides and the /
' forme;

nealh the ..'i-in.! The /inc

sulphaie p the i of tl.r
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Prospecting has been carried on along the

outcrop of the "middle bed" for a distance of

about 4.5000 feet, and lodes of ore are shown
in numerous openings. In the development of

the property the managers seem to have fol-

lowed the conservative policy of determining
the amount and character of the mineraliza-

tion along the outcrop before beginning ex-

tensive developments at deoth, and at the

time of visit the ore zone had nowhere been
exposed more than a few feet below the sur-

face. Sufficient data concerning the minerali-

zation had been obtained, however, to war-
rant the planning of deeper development
work. The region is one of considerable re-

lief and suited to the development of the ore

bed for several hundred feet below its high-

est outcrop by means of tunnels. Practically

no work has been done on the lower lime-

stone, though it is said to contain as much as

.^/2 per cent of zinc on the outcrop.

COPPER DEPOSITS

The copper prospects of the Promontory
district are about 1^ miles northwest of Sa-
line station The deposits crop out on the

crest of a ridge near the shore of the lake.

The country rock is the quartzite near the

base of the exposed sedimentary rocks of the

south end of the range. The beds at this

point strike N. 45*-50' E. and dip 16°-20° SE.
The ore is disseminated in the quartzite. The
primary mineralization formed chalcopyrite
and possibly bornite, but at the surface the

sulphides have been altered to carbonates.
The developments consist of two shafts

about 200 yards apart, sunk from the crest of
the ridge. One of these has a depth of about
50 feet, the other of 120 feet. At a lower
point an inclined shaft was sunk on a westerly
pitch nearly at right angles to the dip of the
beds to a depth of 80 feet. Near the same
point a tunnel has been driven eastward for
about 100 feet. At a point near the shore of
Great Salt Lake and about 200 feet vertically

below this tunnel another tunnel has been
driven eastward for 452 feet. This was pro-
jected to intersect the downward extension
of the ledge that crops out on the ridge.

Some mineralized rock was observed in the

prospect openings, and it is said that more
valuable ore was encountered at some points
which were not accessible at the time of visit.

The ore shipped was obtained from large
blocks of mineralized quartzite at the sur-

face.
_
These blocks measured from 15 to 50

feet in thickness.

Invitation Extended to Institute

Through the kindness of the officials of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers, mem-
bers of that body will be advised of the in-
vitation extended to them by the American
Mining Congress to attend the 19th annual
convention which is to be held in Chicago, No-
vember 13 to 16

GOVERNMENT SPECIALISTS HAVE
AN EXPERIENCE MEETING

In a conference participated in by thirty-five

mining engineers, mine rescue and first aid men
of the Bureau of Mines, at Pittsburgh, from
August 15 to August 26, much general informa-
tion was brought out by a general interchange
of views. Each one of those called to the con-
ference outlined the work he has been handling
for the past year. Each man had carefully
prepared for the occasion and was able to give
a concise statement of his work setting forth
the more important developments as well as
the problems which have not been solved
satisfactorily. George S. Rice, chief mining
engineer of the Bureau of Mines and H. M.
Wolfiin, engineer in charge of the mine safety
work, presided. After each paper general
discussion was held.

BUREAU OF MINES TO AID WITH
CALIFORNIA FIELD MEET

The Second Annual California Field Meet for

Miners will be held September 6 under the
auspices of the California Metal Producers'
Association. This organization will be assisted

by the Bureau of Mines and the Industrial
Accident Commission of California. Edward
Higgins will represent the Bureau of JMines at
the meet.

Robert I. Kerr, secretary of the Metal Pro-
ducers' Association, is chairman of the committee
having charge of the meet. John R. Brownwell,
superintendent of Safety of the California

Industrial Accident Commission, is the other
director of the meet.

COMMENTS ON ARIZONA'S RISE
AS COPPER PRODUCING STATE

In connection with the announcement that
the next meeting of the American Institute
of Mining Engineers is to be held in Arizona,
an official of the organization makes the fol-

lowing statement:
'A few years ago Arizona stood third in

the copper-producing districts of the United
States. Since that time, with the develop-
ment of porphyry mines, the output has
gone up with great rapidity until it not
only is the leading district, but its output
at the present time is at the rate of nearly
double the Montana output, which now stands
second in the list."

To Confer on Oil Development

A conference with regard to the development
of fuel oil for the Navy will be held September
10, between Director Manning of the Bureau
of Mines, William A. Williams, petroleum
technologist of the Bureau and Dr. D. T. Day,
a consulting petroleum expert of the Bureau,
with the Fuel Oil Board of the Navy Depart-
ment.



TWELVE WESTERN STATES CONTAIN MORE
THAN 250,000,000 ACRES OF PUBLIC LAND

Nevada With 55,375,077 Acres, Leads Other States In Colorado Over 2.500,000
Acres Were Taken Up During Last Fiscal Year California Has Over

20,000,000 Acres of Vacant Land

Uncle Sam still has considerable land to
give to the enterprising citizen, man or woman,
who wishes to establish a home. Secretary
of the Interior Lane announces that more
than a quarter of a billion acres of land re-

main in the public domain, according to of-

ficial figures, just compiled by the General

Land Oftice. These acres are located in

twenty-five different states, extending from
California to Michigan, from Florida to

Washington. All but 2.2«>0.ooo acres of it is

is in the Far West, with Nevada containing

the highest acreage, o5.37.j,077. An even
dozen of the extreme western states alone

hold more than 250.000,000 acres. The exact
amount of land that is unreserved and un-

appropriated, according to the official figures,

is 254.l»4.'i..'>.HD acres. Of this amount, ap-
proximately 1)2.000.000 acres are unsurveyed,

Missouri reports the least area of vacant
land, having l)Ut 9.')2 acres, which are scattered

over 16 counties. Alabama lias 42.080 acres in

51 counties; Florida 13.').237 acres in 45

counties. Mississippi 3<J.."57I acres in 58 coun-
ties, and Louisiana 44.S04 acres in 57 counties.

In 52 counties of Michigan may be found
00,540 acres, while 30 counties in Wisconsin
report 5,872 acres.

Of the Pacific States, Caliioriua has
20.025.999 acres of vacant land; Oregon 15.

337,80'.». and Washington. 1.132.571.

Large areas of vacant land are reported in

the Southwestern States, as fijilows: Ariz-; i

23,.')97.219: Xcvada, .55.37.-.077 : New Mcxic.
26.338.379: Utah. 32.96S.H37.

The land in the Dak^tas is r.Tnidly passing
into private ownership, only 2. ^ acres of
vacant land being reported in South Dakota.
and 381.1M acres in N'orth 1'

*

Of the N'orthwestern States, i<.

15.510,561 acres of vara»u !.i»> ' <'

071 acres are unsurveycwl; .\;

acres with 7,420.071 unsurveyed; and \\y<«m«ng
2S..52S 192 acres with 1,960.752 acres unsur
veved.

Kan>as' vacant area i- nti. .rf.-,l ^t 'AOIS
acres, while Nebraska ct»i. ».

In Colorado, over two an<l a quarter mil-

lion acres were appropriated the last

fiscal year, Iraving 1

»

vacant. Of this area, ovt i
....r,„*,,».n, a.iv? .iti

unsurveyed
The total area of unappropriated land, »ur-

• r • s «

vcyed and unsurveyed, in the
public-land states, is reported as
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BEGINNING OF LABOR SHORTAGE IN COAL FIELDS
SHOWN BY STATISTICS

In 1915 There Was a Decided Increase in Amount of Coal Mined, But the Number

of Workingmen Decreased—Number of Active Days Also Shows

Increase—Mines Operate Average of 203 Days

Statistics of coal production in 1915 re-

cently compiled by the Geological Survey

show' that the bituminous coal mines of the

United States were operated for an average

of 203 davs in 1915, and that they employed

557,456 men. Similar data for Pennsylvania

also are given in the table included in the

statement.

The Survey also has made an estimate of

bituminous coal production during the first

six months of 1916. Xo estimate of the out-

put in separate states in the same period has

been made, however, and no data are available

covering the number of men employed or

the number of days they worked during the

first half of the present year. Such data will

not be available until the reports of the year's

operations are received by the Survey after

the close of the calendar year.

The survey's report on coal in 1915 con-

tains data with regard to the men employed,

days worked, and the average output, in tons,

per man per day and per year. These sta-

tistics will show the relation between the num-
ber of employes and the annual output. The
average annual output per employe is, perhaps,

the best index of the labor supply, and de-

pends upon the daily rate and upon the num-
ber of active days. As showm the daily rate

has exhibited a steady upward tendency, but

as it is not possible to change this rate greatly

within any short period, record outputs are

obtained by increasing the number of men
and by working the mines a greater number
of days. The average number of men en-

gaged in mining bituminous coal has, with a

few slight exceptions, shown increase in

each succeeding year from 1900 to 1914, and
the average num])er of days the men worked
has varied up or down with the increase or
decrease in the total production. The record
of 1915, however, presents a striking exception
to the general tendency, for although there
was (compared with 1914) an increase in the
total output, accompanied by a greater num-
ber of active days, the number of employes
decreased notably. When considered in con-
nection with the statistics of previous years,
this decrease is seen to be abnormal and in-
dicates the beginning at least of a labor
shortage.

As stated in the mid-year review there is

every reason to believe that the output of
coal in 1916 will exceed the previous records,
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and the final figures (when available) cover-

ing the days operated and men employed, will

undoubtedly show a large increase in the

average number of days, with possibly no
very great difference in the number of men
employed, although with regard to this the

Survey has not precise information. It wull

be noted that approximately 557,000 men pro-

duced more than 442,000,000 tons of bitumi-
nous coal in 203 days, in 1915, or about 2,180,-

000 tons per day. The same number of men
working at the same rate would have worked
120 days to produce the 261.000,000 tons of
coal which it has been estimated were mined
during the first six months of 1916. If the

rate of production in the last half of 1916 is

the same as in the first half, more than 520,-

000,000 tons of coal will have been produced,
and if the same number of men are engaged
in this production as w^ere employed in 1915,

they will have worked but 240 days out of
the 365 days in the year. This figure does
not appear high, when compared with 234 days
in 1907, and 232 days in 1913, in the bitumi-
nous fields, or with 246 days in 1911, 257 in

1912, or 245 in 1914. in the anthracite region.

In fact, some of the individual states show
even higher records. For instance, in 1913
the bituminous mines in Pennsylvania operated
on an average of 267 days ; those of Virginia,
280 days, and those of Alabama, 255 days.

COAL AN IMPORTANT
BAROMETER OF BUSINESS

Aside from its use as domestic fuel, coal enters
indirectly into the industrial life of the nation.
Mechanical power and heat are fundamental
necessities of industry, and coal is the principal
source of heat and power. It is, therefore, to be
expected that any tendency either of progress or
retrogression, in business, will be reflected in the
production of coal. Attention to this point is

called by C. E. Lesher, Coal Statistician of the
Geological Survey,

Marquardt Returns From China

The staff of the petroleum division of the
associated geological engineers has recently been
augmented by engaging Ernest Marquardt for

service in Oklahoma. Mr. Marquardt has lately

returned from China, where he was attached to
the geological staff of F. G. Clapp. He remained
in China after the return home of the latter a
year ago.



CAR SUPPLY HAD DISTINCT EFFECT ON COAL
INDUSTRY DURING 1915

With Market Always Ready to Absorb Their Product Oil and Gas Miners Enjoy
Advantage Over Producers of Bituminous Coal. Their Success

Depends on Finding Market for Their Output

Coal production in January, 1915, was the
highest for any month of the first half of the year.
Februar>', a short month, recorded a marketl
decrease, and March, usually a g(xj<l month, did
not show much improvement. The low point for

the year was reached in April, and from that time
on each succeeding month recorded increasc-s.

The influence of the car -•^^ -'
i^'e was p' •• ' ••

shown for November and Di <r during
period the previous rate of increase was not main-
tained. These facts arc established by returns to

the United States Geological Survey.
"Shortages and surpluses of cars may occur

simultaneously on different j)arts of the same
railroad, and are to be exix'cted at the same time
on different roads throughout the country in all

classes of freight equipment," said C. E. Lesher
of the Sur\'ey in explaining the car shortage
problem. "When the surplus is at its maximum
any shortage that may be* shown is small and
extremely lociil in character. Such a condition
represents a period of very slack railroad business

and consequent dull times in nearly all lines of

industry. A small surplus of freight (.cjuijunent

is indicative of hea\y transfxjrtation mcjvetneni
and prosperous times and is usually attended by a
shortage the magnitude of which dei)ends, of

course, u]xm the ability of the railrrads to keep
the surplus cars moving towanl the [)oinls of

shortage. Any set of circumstances thai tits up
a large numlx?r of cars and prevents their prompt
unloiiding and return to "

- the
surplus and tends to aggr.^w. v ;... ... rtage.

All these (<m<litions were met in 1915 and luid a
distinct effect uj>on the coal industry."
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NEEDS OF TIMES DEMAND GENERAL SUPPORT
FOR NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Local Organizations of Mine Operators Have Big Task in Meeting Needs in Own
Sections But Extra Effort Must Be Made, Many Believe, in Order

To Make Possible Additional Work in Washington

Here is a problem which is to be discussed at

the coming convention of the American Mining
Congress

:

Associations of miners, not national in scope,

think they have sufficient to do if they care
properly for the local and state matters which
require their attention. JMany urge, however,
that there is national work which should be
done by these associations and which they could
not effectively do by themselves, and if left

undone, would be a severe handicap upon their

operations.

The trend of the public today is for the cen-
tralization of power in the Federal Government,
Mining men, as a rule, greatly regret the power
of this movement, and believe that the day will

come when public thought will reverse itself

upon many of these questions, but the fact re-

mains that the Federal Government is assuming
increasing authority.

Ten years ago the Colorado labor trouble of

last year w^ould have been purely a Colorado
matter. Last year it was the subject of four
Federal investigations; one by the Commission
on Industrial Relations; one by a Congressional
Committee, and two by two separate Com-
missions appointed by the President of the
United States for that purpose.
The local associations cannot, if they would,

ignore these conditions in times of trouble, and
many think it wise that they should put them-
selves in cooperation with others having a vital
interest, to the end that Federal legislative
handicaps shall not be fastened upon them when
entering a race for justice in competition with
others whose loads have been lightened and whose
interests have been protected by class legislation.
No State can secure for itself such a uniformity

in niining laws, and must, to accomplish this,
act in cooperation with other States to the end
that the best judgment of all shall agree upon
the general principles which should be applied,
subject to such variations as are necessary to
meet local conditions.
An unjust workmen's compensation law in

any other State, which may become a precedent
for a similar injustice in another State, is a
matter in which a lack of interest will bring its
penalties.

An unjust Blue-Sky law which effectively
prohibits the raising of money for the develop-
ment of western mining enterprises is a handicap
to some States, while upon the other hand the
activities of consciousless promoters who bring
disgrace upon mining by methods which all
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condemn, cannot be prevented locally, but
should be reached in a conservative way by a
great cooperative movement including all

branches of the mining industry.

NATIVE SILVER FOUND
IN ROCHESTER MINE

Information from Rochester, Nev., is that

important developments are taking place.

The mills are all in full operation and a
high percentage of extraction is being ob-

tained from the ores. The Rochester Mines
mill is being enlarged to nearly double its

present capacity. The bottom of the Codd
winze at the 800-foot point is all in ore which
is better than milling grade and contains
very rich specimens of native silver which
seem to indicate concentration by descend-
ing surface waters.

In the Cerbat range of the Mohave County,
Arizona, several of the larger mines are
actively producing chiefly zinc-lead ores.

In the Chloride District the Tennessee mine
has just opened up on the 1,400-ft. level a

large body of ore averaging 50 per cent in

lead and zinc. In the Midnight mine, recently

purchased by Salt Lake parties for $250,000,

the average zinc content of the lode, which is

40 feet in width on the 200-ft. level, is 15 per
cent.

In the Cerbat District the Golconda mine
has just encountered commercial ore on the

1,100-ft. level and is erecting a 200-ton oil

flotation plant for treatment of zinc ores.

In the Tom Reed-Gold Road District,

which for more than a year is the center of

attraction in the southwest, there is a steady
increase in the volume of mining. With a

capitalization of more than $53,000,000 opera-

tions are being actively prosecuted by 125

separately organized mining corporations and
the activity seems to be warranted by sub-

stantial results of nearly all deep develop-

ment. More than 2,200 miners are actually

employed in the district. More than $25,000

a day is being expended for wages and
equipment. The boundaries of the district

are being gradually extended by new dis-

coveries.
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Personals

M. R. Campbell and David White have
added a 375-page volume to the contributions
to Economic Geology of the United States
Geological Survey. The work covers petrol-
eum, natural gas and coal. It contains numerous
illustrations and charts.

Judge C, B. Foote. of Kansas City, and J.
H. Hoffman, of Los Angeles, who are inter-

ested in mining in Mohave County. Ariz., were
in Washington recently.

Prof. B. L. Miller of Lehigh University at
Bethlehem, Pa. was in Washington recently. A
series of articles by Prof. Miller and Pn*>f. J.

'!'

Singerwald of Johns Hopkins University, Balti-

more, is now appearing in the technical press.

Chas. E. Dutton, of Goldfield, Nev., paid a
visit to New York and Boston on business
recently.

F. J. Bailey, chief clerk of the Bureau of Mines,
will attend the fifth business men's military

camp at Plattsburg. W. W. Adams of the
Bureau of Mines was a member of the fourth

camp.

Homer P. Darlington of the Pennsylvania
Salt Manufacturing Co., whose headquarters are

at Natrona, Pa., passed through Washington
recently on his way back from pyrites investiga-

tions in several southern States.

H. M. Griggs, general coal and ore agent

of the New York Central lines, and .\ttorney

Bronson, of the same company, were in Wash-
ington recently. Tiiey are interested in the

W c?»t \'irginia-Ohio rate case which is be-

fore the Interstate Commerce Commission.

.'\ zincograph section showing the bitumi-

nous coal l)eds in Wot \'irginia just has been
completed by the Geological Survey of that

state.

"Geology of the I'orakcr Oua<1r.Tni?lc oi

Osage County, Oklahoma," is the t of a

bulletin just issued by the <- xal Survey
It was written by K. C. Hei. :

\V. A. Williams, petroleum technologist of t;;<

Burrau of Mines, is on the Pacific coast sujk.t-

vising the work r ' lone under the dirtvtion

of the Bureau n{ .M.i.i.^.

Dr. I. C. White of Morgantown. \V. Va., has
been appointc-*! "'g gi-ologist of the

Baltimore & Ohio ;v.....—.;.

Sidney Paigr, ntvntly put in charvc of the

Western Anal ' * Geological

Survey, is visiting ..< •• Wi»«t

between sodium .

^ the \xu^\.
-<«• • 1 .'T >

WAR BOOSTS PRICE
OF CHILE SALTPETER

The c

:v.Ti5;siuni lui:

: • al. As in'

pounds, the metal in the one i

other, p< :m. So<lium nitrate, or *

peter, ib :
- ' into t'

quantity fi .. l The , ..

nitrate has come chiefly from (

controls the world's potash supply, ii is prac-
tically i' ' '' 'tain jxit.'. ' 'ts of any
kind at . .. ,:,;.. .....f and " '1*^ on r^\.

tassium nitrate (niter) have :.

for a long time. 0\\-ing to the great d«

Chile s.'i' - -'

greatly :: . .

mately $3.00 jxr : is.

!imoo;

IN MARKET FOR MORE
GIBBS RESCUE APPARATUSES

The Bureau of Mines 1

twen'
and

.-i-^
« 1.

facturers \\

for bids on
-.. Plans
> manu-

^ the cost
of manufactunng the Burrcll gas detector.

Map Plattsburg ArM
George Otis Smith, director of the Geolofncal

Sur\'ey, \.Y., '

iarizc hiii.>i n ^>i.i. ..i ji .

—

the military' map of that \ . ^
ma^le under his direction for

•

of the War
Deijartment.

Justify Rate Increase on Coal

\*o.

•us

In hr '.nd Siisj^n^:- :i ''

755 the . ...rtaM<! r i*.

coal in c; from mtm-s i

to (K)ints in I <coonn, axKl

Michigan founu ju^iuicu, anu urucrs of
sion vacated.

P. G. Clapp and M L Puller. manainnK
engineers of The As.- '

git have been invt p: ;

in i..-...^as. The latt«T r-rd .._.;.

while the former ha< k Okla

DENVER QDARTZ MILLS

AND DENVER STEEL CRUSHERS

i..i\r !;.il k:n.i of P
'

• ctitutantlv

.i:!'! (."ntiniK'Uslv kitp. :. :«:ilg rrliablr.

The Denver Quartz Mill A Crusher Co.

2 16- 17 Colorado Bldf.. D«oir«r, Colo., USA.
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NOTABLE I

ISSUE °

n
of the Mining Congress Journal is in

the making. In connection with O

the Annual Convention, November

1346, the November Number will ^
contain a large amount of additional H
news matter of important interest ^
to the mining industry. n

n
This issue of the Journal will be ^

sent to everi) important mine in D
the United States. 5

n
Advertising space can be secured

by applying to the Washington or ^
Chicago offices of The American Min-

ing Congress. Washington, Munsey

Building; Chicago, Hotel La Salle.

n
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The best rubber belt we have ever used
These are the words cf an Ohio Superintendent using

DRIVE^^LT
Best for hard service

It takes a "Commander" belt (Commander in

deed more than in name) to overcome obstinate

drive conditions with a degree of satisfaction

termed best by the operator.
.-= There is only one "Com-

It is t*-.- test Sutbsr Belt that we have

9T-r u»ii. *e have tri^d out a great many aif-

ferint Kinds and none of thei» coie close to

e^uail^..? the eerrlce received from "Coimnander"

.

Practically all of our difficult drives have

besr. equipped with it, and on moot of them wa have

tried many kind! of belting, without any comparable
degree of service.

*e are verj- nueh enthused »lth It, and are
glad to rscoar.end it where there is a demand for
a belt for hard service.

Vary truly yours,

Supt.

1

WM
m

Belting
Hose— all

kinds
Packing
Valves

V''

mander" a marked lead-
er tluit commends the
admiration of the user.

That accomplishes
its hardest task with
lower operating costs.

That overcomes ob-
jectionable shut-
downs.
That creates a new
standard of volume
in production

and ^/lai "Commander"
is positively the best belt
that Goodrich with its

47 years of experience
can make.
Specify Commander and
test its true wortli.

THE B. F. GOODRICH COMPANY Factories: AKRON, OHIO
Makers of the Celebrated Goodrich Automobile Tires— ' 'Best in the Long Run '

' Branches and Distributors in AU Districts
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SUSQUEHANNA COAL CO.
MINERS AND SHIPPERS

SUPERIOR ANTHRACITE mama
ina

ariia
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aiita
Biiia

GENERAL OFFICE:

907 COMMERCIAL TRUST BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sales OflSces:

NEW YORK No. 120 Broadway
PHILADELPHIA 1436 Commercial Trust Bldg.

CHICAGO 1305 Old Colony Bldg.

ERIE, PA. 210 Marine Bank Bldg.

BALTIMORE 100 Chamber of Commerce Bldg.

WILLIAMSPORT. PA. 1. 2 & 3 Hart Building
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REPORTED DISCOVERY OF POTASH IN CUBA IS

DOUBTED IN WASHINGTON

Formation in Antilles Does Not Favor Its Occurrence Need for Thorough Prospect-

ing of Favorable Areas in United States Emphasized Drilling to Begin

Again at Cliffside in the Near Future

While it cannot be said at this time that

the reported discovery of potash in Cuha i>

entirely without foundation the (jovernment's

specialists interested in the matter arc in-

clined to the opinion that no important de-

posit of potash exists in Cuiia. The forma-

tion is not favorahle for its occurrence and
careful inquiry in Havana has failed to brinv:

out any substantiation of the report.

It seems to be the consensus of opinion

here that the deposits in Cuba probably are

potash silicates in the vtdcanic breccia. They
probably arc soluble only in acid or after

roasting. It is thought the percenta«e of
1-.,

"C as stated.potash is nowbeff
This alleged di en given wide

publicity and has turneti public attention ajjain

to the work being done bv the (ie< 1 Sur-

vey and the Bureau of Mines in an » .i.»rt to

biCaic potash deposits in this country. Tiie

drilling at ClifTside. which had to l>c sus-

pended on account of insuflicient funds, will

be begun again in a few days it is expected.

II I STORY op WORK

As to drilliuR by the U. S. < nal Sur-

vey for potash near Cliffside. itx.is, Direc-

tor Smith, of the Survey, says :

"I^tc in the summer of 19l.'>, after several

holes had been bored in the Smoke Creek
Desert of ^'

' i. it v.

' ' ' ' in in, .^

- , for iw.

in\ itions had been made of the

Kraphy and e\ as to c< n« of depo-
sition of the kni i'' ' ..irly a* ' '

centers of great*-' " "f •

*ah. and other <Ic
^

ration of sliallow basins of the inland sea. It

is
*

"
" tl, at

ing l'",ii'''n"> M >r DOfiii^ III inv >i_.iii_!! ini ?u*i'

potasli deposits lie somewhere in the Red Beds
l)asins of west T rn New Nf

and western Ok 'i c "k-*-

not be definitely
i

ed, in ad.
boring, whether in these basins the evapora-
tion was so « as to force the pre-
cipitation of t.M iM,i,,,ii V ''• ij well as the
js'ypsum and ri>ok salt or cr, if the pot-

:i was precipitated, it will not be found $o
ditTused and held in clay .is to
render its extraction imprac

"Particularly on account *. traces of
potash found by Prof. J. A. I of the
State Bureau of Economic Gt and
Tt '

•'
' n. Texas, and at two

Otl.l i

., .r.l,..^.^ parj Qf jj^p

State. C : *hr test and
the Survey outfit was si or from
Nevada. .Ml n. '••

fur.
IT

\ be
1 but.

^i<

lies in securing water $u|>plv

drill and camp and of a.

.» in tiic Ix

1 as are in-

it wa^
...I

on of the funds o <*d lu
oi tjie work very early in the sprioR.

Mo.\r.Y issurriciKNT

"Now that the n<

as to ''C to drill to the depth
* at this point. T

til-

ed

this «

this the If irvejr if

•liiiKcd to carry the cott ui nciu investiffa-

425
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tions of reported discoveries of potash in dif-

ferent parts of the country, to carry on cor-

respondence and to test samples sent in by

prospectors, farmers, engineers, and citizens in

different States, as well as by its own
geologists, for tests in the Survey laboratories.

in cases where the samples show appreciable

amounts of potash, detailed information as

to location and conditions of occurrence is so-

licited by correspondence in order that, if

these data and the results of the tests are

sufficiently encouraging, geologists may visit

the deposits, investigate the source of the

salts and pass upon the prospects as to quantity,

official samples being, of course, taken for

chemical analysis, which may be made public

by the Sur\-ey. Samples from wells drilled in

salt-bearing formations for purposes of irri-

gation or in exploration for oil or salt de-

posits have been collected and subjected to

analysis in the Survey laboratories.

"Further, the inquiries presented by chemical

engineers as to the distribution and potash con-

tents of certain types of siliceous rocks in dif-

ferent parts of the country have been given

some attention. In this connection, careful

sampling has been made, for chemical analyses,

of the green sand deposits in New Jersey,

Delaware, Maryland, Tennessee, and North
Carolina, in order that reliable information,

as to the extent and accessibility of the de-

posits and, in particular, as to the potash con-

tents, may be made available, the earlier

analyses current in the reports being, in many
cases, very erroneous as to the percentage of

potash present in the samples. Also, the
sericite deposits of the Georgia-Carolina region
have been sampled in the field in order that

information might be gathered as to the ex-
tent of the deposits as well as to the amount
of potash carried by the sericite in different

localities.

CLAY TAKES UP POTASH.

"In general, the exploration by the drill in

the deposits of the old evaporated lakes in

the Great Basin region, on account of the
dissemination of the potash in the clays, has
proved disappointing though the explorations
have contributed materially to the development
of potash brines, which are now yielding potash
on a small scale at Searles Lake and at sev-
eral points in Nebraska, as well as of the
alunite deposits near Marysvale in Utah.
"At CliflFside, the Survey has a rotary rig

of special design, which is capable of drilling
to a depth of 2,000 feet. A large amount of
casini; and some new tools are necessary to
carry the hole to a depth of 2,000 feet or more
if the drilling is done by the Survey with its

own equipment, as has, in Nevada and Cali-
fornia, been found much less expensive than
drilling by contract. The cost of the casing
must be deducted from the funds available for
drilling. Accordingly, the prospect of being
able to drill the hole to the entire depth—about
2,300 feet—to which it should be drilled to

make a complete test, during the current fiscal

year, is not very good.
"During the work about to be begun again

a chemist will be detailed to test the cuttings

from each screw and the water used in drill-

ing or brought up by the bailer at any time.

Such scientitic observation on the ground is

essential to the determination both of the thick-

ness of the beds, which may be found to con-
tain potash in important amounts, and the

richness of the salts or sediments at any given
level.

"In portions of the Red Beds region, oc-

casional drilling is done in the exploration for

oil and, in these cases, it is the Survey policy

to get in touch with the driller and bespeak his

good offices and cooperation through for-

warding samples of the rock cut in the vicinity

of salt and gypsum beds and samples of the

brines, for testing. Obviously, if the Survey
is not given money sufficient to drill a single

satisfactory test, it must utilize every oppor-
tunity to secure information that may be
gained from holes drilled in other regions

where saline deposits may be encountered,
though the locations of these may not, from
the standpoint of the history of the deposition

of the Red Beds series, be especially favorable.

THE PROSPECTS

"As to the likelihood of the occurrence of

beds of potash salts deeply buried in the

basins of the Red Beds region, nothing defi-

nite can be stated, but the facts, (a) that the

deposition of the Red Beds series was at-

tended by excessive aridity at dififerent times;
(b) that great thicknesses of gypsum, rock
salt, and anhydrite are known to be present in

certain areas of the Red Beds country, as re-

vealed by logs of oil or water wells or in out-

crops : (c) that the depositional conditions ap-
pear to have included shallow evaporation
basins of restricted extent, presumably dis-

tributed throughout portions of the area; (d)

that the shales, sandstones, thin limestones,
etc., of the Red Beds series are similar in gen-

eral character, were laid down contempora-
neously, and similarly certain interbedded
salts and other precipitates, comparable to

the principal potash-bearing basins in Ger-
many

; all point toward the conclusion that
the chances for finding beds of potash buried
somewhere in the Red Beds basins are prob-
ably better than in any other region of the
country. The further fact that traces of

potash are reported by Professor Udden to

have been found at several points in north
Texas is encouraging, though, after all, it may
be either that the potash is not present in

commercial quantities anywhere in the region
or that the potash .salts, which will probably
be lenticular in their occurrence, are so re-

stricted in their distribution that a consid-
erable number of wells may be drilled at care-

fully chosen localities without encountering
one of the lenses. Let me add in this con-
nection that the first traces of potash de-
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posits found in north Texas, namely, the
samples from the Spurr well in Dickens
County, were discovered by Professor Udden
while gathering well logs and samples in the
Red Heds region under the auspices of this

Survey.
"I have explained, at considerable length,

the drill situation confronting the Survey.
The country needs potash desperately and the
Geological Survey will do the best that it is

able, with the small amount of money avail-

able, to find potash deposits. It will. I trust,

be possible to bore at least to a depth of

2.000 feet, which will exceed the depth at
which the more important traces of potash
are believed to have been found

.\ .M.\TTKR OF BORING

"In conclusion, I would like to emphasize
that the exploration conducted by the
Geological Survey is now generally conceded
to have developed chiefly into a matter of

boring and that the rate of pro?'-' -- in this

type of work, taken with the i. ity for

many chemical analyses and keeping watch
of minor developments in the country, be-

comes almost impracticable with the small
appropriation that has heretofore been made
for the Survey potash work. It would cost
no more in the end to expedite these prac-

tical tests with the drill by providing suffi-

cient funds for energetic prosecution of the

exploration work and. as a matter of fact,

the scientific supervision of the investigation
on the larger scale would cost no more than
at the present halting rate of progress. With
the present appropriation of $20,000. the
Surs'ey can not conduct its potash work on
a business-like basis."

Cost of Coal to be Discussed.

A paper on 'The Cost of Coal" by George
Otis Smith and C. E. Lesher of the United
States Geoloijiial Survey is certain to excite

considerable interest when it is read by I)r

Smith at the convention of the American
Mining Congress in Chicago next month. It

is understood that it is the purpose of the
atith.r.; to present the general facts nnl
a: the actual cost of coal both antl .

cite and bituminous. Dr. Smith is said not to

he afraid of public ; if it shoul'

cheai"— ••y I'it In i. .,;.,%- the facts nt»w •

Ih' a: . \ carefully iK'fore many can
l)e convmced that the private operation of coal

mine* are »o • inefficient as t<»

justify K*'vernnuiii in-vnii-'U.

Mapt Oatman District.

Ou Invj to the inrrr.-i<;inc imnnrtnnrr nf thi-

O Gold I

United States (. ". Survey ha% un*!- -

taken the '

>;

In the nea;

di.strict is coi

IRON PYRITE PRODUCTION
BREAKS ALL RECORDS

The domestic production of pyritc in 1915
attained a new high level, due chiefly to the
ui . • •

j j^j.
,•

. 1^ makiiiK'

>Uii..iii..v .11. c,- '
,, Survey r<

port. The p: 1.124 long t«j::»

valued at $1,674,933, an increase of 52,462
tons in quantity and of $391.5S7 in value, com-
pared with 1914. The c * on of
that is. the combined •.','

(39^1.124 t^n«) and ii:

was 1.3 a decrease oi 4.521 tons, com-
pared w;i;. i'Ji4 This was caused by the f.i!

ing off in imports. The gev ' ' - ! .n

of activity at acid plants e.^, I a
great demand for both foreign and domestic
pyrite. and the imports. rly of Euro-
pean pyrite. v '1 havi «irger if suit

able vessels h en av.^ .- for the car:

.

ing trade.

Virginia, as usual, ranked first among the
States in both out;
191'), there 1" '<

^^ u,.,.

of pyrite. 1 at ^ -

3.774 tons in quantitv and of " '>'yi in

value. The great e in value was <i

to the demand for uic pyrit •'
- - j^.,

ing acid, a demand which ^ '

toward the end of the vear and »

1910

The pyntc came
of the Anninius L...

the Sulphur Mining i"i: K
Royd-Smith mine, all near Mineral, t^uisa
I'ounty; from the G
Chemical Co. at
and from the Herti
Wythe County. The Cabin I

Co., which heretofore has been an r
producer of j

" - T> v \\ ^^

liam Countv. ;.,..;.. .;,.„; . US.

COAL SHIPMENTS GAIN 10

PER CENT OVER LAST TEAR
.Atii'Ms.' loir; J- ,..v. ' .•' ••• •. . .. •-

m<
August. lyiA. and of |3 per cent over
T • 1910 The t ^ in
i.ttiiive coke ship: tu -j .t per cent
and 9 |>er cent. j^ t.i the ( S
G« .il Survev

DR. PARSONS TO VISIT
EUROPEAN NITRATE PLANTS

Or Ch.i-;. L Par!U)n5. head of •

of

W>i.

1 1 «:r _.
an ii:

•
; rt il expected to have an r bear

t t
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'
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

Photo by Harris 6* Ewing.

EUGENE W. SHAW
Geologist

Eugene Wesley Shaw, who was born in
Delaware, Ohio, July 29, 1881, was a farm-
er's son, one of three brothers, each of whom
became scientists, the other two being a
botanist and a chemist. Following his grad-
uation from the Delaware High School he at-

tended the Ohio Wesleyan University from
•.vhich institution he was graduated with the
degree of Bachelor of Science and a Magna
cum Laude in geology. Thence he went as
a fellow to the University of Chicago, where
he did some post graduate work in geology.
During his term as a student in these uni-
versities he took advantage of opportuni-
ties offered to do tutoring in various lines,
mcluding geology, bird study and botany.
However, ever since he ran away from home
to hunt fool's gold, Mr. Shaw seems to have
had no doubt but that his life work was
to be geology.
In 1907 Mr. Shaw cast his lot with the

U. S. Geological Survey. His first as.signment
was on coal and gravel deposits in central
\Vyommg. His next work was on areal
geology in western Pennsylvania, and in con-
nection with this work a new hypothesis for

the origin of the remarkable high terraces of

the region was formulated.
In following years ^Ir. Shaw surveyed all

or parts of 20 quadrangles in Illinois and
prepared folios on them. In connection with
work in this State, and in Missouri, and Ken-
tucky, 'he discovered a chain of recently ex-

tinct lakes almost as extensive as the Great
Lakes. He also examined the lead and zinc

areas in northwestern Illinois and the Carlyle

and Sandoval oil fields. In 1912 he began a

study of the Mississippi delta, particularly of

the curious upheavals at the mouths of the
river, known as Mud Lumps. For purposes of

comparison he visited the deltas of certain

rivers in Europe, Asia and Africa. To ascer-

tain the nature of the submarine portions of

the Mississippi delta and the character of

other off-shore deposits, the services of the

U. S. Bureau of Fisheries steamer Fish Hawk
were obtained and Mr. Shaw conducted an
expedition for the collection of sea-bottom
sediments along the Gulf coast from Galves-
ton to Key West and along the Atlantic
coast from Key West to Charleston.
Mr. Shaw's recent undertakings have been

a study of the Florida keys, a part of this

work having been done with diving apparatus,
an investigation of the gas resources of
northern Texas, and an examination of the
petroleum fields of Mexico. He is now pre-

paring a report on the surface geology of

Mississippi and will next undertake a gen-
eral survey of oil and gas fields of the
southern Appalachians.

SOUTH AMERICAN PLATINUM
INFLUENCING WORLD MARKET

While specialists at the Geological Survey
are not able to explain from first-hand knowl-
edge the exact causes of the decided fall in

the price of platinum, they are in possession
of some facts which doubtless have a bearing
on this slump in prices. The production of

platinum in South America has greatly ex-

ceeded the estimates of two years ago. This
doubtless has had an important bearing on
platinum prices. It also is regarded that it

contributes to the tendency of prices to fluc-

tuate violently, as the South American pro-
duction is erratic.

Another cause of the decreased prices doubt-
less is the development of numerous substi-
tutes for platinum and the fact that they
are proving successful. This is especially
true as applied to the dental trade. The use
of platinum in the arts in many cases has
tended to be a fad and its scarcity and in-

creased price have resulted in greatly de-
creasing the quantities being thus used.
So far as can be learned here very little

of the Russian supply of platinum is reaching
the United States. What Russian platinum
is being exported is going to the Allies and
considerable care is being exercised that none
of it reaches neutral countries.



GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND SPECIALISTS WILL
ATTEND MINING CONVENTION

Prominent Men Interested in the Mining Industry Will Gather at Chicago November
13 in Answer to the Call of the American Mining Congress Big

Questions Confronting Industr\' to be Discussed

Prominent repr es of tlie Govern-
ment will attend :.,v .... v enth annual conven-
tion of the American Mining Conijress which
opens at Hotel La Salle. Chicago. Xovemljer
13. There is also the hope that hoth the Sec-
retary of the Interior, Sir. Lane, and Secre-
tary of Labor Wilson will he present and take
part in the important discussions. \*an H.
Manning, Director of the U. S. Bureau of
Mines, will deliver an address on "The Past
and the Future of Mine Safety Work." This
will emphasize the tremendous advance al-

ready made through the efforts of the Con-
urcss and the Bureau, in the way of safety

methods, and outline the greater needs of thi-

future.

Geo. Otis Smith, Director of the U. S.

Ct '
1 Survey will be present and read an

inii-w. ...;.: paper.

W. S. Gifford, executive director of the

U. S. Commission on Industrial Prcpared-
iHss, will deliver what i)romises to he a

I. '.table address at the coming convention, on
"Erticiency in the Handling of Productive
I*

f9

•orces.

Chairman E. T. Hurley, of the Federal
Trade Commission, will speak on "The Work
of the Commission and the Mining Industry."

In all of the "Sectional" meetings the cx-
I)erts will be present to advise. Dr. F. G.
Cottrcll's address on "The Xew Things in

Science" will be one of tlie most compre-
hensive resumes ever given on the accomplish-
ments of the past few years. C. E. Siebcnthal,
of the U. S. Geological Survey, is also one
• if the well-known Ciovcrnmcnt experts who
has promi.scd to attend.

Dorscy A. Ljon, oil flotation expert will

talk on that topic
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The convention will endeavor to formulate
drfMlitrlv the 1 •
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suits of legislation initiated by the Ameri-
can Mining Congress has reduced by nearly

one-half of the number of men killed per

million tons of coal produced. Acting on the

humanitarian impulse created by this move-
ment of the American Mining Congress, the

big organizations of the country have almost
without an exception introduced the splendid

"Safety First" efforts which have been so pro-

ductive of good results everywhere.
The American Mining Congress has se-

cured the adoption of laws by many States

East and \\'est making misrepresentation of

mining stocks a misdemeanor.
It has prepared comprehenisve laws for the

use of electricity in mines. That which ap-

plies to coal mining operations has been
adopted as a whole by the State of Pennsyl-

vania and has been considered by other States.

Its model law for the creation of mine drain-

age districts, its work for substantial aids

to State Mining Schools, its protests against

Federal interference with water power, its

comprehensive investigation of mine taxation,

are but a few of the things which the Ameri-
can Mining Congress has accomplished.

TO DISCUSS on, PROBI^EMS

The general meetings are to be held in the
mornings, and the sections devoted to oil, coal,

lead and zinc, copper, and precious metals,

are to meet every afternoon in their own
assembly rooms at the hotel. One of the
special questions in the oil section will be
that relating to the rights of the Western oil

claimants upon lands withdrawn from entry
and upon which large development has been
made.
But there will also unquestionably be an

emphatic protest against the policies of the
Government in the proposed creation of naval
oil reserves, and more particularly against
the policies which work gross injustice to oil

claimants who located their claims and carried
on development work under the provisions
then existing legislative conditions.
The convention promises to be epoch-mak-

ing in more respects than attendance.
The programs for the general meetings and

those for the "sectional" gatherings under
"Zinc and Lead," "Precious Metals," "Coal
and Oil" have now been supplemented by
three meetings of copper men.
An assembly hall in hotel La Salle has been

set apart for this section, and its first meet-
ing will take place Tuesday, November 14,
at 2 p. m.
This will be presided over by Hon. Wm.

A. Clark. The principal addresses for the
first session will be on "The Copper Resources
of the United States." by Walter Harvey
Reed, of New York; "The Future of Copper"
by Thomas F. Cole, of Duluth, Minn., and
one on the "Relation of American Copper
Supply to Industrial Development" by a
speaker of prominence in this industry.
On Wednesday afternoon in thi.s section

the address on "Copper in its Relation to

Preparedness" will be by Mr. C. F. Kelley,

Mr. R. C. Gemmell, of Salt Lake City, is to

have an 'address on the question "Should the

Export of Copper at Production Cost Prices

be Discouraged?"
Another address of the day will be on

"Copper in its Relation to Industrial Effi-

ciency."

On Thursday in this section Dr. L. D. Rick-

etts will preside. The principal address of

the day will be on the question "Should Com-
binations be Fostered to Command for Ex-
port of Copper a Price Commensurate with its

Actual Value in Commercial Development?"
Every effort is being made to have John D.
Ryan, of New York, talk on this topic. An-
other address of the day by an expert is on
the subject "Relation of the Federal Gov-
ernment to Copper Export."
George Otis Smith and C. E. Lesher, the Di-

rector and Statistician of the Geological Sur-
vey respectively, will prepare a paper for the
convention on "The Cost of Coal." Mr.
Smith will present the paper.

Dr. Henry Mace Payne, a mining engineer
with a large experience in Alaskan and Si-

berian mining, is to give a lecture illustrated

with pictures of the frozen gravels of the
North. Dr. Payne was employed by the Rus-
sian Government to inaugurate the plan of

coal mining developed by him in Alaska.
E. L. Doheny, an oil operator of Los An-

geles, is to give an illustrated lecture on the
famous Cerro-Azul gusher in Mexico.
Otto Ruhl, a statistician of the Joplin lead

and zinc district, will read a paper on "A
Tariff for Revenue as Related to a Compen-
sating Dutv on Lead and Zinc Ores."

W. A. Williams, of the U. S. Bureau of

Mines, will give a lecture on "Oil Resources
of the United States."

Judge J. G. Gamble, of Des Moines, will

read a paper on taxation of coal mines.
S. A. Taylor, of Pittsburgh, a mining engi-

neer and coal operator, former president of

the American Mining Congress, will give his

report on "Uniform Cost Accounting." The
discussion which will follow the presentation
of this important question bids fair to be very
interesting.

H. G. James, of the Independent Oil Pro-
ducers' Association, will talk upon the neces-

sity of a Federal Oil Bureau.
Dr. W. P. Whitney, scientific investigator

for the General Electric Comuany, will pre-

pare a paper dealing with the attitude of the
American toward scientific research.

J. C. McDowell, of Pittsburgh, will read a
paper on the relation of geology to the oil

industry.
Hennen Jennings, a nationally known min-

ing engineer now living in Washington, is

preparing a paper on "The Accomplishment
of Invention and Its Relation to the Min-
ing Industry."



STATE GEOLOGISTS JOIN IN FIELD EXCURSION
THROUGH NEW YORK STATE

Director Smith and Chief Geologist White of United States Geological Survey make
Trip with Representatives of Many State Surveys New York's

New Museum Comes in for Praise

One of the most succe5v«;ful annual field ex-

cursions made by the State GeoIojLjists was
that which took place last month. The at-

tendance was representative and some ver>'

interesting i e made.
George Oi. ......... ....v.otor of the United

States Geological Survey, and David White,
chief geologist, went on this field excursion.
Director Smith was very much impressed
with the new state mu.»^.*um of New York.
Through the kindness of State Geologist
Clarke an opportunity was given to inspect
the museum fully. With reference to this

visit P ' r Smith said:

"Wh... .,vW York is iv^ "tie of the richest

mining states, it po> large mineral
wealth. The mining industry there is for-

tunate in having this phase of the state's

resources so fully displayed by exhibits in

the economic geology section of the museum.
Indeed every citizen of New York is fortunate
in having available so splendid an educational
display in the preparation and maintenance
of which the highest scientific talent has been
utilized, judging from the results.

"It is hard to conceive of a better small
museum. In my opinion the State museum
is large enough to serve its '••- *• -s as an
important adjunct to the i al svs-

trm of the State."

The object of the excursion was the ex-

amination and comparison of ^ " of the
typical exposures of earlier Pak / j fonna-
tions. Another purpose was to study the
structure and origin of the Lake Champlain
basin anrl to •

' '

of the

great h ' ••<: o: .. u .... ... :..v region.

The n !s of g. conccntnition and
preparation for the market als<i were ob-

served.
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clays and the terrace evidence of the former
levels of the sea
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Reports Cover Nevada Camps

Up to the year 1908 the work nf the Geolog-
ical Survey in Nevada had ; "f re-
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GATHERS INFORMATION AS TO
IRON AND STEEL IN TEXAS

Col. L. P. Featherstone, of Beaumont
and Longview, Texas, called at the Geological

Survey recently to gather information as to

the iron and steel making resources of Texas.

Col. Featherstone holds large interests in the

brown iron ore section of northeastern Texas
and has offered to donate to the United States

Government 1,000,000 tons of iron ore pro-

vided the proposed armor plate plant is estab-

hshed at Beaumont. The advantages of

Beaumont have been presented to Secretary

Daniels in the course of hearings in the mat-

ter of selecting a site for the armor plate

plant.

A year ago Col. Featherstone was more par-

ticularly interested in the establishment of

the armor plate plant at Port Bolivar, but
since the recent storm and tidal wave that

plant has been abandoned. At a point as far

inland as Beaumont the danger to such an
important plant from gulf storms would not
exist, he points out.

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF COAL
BEDS IN KENTUCKY IS MAPPED

A report on the coals of the western Ken-
tucky fields bordering on the Ohio River in

the Shawneetown quadrangle, by Wallace Lee,

has just come from the press of the Ken-
tucky Geological Survey. The area which has
been done cooperatively by the State and
Federal Geological Surveys contains the high
rank coals of western Kentucky. A de-

scription of the coal beds, thirteen in num-
ber, are covered by sections and analysis.

Most of the latter are being made by the
Bureau of Mines.
Notwithstanding the extent to which the

coal area is masked by thick alluvial de-

posits, the author of the report has very
cleverly succeeded in mapping the geological
structure which is somewhat faulted. As a
whole the structure is regarded by him as
rather unfavorable for the occurrence of oil

and gas in commercial amounts.

TO WORK FOR INCREASED
CIRCULATION OF REPORTS.

In order to secure a larger circulation of
the publications of the Geological Survey, R.
C. Shelse has been made the head of a new
division of distribution. This appointment is

made with the definite purpose of carrying
out even further the policy of getting Survey
publications into the hands of those who need
them and those who will make the most
use of them. In this side of the work of a
scientific bureau it is recognized that it is
especially necessary for the best of business
methods to be used to give the public the
prompt service which it desires and deserves.

LOUISIANA AND TEXAS PRODUCE
98 PER CENT OF COUNTRY'S SULPHUR
Sulphur was produced in 1915 in Louisiana,

Texas, .Nevada, and Wyoming. The produc-
tion in the two Western States was small,

amounting to only slightly more than 1 per
cent of the total output of the country. Thus
more than 98 per cent came from the Union
Sulphur Co., in Louisiana, and the Freeport
Sulphur Co., in Texas. To avoid revealing
confidential reports of output of these com-
panies the figures for sulphur will not be tabu-

lated, as they have heretofore been, says W.
C. Phalen, in his Geological Survey report,

which just has been issued. They will be pub-
lished in the table of mineral production of

the United States and in the totals for the
two States named, lumped, however, with
other commodities, so that the value as sul-

phur will not be shown.
Though 1915 was a prosperous year in the

sulphur industry, the output was not so

great as in 1914. During the early part of

the year business was somewhat dull, but it

improved gradually as the year advanced.
Slack conditions in the paper trade account
in part for the falling off. The export trade
in sulphur, as will be noted from a later

statement in this report, was the lowest in

some years, in spite of the partial paralysis

of the sulphur trade in Italy incidental to

the war in Europe. European inquiries for

American sulphur have come from as far

away as Greece.
Though the imports of foreign pyrite were

not so great in 1915 as in 1914, they amounted
to 964,634 long tons. In spite of these large

imports and of a domestic output of pyrite

of 394,124 long tons (an increase as compared
with 1914), there :has been, especially late in

1915 and early in 1916, an increasing call

for sulphur from which to make sulphuric
acid, owing to the great expansion in certain

branches of chemical industry, and to the fear
that in some v^ay foreign shipments of py-
rite might be curtailed. The high price re-

ceived for the acid has made the use of the
comparatively high-priced sulphur possible,

but the use of sulphur has also certain obvious
advantages owing to its purity and to the
consequent fact that it leaves little or no resi-

due. It is possible that in the manufacture
of the highest grades of acid sulphur will

continue to be used.

ARGENTINE ENVOY INVESTIGATES
PETROLEUM PRACTICES HERE

Domingo Nogues is investigating the oil

industry of the United States for the gov-
ernment of Argentina. The Argentine gov-
ernment never has formed a definite petrolum
policy and is anxious to take advantage of
the experience in this country before attempt-
ing legislation in this regard.



MINERS APPRECIATIVE OF BUREAU OF MINES
WORK, DIRECTOR MANNING FINDS

After Extended Trip in West Mr. Manning Finds Much to Encourage Him Con-

ducts Hearings in Northwest with View of Ascertaining Best

Location for Mining Experiment Station.

That the mining industry is highly apprecia-

tive of the work being done in its behalf
by the Bureau of Mines, is the t'lrm belief

of Van. II. Manning, director of the T^ -'nu
of Mines, who has just returned to W ^'-

ton from an extensive trip through the min-
ing sections of the country. Mr. Manning
was sent primarily to the Northwest by the

Secretary of the Interior to determine the

respective qualifications of the various points

applying for the mining experiment station to

be 1 1 in that part of the country.
P; , isly Tucson, Ariz., and Fairbanks,

Alaska, had been designated for the other
two stations which were appropriated for by
the last Conis'rcss. In the Northwest, how-
ever, a number of places were very anxious
to secure this Government station. Such
convincing arguments had been forwarded
to the Secretary of the Interior by various
places interested as to make necessary the
personal visit from the Director of the

Hureau. Mr. Manning was accompanied by
1'. G. Cottreil, the chief metallurgist of the

Hureau; D. A. Lyon, who is to be superin-

tiiuk-nt of the Northwest station, and G.

A. Ilulctt

During tiiis entire trip the direct(»r and
his party were cntiiu^iastically received by the

mining men. They were entertained most
generously at every point visited. So fre-

quent and spontaneous were the assurances
that the '' ^ n's work is being app^ 'r(\

that the .. . jr has returned to \\ .. . g-

ton greatly encouraged and strongly of the
hflief that the obstacles, which have been in

the way of the work of this Bureau, arc

greatly less than tlfv urri- ivi n i few years
ago.

Mr. Manning ma<ie his tirst stop at Kan.sa^
City to \ • ' ..... ', t

^j
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Wash : Seattle. Wash : Portland. Ore :

Corvallis. Baker City and Grants Pass,
Oregon.
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were made by the director and his tt il

a.«;5istants. a conclusion was n ' as lo the
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the Secretary of the Interior, but as the
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sonnel of these cars will be as follows: One

minins: engineer, one surgeon, one foreman

minerrone^ first aid miner, one clerk and one

cook. • ^ 1 r

"The sum of $101,500 was appropriated for

the three rescue cars, their operation and

maintenance, and employment of the per-

sonnel. ,

-The act relating to the establishment ot

the experiment stations as approved March

3. 11)1.'). provides for the establishment in the

several' important mining regions of the

United States of ten mining experiment sta-

tions and seven mine safety stations, in ad-

dition to those already established. The act,

however, provides that not more than three

of the experiment stations and three of the

rescue cars shall be provided for or estab-

lished in one year. In other words, three

stations and three cars are provided for dur-

ing the current fiscal year and three each dur-

ing the following years until the stations and

cars are established.

"The law authorizing these stations provides

for investigations with a view^ to improv-

ing conditions in mining, quarrying, metal-

lurgical and other mineral industries, safe-

guarding employes and improving the mining

conditions: the'reby preventing unnecessary

waste of Hfe and resources. The locations of

these stations comes at a time when the min-

ing industry particularly needs them, and

will be a great impetus to the industry
_
in

the development of processes, many of which

arc now under way. The mining industry in

the West is enjoying unprecedented pros-

perity, employing more men and utilizing the

low grade ores and deposits to the highest

extent. I found that the abandoned dumps
which were supposed to contain material not

worth while to treat, are being worked over

for their valuable ore content. Old mines

are being reclaimed and many prospects here-

tofore abandoned as not being workable are

being turned into substantial mines.

"I found a great deal of friendly and earn-

es': rivalry between the different localities for

these experiment and safety stations, and it

has been a difficult problem for the Secretary

to reach his conclusions as to the best locality

for the stations. The location of these sta-

tions and cars has been given most careful

consideration, and I hope that the locations

will meet with the approval of the entire

mining industry."

GOLD, SILVER, LEAD, ZINC
AND COPPER CLOSELY RELATED

H. D. McCaskey, chief of the division of
mineral resources of the U. S. Geological Sur-
vey, is the author of the following comment
on the relationships of certain metals:

In the mining industry five metals are
closely related in both the genesis and the
geologic occurrence of their ores. They also
hold together in minircr and in metallurgical

treatment. They are gold, silver, copper, lead,

and zinc. Of their ores some contain all five

metals, many contain three or four, and few
contain only one. Gold and silver, for in-

stance, .on the one hand, and lead and zinc,

on the other, almost always stand in close

genetic relations, and the ores of each two
are usually mined together. Copper ores al-

most invariably produce some silver and
gold as well as copper, and lead ores, with
certain exceptions, produce notable supplies
of silver. Zinc ores in the Western States
contribute also to the silver production. In
the same mines sometimes, and in the same
mining district frequently, all five metals oc-
cur in commercial quantity.
This situation is recognized by the United

States Geological Survey in its publication of
the annual reports on the mineral resources
of the country. Hence the general treatment
of each of the five metals in the general re-

ports and the grouping together of the re-

lated metals in the various mines reports
descriptive of individual or geographically
grouped States.

In measurements of oires, concentrates, and
similar material the short ton of 2,000 pounds
is used. The ore classification is necessarily
arbitrary in part. An ore is generally under-
stood to be worked at a profit for one or
m.ore metals. The complex nature of western
ores, especially, and the graduations from one
well-recognized class to another render es-

sential some fixed measures for the termi-
nology used. The dry or siliceous ores com-
prise gold and silver ores proper, as well as
fluxing ores carrying considerable quantities
of iron and manganese oxides and very small
quantities of gold and silver, and also precious
nietal_ bearing ores carrying copper, lead, or
zinc in quantities too low to classify them
as copper, lead, zinc, or mixed ores. The
copper ores include those carrying over 2]5/2

per cent of copper, or even less in the cases of
the great disseminated copper deposits of the
West and of the copper ores of the Lake
Superior region. In general, the lead ores
are those containing over 4^ per cent of
lead, and the zinc ores are those containing
2,5 per cent or more of zinc, both irrespective
of their precious metal content; but some
ores of lower grade in lead, and especially in
zinc, are treated profitably for these metals,
and of course they are then classified as
lead or zinc ores, as the case may be. The
mixed ores are combinations of the ones
enumerated.

To Work in Nevada and Arizona.

In order to bring up-to-date certain work
in the Wonder, Fairview, Rawhide and
neighboring districts, F. C. Schrader of the
Geological Survey, is in Nevada. He also
will do work in Gila River County, Arizona.
He will be away from Washington two
months.
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MOBILIZATION OF NATION'S INDUSTRIES PLAN
OF NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL

Director Manning of Bureau of Mines Attends Important Meeting at Which Work
is Organized Would Render U. S. Independent of Foregn

Sources of Supply in Case of War
At its annual meeting in April the Xaiional

Academy of Sciences volunteered to organize
the scientitic resources of educational and re-

search institutions in the interest of national
preparedness. This oflfer. which was immedi-
ately accepted hy President Wilson, has led

to the establishment of the National Re-
•icarch Council.

i'uMic welfare and national security depend
upon industrial progress and military efti-

ciency ; and these, in turn, result from prac-
tical applications of scientific knowledge. A
supersiructure. no matter how perfect, must
have lirm foundations and thus the develop-
ment of our industries must go hand in hand
with the advancement of knowledge through
rtM-arch,

The organizing committees will recommend
to the Xaiional Research Council the follow-
ing plan of procedure, approved by the Coun-
cil of the Xational Academy, but open to such
njodificaiion as the research council may deem
de>irable

:

1. The preparation of a national census of
ef|uipmcnt for research, of the men engaged
in it. and of the lines of inve~* n pur-
sued in Cooperating Goverment . .. ..:is, edu-
cational institutions, research foundations, and
iiulu'.trial research laboratories; this census
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3. The promotion of cooperation in research
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DEPTH OF BRISTOL ORE
SOMEWHAT IN DOUBT

According to Whitehill. the Bristol district

of Nevada was organized April 10, 1871, by
Hardy, Hyatt, and Hall. The ore deposits of

this region were known in the late sixties, as

most of this region had been prospected
shortly after the discovery of Pioche, which
took place in 1863. A smelter was built at
Bristol Well in the late seventies, and later,

a 5-stamp mill at the same place. These ob-
servations are made by J. M. Hill of the
United States Geological Survey after a visit

to the region. Others of his observations fol-

low :

In 1877 the Hillside Co., was organized to

take over the properties of Mr. Steele, which
included the Hillside mine and the well and
.smelter. At that time the incline on the
Hillside fissure was 200 feet deep, and the
vein was reported to be 5 to 8 feet wide,
carrying ore which averaged $100 a ton in
silver and lead.

The Census report for 1880 says that at the
Hillside and Day mines galena and cerusite
ores in limestone were being mined.
For several years the Hillside and Bris-

tol companies operated the Hillside and May
Day deposits on the west side of the range.
The Day (Jack Rabbit) mine in Lake Valley
was operated independently. These proper-
ties and several others near Bristol were con-
solidated in 1911 by the Day-Bristol Con-
solidated Mining Co., which, in 1913, was
operating the May Day and Gypsy mines and
had leased the Inman, Tempest, and Hillside
properties. The Day (Jack Rabbit) was idle,
and it was reported that the lower workings
were below the ore zone. This company at
present holds 23 patented claims and 4 loca-
tions.

The production of the mines in the vicinity
of Bristol previous to 1904 could not be
learned, though undoubtedly many thousand
dollars worth of silver, lead, and copper were
recovered during the period from 1869 to
1904.

The bodies of oxidized copper and lead
ores always occur above planes which would
interfere with the downward circulation of
waters. They usually occur above or south
of the northward-dipping, eastward-trending
fissures, and on the hanging-wall side of the
northward-trending fissures. Most of the few
bedded deposits expo.sed in various mines
occur above shaly or dense siliceous beds
which have prevented the downward move-
ment of the waters. The deposits so far
opened are with little question thought to
have been formed by downward-moving wat-
ers and are probably the result of a
long-continued process. The source of the
metals is not clear, as no deposits of primary
sulphides have been opened in the district.
It may be that deposits of the original sul-
phides will be found at greater depths on the

fissures, but from all that is now known it

seems as reasonable to suppose that the
oxidized ores were derived from sulphide de-
posits that have been entirely removed.

Since the ore bodies now being mined were
formed by downward-moving waters, it is of

some interest to know to what depth they
may be expected to continue. It is to be
presumed that primary sulphide ores, if any,
will not be present in large quantities above
the ground-water level. As there are no
springs in these mountains, it must be ad-
mitted that the water table is lower than the
bottoms of any of the canyons. That it is

probably considerably deeper than most of
the canyons is evidenced by the dryness of

the lower workings at the Jack Rabbit mine,
which are at least 1,800 feet lower than the
lowest workings of the Gypsy.
The possible continuation of the ores with

depth is another serious question which can
be answered only by development; yet it may
be mentioned in this connection that below
the 900-foot level in the vertical shaft at the
Day mine there seems to have been no con-

siderable mineralization, and that even on the

600-foot level long stretches of the fissure are

barren of ore bodies, to judge from the stope

maps.

SMALLER PLATINUM PRODUCTION
IN RUSSIA IS PREDICTED

The British vice-consul at Ekaterinburg,
Russia, reports that the outlook for platinum
mining in the Urals would seem to foreshadow
an even smaller production this year than
in 1915. The abnormal scarcity of the min-
eral habitually brought in and sold by the

small holders at Ekaterinburg has tended to

make these people (remembering last year's

rapid price fluctuations) very cautious, and
most of them now prefer to pledge their

mineral with the banks with the idea of wait-

ing for higher prices. The prices ruling at

present (June, 1916) are 67,500 rubles per
pood ($963 per pound at the normal exchange
rate of $0,515 to the ruble) for quantities up
to 10 pounds. Larger quantities— 1 pood
(36.11 pounds) and over—are unobtainable
under 68,000 to 68,500 rubles per pood ($970

to $977 per pound). Future prices are largely

dependent on the quantities allowed by the
government to be exported, for the internal

consumption in Rus.sia is not sufficient to

influence prices.

The production of asbestos in the Urals
in 1915 amounted to 8,689 short tons, or about
half of the output in 1914. The sulphuric py-
rites mined in the Urals in 1915 amounted to

39,400 tons, the district of Ekaterinburg being
responsible for the whole production.



NEW LIBRARY WILL CONTAIN EVERYTHING ON
GEOLOGICAL AND MINING SUBJECTS

With Completion of New Building of Department of Interior Space Will be Available

for Needed Expansion in Library of Geological Survey Miss Julia L. V.

McCord, Librarian, Important Factor in Assemblying Collection

By far the most complete collection of

works on geologic and mining subjects in the

world will be that of the United States
Geological Survey when the new building of

the Department of the Interior is ready for oc-

cupancy. The present library of the Geologi-

cal Survey contains over 100,000 volumes be-

sides the map and pamphlet collections. A-
it is. this library is the largest of its kind in

the world. In the new building, however, the

library of the Geological Survey will be com-
bined with that of the Bureau of Mines and
extensive additions will be made so as to

bring the total number of volumes much
higher.

For the past several years the ir. s in

the library of the Geological Sur\.; aave
been limited to the most essential works ow-
ing to the lack of shelf and file room.

In the new building the library will occupy
a specially constructed room designed for the

particular purpo.se for which it is intended.

It will be equipped with the latest library

furnishings. None of the book cases will

exceed seven shelves in height, making all

volumes readily available without the u.se

of ladders.

The additional floor .<;pace, which will be
available in the new building, will allow the
admittance of a number of works which are

not purely geological, but which are of

portant interest to the mining industry.
Other important ical libraries

maintained in New Vij.-^^; oy the Ei

Society and in London by the Geo. ^...i

cicty of London. The latter is thr

geological library, but its sets of

works are not ; as r " ?e or

sive as those o^mm i by i..i Inited
Government
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Women's Club, and of the Columbian

Women. In the latter organization she has

held various offices for many .years. She

is widely known, due to her correspondence

with publishers and scientists, in her efforts

to gather all valuable works. She also has

addressed the American Library Association

and other organizations, which has brought

her into prominent public notice.

HILL DESCRIBES MOUNTAINS
OF EASTERN NEVADA

Striking features of the eastern part of Ne-

vada are the arrangement of the mountain
ridges along northward-trending axes and the

wide, fiat, barren valleys which lie between
the ranges, as described by J. H. Hill of the

Geological Survey.
The long, narrow northward-trending ranges

are not everywhere of even height but are

broken by narrow passes or low ridges into

a number of parts, which have received dif-

ferent names. Thus one uplift is known as

the Ruby Range in Elko County, as White
Pine Range in White Pine County, and as
the Grant and Quinn Canyon ranges in

eastern Xye County. East of the White
Pine uplift is the Egan Range, whose north-
ern continuation in Elko County is the
Spruce Mountain group and the Peoquop
Range. East of the Egan Range the Schell
Creek uplift of White Pine County is con-
tinued by the Ely and Highland ranges in

Lincoln County. A spur which trends south-
eastward, known as the Fortification Range
and Cedar Mountains, branches from the
Schell Creek Range a few miles north of the
Lincoln-White Pine County line. One of the
most prominent and persistent uplifts in the
region here discussed is that which extends
along the east boundary of Nevada and is

called the Toano Range in Elko County and
the Kern Mountains and Snake Range in

White Pine County.
The southern end of the Snake Range,

culrninating at Wheeler Peak, in southeast
White Pine County, is the highest part of the
ranges in this region, but the Schell Creek
and Egan ranges, immediately west of
Wheeler Peak, are also high and very rugged.
The Ruby Range, in south-central Elko
County, is very prominent, its peaks stand-
ing well above any of the neighboring moun-
tains. Practically all the ranges have steep
eastern flanks, but the slopes to the west
as a rule are more gentle. There are some
places in all the ranges where the reverse
conditions are seen, but in the main the above
generalization holds true.
Lying between the mountains there are

broad, flat-bottomed desert valleys which, like
the ranges, have a northward trend. Eastern
Nevada is somewhat better watered than
the western and southern parts of the State,
and near the mountains, particularly along

the east base of the higher ranges, there are

many cattle and hay ranches, which obtain

their water supply from streams that have
their source in the higher hills.

Huntington, White Pine, and Railroad val-

leys, which lie on the west side of the White
Pine uplift, are separated by low, flat divides,

and it is hard to realize that they are really

not all the same basin. In this line of de-

pressions the ranches are on both margins
of the valley, but as the Ruby and White
Pine mountains are generally higher than
the ranges west of the depression, most of

the permanent streams rise in them, and it

is only at a few localities that settlements or
ranches are found on the west side of the
valleys. There are no ranches on the east
side of Ruby Valley, for most of the water
in this vicinity rises in the Ruby Range. In
Sierra and Butte valleys, which are separated
by a low divide, most of the ranches are on
the east side, along the flanks of Eagan
Range. Steptoe Valley is not particularly
well watered, though there are a few ranches
near Currie, Cherry Creek, Steptoe, and Ely.
Antelope Valley is barren. Spring Valley,
w'hich lies between Schell Creek and Snake
ranges, is well watered, and there are many
prosperous ranches along the base of both
ranges, though the Schell Creek side seems
to be better watered than the Snake Range
side except at the south end, near Wheeler
Peak.

REPORT SHOWS HIGH GRADE
COAL IN VIRGINIA FIELD

A report of the coal resources of the south-
western Virginia district has been issued by
the Virginia Geological Survey. This report
was prepared by Henry Hines, a geologist of
the United States Geological Survey. The
work was done cooperatively by the State
and Federal Surveys. The report pointed out
that the coals of a portion of the coal fields

of southwestern Virginia are of coking quality
and in general superior to the coals west of
^he Ohio river or in the greater part of the
Appalachian coal field itself. An analysis by
the Bureau of Mines of the samples taken by
the Geological Survey makes a remarkable
showing as to the low content of sulphur,
moisture and ash. In some of the beds the
coal is comparable with that of the Connells-
ville basin of Pennsylvania.

ROOF FALLS IN MINES
SUBJECT OF SPECIAL STUDY

D. F. McDonald, of the Geological Survey,
is making a study of roof falls in mines for
the Bureau of Mines. He will make an ex-

tended trip, during which practically all of

the mining states will be visited. His in-

vestigation will be devoted more particu-
larly to coal mines, but he will also make
investigations at metal mines.
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SAYS UNION HAS NOT MADE
WORKMEN MORE EFFICIENT

By S. a. Dkivkk, Kitts, Kentucky

Exception is taken by Mr. Frank J. Hayes.
vice-president L*. M. \V. A., in theMiMNC Con-
GKHSS JoLKNAL of Junc, to Hiv criiicism of tlic

attitude of unionism to the individual re-

sponsibility and efficiency of the mine worker.
Mr. Hayes says tliat statistics show that !':i

loss of life is al)out three times greater in tin

non-union than it is in the union mines. Tlii^

ought to be proof positive that the U. M. W. of
A. is one of the greatest agencies in the
country today for the promotion of safety in

mines.

Fatal accidents in mines may be divided into
two classes, common and exceptional, as is

shown by Mr. F"ay in Hulletin li:> of the
Bureau of Mines. Common accidents are those
which occur daily, and involve from one to
not over four men. Exceptional accidents in-

volve five or more at one time. Explosions,
fires, and floods have caused by far the
greater part of all deaths due lo exceptional
accidents, and unionism and non-unionism may
be eliminated as a cause of great disasters;
but in considering the c '

-.ts whicli

daily occur fr4)m ''''^
. ^.>al, reck-

less use of cxpl of the re-

quirements of the occupation or carelessness,

the personal factor does enter the equation,

and statistics show, tliat the U. M. \V. of A.,

has not made tiic individual either a more
efficient or careful workman. Mr. Fay justly

takes the position that it is unfair to a state

which works 250 days of nine or ten workint;
hours to compare its accident rate with a state

which worked L'OO days of eight working hours,
and he has therefore reduced his statistics to

a 2.(M)()-hour basiv
The followii" ' iires j.:u<. iiic ue.u.is due

to common ac>. . .:>. for each l.()(K) men em-
ployed on this basis for the 10-ycar period.

lOai t'» r»i:{, inclusive, with the exception of
the year llMW

:

Union States. Son-l'nion States.

Illinois 3.04 A'
Indiana " *<** K 1 •

Ohio ..-4 \\ . . nb :\
-

W'voming 3.95 N'«\v M
»ma 4.46 Colorado

Katis.is . .. 3.83 Prnnsylvan:a ... J.hJ

'1 irc* which are taken from Rullrtin

li:. .:i :iu I'
\'

fur-
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•
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each ten thousand employes in Oklahoma, 8.60;

Illinois, 3.40; Indiana. 4.20; Kansas, 6.81, Ala-

bama. 2.70. and Colorado, 2.25. Jhe first

four are union, the last two non-union.

The miners, both organized and unorganized,

but especially the organized, have fought the

use of permissible explosives, notwithstanding

the fact that the death rate from explosives

has been reduced from 3.7 per ten thousand
employes in 1903 to a little less than one per

ten thousand in 1915, which reduction has kept
pace with the increased use of permissible.

Furthermore the increased safety due to the

handling of permissible is only a small part

of the increased safety due to its use. Good
union miners, whose word I trust, and whose
friendship I value, have told me of mines at

which they worked in Indiana and Oklahoma
being closed by strikes on account of a shot

firer refusing to fire a shot which he con-

sidered unsafe. A strike followed the posting

of Safety First notices in a Western mine.

The introduction of machines in mining is

and always has been opposed by the union,

though their use increases his earnings and
safety, as is shown by the Illinois report for

1914 and Bulletin 115.

The miners of Wales are among the most
closely organized in the world; the Welsh
miner is as an individual workman the peer
of any miner in the world, yet the production
per man is among the smallest in the world,
his union prevents his realizing the proper re-

turn on his ability and skill.

The mine workers' organization has among
its various local and general officials many
men of unusual mental capacity, among whom
are born leaders of men, and when they devote
their talents and energies to making the miner
a safer and more efficient workman, a better
man and citizen, the miners' union will

become one of the most powerful agencies
for good in the industrial world. But at

present 1 see no reason to change my belief
that its principal tenet is "Do less and ask
more for it."

MINING REVIVING IN CHERRY
CREEK DISTRICT OF NEVADA

The first discovery of ore in the Cherry
Creek region of Nevada was made in 1861 on
the Gilligan vein, in Egan Canyon, by John
O'Dougherty. one of a party of immigrants
who were following the Overland Stage
Route to California. He built the first mill
in Nevada in 1864 to treat the ores of the
mine. Stretch reports that the total pro-
duction of the mine up to 1866 was S60,000.
The records of the Gold Canyon mining

district begin in 1863, but the first entries
are of bills of sale of previously located
claims. In 1874 and 1875 Gen. Rosecrans was
operating the Gilligan vein for the San Jose
Mining Co. The Cherry Creek district was
cut off from the Gold Canyon district in 1872,
J M. Hill of the Geological Surv-ey records.

'

The first claim recorded in the Cherry-

Creek district was the Teacup, located Sep-
tember 21, 1872, by John Corning and Peter
Carpenter.

It is said that the mines of this district

were most actively worked between 1872 and
1883, during which time the population of

Cherry Creek was about 6,000. There was
also a fair-sized town at the head of Egan
Canyon up to 1877. In 1884 mining began
to wane, and in 1893, with the demonetiza-
tion of silver, it practically ceased. Since
1895 some work has been done at various
properties by different companies, particu-
larly at the Star, Exchequer, and Biscuit
mines.
The production of the early days is not

known, though estimates range from $6,000,000
to as high as $20,000,000.

There are two somewhat overlapping types
of veins in the Cherry Creek (Egan Canyon)
district. One type, represented by the Wide
West, Cocomongo, and possibly the McMurry
prospect, has its principal value in gold, car-

ried in a white quartz gangue that shows a
minor amount of pyrite and less galena. The
other and by far the most important in the
district is represented by the Exchequer, Star,

Biscuit, Cherry Creek, and Gilligan veins,
which carry galena, sphalerite, pyrite, and
rich secondary silver minerals. That there
may be a transition between these two types
is strongly suggested by the Exchequer-New
Century vein, in Exchequer Canyon, north
of Cherry Creek. West of the canyon, on the
Exchequer ground, the quartz carries the
base-metal sulphides and contains more silver

than gold; and east of the canyon, on the
New Century ground, what appears to be
the same vein is not strongly mineralized,
but carries pyrite, gold, and silver. It may be
that the gold and silver bearing portions of

the veins are those parts which have not been
strongly mineralized, and that the ore shoots
will all prove to be of the lead-zinc type,
carrying more silver than gold. In both types
the veins are strong in the quartzites but tend
to finger out where the fissure enter ar-

gillaceous shales. This is particularly well
shown on the Gilligan and Star veins.
At the upper tunnel on the Cherry Creek

Co.'s property the ore body is a mineralized
quartz monzonite dike carrying galena,
sphalerite, and pyrite. It is evident that the
dike was metallized after its consolidation,
and it is believed that most of the veins ot
the district were formed shortly after the
intrusion of the quartz monzonite.
The lead-zinc veins have been crushed

since the deposition of the original ores and
have been enriched by descending waters
which have deposited rich silver minerals
such as argentite, prousite, and an antimonial
silver-lead-copper mineral of uncertain com-
position. The enrichment of the Star vein,
as indicated by the largest stopes, was great-
est between the third and seventh levels but
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extended to a depth of 600 feet vertically be-

low the croppings. At the Biscuit mine ar-

gentite and copper carbonates are said to

have been found to a depth of 1,100 feet

on the dip of the vein.

WOODBRIDGE REPLIES TO
ORE SAMPLING CRITICISMS

Replying to a communication published in

the September issue of The Mining Congress
JoL'KNAi., T. 1\. \\Oodhridge says:

"in the September issue of the Jr.ruvvt,

I note extracts from a commui. :i

from Mr. Meyer concerning ore sampUng.
The statement credited to me in the August
issue is merely a portion of the foreword
of a report I have made for the Bureau of

Mines on Ore Sampling Conditions in the

West, to be published as Technical Paper
No. 86, and was therefore but the briefest

outline of some general conclusions.

"If Mr. Meyer ^ould care to read the

full report he might find that we do not differ

so very much in the essentials of sampling
practice, and I therefore prefer not to discuss

his remarks very fully at this time. There
are, however, a few statements I wish to

refer to now.
"Referring to No. 3, I do not recommend

one single method of sampling, but do urge
the standardization of such methods, whether
hand or machine, as individuals may u.se.

"In No. 5 the t ion, 'larger or smaller

discrepancy,' is r.ii... indefinite, but if it

means that with high-grade ores the sampling
and assay differences are always disturb
ingly large, it is contrary to my experience
"In No. 6 the desirability of the amount

retained depends entirely on how closely it

represents the original shipment. One per
cent in one plant might be safer than 25
per cent in another plant. C ' ig

j»'..i«- usually retain the 'v^ , i. ..... l..is

I
e does not .seem :

• in mills or

smelters.

"In No. 7 we find the nub of the whole
matter in the phrase, 'if also proper care is

taken that the proportion of fine and coarse

material is maintained in the sample." How
is one to determine this 'proper proportion?'

And h<^w 'n • . .,.p j^ j^as b-
'

covered? I: ... ... > ...' • ''^•' -v '- '
,, ...

and silver' for 'fine and . .'we
have a transformed phrase readme, 'if also

that th er propor-

.il
' And th

"As to No. 8 we have to

I'

much
I cannot

• our
and.
^ of

T.

ty in the

we-

the Mme i

J, docK not come within the scope

of my report, though I don't mind saying
personally that I have not yet become cvjn-

vinced that making a man a government em-
ploye acts like the 1 in

expelling the Old Adam .i .i. ...- . .

"I am very glad to see these s". ;nls

from Mr. Meyer, even though my full report

was not : ble, for the more fully this

rrp.rt is \ and criticised the better

;^ .ca.sed I c. During my experience

in sampling, covering several absorbing and
even fascinating years of study of sampling
systems and ' ng with va- »res

in many m^.-..^ T '"^rive ........ally

come to certain di ->ns; and my
former associates and customers will doubt-
less rec former .r >; Never-
theless i .ia\<.- li.td to be i:. ':'.<- :v. d
during this investigation, a! i .s . :. ii-

tions as they are. and at the same time
to make uggestions for their i

" e

improvement,

LITTLE DEVELOPMENT BEING
DONE AT DOLLY VARDEN

Follow in;: a vi>i: t • -.nc

eastern Nevada J. M. Hill. . il

Survey has the following to mv « 4
the Dolly Varden district:

So far as could l>c '

coveries of mincr.il in ''-

den ) Mountain were n -

lead mines in the southeastern hills, near
what was called Hicks >

Chance Spring. an<l now ;

den Spring. In l^TJ the >. ,.- :- .. <?

Victoria was opened and for about two >•

was actively worked, the ores being ^ 1

m a M<
Since i.v .- • • i»-

mcnt in ; it. Some
excitement was caused by the cry of the
gold-bearing veins in the ""

1 in

190.». liut it was apparently > :. ii>tu .^mall

shipment"* of ore have Ik-cu made from lime
to time frome the Victoria dump, and a little

lead-silver ore has hern extracted from the
mines east of Cattle IVak In S ' r,

U ^

a chum dnii for « oi years, but at
ie of vi«it " ' 'X>d that the

The K .

stone. I >n Treasure n n
1' iuh iu*t irnrd. Init it

- 1

are

\'ar<lrn district

thr f|uar1( n.

I rock m the vi

i '
• ••

01 %V^«' «^« •«'^l« ••1

h
1-

>! M i/l>ah.

area are
* * <i.>ed copper
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ores, presumably derived from original de-

posits of pyrite and chalcopyrite, are usually

associated with the lime silicate minerals and
are nearer the instrusive contact than the

lead deposits. The latter, found only in

the extreme southeast part of the district,

are typical replacements, both as fissure and
bedded, occurring near fissures in limestone.

The ore minerals of the copper deposits so

far developed are all of the oxidized variety,

though kernels of the original chalcopyrite

and pyrite remain at many places, and at not

a few localities, where development has pene-

trated below water level, slightly cupriferous

pyrite is seen to be the chief original sul-

phide. Chrysocolla, copper pitch ore, and
malachite are most abundant, though chalco-

cite can usualh' be seen in the richer speci-

mens of ore and bornite is exceptionally

present. Limonite, as is to be expected, is

present in abundance in all the copper de-

posits. The gangue minerals are quartz, green
garnet, light-green biotite, and tremolite

(with calcite and actinolite at some locali-

ties). The metamorphism due to the intru-

sion of the quartz monzonite magma has not
been as intense as in some districts, and the
croppings of the lime silicate zones and ore
bodies are few and small.

It seems rather doubtful if any large bodies
of enriched chalcocite ore will be found in

this area, as the water table is near the sur-

face—90 feet at Moore's shaft and 60 feet at
the Anchor mine. At Moore's shaft the zone
of chalcocite ore has apparently been tra-

versed and is reported to be very narrow. At
the Anchor mine the shaft is now at the
water level, but the chalcocite zone has not
yet been reached.
The original ore apparently contains only a

small proportion of copper-bearing minerals.
The same remarks are pertinent to the de-
posits of the Iron Duke and Franklin group
and to those of pro.spects a short distance
west of Watson Spring.
The argentiferous lead-bearing replacement

deposits in the vicinity of Castle Peak are
closely a.s.sociated with north-.south fractures
cutting the limestones, along which the ore-
bearing .solutions have evidently moved. The
principal minerals of these deposits, all of
which are silver bearing, are cerusite. angle-
site, and residual kernels of galena. Here and
there a little copper carbonate stain is seen.
Small quartz veins characterized by chal-

copyrite and minor pyrite and bi.smuthinite
are typical of the veins in the intrusive rock.
They are gold bearing, and some free gold is

said to occur in the veins near Mizpah Spring.
The solutions which depo.sited the veins have
akso altered the adjacent quartz monzonite,
though usually in very narrow zones. Few
such bands of sericitized and calcitized rock
are over a foot in width, and most of them
measure only a few inches.
At one place one-half mile east of Mizpah

Spring an irregularly shaped body of thor-

oughly altered quartz monzonite about 300

b}' 200 feet in maximum dimensions some-
what resembles the croppings of the upper
leached portion of the "porphyry copper"
deposits.

HEALTH PRECAUTIONS PAY
EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYES

Washington Post.

Many of the greatest reforms have been
brought about by interest that could not be
described as wholly altruistic. It is no re-

flection upon human nature to say that self-

interest, the desire to stand forth as a leader

or win a place in 'history, has prompted many
of the greatest achievements in behalf of

humanity. It was self-interest that led many
of the largest corporations in the country to

establish pension retirement systems for their

employes, yet no one can say that the mo-
tive detracts from the substantial human re-

form that has been accomplished.
It must be admitted therefore that the Bu-

reau of Mines is approaching the problem of

health conservation from the right angle when
it accentuates the financial saving which ac-

companies such conservtion. From a human
standpoint, there is no question of the im-
portance of the prevention of the conditions
productive of ill health among workers. When
the einplovers realize, however, that there
is a vast financial saving involved they will

establish the reform as a business economy as
well as a benefit for individuals.

The bureau of mines points out that the
average loss of time due to illness among ap-

proximately 30,000,000 workers is nine days
a year. If medical attention be estimated at
$1 a day and earnings at $2 a day, this loss

amounts to nearly $880,000,000 annually.
This, however, is the loss that is borne by

the workers. Nevertheless, since every man
that works must earn a profit for the em-
ployer, it can readily be appreciated that the
loss to the employer is almost as great as the
loss to the employes. If all mills and fac-

tories were to close down for nine days, the
loss in commerce would be much greater than
$880,000,000. It would be estimated in the
billions.

As the dropping out of the employes is not
simultaneous, however, the loss is not so great,

but surely it is large enough to warrant a
considerable investment in health precautions.
Industrial efificiency depends on the workers,
and health is the workingman's capital and
stock in trade. Captains of industry every-
where should take note of the recommenda-
tion of the Bureau of Mines in favor of a
system of medical supervision to prevent in-

troduction and spread of contagious diseases
and an examination of all candidates for em-
ployment and of men already employed, so
that those physically or mentally defective
may be identified and given medical atten-
tion.
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GOVERNMENT EXPERTS WELL
KNOWN TO MINING MEN

l*hcAo by Harris a* EwiHg.
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Latest Traffic Developments

Iron Ore Cases Decided

In the iron ore rate cases the Commission

found that:
•. u i

1. With certain exceptions, upon the whole

record, (a) that the present groups, both of the

lake ports and of the points of destmation,

are. and for the future will be, unreason-

able and unjustly discriminatory within the

meaning of sections 1 and 3 of the act to

the extent that they differ from those herein

found to be reasonable; (b) that the rate re-

lationships of the several destination groups

are. and for the future will be, unreasonable

and unjustly discriminatory to the extent that

thev depart from those herein fixed; and (c)

that the rates at present maintained and here

under consideration are, and for the future

will be, unreasonable and unjustly discrim-

inatory to the extent that they exceed the

rates herein shown as reasonable maximum
rates.

2. Carriers required to establish separate

charges for storing ore on their docks and

for certain other dock services performed

by them, also for switching and other services

on private industry tracks. Reasonable maxi-

mum rates prescribed for the dock services,

and a charge on the engine-hour basis sug-

gested for the services on the private industry

tracks.

Chicago Divisions Unchanged

In the matter of advances on coal within

Chicago switching district the commission
says:

In the original report in this proceeding we
held that the respondents had not justified

proposed increased rates on coal and coke
from mines in various states to points on the
line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway in Chicago. The carrier named per-

forms only a terminal service in Chicago on
this traffic. It now asks that we fix the
division which it may receive out of the
through rate. We hold that upon the whole
-ituation the commission does not feel justi-

fied in ordering a basis of division different
from that now existing.

Coal Rate Increase Denied

In the matter of coal to Red Wing, Minn.,
the commission holds:

1. The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Railway Company denied authority to main-
tain a rate on coal from Chicago and Mil-
waukee to Red Wing, Minn., lower than to
intermediate points.

2. Chicago Great Western Railroad Com-
pany authorized to establish a proportional
rate from Chicago and points taking the same
rates, on bituminous coal in carloads, when

originating at points in Kentucky and West
Virginia, to Red Wing, Minn., the same as

the rate maintained by the Chicago, Mil-

waukee & St. Paul Railway Company from
Milwaukee to Red Wing, and to maintain
higher rates at intermediate points between,
but not including, Alta Vista, Iowa, and Red
Wing.

3. Orders of suspension vacated.

LACK OF SHIPS HOLDS
DOWN EXPORTS OF LEAD

The average difference between the prices

of lead at New York and at London for the
10 years prior to 1914 was not far from IVs

cents per pound, the price at New York be-

ing the higher according to C. E. Siebenthal
of the U. S. Geological Survey. This being
the case, exports of domestic pig lead should
be expected only under temporary or very
unusual circumstances. The practice of the
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
has been to class all exports of lead articles

manufactured in this country as domestic ex-
ports, whether the lead be of domestic or
foreign origin. For this reason no table of

exports of domestic lead manufactures has
been given, because such a table must have
duplicated the table of foreign lead in

manufactures exported with benefit of draw-
back. Since the exports of domestic pig
lead began, however, they have been shown
separately.

In 1914 the price of lead at London rose
above the price at New York early in January
and consistently remained between one-fourth
and one-half cent per pound above throughout
the year. This made it possible to export
domestic lead at a profit, and the decrease in

imports of lead ore and bullion from Mexico
rendered it necessary to satisfy the foreign
demand with domestic lead, the exports of

which assumed large proportions. The move-
ment commenced in March, 1914, and by the
close of the year 58,722 short tons, valued at
$4,501,674, had been exported. Likewise in

1915 the price of lead at London was from one-
fourth to 1 cent a pound higher than the
price at New York, except for the period of
'high prices in the United States during June
and. July. Exports of domestic lead con-
tinued heavy throughout the year, reaching a
total of 87,092 tons, valued at $7,796,998. The
exports were probably held down to a certain
extent by the lack of shipping facilities.

WILLIAMS RETURNS FROM
VISIT TO OIL FIELDS

W. A. Williams, chief petroleum technolo-
gist of the Bureau of Mines, has returned from
an extensive visit to the principal oil fields
of the West. The trip mainly was to gather
information before planning the Bureau's
work for the coming year. On his trip Mr.
Williams visited fields in California, Wyom-
ing, Montana and Oklahoma.
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EDITORIALS

CONSKR\ATI()N PLAN
TO BE CONSIDERED.

After years of restriction of the develop-

ment of Western mineral resources by
land withdrawal orders "in aid of le^s-

lation," Con^Tess has again adjounuMl

without definite action.

The public sentiment which a few years

ago seemed to demand drastic and ahiK »st

revolutionary clianj^es in the a)ntr()l of

our mineral lands, has ^Tadually l«»st

some of its anlor, and has U'^'im to sec

that the policy of Lincoln after all did

not conUiin so much that was vicious.

The Ferris land Icasinj^' bill, which

passi^xl the House by a very larjje
-

ity, w o ami'ndecl by the r c

Commiiu r as to call forth Mr. Pii s

severe crilici.sm, allhough it n I

the le.'usin^; principle, but also jm 1

for the relief of the C^ilifornia oil -

ants, whos*- rights had 1m rn uv d

under th.- pn>. . . us of thr 1

Office regulations.

In thi' meantime, the American Mining

Congress has Ut-n urvHng a bill for the

aT>f»oinlm<*nt of a <
»•

1 n. which by public ii- s

throughout the West, should determi:

what changes in the law are n«

and make recommendations to Con
The original jjlan was that this com-

mission should in-
' ate the wh

mineral land problem, but the c-

tion jjnigram undcTto<jk to deal wiiii laj

fuel minerals and water powers, lca\*ing

the pr • d oomn- • n to deal with
the mv ^.luiierous livj^-^its only. This
bill has been i)asst*d by the Unit:'d Stales

Senate, but has failed in thc^ f!f)n^- of

Representatives.

The great difliculty has iKi'n that the

West has had no comprehensive policy,

and even western R?presentati\*cs in

Congress could not get together upon
an intelligent and compR-hensive plan

for handling this situation. The belief

that those resources which are essential

to industrial prosjx^rity should not \yc

ix»rmitted to pass I- ' '-lie r- ' -

tion must Ix; c* icu, uut it :uu. i

also Ix? recognizvti taat the indi\*idu:il

States must have the benefit of th^ir own
natural resources.

In view of the Tirr^rnt Icn -Intivo tittiri-

tion the Mining ^

time is opi)ortune for a ca m to

re-<3|X'n mineral resourc.s to di

to protect the interests of thv- S- to

meet the eastern cri: I

and ix)wer monoix^ly and to work out a

jxjrfect conservatism, \*iz: ihw* highest

use and the least p •

waste of the great mincrai rot>v;rvx> ot

the West.
How can the most i-*
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Ix? made in this belixdf ' ^ »*i- i'lan may
meet the situation:
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MINE SAFETY
In an article by ^Ir. S. A. Driver pub-

lished in the July issue of the jMining

CoNXRESS Journal, it was contended

that the burden of mine safety work
during the last few years in the United

States had devolved upon the mine oper-

ators, and that the miner himself had

not met his full share of the responsi-

bility. Mr. Driver pointed out that 53

per cent of the accidents in the coal

mines resulted from the fall of roofs and
asserted that these accidents largely

could have been prevented by reason-

able care on the part of the miner, whose
duty it is to place props in position to

prevent such accidents, the operator be-

ing required, under severe penalty, to

provide the necessary props.

This charge was not made as against

union miners, but against all miners, the

statistics being more or less general from
which the data was taken.

Mr. Frank J. Hayes, in a later issue

did not reply to the main issue, but

pointed out that the record for mine
safety is much better in those districts

where union labor is employed than
elsewhere. In another column Mr.
Driver disputes this statement and gives

statistics to prove his contention. The
real question which should be considered
is what further steps can now be taken to

further lessen the loss of life in mining
operations.

The fixing of responsibility upon
either operator or miner is only of value
when in finding out we may provide a
remedy.
The great purpose of the [Mining Con-

gress' work is to reduce the number of
accidents in mining operations. It is im-
portant to know the cause of accidents,
and where the negligence of either op-
erator or miner tends to increase acci-
dents, every efifort should be made to
prevent the negligent acts, through which
accidents are brought about. The oper-
ator is penalized when he fails to give
proper props to prevent the falling of
roofs. If he fails to meet this require-
ment he should be punished for his
negligence. Upon the other hand, hav-
ing met his responsibility, if the miner

is negligent, there should be some method
of requiring him to exercise the highest
degree of diligence in this respect.

The miner, perhaps, may have the

right to risk his own life from a purely
personal standpoint, but he has not the
right to gamble with the support of his

family, nor gamble with the obligation of
his employer to recompense his family
in case he is injured or killed.

If Mr. Driver's contention is well-

founded it would seem advisable that the

negligence of the miner himself should
be punished by severe penalties.

The great safety campaign, by the

B'ederal Government, by State organi-
zations, and by mining companies has
accomplished big results but much yet

remains to be done.

Fifty-two per cent of the total acci-

dents in coal mines resulting from one
cause as against 48 per cent from all

other causes, including explosions, would
seem to indicate that this is the most
fruitful field in which to work out bet-

ter conditions. What is the remedy?
Our columns are open for a discussion
of this subject.

THE PUBLIC LANDS QUESTION
Whether the Ferris Land Leasing

Bills shall be enacted or whether the

amendments made by the Senate com-
mittees shall prevail is of vital impor-
tance to the West.
Whether the oil claimants of Cali-

fornia whose rights are based on a com-
pliance with the U. S. land office regu-
lations then in force shall be robbed of

their property without right of appeal
to the courts as the Alaskan coal claim-
ants have been is of vital importance to

every loyal citizen.

Whether the resources of the West are
to pay endless tribute to the national

Government through a Federal leasing

system or whether these resources shall

be subject to the taxing power of the

States concerns directly every tax payer.
Whether a cumbersome agency two thou-
sand miles away without knowledge of

conditions shall control Western develop-
ment or whether the basic principle of
republican government, home rule, shall
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prevail and our development he con-
trolled by those who know, is the most
important and pressing question now
facing the West.
The coining session of Congress will

]/robahly finally pass upon these (|ucs-

tions. The leasing hills have passed the
House of Representatives and are now
before the Senate. Western Senators
are entitled to great credit for the work
thus far accomplished. The Senate is

likely to api)rove the work of its com-
mittees but unless the West shall rally

to the sui)p()rt of the Senate conunittee

recommendations, there is e^ravc danger
that the I louse of Representatives will

refuse its approval.

The Chicago convention will give full

consideration to this important fjuestion.

LACK ()[' FLXDS IIAMTHRS
PROSPKCTIXr, FOR rOTASII

Congress always is rather remiss when
ii comes to consider appropriations

vJiich will benefit the mining industry.

This is the more apparent when mining
api)ropriations are compared with appro-

priations looking to the advancement of

agriculture.

Two very necessary expenditures have
been pointed <»ut to the appropriations

committee (jn several occasions by the

Director of the (jcological Survey, but

the committee has not seen fit to act

upon his suggestion.

Since the liegimiing of the war in

l*uroj)e great losses have been sufiered

in the United States and in other parts

of the world due to the isolation of the

great potash producing area at Stassfurl.

.\s is set forth in the news columns of

this issue, certain portions of our own
UTritory are very likely to contain potash

deiK)sit8 similar to those found in Ger-

many. Regardless of the urgency of dis-

covering potash dej)osits. Congress has

refused to allow more than a paltry $*iO.-

ouo for this proS|K*cling work. Twenty
thou>and dollars is only encMiidi tf» make
one «lrill hole to the depth ry to

make an adei|uale c\pl"rati"n. Of
cour.sc this sum must pav for various rx-

jienscs other than <Irillmu For instance

it is n* try to have a high

scientific man at the well at all times in

order to make an immediate examina-
tion of all matter being passed through
by the drill.

The other matter in which Congress
is being penny wise and jxiund foolish
is that of not all«nving expenses for send-
ing Government representatives to the
meetings of scientific societ In th:^

coimection Dr. Smith made the follow-
ing statement before the appropriations
committee of the last - ti.

Such attendance is, in my opinion, important
if not essential in connection with the regu-
lar oftkial ' of the :-' *

it now
stands, n ' • .,f tV.. . ;., •• ..

line of I
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!er it so ii' it wc incur that

; .iv;i>c and i)a> .> wi^v..cs. h is not in
any sense in the nature of a inrikrt
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I to
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cial work of the Geological Survey, but under
the existing statute, which prohibits that kind
of a thing, except for a few of the bureaus,
I was compelled, as were other members of

the survey who were in that vicinity and who
attended those meetings, to pay the expenses,
as we were not allowed to include the ex-

penses incurred in attending such meetings
in our official accounts.

It is to be hoped that Congress at the

next session will recognize that the at-

tendance upon technical society meetings
is a legitimate and indeed an essential

part of the public service to be rendered
by scientific bureaus which are devoting
their principal efi'ort to the benefit of

the mining industry. It is very easy to

safeguard such a privilege from abuse
if Congress should feel that such a safe-

guard is necessary.

CO^IPULSORY ARBITRATION
One of the most important questions

requiring attention by the American peo-
ple is the compulsory arbitration of dis-

putes in which the public has a direct

interest often greater than the interest

of the parties to the dispute.

Nearly all disputes between individu-
als or communities are already subject
to compulsory arbitration. The indi-

vidual who attempts by stealth or vio-

lence to right his own wrongs becomes
at once a criminal subject to arrest and
punishment.

This condition prevails as to individ-
uals whose dispute may be no possible
concern to any one else. Obedience to
law is the first duty of every citizen and
the price he pays for the protection of
the law. Failure to receive this protec-
tion justifies his refusal to respect the
law. A public service corporation is

bound to furnish its service to all who
meet its reasonable requirements. It is

the right of every citizen to demand that
all of the usual channels through which
the necessities of his existence are sup-
plied shall not be intentionally inter-
fcrred with.

Any baker in the city of Chicago has
a perfect right to suspend operation, but
if all the bakers of Chicago by con-
certed action ({. e., conspiracy) shall
close up their shops at the same time the

courts would quickly interfere to pun-
ish the conspiracy.

The baking of bread is not a public
utility. Bake shops are not even a pub-
lic necessity. Individual baking facilities

are easily acquired and each person can
bake his own bread. Bake-shop service
may not be a commodity. Notwithstand-
ing this, if the bake-shop proprietors by
concerted action shall shut off the usual
supply of bread the law would quickly
assert itself.

By what theory of justice or equity
have the bakers a right, througfh a union
or otherwise, to bring about a result

which, if brought about by the proprie-
tors, would subject them to severe
penalties?

In those cases of dispute where the
interest of the public is materially af-

fected, the right of that public seems evi-

dent to insist upon some method 'of set-

tlement which will not too greatly

prejudice its rights.

MINING LAW REVISION
The next session of Congress will

have under consideration the Foster bill

for a revision of the mineral land laws
of the West.

It will be remembered that a bill for a
commission to investigate Western con-
ditions by public hearings in the Western
mining centers and to make recommenda-
tions to Congress was passed by the

Senate but failed to receive the approval
of the House Committee on Mines and
Mining. In its stead Dr. Foster, the

chairman of this committee introduced
a bill intended to meet the requirements
without the preliminary work of a com-
mission. This bill has been severely

criticized by the West and by mining
trade journals.

A thorough discussion of this subject

will take place at the Chicago convention.
Dr. Foster will lead the discussion in

favor of the plan which he proposes to

meet the continuous demand of mining
men for a revision of the mining laws.

A plan of future action will be out-

lined by the convention and a campaign
begun to bring about practical legisla-

tion or to continue the present conditions.



APPRECIATION OF BUREAU OF MINES SAFETY
WORK SEEN IN RESIGNATIONS

Edward Higgins and G. W. Riggs, two of Bureau's High Salaried Specialists,

Accept Service with Private Organizations Former Goes with Group
of California Companies, Latter with Nevada

Operators' Association

A striking indication of the increasing in-

terest on the part of private mining enter-

prises in safety work comes with the an-

nouncement that Edward Higgins. of the Bu-
reau of Mines, has been employed by a group
of California companies as a safety engineer.

Mr. Higgins has represented the Bureau of

Mines in its cooperative agreement with the
California Industrial Accident Commission
and has done remarkable work. That he left

the service of the Bureau is the cause of

very sincere regret on the part of the direc-

tor and other officials of the Bureau.
Since a small group of private companies

has seen fit to offer Mr. Iliggins twice the

amount of remuneration he was receiving

from the government they realize that Mr
Higgins could not afford to refuse to grasp
such an opportunity. At the same time, the
officials of the Bureau of Mines see in this

action the strongest possible endorsement of

the work they have been doing in the in-

terest of safety in mining operations.

01'It)SEn AT FIRST

When the safety work was first under-

taken by the government it met with very
: opp '• -1. In some > " this

wij. . .lion a;.. .;..ted to active .. ... It

was regarded as an unwarranted interference

with the rights of private enterprise and even
the more generously " * d thought that

the work would l>o • • • " ' "npro-

ductive of good. T. ig of

splendid tact and by proving in innumerable
instances the prart; ! adv" ' ry

of the safety n- ---^ a ,

i i...
^,.

reau. the opp^- has
, .

^i

ntirely. Safety engineering has become a

recognized pri) Mew who have demon-
' ' r ai)j.uv in t' * * arc m

•^ thetnininr

IS uiI •ly.

Mr Higk''""' has demonstrated an unu^uallv

high grade of abilitv as a saf- ' Hjp

• ' - k a vrrv difficult i>i ^ Call-

A sucrcrdc I with it l** i all ex-

;
^. The fact that he is to be con-

nected with a group of important mining
<< in r.i' '

I i< 'ed to do

nuica toward bro.i'K ii.iig the v.«u->€ of safety

work.
AKonrnn rksicmation

Another resignation wa« that of G W Kiggt

who has become safety engineer for the

N'evada Operati)rs' Association. He will or-

js' in rescue
ai. 1 ui^L.ii'i >>v(iA, ,11 ujc luiueb ui the mem*
Ikts.

The Nevada Operators' Association called
upon Director Manning of the Bureau of
Mines for a * * en-
gineer whr. . ^.. .^ , ;.. Mr.
Manning of Mr Rjggs
as he is doing work in that district and is

well known to most of the operators with
y,y%...,^ ',« woul*^! -< ,. iQ (j^^i \|r y .^^

t
; • the >t regret at losi: ^ Ir.

kiggs' services, but he feels that just at this
time, when the < >rs are bej: .: to
employ safety ei ' it evcrv ctfort
should be made 1 . au to sec that
efficient men are e: In case a group of
operators should by chance employ an un-
.•vTupulous or i-

" e
might be very ....;>. . . ,.» » .i -- .v.-.g.

nized.

CAR SUPPLY FIXES OUTPUT
OF MINES IN >UDDLE WEST

The outniit of mines in Tnd'.nm An,^ l**'nn\%

is being 1
' bv a car g

to Geo. H. .'* of the • .-,

has ju«;t :

'

e
:e other . of freiEht are more profit*

. . . . . .

^
' W.I

. ue

I it !'

While in I Mr ' r with
E. O. Ulrich. < H Girty «nd Charles
Butti of '* V ^* '

• De.

^^ -t

wan made to fettle -i of
long lit '^ The j.

r * wheth - ^ a:c ', :.

:cve

t of Kentu

pi^iflanl li -li i I-

pTirtant brnnni*

f ;i of the problem would have <

ecxitntmic values at well.
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Latest Mining Patents

Process of Extracting Alkali-Ivletal Com-
pounds. No. 1,197,556. This invention is by
Henrv B. Slater, of Riverside, California.

Th'is invention relates to a process of extract-

ing alkali metal compounds from minerals and

mineral residues containing alkalis.

One object of the invention is to obtain alkali,

particularly potash, from minerals and mineral

residues containing alkali compounds. Another

object is to obtain the alkali referred to, by
treating the mineral or minerals residue with

a solvent rich in chlorides of higher form so as to

produce the alkali in the form of chloride. The
invention is appHcable to the recovery of potash

from feldspar and other minerals containing

potash and also to the recovery of potash from

mineral residues such as the flue dust of cement

and other works.

Method of Extracting Precious Metals from

Their Ores. No. 1,198,011. This invention is

by Thomas B. Crowe, of Victor, Colo., Assignor

to the Portland Gold Mining Company of

Colorado Springs, Colo., a Corporation of

Wyoming.
This invention relates to the extraction of

precious metals from their ores and particularly

to extraction by the so-called cyanide method,

although the invention is not limited to the

use of any particular solvent. A method^ is

devised which consists essentially of applying

a pressure greater than atmospheric pressure

to the mixture of solvent solution and ground
ore during the agitation of same.

Apparatus for Roasting and Sintering Ores.

No. 1,197,199. This invention is by James
Gayley of New York, N. Y., Assignor to Amer-
ican Ore Reclamation Company of New York,

N. Y., a Corporation of New York.
This invention relates to the improvement in

the construction of sintering machines, more
particularly those of the Dwight and Lloyd type,

in which continuous traveling grates made up of

articulated elements or pallets are moved over a
• suction or wind box to produce through a body
or ore contained in the pallets a down draft

which roasts or sinters the ore after it has been
ignited at the surface.

Apparatus for Washing Coal and other Min-
erals. No. 1,197.932. This invention is by
Paul Habets, of Montegnee, near Liege, and
Antoinc France of Liege. Belgium.

This invention relates to an apparatus for

washing minerals for the purpose of separating

out the denser material, for instance apparatus
for washing coal so as to separate out the schist

or heavier stony materi.al from the coal proper.

The invention refers more particularly to that
type f>i coal washing apparatus wherein a stream
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of water is guided by suitable means, such as a
trough or launder so as to entrain with it the
mineral to be washed, the entraining stream
carrying the mineral to suitable means for

separating the schist from the coal. The object
of the invention is to enable the schist to be
discharged from the separating means by
devices which will prevent the waste of water or

will reduce to a minimum the amount of water
discharged with the schist.

Process of Treating Ores. No. 1,197,589.
This invention is by Raymond F. Bacon, of

Pittsburgh, Pa., Assignor by Mesne Assign-
ments, to Metals Recovery Company, a Corpora-
tion of Maine.
This invention relates to the treatment of non-

sulphide ores, and ores containing non-sulphide
metal constituents, in order to make the same
amenable to flotation methods of concentration,
and to the subsequent concentration thereof by
flotation. This invention involves the conver-
sion of such non-sulphide ores into sulphides, and
the production of colloidal sulphur therein by
treatment of the ores, either simultaneously or

successively with sulphur dioxide and hydrogen
sulphide whereby the ores are subjected to the
action of hydrogen sulphide in the presence of
sulphur dioxide and the sulphidation of the ore
and the formation of colloidal sulphur effected

by a single operation.

Excavating Machine. No. 1,196,957. This
invention is by Charles B. King, Charles S.

Johnson and Benjamin Jacoby of Marion, Ohio,
Assignors to the Marion Steam Shovel Company
of Marion, Ohio.

This invention relates to excavating machines
and more particularly to an excavating machine
of the steam shovel type utilizing an internal

combustion engine as its source of power. The
object of the invention is to provide an exca-

vating machine in which a single gas engine will

be utihzed to drive the various parts of the
mechanism and the. power will be so distributed

and controlled as to enable these various parts
to be operated and controlled in substantially

the same manner in which they are operated
and controlled by the individual steam engines.

Apparatus for Separating Coal, Ore, etc. No.
1,197,946. This invention is by Frank Pardee
of Hazleton, Pa.

This invention relates to an apparatus for

separating solid substances of different specific

gravity and weight and is of the hydraulic or

jig type constituting one means by which the
separating operation set forth and claimed in

application filed May 2, 1913, Serial No. 765,170,
may be carried into effect in separating some of

the commercial sizes of coal from bone or slate,
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or in separating various kinds of ore from rock
and other foreign substances or impurities.

Rock Drill. No. 1,196.011. This invention
is by Niels C. Mickelson, of Denver, Colo.,
Assignor to the Denver Rock Drill Manufac-
turing O' "v of Denver, Colo.

This ii : .n relates to a means for con-
trolling the supply of cleansing fluid to a drill

hole made by the drilling m- <m and the
' ^ • "^ is to provide novel, and prac-

means by which the :. d supply of
cleansing fluid can be greatly augmented as is

very desirable under certain conditions of work.

ELECTRICAL TRADE CONSUMES
GREAT BULK OF MICA

The chief physical pmperties that give value
to mica are its cleavage, flexibility, elasticity,

transparency, lack of color in thin sheets, non-
conductivity, of heat and electricity, and re-

sistance to decomposition. These properties
make mica i:

' *'
in the electrical

trade, which c i.-u.w of it. Onlv
producer reported a k output of

mica than of electrical mica. The output of

electrical mica of the other producers shows
percentages ranging from 76 to 100 of their

total t)utput of cut sheet mica. Cut stow
mica brings a much higher price—from $1 50

to $3.33 a pound: the corresp>onding price

for cut electrical mica is 9 cents to 74 c-

pound. Mica is sometimes called '-

when it is used in glazing, but true

although resembling mica is some of its prop-
erties, is a gelatinous substance made of the

air bladders of certain fish, is .soluble in boil-

ing water, and hurns rradily, uIutcts mim
is not combustible.
These facts are pointed out by W. T.

.*^challer of the Geological Survey. He says
further:

The brilliancy of small scales of mica has
made them valuable in the decorative arts,

and hence ground mica is used cx'

for th ' -oration of wall paper, to \>.i;l.! ..

aflds : and brightness.

The crystals of mica are rough blocks.

he.xagonal if complete, or the mineral mav
in sheets of no regular shape, t'

i
ips one or two of t^<- 'v ^'u^,'<

. ;^..,

crystal m.nv be seen. 1

.

vn, or

red inc! of iron oxide—the
"

are in soiuf t

•

' in st
.i.:..v. are e: to or

of the < 11.

The rough lilocks or crystals of mica, as

mined, must Ik* freed from .i
'

'•
* •* in 'iheots, wau :i .irc

I knife, an-! *.hr ^nlm !

and q
blocks, as obtained from the ni 1 onlv

!t of '" •ft

ing t:

suitable only for i g A few c
have been reported to yield as high an W) jn-r

cent of trimmed sheets, but this yield is un-
usually large.

The average yield of 'leet mua. ready
for the f"'- ''• "^ '-' ••• " •

I as (Jc-

duccd fr
.

rs, is 17

per cent for New Hampshire. 10 per cent for
South Dakota, and about 9 per cent for Vir-
ginia and for Nort!- '" - -Una. T' 'ige
yield for the L'niicd . as ca^r . . ^m
thj reports of 15 p: rs. is i 11 per
cent, the limits being 2 and 33 per cent, rc-

spi-
*

' ' ige for the T'

I>er cent. The Ar .es

has published a bulletin on mica in which is

en a "flow sheet" from a New U.. re

iu.ca mine, showing the ••
-

of mica in c.nrh 1000 : ....: „_.

i rlerent pu d of sheet
about 30 per cent, is much higher than the
average for ' '^* ite.

The '>•' M^cct if^ fVio -iaT*

are c >M
called clear or white mica: in sheets sufli-

• v a d * '

l)er. yellow.

or "ruby." smoky, grav. or br
''c in thin sheets is

brownish: in thicker '

black, or copper>'. ; .

brown or green in thin

mica contains inclusions of dark
mostly some form of iron

h or

^Is.
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FIELD ASSIGNMENTS IN MINING
STATES ARE ANNOUNCED

Field assignments just have been made by
the U. S. Geological Survey, in the principal

mining states as follows

:

ALABAMA

Study of red iron ores, E. F. Burchard.
Graphite deposits of Clay County, E. S.

Bastin.

Texture and composition of marbles, T, N.
Dale.
Description of coal field, Charles Butts.

Stratigraphy and paleontology of the upper
Eocene and lower Oligocene formations, C. W.
Cooke.

Structure studies of favorable localities for

oil and gas accumulation, G. C. Alatson, O. B.

Hopkins.
Fossil foraminifera, J. A. Cushman.
Measurement of stream flow; W. E. Hall.

ALASKA

General geologic investigations, Alfred H.
Brooks.

Investigation of water powers in coopera-
tion with Forest Service, G. H. Canfield.

Geologic reconnaissance and investigation of

mineral resources, Theodore Chapin.
Detailed topographic survey, D, C. Wither-

spoon.
Detailed geologic survey and study of min-

eral resources, A. C. Spencer, H. M. Eakin,
F. H. Moffit.

Geologic reconnaissance surveys and investi-

gation of mineral resources, J. W. Bagley.
Topographic reconnaissance surveys, B. L.

Johnson.
Geologic reconnaissance surveys and study

of mineral resources. G. C. Martin, R. M.
Overbeck, A. G. Maddren.

Detailed geologic surveys and study of min-
eral resources, C. E. Giffin.

Topographic reconnaissance survey; geol-
ogic reconnaissance survey and investigation
of mineral resources, S. R. Capps.

Investigation of ore deposits; investigation
of placer deposits, J. B. Mertie, Jr.

Investigation of placer deposits, J. B. Mer-
tie, Jr.

Geologic and topographic reconnaissance sur-
veys and investigation of mineral resources,
R. H. Sargent, G. L. Harrington.

Investigation of ore deposits, J. B. Mer-
tie, Jr.

ARIZONA

Areal geology for folio, C. H. Clapp.
Areal geology for papers and folios, L. F.

Noble.
Geology of copper deposits, F. L. Ransome.
Revision of folio map and text, C. F. Tol-

man. Jr.

Gypsum deposits, R. W. Stone.
Placer deposits near Congress, Weaver,

Prescott, and Quartzite, J. M. Hill.

Topography, topography revision, to be as-

signed.

Measurement of stream flow, C. E. Ells-

worth, M. D. Anderson, J. B. Spiegel.

CALIFORNIA

Areal geology, F. C. Calkins, F. E. Matthes.
Study of pegmatite dikes, W. T Schaller.

Study of eruptive activity, J. S. Diller.

Preparation of folio text, F. L. Hess.
Graphite deposits, E. S. Bastin.

Detailed mapping of geology and ore de-

posits, J. F. Hunter, Jr.

Conclusions of field examination for folio

publication, J. S. Diller.

Report on copper deposits of Shasta County,

L. C. Graton.
Mineralogy of tourmaline deposits, W. T.

Schaller.

General geology of southern California bor-

dering Mexico, R. T. Hill.

Areal geology and oil pools, W. A. English,

W. S. W. Kew.
Structure of productive oil fields. Lost Hills-

McKittrick region, R. W. Pack, W. A. English.

Study of effect of water on oil, G. S. Rogers.
Completion of mapping and revision of text

for folio, C. E. Weaver.
Topography and control, R. T. Evans, N. E.

Ballmer, J. H. Le Feaver, R. Reeves, R. M.
Wilson, L. F. Biggs, E. P. Davis, C. A.
Ecklund, J. P. Harrison, C. P. McKinley, L.

F. Biggs.

Measurement of stream flow, H. D. Mc-
Glashan, F. C. Ebert, Charles Leidl, C. J.

Emerson, J. H. Morgan, H. M. Stafford.

Measurement of ground-water levels, W. O.

Clark.

Supplementary ground-water survey, G. A.
Waring.
Ground-water survey, W. O. Clark.

Study of physiographic effects of recent

floods, O. E. Meinzer.
Survey of water in valley fill, C. H. Lee.

Measurements of ground-water levels, F. C.

Ebert.

Ground-water reconnaissance, G. A. Waring.

COLORADO

General geology with special reference to

igneous activity, Whitman Cross, E. S. Larsen,

Jr., J. F. Hunter, Jr.

Glacial and postglacial deposits, W. W. At-
wood, K. V. Mather.

Classification of coal land, C. E. Lesher.

Investigation of oil shale, D. E. Winchester.
Metallorgraphic study of ores, F. B. Laney.
Enrichment of silver ores, E. S. Bastin,

Chase Palmer.
Description of Eocene flora, F. H. Knowlton.
Physiography of Rocky Mountain National

Park, W. T. Lee.
Classification of coal land from Coal Basin

to Crested Butte, E. R. Lloyd.
Examination of Tertiary and Cretaceous de-

posits on flanks of Rocky Mountains, W. T.

Lee.
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Paleontologic studies of Paleozoic sections, NCVaoa
Edwin Kirk. Potash and ••'-•- •- • " ^ T-'e
Popular guidebook h, Mesa Verde National Examination n-

Park. M. R. Campbell. pies. M. I. Goldman.
Completion of monograph on geolog>' and Detailed mapping and study of .' : i.

ore deposits, O. F. Lou^hlm. jj g Ferguson
Topography and control. Basil Duke. Report on occurrence of tin near Elko,
lopography. C. L. Nelson, Basil Duke. \dolph Knopf
Measurement of stream flow Robert Fol- Topography.' H H. Hodgcion. T. P. Pen-

lansitee. W .
K' King, 11. K. Smith, P. V. ,'' -

^'^^S"-
- : . urement of strea- f^ vf. C. C. Jacob.

A. B. Purton. L. \V. I j ? Sanford.
'^^"0 W. E. Dickinson.

Preparation of folio text, L. G. Westgatc. Ground-water levels and pcrculau-jn, \V. O.
Cla>sirication of phosphate lands, G. R. Clark.

Mansfield, P. V. Roundy. Ground-water survey, G. A. Waring.
Study of geology and ore deposits of the

Coeur d'Alene district. J. B. Umpleby, E. L.
^'^^^ Mexico

Jones. Jr. S* .n of coal hchh. .M. R.
History of mining developments, W. P. Can V> . i. md o-'- -

Jenney. S; i gcolotrir •«; Kv .. in.

Recr)nnaissance of ore deposits of Pine Gold placer <! San J. Vf.

Creek. Dcadwood. and Fort Hall district*;. Hill.

J. B. Umpleby, E. L. Jones Jr. D- "' ' '
''

' . gold dis-

Topography, C. G. Anderson, .\lbert Pike, trict .....;. . ..;.. .;>ck metal
E. M. Bandli. H. E. Burncy. mining district. H. G. 1

Control. T. M Bannon. Classification of coal land*. M. R Sell
Measurement of stream flow. G. C. iiaUl^vin, Report " ^. .\. C. > <*r.

.\. W. Harrington. E. W. Rou^h. Reronn... .... - of coal U^^^l, J. B.
Reesidc, Jr., F. R.

MO.N'TANA Reconnaissance of "Red I'. ne de-
posits. N. H. I»

Summary report on coal fields. M. R. Camp- Study of zin. •-. G. F. I uu
bell and others. Tonnirr.nnhy tl. . 6. G. Tn

.

Yellowstone Valley above Billings for struc- T y and control, lo
tures favorable for occurrence of oil, E. T. T y^ C. C. Gardner.
Hancock. \V. T. Thorn, Jr., J. D. Sears. I' ' 'f art*

' \-

Mu^silshell V'alley above Round-up for peri: ...;igflov
structures favorable for occurrence of oil. O. E. Mcinzer.
C. F. Bowcn. W. P. \Vi»ndring. M. .surement of stream flow. Robert Fol-

Classification and mapping of m< •'';, ui> lanslice, W. R. King.
• lejiosits and pho^phatc lands in 1'.....^ .Imrg-
.\Ielrosc area, J. T. Pardee. PEnmsylvania

Classification and mapping of phosphate ^ < ) Kat*.

lands ' n Helena an<l Yellowstone Park. Sin ,•;; -n oi Amnracite region.

I). D. t. E. H. Finch. '5-iird i ..

Clrr on and mapping <.f small arras 1\" '"'?•'*''?, '" **' '^"* ^**^

of
; lands and metalliferous - '.*, '»«1^*- V' "• Ashley.

A R. Schultz .
^, mapping. (, B. Rt. R. V.

v<iiiiii>, X^UKCn« ,"i« 'inK*^ ' . '' I- I I *^ ti
, jj^

I'oho t\ 'A, G. H
Glacial deposits. W. C. .Mden. J

}-.^

Reconr -e m; for land cla^^ift- l ' '- "* "^

lati * J. v^ullier, ii i\. Bennett. L * . ,.

( arion of r nl l.nds. .\. J. Collier. ^ **' »**"*^-
,

, „
(. . and cl;. i of Lnnd* in Crow '\ ^'^ •«»^

Indian Rrnrrvation. C". H Wrgrmann. R. W. - '''V^ «.

Howell. C. K W •
T

. . .

n Hannegan
'p. .... ...r .rJ,y ;^n^\ • .. K. W. T*-''"'''- UTAlf
'1 v. R C. Seit/. J. E. n. f:^,,T.,L.v and "'* .t*.....;.. ..r Sutr B *

R. C. SeilJt. J. W. Mullcr
I F I

Control. G T. Hiwkin* n o< g depotitt, R. \V
M --nt of utreain How, W. A. Lamb. .'^

A Ii
' "• '--^rt on coal 6eldi, M R Camp-

Gronn' • «urvev. A I EIH«. 1 ».
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Measurement and field tests of oil shales,

D. E. Winchester, W. B. Wilson.

Geologv and ore deposits of Cottonwood

and American Creek districts, B. S. Butler,

F. F. Hintze.

Paleontology of early Paleozoic formation,

Edwin Kirk.

Classification of coal lands, E. R. Lloyd.

Completion of folio. F. R. Clark.

Topography, G. Young.
Classrhcation of land in regard to domestic

water supplies, G. A. Waring.
Measurement of stream flow, C. C. Jacob, A.

B. Purton. L. W. Jordan, J. J. Sanford, W.
E. Dickinson.

as possibly qualifying fox the place and Mr.
Rice will confer with them personally.

Mr. Rice expects to reach San Francisco

the latter part of October and will return to

Washington the middle of November.

CHIEF ENGINEER RICE ON
IMPORTANT INSPECTION TRIP

An important trip of inspection and inves-

tigation is being made by George S. Rice,

chief mining engineer of the Bureau of Mines.

Mr. Rice left Washington the middle of Sep-

tember. He visited the Cleveland tunnel and

spent several days in consultation with city

officials at Milwaukee with regard to the

problem arising from driving a tunnel un-

der the lake at that point. He is now in

the iron district of Minnesota.

Early this month Mr. Rice will arive in

Butte, where he will famiharize himself, from
first-hand knowledge, on the work being car-

ried on by Daniel Harrington and Dr. An-
thony J. Lanza. In addition to the study
which they are conducting as to the causes

of tuberculosis among miners, they are in-

vestigating the effect of temperature and
humidity on the effective working power of

men in mines.
While in Butte Mr. Rice intends to pay

particular personal attention to the problem
of ventilation in deep and remote workings.
This problem is particularly acute just now in

Butte mines, especially in workings adjacent
to old fire areas.

From Butte Mr. Rice expects to go directly

to Seattle, where he will look into the prob-
lem which has arisen in gold mines in that
district. Xumerous mines are being troubled
by so-called "bumps." These phenomena are
supposed to be due to the pressure of rocks.
At San Francisco Mr. Rice will acquaint

himself with the progress of the cooperative
work between the Bureau of Mines and the
Industrial Accident Commission of California.
He will also consult with Edward Higgins,
who has been in charge of the Bureau of
Mines' work in California. One of the ques-
tions which will be considered at San
Francisco is the matter of a successor to Mr.
Higgins, who has resigned. Since the posi-
tion comes under the civil service only per-
sons who have taken special examinations for
this place can be considered for it. Sev-
eral western metal mining engineers have
been certified by the civil serv^ice commission

MINERALS SWELL TONNAGE
PASSING THROUGH CANAL

Minerals continue to form a considerable

proportion of the tonnage passing through
the Panama Canal. Antimony is moving from
Yokohama to New York and from Antofa-
gasta to Liverpool. Borax is moving from
Liverpool to northern Pacific ports, from New
York to New Zealand and Australia, from
Antofagasta to Liverpool and to Havre.

Coal is moving from Norfolk and Baltimore
to Antofagasta, Guayaquil, Iquique, Punta
Arenas and Callao. The United Kingdom
seems to be furnishing most of the coal for

Chilian ports.

Other minerals are moving as follows:

Copper and copper ores, Callao to New
York; Antofagasta to New York; South
Pacific Islands to Liverpool, Yokohama, New
York, Lota, Liverpool, Kobe, to New York.
Acajutla to New York, Chilian ports to New
York and Liverpool.

Coke from Norfolk to Punta Arenas, Glas-

gow to Santa Rosalia.

Iron and iron ores, United Kingdom to

Chile, Copenhagen to Shanghai, Norfolk to

Punta Arenas, Chilian ports to Philadelphia.

Nitrates from Chilian and Peruvian ports

to San Francisco, Rotterdam to Liverpool,

Hampton Roads to New York, Philadelphia,

Norfolk, Glasgow, Baltimore, New Orleans and
Pensacola.
Crude iron from San Francisco to Ecua-

dorian and Peruvian points.

Gold and silver (small shipments) from
Pacific ports of Central America and from
Callao to New York and Liverpool.

STATE SURVEYS PREPARE
TO EXAMINE OIL SHALES

Four states are expected soon to undertake,
through their Geological Surveys, an im-

portant examination of oil shales. The im-

portant work which has been done by the

Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines in

the examination of these hydrocarbon shales

is attracting wide attention. By distilling

these shales on the ground it has been pos-

sible to gather much additional information
with regard to their value as sources of oil

and gas.

Owing to the increasing possibility that
these oil shales may be exploited commer-
cially in the near future the State Surveys in

question are preparing for extended examina-
tions, it is understood.
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MICA DEPOSITS OF IMPORTANCE
OCCUR IN MANY STATES

Mica is widespread in its occurrence and
is one of the commonest minerals, says
Waklemar T. Schaller, of the U. S. Geological
Survey. It is found in many iy:

in a large proportion of metamw;^...,v ...vrx.,

—as, for example, mica schist—and in many
secondary rocks such as sandstone and shale.

The natural processes of change which turn
the feldspars of rocks into clay have but
little effect on mica, which finds its way into
the resulting sands and clays that are later

consolidated into the sedimentary rocks

—

sandstones and shales. These bright, s:

ing specks or scales of mica are often n
taken for gold or other valuable mineral, p.ir

ticularly if the original mica was biotitc in-

stead of muscovite, for much of the iron-
bearing biotite assumes a golden-yellow or
brownish color in its weathered forms.
The mica scales in the sandstones and

shales are too small and too scarce to be of
any commercial value. Many of the mrt-
amorphic rocks, such as the schists and
gneisses, contain more mica than sandstone
or shale, but the small size of the mica scales
and the presence in abundance of quartz and
other minerals has so far rendered such oc-

currences of doubtful value. Some mica
schists or sericite schists (fine, shreddy mus-
covite is called sericite) that consist almost
entirely of mica, with practically no <

or other harder mineral "i tv be va'.i....

Quartz is so commonly .i ited with ni;..i

in metamorphic rocks that it seems doubtful
whether any large bodies of sericite schist

can be found that would be workable at a
profit if mica should be the only product ob-

tained. Sericite, as is noted by Rogers, may
be a low temperature modification of mus
covite; it may be a dimorphous form and
therefore a distinct species.

A small quantity of fresh pegmatite rock
containing mica in scales larger than those
of the n rs but still too small
to be u>c'i ' ui.iv\.-r i.i.iH as -Ncrap for grind

ing has been crushed and tht- mi« i v

traded from it. Mica has also l>ecn c

trated from the residue of a clay plant tl'.it

worked an altered pegmatit* for it*

(lay * nt. which was a pruuuct of dc-

compwii n of felfispar.

Mica forms about 4 per cent of all •trnrntjv

rocks, but sheet muscovite can be .

commercially only from pegmatite. I'

titc is a rock similar to granite in ch<

and mineral * n. but ha% a m
Var' •'»'•' 'niri fnfi' T' .1 , MTv })

irr
.

r

sheets called veins or dikes, which vurv manv
feet in both length and •

-jr

rotmding rock s

old. jv ' ' it « ....

the ' of .'

have had a large influence on the direction
of the pegmatite sheet In some mines the
m- te is concentrated in one or more
wc. ticiined layers or bands near the
of the pegm*^'^'- t>'»t -i -.- - ..r»^»>>... *

scattered u:

the mica cr>'stais may occur as m
or in clusters scattered irr ly through
the rock.

The occurrence of mica in sheets ^\cm\
feet in width makes it particularly
Individual cr; are not rare.
and crystals i ; ,l non. A
crystal from New IT. .•>J *.,•»....-

wide and 4 feet 2 . ,.

crystal was 2 feet wide and 2 feet lonjc. Two

^ K
21* 'i by 17';. inches. M.
feet across the cleavage plane are re.
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India .:.•.... t

the Can.. . . ... .,

and nearly 10 feet long, u ut a Urn
and a half. Mr. M. F. Wcsiover. of the Gen-
eral Electric Co., St.*

*

ured 119 inches in v, . .

record the gift of a
pir te from a mine near Svd i. On-
tar;.*. Uanada. to the T" -^ .\.i

\f, ,...,,„ where the on ;

ex; n. The gift u Nfr

over, through the United ^

Survey. The t'h is

than an inch • "
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are ver>' e>.
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NAVY'S GREAT NEED OF OIL JUSTIFIES NATION
IN HOLDING RESERVES, ENGINEERS SAY

Seventy New War Vessels Will Burn Oil—New Battle Cruisers Will Develop

180,000 Horsepower Each—New Ships Alone Will Require 116,000

Barrels Daily if Run at Full Speed.

The conservation of the naval oil reserves,

which is ardently advocated by Secretary

Daniels, is easily understood to be necessary,

in the opinion of the engineers of the navy
and coast-guard service, when the huge build-

ing program of oil-burning vessels for the

government is held in mind. The vast amount
of oil that will be required to operate the

vessels already authorized makes it necessary
for the government to own and control its

own oil fields, they say.

Hereafter all of the naval vessels, the coast-

guard A-essels and such ships as may be con-

structed for the use of the army are to be
oil burners. In the naval appropriation law
for the fiscal year provision is made for the
construction of seventy vessels immediately,
all of which will burn oil.

For the first time in the 'history of the navy,
battle cruisers have been authorized with such
tremendous horsepower. Each of these war-
ships is to have 180,000 horsepower. The
greatest provided in any vessel in the United
States Xavy at present is 32,000.

Four of these battle cruisers are to be
begun immediately, with a total horsepower
of 720,000; four battleships are authorized
with a total horsepower of 140,000; four
scout cruisers with a horsepower of 240,000;
twenty torpedo boat destroyers with a total

estimated horsepower of 240,000; twenty-eight
submarines with a total estimated horsepower
of 28.000; three fuel ships with a total esti-

mated horsepower of 29,000; one repair ship
with an estimated horsepower of 8,000; one
transport ship with an estimated horsepower
of 8,000; one hospital ship with an estimated
horsepower of 8,000; two munition ships with
an estimated horsepower of 16,000; two gun-
boats with an estimated horsepower of 4,000.
The total horsepower estimated for these
vessels is 1,436,000, or in round numbers
1,500,000.

ESTIMATED OIL CONSUMPTION'

One pound of oil will create one horsepower
an hour, according to the estimates of the
engineer officer. They figure that these sev-
enty vessels just authorized for the navy, if

run at speed, in a day will consume 36.000,000
pounds of oil. Estimating 310 pounds to a

4.S6

barrel, these vessels will consume 116,000 bar-

rels of oil a day. Roughly estimating the

price of oil at $1.50 a barrel, to drive these

vessels at speed for one day it will cost the

government $174,000.

In the case of the battle cruisers, with
their 180,000 horsepower each, running at

full speed, such a cruiser will consume
4,320,000 pounds of oil, or 14,000 barrels, in a

day. Each of these new battle cruisers when
completed must be a veritable oil well. It is

planned to have a sufficient supply aboard
for a twelve-day cruise at full speed, or

about 150,000 barrels. These vessels, with
such a supply of fuel can easily cross the

Atlantic and return and still have fuel left.

The coast guard service this year was au-

thorized by Congress to build eight new ves-

sels, all of which will burn oil or gasoline.

While the use of fuel oil by the coast guard
service cannot compare in volume to its use

by the Navy, still it will be appreciable.

ANNOUNCES TOTAL FOR 1917

The Bureau of Supplies and Accounts of

the Navy Department has completed esti-

mates of the fuel oil consumption of the

United States Navy for 1917, and announced
a total of 50,000,000 gallons. It is expected
that the demands of the Government for

fuel oil for its vessels will increase as the years
go on. It is estimated that the United States
controls 60 per cent of the total supply of the

world. If Mexico were included in this es-

timate it would bring it up to about 75 per
cent of the total supply. The geological

survey has figured that there is at present
in sight in the United States a sufficient sup-
ply of oil to meet all the demands for the
next sixty years, allowing for an increase
in the use of oil and gasoline each year.

The use of oil as fuel for vessels is bring-

ing about a great saving of the Government's
money, it is stated, and also makes it pos-

sible to increase the speed of the vessels. In

the first place oil costs less than coal for the
power derived. In the .second place, it enables
the vessels to operate with smaller crews. In
the third place, it brings about a great sav-

ing in the amount of paint used, for the coal-

ing of naval vessels frequently makes new
painting necessary.
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VESSELS COMMITTED TO USE OF Oil.

In constructing these oil burners, the Navy
and the coast guard service are committing
the vessels to the use of that fuel during
their life. For while it has been possible to
convert coal-burning vessels into oil burners,
it is said that it would be absolutely im-
possible to convert an oil burner into a coal
burner.

It is planned to store part of the fuel oil

in these new vessels in the five or six "skins"
which will run in parallel layers below the
water line, and which are designed to protect
the new vessels from torpedoes launched by
submarines. The naval engineers believe that
these "skins," which are in reality separate
bottoms, will effectively protect a vessel from
a torpedo.
Pending before Congress is the Phelan oil-

land-leasing bill, which the conservationists
insist will deplete the naval oil reserves if

enacted into law. It is expected that a hard
struggle over this measure will develop in the
Senate when that body meets in December.
The Democratic caucus of the Senate has
agreed that the measure shall be taken up
then.

CAMELS ONCE RAN WILD
IN STATE OF MISSISSIPPI

The geology of mountain regions is gener-
ally more difficult to master than that of
plains becau.'^e the rocks have been more
broken and tilted about, but the geologv
of certain parts of Mi.«;sissippi is almost as

difficult as that of a mountainous region

because certain widely di.«?tributed formations
bear few definite identification marks, par-

ticularly remains and impressions of plants

and animals that lived at the time they were
formed. A peculiar southern sandstone, which
geologists have called the Catahoula sand-

j^tone. has been studied with care by G. C.

M •
1 and E. \V. Berry, of the United States

G^ '. 'Kical Survey, Department of the In-

terior, who have been able to identify and
follow the stratum by means of the remains

of plants Among the plants found were

pines, ferns, leaves of date palms, tropical

myrtles, figs, and a tree -' ' - ' •
1 to

the present-day Nf^vir-.t^ ,...;... wn".

can .sapota, from . of the r. »!

for chewing gum is obuincd These fossil

plants .show that at the time the sa: c

was formed— p' ten v . ukv> —
the climate of u. —'^n «,i- i ; - .il. and
Ixincs of 'iMir.ls : i hv nthrr ^rr. i!.igi»ts

and the s ily of thr ,1:, 1 : , ^ the

sandstone to certain tropical <lrscrt sands

have a ."similar implic«tion Thr •de-

scribing
•'

1^ (Prij:cs4*oiuU

Paper l»s M- is jmu..* .1
••'

' A copy
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Latest Legal Decisions

RIGHT TO ENFORCE

The owner of an undivided seven-eighths

interest in an oil and gas lease entered_ into

a contract with the owner of the one-eighth

interest by the terms of which such owner of

the seven-eighths interest was to furnish all

derricks, casings, tanks, tubing and all other

machinery and supplies, and to furnish all

labor and pay all expenses incident to com-

pleting operating wells for oil and gas on the

leased premises; and the ow^ner of the one-

eighth interest agreed to pay one-eighth of all

ariiounts expended under the contract. Pursu-

ant to the contract the owmer of the seven-

eighths interest did furnish derricks, casing

and other material and oil-well supplies used

upon the leased premises for the purpose of

developing and operating the lease and made
payment for labor, in all, to the amount of

more than $2,000. Under these facts the owner
of the seven-eighths interest cannot enforce

a lien upon the one-eighth interest of his co-

tenant under the revised laws of Oklahoma
(Sec. 3865), which provide that any person

who shall under contract with the owner of

any leasehold for oil and gas purposes, per-

form labor or furnish material, shall have
a lien therefor, for the reason that the con-

tract made between the co-tenants was for

the purpose of the development of their com-
mon property, and was not a contract with

the owner of an oil or gas lease for the drill-

ing of wells or the furnishing of the materials

therefor as contemplated by the statute. The
work done and materials furnished were for

the improvement of the common property, and
while under the contract between the co-ten-

ants and the co-tenant performing the work
and furnishing the materials is entitled to

contribution from his co-tenant in proportion
to his interest to reimburse him for monies
expended in making such improvements, but he
is not entitled to enforce a mechanic's lien

therefor upon the undivided one-eighth interest

of his co-tenant.

Uncle Sam Oil Co. vs. Richards (Okla-
homa), 158 Pacific, 1187, p. 1189.

OPTION OF LESSEE

Where an oil and gas lease does not fix

the number of wells to be drilled for the
development of the premises as contemplated,
the lessee then has the right to determine
the number of wells or the extent of the
development and his decision is conclusive
on this subject so long as he acts honestly
and in good faith upon sound business
principles.

Gilbert vs. Boles (Indiana App.), 113 North-
eastern, .379, p. 380.

458

PROSPECT HOLE IvIABIElTY

The value of a prospect hole for oil, caused

to be drilled by a lessee of oil and gas lands,

but not completed, is not dependent upon the

fact that it may be dry or may be a productive

well and its value in case of its destruction

by want of ordinary care upon the part of a

person in charge of some duty to the owner in

relation thereto is ordinarily measured by the

amount necessary to bring it to the point

where such destruction occurred. A person
guilty of negligence, or even of wrongdoing
resulting in the destruction of a prospect hole

cannot be charged with the entire cost of com-
pleting such hole if it had been abandoned as

worthless, but where the prospective value has

not been and cannot be determined the situa-

tion is different. The lessee or owner has a

right to expend his money in drilling such a

prospect hole or well to the depth which he
desires without the neglect or wilful inter-

ference of a third party and the fact that

the venture may ultimately become a loss to

him is no defense to an action against per-

sons charged with the neglect or willful

destruction of such a prospect hole. The value
of such a prospect hole, the value of which
as an oil and gas well is not determined, is

the amount necessary to bring such hole or

well to the point where its completion was
wrongfully prevented and the damages would
necessarily be the expenditures incurred under
the contract for the drilling of the same,
plus the amount necessary to complete the

hole according to the terms of the contract,

above the amount agreed to be paid the con-
tractor for any further drilling, less any
amount due the drilling contractor for the

work done under the contractor; but if the

hole or well is destroyed either by the negli-

gence or the want of ordinary care on behalf
of the driller, and the drilling of a new hole
becomes necessary in order to complete the

contract, then the cost of drilling such new
hole is an element of the amount necessary
fo complete the hole according to the terms
of the contract for further drilling, as any
such further drilling cannot be done without
a hole of the original depth with which to

start.

North Healdton Oil and Gas Co. vs. Skelly
(Okla), 158 Pacific, 1180, p. 1182.

NEGLIGENCE OF FELLOW SERVANT

Where a mine operator fails to furnish Iiis

employes and miners a safe place, machinery,
tools or appliances, and as a result of such
failure a miner is injured, the fact that the
negligence of a fellow servant commingled
w-th such failure on the part of the operator
will not exonerate the operator from liability.

Bartlesville Zinc Co. vs. Prince (Oklahoma),
158 Pacific, 622, p. 628; June, 1916.
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SALT LAKE VALLEY SMELTERS
TO BE ENLARGED MATERIALLY

^)alt Lake *.-ity, ^cpt. 23.— Relici oi lead,

silver, and copper producers of Utah who
have been suttering for the last three months
on account of congestion of the Salt Lake
valley smelters, is promised in a st :it

made public September 1 by C. W. \, .....cy,

general manager of the American Smelting
and Refining Company. Mr. Whitley said

that within six months the capacity of the
company's Garfield smelter would be doubled,
giving it a capacity of 800 tons of copper
every 24 hours. He also says that within
the same period the Murray plant of the com-
pany would be so enlarged as to enabled it

to handle all the lead ores offered. The fur-

naces will be enlarged and improved and a

new stack 450 feet high will be built. Plans
for the improvements are completed and
some of the material is already on the ground.
The two plants employ about 3.000 men

and this force will necessarily be increased

to handle the new construction and the in-

creased volume of business that will follow it.

BUREAU OF MINES PLANS
IMPORTANT OIL WORK

During the current fiscal year some veiy
important work will be done by the Bureau of

Mines in its petroleum division. This work
has been divided under the following heads:

?• •

' ••-' *'---*'nn of oil shales.

A - of fuel oil belonging to

the United States.

The study of the most efficient drilling
*' ds with a view to reducing underground

The study of the most efficient method of

storing and transporting petroleum.
The e> »n of ' le fro:

refining
i

.cms f: ... an en.

point with a view to reducing .

incident thereto to a minimum.
The studv of the most "

.:

trt
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PERSONALS

John A. Rice, who is operating the Curry
Mines at Silver Center, Ontario, was a recent

Washington visitor. He has gone to Utah,

where he will spend a month looking over

mining properties. Afterwards he will visit

other states in the Southwest,

Kirby Thomas, a mining engineer of New
York City, paid a business visit to Wash-
ington last month.

A. R. Shepard, son of former Governor
Shepard. of the District of Columbia, who
is operating tungsten mines near Ragan,
Nevada, is in Washington visiting relatives.

Mr. Shepard formerly was manager of the

Batopilas mines in Mexico, but owing to the

interruption of railroad transportation these

mines have been doing very little work for

the past several years.

E. O. Ulrich, paleontologist with the U. S.

Geological Sur^-ey, has returned from four
months' field work in Illinois and New York.

Max W. Ball is acting as chief clerk of the
Bureau of Mines during the absence of F. J.
Bailey, who is taking military training at
Plattsburg.

Carl H. Beal, a graduate of Stanford Uni-
versity, has joined the petroleum force of the
Bureau of Mines. Mr. Beal has been doing
technical work in Oklahoma for the past two
years.

John Johnston, who has been connected
with the Geophysical Laboratory of the Car-
negie Institute, has resigned to accept a posi-
tion on the technical staff of the American
Lead and Zinc Smelting Co., of the Joplin
district.

W. R. Weigle, of Philadelphia, who is op-
erating a uranium mine near the Paradox
Valley and other mines in Colorado, was in
Washington recently on business connected
with the Land Office.

H. D. McCaskey, chief of the mineral re-
source division of the Geological Survey, is

on a trip of inspection and investigation on
the Pacific coast. He will investigate several
of the quicksilver deposits in that portion of
the country.

Judge Joseph W. Thompson, the head of
the legal division of the Bureau of Mines, has
returned from a month's vacation spent at
Mountain Lake Park, Maryland.

J. A. Davis, the mining engineer who will

have charge of the new experiment station

at Fairbanks, is enroute to Fairbanks, where
he will conduct a preliminary survey looking
to the establishment of the station.

Max W. Ball of the Bureau of Mines is

visiting Colorado and Wyoming in the inter-

est of certain phases of the Bureau's work.

E. W. Shaw, petroleum specialist of the
Geological Survey, has returned from a busi-

ness visit to the Tampico region of Mexico.

The topographical division of the Geological
Survey has just completed the Bar Harbor
and Mt. Deseret sheets which show the Sieur
de Monts National Park. This is the only
national park east of the Mississippi River.

D. Foster Hewett, of the U. S. Geological
Survey, writes from Peru that he has com-
pleted an examination of the vanadium mines
at Ragras.

Carl Scholz, president of the American Min-
ing Congress, was host to a party of mining
engineers during the recent meeting of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers in

the Southwest. The trip was made in Mr.
Scholz's private car.

J. F. Callbreath left the latter part of Sep-
tember for Denver and Salt Lake, on special
work connected with the coming convention of

the Mining Congress in November.

F. G. Clapp and C. T. Griswold have recently
been engaged in geological examinations in

Texas.

G. R. Mansfield, a geologist of the United
States Geological Survey, has completed the
mapping of the Henry, Cranes Nest, and a
part of the Portneuf quadrangles in Idaho.

Frank L. Hess, of the Geological Survey,
has returned from South Hampton, N. H.,
where he was called by the death of his
mother.

DENVER QUARTZ MILLS

AND DENVER STEEL CRUSHERS

have that kind of reliability that constantly

and continuously keeps on being reliable.

The Denver Quartz Mill & Crusher Co.
216-17 Colorado Bldg., Denver, Colo., U.S.A.
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Link-Belt Equipment
For Preparation and Handling

Coal at the Mine

I
INK-BELT machinery is standard among those

who investigate and specify the best. Link-

Belt Coal Handling equipment stands the test

of low operating and maintenance charges, because

the operation of many Link-Belt plants today (some

of which we built twenty years ago) are as monu-
ments to our careful design and rugged construction.

The success of the Link-Belt Company is indicated by the

reorders we receive for new work undertaken by our customers,

which include, w^e are proud to state, some of the largest and
most successful coal companies in the country.

We design and build Coal^Tipples, Coal Washeries, Retard-

ing Conveyors, Rescreening Plants, Coal Pockets, Picking

Tables, Car Dumps, Car Hauls, Box Car Loaders, Screens,

Chutes, Coal Crushers, Belt Conveyors, Bucket Conveyors,
Link-Belt and Sprocket Wheels, Silent Chain Drives, Trans-
mission Machinery, Water Intake Screens.

Submit your problems to our experienced engineers for

solution.

Link-Belt Company
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO INDIANAPOLIS
New York

. . 2^9 Broadway San Francisco . N. D. Phelps. Wilkes-Barre. Second National

p[ft!^?rv, • ,-n? n'''^r?>lv'^- 461 Market St. Bank Bldg.
PntsburRh 1^01 Park Bk «. New Orleans . C. O. Hinz. Minneapolis. 418 South Third St.
St. Wn.. Centra. -Nat. Bank BldK. Hibernia Bank Bldg. Louisville. Ky . . F. Wehle.
('

' 1 Ju t/ u";^n ^VA'"" KnoxviUe. Tenn.. D. T. Blakey. Starks Bldg.

K.Anc.u y^vY '^'i^"*'^^''l-'^• ^ Empire Bldg. Seattle . .
S80 First Ave., S.

iCnvrr^ Ti^Si ;t'Qi,^u^''^*^l^^-
Toronto . Canadian Link-Belt Portland. Ore.. Fourteenth andDenver

. L.ndroothbhubart& Co.. Ltd Lovejoy Sts.
Co.. Boston Bldg. Detroit . 7M Dime Bank Bldg'
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PROVISIONAL PROGRAM
SUBJECT TO REVISION

Nineteenth Annual Session
OP

The American Mining Congress
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

November 13-16, 1916

OFFICIAL HEADQUARTERS AT THE LA SALLE HOTEL

GENERAL SESSIONS
Note—Those marked with (*; have not definitely decided to be present.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2 P. M.

Convention called to order at 2 p. m. by Harry C. Adams, Chairman, CatmrntUt of
Arranganents.

Invocation

—

Rev. Frank W. Gunsaulus. Chicago, III.

Address of Welcome

—

Hon. Edward F. Dunne, Governor of Illinois.

Address of Welcome

—

Hon. W.m. H. Tho.mfson, Mayor oj Chircicn.

Address of Welcome—J. W. O'Leary, President, Chicago Ass^ . m of Commnc€.

Response to Addresses of Welcome

—

Three-minute responses by representatives of the several States, eacii witii resolution

embracing State's most important mining issue.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 10 A. M.

Carl Scholz, Presiding; C. S. Keith, Alternate Chairman.

Subject
—

"Safety in Mining OiKTations."

Introduction of Resolutions.

Address—"The Record of Mine Safety Work"—Alhkrt H. Fay, b\ 5. Burtau o]

Mines
Address—"State Mine Rescue Methods'—Dr. H. H. S **

'
i. lU.

Address—"Safety Work as an Invc it"—C. W. C \u:. i

*

' it.

Address
—

"I' ilnlities and the uutics of the 0|>craLor" i iiuma:> M. Gann,
KnoxWiK , lean.

Address—"Of the Miner"—David Ross. Springfield. 111.

Address—"Of the PubHe"—•Jiik'.e W. D. Hoag. Joplin. Mo.
Open discussion under 10-nv'"«'tr. rule.

S<'^' ' 'ion of Committee on 1.- .utions.

R..,
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 8 P. M.

Annual memlxjrs* meeting for the election of directors and the transaction of routine

business.
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GENERAL MEETINGS
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 8 P. M.

Sidney Norman, Spokane, Wash., Presiding.

Illustrated Lecture
—"Mining in the Arctic Regions of Alaska and Siberia"

—

Dr.

Henry Mace Payne, New York City.

lUustrated Lecture (Moving)—" The Cerro Azul Gusher"—E. L. Doheny, Los

Angeles, Cal.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 9 A. M.

Hennen Jennings, Presiding; Dr. Jas. E. Talmage, Alternate Chairman.

Subject—"Efficiency in Mining Operations."

10 a. m.—Introduction of Resolutions.

Report—Committee on Relations with Federal Trade Commission—Charles M.
Moderwell, Chairman, Chicago, 111.

Address—"Federal Aid to Mining Efficiency"—Van H. Manning.

Address—"The Federal Trade Commission and the Mining Industry"

—

Hon. E. N.

Hurley, Washington, D. C.

Address—" Industrial Cooperation Under the Sherman Law"

—

*Glen W. Traer,

Chicago, 111.

Address—"The Sherman Law and Its Relation to Mining"—To be selected.

Address—"Efficiency in Ore Treatment"—*E. P. Mathewson, Anaconda, Mont.

Discussion.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 9 A. M.

Walter Douglas, Presiding; S. A. Taylor, Alternate Chairman.

Subject
— '

' Conservation.
'

'

10 a. m.—Introduction of Resolutions.

Report—Committee on Forest Relations

—

Carney Hartley, Denver, Colo., Chair-

man.
Address—"Conservation: Its Purpose, Its Effect, and Who Should Pay for It"

—

To be selected.

Address
—"Conservation in Mining Through Water Power Development "

—

Charles

F. Potter, Los Angeles, Cal.

Address—"Waste in the Mining Industry; In Mining; In Distribution and in Use;

and the Relation of These Wastes to the Operator, the Consimier, and the

PubHc"—To be selected.

Address—"The State Geologist and Conservation"

—

Dr. A. H. Purdue, Nashville.

Tenn.
Address

—"X-ray Development"

—

Dr. W. R. Whitney, Schenectady, N. Y.

Address—"The New Things in Science"

—

Dr. F. G. Cottrell, San Francisco, Cal.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 8 P. M.

BANQUET
Address

—
"Cooperation, the Basis of Safety, Efficiency and Conservation in the Use

of the Nation's Mineral Resources"

—

Carl Scholz, Chicago.
Address

—
"Organized Capital and Organized Labor and Their Relation to Efficiency,

Conservation, Better Wages, Better Living Conditions, Lawlessness, Strike

Disorders, and Industrial Freedom"

—

Col. George Pope, Hartford, Conn.
Address

—"What the Mining Congress Journal is Doing for the Mining Industry"

—

Paul Wooton, Washington, D. C.

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 17, 9 A. M.

Excursion to Gary, Ind.
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METALLIFEROUS SECTION

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2 P. M.

Irving T. Snyder, Denver, Presiding; George E. Collins, Alternate Chairm .

Address
—"The World's Gold Supply and Its Sufliciency for Business Needs"

—

IJk

Waldemer Lindgren, Boston, Mass.
Address—'"fhe Mining Industry"—C. A. Tupper, Chicago, III.

Address—"The Lead and Zinc Resources of the United States"—C. E. Siebenthal,
U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C.

Address—"A Tariff for Revenue as Related to a Compensating Duty on Lead and
Zinc Ores"

—

Otto Ruhl, Joplin, Mo.
Address

—"The Copper Resources of the United States"

—

Walter Harvey Weed.
New York City.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2 P. M.

Will L. Clark, Presiding.

Topic
—"Mine Manufacturing the Best Industry' of the Rocky Mountain West"

—

*JoHN Hays Ha.m.mond, New York City.

Address
—"How to Protect the Small Investor in Metalliferous Mines"

—

Hon. W. R.
Allen, Butte, Mont.

Address
—

"Smelter Contracts and Market Quotations"—R. M. Henderson.
Breckenridge, Colo.

Address
—

"Copjxjr in Its Relation to Preparedness and Industrial Efficiency"—To
be selected.

Address
—"The Marketing of Zinc Ores"—W. B. Shackelford, Webb City, Mo.

Address
—

"Oil Flotation"

—

Dorsey A. Lyon, Salt Lake City.

Address
—

"Cooperation in the Ivcad and Zinc Indastry."

Open discussion under 5-minute rule.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2 P. M.

D. W. Brunton, Denver, Presiding; W. B. Shackeli <jki). Aliernatc Chairman.

Report—Committee on Revision of Mineral Land Lau-s"—E. B. Kiruv, New York,
Chairman.

Address
—"The Foster Bill"

—

Dr. M. D. Foster, Cluiirman Htmse CommiSUt on
Mines and Mining.

Address
—"The Revision of Mining I^vn-s," Hon. Chas. S. Thomas, U. S. StnatOf

from Colorado—Frank L. Peckha.m, Washington, D. C.

General dis * on.

Address
—

' i u^ Rare Metals"—Dr. R. B. .Moore. Denver. Colo.

Address
—"The Prospector and the Apex I^w"

—

Theo. F. Van Wagonbs, Denver,
Colo.

Address
—"Workmen's Compatsation in the Metallift'rou«; Mininr IndtL'^try"

—

*HoN. Tho.mas Kearns. Salt L;ike City, Utah.

Address -" IClectrol>aic ation"

—

Fred Laist, An;io.:. i.. .'.:.:

OIL AND GAS SECTION

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2 P. M.

Ralph Arnold, New York City, Pre^i<lil^:.

Ad.lrrss -"The (HI Ri-simrces of the United ^" "~W. A. Williams. 0, 6. Bmtam
oj Mines.
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Address
—"The Authority of States to Tax Production from Indian Lands"

—

Hon.
J. G. Gamble, Assistant Attorney C. R. I. & P. R. R., Des Moines, Iowa.

Address
—

"Oil Land Withdrawals"

—

^Judge George H. Patrick, Washington, D. C.
Address

—"The Relation of the Federal Goverrunent to Western Oil Production"

—

Gov. James N. Gillet, San Francisco.

Address
—"The Federal Government and the California Oil Claimants"

—

Hon. Jas..

D. Phelan, Senator, California.

Discussion—Led by Thomas A. O'Donnell, Los Angeles, Calif.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2 P. M.

Dr. Norman Bridge, Los Angeles, Cal., Presiding.

Address
—"Geology in Its Relation to the Oil Industry"—^J. C. McDowell, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

Address
—

"Standardization of Oil Testing Methods"—*W. H. Fehsenfeld, Balti-

more, Md.
Address

—"The Future of the Dye Industry through the Use of Petroleum"

—

Dr.
Walter F. Rittman, Empire Building, Pittsburgh.

Address
—

"Practical Phases of the Standard Oil Dissolution, and the Necessity of

Combinations Among Independent Producers to Meet Unfair Competition"

—

R. L. Welsh, Chicago, 111.

Address
—

"Federal Cooperation with the Oil Industry"—H. G. James, Kansas
City, Mo.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2 P. M.

S. Y. RamAGE, Oil City, Pa., Presiding.

Address—
1

1 The World's Oil Supply"—Ralph Arnold, New York City.
Address

—"Naval Oil Reserves as a Necessity to National Preparedness"—To be-

selected.

Address—"The Future of the Natural Gas Industry"

—

*Judge Thomas J. Flan-
nelly, Independence, Kans.

Address—"The Relation of the Federal Government to Scientific Research in the Oil

and Gas Industry"—To be supplied.
Address—' ' Modern Oil Storage ''—To be suppHed.
Discussion—Led by Alf. G. Heggem, Tulsa, Okla.
Address—"The Chemical Possibilities of Petroleum"

—

Dr. David T. Day, Wash-
ington, D. C.

COAL SECTION

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 9 A. M.

Call for Conference—R. J. Wilson.
Reasons for Calling Conference—J. G. Grossberg.
"What Can Uniform Legislation Hope to Accomplish?"—Van H. Manning.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 2 P. M.

Address—"Advisability of Preparing Mining Legislation through Commissions "-

S. A. Taylor.
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Address—"Commission Plan in Ohio"—E. Woodford.
Address—"Commission Plan in Illinois"—^A. J. Moorshkad.
Address—"Desirable Points of Similarity"—J. E. Williams.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 2 P. M. '

C. M. Moderwell. Chicago, Presiding.

Report—Committee on Uniform Cost Accounting Sj-stem—S. A. Taylor, Pitts-
burgh, Chairman.

Address—" Cooixration in the Marketing of Coal"

—

Ralph Crews, Chicago. 111.

Discussion under 10-minute rule—C. P. White, Cleveland. Ohio; C. G. Hall. Trrrr
Haute, Ind.; R. A. Hord, Lexington, Ky.; W. P. DeAr.mit, PitislmrKh. I . .

G. H. Barker, Columlms, Ohio; W. H. Huff, Denver, Colo.; H. N. Taylor.
Kansas City, Mo.; W. J. Spenxer, Brereton, 111.; Jas. E. McCoy. Km^.w:
Tenn.; T. L. Lewis. Charleston, W. Va.; W. W. Bridges, Dra ro, Ky.;
W. H. Cunningham, A.shland. Ky.

Open di.sciLssion under 5-minute rule.

Report—Committee on Workmen's Compen.sation—T. L. Lewis, Charleston. W.
Va., Chairman.

Address—"The Cost of Coal"

—

George Otis Smith and C. E. Lesher, U, S, i'

logical Survey.

Address
—"New Ideas in the Preparation of Eastern Coal"

—

*Warren Roberts,
Chicago, 111.

Address
—"The Di.sadvantage of Wildly Fluctuating Coal Prices"—J. C. Ko'-»^m.

Terre Haute, Ind.; D. J. Jordan, Oklahoma City, Okla.; John Laing. Cl...:....-

ton, W. Va.

Address—"Relation of the Federal Government to Uniform State I-eiMslation"

—

Representative M. D. Foster.
Address

—"Uniformity in Miners' Certificate Laws"—H. Fishwick.
Address

—"Uniform Compensation Laxs-s"—K. N. Meguire.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 14, 8 P. M.

Address
—

"Sir ions Regarding the Unifying of State Lily's"—J. W. Tr
Address

—"To \\ iiat Extent Is It AdWsable to Control Mining Ojxt.uiui;:. by
General Laws?"—R. A. Shiflett.

Address
—

"Coal Freight Rates RelatiWty and Uniformity"—R. W. Ropikqubt.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2 P. M.

Dr. L C. White, Morgantown, W. Va . 1 ling.

Address
—"The Colorado Indaslrial Commi^Lsion"-- Wayne Williams; Dciivrr Colo

Address- -"(^ooiK-ration in the Coal In<! "—H. E. Willari>. ' !an<!.

Address—"The Duties of Mine In
. "—J. W. Paul. P: . .

Address
—"The Closc-d Shop and the Cluvk-<>lT as Relate*! to Ki cy in M

(J|x;rations"

—

Dorset Carter. Oklahoma ("iiy, Oki t

Address—"What Becomes of the Benefits of Pnnlr ."^ H
» MING, CI ». 111.

Add- "The Inllucnce of Inter-<h.strict C<'-
*"

ly in '"
" i

Coal Pnxluction"— •J. G. Puterhaugh, .\i«.A i., *iiAKKY *\. Iavl.

Kansiis City, Mo.
Address —"Qihesion Among \. u.u cijKraiors'- •Thomas T. Brkwstbr, St 1. :

Mo.
Address

—
'*Thc Exix-rience of Anthr "••

•
^^-^ -^ •'••s in Storing Coal to Equalize

Production"—•E W Parker. U ;»...;,. . .i.
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Address
—"The Federal Trade Commission and Uniform Mining Legislation"—E. N.

Hurley.
Address

—"Uniform Mining Laws as Affecting Safety First"—E. O'Toole.

Address
—"Uniform Legislation as Related to the Mine Inspection Service"

—

^John
BOHLANDER.

Address
—"Uniform Legislation as Affecting Mining Engineering"—^J. A. Garcia.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 2 P. M.

J. C. KoLSEM, Terre Haute, Ind., Presiding.

Address
—"Coal and Its By-Products"

—

^Alfred M. Ogle, Terre Haute, Ind.

Address
—"Two Years' Experience in the World's Coal Markets and Its Lesson"

—

*F. S. Landstreet, New York City.

Discussion.

Address
—

"After the Association, What?"—^W. S. Bogle, Chicago, 111.

Address
—"Unequal Distribution of Bituminous Coal and Its Cost to Operator,

Retailer and Constmier"—*K. N. Meguire, Louisville, Ky.
Address

—"Wasteful Methods of Coal Distribution "

—

*Chas. L. Dering, Chicago, 111.

Address
—

"Difficulties I Have Met in Coal Litigation and the Remedies"—^*R. W.
Ropiequet, Belleville, Ind.

Address
—"The Future of Coal Export Industry and the Necessities for Its Success "

—

*J. A. Renehan, New York City.

PUBLIC LANDS SECTION
No set program will be provided for this section.

It will be composed of three special delegates from each of the Public Land States
appointed by the Governors, under instructions to sit in conference and to devise
a Western Public Lands Policy. To formulate the most comprehensive policy
which can meet general approval.

UNIFORM COAL MINING LAW SECTION
The program for this section is being prepared by the Mining Investigation Commis-

sion of the State of Illinois and will consist of special delegations appointed by
the Governors of the coal producing States. This conference was called by
Governor Edward F. Dunne, of Illinois, at the request of the Commission, and
will meet in conduction with the American Mining Congress Convention.

Its purpose is a discussion of Uniform Mining Legislation in the Coal Mining States.



WHAT PRESIDENT
WILSON THINKS OF THE

MINING CONGRESS
From the message of President Woodrow Wilson to the eighteenth annual

convention of the American Mining Congress, held at San Francisco.
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It will always be a tribute to your foresight

and energy that while this new Bureau of

Mines in the short period of its existence, with

the kindly cooperation of State and other

agencies, has been able, by persistent and

intelligent effort, to turn an isolated, local

movement for greater safety into a great

national movement for "Safety First," that has

already gone beyond the mine industry into

every industry of the country. I venture to

say that thousands of lives have been saved by

that movement, and that many thousands more

will be saved in the future.

Membership costs $15 ailmission and $10 annu:il dues -whuh

include cost of all its pu is to

The Mining Con ; Journal.

ADDl ; VOUR Al'PI.K.VriO.NS TO

Tllli A.M1;RIC.\N MINIXC. C().\C.Ki;SS

Ml II-DING

I1WA5HINGTCN, D. C.
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GEORGE OTIS SMITH
Director of the United States Geological vSurvey, who will discuss some of the possibilities of

Government operations of coal mines in an address at the Mining Congress Convention.
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Official Organ of the American Mining Congress

VITAL ISSUES TO COME UP AT
CONVENTION OF MINERS

In this issue we have much to say of

the American Mining; Confess, c f its

past and of its present. The occasion

—

its nineteenth annual convention which
begins in Chicago Noveml)er 13—war-
rants some little effusivene^^, seme little

congratulation on what it has accom-
plished and is accomplishing.

For it is at its great annual ccjuvLutions

that it debater its great issues, sum-
marizes its purposes and resolves up'on

betterments for the mining industry.

It is clear that so great a task requires

not alone the bo*st minds in all branches

of the mining industry, but the greatest

possible number of men who ha\'e given

thought to the subjects that are for our

joint inter*

And above all it isalnunt imj cralive

that every mining section in the country
be rej)resented, for it is only by knowing
all the local conditions that we can act

intelligently for the general g( < <1.

As an example wc call att n to

the discussion on "Revision ol lxic Min-
Iti:^ Laws" which is to Ik* a ntUable

icature of the convention. While we
will have this topic discussed by the

Chainnan of the House CNnnittee on
Mines and Mining. Dr. M. D. I . and
pai>ers by so great a mininv l.twycr as

U. S. Senator Charles S. Th' and m»

eminent a mining engincvr as T'l

Van Wagenan. of Colorado, yd ihtrc is

such a wide divergence of o] xy

local conditions <• for or ^l

I « rtain vital rnmeniums, that every

mining n of the country ^h^^uld be

rei I in order that the '

jM)s:>U)ie plan of action shall Ik: provuiLu.

This is pertinent nlfo to tf«n f!iv:ncvirin

on a ** Public Lands" ]«. lit \ ... .. .iis
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cepted by the secretaries of practically

aU these organizations.

It is evident, therefore, that every
man to whom this subject is of vital

interest in his business should not let

the opportiuiity pass of attending and of

aiding in the debate.

EFFICIENCY A NECESSITY

The greatest problem of statesmanship
is to create conditions under which all

may have opportunity to prosper, and all

may find lucrative emplo3rment. No
other condition will prevent want, and
starvation is not conducive to a proper
respect for law, for property, or for the
rights of others. The nation's workers
cannot be employed unless there is a
market in which the product of that
labor can be sold. In a country like the
United States, where the productive
capacity is in excess of the possible

home consumption, there must be an
outlet in foreign markets for the surplus
production, else, to the extent of the
labor required for that surplus produc-
tion, there must be idleness.

In an address before the third annual
National Foreign Trade Convention, Mr.
Bernard Suttler, Editor of the Iron
Tradesman, Atlanta, Ga., made the
following statement: "I have observed
this to be true, that whenever the export
product falls below $2,000,000,000 a
year, or 5 per cent of our total product,
we have hard times and our factories

are closed down. When it rims to two
and a half bilUons a year, we have a
normal business, and when it runs to
three billions a year we have a business
boom. Therefore, you may say that
when we sell abroad 73^ per cent of our
annual product, we have thereby created
a balance wheel which kcsps the various
parts of the machine gcing. Now, as to
how we are going to ;;et that product
abroad is, of course, a problem we must
endeavor to solve.

"In order that we may z2\\ the surplus
goods, the cost of this surplus product
plus the cost of transportation to foreign
markets must not be more than the selling

price of similaf competitive goods in

such market. Given similar quaHty and
cost, superior salesmanship may com-
mand the market, but selling efficiency

cannot entirely overcome the handicap
of excess production cost."

The Mining Congress Journal ad-

vocates the highest possible wage, but
at the same time it insists that the high-

est efficiency must be attained in order

that our surplus may find a market.
The present rapidly increasing price

average on all products will be a great

and perhaps an insurmountable obstacle

when world conditions shall again be-

come normal. The fight for efficiency

is daily becoming of greater importance
to all classes and particularly to labor.

ONLY REPUTABLE FIRMS
ALLOWED TO ADVERTISE

It is within the power of each member
of the American Mining Congress to be
a great help to the Congress if they will

patronize those who advertise in their

Journal. No one but a reputable dealer

can buy space in The; Mining Congress
Journal. Each advertisement is scruti-

nized with the same care as the matter
which enters into its news columns.

It does not require additional effort to

mention, when placing orders, that you
have noticed an advertisement of the

firm with which the order is being- placed,

in The Mining Congress Journal.
Many a contract for advertisingf has been

renewed on the strength of a single order

which could be identified as return from
advertising. We know that the adver-

tisements in this paper are read. We
know that the members of the American
Mining Congress are doing hundreds of

thousands of dollars worth of business

with firms whose advertisements appear
in this issue. Since the Journal is your
property, and any income that may be
derived from it goes into the most effici-

ent work that is being done in the interest

of the mining industry, we believe it is

not asking too much that members
give us this additional measure of co-

operation.
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BIG THINGS BEING DONE BY
COOPER.\TIVE EFFORT

There is what one might term a
"common denominator" for ever>' branch
of the mining industry—those who mine,
those who use mine products—those who
transport the production of the mines

—

those who furnish machinery or suppHes.
And that "common denominator" or

"mutual interest" applies whether you
are a "coal" man, an "oil" man, a
"zinc," "lead," "copper," "gold" or
"silver" man.
And that converging point where

your interest becomes the interest of

every other mining man and mining
industry is where the American Mining
Congress steps in, outlines your joint

plans and ideas and fights tooth and nail

for them.
The first big thing we accomplished !)>•

standing and working together was the

establishment of the U. S. Bureau of

Mines.
The next big thing we helped to effect

was the passage of the most important
"safety" legislation of a century and the

inspiration of the entire "Safety First"

movement in the biggest industry of

the country.

Then came its report on Prevention
of Mine Accidents," which is now of

international import. Then a successful

light for the protection of mining in-

vestors—little and big—so that all the

facts about the proposition into which
they put their money may be known to

them.
The Mining Congress had a liand in

securing the elimination of the tax on
copper in the recent revenue bill and in

I)reventing the application of special

taxes to other metals.

Its work on "Standanlization of Elec-

trical Equipment in Mines" is a recog-

nized standard in the mining industry'

—

l)oth coal and metal. to<lay.

Now it is busv fighting along every

"mutal" line

For a revision of mining la

For larger apprcjpriations by CongrcsB

that we may have an extension of

Government scr\'icc along linc-s lo assist

practical men in developing the mining

districts of the country.

For a public lands policy' that spells

"development" in the mining sections
of the land.

For such cooperation as will enable the
operator to pay proper w*^'^^ to labor,

furnish his produce to the ,;.. umer at a
proper price, and still obtain n fair profit

for his capital and enterpri

These are some of the reasons why it

needs your help and why you should
join The American Mining
Congress.
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EVERY MINING STATE IN THE UNION WILL BE
STRONGLY REPRESENTED AT CONVENTION

American Mining Congress Meeting to be Held in Chicago the Week of November
13, Will Be Greatest Gathering of Mining Men Under One Roof in

the History of the Industry—President Names
Representative Delegates

A delegation from every mining State in
America and representatives from every im-
portant mining section of the country will be in
attendance when the American Alining Congress
Convention opens in Chicago, November 13.

President W ilson has notified Secretary J. F.
Callbreath of his appointment of the following
delegates: E. H. Benjamin, Oakland, Calif.;
H. M. Chance, Philadelphia; Curtis H. Lindley,
San Francisco; James AlacXaughton, Calumet,
Mich.; Van H. Manning, Washington; E. P.
Mathewson, Anaconda, Mont.; Charles Piez,
Chicago; W. L. Saunders, New York; George
Otis Smith, Washington, D. C, and A. H. Wood-
ward, Woodward, Ala.
The conference of coal mining men from the

Middle West called by Governor Dunne will be
held in conjunction with the Congress. Its
conclusions, particularly in matters pertaining
to uniformity of laws, will be of national interest.
Wherever possible the railroads have granted

a special r^te. In Western Passenger Associa-
tion territory where the rates approximate to
2 cents a mile no further concessions are made to
any gatherings. From California and Pacific
Coast common points the information is given
out that the nine-months tourist rate of one and
one-third fares to Chicago and return applies for
the period of the sessions of the American
Mining Congress.
The Central Passenger Association, which

covers common points in Illinois, Indiana. Ohio,
Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Michigan, Eastern
Missouri, Western New York, has made a 2
cent rate each way. These tickets will be sold
November 11, 12 and 13. They have a return
limit to November 20. Holders must reach
their onginal starting point before midnight of
November 20.
The special sessions in the interest of a western

public lands jxjlicy will form a most important
part of the Congress. Governor Geo. W. P.
Hunt, of Ariz., in a letter on this subject, says:
Ihis matter is of such importance that it

merits serious attention from each of the western
btates. Governor Kendrick, of Wyoming, is
ot the opmion that such a convention will do

much to bring to the attention of the press and
public this important work."
"The great difficulty," says James F. Call-

breath, Secretary of the American Mining Con-
gress, who IS organizing the conference, "has
been that the We:,t has had no comprehensive
policy, and even western representatives in

472

Congress could not get together upon an intelli-

gent plan for handling this question. The con-
ference will be the means through which we will
arrive at a practical solution of the public land
problem.

The belief that the resources which are essen-
tial to industrial prosperity should not be per-
mitted to pass beyond public regulation must be
considered, but it must also be recognized that
the individual States must have the benefit of
their own natural resources.
"In view of the present legislative situation

at Washington, I feel- that the conference is

opportune and that it will begin a campaign to
reopen mineral resources to development, to
protect the interests of the States, to meet the
eastern criticism against fuel and power mon-
opoly and to work out the conservation that
stands for the highest use and the least possible,

economical waste of the great mineral resources
of the West."
The exhibit, which will take up the seventeenth

floor of the hotel, with the exception of two meet-
ing rooms, is now an assured success. Arizona
has taken two of the larger spaces for its exhibit.
The University of Illinois is preparing a fine

educational photographic display. The U. S.

Bureau of Mines exhibit, now at Detroit, will be
shown and will be one of the main educational
features on the floor. H. R. Ameling, of St.

Louis, has engaged one of the larger rooms to
show twice or three times daily, with moving
pictures, the operation of the core drill. Roeb-
ling, the Goodman Manufacturing Company,
the General Electric, the Justrite Manufacturing
Company, Macomber & White, Stephens Adam-
son, the Link Belt, the Electric Storage Battery
Company, of Philadelphia; Stromberg-Carlson,
G. L. Simonds, and the Tool Steel Gear &
Pinion Company all promise thoroughly repre-
sentative exhibits. The Mining World, The
Engineering and Mining Journal, The Mining
and Scientific Press, The Coal Age, and The
Black Diamond are among the first of the trade
papers to arrange for space.

Particularly interesting will be the discussions
on topics pertaining to the oil industry. There
will be several interesting papers on the oil

resources of the country. In a letter congratu-
lating the Congress on its "oil" program, Rear
Admiral John R. Edwards, U. S. N., writing
from his home at Bristol, R. I., to Secretary
Callbreath, sounds a new note in the country's
industrial "preparedness" program.
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CARL SCIIOLZ

• I'rcsidcnl. American Mining Congresn
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C. M. MODERWELL
Director, American Mining Congress

gress, will have an interesting report to present
from the "Committee on Relations with the
Federal Trade Commission."
For the general session Thursday, the subject

will be "Conserv^ation." On this day Dr.
Whitney's address, which already has been
mentioned, is expected to give occasion for a
great deal of discussion.

President Carl Scholz, of the Mining Congress,
will speak on "The Conservation of Property."
The section meetings, many of the topics for

which were published in the October journal,
promise much in the way of information that
will be of great value to coal, oil, zinc, lead,
copper, and precious metal mining men.
The address of Ralph Crews, of Chicago, on

the subject "Cooperation in the Marketing of
Coal" is to be followed by a discussion to which
the secretaries of leading American Coal Mar-
keting Associations have been invited. A
sufficient number of acceptances assure a most
thorough review of the entire subject. In fact,
the interest in the matter is so great, that the
time of the debate will probablv be extended.
The address on "The Federal Petroleum

Bureau," by H. G. James, of Kansas City, will
be the occasion for a warm discussion in the oil
section. 1)T. J. C. McDowell's paper on
_
Geology m Its Relation to the Oil Industry,"

IS one that will greatly interest men in the oil
industry.

Frederick^ Laist's paper on "Electrolytic
Separation," gives promise of some revelations

of intense interest in the way of improved
processes.

In the coal section, the paper to be read by
H. T. Willard, of Cleveland, on "Cooperation,"
will drive home some great needs of the coal
industry.

Dr. F. G. Cottrell's paper on "New Things
in Science" is awaited with considerable interest,

as he is the scientist who has had much to do
with the progressive work done in the past two
years by the U. S. Bureau of Mines in the im-
provement of metallurgical processes.

The assured success of the convention is due
to a great extent to the splendid work of the
local committee and the unstinting labors of the
president of the Congress, Carl Scholz, of
Chicago.
The details of local entertainments are now

being prepared. The banquet will be in every
way notable. Luncheons and one or two
excursions to neighboring plants are also under
consideration.

PROCEDURE CHANGED

For the first time in the history of its conven-
tions the American Mining Congress has decided
to devote the morning hours to the general
meetings, and the afternoons to specific mining
industries—metal mining, coal and oil. Each
of these sections will have its own meeting
room, and topics which are of interest to those
in that particular industry will constitute the
programs. Thus for the first time the sessions

M. S. KEMMERER
Director, American Mining Congress
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CHARLES S. KEITH
Director, American Mining CongrcM
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of Washoe Reduction Works of the company at

Anaconda. Was manager, until January 1,

1913, of International Smelting and Refining

Company's western plants. He erected the

plants at International, Utah, and East Chicago,

Ind. Member of the ]\Iontana State Game and
Fish Commission; director, Hearst Free Library,

Anaconda; member, American Institute of

Mining Engineers; Institution of Mining and
Metallurg\-, London (gold medrJ, 1911); Anier-

ican Chemical Society; Society of Chemical
Industry-, London; contributor of technical

articles on metallurgy to technical press and
Transactions of Institute of Mining Engineers;

inventor of various improvements in blast and
reverberatory furnaces for smelting copper and
lead ores.

Charles Piez, of Chicago, 111., is president of the

Link Belt Company, and is a member of the
American Institute of Mining Engineers.

W. L. Saunders of New York City is an
engineer; former president of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers; a distinguished

engineer and man of affairs, who has given much
time to the invention and manufacture of rock-

drilling machinery. Member of the American
Society of Chemical Engineers; Society of

Mechanical Engineers; National Civic Federa-
ation; New York Chamber of Commerce;
president, Ingersoll-Sargent Drill Company, and
chairman of the Board of Directors of the
Ingersoll-Rand Company.
George Otis Smith is the director of the

U. S. Geological Survey.
A. H. Woodward, of Woodward, Ala., is vice-

president of the Woodward Iron Company, and
a member of the American Institute of Mining
Engineers.

EIGHTHOUR DAY IN FORCE
IN MOST OF SOFT COAL MINES

In most of the bituminous coal mines of the
United States the length of the working day is

8 hours. In 1915, out of a total of 5,076 mines
for which the number of hours worked per day
were reported, 3,018, or 59.5 per cent, worked
8 hours; 910, or 17.9 per cent worked 9 hours;
and 1,148, or 22.6 per cent, worked 10 hours.
The corresponding percentages in 1914 for 5,189
mines were 60, 17.5, and 22.5. The 8-hour
mines employed in 1915 a total of 325,308 men;
the 9-hour mines, 92,838 men; and the 10-hour
mines, 127,268 men. In comparing the figures
for 1914 and 1915 it will be noted that although
there was a decrease in the total number of
men employed, the number of mines and the
men working 9 hours showed an increase, the
States of Alabama, Kentucky, Ohio and West
Virginia being noteworthy examples. Most of
the same States show corresponding decreases in
8-hour and 10-hour operations. Other evidence
points to the gradual shortening of length of
working day, and the inference is that fewer
8-hour mines were operated rather than that
any increased their length of working day.

It should be rf '

' -red, however, that when
the length of the ... ..ng cay is stated, reference
is made to the number oi .:ours the mines are

supposed to have been in operation, and not to
the number of hours worked by the miners. In
both the anthracite and the bituminous fields

practically all the coal is mined by contract at
an agreed rate per ton or other basis of payment.
The miner is an independent contractor and is

not obliged to put in a certain number of hours
at his working place.

Since the settlement of the anthracite strike
of 1912 and until the new agreement in 1916,
the mines in that region have been operated on
a 9-hour basis, with the exception of engineers
and pumpmen, who work 8 hours, and of the
miners, who work by contract.

SIGNIFICANCE SEEN IN CLOSE
ORE ASSOCIATION WITH ANDESITE
Henry G. Ferguson, of the United States

Geological Survey, discussing the Golden Arrow,
Clifford and Ellendale districts of Nevada, says:
The three districts, although varying in the

nature of their ore, show certain features in

common. The deposits belong to the class of
shallow vein deposits in which the mineraliza-
tion followed closely the extrusion of lavas, or
the welling up of intrusives that reached close

to the surface. In each case the occurrence of
the ores in close association with andesite is

significant. It may be that one of the principal
periods of Tertiary mineralization is to be asso-
ciated with an epoch of andesitic volcanism.
In the Manhattan and Tonopah districts there
are masses of similar andesite, intrusive at
Manhattan and occurring both as flows and
intrusions at Tonopah, bat in the Manhattan
district the relations of the andesite and ore are
not clear, and at Tonopah, according to Spurr,
the ores of the different periods of vein formation
are associated with rhyolite rather than with
andesite.

At Clifford and Ellendale jarosite, a sulphate
of iron and potassium, takes the place of part
of the limonite as a result of the oxidation of

pyrite. It is believed that the potash necessary
to form this mineral has been obtained from the
rhyolite.

BRITISH COLUMBIA COMPANY
INSTALLING PUMPING PLANT

The British Columbia Copper Co. is installing

a pumping plant to elevate the water from the
Similkameen River to a distributing point 1,700
feet above the river, through a pipe line 6,000
feet long, according to reports to the Department
of Commerce. The equipment will consist of

triples pumps, and the pump line will be com-
posed of 4-inch high-pressure hydraulic pipe
in the lower station and steel pipe of 6-inch

diameter at the discharge.
The water will be used to supply the mine,

the camp, and a 50-ton experimental mill, which
will be used for the working out of a concentra-
tion process preliminary to the erection of a
2,000-ton plant on the Similkameen River.



CONGRESS PROBABLY WILL PASS FINALLY ON
LEASING BILLS AT NEXT SESSION

Success of Such Legislation Will Mean that Such a State as Colorado Will Have
To Pay a Minimum Federal Tax of $250,000 on Its Coal Output

Question to be Discussed at Convention

Chicago, October 10.
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VAN H. MANNING
Director, Bureau of Mines

THOROUGHNESS OF SURVEY'S
RESOURCES DEMONSTRATED

Inquiry of the Geological Survey by one of

the largest industrial corporations of the country
regarding the possibility of obtaining a granite

in this country similar to that found in a certain

part of Europe developed an interesting case of

the economic value of one of the Survey's
scientific collections.

For a number of years the geologists of the
Survey have been interested in securing addi-
tions to a reference collection of rocks from all
parts of the world, the purpose being, however,
a working collection for use in comparing rocks
being studied in various parts of the United
States. This collection now contains over
2,000 specimens, the great number of which
have been analyzed by the chemists of this and
other countries. It is by reason of this collec-
tion that the Director of the United States
Geological Survey was able to reply at once
that the Survey had samples of at least six
granitic rocks from the localities mentioned
with an analysis of each, which would enable the
company's representative to get the informa-
tion desired.

MUD-LADEN FLUID STOPS
WASTE OF NATURAL GAS

"One of the most shameful wastes of this

country's natural resources has been that of

natural gas in the oil fields," says James O.
Lewis and William F. McMurray, of the Bureau
of Mines. "This waste has been occasioned
very largely by not having efficient and cheap
methods of controlling the gas, nor adequate
laws and regulations to enforce the control.
"Soon after the establishment of the Bureau

of Mines, investigations were started with the
view of finding means of lessening this waste.
In 1913 engineers of the Bureau of Mines were
sent to Oklahoma to investigate the waste and
to recommend methods for its prevention.
These engineers recommended the mud-laden
fluid system, which had been previously used
in Texas and California, and demonstrated that
the method was equally applicable to the con-
servation of gas in the mid-continent and
eastern fields."

USE OF LIGNITE INCREASES
IN NORTH DAKOTA INDUSTRIES

Practically all the lignite mined in North
Dakota is used within the State, and nearly
one-half is consumed at the place of production,
not even being loaded on railroad cars. The
increase in population is followed by greater
use of coal, and although lignite, except in the
remoter districts, is not largely used for domestic
fuel, the industries, such as brick making, that
do use lignite, are growing, and with their
growth the production of lignite has increased
steadily.

FAMOUS MARYLAND COALS
ARE ABOUT WORKED OUT

Of the coal for which Maryland is famous, it

is generally understood that the Elk Garden is

entirely worked out and that the Big Vein
George's Creek is fast approaching exhaustion
according to the Geological Survey. When the
extent of the lower but thinner beds is more
fully realized and when labor can be obtained
to mine these thinner beds at rates comparable
with those in fields in adjacent States, the pro-
duction of Maryland may be expected to increase
again to the record output of about five and a
half million tons of 1906 and 1907.

Orders Mill by Wire

The Talkeetna Mining Company of Seattle,
Wash., is building a mill on their property near
Knik, Alaska. They have ordered by wire
from the Denver Quartz Mill & Crusher Com-
pany, for shipment at earliest moment, a Denver
Quartz Mill and Feeder. This is the third
shipment of Denver Quartz Mills that has gone
into the Knik district in the past twelve months.



OIL INDUSTRY OF U. S. SAVED $50,000,000 BY AN
APPROPRIATION OF $35,000

Hostility Which Marked Entrance of Bureau of Mines into Oil Fields Disappears
When the Logic of Its Conservation Policy Becomes Evident -

Ambitious Oil Program Being Carried Out by Bureau

By an expenditure of $35,000, the Bureau of
Mines is in position to prove concretclv that it

has saved a minimum of $50,000,000 to the oil

industry of the United States. There is reason
to believe that the total saved as the result of
the Bureau's work reaches a higher figure, and
it is certain to continue increasing with the
more extended application of the methods which
it recommends.
The whole purpose of the petroleum work of

the Bureau of ^hnes may be summed up in the
statement "that it is working for the elimination
of unnecessary waste and for the conservation
of the country's petroleum resources." The
Bureau is endeavoring to introduce the most
efficient methods of drilling—methods that will

not only conserve the natural gas, but that will

Crotect the oil sands from prem *•"•• ^ '''ng

y water. The Bureau is ready t .te

any of the methods it recommends. It has
practical engineers in its employ to p>erform
these services.

When the Bureau entered the Oklahoma field

three years ago, the method of drilling in vogue
allowed a large percentage of the natural gas to

waste to the p.'" -'here. The }^•' I's

engineers demons: , by actual dr: ., A
wells, that by the use of the methods recom-

1 by the V i it is practicable to
tiiMi -nl or gas wc. -. ., iihout "•

'. 'ivj; commer-
cial quantities of gas. After I ars' work,
the value of the Bureau's methois are fully

d in ' a, and has re * "in
-sal aci-'j..i fV.. f,,, r.. •>'-, ,^., , .v'c

of this : in the
< tkhihoma but m the hLi 1.

In the li- the opera* ly

from Oki.i.i ... w-ver, aii^ ..^,.
'

the method v< . It is the (.

the Bureau of Mmcs to extend this method
to ' Cites where it may l)c applicable.

It k> u..i^ to ooor>*»'~^* • "^••^' ''"• !»nKluoer

in order to better in any
field. The Bureau's cr, consulted

and conferred with - the
|r.,..._i c. .1,^^ givizag V....... ^..^ .^... ..» . their

WOULD ISCRKASB OUTTUT
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with the view of increasing the rccovermbie per-

centage '

'
' '^nn sands. By the present

TT^.t)^.wl; - en,* ts leH than 50 per cmt.
4 inv< ion will call a >n

to the p< y ot uiLTcosing tl • lUige.

An invi ' ' "^ omj lu- i-^l an to

the best methods of protecting oil sands from
infiltrating waters with the view of placing the
information before the operators.
An investigation, also, is in progrea on oil

storage. This is being conducted with t w
of

f
' "tin^ losses from evaporation aiid Jirc.

Thj au IS calling atteotioo to the unusually
high aggregate of these losses. The comparative
o)st of different kinds of storage is abo being
furnished oil operators interested. Tht .t

of protecting oil tanks from IJ"'^'"' ^ le

object of sfKxrial consideration c.

A rejx)rt covering the f t the bureau,
in this regard, is to be puuushed in the near
future.

Statistics are being compiled in the various
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petroleum \vith the view of publishing this data

annually, or oftener.

The total appropriated for the petroleum work
for the Bureau of Mines is $70,000 this year.

This is the total amount requested by the Bureau.

Quite contrary to the experience of the Bureau of

Mines and Geological Survey in other branches

of mining, Congress has shown no disposition

to be niggardly in its appropriations for oil

investigation work.
The petroleum work of the Bureau of

Mines is under the immediate direction of

William A. Williams, the chief petroleum tech-

nologist. Much of the Bureau's success in this

field is attributed to the tact and intelligence

of Mr. WilHams.

DISCRIMINATORY FREIGHT RATES
ALLEGED BY OHIO OPERATORS

Ohio operators, especially those in the Hocking
district, state that they are at a disadvantage,

compared ^^ith West Virginia, because of un-

favorable freight rates, comparatively higher

mining rates, and the recognized superiority of

the West Virginia coals for steam purposes.

In the last few years Hocking coal has lost its

position at the head of the Lakes as a steam
coal to West Virginia and eastern Kentucky
coals according to information given out at the

Geological Survey. Railroads no longer give

preference to Ohio coal and it is reported that

the roads using this coal have reduced their

consumption by perhaps 30 per cent through
economies effected by the use of new mechanical
devices for firing. Competition with outside

fields for the markets within the State of Ohio
is very keen, and Ohio operators are endeavor-
ing to have the intrastate freight rates adjusted

in such a manner as to enable them to control

the major portions of this market.

PANAMERICAN PAPERS
WILL BE READY APRIL 1

The Sixty-fourth Congress, First Session,

appropriated in the Urgent Deficiency Bill

$42,000 for the preparation and printing of the
papers of the Second Pan American Scientific

Congress. These papers will be printed in the
language of the original.

The papers are being edited under the direc-

tion of Dr. Glen L. Swiggett, the Chairman of
the Committee on Publication. The following
members of the Executive Committee are
associated with Dr. Swiggett in this work:
W. H. Holmes of the Smithsonian Institution;
Gen. W. H. Bixby, and George M. Rommel,
of the Department of Agriculture.

It is expected that the proceedings will be
printed and ready for distribution by April 1,

1917. The edition will be a limited one. Copies
will be sent to the libraries of learned and
scientific institutions and associations and to the
!•

''
- univf of the twenty-one American

k.j, : .ics. l..,^...ts from individuals should
be sent for file to Dr. Swiggett, 1423 New York
Avenue, Washington, D. C.

WALTER DOUGLAS

Director, American Mining Congress

STEAM SHOVEL MINING IS

INCREASING IN GOAL FIELDS
For the first time statistics have been collected

by the United States Geological Survey to show
the quantity of coal recovered from steam-
shovel pits. The figures for 1914 were not com-
plete and, although a comparison with 1915 can
not be made, it is known that there was a large

increase in this new branch of coal mining. The
bituminous coal recovered from steam-shovel
pits was only 0.6 per cent of the total, but in

Indiana, Kansas, and Missouri the coal thus
mined represents a notable part of the whole.
Mining conditions in the Pennsylvania an-

thracite region, where the beds are steeply in-

clined, faulted, and folded, are quite different

from those in the greater part of the bituminous
regions, where the beds are usually quite regular

and approximately horizontal, and the methods
pursued in recovering the coal are therefore

quite different in the two areas. For the most
part, anthracite is shot from the solid and the
practice in that region does not appear to have
met with the objections that have developed in

the bituminous fields. Machine mining in the
anthracite region has not been developed to any
great entent, and less than 2 per cent of the
total product is recovered in that manner. In
fact, the quantity taken from steam-shovel pits

is nearly as great as that mined by machines.



AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS, NINETEEN YEARS
OLD, HAS HAD EVENTFUL CAREER

A Charter Member Gives Historical Account of Organization That Has Been
Working to Unite and Direct the Energies of an Industr>' StruggUng

to Proceed along Most Intelligent and Effective Lines

By a Charter Member

The American Mining Congress was organized
nineteen years ago, at the height of the a^ i

for free silver coinage. In Colorado, ;c

mining men felt the great need of cooperation
in matters pertaining to the industry which had
just received its most sori *' ick, the idea
was bom. And strange ; . .,._. .ls first rather
indefinite purpose was to have a "Gold Mining
Convention." Over in Gilpin County, where
vast fortunes, both in silver and gold, had been
taken out of the ground, there, at the h'"i" "f

the late Senator Henry M. Teller, the
j^

t,

of "silver" zealots, were men who believed that
"gold was also an imiwrtant factor in the
economy of the world." In fact, all over the
State there was this feeling of getting down to

business on a "gold-mining basis '.

And on July 7, 1897, the .'
'

Me<l

in Denver and elected former ,,...., ' '<,

as temporar>' chairman. The repr :\

was excellent. When the inevitable free-coinage

resolution had lx?en debated, when all

'

r

of the previous two \ <• "-- '>f free silver :i

had Ijcen fairly well '. out of the ( .,

the delegates started in to do something tangible

for the mining industry'. It was termetl the
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SECRETARY CALLBREATH AT HIS DESK IN THE WASHINGTON OFFICE.

would continue to lean heavily upon the Ameri-
can Mining Congress for the expression of what
would be best for the mining industry in the
future. It was at the sessions and from the men
in charge of the work of the American Mining
Congress that he hoped to get his inspiration

for the labors which were so close to his heart.

But the history of the American Mining
Congress can now best be told in the great
utterances of its leaders, in the splendid com-
mittee work, in the resolutions passed, and in

the determination to accomplish what had been
resolved upon.

History is never a mere narrative of meetings
and elections. It is, or rather should be, a
chronicle of the spirit of cooperation by which
men uplift themselves as well as their industry.
At the meeting of the American Mining

Congress in Joplin, in 1907, Dr. J. A. Holmes,
who, as has already been stated, later became
the first head of the Bureau of Mines, made this
epochal utterance: "We are going to ask this
Mining Congress to march into the coal fields

and capture the help of the mining interests in
the central portion of the United States. Then
with the concentrated effort on the part of the
mining men from all sections of the country
we may be prepared to obtain the cooperation
and help from both the Federal and State Govern-
ments to which we claim the mining industry
is entitled. We are today using up our mineral
resources so rapidly that we are consuming
both our own share and the share belonging
to the future. We are dealing with great
national problems as never before in the history
of our mineral development; and we must con-

sider and solve these problems in a true national
spirit. In this connection the American Mining
Congress must capture the East and the South
as it has the West. Let us, therefore, hold our
next two meetings, one in the heart of the
Mississippi Valley coal fields, and another in

the heart of the Alleghenies, probably at Pitts-

burgh. We will thus gain in Eastern member-
ship and influence, and will become truly

representative of the great American mining
industries. We will then, the more easily,

accomplish the great national purposes for which
we have our being."
Impromptu as was the utterance, it was in a

way climacteric. For true tb his prediction,

the next meeting was held at Pittsburgh, and
the East opened its heart to the Congress. In
fact within two years and by reason of the
tremendous help given the original idea by the
coal interests of the country. Congress passed
the act creating the Bureau of Mines.
The successful battle on the flotation of

worthless mining stock by unscrupulous pro-

moters took definite shape at this meeting.
At this time, also, the objects of the American

Mining Congress had crystallized into clear-cut

issues, all of them of vast importance to the
mining interests of the country. These had
been carefully prepared by the officials, and
President Richards, in reading them, said:

"These summarize just what was presented to

Secretary Garfield, and which seemed to him to

justify us in our claim to the right to a Depart-
ment. The American Mining Congress believes

that the mining industry will be uplifted

:

"1. By the granting of continued and larger
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appropriations for the investigations by the

Geological Survey, so that the results may be

reached rapidly enough to more nearly meet
the growing needs of the countr>', including:

"(a) The classification of the public lands:

"{b) The exploration, surveying and mapping
of the geological formations, ore bodies, mineral

deposits, etc.;

"(O The investigations of the nature, extent

and origin of these deposits and of the origin

of the soils of the country'.

"2. By the establishment at this time of a

Bureau of Mines, with ample authority and
funds for the investigation of, and inquiries into:

"(a) The methods and processes employed
in the mining and quarrying industries and in

the handling and treatment of mineral prrxlucts

with a view to aiding these industries, preventing

mine and quarry accidents, and recommending
appropriate legislation:

"(^) The \\*ii>e utilization and conservation of

our mineral resources through tb" r.r^^-r^r,.,r^ Qf

waste, the development of more t: ^Is,

etc.;

"(c) The mining conditions, and the most
efficient methods for the handling, treating and
using of ores and other mineral products in

foreign countries, with a view to benefitting

American mining, quarr>'ing and other mineral

and metallurgical industries;

"(d) The publication, in such form as to be
really available, of the information obtained

from all these investigations and inquiries; the

wide and prompt distribution of these publica-

tions among the mining men of the country;

and cooperation of imj)artial Government experts

in this educational work by public addresses in

mining camps and at the meetings of r . n -sso-

ciated with mining and quarrying in s

—

with a view to the prevention of accidents, the
preventing of waste, and more eflicient work.

"3. The ab< * n is recommended with a
view to the e .;..cnt fr"^^' fifn^. tn, time of

other allied \> . and ult. estab-
lishment of a Department of Mmes if the condi-
tio
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graphites. Ar rV o, the work oi all

the mining ry was thoroughly
gone into, and the tirst b en to secure
govcr- * aid (> .1 work in
minii.^ . .-.es.

In 1908, the American Mining Congrew
invaded the East, holding a wirin in F' gh
from December 2 to 5. And here the ms^ured
prediction of Dr. Holmes became an H^tnHcal
fact. For the coal men not alone par '.ed

in the proceedings, but joined their probleroa

and their energies to what, while national in
scnr>r, hnd up to this time l»ocn a purely Western
or). At Pittsburgh the American
Mining Congress, in its membership, and in its
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Meantime, acting on the humanitarian impulse
created by this movement, many large industrial

and railroad organizations have created special

"Safety First" movements, through which
marvellous results are being obtained in the way
of preventing accidents.

It is interesting in this connection to note that

one of the sessions of the American Mining
Congress was held at the Government Station

for investigation of mine explosions, which on
that day, December 3, 1908, was formally opened,
Hon. James R. Garfield, Secretary of the
Interior, delivering the dedicatory address.

The proceedings of the Congress at Pittsburgh
commanded world-wide attention. Among the
notable papers read were the following: "Rela-
tion of the Federal Government to Mining," by
Senator Charles Dick, of Ohio; "Transportation
of Mineral Products," by Edward H. Harriman;
"The Importance of Arbitration as a Factor in

the Advancement of the Mining Industry," by
Carroll D. Wright; "The Federal Government in

Its Relation to the Mining Industry," by
Secretary of the Interior, James R. Garfield;
"Problems of the Coal Mining Industry," by
Dr. J. A. Holmes; "Conservation in the Coal
Industry," by John Mitchell; "Arbitration as a
Factor in the Mining Industry," by Judge George
Gray, of Delaware, and Thomas H. Lewis,
President of the United Mine Workers of
America, and "Distribution of the Nation's
Mineral Wealth," by George Otis Smith,
Director of the U. S. Geological Survey.
The twelfth annual session of the American

Mining Congress was held at Goldfield, from
September 27 to October 2, 1909, Judge J. H.

Richards presiding. At this meeting Secretary

Callbreath announced the first great advance in

the movement to establish a Bureau of Mines:
"During the Sixtieth Congress," he reported,

"a bill was introduced in the Lower House for

the creation of a Bureau of Mines, and passed
by that body by a vote of 229 to 21.

^
The bill

was approved by the Senate Committee, but
was talked to death in the final hours of the

session. We will have to begin our work all

over again."
And the Congress went on record again with a

determination to win out at the next session.

Among the notable addresses at the Goldfield

gathering, were the following: "National Prob-
lems," by Hon. Francis G. Newlands, of Nevada;
"Silver and the National Government," by Judge
C. C. Goodwin, of Salt Lake City; "Inspection

of Mines," by Dr. J. A. Holmes; "The Mining
Man's Interest in Land Classification," by
George Otis Smith.

Dr. E. R. Buckley, of Rolla, Mo., head of the

Missouri School of Mines, took the presidency

at the thirteenth annual session which was held

at Los Angeles from September 26 to October 1,

1910. And at this Congress, Dr. J. A. Holmes
delivered his first public address as head of the
newly created Bureau of Mines.
But the creation of the Bureau of Mines was

a task that had its ramifications, and the Congress
at Los Angeles lost no time in formulating by
resolution much of the work it expected the new
bureau to accomplish.

This covered a wide latitude from effective

"Safety" measures for both coal and metal
mines to a most comprehensive exploitation of
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the underground resources of the United Stiites. a .of the import
It meant, moreover, that the Congress n- ' t C' , t u> " ' ija, t

its shoulder to the wheel and urge the ...;^ .i ai fact .
•' ' '

possible appropriation for effective work, west of the Rfxkv N:

It was at this session of the C" the priation of $' to $HX».ihiu jm r Mate i^

movement for a thorough revision -r nect-ssary. Si; * s are th<>r«xji;}
"

laws of the countr\-, was pivrn a . justified Kv •;_ ...,j ..^^ of the end to U
forward. ^ .::

But the most i mt rejxjrt submitte<l was At this ^ of the Congress another im-
that of the Con -

"-
f Mine was *' '

' * tiittce on
Accidents. Its .:ne of .:.......; .:on ot . " mt in
international interest and have since been Coal Mines." The j rules
incorporated into the statutes of many of the presented at this time, and as rc\*ised at the
mining States of the countrv'. The committee follov . have since be* Tporated
consisted of Walter R. Inrnlls, chainnan, in tl.^ .......... ..f many of tht . ....cs of the
J. Parke Channing, James 1 s. Janus R. Union.
Findlay and John Hays Harnnumd. It was Among the notable addresses at this session
first:- •-•''•* ^- -^

• Mininr'' ^ " '" ing: "The Bureau of Mines
in 19' _, , , ^ - .:. . j7 and . ... .

f>- T \ TI '.• ..s; ••pro»----1
in 1909 was pven ixirmission to submit its rep )rt Li

,

for t the '.

to the American Institute of Mining Ei I^nds, ' by Hon. Richard A. B.i iiail

and to the Mining and Metallurgical .'-uciciy We T' " 'e r)w7ier&hip or a f ^^png
of America as well n<; to the American Mining Systc '" W \T .n,!r»T! •*r'/,nt/vr\'fition

Congress. as It «f«!

This committee collated the mining laws of Pinchot.
all the States and of f< ' — ! The f*::- ' scsuun wa.
from a study of these con., Chicago, i: ::. _ j to rvtr.Ser - .

model statute "Relating to metalliferous mi:.' Hon. John IX-m, It I„il
, prr

and to provide for the health and safety of The event of .

p« '
1 in and ' * the same." It atthissessi'

gu. .^liable St. on fatal mine of the U«v
accidents, and clearly t hed what had, "The G'

up to this time, been only suspected, namely, M. Jean dc i-'uUigny, dr
that the loss of life in metal mining in the M' '' ''

'-ers to tl.<

United States is fully as great as in coal mining. ai: ...... i. m,,-;t u} .

One of its most imj)ortant recommendations, convention :. (.

:

and which resulted in greater State appropria- England and Canada also had y
tions through the West, was the concluding rv\

*

i attendance w'

paragraph in its report on mine inspect"^ in

"In the opinion of the committee, thi .tial The s.. of workmen**; - .laws
steps toward reducing the loss of life in metal- was ably discusse<l, • of th-

liferous mining are, "(1) a
'

! on that topic funu.wuKi; ixic basu» lur xuoit

eflFective law; and (2) an au., i imi)ort 'nt ^ i*' '.?• m.

mine inspection. The latter is the ki of At ps w«t» taken to estahltnh

progress. Much can be accomplished by an heachjuarters m Ua and the b.
* of mine insiK'<tion. even if a w< • ' • nsion

1^;.... '-^'e lackl'T V' I '11 1 ti( I Ti'iT T i-T III p\V W< rnal T"..; •

til 1 and .ve in or;. ^nges
it will tail in its purjxise unless pi n be made have l)cen « 'rt in the hi

for 1' ere, r
!

meni u adetjv... . ....... : j.. ...

insiHxtion. • in rl

"To secure such n system of mine i; n on all n suggest

lb' '" 'es mi tie a go< '
'

* to
niw..i . ihan ..... t done tM

must have a mine tor, and he mu*it U
provided with a suthcient numlxr al d-

to enable f-
-

* "

mines to U .. : . . .

a year is not « ,
of Utah

:

tics must, moreover, be
i

'-ti with J.

funds ft)r
<

' ' ' *

"
So far as u. ..: ..

makes the largest . > for

of metal mines, its .

piT year. Other

arc utterly madnjuate. l-'or .states m li.
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of the House Committee on Mines and Mining.
The fifteenth annual convention of the

American Mining Congress was held at Spokane,
Wash., from November 25 to 29, 1912, Samuel
A. Taylor, of Pittsburgh, presiding.

The detailed report of the Committee on
Standardization of Electrical Equipment in
Metal Mines was submitted at this session, and
is today considered an authoritative document
in the compilation of legislation on this subject.
Among the notable addresses at this session

of the American Mining Congress were the
following: "The National Forests and Develop-
ment of Natural Resources," by Henry S.
Graves, United States Forester; "The Wash-
ington Compensation Act," by John H. Wallace,
of Olympia, Wash., and "The Leasing of Mineral
Lands," by William Griffith, of Scranton, Pa.

In 1913, the American Mining Congress held
its sixteenth annual session at Philadelphia
from October 20 to 24, David W. Brunton, of
Colorado, presiding. The question of a revision
of the mining laws of the country which had been
agitated during successive Congresses, was now
taking more definite shape. The cooperation
of the American Institute of Mining Engineers,
and of the Mining Metallurgical Society of
America, was announced, and it was hoped
that the three bodies acting together would
obtam the long sought for legislative reforms
in Congress.
Among the notable addresses at the Phila-

delphia convention were the following: "Rela-
tion of Big Business to Industrial Prosperity,
with Special Reference to Mining," by Dr.
Charles A. Van Hir^o, President of the University

of Wisconsin; "Conservation from the Western
Standpoint," by Senator John F. Shafroth,
of Colorado; "Needed Changes in Our Mineral
Land Laws," by Senator Thomas J. Walsh, of

Montana; "Arbitration as a Factor in the
Mining Industry," by Wm. B. Wilson, Secretary
of Labor; "The Public Land Laws," by Assistant
Secretary of the Interior, A. A. Jones; "Our
Radium Resources," by Charles L. Parsons,
Chief of the Division of Mineral Technology,
Bureau of Mines; "The Federal Government
and the Mining Industry," by Hon. M. D. Foster,

Chairman of the House Committee of Mines
and Mining, "Lessons of the Year in our Mining
Industry," by Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, Director
of the U. S. Bureau of Mines. •

The seventeenth annual session, at Phoenix,
Ariz., held from December 7 to 11, was presided
over by Carl Scholz, of Chicago, and was
marked by the last appearance at its session of

the late Dr. Joseph A. Holmes, Director of the
U. S. Bureau of Mines.

His remarks, brief as they were, had all the
brilliancy of the past. He had traveled a long
distance to be at these sessions which, to his

far-seeing mind, formed the basis for all the
success achieved in the establishment of the
Bureau of Mines, and for whatever it could do
in the future. Here, he felt, he was in touch
with the mining men of the country, the working
and the operating classes, the men who knew
what was best for the industry. And so he
came to speak when he was physically too weak
to make such an effort. He had a message to
deliver, but could not complete it, and, only
when a friendly point of order was raised, did
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he consent to take his seat. But these last with ni s of Coofms is the &ct that
remarks before the American Mining Congress when you uuk to them abo' ' * -^
contain a message of work, of duty yet to be what they st-c is the Homest;^. .-.d-

performed. "Since the Bureau of Mines was well and the United Verde an<. -en
organized," said he, "there has been compara- great, big mines in the countr>', and iht-v sav.
tively little increase in th- - - 1 "U " -^i<^sc fellows arc rich enough to lake care
for the actual investigal: ;.. . :.....,.. , .. j- of ...... .K.-c;' TV, r.y don't see the sn " • fica*

quently we have not been able to do the amount of the • y don't sec the r^g

of work which we would like to have done. Our miners who arc trymg to build up a great
plans for the present year are in no wa' ' i tr>-, and the reavni iht-y don't sec these thiu^ek ;»

upon those of the past year. Now, .. a bcc-ausc tVn \ art* not r.r. .. r,r..? t^ them; and in
condition which is going to continue as it is now that coi. :\ I w.. ijize one <rf the
until the mining people of this countr>' make up most imfwrtant leaaoca for this iesnon of the
their minds to the fact that they are not being Mining Congress to learn thorou^ily. and that
treated on the square. You realize this very is that until the min'ni» '^eople oi this countr\'
interesting information brought out by the do what the rxulnki.. >anies oC the country
President in his address the other evening are doing, e .^ent as to what
that, whereas even.* miner in this countr>' the great inuu : means to this
contributes something like $1,800 a year to the nation, the i-t , .^ . .... ^ ...icd States will

national wealth, as comoared to $800 or $900 never understand it."

contributed by every farmer of the country to The letter from I Ion. \'. w Wilson,
the national wealth, at the time the Presi' f the ' " i, w;i& in a way a
I>eople of the United States c ;.-... ute 28 to keyn< . . ; 'V» u narwes.'

30 cents per capita for the advancement "It will li.

of agriculture and less than 2 cents per capita and energ\'," he wrote, "that this new h
to the advancement of mining: that r *<• of of .Mines in the ' * ' ' 's ^fT'TTr,
the fact that mining is the most haz„:— :,. of witVi tV,.- lin.lK' . .... .„;e and other
our great industries, and agriculture is the ag hy persistent and
safest: that in mining we have one lot of mineral intelhgent effort, to turn ai . local move-
resources and that when they are gone, the r greater s.'i' * a great national
nation must dejK'nd upon son^ thing else or ^ ^'^ '*^ -f- that has al^-^^'^v

some other countr>', whereas . . lure is a gone iustry into

self-perpetuating industr>'. Why is it, that it industry of the country. 1 venture to say that
is so difficult to nything done out of the thousands of lives have been saved hy that

Federal or State ..... ur\' cm Ix-half of pt'i' ""' nv'\«"«'it -inil that many thousands mor« «ill

And the first reasr«n \vhi« h I fotmd in " .• l)e future.

1
P

i ^.j ']

UPPICE IS WHICH THK Si RAIMIK'AL AND t'iKNRRAL
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"Gratifying as the results of this life-saving

campaign may have been, however, there is

still \'igorous work for ^''our Congress to do. I

am informed that during the last year, more
than 3,000 men were killed and 100,000 injured

in the mining and metallurgical industries
_
of

the country. ... I suggest this situation

as an opportunity for further endeavor on your
part to cut dowTi this excessive toll of death and
injur>\"

At'this session a decided advance was made in

formulating the views of the country on mine
taxation and on mine law revision and putting

both these topics into statutory" shape.

The first steps were also taken to establish, as

an adjunct to the American Mining Congress,

a Bureau of Mining Economics, which is to

gather information covering every phase of

practical mining, which is to keep in touch with
markets, with production, with legal decisions,

etc., etc. This movement is still under serious

consideration and is making good headway.
At this convention it was determined to begin

the publication of the Min'NG Congress
Journal, the first issue of which appeared in

January-, 1915.

The eighteenth annual convention was held
in San Francisco, from September 20 to 22,

President Carl Scholz, presiding. The notable
event of the gathering was the Holmes Memorial
Service, at which a vast host of admirers and
friends paid tributes to the work and character

of the late Director of the U. S. Bureau of Mines.
All of the great problems which had come
before the American Mining Congress in

past sessions and still needed settlement

were carefully discussed and prepared for

presentation to State and national legislative

bodies. Among the notable addresses at this

convention was that by the successor of Dr.
Holmes as Director of the Bureau of Mines,
Hon. Van H. Manning. His presentation of

"What the Bureau of Mines, in the Department
of the Interior, Is Doing and Hopes to Do for

the Metalliferous Mining Industry," was master-
ful and comprehensive.
Other notable addresses at this session were

the following: "Plain Writing," by Dr. George
Otis Smith; "Prejudice against Regulation," by
Rush C. Butler; "California's Water Infiltration

Law," by Fletcher Hamilton; "Federal Control
of Water Power," by Hon. J. H, Richards;
"The Need of Better Mining Education," by
Charles F. Willis; "The Development of Mine
Taxation in Arizona," by G. H. Dowell; "Work-
men's Compensation Insurance and the Coal
Mining Industry," by Herbert M. Wilson;
"The New Plan of Mining Insurance," by
David Ross; "Mining Hazards on the Pacific

Coast," by Dr. Frederick L. Hoffman, and
"Future of the American Zinc Industry,"

by Otto Ruhl.
This history of the American Mining Congress

is compiled largely from the records of the con-

ventions held from year to year, and to a great

extent, and necessarily, bridges over an immense
amount of labor done by officials and committees
between sessions. But it would not be a history

in any sense if it did not include as far as this

is possible, some mention of what one must
call the more intimate work of the Congress.
When James F. Callbreath was elected

EXTRANXE TO THE AMERICAN MINING CONGRESS' SUITE OF OFFICES.
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secretary', in 1904, at the P'^"-^1 ^'^i convention,
the Congress felt that its ; nce must not
begin and end with annual discussions and
resolutions. Here were the exj • the
sentiments, here was the consensu. - i -^.inion

of the mining men of the countr>'. It was
imperative that these recommendations should
be shaped into laws, both State and r 1,

and to Mr. Callbreath, as secretar>', " ..en
the task of driving home, so to v

, the
determinations of the Congress. How well the
task was done, how brilliantly and i-

ously the purposes of the Minirr
were brought to the attention of tht l.iv.

of the land, is best attested by the results.

The task was, in many r- • s, her . for

there were v.- » 'vterestc ••• .^i> pro-
gressive mo\ of the . And it

was sheer gnt, and a gripping persistence on
the part of the >

^ 'of the Coi 1 the
men who worker »wih the'" '" ' ils

between conventions that \ ^ o-

lators, State and national, imjxjrtant reforms
that have b« ' the s in

the mines. '
1 tlu .

•' of

workmen, have: ,. i-

ment safe and stable, new la\^'s that have uplifted

the mining in
'

of the countn.',

At' ' '^ • w(-i rv -'i ;

- "ing for '^"- :. .^-^

of li _ ii out pr. .. , of 1^
,. .

of note, of interesting a greater numlxT of mining
men in the > itive work of the C s,

all the vast dcu> r ...i;.. ;.,.-,,.. .i-j
. „

done by Mr. ( ...nd

intelligence, and is reflected in a constantly
growing organization and in more and more
interesting and i: '—live cr •' •

'•

—

In 1913, Carl /., of ( „ .
elected

President of the American Mining Congress.

He was n 1 at IxDth the f i-

ti
--' ...n. .:... le

<:
. .

that no one has had the welfare of the Con^:'
more at heart, no one has t Vf<l it with a
^' * - zeal for the a«!

'^ .'vg

II s in .America. -N- .e

industry proved too arduous for him to under-
take, and no .erca-
gr • - skill aii'i . -ic SUCCr^^ un »ni»i-

r ns of the ("<
,

OFFICES ARE REPRESENTATIVE

American Mining Congress Housed in a

Manner Compatible with the Dignity of

a Great National Industry.

Oftir'"^ '" \V i hinctnn .ttp maintained hv
the .An on a 9cn i-

patiblc wioh the dignity of an u

r ' •• great n e

1 • .

gracing the bu^irnt x oi I .t

, 1.;. 711. 71.. . . HV T;. i-

Hceit are en mite, and are in that i>ortion of

the edifice adjoining the Geological Sur\'ey
Building.
Accompanying this article are cuts showing

the interior views uf the five spacious rooms
occupied by the Mming Congress.
When any one in*'—' * ' '^i rnlnirv '< in

Washington he is :: ^

Congress offices his headquarterft
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EDW. N. HURLEY
Chairman, Federal Trade Commission, who will speak
on "The Federal Trade Commission and the Mining
Industry."

NUMEROUS SMELTING PLANTS
ARE TREATING COPPER

Smelting plants which treated copper in the

United States during 1915 are as follows:

Arizona Copper Co., Clifton, Ariz.; Shannon
Copper Co., Clifton, Ariz.; Calumet & Arizona
Mining Co., Douglas, Ariz.; Copper Queen
Consolidated Mining Co., Douglas, Ariz.; Old
Dominion Copper Mining & Smelting Co.,

Globe, Ariz.; American Smelting & Refining Co.,

Hayden, Ariz.; Consolidated Arizona Smelting
Co., Humboldt, Ariz.; United Verde Copper
Co., Jerome, Ariz.; International Smelting &
Refining Co., Miami, Ariz.; Detroit Copper
Mining Co., Morenci, Ariz.; Penn Mining Co.,
Campo Seco, Cal.; Mammoth Copper Mining
Co., Kennett, Cal.; Mountain Copper Co.,
Martinez, Cal.; Wanakah Mining Co., Ouray,
Colo.; Ohio & Colorado Smelting & Refining
Co., Salida, Colo.; Baltimore Copper Smelting
& Rolling Co., Baltimore, Md.; Lake Superior
Smelting Co., Hancock, Mich.; Quincy Mining
Co., Hancock, Mich.; Michigan Smelting Co.,
Houghton, Mich.; Calumet & Hecla Mining Co.,
Hubbell, Mich.; Missouri Copper Mountain
Mining Co., Sullivan, Mo.; Anaconda Copper
Mining Co., Anaconda, Mont.; East Butte
Copper Mining Co., Butte, Mont.; Anaconda
Copper Mining Co., Great Falls, Mont.; Ameri-

can Smelting & Refining Co., Omaha, Nebr.;

Nevada Consolidated Copper Co., McGill, Nev.;

United States Metals Refining Co., Chrome
N. J.; American Smelting & Refining Co.,

Maurer, N. J.; Balbach Smelting & Refining

Co., Newark, N. J.; Raritan Copper Works,
Perth Amboy, N. J.; Santa Fe Gold & Copper
Mining Co., San Pedro, N. Mex.; Nichols

Copper Co., Laurel Hill, N. Y.; Tennessee
Copper Co., Copperhill, Tenn.; Ducktown
Sulphur, Copper & Iron Co. (Ltd.), Isabella,

Tenn.; American Smelting & Refining Co., El
Paso, Tex.; Garfield Smelting Co., Garfield,

Utah; International Smelting & Refining Co.,

International, Utah; Norfolk Smelting Co.,

West Norfolk, Va.; Tacoma Smelting Co.,

Tacoma, Wash.

ANTHRACITE COAL USED IN
COMPARATIVELY LIMITED AREA

"Anthracite is shipped to nearly every State

in the Union and to many foreign countries.

The major portion is consumed in the territory

near Pennsylvania, including Canada. In the

larger eastern cities its use has become a neces-

sity, but farther west and south anthracite is

more of a luxury than a necessity, and in the

States most remote from the East the quantity

consumed is small," says C. E. Lesher, of the

Geological Survey.
"The output of the anthracite mines is care-

fully crushed, cleaned, and divided into sizes

by a process and at a cost that render it little

less than a manufactured product. There are

ten of these sizes, each with its price and special

use. Two major divisions are recognized,

however—the prepared or domestic sizes, in-

cluding broken, egg, stove, and chestnut, which
range from 4 inches down to three-fourths of an
inch, and the steam coal, including pea, buck-

wheat, buckwheat No. 2 (rice), and buckwheat
No. 3 (barley), which range from three-fourths

to one-sixteenth of an inch. The domestic sizes

are in greatest demand and consequently bring

the highest prices. Attention in preparation is

therefore directed to obtaining the largest pos-

sible proportion of those sizes, and the finer

coal resulting from the crushing is a by-product.

It is not possible, however, to increase the pro-

portion of domestic sizes beyond 60 to 65 per

cent of the coal shipped, or 50 to 55 per cent of

the total product."

CLEMENTS IN TEMPORARY CHARGE
OF MINING TECHNOLOGY

Dr. J. K. Clements has taken charge of the

division of mineral technology at the Bureau of

Mines during the absence of Dr. Chas. L.

Parsons. In order to take over this work it was
necessary for Director Manning to secure a

furlough for Dr. Clements from the Pennsyl-
vania National Guard. Dr. Clements is a major
in this organization and has been doing duty on
the border.



SYSTEM REPLACES CHAOS AT MINE DISASTERS
UNDER BUREAU OF MINES PLAN

Inexpensive Organization among Employes of Mine Provides for All Contingencies

That May Arise in Case of Accident Plan Discussed in Bulletin

Now Being Distributed

The manner in which the Bureau of Mines is

turning chaos into sv-trrnatic rescue work
is shown in the pu -n of "Rescue and
Recovery Operations in Mines after F'ires and
I'- - 'ions.' The authors of this bulletin are

J \V. Paul and H. M. Wolflin. An unusu-
ally large number of this bulletin will be di*;-

tributed.

Follo\\nng ''-'-'rrs in mines the his* '
' ' h

catastrophes i much confusion of

systematic efforts at rescue work result. Essen-
tial equipment often is lacking. At times fore-

men are cut off in the mine and * ' id

to take charge of the resciir is

bulletin urges systematic pr« le

accidents. It is published m the new pocket
size, which form is to he adoj^ted in ^'

'
' .1-

tion of a number of Bureau jmhlicai: .. . ...i.h

it is desired to have conveniently in hand in ra •

of accidents.

Van H. Manning, Director of the Bureau, in

his preface to this bulletin says:

In the course of the work being done by
the Bureau of Mines to increase health,

safety and efficiency in the mineral in ' * es

there i«^ ^^•'nr\ of close and intimate ass >n

and C' .tion with other agenies . ig

for the same end. The bureau gladly acknowl-
edges the work done by the States, by tech-

nical c ...;..<• and local i"-*'*"*: "- -'Tni-

l>crs 0; cc. miners* .
r-

tors and many other agencies, and .seeks to

make use of their results in planning its own
inv< •'•'

• 1*' -IS.

T. al Constitution recognizes certain

functions of the States which are commonly
known as State rights. The Bureau of Mines
does not attempt to any of

•'
• c-

tions, but seeks to c , iTp w-th ...es

in investigations that will '; and
the Federal Government. Because the l"»overn-

ment t' h its ' r res< * ' to

cn'"''^ .. ...lire '-^ - .1 11 ;.;.., .li-
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subjects of vital importance to the mining

industry and to the safety of the mine work-

ers, as well as the knowledge gained through

experiments in laboratories and mines, the

bureau endeavors to impart the information

to the miner, the operator and all others con-

cerned in mining. For this reason the bureau

is conducting an educational campaign in all

the mining centers of the country by means of

pubhc lectures illustrated with lantern shdes

and moving pictures, by teaching first aid to

the injured, by training miners in the use of

rescue breathing apparatus, and by lectures

on rescue and recovery methods. All of this

instruction is furnished without cost to the

mmer.

POUCE POWER

The Bureau of Mines has no authority of

law to enter any private mine or to require

any operator or miner to observe any law or

regulation. As the mines are the property of

the mine owners, members of the bureau gain

admittance to any mine only through the in-

vitation or the permission of the owner or

the officials of a mine. Through this freedom
of entry extended by the operators the bureau
has obtained much valuable scientific infor-

mation. This information has been carefully

guarded to prevent its being used in such a
way as would antagonize mine owners and
lead to free entry to their mines being denied
the bureau's engineers. The bureau's adher-
ence to this practice, in compliance with
regulations of the Interior Department, has
been the occasion of some misunderstanding
when engineers of the bureau have been sub-
poenaed to testify before coroners' juries, who
under State laws are required to place the
blame for criminal acts or for negligence.
The bureau has no authority to enforce any

of its recommendations, still less to enforce
any provision of State laws. At the best, it

can only recommend and leave the operator
and the miner free to adopt or to reject. The
recommendations of the bureau to the gen-
eral mining public are printed in the publi-
cations issued by the bureau. After an in-

vestigation of a mine disaster a report is pre-
pared for the benefit of those engineers of
the bureau who are engaged in studying
methods of accident prevention. The report
contains the conclusions and recommenda-
tions of the engineer who conducted the in-
vestigation in the mine. At the request of
the operator a copy of the report is furnished
for his confidential information. As a rule,
the operator has endeavored to adopt the
recommendations in the subsequent operation
of the mine.

_
The Bureau of Mines intends to publish,

rrom time to time, combined reports in which,
without the mines being named, the results of
inquiries regardinj? causes and eflfects of dif-
ferent features of disasters will be stated for
the benefit of students of mine methods, and
pnmarily to point out ways in which disasters
may be prevented.

POLICY IN COOPERATIVE WORK

The bureau aims to extend its educational

work, to train a large number of miners in

the use of rescue breathing apparatus, to in-

duce operators to establish rescue stations

provided with breathing apparatus, and to

keep crews of men trained to use the appa-

ratus immediately when life may be saved.

When a disaster imprisons miners, the near-

est trained rescue men and rescue car or

truck of the bureau is dispatched to render all

possible assistance to those in charge of the

rescue and recovery operations. Th^ bureau's

men have no authority to assume charge of

ai:y of the work, and do so only at the re-

quest of the mine officials. On arrival at the

mine, the bureau's men confer witii the of-

ficial in charge and the State Mine Inspector,

and tender any assistance that may be of use
in rescuing imprisoned men. In the coriduct

of rescue operations the bureau's m.en exer-

cise their best judgment in the part they may
take; they observe the regulations for their

own safety and the safety of others who may
be working under their direction.

To facilitate the work of rescue and recov-

ery the officials of the mine should summon
twenty or more trained rescue men to work in

cooperation with the bureau's men, as res-

cue operations require thorough organization.

To be effective, the crews must work system-
atically and keep in good physical con-

dition, observing the rules for periods of

work and rest. Thus, if the rescue work is to

be continued, the need of having on hand at
least twenty trained men is evident.
The Bureau of Mines maintains only one

trained rescue man at each of its several sta-

tions, and not over three on any one of its

cars, and such a small force can not conduct
rescue or recovery work without assistance.

The Bureau is not able financially to keep in

its employ at each station and on each car
enough trained men to make a properly con-

stituted rescue crew, therefore in order to ac-

complish rescue work the services of trained
miners must be obtained. To procure this

additional assistance involves expenditure for

transportation, subsistence and wages during
the time the miners are absent from their
regular work, and this expenditure the opera-
tor of the mine in which an explosion or fire

occurs is expected to meet. In all the prin-
cipal coal and metal mining districts enough
miners and mine employes have now been
trained to permit the quick assembling of
a large number of men trained to assist in
mine recovery work.
Where such arrangements are made possible

the bureau will furnish rescue apparatus from
its nearest station or car, and the trained en-
gineers and miners of the bureau will be on
hand as soon as they can be to direct or ad-
vise and assist in conducting in the safest
manner the exploration of the mine for re-

covering entombed miners and for locating
any fires. The bureau's men will work under
the direction of the official in charge, or of
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the State Inspector,* but will take only suti.

responsibility as pertains to safe methods and
the work of the rescue crews wearing breath-
ing apparatus.

Evidently mine operators should provide
local rescue stations at individual mines or a
joint station for a group of mines, and equip
the * * n with rescue apparatus '' ' for
immL use, so that they need n... ..,jen<l

on the bureau's apparatus, which may have
to be transported many miles, and not reach
the scene of the disaster until after many
hours or the greater part of a day.

LABOR REPRESENTS MORE
THAN HALF OF COALS PRICE

I^bor is the item of largest importance in the
b' of : ' ing coal. It is

C' ed tli.i- li.c mining rate—tluiL .., i,,c

c«. • price paid the mmer for loading out
the coal—is about one-half the cost of the coal

on board the railroad cars, or one-half the
mining cost. When to the miner's compensa-
tion is added the cosi of the day labor in and
about the mines, it is seen that considerably
more than one-half the total cost of a ton of

coal is due to labor.

The average daily output per employe varies

in diflfercnt districts and is determine<i by a

number of factors, among the most imi

of which ar'^ t^;,.i.^..5s of coal bed, use of i^

machines, - .of labor, and part; y
eflSciency of management. The average daily

output has exhibited a steady i:
•

. • ,,

and in the period from 1900 to Iv.., ...... \

but four times—in 1901, in 1903. an al d
year in coal mining because of the anthracite

strike in 1902, and in 1907 and 1913, both

record years for the coal !"'•''->• as regards

quantity of output. Und- lly this im-

provement is due to Ixitter methods of mining,

mvolving not only the y H

ai.
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DR. F. G. COTTRELL
Chief Metallurgist, Bureau of Mines

IRON ORE TONNAGE THROUGH
SAULT CANAL TAKES BIG JUMP

An increase of nearly 2,000,000 tons of iron
ore passed through the Sault Ste. Marie Canal
during September, a report to the Department of
Commerce shows. There was also a healthy
increase in the amount of copper shipped by the
way of the canal. Pig iron shipments more
than doubled. West bound coal increased
markedly. This applies to both bituminous
and anthracite.

During the six months ending with September,
there was an increase of iron ore from 33,761,752
tons in 1915 to 47,370,350 tons in 1916. West
bound bituminous coal for the six months ending
September, 1916, was 11,030,178 tons as com-
pared with 8,106,063 tons in 1915.

Finn Changes Name
G. L. Simonds & Co., of 230 South La Salle

Street, Chicago, announces a change in name.
In the future the company will be known as the
Vulcan Fuel Economy Co.
The corporation simply adopts a new name.

The personnel and policies of the organization
remain the same. The only change, in addition
to that of the name, is an increase in capital.

MORE THAN HALF BITUMINOUS
COAL MINED BY MACHINES

The proportion of machine-mined bituminous
coal to the total putput has increased each year.
In 1915 the proportion was 55 per cent, twice
that of 1903, twelve years before, and the number
of tons so mined in 1915 was more than three
times that in 1903. It is interesting to note that
among the nine States ranking highest in order
of bituminous production—that is, producing
8,000,000 tons or more—all but two, Alabama
and Colorado, showed more than half mined by
machines; and that among all the other States
only two, Montana and Michigan, recorded like

proportions.

FOSTER WANTS ACTION ON BILL
AT SHORT SESSION OF CONGRESS

Efforts will be made by Dr. Martin D. Foster,
chairman of the Committee on Mines and
Mining, to get action on his bill, providing for
the revision of the mining code, at the short
session of Congress. All members of the Com-
mittee on Mines and Mining have been asked to
meet in Washington ten days prior to the meet-
ing of Congress so that consideration of the bill

may be begun at that time.
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H. E. WILLARD
Who will speak on "Cooperation."

MOVEMENTS OF COAL LAST MONTH
EXCEEDED SHIPMENTS OF 1915

The following is a statement of carloads oi

bituminous coal and beehive coke that orig-

inated on forty-nine railroads in September.

1916. compiled from reports received by the

Geological Survey, prior to noon. October 16

Comparative figures are based on reports

of 49 roads for September, 1916

Sept.

1916

Aug.
1916

Sept.

1915

Carloads of bitumi-

nous coal

Carloads of beehive

coke (9 roads) . .

.

iiii.v. \ru>i'}:i in: IT.:

54.664 .>! ^ il 46.976

September, 1916, showed an increase in si.
i

ments of bituminous coal of 09 per cent ovei

September, 1915, and a decrease of 3 per cent

from August, 1916 The increases in sh:;>

ments of beehive coke for the same month
were 16 per cent and 5 per cent, reHj>cctiv« v

The heavy movement in August is ihouK.^!

to be due to unusually large purchases wl

the railroad strike was threatened.

BUREAU OF MINES ENGINEER
DIES IN AN EFFORT TO

REACH ENTOMBED MEN
In an effort to n n tornbed men in the

mine of the J a Coal and Coke Company.
at Barrackville, W. Va., Le%s:> M Jones, one
the Bureau of Mines mining en. <:. was
overcome and died before he couid be re-

moved from the mine.

Mr. Jones was bom in ClevcLmu, Uhio, and
took up his f^-'^' ncc in Httsbtirgh after he
entered the t:.., . , of the Bureau ol Minet,
Februar>' 15, 1909. He was a graduate o£ thf

Columbia School of Mines, New Yr.rV- r
and was an honor man in his studies

a wife and one child.

"The death of Mr. Jones is n h<-a\'>' blow to

the Bureau of Mines," said ; tt Manning.
"He was a mining engineer of exceptional

ability and was perhaps the best man we had
in directing rescue work at disasters. Under

the Bureau, Mr.
i itnental mine of the
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IMPORTATIONS BLAMED FOR
DROP IN THE PRICE OF ZINC

Continued activities are reported from the

mining fields, except those producing zinc, the

low price of which continues, says the October

report of the Kansas City Bank to the Federal

Reser\-e Board. A dependable authority claims

that it is now established that the drop in prices

is caused by importations, Australia sending

30,000 tons monthly and Mexico 15,000 tons

monthly to the smelters. The greatest activity

in this district is in the Miami field in Oklahoma.

Joplin, the center of this mining district, has

been undergoing a great building boom, indicat-

ing that the* temporary mining slump has had
little efifect on commercial activity. The pro-

duction in the Joplin district for the thirty-six

weeks of 1916, ending September 10, had a total

value of 823,881,158, whereas the value of the

total production for the entire year, 1915, was
but $26,038,650.
The Cripple Creek (Colo.) district shows a

production for the month of August totaling

95,268 tons, with a bullion value of $1,294,342.

The increase over July approximates 10,000

tons and $100,000 in valuation. Colorado
mines during the first six months of this year
gave employment to 15,000 men, an increase of

50 per cent over the number of men employed
in the same period in 1915. Sixty-four mining
companies in this State are said to have paid

out in excess of $80,000,000, and this does not

include all the mines in operation.

The recent increase of 6 cents in the price

of silver means an average increase of about
15 per cent in net earnings of the average silver

producer. Colorado marketed 1,505 tons of

ore and concentrates of tungsten, valued at

$3,648,000, the first six months of this year, ac-

cording to figures very recently made public.

The mining outlook in the Goldfield (Colo.)

district is affording the utmost satisfaction to
those interested in the development work in

that district. Two flotation plants, with a
combined capacity of 1,200 tons daily, are now
in operation. This is a system of recovering
ores by oil flotation, by which system deep-
level ore can be treated at low cost and with a
high extraction of the metallic contents.

Labor conditions are generally upon a satis-
factory^ basis. Unsettled conditions have pre-
vailed in the ranks of mine laborers, but most
of the differences have been amicably settled
through conferences. One such conference in-
volved the action of 35,000 miners.

Production Fluctuates Slightly

Anthracite is a fuel of domestic use and does
not enter into the industries like bituminous coal,
and therefore does not respond, save in a general
way, to the influences affecting trade. The
rate of production is not subject to the varia-
tions that attend bituminous coal, but the
average value shows much the same tendency
noted with soft coal, although the range is much
greater.

THEODORE F. VAN WAGONEN
Who -will speak on "Extralateral Rights"

Phosphate Rock Output Decreases

The phosphate rock marketed in the United
States in 1915 amounted to 1,835,667 long tons,

valued at $5,413,449. Compared with the
production of 1914, which was 2,734,043 long
tons, valued at $9,608,041, this was a decrease
of 898,376 long tons, or nearly 33 per cent, and
in value of $4,194,592, or nearly 44 per cent.

Less Demand for Kansas Goal

In common with the other coal-producing
States in the southwestern territory Kansas
depends on the railroads as the principal market
for its coal. The well-directed efforts of the
railroad officials in effecting economy in the use
of coal and the large use of oil as fuel have tended
to curtail production of coal in the south-
western area during the last few years.

Delivers Geological Lectures

E. W. Shaw of the Geological Survey recently
delivered several geological lectures at the
University of Chicago. While in Illinois he paid
a visit to the gravel and clay deposits of southern
Illinois. He also visited oil and gas fields of

eastern Kentucky where the Survey is beginning
a general study.



MUCH CLASSIC COPPER GROUND INSPECTED BY
MINING ENGINEERS IN ARIZONA

Trip Under the Auspices of the American Institute of Mining Engineers Reported
to Have Been a Great Treat With Mines Working at Capacit>' and

Smelters in Full Blast Opportunities for Inspection Were Good

By Joel H. Watkins,

Geologist, Southern Railway Co.

The Arizona meeting of the American
Institute of Mining Engineers has been voted
by many, the most sful and ible in

the history' of the ii The c- ;.-.... itee on
arrangements who « d us to see so much
classic copper ground in such a short time is

certainly to be ' -d, and the com-
mittee on transpt^. ;...... w . also due a vote of
thanks for the excellent train service and
dining-car service throughout the entire trip.

The train which left New York on S ber
14, with only one sj- ' ^ Pullman, by ...v Lime
it reached Bisbee on :nber 20, had fourteen
special Pullmans—including two private cars.

The greatest number of men on the train at one
time is reported to h-'^-- ^>een a^' m» 710.

Mr. Carl Schob.,
i

nt, A: a\ Mining
Congress, and manager. Mining and Fuel De-

', Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific

ix.iii...i> Company, shortened the hours be-

tween Chicago and El Paso by distributing

through the train maps shoi^nng the mineral
resources of the Rock Island System and per-

sonally calling attf*ntion to pomts of interest

visible from the train.

We arrived at El Paso about 3 o'clock on the
aft 1 of S' "
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mci .iL Llie t- . .1 large re '•' n com" •'••<•
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Smelting." In the evening a banquet and
dance were given by the local members.
On Saturday, the twenty-third, almost the

entire party took the automobile trip over what
is known as the Apache Trail, from Globe to
Phoeni.x \'ia the great Roosevelt dam. The
entire distance is about 120 miles over most of
which_ the scenery is very wonderful. After
spending an hour or more about the dam, we
passed along the government road down the
gorge below the dam to Fish Springs where we
had dinner. One of the most impressive features
of the day was passing suddenly from a flat

desert country east of Phoenix, into the beautiful
green irrigated country around Phoenix. We
were some 7 or 8 hours late reaching Grand
Canyon on Sunday, the twenty-fourth, so the
party voted unamimously to stay over until
^londay night. On Monday a large party
made the trip down to the bottom of the Grand
Canyon via the Bright Angel Trail, while others
\'isited different points of interest along the
run. From this point the party was prac-
tically disbanded as all that remained^was the
journey homeward.
To the members of the Institute the trip

afforded a most unprecedented opportunity to
study copper mining and smelting methods.
under the best conditions as all of the copper
mines and smelters are now running at full
capacity. Both the mining and smelting com-
panies certainly tried to out-do themselves in
throwing open the doors and offering every pos-
sible facihty for the members to study their
practices in both mining, concentrating and
smelting. The visiting members were divided
into groups and personally guided through the
different departments by superintendents, who
explained in detail every phase of treating the
ore from the time it is broken in the stopes
until the metal itself is cast in moulds. Although
the attendance was considered good, it certainly
seems to me that a larger number of members
would avail themselves of this splendid oppor-
tunity to study, geology, mining and smelt-
ing—particularly the younger men. Among
some of the more prominent men present at this
meeting were: Dr. L. D. Rickets, president of
the Institute; B. B. Thayer, past president;
Bradley Stoughton, secretary; Geo. D. Barron,
Phihp i\. Moore, J. S. Jennings, Walter Douglas,
John C. Greenway, L. O. Howard, Karl Filers,
Carl Scholz, Arthur Natman, E. P. Matheson,
C. W. Goodale, Forest Rutherford, and Julius
Knittschnitt, Jr.

Hoovers to Open New York Office
Theo^lore J. Hoover will open an office in

New York m the near future to represent the
vanous companies in which he and his brother,
Herbert V. Hoover, of London, are interested.

GEORGE OTIS SMITH TO ADDRESS
GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF AMERICA
George Otis Smith, Director of the Geological

Survey, will present a paper on "Geology and
Public Service" at the December meeting of the
Geological Society of America. This meeting
will be held at Albany, N. Y.

THREAT OF STRIKE SENDS BIG
COAL TONNAGE TO STOCK PILES

The improvement in business to which the
increase in production of coal has been attributed
did not begin in all regions at the same time nor
was its influence everywhere equal, it is pointed
out by C. E. Lesher of the U. S. Geological
Survey. It is evident that one of the most
potent factors was the demand from the warring
nations for foodstuffs, commodities, and manu-
factures of almost every kind, as well as for

munitions of war. This demand was soonest
felt in the manufacturing districts lying north
of the Potomac and east of Chicago, inclusive.

Hence the coal fields from which the fuel for

for this territory is mainly drawn showed the
greatest progress in 1915. There was another
cause for increased output of coal, particularly
in the area mentioned, the influence of which
was felt perhaps as early as August and con-
tinued in effect through the first three months
of 1916, namely, the storage of coal by those
consumers whose supplies come from the
"unionized" coal fields in which the old wage
agreements were to expire April 1, 1916. There
was considerable apprehension with regard to

the successful negotiation of new agreements,
and the possibility of a shutdown of the mines
caused many consumers to adopt a policy of

preparedness; as a result the buying of coal was
for a period in excess of the needs for immediate
consumption. The movement was initiated by
the railroads and users of steam coal, particularly

manufacturers with large contracts to fill, soon
followed their lead. Although only incomplete
statistics of storage are available, there is

evidence to indicate that between the late

summer of 1915 and the end of March, 1916,

not less than 10,000,000 tons of bituminous coal

were put into stock piles and the quantity may
have been nearly 15,000,000 tons.

Jeffrey Issues New Bulletins

Bulletin No. 191 of the Jeffrey Manufacturing
Co. contains interesting installation views and
describes the latest improvements in the Jeffrey
29-B "Arcwall" type of coal cutter for "over-
cutting" system of mining, which is self-contained

and self-propelled—is adjustable in all directions

—will cut in the coal, dirt or shale bands, and
can be built to cut anywhere above the top of

rail.

Bulletin No. 192 contains full instructions

for the care and operation of the Jeffrey 35-B,
latest type of shortwall coal cutter, which has
been designed to meet the demand for a simple
rugged medium weight machine having features

which make it quickly and easily handled.
This bulletin also features the Jeffrey self-

propelling hand truck, which permits of unload-
ing the machine at any angle to the truck and
on a spot which will require the least amount
of time to handle it into the proper position
for cutting.
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to be the basis of the Frazier classification, it

would seem almost certain that the Bemice,
Arkansas, coal should be classed as a semi-

anthracite.

BUREAU OF MINES LIBRARY
CONTAINS 11,000 VOLUMES

The Library of the Bureau of Mines, which
will be housed in the new Interior Department,
was organized early in 1911, soon after the

Bureau was established. Since then there has

grown from a collection of a small number
of books and a library of about 11,000 volumes
of chemical, technical, mining and scientific

publications, which promises to become one of

the most notable special library collections in

the coimtry.
Mrs. Edith F. Spofford, librarian of the

Bureau, is a daughter-in-law of the late Librarian

of Congress, Dr. Ainsworth R. Spofford. Her
father was Judge William Harrison Safford. of

Chillicothe, Ohio, a prominent jurist and writer

on subjects relating to American history and
biography.

Mrs. Spofford came to the Bureau of Mines
from the Library of Congress after twelve years'

experience in that great training school for libra-

rians. At the time of her transfer, she was in

charge of the catalogue of the Periodical Division

of that library where she became familiar with
the American and foreign technical and scientific

literatiire.

For two years, Mrs. Spofford devoted her time
to devising and perfecting a library system that

would meet the requirements of the main
library in Washington, and the branch libraries

under supervision of the main library. With
the rapid growth of the Bureau the wisdom of

this course has been proved.
The main library in Washington is a clearing

house for its various branches, as well as a
central bureau for information, giving practical

service to eight branches of the Bureau.
Each station has its special collection of books,
and maintains indexes of subjects pertaining to
the work of that station. Library of Congress
printed cards, as soon as available, are sent to
the branch libraries for these indexes.

All books and publications belonging to the
Bureau are catalogued and charged in the main
library, the cards designating whether the book
is in Washington, or at one or more of the
stations.

T" '^^^ 'i^'^'on to ordering and distributing all

pt^ = received whether by purchase or
exchange, the library endeavors to serve the
specific interests of the scientific workers, by
keeping in touch with individual investigations
in the various branches, in supplying articles or
books as requested, and in calling attention to
other pi' '

*ons bearing upon such investiga-
tions, i^i^,. iiunities for such service are in-
creasing with the progress of the growth of the
Bureau.

MRS. EDITH F. SPOFFORD
Librarian, Bureau of Mines

Mrs. Spofford had completed arrangements
for attending the International meeting of

librarians in Oxford, England, in August, 1914,
when war was declared. At that time as an
official representative of the Bureau of Mines,
she had been authorized to visit the Government
Mining Departments in England, France and
Belgium, with the hope of obtaining for the
Bureau valuable reports needed to complete
sets of foreign mining statistics in the Bureau's
library.

Appoints Kansas City Agent

The Jeffrey Manufacturing Company, of

Columbus, Ohio, has opened an agency with the
Gustin-Bacon Manufacturing Co., of Kansas
City, in order to establish closer cooperation
with their customers in Kansas, Missouri and
Oklahoma, and improve their service there.

The Gustin-Bacon Company will carry a line

of Jeffrey Transmission Machinery, Chains,
Buckets, etc., in stock. J. S. Davidson, who
has spent several years in the sales and engineer-
ing departments of the Jeffrey Company has
associated himself with the Gustin-Bacon Com-
pany and will handle all inquiries for Jeffrey

Products. His experience and training in the
application of these products will enable him to
be of great assistance to customers in solving
their problems in elevating, conveying and trans-

mission machinery, also crushing, pulverizing
and screening equipment.
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RALPH CREWS
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UNUSUAL HEADWAY MARKS
SUMMER'S WORK IN ALASKA

Unusual headway was made by the geological

parties which worked in Alaska this summer.
Alfred H, Brooks, in charge of the Geological

Survey's Alaskan division, just has returned
from Alaska with a flattering report as to the
progress made in the territory.

Unusually propitious weather conditions made
possible a larger amount of work than has been
the case during any other summer. The spring

was early and exceptionally good fortune was
with the parties in making good connections
with the river boats. These reasons added to an
unusually dry summer made possible the unusual
progress.

There were twelve parties engaged in work
in the different portions of the peninusla. In
southeastern Alaska a detailed survey of the
Juneau district was completed. Owing to
the importance of the operations in this district

an examination was made more in detail than
usual. Both topographical and geological maps
were made on a scale of 2.64 inches to the mile.

This mapping covers the area of the larger

developments of the Juneau regions.

A reconnoissance of the southern portion of
the Ketchikan district was finished. The Survey
now has complete stream gauge records for a
year and a half. This data has been gathered
in cooperation with the Forest Service. From
it, it is possible to judge that there are many im-
portant water power sites in this portion of
Alaska. It can be said, however, that there are
not as many power sites as had been anticipated,
judging from the amount of the rainfall.

On Prince William Sound a topographical
reconnoissance of the Port Wills district was
completed. Unusually good weather marked
the passage of the summer in this area and the
progress made is described as remarkable.
The good weather extended also to the Copper

River region where a continuance of geological
work took place.
A detailed geological survey of the Nenana

coal field was made. This is one of the three
most important coal fields in Alaska. It will
be pierced by the new railroad. This field

necessarily will be the source of fuel for power
purposes in the Fairbanks district.

Topographical and geological reconnoissances
were completed of the Kantishna district which
is 50 miles southwest of the railroad.
A detailed survey was made of the Marsha

placer district. This is a new mineral area of
the lower Yukon. Owing to their apparent
importance reconnoissance surveys were made
of adjacent areas.

Supplemental studies were made of the lodes
at Fairbanks. Similar studies were also made
at Nome. An interesting reconnoissance is
reported by the party assigned to the Tolovane
placer district.

Dr. Brooks himself spent two months in
Alaska. His visit was confined to southeastern
Alaska and the Prince William Sound country.
Copper production in Alaska continues to

increase at an almost unbelievable rate. Every

effort is being made to stimulate production to

the utmost in order to take advantage of the
high prices available.

The gold production promises to be about the
same as last year. Important new territory

is being prospected, however, and every indica-

tion points to the fact that Alaska will be a
consistent producer of gold for many years to

come.
Shipment of antimony has stopped entirely

with the fall of prices.

Some scheelite is being developed in the
Fairbanks district.

NO EARLY INCREASE IN OREGON
COAL PRODUCTION EXPECTED

The only developed coal field in Oregon is in

the Coos Bay district, on the Pacific coast.

The only outlet at present for the coal is by
boat, but the completion of the projected line

of the Southern Pacific Company from Eugene
to Marshfield will enable the Coos Bay output
to reach wider markets. At present wood is

largely used for domestic fuel in this territory

and wood and oil are the principal fuels in the
industries. The Coos Bay coal is sub-bituminous
and cannot be used to any extent for bunkering.

In view of these conditions no great progress

is to be expected in Oregon coal production says

the U. S. Geological Survey.

INVESTIGATES FAULTING IN
SEVERAL MINERAL STATES

Sidney Paige, in charge of the western areal

geology for the Geological Survey, has returned

from an investigation in the San Juan moun-
tains of Colorado, in the Grand Canyon, in the

Yosemite Valley region and in southern Cali-

fornia. With Robert T. Hill he has been paying
especial attention to investigation of faulting.

Mr. Paige also visited Lassen Peak and looked

over certain features of vulcanism being mani-
fested there. Mr. Paige paid a visit to the

University of California while in the West.

Hold Markets With Difficulty

The coal fields of Tennessee are so hedged
about by competing districts, in some of which
the cost of mining is much lower, that it is

with difficulty that the Tennessee operators are

able to hold their old markets, and of course

under these conditions new markets of any
extent are not attainable except for some of

the particularly high-grade coals.

Lyon Visits Chemical Show

Dorsey A. Lyon, who is in charge of the experi-

ment work being done by the Bureau of Mines
at the University of Utah, was in Washington
last month. He attended the Chemical Show
at New York.



SIXTY DEGREE GASOLINE DEVELOPS AS MUCH
POWER AS THE 74 DEGREE PRODUCT
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Being Co.istructed to Us 3 a Much LoA-er Grade of Fuel Thaa Was Possible

Two Years Ago -Casi.igiead GiSDli.i? Discussed.

Speaking recently on the purity of gasoline,

Van H. Manning, Director of the Bureau of

Mines, said:

"The Bureau of Mines is in entire sympathy
with your campaign for purity in gasoline,
and wishes to be of aid, not only to all of you
but to the entire country in this important
matter.
"We are today facing a serious condition in
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character of the fuel used ia their automobiles,

at the present time, particularly if the auto-

mobile is of a design of two or more years ago,

not having the improved engine and carburetor

design, it is not equipped to use the present-day

low grade of fuel.

"Refiners are cooperating along another line to

the same end, namely, to increase the amount
of gasoline and at the same time to keep the

price down to a reasonable basis, by means of

cracking kerosenes and heavier oils, thereby-

converting a certain proportion of the crude oil

which was not formerly utilized for the purpose,

into gasoline. Last year there was produced by
by cracking processes approximately 2,000,000

barrels of gasoline. This year it is estimated

that there will be produced more than 5,000,000

barrels of gasoline by cracking processes. This

is all the more striking when it is considered that

these 5,000,000 barrels of gasoline were rnade

from oils which in the past did not enter into

the making of gasoline, and indicates the possi-

bilities of the present production of crude oil to

supply the future requirements of the auto-

mobile.
"So, gentlemen, you can see that these are some

of the problems that have to be taken into con-

sideration in any specifications that are drawn
up. We want to assure you as nearly as we can
that you get a grade of gasoline that will be
satisfactory for your needs; then we have to be
sure that it is of such a grade as can be supplied

by the refiners at a reasonable price. Unless the
specifications do take these factors into considera-

tion, they may result in restricting the supply
and making the prices exorbitantly high, and
also may deprive many people of the pleasure of

owning a motor car by making the price of fuel

prohibitive. With proper development of the
cracking processes, and the cooperation of the
automobile engineer, there is no reason why a
suitable fuel should not be available for years to

come and at a reasonable price.

"The Bureau of Mines has for a number of

years appreciated the seriousness of the motor
fuel problem; in fact, long before the sharp
increase in prices of gasoline, this Bureau was
aware of the conditions, and realized that this

increase in prices would follow. It was at that
time the Bureau began a serious investigation
of this entire problem. The special investigation
bearing directly on the quality of gasoline was
begun eight months ago and is being continued
today. Samples of gasoline were purchased in
the open market in all parts of the country (and
not from refiners), and were analyzed by the
Bureau's engineers, and engine tests were also
run on the representative grades of gasoline.
The results to date are contained in a publica-
tion to be issued in the near future by the Bureau
of Mines. There is also in course of publication,
and nearly completed, a report on gasoline
specifications, which has taken into considera-
tion the available supply, increasing demand,
and the protection of the public, as well as fair
treatment to the refining industry—all with
the purpose of assuring a future supply of gaso-
line to the public at the most reasonable prices.
"One of the results that may prove startling to

the public is that the gravity of the gasoline

does not of itself necessarily mean a satisfactory

basis for the purchase of gasoline. Engine
tests were run by the Bureau on gasoline having
a gravity of from 74° to 60°. The net result of

these tests showed a difference in power de-

veloped of less than 2 per cent between gasolines

of 74° gravity and gasolines of 60° gravity.

This is all the more remarkable when it is con-
sidered that 74° gravity gasoline is selling at

31 cents per gallon, while the 60° gravity gasoline

can be purchased at 22 cents per gallon.

"It is probable that the 60° gravity gasoline,

which can be purchased for 9 cents less a gallon,

can be used in the automobile with the same
satisfaction as the 74° gravity gasoline.

"All gasolines, under properly regulated engine
conditions can be made to develop quantities

of power which are not greatly different. This
result was obtained from experimental work
in our laboratories in Pittsburgh, and indicates

that the claims made by many refineries for the
power producing qualities of their gasoline are

largely without foundation. It does not neces-

sarily follow that all gasolines are equally good,
but it is certain that exaggerated claims are made
for the number of miles per gallon. The possible

element of superiority undoubtedly lies in the
quality some products have of giving maximum
efficiency over a wider range of engine conditions.

The fact of importance is, therefore, that if the

user of gasoline takes sufficient care of his engine,

he can obtain almost as good results from a cheap
gasoline as from an expensive, high-test product,

as the power developed under like conditions

varies little in our experiments.
"Recently, owing to the remarkable develop-

ment of the casing head gasoline industry, that

is, obtaining gasoline from natural gas, there

has been obtained a product called 'blended'

gasoline. The casing head gasoline as derived

from natural gas is too volatile to be used
directly. It is therefore mixed with oil just a

little lighter than kerosene but heavier than
gasoline. Such a blended gasoline may be of

any gravity desired by the manufacturer, but

is naturally different in composition and prop-

erties from the straight refinery product which
it may chance to resemble in gravity only.

This is due to the fact that it is generally com-
posed of more of both of the heavier and lighter

oils than gasoline made by the ordinary pro-

cesses. On account of the larger proportion of

light oil, it is possible to use a correspondingly

large proportion of heavy oil and still have an
average gravity the same as ordinary gasoline,

but which may act very differently in an engine

on account of the large portion of heavy oil

contained in the blended product. This is not

intended to discourage the use or manufacture
of casing head gasoline. If the casing head
gasoline is blended with the proper oils, that is,

oils that are not too heavy, it can be used satis-

factorily in an automobile engine. Casing head
gasoline is an important addition to our fuel

oil resources, the production amounting to

approximately 5 per cent of the total production
of gasoline this year.
"The Bureau of Mines is now preparing gasoline
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NATION'S FIRST COOPERATIVE
SELLING AGENCY ORGANIZED

Formation of the first organization for

cooperative selling to give an American industry

an advantage over foreign competitors in foreign

markets was announced by the Bureau of

Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The organi-

zation consists of an export sales company
representing 80 per cent of the Douglas fir cut
in this country, and the bureau considers that it

u-ill give American lumber a decided advantage
in the trade struggle that will follow the war.
"The American campaign to capture foreign

lumber markets has resulted in the organization
of an export sales company by Western lumber
manufacturers," said a statement issued by
the Bureau. "This company represents 80
per cent of the Douglas fir and Western hemlock
in the world's lurnber markets."

"It is expected, without violating the present
anti -trust law, to give American manufacturers
some of the advantages that were hoped for
from the Webb bill, which the last Congress
failed to pass.

"The organization of this company is regarded
as the most important and far-reaching step the
industry has taken to broaden its markets and
meet the competition of the thoroughly organized
lumber exporters of northern Europe. In
conjunction with the investigation of European
lumber markets recently undertaken jointly by
the lurnbermen and the bureau of foreign and
domestic commerce, it should give American
limiber a decided advantage over all competitors
in the trade struggle that will follow the war.

"Irnmediate attention will be given to stan-
dardization of grades, to the conditioning of
export lumber and an active propaganda in
foreign countries. Lack of attention in the past
to these very important details accounts in
large measure for the failure of American lumber
to hold its own against more efficient competitors.
"The company was organized as a result of

meetings of interested lumbermen held recently
at San Francisco, and the following officers are
announced: President, W. H. Talbot; general
manager, A. A. Baxter; secretary, Charles E.
Hill."

The organization of the company is understood
to have been approved by representatives of the
Federal Trade Commission, who have been on
the Pacific Coast for some time.

This event led to the following editorial com-
ment in the Washington Post.
"The announcement that Western fir manu-

facturers representing 80 per cent of the output,
are the first in any line of industry to secure
permission from the Federal Trade Commission
to organize for the development of foreign com-
merce is an item of peculiar interest. It shows
that the lumbermen are running true to form
as one of the most progressive bodies in adopting
cooperative methods for the enhancement of
mutual profit and advancement of American
trade.

_
"There is no other great independent industry

in this country so thoroughly organized today
on a service basis as lumbering.

"In the general commercial field the lumber-
men have a national organization serving as a
center, about which cluster in more or less close
affiliation numerous independent bodies, each
covering its own particular field. The hardwood
association endeavors to coordinate the work of
all those manufacturers engaged in the produc-
tion of hardwood lumber and conform to it the
requirements of the retailers, as brought out
by the National Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-
tion, Grades, measurements, shipping rules,

freight rates and countless other matters of
common interest are worked out in harmony.

"Manufacturers of hemlock, pine, cypress,
redwood and other specific lines are organized
in separate bodies, each having its own work to
perform. In some instances they have estab-
lished elaborate headquarters, with staffs of

experts having charge of broad investigations
and novel laboratory and field experimentation.
The redwood manufacturers first established by
thorough experimental work the suitability of

that timber for silo construction ; then by cooper-
ative advertising, captured a big share of this

growing field. Later the cypress men, finding
their timber peculiarly adapted for this use,

started out to gather in some of the trade.

Curiously enough, though they have developed a
profitable business in this line, this has not been
done at the expense of the other wood. The
combined advertising, rather, has resulted in

so great a demand for silos that both organiza-
tions are pushed at times to fill their orders.

"Southern gum and Northern hemlock were
for many years confined in use to sheeting and
other of the cheaper forms of construction.

Lately manufacturers of these woods have com-
bined in separate organizations for the discovery
of more profitable employment in their products.

By careful experimentation they have succeeded,

and by well-directed publicity they are obtaining

a sale for the higher grades of these timbers for

interior finish and flooring. Birch and maple
are both represented by strong associations, and
there are many other sturdy organizations, each

representing some particular district. The White
Pine Bureau of St. Paul represents the manu-
facturers of six Northwestern States. On the

Pacific the West Coast Lumbermen's Association

represents thirty-seven manufacturers in two
States and a Canadian province. The producers

of gum in Mississippi and of pine in the Calcasieu

District, of Louisiana, North Carolina, Arkansas
and other sections have their own organizations,

through which they advertise their products and
protect their marketing interests.

"Ten congresses and conventions, representing

various groups of lumber producers, are to be
held within the next thirty days, and these

are but a fraction of the total."

Bureau of Mines to Have Exhibit

The Bureau of Mines will have an exhibit

at the National Safety Council Exhibition, at

Detroit.
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ADVANCE IN METALLURGY
FACTOR IN PRODUCTION

A feature of the copper industry during the

past few years, as is pointed out by B. S. Butler,

of the Geological Sur\^ey, is the great improve-
ment in metallurgical practices. The blast

furnace that was long such a factor in copper
metallurgy has been in a large part replaced by
the reverberatory.

The great increase in concentrating ore treated

during recent years has served to emphasize the
lamentably large losses by the older concentra-
tion processes.

The flotation process which promises a revo-

lution in concentrating methods will be a very
important factor in the 1916 production, Mr.
Butler predicts. Leaching, he thinks, will be
restricted to classes of ore not susceptible to

treatment by the flotation process as at present

developed. The improved processes promise to

add from 10 to 20 per cent to the metal recovery
of concentrating ore, Mr. Butler believes.

Smelter Sampling Discussed

A bulletin descriptive of smelter methods
of sampling has been issued by the Arizona

State Bureau of Mines.

I

I

For Faster Hoisting

For Greater Output
For Positive Action

InstaU The H. & H.
Self-Dumping Cage

The Automatic Car Release and
the Safety Catch, exclusive features

of this labor-saving hoist, have a
decided bearing on the reduction of

your hoisting charges.

You will be inleresUd in full details

Herzler & Henninger
Machine Works

Belleville Illinois

RADIUM FOUND IN TWO
PRINCIPAL TYPES OF MINERALS

Radium is found in two principal types of

minerals—as pitchblende, occurring only in

granitic rocks, and in the oxidized minerals

which have been formed probably from the

breaking down of pitchblende and have been

carried to oth.er places in solution. The prin-

cipal mineral of the oxidized group is carnotite,

the yellow and generally powdery mineral which

is found in considerable quantities in south-

western Colorado and southeastern Utah.

Other oxidized minerals such as torbernite

and autunite are found in the veins which carry

pitchblende or in the oxidized portions of thos-

veins which are thought to have contained pitche

blende at one time. They are of little com-

mercial value, although they have been mined

as a source of radium in Portugal and South

Australia.

COAL MINE OPERATORS OFTEN
SELL AT LOSS, MR. LESHER SAYS

The bituminous-coal operator does not as a
general rule ascertain carefully the total cost of

producing his coal and thus establish a price

below which he will not sell, but he usually
takes what he can get for his product, probably
believing that in dull times it is better to accept
a loss in sales than to close the mine, and hoping
that he can retrieve his fortunes when conditions

are more prosperous, says C. E. Lesher, of the

Geological Survey. The contract prices for

coal are governed to a considerable extent by
the optimism, or the reverse, of the mine operator.

During dull times the prices are low, as there is

more coal available than is needed, and these

prices are somewhat slow in responding to the

upward trend when business improves, either

because by chance the improvement begins after

the period of fixing contract prices or because
the change in the tide is not realized or appre-
ciated by the coal trade until it is well on its

upward way, Mr. Lesher says.

CALIFORNIA LAW HAMPERS
PRODUCTION OF COPPER

The decline in copper production in Cali-

fornia is due to a considerable extent to the
necessity of eliminating smelter "smoke"
ingredients injurious to vegetation, the Geo-
logical Survey points out. This has resulted in

closing all but one of the smelters in the Shasta
County district. California originally was one
of the largest copper producing States of the
West. At one time it was second only to Michi-
gan in copper production.
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DR. M. D. POSTER
Chairman. Hoaae Committee on Mines and Mining.

SUPREME COURT REFUSES
TO REVIEW STRIKE CASE

The Supreme Court has refused to review the

convictions of four leaders in the 1913 West

Virginia coal strike, who were sentenced to

six months' imprisonment for contempt of

court in failing to obey an injunction by the

federal district judge.

The cases are another outcrop of litiga-

tion in connection with Judge Dayton's de-

cree that the United Mine Workers was an

unlawful conspiracy in its organ-. • and

operation. The d» rits were :

of the union and were found guilty of incit-

ing miners to leave or refuse e: at

Their conviction was affirmed by Hit- 1 c«urth

Federal Court of Appeals on the
•'

Judge Dayton's decree against t:ic \^iu\>

Mine Workers was valid.
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Latest Legal Decisions

OPTION CONTRACT

An option contract to purchase the mineral

resources in and under certain described land

underlaid with a coal vein 34 inches or more

in thickness is not satisfied or comphed with,

on the optionee's election to complete the pur-

chase, by a deed purporting to convey coal,

"the one mineral resource," without even de-

scribing it as of the required thickness, and

on the tender of such a deed the optionor

or seller cannot recover the purchase price

named.
Auten vs. Mayor Coal Co. (Kansas), 158

Pacific, 13, p. 14; June, 1916.

EXTRALATERAL RIGHTS

By Section 2322, R. S., U. S., giving locators

exclusive right of possession and enjoyment

of all the surface included within the lines

of their locations, and of all veins, lodes

and ledges throughout their entire depth, the

top or apex of which lies inside of the sur-

face lines, although such veins may so far

depart from the perpendicular as to extend
outside the vertical side lines of the surface

locations. Congress contemplated that the lo-

cator of a mining claim might discover more
than one vein within his surface boundaries
and gave him all veins, lodes and ledges

throughout their entire depth. If a vein in

the form of a single anti-clinical fold may be

said to have an apex, there is nothing in the

statute which militates against extralateral

rights upon such vein in opposite directions,

the same as though it were two veins with
separate apices instead of one vein. Under
such circumstances the locator is entitled to

extralateral rights in opposite directions inas-

much as the end lines of his claim must neces-
sarily have two directions, and the statute

cannot be construed as limiting end lines to

one direction only.

Jim Butler, Tonapah Min. Co. vs. West End
Cons. Min. Co. (Nev.), 158 Pacific, 876, p.
S79; June, 1916.

a strained and unfriendly relation had existed

between the parties for months, during a part

of which time no communications had passed

between them, and where the grantor knew
that the grantee had previously claimed that

the grantor had beaten him out of a large sum
of money and where it also appeared that

the valuable ore bodies alleged to have been
discovered by the grantee and by him con-

cealed from the grantor were known to the

grantor and had been known and had been
tested for mineral for at least three years

and that the ore was not of sufficient magni-

tude or value to warrant its working as a

commercial ore body and that these bodies

did not add commercial value, but a specula-

tive value only, to the mine, and that the

valuable ore bodies discovered by the grantee

were in' fact discovered long after the agree-

ment to convey had been reached.
Richardson vs. Heney (Arizon:.), 151 Pa-

cific, 980, p. 984.

CONVEYANCE TO CO-OWNER

The purchase of an interest in a mine by
one co-owner from another cannot be de-
clared fraudulent and the deed transferring
the property annulled and the conveyance set
aside on the ground of fraud in the viola-
tion of confidential relations and on the ground
of the fraudulent concealment of valuable ore
bodies known to the purchasing co-owner and
unknown to the selling co-owner, where it

appears that the purchasing co-owner had the
supervision of the operation of the mine and

510

RAII^ROAD RIGHT OE WAY

A person who located a mining claim on the

public lands and subsequently abandoned the

same as a mining location and immediately
returned and established a homestead residence

upon the land is not in a position to question

the right of a railroad to occupy and use a

part of such land for its right of way on
the ground that the railroad had no capacity

to accept the grant from the government,
where the appropriation was made prior to

the time it was occupied as a homestead resi-

dence, for the reason that by the abandonment
of the mineral location the original locator

had no interest in the land as a homesteader
at the time the railroad acquired its right of

way and constructed its road.

Van Dyke vs. Arizona Eastern R. Co. (Ari-

zona), 157 Pacific, 1019, p. 1023; June, 1916.

CONTROIvI^ING ELECTIONS

The election of sheriflf, county clerk, county
assessor and county commissioners for the

County of Huerfano, Colorado, in the election

of 1914, was declared illegal and the contest

sustained on the ground that the proof showed
that the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company
and the Victor Fuel Company connived with
the Board of County Commissioners of the

county and with other officials and politicians,

and thereby secured the creation of election

precincts so bounded as to include the private

property only of the coal companies and the

lines of the precincts were marked by the
fences of the companies or guarded by their
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own armed men, these places having been
known as "closed camps" within which only
the employes of the company were permitted
to enter and the public not only excluded but
warned that any entrance constituted a tres-

pass. The companies deny the right of free

public assemblage within the precincts as estab-

lished, and the right of free and open discus-

sion of public elections and the right to cir-

culate election literature, and pr ^ * • ^ "" >

dates of one party from enteri: ., . -

precincts. It also appeared that the coal com-
panies secured the selection of their own em-
ployes excli; as judges of el< > and
caused the i^^. .ration lists to be :. v from
their own payrolls and kept them in their

private places of business in charge of their

own employes, prohibiting all public investiga-

tions as to the qualifications of the — ns

registered as electors of the different p ts.

Proof also showed that these coal companies,
through their employes, assisted foreigners

not familiar with the Er ' ' ' e to

vote by marking their ball*-: ... .. ........ ..i law
and that the companies furnished or caused
to be furnished such voters a fraudulent de-

vice by which they could vote for certain per-

sons upon the ticket without being able to read

either the name of the candidate or the title

of the party ticket- The proof also showed
that the activities of the coal companies in con-

trol of the elections on election day were so

outrageous as to make n..,-,.ccary the presence

of a detail of Federal rs to protect and
escort legal and qualified voters to the polls.

The Supreme Court of Colorado, in reversing

the lower court, says, in its o'"-' n: "We
are unable to find a precedent .. - _ like or

similar conditions have been considered as

in this case wherein private corporations have
assumed to deny the pubilc character of an
*' *• n and to arbitrarily take charge of and

t the same as if it were the sole private

business of the corporation. These companies
plainly connived with certain county ofTicials

to secure the creation of election p '•"".%.
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;

; . i-

; . h
election precmcts as to the qu ol the
1 - so registered as •

"

t.

ii.iwiigh thei'^ ..«,>.i. .. ... .,.

cials they >•

speaking persons to vote by r: ir

^ for them, v.

> pr- ' ' _: :i ^:ng
"•ns \\:... . HuVt _. (fore

i! cd, by might be
enabled to vote the k^ "j-

out bf '
* to read i name of

the ca:.....i...- "r the p-?*-- •' ' ••^'•ch

they so voted. They c« d
their employes .in many r ci. We find

•
' .••.• booki.no such ' Ic of fr;i : .<.

.^.. 5...
:cr .111 :ii of the
n* .TS .1 • lie in which

and must -

law in a frc-

to weigh such c

Neelly vs. Farr > .ido>, 158 I'aalic,

4.*H, p. 466; July, 19lo.

STEAM SHOVEL GIVES COAL
FIELD NEW LEASE ON LIFE

The mining of coal in open pits by
steam > has become an import. -e

in thi- li " in Crawford and C

Counties :•' '' T^->«'- »--».»^.^i t

has eflfectc ; . .

tion as com; with ui

and has given these ' the ouaI
b -^ "c thin and expcii^.>v >.•• mkim, u new lease

THREE STATES PRODUCE
82 PER CENT OF U S COPPER

M \rtzo(ia are the three
i'r- I

^' "tan* ranks
in.5t \v. ire outpat
of the countr>'. M n is second with mora
than 26 : i ranks third -

nearly ont-iHu..i -u lw^^ «»vaniry'8 copper piL»-

duction.
I'tah. which has risen r as a copper

I
r in re< cart, hiu urodooed OQ^

biA - -*' ^
*'

.J output of tha ootmCry.
Thr nanx**! States, however, have
I

H2 per cent of the entire prodoction
ot • These figures ^^ 1

by ' r, the copper spcvM^u. vi iite

( fCt

i""

tbr • v

New Salts Mansfer Hamad
F. W. < vi".« s ::;.»:'..», *

^'
' ' u^u^; CvimpMUiy, ui Juuwaufcrr, vxil

nnnrrtinn with the oompanv Vnv^?n»
bcr 1, Ida, H. r

many ycmn cumpany lO

various capaciucx, uoa ucca appototad safcni

m.inarrr.

V is an able engineer, well vemd in all

k >( power problant. «
Willi luc company be has catnoa tniv un^JuriAnt
rngtncennjp
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ARIZONA BUREAU OF MINES
PUBLISHES BULLETIN IN SPANISH

Beginning November 1, the State Safety News»

published monthly by the Arizona Bureau of

Mines.also will be published in Spanish. Inasmuch

as the proportion of Spanish-speaking laborers

in the mines of Arizona is large, and the necessity

for education along safety lines is even greater

for these employees than for the Americans, it

is felt that considerable benefit will be derived

by this means.

BASTIN TO EXAMINE
BRADEN MINES IN CHILE

Dr. E. S. Bastin, of the U. S. Geological

Sur\'ey has been extended a leave of absence for

one year, during which time he will make an

examination of the Braden Copper Company's
mines in Chile. He will be associated in this

work with Waldemar Lindgren, the head of the

division of geology of the Massachusetts Insti-

tute of Technology.

STRIKES HAVE INTERFERED
LITTLE WITH COAL PRODUCTION

Within recent years the time lost because of

labor strikes has not interfered except locally

with the production of coal. The possible

effect of a shutdown of the mines during

the progress of wage negotiations in the bitu-

minous fields is usually discounted in advance
by the storage of coal, and in other years the

total possible working days lost because of

labor disaffection amount to but 1 or 2 per

cent of the total active days.

BUREAU OF MINES LEGAL
ADVISER AN AUTHOR OF NOTE

Judge J. W. Thompson, a law examiner of

the Bureau of Mines, was bom on a farm near
Shelbyville, Ind. He continued to live and
work on the farm until 23 years of age.

During this time he secured such an education
as was afforded in the public schools of Shelby-
ville. Following his graduation from high
school, he taught two years in the vicinity of
Shelb^'ville. He then took a course in Hartsville
University, followed by a course at Franklin
College, and afterwards studied law. He was
admitted to the bar and practiced law in Win-
chester, Ind., where he continued this work for
twenty-one yearc. During this time he did a
great deal of law editorial work, which led
finally to his acceptance of a position as
editor and law writer with the Bobbs-Merrill
Company, law-book publishers of Indianapolis.
Here he spent ten years, during which time he
gave special attention to and wrote extensively
on mining law for the technical mining press.
It was through these writings that he became

JUDGE J. W. THOMPSON
Chief of legal division of the Bureau of Mines.

known to the Director of the Bureau of

Mines and this led to his appointment as

law examiner for the Bureau. He came to the

Bureau April 1, 1911, and has continued with
it since.

Judge Thompson has been a prolific writer

and is the author of thirty-two volumes, some
of them containing as high as 1,600 pages each.

His principal publications are: "Thompson on
Corporations," a nationally known work;
"Thompson's Ohio Trial Evidence," considered

a classic in Ohio; "Thompson's Indiana Forras;"

"Notes on Indiana Decisions," and "United
States Mining Statutes Annotated," which
made the Federal Mining Law readily available

for the first time.

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY NOT READY
FOR MORE STATISTICS IT APPEARS
A circular recently was sent out by the

Geological Survey to the producers of aluminum
salts. These producers were asked if they could
make use of more diversified statistics on alumi-
num salts. They were asked to indicate what
divisions in the present statistics would enable
them to have a better understanding of the
industry. Only 25 per cent of the manufacturere
replied. This is taken at the Survey to indicate

that the industry is not ready for more detailed
statistics at this time. This applies to prac-
tically the entire chemical industry, it is believed.
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CLARK MAY ATTEND
CHICAGO CONVENTION

Will L. Clark has rt . as manager oi the
United Verde Copper '

i he
has held since 1904. .>een
accepted wth the k et by l»oth

Senator \V. A. Clark and his son, C
Clark, who is general manager of uic L^utric

interests in Arizona. Will Clark will devote his
time to several companies in which he is in-

terested in Arizona and also to in' in
M - * - n. For some Mr. CI :•

. n
dii... . of the Americ:i: ning C'>:.^vv , ..:. 1

has always taken a deep interest in its work.
Whenever possible he attends its annual con-
vention and has now -sed to participate
in the proceedings of i..^ ^ jngress at Chicago
in November.

Since 1889, Will L. Clark has been 1

^\ith the f- • ' ,n of '" ^ '

"

:

steadily ui: _ . jcame .„;., ^ . :

the Clark mines at Butte. As a result of his

splendid i ment these mines had the
reputation (.'i :jcing the 5xifest in **

' trict.

In 1904, Mr. Clark came to Ji_ , Ariz., as
manager of the United Verde. Some of the
most effective mine safety methods in use U>-

on' * ' ' .j-e perfected under his m
mc _;....jd Verde. In 1907, Mr
was named Chairman of the Arizona '

.;

Code Commission which, after three years of

pr *
. study and cow ^^

' - ted

the .... ; - which is today kn - . :. „ - na
Mine Inspection law.

ALL CLASSIFICATIONS OF
COALS ARE UNSATISFACTORY

.\n
' i-'--ifications of coals are more or k ..

un ry, the lines of division being neces-

sarily arbitrar>'. As a practical and sensible,

as well as a v< !e working basis, Cainp-
Tw.ir. ,?;fT..r,., •

f peats, lij" •*'• •' -

.<jus coals, i.s

Geological burvey. i he discTiminalion ol semi-
'

'• and anthracite is

' v.f. -n.

! : the U. S.

Geological Survey u . t study of the coals

from the 8tan<'

in the v^ '».-t ^......

oxygen-c ig the m»»st i:

index to ; of liu*

ordinary run * : ik of the

ooal.

ELECTRIFICATION OF C M 8t ST. P

AFFECTS MONTANA COAL MINES

The d«»r!^.rin^? f. .r *.' •
• r .i .u . ; '

fuel, par from the 1

field in N ., has
bythr • - r

Milw.'i -v . -

..IT.< t. .: the the year by a
^ix.l I for caml fur domoftic and com-
iiktim: •.;

TURN TO OIL SHALES AS
OIL SUPPLY BEGINS TO FAIL

An i: by
nes u^G.

lo

in .

to a general y tn : i than
eleven States, uic crcs; oi loc wav
tion STTTTK? to have passed, althoug..
of ft :ia, and \Vyoming w^rh
yi' e more than ofiietting H
Oil.LT r .i'rs.

In vic.v of the raniMTv irmwi ^ -.nd for
>jas<.;linc and other

;
: docs

not seem too early to be * account oif

stock ' - •' - '"'
addition to

the '''^sing car
geologic ki po«nhle
extension of oil the <

has b^un to stuuy ihe b:

shales.

One belt of black shalet e
: New

York to K and c A:
large area i. ^^oiorado, '

"'
::;:..

These var>' 'V - nins In, . -.w \:s

shale from - Is as }
•

.-. L.^r.- ',s

of oil to the ton. The at New
'- ' "on di^ . 7 to 12

^ - ion. Tr.^iAna

and I hale < ng on- aI
Ix : lo ooe-hali barrel

anu I .I'j i^ -^d in stripping the
coal .1.:. . thn^ a waste proluct.
While this • pronusjng under
present • .g how wide
spread ai*. L::<-b< .-Lvaring rocki
and how large in ^„ s their content
of oil. Dr. A . for : e, has figin^
-!:i' ' bed ot i^ / i tdiana oootaint
I(M» iiiuKiH or OKJfc ! ' JiL

H:-t:r-.:- .nr> shales .std nhroad before
I'< diaoc and

u may rt ui uur ciK

at some iuvu:< day, and iadeed
not be far distant, to rafaid :

loproent oi loday.

INCREASED USE OF MACHINES
TO COME IN ANTHRACITE FIXL08

« . • .Prior to 1911 t!

iiithniHte in !'•
., .:..

:i th9
itnfavor-
^. now

le of labor has not cooourafsd
MODS inevitable that

f : 0^,^ oost of

btyood whi< .

jn with soft ooal. fas, and

•C UH.«

of

pnoek cannot \ ratsei!
.1 . .

U eooootnies in oost of
attUif Acite t>e efTectcd in t^

Survey exports.

ri of
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FREDERICK LAIST

Chemical Expert, Anaconda Copper Company, who
will speak on "Electrolytic Separation."

CONDITIONS IN MID CONTINENTAL
FIELD EXPECTED TO IMPROVE

Reporting on conditions in the Mid-Con-
tinental oil field the Federal Reserve Board's
report says:

"There has been a perceptible slackening in

development operations throughout the mid-
continent oil field since the recent curtailment
in runs by the pipe-line organizations and the
decrease in the price of crude oil, yet it is the
general behef in oil circles that conditions can
not help but steadily improve. Uncontradicted
rumors are that a large foreign corporation of

immense resources will soon begin the erection

of a pipe line crossing Oklahoma and Kansas
and running to St. Louis. The general belief

in this action is one of the factors contributing
to the present confidence. Reserve stocks of
petroleum are said to be the lowest in history,
while there is undoubtedly a rapidly multiply-
ing demand for all classes of petroleum products.
Mid-continent production for the first week in

September showed a decrease of 120,000 barrels
daily from the recent high record. The Cushing
(Okla.) production is now at the rate of 63,150
barrels a day, whereas this pool produced over
325,000 barrels daily at its oest point in 1915.
Since July 24, there have been seven distinct
reductions in the price of crude oil, the total
reduction being .65 cents, and the present

price, which has prevailed since the latter part
of August, is 90 cents.

"Activity continues in the Wyoming oil fields,

where large amounts are being invested. The
valuation in the oil fields of that State has in-

creased from $1,446,478 to $2,572,422 between
this time last year and the present, and the in-

crease is growing rapidly."

COAL TAR DYES FEATURE
OF CHEMICAL SHOW

Without question, the principal feature at the
Chemical Show at New York was the exhibit of

American coal tar dyes, according to James H.
Hill of the Geological Survey. The contrast

between the exhibit this year and the exhibit of

last year is very striking, Mr. Hill states.

"The whole show was remarkable," said Mr.
Hill, "when it is compared with the exhibition

of a year ago. It is a clear indication of the
remarkable progress that has been made by the
chemical industry during the past year. One of

the things which impressed me was the diversified

nature of the products exhibited. So many of

the salts which formerly were obtainable only
abroad are now being manufactured in this

country, as was strikingly set forth at this

exhibition.

"Personally, I was most greatly interested in

the barium and strontium salts. Before the

war, practically all barium salts used in this

coiintry were imported. During 1915, 8,000

tons were manufactured domestically. This
amount is steadily increasing since the last

figures were compiled, and I predict that within

the next two years American manufacturers
will be able to supply the entire domestic
demand. Another promising feature is that this

maniifacturing is not confined entirely to one
part of the country. While the principal

factories are in the East, other factories are

springing up in other sections of the country.

"Particular attention seems to have been
directed to the exhibit of silica glassware. It

seems to be the consensus of opinion that this

product has a future.

"Chemists and assayers were particularly

interested in the improved balances which were
on display. The improvement in this important
part of the equipment of a laboratory or assay

office indicates a great step forward."

Iowa Mines Not Holding Their Own
The largest use for Iowa coal is by railroads

and for domestic purposes, as Iowa is primarily

an agricultural State crossed by many of the
western trunk lines. That the production of

coal in this State, which for ten years has ranged
between seven and eight million tons, has not
kept pace with the increase in population and
in railroad activities owing to the inroads that

coal from other States, both east and west, have
made on the natural markets for Iowa coal.



Latest Mininu Patents

REFINING METHOD AND APPARATUS

No. 1,199,903. This invention is bv Arthur
Neal Kerr, of Tulsa, Okla.

This invention relates to a method and
apparatus for treating lighter runs of oil well
products and particularly to a method and
apparatus to treat casing-head gasoline, w^^ <'•'''

v

all of said gasoline is utilized and sej J
and whereby the entire process of separation
into various fractions may be carried out in a
single operation.

It is an object of the invention to provide
a method and apparatus for first distilhng and
then separating c '

'
' -e or the

like, and in one op...».. .. ^;..j,. ., .;.g its light

fractions or "tops" to enliven a low-grade
product, thus increasing the value of such prod-
uct and at the same time save the "tops."
It is another object of the invention to provide
a method and apparatus where the entire orocess
of treatment of^ casing-head gasoline or the like

may be carried out m a single operation and
under very moderate pressure.

. U .1

ORE CRUSHER AND CONCENTRATOR

No. 1,200,104. This invention is by Cha»-les

O. n 'V. of Ix)s Angeles. Cal., r. r to

Cenl:..-^-i Machinery C"mr>nny of L<... ....j^cles,

Cal., a corporation of Cal.

This invention relates to crushing, pulverizing
and concentrating machines, and more par-

ticularly to a machine of this nature especially

adapted for handling ore in such fashion that
it will be crushed, pulverized and separate* 1, the
cr • V ' '

' rged at one point and
tl.. -_...,, .. 'It.

One of the < mvention is tn provide
a strong, substantial and very !

pr ' \\ crushing : - ' — •

w:..-.. .vill readily 1 . . 1

which will crush, p c and >

that the conc< i

or ' ' ' iiif Lair i

ai. . A ftirtl.'

tion is I' "• in which n.

parts are bath : and
and a n" ' "o wmuii :: .

^•«' <

and in '' worn ti.irt • > , >

and :

OI'KRATING AND RBCLAJMING UlL-WKLLS

No. 1,200,423. This in n is by V.

Daniel HufT, of La I' aasif:

thrc*' * ''hs to Louii.*- Vfuiuj^ Mow, oi .>tw
Iben. . .

Thia invention relates to improvmicnU in

oi>erating and r< . It i« the

purpoM o£ this ii *' *^ '

oil m thote wells

begim to diminish, and to

m a «i: auc :o tn*
tl. - -^ upcnug, owing
to the presence of p.. her ciit»ea.

A*. g to this 1 rior of
the \stu near the botioir., . with any
hot fluid, for in-tanre as air, . .. .rpfr-rably

usedSn the rtv .live way. am! ' not
only ser\'es to thm the oil in the '.

.;

it to flow from '^ ' ' uj ujc
well, but also g..... ...cr gas
pressure in the well, which the fluiil

m the w :

below a bcnu^ ul ilcuii; . pipes
mounted in the well, ., nnmic
effect of the ejector to the I

in the well, and t":

itiuiu 1..
'"" - " ''rough Liic >,.•

it to a »: ^_-.
E

EXTRACTING METALS FROM OKBS

No. 1,200.832. This invention is by John C.
Greenway of Warren, Ariz

This invention r- '

•

.:.

apparatus for ext I'r.i ;.

copper, from their .

manner as to obtain u go^xl c.\

the same time maintain the hciu.iuu *uw u:

impurities in nrclrr that the r..:.Trr ran K-
economical!

V

cd without •

tion or
;

n.
'^''-

* f this inventiuu li to proviac
a 1.' :i '"^*rir?; of fvKlies of ore

such tliat the 1' 1 be <

cl

ni

ai

metal and at t

:

f r.

tU'ii 1 •( ill' 7111 i.ii ii<'iii luv 'Ti_

R(KK DRII4

N<. !.-MH»Q35. This in.

na. La.

:'. i% bv Aurttit

tVJMLI'*

amf • t.

e. but tt wiU be \.

ires of the nunc arc aOai/ < m ruck

diiiia geT' '"."•'.

The » if the invention t« to general!

v

in \ id drills a
m
h<

w<

a motion ia p:

ler hard lubstJUKv* beouue wtico li.

% an obtUrl'- ** -*"
'^'>t break or tu^utr

>
; ,art of the di immediately bwin

to wabble and w«ar away the obMade in thia

SIS
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manner. The material loosened by the bit on
the drill head is then flowed out of the well by
water which is pumped in tlirough the body of

the drill.

ORE CONCENTRATING APPARATUS

No. 1,201,053. This invention is by Thomas
A. Janney, of Garfield, Utah.

This invention has for its object the improve-

ment of apparatus used in the concentration of

ores by the oil flotation process, in which process

the ore mixed with water in the form of a freely

flowing pulp is agitated with oil and other re-

agents, if such are necessary or beneficial, vvith

the result that the metalliferous part of the ore

is caused to float when the pulp is removed from
the zone of the agitation and permitted to assume
a condition of substantial quiescence. This
process can be carried out in many different

forms of apparatus, but the apparatus forming
the subject-matter of this invention possesses

several distinct and novel advantages.

MINE CAR

No. 1,199,794. This invention is by Warren
V. Johnson, of Bloomsburg, Pa., assignor to

American Car and Foundry Co., of St. Louis,

Mo., a corporation of New Jersey.

According to this invention a mine car should
be light, strong and durable, possessing inherent

qualities of elasticity to adapt it to resist service

shocks, and it should be so fashioned that it can
be readily repaired in such parts where repairs

are most frequently required.

For the bituminous regions it has been found
advisable to employ wood in cars, particularly

in mine cars, and the present invention contem-
plates the employment of wood flooring extending
through and beyond the body portion to form
end bumpers of a composite type comprising
the portions of the floor which extend beyond
the body cooperating with wood bumper blocks
and end bumper bands of metal which fit over the
ends of the floor and bumper blocks.

PROCESS OF DISTILLING PETROLEUM

No. 1,199,463. This invention is by Altis S.

Hopkins, of Neodesha, Kans., assignor to the
Standard Oil Company, of Neodesha, Kans., a
corporation of Kansas.

This invention relates to the art of distilling

mixed liquids. The invention is especially
concerned with the destructive distillation or
cracking of relatively heavy or high boiling
point hydrocarbon oils to produce therefrom
lighter or lower boiling point products, as
carried out, for instance, according to the method
disclosed in the patent to William M. Burton,
No. 1,019,667, of January 17, 1913.

Report Soon on Georgia Kaolin

A paper on Georgia kaoHn by Ira E. vSproat
will be published within the next few weeks by
the Bureau of Mines.

RAILROADS ARGUE GOAL
CASE BEFORE SUPREME COURT

A series of briefs for defendants in the so-called

Reading and Lehigh Valley coal trust suits,

denying the Government's charges that monopo-
lization of production and transportation of

anthracite coal has been effected by these com-
panies in their respective territories, have been
filed in the Supreme Court. The cases were
argued before a full bench.
The Reading Company and the Central

Railroad of New Jersey declare in their briefs

in the Reading case that only about 20 per cent

of the anthracite trade they are charged with
monopolizing, actually is controlled by them,
and denied that any question of restraint of

trade was involved in Reading's acquisition of

a majority of the stock of the Jersey road in 1901.

In the Lehigh Valley case briefs were filed by
the Lehigh Valley Railroad, the Lehigh Valley
Coal Company.the Lehigh Valley Sales Company,
the G. B. Markle Company and individual de-

fendants. Conceding that stock of other coal

companies was acquired by the Lehigh road to

protect its anthracite tonnage, they asserted that

this was done in furtherance and not suppression

of coal competition.
Competition of the Reading, Erie, Delaware

and Hudson and Lackawanna interests, it is de-

clared, made necessary, with the approval of

the State of Pennsylvania, the acquisition of

coal properties.

"At the present time," said the Lehigh
road's brief, "the Lehigh Valley Coal Company
owns, or controls, but 10.3 per cent of the total

anthracite acreage in the three contiguous regions

in Pennsylvania—the Wyoming, Lehigh and
Schuykill—and but 22.3 per cent of the acreage

naturally tributary to the Lehigh Railroad.

That is not monopoly."
It is asserted that coal transportation has

become vital to continued existence of the Lehigh
Railroad. Defending acquisition of the Dela-

ware, Susquehanna and Schuylkill Railroad, the

Lehigh Company's brief asserted that there

was little competition between them.

DEATH CLAIMS TOWERING
FIGURE IN MINING WORLD

Adolph Zang, for years president of the

Vindicator Consolidated Mining Company, of

Cripple Creek, Colo., died at his home in

Denver, September 28.

Mr. Zang was a member of the American
Mining Congress and was deeply interested

in its work. He was one of a group of in-

vestors whose faith in the future of Colo-

rado's mining industry did not falter during
its darkest days.

It was due to men like Zang, Campbell and
Sigel, all now gone to the Great Beyond,
that capital continued to flow into Western
mining channels. They all were rewarded
amply for their faith. Two years ago Mr.
Zang and his associates were responsible for

one of the largest mining consolidations in

the Cripple Creek district.
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Latest Traffic Developments
rawback rcgula

In case No. 7176 before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, the Tennessee Copper
r mv vs. s •' ~ " ' iv Company, the
(i n is sumi. . .. .vs:

1. Rates for the transportation of nitrate of
soda in carloads from Charleston. S. C., and
Savannah, Ga., to Copperhill, Tenn., found
unreasonable, and reasonable maximum rates
prescribed for the future.

2. Rates for the transportation of nitrate of
soda in carloads from Pensacola. Fla., and New
Orleans, La., to Copperhill, Tenn., not found
unreasonable or unjustly discriminatory.

3. Rate of 82 cents per 100 pounds for the
transportation of nitric acid in carloads from
Great Falls, S. C, to Copperhill, Tenn., not
found unreasonable.

4. Rate of $1.80 per ton for the transportation
of coke in carloads from Josephine and Dor-
chester Junction, V'a., to Copperhill, Tenn., not
found unreasonable.

5. Rates for the *

-rtation of lumber,
logs, poles, and cr« in r—' Is from
Murphy, N. C, and i v, Swl.. _im, and
McCullough, Ga., to C ijcThill, Tenn., not
found unreasonable.

6. Rates for the trr *-
- ' ' ' '-

and pig lead in carloa . ,, , . ....

to Baltimore, Md., and other points, mentioned
in the report, and for the transportation of sheet
lead in carloads from Baltimore and some of

such points to Copi>erhill, not fomid unroa?;nn-

able.

7. Rates for the tr; m of pig lead in

carloads from Copj>' * \*' nta, Ga.,
and for the transp . i in car-

loads from Atlanta to Copperhill, found unreas-
. and r< )le maximum rates pre-

s«.iu'v>i for the fui.uic.

8. Rates for the transjxjrtntion of copper
bullion in carloads from C .ill, Tenn., to
I' '

' ih Aiiiii^n', N. J., and
1 lui \ ...1 ^''mtic ports

i: i . acd in
,

'

. treasonable

or unjustly di.schminxitory.

9. Kates on interstate s) of ct>.il m
carload **'

.— • ^ " •' 'mo of

the I

J

;'-iny.

to < m., not found unreasonable
or uaju^illy dia^riiiunatory.

St. Louis Rate Upheld

In the case No, 7649 of the Coal Opcralofl*
&OhioT

k

(

t !» oi I

]
ill luinoit to :>i.
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ALTITUDE OF CALIFORNIA OIL
FIELD RUNS UP TO 3,000 FEET

The altitude of oil wells in California varies

greatly, the range being from sea level to 3,000

feet above it. The depth of the wells also

varies, depending upon the structure of the oil

sands, that is, the way those sands are bent and

not upon the position in the State. The depth

varies from a few feet to as much as 5,000 feet.

The Lakeview well, which was the largest well

ever brought in in California, has an altitude

above sea level of about 700 feet, and was drilled

to a depth of about 2,200 feet.

The altitude of the surface in the oil fields of

Texas ranges from a few feet along the coast to

about 1,000 feet in the northern part of the

State, and nearly 1,500 feet in Palo Pinto and

Shackleton Counties. The depth of producing

wells ranges from 200 or 300 to about 3,000 feet.

Oil wells in the vicinity of Olean, N. Y., vary
in altitude from about 1,550 feet on the head of

Fourmile Creek to above 2,300 feet at Rock
City and Flatiron Rock. It is believed that

the oil-bearing sand is the Bradford and that

the depth, varying with the location of the wells,

is 1,200 to 2,200 feet.

J. c. McDowell

Who will speak on "Geology in its Relation to the

Oil Industry"

POTASH BEING PRODUCED
AT VARIOUS PLACES

Production of potash in commercial quantities

is in progress near Marysvale, Utah. It is

being produced also from the alkali lakes of

Nebraska. It is obtained as a by-product in

the manufacture of Portland cement at Riverside,

Cal. It is taken from the brines of Owens Lake,

Cal., and secured from kelp along the Pacific

Coast.

Production in the near future from various

other sources is frequently promised and experi-

ments are continually being made. One line

of experiments which has been attracting con-

siderable attention for some time is the extrac-

tion of potash from feldspathic rocks. Chemical

engineers interested in this phase of the subject

are of the opinion that feldspathic rocks con-

taining from 10 to 12 per cent potash may be

utilized to advantage eventually, but at the

present time there has been no process perfected

for such extraction in commercial quantities.

Potash salts, which before the European
war sold for about $40 per ton, now bring in the

neighborhood of $500.

DR. HENRY MACE PAYNE

Who will give an illustrated lecture on "Frozen
Gravels in Alaska nnd Siberia"
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PLATINUM SURPRISE DUE
SOON, IT IS CLAIMED

_
A very imf>ortant development in * :• • ::.um

situation is exp)ected shortly. Thuic v. :.j are
acquainted with this industry in South America
declare that a surprise is certain to come very
soon. As yet the matter has not ripened suffi-

ciently to justify publication, they rlaim.

Platinum experts are having ilty in

explaining the recent decrease m the price of
platinum. Some are of the opinion that so
much uncertainty surrounds the platinum
market that the arrival of an unusually large
shipment from South America sent the prices

off for the time being.

Dr. Parsons on Government Mission

Eh". Charles L. Parsons, chief of the division
of Mining Technology of the Bureau of Mines,
sailed October 6 for Europe to make • • • 'iga-

tion of nitrate plants. This in. ^ n is

being made in preparation for the erection of a
nitrate plant by the United States Government.

R. W. Pack of the Geological Survey has gone
to California on an oil investigating trip.

George H. Wigmore, of Los Angeles, has been
in the East recenth ' ring i-

'
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B. Br>'an, a well-known geologist, is m r>

to A- -va where he win cc-

Vf*-* . ...^ in the northwestern i-'. w.-... .. ,
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The ControUed-key

Adding and Calculating Machine

We extend to the memlxjrs and > at the Ninciwiuh A I

Convention of the American Mininj! O >s a c 1 invi i to \

the Facton- of the COMPTOMETER ADDING and CALCULATING

MACHINE.

\Vc estccni iL a pnviic^c to show vi.siiur.s tiinm^h the piani antl \%'ill

appreciate your ac- ice of this insntation.

Our automoliilcs Ic;ive at frequent in* or the 1

Cily ' at 14 S. I^iSidle Street (h.ilf a bltxk sotuh of IK.tcl

where \nsitor> are inxnted to call and register before starting.

FELT & TARRANT MANUFACTURING CO.

1713 1735 N Paulina St , Chicago



World's Largest Electric

Shovel Strips Overburden
From Coal

At Smithfield, Ohio, the Piney Fork Coal Company strip

the overburden from their coal with a 6-yard electric shovel,

operated by purchased electric power from Wheeling, W. Va.,

a dozen miles away. G-E Motors and Control equipment are

used exclusively.

The economy and certainty of power resulting has per-

mitted uninterrupted operation through the coldest weather. .

Two electrical equipments for 8-yard shovels have been

sold as a result of the splendid satisfaction given by the 6-yard

shovel. These shovels are operated by one man and are both

roomy and clean thus promoting safety of operator.

General Electric Company
General Offices: Schenectady, N. Y.

District Offices in:

Boston, Mass.
Cincinnati, Ohio
San Francisco, Cal.

New York, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.

Atlanta, Ga.

Philadelphia, Pa
Denver, Colo.
St. Louis, Mo.

Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

6 cubic yard Electric Shovel,

Piney Fork Coal Co.,

Smithfield, Ohio

I

1w \
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AWARDED
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MiiSl C(DW11® Will

y\
ALL SIZES AND VOLTAGES

Every coil examined and labeled under
the direction of the under'^^-riters labora-

tories. Ignition wire
for autos. motor boats
and aeroplanes.
Send for booklet fully

describing.

We present these
wires as the result

of many years of

exhaustive research
and test under ser-

vice conditions, assur-

ing the greatest effi-

ciency over the long-
est period of usage.
The specifications of

this wire are adequate
for the most extreme
requirements of in-

door use in high-class
structures as well

_
as

for the most exacting
outdoor exposure.

Send for Booklet
fully describing.

Supreme Award
of Merit

For elevators,
dredges, lumbering,
mining, oilwell drill

-

ing, suspension
bridges, stump
pulling, cranes,
derricks, shovels,
rigging and every
other form of wire
rope use.

Ask for illus-

trated catalogue.

Read about wire

rope usage in its

different require-
ments in American
Wire Rope News.
Gladly sent free to

anyone upon request.

Made by

American Steel & Wire Company
Chicago
Pittsburgh

NewYork
Worcester

Cleveland
Denver

Works: WISSINOMING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Manufacturers of High Grade Mechanical Rubber Goods
IRONSIDES Rubber Belt for transmission purposes.

DESERT Rubber Belt for conveying ore.
EBONITE Steam Hose, EBONITE Air Drill Hose, QUAKER CITY and CROWN Water Hose
DANIEL'S P. P. P. ROD PACKING and EBONITE SHEET PACKING PUMP VALVES,

MOULDED GOODS, ETC.
Send for our new catalog F-5. Hundreds of illustrations with complete description on above and many other

articles used in the Mining Industry. Every mining office should have a copy. Write today using the letterhead of
your company.

PHILADELPHIA
QUAKER CITY RUBBER COMPANY

CHICAGO PITTSBURGH NEW YORK



EDMUND B. KIRBY
Mining Engineer and Metallurgist

918 Security Bldg., St. Louis

Specialty: The expert examination of minev azul
rr.etallurgica! cr.Tcr: ': -—— • " • ' •

A^—^^»»^w « M M » » m 11 m m ii m m m^

ELI T. CONNER
Alining Engineer ''Coal"

Specialty: Managerial Consultatioo on Coal Mining

28 Liberty Street

NEW YORK. N Y.

•«

•
JOHN D. FIELDS

Mining Engineer

E>esigning and Constructing Copper Leaching
Plants a Specialty

MAXVILLE MONTANA---' • •—•—'
» - - • - I. - - —.. ^

SKKLKY W. MLUll. Mtntnt hnvifer
1208 Hollingswortb Building Los Angelet. Cal.

•O

-
Cable Address

Macepayne" New York
Uto&l Codes

HENRY MACE PAYNE
Consulting Mining Engineer

Woolworth Building NEW YORK

1 ' ' —

RUHL & STEWART

Mining Engineers

JOPLIN MISSOURI

T ii\unis.sij\KNs «:o\irA>^
I Engtutert. Dtsigntrt. Uammja^imwtrt. klodrrn MtmtCari

1 Fir •-
*. .•
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^ lax B N C Stott Clarene* M. B«ck

MARIONEAUX» STOTT & BECK
Attorneys and Counselors

Mining Law and General Practice

40S-6-7 Kmhm Boiidiiv SALT LAKE CITY

V

lot i A M.t.AH I in . It ;•>.

Auayt. Ar. ^' '""-•.
.

'- •

N! •

'. -»

Cable Address. "C ' Code, B«ifort! McNci.

THE
ASSOCIATED GEOLOGICAL

ENGINEERS
F. C. CLAPP aod If. L. PULLER

Examinations and Reports on
Mineral Properties

Specialists in Oil and Gas ProbUmu

120 Broadway VP^W vr.o tr ri-ry
IJl Siaie Si
1333 P St WA •.. . J. C.
331 Pourth Ave ii::-; i.PA.

Herbert <io -'..4 -'J '•••-.

Srr.e '.r'/* » . jr
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——»..--.
H. N. LAWRIE
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.

^'St

526 Yeon Building

PORTLAND
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ORBGON--<
L. I). Ur ;

1201
v.^aOM "Koiymt,'
W. U. ^

SAM'L A. TAYLOR, C. E.
M.Am. Soc.C. B. M. Am. last. M. B.

Consulting, Civil and Mining £»
506-509 Second Natiooal Bank B.

PITTSBURGH. PA.

,v

WM. GRIEFITH
Mining Engineer, Gfologist

COAL BXCIfANGB. SCRANTON. PA
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MXETEEXTH COXVEXTIOX
PROVES BIG SUCCESS

Xevcr before, in the nineteen years

during' which the American Mining
Conj^ess has Ixx'n in existence, has the

future been so jjroniisin^. At the con-
vention held last month in Chicago,

there was such unmistakable eNndence

of j^encral ai)]>reciation of the work that

the Mininj.^ Conj^ess is doinj; that more
effective endeavor in the future is

certain.

As with all coojKTative organizations,

the strength of the Mining Congress is

judged by the nature of the supi)ort

given it. When the busic*st of busy men
will travel long di.stances and take

valuable time away from their own busi-

nesses to join in a convention, it is

absolute proof that their hearts are in

the organization of whidi they arc

meml)ers.

Any tendency toward apathy on the

])art of the memlKTshij) of a cooiKTalive
•rganiziition robs it of its ability to

accomj)lish. With the knowle<lge that

the most active and the most representa-

tive men in the mining industry are

enthusiastic su])iK)rters of the Mining
Congress and its work, the ].r. Ti^rf

enjoyed by the organiziilion is inc : .. .;ig

to the fxiint where it has wci/h! wirh the

public aud with th(jse who : s.

SALARY SCALE OF 50 VICARS
A(iO NO LOXC.ER ADEgi'ATE

Private enterprise is helping itself \%*ith

alarming rei)elilion to the trained men
in the (lovernment serxnce. As the

ranks tliin, th«" difVu nltv nf ni.lruxincnt

until men oi the same grade grows
greater. Uncle Sam has not done much
reusing of his salary scale since the
Civil War. The public interest can he
served best if the remuneration, espei-ially

in the technical ser\-ice. is made sufti-

ciently attractive to enable the Ciov<rn.

ment to have first rh^ict' of the n; :

-

comjK^tent.

WALTER n( )U(^,LAS WELL
KXOWX TO MIXIXC, MEN

Walter Douglas, the newly elected

l)resident of the American Mining Con-
gress, needs no introduction to the mining
industry. He is one of those busy men
who finds time to do work for the tniblic

good. With his admin ive :.

devoted in part to the work of the Slining

Congress, it is certain that there will

\ye no interruption in the imixirtanl work
which the Coi has l)een

m
fhe

HALANCED ATTENDANCE
DIFFICULT TO S

Some empha^i^ has Ufn i>'

certain cjuarti -n ih

met ous |¥»rtion of the nv
try was not r ! at t »

Convention of the Mming ( . in

pro; n to the n oi the
coal mniing industry \\ hiie it is true

that there were more coal i n
p' I at the retvnt c -n. ii

Ls iu>ihing :i 11. A con-
vention is cciuuii in ot * U'<i m<»re

I:a
.}..

1^ mnnng
».....-. ^. When a

by those n-
ai . . ' in adja(x*nt ;

con\ ....»n of the Anieriian NtinM^^r

Congre<< i< held in the We.si. :.., ...i-
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liferous miners g^reatly outnumber the rep-

resentatives of the coal minino^ industry.

Considering the very active state of

the mining industry, it is really a matter

of surprise that so many mining men
were able to attend. This is especially

true w-ith regard to the metal miners as

thev had such long distances to travel.

The American Mining Congress is not

controlled or influenced by any one class

of mining men. It is working just as

actively in the interest of the metal

miners' as it is in the interest of coal

miners.

EXHIBITORS ADD TO
SUCCESS OF CONVENTION

Just as generous purchases of adver-

tising space enabled us to print a more
representative journal in November,
the exhibitors at the Mining Congress

Convention added materially to the

success of the Chicago meeting. In
another column a complete list of the
exhibitors will be found.

As most of the exhibitors took enough
orders during the convention to more
than pay for the expense and trouble,

they expressed themselves as being more
than satisfied, but even if no single order
had been secured, an exhibit at such
affairs as the Mining Congress Conven-
tion is a certain indication of enterprise

that does much to enhance prestige.

It impresses many a potential buyer
whose order may not be placed for a
considerable interv^al.

ANTAGONIZES NONE,
IS LOVED BY ALL

That a degree of affection, stronger
than realized by most of us, exists among
Nf'-'- ' Congress members for Carl
S^ who just has retired from the
pr icy of the organization, became
very evident at the recent convention.
The watch which was given Mr. Scholz,
while of considerable intrinsic value, was
e: inadequate to represent the
estwm in he is held by the donors.

Mr. /. is one of those men so
filled wiifi the milk of human kindness
that he unknowingly excites a degree of

affection that is uncommon. His per-

sonality is one that antagonizes none.

Mr. Scholz, a foreigner by birth, who
knew no English until he already was
an adult, has overcome the extraordinary

number of obstacles which beset the

path of a stranger in a strange land, and
has left his imprint, deeply dented, in

the affairs of one of the greatest American
industries. For three terms he was
president of one of the nation's greatest

cooperative organizations. He has done
much to draw mine operators into a
closer relationship that is making for the
advancement of the industry. He has
done a great deal to cause the wage
earner and the general public to cast

aside prejudicial suspicions which so

often have prevented them from joining

hands with the mining operator for the

common good.

SHORTAGE OF LABOR FOUND
IN SOME MINING DISTRICTS

H. C. McCaskey, chief of the mineral re-

sources division of the Geological Survey, has
returned from a trip to the three western offices

of the Survey at San Francisco, Salt Lake City
and Denver. This trip was made in connection
with the work of the current fiscal year. Mr.
McCaskey, in addition, visited some new
quicksilver prospects near Morton, Wash., and
Gold Hill, Oreg.
Mr. McCaskey reports that besides the ac-

tivity among those prospecting for quicksilver

there is also much interest shown in magnesite,
manganese and many other of the rarer metals,
which have become especially important since

the outbreak of the war. In some of the regions
he visited, Mr. McCaskey found a shortage of

labor.

DR. WHITE FIRST PROMULGATED
THE ANTICLINAL THEORY

"The anticlinal theory was first promulgated
by Dr. I. C. White, about 1880. It is a theory
to explain the accumulation of oil and gas in

large quantities. From a study of the distribu-

tion of oil and gas pools in relation to geologic

structure, he discovered that the production was
generally found associated with anticlines or

earth folds. The anticlinal theory of oil and gas
accumulation reulted from an attempt to explain
this relation, and also to explain the relation of

oil, gas and salt water, which were observed to
occupy definite positions in the anticline. Gas,
the lightest substance, being in the upper part of

the anticline; oil, the next heavier, below the gas,

and beneath the oil, the salt water." (Extract
from the addresss of J. C. McDowell at the
Mining Congress Convention.)



NINETEENTH ANNUAL CONVENTION OF MINING
CONGRESS WAS GREAT SUCCESS

Walter Douglas, of Phelps, Dodge & Company, is Elected President Mining
Congress Gets Squarely Behind Western Idea of Conservation after

Fight is Staged in Resolutions Committee Attendance Large

A decided stride toward uniform legislation

covering coal mining; a clearer un
'

iding of

the obstacles which must be met .... limited
cooperation between coal companies may be
effected; a more determined desire for a uniform
cost accounting system and an unequivocal
announcement in favor of the western idea of

conser\-ation were among the important results

of the nineteenth annual convention of the
American Mining Cot '

'i was held in

Hotel La Salle, Chica^, , .:...»er 13 to 16.

Walter DougUis, of the Phelps, Dc^lge Co., was
elected president of the Congress for the ensuing
year. The place of the next meeting has not
been selected. Birmingham, Ala., Pittsburgh,
St. Louis and Duluth are being urged strongly.

That the mine operators of the country are
more eager than ever Ixifore to cooperate not
only among themselves, but with their employes
and all other interests with which they come in

contact was made very evident. The dog-eat-
dog jxjlicy, which has been so much in eviilence

in the mining industry in the past, has become
decidedly unpopular, the convention showed.
Operators and wage-earners are making their

conduct conform more and more to the golden
rule, as wa^ ^-Tly shown by the attitude of

their repr*. ^ at this convention.
The convention from start to finish was a

sf The coal section and uniform mining
K m section . -. -

i; i^ed more than
a: had anticij oil section de-
veloped into a meetmg of greater imj)ortance
than had lxH.'n In putting through
L. \V. Trumbull" - ' ... .

i,,.;, .. .. ......,^

victory for the u ts

scored. It will be recalled that asirmlar resolu-
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convention until several hours of acrimonious
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held and much ;
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the zinc in

for metals few of the operators could spare the
time
Tb
CC)

.
. .1

consi<lerablc l)ciiring on the matter of thnr
attcntL'incc. Even with Chicago centrally lt>-

cated \^^th regard to the coal mining fields,

many of the operators were so busy as to be
unable to attend at all. Many other's came to
Chicago for a single day only, but with it all the
convention was largely attended and there was
nothing left to desire in

•"

\\M'ii.- ^h(j Mining Congi, -- i- ..wi . .. iiwi- .-Mi^le

to c ae with the Uniform Mining Legisla-
tion Section to the extent that was desired, it is
b' 1 that the Mining r able to
f<.. ...wi th'- "•rk by cl<. < with a
separatea> ion which gr^ .Mining
Legislation Section. This section resolved itself

into The Uniform Mining I^iws .\ i.
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tion of (

, _ vv

association. Kcjbert Harlin, of the International
Executive Board of the Unit' " '

-le Workers of
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., siting

Commission was made secretary and treasurer.
The resolution which was |)rcscnte<l by the
Uniform Mining L- • ^ • ••

^--
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American Mining C ,, .-^ to
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After the Uniform Mining Laws Association

was formed it adopted this resokition:

T» •< 'he sense of this organization that a

\ of Uniform Coal Mining Legislation

be selected to consist as follows: Three coal

T--
- - ^ -- appointed by the International

i: _ ,, ard of the United Mine Workers of

.; three coal operators to be appointed

bv I he American Mining Congress; and three

r'
— --. •' t^ne of whom shall be identified or

a 1 the interests of either coal mine

owners or coal miners or dependent upon the

J
'T good will of either, to be appointed

bv - .u .XV retan.' of the Interior as soon as he has

been notified of the appointment of the miners'

and operators' representatives; the Director of

the Federal Bureau of Mines to be an ex-officio

member of the Commission.
The duties of this Commission shall be to

draft and report to the next annual meeting of

t"

"

-/.at ion, a tentative code of uniform

Ci..v.. ....;....^ laws to be reconmiended for adop-

tion to the legislatures of the several coal mining

States.

We earnestly request Congress to appro-

priate the requisite funds to the Federal Bureau
of Mines for the purpose of cooperating in carry-

ing on the work of the Commission.

RESOLUTIONS WHICH WERE
ADOPTED AT CONVENTION

The resolutions adopted by the American
Mining Congress Convention give an idea of

the importance of some of the matters which
were under discussion. The more important
rescJutions adopted follow:

PUBLIC LANDS

This resolution was introduced by L. W.
Trumbull, state geologist of Wyoming:

Whereas, the increasing expense of courts,

schools, asylums, hospitals and other vState

i' , the building and maintenance of

r . . . :ui 1 the administration of law over its

w:.' Oj urea, cannot be supported by a tax levied
upon less than one-half of the area of the several
States ^-ithout undue and unfair burden; and,

WTicreas, the policy laid down by Abraham
Lincoln that "The public lands are an imper-
manent national possession held in trust for the
r -s," and the Hberal administration
' ^ " '—'Me such policy effective
^ antage to the West and

m; and,
'ras.tl' It restrictive administration

c.^ ...^ ;>ublic 1 d the efforts to make more
difficult the a ion of title to mineral and
other public knds in the West have been largely
inrtnimcnul in • ting settlement, in re-
striction de\'eloy):.. "i hampering the prog-
ress of the mining : : y and preventing it
from keeping pace with industrial advancementm other lines ^ - - i

^!^*>«^'
*'

r ,^olicy for the Federal
casing of r: and other lands will keep from
* or vahoable property, which
^—

'
' ^^^-c uj the support of State insti-

tutions, will prevent investment, restrict develop-
ment, foster monopoly in the hands of those who
have already acquired title to the public domain
and make necessary a system of Federal control

and espionage subversible of free institutions,

expensive of administrations and repugnant to

the feelings of a free people, therefore, be it

Resolved, that we urge upon the Department
of the Interior of the United States, a more
liberal administration of our public land laws,

that we disfavor the adoption at this time of

any system of Federal leasing of mineral and
other lands, or the enactment by Congress of

any laws relating to public lands -having a
tendency to restrict the development of the
West.

UNIFORM ACCOUNTING

Carl Scholz introduced this resolution:

Whereas, the information which the Federal
Trade Commission has acquired within the time
of its existence, has placed it in possession of

data and other information on costs which will

enable it to do much toward the improvement
in conditions of the employes, aid the mine
owners and at the same time subserve the inter-

ests of the public, and
Whereas, the American Mining Congress

recognizing the many difficulties which confront
the mining industry and believing the conserva-
tion of life and mineral resources are vital to

the welfare of the nation;
Therefore, be it resolved, that we recommend

that the Congress of the United States be re-

quested to enact such legislation and make such
appropriation as will enable the Federal Trade
Commission to devise uniform systems of ac-

counting applicable to the different branches of

the mining industry.

AS TO OIL LANDS

Former Governor J. N. Gillett, of California,

introduced this resolution:

Whereas this Congress is deeply interested in

the just operation of the mining laws and,
Wher<^as as a result of certain land withdrawal

orders b>- the President of the United States

and of legislation by Congress, many persons
who at great expense, and, as adjudged by the
courts, have in good faith, developed the oil

lands of the country, are threatened with eject-

ment and forfeiture of their developed lands and
their investments;

Therefore be it resolved, that in all such cases

we urge prompt and appropriate legislative

relief so that those who have in good faith de-

veloped such lands shall be protected.

FOR INCREASED SAFETY

T, L. Lewis, former president of the United
Mine Workers of America, introduced the
following resolution:

Whereas, in mine safety work, one of the
most serious problems encountered, is the lack
of personal cooperation on the part of some
operators and also on the part of some miners,
thus preventing the success of the work of pro-
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moting mine safety and reducing the number
of accidents and fatalities in the mining industry,
anrl

Whereas, while much has been accomplished
it is believed to be vastly imix>rtant that ever\'

possible agency looking to greater safety in

mining ojxirations shall be enlist e<i and that
eflforts be made to secure the active crK)f)eration

of those agencies which thus far have not
voluntarily given their best supix)rt to the
movement.
Now, therefore, be it resolved, that a com-

mittee of seven be apjMjinted, which shall

investigate this important subject and report
its findings and recommendations to the next
annual convention of the American Mining
Congress.

AS TO LAW REVISION

The Denver Civic and Commercial Associa-
tion intro<luces the following resolution:

Whereas, as the Federal mining laws now in
force have resulted in controversy, litigation

and expenses together with the retardation of

mining develojjment during long pericxls of liti-

gation, as exemplified in all mining districts where
these laws are enforce<l; and.

Whereas, a notable effort has lxM?n made by
the American Institute of Mining Engineers
and the Mining and Metallurgical Society of

America and the American Mining Congress to

secure comprehensive, intelligent investigation

of the conditions that liave arisen from evils in

the existing Fe<leral statutes; and,
Whereas, the situation is one so complicated

that a thorough and intelligent investigation is

an essential preliminar>' to the mo<lirKation of

the mining laws;
Therefore, be it res(jlved, that the American

Mining Congress heiirtily concurs in and sub-
scribes to the movement to bring about such an
investigation by a competent, non|)olitical

cov .n, to Im? ai)jM)inted by the President
<jf ;... V, nite<l States, and to consist of three

men, all of whom shall ser\'e withfmt pay; one
of the a>mmission to be a mining attorney,
another a mining engineer, and the third a
pr< minent mini* (»wner; all of whom sh;ill l>e

thoroughly familiar with the defects in and the
operation of the present mining laws. This

•' n, after thoroughly in- j the
f »ri .-^ . -t 1 t 1 iW, sshall 'he

at ion for the 1 "t

Congress, and hold itself an advisorv' txxiy

during the ctjnsideration of such legislation by
Congress.

WoriJ) BKTTKR SKRMCE

The follciwinc ri-,ii1uti..n was intr<"^i-<-1 },v

th<' Uniform L« lion:

Where.us, any law is only as useful as its

. ' '
^ 'y of many \>

'

|H'ndfnt tiiM.n a projHT<'i i.

laws.

'I'lu-rcfi-rc, It js the s< ti < "f '

Mining Congnss that tin iniiu .: ,

vice, like the Army anil Navy, and ixdice ami
fire flepartmenls, should Ix? »cTUptiU»usly and
rigidly kept <}Ut of |X)|itic8.

In view of forthcoming changes of adminis-
tration in a numl>er of States, the press is re-

quested to give this resolution the widest possi-
ble publicity.

WATER POWER

Judge Frank H. Short introduced the following
res' '

•'
•

W... vus, convict of laws anfl jurisdiction
covering the development of water jxjwers in

the United States, makes the use of vast unde-
veloi)ed pciwers commercially difficult

if not imj* . . ..c, be it

Resolved, tliat it is the sense of the American
Mining Congress in meeting assembled at
Chicago, 111., Novemlx?r 18. 1916, that the
Government of the United States of America
antl the sevend States be urged to enact such
laws and regulations as shall facilitate to the
:"' itest '' and s ' rd, the utili of

existing u;.w. .<.lop'"^ ....,....-. r .r- ;. ,i

and domestic pir

ix?rmitting the developing of our natural re-

sources, and Ik? it further
Resolved, that such laws shot:' ' ,... ...^ ..... ,r^(\

permit development of this r*. . of

the other resources of the public land states
without discrimination and under laws and
ctjnditions in all r< ' r>.s favorab' *
apj)licable in the S . inir no i

and be it further
Resolved, that of this rt

transmitted to Coii^i.->, the V-.-' '
•

States and the Ciovernment ;i

ment= having present jurisdiction.

•c

.Many of the mining men who attended the
convention declared they were repaid for

the expense and loss of time i by
the trip by the oppor!---*- oui (. i lm look
over the commercial t- >;. .Many of the
leading supply houses had attractive dis-

plays of their products on one of the floors

of the Hotel, which was given over to the
convention.

Thr»se who had exhibits are: IIagg:ird Mar-
cu.sson Co., Chicagi); R. & J. Dick, Limited,
Chicago and C' v; Centr ' ''

Chicago; State ..:izona; K
and Trenton; C»oo«lnian Mfg. Co, »

Cieneral Klectric, CI rile. < o;
^• ' r vV W' Lii
' Miller, : »» ....iler. i ..

;e Dn'l Co., St. Ix^uis; M
t .1 'culaiing M Co., C .; Kletnc

'• -erv. 1
' ' ' • • ;ir

. Cinv ........ ...... n,

S. Dureau of .Mines; K ' ai,

.\la>>'lon, Ohio; Dnu'ger Oxygen Ap- Co.,

( ..

1
> • t .! Divan .\l '»*!

W. -Co.. t;

1. I • : ... .. . .. ... .uth,0;.. . ; .

Dtilmh. Minn.
• • &• ^ ^'t

When aimou- • a me-
monal volume de\ wuu lo i.i :ir\aiicn on the life
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oi Ur. Joseph A. Holmes, had been

-•'.merous tributes to the late director

1 of Mines were called forth.

Attendance at the convention was well above

the average. The interest was unusually keen.

The convention was divided into sections and

much more was accomplished at this meeting

than at anv previous assemblage of the IMniing

(' <s. 'In addition to the general session

.ly there were meetings of the Uniform

^ 'Legislation section, coal section, oil

and gas section, metalliferous section and the

'.

' -
'iS section.

..... from many of the papers which were

read at the convention appear as separate items

throughout this number of the Journ.\l.

BUREAU OF MINES LOSES
TWO PROMINENT MEN

Two prominent members of the staff of the

Bureau, of Mines have tendered their resigna-

tions recently that they may accept private

employ. W. A. Williams, chief of the petroleum
t--'^- '"' -V division is to become assistant to

.1 manager of the Empire Gas & Fuel

Company, of New York, Mr. WiUiams will be

•d at Bartlesville, Okla. His resigna-

:. ...n:es eflfect January 1, 1917. Mr. Williams'

salar>- \s-ith the Bureau of Mines is $4,800.

Karl L. Kithil, who was designated a short

time ago to take charge of the Tucson mining
jjr-itlrin, has resigned to go with Schlesinger

r interests. His oflfice will be in Denver.
The salar}' attached to the Tucson station is

$4,000.

DR PAYNE TALKS INTERESTINGLY
ON GRAVELS IN SIBERIA

Thermorlynamics as applied to gravels to be
worked Y '^ Vically or by dredging were
discussed : ..singly by Dr. Henry Mace
Payne, of New York, at the Monday night
session of the Mining Congress Convention.
Wit^ *•

' -' -
' '^ - steroptican, Dr. Payne was

abh
^ ,

• h great clearness the applica-
tion of his theories on gravel deposist in Siberia,

is on a lecture tour which will include
» ..w..i.^.. of the important mining schools.

OUTLOOK FOR CHEAPER COAL
IS NOT PROMISING

•; who is at all cognizant of the trend
labor and material can see little hope

'or these items. Further-
•II -n the advances made in
in the last decade or two

warrant for belief in any charge
As consumers of coal

"*''" the economy now
.' their engineering

the address of Geo.
Congress Convention.)

OPERATORS SLOW TO FOLLOW
THEORY OF OIL OCCURRENCE

"It is now over thirty years since Dr. I. C.
White first advocated his anticlinal theory of the
deposition of oil and gas. Practical operators

have been very slow to' take full advantage of

this important theory. No doubt their reluc-

tance or failure to adopt it in guiding them in the
search for new pools, and in developing known
deposits, was due to a lack of full understanding
of the application of the theory. The most
common belief seemed to be, that to be correct,

the theory should prove universally successful in

its application. It is a common trait to expect
too much of any new theory stepping out in

advance and upsetting the equanimity of estab-

lished practice, especially among men who have
gained their knowledge by the sweat of their brow
and long years of hard, practical operation."

(Extract from address of J. C. McDowell at the
Mining Congress Convention.)

COOPERATION MEANS HIGHEST
POSSIBLE RECOVERY OF COAL

"Much of our very best bituminous and semi-
bituminous coals, as well as anthracite, have been
lost through methods that must be deemed
wasteful in the light of present knowledge, but
which under the circumstances could not be
avoided. It is not through reckless competi-
tion, but through properly regulated cooperation
that the highest possible recovery may be ob-
tained, waste in mining, preparation, distribu-

tion, and utilization, reduced to a minimum, the
public adequately served and protected, labor
receive its just reward and capital a fair return."
(Extract from address of E. W. Parker at the
Mining Congress Convention.)

LAW SHOULD STIMULATE
PROSPECTING, VAN WAGENAN HOLDS
"A mining law has for its purpose the attain-

ment of two ends, nameTy, to secure the dis-

covery of mineral deposits, and to encourage
their development. The first has to do with
the occupation of prospecting, while the latter

is a matter of mining engineering. As mines
cannot be developed until they are discovered,
it seems clear that the paramount purpose of

such law must be to stimulate the activity of

the prospector." (Extract from address of

F. W. Van Wagenan, at the Mining Congress
Convention.)

Effect of Idle Mines

"Even with the average low resource cost of

bituminous coal, the state of competition that is

tied up with idle and half-worked mines results
in an average total cost that is little below the
average selling price." (Extract from the ad-
dress of Geo. rjtis Smith at the Mining Congress
Convention.)
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DANGEROUS PRACTICES
SHOWN IN PHOTOGRAPHS

^ The exhibit made by the Bureau of Mines at
the Mining Congress Convention was jirecise

as well as practical. The feature of the exhibi-
tion particularly worthy of mention was a set
of 200 underground pholcgrai)hs illustrating

dangerous j)ractice, with its results, and j)roj)er

practices in bituminous coal mining. P'ifty of the
most common accidents were pictured in a series

of from two to five photograj)hs each. The
set of pictures was made by the Bureau in

cooperation with the Ellsworth CoUeries Co.
A set of phot< graj)hs an<l diagrams illustrated

"rock dusting" in bituminous coal mines and
the aj>i)licaton of rock dust barriers. A set of
metal and coal mine accident statistical charts
and charts showing the growth of the rise of
permissible explosion and of elcvtric mine lamps
was exhibited. The following is a list of the
ai)i)aratus disjjlayed:

Fleuss Prato oxygen miners* rescue apj)aratus.
Dracgcr (by-pass) oxygen miners' rescue

apparatus.
Fleuss one-half hour breathing apparatus.
Bureau of Mines oxygen rc^uscitator.

Surge* )n's enn • '

.

Bureau of Miiu ... ,.,,-, - abinet for miners.
Mine air Siimpling outfit.

Coal samj)ling cjutfit.

Burrcll gas detector.

Aj)j)r(»vcd safety lamp.
Set of approve<l electric mine lamps.
Canar>' bird—carlK)n monoxide detector.

Map of United States showing field activities

of the Bureau.
Floor plan and elevation of new all-steel

mine rescue cars under construction.
Set of the Bureau's publications.

GAS TIGHT ROOFS URGED
TO LESSEN FIRE HAZARD

"The most tilt*, iivf iiuans known t>i i ;^

the fire h;izard of oil in steel s'-' ""• w c
the cKjuipment of all slrel tanl. ,t

steel ror>fs, properly vente<l, so as to chminate
any ' ' y of '

' "ring. AH steel tanks
j^p.i ,< . •

1 I,) them -' "'^ If

ti trically. T:

roots at present m use on s»eel tanks may be

J,"
' ' by the additioM of " d

n. .- ". '"iking gcKMl ^.. - .^., ,.,.-

trical < 1 the shell <»f tlie tank,
thonmghly grountlmg the lank elct'tricullv. and
r • the I

• •. Tl
'

-
l;. Ik-'"- ''' O
wo<h1, ami y
bringing the sheathing over ami under the angle
iron at the top of

'
'

1

ai lid l)c tightly caulked to th<

II

ti..

Min ..)

A CARTOON ISTS CONCEPTION OF
WALTER DOUGLAS

The Mining ConKress's New President

"OPPORTUNITY AND
RESPONSIBILITY MUST

GO HAND IN HAND
"In this present moment the two words tliat

seem to have made the deci>est impr- — ...^... ...^

minds are *C)p|K)rtunity ' and 'K-

And let us not forget for a single : i

we cannot own the one and disown the othrr.

"Usually, in the affairs of nations, as

viduals, opiK)rtunity knocks but timiilly. But
with us the kncx'k of opjKjrtunily is so imp«Ti"«i«;

that it fairly batters dou-n the i!

from address of C. L. Dering at the Mining
Congress Convention.)

LABOR TROUBLES STOP
MINES IN SOUTHWEST

An otVKial rejKirt to the I

B<»;ird from the Dallas liank says:

"The copper industry continues active and
the mints of west T< d Ari.

.;

on full time. The i".u :i, -

l

^.,..
.
-TV. .. however, havi- ^u^j^ ,,•

t« ... on lutttunt of 1:-.'" '

1^ f r. iHi till- \'.vv' \T.*'

«». i*»iii4.~» t% \ \ t lO filling

heavy."

^rc e\
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LIGNITE GOOD GAS PRODUCER
BUT HAS SOME DRAWBACKS

There are two extensive lignite fields in the

United States. One occupies the western half

of North Dakota, the northwestern comer of

South Dakota, and the extreme eastern part

of Montana ; and the other occupies a wide belt

across Texas and the other Gulf States.

The lignite beds of North Dakota and
'

' '.a are very extensive, both as regard

-s and geologic distribution. The exact

:. ,r of beds has never been determined,

but it seems probable that over most of the

rield in that region there may be from six to

iwclve, ranging in thickness from 4 to 35 feet.

In the Texas field the beds are not known to be

•.e so thick, nor to underlie quite so large an

area. Many of those that are worked range

from 4 to 10 feet in thickness, and there is every

)n to believe that the beds are much more

ve than present development indicates.

I been estimated that in the States of

. Texas, North Dakota, South Dakota,
-'. there are at least 1,030,000,000,000

,.^ in beds over 3 feet in thickness.

There is considerable difference in the quality
'

"e of the two regions above mentioned.
•":')rthem region is largely composed
•>d, which still retain their shape,

t reduced to the condition of true lignite.

it t hen mined about 40 per cent of
^''•' h, of course, soon evaporates in

'-•; and the lignite on shrinking
badly, soon falling to pieces. The

'• i4 not nearly so woody in its com-
trently being composed mainly of
nts of plants such as seeds and

. Much of it shows no trace of
^,. ^:r

, and resembles ordinary brown
• "».•

. The . , .,io lignite is a somewhat better
fuel than that from the northern region, being

cannel coal, that is richer in
aiier. It, however, contains a

^•'
'

. . age of moisture, usually about 35
per cent when mined, and slacks in much the

•lite from the northern fields.
'Ui ',i iiic heavy percentage of mois-
ihe .slacking when this moisture is

• it will not pay to ship this lignite to
*">

'

and when it is shipped it
^^*"

' "-oni the weather by shipping
- It also is of lower fuel value than

and hence requires a larger grate
•ne amount of efficiency.
'' furnaces, it makes a

I, anrl answers very
purposes. It has been used

"
,

* ure of producer gas,
' he Geological .Survey
in 1914 it was found

•cer and a gas engine,
•c-d from North

best steaming

coal of West Virginia, used under an ordinary

boiler and steam engine. Lignite has also been
used for the manufacture of briquets. It is pos-

sible to make briquets of this material even with-

out a binder, but so far as experiments have gone,

the cost of manufacture is greater than the value

of the briquet after it is manufactured. Lignite

also has another feature which detracts greatly

from its value as a fuel, that is its liability to

spontaneous combustion, especially after it has
slacked down or when it has been crushed to

small fragments. In this condition it will take

fire very readily, especially after a rain.

EVERY EFFORT MADE TO
ELIMINATE REFUSE FROM COAL

Coal is washed to reduce impurities, ash and
sulphur, and thus to improve the quality of the
product either for the market or for making coke.

From the time the coal is broken down in the
mine, every effort is made to eliminate the refuse.

Miners are penalized for loading out dirt with
the coal; bone and slate are removed on the
picking tables in the tipples; and those alive to

the best interests of the property never miss an
opportunity to reject refuse found in mine or

railroad cars. The motto of the progressive

companies is "a clean product."

BAD TIME TO FOLD HANDS,
DECLARES DR. W. R. WHITNEY

There was never a time when we Americans
could so illy afford to fold our hands as at the
present.

"May it not be that we are in a state of coma,
induced by superficial prosperity and prolonged
by the relatively scattered and disorganized
conditions of our more recent past? For ap-
parejitly good resaons, we have of late years
entered upon a policy of discouraging the growth
of corporations, of stranding the railroads,

and of forcibly stopping large water power
developments, and now we learn from the press

that Germany and England are busy bringing
about the union of competing manufacturing
companies in order to strengthen home industry.
England is planning a system of general indus-
trial research to generally assist her manufac-
turers after the war. The scientific and en-
gineering societies of Germany are banding
together under a single president so as to render
their cooperation more effective. These peoples
are Vjccoming aware of their power when acting
collectively and of their dependence upon and
interest in national undertakings to an extent
unthought of a few years ago.

"Can we not in some way, without the pres-
sure of war or the force of immediate necessity,

determine by fair means and by enlightened
I^ublic opinion the best policies to pursue in our
many deVjated difficulties?" (Extract from the
Mining Congress Convention paper of Dr. Willis
R. Whitney.)

I



SEATTLE CHOSEN AS SITE FOR MINING EXPER-
IMENT STATION IN NORTHWEST

In Addition Bureau of Mines is to Undertake Cooperative Work with University of

Idaho at Moscow and with the Oregon Bureau of Mines at Corvalles

—

Seattle Station to Serve Southern Portion of Alaska

Seattle has heen selected by the Secretary of

the Interior as the site of the mining experiment

station for the Northwest. This decision was

made on the recommendation of Van H. Man-
ning, director of the Bureau of Mines. Mr.

Manning, in company with F. G. Cottrcll, chitf

metallurgist of the Bureau and Dorsey A. Lyon,

who is to be in charge of the station, visited all

the cities applying for this station and collected

a large amount of data which was j)resented in

support of the claims of the individual cities.

After close consideration had been given to all

facts presented, Mr. Manning, Mr. Cottrcll and
Mr. Lyon all decided in favor of Seattle. Secre-

tary Lane concurred with this view.

In discussing the selection of the site for the
stat'on, Mr. Manning said:

"All of the data collected upon the trip was
carefully weighed and the respective claims

I)rrsented by the different localities were cnu-

sid.-red. The various needs of the whole
region under consideration, especially in regard

to interrelationship of its various i)arts, were
modified and broadened by this careful study <»f

the r' Titations made by those best ac-

quaint .. .. .ih the industry in each center.
" It has not been an easy matter to make a

final decision on the location of the station, and
even now the final decision is to a large extent

to the future •

>>iiii .< i'..i.i<»n of other '

and t' 1 of a less formal co
,

to other mg institutions in the
region under < ration.

"As the result oi carefu'

da^ n .(^j regardirv

uii - and the fa

offere<l in e.K h ( ase, I felt ii

that 1

'

in wiLH uic '

in;.' . . .. .if in rnnrifx •

thi 'on, c<

the University oi Idaho at "
'

State !• - •
^'

• '

"Tl
all the

1

the other s by
also will tl

met with a. ,^

eastern coasts <»f i. U\
tion at Seattle, it vnW itv |M>ssibk* to lav

y

•n of tin-

I'fj '
'

for

i to rt >

iltle, Wash.,
V (.f W '

tl'.- U:

i on with
w and with the

li • t< 1 Ii 1 III* li •

emphasis upon electrometallurgical work, which
is a matter of great importance, not only to the
northwestern ])art of the United States, but
to all the Alaskan coast as well.

"The establi.shment of these metallurgical
experiment stations constitutes one of the most
c<jnstnictive steps that has l>een taken bv
Congress in the upbuilding of our mineral
industr>'.

"It is a most deser\'ed recognition of an in-

dustry which now has a yearly <

ably two and one-half billion -'
.., „,,;, ,,

is next to agriculture in its . e to the
welfare of the countn,-. The exi>enment sta-
tions come ' ' "' it a time when th

I)eculiarly i.< ^ ., «.- great imi)etr?-

has been given the industr\' through i. .

j)can war and the coincident development of
in tl "ztL-

h

give.

the so-called oil P

tion of <li.- lower ^\..-.

the ni y for suih r

Federal Ciovemment can
vel it of '

wh;. .. ..ie now ...... . ...... . •

'

future to see a much greater .

greater prosperity an<l employing
with the W '

J. ..... If , 1 , .

.ive •
• ]

aid .

With the de-
•sses, many of

1,..

more men.

l)eing reclaimed, abandone<l dumps, which con-

'• not

tume<l into sul>staniial mines,"
At •"
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Muitr-.' .\
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' ;tion of that site at some point

tlie great Coeur d'Alene and

:s in northerri Idaho, western

.!i:i and eastern Washington. The isola-

-•
• -ion at a point far removed from

. ould defeat the very object it is

\>d to attain and would at the sane time
.- the growing vahie and influence of the

UuicaU.

BITUMINOUS TRADE BETTER
THAN IT HAS BEEN SINCE 1903

P- ^ing the situation in the Cleveland

dis-:--- -he manager of the Federal Reserve

bank reports to the board here as follows:

"So far as price and demand are concerned the

bitumious coal trade is in better condition than

it has been since the anthracite strike in 1903.

The companies, however, are hampered in

makinfr deliveries owing to scarcity of railroad

eq'r'"—- -"I, both cars and motive power, as well

as : y to obtain sufficient labor. There is

a tremendous shortage of coal in the Northwest.

Prices at the mine have been from $2.15 to

%5.>(^ "•' ton, and show the excitement which
pre n the market. It is reported that sorne

industrial concerns have been forced to use their

storage coal which is carried from year to year

for emergencies. Furnace coke demand is in

excess of the supply. Crude oil and gas opera-

tors are more active even than early in the spring

when oil reached $2.60 a barrel."

FAYS STATISTICAL WORK
IS COMPLIMENTED HIGHLY

^r^ 'iriMsual tributc has been paid to A. H. Fay,
tXii. .n of the Bureau of Mines, by Frederick
L. Hotfman, statistician of the Prudential Life
Insurance Company. Mr. Hoffman is regarded
as a pioneer in the collection of accident statistics.

Referring to Mr. Fay, Mr. Hoffman said:
" I would like to express my very high regard

for the work that Mr. Fay has done. Mr.
Mt^krr has properly said that getting out
St. and doing the right kind of statistical
work was just as important information as'•"'— - •'" ''^- and getting out the coal.

an in this country to make
order out of chaos. Until the Bureau of Mines
^^ - the so-called statistics of
™*""" K '-^"^^^-iy were always a delusion and a
•nare. T«->rlay our mining accident statistics

J^
• the equal of any foreign statistics,

«»-
i^y

' better. They give us^^ ""
.'ion in a thoroughly

r?®.
,,, ttigable industry he

!»• du|^ out aU the reports for forty-four years,
and he has brought '

rdl together in a manner
Itut those of us V... ..ave tried for years and
^ ^u 't • ^^^ absolutely failed to

^
-sh. It IS true he has had the coopera-

^^--:^ "-—% but he could not have had that

S^SS?-,, V, u
""'

" ^^^ self-sacrificing and
«effiaent as he L'.

, and yet that man todayhai not even a real tale to the position nor the

proper status that his work entitles him to.

The United States Labor Commissioner, in his

field, has not been anywhere nearly as successful

in bringing about the cooperation in labor sta-

tistics as Mr. Fay has brought about in mining
statistics. All over the country every mine
inspector cooperates with him, giving greater

efficiency to the Bureau of Mines. In season

and out of season he is working to bring about
cooperation between the Federal Bureau and
the State Bureaus. That must be brought
about. We must have better cooperation.

'Absolute accuracy is not necessary. It is

not even desirable, because the cost of absolute
accuracy exceeds value. If you are going to

put too heavy a strain on the mining companies
for statistics, they will not do the work for you;
they cannot do it. They must be taught the
limitation of statistics, that you cannot prove
all things that you would like to prove by means
of these statistics.

"Now, take the question of shaft accidents.

You can sub-classify shaft accidents to the
extent of several pages, comprising all the things
that might happen. I, at one time, tried to
make up some statistics of men killed in mines.
You would never have thought of it, but every
year we killed a dozen men by icicles dropping
down the shaft. That is a very important
matter. I do not know in the matter of shaft

accidents that there is a more important duty
than for the man on the cage to see to it that no
ice forms in the shaft. There is always water
running down, and in the winter time it is freez-

ing, and these heavy icycles used to fall down the
mine and kill a man every once in a while. That
is just a minor matter, apparently. You can
bring that all out if you follow up the work that
Mr. Fay is doing, by classifying each accident
in detail. I would like to emphasize the work
that Mr. Fay is doing in the Bureau of Mines,
which I think is entitled to the highest appre-
ciation."

GOVERNMENT SERVICE NEEDS
POLICY AS TO PATENTS

"A foremost need at present would seem to
be the definite location of responsibility for the
study and gradual development of a compre-
hensive and consistent system of administration
of the whole subject of patents within the
government's own service.

This guiding and unifying element between
the_ different departments should be permanent
in its character and organization, as the work
must constantly develop and maintain a thor-
oughly

_
up-to-date and helpful relation to the

industries. The fundamental aim of govern-
ment patents need be in no sense that of de-
structive competition with private enterprise,
but on the contrary, should be to aid, encourage
and stabilize the latter by supplying some of the
connecting links for whose early development it

might be particularly hard to secure private
backing, even though the final result was of
recognized public benefit." (Extract from F.
G. Cottrell's address at the Mining Congress
Convention.)

I



WITHDRAWALS AND RESTORATIONS
A summary of the principal withdrawals and restorations during the i)erio<l, March 4. 1*>13, to

October 31, 1916, in acres is as follows:

Coal . .

Oil and gas . .

Phosphate .

.

Potash
Power site. . .

Public water

Total

Outstanding Outstanding
withdrawn Withdrawn Restored vHthdrawn
March 4,

;. _;..
, during October 31,

1913
/

period 1916

65.410,464 (.f.>/.(»4 20,645,002 45,434,126
4,S17,706 1,656,064 692,397 5,781,373
3.367,378 4S9.6()1 1.350.581 2.5('

133.829 211.3S4 214.584 1 S '
'

, ' 1 _

'

1,857,258 744.926 194.220 2,407.'>(>4

86,216 112,594 2,702 196.108

75,672,851 3,883,233 23,099,486 56,456,59&

FIRST AID TRAINING HAS
USES OUTSIDE OF MINES

An engineer of the Bureau of Mines reports

that his training in first aid iK)ssibly saved the
life of his three-year-old son. The boy at-

t 1 to crawl downstairs while ill, and fell,

li.- iiJier reached him alxnit 10 or 15 "ds
after he fell and he was not breathing. 1 i 'k

the boy and slappe<l him on the back to start

his breathing, but this treatment did not succeed.
He then placed the boy on his stomach on the
floor in the jK^sition recommended for the
Schaefer treatment for artificial respiration.

The Ixjy's jaws were forced oi)en with difficulty-,

when his tongue fell
*"—• ird and almost im-

mediatdy his throat gly cleare<l, and he
soon took a deep whistling breath. After a few
seconds he took another breath and became
conscious.

It is probable that when he fell he struck theIS 1)1

ofback of his head, which caused his tongue to

fall back into his throat and prevented his

Ji' -1 :ng. The tl-- '^ • , '• • ' ..,',..^ j^^.

fi il he ttHik 1; laled

to be 1^ to 2 minutes. His lips had become
quite blue and his Inxly, with -n of

h" • ••••. -••:•• 1-" .1,...-..- .... ^.jj5

I' . . .
was

placed under the care of a doctor for a day or
two and regaine<l health rapidly.

WAGES REPRESENT HALF
OF THE COST OF COAL

"Shr.nlrl vnti be intr-

the and :

lalH)r'b

thiit tl

wagon
price of the .int

and the same three ci

less th;in h '' •'
•
-

sumer for
,

the adilress of (ico. Otis Smith at the Mining
Congress Convention.)

m summuig up
.,' a balance Ixrtwfcn

urn, you wi A
'- r

1 at your house,

not
n-

. \\

WASTE HAS INCREASED
AS PRODUCTION ADVANCED

" Increase in production has been arrnmnnn'txi
by unparalleled waste, in both the
and utilization of our mineral
gether too lit*' ! for \V

of the men . _ or co:. . . , .

resources into the commercial pr
people of restless energy, indi-

for i '- •
, and '

for •
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DISAGREE AS TO INFLUENCE
OF MINE WORKERS UNION
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PRESENTATION OF WATCH TO CARL SCHOLZ
FEATURE OF CHICAGO BANQUET

Social Portion of Mining Congress Convention Program Was Highly Successful -
Six Hundred Guests Join in Singing Old Time Songs at Smoker Judge

Short and Col. Pope Speak at Banquet

Couple* 1 with the imjM>rtant business trans-
acted at the Chicago Convention of the American
Mining Congress were sever«il pleiisiint s(H.ial

features. The more imjxjrtant of these was the
banquet heM in the ball room of the LaSalle
Hotel on the night of November 16. It was on
this cKcasicjn that the memlxTs of the Mining
Congress presente<l Carl Scholz, the retiring

president, with as fine a product of the watch
makers' art as money could buy. Mr. Scholz
has served three terms as president of the Amer-
ican Mining Congress and during that time has
been an indefatigable worker in its interest.

He has done much to increase the usefulness of

this organiziiti(;n which is now exerting a national
influence recognized by all who mine, as was
testified to by so many of those who attended
the convention at Chicago.
The presentation of the watch to Mr. Scholz

impressetl all those who saw it. Mr. Scholz had
started to deliver his farewell address. Before
he had proceeded far he was interrupted by E.
W. Parker, of the Anthracite Bureau oi Informa-
tion, who quite to Mr. Scholz' surprise l>egan a
rambling talk, the theme of which was '*time."

Mr. Scholz had n(» idea that a gift was forth-

coming and his perturbation was the source of

considerable amu.sement as Mr. Parker rambled
on in his talk abcut "time." He even recited

poetry with a bearing on time. Finally Mr. Scholz
turnetl to the tocistmaster an«l whisjK-red if by any
chance Mr. Parker had departe<l from his policy
of total abstinence. As nearly everv' one present,

judging from Mr. Scholz' expression and iH>ssibly

by reading his lips, couM <livine tlie nature of

the questicm it was with greatest difiiculty tliat

those at the luinquet tiibles suppressed the desire

to burst into laughter. Finally Mr. Parker < Ire

w

to a close his dis.s<.'rtalion on "lime" and pre-

scnte<l the watch. The utter surj'rise of Mr.
Scholz brought forth a great demonstration
from thos*' a- ' '•«1. The ' <1

for several ni . Mr. ^ . .o

thank the m« oi the C : gift

but words failed him.
In • • . f • f • '^.

Natl .... .'c

Frank H. Short, of Fn-sno, Cal., sjM.ke r

jngly. Col. I*ojH* iMiintiMJ out the intunacy of

th«' rel.i' '
' i\\ exists In-rween the nuncru

and n:..; In K'l SVii.rt l.inlt liis

discourse (»n
*

"Uncle Sam being the father of four sons,
and so that we would have our history and
our geography straight, we will call them
East and .North and South and West, and
Uncle Sam being a good father, generous,
perhaps, to a fault, pr ' d to distribute
to his three elder son.s. ...i^i and North and
South, all of that portion of the estate that
went to them and their children. Whether
he did it wi.sely or unwisely we don't know,
but that he did it we cannot deny. And
that portion of the estate that fell to the
younger brother. West, was not supposed to
be worth a very great deal, being mostly
deserts and mountams and w:'

'

and
all that sort of thing. But We i .... "'te
an industrious fellow, inclined to exp. n
and all that .sort of thing, and he began to
demonstrate that by taking th< ""rful

rivers that head in those real ni -."d

traverse real valleys into the • ^t

majestic sea. by the development of the
power and the distribution of water it began
Ut look that the inh - * -. -e of the y«)unger
brother. West, was :.... pretty near one-
quarter of the estate, and it was al>>ut
that time that a great idea of regeneration
and mttral uplift .seized the minds of East
and .North ami South. And the more they
thought alxiut it the worse they felt ab<iut it,

and finally thev went to Uncle Sam and
said. 'Father, in the i of that
portion of your estate .>

.

have dis-

tributed to us and to our you have
sinned against heaven and in the sight of
all men and have greatly -ed the fam-
ily f • :• The only re^ *^- * we
can t and the only .. th.ii

you ta'r. and hold that it

was supp<>>ied to belong to the younger
b '^ for the benefit of the whole Sam
t .1

Mm h *»f the ?surcr<« nf the 1 I wius <!ue

to < !; .the
Mr. h •t

adcled i: . a-

ing.

Much t r

I. •

sj:.

m K

due of Hotel

n
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placed at the disposal of the Mining

u sen'ed at the banquet follows:

TOMATO FARCIS, VAXDERBILT

CLEAR GREEN TIRTLE, EN TASSE

CELERY SALTED ALMONDS OLIVES

BROOK TROUT, AU BLEU
POTATO PERSILLADE CUCUMBERS

BROILED SWEETBREADS ON TOAST
r.RKKN PEAS, BONNE-FEMME

ROAST JUMBO SQUAB, AU CRESSON

SALAD—LA SALLE
CHATELAIN DRESSING

FRESH STR.\WBERRY SOUFFLE ALASKA
ASSORTED CAKES

DEMI-TASSE

"Fair and Warmer" Cocktail

Imported Cigars

Ciiarettts

More than 600 men occupied places at the

tables which filled the great ball room of the

Hotel LaSalle on the night of November 14

when the members of the Mining Congress and
their guests met at a smoker. While the refresh-

ments were being served a very capable troupe
ners added materially to the success

(ji toe convention. One of the features of the
smoker was the singing of old-time songs by all

present. Aided by the musical director and
ordiestra those present made the place ring with
such SO" •

^- Hail ! Hail! The Gang's all Here"

;

"Don't Hand That's Feeding You";
ngs on My Fingers"; "Oh, You Beautiful

UUi ;
^ • •": "The Star Spangled Banner,

and "^'
lawaii, How Are You."

^'' members of the Congress were
' 4 the smoker their wives were enter-
ti'uuxi at a theater party.

UBE OF PERMISSIBLE
EXPLOSIVES INCREASES RAPIDLY

P. •'• ri'j of >!inp~ has been responsible
in the use of explo-

->.^ It jiointed out the dangers
J, ...> ...-,. '

•' • t..,'.
. - -vfier in mines that

^jMnii* or ; il (lust, anrl urged
•n ot what it termed 'permissible

'•A^u..-^ve3, uios> • • ] successfully passed
^/rrr tr^^. T. lOftr, ,,niy 2,000,000

.
>ives were used

United States. In 1915
,-". ^ i^'*'

'

" sives sold was
''] '„ 'irteen timey as

''• H- from address of
.\i^»iiing at the Mming Congress Con-

GOVERNMENT REGULATION OF
COAL PRICES MAY COME

"Study of present conditions in the coal mining
districts fails to encourage the idea of govern-

mental operation of the 7,000 coal mines in this

country. More in line with the trend of public

sentiment in the last decade, however, is govern-
mental control in the interest of the consumer
by regulation of prices, and to judge from the
facts of experience in the regulation of trans-

portation of other public utilities, the public

coal commissions will be given sufficient dis-

cretionary powers to safeguard the interests of

producer and consumer alike, and even manda-
tory requirements, either legislative or executive,

will be subject to judicial review." (Extract

from the address of Geo. Otis Smith ^t the
Mining Congress Convention.)

MEMBERS OF MINING CONGRESS
PRAISE SCHOLZ AND CALLBREATH

Tribute was paid by members of the Mining
Congress to the retiring president, Mr. Scholz,

and to the secretary, James F. Callbreath, at

a members' meeting held during the Mining
Congress Convention. The fact that as busy a
man as Mr. Scholz would take a portion of his

time toward forwarding cooperation among those

connected with the mining industry was the
theme of those who commended him.
The large amount of work which has been done

by the Mining Congress with a very small
amount of money is one of the accomplishments
of Mr. Callbreath's work, which was compli-
mented.
The establishment of a Bureau of Mining

Economics, modeled after the Bureau of Railway
Economics in Washington, met with favor at
the members' meeting.

THINKS THE COAL INDUSTRY
WELL MAY BLAME ITSELF

"The Coal Industry of this country does not
occupy that position which it should in the
Industrial World. And there is no one to blame,
except those who are engaged in that industry,
and it remains for the operators and miners
through their own efforts to make out of the
industry that which they are entitled to." (Ex-
tract from address of Thomas M. Gann, at the
Mining Congress Convention.)

NO REWARDS OFFERED FOR
DISCOVERY OF MINERALS

No reward has ever been offered by the United
States Government for the discovery of a tin,

nickel or any other metallic deposit. Numerous
inquiries are reaching Washington with regard
to such a reward. It is thought probable that
pubhcation has been made of some fanciful tale
of a bonus being offered for the discovery of
these metals.
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COKING OF ALL COAL WILL
MEAN A CLEANER NATION

The close rclaliuii belwceii coai, >haic,
peat, oil and gas, was brought out with singular
clearness by Dr. W. F. Rittman in an address
before the oil section, at the Mining Congress
Convention. He showed how l>enzine toluene,
etc., are the bases for the manufacture of
practically all dyes and explosives. While coal
as such does not contain benzine and toluene,
these materials are formed in the distillation

process, and can be made from any one of the
other materials. An all-coal source for artificial

gas must be found, I>r. Rittman declared.
He believes it is well within the range of possi-
bility to enrich thr- tras frnm the by-product
oven.

Dr. Rittman predicted the general use of
smokeless fuel within the comparative near
future. While all the volatile matter will not
be removed in the partial coking of this fuel,

it will be reduced to 6 or 10 i>er cent. He be-
lieves means will be found for the coking of any
kind of coal, which he said will mean a cleaner
nation.

"The total amount of money appro-
priated by the Federal Government in

behalf of af^riculture for the present fiscal

year is $35,553,852.
"The total amount of money appro-

priated by the Federal Government for

this year for mining is $2,333,075. This
includes the total appropriations of the
Bureau of Mines and the United States
Geological Survey.
"The per captia contribution of the

people for the betterment of agriculture

is 34 4-5 cents.

"The per capita contribution of the

people for the betterment of mining is

2 3-10 cents.

"The gross value of all agricultural

products in the year 1015, as estimated by
the Department of Agriculture, is $10,-

501,636,000.
"The gross value of all raw mineral

products for the year 1Q16, as estimated by
the United States Geological Survey, is

$2,373,000,000.
"The per capita production of agricul-

ture is $102.04.
The per capita production of mining is

$23.26.

"While the value of the agricultural

production of the country is less than five

times that of the mineral production, the

mineral production, the per capita appro-
priation for agricultural investigations is

fifteen times the per capita appropriation

for mineral in ition." Extract from
the Mining C<.ii>.i' -•» Convention Address
of Van H. Manning.)

f

Ut^^*'f\['

A CARTOO.MSTS CON'CEPTION OP
COL. GEO. POPE

at the Mining Congress Convention

MINING NOT SO WELL
ORGANIZED AS AGRICULTURE

"Mining is 1>. ', and a
I' ' - '>f orgaiu/.a. ! ii-. u' "- in

^ ., Congress, are now \n _, f,

but we have much farther to go to reach t .;e

of organizalir>n attaine<l In' Iture. re-

tract from '
'- of Van ii. .\ianning a,i uie

-Mining ('- ^ . -nvcntion.)

ADEQUATE ACREAGE NECESSARY
TO CONSERVATION OF OIL

"If you would prevent \ .1

;^';i<. if you would «!

nut hixls, excessive ; : ;.

age losses, if you wouM insure t i
the maximum amount of fiil at the minimum cost,

if you u •
' ' '

for iK-tr . .... .... . . ,

come: then do your \K\rx in c-

sentiment in favor of ;•.

T.ik.- one

into n, or er
field practice, you will have
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HOLD MEMBERSHIPS IN

MANY SCIENTIFIC SOCIETIES

* • • oi the Bureau of Mines staff have

in scientific societies as follows:

Safety Association; American Asso-

(.. Advancement of Science; Ameri-

^ - -Ay; American Electrochemical

<^ ; 'Institute of Electrical En-

iin«Ts: American Institute of Metals; American

f. of Mining Engineers; American Iron

a;
. '

J.
,,;,,, te; American Mining Congress;

Xt:,r;,.i-. i -il Society; American Society

of Ci\ni Enpneers; American Society of Mechan-

ic
•
"

American Society of Social and

I>
.. .....e: American Society for Testing

N' ^; American Waterworks Association;

h .1 Socictv of America; British Institute

oi .\itUils: Brit'ish Iron and Steel Institute;

Canadian Mining Institute; Coal Mining In-

stitute nf America; Colorado Metal Miners

Asso- ; Colorado Scientific Society; En-

gineer:; ry_^,ietv of Northeastern Pennsylvania;

Engineers Societv of Washington; Engineers

Society* of Western Pennsylvania; Frieburg

Geol. ' Ges-
"

'^aft; Geological Society of

America; ( .^ i 'gical Society of Washington
D. C; Illinois Academy of Science; Illinois

Minine Institute; Illinois Society of Engineers;

Indi.
" -ny of Science; Institute of Mining

a*^
' .'^London); Institute of Mining

i. at Britian); International Con-
gress of Applied Chemistry; International En-

I:

Sooetv
S
S
«

G .

ftitt:

ing

PorcnMi

-; Kentucky Mining Institute;

, ....rang Institute; Mine Inspectors

: America; Mining and Engineering

of. Alaska; Mining and Metallurgical

of America; National Conserv^ation
N.-iTional Ge<jgraphic Society; National

: (includes N. M. S. A.); Natural
n: Pittsburgh Smoke Abatement
y Mountain Coal Mining In-

fer the Promotion of Engineer-
i: Society of Tennessee Mine

••c*stem Mine Safety Associa-
Academy of Science; West

ing Institute; Western Society
'igineers;Wyoming Society of Civil Engineers.

MUCH ENERGY WASTED
IN RETAILING OF COAL

as been said that it costs more to deliver
'< in the city of New York than it

frrjtn the cow to the city. What
""'""' '-^ ""-less exjicnsc than

- wagons from as
iments delivering milk

delivery of coal is not
'-y of milk, for one coal

'> 100 tons of coal as a
that many quarts of milk,

energy in

• .iig, prepara-
'y all of them

address of E. W.

can
half

nar*h

r. .

r r^ f

A CARTOCNIST'S CONCEPTION OF
GEO. H. CROSBY

at the Mining Congress convention

RESPIRATION RESTORED
BY UNIQUE METHOD

A surgeon in one of the Southern coal pro-

ducing States, recently invented a new method
of estabhshing respiration by reflex action. He
had been using ordinary methods for several

hours and was barely keeping the patent alive,

although he had worked very hard. Happening
to see a comb on a dresser, near the bed on which
the patient lay, he took it and drew it smartly
across the nose, the teeth of. the comb coming
into contact with the septum between the
nostrils. The patient at once began to breathe
and his respiration soon became normal. It

was necessary to repeat the operation several

times, but the patient finally recovered.

Only One Excuse

"The only reasonable excuse that the Navy
can give for desiring to appropriate the land in

the possession of the oil men is that the property
has already been developed, and producing oil

wells drilled at an expense of .millions of dollars

are upon the land ready for use." (Extract from
the address of Roy A. Bishop at the Mining
Congress Convention

.

)

• *«. . « I i

.

•-'-T.^irc^ii Convention.)

Rises from 60 cents to $11.65

Tungsten (powder) sold as low as 60
cents a pound a few years ago. In 1915
ferro-tungsten reached $8.50 and in 1916, $9.75

for the contained tungsten. Powder was not
greatly different Ijut a little was sold as high
as $11.6.3.
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FINISHED MATTE AT SUDBURY
CONTAINS 55 PER CENT NICKEL

In a pultliianon ciuiiit*! ' '."^oiik- Noics <»n liie

Mines and Snu-ltcr of the Canadian Copper
Company, Copper ClifT, Ont.," prepared for

the Twelfth International (jeolrKieal Congress,

the following notes are given alx)iit the reduction

of the nickel-Kearing pyrrhotiteof Sudliury, Ont.:

**Tf) understand the smelting operations, it

must be i)remise<l that coi)pL'r and nickel matte
smelting is entirely opposite in its principle to

the Itlast furnace treatment of iron ores. In the
iron furnances, the operation is conducted in a
reducing atmosphere, with the intention of

reducing all the iron present to metallic form
an<I preventing its i)assage into the slag. In

coj)pfr and nickel smelting, on the other hajxl,

the operation is conducted in a strongly oxidizing

atn re, with the intention of driving as

nuuii .1- jMtssihle of the iron into the s^ ' muI

saving only the cop|)er and nickil with iit

sulphur to prevent their oxidation. CopixT and
nickrli-omhinc with sulphur in the hlast furnace to

form what is known as matte. This matte
contains iron in amounts which vary inversely

with the amount of oxidation attained on the
1 and in the blast furnace. If the ore

i> 1 : to 10 per c«*nt suplhur, the furnace

mai ly contain 30 to 40 per K-nt c«»i>ikt

nickel, and from 40 to 30 jkt cent of iron, while

if the ore is roaste<l to alnuit 14 ]k'T cent suli)hur,

the funi.i itte may contain only IS to 20

per cent . . nickel, with alxmt 50 jier cent

iron. It is evident that if the ore is poorly
I, the oxidation attained in the blast

<• must l>e relativtly greater thrt" '

1 iry with well ro;iste<I ore. This fir

oxidation is attained bv the addition of quarts

in the blast furnace. This r|uart7. ]

• he

rapid snu'ltir- • *' the ore, and !•• ^ •• >n

the blast f' . imder the of a

powerful blast of air, allows the oxidation of

about 50 jjer cent of the sulphur and iron, con-

taine<l in the roaste^l ore. The iro^ '
'' - -M

on the nxist yard and in the . e,

combines with the quartz to form a slag which
contains about 55 per cent iron oxide, in the
form of silicate of iron. Th- ' ite of •- an
often be found in crystallii.- . .:n on •

ig

dump.
Limestone is used as a flux only when the

furnaces are in p' " -'•'!. TV '
'•'

>n

of a lime base to i. ^ . •.ers tl. ig

point, and thus allows the cleaning of a^ :is

from the sides of the blast furnace. In certain
' ;i<rs, when the ores are ver>' * ' ' -

—
-c-

uktrly if much aluminium is ]: li-

tion of a small amount of limestone to the cl. v;-

is indicated.

The melted products flow c(»niwu: m
the furnace into an oval i-' ' ' ' L.cr.

In this settler the matte the

slag. The slag runs contmuously from
the into j)()ts, w" '

"

'
' p.

The iiuiiie is t;-
"

...•;.. ... me
settler into po: i to the con-

verter building. This furnace matte contains

al)out 6 ix?r cent copper, 16 j>er c*ent nickel, 47
per cent iron and 27 p>'- - "' -"'•^'••. It is

treated in the converter .
blowing

air through it to convert the iron into iron oxide,

which iron oxide, as f
'

d. unites with
c. • ' or mine rock, \s .. ' '" '^ •• con-

\ as a flux. The ng of

air through the matte, and the conlinuou?

removal of the iron in
'"

'T

slag, remo' .i ;- - •v ^ .^^

a final \>i '» Jht cent

copper nickel, with alxjut 0.5 \>€T cent iron and
19 per cent sulphur, which is known as Bessemer
matte.
The converters are cylindrical iron vesjiels,

37 feet long by 10 feet diameter, lines with

ia brick and " \' of • n on a
li"i i.j'iital axis. A sl-'i ' .4 in the

front of the converter .: to l>e

IK)ure<l off as desired.

The finishitl matte, v 25 jkt

cent copptT. '' •' • '' -Mt

iron and V>
\ .

;».

broken by hand, loa<Ied into rs and shipi>ed

to the refineries in Bayonne, .N.J.

BRUTE FORCE AND HIGH SPEED
ARE ADDED IN AMERICA

"I want to em e the n« which

confront* us of devoting greater atietuion to

natura' and '~

'
' se

V ' ' ' ••
. .ut

;
^

• <nir

. •• get out of the habit of too ex. ly

awaiting fundamental <hsti»vcric« from abniad

and merely the .1-

tion of brut* ; .i. '

*'

t

fn>m the Minima ( .»f

Dr. \V. K. W



Latest Mining Patents

Concentration of Ores, No. 1203375. This
.;- V Fleury James Lystcr, of Broken

! uh Wales, Australia, assignor by
^nments to Minerals Separation

in S>-ndicate ( 1913) Ltd., of London, Eng.

;
1 relates to improvements in

the ."' n of ores and is particularly

app'. to the separation of mixed zinc and
lead sulphide ores.

The 'of this invention is to separate

metalli:. ; - portions of an ore such as the sul-

phide of lead (galena) from other portions of

the ore, and more particularly to effect a dif-

ferential or selective flotation in the treat-

n)cnt. of mixed zinc and lead sulphide ores, to

w:t: The separation of lead and sulphide

i;alena) from zinc sulphide (blende), obtain-

ing a product relatively rich in lead on the

one hand, and a zinc product relatively low
in lead en the other hard.

ROCK-DRILL

N'^- 1203284. This invention is by Daniel S.
'

. of Denver, Colo., Assignor to the Denver
k'«-iv Drill Manufacturing Company of Denver,
Colo., n '' " - *ion of Delaware.
The . relates more particularly to

that t>*pe of rock drills in which the drill is

•s work by fluid pressure. In this
' • •• ...1 practice to employ a feed

1 piston operating therein.
<me oi these is connected to the motor. For
certain ' Tk it is desirable that the
cylinder ;.;.... icd to the motor and the
ptston has a rod or spur projecting from the
fts^' i the feed cylinder.

Itiovucof*' " • of the present invention
to employ the „ . .Lscribcd specific arrange-
'ncnl and to providp in connection therewith,

means for controlling
"'•'• •"' li'- motive fluid to the feeding
Tieans ar- irms, and also to control the
*«PPb ng fluid.

BY-PRODUCTS FROM COAL
No. 1204647. T^',. invention is by Harvev

P. lB<»taph, of I
, Mich.

^

.
™- has reference to a process of

'^^^'^
'

•
' ts from coal, andlU tJkf

age of volatile

so:

-ontaining such a
" as to provide a

y with a long flame,
by-products of

.a quantity.

\ . 1 ->,

53S

KXTRACTING METALS
n is by Sidney E.

.- -n, of Berkeley, Cal.

This invention relates to a process of extract-

ing metals of commercial value from their ores.

The object of the invention is to provide a
process for the extraction of certain metals such
as zinc, cadmium, copper, nickel, cobalt and
other commercially valuable metals from ores
containing the same.
The invention possesses other advantageous

features. Any suitable apparatus may be used
for carrying out the process. The process is

especially adapted for use in connection with
zinc sulphide ores.

CHEMICAL CONCENTRATION

No. 1204932. This invention is by Charles
S. Bradley, of New York, N. Y.

This invention relates to the concentration or

recovery of ore values by wet chemical methods.
The invention comprises an improved method
of conducting the operations of chemical con-
centration, apart from the specific materials
or chemical reactions employed. The invention
further comprises a number of improved chemical
treatments which are of especial importance in

the concentration of ore values.
According to this invention the operations

are conducted in such a manner that the neces-
sity for chemical analysis is largely avoided and
excesses of the reagents employed may be main-
tained without loss, whereby complete extrac-
tion is obtained and the operations proceed with
a minimum of attention and the supply of acid
radical and oxygen may be readily and positively

adjusted. Where metals of variable valency
are to be recovered the presence of high valency
compounds is highly advantageous to the extrac-
tion as they aid in the dissolving of the values
and tend toward complete extraction. On the
other hand, the separation of the values from
the solution and their ultimate recovery in

highly concentrated form may be more economic-
ally effected from the low valency compounds
as these are already partially reduced.

MINING MACHINE
No. 1205076. This invention is by Albert

Ball, of Claremont N. H., Assignor by Mesne
Assignments to Sullivan Machinery Company,
of Boston, Mass , a Corporation of Massa-
chusetts.

This invention relates to mining machines,
being more particularly intended to provide
improved means for feeding and guiding a
mining machine while performing the cutting
operation,

ORE ROASTING FURNACE
No. 1203613. This invention is by John

Harris, of Sheffield, England.
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This invention relates to rabbling appliances
for mechanical ore roasting furnaces of the type
in which the rabblearms j)roject into the interior
of a hollow shaft longitudinally divided into
channels for the conveyance of the cooling fluid
to the arms, its object being to provide improve-
ments in the means for securing the arms to the
shaft and in the arrangement of pipes for supply-
ing cooling water to the arms by the employ-
ment of which, when the arms are water cooled,
the shaft itself may be air cfX)led with or without
a forced draft and any one arm may be more
easily and quickly removed or replaced \^-ithout

disturbing any other j)arts, while the same fittings

may be used to secure when desired an air cooled
arm to the shaft.

LIQUID SEPARATION OF IRON' ORES
No. 120.S897. This invention is by Arthur J.

Moxham, of Wilmington, Del.
The object of this invention is to conceniraie

iron ore and reduce the i>ercentage of silicious

material or ganguc. It has been proj)osed to
take ore containing in its natural state combined
water, organic matter or any other reducing
agent, and also containing a much higher per-
centage of silicious material than is advantageous
for use in the blast furnace, and subject the same
to ordinary calcination for the jmr; f driving
off the combined water or other i;... ., ; capable
of being driven off by heating. This increases

the sixxrific gravity of the oxide, of iron while the
s-

' gravity of the silicious material is not
ii.. :v>.cd. Anything increasing the difference

between the specific gravity of the constituents

of the ore that it is desired to separate acts
advantageously in the process of separation.

CONCENTRATOR

No. 1204.^?.^. This invention is by Lynn \V.

Barner, of Hetland, S. D.
This invention relates to improvements in

concentrators for ore separators of the reciprocat-

ing ty|K', and particularly U) improvements in

the construction of the sei)arating elements
proper whereby the precious metal is sej)arated

from the material by which it is carrie<l.

The primary object of the invention is to

j)rovidc a novel construction of concentrating or

separating mechanism by means of which the
material is carried thnnigh a long r -f travel

within a comparatively small wt>ri..; < i and
subjecte<l throughout sueh course to ^ting

actions by which maximum efliciency of oj)era-

tion is setured. A further olijcvt of
*'

tion is to provid'- • construe lion "f

concentrator or lor which ii> :n

construction and operation.

Aviator Carries Ad. Contract

A'- '•••• '• • ' '1 the an- " ^ • '^'
'-.r

Carl , ,
at the end • .;o

to New York flight in his l)ig bi|)lane delivered

to the New VorkT" tn ad' t

of 5().(MM) lines pi .% ih<-
'^' ..... g

Company, of ( i ,, , for ' F. (• h

Company, of Akron, Ohio.

SALES OF ZINC ORE ARE
RUNNING AHEAD OF 1915

An oflficLil report to the F- ^-- .i kt-^rve
Board from the Kansas City b..

"A report recently i.ssued shows that the
joplin (Nlissouri-K pro-
duced 8 per cent . ...v .-...., i, .^ ^ ..:^ ui the
United States last year, the value thereof
being in excess of two and one-half million
dollars. The

i

'
i for the first thirty-

nine w«*<V^ of ivio . . ., . ior mor" ''-••" »'
ire

1915
I

:ion. Zinc ore p: .so
exceed ihai of 1915, the value of that sold the
first forty-<>ne weeks of 1916 exceeding the total
sold last year.

"According to State estimates, Colorado's
metal output for 1916 will be more thaji 25 per
cent larger than last year, the y -in the
]ii\;'-,rv- of the State. New mines .i v >.ill being

:. old mines are In-ing reoi>ene<l, every
miner in the State has work, and there is an
unprecedente<l demand for lalx)r at the mines.
"The complete success of t' ^ • •• -- - -re-

cess, referred to last month, is -n
establishe<l at Goldfield. a number of deep shafts
are in • ^re under way
by the j.. :ii,M • - .^
their ore- i An i .h
\xx\y of ore has been encountered at Cripple
Creek at a depth of more than 1,00() fet-t. It
wiis formerly assun^' '^' ^ ^ .w 1,(KK) iwi the
district would \>c \n > far as liie pro-
duction of gold is concerned. Since the first

of the year 350 new i the
majority of -i--' ' - ^ i,,, ,^ liave
been incoqx): _ in th. e.

" In the Mi«l-Continent oil field a further oon-
tra(tir)n is reiK>r" \.

rcH-k (li
••••'. tiic ....

. in : 1-

^'< 'tit it). Id now ^ ,
1 at .. i-

mately 34().(MM) barrels Tbily. Tho ( g
field, when at its height, alone >t

this daily tot: ' ^ ' •' • • .,,i ^^

held Ixick > ^. L;i ]\

witnessed a decline in the number of \

wells and also in new work. (

'

is ex-
ixvleil to witness a • •• ' •'• ' Mj
antl in new work, .i -s

are '

all oil. Many r
way m K and \V\ ..

ment of \\ ^ 'jiuiug's oil re. -uiuti i:»
; 4

raT)id!v."

TELLS FRIENDS NEVER TO
MISS MINING CONVENTION

A vers' prominent mining :trs as
follows ning the two tlavs he w le to
a' ions of the \tining C«r i;:^.--

"I do not N'lievf I rvrr -pent two (j.iv , v,,

filletl wlh in' i* as r 'ivc.

I
"

1 my ; ,1

n '••• • o
miss a .. .. i

in the future to be a r
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LATE L M JONES WAS HONOR
MAN IN CLASS AT COLUMBIA

L. M. Jones, the mining engniecr of the

Burt\nu of Mines, who was asphyxiated on

iXrlobcr 20, 191b, while assisting in recovery

work after an explosion at the mine of the

J...
. Coal and Coke Co., at Barrack-A'ille,

\V. \ J... was bom at Cleveland, Ohio, on Decem-

ber 12. 1883.

On Februars- 19. 1909, he entered the service

of the T " "

i^ic Branch of the U. S. Geological

Sar\-ev, i.:^.:.^, up his residence at Pittsburgh,

Pa. in 1910, when the work of the Technologic

Branch was transferred to the Bureau of Mines,

Mr. Jones entered the ser\-ice of the Bureau

ar' • '"tinned in the service up to the date of

hi

He was a graduate of the Columbia School of

Mines and was one of the honor men of his class.

His 1. ' ''^'^hip of men, beginning thus early in

Ufe, «. rized his last effort in a humane en-

d^vor to save life. He was leading his men
when he gave up his life.

Mr. Jones was a mining engineer of excep-

tional ability and had immediate charge of the

experimental mine at Bruceton, Pa. In this

capacity he developed many safeguards that
are instrumental in saving life in the coal mines.
It was at the experimental mine that the coal

operators of the United States received their

fwst •••''^ '"ipressions of the destructiveness of
an ex :; of coal dust without the presence
of gas and were given demonstrations as to the
niethods to be pursued in preventing such
disasters. The fact that the death record among
the miners during the last year was the lowest
in the last sixteen years emphasizes the worth
of Mr. Jones's efforts in behalf of the miners.
Mr. Jones was an important factor in the develop-
ment of niore orderly and safer methods of
rescue work. He died a martyr to the cause,
as three -"^ - - -lers of the Bureau have died.

,
The r .lU of Mines heroes, who have

f^'en up their lives to save others, now includes
Joseph E. Evans, rescuer, killed at Throop, Pa.,
Apnl t, 1911; John Ferrell, killed at Cherry

wfTT^'J"*"^-
^^^*^' ^'alley. Pa., January 20,

1^12: E^lward Evans, killed at Rock Springs,
J^vo S-i,tcm' -y 191.^; and L. M. Jones,
killr.! at Barra W. Va., October 20, 1916.

Mr. Jonts left a wife anrl two children, and
unnrr the new Fe^leral Compensation Act,
MtJ. J^/nes w," ^ ^20 a year during her
JJ*>whrx.rl. ar

; of each of the children,
•120 a year un- iren reach the age of 18.

COPPER COMPANY S PROFIT
REACHES H,000,000 IN MONTH

^A .n -hr Pp^r.rr.1 Reserve Board con-

cnorm^ ^ /"""^V^
production of

a^
'

,'
- .^^ percent-

•. ^ the banks
^"^^ •

.. profit, of

^
V m Ltah are said to

'
> «n one month."

A CARTOONIST'S CONCEPTION OF
GEO. CUSHING

at the Mining Congress convention

RICE TO STUDY PROBLEMS
IN CANADIAN MINES

The Canadian Government has made arrange-
ments with George S. Rice, chief engineer of the
Bureau of Mines, to study the dangerous
phenomena caused by the presence of gas in the
mines of the Crow's Nest District of British
Columbia. Mr. Rice has been granted a leave
of absence so as to take advantage, in a private
capacity, of the offer made by the Canadian
Government. The Bureau also realizes that
this experience is likely to be of very great
value in the solving of similar problems in

American mines.

METAL MINING METHODS
TO BE STUDIED CLOSELY

Roy R. Horner, a mining engineer, has been
selected to take charge of the investigation of
metal mining methods which is to be conducted
by .the Bureau of Mines. His headquarters for
the present will be Salt Lake City, but it is

understood that his investigation will be ex-

tended later to other portions of the country.
His salary is $3,600 annually.

Steel Prices Soar

High speed steels before the European War
were from 60 to 80 cents a pound, de-
pending somewhat on the maker, and the
maker's name was probably an indication of
the quality. After the beginning of the war
prices rose to $3.00 during 1915 and during
the first six months of 191G the price was
$3.40 a pound, according to F. L. Hess of the
Geological Survey.



DE FACTO GOVERNMENT OF MEXICO EXPLAINS
ITS MINING DECREES

Authoritative Statement Presents Mining Situation from Viewpoint of Carranza

—

Thousands of Americans Intensely Interested in Decrees Affecting

Their Property Rights

Considerable controversy and uncertainty
have arisen among American mining men in

connection with the various decrees issued by the

de facto government of Mexico. Owing to the

fact that the American j)ubHc has several hundred
millions of dollars invested in mining enterprises

in Mexico, a request was made at the Mexican
Embassy here for a concise statement of the

situation. The following semi-oflicial statement
of the situation has been furnished The Mining
Congress Journal, and is published in full

herewith.
Under Spanish law all minerals underneath

the surface were the property of the Crown
and those who exploited them were required

to pay a goodly percentage to the king for

the privilege.

When Mexico gained her independence the

minerals became the property of the nation,

except coal and oil, but the payment to the

government for the exploitation privilege

was materially lessened.

The owner of the surface of the land does
not own the mineral, and the latter is sub-

ject to denunciation by anyone, subject to

payment for damage done to property of the

surface owner.
The new production tax, as will be seen by

the accompanying decree, is fixed at 10 per

cent ad valorem on gold and silver and 5

per cent on copper and other metals. The
old tax averaged AVz per cent.

For purposes of comparist)n it may be
stated that the Canadian Federal tax on pro-

duction was 13 per cent before the present
war, and is now understood to be consid-

erably higher.

The old Mexican tax on mineral-bearing'

lands taken up under the mining law was $0
per pertenencia per annum for the first twi-n-

ty-five pcrtenencias, and $3 for each ad'ii

tional pertenancia. (A pertenencia is ihi

unit of a mining claim and equals 2y2 acres.

>

The new tax is graduated and becom-
portionately heavier the greater the i....i
of the holding, the avowed purpo.«;e being
to discourage the old system of holding ex-

tensive tracts of mineralb • lands and
preventing others from i vj. iting thc:r

Many foreign companies, under l!ie old s-

tern, held tens of thousands of acres while

only developing a small percentage thereof.

That the tax is not onerous or

ran be .«;ecn by a little calrulati"ii » -ii in
first ten pertencncias or 2') acres, the total

annual payment is $60 Mexican, or $30 Amer-
ican gold. On the next 40 pertenencias it is

$480 Mexican. $240 American. On the next
50 it is $900 Mexican, $450 American. On a
total of 500 pentenencias, or 1.250 acres, amply
sufficient for a very go ' d mine, the total

annual ta.x is $11,040 ..i....van, $5,520 Amer-
ican. On each 500 pertenencias in addition
to the first 500 the total annual tax is $12,000

Mexican, or $6,000 American. While there
are no data immediately .t' '' ible regard-
ing American mining taxes, : varying ac-

cording to locality, there being no Federal
tax, it is believed the Mexican levy will com-
pare favorably with tho.se of any of the
American mining States and with the taxes
paid by some of the ver>' companies that arc
objecting to the demands of Mexico.

DECREE OF MAY 1, 1916

The mining tax decree issued by Carranza
May 1, 1916, is as follows:

Venustiano Carranza, first chief of the
Constitutionalist Army, in charge of the ex-
ecutive power of the nation, making use of
the extraordinary faculties with which I am
empowererl. I have seen fit to decree as
follows:

Art. 1.—The mineral ores produced in the
republic or in other countries are subi< '^ *

the interior stamp tax, under the e.x;;^...

provisions of the law The tax will be in

the future paid as ed below.
A.—The '

'

;i are exported in the
shape of n...... .v , or earth, cyn^'''-- »•

.sulphurets, or in any other form c :

or mixed with substances which are not
"s are not metals properly called, as

i' Mi' '.vs:

Gold and silver at the rate of 10 ]^ct

cent ad valorem.
Other metals at the rate of 5 per cent ad

valorem.
The Finance Department will fix in due

course, once the quotations in the : : mar-
kets are known, the monthly rates for the
pavmcnt of t*- * x.

H —The tax- ..cntioned in the forppn'nv*

clau.se on metals treated in the
which are mixed with other mc" ind
whatever the alloy, will be reduced Ju j>«r

cent.

Art 2—The interior stamp tax will not Iv
paid on the f(»llowing:

A- ' '
'

' • to the !' !>•

and •....> ,.....;.. i in the £,-. crnnui.i ;-

541
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:d for silver coin at the

;s of pure gold for each

peso. ...
B - or silver Me.xican or foreign coins.

C-^^;.vcr exported in the shape of min-

eral ore, earth or powder, either in their

natural state or concentrated mechanically,

or in the shape of sulphurets. cyanides or

s,,
•• ' 'lies, always provided that the

ai; , . . ver contained in each does not

e.xceed 250 grams per ton.

D._Silver and gold, which having been

imported into the republic in any of the

shapes mentioned above, are exported within

the four following months in the shape of

ingots or bars, after being subjected to metal-

lurgical treatment in the Mexican smelters.

E.—Oold and silver employed in national

industr>'.

F.—Samples of ore in their natural state

which are exported as provided by the ad-

ministrative regulations.

G.—Copper ores in the cases where this

metal is contained in a proportion below 10

per cent, and zinc ores in the cases where
this metal is contained in proportion below

15 per cent.

Art. 3.—The assay dues will only be paid

when this operation is performed at the

request of the interested parties under the

law or by order of the government; the

smelting dues will be paid when the ingots

or bars are required to be melted for their

assay or valuation; and the dues for re-

fining and sorting will be paid when these

oj '.s are performed at the request of
ov '- government offices established

fc; . ..:^ose. The dues mentioned iri

this .. will be specified in the respective
tariffs to be issued by the' Finance
Department.

Art. 4.—The mining companies will be sub-
ject to the common financial legislation to
govern all their acts and operations.

Art. 5—The value of the special stamps
which, under the laws in force, are to be
aflfixed to the mining titles of ownership, will^ t'

'

'. whatever the nature of
*^'"

lUiLance to be exploited.
J annual tax on mining own-

be paid as follows:

ox LAXDS BEARINX COLD AND SILVER ORES
le up to ten pertenencias, at the rate
r annum per pertenencia, or $2 for

to 50 pertenencias, at the
rate ol $12 per annum per pertenencia, or
ff * - Vg

,)() r)^--tr.nr.ncias, at the
; ; : '/nencia, or .S6

ur months.
'and one pertenencias or

_-y ; $24 per annum per per-
' $8 for each four months.

VIX«AL 0«E8 orrHER THAN COLD OR SILVER
50 pertenencias. at the rate

rate

ntht
» per pertenencia, or $2 for

B.—Fifty-one up to 200 pertenencias, at the

rate of $12 per annum per pertenencia, or $4
for each four months.

C.—Two hundred and one up to 500 per-

tenencias, at the rate of 118 per annum per
pertenencia, or $6 for each four months.

D.—Five hundred and one pertenencias or
over, at the rate of $24 per annum per per-

tenencia, or $8 for each four months.
Art. 7.—The rates will be raised in those

cases w^here the pertenencias are the prop-

erty of one single owmer and they are lo-

cated in the same mining district.

Art. 8.—The rates decreed by the govern-
ment on mining w-ill not be over two per
cent on the value of mineral products other
than iron or quicksilver.

Art. 9—Import dues will not be paid on
zinc in the shape of ingots, pigs and the
like; sulphur, alkaline cyanides, hyposul-
phides, or sodium, saltpeter or nitrate of

potash or sodium, zinc in the shape of small
sheets, in those cases where they are brought
into the country to be used for the treatment
of ores.

Art. 10.—All amounts due to the National
Treasury under this law wdll be necessarily
paid in Mexican gold.

TRANSITORY ARTICLES

Art. 1.—This law will go into effect from
the date of its proclamation, but the rates
mentioned in Article 6 will be applicable
from Julv 1, 1916.

Art. 2.—The law of March 25, 1905; also

the decree of March 1, 1915, and Articles

2, 4, 10, 11 and 12 of the law of March 27,

1897, as well as all other dispositions on the
subject, contrary to the provisions of the
present law, are abolished.

Art. 3.—The owners of mining properties
having to make payments for taxes due will

be governed as follows:
A.—The payments due before March 1,

1915, will be made in accordance with the
rates in force before that date, an additional
sum of 200 per cent being charged.

B.—The payments due for the period of

March-July, 1915, will be made at the rate of

S6 Mexican gold per pertenencia, for each of
the first 25 pertenencias, and at the rate of

$3 per annum for all pertenencias above that
number, an additional sum of 100 per cent
being charged.

C.—The payments due for the period of

July-October, 1915, will be made at the rate
of S6 Mexican gold per annum per perte-

nencia, whatever their number, an additional
sum of 50 per cent being charged.
D.—The payments due for the period of

November, 1915, to February, 1916, will be
made at the rate of $8 Mexican gold per
annum per pertenencia, an additional sum
of 25 per cent being charged.

E.—The payments due for the period of

March-June, 1916, will be made during this

whole period in accordance with the rates
specified in the decree of March 1, 1915, with-
out additional charge.
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Art. 4.—An unextendible term up to the
30th of June, 1916, is granted to pay, under
the foregoing article, the amounts for the
annual tax due up to the 29th of February,
1916. Should this payment not be made,
caducity (lapse) will be declared.

Art. 5.—Ta.x. payers are granted an option,
once only and for the amounts unpaid up to
the 29th of February, 1910, to pay same in

Mexican gold or its equivalent in fiduciary
money, at the rate hxed by the Monetary
Commission.

Art. 6.—All taxpayers who, after March 1,

1915, should have paid any amount exceed-
ing that specified in the transitory articles

of this law shall have the right to get credit
for same while making their subsequent
payments.

Art. 7.—The stamp tax of five per cent
on metals other than gold and silver, to
which Clause A of Article 1 refers, will be
levied on copper, always provided that the
price of this metal is under 25 cents gold
per pound in the New York market for

immediate delivery. In those cases where
the value of the copper exceeds 25 cents gold,
but not above 30 cents, the tax will be at
the rate of 6 per cent.

Art. S.—The gold and silver metals which,
without having left the country on this date,
may have paid the stamp tax as provided
by the decree of March 1, 1915. will pay at
the custom houses the amount wanting to

complete the rate specified in the present law.
Therefore, I order it to be printed, pub-

lished, circulated and enforced.
Constitution and Reforms.—Given at the

National Palace in Mexico, on the first day
of May, nineteen hundred and sixteen.

(Signed) V. C.\rranz.\.

To Lie. Luis Cabrera, Secretary of State
and of the Department of Finance and Pub-
lic Credit.—Present,
This I communicate to you for your in-

formation and other purposes.
Constitution and Reforms. Mexico, Mav 1.

1916.—By order of the Secretary. The Sub-
Secretary.—R. Nieto.

DFTRIT OF SEPTEMni'W 1» I'.ilf..

Carranza's decree of September II, 1916.

as to operating mines, is as follows:

"Venustiano Carranza. first chief of the
Constitutionalist Army, in charge of the ex-

ecutive power of the republic, making use
of the powers with which I am invested,
and. whereas:

"It is a general principle of public right

generally admitted, not only by legislat

but also in the ordinary and daily practice

of the most advanc "! •

-'' '^ '

-

state must interfere, c- ...
belong to same, when it is required bv the
solidary interests, not only of the ind:

but also of the country, or a h :.m

nature, either to .«?ecure their pr< i or

protection, or otherwise, its progressive de-

velopment, thereby affording the supreme
cr;- ! to ' * * and regulate the
Hi— ...nt ui f, ^ . ^ .at;
"That the interference of the state, when

the solidary interests of the community are
at stake, must be such su;' :

importance as requ..^ ^ .^. ^iic nature o. .-...i

interests and the special circumstances ol

time and place, in order to render said inter-

ference adequate and opportune, and it must,
in consequence, extend same precisely as far

as the individual or corporative activity is

not capable of acquiring the proposed end,
in order that the state shall not interfere
when there might only be at stake exclusively
individual interests that do not atfe< t the
general welfare;
"That in the mining laws of Mexico, issued

previously to the present decree, and the
one preceding same, the working of mines
was considered as pertaining to the public
utility, in line with the principle hereinbe-
fore mentioned, and said mines were y 1

precisely under said conditions which .-... i..d

have been fulfilled by maintaining a given
number of laborers, in relation to the number
of pertenencias granted with each title, in

order that the operations might not be sus-

pended for more than a certain given period

;

said utility consisting of the metalliferous
veins found in the subsoil of the ground being
developed for the V ' t of the : -*'

• ^
in fact, that the c.. ation of .-...- ....„..i

bring forth the necessary revenue in favor
of the state, it being now considered very
inconvertient for the mining industry a

'

the general industry of t^-' .-. .mi*- i-

that this branch of the : 1

remain subject exclusively to the discretion
of the mine owners, who might paralyze
same at their will;

"That the mining law in effect, reser\*es

in favor of the state the ownership of the
mines, but, never:" to j

• •

individuals "• "•• .ii..,.,- im. .

•'
ing same. ;/ to the p.i. .i

tax, thereby abandoning to the individual ini-

tiative of the title 1 of
said mines and, at then ui>l;i ' -

to work them or maintain :

suspension of its operations
"That said law. in a i to producing the

effect of favt'-^
.• _ . • .

has made i: ,..;... :

mines by n . iiers without (

thereby concentrating all the important clamis
in the h ' . • who. " -

th,i?i '
-

th.

thereby bringing iorlh the grave mconven-
ionce of

'

• nut'
'

of
'

" «'Mis ar. •• •• '••'"

•
' < by e\ 1

in favor of the public interests:

"That in the
forth, the ii;>.'

i

^ "..m .

created a further of r

quencc. in the present c
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• - - the countrv. in connection with the

I the Constitutionahst government

has had to sustain, firstly, with the usurpa-

' ui of Huerta, and, secondly, aganist the

• n which succeeded in dividnig the vic-

~ armv; s;iid obstacle consisting m the

/aiioii of work at the mines, thereby

^' the larger portion of the mnnng

^u. u^ communitv without means of life,

..nd depriving the state of the revenue or-

.- produced bv said industry;

That the behavior of the larger proportion

• the mining corporations above referred

• .< m the present case so much more dan-

jivrjus, as it tends to increase the obstacles

that the government has to contend with, in

order to acquire the reestablishment of or-

der and peace, as with said behavior they

tend to assist the enemies of the government

m their nun-patriotic work of procuring the

• •• • of foreign governments, requesting

rference in the national affairs, un-

der the pretext of guaranteeing foreign in-

which are not by any means in danger,

. hi'h. furthermore, this government is

: : - : to protect efficaciously, granting to

same as many guarantees as might reasonably

be expected;
"That in view of the foregoing, it is neces-

sary- to place in effect opportune measures

to remedy the inconveniences set forth, tak-

ing, in this sense, such steps as are required

lo ' ' *-^t the public interests, in so far as

3 •
. experience has evidenced in an

•able way that the individual action

..II m connection with this matter to the
'--• •''^•-itive dangerously hurts the solidary

of the country.

"in view of all the foregoing, I have seen

fit
•

ree as follows:
^•"-*- All mine title holders are

ob . their mines under the penalty
•jre, if work is suspended on same

two consecutive months, or
intermittent periods totaling

:i one whole year.
Art'.cic second: The mine title holders

'" ' ' ve a just cause for stopping
...:... 'i^"-t obtain from the De-
'^f I' '

) the necessary perinit
of same, which shall only

••"•'-^-i ' causes for the request
^"' -i; the permit for sus-

n any case be granted for

*. oi exceeding three months, unless
'le, the cause that

-.. . ... .or the exploitation
in this case said period

••d for such time as will strictlv

TV.- D<-'-.rtment of Fo-
allegations of

. shall fix in each case,
are granted, or for

- A'ering claims never
minimum number of

•- be employed by the mine
ic development of his claims.

bearing in mind the number of hectares

(pentenencias) granted for each title.

"Article fourth: The mine title holders

that formerly had their mines in operation,

must employ in their works as many laborers

as they used to have under employment
at the time of suspension of operations.

Notwithstanding this, the Department of

Fomento, after taking into consideration the

allegations of the title holders, might alter

said number of men, in line with the require-

ments of the works in each case.

"Article fifth: Once that the Department
of Fomento has declared the forfeiture of

a mine, this fact will immediately be com-
municated to the Department of Finance,

who shall decide whether the mine involved

should be placed at the disposal of the pub-

lic, in order to be again denounced, or if the

exploitation of same should be undertaken
for account of the government, in which
case a manager shall be appointed to super-

vise and continue the necessary workmg
operations.

"Article sixth: This law shall become ef-

fective on the date of its publication.

"Given at the National Palace, in the City

of Mexico, on the fourteenth day of the

month of September, 1916. (Signed) V.

Carranza/'

r«- "^ J» *> r-i .

NORTHWESTERN MINES WILL PAY
$14,000,000 IN DIVIDENDS

Delegates from the Northwest to the Mining
Congress Convention came to the meeting with
this optimistic message:

"Delegates from Spokane, bearing credentials

of the State of Washington, city of Spokane, and
Northwest Mining Association, the latter repre-

senting allied mining interests of northwestern

States and British Columbia, bring to this con-

vention a tale of great prosperity.
" Dividends for 1916, from mines of Idaho and

British Columbia, will closely approximate

$14,000,000, of which the Coeur d'Alene district,

greatest producer of lead-silver-zinc on the

continent, contributes over $10,500,000 and
British Columbia $3,000,000. Since records

have been kept, the Coeur d'Alene district has

paid $61,558,714 in dividends and British

Columbia $16,578,911. Gross output for 1916

is estimated at $70,000,000, while the total

gross output since discovery has approximated
$500,000,000.

"This area stands today as one of the greatest

producers of diversified metals in the world and,

in the opinion of your delegates, the high water
mark has not yet been reached. New mines are

being developed and old ones revived. Wages
are high and prosperity visible in every direction.

"The most important development during the

past year is the fact that electrolytic smelting of

zinc ores has passed the experimental stage and
is now upon a commercial basis. Plants are

now in operation at Trail, B. C, and at Great
Falls, Mont., thus providing a greatly increase

market and insuring evern greater prosperity in

Northwest districts for many years to come."



LARGE NUMBER REGISTER AT MINING CONGRESS
CONVENTION

Few Sessions of American Mining Congress Have Been So Well Attended As That

Which Was Held in Chicago, November 13-16 Alphabet'.cal

List of Those Who Attended

Few conventions of the A .u Mining
C •- have been so well :.*• as the one
ji; n Chicago, The '.

t to follow
is of those who registered only. As is usually
the case at such gatherings, many failed to
rr -. The list is as follows;

is. Earl E., 530 First National Bank
Building, Chicago; Adams, Harr>' C, Siega
Building. < .:o; Adams, Willard C, McCor-
mick B- '

, Chicago; .\' W T., Corinth,
Mi-^ : - .Arlhur,55_ iieAvenue,
( . Nellie, 139 West Van Buren
Street, Ci Alexander, I. W., 900 Lytton
Building, l:.

"''
'i Andrew, McC — - k

Bmldinr C' ^ . ..:. :al, A. E.. Ok _ c,

Okla.; . . B. E., Fishi-r Building, Chicago;
A >n. Hunter, Mot k Building,
' Andrews, R. L., i. 'uicyvilk', Kans.;
..;... * H., Columbus, Ohio; Arthur, A. T.,

Los Ar.. Cal.: Avery Colby M., Aurora, 111.;

Axell, Charles O., 4734 Kcnmort- .\venue,

C ^ ^" .s. R., bS4 Washington
h:. . . ;. , S. v., Evansloii, 111.

Back, T P., Canton, 111.; Ball. Max W.,
Washington, i). C; Barker, E. F., 710 W. Jack-
son ''

• ard, Chicago. 111.; T u], C. A.,

Geb . .. ).: Barry, R. H., Mai ...n Building,

Chicago; Baimi. J. E., Jr., First National Bank
Building, < o; Baxter, C. H., Lovett, Mich.;

Beal, Cari ii., \\ asl i. I). C.; Becker. Ralph
C ^f»2 Pcnn A. PittKnr-i u, ^ ,u,

C us D., 908 Rector Bu >;

Beltcjrd, J.. Okmulgee, Okla.; Beli. Wm. S.,

d' '
'

''
: Belt, Fn-d R.. HUA S. Park

A n,T,...iut. A. B., 4cS.U S.

II Bent, E. T., 915 Old
Colony BuiUiing, C hicago; Berry, W. B..
(^'

''

' '

; Bevan, Arthur, L'l 'v of

C ^ . i ;,. John F., PoiisN-ll. ' -''r,

G. A.. 50S Fisher Building, ( :T,

W. E.. 507 S. Clinton Street. C ; Hinisive,

F. W.,51()M teBu •
' '' s.

B.W.,Cranbi....,H.C.:i;-. ., . ... .....

Wash.: Blake, J. C»ar(ield, S07 Grand . c,

Chicago: Hlakc. R. P., 137 S. Fifth Street,

Philad. • BlaylcHk. I). W.. H. •''.;

Blair, .\. ' r, Jr.. Bask«» 1\. . i y,

Merle F., < ^ee, ( )kla.; H . thurston A.,

Okmulgee. Okla.; Hlakely, T. T.. Okmulgee.
Okla.; Blish. .\I. R.. 122 S. Michigan /

C-' »^ •' u'.i'.- ^, MS S. I^......:n

h .s. P., 710 W Jack-

son Boulevard, Chicago; Bolg«r. I'M.

Alt<K)na, Pa.; Bonsil, R. S., 1 " ^,

F. E.. 225 E. Tw. »;

Booher, James M.. ( »;

B(Kin, E. E., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Ho<»rc, Wm. A .

. W. L .

,
-• E.,

_ . ii n,

L. L.. ! d
c.

Avenue,

<1 Street,

Liu '11 Si<K.k Variis. C
Manjucttc B-- ' ' '

1247 ManiUL
N. K., Canton, Ohio; B
Street and Fortv-eighth i

y. - - H., 824 \' -

>i ipolis: Bredg .

Bridge, Josiah, 6031 E. Wi
Chicago: Bright. Samuel, P-

C. R., 537 E. T'
Brock, John L., .„ .

AUxrt I).. 2023 E. Sevent
Chicago (University of (

R., Okmii! ' >kla.; Brciw:., J. K
Monrcc, ( • B'-'Avn, John \V .:....cl

Avenue, 1: k. 111.: I ,
O. E.,

Benton, 111.: Hr k

Cj.. . ^,. ^ -^"gg. Chas. E.,

lain Bav, Cal.: Bumlv, W. A,. Man«m,
Buness.W.S., 12(K)W.n
B ' nl, M. N., .?60 1,. I

( T^l^ .., r yi ^ 7()«? '

i^

C . A. j., j M«».: Butler,

Rush, .\ii»ur(juerque, N. Mex.: Byrd, H. W.,
(i^- t1^ Ik II ^., V * t » * * Ik

Chx.

C; C W. I).J. T., W. on, I).

.\

C
BartlesviUe, Okla.: Ca.«v, M. K., Peona, lil.;

C
1

1

S. M.. !'• "

. ..Ikts, Gr.i..

E., 2623 C.

Cha . T. v., SiKiri; . S. C; «

H. .\i., Ph' '
•

.; l; • '

^^fit\ir,»f\' 'II* ( (

(. M.
Ohio: C laggetl, J. H. .\l.. 605 Old
TV •*

'

• v. T. A.. >•
•

U... ,
, i^ .... ... .M'-'-' T.

iKHime, Cohn \V., 6120
Chicago; Civmor. R. W.. I22u
C \. A. I^.x 70.V Re '

u ..

B.

V
'.

\vrnnr.

(

1

• M . rNfv ( it

p '
, , .

]< c, ill.: 1

1.

( I>

Street,

'

C L. v\.. 1

(

>

;\ans. : C« •'.

.

( W R . Prnn.
A. W.. H

. . '»5

I H .

E.. 4U n
-.1

A. B . ir»^ W lake
E. B . M

I.

->, in ; tra^Morrl. G. N., Jr.,

545
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Fisher Building. Chicago; Cra^-ford. L. F.,

2218 Farmers Bank. Pittsburgh, Pa^ Cntes,

r H '. Ok\a.: Crosbv, Geo. H.,

Duluth. . Crosby GH., Jr., Crosby.

Minn.: < '.ger, A. J., Okmulgee, Okla.;

Cmroe. Wm. H., Okmulgee, Okla.; Cuiinmgham,

F W 821 Lake Street, Oak Park. 111.; Cushmg,
(-;,.. TT r-.: .-,. 111.; Cutcher, E. P., 163 W.

tgo.

UaNnd. Wvhe B., St. Louis, Mo.\ Davis, C. E.,

Chicago: DeArmit, W. P., Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Dagne, S. M., 6 X. Clark Street, Chicago;

Da\i<;, Rav, Okmulgee, Okla.; Dalrymple,

Denver, Colo.: Dav, David T., 1333 E. Wash-

ington Street. Chicago; Dallis, Okmulgee,

Okla.: Dav, Edward B., 302 Penn Avenue,

Pittsburgh.' Pa.; Dana, C. T., St. Louis, Mo.;

Dean, Wm. T., Monadnock Building, Chicago;

Dant. H. R., 842 Marine Bank Building, Buflfalo,

N. Y.: Dering, J. K., McCormick Building,

Chicago: Dering, Chas. L., Old Colony Building,

C '"'
• • -ston, W. T., 1838 Transportation

Buii-;iUf„ (^ . . .t:j:'i: DeXeefe, W. H., Monadnock
Building, Clr.-a- >: Delano, L. A., Bonne Terre,

Mo.; DeSollar,^ Tenney C, Hancock, Mich.;

r ' H.C., Okmulgee, Okla.; Devlin, Thomas
H -nption. 111.: DeWolf, F. W., Urbana, 111.

;

L' . I)eWitt C, Seymour, Iowa; Dick,

R. & G., Ltd., 63 W. Lake Street, Chicago; Dill,

W. H., Morris, Okla.; Dobler, C. R., 1228

E^"- .-*-,',-• Avenue, Chicago; Donald, Jas., 247
}.'

; Building, Chicago; Dougall, C. F.,

1 • m Avenue, Chicago; Donovan, F. W.,
7 '. P--^ ling, Minneapohs; Dowie, E. J.,

K • ct Station, X. Y. Cent. R. R.;

Drummet, Wm. H.. Houston, Tex.; Drummond,
R. Ix-c, I3ewar. Okla.; Drummond, Walter C,
70 E. F*^"- -^hth Street, Chicago; Duggan, H.,
1700 O; .ny Building, Chicago; Dummit,
Dt. T. A., Needles, Cal., and Dummit, Iowa;
Dunlap. Frank, 219 W. Adams Street; Dunlop,
jr.Vn 414 Columbia Terrace, Peoria, 111.;

I -n. H. H., Odessa, Mo.; Duon, J. E.,

> '< Building, Chicago.
r-aric, John H., 2023 S. Michigan Avenue,

Chicago: Easbv, Paul H., Webb City, Mo.;
Easlman, C. A'., 1228 Gas Building, Chicago;
E^lo, J. A.. La Salle, 111.: Ellston, George O.,
Benl^jT. T-

.
tv- - T> 1,^ K^ ^T c;_ ^ Wisconsin;

Enzian.
,

--•-•, Pa.; Enesin, John, 848
Lakeside Place, Chicago; Entorf, Wm. F.,
•^

. UL: Evans, J. E., 343 S. Dearborn
> r; ..-.,.... TT

'Y i^^ Lockman, Iowa;
^

• .; ', X. D., Duluth, Minn.
Fabian. Franas G., 1462 Wesley Avenue,

E\'anst •••
: FanchcT, A. X., Bay City, Mich.;

Fr.nc-f. ,. G.^ io()3 Vine Street, Winnetka,
-. S. W.. 4834 Halsted Street,

*. 'A., Okmulgee, Okla. ; Faulkner,
* H., Washington,
^"'•'^', Okla.; Fenn,

* ?'• ''
' Iding, Chicago;

r.-ia.: Ferguson, W. A.,
."'; Fesing, H. W.,

-, ... Linn, Okmulgee,
A., Springfield: Flack,

th .Street, Chicago;
.

.' '

' " \ Me, Chicago;
• J' '

y, Frank J.,

Westinghouse Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.;

Forbes, F. H., Okmulgee, Okla.; Forbes, J. B.,

1223 Peoples Gas Building, Chicago; Forester,

Robert J., DuQuoin, 111.; Fowler, E. D., Ottum-
ma, Iowa; Francis, R. S., Okmulgee, Okla.;

Francis, Dr. Wm. H., 6638 Normal Boulevard,

Chicago; Fritch, H. F., Okmulgee, Okla.;

Frutchey, M. P., 1505 Peoples Gas Bldg., Chicago;

Gallaher, J. F., New York City; Gamble, J. G.,

Des Moines, Iowa; Gann, Thos. M., Knoxville,

Tenn.; Gannon, M. H., Dillon, Mont.; Gardner,

James W., 2004 N. Park Avenue, Chicago;

Gardner, R. A., Alhambra, Cal .; Gardiner, R. W.,
Washington, D. C; Gaynean, R. O., Thirty-

ninth and Stewart Streets, Chicago; Gilbert,

H. M., 6007 Rhodes, Chicago; Gilbert, J. N.,

San Francisco; Geraldine, Dion, 1247 Marquette
Building, Chicago; Gerlach, O., Danville, 111.;

Gibbs, Rev. Geo. C, Okmulgee, Okla.; Giles,

G. L., Okmulgee, Okla.; Goldsmith, M., 906
Heyworth Building, Chicago; Good, J. L.,

Cleveland, Ohio; Gowhug, T. A., Marquette,
Mich.; Granberg, H. O., 1004 Michigan Avenue,
Oskosh, Wis.; Grant, B. E., 1735 Monadnock
Building, Chicago; Grasty, John Sharshall,

Charlottsville, Va.; Gray, E. M., Des Moines,
Iowa; Greeley, Sidney T., Winnetka, 111.; Green,
Arthur C, Chicago, care of Goodman Mfg. Co.;

Green, Vivian, Murray, Idaho; Greenlaw, F. H.,

600 Fullerton Building, St. Louis; Greenlee,

W. B., 662 W. Twelfth Street, Chicago; Grier,

D. W., Okmulgee, Okla.; Griffin, Frank, 705 W.
Third Street, Okmulgee; Griffin, H. W., Okmul-
gee, Okla.; Grorze, J. C, 1010 Fisher Buildirg,

Chicago; Grossberg, Jacob G., 72 W. Adams
Street, Chicago; GuUey, Ransom, Little Rock.

Hadley, S. A., Dwight Building, Kansas City,
Mo.; Hale, Sydney A., 803 Transportation
Building, Chicago; Hall, Wm., Springfield, 111.;

Halberstadt, Baird, Pottsville, Pa.; Halberstadt,
G. H., Pottsville, Pa.; Hamer, W. D., 712 E.
Thirty-third Street, Indianapohs; Hampton,
L. W., Okmulgee, Okla.; Harhn, Robt. H., 2509
Jackson Street, Seattle, Wash.; Harrer, A. C,
9618 One hundred and Six-A Avenue, Edmonton,
Canada; Harrison, A. H., 165 W. Lake Street,

Chicago, 111.; Harrison, L. H., Charleston,
W. Va.; Hart, Harry, Okmulgee, Okla.; Hartman,
John G., 106 La Salle Street, Chicago; Harwood,
F. H., 1709 Fisher Building, Chicago; Hatfield,

Chas. F., 614 Commercial Building, St. Louis;
Hawgood, H., Los Angeles, Cal.; Hazeltine, Roy
S.; Box 15, Mansfield, Ohio; Hiskok, F. S., 927
Marquette Building; Hegeler, Julian W., Dan-
ville, 111.; Henley, W. E., Birmingham, Ala.;
Hensley, J. W., Okmulgee, Okla.; Hensley,
Wayne, Okmulgee, Okla.; Henin, C, Henryetta,
Okla.; Harrington, Geo. B., McCormick Build-
ing, Chicago; Hill, F. S., Monadnock Building,
(Jhicago; HilHx, F., 1200 W. Harrison Street,
Chicago; Hinkle, C. R., Madison, Wis.; Hiscox,
Morton, 1535 Monadnock Building, Chicago;
Haberstroh, H. N., 3044 Broadway, Chicago;
Hodge, John, 710 Security Buildirg, Minneap-
ohs; Hoen, W. M., Houghton, Mich.; Hoffman,
R. L., .Schenectady, N. Y.; Hogan, E. L.,
Marquette Building, Chicago; Hooey, E. M.,
Chicago, 111.; Holl, Julius S., 5940 S. Park
Avenue, Chicago; Holland, W. E., Highland
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Park, 111.; Honnold, T. C, 2017 Fisher Building,
Chicago; Hopkins, H. H., 164 W, Dearl>om
Street, Chicago; Hopkins, N. O., Okmulgee,
Okla.; Hopton, John, Okmulgee, Okla.;

O'Hoonett, Carl J., Henrs-etta, Okla.; Horton,
Harry G., 1807 McCormick Building, C)
Houser, J. N., .Mascot, Tcnn.; Howat, Alcv
207 West Park, Pittsburg, Kans.; H<j\vell, 1

M., 1327 Chicago Avenue, Evanston, ill.;

Huberl, Rev, A., Okmulgee, f)kla.; H
Andrew F., 323 \V. Sixty-ninth, C:
111.; Hulings, Fre<l \V., Morris, Okla.; Hum.
J. M., Wilkes Barre, Pa.; Hunner, Earl E.,

Duluth, Minn.; Hunt, Allx^rt C, Wagonek,
Okla.; Hurd, J. D., Los Angeles, Cal.

Ireland, R. J., Amityville, N. Y.; Ives, L. E.,

Tenth Avenue and Thirty-sixth Street, New
York.

Jack.son, C. W., Peoples das Building,

Chicago; Jackson, Walter M., 454 E. Forty-
sixth Street, Chicago; James, Garrett B., 5124
Hyde Park Boulevard, Chicago; Jenkins, S. T.,

1501 Boatmans Park, St. Louis, Mo.; Jenkins,
Thomas M., St. Louis, Mo.; Jeremiah, Thos.,

Willesville, 111., Johnson, Ernest C, First

National Bank Building, Chicago; Johnson,
H. H., Monadnock Building, Chicago; Johnson,
C. R., Chicago, 111.; Jc^hnson, W. J., 1114 Union
Bank, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Johnson, Wm., Vin-
cennes, Ind.: Jorgensen. F. F.. Gillespie. 111.

Kahn, Karl M., 153 Institute Place, Chicago;
Kaufman, J. C, 175 W. Jackson Boulevard;
Kay, F. H., Urbana, 111.; Kelly, James J.,

7 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago; Kelly, W. J.,

4601 N. Western Avenue, Chicago; Kennedy,
D. C, Charleston, W. Va.; Kenne<ly, Thomas,
Hazelton, Pa.; Keiflein, J. L., Chicago, 111.; King,
Dr. J. Edward, 12U) First National Bank-

Building, Chicago; Kinney, W. D. M., 507
Outlook Building, Columlms, Ohio; Kinnev,
V. E., Okmulgee, ( )kla.; Kinyon, Alonzo G.. 1903
McCormack Building, Chicago; Kirby, Grady,
Tulsa, Okla.: Kirk, S. B., Peoi)les Gas BuiMing,
Chicago; Keller, F. L., Okmulgee, Okla.;

Kellogg, C. IL, HenrvetUi, Okla.; KittfK-,

Richard D., 1638 Harrison Street.; Kettle-
borough, CharUs, State House, Indian '

Klutas, J. H.. 5041 (Wrm,\ Boulevard, CI

Knox, J. K., 5520 B' ine Avenue, CI.

Kocring, Ben R., 511 Hammond Buildmg,
Detroit; Kolsem, J. C, Terre Haute, Ind.;

K(Misl)erg, A. V., 226 S. LaSalle Street, Ch'- <' •

Karcher, B. F., Okmulgee, Okla.; Kr.

Fred ()., 1712 Marquette Building, C^hicago.

T
'

I'l, K. N., 1735 Mona<lnock Building,

Ch Ix-ib, Chas. H., 812 Home Inst.

Bu . Chicago; La Fleur, L. E., 708 W.
Jackson Boulevanl, Chicago; Lambert, Dr. O. A.,

Oknmlgre, Okla.; Lane, Alton W., 1430 Elm-
wood Avenue, Evanston, 111.; l^incy, S. W.,
Okmulgee, Okla.; LaSarre, J. (»., 817 Dearlxini
Avenue, Chicago; Leach, (/. A., M.D., Morris,

111.; U-mmon, T. A., 407 McCormirk Bu '
'

('hi-— T ,. li,., E. IL, 300 Fishrr H-
Cli; .me, .\. R., 1521 Lytt.m 1

Chicago; U'wjs, Otis, Okmulgf-e, Okla.; U-wis,
T. L.. C' •

. W. Va.; I
' C. B . 1

^

Lak.- <^ ... ..'...., CM, .1.,. I W II

S. I .\veTUie, Blo<

Dante, Va.; I^iinghenry, Edw., li., Heni-.n, \N is ;

I.xx)mis, H. E., Cleveland, Ohio; Lot, Edward G.,
908 F • ago; Lett, Geo. M.,

. ine, J. W., C)klanoma Cit^', Okla.,
Hanover, N. Mex.: McBeth, C. S., Denver, Colo.;
McCallum. A' . 1544 R:r
Ch- ^' '

11, D. M.. 21,

Tt>: iiy. James W., 21--
more Avenue, Milwaukee; NIcCarthy, M.,
Chicago, 111.; Mc<'lave. Mrs. James NL, 1150
^' ok Street, Denver; MK'lav ! • ^' ^

'=0

»k St., Denver, and 922 1 ,,

Denver; McCoy, J. E., Knox\nlle, Tenn.;
McCrindle, David, 1123 St. Vincent A-
LaSrdle, 111.; Mc(\illrK.h, James W., Oki
Okla.; McDonald, E. T., Milwaukee,
McKee, Dr. Victor, Henr\etta, Okla.: Moder-
well, Chas. M., 1060 McCormick I

Ch- - : McDowell, J. C. 1321 FarnHi. j..u.,v

Bu . ^, Chicago; Mc(jarrv, E. C, 1388
S. Ninth, Salt I^ke City: NIcGrath, M. H..

Ix>st Creek, Pa.; McGuire, Wm. .\., Ocala, Fla.;

.McKee, C. K., Pif' -' '' ^' K .

Paul ()., 1922 People ^.

Mcl^eod, Angus, 5520 Blackstone Avenue,
Chicago; McNair, F. W., Hor ' h.;

McNeill, C. A., Columbus, K '•

.

R. M., 3210 .\rthington, ( „ .

S. W., Jr., Monadnwk Building, Chicago;
McTurk, W. R.. Philadeli)hia. Pa.; MacBumby,
J. L., Nineteenth Strcxt an<l .\11< N* •

••
,

Philadelphia: McFarland. J. R.,

Building, Chicago; MacKay, B. Reid, Ottawa,
Can.; McPherson, John, Bolivar, Pa.; Maitland,

.Mcxandcr. N '" h.; Malonev, .\. J.,

407 .McCor: :- :,;. Chir:,-.: Manlev,
F. v., Houston, Tex.: Mam Van H..

Washington, D. C; Margrove, Fr.mk. Reno,

Nev.; Mariner. F. E., Gull Point, Fla.; N' - '
.

S. J., guesnel, B. C: .Marshell, Jno. R .
O-

Can.; Martin, Bert. H.. Okmu' a.:

Martin, Charlie, Ku.sa, Okla.; Mariuj. i

313 McC ' " Iding, CI Maliiic>> ,

James, ."...... Pa.; M <'• H.,

Manjuette, Mich.; Matthews. W. W.. .A-ille,

Kans.; Meagher, Har\ev E., l'>22 <

.

(']
*' C. ' M .

^'
•

Mt .> ... ) . 1 . ., ., 100 La.NiK

Mi K Irt, Chas. W.. 1505 Gas Bu
.Mennv, A. J., 422 First .\venue, Pr
Pa.; Sletcalf, IL E., 422 First ^

^ -gh. Pa.: Mever, J. E., Box '

v; .Mi-vir. I'W. 1715 Walm. . Wil-

mette. 111.; Mi A. S., 139 W. Van 1.... . ^ y ^. , I . ^

,. >..
;

, ... .... .''.~ in An-- :- - .
'

^ .

Mjlirr, Harrv, O- okla.: Miller, Rkv.
HillslK.ro, in:: Miller, k«.v A.. 2023

... CI ^'
' W. A.. V

t .Millcj. .
'"^ <»^la-.

T., 140 S. D. 'K"»:
'

H. E.. I^wson. CoUk; .Mr . J. A., SMi S.

M.
•

'!. A, 203 S.

iv IV W C.
J.. 1! .b.

.m Mmmg Co., UiVasta,
^

>; Moltz,

\l. A., OV. • '
•' ^' T V

.

' W N .

(). E.. « s i'lub. i i .Mtmrr.
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lohn M., Okimilgce, Okla.; Moore, ^^
.

E.,

f • •

1? C-, Moore, W. F., Okmulgee,

On iiev. J. J.,
Okmulgee, Okla.; Mordue,

Thcs N 817' Peoples Gas Building, Chicago;

MiirsrV V I ^> F>- Oarfield Avenue, Chicago;

Mwv ' ' A. J.,
Karpin Building, Chicago, 111.,

Morr V Cressv, M) E. Forty-second Street,

New York; Morton, P. K., Okmulgee Okla.;

Motl F. S.. Charleston, W. \a.; Mullm, J.,

i.
•

-*

't. 111.; Murray, James H., 345 Insurance

li: :c. Chicago.

>;, J as. 1368 FuUerton Avenue, Chi-

cago; Ncii. j. T.. 6224 Palatine xVvenue, Seattle;

N.-
' .> P. A., 165 W. Lake St., Chicago;

N \V. A.', Okmulgee, Okla.; Newbaker,

E I
Wilkes Barre, Pa.; Newman, L. A.

(
"

'•

Okla.; Nichols, Henry W., 1645 E.

V ...a Street, Chicago; Nill, AVilliam H.,

^ n, Ohio; Noble, Ralph E., Twenty-

seventh and Shields Avenues, Chicago; Nordale,

r •
-1 E., Minneapolis, Minn.; Nordberg,

C. . .. i^lcctric Building, Butte, Mont.; Norman,

Sidnev. Spokane, Wash.; Norton, Alex. A., 610

A
'

: Block, Chicago; Norton, Edward G.,

0OJ.J \cmon Avenue, Chicago; Norwood, J.,

Des Moines, Icwa.

O'Brien, T. H., Dawson, N. Max.; O'Brien,

J. H., Marquette Building, Chicago; Obcamp,
v.- ^

.

T.-- 'n, 111.; O'Connor, F. B., 1922 Gas
1 .^ ' :cago; Osgood, Samuel W., 1229

F:rsl National Bank Building, Chicago; Owen,
R. C, Henr\etta, Okla.

Pace, T. J., East Pittsburgh, Pa.; Pancoast,

A. L.. Ok-mulgee, Okla.; Pank, Alfred, Chicago;
'

. T., 613 Marquette Building, Chicago;
: C. A., 2023 Michigan Avenue, Chicago;

i .... . Edw. W., Wilkes Barre, Pa.; Parsons,

Flf»yd W., Tenth Avenue and Thirty-sixth

New York; Parson, Harr>' W., 1734 First
' !' nk, Chicago; Paterscn, Gordon,

^:in.; Payne, Henr}' Mace, 3715
. Building, New York City; Peterson,

S N. D.; Pearce, E. L., Marquette,
. W. R., 419 W. Twelfth Street,

inn, J. T., Marquette Building,

, N. A., 6301 Gunnison Street,

', i'iiiilijiS, W. E., Okmulgee, Okla.;
• ' H •'".ie, Okmulgee, Okla.; Pickering,

;
, Okla.; Pill, John R., Corona,

Ala.: 1 C. E., 1505 Peoples Gas Building,
Chicagc>. r<,guc, Joseph E., Northwestern
fv,;v,.'.:«v r- „._f„n. 111.; Pollock, A. W., An-

Georgc, Hartford, Conn.;
n J., Okmulgee, Cjkla.; Pendergast,
* '' 'IcT Building, Cleveland,

.... Okmulgee, Okla.; Price,

.W.Va.; Price, Stanley, 510
. Kans.; Pruden, H. B.,
Iding, Chicago; Purdue,

HaiT>'. (

)

e. Okla.

:Rannd,\V. E.,
'\ Ranker, J. D.,
as J., 345 Old

'4o: Rasdon, W. W.,
. H. C, University
'— W., 55 Wall

W\, 710 W.
Redden, H. R.

MaxT.,«

A

V)

Ainling Brcs. Co., St. Louis, Mo.; Reed, M. C,
1506 E. Sixty-third Place, Chicago; Reese, E. A.,

Hubbard, Iowa; Reese, Jolm P., Gilespie, 111.;

Reynolds, C. P., Henryetta, Okla.; Rhcdehamel,

G. C, 601 Hyde Block, Spokane, Wash.; Rice,

Geo. S., W'ashington, D. C; Richardson, Evans
T., Oatman, Ariz. ; Richards, J. T., 5441 Kimbark
Avenue, Chicago; Richards, T. S., 9545 S.

Robev Street, Chicago; Richards, M. E.,

Crystal Falls, Mich.; Rittman, Walter F.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.; Roach, Chas., Okmulgee, Okla.;

Robb, David, West Terre Dante, Ind.; Roberts,

C. M., Okmulgee, Okla.; Roberts, Warren R.,

McCormick Building, Chicago; Robinson, J. H.,

Prescott, Ariz.; Robirds, Edw. E., 507 S. Clinton

Street, Chicago; Rodgers, E. Ellsworth, Cran-

brook, B. C; Rogers, W. J., Pottsville, Pa.;

Rosenthal, M. G., Mining World, Chicago;

Rosenthal, S., Mining World, Chicago; Rothrech,

E. Paul, 6031 Ellis Avenue, Chicago; Rowell,

H. C, Valparaiso, Ind.; Ruhl, Otto, Joplin, Mo.;
Rupp, Burton S., 209 Boston Building, Chicago.

Sackrison, E. S., 125 W. Monroe Street,

Chicago; Saeger, W. C, 711 Cuyahoga Building,

Cleveland Ohio; Sager, F. W., 458 McCormick
Building, Chicago; Sample, Joseph E., Hill

Building, New York, N. Y.; Sanderson, W. C,
Henryetta, Okla.; Sands, H. T., 1052 G. & E.

Building, Denver; Savage, G. M., 75 Ruggery
Building, Columbus, Ohio; Sawtelle, E. S.,

Cincinnati; Sayers, W. W., 4041 Ellis Avenue,
Chicago; Schaffer, W., 1530 Lee Street, Charles-

ton, W. Va.; Schmick, W. L., 908 Wainwright
Building, St. Louis, Mo.; Schmitzel, Henry,
Deadwood, S. D.; Scholz, Carl, 139 W. Van
Buren, Chicago; Scholz, O. F., Lacon, 111.;

Schnyer, C. R., 1379 E. Fifth-seventh Street,

Chicago; Schuber, A. R., 1510 Morse Avenue,
Chicago; Scollard, Michael, Indianapohs, Ind.;

Scott, O. G., 327 S. Fifth vStreet, Springfield, 111.;

W. F. vScott, 2001 Prairie Avenue, Chicago;

Seaman, H. W., 719 Rookery, Chicago; Search,

H. M., Bethlehem, Pa.; Sebastian, Don B.,

La Salle Station, Chicago, care of C. R. I. & P.

R. R.; Sebring, T., Nowata, Okla.; Seeber, R. R.,

Winona, Mich.; Seamann, Henry I., Denver,
Colo.; Semple, F. H., Monadnock Building,

Chicago; Seidl, Hans E., Tenth Floor, Fisher

Building, Chicago; Sercombe, Parker H., 619 S.

Fifteenth Avenue, Maywood, 111.; Seymour,
Charles M., Knoxville, Tenn.; Schakelford,

W. R., Webb City, Mo.; Sharp, J. H., 829 Hearst
Building, San Francisco, Cal.; Shaw, R. A.,

Peoples Gas Building, Chicago; Sherman, A. H.,

Monadnock Building, Chicago; Sherwood, M.
W., 1010 Fisher Building, Chicago; Shick, Roy,
Okmulgee, Okla.; SMve, S. S., 332 S. Michigan
Avenue, Chicago; Schcck, Dave, Okmulgee,
Okla.; Short, Frank H., Fresno, Cal.; Simpson,
C^eorge N., 4834 S. Halsted Street, Chicago;
Short, R. P., Okmulgee, Okla.; Simpson, J. S.,

Windber, Pa.; vSisley, Geo. E., 517 Monadnock
Building, Chicago; vSkidmore, W. H., Columbis,
Kans.; vSkinner, A. P. W., 507 Postal Telegraph
Building, Chicago; Skinner, Ernest, Okmulgee,
Okla.; Shngheff, W. H., 165 W. Lake Street,

Chicago; Small, Harry H., 4834 Halsted Street,

Chicago; vSmith, C. T., Okmulgee, Okla.; Smith,
Hugh Calvin, First National Bank Building,
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Chicago; Smith, H. I., Urbana, 111.; Smith,
Forrest B., 5861 Winthrop Avenue, Chicago;
Smith, George Otis, Washington, I). C; Smith,
L. H., 915 Old Colonv Building, Chicago;
Smith, Thos. D., Pottsville, Pa.; Snyder. H. R.,

Milwaukee, Wis.; Snyder, W. J., Brazil, Ind.;
Somer\-ille, Thos., 1550 E. Sixty-fourth Street,

Chicago; S<>j>er, E. K., Moscow, Idaho; Slander,
Henricus J., Bnmswick, Ga.; Straight, Mrs.
Emma, La Salle Hotel; Straight, W. W., Jr.,

Cleveland, Ohio; Stank, W. L., 120 Broadway,
Chicago; Steidle, Edward, Washington, D. C;
Stock, H. H., Urhana, 111.; Stone, E. M., 427 S.

Seventeenth Avenue, Mavwood, 111.; Strenll,

C. N., Salt Lake City; S'f ' H. N., Ga.s

Building, Chicago; Swain, <..>.;. ;o, Okmulgee,
Okla.; Swain, John D., Gas Building, Chicago;
Swart, W. G., Duluth, Minn.; Sweeney, C. G.,
Des Moines, Iowa.

Tai)i)er, W. R., 1206 Edi.son Building, Chicago;
Talmadge, James E., Salt Lake City; Tapj)er,

C. A., 516 Monadnock Building, Chicago;
Tayloe, B. B., Catlin, 111.; Taylor, F. W.,
Denver, Colo,; Taylor, H. S., Seattle, Wash.;
Tavlor, S. A., 506 Second National Bank Build-
ing, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Terrell, A. D., 1111 Mar-
quette Building, Chicago; Terr\', T. W., Okmul-
gee, Okla.; Thomas, Eugene, (_>slxnime, Idaho:
Thomas, E. P., 63 \\ . Lake St., Chicago;
Thompson, J. N., Beggs, Okla.; Thomps^m,
R. B., Okmulgee, Okla.; Thompson, Wm.. Btggs,
Okla.; Thurlell, B. W., 4048 N. Crawfonl Ave-
nue, Chicago; Titus, Ix>uis, Ball)oa Building,
San Francisco, Cal.; Traber, Hirman L,,

Mu '

. Okla.; Trager, Earl A., 714 W. Oak
Strni, ..»uth Bend, Ind.; Tratman, E. E. R.,

1144 Monadntxk Blixk, Chicago; Trontman,
H. E., 820 Old Colony BuiMing, Chicag);
Trumbull, L. W., Cheyenne, Wyo, ; Tubby,
C. W., 70.? Commerce Building, St. Paul, Minn.;
Tucker, W. C, Binham, Ky.; Tulhill, R. J.,
Miami, Okla.; Tuttle, Jno. A., Harrisburg, 111.

Upham, Mrs. NellieC, 128 Maryland .\venue,
WashiiT." '\ D. C; Unger, Wm. S., 3344 Broad-
way, C'

Veatch, C. A., 508 Fisher Building, Chicago;
\'ij^nean, Jos. J., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Vignos,
Majar A., Canton, Ohio; Votaw, H. J., 4843
Prairie Avenue, Chicago.
Wagner, P. A., Southern Hotel, Chicago;

Waite, F^ E., DuBois, Pa.; Walcott, AlU-rt,
716 S. Kedze Avenue, Chicago; Walker, E.
EIwcxkI, Oknuilgee, Okla.; Wallene, F. O.,

Minneapolis, Minn.; Walsh, H. P., Gas Building,
(^hicago; Ward, H. B., Universitv of Chicag«):

Ward, R., Morris. Okla.; Warfor.'l. N. L., P>03
McCormick Building, Chicago; Warren, I,. G.,
•>10 Summit Avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.; Wteks,
P., Blocker, Okla.; Waller, Ha'iiilton. 1507
Hinman Avenue, Eva*' * • III.: Wills, Ivcr'ion

C, 501 .Monadnoek , Chicago; WciUz,

J. A., Chariton, Iowa: West, S. A., Old Colony
Building, CI' "

. W. C, p. Gas
HtiiMing, Chi' .I);". >'» < i/.i-ii, John, (

Kails.; W.itzel, E. H.. Pueblo. Colo.; \\

L. R., Okmulgee, Okla.: Whito, C. P., 415
Marion Building, •

Wallace. V. -
E. E., P.

"e.

F. C, Morgantown, W. Va.: Whitehead, John
NL, Jams\nlle, Wis.; Whitenton, Robt. T..
Henryttta. nkla.; Whyte, Geo. S., K' ' i.

Wis.; Witnitrandfrs, E. O., 1427 E. Sixi . ..:i

Place, Chit-ago; Williams, David. 1112 .Man-
hattan B •; \\ ., J. A.,
C' >, i:..; \\ iiiij.!;..-, J. E., .^ * r. 111.;

W :..>, Prof. S. .\., 734 N. F:.i^ v. -^m...

Chicago; Williamson, F. C, Old '

C ; Willis, Charles F., Tuc^son, Anz.;
\\:i:in i, W. G., Chicago, 111.; Wilms, O. N.,

709 Barry Avenue, Chicago; Wil ' H. M.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Wilson, R. J., a. 111.;

Winfrey, A. R., Okmulgee, OkUi.; Wmg, David
L., Washington, D. C; Wolcott, ILrUn B..

305 Muiers Bank, loplin. Mo.; Woo<n»u«lge,
C. M., 1714 E. Fifty.fifth Street. Chicago;
Woodford, R. W., Clevelan«l. Ohio; W<xjton,
Paul, Washington, D. C: Work. F "

Okmulgee, Okla.; Worth, D., Kingn...:

W(.rth, F. C, 4645 Maiden Street, ( •;

Wright, F. P., Bevie, Kv.; Wright, V
517 Drexil Buihling. Ph;'' ' ' ' ""

H., 3234 Park Avenue, »- .

T. M., Rector Building, CI Wm:
H. C, Rector BIdg., Chicago.

Yraton, Waller J., 6031 Ellis Avnuu-, C' ;

Young, C. M., Urbana, 111.; Youn^' '
,

Beggs, Okla.; Young. King H., W .,

D.C.
Zeon, K. N., M(»r. .vn, \\". \'a.

Esmond, T. C, }<.: .
Ari •

Von Schlegell, T., P' Gas Building,

Chicago.

IT'

URGES ACTION ON BILL
ENCOURAGING RESEARCH

"A step which may well bring most valu-

able ami far-r< is that "t

by a bill which n.i^ •< i n -vn-rc Cor-.-' i <
several years, which aims at the na en-

couragement of research. It was introduced
and supported by the >>n of I«and
Grant Colleges of the .sii'ara:c " * "d it

calls for the establishment ttf ai: ncnt
station in each with an annual Ft ap-
propriation of $I.'».o<X), There seemed go^ul
p' ' ' ! a move. .\ very ' r

J)!... X.. ...;;icd out in the statt ...Kii-

cultural stations and by many states addi-
tional support has been given to this work.
so that the country as a whole ! " n
the KOf)d r-- ••'•' t* ".is thi y
similar m . d to v,

and experimental work in other c; ring
fields was warranted by the C' d
for i

•• •— ••• - arch, the sui ;> ^i its

sun*' ' r.jw matcriri^ m ! ?^»»

d' :nnct and « on of r-

'lArn,' et <i in the
a' : in the wel-
fii ... • "1 f . iHi i\v the
details and p- of tb h

1,1

ti R ivi
v-onvi-n-
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M. M Valerius and V. H. McNutt have

returned to Tulsa after a six weeks' business

visit to the East.

C. T. Griswold, of the Associated Geological

Engineers, is in Wyoming, and Ernest Mar-

:, of the same organization, is in

Van H. Manning, director of the Bureau of

Minos, was in New York the latter part of

N\ - consulting with John Hays Hammond
and juua L. Ricketts with regard to the smelter

smoke problem at Anaconda. Dr. J. K. Clem-

ents acted as director during Mr. Manning's

absence.

Charles F. Willis, director of the Arizona

Bureau of Mines, was in Washington following

the Mining Congress Convention. Mr. Willis

was in personal charge of the Arizona exhibit

which was an interesting feature of the Chicago

meeting.

E. P. Mathewson has resigned as manager of

the production works of the Anaconda Copper
Comp tccept a position as general manager
of the in. .>h American Nickel Corporation at

Sudberr\', Ontario. His headquarters will be at

Toronto.

S. A. Taylor, of Pittsburgh, Pa., was a caller

at the V'- ^-
,n office of the American

Mining C ^ , n Monday, November 21.

SAFETY AND COMPENSATION
ADD TO COAL PRICE

"The increased safety in the coal mines that
has come through the combined efforts of the
ccal companies, the State inspectors, and the
Federal Bureau of Mines necessarily involves
•omc incr—- '- -- * - » r,pcration, but the few
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RADIUM IS FOUND IN
TWO TYPES OF MINERALS

Radium is found in two principal types of

minerals. As pitchblende, occurring only in

granitic rock^, and in the oxidized minerals

which have been formed probably from the
breaking down of pitchblende and have been
carried to other places in solution. The prin-

cipal mineral of the oxidized group is carnotite,

the yellow and generally powdery mineral which
is found in considerable quantities in south-

western Colorado and southeastern Utah.
Other oxidized minerals, such as torbernite

and autunite are found in the veins which carry

pitchblende or in the oxidized portions of those

veins which are thought to have contained
pitchblende at one time. They are of little

commercial value, although they have been
mined as a source of radium in Portugal and
South Australia.

MUST MAKE PUBLIC REALIZE
IMPORTANCE OF MINING

"One of the most important lessons for the
people of the United States, as the late Dr.

Holmes pointed out, is to realize the importance
of the mining industry; and a means of teaching

them some part of this lesson has been found in

the publication of dividends paid by the prin-

cipal mining companies
. '

' (Extract from address,

of C. A. Tupper, at the Mining Congress Con-
vention.)
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How Otolok Stops the "Scraps"
OTOLOK is a registered letter, a certified check and
a gilt edge insurance policy all in one.

It sends the loaded car from the coal face to the
tipple, through half a dozen hands with the original

check securely locked in place so it can not possibly
be«tampered with.

All check squabbles are stopped, the moment
OTOLOK is fixed in place. It is easy, cheap and
absolutely fool-and-crook-proof.

Write us for full information.

THE MINES OTOLOK CO.
House Building Pittsburgh, Pa.
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